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ACCOUNTANCY ACCOUNTANCY
ALBRECHT, WILLIAM S., Assistant Professor
Books Edited
Management Accounting and Control: Proceedings of
The Robert Beyer Symposium, University of Oregon,
Graduate School of Business, 75 pp.
BEDFORD, NORTON M. , Professor
Articles
With R. E. ziegler
The Contributions of A. C. Littleton to Accounting
Thought and Practice Accounting Review (50)
435-43.
BERRY, MAUREEN H., Lecturer
Chapters in Books
Accounting for the Use of Public Funds in Medieval
England. In Collected Papers of the American Ac-
counting Association's Annual Meeting , 1975, Tucson,
Arizona, edited by American Accounting Association.
Sarasota, Florida, pp. 2-10.
BRIGHTON, GERALD D., Professor
Articles
Audit Function in the Public Sector, Collected Papers
of the American Accounting Association's 1975 Annual
Meeting
, pp. 103-10.
With R. E. Ziegler
Extending the Boundaries of Auditing - Evaluation of
Outputs, Collected Papers of the American Accounting
Association's Annual Meeting pp. 69-78.
With Fred M. Oliver
Auditing State and Local Governmental Units Journal
of Accountancy (140: July) 87-91.
FESS, PHILIP E., Professor
Books
With C. R. Niswonger and J. Parker
Accounting Principles , Toronto, Gage Educational
Publishing, Ltd., 897pp.
Articles
Auditor V. Client Reporting Responsibilities, CPA
Journal (45:5) pp 46-7.
The Academic Role in Continuing Education for Prac-
ticing Accountants, Collected Papers of the American
Accounting Association's Annual Meeting , 1975, pp.
557-561.
HOLZER, H. PETER, Professor
With W. LUck
Quality Control, GrundsStzezur Verbesserung der
FrUungsqualitat Die Wirtschaf tsprUfung (28) 541-6.
JOHNSON, ORACE E., Professor
Articles
With S. Gunn
Conflict Resolution: The Market and/or Accounting?
The Accounting Review (49) 649-63.
MCKEOWN, JAMES C, Associate Professor
Articles
With D. J. H. Watson
An Analysis of Selected Assumptions Underlying Behav-
ioral Accounting Research on the Concept of Material-
ity. Proceedings of Western Regional AIDS Conference
(1975) pp. 45-8.
With T. K. Lenehen
Implementation and Effects of Computer- Based Instruc-
tion in Accounting at Two-Year Institutions, Proceed-
ings of the Sixth Conference on the Use of Computers
in Undergraduate Curricula (1975) pp. 179-84.
NEUMANN, FREDERICK L. , Professor
Articles
Career Education in Accounting in the United States:
A Current Appraisal. The International Journal of
Accounting (v. 9} 169-79.
PETERSEN, RUSSELL J., Associate Professor
Articles
A Portfolio Analysis of General Price Level Restate-
ment. The Accounting Review (v.L No. 3: July) 525-32
Book Review
Accounting Theory Illustrated by David Norr. The Ac-
counting Review (v.L No. 4: October) 936-7.
SCHOENFELD, HANNS-MARTIN W., Weldon Powell Memorial
Professor
Books
Kostenrechnung, Vol. II, 7th rev. ed., Stuttgart:
Poeschel Verlag. 136pp.
Kostenrechnung, Vol. III. Stuttgart: Poeschel
Verlag. 170 pp.
Chapters in Books
Die Rechnungslegung multinationaler Unternehmen.
In Industrie Wirtschaf t in Theorie und Prasis, ed.
by Herbst, Hentze and Anschuetz. Berlin-Koln-Frank-
furt: Beuth Vertireb, pp. 103-22.
Fuehrungskraefte, Aus-und Fortildung. In Handwoer -
terbuch des Personalwesens , ed. by Gaugler. Stutt-
gart, pp. 309-19.
Articles
International Influences on the Contemporary Account-
ing Curriculum: International Accounting Instruction
at the University of Illinois The International
Journal of Accounting (10: Fall) 71-85.
DieBesteuerung auslaendlischer Einkuenfte multi-
nationaler Unternehmen in den USA. Die Wirtschaft-
sprUfung (28: 309-19.
WILLIS, EUGENE, Assistant Professor
Articles
With J. M. Malloy and J. T. Sale
Interim Financial Reporting: A Survey of Attitudes
of Chartered Financial Analyses. The Ohio CPA
(34: Spring) 61-9.
With J. M. Malloy
Careful Debt Planning Can Save Subchapter S Net
Operating Loss Passthrough. Taxes - The Tax Maga-
zine (v. 53: June) 373-8.
ACCOUNTANCY CENTER FOR ADVANCED COMPUTATION
With J. H. Malloy
Careful Debt Planning Can Save Subchapter S Net
Operating Loss Passthrough. The Monthly Digest of
Tax Articles (v. 26: November) 27-32.
ZIEGLER, RICHARD E., Assistant Professor
Articles
With N. M. Bedford
The Contributions of A. C. Littleton to Accounting
Thought and Practice, Accounting Review , (50)
435-43.
With G. D. Brighton
Extending the Boundaries of Auditing—Evaluating
Outputs. Collected Papers of the American Account-
ing Association's Annual Meeting , 1975 (69-78)
ZIMMERMAN, VERNON K. , Professor and Dean
Chapters in Books
The Future of the Accounting Curriculum in a College
of Business Administration. In Researching the
Accounting Curriculum Strategies Change, ed. by
W. L. Ferrara. Sarasota, Florida: American Ac-
counting Association, pp. 17-22.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Buehlmann, David Marvin (N. M. Bedford), The impact of
leadership style on the job satisfaction, turnover
perceptions, and performance of staff accountants
in large public accounting firms.
Capettini, Robert Joseph (N. M. Bedford) , Some social
influence variables affecting the internal allo-
cation of capital resources.
Chevalier, Gilles (E. J. DeMaris), Universality of ac-
counting principles and practices and evaluation of
the universality of the needs of users of accounting
information.
Rivera Fernandez, Juan Manuel (W. E. Tliomas)
, A
critical study of the accounting and economic
evaluation of Mexican public investment projects
in roads and irrigation.
Freedman, Martin (W. E. Thomas), An analysis of indus-
trial social costs: a taxonomic approach.
Keys, David Earl (N. M. Bedford) , Confidence— interval
financial statements: an empirical investigation.
Lorek, Kenneth Stanley (J. C. McKeown) , An empirical
examination of the time series behavior of quarterly
earnings.
Marquardt, John David (G. D. Brighton) , Income tax
compliance--an examination of critical attributes.
Neumann, Bruce Richard (N. M. Bedford) A multivariate
analysis and classification of large community
hospitals.
Talib, Moechtar (V. K. Zimmerman) A critical evaluation
of the Indonesian Central Government Accounting
System.
ADMINISTRATIVE DATA PROCESSING - URBANA CAMPUS
BOMZER, HERBERT W.
, Assistant Director
Chapter in a Book
Dollars and Sense of D.P. In Association for
Computing ?lachinery '75 Proceedings
, ed. hv Tnhn
D. Miite. New York: Association for Computine
Machinery, p. 343.
CENTER FOR ADVANCED COMPUTATION
ALSBERG, PETER A., Research Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
Distributed Processing on the ARPA Network
—
Measurements of the Cost and Performance Tradeoffs
for Numerical Tasks. Proceedings of the Eighth
Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences
,
Honolulu: Western Periodicals, (January) 91-4.
Space and Time Savings Through Large Data Base
Compression and Dynamic Restructuring. Proceedings
of the IEEE (63: August) 1114-22.
BULLARD, CLARK W., Associate Professor
Technical Report
The Environmental Viewpoint. Proceedings: Workshop
on Non-Point Sources of Water Pollution . Illinois
Institute for Environmental Quality (August), 50-1.
Articles
with R. A- Herendeen
Energy Cost of Goods and Services. Energy Policy
(3:December) 268-78.
with R. A. Herendeen
Energy Impact of Consumptiq;! Decisions. Proceedings
of the IEEE (63:Harch) 484-93.
Chapter in a book
with A. V. Sebald
A Model for Analyzing Energy Impact of Technological
Change . Proceedings of the 1975 Summer Computer
Simulation Conference (2:July) 1339-45.
HANNON, BRUCE M. Associate Professor
Articles
Energy Conservation and the Consumer. Science ,
(189: July) 95-102.
Energy, Employment and Transportation. World
Resources: The Forensic Quarterly (49 : September)
497-512.
RIEBER, MICHAEL, Research Professor
Chapter in a Book
Low Sulfur Coal-High Sulfur Coal: The Trade
Interface. In The Energy Problem : The Case of Coal ,
ed. by W. Page. Morgantown, West Virginia: The
West Virginia UP, 56 pp.
Articles
Low Sulfur Coal: A Revision of Reserve and Sunnly
Estimates. Journal of Environmental Economics and
Management (2) 40-59.
CENTER FOR advanced COMPUTATION AERONAUTICAL AND ASTRONAUTICAL ENGINEERING
Economic Impact on the State of Illinois of Medium
Btu Coal Gasification. Proceedings of the Second
Inter-University Energy Conference-Constraints on
Coal Utilization . Carbondale, (May), 16-24.
Technical Reports
with S. L. Soo
The Feasibility of Coal Mine Cooperatives: A
Preliminary Report and Analysis. Monthly Energy
Review (2:July) 2-11.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Conceptual foundations for copytesting research.
University of Illinois, Department of Advertising
Working Papers irl, 48pp.
Book Reviews
Communications and media: constructing a cross-
discipline, by George N. Gordon. Journal of
Advertising (5:Spring) 37-8.
SANDAGE, CHARLES H., Professor Emeritus
ROISTACHER, RICHARD C, Research Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
Hypertension in Holmes County, Mississippi. In
Epidemiology and Control of Hypertension , ed.
by Paul Oglesby, M.D., New York: Stratton,
pp 485-502.
A General Consistency Check Procedure for Machine
Readable Data. Sociological Methods and Research
(4) 301-20.
Homewood
,
Revision of a Book
With V. Fryburger
Advertising theory and practice (9th ed
.
)
.
Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, 703pp.
WEDDING, NUGENT C., Professor
Articles
Advertising as a method of mass communication of
ideas and information. Journal of Advertising
,
(4: Summer) 6-11.
CENTER FOR ADVANCED STUDY
ALPEKT, DANIEL, Director
Chapter in a Book
The PLATO IV system in use: a progress report. In
Computers in education (part 1) , ed. by Lecarne and
Lewis. Amsterdam: North-Holland, pp. 181-5.
ADVERTISING
BARBAN, ARNOLD M., Professor
Books
With D. Jugenheimer and L. Young
Advertising media sourcebook and workbook.
Columbus: Grid, 186pp.
Chapter in a Book
How farmers, students, and businessmen view
advertising. Proceedings of the American
Academy of Advertising , ed. by L. W. Lanfranco.
Columbia, South Carolina, pp. 105-7.
HAEFNER, JAMES E., Assistant Professor
Articles
With J. Leckenby
Consumers' use and awareness of consumer protection
agencies. Journal of Consumer Affairs (9) 205-11.
With S. Permut
Indexing consumerism issues through the mass media.
Journal of Consumer Affairs (9) 81-9.
LECKENBY, JOHN D., Assistant Professor
Articles
With J. E. Haefner
Consumers' use and awareness of consumer protection
agencies. Journal of Consumer Affairs (9:Winter)
205-11.
AERONAUTICAL AND ASTRONAUTICAL ENGINEERING
CHAMBERLAIN, ARTHA L., Publications Counselor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Aerospace alumni news. Aeronautical and Astro-
nautical Engineering Department, University of
Illinois (8) 30pp.
HILTON, HARRY H. , Professor and Acting Head of
Department
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Structural reliability and minimum weight analysis
for combined random loads and strengths. Aero-
nautical and Astronautical Engineering Department,
University of Illinois, Technical Report UILU-ENG-
75-0509, 92pp.
With J. Hsu and J. 5. Kirby
Linear viscoelastic analysis with random material
properties. Aeronautical and Astronautical
Engineering Department, University of Illinois,
Technical Report UILU-ENG-75-0510, 40pp.
HOPKINS, CHARLES 0., Professor, See Institute of
Aviation
KRIER, HERMAN, Associate Professor
Articles
With D. L. Reuss
Suspended fuel droplet burning in a combined high
temperature and high pressure environment . Com -
bustion and Flame Journal (25) 259-67.
With S. A. Shimpi
The closed bomb test for the assessment of solid
propellant grains utilized in guns. Combustion
and Flame Journal (25) 229-40.
With W. F. VanTassell
Combustion and flame spreading phenomena in gas-
permeable explosive materials. International
Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer (18) 1377-86.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Prediction of flame spreading and pressure wave
AERONAUTICAL AND ASTRONAUTICAL ENGINEERING AGRICULTURAL ADMINTRATION
propagation in propel lant beds. Aeronautical and
Astronautical Engineering Department, University
of Illinois, Technical Report UILU-ENG-75-0S06,
92pp.
With M. W. Bcckstead, D. L. Pilcher and N. L.
Peterson
Convective combustion modeling applied to
def lagration-to-detonatioii transition. Proceed -
ings 12th JAN'NAF Combustion Meeting
,
CPIA No. 273,
157-71.
With M. J. Adams
Determining the dynamic burning rate of gun pro-
pellants using the Dynagun ballistic simulator.
Proceedings 12th JANKAF Combustion Meeting , CPIA
No. 273, 303-21.
With S. Gokhale
Predictions of vigorous ignition dynamics for a
cartridge of solid propellant grains. Proceed -
ings 12th JANNAF Combustion Meeting
,
CPIA No. 273,
143-55.
Vigorous ignition of granulated beds by blast
impact. Aeronautical and Astronautical Engineer-
ing Department, University of Illinois, Technical
Report UlLU-ENG-75-0507, 51pp. [Also BRL Contract
Report 263.]
With T. G. Neitzke, M. J. Adams, J. W. Black and
E. E. Meister
Solid propellant burning evaluation with the Dyna-
gun ballistic simulator. Aeronautical and Astro-
nautical Engineering Department, University of
Illinois, Technical Report UILU-ENG-75-0508, 88pp.
LIN, Y. K. , Professor and Associate Member, Center
for Advanced Study
Articles
With J. N. Yang
Frequency response functions of a disordered
periodic beam. Journal of Sound and Vibration
(38:3) 317-40.
ROSCOE, STANLEY N.
Aviation
Professor, See Institute of
SENTMAN, LEE H., Associate Professor
Articles
Rotational nonequilibrium in CW chemical lasers.
Journal of Chemical Physics (62) 3523-37.
STREHLOW, ROGER A., Professor
Articles
Blast waves generated by constant velocity flames:
a simplified approach. Combustion Flame (24) 257-
61.
The effect of curvature on flame structure.
Deuxieme Symposium Europeen sur La Combustion
,
Orleans, France, 496-501.
With S. C. Sorenson and L. D. Savage
Flamraability limits--a new technique. Combustion
and Flame Journal (24) 347-55.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With K. E. Baker
The characterization and evaluation of accidental
explosions. NASA CR 134779, 87pp.
YEN, SHEE-MANG, Professor
Articles
With D. S. Watanabe and G. Roediger
Transient viscous flow around an elliptic cylinder.
Proceedings of Symposium on Unsteady Aerodynamics
,
UrrrveriTty~oF"ArTzona7TIT3o"!
ZAK, ADAM R., Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Analysis of the XM97 turret dynamics with active
servo control. U. S. Army Armament Command, Rock
Island Arsenal, Technical Report R-TR-75-009,
26pp.
With W. H. Drysdale
Dynamically induced thermal stresses in composite
material, structural panels. Aeronautical and
Astronautical Engineering Department, University
of Illinois, Technical Report UILU-E\G-75-0S01
,
18pp.
Numerical analysis of laminated, orthotropic, com-
posite structure. Aeronautical and Astronautical
Engineering Department, University of Illinois,
Technical Report UILU-ENG-75-0502, 112pp.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Adamczyk, Andrew Anthony (R. A. Strehlow) An investi-
gation of blast waves generated from non-ideal
eneroy sources.
Edwards, Thomas Ewing (A. I. Ormsbee) , An acproximate
numerical method for the optimization of flap
design for maximum lift coefficient.
Majerus, John Neil (A. R. Zak) , A statistical model
for predicting the behavior of generalized com-
posites.
AGRICULTURAL ADMINISTRATION
ALDRICH, SAMUEL R. , Assistant Director and Professor,
See: Department of Agronomy.
BEHRENS, JOHN H., Associate Professor
Articles
Some guidelines on the use of multi-media for teach-
ing. The Journal of the National Association of Col -
leges and Teachers of Agriculture {1B:4) 74-6.
DAHL, DELBERT T., Associate Professor
Articles
Can they hear our message? Extension Service Review
(45: July-August) 8-9.
Professor Lehmann's "Mile-Line" put electricity on
Illinois farms. Illinois Research {17:Fall) 6-7.
JONES, BENJAMIN A., JR., Associate Director and Professor
See: Department of Agricultural Engineering.
SALISBURY, GLENN W. , Director and Professor, See: Depart-
ment of Dairy Science.
SCHERER, CHRISTIAN H., Instructor
AGRICULTURAL ADMINISTRATION AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS
Articles
Volunteer 4-H leaders learn by listening. National
4-H News (53:October) 4, 44.
in Illinois. University of Illinois, Department of
Agricultural Economics, Agricultural Experiment
Station, Agricultural Economics Research Report
137, 21pp.
SCHWEITZER, HARVEY J., Assistant Director and Professor,
See: Department of Agricultural Economics.
DOVRING, FOLKE, Professor
AGRICULTURAL ECOMOMICS
BAKER, CHESTER B. , Professor
Articles
Report of the Publication Policy Committee. Ameri-
can Journal of Agricultural Economics (57:5)
1014-15.
With M. H. Brucker, E. Erickson
Planning retirement from farming: A computer-
assisted method for low-income farmers. University
of Illinois, College of Agriculture, Special Publi-
cation 34, 64pp.
BARTLETT, ROLAND W. , Professor Emeritus
Book Reviews
Critique of the paper on Mega Cooperatives, by
Robert T. Masson. Proceedings Community Nutrition
Institute , Conference on Milk Prices and the Market
System, December 4-5, 1975, pp. 113-20.
BOCK, CARL A., Associate Professor
Books
With L. J. Farrell
Farm income tax schools. Workbook. University of
Illinois, College of Agriculture, Cooperative Ex-
tension Service, 288pp.
Chapter in a Book
With D. L. Uchtmann
Agricultural leases and related laws. In Landlord/
tenant practice handbook , pub. by Illinois Insti-
tute for Continuing Legal Education, Springfield,
Illinois, (6)1-64.
Articles
The farm partnership, Nebraska Law Review (54:3),
558-85.
Land use regulation. In Illinois space for tomor-
row— Land resources: Public policy implementation
(2). University of Illinois, Cooperative Extension
Service, pp. 6-12.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With G. A. Harrison, Hepp
Proposed changes in death tax policies—Conse-
quences for farm estates. In Death and taxes:
Policy issues affecting farm property transfers .
North Central Regional Extension Publication 40.
University of Illinois, College of Agriculture,
Cooperative Extension Service Special Publication
38, pp. 5-10.
BROOKS, BRUCE L. , Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With R. J. Mutti
A financial analysis of retail fertilizer business
The conditions for unlimited economic growth. Plan-
ning and public policy (Bureau of Urban and Regional
Planning, University of Illinois) (1:1), 1-4.
Population and food: The development problem. In
Proceedings of the Great Lakes Assembly on Popula-
tion and Hunger , June 19-21, Kellogg Center,
Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan,
pp. 13-19.
Book Reviews
Environmental deterioration in the Soviet Union and
Eastern Europe, ed. by Ivan Volgyes, New York, 1974.
Russian Review (Stanford, California) (34:2),
219-20.
Swedish economic policy, by Assar Lindbeck , Berkeley
and Los Angeles, 1974. Journal of Economic His-
tory (35:4) , 884-5.
DUE, JEAN M. , Professor
Articles
With R. Anderson, G. L. Karr
The use of marketing boards for domestic crops
—
The case of Sierra Leone Rice Corporation. Bank of
Sierra Leone Economic Review (9:3-4) 30-52, 1974.
(Not previously reported)
Book reviews
Economic growth and social equity in developing
countries, by Irma Adelman and Cynthia Taft Morris.
African Studies Association Review of Books (July
1975) 115-21.
Taxing agricultural land in developing countries,
by Richard M. Bird. Journal of Economic Litera-
ture (13:2) 513-15.
South of the Sahara: Development in African eco-
nomies, by Sayre P. Schatz. African Studies Asso-
ciation Review of Books (July 1975) 106-08.
ELAM, THOMAS E. , Assistant Professor
Canadian supply functions for livestock and meat:
Comment. American Journal of Agricultural Eco-
nomics (57:2) 364-5.
ERICKSON, DUANE E., Professor
Articles
What is a management system? In Proceedings of
National Extension Beef Cattle (Cow-Calf) Work-
shop , University of Nebraska Center for Continuing
Education, April 9-11, 1974, pp. 149-52.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With M. H. Brucker, C. B. Baker
Planning retirement from farming; A computer-
assisted method for low-income farmers. University
of Illinois, College of Agriculture, Special Pub-
lication 34, 64pp.
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS
ERICKSON, STEVEN P., Research Assistant
Articles
With T. A. Stucker
Livestock wastes as a substitute for commercial
nitrogen fertilizer. Illinois Research (17:3)
10-11.
FLIEGEL, FREDERICK C, Professor
Articles
With J. E. Kivlin, N. C. Sharma
Environmental pollution: Is there enough public
concern to lead to action? Environment and Be-
havior (7:December) 455-71.
With C. R. P. Rao
Consistency of subjective caste rankings across
villages in three regions of India. Man in India
(55:April-June) 118-27.
FREY, THOMAS L. , Associate Professor
Articles
Use of farm financial statements in Illinois.
Illinois Agricultural Economics (15:2) 8-10.
Organize to advise—effectively and efficiently.
NACTA Journal (National Association of College
Teachers of America) (19:1) 24-7.
GRUEBELE, JAMES W. , Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With L. G. Sleight
Labor-union restrictions on innovations in fluid-
milk delivery and their relationship to market
performance. University of Illinois, College of
Agriculture, Agricultural Experiment Station Bul-
letin 751, 47pp.
GUITHER, HAROLD D., Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Who will control U.S. agriculture? Final project
report—A nationwide team effort in public policy
education. University of Illinois, College of
Agriculture, Cooperative Extension Service, 21pp.
With L. R. Kyle, W. F. Woods
The current situation. In Death and taxes: Policy
issues affecting farm property transfers . North
Central Regional Extension Publication 40. Univer-
sity of Illinois, College of Agriculture, Coopera-
tive Extension Service Special Publication 38,
pp. 1-5.
With R. D. Walker
The current situation: A description. In Illinois
space for tomorrow--Land resources: Public policy
formulation (1). University of Illinois, Coopera-
tive Extension Service, pp. 3-8.
HERBST, JOHN H., Professor
Articles
Twenty-year trends in crop yields: Corn, soybeans,
wheat, and oats. Illinois Research (17:3) 8-9.
HIERONYMUS, THOMAS A., Professor
Articles
Critical role of the price of corn. Illinois Busi-
ness Review (32:3) 6-8.
HILL, LOWELL D. , Professor
Books Edited
Corn quality in world markets. Danville, Illinois:
The Interstate Printers and Publishers, 270pp.
Chapter in a Book
With S. P. Erickson
Economic restraints on the reallocation of energy
for agriculture. In Energy, agriculture and waste
management , ed. by William J. Jewell. Ann Arbor,
Michigan: Ann Arbor Science Publishers, pp. 105-22.
Corn quality in world markets. In Proceedings of
the 1975 Grain Conditioning Conference , University
of Illinois, Department of Agricultural Engineering,
January 15-16, 1975, pp. 72-5.
With A. R. Bunker
Impact of rail abandonment on agricultural produc-
tion and associated grain marketing and fertilizer
supply firms. Illinois Agricultural Economics
(15:1) 12-20.
With E. D. Baldwin
Estimating a theoretical contract curve between
vertical stages in the Illinois grain industry.
American Journal of Agricultural Economics (57:1)
74-81.
With A. J. Peplinski, et al.
Corn quality as influenced by harvest and drying
conditions. Cereal Foods World (20:3) 145-54.
With P. B. Lynch, et al.
Chemically preserved high-moisture corns in diets
for growing-finishing swine. Journal of Animal
Science (40:6) 1063-69.
HINTON, ROYCE A., Professor
Articles
With A. G. Mueller
Farmers ' production costs for corn and soybeans
by unit size. American Journal of Agricultural
Economics (57:5) 934-9.
JUDGE, GEORGE G. , Professor, See Economics.
KESLER, RICHARD P., Associate Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With D. F. Wilken
1974, 50th annual summary of Illinois farm business
records. University of Illinois, College of Agri-
culture, Cooperative Extension Service Circular
1113, 24pp.
With J. B. Kliebenstein
Missouri mail-in record farms, 1964 to 1973. Uni-
versity of Missouri, College of Agriculture, Agri-
cultural Experiment Station Special Report 173,
23 pp.
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS
With J. B. Kliebenstein, L. F. Rottmann
Missouri hog farmers: Factors affecting production
decisions. University of Missouri, College of
Agriculture, Agricultural Experiment Station,
Special Report 179, 19pp.
KIRTLEY, MALCOLM B. , Associate Professor
Articles
Farm business trends. Illinois Research (17:4) 20,
KRAUSZ, NORMAN G. P., Professor
Revision of a Book
With H. W. Hannah
Law and court decisions on agriculture (rev. ed.).
Champaign, Illinois: Stipes Publishing, 465pp.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Developing local government action programs for
rural development. University of Illinois, Depart-
ment of Agricultural Economics, Agricultural Ex-
periment Station, Agricultural Economics Research
Report 136, 52pp.
With R. J. Trompeter
Land trusts and the Illinois farmer (revised) . Uni-
versity of Illinois, College of Agriculture, Co-
operative Extension Service Circular 1098, 7pp.
With J. C. O'Byrne, et al.
The farm corporation (revised) . North Central
Regional Extension Publication 11. Iowa State
University, Cooperative Extension Service, 17pp.
LEUTHOLD, RAYMOND M., Associate Professor
On the use of Theil's inequality coefficients.
American Journal of Agricultural Economics (57:2)
344-46.
Evaluating the price performance of the live beef
cattle futures contract. Illinois Agricultural
Economics (15:1) 21-5.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Actual and potential use of the livestoct; futures
market by Illinois producers. University of Il-
linois, Department of Agricultural Economics,
Agricultural Experiment Station, Agricultural
Economics Research Report 141, 29pp.
With G. Karr
The distribution of federal outlays among. Illinois
counties. University of Illinois, Department of
Agricultural Economics, Agricultural Experiment
Station, Agricultural Economics Research Report
134, 22pp.
MUELLER, ALLAN G., Professor
Articles
With R. A. Hinton
Farmers' production costs for corn and soybeans by
unit size. American Journal of Agricultural Eco-
nomics (57:5) 934-9.
MUTTI, RALPH J., Professor Emeritus
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Variations in use of fertilizer within Illinois.
University of Illinois, Department of Agricultural
Economics, Agricultural Experiment Station, Agri-
cultural Economics Research Report 132, 40pp.
With B. L. Brooks
A financial analysis of retail fertilizer business
in Illinois. University of Illinois, Department
of Agricultural Economics, Agricultural Experiment
Station, Agricultural Economics Research Report
137, 21pp.
PADBERG, DANIEL I., Professor
Chapter in a Book
With H. Love, B. Marion
Who will control it? In Your food
,
pub. by
Cooperative Extension Service, Ohio State Univer-
sity, pp. 49-60.
Articles
Emerging effectiveness of competition and the need
for consumer protection. American Journal of Agri -
cutural Economics (57:2) 196-205.
Food marketing policy. In The market functions and
costs for food between America's fields and tables
.
Committee Print, U.S. Senate, Committee on Agricul-
ture and Forestry, March 25, 1975, pp. 89-96.
Concentration of power— Issues and alternatives.
In Increasing understanding of public problems and
policies— 1975 , Farm Foundation, Chicago, Illinois,
pp. 31-9.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With G. Ayres
Alternative approaches to consumer protection.
A.E. Res. 74-11, Cornell Agricultural Experiment
Station, 27pp.
QUINN, JOHN A., Associate Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With C. J. W. Drablos
Public capital investment alternative. In Illinois
space for tomorrow—Land resources: Public policy
implementation (2). University of Illinois, Co-
operative Extension Service, pp. 20-6.
With V. W. House, et al.
Policy instruments for shaping land use choices.
In Land resources today— Issues, citizens' roles
,
policy instruments (3). University of Illinois,
Cooperative Extension Service, 12pp.
REISS, FRANKLIN J., Professor
Articles
Taxation—Land use relationships. Illinois Agri-
cultural Economics (15:1) 1-7.
With M. D. Thorne, C. J. W. Drablos
Irrigation of field crops: Should you try it in
1975? Illinois Research (17:1) 6-7.
With H. E. Rodeffer, D. Leman
Development of a record system for measuring swine
breeding efficiency. Journal of Animal Science
(40:1) 13-18.
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Bulletins and Technical Reports
Landlord and tenant shares, 1974. University of
Illinois, Department of Agricultural Economics,
Agricultural Experiment Station, Agricultural Eco-
nomics Research Report 142, 29pp.
Taxation and land use relationships.
space for tomorrow—Land resources:
In Illinois
Public policy
implementation (2). University of Illinois, Co-
operative Extension Service, pp. 13-20.
SCHMIDT, STEPHEN C, Professor
Articles
Inflation in the United States: Causes and impli-
cations. Illinois Agricultural Economics (15:1)
26-35.
World food concerns and prospects . Illinois Busi-
ness Review (32:9) 6-8.
World trade in oilseeds, oils and fats: Past and
prospects. Economic Planning (11:5) 3-16.
With R. I. Vandendries
Andean integration: Potentials and limitations.
Supplement to International Journal of Agrarian
Affairs , 21-8.
SCHWEITZER, HARVEY J., Professor
Book Reviews
How to get things changed, by Bert Strauss and Mary
E. Stowe. Rural Sociology (40:2) 217-19.
SCOTT, JOHN T., JR., Professor
Articles
An agricultural economist looks at problems asso-
ciated with small farm production in Indonesia. In
Proceedings of a seminar on agricultural and rural
development in Indonesia , Michigan State Univer-
sity, East Lansing, Michigan, October 28-29, 1974,
pp. 46-52.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With J. B. Kliebenstein
Farm production decision-making using quadratic
programming—An empirical application. University
of Illinois, Department of Agricultural Economics,
Agricultural Experiment Station, Agricultural Eco-
nomics Research Report 138, 24pp.
SEITZ, WESLEY D., Associate Professor
Articles
With J. C. Headley
Changing natural resource property rights: An over-
view. Natural Resources Journal (15:4) 639-42.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Review of economic impact of proposed guidelines
for registering pesticides in the United States.
Report 49, published by CAST, Department of Agron-
omy, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa, 9pp.
With R. G. F. Spitze, M. B. Sands
Evaluation of agricultural policy alternatives to
control sedimentation. Water Resources Center
Research Report 99, 111pp.
SIMERL, LAWRENCE H., Professor Emeritus
Articles
Farm business trends. Illinois Research (17:1) 20.
Farm business trends. Illinois Research (17:2) 16.
Farm business trends. Illinois Research (17:3) 20.
SMITH, DONALD G., Associate Professor
Revision of a Book
With L. N. Buley, et al.
Rural appraisal manual (revised, fourth edition)
.
Champaign, Illinois: Stipes Publishing, 263pp.
SOFRANKO, ANDREW J., Associate Professor
Articles
Problems of aged living in rural areas. In Joint
project on staff development for services to the
aging (1). University of Illinois, Jane Addams
School of Social Work, pp. 41-9.
With W. Bridgeland
Community structure and issue specific influences:
Community mobilization over environmental quality.
Urban Affairs Quarterly (11:2) 186-214.
Agreement and disagreement on environmental issues
among community leaders. Cornell Journal of Social
Relations (10:1) 151-62.
With M. Nolan, R. C. Bealer
Energy use and alternative measures of societal
modernity. Sociology and Social Research (59:4)
301-17.
SONKA, STEVEN T., Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
With E. O. Heady, U. K. Srivastava
Farm policy and rural income and employment models.
In Spatial sector programming models in agricul-
ture
,
pub. by Iowa State UP, Ames, Iowa, pp. 298-336.
Articles
With E. O. Heady
Agricultural export alternatives: Effects on land
use, crop prices, and land values. Journal of
Soil and Water Conservation (30:3) 121-5.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With E. O. Heady
Farm-size structure and off-farm income and employ-
ment generation in the North Central Region. North
Central Regional Center for Rural Development, Iowa
State University, 91pp.
Income and structure of American agriculture under
future alternatives of farm size, policies and ex-
ports. Center for Agricultural and Rural Develop-
ment, Iowa State University, CARD Report 53, 109pp. |
With E. O. Heady, D. C. Faber
A world food analysis: Grain supply and export
capacity of American agriculture under various pro-
duction and consumption alternatives. Center for
Agricultural and Rural Development, Iowa State
University, CARD Report 60, 83pp.
J
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SPITZE, ROBERT G. F., Professor
Articles
With J. D. Shaffer
Research priorities for public price and income
policy—A task force view. Illinois Agricultural
Economics (15:1) 8-11.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With W. D. Seitz, M. B. Sands
Evaluation of agricultural policy alternatives tQ
control sedimentation. Water Resources Center
Research Report 99, 111pp.
STUCKER, THOMAS A., Research Assistant
Articles
With S. P. Erickson
Livestock wastes as a substitute for commercial
nitrogen fertilizer. Illinois Research (17:3)
10-11.
SWANSON, EARL R., Professor
Articles
Problems and policy alternatives: Agriculture.
In Proceedings: Workshop on non-point sources of
water pollution , March 20-21, 1975, Allerton House,
University of Illinois. College of Agriculture
Special Publication 37, IIEQ Document 75-16,
pp. 14-18.
With K. L. Guntermann, M. T. Lee
The off-site sediment damage function in selected
Illinois watersheds. Journal of Soil and Water
Conservation (30:5) 219-24.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With C. R. Taylor
The economic impact of selected nitrogen restric-
tions on agriculture in Illinois and 20 other
regions of the United States. University of Il-
linois, Department of Agricultural Economics,
Agricultural Experiment Station, Agricultural
Economics Research Report 133, 37pp.
With M. T. Lee, A. S. Narayanan
Economic analysis of erosion and sedimentation.
Upper Embarras River Basin. University of Illi-
nois, Department of Agricultural Economics, Agri-
cultural Experiment Station, Agricultural Eco-
nomics Research Report 135, 32pp.
TAKAYAMA, TAKASHI, Professor, See Economics •
TAYLOR, CHARLES R. , Assistant Professor
Articles
The economics of control of northern and western
corn rootworms in Illinois. Illinois Agricultural
Economics (15:2) 11-13.
The nitrate controversy: Three proposed policies
and their economic effects. Illinois Research
(17:2) 6-7.
A production function model for aggregate time-
series data. American Journal of Agricultural
Economics (57:1) 122-3.
With K. Frohberg
The influence of risk arising from weather varia-
bility on the optimal nitrogen fertilization level
of corn. Illinois Agricultural Economics (15:2)
23-6.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With E. R. Swanson
The economic impact of selected nitrogen restric-
tions on agriculture in Illinois and 20 other re-
tions of the United States. University of Illinois,
Department of Agricultural Economics, Agricultural
Experiment Station, Agricultural Economics Research
Report 133, 37pp.
UCHTMANN, DONALD L., Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
With C. A. Bock
Agricultural leases and related laws. In Landlord/
tenant practice handbook , pub. by Illinois Insti-
tute for Continuing Legal Education, Springfield,
Illinois (6)1-64.
VAN ARSDALL, ROY N., Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With N. R. Martin, Jr.
Beef production adjustments and resource alloca-
tions among competing enterprises in the midwest.
University of Illinois, Department of Agricultural
Economics, Agricultural Experiment Station, Agri-
cultural Economics Research Report 140, 26pp.
VAN ES, JOHN C, Associate Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With R. H. Orr, R. J. Quigley
A comparison of decision making and administrative
organization for municipal water supplies in medium-
sized and small Illinois municipalities. Water
Resources Center Research Report 106, 108pp.
WILKEN, DELMAR F. , Professor
With R. P. Kesler
1974, 50th annual summary of Illinois farm business
records. University of Illinois, College of Agri-
culture, Cooperative Extension Service Circular
1113, 24pp.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Liu, Chun-Ian Lee (T. Takayama) , Optimal temporal and
spatial pricing and allocation of wheat in the
international market.
Ogut, Soner (L. P. Fettig) , The effects of potential
resource allocation alternatives on income and
employment for three rural villages in south cen-
tral Turkey.
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BODE, LOREN E., Assistant Professor
Books
With W. Bever, B. J. Jacobsen, M. D. McGlamery,
S. Moore III
Illinois pesticide applicator study guide.
Champaign, Illinois, 76pp.
BUTLER, B. J., Professor
Articles
With C. E. Goering
Paired field studies of herbicide drift.
Transactions of the American Society of
Agricultural Engineers (17: No. 1) 27-34
CURTIS, JAMES 0., Professor
Articles
With R. L. Huhnke
Relative costs of wall construction for under floor
manure storage tanks. Illinois Research (17: No.
A) 8-9
DAY, DONALD L., Professor
Articles
Opening remarks. Managing Livestock Wastes,
Proceedings of the 3rd International Symposium
on Livestock Wastes, American Society of
Agricultural Engineers publication PROC-275,
pp. 1.
With D. D. Jones, A. C. Dale, D. Simons
Oxidation ditches for livestock wastes. Managing
Livestock Wastes, Proceedings of the 3rd
International Symposium on Livestock Wastes,
American Society of Agricultural Engineers
publication PROC-275, pp. 510-13.
With B. G. Harmon
Nutrient availability from oxidation ditches.
Managing Livestock Wastes, Proceedings of the
3rd International Symposium on Livestock Wastes,
American Society of Agricultural Engineers
publication PROC-275, pp. 199-202.
With H. C. Kim
Energetics of alternative waste management systems.
Managing Livestock Wastes, Proceedings of the 3rd
International Symposium on Livestock Wastes,
American Society of Agricultural Engineers
publication PROC-275, pp. 398-401.
With P. Smart, F. McCain, B. G. Harmon
Oxidation ditch waste management system for a large
confinement swine farm. Managing Livestock 'astes.
Proceedings of the 3rd International Symposium on
Livestock Wastes, American Society of Agricultural
Engineers publication PROC-275, pp. 190-91.
With C. W. Winters
Assessing the feeding value of treated swine wastes.
Illinois Research (17: No. 2) 5
With S. E. Curtis, et al
.
Effects of aerial ammonia, hydrogen sulfide, and
swine-house dust on rate of gain and respiratory-
tract structure in swine. Journal of Animal
Science (41) 735-39.
DRABLOS, CARROLL J. W., Associate Professor
Articles
Can you afford not to consider drainage. Drainage
Contractor. (1: No. 2) 19-21.
With John A. Quinn
Public capital investment alternative, Illinois
Space for Tomorrow, Land Resources: Public Policy
Formulation No. 2, University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign, Cooperative Extension Service,
pp. 20-7.
HOAG, DEAN L. , Associate Professor
Articles
Determination of the susceptibility of soybeans to
shatter. Transactions of the American Society of
Agricultural Engineers (18) 1174-9.
With W. R. Nave
Relationship of sickle and guard spacing and sickle
frequency to soybean shatter loss. Transactions of
the American Society of Agricultural Engineers,
(8) 4: 630-32, 37.
With R. R. Yoerger
Analysis and design of load rings. Transactions
of the American Society of Agricultural Engineers,
(18) 5: 995-1000.
HUNT, DONNELL R. , Professor
Articles
Calculators and agricultural engineers. Agricul-
tural Engineering (56: No. 1) 14-15
With R. L. Elliott, W. D. Lembke
Tile drainage as a means of increasing tillage days.
Illinois Research (17: No. 1) 3-4
JEDELE, DONALD G., Professor
Articles
With Raymond Larson
Utilization of beef cattle waste from a slotted-
floor deep-pit barn. Managing Livestock Wastes,
Proceedings of the 3rd International Symposium on
Livestock Wastes, American Society of Agricultural
Engineers publication PROC-275, pp. 510-13.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With D. S. Bundy, R. L. Maddex
Beef housing and equipment handbook. Midwest Plan
Service, Ames, Iowa, 84pp.
JONES, BENJAMIN A., JR., Professor
Articles
With L. A. Davenport, Jr., W. D. Lembke
Denltrif ication in laboratory sand columns.
Transactions of the American Society of Agricultural
Engineers ( 18: No. 1) 95 passim
LEMBKE, WALTER D., Professor
Articles
With R. W. Gunther, J. K. Mitchell
How manure applications affect erosion and runoff.
Illinois Research (17: No. 4) 11-12
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With L. A. Davenport, Jr., B. A. Jones, Jr.
Denltrlf Ication in laboratory sand columns.
Transactions of the American Society of
Agricultural Engineers (18: No. 1) 95 passim
With M. D. Campbell
Planning irrigation and drainage systems using
retention and extraction limits . Transactions
of the American Society of Agricultural Engineers
(18: No. 3) 514-17
With R. L. Eliott, D. R. Hunt
Tile drainage as a means of increasing tillage
days. Illinois Research (17: No. 1) 3-4
MITCHELL, J. KENT, Assistant Professor
Articles
With E. C. Dickey
Pond water quality in a claypan coil. Trans-
actions of the American Society of Agricultural
Engineers (18: No. 1) 106-10
With R. W. Gunther, W. D. Lembke
How manure applications affect erosion and runoff.
Illinois Research (17: No. 4) 11-12
MUEHLING, ARTHUR J., Professor
Chapters in Books
The treatment and handling of swine wastes. In
solid wastes: Origin, collection, processing,
and disposal , ed. by C. L. Mantell. New York:
John Wiley and Sons, pp. 607-29.
Articles
With G. D. Gehlbach
Successful manure management system for a large
commercial hog operation. Managing Livestock
Wastes, Proceedings of the 3rd International
Symposium on Livestock Wastes, American Society
of Agricultural Engineers publication PROC-275,
pp. 147-49.
NAVE, W. RALPH, Associate Professor
Articles
With D. L. Hoag
Relationship of sickle and guard spacing and
sickle frequency to soybean shatter loss.
Transactions of the American Society of
Agricultural Engineers (18: No. 4) 630 passim
With R. R. Yoerger
Use of air-jet guards to reduce soybean harvesting
losses. Transactions of the American Society of
Agricultural Engineers (18: No. 4) 626-9
OLVER, ELWOOD F. , Professor
Articles
Quality grain conditioning. Proceedings 1975
Grain Conditioning Conference, University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
,
pp. 2-8.
With G. C. Shove
Alternative methods for drying and air condition-
ing small grain. Proceedings of the 7th Interna-
tional Conference of Section IV of the CIGR,
Budapest, (212), pp. 1-10.
With H. B. Puckett, G. M. Hyde, K. E. Harshbarger
Automatic individual and group-feeding systems for
dairy cows. Proceedings of the 7th International
Conference of Section IV of the CIGR, Budapest
(221)
,
pp. 1-16.
With S. L. Spahr, K. E. Harshbarger, G. M. Hyde,
H. B. Puckett
Automated rationing for dairy cows in the USA.
Simplified Feeding for Milk and Beef publication,
U.S. Feed Grain Council, London, pp. 103-11.
PUCKETT, HOYLE B., Professor
Articles
With E. F. Olver, G. M. Hyde, K. E. Harshbarger
Automatic individual and group-feeding systems for
dairy cows. Proceedings of the 7th International
Conference of Section IV of the CIGR, Budapest
(221), pp. 1-16.
With S. L. Spahr, K. E. Harshbarger, G. M. Hyde,
E. F. Olver
Automated rationing for dairy cows in the USA.
Simplified Feeding for Milk and Beef publication,
U.S. Feed Grain Council, London, pp. 103-11.
RODDA, ERROL D., Professor
Articles
Humidity controlled drying. Proceedings 1975
Grain Conditioning Conference, University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, pp. 67-71.
SHOVE, GENE C. , Professor
Articles
Extending drying time with organic acids.
Proceedings 1975 Grain Conditioning Conference,
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign,
pp. 59-66.
VANDERHOLM, DALE H., Assistant Professor
Articles
Nutrient losses from livestock waste during
storage, treatment and handling. Managing
Livestock Wastes, Proceedings of the 3rd
International Symposium on Livestock Wastes,
American Society of Agricultural Engineers
publication PROC 275, pp. 282-85.
WEBER, J. ARTHUR, Professor
Articles
With W. W. Brixius
Soil failure characteristics for oscillating
tillage tool and bulldozer blade models.
Transactions of the American Society of
Agricultural Engineers (18: No. 4) 633-7
YOERGER, ROGER R. , Professor
With D. W. Smith
Variations in the forward motion of farm tractors.
Transactions of the American Society of
Agricultural Engineers (18: No. 3) 401 passim
With D. W. Smith
Simulation of a tractor three point hitch draft
control system. Transactions of the American
Society of Agricultural Engineers (18: No. 3)
404-8
With D. L. Hoag
Analysis and design of load rings. Transacti^ons
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of the American Society of Agricultural Engineers
(18: No. 5) 995-1000
With K. C. Bates
Shaping sound frequency spectra of axial flow fans.
Society of Automotive Engineers , Publication No.
750775, 12pp.
With W. R. Nave
Use of air-Jet guards to reduce soybean harvesting
losses. Transactions of the American Society of
Agricultural Engineers (18: No. A) 626-9
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Bates, Kent Clark (R. R. Yoerger) , Predicting axial
flow fan sound pressure spectrums.
Hyde, Gary Maurice (H. B. Puckett) , Milk yield as a
factor in dairy herd management by exception.
AGRICULTURAL ENTOMOLOGY
APPLEBY, JAMES E. , Associate Professor
Articles
Control of the spring generation of the Nantucket
pine tip moth with insecticides. Journal of Arbori-
culture . (1: May) 91-2.
With P. Bristol, W. E. Eickhorst
Control of the fall cankerworm. Journal of Economic
Entomology (68)233-4.
ARMBRUST, EDWARD J., Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
With G. G. Gyrlsco
Forage crops Insect pest management. In Introduc-
tion to Insect Pest Management
, ed. by Metcalf and
Luckmann. New York: John Wiley, pp. 4A5-69.
Articles
With R. H. Cherry
Field survival of diapausing Bathyplectes curculionls
,
a parasite of the alfalfa weevil. Environmental
Entomology (4)931-A.
With W. G. Ruesink, D. P. Bartell
Alfalfa weevil control: Better results with less
insecticide. Illinois Research (17)3-4.
BARTELL, DANIEL P., Assistant Professor
Articles
With W. G. Ruesink, E. J. Armbrust
Alfalfa weevil control: Better results with less
Insecticide. Illinois Research (17)3-4.
BOUSEMAN, JOHN K.
, Assistant Entomologist
Articles
Peponapis fervens (Smith) in Bolivia (Hymenoptera:
Apoldea)
.
Proceedings of the Entomological Society
of Washington (77)508.
BRUCE, WILLIS N. , Professor
Articles
With A. J. Turgeon, R. P. Freeborg
Effects of preemergence herbicides on thatch devel-
opment in Kentucky bluegrass turf. Agronomy Journal
(67)563-5.
With E. S. K. Chian, H. H. P. Fang
Removal of pesticides by reverse osmosis. Environ-
mental Science and Technology (9)52-9.
GODFREY, GEORGE L. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With B. J. Ford, et al.
The literature of arthropods associated with soybeans.
IV. A bibliography of the velvetbean caterpillar,
Antlcarsla gemmatalis (Lepldoptera: Noctuldae) . Illi-
nois Natural History Survey Biological Note No. 92
,
15 pp.
KOGAN, MARCOS, Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
Plant resistance in pest management. In Introduction
to Insect Pest Management , ed. by Metcalf and Luck-
mann. New York: John Wilev. do. 101-4fi.
With W. G. Ruesink
The quantitative basis of pest management: Sampling
and measuring. In Introduction to Insect Pest
Management , ed. by Metcalf and Luckmann. New York:
John Wiley, pp. 309-52.
Articles
With G. P. Waldbauer
Position of bean leaf beetle eggs in soil near soy-
beans determined by a refined sampling procedure.
Environmental Entomology (4) 375-80.
With S. M. Vaishampayan, et al.
Spectral specific responses in the visual behavior
of the greenhouse whitefly, Trialeurodes vaporariorum
(Horaoptera: Aleyrodldae) . Experimental and Applied
Entomology (18)344-56.
With S. M. Vaishampayan, G. P. Waldbauer
Visual and olfactory responses in orientation to
plants by the greenhouse whitefly, Trialeurodes
vaporariorum (Homoptera: Aleyrodidae) . Experimental
and Applied Entomology (18)412-22.
KUHLMAN, DONALD E. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With W. H. Luckmann, et al.
Corn rootworm pest management in canning sweet corn.
Illinois Natural History Survey Circular 54 , 10 pp.
LUCKMANN, WILLIAM H., Professor and Head
Books Edited
With R. L. Metcalf
Introduction to insect pest management. New York:
John Wiley, 570 pp.
Chapter in a Book
Pest management and the future. In Introduction to
Insect Pest Management , ed. by Metcalf and Luckmann.
New York: John Wiley, pp. 567-70.
With R. L. Metcalf
The pest management concept. In Introduction to In-
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sect Pest Management , ed . by Metcalf and Luckmann.
New York: John Wiley, pp. 3-35.
Articles
With J. T. Shaw, et al.
Corn rootworni pest management in canning sweet corn.
Illinois Natural History Survey Circular 54 , 10 pp.
Book Reviews
Pests of field crops, by F. G.W.Jones and Margaret
G. Jones, 2nd edition. New York: St. Martin's Press,
Bulletin of the Entomological Society of America 21:
220.
MADDOX, JOSEPH V., Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
Use of diseases in pest management. In Introduction
to Insect Pest Management , ed . by Metcalf and Luck-
mann. New York: John Wiley, pp. 189-234.
Articles
With M. K. Mayse, G. P. Waldbauer
Southern corn rootworm eggs in soybean fields.
Florida Entomologist (58)296.
MEYER, RONALD H. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Release of carbaryl-resistant predatory mites in
apple orchards. Environmental Entomology (4)49-51.
RANDELL, ROSCOE, Assistant Professor
Articles
With W. H. Luckmann, et al.
Corn rootworm pest management in canning sweet corn.
Illinois Natural History Survey, Circular 54 , 10 pp.
RUESINK, WILLIAM G., Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
Analysis and modeling in pest management. In Intro-
duction to Insect Pest Management , ed. by Metcalf
and Luckmann. New York: John Wiley, pp. 353-378.
With M. Kogan
The quantitative basis of pest management: Sampling
and measuring. In Introduction to Insect Pest
Management , ed. by Metcalf and Luckmann. New York:
John Wiley, pp. 309-52.
Articles
Estimating time-varying survival of arthropod life
stages from population density. Ecology (56)244-47.
With D. P. Bartell, E. J. Armbrust
Alfalfa weevil control: Better results with less
insecticide. Illinois Research
,
(17)3-4.
SANBORN, JAMES R. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With W. F. Childers, R. L. Metcalf
Uptake of three polychlorinated biphenyls , DDT, and
I DDE by the green sunfish, Lepomis cyanellus Raf
.
1 Bulletin of Environmental Contamination and Toxicol -
I og^ (13)209-17.
.
With C. C. Yu
tin of Environmental Contamination and Toxicology
(33)543-50.
With R. L. Metcalf, et al.
Plasticizers in the environment: The fate of
Di-N-octyl phthalate (DOP) in two model ecosystems
and uptake and metabolism of DOP by aquatic organ-
isms . Archives of Environmental Contamination and
Toxicology (3)244-55.
SELL, DOUGLAS K. , Instructor
Articles
With G. S. Whitt, W. H. Luckmann
Esterase polymorphism in the corn earworm, Heliothis
zea (Boddie) : A survey of temporal and spatial
allelic variation in natural populations . Bio -
chemical Genetics (13)885-98.
STANNARD, LEWIS J., Jr, Professor
Articles
The distribution of periodical cicadas in Illinois.
Illinois Natural History Survey Biological Note No .
91, 20 pp.
Book Review
Thrips, by Trevor Lewis. Proceedings of the Ento-
mological Society of Washington (77) 404.
AGRONOMY
ALDRICH, SAMUEL R. , Professor
Books
with W. Scott and E. R. Leng
Champaign:Modern corn production (second edition)
.
A. S L Publishing, 36Ipp.
ALEXANDER, Denton E. , Professor
Books
Meeting the nutritional requirements with modified
protein corn. In Corn Quality in World Markets ,
ed. by L. D. Hill. Danville: Interstate Printers,
2 3-9pp.
Breeding for protein quality in maize: current issues
and problems. In High Quality Protein Maize , ed.
by L. F. Bauman and E. T. Mertz. Stroudsburg,
Pa.: Dowden Hutchinson and Ross, 83-5pp.
with J. W. Dudley and R. J. Lambert
Genetic improvement of modified protein maize. In
High Quality Protein Maize , ed. by L. F. Bauman and
E. T. Mertz. Stroudsburg, Pa.
:
Dowden Hutchinson
and Ross, 120-35pp.
Articles
with E. J. Weber
Breeding for lipid composition in corn. Journal of
the American Oil Chemists' Society (52) 370-3.
BANWART, WAYNE L. , Assistant Professor
Articles
with W. H. Pierre
The fate of parathion in a model ecosystem. Bulle-
Cation-anion balance of field-grown crops: I. Effect
of nitrogen fertilization. Agronomy Journal (67)
14-19.
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with W. H. Pierre
Cation-anion balance of field-grown crops: II. Effect
of P and K fertilization and soil pH. Agronomy
Journal (67) 20-5.
with J. M. Bremner
Formation of volatile sulfur compounds by microbial
decomposition of sulfur-containing amino acids in
soils. Soil Biology and Biochemistry (7) 359-64.
with J. M. Bremner
Identification of sulfur gases evolved from animal
manures. Journal of Environmental Quality (4) 363-
grounds of enrollees. National Association of
College and Teachers of Agriculture Journal
, (19)
23-6.
Discussion on new techniques in effective instruc-
tion and evaluation to meet the challenges of ac-
countability and responsibility - plant sciences.
National Association of College and Teachers of
Agriculture Journal (19) 21-2.
Reviews
Boo)< review. Partners with India: Building agri-
cultural universities. Hadley Read. 150pp. Na-
tional Association of College and Teachers of
Agriculture Journal (19) 57-8.
BOAST, CHARLES W. , Assistant Professor
Articles
with J. Duffy, C. Chung and M. Franklin
A simulation mode of biophysiochemical transforma-
tions of nitrogen in tile-drained corn belt soil.
Journal of Environmental Quality (4) 477-86.
A soil water simulation computer program for teach-
ing purposes. Journal of Agronomic Education (4)
98-105.
Dynamics of fluids in porous media by Jacob Bear,
New Yor)<: American Elsevier. In Soil Science (120)
162-3.
BOONE, LESTER V.
, Agronomist
Books
With A. C. Richer and H. K. Wilson
Producing Farm Crops (2nd edition) . Interstate
Printers, Danville, Illinois. 303pp.
Article
With V. W. Meints and L. T. Kurtz
Natural N abundance in soil, leaves and grain as
influenced by long term additions of fertilizer N
at several rates. Journal of Environmental Quality
(4) 486-90.
BROWN, CHARLES M. , Professor
Chapter in Book
With T. Hymowitz, J. W. Dudley, and F. I. Collins
Near-infared light reflectance measurement of pro-
tein and oil concentration in corn, soybean, and
oat seed. In Corn Quality in World Markets .
L. D. Hill (ed.). Interstate Printers, Danville,
Illinois. 205-lOpp.
BURGER, AMBROSE W. , Professor
Chapter in Book
Crop Classification. In Physiological Basis of Crop
Growth and Development . Foundations for Modern Crop
Science. Crop Science Society of America- American
Society of America. 15pp.
Articles
With R. D. Seif
Course performance versus backgrounds of students in
beginning crop science. Journal of Agronomic Educa-
tion (4) 24-8.
With R. D. Seif
Crop Science course and teacher rating versus back-
CARMER, SAMUEL G., Professor
Articles
With P. W. Mausel and E. C. A. Runge
Frequency distribution of tract productivity in-
dexes and examples of their utilization in rural
land assessment. Soil Science Society of America
Proceedings (39) 503-7.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
One statistician 's view of consumer evaluation of
statistical software. Proceedings of the Computer
Science and Statistics 8th Annual Symposiuin on the
Interface
. (J. W. Frane, editor) Health Sciences
Computing Facility, University of California.
149-54.
With P. W. Mausel and E. C. A. Runge
Soil productivity indexes for Illinois counties and
soil associations. Illinois Agricultural Experiment
Station #752. 49pp.
With D. A. Miller, et al.
Predicting seed yield of Birdsfoot Trefoil Clones.
North Central Regional Publication 227, Illinois
Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin #753. 16pp.
DE WET, JOHANNES M. J., Professor
Articles
With J. R. Harlan
Weeds and domesticates: Evolution in the man-made
habitat. Economic Botany (29) 99-107.
With J. R. Harlan
On 0. Winge and a prayer: The origins of polyploidy.
Botany Review (41) 361-90.
With Y Shechter
Comparative electrophoresis and isozyme analysis of
seed proteins from cultivated races of sorghum.
American Journal of Botany (62) 254-61.
With A. B. L. Stemler and J. R. Harlan
Caudatum sorghums and speakers of Chari-Nile lang-
uages in Africa. Journal of African History (16)
161-83.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Evolutionary dynamics of cereal domestication.
Bulletin Torrey Botany Club (102) 307-12.
With A. B. L. Stemler and J. R. Harlan
Evolutionary history of cultivated sorghum. Bul -
letin Torrey Botany Club (102) 325-33.
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DUDLEY, JOHN W., Professor
Chapters in Books
With T. Hymowitz, F. I. Collins and C. M. Brown
Near-infared light reflectance measurement of pro-
tein and oil concentration in corn, soybean, and
oat seed. In Corn Quality in World Markets . L. D.
Hill (ed.). Stroudsburg, Pa.: Dowden Hutchinson
and Ross, 120-35pp.
With D. E. Alexander and R. J. Lambert
Genetic improvement of modified protein maize. In
High Quality Protein Maize . L. F. Bauman and E. T.
Mertz (eds.). Stroudsburg, Pa.: Dowden Hutchinson
and Ross, 120- 35pp.
Articles
With P. L. Cornelius
Theory of inbreeding and covariances between rela-
tives under full-sib mating in diploids. Bio-
metrics (31) 169-87.
With J. Moreno-Gonzalez and R. J. Lambert
A design III study of linkage disequilibrium for
percent oil in maize. Crop Science (15) 840-3.
FEHRENBACHER, JOE B., Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With B. W. Ray and R. Rehner
Soil Survey: Carroll County, Illinois. University
of Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station in
cooperation with SCS, USDA. 138pp plus soil maps.
GRAFFIS, DON W. , Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With G. L. Ross, et al .
Performance of commercial soybeans in Illinois, 1975.
University of Illinois Cooperative Extension Service.
Circular 1117. 12pp.
With G. L. Ross, et al .
Performance of commercial corn hybrids in Illinois,
1975. University of Illinois Cooperative Extension
Service. Circular 1118. 28pp.
HADLEY, HENRY H., Professor
Articles
With M. C. Chu
Soybeans as a garden vegetable . Illinois Research
(16:1) 19.
With L. Singh
Inheritance of seed protein content in soybean Gty-
oine max L. Merrill. Hiroachal Journal of Agricul-
tural Research (2:1) 4-12.
With B. B. Singh and L. Singh
Single seed selection for chemical content in seeds
of Glycine max (L.) Merrill. New Botanist (1) 103-17
HAGEMAN, RICHARD H., Professor
Articles
With W. A. Laing and W. L. Ogren
Bicarbonate stabilization of ribulose 1,5 dephos-
phate carboxylase. Biochemistry (14) 2269-73.
HARLAN, JACKR., Professor
Crops and Man. American Society of Agronomy and
Crop Science Society of America. 295pp.
Practical problems in exploration: seed crops. In
Crop Genetic Resources for Today and Tomorrow .
J. G. Hawkes and 0. Franketl (eds.). Cambridge:
Cambridge U.P. lll-5pp.
Articles
New uses for old herbals. Non Solus (2) 12-20.
Geographic patterns of variation in some cultivated
plants. Journal of Heredity (66) 182-91.
With J. M. J. de Wet
Symposium No. 9: Origin of cultivated plants. XIII
International Congress of Genetics. Sympatric Evo-
lution in Sorghum. Genetics (78) 473-4.
Our vanishing genetic resources. Science (188) 618-
21.
With A. B. L. Stemler and J. M. J. de Wet
Caudatum sorghums and speakers of Chari-Nile langu-
ages in Africa. Journal of African History (16) 161-
83.
With J. M. J. de Wet
Weeds and domesticates: Evolution in the man-made
habitat. Economic Botany (29) 99-107.
With J. M. J. de Wet
On O. Winge and a prayer: The origins of polyploidy.
Botany Review (41) 361-90.
With P. W. Voight, W. R. Kneebone and R. M. Ahring
Registration of Texoka buf falograss. Crop Science
(15) 885.
With K. Rawal
Cytogenetic analysis of wild emmer populations from
Turkey and Israel. Euphytica (24) 407-11.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With G. F. Sprague, et^ slI.
Plant studies in the People's Republic of China: A
trip report of the American Plant Studies Delegation.
National Academy of Sciences, Washington, D.C. 205pp.
With A. B. L. Stemler and J. M. J. de Wet
Evolutionary history of cultivated sorghxam. Bulletin
Torrey Botany Club (102) 325-33.
HASSETT, JOHN J., Assistant Professor
Determination of lead sorption capacities of selected
Illinois soil using titration curves. Communication
in Soil Science and Plant Analysis (7) 189-95.
With J. E. Miller and D. E. Koeppe
The effect of soil lead sorption capacity on the up-
take of lead by corn. Communication in Soil Science
and Plant Analysis (6) 349-58.
With J. E. Miller and D. E. Koeppe
The effect of soil properties and extractable lead
levels on lead uptake by soybeans. Communication in
Soil Science and Plant Analysis (6) 339-47.
With Po-Young Lu, et^ al .
Model ecosystem studies of lead as PbCl and cadmium
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as CdCl and Chicago Metropolitan sewage sludge con-
taining these elements. Journal of Environmental
Quality (4) 505-9.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With J. E. Miller, et al.
Effects of soil properties on Pb uptake by corn and
effects of Pb anc Cd on corn root elongation. Pro-
ceedings of the Asilimar Conference (1974) on Trace
Metals in the Environment.
HINESLY, THOMAS D., Associate Professor
Articles
With R. L. Jones, E. L. Ziegler and J. J. Tyler
Cadmium and zinc contents of corn leaf and grain pro-
duced in sludge-amended soil. Journal of Environ-
mental Quality (4) 509-15.
HOEFT, ROBERT G., Assistant Professor
Articles
With L. M. Walsh
Effect of rate and time of application of S on the
yield and S and N content of alfalfa (Medicago sativa
L.)
. Agronomy Journal (67) 427-30.
With J. C. Siemens
Energy consumption and return from adding nitrogen to
corn. Illinois Research (16) 10-11.
With L. M. Walsh and E. A. Liegel
Effect of seed-placed fertilizer on the emergence
germination of soybeans {Glycine max L.) and snap-
beans {Phaseolus vulgaris h.) . Communication in
Soil Science and Plant Analysis (6) 655-64.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With J. Wedbert, et a]^.
Double-cropping in Illinois - fertilizer section.
University of Illinois Cooperative Extension Service.
Circular 1106.
HOWELL, ROBERT W., Professor
Glycine aanesaens F. J. Herm, a wild relative of the
soybean. Crop Science (15) 879-81.
With C. A. Newell
A wild relative of the soybean: Glycine falcata.
Illinois Research (17) 879-81.
JOHNSON, RICHARD R. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With C. M. Willmer and D. N. Moss
Role of awns in photosynthesis, respiration and
transpiration of barley spikes. Crop Science (15)
217-21.
JONES, ROBERT L., Professor
Books
With W. W. Hay
Bioliths. In Soil Components: Inorganic Components .
J. E. Gieseking (ed.). Berlin: Springer Verlag,
481-96pp.
Articles
With T. D. Hinesly, E. L. Ziegler and J. J. Tyler
Cadmium and Zinc contents of corn lead and grain
produced by sludge-amended soil. Journal of Envi-
ronmental Quality (4) 509-14.
KNAKE, ELLERY L., Professor
Articles
Pluck a thistle and plant a flower. Presidential
address. Weed Science Society of America, 1975 mtg.
Weed Science (23) 246-52.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With M. D. McGlamery, R. L. Nelson and F. W. Slife
197 5 field crops weed control guide. In 197 5 Illi-
nois Agronomy Handbook . University of Illinois
Cooperative Extension Service. Circular 11 04.
With M. D. McGlamery
Wild garlic. University of Illinois Cooperative
Extension Service. Circular 1109.
Golden beans from China - our number 1 cash crop.
In Yearbook of Agriculture . Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Government Printing Office. 225-36pp.
Articles
Implications of all-out food production. Journal of
Agronomic Education (4) 11-14.
HYMOWITZ, THEODORE, Professor
Books
With J. L. Brewbaker, et^ al .
The winged-bean, a high protein crop for the tropics.
National Academy of Sciences. No. AID/csd-2584.
42pp.
With J. W. Dudley, F. I. Collins and C. M. Brown
Near-infared light reflectance measurement of pro-
tein and oil concentration in corn, soybean and oat
seed. In Corn Quality in World Markets . L. D. Hill
(ed.). Interstate Printers, Danville, Illinois.
205-lOpp.
Articles
With C. A. Newell
KOEPPE, DAVID E., Associate Professor
Books
With J. B. Hanson
Mitochondria. In Ion transport in plant cells and
tissues . D. A. Baker and J. L. Hall (eds.). Ameri-
can Elsevier Publishing, New York. 79-99pp.
Articles
With J. E. Miller and R. J. Miller
Effects of anions on swelling, respiration, and
phosphorylation of isolated corn mitochondria.
Physiologia Plantarum (34) 153-6.
With L. S. Watrud and A. L. Hooker
The effects of nuclear restorer genes of Texas male-
sterile cytoplasm on host response to Helmintho^
sporium maydis race T. Phytopathology (65) 178-82.
With J. E. Miller and J. J. Hassett
The effect of soil lead sorption capacity on the up-
take of lead by corn. Communication in Soil Science
and Plant Analysis (6) 349-58.
\
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with J. E. Miller and J. J. Hassett
The effect of soil properties and extractable lead
levels on lead uptake by soybeans. Communication
in Soil Science and Plant Analysis (6) 339-47.
With L. S. Watrud, J. K. Baldwin and R. J. Miller
Induction of a sensitive response to Hetminthospopium
maydis race T toxin in resistant mitochondria of
corn (Zea mays L.) by removal of the outer mitochon-
drial membrane. Plant Physiology (56) 216-21.
With R. A. Root and R. J. Miller
Uptake of cadmium - its toxicity and effect on the
iron ratio in hydroponically grown corn. Journal of
Environmental Quality (4) 473-6.
With L. A. Watrud and L. S. Watrud
Isolation of highly purified maize mitochondrial
DNA. Plant Physiology (56: Supplement) 23.
With L. S. Watrud
Effects of nuclear restorer genes of Texas male-
sterile cytoplasm corn on mitochondrial cytochrome
content. Plant Physiology (56:Supplement) 24.
KURTZ, L. TOUBY, Professor
MILLER, DARRELL A., Professor
Articles
Registration of alfalfa germplasm pools NC-83-1 and
NC-83-2. Crop Science (15) 604-5.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Predicting seed yields of birdsfoot trefoil clones.
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin
753. North Central Regional Publication 227. 16pp.
Agriculture: Food and Man. National Association
of College and Teachers of Agriculture Journal .
(19) 56-7.
NEWELL, CHRISTINE A., Research Associate
Articles
With T. Hymowitz
A wild relative of the soybean: Glycine falcata.
Illinois Research (17) 18-19.
OGREN, WILLIAM L. , Associate Professor
Articles
With V. W. Meints, G. Shearer and D. H. Kohl
A comparison of unenriched vs. N-enriched ferti-
lizer as a tracer for N fertilizer uptake. Soil
Science (119) 421-5.
With J. W. Johnson and L. F. Welch
Environmental implications of N fixation by soybeans
Journal of Environmental Quality (4) 303-6.
With V. W. Meints and L. V. Boone
Natural N abundance in soil, leaves, and grain as
influenced by long term additions of fertilizer N
at several rates. Journal of Environmental Quality
(4) 486-90.
LAMBERT, ROBERT J., Professor
Books
With J. W. Dudley and D. E. Alexander
Genetic improvement of modified protein maize. In
High Quality Protein Maize. Stroudsburg, Pa.:
Dowden Hutchinson and KossT 8 3- 5pp.
Articles
With J. Moreno-Gonzalez and J. W. Dudley
A design III study of linkage disequilibrium for
percent oil in maize. Crop Science (15) 840-3.
LENG, EARL R. , Professor
Books
With S. R. Aldrich and W. O. Scott
Modern corn production (second edition) . Champaign:
A s L Publishing. 361pp.
MCGLAMERY, MARSHALL D., Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With E. L. Knake
Wild garlic. University of Illinois Cooperative
Extension Service. Circular 1109.
Control of photorespiration in soybeans and maize.
In Environmental and Biological Control of Photo-
synthesis . R. Mavielle (ed.). The Hague: Dr. W. W.
Junk B. v.. Publishers. 45-52pp.
Articles
With W. A. Laing and R. H. Hageman
Bicarbonate stabilization of ribulose 1,5-diphosphate
carboxylase. Biochemistry (14) 2269-75.
With R. Chollet
Regulation of photorespiration in C and C species.
Botany Review (41) 137-9.
PASCHAL, E. HAMER, Assistant Professor
Articles
With J. R. Wilcox
Heterosis and combing ability in exotic soybean germ-
plasm. Crop Science (15) 344-9.
PECK, THEODORE R. , Professor
Articles
With W. M. Walker
Relationship between corn yield and plant potassium.
Agronomy Journal (67) 445-8.
With W. M. Walker
Effect of potassium upon the magnesium status of the
com plant. Communication in Soil Science and
Plant Analysis (6) 189-94.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Standard soil scoop. Recommended Chemical Soil Test
Procedures for the North Central Region. Bulletin
No. 499, North Dakota Agricultural Experiment Sta-
tion. 4-5pp.
RAY, BURTON W. , Associate Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With J. B. Fehrenbacher and R. Rehner
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Soil Survey: Carroll County, Illinois, University
of Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station in
cooperation with SCS , USDA. 138pp plus soil maps.
RINNE, R. WILLIAM, Associate Professor
Articles
With D. R. Nelson
Citrate cleavage enzyme from developing soybean
cotyledons. Plant Physiology (55) 69-72.
With R. F. Wilson
The involvement of phospholipids in triglyceride bio-
synthesis by developing soybean cotyledons. Plant
Physiology (56:Supplement) 34.
With R. F. Wilson
Changes in lipid composition of soybean cotyledons
due to freezing injury. Plant Physiology (56:Sup-
plement) 35.
ROSS, GERALD L. , Assistant Agronomist
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With D. W. Graffis, et al^.
Performance of commercial soybeans in Illinois, 1975.
University of Illinois Cooperative Extension Service.
Circular 1117. 12pp.
With D. W. Graffis, et al.
Performance of commercial corn hybrids in Illinois,
1975. University of Illinois Cooperative Extension
Service. Circular 1118. 28pp.
SCOTT, WALTER O., Professor
Books
With S R. Aldrich and E. R.
Champaign:
Leng
Modern Corn Production (second edition)
.
A S L Publishing Company. 361pp.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With R. G. Hoeft, et al.
Doxoble-cropping in Illinois - weed control section.
University of Illinois Cooperative Extension
Service. Circular 1106.
With D. W. Graffis, et al.
1975 Agronomy HandbooJt. University of Illinois
Cooperative Extension Service. Circular 1104.
SEIF, ROBERT D. , Professor
Articles
With A. W. Burger
Course performance versus baclcgrounds of students in
beginning crop science. Journal of Agronomic Educa-
tion (4) 24-8.
With A. W. Burger
Crop science course and teacher rating versus back-
grounds of enrollees. National Association of
College and Teachers of Agriculture Journal (19)
23-6.
SLIFE, FRED W., Professor
Articles
With W. B. Duke, J. B. Hanson and H. S. Butler
An investigation on the mechanism of action of
propachlor. Weed Science (23) 142-7.
With E. W. Stoller, L. M. Wax and L. C. Haderlie
Bentaxon leaching in four Illinois soils. Agri-
cultural and Food Chemistry (23) 682.
With R. S. Fawcett
Germination stimulation properties of carbamate
herbicides. Weed Science (23) 419-24.
SPRAGUE, GEORGE F., Professor
Opportunities and limitations in improving corn
quality through genetic changes. In Corn Quality
in World Markets . Lowell D. Hill (ed.) Danville:!
Interstate Printers and Publishers. 77-86pp.
Articles
Agriculture in China. Science (188) 549-55.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
The development of hybrid corn technology in the
United States and selected countries. Agency fori
International Development, Technical Assistance
Bureau. Technical Series Bulletin 16, l-80pp.
With J. R. Harlan, et al .
Plant studies in the People's Republic of China: A
trip report of the American Plant Studies Delegatior
National Academy of Sciences. Washington, D.C. 20S
STEVENSON, FRANK J., Professor
Binding of metal ions by humic acids. In Environ-
mental Biogeochemistry , Volume 2. J. 0. Nriagu (ed.
Ann Arbor, Mich.: Ann Arbor Science Publishers.
519-540pp.
Book Review: Humic substance in the environment.
M. Schnitzer and S. U. Khan (authors). Soil Scienct
Society of America Proceedings (39) vi
.
STOLLER, EDWARD W., Associate Professor
Articles
With E. J. Weber
Differential cold tolerance, starch, sugar, protein,
and lipid of yellow and purple nutsedge tubers.
Plant Physiology (55) 859-63.
With L. M. Wax and R. L. Matthiesen
Response of yellow nutsedge and soybeans to Ijenta-
zon, glyphosate and perfluidore. Weed Science (23)
215-21.
With L. M. Wax, L. C. Haderlie and F. W. Slife
Bentazon leaching in four Illinois soils. Journal
of Agricultural and Food Chemistry (23) 682.
THORNE, MARLOWE D., Professor
Articles
With C. J. W. Drablos and F. J. Reiss
Irrigation of field crops should you try it in
1975? Illinois Research (17) 6-7.
WALKER, WILLIAM M., Professor
Articles
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with T. R. Peck
Relationship between corn yield and plant potassium.
Agronomy Journal (67) 445-8.
With T. R. Peck
Effect of potassium upon the magnesium status of the
com plant. Communication in Soil Science and Plant
Analysis (6) 189-94.
Statistical methods for the earth scientist: an
introduction. Soil Science Society of America .
Roger Till (ed.) . John Wiley and Sons, New York.
154pp.
WAX, LOYD M., Associate Professor
Articles
With E. W. Stoller, L. C. Haderlie and F. W. Slife
Bentazon leaching in four Illinois soils. Agri-
cultural and Food Chemistry (23) 682.
With R. M. Hayes
Differential intraspecific responses of soybean
cultivars to bentazon. Weed Science (23) 516-21.
WEBER, EVELYN J., Associate Professor
Articles
With E. W. Stoller
Differential cold tolerance, starch, sugar, protein,
and lipid of yellow and purple nutsedge tubers.
Plant Physiology (55) 859-63.
With D. E. Alexander
Breeding for lipid composition in corn. Journal of
the American Oil Chemists' Society (52) 370-3.
WELCH, L. FREDERICK, Professor
Articles
With J. W. Johnson and L. T. Kurtz
Environmental implications of N fixation by soy-
beans. Tournal of Environmental Quality (4) 303-6.
WIDHOLM, JACK M., Associate Professor
Articles
With M. Singh
Inhibition of corn, soybean and wheat seedling
growth by amino acid analogs. Crop Science (15)
79-81.
With M. Singh
Study of a corn [Zea "lays L.) mutant (blue-
fluorescent-1) which accximulates anthranilic acid
and its 6-glucoside. Biochemical Genetics (13)
357-67.
With J. E. Palmer
Characterization of carrot and tobacco cell cultures
resistant to p-fluorophenylalanine . Plant Physi-
ology (56) 233-8.
WILSON, CURTIS M. , Professor
Articles
Plant nucleases. Annual Review of Plant Physiology
(26) 187-208.
With G. A. Apel
Effect of helminthosporium maydis race T pathotoxin
on growth and ribonuclease levels of corn roots.
Crop Science (15) 385-9.
WOOLLEY, JOSEPH T., Associate Professor
Refractive index of soybean leaf cell walls.
Physiology (55) 172-4.
Plant
With S. M. Vaishampayan, M. Kagan and G. P. Waldbaver
Spectral specific response in the visual behavior
of the greenhouse whitefly, Tvialewfodes vaporariornm
(Homoptera: Aleyrodidae) . Entomology Experimental
and Applied (18) 344-56.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Guhardja, Edi (H. H. Hadley ) , Evaluations of some
hybrid plant materials of possible use in a re-
current selection program for protein in soybean
seeds
.
Haderlie, Lloyd Conn (F. W. Slife), Biochemical action
and physiological characteristics of the herbicide,
glyphosate.
Loussaert, Dale Francis (R. H. Hageman)A model of
enzymatic nitrate reduction in corn ( Zea Mays L. )
.
.McKenzie, Eli, Jr. (L. T. Kurtz), Loss of •'^N-labeled
fertilizer nitrogen from some Illinois soil profiles
by denitrification and/or leaching,
Meints, Vernon Wayne (L. T. Kurtz), Natural ^"^J abund-
ance and changes in total N as influenced by soil
management.
Prabuddham, Paiboon (E. H. Tyner) , The composition
levels of selected trace elements in soils from the
major rice-producing regions of Thailand and South
Vietnam and some factors related to the abundance
of these elements.
Robles, Camilo (J. Fehrenbacher) , Forest site producti-
vity in oaks in relation to soil taxonomic units,
soil properties, and topography in Northern Illinois.
Rode, Marvin William (R. L. Bernard), The effect of
certain qualitative genes on the growth and develop-
ment of the soybean plant.
Singh, Mahendra (J. M. Widholm) , Effect of light in-
tensity on photosynthesis and studies on tryptophan
biosynthesis in plants.
Sukthumrong, Aschan (E. H. Tyner), The role of earth
cover depths and upward acid diffusion on the
survival and distribution of vegetation on coal
refuse.
Wilson, Richard Ferrol (R. W. Rinne) , Phospholipid
metabolism in developing soybean cotyledons.
ANIMAL SCIENCE
ALBERT, WACO W. , Associate Professor
Chapter in a Bock
Beef cattle production. In McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia
of Science and Technology . New York: McGraw-Hill,
3pp.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
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Showing;, riding and driving horses and ponies.
Cooperative Extension Service, U. of Illinois, Urbana
I?AHR, JANICE M., Assistant Professor
Bulletins or Technical Reports
LH-e£fect on follicular steroids in chickens.
Endocrino logy (96)969-72.
BAKER, DAVID H., Professor
Chapter in a Book
Swine management . Tn Diseases of swine , ed , bv
Dunne and Leman. Ames: Iowa State UP, 46-62
Articles
With B. G. Harmon et al.
Condensed fermented corn solubles with germ meal and
bran (DSLC) as a nutrient source for swine. I. Amino
acid limitations. Journa l of Anima l Science
(40)242-6.
With B. G. Uai-mon et al.
Condensed fermented corn solubles with germ meal and
bran (DSLC) as a nutrient source for swine. II.
Amino acid substitution. Journa l of An imal Science
(40)247-50.
With R. S. Katz and R, A. Easter
The lysine requirement for growing pigs at two levels
of dietary protein. Journal of An imal Science
(40)851-6.
With R. S. Katz
Factors associated with utilization of the calcium
salt of methionine hydroxy analogue by the young
chick. Poultry Science (54)584-91.
Efficacy of D-, L-, and DL-methionine for growth of
chicks fed crystalline amino acid diets. Poultry
Science (54)1667-74.
Toxicity of various organic sulfur compounds for
chicks fed crystalline amino acid diets containing
threonine and glycine at their minimal dietary re-
quirements for maximal growth. Journal of Animal
Science (41)1355-61.
Methionine toxicity in the chick: Nutritional and
metabolic implications. Journal of Nutrition
(105)1168-75.
With B. G, Harmon et al.
Phosphorus requirements of sows during gestation and
lactation. Journal of Animal Science (40)660-4,
With E, T, Kornegay et al.
Protein and amino acid evaluation of commercially
grown opaquc-2 corn. Journal of Animal Science
(41)1546:54.
With U. A. Molitoris
Lack of response to supplemental tin, vanadium,
chromium and nickel when added to a purified crys-
talline amino acid diet for chicks. Poultry Science
(54)925-7,
CURTIS, STANLEY E,, Associate Professor
The pig*s air environment in enclosed accommodations,
Feedstuffs (47:No.ll) 31-2.
With C. R. Anderson et al.
Effects of aerial ammonia, hydrogen sulfide and swine-
house dust on rate of gain and respiratory-tract
structure in swine. Journal of Animal Science
(41)735-9.
With J. G. Druramond et al.
Diurnal and annual fluctuations of aerial bacterial
and dust levels in enclosed swine houses. Journal
of Animal Science (41)1502-11,
With J, G, Drummond et al.
Relative and qualitative aspects of aerial bacteria
and dust in swine houses. Journal of Animal Science
(41)1512-20. J
DZIUK, PHILIP J,, Professor
Chapter in a Book
Reproductive efficiency and artificial insemination.
In Disease s of swine
,
ed, by Dunne and Leman, Ames:
Iowa State' UP, 901-17.
Articles
With 0. D. Sherwood et al.
Radioimmunoassay of plasma relaxin levels throughout
pregnancy and at parturition in the pig. Endo -
crinology (97)834-7,
With S, K, Webel and T, J, Rcimers
Lack of relationship between plasma progesterone
levels and number of embryos and their survival in
the pig. Biology of Reproducti on (13)177-86,
With D, J, Sprecher et al.
Causes .ind control of swine still births. American
Journal of Veterinary Medical Association (165)69'5^701.
FORBES, RICHARD M. , Professor
Article
With S, K, Aroato and H, M, Scott
A theoretical method for the determination of amino
acid availability utilizing 14c labeled protein
sources. Poultry Science (54)632-4,
GARRIGUS, UPSON S,, Professor
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With A. Pope et al.
Nutrient requirements of domestic anJ'
—
^
" : No, 5
Nutrient requirements of sheep, Washington, D. C,
National Academy of Sciences, NRC, 72pp,
HARRISON, PAUL C, , Associate Professor
Article
With W, A. Becker
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Genetic variation of body temperature of Coturnix
coturnix in two ambient temperatures. Journal of
Poultry Science (54)688-95.
HATFIELD, EVERETT E,, Professor
Chapter in a Book
With J. E. Sullivan et al.
The effect of heat on the nutritional value of corn.
In Corn quality in world markets , ed. by L. P. Hill.
Danville, Illinois: Interstate Printers 6. Publishers,
45-63.
With W. M. Wilson et al
.
Organic acids as preservatives for hifh-rnoisture corn.
In Corn quality in world markets , Danville, Illinois:
Interstate Printers & Publishers, 231-5.
Article
With R. J. Bothast, G. H. Adams, and E. B. Lancaster
Preservation of high-moisture corn: a microbiologi-
cal evaluation. Journal of Dairy Science (58)386-91.
HINDS, FRANK C. , Professor
Article
With H. R. Isaacson et al.
Efficiency of energy utilization by mixed rumen bac-
teria in continuous culture. Journal of Dairy
Science (58)1645-59.
JENSEN, ALDON H., Professor
Articles
With P. B. Lynch et al.
Chemically preserved high-moisture corns in diets for
growing-finishing swine. Journal of Animal Science
(40)1063-69.
With G. D, WesoloSKi, V. D. Ladwig and H. Gosser
Effects of different concentrations of corn oil, mag-
nesium sulfate and oat hulls in a porcine ulcerogenic
ration, American Journal of Veterinary Research
(36)773-5.
MISTRY, SORAB P,, Professor
Chapter in a Book
Hepatic gluconeogenesis . In Biochemical Reviews . Vol.
XLIV, 1973. The Society of Biological Chenists
,
India, 47-53.
Articles
With Grace S. Chiang
A comparative study of pyruvate holocarboxylase
synthesis in rat liver and kidney preparations.
International Journal of Biochemistry (6)527-31.
NALBANDOV, ANDREW V., Professor
Chapter in a Book
With J. M. Bahr
Reproduction in poultry. In Reproduction in domcs -
tj r animal s, 3rd ed., ed. by Cole and Cupps,
New York: Academic Press
Articles
With D. K. Pomerantz and G. R. Foxcroft
Effects of estradiol-17 on LH-RH/FSH-RH induced
and spontaneous LH release ii. prepubertal female
pigs. Journal of Endocrinology (96)551-5.
Acute and chronic estradlol-17B inhibition of LH
release in prepubertal female pigs: Time course and
site of action. Journal of Endocrinology (96)558-63.
With M. J. Hasler and R. E. Falvo
Testicular development and testosterone concentra-
tions in the testis and plasma of young male shrews
(Suncus murinus) . General and Comparative
Endocrinology (25)36-41.
With G. R. Foxcroft and J. W. Hamilton
Ovulation and luteal function in the rabbit In
response to injection or infusion of synthetic
gonadotropin-release hormone (Gn-RH) . B iology of
Reproduction (12)284-8.
With N. A. Shahabi and H. W. Norton
Steroid levels in follicles and the plasma of hens
during the ovulatory cycles. Journal of Endocr inology
(96)962-8.
With N. A. Shahabi and J. M. Bahr
Effect of LH injection on plasma and follicular
steroids in the chickens. J ournal of Endocrinology
(96)969-72.
With P. V. Tigchelaar
The effect of the pineal gland on ovulation and
pregnancy in the rat. Bloloov oT Reproductio n (13)
461-9.
NORTON, HORACE W. , Professor
Article
With J. E. Wax and G. R. Schmidt
Antemortem detection of muscle quality in six breeds
of swine. Journal of Animal Science (404)444-50
With C. S. Walters
Punch-shear test for evaluating properties of hard-
board. Forest Products Journal (11)21-6.
RASMUSEN, BEN A., Professor
Chapter in a Book
Blood-group alleles of domesticated animals. In
Handbook of eenotlcs. Vol. 4, ed. by R. C. King.
New York: Plenum, 447-57.
Articles
With J. D. Conroy and Erwin Small
Hypotrichosis in minature poodle siblings. Journal
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of the American Veterinary Medical Association
(166)697-9.
SCHMIDT, GLENN R., Assistant Professor
With F. H. Pepper
Effect of blending time, salt, phosphate, and hot
boned beef on binding strength in beef rolls.
Journal of Food S cience (40)2^7.
With D. M. Theno, S, L. Moore, and C. R, Anderson
Effect of salt, phosphate and some non-meat proteins
on binding strength and cook yield of a beef roll,
Jaimal o f Food Science (41)424.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Katz, Robert Sanford (D. H. Baker) , Organic sulfur
utilization by the chick: nutritional and metabolic
implications
.
Leman, Allen Duane (P. J. Dziuk) , A study of factors
that may influence hete ."ospermic dominance.
Pettigrew, James Eugene, Jr. (B. D. Harmon) , Milk
proteins for artifically reared piglets.
Sullivan, James Edward (F. N. Owens) , Chemical,
physical and nutritional changes occurring in corn
during roasting and drying.
Waggoner, James Wilton, Jr. (A. L. Neumann) , Develop-
ment and maternal performance of genetically differ-
ent types of beef females as influenced by energy
levels.
Wilson, William Mark Dunlop (E. E. Hatfield), Calcium
phytate as a source of phosphorus for ruminants.
Yen, Jong-Tseng (A. H. Jensen) , Factors affecting the
utilization of raw soybeans by some monogastric
animals.
ANTHROPOLOGY
BAREIS, CHARLES J., Assistant Professor
Articles
Report of 1971 University of Illinois-Urbana
excavations at the Cahokia Site. Illinois State
Museum Research Series, Papers in Anthropology
(3:May) 9-11 (Figs. 10-18).
Report of 1972 University of Illinois-Urbana
excavations at the Cahokia Site. Illinois State
Museum Research Series, Papers in Anthropology
(3:May) 12-15 (Figs. 19-23).
BRUNER, EDWARD M. , Professor
Book Reviews
Kinship, descent and alliance among the Karo
Batak, by Masri Singarlmbun. Pacific Affairs
(40:4) 647-8.
BUTTERWORTH, DOUGLAS S., Associate Professor
Books
Tllantongo: comunidad Mlxteca en translclon.
Mexico City: Institute Naclonal Indigenlsta,
236pp.
Articles
Rural-urban migration and microdemography : a
case study from Mexico. Urban Anthropology (4)
265-83.
CUNNINGHAM, CLARK E. , Professor
Chapter in a Book
The settlement of Kampung Rawang. In Kumpulan
Bacaan: Soslologl Pedesaan , ed . by Sayogyo
.
Bogor, Indonesia: Lembaga Penelitian Soslologl
Pedesaan, Instltut Pertanian, pp. 179-98.
Book Reviews
The political system of the Atonl of Timor, by
H. G. Schulte Nordholt. Journal of Asian Studies
(25:November) 175-6.
GOULD, HAROLD A. , Professor
Chapter in a Book
Two decades of fleldwork in India—some reflec-
tions. In Encounter and experience: personal
accounts of fleldwork, ed. by Beteille and Madan.
Delhi, India: Vikas, pp. 64-82.
GROVE, DAVID C, Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
The formative of Morelos: problems and comments.
In Balance Y Perspectiva de la Antropologla de
Mesoamerica y del Norte de Mexico , ed. by
Sociedad Mexicana de Antropologla. Mexico, D.F.
pp. 267-74.
KELLER, CHARLES M. , Associate Professor
Articles
With C. S. Alexander
Archaeology and paleoenvironments in the
Manyara Engaruka basins. Northern Tanzania.
Geographical Review (65) 364-76.
KLEPINGER, LINDA L., Assistant Professor
Book Reviews
With E. Giles
Ossa: Internal journal of skeletal research, ed.
by Nils-Gustaf Gejvall. American Journal of
Physical Anthropology (43) 376-7.
LATHRAP, DONALD W., Professor
Books
With D. Collier, H. Chandra
Ancient Ecuador, culture, clay and creativity.
Chicago: Field Museum of Natural History, 110pp.
With W. J. Wallace
West Berkeley (CA-Ala-307) : A culturally strati-
fied shellmound on the east shore of San Francisco
Bay. Berkeley: Contributions of the University
of California Archaeological Research Facility,
No. 29, 129pp.
Articles
The moist tropics, the arid lands and the appear-
ance of great art styles in the New World.
Special Publications of the Museum, Texas Tech
University 115-58.
Book Reviews
Amazonia, man and culture in a counterfeit
paradise, by Betty J. Meggers. American Anthro-
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poloRist (75:4) 988pp.
The Jlvaro: people of the sacred waterfalls, by
Michael J. Harner. The Hispanic American
Historical Review (53:4) 721-3.
LEHMAN, FREDERICK K., Professor
Articles
Formal approaches to ethnicity. International
Comparative Studies (2) 109-14.
Wolfenden's non-pronominal aPrefix in Tibeto-Berman.
Linguistics in the Sino-Tibetan Area (2) 19-44.
Chapter in Books
Editor's forward. In Modern Literary Tibetan, by
M. C. Goldstein. Urbana , Illinois: Wolfenden
Society pp. 3-4.
Book Reviews
Sino-Tibetan, a conspectus, by Paul K. Benedict.
Language (51:1) 215-19.
PLATH, DAVID W. , Professor
Book Edited
Adult episodes in Japan. Leiden: E. J. Brill,
90pp.
Articles
With K. Ikeda
(translation) The loss of meaning in death, by
Syun Inoue. The Japan Interpreter (9,3) 331-43.
Chapters in Books
Introduction: from the zabuton : a view of per-
sonal episodes. In Adult Episodes of Japan .
Leiden: E. J. Brill, pp. 1-9.
The last Confucian sandwich: becoming middle aged.
In Adult Episodes in Japan . Leiden: E. J. Brill
51-63.
With K. Ikeda
After coming of age—adult awareness of age norms.
In Socialization and communication in primary
groups , ed. by Thomas R. Williams. Chicago:
Aldine pp. 107-24.
Book Reviews
Youth socialization and mental health, ed. by
William P. Lebra. Pacific Affairs (48:3) 432-33.
Doctors in politics: the political life of the
Japanese Medical Association, by William E.
Steslicle. Journal of Asian and African Studies
(9) 113-14.
RILEY, THOMAS J., Assistant Professor
Articles
With M. Mergenstein
Hydration rind dating of basaltic glass: a new
method for archaeological chronologies. Asian
Perspectives (17:2) 145-159.
Chapter in a Book
Report 3: survey and excavations of the
aboriginal agricultural remains. Site Al-lool,
Appendix D. In Prehistory and ecology in a
windward Hawaiian Valley: Halawa Valley, Molokai
PAR 24, ed. by P. Kirch and M. Kelly. Honolulu,
pp. 79-115, 135-43. 347.
ROSS, HAROLD M. , Associate Professor
Book Reviews
CA* comment on 'Prehistory of Oceania' article,
by Peter Bellwood. Current Anthropology (16:1)
22-3.
SCHMIDT, NANCY J., Associate Professor
Books
Children's books on Africa and their authors.
New York: Africana, 291pp.
Articles
Ethnographic films about American Indians.
Council on Anthropology and Education Quarterly
(6:1) 34-6.
Enchantment of Africa, a new series for children.
Newsletter of the Southern Association of
Africanists
, (3:1) 35-42.
Entires on Africa in reference books for children.
Newsletter of the Southern Association of
Africanists
,
(3:2) 3-9.
Who is Kwame Nkrumah? Newsletter of the Southern
Association of Africanists (3:3) 25-8.
Something old something new: recent studies of
African literature. African Studies Review
(18:2) 129-33.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
African outreach workshop 1974. Washington:
ERIC, 68pp.
Selected bibliographies for teaching children
about Subsaharan Africa. Urbana: ERIC, 44pp.
With G. 0. Twerefoo, D. S. M. Kamanda , J. Kennedy
African children's games for American culture.
Urbana: ERIC, 27pp.
Book Reviews
Season of anomy, by Wole Soyinka. Conch Review
of Books (3:1) 269-71.
SHIMKIN, DEMITRI B. , Professor
Articles
Commentary on Ernest Gellner: the soviet and the
savage. Current Anthropology (16) 614.
S. P. Krashenninikov's Opisanie zemli Kamchatki
(description of Kamchatka Land) , an eighteenth-
century scientific masterpiece. Canadian-American
Slavic Studies (9) 374-80.
With E. M. Shimkin
Population dynamics in Northeastern Siberia:
1600/1700 to 1970. The Musk Ox (16) 7-23.
Chapters in Books
Holmes county research project. In Exploration
in self-help and mutual aid , ed. by D. Borman.
Evanston, Illinois: Center for Urban Affairs,
Northwestern University, pp. 151-8.
With J. Schoenberger
Hypertension in Holmes County, Mississippi. In
EpidemioloRV and control of hypertension , ed . by
Oglesby Paul. Miami: Symposia Specialists, pp.
485-501.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With S. Hyland
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The East IJrbana energy study, 1972-1974: instru-
ment development , methodological assessment and
base data. College of Engineering, University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 182pp.
With E. M. Shimkin
The extended family in U.S. black societies.
Resources in Education
.
Document ED 102467,
Ann Arbor, Michigan.
THOMPSON, RICHARD W. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Gratification in Buganda : an explanation of
intracultural diversity. American Ethnologist
(2) 193-206.
UCHENDU, VICTOR C, Professor and Director, African
Studies Program
Books
With K. R. M. Anthony
Agricultural change in Kisu District, Kenya.
Nairobi: East African literature Bureau, 102pp.
With K. R. M. Anthony
Agricultural change in Geita District, Tanzania.
Nairobi: East African literature Bureau, 79pp.
With K. R. M. Anthony
Agricultural change in Teso District, Uganda.
Nairobi: East African literature Bureau, 115pp.
Articles
The role of intermediate technology in East
African agricultural development. Eastern
African Journal of Rural Development (8) 182-90.
Chapters in Books
Inter-rural migration and East African rural
development. In Town and Country in East and
Central Africa , ed. by D. Parkin. London:
International African Institute, pp.. 165-77.
A Navajo Community. In The human experience
(readings in sociocultural anthropology ) . ed. by
D. H. Spain. Homewood, Illinois: Dorsey,
pp. 44-54.
The dilemma of ethnicity and polity primary in
Black Africa. In Ethnic identity: cultural
continuities and change , ed. by G. De Vos and
L. Romanucci-Ross
. Palo Alto: Mayfield, pp.
265-75.
Africa's small farms: parameters for policy
formation. In Modernization and development
,
ed. by R. Dumett and L. J. Brainard. Leiden,
Netherlands: E. J. Brill, pp. 28-46.
Book Reviews
Dualism and rural development in East Africa,
ed. by R. Leys. Journal of Developing Areas
(9:April) 466-7.
WRITTEN, NORMAN E., JR., Professor
Articles
With N. S. de Friedemann
La cultura negra del literal Ecutoriano y
Colombiano. Un Modelo de Adaptacion Etnica.
Revista Colombiana de Antropologia (17) 75-115.
Chapters in Books
Jungle Quechua ethnicity: an Ecuadorian case
study. In Migration and development: implica -
tions for ethnic identity and political conflict
,
ed. by Helen T. Safa and Brian M. DuToit.
Mouton: The Hague, 30pp.
Jungle Quechua ethnicity: an Ecuadorian case
study. In Ethnicity and resource competition
in plural societies , ed. by Leo Despres
.
Mouton: The Hague, 30pp.
Book Reviews
Deep the water, shallow the shore: three essays
on shantying in the West Indies, by Roger
Abrahams. Yearbook for Interamerican Musical
Research (11).
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Auerbach, Stephen David (H. A. Gould) , Occupational
options and adaptive strategies in a Tunisian
town: the effects of the Tunisian government's
ideology of modernization.
Baltaxe, James Bernard (H. M. Ross), The transforma-
tion of the Rangatira: a case of the European
reinterpretation of Rarotongan social organiza-
tion.
Blake, Charles Frederic (D. W. Plath) , Negotiating
ethnolinguistic symbols in a Chinese market town.
Bolian, Charles Edward (D. W. Lathrap) , Archaeologi-
cal excavations in the Trapecio of Amazonas: the
polychrome tradition.
Foster, Donald Ward (D. S. Butterworth) , Survival
strategies of low-income households in a Colxjm-
bian city.
Burgos-Guevara, Hugo (J. B. Casagrande) , El Guaman,
el Puma y el Amaru: formacift'n estructural del
gobierno indfgena en Ecuador.
Gupta, Shiva Kumar (D. B. Shimkin) , Urban politics in
central Illinois: a study of conflict management.
Johnson, Thomas Hoevet (D. B. Shimkin) , The Enos
family and Wind River Shoshone society: a histori-
cal analysis.
Kettel, David Wellington William (F. K. Lehman),
Passing like flowers: the marriage regulations of
the Tugen of Kenya and their implications for a
theory of Crow-Omaha.
Langner, Myra Bluebond (E. M. Bruner) , Awareness and
coiramunication in terminally ill children: pattern,
process, and pretense.
Link, Carol Bartusiak (C. M. Keller), Japanese cabinet-
making: a dynamic system of decisions and inter-
actions in a technical context.
Maqalis, Joanne Evelyn (D. W. Lathrap), A seriation of
some Marajoara painted anthropomorphic urns.
Martin, William Lee (D. B. Shimkin), Cognitive perform-
ance and exposure to acculturation among children of
transient and settled-out Mexican-American migrants
in Vermilion County, Illinois.
Michlovic, Michael George (C. M. Keller) , The implica-
tions of lithic artifact styles for current arch-
aeological theory.
Weber, Ronald LeRoy (D. W. Lathrap) , Caimito: an
analysis of the late prehistoric culture of the
central Ucayali , Eastern Peru.
Williams, Brett (H. A. Gould), The trip takes us:
Chicano migrants on the prairie.
Yanguez-Bernal, Juan Antonio {D. W. Lathrap), The
Nazaratequi tradition: a methodological approach.
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ARCHITECTURE
ANUtRaON, JAMES R. , Assistant Professor. See Housing
Research and Development Program.
BIANCHINI, ALBERT C, Professor
Articles
With P. D. Heimdahl
Ultimate strength of biaxially eccentrically
loaded conrete coluinns reinforced with high
strength steel. Reinforced Concrete Columns
(SP-50) 93-118.
FRANCESCATO, GUIDO, Professor. See Housing Research
and Development.
HUTCHINGS, BRUCE L., Associate Professor
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With J. Taylor, et al.
Jail architecture. The national sheriff's associ-
ation, Washington, D. C. 96pp.
Franklin Square, Neighborhood Preservation and
Development Study. Gummerman Printing Co.,
Bloomington, Illinois. 44pp.
MOYER, FREDERIC D. , Professor
Chapter in a Book
The architecture of closed institutions. In
Prison architecture : an international survey
of representative closed institutions and
analysis of current trends in prison archi-
tecture . ed. by United Nations Social Defense
Research Institute. London: Architectural
Press, pp. 53-66.
Current theory emd application. Prison archi-
tecture: an international survey of represent-
ative closed institutions and analysis of
current trends in prison architecture , ed.
by United Nations Social Defense Research
Institute. London: Architectural Press,
pp. 211-25.
SCHOUSBOE, INGVAR, Professor
Article
Some applications of prestressing in foundation
construction, ASCE proceedings. Journal of
the Construction Division (101:C02) 403-13.
WICKERSCHEIMER, DAVID, Associate Professor
Articles
Structural education for architects. Architecture
Science Review (17:4) pp. 75-8.
The vierendeel. Journal of the Society of Archi-
tectural Historians (35:1) 34-jC.
Prevention of crimss of assault and acts of
vandalism on demand-responsive automated trans-
portation systans. Third International Con-
ference on Personal Rapid Transit, Denver,
Colorado, 1975.
With Marshall L. Silver
Aesthetic considerations in the design of
elevated transportation structures. US
Department of Transportation Program for
University Research, 1975.
BSrrS, EDWARD H. , Professor
Books
Ilaster class in watercolor. New York:
'•Jatson-Guptill, 240pp.
FEHL, PHILIPP P., Professor
Articles
The placement of the equestrian statue of
Marcus Aurelius in the middle ages. Journal
of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes (37) 362-7.
Saints, donors and columns in Titian's
"Pesaro Madonna" . Renaissance Papers (Southeastern
Renaissance Conference) (1974) 61-25.
Raphael as archaeologist. Archaeological News
(4: Vas. 2-3) 29-40.
Masks, false gods, and the truth of art.
Creative Camiunicator (6: To. 12) 8-10.
The \^JDrship of Bacchus and Venus in Bellini's
and Titian's "Bacchanals" for Alfonso d'Este.
Studies in the History of Art Qlational Gallery
of Art, Washington, DC) (6) 37-87.
FINEBERG, JCNATHAM, Assistant Professor
Articles
Documentary' anthologies: I'annSe 1913.
Art in America (May/June, 1975) 23-5.
RASCHEFF, JULIUS E. , Assistant Professor
.Articles
Flowpix: a new cinanatographic reality.
Journal of the University Film Association
(26: 1974, No. 4) 67-81.
With M. L. Johnson
Celebrations in celluloid.
(12: No. 2, 1975) 8-16.
CENTER FOR ASIAN STUDIES
The Lens and Speaker
WISE, OLGA B. , Research Associate
Book Reviews
Commemorations
,
(100) 1442.
A man of honor.
Journal (100)
by Hans Berlin. Library Journal
Libraryby Theodor Fontane.
408.
A gathering of lambs, by Gertrude Johnson
Library Journal (100) 976.
ART AND DESIGN
BELL, LARRY S. , Associate Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
MACDONALD, WILLIAM L. , Associate Professor
Books Edited
With R. F. Chang
Under the Eaves of Shanghai: A Play by Sya Yen.
Far Eastern Pub., New Haven, 266 pp.
Book Reviews
Su Man-shu, by Liu Wu-chi. In Journal of the
American Oriental Society . XCV. 2, 1975,
pp. 281-2.
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MAKING, SEIICHI, Associate Professor
Articles
Language Teaching and Linguistic Theory (in
Japanese) in Nihongo Kvoiku (Japanese Education),
Vol, 26, pp. 1-5.
ASTRONOMY
ARNETT, W. DAVID, Professor
interstellar lines. Astrophysical Journal (200)
625-33.
Observations of interstellar Na I lines at 3302 A.
Astrophysical Journal (202) 634-7.
With N. J. Evans, T. Ireland, and C. Heiles
OH Zeeman observations of interstellar dust clouds.
Astrophysical Journal (198) 91-3.
With W. D. Watson and J. R. Dickel
Interstellar HDCO; upper limit and significance as an
indicator of interstellar molecular reactions.
Astrophysical Journal (201) 102-11.
Articles
Supernova remnants and presupernova models. Astro -
physical Journal a55) 727-33.
With R. G. Couch
Carbon ignition and burning in degenerate stellar
cores. Astrophysical Journal (196) 791-803.
With R. I. Epstein
Neutronization and thermal disintegration of dense
stellar matter. Astrophysical Journal (201) 202-11.
With R. J. Talbot
The evolution of galaxies: IV. Highly flattened
disks. Astrophysical Journal (197) 551-70.
With D. N. Schramm
Neutral currents and supernovae. Physical Review
Letters (34) 113- 6,
The weak interaction and gravitational collapse.
Astrophysical Journal
.
(198 ) 629-39.
Supernovae. Mercury (4) 16-22.
Reviews
The approach to gravitational collapse. Presented at
the Seventh Texas Symposium on Relativistic Astro-
physics
,
Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences
(262) 47-53.
ARNOULD, MARCEL, Research Associate
Articles
With M. Howard and J. W. Truran
On possible short-lived progenitors of fission Xenon
in carbonaceous chrondrites . Astrophysics and
Space Science (36) LI- 9,
With H. NtSrgaard -.
Can exploding supermassive stars produce Li?
Astronomy and Astrophysics (40) 331- 4.
The explosive thermonuclear formation of Li and
Astronomy and Astrophysics (42) 55-70.
U.
B.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With J. Van Vliet
Etude critique de I'hypothese d 'adiabaticite adoptee
dans le modele canonique d'Arnett de la nucleosyn-
these stellaire explosive. Bulletin de la Classe
' 5des Sciences. Academie Royale de Belgique , 5
serie, Tome(6]) 675-85.
CAHN, JULIUS H. , Associate Professor
Articles
With A, Boksenberg, D. Carnochan and S. P. Wyatt
The far-ultraviolet spectrum of NGC 6543, Monthly
Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society (172)
395-400.
CRUTCHER, RICHARD M. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Velocity component structure of the Zeta Ophiuchi
DICKEL, HELENS R. , Research Associate
Articles
With H. J. Wendker, L. F. Smith, F. P. Israel, H. J.
Habing
High resolution radio and optical observations of
NGC 6888. Astronomy and Astrophysics (42)
173-85.
DICKEL, JOHN R., Associate Professor
Articles
With R. M. Duin, F. P. Israel, and E. R. Seaquist
The complex radio source G74.9+12. Astronomy and
Astrophysics (38) 461-5.
With L. K. DeNoyer
Low radio frequency maps and spectra of supernova
remnants. Astronomical Journal (80) 437-44.
With D. K. Milne
5 GHz polarization observations of 33 galactic radio
sources. Australian Journal of Physics , (28)
209-30.
With W. D. Watson and R. M. Crutcher
Interstellar HDCO: Upper limit and significance as
an indicator of interstellar molecular reactions,
Astrophysical Journal (201) 102-11.
With H. J. Rood
Comparison of new 21 -cm radial velocities with WO
optical radial velocities of galaxies. Astronomi -
cal Journal (80) 584-6.
HOWARD, W. MICHAEL, Research Associate
Articles
With M, Arnould and J, W, Truran
On possible progenitors of fission Xenon in carbon-
aceous chondrites. Astrophysics and Space Science
06) LI,
With G, Auchanpaugh, J. Halperin, and R. L. Macklin
Kilovolt S(n,cv) and '^S(n,Y) cross sections:
importance in the nucleosynthesis of the rare
nucleus ^^s. Physical Review C (12) 1126-33.
With R. Bengtsson
Mass asymmetric fission and the termination of the
astrophysical r-process. Physics Letters B (55B)
281-6.
Nuclear Phy -
With P. A. Seeger
Semi-empirical atomic mass formula.
sics (A238) 491-532.
Possible paths for superheavy elements in nature.
Physica Scripta ( lOA) 131-41.
IBEN, ICKO, JR., Professor and Head of Department
Articles
Thermal pulses; p-capture, cv-capture, s-process
nucleosynthesis; and convective mixing in a star
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of intermediate mass,
525-47.
Astrophysical Journal (196)
Neon-22 as a neutron source, light elements as
modulators, and s-process nucleosynthesis in a
thermally pulsing star. Astrophysical Journal
(196) 549-58.
With R. S. Tuggle
On the intrinsic properties of Cepheids in the
galaxy, in Andromeda, and in the Magellanic clouds
Astrophysical Journal (197) 39-54.
LAMB, SUSAN A., Research Associate
SWENSON, GEORGE W., JR., Professor
Articles
With M. H. Cohen, A. T. Moffet, J. D. Romney, R. T.
Schilizzi, D. B. Shaffer, K. I. Kellermann,
G. H. Purcell, G. Grove, J. L. Yen, 1. I. K.
Pauliny-Toth, E. Preuss, A. Witzel, and D. Graham
Observations with a VLB array. 1. introduction and
procedures. Astrophysical Journal (201)249-55,
With K. I. Kellermann
An intercontinental array - a next-generation radio
telescope. Science (188:4195' 1263-8.
Articles
An investigation of material motions in a sunspot.
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society
(172) 205-20.
MAHAFFY, JOHN H. , Research Associate
Articles
With C. J. Hansen
Carbon detonations in rapidly rotating stellar
cores. Astrophysical Journal (201) 695-704.
NELSON, MARK R. , Assistant Professor
Articles
The period and light curve of the 71-second varia-
tion in DQ Herculis. Astrophysical Journal Letters
(196) L113-6.
The angular diameter of Mu Geminorum.
Journal (198) 127-9.
OLSON, EDWARD C, Associate Professor
Astrophysical
Articles
Hydrogen profiles, helium line strengths, and surface
gravities of eclipsing binary stars. Astrophysical
Journal Supplement (29) 43-54.
Four -color photometry and spectroscopic gravities of
early-type eclipsing binary stars, Dudley Observa -
tory Report No. 9 . 41-3.
SNYDER, LEWIS E., Professor
Articles
With D. Buhl
Detection of new stellar
excited silicon monoxi
millimeters. Astrophy
sources of vibrationally
de maser emission at 6.95
sical Journal (197) 329-40.
With D. Buhl, F. J. Lovas a
Is there a maser in the
state? Astrophysical
nd D, R, Johnson
silicon monoxide ground
Journal Letters (201) L29-31,
With J, M, Hollis, D, Buhl
Constraints on the molec
stellar X-ogen derived
Astrophysical Journal
With J, M, Hollis, B. L. Ul
Johnson and D, Buhl
Radio detection of inter
Astrophysical Journal
and P, T. Giguere.
ular properties of inter-
from radio observations.
(200) 584-93.
ich, F. J. Lovas, D. R.
stellar sulfur dioxide.
Letters (198) LSI- 4.
With N. Kaifu and D. Buhl
Vibrationally excited Si
source in the millimet
Astrophysical Journal
- a new type of maser
er wavelength region,
(195) 359-66.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With W, F, Huebner and D. Buhl
Detection of HCN radio emission from comet Kohoutek
(1973f), NASA Special Publication 355, 123-7,
With R, T. Schilizzi, M. H. Cohen, J. D. Romney, D. B.
Shaffer, K. I. Kellermann, J, L. Yen, and
R, Rinehart
Observations with a VLB array. III, the sources
3C 120, 3C 273B, 2134+004, and 3C 84, Astrophysi -
cal Journal (201) 263-74,
With D, B, Shaffer, M. H, Cohen, J. D. Romney, R. T.
Schilizzi, K, I, Kellermann, J. L. Yen, and
R, Rinehart
Observations with a VLB array, II, the sources
4C 39,25, NRAO 150, VRO 42,22,01, 3C 345, and
3C 454,3. Astrophysical Journal (201) 256-62.
TRURAN, JAMES W., Professor
Articles
With J. Audouze
p-process nucleosynthesis in post-shock supernova
envelope environments. Astrophysical Journal
(202) 204-13.
With W. M. Howard and M. Arnould
On possible short-lived progenitors of fission Xenon
in carbonaceous chondrites. Astrophysics and
Space Science (36) LI -9.
With S. Starrfield and W. M. Sparks
Novae, supernovae and neutron sources. Astrophysical
Journal Letters (198) L113- 17.
WATSON, WILLIAM D, , Associate Professor
Articles
Interaction of gas and dust in the interstellar med-
ium. In The Dusty Universe , ed. G. B. Field and
A.G.W. Cameron (Neale Watson Publications: New
York), pp, 113-29,
Physical processes for the formation and destruction
of interstellar molecules. In Atomic and Molecu -
lar Physics and the Interstellar Matter (Pro-
ceedings of the 1974 Les Houches Summer School),
ed, R. Balian, P, Encrenaz and J, Lequeux (North
Holland: Amsterdam), pp. 177-324.
With R. M. Crutcher and J. R. Dickel
Interstellar HDCO: upper limit and significance as
an indicator for interstellar molecule reactions.
Astrophysical Journal (201) 102-11.
With A. B. Kunz
Multiple electron ejection by X-ray photoionization
and the abundance of interstellar ions. Astro -
physical Journal (201) 165- 7.
WEBBINK, RONALD F,, Research Associate
Articles
Evolution of helium white dwarfs in close binaries.
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society
(171) 555-68.
PSR1913+16: Endpoints of speculation, a critical dis-
cussion of possible companions and progenitors.
Astronomy and Astrophysics (41) 1-8.
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With A. C. Fabian and J. E. Pringle
Possible identification of Ariel 1118-61. Nature
(255) 208.
With H. V. Lilenfeld, W. Q. Jeffers, and J. D. Kelley
Modeling of the cw CO chemical laser. IEEE Journal
of Quantum Electronics (QE-U) 660- 9.
With J. E. Pringle
Ariel 1118-61: a very close binary system?
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society
(172) 493-500.
WOOD, PETER R. , Research Associate
Articles
The mode of pulsation of Mira variables. Monthly
Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society (171)
15- 16.
With R. J. Taylor
The gas and horizontal branch star content of
globular clusters. Monthly Notices of the Royal
Astronomical Society (171) 467-74.
WYATT, STANLEY P., JR., Professor
Articles
With A. Boksenberg, D. Carnochan, and J. H. Cahn
The far-ultraviolet spectrum of NGC 6543. Monthly
Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society (172)
395-400.
YOSS, KENNETH M. , Professor
Articles
With D. Deming
A comparison of spectrographic and DDO photoelectric
luminosities and composition indices. Dudley Ob -
servatory Report No. 9 , 359-65.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATION
Matthews, Carolyn Lowery (J. B. Kaler)
, A study of
small diffuse nebulae.
LABORATORY FOR ATMOSPHERIC AVIATION
BEARD, KENNETH V. K. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With S. N. Grover
A numerical determination of the efficiency with
which electrically charged cloud drops and small
raindrops collide with electrically charged
spherical particles of various densities. Journal
of Atmospheric Sciences (32) 2156-65.
With W. D. Hall
Electrostatic force between a conducting sphere and
a dielectric sphere. Pure and Applied Geophysics
(113) 515-24.
GELLER, MARVIN A., Associate Professor
Articles
Concluding remarks, session 4-atmospheric dynamics.
Radio Science (10) 415-16.
With L. G. Smith and H. D. Voss
Analysis of nighttime E-region winds and ionization
production. Radio Science (10) 335-45.
With H. Tanaka and D. C. Fritts
Production of turbulence in the vicinity of
critical levels for internal gravity waves.
Journal of Atmospheric Sciences (32) 2125-35.
LEWIS, JOHN M., Assistant Professor
Articles
Test of the Ogura-Cho model on a prefrontal squall
line case. Monthly Weather Review (103) 764-78.
MAK, MANKIN, Associate Professor
Articles
The monsoonal mid-tropospheric cyclone. Journal of
Atmospheric Sciences (32) 2246-53.
OGURA, YOSHIMITSU, Director and Professor
Articles
On the interaction between cumulus clouds and the
larger-scale environment. Pure and Applied
Geophysics (II3) 839-89.
With H. R. Cho
Reply. Journal of Atmospheric Sciences (32) 2365-6.
TANAKA, HIROSHI, Visiting Scientist
Articles
Turbulent layers associated with a critical level
in the planetary boundary layer. Journal of the
Meteorological Society of Japan (53) 425-39.
INSTITUTE OF AVIATION
BRYAN, LESLIE A., Professor and Director Emeritus
Articles
More census threats . Illinois State Genealogical
Society Quarterly (3:V-Jinter) 14.
Reviews
Cumberland County, Illinois births, by Ruth Lacey.
Illinois State Genealogical Society Quarterly
(3:Spring) 51.
Morgan County, the twentieth century, by Board of
Commissioners, Morgan County, Illinois. Illinois
State Genealogical Society Quarterly (3:Spring) 51.
Combined history of Edwards, Lawrence, and Wabash
Counties, Illinois, by Lawrence County Historical
Society. I llinois State Genealogical Society
Quarterly (3:Spring) 51.
1850 census-Tennessee, vol. 1, Aaron through
Childress, by Sistler, Byron and Barbara. Illinois
State Genealogical Society Quarterly (3:Spring) 51.
Combined history of Edwards, Lawrence, and Wabash
Counties, Illinois, by McDonaugh and Company.
Illinois State Genealogical Society Quarterly
(3:Spring) 52.
Family history for fun and profit, by Jones, Eakle,
and Christensen. Illinois State Genealogical
Society Quarterly (3:Spring) 53.
An account of Andrew Sauer of LaSalle County,
Illinois and some of his descendants, by W. W.
Sauer. Illinois State Genealogical Society
Quarterly (3:Spring) 53.
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Love to all, your Paul, by Nettie Glenn. Illinois
State Genealogical Society Quarterly (3:Spring) 53.
American biographical notes, by Franklin B. Hough.
Illinois State Genealogical Society Quarterly
(3:Spring) 53.
History of Washington County, Pennsylvania, by
Boyd Crunwind. Illinois State Genealogical Society
Quarterly (3:Spring) 53.
1850 federal census. Ogle County, Illinois, by
Bernice C. Richard. Illinois State Genealogical
Society Quarterly (3:Spring) 53.
Masonic americana by Knights Templar Magazine.
Illinois State Genealogical Society Quarterly
(3:Summer) 113.
Old graveyards of Clark County, Kentucky, by
Kathryn Owen. Illinois State Genealogical Society
Quarterly (3:Summer) 113.
The Kessinger family, by O. C. Kessinger. Illinois
State Genealogical Society Quarterly (3:Suramer) 113.
Confederate soldiers and sailors who died as
prisoners of war at Camp Butler, Illinois, 1862-
1865, by Alexis A. Praus. Illinois State Genealog-
ical Society Quarterly (3:Summer) 113.
Mercenaries from Ansbach and Bayreuth, by Clifford
N. Smith. Illinois State Genealogical Society
Quarterly (3:Summer) 113.
Raymond family genealogy, by S. E. and L. H.
Raymond . Illinois State Genealogical Society
Quarterly (3:Summer) 113.
The Lutheran annual, 1975, by Ralph L. Reinke.
Illinois State Genealogical Society Quarterly
(3:Summer) 114.
Christian County, Missouri, cemetery inscriptions;
Ozark County, Missouri, records and pioneer
families; Yates findings, by Yates. Illinois State
Genealogical Society Quarterly (3:Summer) 114.
How to do your very own family tree, by Heggelund.
Illinois State Genealogical Society Quarterly
(3:Summer) 114.
Historical collections of Harrison County in the
state of Ohio, by Charles A. Hanna. Illinois State
Genealogical Society Quarterly (3:Summer) 114.
Three hundred years of Maryland Gambrills, by Mary
Alice M. Bowerman. Illinois State Genealogical
Society Quarterly (3 iSummer) 114.
1861 census of Charlotteville Township, Norfolk
County, Canada West, by Seattle Genealogical
Society. Illinois State Genealogical Society
Quarterly (3 :Summer) 114.
Personal recollections of Harrison Burns, by
Indiana Historical Society Publishers. Illinois
State Genealogical Society Quarterly (3:Fall) 169.
The Vaudreuil papers, by Bill Barron. Illinois
State Genealogical Society Quarterly (3:Fall) 170.
John A. Wasson, his family in Tennessee and
Illinois, by Jeannette Gray. Illinois State
Genealogical Society Quarterly (3:Fall) 170.
Henry Sharp and his wife Lydia Morgan, by Elizabeth
Eastwood and Helen Wickliffe. Illinois State
Genealogical Society Quarterly (3:Fall) 170.
Inside Kentucky, by Ann Hamilton. Illinois State
Genealogical Society Quarterly (3: Fall) 173.
Brief biographies of twelve Illinois men who fought
in the Civil War, by Judith Walters. Illinois
State Genealogical Society Quarterly (3:Fall) 173.
Diary of Allen Franklin Scruggs, 1803-1902, by
Judith Walters. Illinois State Genealogical
Society Quarterly (3:Fall) 173.
Scotch-Irish family research made simple, by R. G.
Campbell. Illinois State Genealogical Society
Quarterly (3:Fall) 173.
Annals of Buffalo Valley, Pennsylvania, 1755-1855,
by John Linn. Illinois State Genealogical Society
Quarterly (3 :Fall) 173.
A gazetter of the state of Pennsylvania, by Thomas
Gordon
. Illinois State Genealogical Society
Quarterly (3:Fall) 173.
Atlas map of Peoria County, Illinois, by A. T.
Andreas. Illinois State Genealogical Society
Quarterly (3:Fall) 173.
The ancestors of Charles Wesley Clabaugh and Louise
Zijnmerman Clabaugh and their descendants, by
Charles W. and Louise Z. Clabaugh. Illinois State
Genealogical Society Quarterly (3:Fall) 174.
Biographical dictionaries master index, 1975-1976,
by Tarbert and LaBeau. Illinois State Genealogical
Society Quarterly (3:Winter) 225.
Genealogical books in print, by Schreiner-Yantis
.
Illinois State Genealogical Society Quarterly
(3:Kinter) 228.
A supplement to the 1810 census of Virginia, by
Schreiner-Yantis. Illinois State Genealogical
Society Quarterly (3 iWinter) 228.
Montgomery County, Virginia—circa 1790, by
Schreiner-Yantis. Illinois State Genealogical
Society Quarterly (3:Winter) 228.
Archives of the pioneers of Tazewell County,
Virginia, by Schreiner-Yantis. Illinois State
Genealogical Society Quarterly (3:Winter) 228.
How to decipher and study old documents, by Thoyts.
Illinois State Genealogical Society Quarterly
(3:Winter) 228.
The Black Hawk War, 1831-1832, vol. 2, parts 1 and
2, by Whitney. Illinois State Genealogical Society
Quarterly (3:Winter) 228.
Historical and genealogical society, history of
Fulton County, Illinois, by Fulton Company.
Illinois State Genealogical Society Quarterly
(3:Winter) 230.
GOPHER, DANIEL, Visiting Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
With J. A. Adams and G. Lintern
The effects of visual and proprioceptive feedback
on motor learning. In Proceedings of the Nine-
teenth Annual Meeting of the Human Factors Society ,
ed. by Hale, McKnight, and Moss. Santa Monica:
Human Factors Society, pp. 162-5.
With R. A. North
Determinants of performance improvement in
training under time-sharing conditions. In Proceed-
ings of the Nineteenth Annual Meeting of the Human
Factors Society , ed. by Hale, McKnight, and Moss.
Santa Monica: Human Factors Society, pp. 179-85.
Articles
With B. H. Williges and R. C. Williges
Varying the type and number of adaptive variables
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in continuous tracking. Human Factors Journal
(7:3) 159-70.
HOPKINS, CHARLES O. , Professor and Head of Department
Articles
Hov much should you pay for that box? Human Factors
Journal (17:6) 533-41.
R03C0E, STANLEY N., Professor
Chapter in a Book
With R. S. Jacobs
Simulator cockpit motion and the transfer of
initial flight training. In Proceedings of the
Nineteenth Annual fleeting of the Human Factors
Society , ed. by Hale, McKnight, and Moss. Santa
Monica: Human Factors Society, pp. 218-26.
With R. S. Jacobs
Simulator cockpit motion and the transfer of
initial flight training. In Proceedings of the
8th NTEC/Industry Conference . Orlando: Naval
Training Equipment Center, pp. 113-22.
Articles
With R. C. Williges
Motion relationships in aircraft attitude and
guidance displays: a flight experiment. Human
Factors Journal (17:4) 374-87.
With F. Ince and R. C. Williges
Aircraft simulator motion and the order of merit
of flight attitude and steering guidance displays.
Human Factors Journal (17:4) 388-400.
With D. B. Beringer and R. C. Williges
The transition of experienced pilots to a frequency-
separated aircraft attitude display. Human Factors
Journal (17:4) 401-14.
SCHOOL OF BASIC MEDICAL SCIENCES
IMREY, PETER B., Assistant Professor
Article
With G.G. Koch, J.R. Abernathy
On a Method for Studying Family Size Preferences.
Demography (12:No.l) 57-66.
YASUNAGA, SHIG, Assistant Professor
Articles
With A.J. Rudolph, L. Felemovicius
Comparative Study of the Effect of Different
Fluorescent Lights in Phototherapy. Illinois
Medical Journal (147) 176-80.
With S. Seungdamrong
Relative Severity of Hemolysis In the Subtypes
of ABO Incompatible Hemolytic Disease. Illinois
Medical Journal (148) 526 passim.
BIOCHEMISTRY
BALDWIN, THOMAS 0., Assistant Professor
Articles
With M. Z. Nicoli, J. E. Becvar, J. W. Hastings
Bacterial luciferase: Binding of oxidized
flavin mononucleotide. Journal of Biological
Chemistry (250) 2763-8.
With J. G. Morin, A. Harrington, K. Nealson,
N. Krieger, J. W. Hastings
Light for all reasons: Versatility in the
behavioral repertoire of the flashlight fish.
Science (190) 74-6.
CONRAD, H. EDWARD, Professor
Articles
With H. M. Howell, E. W. Voss, Jr.
Comparative radiochromabiographic analysis of
rabbit anti-hapten IgG antibodies of various
affinities. Immunochemi stry (12) 111-7.
GLASER, MICHAEL, Assistant Professor
Articles
With K. A. Ferguson, W. H. Bayer, P. R. Vagelos
Alterations of fatty acid composition of U-i cells
by lipid supplementation and temperature.
Biochemistry (14) 146-51.
With W. Nulty, P. R. Vagelos
The role of adenylate kinase in the regulation
of macromolecular biosynthesis in a putative
mutant of E_. coli defective in membrane
phospholipid synthesis. Journal of
Bacteriology (123) 128-36^
GUMPORT, RICHARD I., Assistant Professor
Articles
With E. Bedows, J. T. Wachsman
Absence of detectable RNA ligase in Eukaryotic
cells. Biochemical and Biophysical Research
Communications (67) 1100-7.
With J. Greenfield, N. J. Leonard
Nicotinamide 3,N -ethenocytosine dinucleotide.
An analog of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide
synthesis and enzyme studies. Biochemistry
(14) 698-706.
GUNSALUS, IRWIN C, Professor
Books
With Committee on Agricultural Production Efficiency
Agricultural production efficiency. Washington,
D. C: National Academy of Sciences, 199pp.
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chapters in Books
Genetic regulation and mechanisms of P-450
oxygenase action. In Survival in toxic environ-
ments , ed. by Khan and Bederka. New York: Academic
Press, pp. 295-313.
With H. Hermann, W. A. Toscano, Jr., D. Katz,
G. K. Garg
Plasmids and metabolic diversity. In Micro-
biology-1974 , ed. by Schlissinger . Washington,
D.C.: American Society Microbiology, pp. 207-12.
With T. C. Pederson, S. G. Sligar
Oxygenase-catalyzed biological hydroxylations
.
In Annual Review of Biochemistry, ed. by Snell.
Palo Alto, California: Annual Reviews
,
pp. 377-407.
Articles
With S. S. Chan, T. M. Nordlund, H. FrauenfeXder
,
J. E. Harrison
Enzymatic reduction of nicotinamide adenine
dinucleotide phosphate induced by radiolysis.
The Journal of Biological Chemistry (250) 716-9.
With P. M. Champion, E. Munck, P. G. Debrunner,
T. H. Moss, J. D. Lipscomb
The magnetic susceptibility of reduced cytochrome
p-450j,^„_ Biochimica et Biophysica Acta (375)
579-82.
With R. H. Austin, K. Beeson, L. Eisenstein,
H. Frauenfelder
Activation energy spectrum in myoglobin — a
comment. Physical Review Letters (34) 845.
With P. M. Champion, J. D. Lipscomb, E. Munck,
P. Debrunner
Mossbauer investigations of high-spin ferrous
heme proteins. I. Cytochrome P-450. Bio -
chemistry (14)' 4151-8.
With F. Travers, P. Douzoa, T. Pederson
Ternary solvents to investigate proteins at
sub-zero temperatures. Biochiroie (57) 43-8.
With R. H. Austin, K. W. Beeson, L. Eisenstein,
H. Frauenfelder
Dynamics of ligand binding to myoglobin.
Biochemistry (14) 5355-73.
With S. G. Sligar, P. G. Debrunner
Product formation from ferrous oxy-cytochrome
P-450. Biochemical Society Transactions (3)
821-6.
HAGER, LOWELL P., Professor and Head of Department
Chapters in Books
With R. H. White
A biogenetic sequence of halogenated sesquiter-
penes from Laurencia intracata. In The nature
of seawater, ed. by Goldberg. Berlin: Abakon
Verlagsgesellschaft, pp. 633-50.
With L. Knight, K. A. Krohn, M. J. Welch,
W. E. Spomer
Br: A new protein label. In Radiopharma-
ceuticals , ed. by Subramanian, Riiodes, Cooper
and Sodd. Society of Nuclear Medicine,
pp. 149-54.
Articles
With J. F. Suida, G. R. VanBlaricom, P. D. Shaw,
R. D. Johnson, R. H. White, K. L. Rinehart, Jr.
l-Iodo-3, 3-dibromo-2-heptanone, 1,1,3,3-
tetrabromo-2-heptanone, and related compounds
from the red alga, Bonnemaisonia hamifera .
Journal of the American Chemical Society (9 7)
937-a.
With G. Krejcarek, R. H. White, W. O. McClure,
R. D. Johnson, K. L. Rinehart, Jr., J. A. McMillan,
I. C. Paul, P. D. Shaw, R. C. Brusca
A rearranged dibromotyrosine metabolite from
Verongia aurea . Tetrahedron Letters (8) 507-10.
With P. F. Hollenbert, T. Rand-Meir, R. Chiang,
D. Doubek
Chemistry of peroxidase intermediates. New
York Academy of Sciences (244) 80-93.
With P. Champion, R. Chiang, E. Munck, P. Debrunner
Mossbauer investigations of high spin ferrous
heme proteins II. Chloroperoxidase, horseradish
peroxidase and hemoglobin. Biochemistry (14)
4159-65.
With R. Chiang, R. Makino, W. E. Spomer
Chloroperoxidase: P-450 type absorption in the
absence of sulfhydryl groups. Biochemistry
(14) 4166-71.
With C . C . Cunningham
Reactivation of the lipid-depleted pyruvate oxi-
dase system from Escherichia coli with cell
envelope neutral lipids . Journal of Biological
Chemistry (250:18) 7139-46.
JOHNSTON, JAMES B. , Visiting Assistant Professor
Articles
With K. Murray, R. B. Cain
Microbial metabolism of aryl sulfonates.
Antonie van Leeuwenhock (41) 493-511.
JONAS, ANA, Assistant Professor
Articles
Isolation and characterization of the major
apolipoprotein of bovine serum high density
lipoprotein. Biochimica et Biophysica Acta
(393) 460-70.
Self-association of the major protein component
of bovine serum high density lipoprotein.
Biochimica et Biophysica Acta (393) 471-82.
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Phophatidyl choline interaction with bovine serum
albumin: Affect of the physical state of the
lipid on protein-lipid complete formation.
Biochemical and Biophysical Research Communica -
tions (64) 1003-8.
With R. W. Jung
Fluidity of the lipid phase of bovine serum high
density lipoprotein from fluorescence polariza-
tion measurements. Biochemical and Biophysical
Research Communications (66) 651-7.
LEONARD, NELSON J., Professor - See Chemistry
NYSTROM, ROBERT F., Professor
Articles
With R. B. Chapas, R. D. Knudsen, H. R. Snyder
The nef-type transformation in basic solution.
Journal of Organic Chemistry (40) 3746-8.
ORDAL, GEORGE W. , Assistan Professor
Articles
With D. J. Goldman
Chemotaxis away from uncouplers of oxidative
phosphorylation in Bacillus subtilis . Science
(189) 802-5.
With M. S. Springer, E. N. Kort, S. H. Larsen,
R. W. Reader, J. Adler
Role of methionine in bacterial chemotaxis:
Requirement for tumbling and involvement in
information processing. Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences USA (72) 4640-4.
SCHMIDT, PAUL G., Assistant Professor - See Chemistry
SHAPIRO, DAVID J., Assistant Professor
Chapters in Books
Witii R. T. Schimke, G. S. McKnight
Nucleic acid hybridization probes and the
mechanism of hormone action in oviduct. In
Biochemical Aspects of Hormone Action , ed.
by Litwack. Academic Press, pp. 246-71.
With R. T. Schimke, G. S. McKnight
Hormonal regulation of ovalbumin synthesis in
chick oviduct. In Control Mechanisms in Develop -
ment . Plenum Press, pp. 79-101.
Articles
With H. L. Nordstrom, J. Mitschelen, V. W. Rodwell,
R. T. Schimke
Micro-assay for 3-hydroxyl-3-methylglutaryl
coenzyme A reductase in rat liver and L-cell
fibroblasts. Biochimica et Biophysica Acta
(370) 369-77.
With R. T. Schimke
Immunochemical isolation and characterization
of ovalbumin messenger r:^A. Journal of
Biological Chemistry (250) 1759-64.
STORM, DANIEL R. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With R. Chase
Exploitation of hormone induced conformational
changes to selectively label a component of
rat liver plasma membranes. Journal of
Biological Chemistry (250) 2539.
With K. S. Rosenthal, W. T. Ford
Triethyl-n-hexylaramonium trie thy 1-n-hexylboride:
A new antimocrobial showing activity against
Candida albicans and gram positive bacteria.
Antimicrobial Agents and Chemotherapy (8) 510.
UHLENBECK, OLKE, Associate Professor
Articles
With G. Walker
Stepwise enzymatic oligoribonucleotide synthesis
including modified nucleotides. Biochemistry
(14) 817.
With G. C. Walker, E. Bedows , R. I. Gumport
T4-induced RI>IA ligase joins single stranded
oligoribonucleotides. Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences USA (72) 122.
With P. Szabo, R. Elder
The kinetics of in situ hybridization. Nucleic
Acid Research (2) 647.
WEBER, GREGORIO, Professor
Chapters in Books
What we have learned about proteins from the study
of their photoexcited states. In Excited States
of Biomolecules (Proceedings of Gulbenkian Con-
ference, Lisbon, April, 1974), ed. by Birks.
London: Wyley, pp. 363-74.
With G. W. Mitchell
Demonstration of ansitropic molecular rotations by
differential polarized phase fluorometry. In
Excited States of Biological Molecules (Proceed-
ings of Gulbenkian Conference, Lisbon, April,
1974), ed. by Birks. London: Wyley, pp. 72-6.
Articles
Energetics of ligand binding to proteins.
Advances in Protein Chemistry (29) 1-83,
With D. A. Kolb
Quantitative demonstration of the reciprocity of
ligand effects in the ternary complexes of
chicken heart lactate deiiydrogenase vith
nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide and oxalate.
Biochemistry (14) 4471-6.
With D. A. Kolb
Cooperativity of binding of anilinonaphthalene
sulfonate to serum albumin induced by a second
ligand. Biochemistry (14) 4476-81.
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DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Brabson, John Samuel (R. L. Sv;it7,er ) , Biochemical
and immunochemical studies of Bacillus subtilis
aspartate transcarbamylase.
Crooks, Robert Ferree {W. 0. McClure) , Characteriza-
tion of materials carried by fast axoplasmic trans-
port in sensory fibers of the rat sciatic nerve.
Gibbons, Katherine Bond (G. Weber), Ligand binding
by heme proteins
.
Kessler, Michael J. (J. M. Clark) , Studies of the
mechanism of biosynthesis of N^- (<i2_isopentenyl)
-
2-ThiomethYlandenosine in E_. Coli tRNAty'^suXII + .
Kolb, David Allen (G. Weber) , Reciprocity of effects
and multiple ligand interactions on ligand binding
to globular proteins.
Lipscomb, John DeWald (I. C. Gunsalus) , Energy trans-
fer and segregation : mixed function oxidation by
Cytochrome P450cam ^""^ putidaredoxin.
Schubert, Karel r^alph (R. L. Switzer) , The quaternary
structure and properties of phosphoribosylpyro-
phosphate systhetase from Salmonella typhimurium .
Shively, John Ernest (H. E. Conrad), Structural
analysis of heparins and heparan sulfates.
Tumbough, Charles Lee, Jr. (R. L. Switzer), Inactiva-
tion of glutamine phosphoribosylpyrophosphate
amidotransferase in Bacillus subtilis.
BIOLOGY
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Champion, Michael Joseph (G. Whitt) , Isozymic analysis
of gene expression during sunfish development.
Huang, Chi-ying (L. N. Vanderhoef) , Part I. Acetylene
reduction (nitrogen fixation) and metabolic activi-
ties of soybean having various leaf and nodule
water potentials, Part II. Limitation of acetylene
reduction (nitrogen fixation) by photosynthesis in
soybean having low water potentials.
Kelly, Thomas Joseph (R. Davenport), The regulation of
yolk deposition in the large milkweed bug ( On co-
pe Itus fasciatus )
.
McDowell, Patricia Pohlod (H. W. Ades), A comparison
between behavioral methods and evoked response
audiometry in assessing anatomical damage to the
organ of corti of the chinchilla resulting from
intense sound exposure.
O'Connell, Kevin Marshall (J. Gorski) , RNA polymerase
activity in the uterus: its kinetic properties and
the effects of estrogenic hormones on its activity.
VedBrat, Sharanjit Sethi (G. Whitt), Ontogenetic ex-
pression and linkage of isozyme loci in Anopheles
albimanus .
Williams, Warren Earl (J. W. Drake), Mutagenesis in
Bacteriophage T4 induced by temperature-sensitive
mutations in Gene 42.
Zilinskas, Barbara Ann (Govindjee) , Photosystem II
reactions in thylakoi'3 membranes.
BIOPHYSICS
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Guy, Homer Robert (J. A. Connor), A plausible role of
disulfides and sulfhydryls in the ionic gating
mechanism and desensitization of acetylcholine
receptors.
Resnick, Cecily Ann (II. H. Von Foerster) , Computational
models of learners for computer assisted learning.
Robinson, Richard Bruce (W. W. Sleator) , Activation in
mamalian heart muscle: effects of calcium modulators
and pattern of stimulation on action potential con-
figuration and contraction in guinea pig atrium.
Rumore, Charles Alliert Christopher (H. H. VonFoerster )
Fourier and Laplace transform methods for linear
spatial-temporal neural net modelling, applied to
the cerebellum.
BOTANY
ARNTZEN, CHARLES J., Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
Chloroplast structure and function. In Bioener-
getics of Photosynthesis , ed. by Govindjee. New
York: Academic Press, pp. 51-113.
Articles
With Dale L. Shaner, S. M. Mertz, Jr.
Inhibition of ion accumulation in maize roots by
abscisic acid. Planta (122) 79-90.
With Claude Vernotte, et al.
Preillumination effects on chloroplast structure and
photochemical activity. Plant Science Letters (4)
115-23.
BAZZAZ, FAKHRI A., Associate Professor
Articles
Plant species diversity in old-field successional
ecosystems in southern Illinois. Ecology (56)
485-8.
With R. W. Carlson, G. L. Rolfe
Inhibition of corn and sunflower photosynthesis by
lead. Physiology Plantarum (34) 326-9.
With D. Dusek, et al
.
Photosynthesis and cannabinoid content of temperate
and tropical populations of Cannab^ii iotiva. Bio-
chemical Systematics and Ecology (3) 15-18.
With Roger W. Carlson, G. L. Rolfe
The effect of heavy metals on plants. II. Met
photosynthesis and transpiration of whole corn and
sunflower plants treated with Pb, Cd, Ni and Tl
.
Environmental Research (10) 113-20.
With Alexander A. Goloff, Jr.
A germination model for natural seed populations.
Journal of Theoretical Biology (52) 259-83.
With Dudley J. Raynal
The contrasting life-cycle strategies of three
summer annuals found in abandoned fields in
Illinois. Journal of Ecology (63) 587-96.
Interference of winter annuals with Amb.toi.ia
aAX.ejn^-U.(iOtia. in early successional fields.
Ecology (56) 35-49.
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With David L. Regehr, W. R. Boggess
Photosynthesis, transpiration and leaf conductance
of PopuZLU, ddZtoldU in relation to flooding and
drought. Photosynthetica (9) 52-61.
With Gary L. Rolfe
Effect of lead contamination on transpiration and
photosynthesis of Loblolly pine and Autumn olive.
Forest Science (21) 33-5.
With James B. Wedding, et al.
Aerosol deposition on plant leaves. Environmental
Science and Technology (9) 151-3.
With Nancy K. Wieland
Physiological ecology of three codomlnant succes-
sional annuals. Ecology (55) 681-8.
BOYER, JOHN S., Professor and Associate Head of
Department
Articles
With H. G. McPherson
Physiology of water deficits in cereal crops.
Advances in Agronomy (27) 1-23.
With Chi-Ying Huang, L. H. Vanderhoef
Acetylene reduction (nitrogen fixation) and meta-
bolic activities of soybean having various leaf and
nodule water potentials. Plant Physiology (56)
222-7.
Limitation of acetylene reduction (nitrogen fixation)
by photosynthesis in soybean having low water poten-
tials. Plant Physiology (56) 228-32.
CARLSON, ROGER W., Assistant Research Biologist
Articles
With F. A. Bazzaz, G. L. Rolfe
The effect of heavy metals on plants. II. Net
photosynthesis and transpiration of whole corn and
sunflower plants treated with Pb, Cd, Ni and Tl.
Environmental Research (10) 113-20.
With Fakhri A. Bazzaz, G. L. Rolfe
Inhibition of corn and sunflower photosynthesis by
lead. Physiologia Plantarum (34) 326-9.
With James B. Wedding, et al.
Aerosol deposition on plant surfaces. Environmental
Science and Technology (9) 151-3.
CAROTHERS, ZANE B., Associate Professor
Chapter in Book
Comparative studies on spermatogenesis in bryophytes.
In The Biology of the Male Gamete , ed. by Duckett
and Racey. London: Academic Press, pp. 71-81*.
Articles
With R. R. Robbins, D. L. Haas
Some ultrastructural aspects of spermatogenesis in
LijCopodMrn comptanaXum. Protoplasma (86) 339-50.
With David L. Haas
Some ultrastructural observations on endodermal cell
development in 20.0. maiji roots. American Journal of
Botany (62) 336-48.
With Robert R. Robbins
The occurrence and structure of centrosomes in
LijcopocUum comptancUum . Protoplasma (86) 279-84.
DE WET, JOHANNES H. J., Professor, See: Agronomy.
DICKINSON, DAVID B., Professor, See: Horticulture.
GOVINDJEE, Professor, See: Physiology and Biophysics.
GRUNWALD, CLAUS H., Professor
Articles
Phytosterol in tobacco leaves of various physiol-
ogical age. Phytochemistry (14) 79-82.
Plant sterols. Annual Reviews of Plant Physiology
(26) 209-36. ~
With John L. Sims, et al.
Effect of nitrogen fertilization and stalk position
on certain chemical and physical characteristics of
three tobacco genotypes. Canadian Journal of Plant
Science (55) 485-90.
HANEY, ALAIl W. , Associate Professor
Book
With Almut G. Jones
Key to the trees of Urbana-Champaign. Champaign:
Stipes Publishing, 41pp.
Revision of a Book
With J. E. Silvius
1,001 multiple choice questions for introductory
plant science. Champaign: Stipes Publishing,
179pp.
Articles
With Fakhri A. Bazzaz, et al.
Photosynthesis and cannabinoid content of temperate
and tropical populations of Cannabti iativa. Bio-
chemical Systematics and Ecology (3) 15-18.
HANSON, JOHN B. , Professor and Head of Department
Chapter in a Book
With D. E. Koeppe
Ion transport in plant mitochondria. In Ion
transport in plants , ed. by Baker and Hall. Berlin:
Springer-Verlag, pp. 79-99.
Articles
With William B. Duke, et al.
An investigation on the mechanism of action of
Propachlor. Weed Science (23) 142-7.
With Jerry R. Hensley
The action of valinomycin in uncoupling corn mito-
chondria. Plant Physiology (56) 13-18.
With Dennis W. Jung
Activation of 2,4-Dlnitrophenol-stimulated ATPase
activity in cauliflower and corn mitochondria.
Archives of Biochemistry and Biophysics (168)
358-68.
HOFFMAN, LARRY R., Professor
Articles
With C. E. Hofmann
Zoospore formation in CytincUoccLpia. Canadian
Journal of Botany (53) 439-51.
With 0jvind Moestrup
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A study of the spermatozoids of V-icJiOtomoi-iphon
tubeAoiuA (Chlorophyceae). Journal of Phycology
(11) 225-35.
JONES, ALMUT G. , Visiting Assistant Professor and
Curator of Herbarium
Book
With A. W. Haney
Key to the trees of Urbana-Champaign. Champaign:
Stipes Publishing, Ulpp.
Article
The status of AiieA adiuAgeM E. L. Greene. Taxon
(24) 357-60.
HEINS, FREDERICK, JR., Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
Cell division and the determination phase of cyto-
differentiation in plants. In Cell cycle and cell
different iat ion , ed. by Reinert and Holtzer.
Berlin: Springer-Verlag, pp. 151-75.
Articles
Temperature-sensitive expression of auxin-autotrophy
by crown-gall teratoma cells of tobacco. Planta
(122) 1-9.
PHILLIPS, TOM L., Professor
Articles
With Joan M. Courvoisier
Correlation of spores from Pennsylvanian coal-ball
fructifications with dispersed spores. Micro-
paleontology (21) 45-59.
With Benton M. Stidd, L. L. Oestry
On the frond of SutcttHia iniignu, var. tubeAcalaXa.
Review of Palaeobotany and Palynology (20) 55-66.
ROBBIMS, ROBERT R., Visiting Lecturer
Articles
With Z. B. Carothers
The occurrence and structure of centrosomes in
Lycopoiiium comptancUum . Protoplasma (86) 279-84.
With Zane B. Carothers, D. L. Haas
Some ultrastructural aspects of spermatogenesis in
Lycopodium comptaiiaXuiti. Protoplasma (86) 339-50.
SARGENT, MALCOLM L. , Associate Professor, See:
Genetics and Development
SEIGLER, DAVID S., Assistant Professor
Articles
The isolation and characterization of naturally
occurring cyanogenic glycosides. Phytochemistry
(14) 9.
Screening for cyanogenic compounds. Phytochemical
Bulletin (8) 6.
With C. Butterfield, et al.
Dihydroacacipetalin, a new cyanogenic glycoside from
Acacxa i4.e.b&AAM.na var. uioodU.. Phytochemistry (14)
14-19.
With T. E. Lookwood
Slzchnam occUde.ntaJie., new to Texas. American Fern
Journal (65) 96.
With D. M. Smith, T. J. Mabry
It-Alkanes from diploid, triplold and tetraploid
plants of P-ityKogiamria VLiangiLtaA-ii flavonoid chemo-
types. Biochemical Systematics and Ecology (3) 5.
With Fakhri A. Bazzaz, et al.
Photosynthesis and cannabinoid content of temperate
and tropical populations of Cannab-Lli iattva L.
Biochemical Systematics and Ecology (3) 15.
With Charles S. Butterfield, E. E. Conn
Elucidation of structure and biosynthesis of Acaci-
petalin. Phytochemistry (14) 993.
Book Review
Chemotaxonomy of flowering plants, by R. Darnley
Gibbs. Quarterly Review of Biology (50) 325.
TUVESON, ROBERT W. , Professor, See: Genetics and
Development
.
VANDERHOEF, LARRY N. , Associate Professor
Articles
With C. A. Stahl
The separation of two responses to auxin by means
of cytokinin. Proceedings of the National Academy
of Science, USA (72) 1822-5.
With P. N. Liebson, et al.
Diurnal variation in algal acetylene reduction
(nitrogen fixation) -in i-Ltu.. Plant Physiology (55)
273-6.
With Chl-Ying Huang, J. S. Boyer
Acetylene reduction (nitrogen fixation) and meta-
bolic activities of soybean having various leaf and
nodule water potentials. Plant Physiology (56)
222-7.
Limitation of acetylene reduction (nitrogen fixa-
tion) by photosynthesis in soybean having low water
potentials. Plant Physiology (56) 228-32.
With Myron C. Lucas
The characterization of 5.8S ribosomal RNA in
HzuAOipOfia cAaiia. Journal of Bacteriology (124)
736-9.
With Ben Schmid, N. Siegel
The isolation and characterization of adenosine
monophosphate-rich polynucleotides synthesized by
soybean hypocotyl cells: Their relation to messen-
ger ribonucleic acid. Plant Physiology (55) 277-81.
With Terry S. Victor
Mechanical inhibition of hypocotyl elongation
induces radial enlargement: Implications for cyto-
kinin action. Plant Physiology (56) 845-6.
WRAIGHT, COLIN A., Assistant Professor, See:
Physiology and Biophysics.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Brunken, Jere Neal (J. M. J. deWet) , Biosystematic
studies in Pennisetum L. Pdch. (Gramineae)
.
Edwards, William Robert (A. W. Haney), Soil fertility
and competition as factors in first-year secondary
succession after cropping.
Markowitz, Melvin Myron (L. R. Hoffman) , An ultra-
structural study of zoospores and oogonia of the
green alga Oedocladium.
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Regehr, David Lavonne (F. A. Bazzaz) , On the adaptive
strategies of successful winter annuals.
Stemler, Anastasia Barbara Lambesis (J. M. J. deWet)
,
Bioaeoqraphic, arctiaeoloqical , and chemotaxonomic
studies in Sorghum bicolor .
Wilson, Marian L. Bryant (D. A. Eggert)
, Development
of phloem in the stems of Botrychiuro dissectum
variety Obliquum (Muhl) chute and B. Oneidense
(Gilb.) house.
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
ANDREASEN, ALAN R. , Professor
Books
The disadvantaged consumer . New York: The Free
Press.
Articles
Price levels, price practices and price discrimi-
nation in the retail market for prescription drugs.
Journal of Consumer Affairs (9:1) 33-U8.
Consumer research needs in the ghetto. Proceedings
of the American Marketing Association .
Review
Consumer protection experiments in Sweden, by
D. B. King. In Journal of Business (US:^) 595-8.
BELK, RUSSELL W. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Situational variables and consumer behavior.
Journal of Consumer Research (2:3) 157-67.
Situating the situation: a reply to Barker and
Wicker. Journal of Consumer Research (2:3) 235-6.
The objective situation as a determinant of con-
sumer behavior. Advances in Consumer Research
(2) U27-37.
HILL, RICHARD M. , Professor
Revision of a Book
With R. S. Alexander and J. S. Cross
Industrial marketing . Homewocd , Illinois: Irwin,
703 pp.
HINOMOTO, HIROHIDE, Associate Professor
Articles
Education in information systems. Academy of
Management Journal (18:June) 402-7.
Rationalization of multination, multiplant opera-
tions. Decision Sciences (6:0ctober) 707-20.
LONDON, MANUEL, Assistant Professor
Articles
Effects of shared information and participation on
group process outcome. Journal of Applied Psy-
chology (60) 537-t3.
With R. J. Klimoski
A study of perceived job complexity. Personnel
Psychology (28) 45-56.
With W. B. Walsh and G. L. Smith
Developing an interface between engineering and
the social sciences: an interdisciplinary team
approach to solving societal problems. American
Psychologist (30) 1067-71.
With R. J. Klimoski
Self-esteem and job complexity as moderators of
performance and satisfaction. Journal of Voca-
tional Behavior (6) 293-30"*.
MURNIGHAN, J. KEITH, Assistant Professor
Articles
With C. H. Castore
An experimental test of three choice shift
hypotheses. Memory and Cognition (3:2) 171-M.
With H. Moskowitz
An experimental study of centralized information
in a financial organization. OMEGA (3:2) 229-3M.
OLDHAM, GREG R. , Assistant Professor
Articles
The impact of supervisory characteristics on goal
acceptance. Academy of Management Journal (18)
461-75.
With J. R. Hackman
Development of the job diagnostic survey. Journal
of Applied Psychology (60) 159-70.
With J. R. Hackman, R. Janson and K. Purdy
A new strategy for job enrichment. California
Management Review (17) 57-71.
PONDY, LOUIS R., Professor
Chapter in a Book
Some behavioral perspectives on health operations
research. In Operations Research in Health Care
,
ed. by J. L. Shuman, R. D. Speas and J. P. Young.
Baltimore: Johns Hopkins UP, pp. 403-21.
PRIMEAUX, Jr., WALTER J., Professor
Chapter in a Book
A reexamination of the monopoly market structure
for electric utilities. In Promoting Competition
in Regulated Markets , ed. by A. Phillips. Wash-
ington, D. C, pp. 175-200.
Articles
The decline in electric utility competition. Land
Economics f51:2) 144-8.
Price changes and residential electricity rates.
Illinois Business Review (32:6) 6-8.
With M. R. Bomball
A reexamination of the kinky oligopoly demand
curve. Journal of Political Economy (82:4) 851-62.
With M. R. Bomball and D. E. Pursell
Forecasting stage 2 of the family life cycle.
Journal of Business of the University of Chicago
(48:1) 65-73.
'
With D. E. Brannen
Why few arbitrators are deemed acceptable. Monthly
Labor Review (98:9) 27-30.
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ROWLAND, KENDRITH M., Professor
Chapters in Books
Leadership as an outcome of social structure and
process: a multidimensional analysis. In Leader-
ship Frontiers , ed. by J. G. Hunt and L. L. Larson.
Kent, Ohio: Kent State UP, pp. 81-101
Current OD theory and practice: some references
and comments. In Management Bibliographies and
Reviews, Vol. 1, ed. by K. Elliot. Bradford,
England- MCB Books
,
pp. 225-42.
Articles
With L. L. Pate
Organizational change and development: an
annotated bibliography. JSAS Catalog of Selected
Documents in Psychology (5:973) p. 259.
Professor and IBA DistinguishedSHETH, JAGDISH N.
Professor
Articles
Experimental effects of follow-up methods, ques-
tionnaire length and market differences in mail
surveys. Journal of Marketing (39: April) 20-7.
Buyer-seller interaction: a conceptual framework.
Association for Consumer Research Proceedings
(October).
A psychological model of travel mode selection.
Association for Consumer Research Proceedings
(October)
.
With S. Tuncalp
Prediction of attitude models: a comparative study
of the Rosenberg, Flshbein and Sheth models.
Advances in Consumer Research (2:1974) 389-404.
With P. S. Raju and R. S. Bhagat
Predictive validation and cross-validation of the
Fishbein, Rosenberg and Sheth models of attitudes.
Advances in Consumer Research (2:1973) 405-26.
With A. M. Roscoe
Impact of questionnaire length, follow-up methods
and geographical location on response rate to a
mail survey. Journal of Applied Psychology (50:
April) 252-4.
With P. S. Raju
Mechanisms of choice and information processing
models in consumer behavior. Markeds Kommunikasjan
(12:1) 10-22.
With C. W. Parks
Impact of prior familiarity and cognitive complexity
of Information processing rules. Communications
Research (2:July) 260-5.
Reviews
The foundations of factor analysis, by Stanley A.
Mulaik. Journal of the American Statistical
Association (70:March) 250-1.
SIMON, JULIAN L., Professor
Books
Applied managerial economics . Englewood Cliffs:
Prentice Hall, 480 pp.
Articles
The effect of population growth on agricultural
saving in irrigation. Review of Economics and
Statistics (57-Frebruary) 71-9.
The partial effect or income on suicide is always
negative: reply. American Journal of Sociology
(80:May) 1462-3.
The mixed effects of income upon successive births
may explain the convergence phenomenon. Population
Studies (29: March).
The welfare effect of an additional child cannot be
stated simply and unequivocally. Demography (12:
February) 89-105.
The effect of foster-care payment levels upon the
number of foster children given homes. Social
Service Review (49 : September ) 405-11.
Explorations and puzzles In the interrelationships
of successive births with husband's income, spouse's
education and race. Demography (12:May) 259-74.
With R. D. Glover
The effect of population density upon infra-
structure: the case of roadbuilding. Economic
Development and Cultural Change (23:3).
With R. J. Simon
The effect of money incentives on family size: a
hypothetical question study. Public Opinion
Quarterly (38) 585-95.
SUDMAN, SEYMOUR, Professor
Book Reviews
Social indicators and social theory, by Karl Fox.
Sociology (2:May/June) 158.
Articles
With M. Houston
A methodological assessment of the use of key
informants. Social Science Research (4:May) 151-64.
With M. Felson
The accuracy of presidential preference polls.
Public Opinion Quarterly (39:Summer) 232-6.
With W. Locander and N. Bradburn
The effects of method of administration and threat
on response in surveys. Proceedings of the Social
Statistics Section, American Statistical Association,
1974.
UHL, KENNETH P., Professor and Head of Department
Revision of a Book
With B. Schoner
Marketing research: information systems and
decision making . New York: Wiley, 588 pp.
Articles
A study of how tax policy is made: advertising
tax, Iowa. Decision Sciences (6:4) 752-55.
WINTER, FREDERICK W. , Associate Professor
Articles
Laboratory measurement of response to consumer
information. Journal of Marketing Research (12:4)
390-401.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Hwang, Dong Joon (R. V. Evans), Optimal dynamic opera-
ting policies for a two-stage tandem queueing ser-
vice system.
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Leblebici, Huseyin (G. R. Salancik)
, Organizational
decision-making: an exploration of binary choice
situations in bank loan decisions.
Marlow, Edward Keith (K. M. Rowland) , The perceptions
of organizational structure in a state highway
division.
Zimroerly, Isabelle Marvin (R. M. Hill) , Marketing
communications management for the closely-hold firm.
CERAMIC ENGINEERING
tions of the American Society of Mechanical Engi-
neers Journal for Engineering Industry Series B
(97) 1126-2230.
With S. Theokritoff
Hydrothermal Recrystallization of Bi2W06.
Materials Research Bulletin (10) 437-42.
With I. Ham
Microhardness of Laser Carbide Coatings on Metal
Cutting Tools. Wear (33) 337-79.
BERGERON, CLIFTON G. , Professor
Articles
Kith A. J. Marlor and H. S. A. Kumar
Crystallization of Cesium Hexaborate from Its
Undercooled Melt. Physics and Chemistry of Glasses
(16:No.5) 108-11.
With R. J, Ansems
Devitrification in Fiberrjlass Compositions, Part I.
Glass Industry (56:No.3) 16 passim.
With R. J. Ansems
Devitrification in Fiberglass Compositions, Part II.
Glass Industry (56:lJo.4) 24-6.
BROWtJ, SKERl'lAN D. , Professor
Articles
With G. H. Kenner, W. Pasco, and J. T. Frakes
Mechanical Properties of Stabilized Zirconia
Following In_ Vivo and In_ Vitro Aging. Journal of
Biomedical Materials Research S>'mposium (6) 63-6.
With G. H. Kenner, et al.
Biocompatibility and Static Fatigue Behavior of
of Glassy Carbon. Journal of Biomedical Materials
Research (9) 111-20.
WIRTZ, GERALD P. , Associate Professor
Articles
With L. B. Sis, and J. S. Wheeler
Sublimation of M0O3 from WO3-M0O3 Catalysts During
the Oxidation of Toluene. Journal of Catalysis
(38) 196-206.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Baldoni, Joseph Gary, II (W. S. Williams), High tempera-
ture deformation behavior of cemented carbide
cutting tools.
Schnittgrund, Gary Dennis (S. D. Brown), Bond strength
between cement hydrates and steel.
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
ALKIRE, RICHARD C, Associate Professor
Articles
With G. L. Nicolaides
PAYNE, DAVID A., Assistant Professor
Articles
With J. M. Bind, I. Ham, and J. V. Biggers
Characterization of Carbide Tool Wear and the
Influence of Titanium Carbide Coatings. Transac-
The existence of multiple steady states during
differential aeration corrosion. Journal of
the Electrochemical Society (122:1) 25-31.
With B. E. Gracon
Flow-through porous electrodes. Journal of
the Electrochemical Society (122:12) 1594-601.
DRICKAMER, HARRY G., Professor
Articles
The effect of pressure on the electronic states
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of organic solids. Pxire and Applied Chemistry
(43) 379-99.
With D. G. Wilson
High pressiire studies on spyropyrans . Journal
of Chemical Physics (63) 3649-55.
With M. Chang
Feedback control of unstable states in a labora-
tory reactor , Chemical Engineering Science
(30) 837-46.
Book Reviews
ECKERT, CHARLES A., Professor
Chapters in Books
Molecular thermodynamics of reactions in
solutions. In Weissberger, techniques of
chemistry , ed. by Dack. Wiley, pp. 1-27.
Book Reviews
Solvent effects on chemical phenomena, by
E. F, Amis and J, F. Hinton. Chemical
Technology (1975) 244.
FELL, CHRISTOPHER J. D., Visiting Professor
Articles
With W. V. Pinczewski
The elements of chemical kinetics and reactor
calculations: A self-paced approach, by H. S.
Fogler. American Institute of Chemical Engineers
Journal (21) 621-2.
SWANN, SHERLOCK, Research Professor Emeritus
Articles
Bibliography of electro-organic reactions in
chemical abstracts 80 (1974) . International
Electrochemical Progress (4:42) 49-56.
Bibliography of electro-organic reactions in
chemical abstracts 80 (1974). International
Electrochemical Progress (4:43/44) 71-5.
IffiSTWATER, JAMES WILLIAM, Professor and Head of
Department
Oscillations on sieve trays. American Institute
of Chemical Engineers Journal (21:5) 1019-21.
With J. M. Burgess, W. V. Pinczewski, P. H. Calderbank
The measurement of bubble and droplet size distri-
butions in gas-liquid dispersons . Proceedings of
the Institution for Instrumentation and Control
I. I.e. A. Conference (9) 1-10, Melbourne, Australia.
With M. Bambridge, M. Chudacek, A. G. Fane
Starch waste concentration with ultrafiltration.
Proceedings of 3rd National Chemical Engineering
Conference (T) 198-200, Mildura, Australia.
With W. Pinczewski, H. Benke
Phase inversion on sieve trays . American Institute
of Chemical i:ngineers Journal (21:5) 1210-3.
SANI, ROBERT L., Associate Professor
Articles
With G. S. Charlson
Finite amplitude axisymmetric thermoconvective
flows in a bounded cylindrical layer of fluid.
Journal of Fluid Mechanics (71) 209-30.
SCHMITZ, ROGER A., Professor
Chapters in Books
Multiplicity, stability and sensitivity of states
in chemically reacting systems—a review. In
Chemical Reaction Engineering Reviews (Advances
in Chemistry Series IJo. 148) , ed . by Hulburt
.
American Chemical Society, pp. 156-211.
Articles
With H. Panitsidis, R. D. Gresham
Boiling of liquids in a compact plate-fin heat
exchanger. International Journal of Heat Mass
Transfer (18) 37-42.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Growl, Daniel Adams (R. A. Schmitz) , An investigation
of the dynamics and control of a well-stirred
combustor.
Graziani, Kenneth Richard (R. A, Schmitz) , Oscilla-
tions in an isothermal, continuous-flow, stirred
reactor.
Lee, Myon Ki (T. J. Hanratty) , Turbulent wall eddy
structure and the Reynolds stress production in the
wall region of a pipe flow.
Smith, Jeffrey Stephen (C. A. Eckert) , Part I. Chemical
theory and EMF studies of highly solvated liquid
metal systems. Part II. The compressibility of the
chemical reaction transition state.
Tang, Daniel Kwok-Lun (J. L. Hudson), Gravitational
instabilities in a rotating fluid.
Tatterson, David Franklin (T. J. Hanratty), Rates of
atomization and drop size in annular two-phase
flow.
Thorsness, Charles Bennett (T. J. Hanratty), Transport
phenomena associated with flow over a solid wavy
surface
.
Wilson, Douglas Gray (H. G. Di-rckamer) , High pressure
studies of photochromic spiropyrans.
CHEMICAL PHYSICS
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Articles
With M. Chang
An experimental study of oscillatory states in
a stirred reactor. Chemical Engineering Science
(30) 21-34.
Coveleskie, Richard Albert (J. T. Yardley) , Spectro-
scopy and photophysics of methylglyoxal.
Hartford, Steven Leopold (W. H. Flygare) , Quasi-elastic
Rayleigh laser light scattering from macromolecules,
electrophoretic light scattering, and the molecular
Zeeman effect and the deuterium quadrupole coupling
constant in methinophoside.
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APPLEQUIST, DOUGLAS E., Professor
Articles
With D. J. Swart
9,9 '-Dianthrylmethane derivatives. Conjugate
rearrangements and photocyclizations. Journal
of Organic Chemistry (40) 1800-4.
BAILAR, JOHN C, Professor Emeritus
Articles
With R. E. Wagner
I^ovel octahedral complexes of nickel{II) with
thioether derivatives of cysteine ethyl ester.
Journal of the American Chemical Society (97)
533.
With I. Mochida, J. A. Mattern
Stereochemistry of complex inorganic compounds.
XXXV. A complex containing a ligand that spans
trans positions. Journal of the American
Chemical Society (97) 3021-6.
BAREFIELD, E. KENT, Assistant Professor
Articles
With C. J. Upton
Dipole stabilized carbanions: Reactions of
benzoate esters with lithium 2, 2,6 ,6-tetra-
methylpiperidide. Journal of Organic Chemistry
(40) 1094-8.
With J. Yamamoto, C. J. Upton
Heterophilic additions: Scope and stereochemistry.
Journal of Organic Chemistry (40) 3052-62.
BELFORD, R. LINN, Associate Professor
Articles
With P. H. Davis, L. K. White
A macrocyclic tetradentate complex. Structure of
1,4,8, 11-tetrathiacyclotetradecane nickel (II)
tetrafluoroborate, Ni(TTP) (BF..)2, and electron
paramagnetic resonance spectra of its Cu-doped
crystals. Inorganic Chemistry (14) 1753-7.
With P. H. Davis, G. G. Belford, T. M. Lenhardt
Computation of field-swept EPR spectra for systems
with large interclectronic interactions. American
Chemical Society .'jyrnposium Series (5) 40-50.
With P. II. Ij.jvis
With F. Wagner, A. W. Herlinger, A. R. Dahl
1,4,8,11-Tetraazacyclotetradecanenickel (II)
perchlorate and 1,4, 8,11-tetraazacyclotetradecane
.
Inorganic Synthesis (16) 220.
With C. G. Pierpont, D. iJ . Hendrickson, D. M. Uuggan,
F . Wagner
Crystal and molecular structure of Di-p-azido-bis-
[2,2
'
, 2"-triaminotriethylamine] dinickel (II) tetra-
phenylborate . Magnetic exchange between azide-
bridged octahedral nickel (II) centers, the Di-JJ-
azido and mono-u-azido cases. Inorganic Chemistry
(14) 604.
With M. J. D'Aniello, Jr.
I. C. Paul
M. T. Mocella, F. Wagner,
Structure of a square pyramidal pentacoordinate
complex of Ni (N-tetramethylcyclam) . A kinetical-
ly determined ligand stereochemistry. Journal of
the American Chemical Society (97) 192.
With M. T. Mocella
Multiriito rn.jgiH.-Lic intcr.ictions in hexaurea metal
(III) hali'Jfj:;. Amr-rl'-.jn Chemical Society Syirposium
Seric;j Cj) 'jI-*/j.
bIKKS, JOIlii W., A:i:ii:,Lant I'roiessor
Articles
With S. D. Gabelnick, II. S. Johnston
Chemiluminescence of IF in the gas phase reaction
of I2 with F2 . Jotirnal of Molecular
Spectroscopy (57) 23-46.
With L. W. Klassen, C. W. Gurney
Hypoxia-induced thrombocytopenia in mice. Journal
of Laboratory and Clinical Medicine (86) 230-8.
With H. S. Johnston, H. F. Schaefer III
Ne-H-H potential energy surface including electron
correlation. Journal of Chemical Physics (63)
1741-7.
Mechanism of base promoted reduction of nickel (III)
complexes of macrocyclic amines: A coordinated
ligand radical intermediate. Journal of the
American Chemical Society (97) 4238.
BEAK, PETER, Professor
Articles
With J. Lee
The methylation of prototropic ambident nucleo-
philes. The proton as a formal directing group.
Journal of Organic Chemistry (40) 147-8.
Book Reviews
Source testing for air pollution control, by
H. B. H. Cooper, Jr. and A. T. Rossano, Jr.
Journal of the American Chemical Society (97) 22.
BROWN, THEODORE L., Professor
Articles
With B. H. Byers
Transition metal carbonyl substitution via a
radical chain pathway. Journal of the American
Chemical Society (97) 947-8.
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With P. S. Ireland, L. W. Olson
Spin echo double resonance detection of deuterium
quadrupole resonance transitions in DMii{C0)5,
Journal of the American Chemical Society (97)
3548-9.
With B. H. Byers
Activation of molecular hydrogen by a transition
metal carbonyl radical species. Journal of the
American Chemical Society (97) 3260-2.
With W. T. Wozniak, G. Depasquali, M. V. Klein,
R. L. Sweany
Vibrational spectra of TTF-TCNQ: Evidence for
TTF° and TCNQO in thin films. Chemical Physics
Letters (33:1) 33-6.
With M. A. Cohen, D. R. Kidd
The structures of C0i.(CO)i2 and Co^ (CO) i jP (OCH3) 3
in solution. Journal of the American Chemical
Society (97) 4408-9.
With J. D. Atwood
Cis labilization of ligand dissociation. I.^^CO
exchange and phosphorus ligand substitution with
Mn(C0)5BR and RE(C0)5Br. Journal of the American
Chemical Society (97) 3380-5.
With P. S. Ireland
A nuclear quadrupole spin echo and double
resonance study of DMn (CO) 5 . Journal of Magnetic
Resonance (20) 300-12.
CHANDLER, DAVID, Associate Professor
Articles
Rough hard sphere theory of the self-diffusion
constant for molecular liquids. Journal of
Chemical Physics (62) 1358-63.
With B. M. Ladanyi
New type of cluster theory for molecular liquids:
Interaction site cluster expansion. Journal of
Chemical Physics (62) 4308-24.
Book Reviews
Liquid state physics - A statistical mechanical
introduction, by Clive A. Croxton. Physics Today
(28) 52-3.
COATES, ROBERT M., Associate Professor
Articles
With L. O. Sandefur, R. D. Smillee
Regiospecific synthesis of trimethylsilyl enol
ethers via silatropic rearrangements. Journal
of the American Chemical Society (97) 1619-21.
With E. R. Fretz
Generation, NMR spectra, and structure of 9-
pentacyclo- [4.3.0.0^''*.0^'\o^''] -nony 1 cations
.
Journal of the American Chemical Society (97)
2538-40.
With H. D. Pigott
Preparation of a-toleunesulfinyl ketones via
enolate condensation with methyl p-toluenesulfinate.
Synthesis
,
319-20.
CURTIN, DAVID Y., Professor
Articles
With P.-T. Leung
The syntheses and nuclear magnetic resonance
studies of some sterically hindered methylenedi-
hydroanthracenes bearing methyl groups in the
1,8-aryl or methylene positions. Journal of the
American Chemical Society (97) 6790-9
.
With P.-T. Leung
Isolable stereoisomeric methylenedihydroanthra-
cenes. The synthesis and behavior toward nucleo-
ph ilic displacement of conformationally isomeric
9- [bromomethylene] -10-ethyl-l , 8, lO-trimethyl-9 , 10-
dihydroanthracenes. Journal of the American
Chemical Society (97) 6799-803.
With I.e. Paul
Reactions of organic crystals with gases. Science
(187) 19-26.
DRAGO, RUSSELL S., Professor
Articles
With A. P. Marks
Theoretical justification for the E and C
equation, Joxirnal of the American Chemical
Society (97) 3324-9.
With T. J. Beugelsdijk
Thermodynamic data for the binding of molecular
oxygen to cobalt(II) protoporphyrin IX dimethyl
ester. Journal of the American Chemical Society
(97) 6466-72.
With M. A. Hoselton, L. J. Wilson
Substituent effects on the spin equilibrium
observed with hexadentate ligands on iron (II).
Journal of the American Chemical Society (97)
1722-9.
With K. J. Fisher
Trends in the acidities of the zinc family
elements. Inorganic Chemistry (14) 2804-8.
DRICKAMER, HARRY G., Professor - See Chemical
Engineering
EVANS, CHARLES A.
Articles
Associate Professor
Thin film compositional analysis--a comparison
of techniques. Journal of Vacuum Science and
Technology (2) 144-50.
Surface and thin film analysis. Analytical
Chemistry (47) 855A-66A.
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Surface and thin film compositional analysis:
Description and comparison of techniques.
Analytical Chemistry (47) 818A-29A.
A comparison of the techniques for silicon surface
analysis. NBS Workshop Report on the ARPA/IIBS
Workshop on Surface Analysis for Silicon Devices
(NBS, Washington, D. C.)
With D. K. Bakale, B. N. Colby
High mass resolution ion microprobe mass spectro-
metry of complex matrices. Analytical Chemistry
(47) 1532-7.
Witii R. J. Blattner, S. S. Lau, J. W. Hayer,
B. M. Ullrich
Effect of oxidizing ambients on platinum silicide
formation: II auger and backscattering analyses.
Journal of the Electrochemical Society (122) 1732-6.
With R. J. Blattner, K. Nakamura, J. W. Mayer,
M. A. Nicolet
Interaction of Al layers with polycrystalline Si.
Journal of Applied Physics (46) 4678-84.
With J. G. Bradley, D. y. Jerome
A comparison of mass spectra from three ion probes,
ed. by Heinrich and Newbury. NBS Special Publi-
cation 427.
With A. K. Bumham, G. R. Alms
The local electric field. I. The effect on
isotropic and anisotropic Rayleigh scattering.
Journal of Chemical Physics (62) 3289-98.
With S. J. Bertucci
Rough hard sphere treatment of mutual diffusion
in binary liquid mixtures. Journal of Chemical
Physics (63) 1-10.
VJith G. R. Alms, A. K. Burnham
Measurement of the dispersion in polarizability
anisotropies. Journal of Chemical Physics (63)
3321-7.
With W. Hoke, J. Ekkers
The measurement of Tj and Tj for the ammonia
inversion doublets in the ground vibrational
state. Journal of Chemical Physics (63) 4075-7.
GUTOWSKY, H. S., Professor, Director of School of
Chemical Sciences and Head of Department
Chapters in Books
Time-dependent magnetic perturbations. In
Dynamic nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy
,
ed. by Cotton. Academic Press, pp. 1-21.
Articles
With P. Williams
Higli resolution secondary ion mass spectrometry,
ed. by Heinrich and Newbury. Paper for NBS
Workshop on Ion Microprobe Mass Spectrometry
(Washington, D. C.)
FAULK1>1ER, LARRY R., Associate Professor
Articles
A new approacli to tiie analysis of chemi luminescence
transients from step experiments. Journal of the
Electrochemical Society (122) 1190-5"^
Book Reviews
Experimental electrochemistry for chemists, by
D. T. Sawyer and J. L. Roberts. Analytical
Chemistry (17) 353A.
FLYGARE, WILLIS H., Professor
Chapters in Books
With S. L. Hartford, J. A. Lesnaw, R. MacLeod,
M. E. Reichmann
Physical properties of the New Jersey serotype of
vesicular stomatitis virus and its defective
particles. In Proceedings of the National Academy
of Sciences, Vol. 72
,
ed. by Thomas. Washington,
D. C: National Academy of Sciences, pp. 1202-5.
Articles
H. Mader, J. Ekkers, W. Hoke
A It, T, 11/2 type pulse sequence method for the
determination of T^ in rotational transitions.
Journal of Chemical Physics (62) 4380-8.
Chemical aspects of nuclear magnetic resonance
.
Journal of Magnetic Resonance (17) 281-94.
With H. N. Cheng
Determination of kinetic parameters by the fre-
quency dependence of the NMR coalescence tempera-
ture. Journal of Chemical Physics (63) 2439-41.
HAIGHT, GILBERT P., Professor
Articles
Multiple electron transfer and multiple paths for
electrons. Acta Chimica Hungarica
With J. I. Gelder, J. H. Enemark, G. M. Woltermann,
D. A. Boston
Reactions of bisoxinato conplexes of [Mo^Ot,] ^'*"
I. The preparation and structure of the novel
coordination compound u- (2-mercaptoethanolato-S:0)
-
p-oxo-bis [oxo-8-hydroxyquinolinato-raolybdenura(V) ) )
.
Journal of the American Chemical Society (97) 1616*.
Witli R. A. Scott
Separation and detection of ortho-, pyro-, and
tripolyphosphate by anion exchange thin layer
chromatography. Analytical Chemistry (47) 2439-40.
HENDRICKSON, DAVID N., Associate Professor
Articles
With D. M. Duggan, F. Wagner, E. K. Barefield
(Crystal and molecular structure of di-p-azido-bis-
[2,2
'
,2"-triaminotriethylamine)dinickel (II) tetra-
phenylborate . Magnetic exchange between azide-
bridged octahedral nickel (II) centers, the di-U-
azido and mono-u-azido cases. Inorganic Chemistry
(14:3) 604-10.
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with W. H. Morrison, Jr., E. Y. Ho Witii J. DeZwaan
Reaction of ferrocene witn polyaromatic molecules.
ir-Arene-bis- ( TT-cyclopentadienyliron ) dictations
,
II. Electronic structure. Inorganic Chemistry
(14:3) 500-6.
With D. M. Duggan
Electronic structure of various ferriceniujn
systems as inferred from Raman, infrared, low-
temperature electronic absorption and electron
paramagnetic resonance measurements. Inorganic
Chemistry (14:5) 955-70.
With D. H. Duggan
Magnetic exchange interactions in transition
metal dimers. IV. High-spin cobalt (II) tren
complexes with oxalate, inner-sphere and cyanate,
thiocyanate, chloride, and azide ourter-spiiere
bridges. Inorganic Chemistry (14:8) 1944-55.
With G. R. Hall, D. M. Duggan
Magnetic exchange interactions in transition metal
dimers. V. Copper dien complexes with oxalate,
cyanate, thiocyanate, and azide inner- and outer-
sphere bridging units. EPR of al)^ali halide-
pelleted copper complexes. Inorganic Chemistry
(14:8) 1956-64.
Experimental evidence for the rough hard sphere
model of liquids by high pressure n:4R. Journal of
Chemical Physics (62) 4036-40.
With W. C. Allen, N. I. Liu
NMR study of the pressure dependence of- motion in
the disordered crystalline phase of neopentane.
Journal of Chemical Physics (63) 3317-20.
With H. G. Parkhurst, Jr.
Dense fluids. I. The effect of temperature and
density on self-diffusion in several molecular
liquids. Journal of Chemical Physics (63) 2698-704.
With H. G. Parkhurst, Jr.
Dense fluids. II. The effect of temperature and
density on viscosity in several molecular liquids.
Journal of Chemical Physics (63) 2705-9.
With D. M. Cantor, J. Schroeder
Polarization scrambling by optical windows used
for light scattering experiments at high pressure.
Applied Spectroscopy (29) 393-6.
With J. DeZwaan
With W. H, Morrison, Jr.
Electron transfer in oxidized biferrocene,
biferrocenylene, and [1. 1] -ferrocenophane systems.
Inorganic Chemistry (14:10) 2331-46.
With K. R. Mann, D. M. Duggan
Magnetic exchange interactions in transition
metal dimers. VI. The tetracyanonickelate (II)
ion as a bridging group. Inorganic Chemistry
(14:10) 2577-8.
With E. J. Laskowski, D, M. Duggan
Density and temperature effects on motional
dynamics of SFg in the supercritical dense
fluid region. Journal of Chemical Physics (63)
4606-12.
KATZENELLENBOGEN , JOHN A., Associate Professor
Articles
With T. Utawanit
Allyl and benzyl etJiynyl ethers : Unusually facile
Claisen-type rearrangements. Tetrahedron Letters
,
3275-8.
Magnetic exchange interactions in transition
metal dimers. VII. X-ray structural characteri-
zation of three outer-sphere copper (II) dimers
[Cu (trans) jXj) (BPh^)2 where X" C Cl~, NCO", and
NCS~. Outer-sphere electron exchange interactions.
Inorganic Chemistry (14:10) 2449-59.
JONAS, JIRI, Professor
Articles
Nuclear magnetic resonance at high pressure.
Annual Reviews of Physical Chemistry (26) 167-90.
Witli T. S. Ruh, K. E. Carlson, H. S. Iwamoto,
J. Gorski
Ultraviolet photosensitivity of the estrogen
binding protein from rat uterus. Wavelength
and ligand dependence. Photocovalent attachment
of estrogens to protein. Biochemistry (14) 2310-6.
With H. M. Hsiung
lodohexestrols . I. Synthesis and photoreactivity
of iodinated hexestrol derivatives. Biochemistry
(14) 1736-41.
With D. J. Wilbur
Fourier transform NMR in liquids at high pressure.
III. Spin-lattice relaxation in toluene-dg.
Journal of Chemical Physics (62) 2800-7.
With N. Liu
With H. M. Hsiung, K. E. Carlson, W. L. McGuire,
R. J. Kraay, B. S. Katzenellenbogen
lodohexestrols. II. Characterization of the
binding and estrogenic activity of iodinated
hexestrol derivatives, in vitro and in vivo .
Biochemistry (14) 1742-50.
Pressure effects on molecular motions and glass
transition in several amorphous elastomers.
Journal of Magnetic Resonance (18) 444-54 .
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K.-.LTJ-S-J.';.', KEiricsTl-i J., Assistant Professor
Articles
With P. K. Rentzepis
Application of picosecccid spectroscopy to chemical
and biological systems. Accounts of Chemical
Researci (12) 407-12.
L. ;;etzel, P. H. Rentzepis,
= . i/eigh
Picosecond kinetics of events leading to reaction
center sacteriochlorcphyll oxidation. Science
(188) 1301-4.
button , B
.
K. Rentzepis
Picosecond XiTietics cf the 1250 niD band of tips
scr.aeroides reaction center: The nature of the
prir.ary pr.otocheiaical mtenaediary state . Feder-
ation of European Biochegiical Societies Letters
(60) 275-60.
lAITIiJEs;, HERBERT A., Professor Emeritus
Booits
With i». £. Harris
Chemical analysis (2nd ed.). HcGraw-Hill, 611pp.
Chapters in Books
Analytical techniqijes for heavy metals other than
aercury. In Progress in water technology Vol. 7
,
ed. by Krenkel. Oxford, England: Pergamon Press,
pp. 73-30.
Articles
With K. Kim
With li. H. Watkins
Cathodic stripping coulometry of lead. Analytical
Chemistry (47) 1352-8.
With B. :i. Popov, P.. Cvetkovic
Electrochemical reduction of molybdate in the
presence of zinc chloride eutectic. Journal of
the Electrochemical Society (122) 1616-i
.
LEONARD, KELSON J., Professor
Articles
Witn B. A. Gruber
Dynamic and static quenching of l,N'-eth6noadenine
fluorescence in nicotinamide l,N'-ethenoadenine
dinucleotide and in l,:J^-etheno-9- [3-(indol-3-yl)
-
propyl] adenine. Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences (72) 3966-9.
With T. R. Henderson
Purine ring rearrangements leading to the develop-
ment of cytokinin activity. Mechanism of the
rearrangement of 3-benzyladenine to w'-benzylade-
nine Journal of the American Chemical Society
(97) 4990-9.
With G. L. Tolman
Fluorescent nucleosides and nucleotides. Annals
of the :!ew York Academy of Sciences (255) 43-58.
With K. Hutai, b. A. Gruber
Synthetic spectroscopic models. Intramolecular
stacking interactions between indole and connected
nucleic acid bases. Hypochromism and fluorescence.
Journal of tj-ie American Chemical Society (97)
4095-104.
CCH^xisltion and ccMiductivity of tin oxide films
prepared by pyrohydrolytic deconposition of tin
(rv) cox^>ounds. Journal of the Ar>erican Chemical
Society (58) 23-5.
With H. Kim
With J. C. Greenfield, R. 1. Gumport
Nicotinamide S.J^'-ethenocytosine dinucleotide, an
analog of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide.
Synthesis and enzyme studies. Biochemistry (14)
698-706
.
Photoeffects at polycrystalline tin oxide
electrodes. Journal of the Electrochemical
Society (122) 53-8,
Wit.'. ?. i. Onessmore
With A, G, Morrice, .M, A, Sprecker
Linear benzoadenine . A stretched-out analog of
adenine. Journal of Organic Chemistry (40) 356-63.
Electrochemical reduction of lithium metavanadate
in LiCl-KCl eutectic. Journal of the Electro-
Cheeical Society (122) 233-44.
With K. W. Boyer
Autoajobile exhaust particulates: Some properties
of envirojunental significance. Envircnnental
Science and Technology (9) 457-69.
With K. Miki
The stability of Li CrO and Ba CrO. in LiCl-KCl
3 "• 2 *
eutectic melt. Journal of Inorganic Nuclear
Cnenistry (37) i-1-5 .
With A, G. .Morrice, H. A. Sprecker
The angular benzoadenines . 9-Amino-imidazoI4 ,5-f J
-
quinazoline and 6-aminoimidazot4,5-h]quinazoline.
Journal of Organic Chemistry (40) 363-6.
With J. C. Greenfield, R. Y. Schmitz, F. Skoog
Photoaffinity-labeled auxins. Synthesis and
biological activity. Plant Physiology (55) 1057-61.
With T, R, Henderson, C. R. Frihart, R. Y. Schmitz,
F. Skoog
Cytokinins with different connecting links between
purine and isopentenyl or benzyl groups.
Phytochemistry (14) 1687-90.
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with K. V. Schmitz, F. Skoog, A. Vincze, G. C. Vtalker,
L. H. Kirkegaard
Comparison of cytokinin activities of the base,
ribonucleoside and 5'- and cyclic-3
'
,5 '-mono-
phosphate ribonucleotides of ^J^ -isopentenyl-, N_ -
benzyl- or 8-bromo-adenine. Phytochemistry (14)
1479-84.
With B. N. White, R. Dunn, I. Gillam, M. Tener,
D. J. Armstrong, F. Skoog, C. R. Frihart
An analysis of five serine transfer ribonucleic
acids from Drosophila . Journal of Biological
Chemistry (250) 515-21.
MALMSTADT, HOWARD V., Professor
Articles
With D. C. Harrington
New type of spectrof luorometer with a tunable
laser source and unique optical system.
Analytical Chemistry (47) 271-6.
With K. o'Keefe
Automated conputer-controlled spectrometer system
for kinetic or equilibrium methods of analysis.
Analytical Chemistry (47) 707-14.
With M. F. Bryant, K. O'Keefe
Front-face laser fluorescence technique with
micro-absorption cells. Analytical Chemistry
(47) 2324-6.
MARCUS, RUDOLPH A., Professor
Chapters in Books
Electron transfer in homogeneous and heterogeneous
systems. In The nature of sea water , ed. by
Goldberg. Berlin: Abakon Verlagsgesellschaft,
pp. 477-504.
On the theory of energy distributions of products
of molecular beam reactions involving transient
complexes. Journal of Chemical Physics (62)
1372-84.
with N. Sutin
tlectron-transfer reactions with unusual activa-
tion parameters: A treatment of reactions
accompanied by large entropy decreases. Inorganic
Chemistry (14) 213-6.
With D. W. Noid
Semiclassical calculation of bound states in a
multidimensional system. Use of Poincare's surface
of section. Journal of Chemical Physics (62)
2119-24.
With D. K. Fitz
Semiclassical theory of spectral lineshapes.
Application to CO, IICI, and OCS, broadened by
inert gases. Journal of Chemical Plxysics (62)
3788-96.
With W.-K, Liu
On the theory of the relaxation matrix and its
application to microwave transient phenomena.
Journal of Chemical Physics (63) 272-89.
With W.-K. Liu
Theory of the relaxation matrix and its relation
to microwave transient phenomena: II, Semi-
classical calculations for systems of OCS and
nonpolar collision partners. Journal of Chemical
Physics (63) 290-7.
MARTIN, J. C, Professor
Articles
The integrated laboratory. Journal of Chemical
Education (52) 31.
With J. A. Franz
Reactions of diaryldialkoxysulfuranes with
primary and secondary amines. Preparation and
reactions of s,S-diaryl-N-alkylsulfilimines and
oxidation of secondary amines to imines. Journal
of the American Chemical Society (97) 583-91
.
With J. A. Franz
The reactions of secondary amides with a diaryl-
dialkoxysulfurane. A selective method for Uie
rapid cleavage of secondary amides . Journal of
the American Chemical Society (97) 6137-44.
With T. M. Balthazor
stereochemical course of an associate nucleophilic
displacement at tetracoordinate sulfur(IV). An
optically active trigonal bipyramidal molecule,
a chlorosulfurane. Journal of tlie Aii\erican
Chemical Society (97) 5634-5.
With 1,;. w. A;;liolv<vu-s
An vuylti i.ilkxxysul imMue prepared from a cyclic
sullon.ili-. IVl.uily rules and sul I urane
roact i vi ty . v'ournal of tlio American Chemical
Socioty (97) 6909-11.
MARVLL, CAKL S., Research Professor Emeritus
Articles
Trends in higli-temperature stable polymer synthesis.
Journal of Macromolecular Science - Part C.
Review in Macromolecular Chemistry (C13:2) 219-33.
With C. Samyn
Polymers from 4,4'-thiodiphenol . Journal of
Polymer Science, Polymer Chemistry Cditioii (13)
701-6.
With K. P. Sivaramakrishnan, C. Samyn, 1. J.
man, D. T. Wong
Wester-
Aromatic polyethers, polysulfones, and polyketones
as laminating resins. IV. Polymers with p-
cyclophane units for crosslinking. Journal of
Polymer Science, Polymer Chemistry (13) 1083-94.
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with C. Samyn
Aromatic polyethers, polysulfones, and polyketones
as laminating resins. V. Polymers containing
acetylenic side groups. Journal of Polymer
Science, Polymer Chemistry Edition (13) 1095-1106.
With A. Allerhand
Studies of individual carbon sites of hemoglobins
in solution by natural abundance carbon-13 nuclear
magnetic resonance spectroscopy. Journal of
Biological Chemistry (250) 6403-7.
With R. Kellman
Polymers with a graphitic-type structure. II.
Journal of Polymer Science, Polymer Chemistry
Edition (13) 2125-31.
With D. M. Chang
Aromatic polyethers, polysulfones, and poly-
Jcetones as laminating resins. VII. Polymers
with [2 . 2] -p-cyclophane units. Journal of
Polymer Science, Polymer Chemistry Edition
(13) 2507-15.
Mcdonald, J. DOUGLAS, Assistant Professor
Articles
With J. G. Moehlmann
Infrared chemiluininescence investigation of
fluorine atom substitution reactions. Journal
of Chemical Physics (62) 3052-60.
With J. T. Cleaves
Infrared chemiluminescence studies of hydrogen
halide elimination reactions. Journal of Chemical
Physics (62) 1582-3.
I
PAUL, lAIlJ C, Professor
Chapters in Boo>:s
With K. L. Rinehart, Jr., R. D. Johnson, J. A.
McMillan, J. F. Suida, G. E. Krejcarek
Identification of compounds in selected marine
organisms by gas chromatography-mass spectrometry,
field desorption mass spectrometry, and other
physical methods. In Food-drugs from the Sea
Conference Proceedings 1974 . Washington, D. C:
Marine Technology Society.
With K. L. Rinehart, Jr., R. D. Johnson, J. F. Suida,
G. E. Krej caret:, P. D. Shaw, J. A. McMillan
Structures of halogenated and antimicrobial organic
compounds from marine sources. In The nature of
seawater
,
ed. by Goldberg, Physical and Chemical
Sciences Research Report 1, Berlin: Abakon
Verlagsgesellschaft, pp. 651-5.
Articles
With A. H.-J. Wang
3-Methylene-5a-androstane; Cj^Hjj
ture Communications (4) 303-6.
Crystal Struc-
With J. G. Moehlmann With J. A. McMillan
Infrared chemiluminescence investigation of the
abstraction reactions between fluorine atoms
and unsaturated compounds , Journal of Chemical
Physics (62) 3061-5.
OLDFIELD, ERIC, Assistant Professor
Crystal Structure Communications (4) 445-8.
With D. Y. Curtin
<;
Reactions of organic crystals with gases. Science
(187) 19-26.
With A. Allerhand
Identification of tryptophan resonances in natural
abundance carbon-13 nuclear magnetic resonance
spectra of proteins. Application of partially
relaxed Fourier transform spectroscopy. Journal
of the American Chemical Society (97) 221-4.
With R. S. Norton, A. Allerhand
Studies of individual carbon sites of proteins
in solution by natural abundance carbon-13 nuclear
magnetic resonance spectroscopy. Relaxation
behavior. Journal of Biological Chemistry (250)
6368-80.
With R. S. Norton, A. Allerhand
Studies of individual carbon sites of proteins
in solution by natural abundance carbon-13 nuclear
magnetic resonance spectroscopy. Strategies for
assignments. Journal of Biological Chemistry
(250) 6381-402.
With K.-T. Wei, R. J. S. Beer, A. Naylor
A novel trithiadiazapentalene derivative with
exocyclic C-N double bonds. Journal of the
Chemical Society Chemical Communications 265.
With M. J. D'Aniello, Jr., H. T. Mocella, F. Wagner,
E. K. Bare fie Id
Structure of a square pyrimidal pentacoordinate
complex of Ni (N-tetramethylcyclam) ^ . A kinetical-
ly determined ligand stereochemistry. Journal
of the American Chemical Society (97) 192-4.
With K. L. Rinehart, Jr., W. M. J. Knoll, K. Kakinuma,
F. J. Antosz, A. H.-J. Wang, F. Reusser, L. H. Li,
W. C. Krueger
Atropisomeric streptovaricins. Journal of the
American Chemical Society (97) 196-8.
With G. E. Krejcarek, R. H. White, L. P. Hager,
W. O. McClure, R. D. Johnson, K. L. Rinehart, Jr.,
J. A. McMillan, P. D. Shaw, R. C. Brusca
A rearranged dibromotyrosine metabolite from
Verongia aurea . Tetrahedron Letters , 507-10.
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PIRKLE, WILLIA>I H., Associate Professor
Articles
With M. S. Hoekstra
Carbon-13 nonequivalence of enantiomers in chiral
solvents. Journal of Magnetic Resonance (18)
396-400.
With W. V. Turner
Specific oxygen-18 labeling and mass spectral
fragmentation of 2-pyrone . CO vs_. CS loss on a
fragmentation of sulfur analogs of 2-pyrones.
Journal of Organic Chemistry (40) 1644-6.
With W. V. Turner
Rearrangements of 2-pyrones and pyran-2-thiones
involving 1, 5-sigmatropic hydrogen shifts.
Journal of Organic Chemistry (40) 1617-20.
With D. L. Sikkenga
Use of achiral shift reagents to indicate relative
stabilities of diastereomeric solvates. Journal
of Organic Chemistry (40) 3430-4.
RINEHART, KENNETH L., JR., Professor
Books
With C. H. DePuy
Introduction to organic chemistry, (2nd edition)
Wiley, 323pp.
Chapters in Books
With R. D. Johnson, I. C. Paul, J. A. McMillan, J. F.
Suida, G. E. Krejcarek
Identification of compounds in selected marine
organisms by gas chromatography-mass spectrometry,
field desorption mass spectrometry, and other
physical methods. In Food-drugs from the Sea
Conference Proceedings 1974 . Washington, D. C:
Marine Technology Society.
With R. D. Johnson, J. F. Suida. G. E. Krejcarek,
P. D. Shaw, J. A. McMillan, I. C. Paul
Structures of halogenated and antimicrobial organic
compounds from marine sources . In The nature of
seawater , ed. by Goldberg, Physical and Chemical
Sciences Research Report 1. Berlin: Abakon
Verlagsgesellschaft, pp. 651-65,
With D. J. Faulkner, J. L. Bada , E. Bayer, H. Blumer,
M. Ehrhardt, D. T. Gibson, L. P. Hager, A. Jermelov,
J. P. Riley, A. V. Xavier
Origin and fate of organic chemicals in the sea —
group report. In The nature of seawater , ed. by
Goldberg, Physical and Chemical Sciences Research
Report 1, Berlin: Abakon Verlagsgesellschaft,
pp. 623-32.
Articles
With R. M. Milberg, R. L. Sprague, E, K, Sleator
A reproducible gas chromatographic-mass spectro-
metric assay for low levels of methylphenidate
and ritalinic acid in blood and urine , Biomedical
Mass Spectrometry (2) 2-8.
With J. S. Horoszewicz, S. S. Long, W. A. Carter
Activity of pure streptovaricins and fractionated
streptovaricin complex against friend virus.
Antimicrobial Agents and Chemotherapy (7) 281-4.
With M, H. G. Munro, M. Taniguchi, D. Gottlieb
A CMR study of the biosynthesis of chloramphenicol.
Tetrahedron Letters , 2659-62.
With M, H. G, Munro, M, Taniguchi, D. Gottlieb,
T, H, Stoudt, T. O. Rogers
Carbon-13 evidence for tiie stereochemistry of
streptomycin biosyntiiesis from glucose. Journal
of the American Chemical Society (97) 4782-3,
With J. F, Suida, G. R. VanBlaricom, P. D, Shaw,
R, D. Johnson, W. H. White, L. P. Hager
1- Iodo-3,3-dibromo-2-heptanone, 1,1, 3,3-tetra-
bromo-2-heptanone, and related compounds from the
red alga Bonnemaisonia hamifera. Journal of the
American Chemical Society (97) 937-8.
With W. M. J. Knoll, K. Kakinuma, F. J. Antosz,
I. C. Paul, A, H,-J. Wang, F. Reusser, L. H. Li,
W. C. Krueger
Atropisomeric streptovaricins. Journal of the
American Chemical Society (97) 196-B.
With G. E. Krejcarek, R, H. Vftiite, L. P. Hager,
W, O, McClure, R, D, Johnson, J. A. MoMillan,
I, C. Paul, P. D. Shaw, R. C. 'Brusca
A rearranged dibromotyrosine metabolite from
Verongia aurea . Tetrahedron Letters, 507-10.
SARAPU, ALLEN C, Visiting Assistant Professor
Articles
With R, F. Fenske
Transition metal-isocyanide bond. Approximate
molecular orbital study. Inorganic Chemistry (14)
247-53.
SCHMIDT, PAUL G., Assistant Professor
Articles
with T, wydrzynski, N. Zumbulyadis, Govindjee
Water proton relaxation as a monitor of membrane-
bound manganese in spinach chloroplasts
.
Biochimica et Biophysica Acta (408) 349-54.
With H. I. Mosberg
Specifically deuterated L-malate as an NMR probe
of the aspartate transcarDamylase catalytic site.
Journal of Magnetic Resonance (20) 82-8.
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With R. V. Kastrup
H nuclear magnetic resonance of modified bases of
valine transfer ribonucleic acid (Escherichia
coli ) . A direct monitor of sequential thermal
unfolding. Biochemistry (14) 3612-8.
SCHUSTER, GARY B., Assistant Professor
Articles
With N. J. Turro
Photochemical reactions as a tool in organic
synthesis. Science (187) 303-12.
With N. J. Turro
Photoreactions of aliphatic carbonyl compounds.
Energy hopping and self-quenching. Tetrahedron
Letters
,
2261-4.
With N. J. Turro, R. Bergman, K. Shea
Thermolysis of bis-2-methylcyclopropene. Identifi-
cation of a chemiluminescent intermediate. Journal
of the American Chemical Society (97) 4758-50.
With N. J. Turro,
Schaap
H. C.-Steinmetzer, W. Adam, A. P.
Adamantylidene adamantane-1, 2-dioxetane . An
unusual 1, 2-dioxetane decomposition mechanism.
Journal of the American Chemical Society (97)
7110-8.
SECREST, DONALD, Associate Professor
Articles
Theory of angular momentum decoupling approxima-
tions for rotational transitions in scattering.
Journal of Chemical Physics (62) 710-9.
SHAPLEY, JOHN R., Assistant Professor
Articles
With J. B. Keister
Reaction of ethylene with the unsaturated cluster
complex H2OS 3 (CO) 1 . Journal of Organometallic
Chemistry (85) C29.
With J. B. Keister, M. R. Churchill, B. DeBoer
Synthesis and characterization of the fluxional
species HjOSg (CO)
^
qL. The crystal structure of
H20S3(CO)ii. Journal of the American Chemical
Society (97) 4145-6.
With S. I. Richter, M, Tachiliawa, J. B. Keister
Fluxional behavior of the bridging vinyl group in
HOS3 (CO) ID (CHCHj) and related complexes. Journal
of Organometallic Chemistry (94) C43.
With M. Tachiltawa, C. G. Pierpont
Synthesis, reactivity, and structure of y3-(r|-
diphenylacetylene) decacarbonyltriosium. Metallo-
cyclopentadiene formation in the triosmium system.
Journal of the American Chemical Society (9 7)
7172-4.
Book Reviews
Introduction to modern inorganic chemistry, by K.
M. MacKay and R. Ann MacKay. Journal of the
American Chemical Society (97) 3279.
Zerovalent compounds of metals, by L. Malatesta
and S. Cenini. Journal of Organometallic Chemistry
(96) C29.
SNYDER, HAROLD R., Professor Emeritus
Articles
With R. D. Knudsen, A. G. Morrice
p-Cyanophenol from p-nitrobenzaldoxime by an
apparent dehydration-displacement, and a suggested
modification of the Miller-Loudon conversion of
aldehydes to nitriles. Journal of Organic Chem-
istry (40) 2878-80.
With R. B. Chapas , R. D. Knudsen, R. F. Nystrom
The Nef-type transformation in basic solution.
Journal of Organic Chemistry (40) 3746-8.
STOCKY, GALEN D., Professor
Articles
With H. Yasuda, M. Walcza)^, W. Rhine
The oxidation reactions of organolithium-.'J,H ' ,N'-
tetramethylethylenediamine complexes. Journal of
Organometallic Chemistry (90) 123-8.
With W. Rhine
Unsaturated compounds of the main group elements:
Indenyllithiumtetramethylethylenediamine. Journal
of the American Chemical Society (97) 737-43.
With W. Rhine, J. Davis
Unsaturated compounds of the main group elements:
The isolation and structural properties of ois-
(tetramethylethylenediamine) lithium(I) anthra-
cenide. Joiirnal of the American Chemical Society
(97) 2079-85.
With M. B. Salamon, J. W. Bray, G. DePasquali,
R. A. Craven, A. Schultz
Thermal conductivities of tetrathiofulvalinium-
tetracyanoquinodimethane (TTF-TCNQ) near the
metal-insulator transition. Physics Review
(BID 619-22.
With D. Se)iutowski
Synthesis and structures of some biscyclopenta-
dienyl titanium(III) metal halides. Inorganic
Chemistry (14) 2192-9.
With M. Walczak
TT-Groups in ion pair bonding: The structural
effects of reduction on the olefinic bond as
observed in the molecular structure of A '
bifluorenyl bis (lithium) tetramethylethylenedia-
mine. Journal of Organometallic Chemistry (97)
313-23.
i
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with W. Rhine, S. W. Peterson
P> neutron and x-ray diffraction investigation of
Li...H...C interactions in LiB(CH3)^. Joxornal of
the American Chemicai Society (97) 6401-5.
With W. M. Watson, Y. Wang, J. T. Yardley
Examination of photophysics in Cr(III) complexes
by laser excited luminescence. Inorganic Chemistry
(14) 2374-8.
With W. M. Watson, R. P. Zerger, J. T. Yardley
Examination of the photophysics in rare earth
chelates by laser excited luminescence. Inorganic
Chemistry (14) 2675-80.
UHLENBECK, OLKE, Associate Professor - See
Biochemistry
WALL, FREDERICK T., Professor Emeritus
Articles
Theory of random walks with limited order of non-
self-intersections used to simulate macromolecules.
Journal of Chemical Physics (63) 3713-7.
With R. A. White
A distribution function for polymer lengths.
Macromolecules (7) 849-52.
With R. A. White
Distribution of end-to-end separations of self-
avoiding walks on a lattice. Macromolecules
(8) 336-9.
With F. Mandel, R. A. White
Simulation of polymer chains on a tetrahedral
lattice. Journal of Chemical Physics (63) 4393-8.
With F. Mandel
Macromolecular dimensions obtained by an efficient
Monte Carlo method without sample attrition.
Journal of Chemical Physics (63) 4592-5.
YANKWICH, PETER E., Professor
Articles
With G.-J. Wei
Calculation of heavy-atom kinetic isotope effects:
Application of the high-temperature appro:timation
to models with three-element reaction coordinates.
Journal of Chemical Physics (62) 2200-8.
With T. T.-S. Huang, R. W. Kidd
Intermolecular ' 'c kinetic isotope effects in the
decarboxylation of oxalic acid in dioxane solution.
Journal of Chemical Physics (62) 4757-63.
YARDLEY, JAMES T., Associate Professor
Articles
With R. A. Coveleskie
Luminescence and simplified photophysics of
methylglyoxal. Journal of the American Chemical
Society (97) 1667-72.
With C. A. Thayer, A. V. Pocius
Radiationless decay in propynal: Dependence upon
vibrational state. Journal of Chemical Physics
(62) 3712-25.
With M. W. Watson, Y. Wang, G. D. Stucky
Examination of photophyics in Cr(III) complexes by
laser-excited luminescence. Inorganic Chemistry
(14) 2374-8.
With R. A. Coveleskie
Reversible radiationless decay in methylglyoxal
.
Chemical Physics (9) 275-84.
With R. L. Opila, R. A. Coveleskie
Spectroscopic conformation of reversible electronic
energy transfer in methylglyoxal. Journal of
Chemical Physics (63) 593-4.
With W. M. Watson, R. P. Zerger, G. D. Stucky
Examination of photophysics in rare earth chelates
by laser-excited luminescence. Inorganic Chemistry
(14) 2675-80.
Tunable coherent radiation for instrumentation.
Science, (190) 223-7.
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DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Allen, William Christopher (J. Jonas) , Pressure-
temperature NMR studies of polymer and disordered
crystalline systems.
Atwood, Jimmy Dee (T. L. Brown) , Kinetics and
mechanisms of substitution and exchange reactions
of transition metal carbonyl complexes.
Balthazor, Terrell Mack (J. C. Martin), Stereochemi-
cal studies of cyclic sulfuranes.
Berglund, Charles Arthur (H. L. Gutltowsky) , Nuclear
Magnetic Relaxation in Liquid Crystals and in
Some Alkali Hexafluoroniobates and Hexafluoro-
tantalates
.
Beugelsdijk, Tony John (R. S. Drago) , High pressure
thermodynamic and spectroscopic studies on
oxygen stabilization and coordination.
Bush, Charles Neal (D. E. Applequist) , Revised
structure of the dimer of 3, 3, 6,6-tetramethylcyclo-
hexyne and the mechanism of its formation.
Buske, Gary Robert (W. T. Ford) , The additions of
chclopentadienylmetal ompounds to benzyne and
the stereochemistry of 7-benzonorbornadienyl
grignard reagents.
Byers, Blaine Harry (T. L. Brown), Kinetics and
mechanisms of substitution reactions in group
VII metal carbonyl hydride complexes.
Campbell, John Hyde (J. Jonas) , Raman and NMR studies
of the effects of density and temperature on the
molecular dynamics in fluids.
Chabay, Ruth Wright (S. G. Smith)-, The design and
evaluation of computer-based chemistry lessons.
Chau, Michael Ming-Kee (J. C. Martin) , Simultaneous
participation of multiple neighboring groups in
perester decompositions.
Chiang, Chian Chian Tang (I. C. Paul), Part One.
Structure of some iron carbonyl complexes. Part
Two. Studies on aromaticity in some cyclic
systems
.
Cole, Douglas Leon (N . J. Leonard), Isolation and
structural modification of the cytokinins.
Collard, Janine Clare (D. N. Hendrickson) , A mass
spectrometric investigation of transition metal
complexes and an electron paramagnetic resonance
study of some exchange-interacting metallic
dimers and polymers.
Conley, Jack Michael (H . A. Laitinen) , Electro-oxida-
tion of silver (I) on tin oxide electrodes.
Crumrine, Ann Louise (J. A. Katzenellenboqen) , Gamma
alkylation of.<. ,^ -unsaturated esters and acids.
Dryden, Paul Craig (H. V. Malmstadt) , A new nano-
second gated optical detection system: application
to spectrochemical analysis.
Fitz, Dale Edward (R. A. Marcus) , The application of
semicalssical methods of rotational-translational
energy transfer problems for atom-diatom colli-
tions.
Cleaves, John Thompson (J. D. McDonald), Infrared
chemi luminescence study of reactions between
oxygen atoms and unsaturated polyatomic molecules.
Graham, William Frank (R. M. Coates) , Part One:
Solvolysis of norcedryl derivatives. Part Two:
Stereochemistry of the dissolving metal reductions
of epoxides
Hall, Gretchen Randolph (D. N. Hendrickson), Physical
studies of the spin equilibrium in the ferric
dithiocarbamates and of the electron exchange in
copper diethylenetriamine dimers.
Harrington, David Calvin (H. V. Malmstadt), A versa-
tile tunable dye laser for spectrochemical fluores-
cence methods.
Heisler, Suzanne (D. F. S. Natusch) > An analytical i
approach to the investigation of the interaction of
toxic trace metal species with biological membranes.
Hoekstra, Marvin Simon (W. H. Pirkle) , Proton and
carbon-13 NMR studies of enantiomeric solutes in
the presence of chiral solvating agents.
Hsiung, Hansen Maxwell (J. A. Katzenellenboqen), Par'-
One : lodinated estrogens - potential photoaf finity
labeling and tumor localizing agents for estrogen
responsive tissues. Part Two: Synthesis of a
hexestrol derivative for potential use in affinity
chromatography to purify estrogen receptors.
Ireland, Patrick Stephen (T. L. Brown) , Pulse and
double resonance methods in nuclear quadrupole
resonance spectroscopy,
Kidd, Richard Wayne (P. E. Yankwich) , Carbon-thirtee-
kinetic isotope effect modeling studies on decompo-
sitions of formic acid, dimethyl ether, and oxalic
acid.
Kluetz, Michael David (P. G. Schmidt), Nuclear magne-
tic relaxation studies of hog kidney diamine oxi-
dase.
Kuo, Ponq-Kuen (H. V. Malmstadt), Application of
hollow cathode lamps in a programmed hiah-current
mode for fluorescence and absorption molecular
spectrometry
.
Lamb, Robert Edward (D. F. S. Natusch), The chemical
characterization of airborne particles.
Lee, Ving Jick (K. L. Rinehart) , Synthetic studies of
analogues of streptolydigin tirandamycin and re-
lated compounds
.
Liesch, Jerrold Michael (K. L. Rinehart) , Structural
studies on the antibiotic, berninamycin A.
Loh, Andrew (D. F. S. Natusch), Some environmental
aoplications of analytical microscopy,
Lawrence, John Lowden (D. Chandler) , Theory- of the
intermolecular pair correlations in molecular
liquids
.
Meyer, William Paul (J. C. Martin) , The dependence of
alpha-substituent effects on carbocation geometry.
Milavetz, Barry Ira (K. L. Rinehart) , Biosynthesis of
the streptovaricins.
Moehlmann, Jon Gregory (J. D. McDonald), Infrared
chemiluminescence investigation of reactions bet-
ween fluorine atoms and unsaturated polyatomic
molecules
.
O'Keefe, Kelly Ray (H. V. Malmstadt), An automated
spectrometer for the investigation of chemical re-
actions and application to the study of the Jaffe
reaction.
Orosz, Gerald Michael (J. G. Wetmur) , DNA iodination,
provirus isolation, excluded volume and electro-
static effects on DNA renaturation rate.
Puckett, Sherrill Austin (D. Y. Curtin) , Recent studies
in solid state organic chemistry.
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Ratzlaff , Kenneth Lloyd (D. F. S. Natusch) , Theoretical
and instrumental development of a dual wavelength
spectrophotometric instrument for eouilibrium
methods of analysis.
Renoe, Brian William (H. V. Malms tadt) , Development and
evaluation of an automated sample and reagent handl-
ing system for analytical and clinical applications.
Sandefur, Louise Obenshain (R. M. Coates) , New develop-
ments in ketone alkylation.
Sekutoski., Dennis Gene (G. D. Stucky) , Synthesis,
structural, magnetic and chemical properties of low
valent organometalic titanium compounds.
Slatt, Barbara Jean Spakowski (D. F. S. Natusch),
Fluorometric determination of hydrogen sulfide and
sulfer dioxide in the atmosphere.
Spillman, Robert William (H. V. Malms tadt) , The develop-
ment and application of an automated multielement
atomic emmision/atomic fluorescence flame spectro-
meter.
Stine, Barbara Schreyer (D. F. S. Natusch) , Gas chroma-
tographic determination of inorganic oxyanions in
the environment.
Thorpe, Thomas Muir (D. F. S. Natusch) , Determination
of trace inorganic species in environmental
samples
.
Tovrog, Benjamin S. (R. S. Drago) , Magnetic resonance
investigations of the structures and reactivities of
some transition metal complexes. Part One: magnetic
resonance studies of some cobalt (II) complexes.
Part Two: ESR analysis of dioxygen adducts of co-
balt (11) complexes. Part Three: Catalytic oxida-
tion of organic reactions.
Turner, Walter Vernon (W. H. Pirkle) , The chemistry
of 2-py rones and related compounds.
Utawanit, Thanin (J. A. Katzenellenbogen) , Part One:
Stereospecific synthesis of trisubstituted olefins.
Part Two: Cephalotaxus alkaloid esters.
Vernon, Gregory Allen (G. D. Stucky) , The characteriza-
tion of the 2p-X-ray photoelectron spectra of first
row transition metal element compounds.
Wagner, Frank Silas (E. K. Barefield) , Metal complexes
of fourteen-membered macrocyclic ligands containing
tertiary amine donors.
White, Lawrence Keith (R. L. Belford) , Electron para-
magnetic resonance studies of copper (II) complexes.
Part One: Quadrupole coupling constants of square
planar copper (II) complexes. Part Two: Simulation
of electron paramagnetic resonance spectra of pow-
ders. Part Three: Effects of the nuclear quadru-
pole interactions on electron paramagnetic reson-
ance spectra of the triplet state of copper (II)
dimers
.
Progressive elaboration and memory for order in
children. Journal of Experimental Child Psychology
(19) 383-400.
With M. D. Murphy
Reconstruction of arbitrary and logical sequences
by preschool children. Journal of Experimental
Child Psychology (20) 307-26.
Incidental learning in preschool children as a
function of level of cognitive analysis. Journal of
Experimental Child Psychology (19) 509-23.
With T. D. Overcast, M. D. Murphy, S. S. Smiley
The effects of instruction on recall and rec-
ognition of categorized lists in the elderly.
Bulletin of the Psychonomic Society (5) 339-41.
COHEN, LESLIE B., Associate Professor
Books Edited
With P. Salapatek
Infant perception: From sensation to cognition:
Basic visual processes. Vol. 1. New York:
Academic Press, 426pp.
Infant perception: From sensation to cognition:
Perception of space, speech and sound. Vol. 2,
New York: Academic Press, 245 pp.
Chapter in a Book
Infant visual memory: A backward look into the
future. In Aberrant development in infancy , ed.
by N. Ellis. Potomas, Md.: Erlbaum Assoc,
pp. 203-16.
Infant visual memory. In Infant perception: From
sensation to cognition: Basic visual processes .
Vol. 1 , ed. by L. Cohen and P. Salapatek. New
York: Academic Press, pp. 347-403.
Articles
With J. S. DeLoache, M. W. Rissman
The effect of stimulus complexity on infant visual
attention and habituation. Child Development
(46) 611-17.
With J. A. Kramer, K. T. Hill
Infants' development of object permanence: A
refined methodology and new evidence for Piaget's
hypothesized ordinality. Child Development (46)
149-55.
FIEDLER, MARTHA L. , Assistant Professor
Article
Bidirectionality of influence in classroom inter-
action. Journal of Educational Psychology (67)
735-44.
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BROWN, Al'lN L., Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
The development of memory: Knowing, knowing about
knowing, and knowing how to know. In Advances
in child development and behavior
H. W. Reese. New York:
Vol. 10 , ed. by
Academic Press, pp. 103-52.
Recognition, reconstruction, and recall of narrative
sequences by preoperational children. Child
Development (46) 156-66.
GOLD, MARC W. , Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
Vocational training. In Mental retardation and
developmental disabilities: An annual review , ed.
by J. Wortis. New York: Mazel/Brunner , pp. 254-64.
HILL, KENNEDY T., Professor
Article
With L. C. Cohen, J. A. Kramer
Infants' development of object permanence: A
refined methodology and new evidence for Piaget's
hypothesized ordinality. Child Development (46)
149-55.
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KARNES, MERLE B. , Professor
Chapter in a Book
With J. A. Teska
Children's response to intervention programs. In
The application of child development research to
exceptional children , ed. by J. Gallagher. Reston,
Va.: Council for Exceptional Children, pp. 196-243.
With R. R. Zehrbach
Identifying replicable products. In Outreach -
Replicating services for young handicapped children ,
ed. by L. Gunn. Chapel Hill, N.C.: Technical
Assistance Development System, pp. 7-42.
Articles
With R. R. Zehrbach
Matching families and services. Exceptional Child-
ren (41) 545-9.
Parental attitudes and education in the culture of
poverty. Journal of Research and Development in
Education (8:v7inter) 44-53.
Bulletins and Technical Ref )rts
Karnes early language activities (age 18 to 36
months). Champaign, 111.: Generators of
Educational Materials (GEM)
.
KATZ, LILIAN G., Professor, See Education
LOCKE, JOHN L. , Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
Electromyographic studies of subvocal rehearsal in
learning. In Development psychophysiology of mental
retardation: Concepts and studies , ed. by R.
Karrer. Springfield, 111.: C.C. Thomas, pp 418-32.
Articles
With Kathryn Kutz
Memory for speech and speech for memory. Journal of
Speech and Hearing Research (18) 176-91.
With Mickey Ginsburg
Electromyography and lipreading in the detection of
verbal rehearsal. Bulletin of Psychonomic Society
(5) 246-8.
MASON, JANA, Assistant Professor, See Education
NEWELL, KARL M., Assistant Professor, See Physical
Education
OMARK, DONALD R. , Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
With M. Omark, M. S. Edelman
Formation of dominance hierarchies in young children:
Action and perception. In Psychological Anthro-
pology ed. by T. Williams. Hague: Mouton,
pp. 289-316.
Articles
With M. S. Edelman
A comparison of status hierarchies in young
children: An ethological approach. Social Science
Information (14:5) 87-107.
QUIGLEY, STEPHEN P., Associate Director
Articles
With R. B. Wilbur, D. S. Montanelli
Conjoined structures in the language of deaf
students . Journal of Speech and Hearing Research
(18) 319-35.
With R. B. Wilbur
Syntactic structures in the written language of
deaf children. Volta Review (77:3) 194-203.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With B. Jones, R. Ferber, B. Erbe
An evaluation of the regional programs for educating
low-incidence disabled children in Illinois.
Urbana, 111: Survey Research Laboratory, 284 pp.
SLEATOR, ESTHER K., Clinical Associate
Articles
Methylphenidate reaction. Pediatrics (55:6) 895-6.
With R. M. Milberg, K. L. Rinehart, Jr., R. L. Sprague
A reproducible gas chromatographic mass spectre-
metric assay for low levels of methylphenidate
and ritalinic acid in blood and urine. Biomedical
Mass Spectrometry (2) 2-8.
With R. L. Sprague
What is the proper dose of stimulant drugs in
children? The International Journal of Mental
Health (4) 75-104.
SPRAGUE, ROBERT L., Director
Articles
With R. M. Milberg, K. L. Rinehart, E. Sleator
A reproducible gas chromotographic mass spectro-
metric assay for low levels of methylphenidate
and ritalinic acid in blood and urine. Biomedical
Mass Spectrometry (2) 2-8.
With S. W. Porges, G. F. Walter, R. J. Korb
The influences of methylphenidate on heart rate and
behavioral measures of attention in hyperactive
children. Child Development (46) 727-33.
With E. K. Sleator
What is the proper dose of stimulant drugs in
children? The International Journal of Mental
Health (4) 75-104.
WADE, MICHAEL G., Associate Professor, See Leisure
Studies
ZEHRBACH, RICHARD R. , Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
With M. B. Karnes
Identifying replicable products. In Outreach-
Replicating services for young handicapped children
,
ed. by L. Gunn. Chapel Hill, N.C.: Technical
Assistance Development System, pp. 7-42.
Articles
Determining a preschool handicapped population.
Exceptional Children (42:Qctobor) 76-83.
With M. B. Karnes
Matching families and services. Exceptional
Children (41) 545-9.
Parental attitudes and education in the culture of
poverty. Journal of Research and Development in
Education {8:Winter) 44-53.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
CIP - Comprehensive identification process (screen-
ing test for 2 1/2- 5 1/2-year-old handicapped
children). Bensenville, 111.: Scholastic Testing
Service.
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ANG, ALFREDO H.-S., Professor
Books
With W. H. Tang
Probability concepts in engineering planning and de-
sign, Vol. 1 - Basic principles. New York: John
Wiley, 409 pp.
Chapters in Books
A compreTienslve basis for reliability analysis and
design. In Reliability approach in structural
engineering , ed. by Freudenthal, Shinozuka, Konishi
and Tanazawa. Tokyo, Japan: Maruzen, pp. 29-47.
Cost effectiveness of research in design under
uncertainty. In Optimization in structural design ,
ed. by Sawczuk and Mroz . Berlin: Springer-Verlag,
pp. 263-77.
With W. H. Munse
Reliability basis for structural fatigue. In Safety
of bridge structures , ed. by Wroclaw Technical Uni-
versity. Wroclaw, Poland, pp. 25-47.
Articles
With W. H. Munse
Practical reliability basis for structural fatigue.
Preprint 2494, National Structural Engineering
Conference
, pp. 1-29.
With J. Abdelnour and A. A. Chaker
Analysis of activity networks under uncertainty.
ASCE Journal of Engineering Mechanics Division
(101:Auqust) 373-87.
BAERWALD, JOHN E., Professor
Books
With Norman D. Levine, Editor.
Human ecology. North Scituate, MA: Duxbury Press,
469 pp.
Chapters in Books
General design criteria for campus pedestrian and
bicycle facilities. In Proceedings of the seminar
on planning, design, and implementation of bicvcle/
pedestrian facilities , ed . by Maudep. Berkeley:
The Institute of Transportation and Traffic Engi-
neering, University of California, pp. 468-70.
With W. A. Frick
Intersections. In Handbook of highway engineering ,
ed. by R. F. Baker. New York: Reinhold, pp. 231-83.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With J. A. McNamara and A. W. Moore
Design guidelines for recreational roads. 'Construc-
tion Engineering Research Laboratory, Champaign,
Illinois, 91 pp.
BRILL, E. Downey, Assistant Professor
Chapters in Books
Water constraints and coal utilization in Illinois.
In Proceedings, Second Inter-University Energy
Conference, Constraints on Coal Utilization, May
1975, Carbondale, Illinois.
Critical energy water issues in the Ohio River-Great
Lakes Basin. In Proceedings, UCOls'R Annual Meeting
,
Energy, Environment, and Water Resources, July 1974.
Logan, Utah, pp. 201-08.
CHIAN, EDWARD S.K., Associate Professor
Articles
With M. N. Aschauer
Effect of freezing soybean whey upon the performance
of ultrafiltration processes. Water - 1974: Indus-
trial Waste Treatment, AIChE (70) 163-9.
With W. N. Bruce and H.H.P. Fang
Removal of pesticides by reverse osmosis
.
Environmental Science and Technology (9) 52-9.
With F. B. DeWalle
Characterization and treatment of leachates generated
from landfills. Walter - 1974 : Municipal Waste Treat-
ment, AIChE (70) sig-:'?.
With F. B. DeWalle
Sequential substrate removal in activated sludge
systems fed with naturally occurring wastewater.
Progress Water Technologv (7) 235-41.
With H.H.P. Fang
Constrained optimization of cellulose acetate mem-
brane using two-level factorial design. Journal of
Applied Polymer Science (19) 251-63.
With H.H.P. Fang
Removing toxicity from tower blowdown.
Towers, AIChE (2) 40-3
Cooling
With H.H.P. Fang, F. B. DeWalle and J. W. Smith
Physical-chemical treatment of hospital wastewaters
for potential reuse . Proceedings 30th Annual Purdue
Industrial Waste Conference
.
With Y. Chang, F. B. DeWalle and W. D. Rose
Combined treatment of industrial waste with the acti-
vated sludge followed by activated carbon.
Proceedings, 30th Annual Purdue Industrial Waste
Conference .
With H.H.P. Fang
Removal of alcohols, amines and aliphatic acid in
aqueous solutions by NS-lOO membrane. Journal
Applied Polymer Science (19) 1347-58.
With H.H.P. Fang
Reverse osmosis may help blowdown reuse. Cooling
Towers, AIChE (2) 11-15.
With H.H.P. Fang
Criterion of ion separation by reverse osmosis.
Journal Applied Pol\nner Science (19) 2889-95.
With G. A. Siirucii and R. S. Engelbrecht
Single cell protein from thermophilic microbiological
treatment of high strength wastewaters. Biotechnology
and Bioengineering (17) 1639-62.
CHILTON, ARTHUR B., Professor
Articles
With G. P. Cavanaugh
Angle selection techniques for gamma photons in Monte
Carlo calculations of parallel computers. Nuclear
Science and Engineering (53) 256-61.
With J. M. Wyckoff
Dose due to practical neutron energy distribution
indicent on concrete shielding walls. Proceedings
of the Third International Congress of the Inter -
national Radiation Protection Association (1) 694-8.
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CHOW, Ven T., Professor
Books
With J. J. Geraphty
Ground-water storage and artificial recharge. New
York: United Nations, 270 pp.
Books Edited
Advances in hydroscience. Vol. 10. New York and
London: Academic Press, 418 pp.
With J. J. Fried and R. J. Krizek
Water resources education. Paris/Champaign: UNESCO
and International Water Resources Association, 484 pp.
Article
With D. R. Maidment and G. W. Tauxe
Computer time and memory requirements for DP and DDDP
in water resources systems analysis. Water-Resources
Research (llrOctober) 621-8.
Bulletins or TEchnlcal Reports
With D. U. Kim, D. R. Maidment and T. A. Ula
A scheme for stochastic state variable water re-
sources systems optimization. Research Report No.
105. Urbana, Illinois: University of Illinois,
Water Resources Center, 102 pp.
CORDING, EDWARD J., Professor
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With W. H. Hansmire
Displacements around soft ground tunnels. Proceed-
ings of 5th Panamerican Congress on Soil Mechanics
and Foundation Engineering. Buenos Aires: 5th
Panamerican Congress, 63 pp.
With A. J. Hendron, et al.
Methods for geotechnical observations and instrumen-
tation in tunneling. Vol. 1 and 2. Washington, D.C.:
National Science Foundation, 566 pp.
DARTER, MICHAEL I., Assistant Professor
Articles
With M. Y. Shahin
Development of a pavement evaluation system.
Proceedings of ASCE Specialty Conference in Pavement
Design , 75:June.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Pavement functional condition indicators. Champaign,
Illinois: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 94 pp.
Development of an installation surfaced area main-
tenance and repair management system. Champaign,
Illinois: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 89 pp.
DAVISSON, MELVIN T., Professor
Article
Pile load capacity. In Proceedings, Design, Construc-
tion and Performance of Deep Foundations . University
of California, Berkeley (1-50).
DRUCKER, D. C, Professor and Dean
See Engineering Administration
ENGELBRECHT, RICHARD S., Professor
Article
With P. Amirhor
Virus removal by polyelectrolyte-aided filtration.
Journal American Water Works Association (67) 187-92.
R&D priorities on the national agenda for water
pollution control. Professional Engineer (45) 21-3.
With P. Amirhor
Interaction of virus and polyelectrolyte in waste-
water effluent. Progress in Water Technology (7)
677-86.
With G. A. Surucu and E.S.K. Chian
Single cell protein from thermophilic microbiological
treatment of high strength wastewaters. Biotech-
nology and Bioengineerlng (17) 1639-62.
FORNEY, LARRY J., Assistant Professor
Article
With J. F. McCoy
A flow-through electrode unit for measurement of
particulate atmospheric nitrate. Analyst (100)
157-62.
With L. A. Spielman
Aerosol rebound from viscous coatings in turbulent
flow. Journal of Colloid and Interface Science (52)
468-78.
GAMBLE, WILLIAM L., Professor
Article
Discussion of "Ultimate load tests of a segmentally
constructed prestressed I-beam," Journal of the
Prestressed Concrete Institute (20) 87-90.
Discussion of "Deflection of two-\jay reinforced con-
crete floor systems, state-of-the-art," Journal
American Concrete Institute (72) 175-6.
Discussioh of "The design of reinforced concrete
beams for shear," Journal American Concrete Institute
(72) 297-8.
GURFINKEL, GERMAN R
.
, Professor
Books Revised
Wood Engineering. New Orelans, LA: Southern Forest
Products Association, 540 pp.
Article
With J. C. Anderson
Seismic behavior of framed tubes. Earthquake Engi-
neering and Structural Dynamics (4) 145-62.
HALL, WILLIAM J., Professor
Article
With N. M. Newmark
Pipeline design to resist large fault displacement.
Proceedings, U.S. National Conference on Earthquake
Engineering , University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
(75:June) 416-25.
With V. J. McDonald, D. J. Nyman and N. M. Newmark
Observations on the process of equipment qualifica-
tion. Proceedings, U.S. National Conference on
Earthquake Engineering , University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor. (75:June) 495-501.
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With B. Mohraz and N. M. Newmark
ScatisCical analysis of earthquake response.
Transactions, 3rd International Conference on
Structural Mechanics in Reactor Technology , London
,
England. (75: September) (4) Paper K 1/6, 11 pp.
HAY, WILLIAM W. , Professor
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With Q. L. Robnett and M. R. Thompson
"Technical Data Base Report," Ballast and Foundation
Materials Research Program. Washington, D.C:
Federal Railroad Administration, U.S. Department of
Transportation, Report No. FRA-ORiD-76-138 (75: July).
HERRICKS, EDWIN E., Assistant Professor
Chapters in Books
Preplanning mining operations to reduce the environ-
mental impact of mine drainage on streams. Water
Resources Problems Related to Mining
, ed. by Hadley
and Snow. Minneapolis: American Water Resources
Association, pp. 1-11.
Stream rehabilitation through control of non-point
sources of acid mine drainage. Non-Point Sources of
Water Pollution
, ed. by Ashton and Underwood.
Virginia Water Research Center, pp. 239-56.
Article
With V. 0. Shanholtz and D. N. Contractor
Models to predict environmental impact of mine
drainage on streams. Transaction, American Society
of Agricultural Engineering (18) 657-67.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Hydrologic and water quality modeling of surface
water discharges from mining operations. Blacksburg,
VA: Research Division \TI and SU, 44 pp.
HERRIN, MORELAND, Professor
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With I. Ishai and D. Leverenz
Analysis of failure modes and related required pro-
perties in asphalt-treated cold mix bases. Asphalt
Paving Technology 1975, Proceedings, Association of
Asphalt Paving Technologists, Ann Arbor, Michigan,
(44) 519-36.
KARARA, HOUSSAMM., Professor
Article
Non-topographic photogrammetry, 1972-1976. Photo-
grammetric Engineering and Remote Sensing (42) 37-45.,
Industrial photogrammetry. Proceedings of the Sympo-
sium on Close-Range Photogrammetric Systems, July 28-
August 1, 1975, Champaign, Illinois , 97-141.
With V. D. Brandow, H. H. Damberger and H.-F. Krausse
Close-range photogrammetry for mapping geologic
structures in mines. Proceedings of the Symposium
on Close-Range Photogrammetric Systems, July 28-
August 1, 1975, Champaign, Illinois. , 40-60.
With R. C. Malhotra
A computational procedure and software for establish-
ing a stable three-dimensional test area for close-
range applications. Proceedings of the Symposium on
Close-Range Photogrammetric Systems, July 28-August
1, 1975, Champaign, Illinois
,
358-72.
With G. T. Marzan
A computer program for the direct linear transforma-
tion solution of the colinearity condition, and some
applications of it. Proceedings of the S^-m.posium on
Close-Range Photogrammetric Syster-.s, July 28 -
August 1, 1975. Champaign. Illinois
, 420-76.
KESLER, CLYDE E., Professor
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Concrete for tunnel liners: Behavior of fiber rein-
forced quick setting cement concrete. Washington,
D.C: Department of Transportation, 93 pp.
Concrete for tunnel liners: Pumpable fiber rein-
forced concrete. Washington, D.C: Department of
Transportation, 45 pp.
Concrete for tunnel liners: Mix design recommenda-
tions for prototype extruded liner system.
Washington, D.C: Department of Transportation,
29 pp.
KHACHATURIAN, NARBEY, Professor
Article
With L. A. Ti^isdale
Multistage optimization of structures. Journal of
the Structural Division (loirMav) 1005-20.
With L. A. Twisdale
Application of dynamic programming to optimization
of structures. Optimization in Structural Design
Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1975, pp. 121-41.
LARSON, THURSTON, E., Professor
Books
Corrosion by domestic waters. State Water Survey
Bull . 59, Urbana, Illinois, pp. 48.
LATOENCE, FREDERICK, V., JR., Associte Professor
See Mining and Metallurgy
LIEBMAN, JON C, Professor
Article
With M. Wathne and C S. Revelle
Optimal capacities of water supply reservoirs in
series and parallel. Water Resources Bulletin (11)
536-45.
With J. W. Male and M. Wathne
Minimum cost in residential refuse vehicle routes.
Journal of Environmental Engineering Division
,
American Society of Civil Engineers (101:EE3)
399-412.
LIEBMAN, JUDITH S., Assistant Professor
Article
Women in Engineering at the University of Illinois.
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I.E.E.E. Transactions on Education (E-18) No. 1,
75:February, pp. 47-9.
MAHAR, JAMES W., Visiting Assistant Professor
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Shotcrete practice in underground construction.
Washington, D.C. NTIS PB 248/765/AS, 475 pp.
MAXWELL, W. HALL C, Associate Professor
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With E. R. Holley, Chi-Yu Lin and S. Tekeli
Study of stratified overflows and underflows.
Urbana, TL: University of Illinois Water Resources
Center, 98 pp.
MESRI, GHOLAMREZA, Associate Professor
Book Reviews
Handbook of Soil Mechanics, 1, Soil Physics by
Arpad Kezdi. Journal of Hydrology (25:3/4) 367.
Article
With A. Rokhsar and B. F. Bohor
Composition and compressibility of typical samples
of Mexico City clay. Geotechnique (25: September)
527-54.
MUNSI, WILLIAM H., Professor
Article
With A.H.-S. Ang
Practical reliability basis for structural fatigue.
Preprint 2494, American Society of Civil Engineers
National Engineering Conference (75:Aprll); also
published in Proceedings of the Conference on Safety
of Bridge Structures , Scientific papers of the Insti-
tute of Civil Engineering, Wroclaw Technical Univer-
sity, Wroclaw, Poland, (17) 1975.
With F. V. Lawrence, Jr. and J. D. Burk
Effects of porosity on the fatigue properties of 5083
aluminum alloy weldments. Welding Research Council
Bulletin No. 206 (75:June).
Fifty years development in bolted and welded steel
construction. Preprint 2596, American Society of
Civil Engineers Annual Convention - Construction
Division Golden Jubilee
, ( 75: November)
.
MURTHA, JOSEPH P., Professor
Article
With 0. M. Kirkley
Earthquake response spectra for offshore structures.
Proceedings, 1975 Offshore Technology Conference
,
207-15.
With 0. M. Kirkley
Earthquake response of offshore structures. Civil
Engineering in the Oceans III, American Society of
Civil Engineers .
Dynamics of marine structures. Civil Engineering
in the Oceans III, American Society of Civil
Engineers .
NEWMARK, NATHAN M., Professor
Article
Overview of seismic design margins. Program Report,
Workshop on Reactor Licensing and Safety
, (2)
63-84. Atomic Industrial Forum, May 1975.
Seismic design criteria for structures and facili-
ties, trans-Alaska pipeline system. Proceedings,
U.S. National Conference on Earthquake Engineering
,
Research Institute, Ann Arbor, Michigan, (75:June)
94-103.
With R. L. Sharpe, et al.
Nationally-applicable seismic design recommendations
—a progress report. Proceedings, U.S. National Con-
ference on Earthquake Engineering, Ann Arbor, Michi-
gan, Earthquake Engineering Research Institute,
(75:June) 77-86.
With W. J. Hall
Pipeline design to resist large fault displacement.
Proceedings, U.S. National Conference on Earthquake
Engineering , Ann Arbor, Michigan, Research Institute,
(75:June) 416-25.
With W. J. Hall, V. J. McDonald and D. J. Nyman
Observations on the process of equipment qualifica-
tion. Proceedings, U.S. National Conference on Earth -
quake Engineering
,
Research Institute, (June 1975)
495-501.
Design of structures to resist seismic motions.
Proceedings, Earthquake Engineering Conference
,
Jan. 23-24
,
Carolina College of Engineering, Univer-
sity of South, 1975, pp. 235-75.
A response spectrum approach for inelastic seismic
design of nuclear reactor facilities. Transactions
Third International Conference on Structural Mecha -
nics in Reactor Technology , Paper K 5/1, Vol. 4,
Part K, September 1975, 14 pp.
With W. J. Hall and B. Mohraz
Statistical analyses of earthquake response spectra.
Transactions Third International Conference on Struc -
tural Mechanics in Reactor Technology . Paper K 1/6,
Vol. 4, Part K, September 1975, 11 pp.
Effects of earthquakes on dams and embankments.
Milestones in Soil Mechanics, The First Ten Rankine
Lectures , Institution of Civil Engineers, London,
1975, pp. 109-29.
PARKER, HARVEY W., Visiting Assistant Professor
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With J. W. Mahar and W. W. Wuellner
Shotcrete practice in underground construction.
University of Illinois: Department of Transpor-
tation, Washington, D.C, 475 pp.
With G. Fernandez-Delgado and L. J. Lorig
Field oriented investigation of conventional and
experimental shotcrete for tunnels. University
of Illinois, Champaign, Illinois, 630 pp.
PAUL, STANLEY L., Assistant Professor
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With G. T. Halvorsen and C. E. Kesler
Concrete for tunnel liners: mix design recommenda-
tions for prototype extruded liner systems. Univer-
sity of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Report No.FRA
OR&D 75-89, Federal Railroad Administration, Depart-
ment of Transportation, July 1975, PB 248637/AS,
154 pp.
With G. K. Slnnamon
Concrete tunnel liners: structural testing of seg-
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merited liners, University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign, Report No. FRA OR&D 75-93, Federal
Railroad Administration, Department of Transporta-
tion, August 1975, 161 pp.
With Ferrera-Boza
Concrete tunnel liners: structural testing of cast-
in-place liners. University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign, Report No. FRA OR&D 75-94, Federal Rail-
road Administration, Department of Transportation,
August 1975, 120 pp.
PECKNOID, DAVID A.W., Associate Professor
Article
With W. H. Walker, A. Klopfenstein and J. F. McDonald
Seismic test and analysis of capacitor banks.
IEEE Transactions on Power Apparatus and Systems
,
(PAS-9A) No. 1, Jan. -Feb. 1975, pp. 81-8.
Slab effective width for equivalent frame analysis.
Journal of the American Concrete Institute
,
(72
No. 4, April 1975) pp. 135-7.
PFEFFER, JOHN T., Professor
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Rest area wastewater treatment and disposal.
Final Report 111. Cooperative Highway and Transpor-
tation Research Program Series No. 159, Urbana,
IL: Department of Civil Engineering, University of
Illinois, 48 pp.
Biological conversion of organic refuse to methane.
Semi-annual report NSF/RANN/SE/GI-39191/PR/75/4,
Urbana, IL: Department of Civil Engineering, Uni-
versity of Illinois, 125 pp.
Biological conversion of organic refuse to methane.
Annual report NSF/RANN/SE/GI-39191/PR/75/2, Urbana,
IL: Department of Civil Engineering, University of
Illinois, 160 pp.
ROBINSON, ARTHUR R., Professor
Article
With J. C. Thompson
Transient disturbances in a half-space during the
first stage of friction less indentation of a
smooth rigid die of arbitrary shape. Quarterly
of Applied Mathematics
,
(XXXII) No. 3, October
1975, pp. 215-23.
With A. Keramati and E. H. Gaylord
Ultimate strength of eccentrically loaded columns.
Proceedings, International Colloquim on Column
Strength , Paris, Nov. 23-4, 1972, (Vol. 23, Reports
of Working Commissions, International Association
for Bridge and Structural Engineering, Published
May 1975), pp. 171-81.
SAXENA, NARENDRA K., Assistant Professor
Article
Marine geodosy: problem areas and solution concepts.
Proceedings of the International Symposium on
Applications of Marine Geodesy
, pp. 257-67.
Marine geodosy: a multipurpose approach to solve
oceanic problems. Reports of the Department of
Geodetic Science , 216 pp.
Marine geodesy: an interdisciplinary field.
Marine Technology Society Journal , August,
pp. 20-25
Marine geodesy: precise surveys in the ocean.
Journal of the Sur%'eving and Mapping Division -
Proceedings of ASCE , October, pp. 73-87.
Electro-optical short range surveying instruments.
Journal of the Sur\'eving and Mapping Division -
Proceedings of ASCE , October, pp. 137-47.
Book Reviews
Instrumentenkunde der vermessungstechnik.
Author by F. Deumlich, ACSM Surveying and Mapping
Journal (March 1975) 75 pp.
Vermessungkunde III by W. Grossmann, ACSM Surveying
and Mapping Journal (December 1974) pp. 370-71.
SCHNOBRICH, WILLIAM C., Professor
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Finite element determination of nonlinear behavior
of reinforced concrete plates and shells. Structural
Analysis, Nonlinear Behavior and Techniques
,
Proceedings of a S>Tnposium on Nonlinear Behavior of
Structures, Crowthorne, Berks, England, (December
1974) pp. 213-33.
With J. H. Ma and C. B. Stuber
Propeller stress calculation using cur\'ed finite
elements. Proceedings, Society of Naval Architects
and Marine Engineers , July 1975.
With C. K. Choi
Nonconfirming finite element analysis of shells.
Journal Engineering Mechanics Division, ASCE
,
(101:No. EM4, August) 445-64.
SOZEN, METE A., Professor
Article
With J. K. Wight
Strength decay of R/C columns under shear reversals.
Journal of the Structural Division, ASCE
,
(lOlrNo.
ST5, May ) 1053-65.
With B. A. Bolt, R. G. Johnston and J. Lefter
The study of earthquake questions related to veter-
ans administration hospital facilities. Bulletin
of the Seismological Society of America
937-50.
With A. Shibata
(65: August)
Use of linear models in design to reflect the effect
of nonlinear response. Proceedings, US-Japan Coop -
erative Research Program in Earthquake Engineering
with Emphasis on the Safety of School Buildings
,
Honolulu, Association for Science Documents Infor-
mation, Tokvo Institute of Technology, 1975,
pp. 274-90.
With S. Otani
Structural walls subjected to simulated earthquakes.
Proceedings of the Review Meeting, US-Japan Coopera -
tive Research Program in Earthquake Engineering with
Emphasis on the Safety of School Buildings, Honolulu,
Association for Science Documents Information,
Tokyo Institute of Technology, 1975, pp. 118-34.
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With J. L. Hudson and R. L. Solomon
Measurement of the ambient lead concentration in
the vicinity of Urbana-Champalgn, Tlllnols.
Atmospheric Environment (9) 1000-06,
With H. G. Rlgo
A simplified model for predicting overall heat
transfer coefficients for cavity bearing flow
obstructions. International Journal of Heat and
Mass Transfer (18) 337-9.
With J. B. Wedding, R. W. Carlson and F. A. Bazzaz
Aerosol deposition on plant leaves. Environmental
Science and Technology (9) 151-3.
With H. G. Rlgo
Energy effectiveness of air pollution control
devices. Atmospheric Environment (9) 529-35.
TANG, WILSON H.H., Associate Professor
Books
With A. H.-S. Ang
Probability concepts in engineering planning and
design, Vol. I: basic principles. USA: John Wiley,
409 pp.
Article
With L. W. Mays and B. C. Yen
Optimal risk-based design of storm sewer networks.
Journal of Environmental Engineering (101: EE3)
381-98.
With L. W. Mays and B. C. Yen
Worth of data for optimal design of storm sewers.
Proceedings
, 16th Congress of the International
Association for Hydraulic Research (4:July ) 34-42.
\Jith M. S. Yucemen
Long-term stability of soil slopes - a reliability
approach. Proceedings , Second International Con-
ference on Application of Statistics and Probabil-
ity to Soil and Structural Engineering (September
1975).
THOMPSON, MARSHALL R., Professor
Article
With Q. L. Robnett
Field evaluation of pressure injection lime treat-
ment for strengthening subgrade soils. Proceedings ,
Roadbed Stabilization Lime Injection Conference,
University of Arkansas, Federal Railroad Adminis-
tration, August 1975.
With Q. L. Robnett
Alteration of soil properties as affected by
various lime treatment procedures. Proceedings ,
Roadbed Stabilization Lime Injection Conference,
University of Arkansas, Federal Railroad Adminis-
tration, August 1975.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With Q. L. Robnett
Altus AFB deep soil layer stabilization test
sections - Vol. 1, design and evaluation, AFl-fL-TR-
74-178. Klrtland AFB, Mexico: Air Force Weapons
Laboratory, 114 pp.
WEN YI-KWEI, Assistant Professor
Article
Dynamic tornadlc wind loads on tall buildings.
Journal of Structural Dlv. Proceedings , ASCE,
(101:ST1, January 1975) 169-85.
With A. H.-S. Ang
Tornado risk and wind effect on structures.
Proceedings
, 4th International Conference on
Wind Effects on Buildings and Structures,
Approximate method for nonlinear random vibration.
Journal of the Engineering Mech. Dlv., Proceedings
,
ASCE, (101:EM4, August 389-401.
(•reNZEL, HARRY G., JR., Associate Professor
Article
A meter for sewer flow measurement. Journal of
the Hydraulics Division, ASCE Proceedings
,
(101:
January) 115-33.
WONG, KAM W., Associate Professor
Article
Propagation of variance and covarlance.
Photogrammetric Engineering and Remote Sensing
(41:No. 1) 75-89.
Geometric and cartographic accuracy of ERTS-1
Imagery. Photogrammetric Engineering and Remote
Sensing (41:No. 5) 621-35.
Mathematical formulation & digital analysis in
close-range photogrammetry . Photogrammetric
Engineering and Remote Sensing (41:N'o. 11)
1355-73.
YEN, BEN C, Associate Professor
Article
With L. W. Mays
Optimal cost design of branched sewer systems.
Hater Resources Research (11) 37-47.
With W. H. Tang and L. W. Mays
Optimal risk based design of storm sewer networks.
Journal Environmental Engineering Division, ASCE
,
(101) 381-98,
With A. Sevuk
Design of sewer networks. Journal Environmental
Engineering Division, ASCE (101) 535-53.
YOUNG, J. FRANCIS, Associate Professor
Books Edited
Cements research progress 1974. Columbus, Ohio:
American Ceramic Society, 248 pp.
Article
With R. W. Davis
Hydration and strength development in tricalcium
silicate pastes seeded with afwillite. Journal
American Ceramic Society (58) 67-70,
With Boris Matkovic
A review of the chemistry of portland cement and
its potential for rapid strength development.
Cement (Zagreb). (Nos. 3-4, 1973/74) pp. 119-31
and 185-93.
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DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Brierley, Gary Steven (J. E. Cording) , The performance
during construction of the liner for a large,
shallow underground opening in rock.
Chiou, Chung-yi (N . Khachaturian) , Optimization of
structures by method of centers.
Elphingstone, Gerald Mason (K. W. Wong) , Simultaneous
adjustment of photogramnetric and geodetic r.bserva-
tions.
Hansmire, William Henry (E. J. Cording), Field measure-
ments of ground displacements about e tunnel in soil.
Hernandez, Hector David (W. L. Gamble) , Time-dependent
prestress losses in pretensioned concrete construc-
tion .
Jennings, Paul Andrew (V. I. Snoeyink) , A mathematical
model for biological activity in expanded bed
absorption columns.
Mkandawire, Jimmy Billy Mponda (N. Khachaturian)
,
Evaluation of approximate procedures for design of
long columns in unbraced reinforced concrete frames.
O'Rourke, Thomas Denis (E. J. Cording), A study of two
braced excavations in sands and interbedded stiff
clay.
Rempe, David Maher (M. T. Davisson) , Mechanics of
diesel pile driving.
Saunders, Fred Michael (R. I. Dick) , Effect of cell
residence time on the extracellular organic com-
pounds in activated sludge suspensions.
Suidan, Makram Tewfic (V. I. Snoeyink), Reduction of
aqueous free chlorine with granular activated
carbon
.
Siiriicu, Ali Gulerman (R. S. Engelbrecht) , Thermophilic
aerobic microbiological treatment of high strength
wastewaters and recovery of protein.
Tarkoy, Peter Joseph (E. J. Cording) , Rock hardness
index properties and geotechnical parameters for
predicting tunnel boring machine performance.
Troncoso, Jorge Hernan (A. J. Hendron) , In-situ impulse
test for determination of soil shear modulus as a
function of strain.
Ullrich, Charles Robert {G. Mesri) , An experimental
study of the time-rate of swelling.
CLASSICS
BRIGHT, DAVID F., Assistant Professor
Articles
The art and structure of Tibullus 1.7. Grazer
Beitrage (3) 31-46.
BROWNE, GERALD M., Associate Professor
Books
Michigan Papyri (P. Mich. XII) . Toronto, Hakkert,
125pp.
Books Edited
The Bulletin of the American Society of
Papyrologists, Vol. 11., London, Clowes, 77pp.
The Bulletin of the American Society of
Papyrologists, Vol. 12., London, Clowes, 168pp.
Articles
The End of Menander's Perikeiromene . Bulletin of
the Institute of Classical Studies (21) 43-54.
A Panegyrist of Panopolis. Proceedings of the
XlVth International Congress of Papyrologists
29-33.
A Fragment of a Coptic Psalter. The Bulletin of
the American Society of Papyrologists (12) 67-9.
Notes on the Gospel of the Egyptians. The Bulletin
of the American Society of Papyrologists (12) 103-5.
The Vienna Papyrus of Kingdoms IV. The Bulletin of
the American Society of Papyrologists (12) 145-50.
Notes on the Sahidic Gospel of Mark. Enchoria (5)
9-11.
Marginalia to P. Mil. Copti 1. Enchoria (5) 181-2.
DENGATE, JAMES A., Assistant Professor
Book Reviews
Excavations in the Barbouna Area at Asine, by Inga
and Robin Hagg. American Journal of Archaeology
(79) 91.
JACOBSON, HOWARD, Associate Professor
Articles
Two Jokes. Mnemosyne (28) 191-3.
Shakespeare's King Lear 1.1.181. The Explicator
(34) 10.
MARCOVICH, MIROSLAV, Professor
Articles
A New Poem of Archilochus: P. Colon, inv. 7511.
Greek , Roman and Byzantine Studies (16) 5-14.
Heraclidis Lembi Excerpta Politiarum . American
Journal of Philology (96) 16-18.
Marcus Aurelius 4.23 and Orpliic Hymn 10. American
Journal of Philology (96) 28-9.
Oraculum Chaldaicum 159 des Places. American
Journal of Philology (96) 30.
Pseudo-Elias on Heraclitus. American Journal of
Philology (96) 31-4.
Philodamus' Delphic Hymn to Dionysus. Zeitschrift
fur Papyrologie und Epigraphik (18) 167-8.
The Thirteenth Verse. Zeitschrift filr Papyrologie
und Epigraphik (18) 168-9.
Democritus on Gods. Zeitschrift fur Papyrologie
und Epigraphik (19) 244.
One Hundred Hippolytean Emendations. In
Gesellschaft
, Kultur , Literatur : Beitrage Luitpold
Wallach gewidmet . Ed. by Karl Bosl. Stuttgart,
Hiersemann, 95-128.
Six Democritean Emendations. Antiquite Vivante (24)
89-90.
Theophrastus, De sensu 80. Antiquite Vivante (24)
42.
ClassicalHow to Flatter Women: P. Oxy. 2891.
Philology (70) 123-4.
Book Reviews
Early Greek Philosophy and the Orient, by M. L.
West. Gnomon (47) 321-8.
Eraclito: Testimonianze e Imitazioni, by R.
Mondolfo and L. Taran. Gnomon (47) 529-34.
Acta Conventus Neo-Latini Lovaniensis
, ed. by
J. IJsewijn and E. Kessler. Gnomon (47) 715-17.
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Democritea, ed. by S. Luria. Archiv fur
Geschichte der Philosophie (57) 60-3.
NAOUMIDES, MARK, Professor
Books
Rhetorikai Lexeis: editio princeps. Athena
,
Monographs, 20. Athens, 94pp., 4 plates.
NEWMAN, JOHN KEVIN, Associate Professor
Articles
De Statio epico animadversiones
.
Latomus (39) 80-9.
Pushkin and Horace: Remarks on 'Exegi monumentum'
and 'Pamyatnik'. Neohelicon (3) 331-42.
Book Reviews
Vergil and Early Latin Poetry, by Michael Wigodsky.
The Classical World (68) 127-8.
Statius and the Thebaid, by David Vessey. The
Classical World (69) 83-4.
The Greek Anthology and Other Ancient Greek
Epigrams, by Peter Jay. The Classical World (69)
209-10.
OLIVER, REVILOP., Professor
Articles
Interpolated Lines in Ovid. In Gesellschaft
,
Kultur
, Literatu r: Beitrage Luitpold Wallach
gewidmet . Ed. by Karl Bosl. Stuttgart,
Hiersemann, 19-32.
Book Reviews
II lessico filologico degli Umanisti, by Silvia
Rizzo. American Journal of Philology (96) 340-6.
La Critica del Landino, by Roberto Cardini.
Renaissance Quarterly (28) 396-9.
SANSONE, DAVID, Assistant Professor
Books
Aeschylean metaphors for intellectual activity.
Hermes Einzelschriften, 35. Wiesbaden, Steiner,
100pp.
Articles
The Third Stasimon of the 'Oedipus Tyrannos
'
.
Classical Philology (70) 110-17.
With I. D. Condax
A Methodological assessment of William Diver's
'System of relevance of the Homeric verb' The
Journal of Indo-European Studies (2) 309-24.
SCANLAN, RICHARD T.
Articles
Associate Professor
The Grading of the 1975 Advanced Placement
Examination in Classics. The Classical Journal
(71) 69-84.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Beginning an Advanced Placement Classics Course.
Princeton, College Entrance Examination Board,
20pp.
Grading the 1975 Advanced Placement Classics
Examination. Princeton, College Entrance
Examination Board, 26pp.
SUTTON, DANA F., Assistant Professor
Articles
Sophocles' lambe . Eos (63) 245-8.
Euripides' Cyclops 356-359=369-374. Rivista di
Studi Classici (23) 201-2.
Athletics in the Greek Satyr Play. Rivista di
Studi Classici (23) 203-9.
A series of vases illustrating the madness of
Lycurgus. Rivista di Studi Classici (23) 351-5.
The staging of anodos scenes. Rivista di Studi
Classici (23) 356-64.
WALLACH, LUITPOLD, Professor
Articles
The Urbana Anglo-Saxon Sylloge of Latin
Inscriptions. In Poetry and Poetics: Studies
in Honor of James Hutton, ed. by G. M. Kirkwood.
Cornell U.P., 134-51.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATION
Rainer, Brian Lee (M. Marcovich) , Philodamus' Paean to
Dionysus: a literary expression of Delphic propa-
ganda.
INSTITUTE FOR COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH
BARBAN, ARNOLD M., Research Professor
See Advertising
BREWER, WILLIAM F., Research Associate Professor
See Psychology
CAREY, JAMES W., Research Professor and Director of
Institute
Chapters in Books
Canadian Communications Theory: Extensions and
Interpretations of Harold Innis. In Studies in
Canadian Communications , ed. by Robinson and Theall.
Montreal: McGill Univ. Programme in Comm.
,
pp. 27-59.
Popular Culture and Uses and Gratifications: Notes
Toward an Accommodation . In The Use of .Mass Com-
munication , ed. by Blumler and Katz . Beverly Hills:
Sage, pp. 225-48.
Articles
Communication and Culture. Communication Research :
An International Quarterly (2;April) 173-91.
Review of Kenneth Whelan, How the Golden Age of
Television Turned my Hair to Silver . Journalism
Quarterly (51:Summer) 356-7.
CHRISTIANS, CLIFFORD G., Research Assistant Professor
Articles
Minerva's Owl and the Hand-crafted Life. For the
Time Being: Fine Arts Magazine (3:Spring) 1-14.
DELIA, JESSE G., Research Associate Professor
See Speech Communications
FISHBEIN, MARTIN E., Research Professor
See Psychology
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GUBACK, THOMAS H., Research Associate Professor
Articles
Derriere le jeu d' ombres sur I'ecran. Cahiers 3 Pes
Rencontres Internationales Pour Un Nouveau Cinema
(3) 5-11.
With D. J. Dombkowski
Film und Fernsehen in USA: Finanzielle Verflechtun-
gen wirtschaftliche Beziehungen. Media Perspektiven
(November) 513-34.
Identita Culturale e Cinematograf ia nella Communita
Economica Europea. Lo Spettacolo (25) 18-38.
KREILING, ALBERT L., Research Assistant Professor
See Journalism
MAY, WILLIAM H., Research Assistant Professor
Books
With C. E. Osgood and M. S. Miron
Cross-cultural Universals of Affective Meaning.
Urbana: Illinois UP, 486 pp.
Articles
With O. C. S. Tzeng
More than E, P, and A in Semantic Differential
Scales: An Answer to Questions Raised by Silvia
T. M. Lane. Journal International de Psychologie
(10:2) 101-17.
MERRITT, RICHARD L., Research Professor
See Political Science
OSGOOD, CHARLES E., Research Professor
Books
With W. H. May and M. S. Miron
Cross-cultural Universals of Affective Meaning.
Urbana: Illinois UP, 486 pp.
Articles
A Dinosaur Caper: Psycholinguistics Past, Present
and Future . Annals of the New York Academy of
Sciences (263) 16-26.
Book Reviews
Paper Thin Wrappings that Make Life More Interest-
ing, Review of Language, Psychology and Culture, by
Wallace E. Lambert. Contemporary Psychology (20)
343-4.
SIMON, RITA J., Research Professor
Books
Women and Crime. Washington, D.C. : Lexington
Books, 126 pp.
Books Edited
The Jury System. Beverly Hills: Sage, 254 pp.
Chapters in Books
On Public Opinion Polls. In Social Statistics in
U.S
.
, ed. by P. H. Hauser, New York: Russell Sage,
313-38.
Articles
An Assessment of Racial Awareness, Preference and
Self Identity Among White and Adopted Non-White
Children. Social Problems (22: October)
43-57.
Bus Line Bias. Human Behavior (August).
For a Change in Israel's Image. New Outlook
(18: December) 35-8.
With Robert L. Wolfe
Sociometric Implications of Busing. Does Busing
Improve the Racial Interactions of Children? Edu-
cational Researcher (4: January) 5-10.
Women in the Courts. Chitty 's Law Journal
(January) 24-32.
TZENG, OLIVER C. S., Visiting Research Assistant
Professor
Articles
Differentiation of Affective and Denotative Meaning
Systems and Their Influence in Personality Ratings.
Journal of Personality and Social Psychology
(32:6) 978-88.
Differentiation of Psychoactive Drug Users and Non-
users and Prediction of Their Using Intention.
Journal of Drug Education (5) 261-73.
With W. H. May
More Than E, P, and A in Semantic Differential
Scales: An Answer to Questions Raised by Silvia
T. M. Lane. Journal International de Psychologie
(10:2) 101-17.
Reliability and Validity of Semantic Differential
E-P-A Markers for an American English Representa-
tive Sample. Psychological Reports (37) 292.
WIGGINS , NANCY H
.
, Research Professor
Articles
With D. Hurwitz
A Semantic Differential for Facial Attribution:
The Face Differential. Bull etin of the Psycho-
nomic Society (6) 370-2.
With G. Clore and S. Itkin
Gain and Loss in Attraction: Attributions from
Non-verbal Behavior. Journa l of Personality and
Social Psychology (31) 706-12.
With G. Clore and S. Itkin
Judging Attraction from Non-verbal Behavior : The
Gain Phenomenon. Journal of Consulting and
Clinical Psychology (43) 491-7.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS IN COMMUNICATIONS
Arteberry, Joan Kay (J. W. Jensen), The communicator
as advocate: an embryonic role for nurses.
Belman, Sheldon Lary (J. W. Carey), The idea of com-
munication in the social thought of the Chicago
school.
Church, Laurel Madsen (J. W. Jensen), The Left Book
Club: the development of an expressive political
movement.
Dailey, Joseph Michael (J. W. Carey) , The Eisenhower-
Nixon campaign organization of 1952.
Kordick, Elizabeth Ann (H. S. Maclay) , Pointing and
the acquisition of language.
Pennut, Steven Eli (A. M. Barban) , Multivariate
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approaches for exploring the evaluation of de-
ception in television advertising.
Smith, Ester Gottlieb (R. J. Simon) , A comparative
assessment of the relative adjustment and atti-
tudes of two ethnic groups concerning their re-
settlement in the United States.
Umpleby, Stuart Anspach (J. W. Carey) , Some applica-
tions of cybernetics to social systems.
Urban, Christina Dona (A. M. Barban) , Life-chances
and life-style as segmentation variables for
cross-cultural communications.
COMPARATIVE LITERATURE
ALDRlDGIi, A. OWEN, Prolessor
Books
Voltaire and the century of light. Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 443 pp.
Chapter in Book
Mandcville and Voltaire. In Mandcville Studies.
New Explorations in the Arr and Thoufihl: of Dr . Bernard
Mandeville. ed. Irwin Primer. The Hague: International
Archives of the History of Ideas, pp. 142-56.
Feijoo, Voltaire and the mathematics of procreation.
In Studies in Eighteenth -Century Culture, ed. Harold
Pagliaro. Madison: Wisconsin UP, pp. 131-8.
The vogue of Thomas Paine in Argentina. In Actes
du Vie Congr^s de 1' Association Internationale de
Littgrature, Stuttgart: Kunst und Wissen. Erich Breber.
pp. 281-5.
Cokain, Ovid, and the vampire theme. In Tellnahme
und Spiegelung . Festsclirlft flir Horst RUdiger . Berlin:
Walter de Gruyter, pp. 217-25.
Shaftesbury and the classics. In Luitpold Wallach
Festschrift . Gesellschaft
,
Kultur
.
Literatur . ed. Karl
Bosl, Stuttgart: Anton Hiersemann, pp. 241-258.
Articles
Thomas Paine: a survey of research and criticism
since 1945, British Studies Monitor (5:Winter) 3-29.
Reviews
Essais de litterature (vraiment) g^nerale, by Rene
Etiemble. Books Abroad (49) 188.
Velocities of change: critical essays from Modern
Language Notes, ed. Richard Macksey. Books Abroad (49)
189-90.
Revolution and romanticism, by Howard Mumford Jones.
American Literature (46) 582-3.
Selected letters of Voltaire, ed. Richard Brooks.
Eighteenth -Century Studies (8) 360-2.
Voltaire. Candide. Etude quantitative, by Pierre R.
and Marie-Paul Ducretet. Eighteenth -Century Studies
(8) 355-60.
Benjamin Franklin and the zealous puritans, by
Melvin H. Buxbaum. American Literature (46) 445-8.
Comparative literature studies: an introduction, by
S. S. Prawer. Yearbook of Comparative and General
Literature (24) 132-3.
Book Review Essay
Rebel, by Samuel Edwards; Thomas Paine. His life,
work, and times, by Audrey Williamson; Paine, by David
Freeman Hawke. Eighteenth -Century Studies (8) 490-9.
BENSTOCK, BERNARD, Professor, See English Department
HDLLERER, WALTER, Professor, See Germanic Languages and
Literature
JOHNSON, DANIELLE P., Graduate Assistant
Articles
Quand la statue s'anime: interview avec Yves Velan,
Presence francophone (9: Automne).
JOST, FRANCOIS, Professor
Articles
Modes et modulations d'un genre: le sonnet. Pro -
ceedings of the VI th Congress of the International
Comparative Literature Association, eds. , Michel
Cadot, Milan V. Dimi£, David Malone, Mikl6s Szabolcsi,
Kunst und Wissen, Stuttgart 1975, pp. 65-79.
KNUST, HERBERT, Professor
Articles
Erst kommt das Fressen, dann kommt die moral,
Brecht -Jahrbuch (3) 221-50.
Reviews
Bertolt-Brecht archiv: bestandverzeichnis des liter-
arischen nachlasses. Band 3. Prosa, filmtexte, schrif-
ten, by Herta Ramthun, Brecht -Jahrbuch (3) 251-3.
Erwin Piscator's political theatre: the development
of modern German drama, by C. D. Innes, Journal of
English and German Philology
,
(73) 96-7.
MONTANO, ROCCO, Professor
Articles
"Realta e simbolo in Dante," Gessellschaf t, Kultur.
Literatur : Stuttgart, 1975.
HOEGL, JUERGEN, Graduate Student
Articles
Betrachtungen uber das offene Zeichensystem RE'UN'
ANZ, in PRO. Jahrbuch fur Mi ttei lungs systeme (25).
SCHWARTZ, DEBORAH H. , Teaching Assistant
Articles
Woman: the eclectic muse of Apollinaire in Forum.
(16: Autumn) 57-63.
TOHNSLEY, ASHTON, L. , Fellow
Articles
Origen's HO THEOS, Anaximander ' s TO THEION, and a
series of worlds. Some remarks, in Rivlsta di Studi
Classici (23) 5-13.
Parmenides' religious vision and aesthetics, in
Athenaeum (53) 343-51.
Cosmic eros in Parmenides, in Ri vista di Studl
Classici (23) 367-76.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Fullard, Joyce (A. O. Aldridge) , Satire of the new
science in England, France, and Spain during the
enlightenment.
Lide, Barbara Alayne Bluege (P. M. Mitchell), Strind-
berg ' s comic spirit: a study of August Strindberg's
comedies and their relationship to the comic tradi-
tion.
Weber, Alison Parks (A. 0. Aldridge), Four types of
picaresque fiction.
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COr'PlJTEP-BASED EPUCATION RESEARCH LACORATORY
see Coordinated Science
Senior Specialist in Autcrnated
JOtJSOiJ, SOGER L., (
Laboratory)
STCLI3ERG, ESTHER E.
Education
Article
With R. C. Anderson
Hierarchical Saiiantic Organization in Six-Year-
Olds. Journal for Experimental Child Psychology
(19) 544-553. °
TUCKER, PAUL T. , Research Engineer
Bulletin or Teclinical Report
Auxiliary l^ss Storage Systesn, Urbana, Illinois,
120 pp.
COMPUTER SCIENCE
ALSBERG, PETER A., Research Assistant Professor,
See: Center for Advanced Computation
CHEN, THOMAS T. , Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
With B. T. Williams, R. L. Johnson
PLATO-based medical information system. In
Proceedings of the First Illinois Conference
on Medical Information System , ed. by B. T.
Williams. Pittsburgh: Instrument Society of
America, pp. 145-9.
With B. T. Williams, D. F. Schultz, R. L. Johnson
A terminal oriented clinical record system.
In Proceedings of the Biological Engineering
Conference, 1975 . Edinburgh, Scotland, pp.
115-35.
An overview of a health science computer network.
In Digiest of Papers, Fall Compcon, 1975 .
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
Computer Society, pp. 189-91.
Article
With B. T. Williams, D. F. Schultz, R. L. Johnson
A terminal oriented clinical record system.
Computer Graphics
,
(9:No.l) 115-35.
DANIELSON, RONALD L. , Visiting Research Assistant
Professor
328-51.
KAMPEN, GARRY R., Assistant Professor
Article
With J. L. Baer
The formal definition of semantics by string
automata. Computer Languages
, (1) 121-38.
KUCK, DAVID J., Professor
Parallel processor architecture: a survey.
Proceedings of the 1975 Sagamore Computer
Conference on Parallel Processing , 15-39.
Articles
With K. Maruyama
Time bounds on the parallel evaluation of arithmetic
expressions. SIAM Journal of Computing (4:2) 147-62.
With S. C. Chen
Time and parallel processor bounds for linear
recurrence systems. Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers Transactions on Computers
,
(C-24:7) 701-17.
With D. S. Parker, Jr. , A. H. Sameh
ROM-rounding : a new rounding scheme. Proceedings
of the Third Institute of Electrical and Electronic
Engineers Symposium on Computer Arithmetic , 67-72.
LAWRIE, DUNCAN H., Assistant Professor
Articles
Access and alignment of data in an array processor.
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
Transactions on Computers
,
(C-24:12) 1145-55.
With T. Layman, D. Baer, J. M. Randal
GLYPNIR—a programming language for ILLIAC IV.
Communications of the Association for Computing
Machinery (18:3) 157-64.
LIU, CHUNG L. , Professor
Book
With Jane W.-S. Liu
Linear systems analysis. New York: McGraw-Hill,
467 pp.
Article
With J. Nievergelt
An automatic tutor for introductory programming
students. SIGCSE Bulletin , (7:No.l) 47-50.
GEAR, CHARLES W., Professor
Article
Error control in ordinary differential equations.
Proceedings of the 1974 Association for Computing
Machinery National Conference , 746 pp.
HANSEN, WILFRED J. , Assistant Professor
Two sets in search of the standard hardware
representation for revised ALGOL 68. ALGOL 68 :
Proceedings of the 1975 International Conference
on ALGOL 68 , Oklahoma State University, Stillwater,
Speiner's theorem on maximal-sized antichains and
its generalization. Discrete Mathematics , (11)
133-39.
Approximation algorithms for discrete optimization
problems. Proceedings of the Fourth Texas
Conference on Computing Systems , 4B1.1-5.
LIU, JANE W.-S., Associate Professor
Book
With Chung L. Liu
Linear systems analysis. New York: McGraw-Hill,
pp.
Associate Professor
467
MICHALSKI, RYSZARD S
Article
Synthesis of optimal and quasi-optimal variable-
valued logic formulas. Proceedings of the Fifth
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International Symposium on Multiple-Valued Logic
,
Bloomington, Indiana, 76-87.
MONTANELLI, RICHARD G., Jr., Assistant Professor
Articles
A computer program to generate sample correlation
and covariance matrices. Educational and
Psychological Measurement
,
(35) 195-7.
With L. G. Humphreys
An investigation of the parallel analysis
criterion for determining the number of common
factors. Multivariate" Behavorial Research
, (10)
193-205.
MUROGA, SABURO, Professor
Chapter in a Book
Past and future of computer industry in Japan. In
Proceedings of Data Show '75 International Symposium
,
ed. by Japan Electronic Industry Development
Association, Tokyo, pp. 29-39 (in Japanese)
.
NIEVERGELT, JURG, Professor
Chapter in a Book
Interactive systems for education— the new look
of CAI. In Proceedings of the International
Federation of Information Processing Conference
Computers in Education
, ed. by 0. Lecarme and
R. Lewis. Amsterdam: North-Holland, pp. 135-42.
Articles
Computers and mathematics section. Computers and
Mathematics with Applications
,
(l:No.l) 121-32.
With R. L. Danielson
An automatic tutor for introductory programming
students. SIGCSE Bulletin
,
(7:No.l) 47-50.
OSIN, LUIS, Visiting Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
A model of a teacher and his students. In
Proceedings of the Sixth Annual Pittsburgh
Conference on Modeling and Simulation , ed. by
G. Vogt and M. H. Mickle. Pittsburgh, pp. 973-81.
POPPELBAUM, WOLFGANG J. , Professor
Article
Statistical processors. Advances in Computers
,
(14) 188-230.
REINGOLD, EDWARD M., Associate Professor
Article
With J. R. Bitner
Backtrack programming techniques. Communications
of the Association for Computing Machinery
,
(18)
651-6.
SAMEH, AHMED H., Associate Professor
Articles
With S. C. Chen
On parallel triangular system solvers.
Proceedings of the 1975 Sagamore Computer
Conference on Parallel Processing , 237-8.
With D. J. Kuck, D. S. Parker, Jr.
ROM-rounding: a new rounding scheme.
Proceedings of the Third Institute of Electrical
and Electronic Engineers Symposium on Computer
Arithmetic
,
67-72.
With R. Bezdek
A note on computational methods for input-output
econometric models. The Computer Journal
, (18:3)
248-9.
With J. Lermit, K. Noh
On the intermediate eigenvalues of symmetric
sparse matrices. BIT, (15) 185-91.
SHERMAN, ANDREW H., Assistant Professor
Articles
With S. C. Eisenstat, M. H. Schultz
Application of sparse matrix methods to partial
differential equations. Proceedings of the AICA
International Symposium on Computer Methods for
Partial Differential Equations
,
40-5.
With S. C. Eisenstat, M. H. Schultz
Efficient implementation of sparse symmetric
Gaussian elimination. Proceedings of the AICA
International Symposium on Computer Methods for
Partial Differential Equations , 33-9.
With S. C. Eisenstat
Efficient implementation of sparse nonsymmetric
Gaussian elimination without pivoting. SIGNUM
Newsletter
,
(10:No.4) 26-9.
WATANABE, DANIEL S., Assistant Professor
Articles
A numerical method for the time-dependent Krook
kinetic equation. Journal of Computational
Physics
,
(19:No.l) 29-42.
With G. A. Roediger, S.-M. Yen
Transient viscous flow around an elliptic cylinder.
Proceedings of the S^Tnposium on Unsteady Aerodynamics
(2) 513-30.
WILCOX, THOMAS R. , Assistant Professor
Article
With A. Davis, M. H. Tindall
Interactive error diagnostics for an instructional
programming system. SIGCSE Bulletin
,
(7:No.l)
168-71.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Brown, Roy Leonard, Jr. (C. W. Gear) , Multi-derivative
numerical methods for the solution of stiff ordinary
differential equations.
Budnik, Paul Peter, Jr. D. J. Kuck), Techniques for
parallel computer design.
Chen, Shyh-ching (D. J. Kuck), Speedup of iterative
programs in multiprocessing systems.
Chung, Won Lyang (C. W. Gear) , Automatic curve fit-
ting for interactive display.
Cutler, James Roland(W. J. Poppelbaum) , Molecular
stochastics: a study of direct production of sto-
chastic sequences from transducers.
Daley, Leslie Norbert (W. J. Kubitz) , Architectural
considerations in the design of special-purpose
machines.
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Danielson, Ronald Lee (J. Nievergelt) , PATTIE : an
automated tutor for top-dovm programming.
Davis, Alan Mark (T. R. Wilcox) , An interactive
analysis system for execution-time errors.
Eland, Dave Ronald (J. Nievergelt) , An information
and advising system for an automated introductory
computer science course.
Ercegovac, Milos Dragutin (J. E. Robertson), A general
method for evaluation of functions and computations
in a digital computer.
Hollaar, Lee Allen (D. J. Kuck) , A list merging pro-
cessor for inverted file information retrieval
systems.
Hyde, Daniel Clair (S. R. Ray), Analyzing smooth flow-
charts: teaching structured programming in a com-
puter-based education environment.
Mamrak, Sandra Ann (E. K. Bowdon)
, Comparative response
times of time-sharing systems on the ARPA Network.
Peterson, Larry James (H. H. Von Foester ), The recur-
sive nature of descriptions: a fixed point.
Satyanarayana, Pulavarthi (D. L. Waltz) , Toward com-
puter understanding of real titxts of natural
language.
Tindall, Michael Harry (T . R. Wilcox), An interactive
compile-time diagnostic system.
Wilkins, Sally Foote (C. W. Gear), Generation and
comparison of equivalent equation sets in a gen-
eral purpose simulation and modeling package.
yao, Andrew Chi-chih (C. L. Liu) , A study of concrete
computational complexity.
COORDINATED SCIENCE LABORATORY
ABRAHAM, JACOB A., Research Assistant Professor,
Coordinated Science Laboratory; Assistant Professor
of Electrical Engineering
Articles
A combinatorial solution to the reliability of
interwoven redundant logic networks, IEEE Trans-
actions on Computers (C-24) 578-84.
BERTSEKAS, DlMITRl P., Research Associate Professor,
Coordinated Science Laboratory; Associate Professor
of Electrical Engineering
Chapter in Books
On penalty and multiplier methods for constrained
minimization. In Nonlinear Programming 2 , ed. by
Maugasavian, 0. L, , Meyer, R, , Robinson, S.
Academic Press, New York, pp, 165-91,
Nondifferentiable optimization via approximation.
In Nondifferentiable Optimization , ed. by Balinskl,
M, , Wolfe, P. North Holland, Amsterdam, Nether-
lands, pp, 1-25,
Articles
On the method of multipliers for convex programming,
IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control (AC-20) 385-
88,
Multiplier methods: A survey. Proceedings 1975
IFAC Congress, Boston, Massachusetts, Part IB
(August 1975) 1-13.
A new algorithm for analysis of nonlinear resistive
networks. Proceedings Thirteenth Annual Allerton
Conference on Circuit and System Theory (October
1975) 622-32,
Combined primal-dual and penalty methods for con-
strained optimization, SIAM Journal on Control
(13:3) 521-44.
Necessary and sufficient conditions for a penalty
method to be exact. Mathematical Programming (9)
87-99.
Convergence of discretization procedures in dynamic
programming, IEEE Transactions on Automatic
Control (AC-20) 385-88,
A general method for approximation based on the
method of multipliers. Proceedings Thirteenth
Annual Allerton Conference on Circuit and System
Theory (October 1975) 192-203.
CHIEN, ROBERT T., Director and Research Professor
Coordinated Science Laboratory; Professor of
Electrical Engineering
Articles
Programmable factories. Proceedings of the 1975
International Computer Symposium. Taiwan, Republic
of China, 6-9.
With S. W. Ng
Low-rate burst-correcting convolutional codes,
IEEE Transactions on Information Theory (1T-21:1)
102-104,
With D. M. Choy
Albegraic generalization of BCH-Goppa-Helgert codes.
IEEE Transactions on Information Theory (IT-21:1)
70-9,
With V, E. Clayton, P. E. Boudreau, and R. R. Locke
Error correction in a radio-based data communi-
cation system, IEEE Transactions on Communication
(COM-23:4) 458-62.
With W. E. Snyder
Hardware for visual image processing. IEEE Trans -
actions on Circuits and Systems (CAS-22:6) 541-51,
With S. Weissman
Planning and execution in incompletely specified
environments. Proceedings of Fourth International
Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence
,
Tbilisi, USSR, September 2-9, 1975, 169-74.
With W, Snyder
Visual understanding of hybrid circuits via
procedural models. Proceedings of Fourth Inter -
national Joint Conference on Artificial Intelli-
gence, Tbiliai, USSR, September 2-9, 1975,
742-48,
With V. C. Jones
Acquisition of moving objects and hand-eye coordi-
nation. Proceedings of Fourth International
Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence
,
Tbilisi, USSR, September 2-9, 1975, 737-
41,
With T. Woo
Automatic program synthesis -- from CAD to CAM,
Proceedings of the 1975 National Computer Confer-
ence (May)
,
Anaheim, California, 813-17.
CRUZ, JOSE B., Research Professor, Coordinated Science
Laboratory; Professor of Electrical Engineering
Articles
Survey of Nash and Stackelberg equilibrium
cnORDI MATED SCIEriCF. LAROWTORY Ffi COORDINATED SCIENCE LABORATORV
strategies in dynamic games. Annals of Economic
and Social Measurement (4:4) 339-44.
Probabilistic sensitivity properties of neighboring
optimal feedback systems. Iranian Journal of
Science and TechnoloKV (4:3, January) 271-82.
With M. Simaan
Formulation of Richardson's model of arms race from
a differential game viewpoini-. The Review of
Economic Studies (XLII(l)) 67-77.
Nash equilibrium strategies for the problem of
armament race and control. Management Science (22)
96-105.
DAVIDSON, EDWARD S., Research Associate Professor,
Coordinated Science Laboratory; Associate Professor
of Electrical Engineering
Articles
The University of Illinois Microcomputer Laboratory.
Compcon (Tenth IEEE Computer Society International
Conference) (Spring 1975) 123-26.
With L. E. Shar, A. T. Thonas, and J. H. Patel
Effective control for pipelined computers.
Compcon (Spring 1975) 181-84.
With F. Briggs
Organization of semiconductor memories for parallel
pipelined processors. 1975 Sagamore Computer
Conference on Parallel Processing (August 1975)
155-58.
EHRLICH, CERT, Research Professor, Coordinated Science
Laboratory; Professor Mining and Metallurgy
Engineering
See Mining and Metallurgy
FLOWER, RICHARD A., Research Assistant Professor,
Coordinated Science L£.boratory; Assistant Professor
of Electrical Engineering
Articles
With Peter Elias
The complexity of some simple retrieval problems.
Journal of the Association for Computing Machinery
(22:3) 367-80.
GREENE, JOSEPH E., Research Associate Professor,
Coordinated Science Laboratory; Associate Professor
of Mining and Metallurgy; Associate Professor of
Mechanical and Industrial Engineering
Articles
With F. Sequeda-Osorio and B. R. Natarajan
Glow discharge optical spectroscopy as an analytical
depth profiling technique. Journal of Vacuum
Science and Technology (12) 366-69.
With F. Sequeda-Osorio and B. R. Natarajan
Glow discharge optical spectroscopy for micro-
volume elemental analysis. Journal of Applied
Physics (46) 2701-09.
With L. Mei
The transient current behavior of metal/amorphous
Si/p-Si diodes. Journal of Vacuum Science and
Technology (12) 123-25.
With J. L. Mukherjee, L. C. Wu, and H. E. Cook
Influence of Ar sputtering pressure on the adhesion
of Tie films to steel substrates. Journal of
Vacuum Science and Technology (12) 850-53.
With L. Mei
Switching and negative resistance behavior of Ag/
aSi/Ag thin film structures. Japanese Journal of
Applied Physics (SuppI .2 :Part 1) 813-15.
HADDAD, ABRAHAM H., Research Professor, Coordinated
Science Laboratory; Professor Electrical
Engineering
Books Edited
Nonlinear systems and processing of random signah
classical analysis. Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania:
Dowden, Hutchinson 6. Ross, 4U pp.
Articles
With R. V. Kokotovic
Controllability and time-optimal control of syste:
with slow and fast modes. IEEE Transactions on
Automatic Control (AC-20) 111-13.
Singular perturbations of a class of time-optimal
controls. IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control
(AC-20) 163-4.
With P. K. Varshney
A Markov gap model with memory for digital channels.
Proceedings IEEE International Conference on commun-
ications (June 1975) 15-24-15-27.
On a receiver for channels with memory. Proceeding s'
Thirteenth Annual Allerton Conference on Circuits
and System Theory (October 1975) 227-33.
With R. A. Padilla
On the estimation of uncertain signals using an
estimation detection scheme. Proceedings IEEE
Conference on Decision and Control (December 1975)
315-20.
With H. A. Hildebrand
A multivariate approach to the estimation of insect
population densities. Proceedings Sixth Ss-mposium
Nonlinear Estimation Theory (September 1975) 118-2;.
With S. Tsai, B. Coldbecg and G. Ranieri
Markov gap models for real communication channels.
IEEE Transactions on Communication (COM-23) 1189-97.
HANDLER, PAUL, Research Professor, Coordinated
Science Laboratory; Professor of Physics
Articles
Famine, fertility, and the future. Land Resources :
Issues in Use, Otjnership, and Transfer . The 17th
Agricultural Industries and Rural Policy Forum
(March 4-5, 1975), Department of Agricultural
Economics, University of Illinois (July 1975,
AE-4376) 16-23.
Book Reviews
By bread alone, by Lester Brown and Erick Eckholm.
Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists (June 1975) 47.
Second report of the club of Rome, by Mesarovic
and Pestel. Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists
(June 1975) 47.
HUNSINGER, BILL J., Research Associate Professor,
Coordinated Science Laboratory; Associate Professor
of Electrical Engineering
See Electrical Engineering
JOHNSON, ROGER L. , Research Associate Professor,
Coordinated Science Laboratory; Associate Professor
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of Electrical Engineering
Articles
With L. M. Jones
A parallel self shift techniques for plasma
display/memory panels. IEEE Transactions on
Electron Devices (ED-22 :5) 235-39.
With B. T. Williams and T. T. Chen
PLATO-based medical information systems overview.
Proceedings of the First Illinois Conference on
Medical Information Systems (1975) 145-49.
KOKOTOVIC, PETAR V., Research Professor, Coordinated
Science Laboratory; Professor of Electrical
Engineering
Annual Allerton Conference on Circuit & System
Theory (October 1975) 737-46.
With E. G. DuCasse
Rebuttal to the author's reply to our comments on
'The relationship between multivalued switching
algebra and Boolean algebra under different
definitions of complement'. IEEE Transactions on
Computers (C-25:3) 311-12.
MITTRA, RAJ, Research Professor, Coordinated Science
Laboratory; Professor of Electrical Engineering
See Electrical Engineering
MUKHERJEE, JAHAR lAL, Research Associate, Coordinated
Science Laboratory
Artie les
A Riccati equation for block-diagonalization of
ill-conditioned systems. IEEE Transactions on
Automatic Control (AC-20, December 1975) 812-14.
Focus on modeling. Proceedings of the 1975 IEEE
Conference on Decision and Control
, p. 269,
Separation of time scales in modeling and control.
Proceedings of the 1975 IEEE Conference on Decision
and Control (Invited) 463-67,
With A, H, Haddad
Controllability and time-optimal control of systems
with slow and fast modes. IEEE Transactions on
Automatic Control (AC-20) 111-13.
Singular perturbation of a class of time-optimal
controls, IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control
(AC-20) 163-4,
With R, O'Malley Jr. and P. Sannuti
Singular perturbations and order reduction in
control theory - an overview. Proceedings Sixth
World Congress of IFAC (August 1975) 51.3/1-/11.
MAYEDA, WATARU, Research Professor, Coordinated
Science Laboratory; Professor of Electrical
Engineering
Articles
Two methods for improving throughput of a pipeline.
Proceedings of Thirteenth Annual Allerton Conference
on Circuit 6, System Theory (October 1975) 873-86.
With S. Shinoda
Generation of paths by elementary tree transfor-
mations. Proceedings of Thirteenth Annual Allerton
Conference on Circuit 6^ System Theory (October
1975) 407-13.
METZE, GERNOT, Research Professor, Coordinated Science
Laboratory; Professor of Electrical Engineering
Articles
With J. E. Smith
On the existence of combinational networks with
arbitrary multiple redundancies. Proceedings of
Thirteenth Annual Allerton Conference on Circuit &
System Theory (October 1975) 692-703.
General design rules for the construction of m-out-
of-n totally self -checking checkers. Proceedings
of Thirteenth Annual Allerton Conference on Circuit
& System Theory (October 1975) 704-15.
With Fusun Ozguner
Design of totally self-checking asynchronous
sequential machines. Proceedings of Thirteenth
Articles
With L. C. Wu, J, E, Greene, and H. E. Cook
Influence of Ar sputtering pressure on the adhesion
of Tie films to steel substrates. Journal of
Vacuum Science and Technology (12) 850-53.
MULLER, DAVID E., Research Professor, Coordinated
Science Laboratory; Professor of Mathematics
See Mathematics
PERKINS, WILLIAM R., Research Professor, Coordinated
Science Laboratory; Professor of Electrical
Engineering
Artie les
With A. Thowsen
Sampled-data linear quadratic regulator for systems
with generalized transportation lags. International
Journal on Control (21) 49-65.
With U. OzgUner
On the multilevel structure of large scale composite
systems, IEEE Transactions on Circuits and Systems
(CAS-22) 618-21,
PLECK, M. H,, Research Assistant Professor, Coordinated
Science Laboratory, Assistant Professor of General
Engineering
See General Engineering
PREPARATA, FRANCO P, , Research Professor, Coordinated
Science Laboratory, Professor of Electrical
Engineering
Articles
A fast stable sorting algorithm with absolutely
minimum storage. Theoretical Computer Science
(1:2) 185-90.
With D. E. Muller
Bounds to complexities of networks for sorting and
for switching. Journal of the ACM (22:2) 195-201.
The time required to evaluate division-free
arithmetic expressions. Information Processing
Letters (3:5) 144-46,
With H, T, Kung and F, Luccio
On finding the maxima of a set of vectors. Journal
of the ACM (22:4) 469-76,
PURSLEY, MICHAEL B. , Research Assistant Professor,
Coordinated Science Laboratory; Assistant Professor
of Electrical Engineering
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Article
With L. D. Davisson
A direct proof of the coding theorem for discrete
sources with memory. IEEE Transactions on Infor-
mation Theory (IT:21) 310-17.
ROUSE, WILLIAM B. , Research Assistant Professor,
Coordinated Science Laborator,.
, Assistant Professor
of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering
See Mechanical and Industrial Engineering
SARWATE, DILIP V., Research Assistant Professor,
Coordinated Science Laboratory; Assistant Professor
of Electrical Engineering
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With R. T. Chien, R, B. Brown, and C. L. Chen
Hardware and software error correction coding,
Griffiss Air Force Base, New York, Rome Air
Development Center, 159 pp.
SLOTTOW, H. GENE, Research Associate Professor,
Coordinated Science Laboratory; Associate Professor
Electrical Engineering
Chapter in a Boole
The plasma display. In Optical Displays: TechnoloRV
,
Operator Performance, and Design Requirements , ed.
by. Optical Society of America, Washington, D.C.
:
pp. WA2-1-8.
Articles
Plasma panels A.C. and D.C, International Symposium
Di;;est of Technical Papers , University of Maryland
SID Seminar (1975) 138-9.
STREETMAN, BEN G. , Research Professor, Coordinated
Science Laboratory; Professor of Electrical
Engineering
See Electrical Engineering
TRICK, TIMOTHY N. , Research Professor, Coordinated
Science Laboratory; Professor of Electrical
Engineering
Books Edited
Proceedings of the Thirteenth Annual Allerton
Conference on Circuit and System Theory. Urbana,
111.: University of Illinois, 924 pp.
Book Reviews
Theory and application of digital signal processing.
By L. R. Rabiner and B. Gold, IEEE Transactions
Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Processing (ASSP-23:
August) 394 pp.
Articles
With F. R. Colon and S. P. Fan
Computation of capacitor voltage and inductor
current sensitivities with respect to initial
conditions for the steady state analysis of non-
linear periodic circuits. Proceedings of the IEEE
International Symposium on Circuits and Systems
(5) 56-9.
With J. L. Long
A note on absolute bounds on quantization errors
in fixed-point implementations of digital filters.
IEEE Transactions on Circuits and Systems (CAS-22;
June) 567-70.
VAIDYANATHAN, KAVASSERI V., Research Assistant
Professor, Coordinated Science Laboratory;
Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering
See Electrical Engineering
Research Professor, Coordinated
Professor of Electrical
VAN VALKENBURG, MAC E.,
Science Laboratory,
Engineering
Chapters in Books
With Manohar Lai
Reduced-order modeling of large-scale linear
systems. In Large-Scale Dynamical Systems , ed. by
Richard Saeks. No. Hollywood, CA: Point Lobos
Press, 39 pp.
With Donald 0. Pederson
Long range EE educational requirements -- the
impact of changing demands. In 1975 IEEE Manpower
Report , ed. by Roger Boltz. New York: pp 15-1-17.
Long range EE educational requirements -- The
impact of changing demands. In Career Management-
A Guide to Combatin;; Obsolescence
, ed. by Harold
G. Kaufman. New York: IEEE Press, 1975, pp. 279-
95.
Articles
On methods of reduced-order network modeling.
Proceedings Eighth Hawaii International Conference
on System Sciences (8) 242-44.
With Manohar Lai
A model-reduction method for large linear systems.
Proceedings of Asilomar Conference on Circuits
.
Systems, and Computers (9) 242-46.
With S. F. Wetenkamp
Another approach to multiloop feedback. Proceedings
1975 IEEE International Symposium on Circuits and
Systems
,
258-60.
Improved sensitivity through generalized multiloop
feedback. Proceedings of the Third International
Symposium on Network Theory
. Split, Yugoslavia
(3) 213-23.
WALTZ, DAVID L.
,
Research Assistant Professor,
Coordinated Science Laboratory; Assistant
Professor of Electrical Engineering
Chapters in Books
Understanding scenes with shadows. In The
Psychology of Computer Vision, ed, by Winston
.
New York; McGraw-Hill, pp. 19-91.
On understanding poetry. In Theoretical Issues
in Natural Language Processing
,
ed. by Shank and
Nash-Webber. Arlington, VA: Association for
Computational Linguistics, pp. 20-3.
Automata theoretic approach to visual processing.
In Applied Computation Theory , ed, by Yeh.
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall,
pp. 468-529.
Articles
Natural language access to a large data base: an
engineering approach. Advance Papers of the Fourth
International Joint Conference on Artificial
Intelligence (September 1975) 868-72.
Artificial intelligence systems for real world
problems. Proceedings of the Fourth Texas
Conference on Computing Systems (November 1975)
lB-1.1-7.
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New progress in robotics. Proceedings of the
Thirteenth Annual Allerton Conference on Circuit
and System Theory (October 1975) 151-7.
Natural-language question-answering systems.
Proceedings of the 1975 Clinic on Library
Applications of Data Processing (April 1975) 86-91.
WAX, NELSON, Research Professor, Coordinated Science
Laboratory; Professor of Electrical Engineering
Articles
Continuum models for certain large scale systems.
Proceedings of Ninth Annual Asilomer Conference
on Circuits, Systems, and Computers (November 1975)
83-6.
WILLIAMS, MARTHA E., Research Professor, Coordinated
Science Laboratory; Professor of Library Science
Books
The impact of machine-readable data bases on
library and information services, Washington D.C.:
National Commission on Libraries and Information
Science, 32 pp.
Articles
Criteria for evaluation and selection of data
bases and data base services. Special Libraries
(66:12, December 1975) 561-69.
Overview of the NAS/NRC conference on large data
bases. Journal of Chemical Information and Computer
Sciences (15:February 1975) 3-5.
Progress and problems of the data base community.
Journal of the American Society for Information
Science (26 ;5, September/October 1975) 305-6.
WOO, TONY C, Research Assistant Professor, Coordinated
Science Laboratory; Assistant Professor in
Mechanical and Industrial Engineering
Articles
With R. J. Collier and R. L. Hays
Milk production and reproductive performance of
cows hormonal ly induced into lactation. Journal
of Dairy Science (58) 1524-27.
With T. T. Leung
In Vivo studies of the site of fatty acid synthesis
in the rabbit. International Journal of Biochem -
istry (6) 801-5.
BRYANT, MARVIN P., Professor
Articles
Functional ureolytic bacteria of the rumen and
intestine. In S>Tnpoisum: On the relationship
between intestinal microflora and the host health .
Tokyo; Yakult Institute, Yakult Honsha. pp. 26-8.
With H. R. Isaacson, et al.
Efficiency of energy utilization by mixed rumen
bacteria in continuous culture. Journal of Dairy
Science (58) 1645-59.
With S. F. Tzeng and R. S. Wolfe
Factor 420-dependent pyridine nucleotide-Iinked
hydrogenase system of Methanobacterium ruminant ium .
Journal of Bacteriology (121) 184-91.
Factor 420-dependent pyridine nucleotide-Iinked for-
mate metabolism of Methanobacterium ruminantium.
Ibid., pp. 192-96.
With M. J. Wolin
Rumen bacteria and their metabolic interactions.
In Proceedings of the First Intersectional Congress
of the International Association of Microbiology
Society
,
ed. by Hasegawa.
of Japan, pp. 297-306.
Japan: Science Council
CLARK, JIMMY H., Associate Professor
Articles
Automatic programming - with applications to
numerical control. Proceedings of Computer Science
Conference (Feburary 1975) 14.
With R. T. Chien
Automatic program synthesis - from CAD to CAM.
Proceedings of 1975 National Computer Conference
(May 1975) 813-19.
YEN, SHEE-MANG, Research Professor, Coordinated
Science Laboratory; Professor of Aeronautical
and Astronautical Engineering
See Aeronautical and Astronautical Engineering
DAIRY SCIENCE
BAUMAN, DALE E. Associate Professor
Chapter
With C.
a Book
Davis
Regulation of lipid metabolism. In Digestion and
Metabolism in the Ruminant , ed. by McDonald and
" Australia: The University of New EnglandWarner.
Publishing Unit pp. 496-509.
Chapter in a Book
Nitrogen metabolism in ruminants: Protein solubility
and rumen bypass of protein and amino acids. In
Protein Nutritional Quality of Foods and Feeds , ed.
by Friedman. New York: Dekker, pp. 261-304.
Articles
Lactational responses to postruminal administration
of proteins and amino acids. Journal of Dairy
Science (58) 1178-97.
Utilization of high-moisture grains by dairy and
beef cattle. In Proceedings of Second International
Silage Research Conference
, Dec. pp. 205-38.
With W. J. Groom and K. E. Harshbarger
Feeding value of dry, ensiled, and acid treated
high moisture corn fed whole or rolled to lactat-
ing cows. Journal of Dairy Science (58) 907-16.
With R. G. Derrig, et al.
Metabolism of arginine and ornithine in the cow and
rabbit mammary tissue. Journal of Dairy Science
(58) 1808-13.
With S. L. Spahr and J. H. Byers
No advantage for high-oil corn silage when feeding
dairy cows. Illinois Research (17:1) 16-7.
With H. R. Spires, et al.
Milk production and nitrogen utilization in response
to postruminal infusion of sodium caseinate in
lactating cows. Journal of Nutrition (105) 1111-21.
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DAVIS, CARL L., Professor
Chapter in a Book
With D. E. Bauman
Regulation of lipid metabolism. In Digestion and
Metabolism in the Ruminant
,
ed. by McDonald and
Warner. Australia: The University of New England
Publishing Unit, pp. 496-51)9
Articles
With J. H. Clark, et al.
Metabolism of arginine and ornithine in the cow
and rabbit mammary tissue. Journal of Dairy
Science (58) 1808-13.
With J. A. Pennington
Effects of intraruminal and intra-abomasal additions
of cod-liver oil on milk fat production in the cow.
Journal of Dairy Science (58) 49-55.
With H. R. Spires, et al.
Milk production and nitrogen utilization in response
to postruminal infusion of sodium caseinate in
lactating cows. Journal of Nutrition (105) 1111-21.
FRYMAN, LEO R. , Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Using a Vacuum Gauge to Check a Milking Machine.
University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois. Spp.
GRAVES, C. N., Associate Professor
Article
With R. E. Beil
Aging of bull spermatozoa during extended storage.
Illinois Research (17:4) 16-7.
GROSSMAN, MICHAEL, Associate Professor
Articles
With A. L. Kuck
Dairy cattle twins aid research. Illinois Research
(17:1) 8-9.
With S. Tjokrohoesodo
The current status of dairy husbandry in Indonesia.
World Review of Animal Production (11:4) 42-52.
HARSHBARGER, K. E., Professor and Head of Department
Articles
With J. H. Clark and W. J. Croom
Feeding value of dry, ensiled, and acid treated
high moisture corn fed whole or rolled to lactating
cows. Journal of Dairy Science (58) 907-16.
With S. L. Spahr, et al.
Automated rationing for dairy cows in the USA. In
Simplified Feed for Dairy and Beef . Ed. and pub.
by U.S. Feed Grains Council, London, pp. 103-11.
HAYS, RAY L., Professor
Articles
With R. J. Collier and D. E. Bauman
Milk production and reproductive performance of
cows hormonally induced into lactation. Journal
of Dairy Science (58) 1524-27.
With 0. P. Sharma
Heterospermic insemination and its effect on the
offspring ratio in rats. Journal of Reproduction
and Fertility (45) 533-5.
A possible role for oxytocin in sperm transport
in the male rabbit. Journal of Endocrinology (68)
43-7.
HESPELL, ROBERT B. , Assistant Professor
Article
With S. C. Rittenberg
Energy efficiency of intraperiplasmic growth of
Bdellovibrio bacteriovorus . Journal of Bacteriology
(121) 1158-65.
JOHNSON, RALPH V., Associate Professor
Article
Reproduction: Managing a reproduction program.
In Dairy Calves and Heifers
, University of
Minnesota Agricultural Extension Service, St.
Paul, Minnesota, pp. 56-7.
LARSON, BRUCE L., Professor
Article
With D. R. Rao and H. M. Hegarty
Effect of cell density on lactose synthesis in
bovine mammary cell cultures. Journal of Dairy
Science (58) 159-63.
LODGE, J. ROBERT, Professor
Articles
With R. L. Ax
Rooster spermatozoan motility, forward progression,
and fertility after storage at 25, 5, or -196°C
in various extenders. Cryobiology (12) 95-7.
With P. S. Weathersbee and R. L. Ax
Caffeine-mediated changes of sex ratio in Chinese
hamsters, Cricetulus Griseus . Journal of Reprod -
uction and Fertility (43) 141-45.
SALISBURY, GLENN W. , Professor
Article
With R. G. Hart
Functional integrity of spermatozoa after storage.
BioScience (25) 159-65.
SPAHR, SIDNEY L. , Associate Professor
Articles
With I. 0. Akinyele
Stage of lactation as a criterion for switching
cows from one complete feed to another during
early lactation. Journal of Dairy Science (58)
917-21.
With J. H. Byers and J. H. Clark
No advantage for high-oil corn silage when feeding
dairy cows. Illinois Research (17:1) 16-7.
With K. E. Harshbarger, et al.
Automated rationing for dairy cows in the USA.
Simplified Feeding for Dairy and Beef . Ed. and pub.
by U.S. Feed Grains Council, London, pp. 105-11.
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DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Beil, Richard Eugene (C. N. Graves), Alterations of
chromatin during the in vitro storage of bovine
spermatozoa.
Dave, BalKrishna (C. N. Graves) , Bovine follicular
fluid and its effect on sperm metabolism.
Frobish, Russell All>ert (C. L. Davis) , Studies relating
to the cause of the low milk fat syndrome associated
with the feeding of high grain-low fiber diets to
lactating dairy cows.
Glass, Thomas Leroy (M. J. Wolin) , Role of ferredoxin
in hydrogen metabolism of Ruminococcus albus 1_ and
Selenomonas ruminantium HD4 .
Maurya, Surendra Nath (C. N. Graves) , Effects of hemi
casteration in the adult male rat.
Scott, Rupert Allen (D. E. Bauman) , Cellular studies
of gluconeogenesis in the ruminant.
ECOLOnY, ETHOLORY, AND EVOLUTION
AMBROSE, III, HARRISON W. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With P. V. Hamilton
Swimming and orientation in Aplysia brasiliana
(Mollusca: Gastropoda). Marine Behaviour
Physiology (3) 131-44.
BANKS, EDWIN M. , Professor
Articles
With T. Popham
Intraspecific agonistic behavior of captive brown
lemmings, Lemmus trimucronatus Journal of
Mammalogy (58:2) 514-16.
With R. J. Brooks and J. Schnell
A radiotracking study of home range and activity of
the brown lemming (Lemmus trimucronatus ) . Journal
of Mammalogy (56:4) 888-901.
With J. F. Hasler
The influence of exteroceptive factors on the
estrous cycle of the collared lemming (Dicrostonyx
groenlandicus ) . Biology of Reproduction (12)
647-56.
Morphological changes in the ovaries and other
organs of the collared lemming (Dicrostonyx
groenlandicus ) during pregnancy and pseudopregnancy
.
Canadian Journal of Zoology (53:1) 12-18.
Reproductive performance and growth in captive col-
lared lemmings (Dicrostonyx groenlandicus )
.
Canadian Journal of Zoology (53:6) 777-87.
The influence of mature males on sexual maturation
in female collared lemmings (Dicrostonyx
groenlandicus ) . Journal of Reproduction and
Fertility (42) 583-6.
Book Review
Ultrasonic communication by animals, by Gillian
Sales and David Pye. BioScience (25:12) 805.
BATZLI, GEORGE O. , Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
The role of small mammals in arctic ecosystems. In
Small mammals: their productivity and population
dynamics, by F. Golley, K. Petrusewicz and
L. Ryszkowski. England: Cambridge UP, 243-68.
Articles
With R. M. Peterson, Jr.
Activity patterns in natural populations of the
brown lemming (Lemmus trimucronatus ) . Journal of
Mammalogy (56) 718-20.
With F. A. Pitelka
Vole cycles: rejection of another hypothesis.
American Naturalist (109) 482-7.
CARTER, CAROL SUE, Assistant Professor
See Departm.ent of Psychology
FAGEN, ROBERT M. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With N. B. Todd and K. S. Fagen
Gene frequencies in Icelandic cats. Heredity (35)
172-83.
FRAZZETTA, THOMAS H. , Associate Professor
Books
Complex adaptations in evolving populations.
Sunderland, Massachusetts: Sinauer Associates,
267 pp.
Articles
Pattern and instability in the evolving premaxilla
of boine snakes. American Zoologist (15) 469-81.
GETZ, LOWELL L., Professor
Articles
A method to prevent removal of trap bait by insects.
Journal of Mammalogy (56:4) 955.
With P. C. Prather and H. M. Piatt
Schistosomiasis in South America. I. Current
status in Brazil. The Biologist (57:4) 143-65.
Book Review
Textbooks in pest management. The Biologist (57:3)
125-8.
HIRSCH, JERRY, Professor
See Department of Psychology
HOFFMEISTER, DONALD F., Professor
See Museum of Natural History
KARR, JAMES R. , Associate Professor
Articles
Production, energy pathways, and community diversity
in forest birds. In Tropical Ecological Systems :
Trends in Terrestrial and Aquatic Research, ed. by
F. B. Golley and E. Medina. New York: Springer-
Veslag, 161-76.
With M. F. Willson and R. R. Roth
Ecological aspects of avian bill-size variation.
Wilson Bulletin (87) 32-44.
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with F. C. James
Eco-morphological configurations and convergent
evolution in species and communities. In Ecology
and Evolution of Communities
,
ed. by M. L. Cody and
J. M. Diamond. Cambridge: Harvard UP, 258-91.
With 0. T. Gorman
Effects of land treatment on the aquatic environment.
In Non -Point Source Pollution Seminar . Chicago:
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
EPA-905/9-75-007, 120-50.
Book Reviews
Complex adaptations in evolving populations, by T. H.
Frazzetta. American Scientist (63) 705-6.
KIEFFER, GEORGE H. , Associate Professor
Books
Ethical issues and the life sciences. Washington:
American Association for the Advancement of Science,
426pp.
Articles
Futures planning: Biology, society, and ethical
education. The Science Teacher (42) 10-13.
SANDERSON, GLEN C, Professor
Books
With F. C. Bellrose
Ducks, geese and swans of North America.
Harrisburg: Stackpole Books, 544pp.
Chapter in a Book
Conservation of waterfowl. In Ducks, geese and
swans of North America. Harrisburg: Stackpole
Books, 43-58.
SMITH, PHILIP W. , Professor
Articles
With L. M. Page
Notice of invalidation of the lectotype designation
of Catonotus kennicotti Putnam. Copeia 777-8.
WILLSON, MARY F. , Associate Professor
Articles
With J. R. Karr and R. R. Roth
Ecological aspects of avian bill-size variation.
Wilson Bulletin (87) 32-44.
Book Review
The animal in its world, vols. 1 and 2, by
N. Tinbergen. The Biologist (57) 37-9.
BUREAU OF ECONOMIC AND BUSINESS RESEARCH
BASSIE, V LEWIS, Director and Professor of Economics
Articles
Oil, Water, and Money. Illinois Business Review
(32: No. 1) 2 and 8.
Time Perspectives on the Oil "Crisis." Illinois
Business Review (32: No. 2) 2 and 12.
A Look Beyond 1975. Illinois Business Review
(32: No. 3) 2.
Financial Instability. Illinois Business Review
(32: No. 4) 2 and 8.
Worldwide Confusion in Economic Policy. Illinois
Business Review (32: No. 5) 2 and 12.
More on the Federal Budget. Illinois Business
Review (32: No. 6) 2.
The Unsolved Problem. Illinois Business Review
(32: No. 7) 2 and 8.
Figments of Capital Shortage. Illinois Business
Review (32: No. 8) 2 and 8.
Role of Social Welfare in the Economy. Illinois
Business Review (32: No. 9) 2 and 12.
National Health Insurance. Illinois Business
Review (32: No. 10) 2 and 8.
Fiscal Policy Without Controls. Illinois Business
Review (32: No. 11) 2.
The Positive Relationship Between Unemployment and
Price Changes. Quarterly Review of Economics
and Business (15: No. 3) 7-15.
FERBER, ROBERT, Professor, See Survey Research
Laboratory
PHILLIPS, JOSEPH D., Professor
Articles
Corporate Profits in Recession. Illinois Business
Review (32: No. 4) 6-8.
Book Reviews
The Unstable Economy: Booms and Recessions in the
U.S. Since 1945, by Victor Perlo. Science &
Society (39: Summer) 219-23.
ECONOMICS
ARNOULD, RICHARD J., Associate Professor
Article
With R. N. Corley
Professional fee schedules and the Sherman Act.
American Business Law Journal (13:Spring) 21-43.
Book Reviews
Conglomerate enterprise and public policy, by Jesse
Markham. Journal of Business (48:April) 294-5.
BAER, VffiRNER, Professor
Books
Industrialization and economic development in
Brazil. Rio de Janeiro: Fundacao Getulio Vargas,
(second edition in Portuguese)
.
Articles
The Paraguayan economic condition. Inter-American
Economic Affairs (29:Sumraer) 49-63.
The growth of state enterprises in Latin America.
School for Advanced International Studies (19:1).
BASSIE, V. LEWIS, Professor. See Bureau of Economic
and Business Research
BLAU, FRANCINE, Assistant Professor
Books
With A. Simmons, et al.
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Exploitation from 9-5: report of the 20th century
fund task force on women and employment. Lexington
Books, 200pp.
Chapters in Books
Sex segregation of workers by enterprise in clerical
occupations. In Labor Market Segmentation , ed. by
Edwards, Reich, and Gordon. Lexington Books, 257-
78.
Women in the labor force: an overview. Women: a
feminist perspective , ed. by J. Freeman. Mayfield,
211-26.
Book Reviews
The american woman, by William Chafe. Journal of
Human Resources (10:Fall) 548-50.
BREMS, HANS J., Professor
Books
A wage earners' investment fund. Stockholm, Sweden:
Swedish Industrial Publications, 74pp.
Articles
Inflation and indexation. Michigan Business Review
(27:January) 19-23.
Profit sharing and a wage earners' investment fund
under steady-state growth. Kyklos (28) 94-116.
An investment wage and a wage earners' investment
fund under steady-state growth. Swedish Journal of
Economics {77: March) 13-30.
The capital controversy: a Cambridge, Massachusetts
view of Cambridge, England. De Economist (123) 369-
84.
Marshall on mathematics. The Journal of Law and
Economics (18) 583-5.
Okonomisk demokrati (a wage earner's investment
fund). Nationalokonomisk Tidsskrift (113) 217-29.
DUE, JOHN F., Professor
Can a city run a railroad? Governmental Finance
(4:May) 29-34.
The experience with municipal operation of railway
lines. Transportation Journal (14:Sumjner) 5-17.
Abandon railroads? Illinois Issues (l:November)
323-27.
The effect of railroad abandonment on agricultural
areas. Illinois Agricultural Economist (15:July)
14-22.
Light traffic railway lines and inadequate railroad
earnings - some alternatives. Logistics and
Transportation Review (ll:No.3) 267-8.
Recent contributions to the economics of the
railway industry. Journal of Economic Literature
(13:December) 1315-20.
A federal value added tax. Revenue Administration ,
Proceedings of National Association of Tax
Administrators Chicago 39-4 3.
With J. Mikesell
Local sales and income taxes. Management Policies
in Local Government Finance (Washington: Municipal
Finance Officers Association and International City
Management Association) 23-45.
Book Review
Public finance and stabilization policies: essays
in honor of Richard Musgrave. Journal of Economic
Literature (13: December) 1359-60.
FERBER, MARIANNE, Associate Professor
Articles
With J. Huber
Sex of student and instructor: a study of student
bias. American Journal of Sociology (80:January)
949-63.
Household production: an improvement of the record.
The Review of Income and Wealth (21:No.2) 251-2.
Book Reviews
Antibias regulation of universities, faculty
problems and their solutions, by R. A. Lester.
Sociology of Work and Occupations: An International
Journal (2:August) 291-4.
Higher education and the labor market, ed. M. S.
Gordon. Journal of Economic Literature (13: June)
543-4.
Sex discrimination and the division of labor, ed.
Cynthia B. Lloyd. Quarterly Review of Economics
and Business (15:Autumn) 102-4.
Does socialism liberate women?, by Hilda Scott.
Slavic Review (34:3) 619-20.
FERBER, ROBERT, Professor. See Survey Research
Laboratory
FOLK, HUGH W., Professor. See Center for Advanced
Computation.
FRIEDLAl'ID, THOMAS S., Assistant Professor
Articles
Geographic mobility in the legal services industry.
Southern Economic Journal (42:July) 141-44.
GILLESPIE, ROBERT W. , Associate Professor
Article
An analysis of the allocation of judicial resources
in a unified court system: the Illinois experience.
Jotirnal of Criminal Justice (3:3) 207-16.
GOTTHEIL, FREDERICK M., Professor
Article
Underdressed manufacturers in Quesnay's tableau.
American Journal of Economics and Sociology
(34:No.2) 55-60.
HEINS, A. JAMES, Professor
Articles
With W. R. Bryan
Open market operations and monetary variables: a
simulation of plausible policies. Journal of
Economics and Business (28) 31-5.
With R. A. Haugen
Risk and the rate of return on financial assets:
some old wine in new bottles. Journal of Financial
and Quantitative Analysis (10:4) 775-84.
HENDRICKS, WALLACE E., Assistant Professor
Articles
The effect of regulation on collective bargaining in
electric utilities. Bell Journal of Economics
(6:Autumn) 451-65.
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Labor market structure and union wage levels.
Economic Inquiry (13:September) 401-16.
Employment. Collier's Encyclopedia Yearbook 1975 .
HODGMAN, DONALD R. , Professor
Article
Strumenti e techniche die politica monetaria e
creditizia in Italia dal 1960 al 1972. II Risparmio
Anno (23:No.3) 361-420.
ISSERMAN, ANDREW, Assistant Professor. See Urban and
Regional Planning.
JUDGE, GEORGE, Professor
Book Reviews
Econometric estimation, by J. C. Rowley. Review of
Economic Studies (42:May) 219.
Applied multivariate analysis, by James Press.
Journal of Econometrics (3:August) 320.
KIHLSTROM, RICHARD E., Associate Professor
Article
With L. Mirman
Information and market equilibrium. Bell Journal of
Economics and Management Science (6:Spring) 357-76.
LEUTHOLD, JANE H., Associate Professor
Article
The incidence of the payroll tax in the United^.-
States. Public Finance Quarterly (3:January) 3-13.
MCMAHON, WALTER W. , Professor
Chapter in Book
Private returns to graduate education. In Graduate
Education and Manpower Costs
, ed. by G. A. Russell,
R. Kinsman, and R. T. Breibach. (Conference papers
published by graduate colleges at UIUC and UCLA)
155-78.
Article
Economic and demographic effects of investment in
higher education. Southern Economic Journal
(41:January) 506-14.
Book Review
Schooling, experience and earnings, by J. Mincer.
Journal of Economic Literature (13:No.2) 544-45.
MILLAR, JAMES, Professor
Articles
History and analysis of soviet domestic bond policy.
Soviet Studies (27:4) 598-614.
With D. Bahry
An evaluation of research opportunities and
allocations in studies of soviet and east european
economies. Association for Comparative Economic
Systems Bulletin (17:Summer) 89-97.
With D. Bahry
A survey of research opportunities in soviet and
east european studies. International Newsletter for
Soviet and East European Studies (19:January) 13-20.
Book Reviews
Industrializatsia SSSR, ed. by A. V. Mitrofanova.
Slavic Review (34:2) 403-4.
MIRMAN, LEONARD J., Professor
Articles
With R. Kihlstrom
Information and market equilibrium. Bell Journal of
Economics and Management Science (6:Spring) 357-76.
With I. Zilcha
On optimal growth under uncertainty. Journal of
Economic Theory (11: December) 329-39.
PADEN, DONALD W. , Professor
Article
With T. H. Anderson, et al.
An experimental evaluation of a computer-based study
management system. Educational Psychologist
(ll:No.3) 184-90.
PARRISH, JOHN, Professor
Articles
Women in professional training—an update.
Labor Review (98:11) 49-51.
Monthly
Non-tradi
Conferenc
tional jobs for women. Proceedings of a
on Non-traditional Jobs for Women,
Michigan Technological University, Houghton,
Michigan, (August) 11-13.
Women in the sciences: past trends, current
developments, future prospects. A Workshop on
Research Issues in the Employment of Women .
National
Sciences
Research Council, National Academy of
Washington, D. C. (February) 34pp.
With F. L. Duff
Job experiences of college graduates; a case study.
The Quarterly Review of Economics and Business
(15:4) 25-36.
Women engineering students and the career decision
making process-how can it be improved? Women in
Engineering-Beyond Recruitment , Proceedings of a
Conference (ed. by M. D. Ott and N. A. Reese)
,
(August) 111-22.
PHILLIPS, JOSEPH, Professor,
and Business Research.
See Bureau of Economic
POIRIER, DALE J., Assistant Professor
Articles
On the use of bilinear splines in economics.
Journal of Econometrics (3:February) 2 3-34.
On the use of Cobb-Douglas splines. International
Economic Review (16:0ctober) 733-44.
Book Reviews
Regression estimation from grouped observations, by
y. Haitovsky. Journal of Econometrics (3:February)
93.
RESEK, ROBERT W. , Professor
Article
With G. Provenzano
The demand for gasoline: a statistical analysis of
policies for altoring total consumption. American
Statistical Association Proceedings 45-54.
Symmetric distribution with fat tails: interrelated
compound distributions estimated by box-jenkins
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methods . Statistical Distributions in Scientific
Work (ed. by J. K. Ord and G. P. Pate), (2) 159-74.
SAWA, TAKAMITSU, Visiting Associate Professor
Article
With S. Ushiki (in Japanese)
Analysis of qualitative phenomena— catastrophe
theory and social sciences. Shiso (July).
SCHOEPLEIN, ROBERT N. , Associate Professor. See
Institute of Government and Public Affairs.
SCHRAN, PETER, Professor
Chapter in Book
On the Yenan origins of current economic policies.
In China's Modern Economy in Historical Perspective
ed. by D. Perkins, Stanford UP, 279-302.
SCOVILLE, JAMES, Professor. See Institute of Labor
and Industrial Relations.
Peddling in the antebellum economy:
mass-marketing or a start-in-life?
precursor of
American Journal
of Economics and Sociology (34:January) 55-66.
Book Reviews
State and regional patterns in american
manufacturing 1860-1900, by Albert Niemi. Journal
of Economic Literature (13:4) 1384-5.
Technical choice innovation and economic growth, by
Paul David. Business History Review (49:3).
ZILCHA, ITZHAK, Visiting Assistant Professor
Articles
Weakly maximal optimal stationary programs under
uncertainty. International Economic Review
(16:0ctober) 796-9.
With L. J. Mirman
On optimal growth under uncertainty. Journal of
Economic Theory (ll:December) 329-39.
SHUPP, FRANKLIN R., Professor
Article
The role of control and systems theory in economics.
In Proceedings IEEE Conference on Decision and
Control , 20-26.
SIMON, JULIAN, Professor. See Business Administration.
SPRENKLE, CASE M., Professor
Book Review
Issues in monetary economics: proceedings of the
1972 money study group conference (ed. by H. G.
Johnson and A. R. Nobay) . Economica (42:166) 228.
TAIRA, KOJI, Professor. See Institute of Labor and
Industrial Relations.
TAKAYAMA, TAKASHI, Professor
Article
With C. L. Liu
Projections of international trade farm products,
1. wheat. Illinois Agricultural Economics (15:2)
1-7.
USELDING, PAUL J., Professor
Studies in the technological development of the
american economy during the first half of the 19th
century. Arno Press, 209pp.
Wages and consumption levels in England and on the
continent in the 1830 's. Journal of European
Economic History (4:2) 501-14.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Carter, Charlie (J. E. Due) , An analysis of inter-
governmental expenditure dispersions: selected
years, 1951-1971.
Connelly, Hugh Thomas (A. J. Heins) , An economic
evaluation of municipal home rule.
Doyle, John Thomas (P. Schran) Cooperation and com-
petition in communal organization.
Dyal, James Alan (W. W. McMahon) , Investment in
graduate education.
Gebhard, Theodore Alan (R. J. Arnould) , A pricing-
output optimization model for a professional team
sports league.
Hewins, Dana Cable (R. J. Arnould) , Public control of
the American moving industry.
Jones, Craig Douglas (R. D. Husby) , The effect of free
day care on women's labor force participation.
LaVigne, Dennis Roland (H. J. Brems) , The steady-state
growth of the public sector.
Moore, Peter Robert (W. W. McMahon) , Optimal invest-
ment in higher education by state and local govern-
ments: a human capital approach.
Palmini, Dennis John (H. F. Williamson) , The regional
economic impact on Illinois agriculture of environ-
mental controls on nitrogen fertilizer use: a linear
programming analysis.
Scovill, Mary Edith (J. E. Due), Local taxation in
Uganda, Kenya, and Zambia.
Sunday, Alexander Alan (J. L. Simon) , Estimation of
the effectiveness of international tourism promo-
tion by selected countries in American media.
Waung, Sherren (J. N. Sheth) , A multivariate analysis
of physician prescribing behavior.
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ANDERSON, ERNEST F. , Associate Professor, See School
and College Relations
ANDERSON, JAMES D. , Assistant Professor
Chapters in Books
Education as a vehicle for the manipulation of
black workers. In Work, technology and education
ed. by W. Feinberg and H. Rosemont, Jr., Urbana UP
15-40.
ANDERSON, RICHARD C, Professor
Chapter in a Book
On asking people questions about what they are
reading. In Psychology of learning and motivation
,
ed. by Gordon Bower. New York: Academic Press,
pp. 89-132.
Articles
With A. Ortony
On putting apples into bottles—A problem of poly-
semy. Cognitive Psychology (7) 167-80.
With E.R. Steinberg
Hierarchical semantic organization in six-year-
olds. Journal of Experimental Child Psychology
(19) 544-53.
With J. R. Surber
The delay retention effect in natural classroom
settings. Journal of Educational Psychology (67)
170-3.
With T. H. Anderson, et al
An experimental evaluation of a computer based
study management system. Educational Psychologist
(11) 184-90.
A multifaceted computer based course management
system. Proceedings of the Second World Conference
on Computers in Education (75) 123-30.
With T. Andre and G.H. Watts
List organization and retroactive inhibition in
free recall. American Journal of Psychology (87)
609-28.
ASHER, STEVEN R. , Assistant Professor
Article
With R. D. Parke
Influence of sampling and comparison processes on
the development of communication effectiveness.
Journal of Educational Psychology (67) 64-75.
ATKIN, J. MVRON, Professor and Dean of College
Chapters in Books
A 'new evaluator' perspective for professors
of Education. In The professor of education: an
assessment of conditions, ed by Ayers Bagley
.
Minnesota UP, pp. 81-4.
Professional leadership and PBTE. In Regaining
educational leadership: critical essays on
PBTE/CBTE, behavioral objectives, and accountabil-
ity
,
ed. by Ralph A. Smith. New York:Wiley
pp. 15-23.
Reflections on curriculum change: an American view.
In Handbook on curriculum development , ed. by
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Develop-
ment. Paris :OECD, pp. 160-6.
Grass-roots change and informal methods. In
Studies in open education , ed by B. Spodek and
H.J. Walberg. New York: Agathon, pp. 185-92.
BRANDENBURG, DALE, Assistant Professor, See Institute
for Child Behavior and Development.
BROUDY, HARRY S. , Professor Emeritus
Chapters in Books
Three modes of teaching and their evaluation. In
Evaluation of teaching , ed. by W.J. Gephart, et al.
Indiana UP, pp. 5-11.
Accountability: what does not go without saying.
In Regaining educational leadership
, ed. by R.A.
Smith. New York:Wiley, pp. 24-35.
Art education as artistic perception. In Philos-
ophers speak of asethetic experience in education
,
ed. by Robert Leight. Danville: Interstate, pp.
5-17.
Articles
ANDERSON, T.H., Assistant Professor
Article
With R.C. Anderson, et al
An experimental evaluation of a computer based
study management system. Educational Psycholo-
gist (11) 184-90.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With R.C. Anderson, et al
A multifaceted computer based course management
system. Proceedings of the Second World Confer-
ence on Computers in Education. North Holland,
Amsterdam. 8pp.
The public school in a fragmented society. Journal
of Thought (10:4) 253-61.
A cautionary appraisal of CBTE. The Journal of the
Association of Teacher Educators in Agriculture
(16:3) 3-8.
Cultural pluralism: new wine in old bottles.
Educational Leadership (33 :December) 173-6.
Book Reviews
Reason and teaching, by Israel Scheffler. School
Review (83) 522-5.
School teacher: a sociological study, by Dan C.
Lortie. Monthly Labor Review (Decemb=r) 70-1.
BROVJN, ANN, Research Associate Professor. See
Institute for Child Behavior and Development.
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BROWW, ROGER K. , Associate Professor
Chapter in 3ook
Soue thoughts on African science edu'.ation. In
Culture, child and school , ed. by Mortin Maehr and
William Stallings. San Francisco: Brooks Cole
pp. 217-28.
BRUN, JUDY K. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Evaluating occupational programs. Illinois Teacher
(18:4, March) 197-9.
Educating for changing roles. Illinois Teacher
(19:2, November) 79-88.
With Grace Grimes
Teaching about roles: emphasis on student involve-
ment. Illinois Teacher (18:5, May) 299-301.
Double dual role: a lesson plan. Illinois Teacher
(18:5, May) 303-4.
BURNHAM, ROBERT A., Associate Professor, Associate
Dean
Article
With J.V. Baldridge
Individual, organizational, and environmental
impacts. Administrative Science Quarterly (20)
165-76.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With B.C. Hubbard
Annual report of the 13th Illinois school problems
commission. Springfield, IL. : The Commission, 139pp.
With W.P. McLure and R.A. Henderson
Special education: needs, costs, methods of
financing. Urbana: Bureau of Educational
Research, University of Illinois. 139pp.
COHEN, LESLIE B. , Associate Professor. See Institute
for Child Behavior and Development.
COOMBS, FRED S. , Visiting Assistant Professor
Chapter in Book
Interdisciplinary study of educational policymaking
in five European countries: the EPIC project. In
Comparative international studies , ed. by Merritt
and Brzezinski. Urbana: Center for International
Comparative Studies, pp. 121-30.
Articles
With J. G. Peters and G. S. Strom
Bandwagon, ballot position, and party effects: an
experiment in voting choice. Experimental Study of
Politics (3: February) 31-57.
With M. Fishbein
Basis for decision: an attitudinal analysis of
voting behavior. Journal of Applied Social Psycho-
logy (4) 95-124.
DAVIS, ROBERT B. , Professor
Articles
The guest room. Virginia Council of Teachers of
Mathematics (2:0ctober) 1.
Cognitive processes involved in solving simple
algebraic equations . Journal of Children's
Mathematical Behavior (1:3) 7-35.
DURKIN, DOLORES, Professor
Article
The importance of goals for reading instruction.
Reading Teacher (28) 380-3.
The little things make a difference. Reading
Teacher (28) 473-7.
Book Reviews
Reading comprehension education in fifteen
countries, by Robert Thorndike. Journal of
Educational Research (69) 125.
EASLEY, JACK A., Jr., Professor
Article
With R.E. Zwoyer
Teaching by listening — toward a new day in math
classes. Contemporary Education (47:1) pp 19-25.
ENNIS, ROBERT H. , Professor
Article
Children's ability to handle Piaget's prepositional
logic: a conceptual critique. Review of Educa-
tional Research (45:1) 1-41.
EVANS, RUPERT N. , Professor
Chapter in Book
Economic rationale for human investment. In
Developing the Nation's work force , ed. by M.E.
Strong. Washington, 293-312.
Articles
Doing career education: some key questions.
Career Education: The State of the Scene (75:April)
267-72.
~~
Rationale for career education. School Psychology
Digest (3:3) 25-9.
EVERTTS, ELDONNA L. , Associate Professor
Chapter in Book
Language and thought: contribution to the reading
process. In Reading as a thinking process , ed. by
David C. Waterman and Vanita M. Gibbs. The
Curriculum Research and Development Center, Indiana
State University, Terre Haute, pp. 58-62.
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FARMER, HELEN S., Assistant
Chapters in Books
Career counseling. In New directions for higher
education , ed. by Clare Rose, San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass, 61-78.
University of Illinois' computer assisted counsel-
ing for adults in nontraditional programs. In
Non-traditional study: threat, promise or necessity?
ed. by Robert J. Barak and Roger S. McCannon, Drake
University, Des Moines, 157-69.
FARMER, JAMES A. , Jr. , Associate Professor
With J. D. Deshler and P. H. Sheats
Developing community services in the seventies:
new roles for higher education, Los Angeles, UCLA,
H3pp.
With G. Papagiannis
Program evaluation: functional education for
family life planning III. North Haven, CT, Van
Dyck, 59pp.
Articles
Evaluating family life education programs. The
Journal of Extension (March/April) 23-30.
Epistemolical issues in the problem approach to
adult education: reaction paper number two.
Problem Solving in Professional Adult Education
(7:4) 42-48.
Impact of 'lifelong learning' on the professional-
ization of adult education. The Journal of
Research and Development in Education (7:4) 57-67.
Strengthening a design for evaluating a broad-
aimed functional literacy and family life educa-
tion program. Literacy Discussion (5:3) 421-40.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With J.D. Deshler and R. G. Williams
Instruction manual on the chartering process.
Los Angeles: UCLA, 44pp.
The report on the chartering process. Los Angeles:
UCLA, 176pp.
FEINBERG, WALTER, Professor
Books
al development. In Education for-peace reflection
and action
,
ed by Magnus Haavelstrad. Surrey,
England:IPC Science and Technology Press 6pp.
Introduction. In Work, technology and education
,
ed. by Walter Feinberg and H. Rosemont , Jr., Urbana
UP, 1-14.
Training for the welfare state: the progressive
education movement. In Work, technology and
education
,
ed. by Walter Feinberg and H. Rosemont,
jr., Urbana UP, 60-91.
Articles
On reading Dewey. History of Education Quarterly
(Winter) 395-414.
Educational equality under two conflicting models
of development. Theory and Society (2) 183-210.
Behavioral theory and educational policy.
Philosophical Forum (6:1) 40-55.
For whom does the pendulum swing: some teachers
speak out on questions of educational reform.
Illinois Teacher of Home Economics (19:2) 106-10.
Book Reviews
John Dewey, lectures in China, 1912-1920 by R. W.
Clopton and Fsuin-Chen Ou. Philosophy East and
West (25:3) 365-368.
FRANKLIN, VINCENT P., Assistant Professor
/Articles
The persistence of school segregation in the Urban
North: an historical perspective. The Journal
of Ethnic Studies (1) 51-68.
Education for colonization: attempts to educate
blacks in the United States for emigration to
Africa, 1822-1832. The Journal of Negro Education
(43) 91-103.
The Philadelphia race riot of 1918. The Pennsyl-
vania Magazine of History and Biography (99)
336-50.
GOLD, MARC W. , Research Associate Professor. See
Institute for Child Behavior and Development.
GRIFFITHS, RICHARD W. , Visiting Associate Professor
Article
Making musical instruments as a springboard to
science and mai.Ii integration. Science and children
(13:3) 7-10.
Reason and rhetoric: the intellectual foundations
of twentieth century liberal educational policy.
New York: Wiley, 287pp.
With H. Rosemont, Jr.
Work, technology and education; dissenting essays
in the intellectual foundations of American educa-
tion. University of Illinois UP, 222pp.
Chapters in Books
Some problems with the dominant model of education-
GRONLUND, KORMAN E. , Professor
Books Revised
Measurement and evaluation in teaching (3rd eu.)
New York: Hacmillan, 590pp.
HEMP, PAUL E. , Professor
Articles
State FFA workshop for beginning teachers. The
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Agricultural Education Magazine (48:1) 12-13.
Leader in agricultural education: George P. Deyoe
The Agricultural Education Magazine (48:6) 139-41.
Occupational follow-up of agricultural education
graduates. University of Illinois, 1953-1972. The
jQxirnal of the American Association of Teacher
Educators in Agriculture (15:3) 9-12.
HENDERSON, ROBERTA., Professor
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Special education and assessment of pupil needs.
Bureau of Educational Research, University of
Illinois, Urbana, 139pp.
HILL, KENNEDY, Professor. See Institute for Child
Behavior and Development.
HOKE, GORDON A. , Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
Working guidelines. In Whatever happened to Dan
Stufflebeam? A reader in curriculum evaluation
,
ed. by David Hamilton, et al. New Educational
Press, Sussex, England, pp. 101-4.
Article
With R. E. Stake
Evaluating an arts program: movement and dance in
a downstate district. The National Elementary
Principal (55) 53-9.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Helping leaders help youth, an evaluation report
of a program for Illinois volunteer 4-H leaders,
1973-75, Coop. Ext. Serv. , College Agriculture,
U of 111., Urbana. 14pp.
HOLDEN, CAROL D. , Lecturer
Article
Which looks faster, red or blue? The Instructor
(85:4) 29-34, 82-83.
HOOKER, Ellen Z., Instructor
Article
With K. BeVier
Patient education. Illinois Teacher (19:1) 32-38.
HOUSE, ERNEST R. , Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
Beyond accountability. In Professional supervision
for professional teachers , ed. by Thomas J.
Sergiovanni, Washington, D.C. : Association for
Supervision and Curriculum Development, 65-77.
Assessing the impact of replicable products on
target audiences. In Outreach: replicating
services for young handicapped children , ed . by
Lynn Gunn. Chapel Hill, N.C.: Frank Porter Graham
CDC, 85-100
Articles
A-countability in the U.S.A. Cambridge Journal
of Education (5:2) 71-8.
The micropolitics of innovation: nine propositions.
Phi Delta Kappan (57:5) 337-40.
HUMPHREYS, LLOYD G., Professor
Articles
With T.A. Cleary, S.A. Kendrick, A. Wesman
Educational uses of tests with disadvantaged
students, American Psychologist (30:1) 15-41.
With R.G. Montanelli, Jr.
An investigation of the parallel analysis criterion
for determining the number of common factors.
Multivariate Behavioral Research (10:April) 193-206.
With L.R. Tucker, C. Ping, J. Long
Factors in the allocation of votes to divisions and
state associations by members of the APA. American
Psychologist (30:5) 593-7.
Book Reviews
Behavioral research: theory, procedure, and design,
by Lawrence S. Meyers and Neal E. Grossen. Con-
temporary Psychology (20:4) 325-5.
KACZKOWSKI, HENRY R. , Associate Professor
Books
With C.H. Patterson
Counseling and psychology in elementary schools.
Springfield, IL: Charles C. Thomas, 364pp.
KARNES, MERLE B. , Professor. See
Institute for Child Behavior and Development
KATZ, LILIAN G. , Professor
Articles
CIRCUS: comprehensive program of assessment services
for preprimary children. Journal of Educational
Measurement (Fall:75) 144-7.
KNOX, ALAN B. , Professor
Books
With Jack Mezirow and Gordon G . Darkenwald
Last gamble on education. Washington: Adult Educa-
tion Association of the U.S.A. 206pp.
Articles
The ERIC clearinghouse. The NUEA Spectator (March)
17-20.
New realities in the administration of continuing
higher education. The NUEA Spectator (39:22) 6-9.
Professional competence: means and ends. Profes-
sional Engineer (45:11) 49-52.
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KOENKE, KARL R. , Associate Professor
Articles
What do they mean by saying, "We want a reading
specialist?". Journal of Reading (18) 606-9.
Reading programs in Illinois high schools: three
comments. Yearbook of the National Reading Con-
ference (24) 143-7.
LILLV, M. STEPHEN, Associate Professor, Department
Chairman
Sociocultural influences on behavior and develop-
ment. In Culture, child, and school , ed by
M. Maehr and W.Stallings. Monterey : Brooks-Cole
pp. 1-14.
With Pamela C . Rubovits
Teacher expectations: a special problem for black
children with white teachers? In Culture, child
,
and school
,
ed by M. Maehr and W. Stallings.
Monterey: Brooks-Cole, pp 249-259.
Book Reviews
Chapter in Book
"Schools" effects of child-based categorization
systems. In Issues in the classification of
children
,
ed. by N. Hobbs. San Francisco: Jossey-
Bass, pp. 38-54.
Articles
Special education - a cooperative effort. Theory
into Practice (14:2) 82-9.
Motivation and achievement, ed . by J.W. Atkinson
and J .
.
Raynor
. Educational and Psychological
Measurement (35) 201-4.
MASON, JANA M. , Assistant Professor
Article
Acquisition of reading skills: a developmental
stage processing model. Reading Improvement
(12) 195-202.
With J. A. Apffel, J. Kelleher, R. Richardson
Developmental reading for moderately retarded
children. Education and Training of the
Mentally Retarded (10:4) 229-235.
LINN, ROBERT L. , Professor
Articles
Test bias and the prediction of grades in law
school. Journal of Legal Education (27) 293-323.
With J. A. Centra and L.R. Tucker
Between, within and total group factor analysis.
Multivariate Behavioral Research (10) 277-88.
Book Review
Anchor test study. Pinal report and volumes 1
through 30 by John C. Bianchini and Peter G. Loret.
Journal of Educational Measurement (12) 201-14.
LOCKE, JOHN, Research Associate Professor. See
Institute for Child Behavior and Development.
LONG, THOMAS J. , Associate Professor
With D. Bosshart
The facilitator behavior index. Psychological
Reports (34) 1059-68.
With L. Long
TA and client centered therapy. Transactional
Analysis Journal (5:2) 139-40.
MAEHR, MARTIN L. , Professor
Books Edited
With William M. Stallings
Culture, child, and school. Monterey: Brooks-Cole
279pp.
Chapters in Books
McCLURE, ERICA F., Assistant Professor
Chapter in Book
Functions of codeswitching among Mexican-American
children. In The Proceedings of the parasession on
functionalism
,
ed. by R.Grossman, L.San, T. Vance.
Chicago Linguistic Society, pp 421-32.
Article
Ethnoanatomy - the structure of the domain.
Anthropological Linguistics (17) 78-88.
McLURE, WILLIAM P. , Professor
Article
Alternative methods of financing special education.
Education Finance (1:1) 36-51.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With R.A. Burnham, R.A. Henderson
Special education: needs, costs, methods of
financing. Urbana: Bureau of Educational Research,
139pp.
McMURRAY, FOSTER, Professor
Article
Concepts of mind and intelligence in educational
theory. Educational Theory (25:3) 234-42.
NEWELL, KARL M. , Assistant Professor. See Institute
for Child Behavior and Development.
OMARK, DONALD, Assistant Research Professor. See
Institute for Child Behavior and Developnent.
ORTONY, ANDREW, Associate Professor
Articles
Why metaphors are necessary and not just nice.
Educational Theory (25) 45-53.
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Three-dimensional television. Educational Tech-
nology (15) 24-27.
Language isn't for people: on applying theoretical
linguistics to practical problems. Review of
Educational Research (45) 485-504.
With R.C. Anderson
On putting apples into bottles: a problem of poly-
semy. Cognitive Psychology (7) 167-80.
Book Review
Human associative memory by J.R. Anderson and
G.H. Bower. Journal of Educational Research (68)
396-401.
PATTERSON, CECIL H. , Professor
Books
With Henry Kaczkowski
Counseling and psychology in the elementary school.
Springfield, IL: Charles C. Thomas, 364pp.
Article
With Richard Nelson-Jones
Measuring client-centered attitudes. British
Journal of Counseling and Guidance (3) 228-36.
PETRIE, HUGH G. , Professor
Chapters in Books
Can education find its lost objectives under the
street lamp of behaviorism? In Regaining Educa-
tional Leadership , ed. by Ralph Smith. New York:
Wiley pp. 67-74.
That's just Einstein's opinion: the autocracy of
students' reason in open education. In The
philosophy of open education ed . by David Nyberg
London: Rutledge, Kegan and Paul, pp. 61-78.
PIECHOWSKI, MICHAEL M. , Visiting Assistant Professor
Article
A theoretical and empirical approach to the study
of development. Genetic Psychology Monographs
(92) 231-297.
PIERCE, DAVID L. , Assistant Professor
Article
What do you teach here: Residence Halls. National
Association of Student Personnel Administrators
(13:2) 33-35.
Book Review
Commuting versus resident students by Arthur
Chickering. National Association of Student Per-
sonnel Administrators (13:1) 62-63.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Judicial board members' handbook. Champaign:
University of Illinois Housing Division. 43pp.
PURVES, ALAN C, Professor
Books
With D.U. Levine
Educational policy and international assessment:
implications of the lEA surveys of achievement.
Berkeley: McCutchan, 184pp.
Chapters in Books
The thought fox and curriculum building. In
Strategies for curriculum development , ed. by
J. Schaffarzick and D.H. Hampson. Berkeley:
McCutchan, 105-122.
Articles
Competencies in teaching English. Illinois
English Bulletin (62) 1-10.
Culture and the deep structure of the literature
curriculum. Curriculum Theory Network (5) 139-50.
Research in the teaching of literature. Elementary
English (52) 463-6.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Common sense and testing in English. Urbana
:
National Council of Teachers of English. 33pp.
QUIGLEY, STEPHEN P., Professor, Associate Director
See Institute for Child Behavior and Development.
RUBIN, LOUIS J. , Professor
Books Edited
The future of education: perspectives on tomorrow's
schooling. Boston: Allyn-Bacon, 213pp.
Chapters in a Book
Affective education: fact and fancy. In Systems
of individualized education ed. by Harriet Talmage
.
Berkeley: McCutchan, pp. 181-198.
The case for staff development. In Professional
supervision for professional teachers ed . by T.J.
Sergiovanni. Washington: ASCD
, pp. 33-49.
SERGIOVANNI, THOMAS J., Professor
Books
With D. Elliott
Educational and organizational leadership in
elementary schools. New Jersey: Prentice Hall,
350pp.
Books Edited
Professional supervision for professional
teachers, Washington: Association for Supervision
and Curriculum Development, 80pp.
Chapters in a Book
Beyond human relation. In Professional supervision
for professional teacher , ed. by T . Sergiovanni.
Washington: ASCD, pp. 1-9.
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Human resources supervision. In Professional
supervision for professional teachers , ed . by
T. Sergiovanni. Washington: ASCD
, pp. 2-23.
Article
Financial incentives and teacher accountability:
are we paying for the wrong thing? Educational
Administration Quarterly (2:2) 6.
SHORISH, M. MOBIN, Assistant Professor
Article
Soviet developmental strategies in central Asia.
Canadian Slavonic Papers (17:2S3) 404-15.
Book Reviews
Literature and ideology in Soviet education by
N.N. Shneidmann. Educational Studies (5:3) 153-4.
SIMPSON, RAY H. , Professor
Book Revised
With G.M. Blair, R. Stewart Jones
Educational psychology. New York: Macmillan, 638pp.
Article
Teaching: by personal appearance or by print.
Improving College and University Teaching (23:3)
184-6.
SLEATOR, ESTHER K. , Clinical Associate.
See Institute for Child Behavior and Development
SMITH, RALPH A. , Professor
Book Edited
Regaining educational leadership: critical essays
in PBTE/CBTE, behavioral objectives, and account-
ability. New York: Wiley, 245pp.
Cultural services, the aesthetic welfare, and
educational research. Studies in Art Education
(16:2) 5-11.
The limits of art in educational theory. Profes-
sors of Education Occasional Paper (January) 30-8.
SPIRO, RAND J. , Assistant Professor
Article
With C.W. Sherif
Consistency and relativity in selective recall
with differing ego-involvement, British Journal
of Social and Clinical Psychology (14: December)
351-61.
SPITZE, HAZEL T. , Professor
Articles
New faces and places for home economics. Illinois
Teacher of Home Economics (18:3) 130-1.
Self-teaching stations help individualize instruc-
,
tion. Illinois Teacher of Home Economics (18:3)
165-7.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With Nancy Lepper
The program assistant uses teaching methods.
Urbana: U of I College of Agriculture, 12pp.
SPODEK, BERNARD, Professor
Book Edited
With H. Walberg
Studies in open education. New York: Agathon,244pp
Article
Early childhood education & teacher education: a
search for consistency. Young Children (30:3)
168-73.
SPRAGUE, ROBERT L. , Professor, Director. See
Institute for Child Behavior and Develojment
STAKE, ROBERT E., Professor
Books Edited
Evaluating the arts in education, a responsive
approach. Columbus: Merrill, 122pp.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Program evaluation, particularly responsive
evaluation. Kalamazoo: Western Mich. U., College
of Education, 37pp.
SWANSON, BURTON E. , Assistant Professor
Books
Organizing agricultural technology transfer.
Bloomington: International Development Research
Center, 76pp.
Article
Evaluation of the cimmyt wheat training program.
Journal of Agronomic Education (4) 85-9.
Evaluation of research training at IRRI . Journal
of Agronomic Education (4) 89-93.
TATSUOKA, MAURICE M. , Professor
Books
The general linear model: a new trend in analysis
of variance. Champaign: Institute for Personality
and Ability Testing, 64pp.
Chapters in Books
Classification procedures. In Introductory
multivariate analysis ed. by Amick and Walberg.
Berkeley: McCutchan, pp. 257-84.
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TRAVERS, KENNETH J. , Professor
Books
With L.C. Dalton and V.F. Brunner
Using algebra. River Forest: Laidlaw, 495pp.
Using advanced algebra. River Forest: Laidlaw,
548pp.
TRUEBA, HENRV, Associate Professor
Articles
Xalacapan: Village and School in Zacapoaxtla,
Puebla. ERIC (Educational Retrieval Information
Center) (July-75) 103-42.
Controversial aspects of bilingual education.
ERIC (April-75) 107-32.
Comments on culture. Second National Conference
of EPDA Bilingual Education Project Directors
,
Albuquerque, New Mexico: Center for Applied
Linguistics. (2) 43-45.
The Mexican-American family: cultural dilemma.
Proceedings for the Third Annual Conference on
Special Emerging Programs in Higher Education .
(3:11) 5.
TUNNELL, DONALD R. , Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Boole
Open education: an expression in search of a
definition. In The philosophy of open education
ed. by David Nyberg. London: Routledge, Kegan,
Paul, pp. 14-23.
Article
With P. Goldstone
A critique of the command theory of authority.
Educational Theory (25) 131-8.
Book Review
Must we educate by Carl Bereiter. Educational
Theory (25) pp. 429-35.
VITTETOE, MARIE C, Assistant Professor
Article
Research in education. American Journal for
With James H. Daniels
Handicapped and the law. The Agricultural Educa-
tion Magazine (47) 251-63.
With Carl L. Reynolds
Should we encourage women co enter ag ed? The
Agricultural L'ducation Magazine (47) 272-4.
WAHDROP, j;iMES L. , Associate Professor and Department
Chairman
Standardized testing in tjie schools: uses and
roles. Monterey: Brooks/Cole, 134pp.
WEST, CHARLES K. , Associate Professor
Book Reviews
Piagetian research: a handbook of recent studies
by S. Modgill. Educational Studies (Fall-75) 2.
WESTEURY, IAN D., Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
With W.L. McKinney
Stability and change: the public schools of Gary,
Indiana, 1940-70. In Case studies in curriculum
change: Great Britain and the United States ed. by
W. Reid and D.F. Walker. London: Routledge, Kegan
Paul, pp. 1-33,
Book Reviews
Must we educate? by Carl Bereiter. School Review
(83) 511-13.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With Susan Westbury
The Indians in the American system. Chicago:
Schwartz Citizenship Project, U of Chicago, 75pp.
WEINBERG-ASHER, NANCY, Assistant Professor
See Institute for Child Behavior and Development.
ZEHRBJJCH, RICHARD :r. , Associate Professor
See Institute for Child Behavior and Development.
Medical Technology (41:2) 40.
WALKER, ROBERT W. , Associate Professor
Articles
Role of ag occupational instructor in guidance.
The Agricultural Education Magazine (48) 66-71.
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DOCTORAL DISSERTAIONS
Adu-Saba, Mary Bentley (H. R. Kaczkowski) , An evalua-
tion of vocational alternatives program for men
on probation and parole.
Allen, Sandra Carol (T. O'Banion) , Participation/non-
participation by freshman honors students in a
homogeneous housing option: f^omparison by cues,
grade-point averages and housing reassignment,
Alpert, Joel Sanford (C. B. Cox) , Teacher verbal
feedback in selected secondary school classrooms.
Archibald, Helen Allen (J. R. Burnett), George Albert
Coe: theorist for religious education in the
twentieth century.
Atkinson, David Tracy (K. J. Travers) , A comparison
of the teaching of statistical inference by
Monte Carlo and analytic methods.
Atteberry, Martha Senteney (J. D. Raths) , Judgements
of selected practicing teachers and university
professors toward teacher education curricula.
Barr, David Campbell (H. L-rch) , A comparison of three
methods of introducing two-digit numeration and
the effects of these methods on certain groups of
children.
Batchelor, Barbara Ann (B. Spodek) , The relationship
between education attitudes and teacher verbal
responses
.
Batista Jimenez, Enrique Eduardo (N. E. Gronlund)
,
An ipsative faculty self-evaluation form and a
comparison of superior and non-superior instructors
with respect to their instructional performance.
Bennett, Marguerite Hildreth (N. E. Gronlund) , A
study of the relationship between curricula taken
and the critical thinking abilities of high
school seniors and University of Illinois freshmen,
sophomores, and seniors, majoring in elementary
education.
Biddle, Walter Barry (R. C. Anderson) , Response mode
of questions in learning from prose.
Blair, Timothy Rawlings (J. H. Shores), Relationship
of teacher effort and student achievement in
reading
.
Bowen, Ella Mae (R. N. Evans), Factors related to
teacher assignment of students to school curricula.
Brasel, Kenneth Eugene (S. P. Quigley) , The influence
of early language and communication environments
on the development of language in deaf children.
Brown, Dennis Clifford (R. S. Jones), The effects of
alcohol on complex driving performance: a sim-
ulated analysis of experienced drivers.
Burroughs, Stacy Radford (F. D. Carver), Employee
discipline: an analysis of negotiated contracts
in Illinois from 1973 and court rulings in Illinois
from 1969-1974.
Campbell, Anne Beverly (B. Spodek), The influence of
contact, compatibility, similarity, esteem and
control on student teacher modeling of cooperating
teacher style of program planning.
Connolly, Yolanda Evans (B. A. Yates), Roots of
divergency: American Protestant missions in Kenya
1923-1946.
Costar, Edward Douglas (D. J. Delaney) , Estimation
of intelligence and motivation as a screening
procedure for programs on PLATO IV.
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Crowe, Kenneth Roger (L. M. Aleamoni) , The relative
effectiveness of two methods for translating worded
problems in algebra into open sentences.
Cunningham, Joseph John (R. Henderson) , Institution-
alization of post-school aged retarded persons
of mild and borderline intelligence.
Dalpiaz, Joseph Charles (W. P. McClure) , A study of
the subject matter preparation of high school
teachers in a selected group of districts.
Daniel, Eleanor Ann (N. E. Gronlund), The effect of
Itnowledge of instructional objectives on affective
and cognitive learning of adults in a religious
education setting.
Davis, Michael Dennis (B. Spode)c) , A comparison of
the development of teaching sophistication and
estimates of professional enhancement between
eight week and sixteen week elementary student
teachers at the University of Illinois.
DePaul, Fran)t Joseph (F. D. Carver), A study of the
perceived leadership styles of principals in
ESEA Title I and non Title I elementary schools
in Chicago.
DiBianco, Douglas Robert (R. J. Colwell) , Harry
Broudy, Music, and the Humanities.
Dold, Charles Norman (F. D. Carver) , Manpower impli-
cations of Illinois college degrees: a pre-
liminary supply model.
Duncan, Margaret Haynes (W. J. Moore) , The effects
of three summer school programs on the reading
gains of junior high school boys.
Elliott, Paul Hinkle (A. D. Grotelueschen) , An
exoltiratirt study of adult learning styles.
Eveland, Larry Wayne (F. M. Raubinger) , Attitudes of
elementary school principals and teachers toward
individually prescribed instruction.
Fenrow, Eugene Lawrence (R. H. Simpson), Elementary
teachers' attitudes toward testing related to
gains in academic achievement of their pupils.
Fromm, William Wayne (F. M. Raubinger) , High school
experiences and records of the Urbana High School
Class of 1963 related to their achievements as
of 1973.
Green, Herman George Jr. (M. R. Karnes) , HS/TAMS
change procedures in South-Central Illinois: an
evaluative study.
Green, Joseph Stuart (A. B. Knox) , Continuing pro-
fessional education: a comparative analysis of
the program development process in Business
Administration, Educational Administration, and
Law.
Hardin, Thomas Lewis (J. A. Fley) , A history of the
community junior college in Illinois: 1901-1972.
Harris, Elizabeth Leitch (L. M. Aleamoni), An
investigation of two methods for determining
strategies and their personal characteristic
correlates in a probability learning task.
Harris, Jake Jerrentha (R. A. Burnham) , The nature
and magnitude of the costs incident to attending
Champaign secondary schools.
Harris, Willa Bing (R. A. Henderson) , Educating
severely handicapped children in downstate Illinois
nonpublic facilities.
Harshman, Ronald Eugene (L. E. Metcalf ) , Conditional
reasoning abilities of students in grades ten,
eleven and twelve.
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Heeler, Phillip John (K. J. Travers) , A drill-and-
practice PLATO program for teaching formal inte-
gration.
Hernandez-Sanchez, Roberto (W. Feinbeig) , Ideas and
beliefs and their implications for education in
Ortega's thought.
Hidde, Janet Louise (R. C. Anderson), Interference in
memory for sentences.
Hill, Count Van (J. Conley) , Relationships between
teacher leader perceptions of management systems
and organizational conflict in selected public
school districts in the state of Illinois.
Hillebrand, John Joseph (T. J. Sergiovanni) , Eval-
uation of reading in-service compared with suiraner
workshops prior to desegregation.
Hillen, Lowell Francis (L. J. Phipps) , Changing
teacher behavior: a study of the effects of
feedback from students on the behavior of certain
vocational teachers.
Holden, Carol Diane (R. J. Colwell) , A theoretical
framework for the preparation of elementary
education teachers in aesthetic education.
Hollingsworth, Holly Houston (M. Tatsuoka) , A linear
model approach to K-sample regression problems
with applications.
Houghton, Florence Marie (P. S. Riegel) , The first five
year summary of a longitudinal study in a bacca-
laureate nursing program.
Hrabowski, Freeman Alphonsa (E. F. Anderson), A
comparison of the graduate academic performance
of black students who graduated from predomin-
antly black colleges and from predominantly
white colleges.
Hult, Richard Emanuel, Jr. (J. R. Burnett) , PLATO and
Erik H. Erikson: virtue as an educational ideal.
Kaluzynski, Thomas Arthur (J. A. Fley) , An historical
view of the concept of the urban university.
Kamanda, Daniel Sumana Moi (R. Brown) , Student
teacher self-assessment—an exploratory study
of theory and practice.
Kartasasmita, Raden Bana Goerbana (W. M. Zaring)
,
An account of the development of set theory.
Kau, Daniel Chin-Shan (M. M. Tatsuoka) , Estimation of
canonical regression weights and correlations by
means of simulated data.
Keefe, Donald Richard (J. L. Walker), A comparison of
the effect of teacher and student led discussions
of short stories and case accounts on the moral
reasoning of adolescents using the Kohlberg model.
Keenan, Charles Edward (T. J. Sergiovanni) , Channels
for change : a survey of teachers in eleven
Chicago elementary schools.
Keesee, Joseph Thornton II (R. A. Burnham) , The
effects of a behavioral management class on
students exhibiting a high rate of unsatisfactory
conduct.
Kraatz, James Melville (M. M. Tatsuoka) , The use of
predictive composites in multiple discriminant
analysis.
Krai, Thomas James (J. E. Erickson) , Sociolinguistic
patterns in Turkish address.
Langston, Ira Wright IV (N . E. Gronlund) , Curricular
program effects on vocational interests and aca-
demic ability over a four year period.
Larson, Anna Marie Gustafson (J. H. Shores), Instruc-
tion by tutoring of third grade, bilingual, inner-
city children in meaning vocabulary.
LeBlanc, Albert Henry Jr. (R. J. Colwell) , Development
and validation of a listening test in music history
and analysis.
Lemmon, Douglas Christian (R. J. Colwell) , The role
of performance in developing aesthetic sensitivity
to sound patterns.
Livingston, Catherine Lucille (K. Koenke) , A study
of the effects of different levels of initial
diagnosis on gains in reading achievement for
adults in a community college.
Long, Lynette Nava (C. H. Patterson), The effects of
preteaching teacher interaction style on student
achievement.
McGeath, Marion Smith (C. H. Patterson) , Levels of the
relationship offered in counseling and the attained
level of cognitive functioning.
Madell, Thomas Owen (C. H. Patterson), The relationship
between values and the efficacy of dilemmatic
self-help psychotherapy, a new self-counseling
procedure.
Marholin, David II (S. W. Bijou) , The development of
independent social and academic behaviors in an
elementary classroom.
Martin, Jack William (F. M. Raubinger) , A study of
student attitudes in six suburban high schools.
Melody, Sister Laura (L. G. Katz) , Mexican American
mothers' teaching style and their children's
need for structure.
Miller, Walter Hugh (J. Stern) , A study of the needs
of low income families relative to home repairs.
Minnick, Francine Pauline (H. H. Lerch) , Student
teacher perceptivity to pupil interests.
Morgan, Robert Allan (R. A. Henderson), Transporting
handicapped children in downstate Illinois.
Morgan, William Glenn (M. B. Karnes) , A study of the
efficacy of a four dimensional behavior recording
procedure as an adjunct to preschool teachers'
parent counseling skills.
Morpurgo, Jane Sussman (B. Spodek) , A study of the
role expectations of advisers and advisees and
expected outcomes of the adviser-advisee relation-
ship.
Morrow, Robert Dudley (M. B. Karnes) , Effectiveness
of location, screening and diagnostic programs
for preschool handicapped in Illinois.
Murry, Jack Evan (P. E. Hemp), A comparison of views
of selected groups of vocational and technical
education professors on certain epistemological
and methodological issues.
Nummedal, Alicia May Cieslar (S. P. Quigley) , A
comparison of silent and oral reading compre-
hension of deaf children.
Oden, Sherri Lee (S. R. Asher) , Coaching children
in social skills for friendship-making.
Page, Ire Adams (K. R. Koenke) , The effects of tutoring
on sight word gains of primary pupils.
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Ping, Chieh-min (M. Tatsuoka) , Application of can-
onical predictive system to problems in education.
Pitayanon, Taweewat (L, M. Aleamoni) , Analysis of the
career patterns of vocational educators.
Phillips, Vera Morgan (W. Moore) , The effect of a mode
of presentation of spelling on reading achievement.
Plog, Michael Bellamy (C. B. Cox), The development of
a meta-evaluation system.
Rajendra-Prasad, Teli John (H. H. Lerch) , A study of
the responding behaviors of junior high school
mathematics teachers in simulated and real class-
room problem solving situations.
Quinlan, Paul Eugene (W. P. McLure) , A study of the
intermediate administrative school district
leading to some suggestions for change in Illinois.
Rexroat, Paul William (M. J. Phillips) , Assessment
of environmental perceptions and behavior changes
in residents of a therapeutic community for
drug addicts.
Riley, Joyce Bickerstaff (L. C. Katz) , Political
socialization in the elementary school: the
role of the Afro-American teacher.
Rodriguez-Brown, Flora Victoria (K. P. Witz) , Some
aspects of language development in a two year
old child.
Rogers, Charles (A. A. Peshkin)
,
Status, ability,
encouragement, sex roles, and educational
aspirations of adolescents in Taiwan: a replicative
study of the Sewell Model.
Rogers, Joan Carol (R. S. Jones), The influence of
perceived age, cohort, and time differences on
perceptions of adult personality traits by young,
middle-aged, and older adults.
Rubovits, James Jay (J. T. Hastings), A classroom
field experiment in mastery learning.
Rupley, William Henry (J. H. Shores) , Relationship
between selected areas of teacher emphases and
student achievement in reading.
Salili, Farideh (M. L. Maehr) , The development of
moral and achievement judgments in Iranian
children
.
Schirrmacher, Robert (B. Spodek) , Effects of adult
modeling on the developmental level of children's
block construction measured on an ordinal scale.
Schonborn, Barbara Gail (L. A. Katz) , An investi-
gation of the attitudes of elementary school
teachers toward sex-role behaviors of elementary
school children.
Schubert, William Henry (J. H. Shores) , Imaginative
projection: a method of curriculum invention.
Shapiro, Jacqueline Weinberg (R. A. Henderson)
,
Variables associated with alternatives to special
class placement for mildly handicapped students.
Shemer, Ronith (R. S. Jones), Testing the limits
with the Stanford-Binet intelligence scale for
children.
Shorter, Constance Alexander {F. A. Rodgers) , Early
field experiences of sophomore students in two
preservice teacher education programs.
Sigler, Leonard Eugene (R. W. Walker) , An analysis
of selected mechanical tasks performed in the
agricultural equipment service industry in Illinois.
Smith, Nicky Lee (R. E. Stake), The study of criteria
in educational evaluation.
Sorenson, Richard Lee (M. L. Maehr), Attainment value
and type of reinforcement: an hypothesized inter-
action effect.
Stephens, Kinny Gwen (R. A. Burnham) , The process of
educational innovation: a participant observation
analysis.
Strus, David Frederick (J. S. Zaccaria) , The theory
and practice of marital and family counseling: an
overview of current conceptualizations.
Sullivan, Theresa Marie (J. E. Erickson) , Personal
development as effected by contrasting teacher
education programs.
Sutherland, Iris Rose (J. T. Hastings) , A study of
Puerto Rican parents' views on bilingual/bi-
cultural education.
Tatsuoka, Kikumi Kim (J. L. Wardrop) , Vector-geometric
and Hilbert-space reformulations of classical
test theory.
Thua, Nguyen Phuc (R. S. Jones), Moral development:
institutional and cultural perspectives.
Tracy, Janet Florence (J. T. Hastings), The use of
selected learning packages in home economics.
Tucker, Benny Francis (H. H. Lerch) , A correlation
study of three primary skills which contribute to
arithmetic problem-solving ability among fourth-
grade students.
Varner, Donald Giles (J. H. Shores), Teachers'
motivational-enrichment techniques in varied
reading achievement groups.
Varzegar, Minoo (J. L. Walker) , A study of Iraniein
students' psycholinguistics abilities in reading
English and implications for a literature-oriented '
reading program.
Warner, Richard Bradley (F. M. Raubinger) , Student
satisfaction/dissatisfaction and their relation-
ship to teachers ' and administrators ' perception
of these.
Watterson, David Gilchrist, Jr. (J. S. Zaccaria)
,
Some structural dimensions of career-related
environmental concerns and their relationship
to vocational interests
.
Week, Larry Delno (T. L. McGreal) , Development of a
model procedure for staff selection in elementary
school districts.
Wilen, Diane Kriger (T. J. Long) , The effects of
selected reinforcement conditions by sex of
subject on the standardized test performance of
low-income black students.
Wirsing, Robert Kurth (R. H. Simpson), Relative
sensitivity of two social attitude measurement
instruments to attitudinal differences among
third grade students stratified according to
race, sex, and socioeconomic status.
Wood, Edward Snowden III {R. C. Anderson) , Some
effects of different relations upon drawing
inferences from text.
Young, Charmaine LeCesne (F. A. Rodgers) , Parents
as liason workers: an evaluative study of a
Title VII program.
Young, Robert Boyd (T. O'Banion), The community
college identity: ten leaders.
Yulish, Stephen Malcolm (C. J. Karier) , The search
for a civic religion: a history of the character
education movement in America, 1890-1935.
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AdRAHAM, JACOB A., Assistant Professor, See: Coordi-
nated Science Lab.
ADES, HARLOW W., Professor
Articles
With T. R. Dolan, G. Bredberg, W. D. Neff
Inner ear damage and hearing loss after exposure
to tones of high intensity. Acta Otolaryngologica
(80) 343-52.
With W. D. i>leff, T. R. Dolan
Changes in inner ear structure and function after
exposure to loud sounds. Agard Conference
Proceedings (154) C9-1 - C9-4.
BEAUChAMP, JAMES W., Associate Professor, See: Music.
BERTSEKAS, DIMITRI P., Associate Professor, See:
Coordinated Science Lab.
vol. 1, Albuquerque, Wew Mexico, :>Jovember 3-5.
Springfield, Virginia: (National Technical Infor-
mation Service, U.S. Dept. of Commerce, pp. 657-
83.
Articles
With J. T. Verdeyen, D. A. Swanson, D. J. Meeker
Recent developments in electrostatic confinement -
experimental. Annals of the New Yor)c Academy of
Sciences (251:May) 126-38.
With J. T. Verdeyen, D. A. Swanson
Recent developments in electrostatic confinement -
theoretical. Annals of the New Yorlc Academy of
Sciences (251:May) 139-51.
With J. T. Verdeyen, D. A. Swanson, W. L. Johnson
The use of electronic spacecharge to accelerate,
focus, and bunch ions for pellet fusion. Applied
Physics Letters (27) 380-2.
CHIEN, ROBERT T., Professor, See: Coordinated
Science Lab.
BOWhILL, SIDNEY A., Professor
Articles
Current and future trends in ionospheric research.
Radio Science (10) 693-7.
With G. P. rfantas
Calculated photoelectron pitch angle and energy
spectra. Planetary and Space Science (23) 355-75.
CAriN, JULIUS H., Associate Professor, See: Astronomy.
CAIN, CnARLES A., Assistant Professor
COLEMAN, PAUL D. , Professor and Director of Electro-
Physics Lab.
Article
With Y. Nachshon
Measurement of vibrational-vibrational exchange
of highly excited states of diatomic molecules
where the collisional probability is approaching
unity. IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics (QE-11)
654-60.
CRUZ, JOSE b. Jr., Professor, See: Coordinated
Science Lab
.
Chapters in BooJ^s
With M. R. Clapman
Effects of pulse modulated microwave energy on
isolated frog heart. In Proceedings of the elec-
tromagnetic compatibility symposium , 1975,
Montreux, Switzerland, ed. by T. DvoraJc, pp. 187-90.
With D. E. Bortn
The generation of acoustic signals in materials
irradiated with microwave pulses : A theoretical
analysis . In Proceedings of the microwave power
symposium , 1975, Waterloo, Ontario. Edmonton,
Alberta, Canada: International Microwave Power
Institute, pp. 95-8.
Articles
With M. R. Clapman
Absence of heart rate effects in isolated .frog
heart irradiated with pulse modulated microwave
energy. Journal of Microwave Power (10) 411-19.
With W. J. Rissman
Microwave hearing in maiomals. Proceedings of the
National Electronics Conference (30) 239-44.
CriERRINGTON , BLAXE E
.
, Professor
Chapter in a Book
With J. T. Verdeyen, W. L. Johnson, D. Swcinson
Use of electronic space charge to accelerate,
focus and bunch plasma ions for pellet fusion.
In Proceedings of the international topical confer-
ence on electron beam research and technology
,
DAVIDSON, EDWARD S., Associate Professor, See:
Coordinated Science Lab
.
DeTEMPLE, THOI-IAS A., Associate Professor
Articles
With L. A. Newman
High pressure infrared Ar-Xe laser system:
ionizer sustainer mode of excitation. Applied
Physics Letters (27) 678-80.
With E. J. Danielewicz
Hybrid output mirror for optically pumped far
infrared lasers. Optics Communication (13) 366-9.
DUNN, FLOYD, Professor
Chapter in Book
Acoustic properties of biological materials. In
Fundamental and applied aspects of nonionizing
radiation, ed. by S. M. Michaelson, M. VI. Miller,
R. Magin, and E. L. Carstensen. New York:
Plenum, pp. 21-40.
Articles
With J. E. Lohnes, F. J. Fry
Frequency dependence of threshold ultrasonic
dosages for irreversible structural changes in
mammalian brain. Journal of the Acoustical Society
of America (58) 512-14.
With W. T. Coakley
Ultrasound and D.N. A. Lancet (7943) 1037-8.
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iiook Review
Diagnostic Ultrasound, by M. Hussey. Medical and
Biological £ngineering (13) 764.
FLOWER, RICriARD A., Assistant Professor, See: Coor-
dinated Science Lab.
GARDiMER, CHESTER S., Assistant Professor
Articles
With M. A. Plonus
The effects of atmospheric turbulence on the propa-
gation of pulsed laser beains. Radio Science (10)
129-37.
With F. Kavala, M. A. Plonus
Fluctuations of a pulsed wave propagating through
finite homogeneous turbulence. IEEE Transactions
on Antennas and Propagation (AP-23) 671-4.
With F. Kavala, M. A. Plonus
Propagation in random media with stationary
temporal fluctuations. Radio Science (10) 979-88.
GRAY, iCENNETa G., Research Associate
Articles
Transient reflection from a plasma half space
with losses are considered. IEEE Transactions on
Antennas and Propagation (AP-23) 298-300.
With S. T. Schanzer
Impulse response of a lossy magnetoplasma half-
space. Proceedings of the IEEE (63) 1729-30.
riADDAD, ABRAHAM H.
Science Lab.
Professor, See: Coordinated
riAi\lDl4ER, PAUL, Professor, See: Coordinated Science
Lab.
HAi^JG, DANIEL F., Professor, See: Wuclear Engineering.
HOLONYAK, i-IICK, Professor
Book Edited
Solid state physical electronics, 3rd edition, by
A. van der Ziel. Englewood Cliffs, i^ew Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, 528 pp.
Articles
With M. H. Lee, et al.
Behavior of carrier lifetime spectra (77°K) in
GaAs 1-x'^x- Journal of Applied Physics (46) 323-31.
With J. J. Coleman, et al
.
Resonant enhancement (?) of the recombination prob-
ability at the nitrogen-trap, T-band edge crossover
in GaAsj^-xPx^'^ (Efj=Ep ,x5X[^) . Solid State Communi-
cations (16) 319-22.
Witli M. ri. Lee, et al.
Lifetime spectra (77°K) of nitrogen-doped
GaAsj^.jjPj;. Journal of Applied Physics (46) 1290-8.
With J. J. Coleman, et al.
Liquid phase epitaxial In2^_^Ga^P-^_^hs^/GsLAs-^_yF^
heterojunction lasers. IEEE Journal of Quantum
Electronics (QE-11) 471-6.
With J. J. Coleman, et al
Heterojunction laser operation of N-free and W-
doped GaASj^ P (y=0.42-0.43, X-6200A, 77°K) near
the direct-indirect transition (y^y *0.46).
Journal of Applied Physics (46) 3556-61.
With W. R. Hitchens, P. D. Wright, J. J. Coleman
Low threshold LPE In-i ,,Ga^ .As,./
"l-x'^-'x^^l-z'
^"l-x''^x^l-z'^z/^"l-x''^^x'^l-z'*^z' yeilo" double
heterojunction laser diodes (J < lO'^ A/cm^, A ~
5850A, 77°K) . Applied Physics Letters (27) 245-7.
With J. J. Coleman et al.
Heterojunction laser operation of GaAS2^_jjPjj:N on
NN-pair (E„ ) and A-line (E.^) transition near the
direct (D band edge. Journal of Applied Physics
(46) 4835-41.
HUNSINGER, BILL J., Associate Professor
Articles
With R. Kansy
SAW filter sampling techniques. IEEE Transactions
on Sonics and Ultrasonics (22) 270-3.
With L. Loe
SAW stabilized pulse generator. IEEE Transactions
on Sonics and Ultrasonics (22) 141-2.
JOHNSON, ROGER L. , Associate Professor, See: Coor-
dinated Science Lab.
KOKOTOVIC, PETAR, Professor, See: Coordinated
Science Lab.
KUO, BEl^lJAMIl^) C, Professor
Revision of a Book
Automatic control systems (3rd ed.). Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 659 pp.
Chapter in a Book
With G. Singh, R. i-larion
Dynamic modeling of permanent-magnet step motors.
In Proceedings, fourth annual symposium on incre-
mental motion control systems and devices .
University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois,
pp. E1-E12.
Articles
With W. D. Page, G. Singh
Application of a computer control of a study of
open-loop acceleration of step motors. IEEE
Transactions on Industrial Electronics and Control
Instrumentation (IECI-22) 179-86.
With G. Singh
A DC-type hybrid step motor for large power appli-
cations. IEEE Transactions on Industry Applica-
tions (IA-11) 365-72.
With G. Singh
Modeling and simulation of variable-reluctance
step motors with application to a high-performance
printer system. IEEE Transactions on Industry
Applications (IA-11) 373-83.
With G. Singh, S. M. Seltzer
Limit cycle analysis of large space telescope
with CMG nonlinearity. Jouimal of Spacecraft
and Rockets (12) 472-6.
LEE, SHUNG-WU, Professor
Articles
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Electromagnetic reflection from a conducting sur-
face: geometrical optics solution. IEEE Transac-
tions on Antennas and Propagation (AP-23) 184-91.
With R. Menendez
Force at low and high speed limits in magnetic
levitation system. Journal of Applied Physics
(46) 422-5.
With R. Menendez
Side force in coil-sheet levitation systems.
Proceedings of tne IEEE (63) 768-76.
With J. aoersma
Ray-optical analysis of fields on shadow bound-
aries of two parallel plates. Journal of Mathe-
matical Physics (16) 1746-64.
With C. A. Chuang, C. S. Liang
High frequency scattering from an open-end semi-
infinite cylinder. IEEE Transactions on Antennas
and Propagation (AP-23) 770-6.
LIU, CriAO HAN, Professor
Chapters in Books
With S. J. Vlaszek, K. C. Yeh
Frequency correlation and coherent bandwidth of
transionospheric signals. In Proceedings of the
symposium on the effects of the ionosphere on
space systems and communications , ed. by J . M.
Goodman. Washington, D.C.: Naval Research
LaDoratory, pp. 256-66.
With K. C. Yeh
Some results of scintillation studies. In Procee-
dings of the symposium on the effects of the
ionospnere on space systems and coujnunications
,
ed. by J. M. Goodman. Washington, D.C.: i^iaval
Research Laboratory, pp. 276-82.
With A. W. Wernik
Application of the scintillation theory to ionos-
pheric irregularities studies. In Proceedings of
the symposium on the beacon satellite investiga-
tions of the ionosphere structure and ATS-6 data .
Vol. 1. Moscow, USSR, pp. 157-62 (1974)
With A. W. Wernik
Effects of multiple scattering on the power spectra
of ionospheric scintillation. In Proceedings of
the sympQsiun\ on the beacon satellite investiga-
tions of the ionosphere structure and ATS-6 data .
Vol. 1. Moscow, USSR, pp. 177-83 (1974)
Articles
Witn ri. R. Cho, K. C. Yeh
Nonlinear internal waves in the atmosphere'.
Journal of the Acoustical Society of America (57)
14-19.
With iv. C. Yeh, M. Y. Youakim
A theoretical study of the ionospheric scintilla-
tion behavior caused by multiple scattering.
Radio Science (10) 97-106.
With A. W. Wernik
A characterization of transionospheric fading
communication channel. IEEE Transactions on
Communications (COM-23) 773-6.
With J. Klostermeyer
Excitation of acoustic-gravity waves in a realistic
thermosphere. Journal of Atmospheric and Terres-
trial Physics (37) 1099-1108.
With J. Klostermeyer, R. Ruster
Diurnal variation of acoustic-gravity waves in the
F-region. Journal of Atmospheric and Terrestrial
Physics (37) 1593-7.
With K. C. Yeh, M. Y. Youakim
Attenuation of internal gravity waves in model
atmospheres. Annales de Geophysique (31) 321-8.
With K. C. Yeh
Frequency and spatial correlation functions in a
fading communication channel through the iono-
sphere. Radio Science (10) 1055-61.
With A. W. Wernik
Application of the scintillation theory to iono-
spheric irregularities studies. Artificial
Satellites (10:iJo. 1) 37-60.
MAYEDA, WATARU, Professor, See: Coordinated Science
Lab.
McNUTT, MICHAEL J., Assistant Professor
Articles
With C. T. Sah
Experimental observations of the effects of oxide
charge inhomogeneity on fast surface state density
from high-frequency MOS capacitance-voltage char-
acteristics. Applied Physics Letters (26) 378-80.
With C. T. Sah
Determination of the MOS oxide capacitance.
Journal of Applied Physics (46) 3909-13.
With C. T. Sah, et al
.
Comments on "Effects of spatially inhomogeneous
oxide charge distribution on the MOS capacitance-
voltage characteristics." Journal of Applied
Physics (46) 5057.
MECHTLY, EUGENE A., Associate Professor
Article
With J. W. Wright, A. K. Paul
Electron density profiles from ionograms: Under-
lying ionization corrections and their comparison
with rocket results. Radio Science (10) 255-70.
MERKELO, HENRY, Associate Professor
Articles
With J. J. Wiczer
Picosecond optical detection by high-speed sam-
pling photoelectrons . Applied Physics Letters
(27) 397-9.
With J. R. Solin
Resonant scattering or absorption followed by
emission. Physical Review B (12) 624-9.
With Govindjee , et al
.
Lifetime of the excited states in vivo IV. Bacter-
iochlorophyll and bacteriopheophytin in Rhodospir-
illum rubum. Photosynthetica (9) 216-9.
METZE, GERNOT, Professor, See: Coordinated Science
Lab.
MILEY, G. H., Professor, See: Nuclear Engineering.
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MITTRA, RAJ, Professor
dook nidited
Topics in applied physics. Vol. 3, numerical and
asymptotic techniques in electromagnetics.
Heidelberg; Springer-Verlag, 260 pp.
Chapters in Books
With C. A. Klein
Stability and convergence of moment method solu-
tions . In Topics in applied physics. Vol. 3, num-
erical and asymptotic techniques in electromagnetics,
ed. by Raj Mittra. Heidelberg: Springer-Verlag,
pp. 129-63.
Witn T. I ton
Analysis of microstrip transmission lines. In
Advances in Microwaves , Vol. 8 (1974) , ed. by H.
Sobol . New York: Academic Press, pp. 67-141.
Articles
With T. Itoh
A method for laeasuring the refractive index profile
of thin-film waveguides. IEEE Transactions on
Microwave Theory and Techniques (MTT-23) 176-7.
With C. A. Klein
The effect of different testing functions in the
moment method solution of thin-wire antenna
problems . IEEE Transactions on Antennas and
Propagation (AP-24) 259-61.
tVitn L. Wilson Pearson, A. L. VanBlaricum
A new method for radar target recognition based on
the singularity expansion for the target. IEEE
International Radar Conference (April 1975) 452-7.
With C. A. Klein
The use of pivot ratios as a guide to stability of
matrix equations arising in the method of moments.
IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation .
(AP-24) 448-50.
With C. A. Klein
An application of the "condition number" concept to
the solution of scattering problems in the presence
of the interior resonant frequencies. IEEE
Transactions on Antennas and Propagation (AP-24)
431-5.
With W. L. Ko
A finite difference approach to the wire junction
problem. IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propa-
gation (AP-24) 435-8.
With M. Mostafavi, T. Itoh
Excitation of an optical fiber by a Gaussian beam.
Applied Optics (14) 2190-3.
With M. McLevige, T. Itoh
New waveguide structures for millimeter wave and
optical integrated circuits. IEEE Transactions on
Microwave Theory and Techniques (MTT-23) 788-94.
With M. L. VanBlaricum
A technique for extracting the poles and residues
of a system directly from its transient response.
IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation
(MTT-24) 777-81.
With T. S. Li
Application of the spectral domain approach for
numerical solution of electromagnetic scattering
from corner reflectors, prisms and rectangular
plates. AEU ji::lectronics and Communications (29)
323-33.
With T. S. Li
A spectral domain approach to the numerical solu-
tion of electromagnetic scattering problems.
AEU Electronics and Communications (29) 217-22.
MUROGA, SABURO, Professor, See: Computer Science
O'BRIEN, WILLIAM D., Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
With C. L. Christman, S. Yarrow
Ultrasonic biological effect exposure system. In
1974 ultrasonic symposium proceedings , ed. by
deKlerk. iJew York: IEEE, pp. 57-64
Articles
Ultrasonic absorption in aqueous solutions of
chondroitin sulfate. Journal of the Acoustical
Society of America (57) 956-8.
With A. R. Williams and S. M. Sykes
Microtubule reorganization in platelets may express
PF-3 activity. Thrombosis et Diathesis Haemor-
rhagica (33) 388-92.
OLSON, WALTER H., Assistant Professor
Articles
Biomedical Transducer Laboratory. Proceedings of
the National Electronics Conference (30) 151-4.
With H. A. Iwamoto
Digital Computer Electrocardiogram Synthesis.
Proceedings of the Annual Conference on Engineering
in Medicine and Biology (17) 400.
With J. P. Koteles
Hospital Room Electrical Safety Simulator.
Proceedings of the Annual Conference on Engineering
in Medicine and Biology (17) 482.
PERKINS, William R., Professor, See: Coordinated
Science Lab.
PREPARATA, FRANCO P., Professor, See: Coordinated
Science Lab.
PURSLEY, MICHAEL B., Assistant Professor
See: Coordinated Science Lab.
RAHMAT-SAMII , YAHYA, Research Associate
Article
On the question of computation of the dyadic
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Green's function at the source region in waveguides
and cavities. I££r; Transactions on Microwave
Theory and Techniques (MTT-2 3) 762-5.
bulletins or Technical Reports
A new integral equation solution of electromagnetic
aperture coupling and thin plate scattering.
Albuquerque, wew Mexico: Air Force Weapon Labora-
tory Interation i'^otes , 190 pp.
RAO, N. N., Professor
Articles
A large scale traveling ionospheric disturoance of
polar origin. Planetary and Space Science (23)
381-4.
Analysis of discrete oblique ionogram traces in
sweep- frequency sky wave high resolution back-
scatter. Radio Science (10) 149-53.
On the synthesis of oblique ray-path parameters for
a quasiparabolic ionospheric layer. !£££ Trans-
actions on Antennas and Propagation (AP-23) 144-5.
With R. I. oeckwith
Reduction of positional estimate errors in riF
hyperbolic position-fixing systems. Ii:.££ Trans-
actions on Aerospace and £lectronic Systems
(AES-11) 113-4.
tn R. I. Beckwith
Real time updating of maximum usable predictions
for nP communication. I£EE Transactions on Commu-
nications^ (COMM-23) 286-8.
With K. £. rtoover
Derivation of ionospheric layer parameters from
elevation angles of arrival of HF radio waves.
Journal of Atmospheric and Terrestrial Physics
(37) 1167-9.
SAri, C. T., Professor
Cnapters in riooks
Studies of some fundamental limitations of the
performance of pn junction silicon solar cell.
In Proceedings of tne hign efficiency silicon
solar meeting , Decemoer 1975, tJASA, TMX-3326,
pp. 223-7.
£xperimental studies of imperfection centers in
low resistivity silicon pn junction solar cells.
In Proceedings of the high efficiency silicon solar
meeting, December 1975, WASA, THX-3326, pp. 143-53.
Fundamental limitations imposed by high doping
performance of pn junction silicon solar cell. In
Conference record of the 11th I££E photovoltaic
specialist conference-1975
, May 6-8, I£E£ Catalog
75Crt0948-OED, pp. 3-12.
Process-induced defects in terrestrial solar cell.
In Proceedings of the first £RDA semiannual solar
photovoltaic conversion program conference
,
July 22-
25, 1975, JPL Document No. 5040-13, pp. 578-90.
Articles
With Karl riess
Dipole scattering at the Si-SiOj interface.
Surface Science (47) 650-4.
With M. J. Mcivlutt
Experimental observations of the effects of oxide
charge inhoraogeneity on fast surface state density
from high-frequency MOS capacitance-voltage char-
acteristics. Applied Physics Letters (26) 378-80.
With Karl Hess, Amost i^eugroschel , C. C. Shiue
Non-ohmic electron conduction in silicon surface
inversion layers at low temperatures. Journal of
Applied Physics (46) 1721-7.
With C. T. Wang
Experiments on the origin of process-induced
recombination centers in silicon. Journal of
Applied Physics (46) 1767-76.
With M. J. MciJutt
Detenaination of the MOS oxide capacitance.
Journal of Applied Physics (46) 3909-13.
With M. J. McNutt et ai.
Comments on "Effects of spatially inhomogeneous
oxide charge distribution on the MOS capacitance-
voltage characteristics. Journal of Applied
Physics (46) 5057.
With Karl Hess
High frequency hot electron conductivity and
admittance in Si and Ge. Solid State Electronics
(18) 667-9.
SARWATE, D. V., Assistant Professor, See: Coor-
dinated Science Lab
.
SECHRIST, CHAL.^IERS F. , Jr., Professor
Chapter in Book
Lower ionosphere ion chemistry. In ELF-VLF radio
wave propagation , ed. by J. A. Holtet. Dordrecht,
Holland: D. Reidel, pp. 39-52.
Chapter in Book Edited
Ionosphere. In Review of Radio Science 1972-1974
,
ed. by S. A. Bowhill. Brussels, Belgium: Inter-
National Union of Radio Science, pp. 33-64.
Articles
Ionospheric D and £ regions . Reviews of Geophysics
and Space Physics (13) 894-916.
With H. Golshan
Seasonal and solar cycle variation of E-region
nitric oxide. Radio Science (10) 305-315.
Bulletin or Technical Report
With P. A. J. Ratnasiri
An investigation of the solar zenith angle varia-
tion of D-region ionization. Urbana: Aeronomy
Laboratory, University of Illinois, 276 pp.
SLOTTOW, H. G. , Associate Professor, See: Coor-
dinated Science Lab.
SMITH, LESLIE G. , Professor
Articles
With K. L. Miller
Horizontal structure of miulatitude sporadic-E
layers observed by incoherent scatter radar.
Radio Science (10) 271-76.
With S. R. Schutz, d. D. Voss
Electron heating rates in the E and lower F
regions. Radio Science (10) 289-95.
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irfith P. E. Monro
Determination of nitric oxide concentrations from
sunrise ij-region electron density measurements.
Radio Science (10) 317-23.
K. V. Vaidyanathan , M. S.
Geller, ri. Voss
Analysis of nighttime E-region winds and ionization
production. Radio Science (10) 335-45.
With S. R. SchutE
A comparison of two rocltet borne Langmuir probes
having electrodes of different materials. Journal
of Atmospheric and Terrestrial Physics (37) 1615-
18.
bulletins and Technical Reports
Witn J. C. Ginther
Studies of the differential absorption rocket ex-
periment. Urbana, Illinois: Aeronomy Laboratory,
oept. of cilectrical Engineering, 86 pp.
With J. C. Evans
Rocket measurements of ozone and molecular oxygen
by absorption spectroscopy. Urbana, Illinois:
Aeronomy Laooratory, Dept. of Electrical Engineer-
ing, 99 pp.
dTILLi>lAi<l, GREGORY E., Professor
Chapter in 3ook
Apparent mobility enhancement in inhomogeneous
crystals. In Semiconductors and semimetals. Vol. 10
transport phenomena
,
ed. by R. K. Willardson and
Albert C. beer. New York: Academic Press,
pp. 175-219.
Article
With C. M. Wolfe
Self-compensation of donors in high-purity GaAs
.
Applied Physics Letters (27) 564-7.
STREETMAM, uEiM G., Professor
Cnapters in books
Studies of defects in silicon using low-tempera-
ture photoluminescence . In Radiation and other
defects in solids , vol. 1, ed. by Andronikashvili
.
Ibilissi: Academy of Sciences USSR, pp. 356-78.
Ion implantation of nitrogen in GaAs^-xPx*
Radiation and other defects in solids, vol.
In
1, ed.
With P. K. Chatter jee,
Durschlag
Photoluminescence study of native defects in
annealed GaAs. Solid State Communications (17)
1421-4.
SWENSON, GEORGE W. , Jr., Professor, See: Astronomy
TRICK, TIMOTHY N., Professor, See: Coordinated
Science Lab .
TURNBULL, ROBERT J., Associate Professor
Articles
With C. A. Foster, J. P. Woosley
Comments on a continuous droplet source for plasma
production with pulse lasers. Journal of Physics
E: Scientific Instruments (B) 427-S.
With C. A. Foster, C. D. Hendricks
Hollow hydrogen spheres for laser-fusion targets.
Applied Physics Letters (26) 580-1.
URIBE, RICARDO B., Assistant Professor
Chapters in Book
Cold war, Covert operation. Detente, Mind control.
Secret enterprise. In The pocket calculator game
book, ed. by Schlossberg and Brockmann. New York:
William Morrow, pp. 103-108, 122-131.
VAIDYANATHAl^I, KAVASSERI V., Assistant Professor
Articles
With P. K. Chatterjee, W. V. McLevige, B. G.
Streetman
Photoluminescence from Be-implanted GaAs.
Applied Physics Letters (27) 567-9.
With P. K. Chatterjee, M. S. Durschlag, B. G.
Streetman
Photoluminescence study of native defects in
annealed GaAs. Solid State Communications (17)
1421-4.
With P. K. Chatterjee, B. G. Streetman
Comment on "Evidence for electronic stopping in
ion implantation: shallower profile of lighter
isotope 1*^6 in Si." Applied Physics Letters (27)
648-9.
by Andronikashvili. Ibilissi:
Sciences USSR, pp. 22 3-32.
Articles
Academy of
With A. J. Rosa
Photoluminescence of sodium-implanted zinc
selenide. Journal of Luminescence (10) 211-19,
With P. K. Chatterjee, K. V. Vaidyanathan, W. V.
McLevige
Photoluminescence from Be-implanted GaAs.
Applied Physics Letters (27) 567-9.
With K. V. Vaidyanathan, P. K. Chatterjee
Comment on "Evidence for electronic stopping in ion
implantation: shallower profile of lighter isotope
lOfi in Si." Applied Physics Letters (27) 648-9.
Witn P. K. Chatterjee, D. L. Keune, A. H. Herzog
be implanted GaAsi_xPx light emitting diodes.
lEDM Technical Digest (1975) 187-91.
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Some results of scintillation studies. In Procee-
VERDfiYEN, JOSEPH T., Professor
Cnapter in dook
»lith L. Johnson, D. A. Swanson, ti. E. Cherrington
Use of electronic space charge to accelerate,
focus and bunch ions for pellet fusion. In
Proceedinqs of the international topical confer-
ence on electron beam research and technology ,
vol. 1, Albuquerque, t^iew Mexico, November 3-5.
Springfiela, Virginia: National Technical Infor-
mation Service, U.S. Dept. of Commerce, pp. 657-83.
Articles
With B. £. Cherrington, D. A. Swanson, D. J. Meeker
Recent development in electrostatic confinement-
experimental. Annals of the New York Academy of
Science (251) 126-38.
Witn B. E. Cherrington, A. Swanson
Recent development in electrostatic confinement-
theoretical. Annals of the Mew York Academy of
Sciences (251) 139-51.
With D. A. Swanson, b. E. Cherrington, W. J. Johnson
The use of electronic space charge to accelerate,
focus, and bunch ions for pellet fusion. Applied
Physics Letters (27) 380-2.
WALTON, ERIC K., Assistant Professor
Article
With A. D. dailey
Observation of seasonal effects in traveling
ionospheric disturbances by the directional
deviation technique. Radio Science (11) 175-8.
WALTZ, DAVID L., Assistant Professor, See: Coordi-
nated Science Lab.
WAX, NELSON, Professor, See: Coordinated Science Lab.
WOO, T. C. W., Assistant Professor, See: Coordinated
Science Lab.
YEri, K. C, Professor
Chapters in Books
With S. J. Ulaszek, C. ri. Liu
Frequency correlation and coherent bandwidth of
transionospheric signals. In Proceedings of the
1975 symposium on the effects of the ionosphere on
space systems and communications , ed. by J . M.
Goodman. Washington, D.C. : Naval Research
Laboratory, pp. 256-66.
With C. ri. Liu
dings of the 1975 symposium on the effects of
the ionosphere on space systems and communications ,
ed. by J. M. Goodman. Washington, D.C: Naval
Research Laboratory, pp. 276-82.
Articles
With H. R. Cho, C. H. Liu
Nonlinear international waves in the atmosphere.
Journal of the Acoustical Society of America (57)
14-9.
With C. H. Liu, M. Youakim
A theoretical study of the ionospheric scintilla-
tion behavior caused by multiple scattering.
Radio Science (10) 97-106.
With C. H. Liu, M. Y. Youakim
Attenuation of internal gravity waves in model
atmospheres. Annales de Geophysique (31) 321-8.
With C. H. Liu
Frequency and spatial correlation functions in a
fading communication channel through the ionosphere.
Radio Science (10) 1055-61.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Abbott, Stuart Milton (O. L. Caddy), A demultiplexer
for use with the dynamic crossed-field photo-
multiplier.
Coleman, James Joseph (N. Holonyak, Jr.), Indium
gallium phosphide arsenide-gallium arsenide
phosphide single heterojunction lasers.
Jain, Kantilal (M. V. Klein) , Electronic raman
scattering from doped silicon.
Jamnej ad-Dai lami, Vahraz (S. W. Lee), Electromagnetic
diffraction by a semi-infinite cylinder with
application to sensor boom.
Jones, Vincent Charles (R. T. Chien) , Tracking: an
approach to dynamic vision and hand-eye coordination.
Kansy, Robert Joseph Jr. (G. E. Anner) , Acoustic
generation by nonuniform polarization in ferro-
electric ceramics.
Kirsch, Larry William (C. K. Sanathanan) , Feedback
control of a large steam generator using vector
performance index.
Klein, Charles Allen (R. Mittra) , Stability and conver-
gence of the method of moments applied to electro-
magnetic problems.
Ludmer, Charles Henry (H. W. Ades) , An examination
of the effects of sodium salicylate on the
acoustically evoked cortical potentials in the
chinchilla and of the effects of sodium salicylate
and of aspirin on these potentials in the rhesus
monkey
.
Mostafavi, Masoud (R. Mittra) , Excitation of an optical
fiber by a gaussian beam.
O'Connell, Robert Michael (0. L. Gaddy) , An investiga-
tion of arrival energy distributions in the dynamic
crossed-field photomultiplier.
Ozguner, Fusun (G. Metze) , Design of totally self-
checking asynchronous sequential machines.
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Ozguner, Umit (W. R. Perkins) , The analysis and control
of large scale composite systems.
Parsons, Donald Frederick (P. D. Coleman), High quality
tea carbon dioxide laser and applications to non-
linear optics and laser damage.
Plant, Thomas Kent (T. A. DeTemple) , High power
optically pumped far infrared laser sources.
Ratnasiri, Pittungpay Appuhamylage Janaka (C. F.
Sechrist)
,
An investigation of the solar zenith
angle variation of D-region ionization.
Rastogi, Prabhat Kumar (S . A. Bowhill) , Remote sensing
of the mesosphere using the jicamarca incoherent-
scatter radar.
Rahmat-Samii, Yahya (R. Mittra)
, A new integral equa-
tion solution of electromagnetic aperture coupling
and thin plate scattering problems.
Reinman, Robert Andrew (A. H. Haddad) , On sequential
pulse position demodulation.
Rosa, Albert Joseph (B. G. Ltreetman) , Luminescent and
electrical properties of sodium implanted zinc
selenide.
Snavely, Robert James (C. B. Cox), A description and
analysis of the roles and structures created in a
university/public school Cooperative Teacher
Education Program (CTEP)
.
Snyder, Wesley Edwin (R. T. Chien) , Visual understand-
ing of hybrid circuits via procedural models: an
approach to automatic inspection of hybrid circuits.
Swanson, David August (B. E. Cherrington) , Theoretical
study of a spherical inertial electrostatic plasma
confinement device.
Tse, Bernard Ka Pang (W. J. Poppelbaum) , Caecotron: a
tube for the blind.
Tucker, Paul Thomas (D. L. Bitzer) , A new control
structure for serially organized memories in an
interactive computer system.
Udovic, Daniel John (R. Mittra), Digital deconvolution:
image sampling and restoration techniques.
Weber, Larry Francis (D. L. Bitzer) , Discharge dynamics
of the AC plasma display panel.
Wetenkamp, Scott Franklin (M. E. Van Valkenburg)
,
Optimal multiloop feedback active RC filters.
Woo, Tony Cheng Hsiang (R. T. Chien), Computer under-
standing of designs.
Zimmerman, Jon Christian (0. L. Gaddy) , Thin-film
semiconductor detectors for 10.6 pm radiation.
ENGINEERING ADMINISTRATION
Articles
Education and Manpower. Proceedings of a Joint
Meeting of the National Academy of Sciences-National
Academy of Engineering October 25-26, 1973
,
pp. 121-27.
With E. H. Lee and B. Budiansky
On the Influence of Variations of Material
Properties on Stress Wave Propagation Through
Elastic Slabs. Journal of Applied Mechanics
,
(42: Series E) 417-22.
Your College, Your Curriculum, Your Future.
Illinois Technograph (90: May) 6-7.
Goals of Engineering. Civil Engineering Alumni
News (Spring) pp. 5-7.
Yielding, Flow and Failure. ASME Inelastic
Behavior of Composite Materials
,
(AMD 13)
,
pp. 1-15.
Concluding Summary, lUTAM Symposium Ottignies/
Belgium. The Photoelastic Effect and Its
Applications . (Springer-Verlag) pp. 635-38.
LARSON, CARL S., Associate Professor of Mechanical
Engineering and Assistant Dean, College
of Engineering
See Mechanical Engineering
MECHTLY, EUGENE A., Associate Professor of Electrical
Engineering and Assistant Dean, College of
Engineering
See Electrical Engineering
WAKELAND, HOWARD L. , Professor of Agricultural
Engineering and Associate Dean, College of
Engineering
Articles
Career Guidance for Engineering: A Profession-
wide Program. Professional Engineer (45: No. 4)
pp. 18-21.
WYMAN, MARVIN E., Assistant to the Dean, College of
Engineering
Articles
Where Do We Go From Here? Nuclear Technology
(27:No. 1) 29-33.
DRUCKER, DANIEL C, Dean of College of Engineering,
Professor of Civil Engineering and Professor of
Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
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ENGLISH
ALTENBERND, A. LYNN, Professor COLE, HOWARD C, Associate Professor
Books Edited
With L. L. Lewis
Introduction to literature: poems Crev. ed.) New
York: Macmillan, 899 pp.
BARON, DENNIS E., Assistant Professor
Articles
Dramatic interplay in the Decameron : Boccaccio,
Neifile and Giletta di Nerbona . Modern Language
Notes (90:January) 38-57.
CURLEY, DANIEL, Professor
Articles
Nonstandard English, composition and the academic
establishment. College English (37) 176-83.
Book Reviews
Theoretical semics, by Trevor Eaton. Style (9)
108-11.
BAYM, NINA, Professor
Chapters in Books
Hawthorne. In American literary scholarship, 1973
,
ed. by James Woodress. Durham, N.C.: Duke UP,
pp. 15-31.
Articles
Versions of the past, by Harry B. Henderson III.
Journal of English & Germanic Philology (74) 266-68.
BENSTOCK, BERNARD, Professor
Chapters in Books
Forword. In Narrator and character in Finnegans
wake
, by Michael H. Begnal and Grace Eckley.
Lewisburg, Pa.: Bucknell UP, pp. 7-14.
The O' Casey touch. In Sean O'Casey, a collection
of critical essays , ed. by Thomas Kilroy. Engle-
wood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, pp. 139-48.
CAMPBELL, JACKSON J., Professor
Articles
A certain power. Neophilologus (59) 128-38.
Book Reviews
The interpretation of old English poems, by Stanley
B. Greenfield. Speculum (SO: January) 123-27.
CARRINGER, ROBERT L., Assistant Professor
Articles
Citizen Kane. Journal of Aesthetic Education (9:
April) 32-49.
Blow-up. Journal of Aesthetic Education (9: April)
109-22.
Citizen Kane, The great Gatsby, and some conven-
tions of American narrative. Critical Inquiry
(2:Winter) 307-26.
CLARK, ROGER G., Assistant Professor S Associate Dean,
Graduate College
Articles
Henry King and the rise of modern prose style.
Journal of English S Germanic Philology (74) 172-
82.
Legends of our fathers (story) . Mississippi Valley
Review (4:No.2) 5-13.
The day they loombed New York (story). Story
Quarterly (No. 2/3) 65-71.
Brook farm revisited (poem) . Modern Poetry
Studies (5) 278.
An evening walk (poem) . Loon (4) 14.
Five poems from The blind Indian . Back Door
(No. 7/8: Spring) 35-41.
Two poems. Kansas Quarterly (7: No. 1/2) 5 3-4.
DANIELSON, LARRY W., Assistant Professor
Articles
The study of folklore in the standard public school
curriculum. Heritage of Kansas: Kansas Folklore
Society Papers (8:No.2) 30-7.
The uses of demonic folk tradition in Selma Lager-
lof's Gosta Berlings saga . Western Folklore (34:
No. 3) 187-99.
The dialect trickster among the Kansas Swedes.
Indiana Folklore (8:No.l/2) 39-59.
DAVIDSON, EDWARD H., Professor
Articles
The Eliot Indian Bible.
Book Reviews
Non Solus (No. 2) 1-6.
Poe's fiction: romantic irony in the gothic tales,
by G. R. Thompson. South Atlantic Quarterly (74)
282-3.
DOUGLAS, GEORGE H., Associate Professor
Articles
The worlds of Howard R. Garis. The Journal of
Popular Culture (8:No.3) 503-12.
Mencken's critics in the twenties. Menckeniana
(No. 53: Spring) 1-5.
Business and technical writing: philosophy and
practice . Teaching English in the Two-Year College
(2:No.l) 21-5.
Book Reviews
Thinking straight: principles of reasoning for
readers and writers, by Monroe Beardsley. The
Journal of Business Communication (12:No.3) 54-5.
FLANAGAN, JOHN T., Professor emeritus
Books
Edgar Lee Masters: the Spoon River poet and his
critics. Metuchen, N.J.: Scarecrow Press, 175 pp.
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chapters in Books
Folklore. In American literary scholarship, 1973
,
ed. by James Woodress. Durham, N.C.: Duke UP,
pp. 382-410.
Articles
Folklore in five Middlewestern novelists. Great
Lakes Review (l:Winter) 43-57.
Grim stories, folklore in cartoons. Midwestern
Journal of Language and Folklore (Spring) 20-6.
Book Reviews
The letters of Bernard DeVoto, by Wallace Stegner.
Indiana Magazine of History (71) 397-98.
Tales of California, by Hector Lee. Western
American Literature (10) 157-58.
FRAYNE, JOHN P., Associate Professor
Books Edited
With Colton Johnson
Uncollected prose of W. B. Yeats: reviews, articles
and other miscellaneous prose, 1897-1939. New
York: Columbia UP, 543 pp.
Book Reviews
Many lines to thee: letters of Oliver St. John Go-
garty to G.K.A. Bell, ed. by James F. Carens.
American Committee on Irish Studies Newsletter
(Winter)
.
FRIEDMAN, JOHN B., Professor
Articles
The architect's compass in creation miniatures of
the later middle ages. Traditio (30) 419-29.
Thomas of Cantimpre, De Naturis Rerum (Prologue,
Books III s XIX)
. Cahiers d 'etudes medievales II :
La science de la nature: theories et pratiques
(Paris s Montreal, 1974) app. 1975, pp. 107-54.
Book Reviews
Disembodied laughter, Troilus and the Apotheosis
tradition, by John Steadman. Journal of English S
Germanic Philology (74) 225-28.
FUMENTO, ROCCO, Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
A decent girl always goes to mass on Sunday (chap-
ter from unpublished novel titled Circe's island )
.
In Italian Americana , ed. by Ernest S. Falbo and
Richard Gambino. State University College at
Buffalo (Spring), pp. 197-215.
GUIBBORY, ASCHAH, Assistant Professor
Books
Walter Charleton: The ephesian matron (Augustan Re-
print Society Pub. 172-3) . Los Angeles: William
Andrews Clark Memorial Lib., U.C.L.A., 80 pp. &
introduction, pp. i-xii.
Articles
Sir Thomas Browne's allusions to Janus. English
Language Notes (12) 269-73.
Francis Bacon's view of history: the cycles of
error and the progress of truth. Journal of English
S Germanic Philology (74) 336-50.
Book Reviews '
The poetry of conservatism, 1600-1745: a study of
poets and public affairs from Jonson to Pope, by
Isabel Rivers. Clio: An Interdisciplinary Journal
of Literature, History s the Philosophy of History
(4) 423-26.
HALSBAND, ROBERT L., Professor
Articles
Pope's "Libel and satire.
Studies (8) 473-74.
Eighteenth-Century
Completing a great monument: Walpole's Correspon-
dence. Virginia Quarterly Review (51) 459-64.
Book Reviews
Golden codgers: biographical speculations, by
Richard Ellmann. English Language Notes (12)
315-17.
The life of Orator Henley, by Graham Midgley.
Philological Quarterly (53) 494-96.
Colley Gibber: three sentimental comedies, by M.
Sullivan. Journal of English & Germanic Philology
(74) 128-30.
• Newcastle, a Duke without money, Thomas Pelham-
Holles 1693-1768, by Ray A. Kelch. Eighteenth-
Century Studies (9) 123-25.
KAUFMAN, ANTHONY D., Associate Professor
Articles
Characterization in Congreve's The old bachelor .
Neuphilologische Mitteilungen (76: No. 2) 308-16.
Wycherley ' s The country wife and the Don Juan
character. Eighteenth-Century Studies (9:No.2)
216-31.
KAUFMANN, U. MILO, Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
Aspects of the paradisiacal in Tolkien's work.
In A Tolkien compass , ed. by Jared Lobdell.
LaSalle, Illinois: Open Court, pp. 143-52.
KINNAMON, KENETH, Professor S Associate Head of
Department
Articles
The political dimension of Afro-American litera-
ture . Soundings: An Interdisciplinary Journal
(58) 130-44.
Book Reviews
Black writers of the thirties, by James 0. Young.
Journal of English S Germanic Philology (74) 151-4.
KRAMER, DALE V., Professor
Books
Thomas Hardy: the forms of tragedy. London:
Macmillan; Detroit: Wayne State UP, 190 pp.
Articles
With Freeman, Ronald E., et^. al
Victorian bibliography for 1974. Victorian
Studies (18:June) 503-600.
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KYLE, CAROL A., Associate Professor SANDERS, CHARLES, Professor
Articles
The Meso-American cultural past and Charles Olson's
The kingfishers . Alcheringa (l:No.2) 68-77.
Translations of Charpan's "Llamada," "Encuentro,
"Aries." Mundus Artium (8:No.l) 42-5.
LIEBERMAN, LAURENCE, Professor
Books
Contemporary literary criticism. Detroit: Gale
Research (Book Tower)
.
Articles
Hold the audience! A brief memoir of John Berryman.
John Berryman Studies (l:No.3) 8-11.
Three poems: "Increasing night," "Rock and cloud,"
"Love, the barber". Quarterly Review of Litera-
ture: 30th Anniversary Poetry Perspective (19:No.l-
2) 540-44.
Two poems: "My love shooting the Buddha," "Riding
the duffle". Modern Poetry Studies (5:No.3) 237-
46.
A dream of lakes. Heartland II: Poets of the Mid-
west
, ed. by Lucien Stryk. Northern Illinois UP,
pp. 146-47.
The love disguise. Quartet (7:No.50) 15.
MARDER, HERBERT, Associate Professor
Book Reviews
The novels of Virginia Woolf: fact and vision, by
Alice van Buren Kelley. Journal of English s Ger -
manic Philology (74:No.l) 147-50.
MATTHEWS, DOROTHY, Associate Professor & Director of
Undergraduate Studies
Chapters in Books
The psychological journey of Bilbo Baggins. In A
Tolkien compass , ed. by Jared Lobdell. LaSalle,
Illinois: Open Court, 1975.
MULLIN, MICHAEL, Assistant Professor
Shakespeare on film in the classroom. Illinois
English Bulletin (63) 16-25.
NELSON, CARY, Associate Professor
Articles
Whitman in Vietnam: poetry and history in contem-
porary America. The Massachusetts Review (16)
55-71.
ROSE, MARK A., Professor
Books
Spenser's art. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard UP,
155 pp.
Book Reviews
The dramatic use of bawdy in Shakespeare, by E. A.
Colman. English Language Notes (13) 54-6.
Books Edited
With Paul J. Mariani
William Carlos Williams: the poet and his critics.
Chicago: American Library, 271 pp.
SHAPIRO, MICHAEL, Associate Professor
Book Reviews
Shakespeare the dramatist, by Una Ellis-Fermor
.
Renaissance Quarterly (28) 282-84.
SHATTUCK, CHARLES, Professor & Director of Graduate
Studies
Books Edited
John Philip Kemble promptbooks. Washington D.C.:
Folger Shakespeare Library; Charlottesville:
Virginia UP, eleven volumes.
Book Reviews
Shakespeare and decorum, by T. McAlindon. English
Language Notes (12:March) 195-200.
STILLINGER, JACK, Professor
Chapters in Books
The hoodwinking of Madeline: skepticism in The eve
of St. Agnes . In English romantic poets: modern
essays in criticism , ed. by M. H. Abrams . London;
Oxford UP, pp. 448-69.
STUBBS, JOHN, Associate Professor s Executive Secretary
of Department
Chapters in Books
The marble faun : Hawthorne's romance of the myth.
In Nathaniel Hawthorne , ed. by Crowley. New York:
McGraw-Hill, pp. 101-14.
Articles
Study guide to DeSica's Bicycle thieves . Journal
of Aesthetic Education (9) 50-61.
Study guide to Bergman's 7th seal . Journal of
Aesthetic Education (9) 62-76.
Study guide to Fellini's 8 1/2 . Journal of
Aesthetic Education (9) 96-108.
SULLIVAN, ZOHREH T., Assistant Professor
Articles
Enchantment and the demonic in Iris Murdoch: The
flight from the enchanter . The Midwest Quarterly :
A Journal of Contemporary Thought (16: Spring) 276-
97.
SWANSON, JEFFREY A., Assistant Professor
Articles
Henry Blake Fuller (In Guide to dissertations on
American literary figures, 1870-1910, ed. by Noel
Polk). American Literary Realism (6 : Summer) 257-9.
The Franklin J. Meine collections at the University
of Illinois. Resources for American Literary Study
(5: Spring) 59-68.
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Bulletins or Technical Reports
An exhibit from the Franklin J. Meine collection of
American huiaor, local color, and folklore, (annota-
ted catalog) Urbana: University of Illinois Libra-
ry Friends, 26 pp.
Book Reviews
Henry B. Fuller of Chicago, by Bernard Bowron.
Indiana Magazine of History (December) pp. 379-81.
THOMPSON, JEAN L., Assistant Professor
Articles
Worldly goods. Ascent (75:No.2) 13-25.
Her lover who is as pretty as a doll (poem) . 13th
Moon (75:Winter) 34.
Reviews
Stephen Minot, Crossings; Gordon Weaver, Such
waltzing was not easy. Fiction International
(75:No.4/5) 158, 160-61.
TIBBETTS, ARN M., Associate Professor
Articles
Rhetorical stance revisited. CCC Journal (26)
248-52.
On teaching Business Writing for the first time.
Teaching English in the Two-Year College (2:Fall)
31-3.
Do your students need grammar? Journal of
Business Communication (12:Summer) 3-9.
TRAHERN, JOSEPH B. JR., Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
More scriptural echoes in the Old English Exodus .
In Anglo-Saxon poetry: essays in appreciation , ed.
by Lewis E. Nicholson and Dolores W. Frese. Notre
Dame, pp. 291-98.
Caesarius, Chrodegang, and the Old English Vain-
glory . In Gesellschaft, kultur, literatur: beitrage
Luitpold Wallach gewidmet , ed. by Karl Bosl
.
Stuttgart, pp. 167-78.
Old English poetry, exclusive of Beowulf . Old
English Newsletter (8:No.l) 39-4 3.
UROFF, MARGARET D., Associate Professor
Articles
Sylvia Plath's "Tulips." Paunch {42-3:December)
90-96.
Book Reviews
Modern poetry and the idea of language, by Gerald
L. Bruns. Journal of English s Germanic Philology
(73:October) 572-74.
VAN WALLEGHEN, MICHAEL J., Associate Professor
Books
The Wichita poems. Champaign: Illinois UP, 60 pp.
Poems
A consequence of earaches: The sign on the black-
out wall; Frankenstein's 4 a.m. lament. The
Southern Review (2:No.3) 609-14.
Poem. The Northwest Review (15:No.l) 26.
WALDOFF, LEON, Associate Professor
Articles
The father-son conflict in Prometheus unbound : the
psychology of a vision. The Psychoanalytic Review
(62:No.l) 79-96.
Perceiving and creating in interpretation an
article-review of Norman Holland's 5 readers read-
ing . Hartford Studies in Literature (7) 154-67.
Book Reviews
Keats and embarrassment (Oxford: The Clarendon
Press, 1974) , by Christopher Ricks. Journal of
English & Germanic Philology (74) 457-59.
WATTS, EMILY, Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
Perspectives on the function and value of the jury
in America from American literature- In The jury
system in America: a critical overview sage
criminal justice system annuals , vol . 4 , ed . by
Rita James Simon. Berkeley Hills & London, pp.
159-78.
Articles
The neoplatonic basis of Jonathan Edwards's True
virtue . Early American Literature (10: No. 2) 179-
89.
WEEKS, FRANCIS, Professor S, Chairman, Business s
Technical Writing
Articles
Employment perspective—Business and Technical
Writing. Proceedings of a Seminar on Career
Trends in Communication (1976) 15-18.
WILKIE, BRIAN, Professor
Articles
Blake's Innocence and experience : an approach.
Blake Studies (6) 119-37.
Book Reviews
Blake's Human form divine , by Anne Kostelanetz
Mellor. Journal of English & Germanic Philology
(74) 134-37.
The visionary hand: essays for the study of
William Blake's Art and aesthetics , by Robert N.
Essick, ed. Blake Studies (6) 204-08.
WOLF, PAMELA, Teaching Assistant
Articles
Slouching towards Bethlehem (story) . Trans-
atlantic Review (51: Spring) 78-89.
SULLIVAN, EDWARD E., JR., Assistant Professor
Articles
Romans 16:18 and St. Peter's Speech in "Lycidas"
Notes and Queries (22) 542-43.
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DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Alfors, Inez Larson (A. G. Holaday) , "Holy rapes upon
our wills": Donne's mimetic-ironic satire.
Armes, Nancy Ruth (G. Hendrick) , The feeder: a study
of the fiction of Eudora Welty and Carson McCullers.
Armstrong, Thomas William (G. Hendrick) , The form of
John Hawkes' fiction.
Beltrami, Roger Damien (A. G. Holaday), The prose
style of Sir Thomas Browne.
Bertagnoli, Leslie Ann (H. Harder), The structure of
the modern British artist novel.
Butterfield, Bruce Augustus (E. H. Davidson) , Paul
Rosenfield: the critic as autobiographer.
Ceccio, Joseph Francis, Jr. (A. G. Holaday), Marlowe's
Edward II: a revaluation.
Chesson. Diane Sturgeon (C. Sanders) , The intellectual
and emotional complex as an expression of the co' -
sciousness in Joyce, Lawrence, and Woolf.
Del Greco, Robert David (E. H. Davidson) , Walt Whitman
and the epic impulse.
Givens, Donna Stine (D. A Smalley) , Trollope's Palliser
novels: the motif of predation.
Guerrein, Robert Thomas (A. G. Holaday) , Pattern and
persona in the tragedies of George Chapman.
Hirsch, Bernard Alan (B. F. Wilkie) , "A living man":
the problem of self-acceptance in Byron's poetry.
Kurtz, Diane Gray (A. G. Holaday) , ITie signigicance
of the tradition of nature in Chaucer's Troilus and
Criseyde .
McCaffery, Lawrence Florian (E. J. Brandabur) , The
reliance of man on fiction making: a study of the
works of Robert Coover.
Masterson, Donald Joseph (B. F. Wilkie) , The method of
openness and the theme of love in the early poetry
of William Blake.
Myers, Victoria Louise (R. L. Schneider), Humorous and
melodramatic techniques of characterization in the
novels of Dickens, Collins, and Reade.
Obertino, James Russell, Jr. (A. G. Holaday), The
political vision of Paradise Lost : Milton's use of
the two cities,
Powell, Don Lance (U. M. Kaufmann) , Ear, eye, and
redemption in Milton's Paradise Lost .
Robb, Allan Phillipson (J. J. Campbell) , The history of
the Holy Rood-Tree: four Anglo-Saxon homilies.
Rocco, Claire Joyce (H. W. Wilson) , Flannery O'Connor
and Joyce Carol Gates: violence as art.
Rude, Carolyn Detjan (E. H. Davidson), Whitman's con-
cept of the poet in society.
Sawdey, Barbara Christiane Melhoefer (D. A. Smalley),
Between two worlds: a study of the heroine in the
novels of Elizabeth Gaskell.
Shipley, William Maurice (E. J. Brandabur), The rhet-
oric of black and Irish revolutionary poetry.
Van Hall, Sharon Kay (D. A. Smalley), The foe in the
mirror: the self-destructive characters in Charles
Dickens' novels.
Wild, Jeremy Alan (S. Bennett), The art and politics
of George Meredith,
ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
BOUTON, LAWRENCE F., Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
Measuring intercultural acceptance. In On TESOL
1975, ed. by Burt and Dulay. Washington, D.C.:
Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages,
pp. 335-44.
Articles
Meeting the needs of children with diverse linguis-
tic and ethnic backgrounds. Foreign Language
Annals (8:4) 306-16.
DICKERSON, LONNA J., Assistant Professor
Articles
The learner's interlanguage as a system of variable
rules. TESOL Quarterly (9:4) 401-7.
DICKERSON, WAYNE B., Assistant Professor
Articles
The WH question of pronunciation, an answer from
spelling and generative phonology. TESOL Quarterly
(9:3) 299-309.
Variable rules in the language community: a study
of lax [u] in English. Studies in the Linguistic
Sciences (5:2) 41-68.
Predicting word stress, generative rules in an ESL
context. TESL Studies (1) 38-52.
Bidialectalism without biculturalism. Studies in
Language Learning (1:1) 179-82.
ENTOWLOGY
FRAENKEL, GOTTFRIED S., Professor, Emeritus
Article
Interactions between ecdysone, bursicon, and other
endocrines during puparium formation and adult
emergence in flies. American Zoologist (15: Sup. 1)
29-48.
FRIEDMAN, STANLEY, Professor and Head of Department
Articles
Multiple forms of trehalase in Phormia regina ,
partial purification, tissue specificities, and
some kinetic properties of adult enzymes. Insect
Biochemistry (5) 151-54.
With A.C. Chen
An isotonic saline for the adult blowfly, Phormia
regina , and its application to perfusion experi-
ments. Journal of Insect Physiology (21) 529-36.
HORSFALL, WILLIAM R., Professor
Articles
With R.J. Novak and F.L. Johnson
Aedes vexans as a flood-plain mosquito. Envir-
onmental Entomology (4) 675-81.
ENTO'lOLnRY inn ENTO^mLOGV
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Final report on tlie flood-plain ecology of Illinois
floodwater mosquitoes. In Bell and Johnson 1975.
The upper Sangamon River Basin.
With R.J. Novak and F.L. Johnson
Aedes vexans as a flood-plain mosquito. In Bell
and Johnson 1975. The upper Sangamon River Basin.
Book reviews
Review of mosquitoes of North America (north of
Mexico), by S.J. Carpenter and W.J. LaCasse.
Quarterly Review of Biology (50) 329-30.
KOGAN, MARCOS, Associate Professor, See Agricultural
Entomology
LA BERGE, WALLACE E., Professor
Articles
With L.R. Davis, Jr.
The nest biology of the bee Andrena (Ptilandrena )
erigeniae Robertson (Hynenoptera: Andrenidae)
.
Illinois Natural History Survey Biological Notes
(95) 1-15.
With D.W. Ribble
A revision of the bees of the Genus Andrena of the
western hemisphere. Part VII. Subgenus Euandrena .
Transactions of the American Entomological Society
(101) 371-446.
LARSEN, JOSEPH R., Director, School of Life Sciences
Chapters in Books
With G.M. Booth and C.L. Stratton
Localization and substrate-inhibitor specificity of
insect esterase isozymes. In Isozymes 3, Develop-
mental Biology , ed. by C.L. Marker t. New York:
Academic Press, pp. 721-38.
With G.M. Booth, R.W. Rhees and R.V. Petersen
Metabolism and autoradiographic localization of
Di-2-ethylhexyl phthalate (DEHP) in mice and a
model ecosystem. In Environmental Quality and
Safety
,
ed. by Coulston and Korte. Stuttgart,
Germany: George Thieme, pp. 351-8.
Articles
With CM. Booth, K.M. Chang and D. Ferrell
Fate and metabolism of BAS 290-H. Proceedings of
Western Society of Weed Sciences (27) 24-33.
With C.C. Yu and G.M. Booth
Fate of triazine herbicide cyanazine in a model
ecosystem. Journal of Agriculture and Food
Chemistry (23:No. 5) 1014-5.
With C.C. Yu, G.M. Booth and D.J. Hansen
Fate of alachlor and propachlor in a model eco-
system. Journal of Agriculture and Food Chemistry
(23:No. 2) 309-11.
Fate of alachlor and propachlor in a model eco-
system. Journal of Agriculture and Food Chemistry
(23:No. 5) 877-9.
PRICE, PETER W., Associate Professor
Books
Insect ecology. New York: Wiley, 514pp.
Books Edited
Evolutionary strategies of parasitic insects and
mites. New York: Plenum, 224pp.
Chapters in Books
Ecological aspects of pest management. In Intro-
duction to insect pest management
, ed. R.L. Metcalf
and W.H. Luckmann. New York: Wiley, pp. 37-73.
Introduction: The parasitic way of life and its
consequences. In Evolutionary strategies of
parasitic insects and mites , ed. by P.W. Price.
New York: Plenum, pp. 1-13.
Reproductive strategies of parasitoids. In Evo-
lutionary strategies of parasitic insects and mites
,
ed. by P.W. Price. New York: Plenum, pp. 87-111.
Articles
Energy allocation in ephemeral adult insects. Ohio
Journal of Science (74) 380-7.
With M.S. McClure
Competition among sympatric Erythroneura leafhoppers
(Homoptera: Cicadellidae) on American sycamore.
Ecology (56) 1388-97.
Book reviews
Insect population ecology: an analytical approach,
by G.C. Varley, G.R. Gradwell and M.P. Hassell.
Ecology (55) 1431-2.
LUCKMANN, WILLIAM H., Professor, See Agricultural
Entomology
MACLEOD, ELLIS G., Associate Professor
Article
With J.K. Sheldon
Studies on the biology of the Chrysopidae V. The
developmental and reproductive maturation rates
of Chrysopa carnea (Neuroptera: Chrysopidae)
.
Entomological News (85) 159-69.
METCALF, ROBERT L. , Professor
Books Edited
i
New York
:
With W.H. Luckmann
Introduction to insect pest management.
Wiley and Sons, 587pp.
Chapters in Books
Insecticides in pest management. In Introduction
to Insect Pest Management , ed. by R.L. Metcalf and
W.H. Luckmann. New York: Wiley and Sons, pp. 235-
73.
Pest management strategies for control of insects
affecting man and domestic animals. In Introduct-
tion to Insect Pest Management
and W.H. Luckmann. New York:
529-64.
ed. by R.L. Metcalf
Wiley and Sons, pp.
With W.H. Luc)anann
The pest management concept.
to Insect Pest Management , ed. by R.L
and W.H. Luckmann. New York
pp. 3-35.
With R.A. Metcalf
In Introduction
Metcalf
Wiley and Sons,
Attractants, repellents, and genetic control in
pest management. In Introduction to Insect Pest
Management , ed. by R.L. Metcalf and W.H. Luckmann.
New York: Wiley and Sons, pp. 275-306.
ENTOMOLOGY 101 ENTOMOLOGY
Articles
With P. Lu
Environmental fate and biodegradability of benzene
derivatives as studied in a model aquatic eco-
system. Environmental Health Perspectives (10)
269-84.
With P. Lu and S. Bowlus
Degradation and environmental fate of l-(2,6*
difluoroben2oyl)-3- (4-chlorophenyl) urea. Journal
of Agriculture and Food Chemistry (23) 359-64.
With P. Lu, A.S. Hirwe and J.W. Williams
Evaluation of environmental distribution and fate
of hexachlorocyclopentadiene, chlordene, heptachlor,
and heptachlor epoxide in a laboratory model eco-
system. Journal of Agriculture and Food Chemistry
(23) 967-73.
With H.N. Nigg and I. P. Kapoor
DDT and selected analogues as microsomal oxidase
inducers in the mouse. Archives of Environmental
Contamination and Toxicology (3) 426-36.
With O.K. Sell, G.S. Whitt and L.K. Lee
Enzyme polymorphism in the corn earworm, Heliothis
zea . Hemolymph esterase polymorphism. Canadian
Entomologists (106) 701-9.
Bulletin and Technical Reports
With L.G. Hansen, D.W. Wilson and M.E. Wilborn
Residues of polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) compon-
ents in broiler coclterels receiving two Aroclors
in three dietary variations. Journal of Agri-
culture and Food Chemistry (24) , 256-61.
With J.R. Sanborn
Pesticides and environmental quality in Illinois.
Bulletin of Illinois Natural History Survey
(31:Art. 9) 381-436.
WALDBAUER, GILBERT P., Professor
chapters in Booj^s
With P.W. Price
Ecological aspects of pest management. In Intro-
duction to Insect Pest Management , ed. by R.L.
Metcalf and W.H. Luclcmann. New Yorlc: Wiley-
Interscience, pp. 37-73.
Articles
With M. Kogan
Position of bean leaf beetle eggs in soil deter-
mined by a refined sampling procedure.
Environmental Entomology (4) 375-80.
With J.G. Sternburg
Saturniid moths as mimics: an alternative inter-
pretation of attempts to demonstrate mimetic
advantage in nature. Evolution (29) 650-9.
With M.A. Mayse and J.V. Maddox
Southern corn rootworm eggs in soybean fields.
Florida Entomology (58) 296.
Articles
With S.M. Vaishampayan and M. Kogan
Visual and olfactory responses in orientation to
plants by the greenhouse whitefly, Trialeurodes
vaporariorum (Homoptera: Aleyrodidae) . Entomologia :
Experimentalis et Applicata (18) 412-22.
With S.M. Vaishampayan, M. Kogan and J.T. Woolley
Spectral specific responses in the visual behavior
of the greenhouse whitefly, Trialeurodes
vaporariorum (Homoptera: Aleyrodidae). Entomologia :
Experimentalis et Applicata (18) 344-56.
Development of laboratory model ecosystems as early
warning elements of environmental pollution. Con-
ference on Environmental Toxicology (5) 7-18.
NOVAK, ROBERT J., Graduate Student
Articles
Vegetative patterns as indicator of larval and
oviposition sites of floodwater mosquitoes. Pro-
ceedings of the Annual Meeting of the American
Mosquito Control Association .
With W.R. Horsfall and F.L. Johnson
Aedes vexans (M.) as a flood plain mosquito.
Environmental Entomology 1975 (4) 675-81.
With K.K. Liem
Induced copulation of mosquitoes: Effect of
humidity on insemination. Mosquito News 1975 (35)
409-10.
STANNARD, LEWIS J., Professor, See Agricultural
Entomology
STERNBURG, JAMES G., Professor
Articles
With G.P. Waldbauer
Saturniid moths as mimics: an alternative inter-
pretation of attempts to demonstrate mimetic
advantage in nature. Evolution (29) 650-9.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Liem, Khian Kioe (W. R. Horsfall) , The response of a
mosquito species, Aedes vexans Meigen )Diptera:
Culicidae) to environmental additives likely to
be encountered in natural sites.
McClure, Mark Stephen (P. W. Price), Competition and
coexistence among eight species of Erythroneura
leafhoppers (Homoptera: Cicadellidae) on American
sycamore.
Berrios-Ortiz, Angel (R. B. Selander) , Skeletal
musculature in larval phases of the beetle Epicauta
segmenta (Coleoptera, Meloidae)
.
Pappas, Larry George (J. R. Larsen) , The function of
sensory receptors on the legs and mouth-parts of
the mosquito Culiseta inornata .
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INSTIT'TE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
BRILL, E. DOWNEY, JR., Assistant Professor. See Civil
Engineering
HOPKE, PHILIP K. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With R. A. Peterson and M. M. Metro
Spectrophotometric Determination of Nitrate Ion in
Fresh Water. International Journal of Environ-
mental Analytical Chemistry (3) 185-190.
With D. F. Ruppert and G. W. Pilgrim
Radioactivity in Natural Waters from a Nuclear Fuels
Reprocessing Plant. International Journal of
Environmental Analytical Chemistry (4) 65-74.
With S. A. Lis and J. L. Fasching
Gamma-ray Tables for Neutron, Fast-Neutron, and
Photon Activation Analysis, Part I. Journal of
Radioanalytical Chemistry (24) 125-247.
With S. A. Lis and J. L. Fasching
Gamma-ray Tables for Neutron, Fast-Neutron and
Photon Activation Analysis, Part II. Journal of
Radioanalytical Chemistry (25) 303-428.
With B. Shaw
Dynamics of Diquat in a Model Eco-system.
Environmental Letters (8) 325-335.
With B. A. Bolton
The Use of Instrumental Neutron Activation Analysis
for the Determination of Arsenic in Poultry.
Journal of Radioanalytical Chemistry (25) 299-302.
METCALF, ROBERT L., Professor. See Entomology
PROVENZANO, GEORGE, Assistant Professor
Illinois Business
Articles
Coal Conversion in Illinois.
Review (32) 6-8.
With Robert W. Resets
The Demand for Gasoline: A Statistical Analysis of
Policies for Altering Total Consumption. Proceed-
ings of the American Statistical Association, 1975.
45-54.
With E. Downey Brill, Jr. and Glenn E. Stout
Water Constraints and Coal Utilization in Illinois.
Proceedings: Second Inter-University Energy
Conference: Constraints on Coal Utilization,
May 18-20, 1975. 25-29.
ROLFE, GARY L. , Assistant Professor. See Forestry
SEITZ, WESLEY D., Associate Professor and Associate
Director of Institute. See Agricultural Economics
STOUT, GLENN E., Professor and Director of Water
Resources Center
Articles
With E. Downey Brill, Jr. and George Provenzano
Water Constraints and Coal Utilization in Illinois.
Proceedings: Second Inter-University Energy
Conference: Constraints on Coal Utilization,
May 18-20, 1975. 25-29.
FINANCE
ARLT, CARL T., Professor
Article
Commercial banking: decade of excessive growth.
Illinois Business Review (32:5) 6-8.
BRYAN, WILLIAM R., Professor
Article
With A. J. Heins
Open market operations and monetary variables:
a simulation of plausible policies. Journal of
Economics and Business (28:1) 31-5.
EUBANK, ARTHUR A., JR., Visiting Assistant Professor
Article
With D. A. West
The need for an automatic cost of capital adjustment
model. Public Utilities Fortnightly (95:May) 27-32.
FORBES, STEPHEN W. , Associate Professor
Article
Capital gains, losses, and financial results in the
nonlife insurance industry. The Journal of Risk
and Insurance (42:4) 625-38.
GENTRY, JAMES A., Professor
Article
Capital marketline theory, insurance portfolio
performance, and empirical anomalies. The Quarterly
Review of Economics and Business (15:1) 7-16.
GUNTERMANN, KARL L., Assistant Professor
Articles
With J. R. Cooper
Can local housing production and market analysis be
an interactive process? The Urban and Social Change
Review (8:1) 9-14.
With M.T. Lee and E.R. Swanson
The off-site sediment damage function in selected
Illinois watersheds. Journal of Soil and Water
Conservation (30:5) 219-24.
LINKE, CHARLES M., Associate Professor
Article
With M. K. Kim
More on the weighted cost of capital. Journal of
Financial and Quantitative Analysis (9:6) 1,069-80.
Book Review
Sue the b*st*rds: the victim's handbook, by
Douglas Matthews. Journal of Risk and Insurance
(42:1) 184-5.
MAYER, ROBERT W. , Professor
Book Review
Competing for stock market profits, by Paul F.
Jessup. Journal of Finance (30:5) 1,393-5.
MEHR, ROBERT I., Professor
Chapters in books
Economy. In World Topics Year Book , ed. by Lawson
and Trier. Lake Bluff, Illinois: Tangley Oaks
Educational Center, pp. 241-9.
4
FINANCE 103 FOOD SCIENCE
The working wife and the life insurance product. In
Proceedings of the Pacific Insurance Conference
, ed
.
by Lake. Santa Barbara: The Pacific Insurance
Conference, pp. 226-37.
Articles
The concept of the level-premium whole life insurance
policy— reexamined. The Journal of Risk and
Insurance (42:3) 419-31.
Joint life insurance. Gold Book of Insurance
Marketing (76 :September) 18, 76-7.
With G. W. Eldred
Should the "no-fault" concept be applied to automo-
bile property damage? The Journal of Risk and
Insurance (42:1) 17-33.
With G. W. Eldred
Public desires and automobile property damage
insurance. The Journal of Risk and Insurance (42:1)
151-5.
With M. H. Shumate
Primacy in automobile bodily injury coverage.
Journal of Risk and Insurance (42:2) 201-25.
The
OSBORN, RICHARDS C, Professor
Article
Providing risk capital for small business: experi-
ence of the SBICs. Quarterly Review of Economics
and Business (15:1) 77-90.
RE ILLY, FRANK K.
Book Edited
Readings and issues in investments. Hinsdale, Illi-
nois: Dryden Press, 380pp.
Articles
How to use common stocks as an inflation hedge.
Journal of Portfolio Management (1:4) 38-43.
With E. F. Drzycimski
The stock exchange specialist and the market impact
of major world events. Financial Analysts Journal
(31:4) 27-32.
With E. F. Drzycimski
Aggregate market earnings multiples over stock
market cycles and business cycles. Mississippi
Valley Journal of Business and Economics (10:2)
14-36.
With R. E. Smith
Price-level accounting and financial analysis.
Financial Management (4:2) 21-6.
With R. E. Smith and G. L. Johnson
Correction and update regarding individual common
stocks as inflation hedges. Journal of Financial
and Quantitative Analysis (10:5) 871-80.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Companies and common stocks as inflation hedges.
Institute of Finance, New York University, 79pp.
SIRMANS, CLEMON F., Assistant Professor
Article
With C. F. Floyd
The stability of the regional share component: some
further evidence. The Annals of Regional Science
(9:July) 72-82.
ZUMWALT, J. KENTON, Assistant Professor
Article
A multivariate analysis of the preferred stock
ratings of electric utilities. Journal of the
Midwest Finance Association (1975) 103-19.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Gau, George William (J. R. Cooper) , A multivariate
analysis of single-family residential mortgage risk.
Golden, Mark Ivan (R. W. Mayer) , A study of the Chicago
board options exchange
.
Lindahl-Stevens, Mary (W. R. Bryan), The market effect
of diversification mergers by bank holding companies.
Wurtzebach, Charles Henry (J. R. Cooper) , A risk-return
analysis of real estate investment trusts.
FOOD SCIENCE
ARGOUDELIS, CHRISTOS J., Assistant Professor
Article
With J. Tobias
The determination of small quantities of choline
reineckate. Analytical Biochemistry (64) 276-80.
BELL, ROMA R. , Assistant Professor
See School of Human Resources and Family Studies.
DRAPER, HAROLD H., Professor
Articles
With R. Bell
Effect of a high protein on calcium metabolism in
the rat. Journal of Nutrition (105:4) 475-83.
With C. Wo
Vitamin E status of Alaskan Eskimos. The American
Journal of Clinical Nutrition (28) 808-13.
ERDMAN, JOHN W., JR., Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
With P. A. LaChance
Effects of home food preparation practices on
nutrient content of foods. In Nutritional
evaluation of food processing , by Harris and
Karmas, Westport, Connecticut: Avi 40pp.
Book Review
Nutrition - Proceedings of the Ninth International
Congress of Nutrition, Mexico 1972. Ed. by Chavez,
Bourges and Basta. Food Technology (29:12) 88.
FERRIER, LESLIE K., Assistant Professor
Articles
Simple processing of whole soybeans. In Soybean
production, protection and utilization . Intsoy
Publication (6)
.
With D. Bird, et. al.
Weaning food prepared from whole soybeans and
bananas by drum drying. Archives Latinoamerica
Nutricion (Special Edition) 281-95.
With C. L. Hicks, et. al
.
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Immobilized pepsin treatment of skim milk and skim
milk fractions. Journal of Dairy Science (58:1)
19-24.
HASKELL, BETTY E., Professor
Article
The food that cripples. IJlinois Research (17:1)
12-3.
JOHNSTON, PATRICIA V., Associate Professor
Article
With D. P. Selivonchick
Fat deficiency in rats during development of the
central nervous system and susceptibility to ex-
perimental allergic encephalomyelitis. Journal of
Nutrition (105:3) 288-300.
KUMMEROW, FRED A., Professor
Article
Symposium, Nutritional I ^rspectives and Athero-
sclerosis. Lipids in Atherosclerosis. Journal of
Food Science (40) 12-7.
MILNER, JOHN A., Assistant Professor
Articles
With W. J. Visek
Urinary metabolites characteristic of urea-cycle
amino acid deficiency. Metabolism . (24:5) 643-51.
With R. L. Prior and W. J. Visek
Arginine deficiency and orotic aciduria in mammals.
Proceedings of the Society for Experimental Biology
and Medicine (150:2) 282-8.
With W. J. Visek and R. L. Prior
Urea, citrate and orotate excretion in growing
rats fed amino acid deficient diets. Journal of
Nutrition (105) 141-6.
NELSON, ALVIN I., Professor
Articles
A philosophy for product and process development
of new foods. Paul A. Funk Recognition Program,
University of Illinois, Special Publication No.
36, 45-58.
With L. S. Wei and M. P. Steinberg
A new Illinois soybean beverage: tasty, smooth,
nutritious and economical. Illinois Research (17:4)
3-4.
With L. K. Ferrier, et. al.
Weaning food prepared from whole soybeans and
bananas by drum drying. Archives Latinoamerica
Nutricion (Special Edition) 281-95.
PERKINS, EDWARD G., Professor
Books Edited
Analysis of lipids and lipoproteins. Champaign,
Illinois: American Oil Chemists' Society, 299pp.
With L. A. Witting
Modification of lipid metabolism. New York:
Academic Press, 254pp.
Chapter in a Book
Gas chromatography-mass spectrometry of lipids.
In Analysis of lipids and lipoproteins , ed. by
E. G. Perkins. Champaign, Illinois; American Oil
Chemists' Society, pp 183-203.
Articles
With Michael Shemer
Degradation of methionine in heated soybean protein
and the formation of 6-methylmercaptopropionalde-
hyde . Journal of Agricultural and Food Chemistry
(23) 201-4.
With R. D. TaulDold and A. N. Siakotos
Studies on chemical nature of lipofuscin (age pig-
ment) isolated from normal human brain. Lipids
(10:7) 383-90.
With H. K. Govind Rao, et. al.
Identification of 3-sitosterol, campesterol, and
stigmasterol in human serum. Lipids (10:9) 566-8.
Book Reviews
Using the chemical literature, a practical guide,
by H. M. Woodburn. Journal of the American Oil
Chemists' Society (52:11) 590A.
Food Chemistry by L. W. Aurard and H. E. Wood.
Journal of Food Technology (29:6) 96.
The packed column in gas chromatography, by W. R.
Supina. Journal of the American Oil Chemists'
Society (52:1) 34A.
Organic molecules in action, by M. Goodman and F.
Morehouse. Journal of the American Oil Chemists'
Society (52:1) 34A.
Techniques of combined gas chromatography-mass
spectrometry: applications in organic analysis,
by W. McFadden. Journal of the American Oil
Chemists' Society (52:1) 41A.
SIEDLER, ARTHUR J., Professor
Article
With H. R. Snyder, et. al.
1- [ [ ( 5-Ni trofurany 1) methylene] amino] -4-and/or
-5-substituted 2-imidazolidinones. Journal of
Medicinal Chemistry (18:9) 942-5.
STEINBERG, MARVIN P., Professor
Chapter in a Book
With Henry Leung
Some applications of wide-line and pulsed n.m.r.
in investigations of water in food. In Water
relations of food , ed. by R. B. Duckworth. New
York: Academic Press, pp. 233-48.
Article
With L. S. Wei and A. 1. Nelson
A new Illinois soybean beverage: tasty, smooth,
nutritious, and economical. Illinois Research
(17:4) 3-4.
TOBIAS, JOSEPH, Professor
Article
With C. A. Argoudelis
The determination of small quantities of choline
reineckate. Analytical Biochemistry (64) 276-80.
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VISEK, WILLARD J., Professor
Articles
With R. L. Prior and J. A. Milner
Urea, citrate and orotate excretion in growing
rats fed amino acid deficient diets. Journal of
Nutrition (105) 141-6.
With R. L. Prior and A. Zimber
Citric, orotic and other inorganic acids in rats
injected with active or inactive urease. Ameri can
Journal of Physiology (228:3) 828-33.
With P. w. Concannon and W. Hansel
The ovarian cycle of the bitch: Plasma estrogen,
LH and progesterone. Biology of Reproduction (13)
112-21.
With J. A. Milner and R. L. Prior
Arginine deficiency and orotic aciduria in mammals.
Proceedings of the Society for Experimental Biology
and Medicine (156":2) 282-8.
With J. A. Milner
Urinary metabolites characteristic of urea amino
acid deficiency. Metabolism (24:4) 643-51.
WEI, LUN-SHIN, Associate Professor
Articles
With M. P. Steinberg and A. I. Nelson
A new Illinois soybean beverage: tasty, smooth,
nutritious and economical. Illinois Research (17:4)
3-4.
with D. Bird, et. al
.
Weaning food prepared from whole soybeans and
bananas by drum drying. Archives Latinoamerica
Nutricion , Special Edition, 281-95.
WHITNEY, ROBERT MCL
.
,
Professor
Article
With N. R. Sundararajan
Murexide for determination of free and protein-
bound calcium in model systems. Journal of Dairy
Sc ience (58:11) 1595-1608.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Hsu, Chi-Ming Lee (F. A. Kummerow) , The effect of
dietary fats on the mitochondria lipids as well
as respiratory and lipolytic activities in the rat.
Leung, Henry Kin-Hang (M. P. Steinberg), Capacity and
force of water binding by carbohydrates and proteins
as determined by nuclear magnetic resonance.
Perlcins, Roger Gene (F. A. Kummerow) , A study of major
lipid classes of plasma membrane isolated from
liver of rats fed N-2-Fluorenylacetamide.
FORESTRY
BAZZAZ, FAKHRI , A., Associate Professor, See Botany.
CHOW, POO, Associate Professor
Articles
Fiberboard research (MW-75 Separates), Madison,
Wisconsin. Forest Products Research Society , 2 p.
New research at the University of Illinois (MW-75
Separates) , Madison, Wisconsin. Forest Products
Research Society , 1 p.
Dry formed composite board from selected agri-
cultural fiber residues. FAO, United Nations
Documents (110: February) 1-8.
Reconstituted board products from plant fiber
residues. U. S. Patent (19: December) No. 3,927,
235:1-5.
With C. S. Walters
A soil-bloc)< assay of treated and untreated particle-
board. American Wood-Preservers Proceedings (71:
April) 170-75.
DWYER, JOHN F., Assistant Professor
Articles
Entry of Minorities Into Natural Resource Careers.
N.A.C.T.A. Journal (19:December) 6-9.
GERDEMANN, JAMES, Professor, See Plant Pathology.
GILMORE, ALVAN R. , Professor
Articles
Effect of liming on height growth of loblolly
pine. Tree Planters' Notes . (26) 22 p.
Composition of monoterpenes in loblolly pine at
different stem heights. Transaction Illinois State
Academy of Science (68) 26-8.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With L. E. Arnold and R. A. Young
Fertilizer and discing alone will not improve
Cottonwood survival and growth on degraded soils.
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station Forestry
Research Report (75-8) 2 pp.
KOEPPE, DAVID E., Associate Professor, See Agronomy.
PERCIVAL, DONALD H., Research Associate Professor,
See Small-Homes Council Building Research Council.
ROLFE, GARY L. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With F. A. Bazzaz
Effects of lead contamination on transpiration and
photosynthesis of loblolly pine and autumn olive.
Forest Science (21:No.l) 33-5.
With R. W. Carlson and F. A. Bazzaz
The effects of heavy metals on plants II. Net
photosynthesis and transpiration of whole corn and
sunflower plants treated with Pb, Cd, Ni, and Tl
.
Environmental Research (10) 113-20.
With R. W. Carlson and F. A. Bazzaz
Inhibition of corn and sunflower photosynthesis by
lead. Physiologia Plant (34) 326-29.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Nutrient fluxes in litter fall in a central Illinois
woodland. Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station
Forestry Research Report (75-6)
.
With R. F. Fisher and R. P. Eastburn
Productivity and organic matter distribution in a
pine plantation and adjacent old field. Illinois
Agricultural Experiment Station Forestry Research
Report (75-1) 3 pp.
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with J. C. Miceli, L. E. Arnold and W. R. Boggess
A preliminary study of the role of precipitation in
nutrient cycling in loblolly and shortleaf pine
plantations. Illinois Agricultural Experiment
Station Forestry Research Report (75-5) 4 pp.
With A. Haney
An ecosystem analysis of environmental contamination
by lead. lES Research Report No. 1, Metals Task
Force. 133 p.
WALTERS, CHARLES S., Professor
Articles
Assaying the caliper and specific gravity of embossed
hardboard products. Wood and Fiber (6:No.2) 164-71.
Dryino lumber in the home freezer. Illinois Research
(17:No.4) 10-11.
With P. Chow
A soil-block assay of treated and untreated particle-
board. American Wood-Preservers Proceedings (71:
April) 170-75.
With H. W. Norton
A punch-shear test for evaluating properties of
hardlDoard. Forest Products Journal (25:No.ll) 21-6.
With D. H. Percival
Pressure-treated wood. Council Note 1(2) 8 pp.
Small Homes Council Building Research Council.
YOUNG, ROBERT A., Forester
Articles
Determining the optimum number of campers per camp-
ground. Illinois Research (17:No.2) 14.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With A. R. Gilmore and L. E. Arnold
Fertilizer and discing alone will not improve cotton-
wood survival and growth degraded soils. Illinois
Agricultural Experiment Station Forestry Research
Report (75-8) 2 pp.
Graduate Teaching
FRENCH
ABANIME, EMEKA P.
Assistant
Art icle
Voltaire as an anthropologist: the case
of the albino. Studies on Voltaire and
the Eighteenth Century (ll»3) 81t-10l*.
ALDRIDGE, A. OWEN, Professor. See
Comparative Literature.
BOWEN, BARBARA C, Professor
Article
Montaigne's ant i- Phaedrus
de Virgile' ( Essais , III,
' Sur des vers
V ) . Journal
of Medieval & Renaissance Studied ( 5 )
lOT-21
.
Book Review
Marguerite de Navarre's Heptameron :
themes, language and structure, by
Marcel Tetel. Romanic Review (66) llt2-3.
DE LEY, HERBERT C, Associate Professor
Book
"Un enchainement si singulier . . .":
Saint-Simon memorialist. Sherbrooke,
Quebec: Naaman, and Urbana, Illinois:
U of Illinois P, 153pp.
Article
Organized programs of study in France:
some contributions of stranger theory. The
French Review (1(8) 836-U7.
HAIDU, PETER, Professor
Book Edited
Approaches to medieval romance. New Haven:
Yale French Studies (No. 51), SSlipp.
Articles
Editor's introduction. Yale French
Studies (51) 1-11.
Narrativity and language in some twelfth
century romances. Yale French Studies
(51) 133-146.
JAHIEL, EDWIN, Professor
Technical Report
The films-on-microf iche project.
Champaign-Urbana: U of I OIR-Unit for
Cinema Studies, 111pp.
JENKINS, FRED M., Associate Professor
Book Reviews
A classification and analysis of "noun +
de + noun" constructions in French, by
Marvin D. Moody. The French Review
(I49) 'SS.
Precis de grammaire, by Maurice Grevisse
(28th ed.). Romance Philology (28)
669-70.
Etudes de syntaxe descriptive. I. La
conjonction sj_ et I'emploi des formes
verbales. II. La syntaxe de I'interroga-
tion, by Hector Renchon. Romance
Philology (27) 386-92.
Le frangais sans fard, by Andre Martinet.
Romance Philology (28) 208-12.
JOST, FRANCOIS, Professor. See Comparative
Literature
.
KOLB, PHILIP, Professor Emeritus
Art icle
Marcel Proust clerc d'avoue. Bullet in
de la Societe des Amis de Marcel Proust
et des amis de Combray (25) T-15.
MAINOUS, BRUCE, Professor
Art icle
A new resource: the Foreign Languages
Building at the University of Illinois
in Urbana, A.D. igTi*. The Bulletin of
the Illinois Foreign Language Teachers
Associat ion ( 7 : May ) 7-10.
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MARTY, FERNAND L., Professor
Book
Elements for self-expression in French.
Ann Arbor: Audio-Visual Publications,
l*21pp.
Article
With H. K. Myers
Computerized instruction in second-
language acquisition. Studies in
Language Learning (l) 132-52.
MYERS, M. KEITH, Associate Professor
Article
With F. L. Marty
Computerized instruction in second-
language acquisition. Studies in
Language Learning (l) 132-52.
NACHTMANN, FRANCIS W.
Article
Professor
The Executive Secretary reports on
Martinique and Guadeloupe. AATF
national Bulletin {l:Hov.) h-T
.
NELSON, ROBERT J., Professor
Books Edited
With G. Weales
Encounters: an anthology series of plays
on single themes. Vol. I: Encounters/
Enclosures. New York: David McKay, 282pp.
Vol. II: Encounters/Revolution. New
York: David McKay, 312pp.
Article
Moliere: the metaphysic of comedy. Esprit
Createur (15 : Spring-Summer ) 119-29.
Bulletin or Technical Report
Radio in foreign language education.
Arlington, VA . : Center for Applied
Linguistics (ERIC/CAL), SUpp.
PRICE, LARKIN B., Associate Professor
Book
A checklist of the Proust holdings at the
University of Illinois Library at Urbana-
Champaign. Urbana: Univ. of Illinois
Library and the Graduate School of
Library Science, lU9pp.
SAVIGNON, SANDRA J. Associate Professor
Articles
Lecture on communicative competence.
Lektos (1:1) 87-99.
Communicative competence: a French
example. Teaching of English as a Second
Language Newsletter {9:0ctober) k.
Book Review
USA-France culture capsules, by Muller
and Loiseau. Modern Language Journal
(59) ''59.
VELAN, YVES, Professor
Chapter in a Book
Peinture et litterature. In Qu ' est-ce
que la culture francaise?
, by Jean-Paul
Aron. Paris: Mediations, 7pp.
Book Review
Miroir, sommeil, soleil, espaee, by Jean
Paris. Modern Language Note (90)
600-602.
WANNER, BRIGITTE, Assistant Professor
Art icles
Essai d'une poetique de Francis Ponge.
Kentucky Romance Quarterly (22
)
With D. Wanner
Vom Romanist ik-Studium in Illinois.
Neue Zurcher Zeitung (Nr. 153,5. /6. 7) hk
.
WIRTH, JEAN, Visiting Assistant Professor
Books
... eLes chateaux-forts alsaciens du XII au
XIV siecle. Strasbourg: Centre d'Etudes
medievales
.
With R. Will, P. Schmitt, C. L. Salch
Chateaux et guerriers de I'Alsace medie-
vale. Strasbourg: Publitotal.
Book Reviews
Die Gesandten der europaischen Machte,
by W. Hoflechner. Bibliotheque
d'humanlsme et Renaissance (37).
il simbolismo del tempo, by E. Castelli
(ed.). Critique (338:July) 7''l-3.
ZERBE-ACCAD, EVELYNE, Assistant Professor
Book Review
Songs of Mririda, by n'Ait Attik.
Books Abroad (I49) 1; 37
.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Campanini, Susan Marie (S. Gray), Metaphysical eroticism
in the prose fiction of Andre Pieyre de Mandiargues.
Davison, Kathryn Gallagher (P. Kolb) , The evolution
of an ethic in Proust's A La Recherche Du Temps Per-
du.
Sandford, Colleen Marie (P. Kolb) , Proust and Nerval:
their literary affinities.
Spencer, Samia Iskander (F. Jost) , Marivaux et le
Roman: perspectives sur le Romancier, son art et
son monde
.
Wierenga, Leanne Beth (E . Talbot), Stendhal's Laroiel :
a re-evaluation.
RENERAL ENniNEERING ins nEHETICS AND DEVELOPMENT
GENERAL ENGINEERING
CHOW, v;iLLIAM W., Assistant Professor
Bulletin
With R. C. Juvinall and J. L. Cook
Effect and Characteristics of Cushion-Covering Mem-
branes. Proceedings of Seminar on Biomechanics of
Tissue Viability, University of Strathelyde, Scot-
land, August 13-15, 1975, Session D.
CONP.Y, THOMAS F., Associate Professor
Article
With M. H. Pleck and L. D. Metz
The Use of Decelerative Metal Cutting in the Design
of Energy Management Systems. Transactions of ASME,
Journal of Engineering for Industry (97) 867-72.
METZ, L. DANIEL, Associate Professor
Article
With M. H. Pleck and T. F. Conry
The Use of Decelerative Metal Cutting in the Design
of Energy Management Systems. Transactions of ASME,
Journal of Engineering for Industry (97) 867-72.
O'BRYANT, DAVID C, Assistant Professor
Article
Minority Introduction to Engineering. Directions '80
University Communications, Rahway, New Jersey, 4 p.
PLECK, MICHAEL H., Assistant Professor
Article
With L. D. Metz and T. F. Conry
The Use of Decelerative Metal Cutting in the Design
of Energy Management Systems. Transactions of ASME,
Journal of Engineering for Industry (97) 867-72.
WOZNIAK, LOUIS, Associate Professor
Article
Load Level Tuning for Control of Hydroelectric In-
stallations. Transactions of ASME, Journal of
Fluids Engineering (97) 67-70.
GENETICS AND DEVELOPMENT
ALGER, NELDA, Associate Professor
Articles
With A. H. Undeen
The effect of the microsporidan, Nosema algerae , on
Anopheles Stephens
i
. Invertebrate Zoology (25)
19-24.
BLACK, LINDSAY M. , Professor Emeritus
Articles
With D.V.R. Reddy, et al.
Electrophoretic separation of dsRNA genome segments
from Fiji disease and maize rough dwarf viruses.
Virology (63) 287-91.
With J. Anderson
A valise for carrying cell cultures long distances.
In Vitro (11) 322-23.
With D.V.R. Reddy, E. Shikata, G. Boccardo
Coelectrophoresis of double-stranded RtJA from maize
rough dwarf and rice black-streaked dwarf viruses.
Virology (67) 279-82.
DANIEL, WILLIAM L. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Biochemistry and Development of Murine Arylsulfa-
tase B. International Research Communications
System : Medical Sciences (3) 270.
With I. C. Li
Murine kidney 6-galactosidase: Biochemical evidence
in support of molecular heterogeneity. Interna-
tional Research Communications System : Medical
Sciences (3) 271.
FUTRELLE, ROBERT P., Assistant Professor
Articles
With M.J. Potel
The system design for GALATEA, an interactive real-
time graphics system for novice and video analysis.
Computers and Graphics (1) 115-21.
KELLER, RAYMOND E., Graduate Research Assistant
Articles
Vital Dye Mapping of the Gastrula and Neurula of
Xenopus laevis . I. Prospective Areas and Morpho-
genesis Movements of the Superficial Layer.
Developmental Biology (42) 222-41.
KITZMILLER, JAMES B., Professor Emeritus
1974
Articles
With S. Narang and N. Narang
The salivary gland chromosomes of Anopheles tessel -
latus . Cytologia (39) 1-10.
With M. G. Rabbani
X-ray induced inversions in Anopheles albimanus .
Mosquito Hews (34) 472-4.
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Articles
With M.G. Rabbani
Studies on X-ray induced chromosomal translocations
in Anopheles albimanus . I. Chromosomal transloca-
tions and genetic control. American Journal of
Tropical Medicine and Hygiene (24) 1019-26.
Studies on X-ray induced chromosomal translocations
in Anopheles albimanus . II. Laboratory evaluation
of sexual competitiveness of translocation males.
American Journal of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene .
(24) 1027-30.
With M. Coluzzi
Anopheline Mosquitoes. In: "Handbook of Genetics "
R. C. King, Editor. New York: Plenum, pp. 285-309.
With R.D. Kreutzer and M.G. Rabbani
The salivary gland chromosomes of Anopheles argyri-
tarsis compared with those of certain other species
in the subgenus Nyssorhynchus . Mosquito News (35)
354-65.
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KRUIDENIER, FRANCIS J., Professor
Articles
With D.C. Kritsky
Fine Structure and Development of the Body Wall in
the Monogenean, Gyrodactylus eucaliae Ikezaki and
Hoffman, 1957. Proceedings of the Helminthological
Society of Washington (43:No. 1) 47-58.
LAUGHNAN, JOHN R., Professor
Chapter in Book
With S.J. Gabay
An epiSGOial basis for instability of S male steril-
ity in maize and some implications for plant breed-
ing. In Genetics and the Biogenesis of Cell Organ-
elles
, ed. by C. W. Birky, Jr., P. S. Perlman and
T. J. Byers. Columbus: Ohio State UP, pp. 330-52.
MacLEOD, ELLIS G.
See Entomology
Associate Professor
MAXSON, LINDA R. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With A.C. Wilson
Albumin Evolution and Organismal Evolution in Tree
Frogs (Hylidae) . Systematic Zoology (24) 1-15.
With V.M. Sarich and A.C. Wilson
Continential Drift and the Use of Albumin as an
Evolutionary Clock. Nature (255) 397-400.
NANNEY, DAVID L. , Professor
Articles
Patterns of basal body additions in ciliary rows in
Tetrahymena. Journal of Cell Biology (65) 503-12.
With M. Chow and B.J. Wozencraft
Considerations of symmetry in the cortical integra-
tion of Tetrahymena doublets. Journal of Experi-
mental Zoology (193) 1-14.
SARGENT, MALCOLM L. , Associate Professor
Articles
With C. Eggerding and J. A. Randall
An Altered Invertase in the cot-2 Mutant of Neuro-
spora crassa .
102-12^
Journal of General Microbiology (89)
STEFFENSEtl, DALE M., Professor
Articles
With W. Prensky, D. Mutton and J. L. Hamerton
Mapping the humaji 5S RNA genes on chromosome 1 using
translocations. Human Gene Mapping 2^, Rotterdam
Conference (1974) pp. 264-68.
With W. J. Peacock
Mapping the highly repeated sequences, 1705 of
Drosophila melanogaster . Journal of Cell Biology
(67) 328a.
STEINER, WILLIAM W. M., Assistant Professor
Chapters in Books
Genetic Variation in Hawaiian Drosophila. II.
Allozyme differentiation in the D. planitibia sub-
group. In Third International Conference on Iso-
zymes , Vol . 4, ed. by C. L. Harkert. New York:
Academic Press, pp. 563-84.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Environment-Enzyme polymorphism relationships in
two Hawaiian Drosophila species. U. S. Biology
Project Reports , No. ^, Honolulu, Hawaii, pp. 1-66.
Articles
Genetics of five allozyme loci in a Hawaiian Droso-
phila
. Drosophila Information Service (51) 129-30.
STOCUM, DAVID L. , Associate Professor
Articles
Outgrowth and Pattern Formation During Limb Onto-
geny and Regeneration. Differentiation (3) 167-82.
Regulation after proximal or distal transposition of
limb regeneration blastemas and determination of the
proximal boundary of the regenerate . Developmental
Biology (45) 112-36.
TOVESON, ROBERT W., Professor
Articles
With L. T. Chang
An unstable strain of Aspergillus foetidus segre-
gating proline auxotrophs. Applied Microbiology
(30) 140-8.
Genetic investigations with Dipodascsus uninuclea-
tus . Mycologia (67) 511-17.
WHITT, GREGORY S., Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
With F. R. Wilson, M. J. Champion and C. L. Prosser
Isozyme patterns in tissues of temperature accli-
mated fish. In: Isozymes , Vol . 2_, Physiological
Function, ed. C. L. Markert. New York: Academic
Press, pp. 193-206.
Isozymes and developnental biology. In: Isozymes
,
Vol
. 3^, Developmental Biology. Ed. C. L. Markert.
New York: Academic Press, pp. 1-8.
A unique lactate dehydrogenase isozyme in the tele-
ost retina. In: Vision in Fishes: New approaches
in research
. Ed. M. A. Ali. New York: Plenum
Press, pp. 459-70.
With S. S. VedBrat
Isozyme ontogeny of the mosquito. Anopheles albi-
manus . In: Isozymes
, Vol . 3^, Developmental Biology
Ed. C. L. Harkert. New York: Academic Press, pp.
131-43.
With E. T. Miller
Lactate dehydrogenase isozyme synthesis and cellular
differentiation in the teleost retina. In: Isozymes
,
Vol
. 3^, Developmental Biology. Ed. C. L. Markert.
New York: Academic Press, pp. 359-74.
With M. J. Champion and J. B. Shaklee
Developmental genetics of teleost isozymes. In:
Isozymes
, Vol . 3^, Developmental Biology. Ed. C. L.
Harkert. New York: Academic Press, pp. 417-37.
With J. B. Shaklee and C. L. Markert
Evolution of the lactate dehydrogenase isozymes of
fishes. In: Isozymes , Vol. £, Genetics and Evo-
lution, Ed. C. L. Markert. New York: Academic
Press, pp. 381-400.
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Articles
Isozymes: The Third International Conference.
Science (187) 458-60.
With J. Pickering and L. L. Getz
An esterase phenotype correlated with dispersal in
Microtus . Transactions of the Illinois State
Academy of Science (67:No. 4) 471-5.
With C. L. Markert and J. B. Shaklee
Evolution of a gene. Science (189) 102-14.
With R. A. Metcalf and J. C. Marlin
Low levels of genetic heterozygosity in Hymenoptera.
Nature (257) 792-4.
With D. K. Sell and W. H. Luckmann
Esterase polymorphism in the corn earworm, Heliothis
zea (Boddie) . A survey of temporal and spatial
allelic variation in natural populations. Bio -
chemical Genetics (13) 885-98.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With M. J. Champion
Synchronous expression of GPI isozymes in develop-
ing hybrid sunfish. The Isozyme Bulletin 8^, S.
O'Brien, Bethesda, Maryland, 1 pp.
With J. B. Shaklee and M. J. Champion
Isozyme synthesis during development of green sun-
fish. The Isozyme Bulletin £, S. O'Brien,
Bethesda, Maryland, 1 pp.
With S. D. Ferris
Gene duplication in the Catostomidae. The Isozyme
Bulletin 8, S. O'Brien, Bethesda, Maryland, 1 pp.
With S. E. Fisher
Creatine kinase isozymes of differentiated fish
tissues. The Isozymes Bulletin 8, S. O'Brien,
Bethesda, Maryland, 1 pp.
genetic status of a photosynthetic bacterium.
Journal of Molecular Evolution (5) 25-34.
The phylogenetic status of Pasteurella pestis
Journal of Molecular Evolution (4) 347-58.
With F. Doolittle, et al.
Sequence studies on 16S ribosomal RNA from a blue-
green alga. Journal of Molecular Evolution (4)
307-15.
With G. Fox, et al.
Conservation of primary structure in 16S rRNA.
Nature (254) 83-6.
GEOGRAPHY
ALEXANDER, CHARLES S., Professor
Book Reviews
Tropical geomorphology , by M. E. Thomas. Profes-
sional Geographer (27) 370-1.
Articles
With D. L. Johnson
A portable coring device for rapid site-sampling.
Plains Anthropologist (20:68) 135-7.
With C. M. Keller and C. Hansen
Archaeology and paleoenvironments in the Manyara
and Engaruka Basins, Northern Tanzania. Geographi-
cal Review (65) 365-76.
With J. J. Monk
Interactions between man and environment : an
experimental college course. Journal of Geography
(74) 212-22.
CHANGNON, STANLEY A., Head, Atmospheric Sciences Sec-
tion, Illinois State Water Survey, and Professor
Bulletins or Technical Reports
WOESE, CARL, Professor
Articles
With G. Fox
5S RNA Secondary Structure. Nature (256) 505-7.
The architecture of 5S rRNA and its relation to
function. Journal of Molecular Evolution (6) 61-76.
With L. Magrum, L. Zablen, D. Stahl
Corrections in the catalogue of oligonucleotides
produced by digestion of E. coli 16S RNA with T.
RNase. Nature (257) 423-6.
With L. Sutton
Stable large variant of 5S RNA in Clostudium thermo-
soecharolyticum. Nature (256) 64-6.
With L. Zablen, M. Kissil, D. Buetow
Phylogenetic origin of chloroplast and prokaryotic
nature of its ribosomal RNA. Proceedings of the
National Academy of Science , U.S. (72) 2418-22.
With C. Pribula, G. Fox, L. Zablen
Nucleotide sequence of the 5S RNA from a photo-
bacterium. Journal of Molecular Evolution (5) 35-46.
With L. Zablen
Procaryote Phylogeny IV: Concerning the phylo-
Illinois weather and climate information—where to
find it. Urbana: Illinois State Water Survey,
278pp.
With N. G. Towery, J. R. Eyton, and C. L. Dailey
Remote sensing of crop hail damage. tJrhanar
Illinois State Water Survey, 29pp.
With F. .'\. Huff and P. T. Schic!:edinz
A hign pldiiis clii.uitoyraphy. Urbana: Illinois
State V.'ator Survey, 110pp.
With R. G. Semonin, editors
Studies of selected precipitation cases from KETRO-
MEX. Urbana: Illinois State Water Survey, 329pp.
Articles
The paradox of planned weather uioJification. Bul-
letin of the American Meteorology Society (56:1)
27-37.
Changing the weather: implications for Illinois.
Illinois Issues (1:7) 105-7.
Present and future of weather modification:
regional iccues. Journal of Weather Modification
(7:1) 154-7fi.
Operations of uiesoscale networks, illustrated by
HETROtlEX . Bulletin of the American !leteorological
Society (56:9) 971-7.
Climate, is it changing? what will change mean to
agriculture? Crops and Soils (28:1) 9-12.
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Weather and crop relations, climatic change and
other issues. Proceedings, World Food Supply in
Changing Cliiiiate (Uecember) 47-75.
A review of laetiious to evaluate precipitation uodi-
ficatio.T in :;orth .".nierica. '."'O/IAl-iAP Scientific
Conference on Weather Modification (October)
398-422.
With D.M.A. Jones and F. A. Huff
Precipitation increases in the low hills of south-
ern Illinois, part 2. Field investigation of
anomaly. Monthly Weather Review (103:9) 830-6.
With R. I. Sax, et al .
Weather modification: where are we now and where
should we be going? An editorial overview.
Journal of Applied Meteorology (14) 652-72.
With F. A. Huff and D.M.A. Jones
Precipitation increases in the low hills of south-
ern Illinois, part 1. Climatic and network studies.
Monthly Weather Review (103:9) 823-9.
With G. M. Morgan, Jr.
Design of an experiment to suppress hail in
Illinois. Journal of Weather Modification (7:2)
60-79.
With G. M. Morgan, Jr., et al .
Design of a hail suppression project for Illinois.
Journal of Applied Meteorology (14) 771-82.
With R. G. Semonin
METROMEX: lessons for precipitation enhancement in
the Midwest. Journal of Weather Modification (7:1)
77-87.
With R. R. Braham, Jr., et al .
A summary of project METROMEX radar findings. Pre -
print, 16th Radar Meteorology Conference (April)
404-9.
EYTON, J. RONALD, Assistant Professor
Bulletin or Technical Report
With S. A. Changnon, N. G. Towery and C. L. Dailey
Remote sensing of crop hail damage. Urbana:
Illinois State Water Survey, 29pp.
Article
With J. I. ParJihurst
A re-evaluation of the extraterrestrial origin of
the Carolina Bays. Occasional Publications of the
Department of Geography, Graduate Student Associa-
tion , No. 9, 47pp.
HEWINGS, GEOFFREY J. D. , Associate Professor
Article
Threshold analysis and urban development: an
evaluation. Annals of Regional Science (9:3) 21-31.
JAKLE, JOHN A., Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
With R. Janiskee
Why covered bridges? toward the management of
historic landscapes—the case of Parke County,
Indiana. In Pattern and Process : Research in
Historical Geography , ed. by R. E. Ehrenberg.
Washington, D.C.: Howard UP, pp. 193-201.
Book Review
Historical atlas of Alabama, by D. B. Dodd and B.
Dent. Geographical Survey (4: July) 169-70.
Article
Reflections on Fitzgerald. Annals, Association of
American Geographers (65:March) 104.
JOHNSON, DONALD L., Assistant Professor
Articles
New evidence on the origin of the fox (urocyon lit-
toralis clementae) and feral goats on San Clemente
Island, California. Journal of Mammalogy (56:4)
925-8.
With C. S. Alexander
A portable coring device for rapid site-sampling.
Plains Anthropologist (20:68) 135-7.
MONK, JANICE J. , Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
Australian aboriginal social and economic life:
some community differences and their causes. In
Cultural Discord in the Modern World , ed. by L. J.
Evenden and F. F. Cunningham. Vancouver, British
Columbia, pp. 157-74.
Article
With C. S. Alexander
Interactions between man and environment : an
experimental college course. Journal of Geography
(74) 212-22.
With W. M. Stallings
Classroom tests and achievement in problem solving
in physical geography. Journal of Research in
Science Teaching (12) 133-8.
MORAN, JOSEPH M. , Visiting Associate Professor
Book Review
Introduction to environmental science, by A. N.
Strahler and A. H. Strahler. Bulletin of the
American Meteorological Society (56) 996-7.
Articles
14Frequency distribution of C dates and identifica-
tion of periglacial climatic discontinuities of
late Wisconsin time: an evaluation. Modern
Geology (5) 95-9.
Return of the ice age and drought in peninsular
Florida? Geology (3) 695-6.
O'LOUGHLIN, JOHN, Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
Geographic contributions to policy studies. In
Policy Studies and the Social Sciences , ed. by S.
S. Nagel . Lexington, Massachusetts: Heath,
pp. 163-74.
Book Review
Locational approaches to power and conflict, by
K. R. Cox, D. R. Reynolds, S. Rokkan. Professional
Geographer (27 :November) 505.
ROEPKE, HOWARD G. , Professor
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Chapter in a Book
Determinants of industrial location: rural versus
urban. In Managing Rural Change: Economic Growth
in the Southeast , ed. by R. Mikes and D.
Braithwaite. Athens, Georgia, pp. 45-57.
Book Review
Regional growth and industrial location, by L. F.
Wheat. Annals, Association of American Geographers
(65: June) 322-4.
Article
Rural sites—a profitable option for facility plan-
ners. Area Development (10:February) 26,30-33.
ROSEMAN, CURTIS C, Associate Professor
Articles
Population redistribution in the United States and
in Illinois. Illinois Business Review (32:8) 6-8.
With P. L. Knight
Residential environment and migration behavior of
urban blacks. Professional Geographer (27) 160-5.
SHIMKIN, DEHITRI, Professor, see Department of
Anthropology
WILLIAMS, DONALD L. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Piptochaetium (gramineae) and associated taxa:
evidence for the tertiary migration of plants
between North and South America. Journal of Bio-
geography (2) 75-85.
The changing geographic pattern of Kansas agricul-
ture. Kansas Water News (17:384) 18-23.
With S. A. Morain
Wheat production estimates using satellite images.
Agronomy Journal (67) 361-4.
With B. G. Barr, J. C. Coiner, B. Buttenfield
Remote sensing applications in Kansas. Kansas
Water News (17:384) 4-7,24-27.
With J. C. Coiner
Utilization of LANDSAT imagery for mapping vegeta-
tion on the millionth scale. Proceedings of the
NASA Earth Resources Survey Symposium (la) 53-66.
With B. G. Barr, J. C. Coiner
Remote sensing applications in Kansas. Proceedings
of the NASA Earth Resources Survey Symposium (lA)
569-84.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Christian, Charles Melvin (J. D. Fellmann) , The impact
of industrial relocations from the black community
of Chicago upon job opportunities and residential
mobility of the central city workforce.
Goodman, Lowell Robert (H. G. Roepke) , Regional economic
development: the action Indian reservations.
Hourihan, Jeremiah Kevin (J. A. Jakle) , The evaluation
of urban neighborhoods: individual differences in
perception and preference.
Parkhurst, Judith Irene (C. S. Alexander), A multi-
variate approach to the classification and correla-
tion of till: a case study of tills of the Wedron
formation in Illinois.
<
Reith, David Jerome (C. C. Roseman) , Structural and
regional bases of sex ratios in the population of
India.
Sigsworth, Grant Wilkins (J. Thompson) , The Mexican
epizootic of foot-and-mouth disease: a study in
the spread, eradication and impact of infectious
livestock disease, and associated modernization
in the livestock industry.
Snow, Ronald Wesley (C. C. Roseman) , Spatial dimensions
of drinking behavior: an application of symbolic
interaction theory.
Swager, Ronald John (H. G. Roepke) , Factors associated
with industrial growth in nonmetropolitan Illinois,
Georgia and Ohio, 1959-1969.
Winsor, Roger Andrew (J. A. Jakle) , Artificial drainage
of east central Illinois, 1820-1920.
GEOLOGY
BLAKE, DANIEL B., Associate Professor
Chapter in Book
The Order Cryptostomata. In Treatise on Inverte-
brate PaleontoloRY, Bryozoa (Revision) , ed. by
R. S. Boardman and A. H. Cheetham. Lawrence,
Kansas, 15 pp.
Articles
A new West American Miocene species of the modern
Australian ophiuroid Ophiocrossota . Journal of
PaleontoloRy (49:3) 501-8.
The Order Cryptostomata Resurrected. Documents
des Laboratoires de Geologie de la Faculte des
Science de Lyon (H.S.3(fasc. 1)) 211-23.
Branch dimorphism in the Paleozoic bryozoan genus
Rhabdomeson . Lethaia (9:2) 10.
CAROZZI, ALBERT V., Professor
Book
With F. U. H. Falkenhein, et al
Analise ambiental e evolucao tectonica sinsedi-
mentar da seca^ Siluro-Carbonif era da Bacia do
Maranhao. Cl§ncia, Tecnica Petr6leo, PETROBRAS
(7) 48 pp. and 49 pis.
Books Edited
Sedimentary rocks: concepts and history. Strouds-
burg, Pennsylvania: Dowden, Hutchinson i Ross (15)
468 pp.
Geology and physical geography of Brazil (fac-simile
reproduction of the original edition of 1870).
Huntington, New York: Krleger, 620 pp.
Chapter in Books
Introduction. In Geology and physical geography of
Brazil (fac-simile reproduction of the original
edition of 1870) . Huntington, New York: Krleger,
p. 1-22.
Biographic essay on Rudolf Erich Raspe. In Diction-
ary of Scientific Biography , New York: Scribner,
11, p. 302-5.
Biographic essay on Alphonse Francois Renard. In
Dictionary of Scientific Biography , New York:
Scribner, 11, p. 371-2.
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Biographic essay on Horace Benedict de Saussure.
In Dictionary of Scientific Biography , New York:
Scribner, 12, p. 119-23.
Biographic essay on Charles Schlumberger. In
Dictionary of Scientific Biography , New York:
Scribner, 12, p. 183.
Articles
With Gary D. Strieker
Mathematical evidence for storm deposits in Lower
Ordovician carbonates, Pogonip Group, Arrow Canyon
Range, Clark County, Nevada, U.S.A. Comptes Rendus
Societe de Physique et d'Histoire Naturelle Geneve
(9:1-3) 74-80.
With H. R. P. Pamplona, et al
Ambientes deposicionais e evolujao tecto-sedimentar
da secao clastica Paleozoica da Bacia do Medio
Amazonas. Anais do 27 Congresso Brasileiro de ^
Geologia , Sociedade Brasileira de Geologia, Aracaju
(3) 279-314.
CHAPMAN, CARLETON A., Professor
Chapter in Book
Structural evolution of the I'Jhlte Mountain magma
series. In Studies in New England Geology, in
honor of C. Wroe Wolfe, Geological Society of Amer-
ica, Memoir 146 , ed. by Lyons and Brownlow, Boulder:
Geological Society of America, p. 281-300.
COLLINSON, CHARLES W. , Professor
Articles
With E. Atherton and J. A. Lineback
Mississippian system. Handbook of Illinois Strati-
graphy , Bulletin 95 (8:123-63).
With E. Atherton
Devonian system. Handbook of Illinois Stratigraphy
Bulletin 95 (8:105-27).
DONATH FRED A., Head and Professor of Geology
Book Edited
Annual Review of Earth and Planetary Sciences. Palo
Alto: Annual Reviews, Inc. (3) 466 pp.
Articles
The effect of mean pressure and state of stress on
the deformational behavior of rock, American Geo-
physical Union Transactions (56) 601.
Shear zone development and energy release in ex-
perimentally deformed rock. American Geophysical
Union Transactions (56) 602.
EBERL, DENNIS D., Assistant Professor
Article
With J. Hower
Kaolinite synthesis: the role of the Si/Al and
(alkali) /(H+) ratio in hydrothermal systems. Clays
and Clay Minerals (23) 301-9.
GRAF, DONALD L. , Professor
Article
With D. E. Anderson
Properties of one-dimensional diagenetic models.
Journal of Geology (83) 331-48.
GRIM, RALPH E., Professor emeritus
Articles
With R. Tettenhorst
Interstratif led clays: I. Theoretical, II. Some
experimental results. American Mineralogist (60)
49-65.
Clay mineral structure and properties. Bulletin
Central Glass and Ceramic Research Institute of
India (22) 132-6.
Clay mineralogy of ceramically useful clays.
Association International pour 1' Etude Argiles,
Gnuppo Italiano , 11-22.
Book Reviews
Compaction of argillaceous sediments, by G. V.
Chillingarian and R. H. Rieke. Journal Geochemlcal
Exploration (4) 389-90.
The chemistry of clay minerals, by C . E. Weaver and
L. 0. Pollard. Journal of Geochemical Exploration
(3:1) 84.
KLEIN, GEORGE deV., Professor
Book
Sandstone depositional models for exploration for
fossil fuels. Champaign: Continuing Education
Publication, 109 pp.
Section in Book
With J. E. Andrews, et al
Part II: Site Reports. In Initial Reports of the
Deep Sea Drilling Project , ed. by J . E. Andrews, et
al. Washington: U. S. Government Printing Office,
30, 27-398.
Chapter in Books
Depositional fades of Leg 30, deep sea drilling
project sediment cores. In Initial Reports of the
Deep Sea Drilling Project , ed. by J. E. Andrews, et
al. Washington: U. S. Government Printing Office,
30, 423-42.
Tidalites in the Eureka Quartzite (Ordovician)
,
eastern California and Nevada. In Tidal Deposits ,
ed. by R. N. Ginsburg. New York: Springer-Verlag,
p. 145-51.
Paleotidal range sequences. Middle Member, Wood
Canyon Formation (Late Precambrian) , eastern
California and western Nevada. In Tidal Deposits
,
ed. by R. N. Ginsburg. New York: Springer-Verlag,
p. 171-7.
Tidal sedimentation; some remaining problems. In
Tidal Deposits , ed. by R. N. Ginsburg. New York:
Springer-Verlag, p. 407-10.
With J. J. Barnes
Tidal deposits in the Zabriskie Quartzite (Cambri-
an)
,
eastern California and western Nevada, In
Tidal Deposits , ed. by R. N. Ginsburg. New York:
Springer-Verlag, p, 163-9.
Articles
Resedimented pelagic carbonate and volcaniclastic
sediments and sedimentary structures in Leg 30 DSDP
cores from the western equatorial Pacific. Geology
(3) 39-42.
Sedimentary tectonics in southwest Pacific marginal
basins based on Leg 30 Deep Sea Drilling Project
cores from the South Fiji, Hebrides and Coral Sea
Basin. Geological Society of America Bulletin (86)
1012-18.
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Tectonic deposltional fades in southwest Pacific
marginal basins in Deep Sea Drilling Project cores
(Leg 30) . Compte Rendue 9 Congres International de
Sedimentologie (4:2) 329-35.
Book Review
Deposltional sedimentary environments, by H. E.
Relneck and I. B. Singh. American Journal of
Science (275) 605-7.
LANGENHEIM, RALPH L., JR., Professor
Article
Gold and tungsten deposits in a part of the Sugar-
loaf District, Boulder County, Colorado. Earth
Science Bulletin (7) 19-35.
PALCIAUSKAS, VYTAUTAS , V., Assistant Professor
Articles
tT
The volume dependence of the Gruneisen parameter
and crystal stability. Journal Physical Chemistry
Solids (36) 611-18.
Volume dependence of the vibrational free energy.
Geophysical Research Letters (2:8) 317-20.
SANDBERG, PHILIP A., Professor
Articles
Bryozoan diagenesis: bearing on the nature of the
original skeleton of rugose corals. Journal of
Paleontology (49) 587-606.
New interpretations of Great Salt Lake ooids and of
ancient non-skeletal carbonate mineralogy.
Sedimentology (22) 497-537.
WOOD, DENNIS S., Associate Professor
Article
With T. E. Tullis
Correlation of finite strain from both reduction
bodies and preferred orientation of mica in slates.
Geological Society of America Bulletin (86) 632-8.
Report
Report on the Engineering Geology of the North Wales
Coast Road: Council for the Protection of Rural
Wales. H. M. Government Public Inquiry, 25 pp.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Bailey, Jack Bowman (D. B. Blake), Systematics,
functional morphology, and ecology of middle
devonian bivalves from the solsville member
(marcellus formation) , Chenango Valley, New York.
Buckley, Susan Bosworth (C. W. Collinson) , Study of
post-pleistocene ostracod distribution in the soft
sediments of southern Lake Michigan.
Chamberlin, Thomas Leland (R. L. Langenheim) , Strati-
graphy of the ordovician Ely Springs dolomite in
the southeastern Great Basin, Utah and Nevada.
Ettensohn, Frank Robert (D. B. Blake), Stratigraphic
and paleoenvironmental aspects of upper Mississip-
pian rocks (upper newman group) , east-central
Kentucky.
Forester, Richard Monroe (P. A. Sandberg) , Concepts
of fossil and modern ostracode abundance, distri-
bution and diversity patterns portrayed by
probabilistic methodology.
Ganow, Harold Curtis (F. A. Donath) , A geotechnical
study of the squeeze problem associated with the
underground mining of coal.
Graf, Julia Badal (D. S. Wood), Nearshore sediment
distribution, southwestern Lake Michigan.
Hansen, Michael Wayne (A. V. Carozzi)
, Carbonate micro-
facies of the monte cristo group (Mississippian)
,
Arrow Canyon Range, Clark County, Nevada.
Jackson, Roscoe George, II (G. D. Klein), A depositiona]
model of point bars in the lower Wabash River.
Khawlie, Mohamad Radwan (A. V. Carozzi) , Microfacies
and geochemistry of the brereton limestone (middle
Pennsylvanian) of southwestern Illinois.
Lahann, Richard Wayne (D. L. Graf), Molybdenum trans-
port mechanisms in fresh water environments
.
Link, Regina Lee (P. A. Sandberg), Computer analysis
of normal pore distribution in selected cytheracean
ostracoda.
GERMANIC LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES
ANTONSEN, ELMER H. , Professor and Head of Department
Book
A concise grammar of the older runic inscriptions.
Tubingen: Max Niemeyer Verlag, 123pp.
Articles
The inscription on the whetstone from Strcm.
Visible Language (9) 123-32.
Om nogle sammensatte personnavne ie de sldre
runeindskrif ter . Norwegian Journal of Linguistics
(29) 237-46.
BURKHARD, MARIANNE, Associaue Professor
Article
Hofmannsthals Rei tergeschichte— ein Gegenstiick
zum Chandosbrief . Amsterdamer Beitrage zur neueren
Germanistik (4) 27-53.
Book Reviews
C.F. Meyer: Dichtung als Befreiung aus Lebens- j
hemmnissen, by Alfred Zach. Journal of English I
and Germanic Philology (74: January) 79-81.
Conrad Ferdinand Meyer: Samtliche Werke, ed. by
Hans Zeller and Alfred Zach. Erasmus (27:7)
214-9.
DELL'ORTO, VINCENT J., Assistant Professor
Book
With W.M. Rivers and K. Mitchell Dell'Orto
A practical guide to the teaching of German.
New York, London and Toronto: Oxford UP, 346pp.
Article
Audience and the tradition of the German essay in
the eighteenth century. Germanic Review (50)
111-23.
Book Review
Poesia e rivoluzione in Germania 1830-1850, by
Guiseppe Farese. Journal of English and Germanic
Philology (74) 292-4.
FINK, KARL J., Assistant Professor
Articles
German Culture Texts. Unterrichtspraxis (8:No.2)
158-69.
I
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Das Semantische Differencial zur Untersuchung
nationaler Stereotypen. Sprache im technischen
Zeitalter (56) 346-54.
Book Reviews
Textbooks in German 1942-73: A Descriptive
Bibliography, by Kathryn Buck and Arthur Haase.
Studies in Language Learning (1) 213-7.
FOLTER, ROLAND, Assistant Professor
Book
Deutsche Dichter- und Germanis tenbibliotheken:
Eine kritische Bibliographie ihrer Kataloge.
Stuttgart: Eggert, 262pp.
GERLACH, U. HENRY, Associate Professor
Book
Friedrich Hebbel— Briefe. Heidelberg: C. Winter,
237pp.
Book Reviews
Das deutsche Drama von Kleist bis Hauptmann, by
A. P. Foulkes and E. Lohner, eds. German Quarterly
(48) 434-5.
Briefe an Friedrich Hebbel. I. Teil: 1840-1860,
by M. Enzinger and E. Bruck. Journal of English
and Germanic Philology (74) 81-3.
GRAY, CLAYTON JR., Assistant Professor
Book Reviews
Die Lyrik Wolframs von Eschenbach, by Peter Wap-
newski. Monatshefte (67:1) 81.
Walther von der Vogelweide: Werke: Text und
Prosaiibersetzung: Erlauterung der Gedichte:
Erklarung der wichtigsten Begriffe, by Joerg
Schaeffer. Journal of English and Germanic
Philology (74:2) 273.
Die Fremdworter im "Willehalm" von Eschenbach,
by Jiirgen Vorderstemann. Monatshefte (67:3)
289-90.
GRUNDLEHNER, PHILIP, Assistant Professor
Book Reviews
Entzuckte Anschauung: Eduard Mbrike, by Dagmar
Bamouu. German Quarterly (September) 152-3.
Realismus von Brant bis Brecht, by Friedrich
Gaede . Comparative Literature Studies (12:1)
88-9.
HAILE, H.G., Professor
Book Review
Werther und Wertherwirkung. Zum Syndrom biirger-
licher Gesellschaftsordnung im 18. Jahrhundert,
by Klaus R. Scherpe. Modern Language Notes (89)
485-7.
HbLLERER, WALTER F. , Professor
Chapter in a Book
Die Sage vom Lesen und Sehen. In Jahresring , ed.
by Bender and de le Roi. Stuttgart: Deutsche
Verlagsanstalt, pp. 117-28.
Article
Augenblicke mit Besuchern. Akzente (3)
MARCHAND, JAMES W. , Professor
Articles
The Allegories in the Old Norse Veraldarsaga .
Michigan Germanic Studies (1) 109-18.
Towards a Sociology of Linguistics. ERIC (ED 107
146) Upp.
The Cultural Component in Second Language Teach-
ing. Studies in Language Learning (1) 1-19.
The Old Icelandic Allegory of the Church Modes.
The Musical Quarterly (61) 553-60.
Leviathan and the Mousetrap in the NiSrs tigningar-
saga . Scandinavian Studies (47) 328-38.
Book Reviews
Verzeichnis der althochdeutschen und al tsachsischen
Glossenhandschrif ten, by Rolf Bergmann. Journal
of English and Germanic Philology (74) 54-6.
Althochdeutsches Glossenworterbuch, by Starck
and Wells. Journal of English and Germanic Philo-
logy (74) 54-6.
Studies for Einar Haugen, by Firchow, Grimstad,
Hasselmo and O'Neill. Foundations of Language
.
(13) 467-73.
Lexicon der germanis tischen Linguistik, ed. Althaus,
Henne, Wiegand. Journal of English and Germanic
Philology (74) 306-09.
Studien zur friihmi ttelhochdeutschen Literatur, ed.
Johnson, Steinhoff and Wisbey. Journal of English
and Germanic Philology (74) 417-9.
Toward a Grammar of Proto-Germanic, ed. Frans
van Coetsem and H.L. Kufner. Journal of English
and Germanic Philology (74) 441-4.
MCGLATHERY, JAMES M. , Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
Kleist's version of Moliere's Amphitryon . In
Moliere and the commonwealth of letters
:
patrimony and posterity , ed. by Johnson, Train,
and Neumann. Jackson: UP Mississippi, pp. 327-33.
Book Reviews
Bonaventura: der Verfasser der Nachtwachen, by
Jost Schillemeit. Journal of English and Ger-
manic Philology (74) 68-71.
Romantisch. Genese und Tradition einer Denkform,
by Raymond Immerwahr. Journal of English and
Germanic Philology (74) 424-6.
MITCHELL, P.M., Professor
Books edited
Johann Christoph Gottsched. Ausgew'ihlte Werke VII/1,
VII/2, VII/3 bearbeitet von Rosemary Scholl. Berlin:
de Gruyter. 445; 329; 257pp.
Book
With K.H. Ober
Bibliography of Modern Icelandic Literature in
Translation. (Islandica 40). Ithaca: Cornell
UP, 317pp.
Book Reviews
Hvem er hvem hos Holberg, by Jorgen Stegelmann.
Scandinavica (14) 146-7.
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Kritische Poetik, by Hans Freier. Daphnis (4)
127-8.
Book Production, Fiction and the German Reading
Public 17AO-1800, by Albert Ward. Journal of
English and Germanic Philology (74) 281-2.
PHILIPPSON, ERNST A., Professor Emeritus
Book Reviews
Altdeutsche Fachli teratur, by Peter Assion.
(Grundlagen der Germanistik, edited by Huto Moser,
no. 13) Journal of English and Germanic Philology
(73:3) 390-1.
tJber Aufkommen und Verbreitung der Weistumer. Nach
der Sammlung von Jacob Grimm, by Dieter Werkmiiller.
Journal of English and Germanic Philology (73:3)
388-9.
Briefe Friedrich Creuzers an Savigny (1799-1850),
unter Mitarbeit von Ingeborg Schnack, herausgegeben
von Hellfried Dahlmann. Journal of English and
Germanic Philology (73:4) 599-601.
Philipp von Zesen. Samtliche Werke Band IX, XI,
unter Mitwirkung von Ulrich Mache und Volker Meid
herausgegeben von Ferdinand van Ingen . Journal
of English and Germanic Philology (74:1) 61-4.
Codex Karlsruhe 408. Bearbeitet von Ursula
Schmid. Journal of English and Germanic Philo-
logy (74:3) 436-7.
Thomas Mann, die Universitat Bonn und die Zeit-
geschichte. Drei Kapitel deutscher Vergangenhei
t
aus dem Leben des Dichters 1905-1955, by Paul Egon
Hubinger. Journal of English and Germanic Philo-
logy (74:3) 432-4.
RAUCH, IRMENGARD, Professor
Articles
Die phunologische Basis des Deutschen: unter- und
iiberphoneraische Faktoren. Jahrbuch fur Internatio-
nale Germanistik (6:No.2) 62-71.
(/hat can generative grammar do for etymology?: An
Old Saxon Hapax. Semasia
,
Bei trage zur Germanisch-
Romanischen Sprachforschung (2) 249-60.
Semantic features inducing the germanic dental pre-
terit stem. Studies in the Linguistic Sciences
(5:No.2) 126-38.
Book Review
Das adnominale Attribut in der deutschen Sprache
der Gegenwart, by Peter Schaublin. Journal of
English and Germanic Philology (74) 438-41.
SCHOEPS, KARL H. , Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
Bertolt Brecht and George Bernard Shaw
Heute - Brecht Today , Vol 3, 1973-74, ed . by John
Fuegi et. al . Frankfurt am Main:
pp. 156-72.
In Brecht
Athenaum,
Article
Zwei moderne Lenz-Bearbeitungen.
(67:No.2) 437-51.
Monatshefte
Book Reviews
Palaver: Politische Uberlegungen (1967-1973),
by Hans Magnus Enzensberger . Books Abroad
(49:No.2) 318-9.
Die Literatur der Arbeitswelt in der DDR, by
Bernhard Greiner. Journal of English and
Germani c Philology (74:No.2) 301-4.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Mccormick, Terrence Charles (E. H. Antonsen) , Stressed
vowel phonology of the Urkunden of St. Gallen in
the first half of the fourteenth century.
Philapitsch-Aschober, Renate Maria (R. E. Lorbe) , Paul
Brann und sein "Marionettentheater Munchner Kunstler"
Richter, Gunter Walter (R. Lorbe) , Die gesellschraft-
skritik in prosawerk Hermann Sudermanns.
INSTITUTE OF GOVERNMENT AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS
COLE, STEPHANIE, Editor
Articles
Illinois home rule: no. 1. the constitutional
provisions. Illinois Issues (l:April) 104-6.
Illinois home rule: no. 2. the supreme court's
decisions. Illinois Issues (l:May) 142-4.
Illinois home rule: no. 3. General Assembly
action. Illinois Issues (l:July) 204-7.
Illinois home rule: no. 4. local action. Illinois
Issues (l:August) 243-6.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Home rule handbook for Illinois local officials.
Urbana: Institute of Government and Public Affairs,
96 pp.
Bulletins or Technical Reports Edited
The local government committee reconvenes: home
rule and intergovernmental cooperation in Illinois.
Urbana: Institute of Government and Public Affairs,
51 pp.
DAY, RICHARD L., Research Assistant
Articles
Home rule use by Illinois municipalities: the first
three years. Illinois Government Research
,
No, 40,
5 pp.
GOTTHEIL, DIANE L., Visiting Assistant Professor
Articles
How Illinois, an inland state, promotes global export
business. Illinois Issues (l:July) 210-12.
With Susan Welch
The smaller metropolitan areas of Illinois revisited.
Illinois Government Research
,
No. 39, 8 pp.
GOVE, SAMUEL K., Professor and Director
Chapters in Books
With Frederick Wirt and William Walker
Educational policy. In Policy studies In America
and elsewhere , ed. by Stuart S. Nagel. Lexington,
Mass. , D. C. Heath.
Articles
With Carol Everly Floyd
Research on higher education administration and
1
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policy: an uneven report. Public Administration
Review (January/February) 111-18.
Book Reviews
Local government program budgeting: theory and
practice; with special reference to Los Angeles,
by Hirsch, Sonenblum, and Teeples. Perspective
(4) 54.
Politics and higher education, by John D. Mlllett.
Perspective (4) 100.
Private accreditation and public eligibility, by
Harold Orlans. Perspective (4) 167.
Budgets, bonds, and ballots: voting behavior in
school financial elections, by Piele and Hall.
Policy Studies Journal (3) 308-9.
MONYPENNY, PHILLIP, Professor, See: Department of
Political Science
PISCIOTTE, JOSEPH P., Associate Professor
Series Edited
A fundamental goal: education for the people of
Illinois, by Jane Galloway Buresh. Urbana: UP,
136 pp.
Roll call I patterns of voting in the sixth Illinois
constitutional convention, by Kenney, Van Der Slik,
and Pernacciaro. Urbana: UP, 85 pp.
SCHOEPLEIN, ROBERT N., Associate Professor
Bulletins or Technical Reports
The Illinois economy: a microcosm of the United
States? Urbana: Institute of Government and
Public Affairs, 41 pp.
Articles
Politics of equalizing the property tax. Illinois
Issues (l:June) 179-82.
Riding the tax reform rollercoaster . Illinois
Issues (1: November) 341-2.
HEALT I AND SAFETY EDUCATION
BROWN, JAKES D., Assistant Professor
Book
With D. B. Stone and L. B. O'Reilly
Elementary school health education: Ecologic
perspectives. Dubuque: W. C. Brown, 432pp.
HOYMAN, HOWARD S., Emeritus Professor
Articles
Models of human nature and their impact on health
education. Nursing Digest (3: September/October)
37-40.
Rethinking an ecologic-system model of man's
health, disease, aging, death. The Journal of
School Health (45: November) 509-18.
Sex education and our core values. Nursing Digest:
1975 Review of Community Health (1975 Yearbook)
172-9.
Sex education and our core values. Nursing Digest:
1975 Review of Maternal-Child Health (1975
Yearbook) 132-9.
With J. Kelly
Attitude-beliefs of police officers with respect
to police community relations. Police Chief
Journal (42: January) 65-80.
With D. Gross
Research and the future of health education.
Journal of School Health (45: January) 30-2.
WEINSTOCK, EDWARD, Assistant Professor
Article
With C. Tietze, F. S. Jaffe and J. Dryfoos
Legal abortions in the United States since the
1973 Supreme Court decisions. Family Planning
Perspectives (7) 23-31.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Provisional estimates of abortion need and services
in the year following the 1973 Supreme Court
decisions for each state and metropolitan area in
the United States. New York: Alan Guttmacher
Institute, 88 pp.
MORTIMER, RUDOLF G., Professor
Role of motivation in human performance studies.
Man-Machine Systems Review (1: December) 26-7.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Comparison of eye fixations of operators of
motorcycles and automobiles (750363 February)
.
Detroit: Society of Automotive Engineers, 6pp.
Effects of low and moderate levels of alcohol on
steering performance. Proceedings: Sixth Inter-
national Conference on Alcohol, Drugs and Traffic
Safety 1975. Toronto: Addiction Research
Foundation of Ontario, 17pp.
Eye fixations of drivers in night driving with
three headlamp beams. Proceedings of the Society
of Photo-Optical Engineers (57) 1975. Palos
Verdes: Society of Photo-Optical Engineers, 8pp.
Field and computer simulated evaluation of
headlamp beams (156:1975). In Driver visual needs
in night driving . Washington: Transportation
Research Board, 10pp.
With P. L. Olson and C. M. Jorgeson
Performance of drivers related to the reflectivity
of rearview mirrors (750453 February)
.
Detroit: Society of Automotive Engineers, 10pp.
OLSEN, LARRY K., Associate Professor
Article
With R. J. Cook
Assessment of the cognitive effect of a prototype
health education unit on sixth grade students.
Journal of School Health (45 : September) 390-4.
O'ROURKE, THOMAS W. , Associate Professor
Articles
With T. Namekata and P. Levy
Synthetic estimates of work loss disability for
each state and the District of Columbia. Public
Health Reports (90:6) 532-8. """ ~
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Alles, Wesley F. (D. B. Stone) , Implementation of a
health education consortium among five public
universities in Illinois.
Corner, Edmund Thomas (J. Conley) , Effectiveness of
emergency driving instruction with high school
students.
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ARNSTEIN, WALTER L. , Professor and Department Chairman
Articles
The myth of the triumphant Victorian middle class.
The Historian ( 37: February ) 205-21.
The liberals and the general election of 19''5: a
skeptical note. Journal of British Studies
(lUrMay) 120-6.
The Murphy riots: a Victorian dilemma. Victorian
Studies (19: September) 51-71.
Book Reviews
Winston Churchill, by Victor L. Albjerg. The
Social Studies (66: May/June) lltl.
BATES, J. LEONARD, Professor
Book Reviews
The papers of Woodrow Wilson: Volume 15, 1903-1905,
ed. by Arthur S. Link. Journal of the State Histor-
ical Society .
Cartoons by John T. McCutcheon. Hon Solus (2).
by P. Duignan and L. Gann. International Journal of
African Historical Studies (8:Sup.B) 79-82.
Les voyageurs francais et les relations entre la
France et I'Abyssinie de 1835 a 1870, by G. Malecot.
Journal of African History (l6) 630-1.
DAWN, C. ERNEST, Professor
Article
The Arab-Israeli confrontation: A historian's
analysis. Denver Journal of International Law and
Policy (5) 373-86.
EASTMAM, LLOYD E. , Professor
Articles
Some themes in wartime China. Chinese Republican
Studies Newsletter (l:October) 8-12.
The disintegration and integration of political
systems in twentieth-century China. Chinese
Republican Studies Newsletter (l: April).
FISHER, RALPH T. , JR., Professor
BELTING, NATALIA M. , Associate Professor
Book Reviews
James Patton and the Appalachian colonists, by
Patricia Johnson. American Historical Review
(80:June) 2Ij6.
Sequatchie : A story of the southern Cumberlands , by
J. L. Rau]ston. American Historical Review
(80:June) 275-
BERNARD, PAUL P.
Book Reviews
Anabaptists and the sword, by James M. Stayer.
American Historical Review ( 80 : February ) 100-1.
An opposing man, by Ernst Fischer. Choice
( February )
.
Die josephinische toleranz unter besonderer Beriick-
sichtigung ihres geistlichen wegbereiters Johann
Leopold Hay, by Reinhold Joseph Wolny. Austrian
History Yearbook (9).
Die aufklarung in est- und Sudosteuropa, ed. by
Heinz Ischreyt. Austrian History Yearbook (9)-
BUCKLER, JOHN, Assistant Professor
Articles
A note on the problem of two parentheses in Arrian's
Tekhne Taktike . Classical Journal (69) 352.
With E. Badian
The wrong Salami s? in Rheinisches Museum fur
PhilolORie (ll8) 226-1*0.
CRUMMEY, DONALD E. , Visiting Assistant Professor
Article
Society and ethnicity in the politics of Christian
Ethiopia during the Zamana Masafent . International
Journal of African Historical Studies (8) 266-78.
Book Reviews
Colonialism in Africa I87O-I960, vol. 5, A biblio-
graphical guide to colonialism in sub-Saharan Africa,
Book Reviews
The Soviet volunteers: modernization and bureau-
cracy in a public mass organization, by William E.
Odom. Russian Review il^) 216-17-
Russie-URSS, 1870-1970, by Michel Laran. Slavic
Review (3U) 390-1.
HILL, BENMETT D. , Professor
Book Reviews
Klerus und Kreig im fruheren Mittelalter: Untersuch-
ungen zur Rolle der Kirche beim Aufbau der
Konigsherrschaft. (Monographien zur Geschichte des
Mittelbalters, No. 2) by Friedrich Prinz. The
American Historical Review ( 80 : February ) 88-9.
Europe's inner demons: an enquiry inspired by the
great witch-hunt, by Norman Cohn. Library Journal .
(100) 1U12.
Marriage litigation in medieval England, by R.H.
Helmholz. Library Journal (lOO) 211*3.
The matrimonial trials of Henry VIII, by Henry
Ansgar Kelly. Library Journal (100) 22lt8.
JENNINGS, RONALD C. , Assistant Professor
Article
Women in early 17th century Ottoman Judicial
records—the Sharia court of Anatolian Kayseri.
Journal of the Economic and Social History of the
Orient (I8) 53-lllt.
JOHANNSEN, ROBERT W. , James G. Randall Professor of
History.
Book
A new era for the United States : Americans and the
war with Mexico. Urbana: Illinois UP, 32pp.
Articles
History on the Illinois frontier: early efforts to
preserve the state's past. Journal of the Illinois
State Historical Society (68: April) 121-1*2.
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Book Reviews
The American conscience: the drama of the Lincoln-
Douglas debates, by Saul Sigelschiffer. American
Historical Review (8o) 502-3.
Gideon Welles: Lincoln's secretary of the navy, by
John Niven. The South Atlantic Quarterly (7!t)275-6.
America's testing time, l81*8-l877, by Donald M.
Jacobs and Raymond H. Robinson. Journal of American
History (62) 128-9.
The papers of Ulysses S. Grant, Volume 5: April 1-
August 31, 1862, ed. by John Y. Simon. Pacific
Northwest Quarterly (66) l83-
KLIHG, BLAIR B. , Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
Economic foundations of the Bengal renaissance,
1750-1850. In Aspects of Bengali History and
Society , ed. by R. Baumer.
26-1*2.
Honolulu: UP Hawaii,
LOVE, JOSEPH L. , JR. Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
chapter 1 : Autonomia e interdependence : Sao Paulo e
a Federagao Brasileira, 1889-1937, and
chapter 2: Rio Grande do Sul como fator de instabil-
idade na Republica Velha. In Historia Geral da
Civilisagao Brasileira , vol. 8, ed. by Boris Fausto.
Sao Paulo: Brazil. 53-76 and 99-122.
History and social science. In Comparative Inter-
national Studies , ed. by Merritt and Brzezinski.
Urbana: Illinois UP, 77-80.
Book Reviews
Conflicts and conspiracies: Brazil and Portugal
1750-1808, by Kenneth Maxwell. Journal of Inter-
disciplinary History (5) 518-20.
L'histoire quantitative du Bresil de 18OO a 1930,
by Colloques Internationaux du Centre National de
la Recherche Scientifique. Hispanic American
Historical Review (55) 535-7.
MASTNY, VOJTECH, Associate Professor
Article
Soviet war aims at the Moscow and Teheran confer-
ences of 191*3. The Journal of Modern History
(1*7) 1*81-501*.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Czechoslovakia in World Book Encyclopedia . Chicago:
Field Enterprises, pp. 966-7I*.
Book Reviews
Meeting at Potsdam, by Charles L. Mee. The Hew
Leader (58:June) 19-21.
On socialist democracy, by Roy A. Medvedev. The New
Leader (58: October) 20-1.
Eastern Europe since Stalin, comp. and ed. by
Jonathan Steele. The Russian Review (3I*) 221-2.
McCOLLEY, ROBERT M. , Professor
Article
Some new books on the American Revolution: a review
essay. Journal of the Illinois State Historical
Society (68) 159-73.
Book Reviews
Documentary history of the First Federal Congress,
volume 1, ed. by Linda Grant DePauw. Journal of
the Illinois State Historical Society (68) 86-7.
The papers of Thomas Jefferson, vol. 19, ed by
Julian P. Boyd. Journal of Southern History (1*1)
256-8.
~
The fires of jubilee: Nat Turner's fierce rebellion,
by Stephen B. Dates. Civil War History (21) 359-60.
McKAY, JOHN P. , Associate Professor
Article
Comment on Kindleberger and Lampe.
Economic History (35:March) 90-3.
Book Reviews
Journal of
Entrepreneur in a small country: a case study
against the background of the Latvian economy, by
Nicholas Balabkins and Arnolds Aizsilmieks.
Journal of Economic History (35: September) 6U6-7.
L' Industrialisation en Europe an XIX siecle, by
Pierre Leon Frangois Crouzet et al . Journal of
Economic History (35:December) 88I-I*.
NICHOLS, J. ALDEN, Professor
Book Reviews
Die wende im kulturkampf: Leo XIII, Bismarck und
die Zentrumspartei, I878-I880, by Rudolf Lill.
American Historical Review (75) 996-7.
RAMSEL, DAVID L. , Associate Professor
Books
The politics of Catherinian Russia: the Panin party.
New Haven: Yale UP, 327pp.
Book Reviews
Politische und gesellschaftliche^vorstellungen in
der aufstandsbewegung unter Pugacev (1773-1775),
by Dorothea Peters. The Philological Quarterly
(51*: July).
A forgotten empress: Anna Ivanovna and her era,
1730-171*0, by Mina Curtiss. Slavic Review (3I*)
588.
SCHROEDER, PAUL W. , Professor
Articles
Rumania and the great powers before 191'* • Revue
Roumaine d'Histoire (lU) 39-53.
The 'balance of power' system in Europe, I815-I87I.
U. S. Naval War College Review (27:Mar.-Apr. ) 18-31.
Book Reviews
The Anschluss question in the Weimar era: a study
of nationalism in Germany and Austria, 1918-1932,
by Stanley Suval. The Historian (37) 70l*-5.
Le relazioni diplomatiche fra 1 'Austria e lo Stato
Pontificio. Third Series: l81*8-l860. Vol. 1, ed by
Richard Blaas. American Historical Review (8) 1358.
Die protokolle des osterreichischen ministerrates
181*8-1867, Pt. 6: das ministerium blecredi. Vol. 1,
ed by Horst Brettner-Messler. Austrian History
Yearbook (9-10) 1*1*6-8.
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SOLBERG, WINTON U., Professor
Book Reviews
The school upon a hill: education and society in
colonial New England, by James Axtell. Journal of
American History (62) 106-7.
William Penn, by Harry Emerson Wildes. Journal of
American History (62) 371-2.
SPENCE, CLARK C. , Professor
Books
Territorial politics and government in Montana,
I86I4-I889. Urbana: Illinois UP, 327pp.
Book Reviews
Banks or no banks, by William G. Shade. American
Historical Review (80) I86.
Tractor pioneer: life of Harry Ferguson, by Colin
Eraser. Agricultural History (kg) li61*-5.
Mining camps and ghost towns: a history of mining
in Arizona and California along the lower Colorado,
by Frank Love. Pacific Historical Review (hk)
561-2.
That man Haupt: a biography of Herman Haupt, by
James A. Ward. Civil War History (21) 71-2.
STEWART, CHARLES C, Associate Professor
Articles
With A. M. Kani
Sokoto-Masina diplomatic correspondence. Research
Bulletin, Centre of Arabic Documentation ( 11: Dec).
Book Reviews
History of west Africa, vol. 1, ed by J.F. Ade
Ajayi & Michael Crowder. Journal of the Historical
Society of Nigeria (7) 603-5.
SUTTON, ROBERT M. , Professor
Edited Book
With J. Crist; C. Newton; and K.K. Miller
The heartland: pages from Illinois history. Lake
Forest, IL: Deerpath, 250pp.
Book Reviews
Democracy's railroads: public enterprise in Jack-
sonian Michigan, by Robert J. Parks. Journal of
American History (61) l8l-2.
Lincoln's preparation for greatness; the Illinois
Legislative years, by Paul Simon. Civil War History
(21) 81-2.
TREXLER, RICHARD C, Associate Professor
Article
In search of father: the experience of abandonment
in the recollections of Giovanni di Pagolo Morelli.
History of Childhood Quarterly (3) 225-52.
WALLER, ROBERT A., ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
Article
The United States history survey course: challenges
and responses. History Teacher (8:February)
199-207.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Brown, Ronald Conklin {C. C. Spence) , Hard-rock miners
of the Great Basin and Rocky Mountain West, 1860-
1920.
Nichols) , Leopold Von RankeButowsky, Harry Allen (J. A.
and the Jewish question.
Coble, Parks McLendon, Jr. (L. E. Eastman), The Shanghai
capitalist class and the nationalist government,
1927-1937.
Farnham) , The artisan
Bureau County, Illinois,
Cordulack, John Herbert (W. D.
confronts the machine age:
1850-1880.
Hockman, Daniel Mack (R. M. McColley) , The Dawson
brothers and the Virginia commissariat, 1743-1760.
King, Grenville Clark (R. M. Sutton), "Phazma" a
biography of Matthew C. Field (1812-1844).
Klier, John Doyle (B. Uroff) , The origins of the Jewish
minority problem in Russia, 1772-1812.
Mager, Gerald Marvin (R. M. McColley) , Zabdiel Boylston:
medical pioneer of colonial Boston.
Merriman, Joseph Francis (C. G. Starr) , Aristocratic
and imperial patronage of the decorative arts in
Rome and Constantinople, A. D. 337-395: the role
of sculpture, painting, mosaics, and the minor
arts in fourth century society.
Moylan, Prudence Ann (W. L. Arnstein) , The form and
reform of county government. Kent 1889-1914.
Mundle, George Frederick (J. A. Nichols) , The German
national liberal party, 1900-1914: political
revival and resistance to change.
Newton, Christina E. (P. W. Schroeder) , Anglo-American
relations and bureaucratic tensions, 1927-1930.
Olson, Leonard Eugene (K. A. Hitchins) , P. D. Kiselev
and the Rumanian peasantry: the influence of the
Russian occupation on agrarian relations in the
Danubian principalities, 1828-1834.
Schmiechen, James Andrew (W. L. Arnstein) , Sweated
industries and sweated labor: a study of industrial
disorganization and worker attitudes in the London
clothing trades, 1867-1909.
Stone, George Lawrence (W. L. Arnstein) , Derby,
Disraeli and the reform bill of 1859.
Wright, Frank Deedmyer, Jr. (J. A. Nichols) , The
Bavarian patriotic party 1868-1871.
HORTICULTURE
ARNOLD, CHARLES Y. , Professor
Articles
Heat unit systems in corn production. Illinois
Research (17:No.2) 10-11.
The relationship of inheritance and temperature to
the yield of sweet corn (Zea mays L. ) . Journal of
the American Society for Horticultural Science
(100: September) 542-45.
CARBONNEAU, MARVIN C. , Professor
Articles
Offer customers solid information about plants:
key to sales. Florist Review (156:No.4053) 25, 26,
74-9.
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Bedding plant care at transplanting time. Illinois
State Florists' Association Bulletin (357 : January-
February) 5.
Plant injury from 2,4-D and related compounds.
Illinois State Florists' Association Bulletin
(358:March-April) 6-7.
Kalanchoes. Illinois State Florists' Association
Bulletin (3 59: May-June) 2-3.
Diagnosing house plant problems. Illinois State
Florists' Association Bulletin (360: July-August)
3-4.
Poinsettia pointers. Illinois State Florists '
Association Bulletin (361 :September-October) 4.
Easter lily pointers. Illinois State Florists '
Association Bulletin {362:November-December) 6, 16.
CHU, MEL C, Assistant Horticulturist
Articles
With R. K. Simons
Russeting of Golden Delicious apples - evaluation by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) . HortScience
(10) 37.
Spur/pedicel abscission in plum (Prunus domestica L.
cv. Stanley) morphology and anatomy of persisting
and drop fruits. Journal of the American Society
for Horticultural Science (100) 656-66.
COURTER, JOHN W. , Associate Professor
Articles
Picl<-your-own fruits and vegetables. Transactions
of the Illinois State Horticultural Society (108)
76-7.
Piclt-your-own observations. Proceedings of the
Ohio Roadside Marlteting Conference (15) 61-72.
PYO pricing - by the peck, pound, and piece. Ameri -
can Vegetable Grower (23:No.6) 14-5.
Plan ahead for PYO success. American Vegetable
Grower (23:No.9) 16-8, 40.
American pick-your-own is almost a branch of show
business. Grower (84:No.9) 353-54.
Pick-your-own way by peck, pound, and price. In The
Peach, ed. by N. F. Childers, Horticultural Publi-
cations, New Brunswick, New Jersey, pp. 550-54.
With C. C. Zych
Survey of pick-your-own strawberry customers. In
Management of pick-your-own marketing operations , by
R. G. Ginder and H. H. Hoecker. Northeast Extension
Marketing Committee publication. Cooperative Exten-
sion Service, University of Delaware, Newark,
Delaware, pp. 10-4.
With C. C. Zych, S. G. Carraer
Survey of pick-your-own strawberry customers in
Illinois. Proceedings of the Ohio Roadside Market-
ing Conference (15) 73-6.
With J. S. Vandemark, H. J. Hopen
Eat well and save money by growing your own vege-
tables. Illinois Research (17:No.2) 8-9.
With C. C. Doll
Influence of costs, yields and prices on income
from pick-your-own strawberries. In Proceedings
1975 Illinois Strawberry School, Illinois Coopera-
tive Extension Service, College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois, Urbana , pp. 25-9.
Proceedings 1975 Illinois strawberry School , (edi-
tors) , March 4, Centralia, Illinois. University
of Illinois Cooperative Extension Service, College
of Agriculture, Urbana, 44pp.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Horticulture at the Dixon Springs Agricultural
Center. University of Illinois Department of
Horticulture Special Report, 82pp.
With C. C. Zych, C. C. Doll, M. C. Shurtleff
Growing small fruits in the home garden. University
of Illinois College of Agriculture Cooperative
Extension Service Circular 935, 56pp. (Revised
edition, 1975)
.
With J. S. Vandemark, B. J. Jacobsen
Growing vegetable transplants. University of Illi-
nois College of Agriculture Cooperative Extension
Service Circular 884, 32pp. (Revised edition, 1975).
With G. M. Milbrath, H. G. Hunzicker
Pepper variety trials and tobacco etch virus - 1974.
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Dixon
Springs Agricultural Center (3) 33-5.
DAYTON, DANIEL F., Professor
Articles
With J. B. Howry, et al.
New scab-resistant apples released for advanced
testing in Illinois. Proceedings Illinois State
Horticultural Society (108) 109-11.
The 'Sir Prise' apple. HortScience (10) 281.
Coop 12 - 18: Seven scab-resistant apple selections
released for advanced testing. Purdue University
Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 69, 1-5.
With C. A. Rebeiz, et al
.
Chloroplast biogenesis. Biosynthesis and accumula-
tion of Mg-protoporphyrin IX monoester and longer
wavelength metalloporphyrins by greening cotyledons.
Archives of Biochemistry and Biophysics (166) 446-65.
Chloroplast biogenesis. Biosynthesis and accumula-
tion of Mg-protoporphyrin IX monoester and other
metalloporphyrins by isolated etioplasts and devel-
oping chloroplasts. Archives of Biochemistry and
Biophysics (167) 351-65.
Chloroplast biogenesis. Biosynthesis and accumula-
tion of protochlorophyll by isolated etioplasts and
developing chloroplasts. Archives of Biochemistry
and Biophysics (171) 549-67.
DICKINSON, DAVID B., Professor
Articles
With D. Southworth
B-1, 3-Glucan synthase from Lilium longiflorum
pollen. Plant Physiology (56) 83-7.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Enzymes in biogenesis of plant cell wall poly-
saccharides. In Tracer Techniques for Plant Breed-
ing
, pp. 19-24. International Atomic Energy
Agency, Vienna.
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DIRR, MICHAEL A., Assistant Professor
Books
Manual of woody landscape plants. Champaign:
Stipes Publishing, 552pp.
Articles
Plant nomenclature. American Nurseryman {141 :No.
11) 14, 64-7.
Is the standardization of fertilizer and cultural
systems practical? American Nurseryman (141:No.2)
10, 4S-51.
The controversial Katusuratree.
man (142:No.l2) 13, 43, 46-8.
American Nursery-
Effect of salts and application methods on English
ivy. HortScience (10) 182-84.
Plant nutrition and woody ornamental growth and
quality. HortScience (10) 43-5.
Predicting optimum nitrogen fertility rates for
cotoneaster and forsythia from growth, appearance,
and tissue nitrogen criteria. HortScience (10) 344.
Plant nomenclature: a capsular consideration.
American Horticulturist (54) 32-4.
Effect of nitrogen form and pH on growth, NO3-N
NH^-N and total N content of container-grown double-
file Viburnum. Journal of the American Society for
Horticultural Science (100) 216-18.
With S. M. Still, J. B. Gartner
Growth of Bright Golden Anne chrysanthemums in hard-
wood bark amended media as affected by nitrogen
level and state of decomposition. Forest Products
Journal (25) 54-7.
Book Reviews
The origin and cultivation of shade and ornamental
trees, by Hui-Lin Li. HortScience (10) 287-88.
Plants in the landscape, by P. L. Carpenter, T. D.
Walker and F. 0. Lanphear. HortScience (10) 540.
Plant a tree: a working guide to regreening Ameri-
ca, by Michael A. Weiner. HortScience (10) 633.
With S. M. Still, M. A. Dirr
Growth of Bright Golden Anne chrysanthemums in hard-
wood bark amended media as affected by nitrogen
level and state of decomposition. Forest Products
Journal (25) 54-7.
With A. R. Mazur, T. D. Hughes
Physical properties of hardwood bark growth media.
HortScience (10:No.l) 30-3.
GILES, FLOYD A., Associate Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With D. J. Williams, R. L. Courson
Objectives of pruning deciduous trees. Slide Set,
Vocational Agricultural Service, Urbana, Illinois,
13pp.
HOPEN, HERBERT J., Associate Professor
Articles
With N. F. Oebker
Mulch effects on ambient carbon dioxide levels and
growth of several vegetables. HortScience (10)
159-61.
With W. C. Carlson, E. M. Lignowski
Uptake, translocation and adsorption of pronamide
.
Weed Science (23) 148-54.
The mode of action of pronamide. Weed Science (23)
155-61.
With J. S. Vandemark, J. W. Courter
Eat well and save money by growing your own vege-
tables. Illinois Research (17:No.2) 8-9.
JAYCOX, ELBERT R. , Professor
Articles
With J. S. Vandemark, G. Guynn, A. M. Rhodes
Observations on pumpkin pollination in Illinois.
American Bee Journal (115:No.4) 139-40.
MCDANIEL, JOSEPH C, Assistant Professor
I
FOSLER, GAIL M. , Associate Professor
Articles
New flowering annuals for landscape use. Proceed-
ings of the 15th Illinois Turfgrass Conference ,
79-82.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
An easy method for germinating flower seeds—plus
seed storage hints. University of Illinois College
of Agriculture Extension Service Circular 1077,
12pp. (Revised edition, 1975).
GARTNER, JOHN B., Professor
Articles
With R. B. Malek
Hardwood bark as a soil amendment for suppression of
plant parasitic nematodes on container-grown plants.
HortScience (10:No.l) 33-5.
With J. E. Klett
Growth of chrysanthemums in hardwood bark as affect-
ed by nitrogen source. Journal of the American
Society for Horticultural Science (100:No.4) 440-42.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With D. B. Meador, C. C. Doll
Tree fruit and nut varieties. University of Illi-
nois College of Agriculture Cooperative Extension
Service Circular 998, 6pp. (Revised edition, 1975).
MEADOR, DANIEL B. , Associate Professor
Articles
Comparative growth rates of 11 cultivars on "C-
Series" interstem trees. Compact Fruit Tree
(8:No.4) 64-5.
Weather and crop summary. Transactions of the
Illinois State Horticultural Society (108) 83-6.
Calcium chloride foliage sprays. Transactions of
the Illinois State Horticultural Society (108) 90.
Control of suckers on apple trees. Transactions of
the Illinois State Horticultural Society (108)
114-15.
With R. H. Meyer, S. M. Ries
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The Illinois Growers Quality Apple Club, 1974.
Transactions of the Illinois State Horticultural
Society (108) 122-25.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With C. C. Doll, J. C. McDaniel
Tree fruit and nut varieties. University of Illi-
nois College of Agriculture Cooperative Extension
Service Circular 998, 6pp. (Revised edition, 1975).
With R. H. Meyer, S. M. Ries, R. Randell
Illinois commercial spray schedule for apples and
pears. Supplement A to University of Illinois
College of Agriculture Cooperative Extension Ser-
vice Circular 1073, 4pp.
Illinois commercial spray schedule for peaches,
nectarines, apricots, plums and cherries. Supple-
ment B to University of Illinois College of Agri-
culture Cooperative Extension Service Circular
1073, 4pp.
MEYER, MARTIN M., JR., Associate Professor
Articles
Propagation of day lilies by tissue culture.
HortScience (10) 345.
Environmental horticulture in Illinois and cover
photograph. HortScience (10) 446.
Introduction to tissue culture propagation. Bulle-
tin American Peony Society (215) 23-5.
Sterile media and tissue culture propagation.
Bulletin American Peony Society (216) 27-31.
Understanding tissue culture propagation. Bulletin
Illinois State Florists' Association (352) 14-5.
With L. H. Fuchigami, A. N. Roberts
Propagation of tall bearded irises by tissue cul-
ture. HortScience (10) 479-80.
MOWRY, JAMES B. , Professor
Articles
With D. F. Dayton, et al.
New scab-resistant apples released for advanced
testing in Illinois. Proceedings Illinois State
Horticultural Society (108) 109-11.
The 'Sir Prise' apple. HortScience (10) 281.
Coop 12 - 18: Seven scab-resistant apple selections
released for advanced testing. Purdue University
Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 69, 1-5.
NELSON, WILLIM R. , JR., Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Landscaping your home. College of Agriculture
Cooperative Extension Service Circular 1111, 246pp,
REBEIZ, CONSTANTIN A., Associate Professor
Articles
With A. A. Puech, P. B. Catlin, J. C. Crane
Characterization of anthocyanins in Fig ( Ficus
carica L.) fruits. Journal of Food Science (40)
775-79.
With D. F. Dayton, et al
.
Chloroplast biogenesis. Biosynthesis and accumula-
tion of Mg-protoporphyrin IX monoester and longer
wavelength metalloporphyrins by greening cotyledons.
Archives of Biochemistry and Biophysics (166) 446-65.
Chloroplast biogenesis. Biosynthesis and accumula-
tion of Mg-protoporphyrin IX monoester and other
metalloporphyrins by isolated etioplasts and devel-
oping chloroplasts. Archives of Biochemistry
and Biophysics (167) 351-65.
Chloroplast biogenesis. Biosynthesis and accumula-
tion of protochlorophyll by isolated etioplasts
and developing chloroplasts. Archives of Bio-
chemistry and Biophysics (171) 549-67.
RHODES, ASHBY M. , Associate Professor
Articles
With M. P. Janoria, A. E. Thompson
Inheritance and evaluation of alcohol insoluble
solids of tomatoes as a secondary character in
selection for juice viscosity. Journal for the
American Society for Horticultural Science (100)
219-21.
With E. R. Jaycox, G. Guynn, J. S. Vandemark
Observations on pumpltin pollination in Illinois.
American Bee Journal (115:No.4) 139-40.
SIMONS, ROY K., Professor
Articles
Variation of wood tissues from two cultivars of
apples. Fruit Varieties Journal (29:No.2) 34-5.
Care of young trees after planting. Compact Fruit
Tree (8) 65-8.
With R. D. Self
Mulching effects upon apples
—
yield responses of
spur types in relation to dwarfing rootstocJcs.
Compact Fruit Tree (8) 44-7.
With M. C. Chu
Spur/pedicel abscission in plum (Prunus domestica
L. cv. Stanley) morphology and anatomy of persisting
and drop fruits. Journal of the American Society
for Horticultural Science (100:No.6) 656-66.
Russeting of Golden Delicious apples—evaluation by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) . HortScience
(10) 37.
With C. C. Doll
Some effects of the 1973 late spring frost. Trans-
actions of the Illinois State Horticultural Society
(108) 101-04.
Apple bud development as related to the March 24-25
freeze of 1974. Transactions of the Illinois State
Horticultural Society (108) 105-08.
The effects of a late spring frost on apples--mor-
phological and anatomical response in relation to
stage of fruit development. HortScience (10) 37.
Book Reviews
The peach—varieties, culture, marketing, pest con-
trol, by Norman F. Childers. Fruit Varieties
Journal (29:No.l) 23.
Manual of tropical and subtropical fruits—a re-
print edition, by Wilson Popenoe. Fruit Varieties
Journal (29:No.2) 46.
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Bulletins and Technical Reports
Growing-degree units for corn in the north central
region, by R. H. Shaw. North Central Regional Re-
search Publication No. 229. Research Bulletin 581
published December, 1975, Ames, Iowa.
Solar radiation reception, probabilities, and areal
distribution in the north-central region, by Donald
G. Baker and John C. Klink. North Central Regional
Research Publication 225. Technical Bulletin 300
published 1975, University of Minnesota.
SPENCER, PATRICIA W. , Assistant Horticulturist
Articles
With J. S. Titus, R. D. Spencer
Direct fluorimetric assay for proteolytic activity
against intact proteins. Analytical Biochemistry
(64) 556-66.
SPLITTSTOESSER, WALTER E., Professor
Articles
With F. W. Martin
A comparison of total protein and amino acids of
tropical roots and tubers. Tropical Root and Tuber
Crops (8) 7-15.
The tryptophan content of tropical roots and tubers.
HortScience (10) 23-4.
With N. Seyama
Pigment synthesis in Cucurbita moschata cotyledons
as influenced by CPTA and several inhibitors.
Plant and Cell Physiology (16) 13-9.
With A. B. Rena
Proline dehydrogenase and pyrroline-5-carboxylate
reductase from pumpkin cotyledons. Phytochemistry
(14) 657-61.
With W. F. Whiteside, J. S. Vandemark
Changes in various constituents of onion as influ-
enced by two light regimes. HortScience (10) 18-20.
Seeding date and rate, and supplemental light
effects on onion growth. Journal of the American
Society for Horticultural Science (100) 37-9.
With J. S. Vandemark, J. M. Pisarczyk
Defoliation of red kidney bean leaves with ethephon.
HortScience (10) 332.
Synthesis of alanine in Cucurbita moschata cotyle-
dons. Plant Physiology (56: Supplement) 68.
With J. S. Vandemark, J. W. Gonzales
Planting depth for asparagus. Illinois Research
(18:No.l) 15.
SPOMER, L. ARTHUR, Assistant Professor
Articles
Principles of soil physical amendment. Proceedings
Midwest Regional Turf Conference . (1975) 28-33.
Soil containers are different. Proceedings Midwest
Regional Turf Conference . (1975) 34-5.
The 'inside story' on your soil mix. American
Vegetable Grower (23) 50-1.
The soil matrix. Illinois State Florists' Associa-
tion Bulletin (360) 4-5
Experimental hydroponic germination and growth of
turfgrass seedlings. HortScience (10) 224-25.
I
Principles of nursery container soil amendment.
American Nurseryman (142) 12-3, 111-13.
Availability of water absorbed by hardwood bark soil
amendment. Agronomy Journal (67) 589-90.
Water and air in the soil. Illinois State Flor-ists' Association Bulletin (361) 1-3.
"
Plant roots. Illinois State Florists' Asson ;,i-i..n
Bulletin (362) 4-6. "
Soil moisture control for phytotronic studies.
Phytotronic Newsletter (11) 42.
Soil aeration and plant growth. Illinois State
Florists' Association Bulletin (363) 8-10.
With R. W. Langhans
The growth of greenhouse bench Chrysanthemum
morifolium Ramat. at high soil water contents:
effects of soil water and aeration. Soil Science -
and Plant Analysis (6) 545-53.
Book Reviews "
Soils and other growth media, by A. w. Flegmann
and R. A. T. George. HortScience (10) 339-40.
How trees grow, by P. R. Morey. HortScience (10)
440.
TITUS, JOHN S., Professor
Articles
Recycling conserves nitrogen in the apple tree.
Illinois Research (18:No.l) 14.
With B. T. 0' Kennedy, M. J. Hennerty
Changes in the nitrogen reserves of apple shoots
during the dormant season. Journal of Horticul-
tural Science (50) 321-29.
The effect of autumn foliar urea sprays on storage
forms of nitrogen extracted from bark and wood of
apple shoots. Journal of Horticultural Science (50)
331-38.
With P. W. Spencer, R. D. Spencer
Direct fluorimetric assay for proteolytic activity
against intact proteins. Analytical Biochemistry
(64) 556-66.
TURGEON, ALFRED J., Assistant Professor
Articles
Cultural practices and yellow nutsedge. Weeds ,
Trees and Turf (14 :February) 48, 52, 61.
The Illinois turfgrass program. Rutgers Turfgrass
Proceedings (6) 21-9.
Annual bluegrass control with endothal . Ibid. (6)
49-51.
The varietal dilemma. Proceedings 15th Annual
Missouri Lawn and Turf Conference 25-31.
Developing efficient weed control programs. Pro-
ceedings 15th Annual Missouri Lawn and Turf Confer-
ence 51-6.
Progress in poa annua control. Proceedings Virgin-
ia Turfgrass Conference 13-4.
With E. G. Solon
Techniques for vegetatively establishing Kentucky
bluegrass turf. Agronomy Journal (67) 578-79.
Herbicides for establishing Kentucky bluegrass turf
from plugs. Agronomy Journal (67) 675-78,
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with J. M. Vargas, Jr.
14
Translocation of C-chloroneb in three turfgrass
species. Canadian Journal of Plant Science (55)
85-8.
With W. A. Meyer
Control of red leaf spot on 'Toronto' creeping bent-
grass. Plant Disease Reporter (59) 642-45.
Red leaf spot on Toronto creeping bentgrass. The
Golf Superintendent (43:May) 31-3.
With R. P. Freeborg, W. N. Bruce
Thatch development and other effects of preemer-
gence herbicides in Kentucky bluegrass turf.
Agronomy Journal (67) 563-65.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Turfgrasses of Illinois. University of Illinois
College of Agriculture Cooperative Extension Ser-
vice Circular 1105, 16pp.
Turfgrass pest control. University of Illinois
College of Agriculture Cooperative Extension Ser-
vice Circular 1076. 6p.
VANDEMARK, JOSEPH S., Professor
Articles
With W. F. Whiteside, W. E. Splittstoesser
Changes in various constituents of onion as influ-
enced by two light regimes. HortScience (10) 18-20.
Seeding date and rate, and supplemental light ef-
fects on onion growth. Journal of the American
Society for Horticultural Science (100) 37-9.
With J. M. Pisarczylc, W. E. Splittstoesser
Defoliation of red )cidney bean leaves with ethephon.
HortScience (10) 332.
Synthesis of alanine in Cucurbita moschata cotyle-
dons. Plant Physiology (56: Supplement) 68
.
With H. J. Hopen, J. W. Courter
Eat well and save money by growing your own vege-
tables. Illinois Research (17:No.2) 8-9.
With M. C. Heyen, W. F. Whiteside
Freshness attracts customers to roadside vegetable
stands. Illinois Research (17:No.3) 5.
With E. R. Jaycox, G. Guynn, A. M. Rhodes
Observations on pumpkin pollination in Illinois.
American Bee Journal (115:No.4) 139-40.
With W. E. Splittstoesser, J. W. Gonzales
Planting depth for asparagus. Illinois Research
(18:No.l) 15.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With J. W. Courter, B. J. Jacobsen
Growing vegetable transplants. University of
Illinois College of Agriculture Cooperative Exten-
sion Service Circular 884, 32pp. (Revised edition,
1975).
WILLIAMS, DAVID J.
Articles
Assistant Professor
Selecting ornamental plants for use in the land-
scape . 15th Illinois Turfgrass Conference
, pp
.
70-5.
With B. C. Moser
Critical level of airborne sea salt inducing foliar
injury to bean. HortScience (10:No.6) 615-16.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Objectives of pruning deciduous trees. Slide Set,
Vocational Agricultural Service, Urbana, Illinois,
13pp.
ZYCH, CHESTER C, Professor
Articles
With J. W. Courter
Survey of pick-your-own strawberry customers. In
Management of pick-your-own marketing operations,
by R. G. Ginder and H. H. Hoecker. Northeast
Extension Marketing Committee publication. Cooper-
ative Extension Service, University of Delaware,
Newark, Delaware, pp. 10-4.
With J. W. Courter, S. G. Carmer
Survey of pick-your-own strawberry customers in
Illinois. Proceedings Ohio Roadside Marketing
Conference (15) 73-6.
With J. W. Courter, C. C. Doll, M. C. Shurtleff
Growing small fruits in the home garden. Univer-
sity of Illinois College of Agriculture Cooperative
Extension Service Circular 935, 56pp. (Revised
edition, 1975)
.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATION
Escudero, Jorge Wilfredo Gonzales (A. M. Rhodes)
,
Carbohydrate composition and enzymatic characteri-
zation of developing endosperms of Illinois 677a,
a Sugary-1 inbred line, as compared to Shrunken-2 ,
normal, and other Sugary-1 genotypes of Zea Mays L.
HOUSING RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
ANDERSON, JAMES R. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With C.V. Patton and W.C. Lienesch
Busing the rural elderly. Traffic Quarterly (29)
81-97.
Simulation in planning urban social policy.
Simulation (25:#1) 17-21.
With G. Francescato, S. Weidemann, and R. Chenoweth
A systematic method of evaluating multifamily
housing. DMG-DRS Journal (9: #2) 153-58.
Predictors of residents' satisfaction with high
rise and low rise housing. Journal of Archi-
tectural Research (4:#3) 4-9.
FRANCESCATO, GUIDO, Professor
Articles
With S. Weidemann, J.R. Anderson, and R.E. Chenoweth
A systematic method of evaluating multifamily
housing. DMG-DRS Journal (9: #2) 153-58.
Predictors of residents' satisfaction with high
rise and low rise housing. Journal of Archi-
tectural Research (4:#3) 4-9.
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KATZ, ROBERT D., Professor
Chapter in a Book
A discussion of Powell Lawton's paper on
"Competence, Environmental Press and the Adap-
tation of Older People." In Theory Development
In Environment and Agins , ed. by Windley, Byerts,
and Ernst. Washington, D.C.: Gerontological
Society, pp. 89-92.
STONE, SUSAN C, Research Associate
Articles
Decatur Housing Authority executive director
Fred Krows interviewed on effectiveness of social
services delivery system. Journal of HousingW 188-90.
With J.R. Seaman
Illinois state agency, state university, three
LHAs join forces in two-year public housing social
services program. Journal of Housing (2) 73-7.
Decatur, Illinois Housing Authority has gained
new outlook through hely of state agency, state
university. Journal of Housing (3) 122-26.
WEIDEMANN, SUE, Assistant Professor
Articles
With G. Francescato, J.R. Anderson, and R.E. Chenoweth
A systematic method of evaluating multifamily
housing. DMG-DRS Journal (9: #2) 153-58.
Predictors of residents' satisfaction in high rise
and low rise housing. Journal of Architectural
Research (4:#3) A-9.
HUMAN RESOURCES AND FAMILY STUDIES
ACKER, GERALDINE E. , Professor
Canning fruits and vegetables (rev. ed.). College
of Agriculture Circular 1112, University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign, Cooperative Extension Service,
16pp.
ALEXANDER, HAROLD H. , Associate Professor
Articles
With M. A. Alexander
Heuristic implications of a coding system for a
universe of the near environment. Journal of
Interior Design Education and Research (l:Fall)
3-27.
BELL, ROMA R. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With D. T. Engelmann, T. L. Sie, H. H. Draper
Effect of a high protein Intake on calcium metabo-
lism in the rat. Journal of Nutrition (105) 475-83.
BROWN, ESTHER L., Associate Professor
Book Reviews
Single-cell protein II, by S. R. Tannenbaum and
D.I.C. Wang. Journal American Dietetic Association
(67:December) 618 and 620.
DOWNEY, E. IRENE, Assistant Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With S. E. Wood, J. A. Scherer
Plan before-save more; Take care-compare; Check out
your supermarket; It's on the label; Open dating;
Nutrition labeling, the inside story. College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign, Cooperative Extension Service, 25pp.
DUNSING, MARILYN M. , Professor
Chapter in a Book
With J. L. Hafstrom
Methodological considerations in family decision-
making studies. In Advances in consumer research
,
ed. by M. J. Schlinger. Chicago, pp. 103-111.
Articles
With J. L. Hafstrom, J. M. Sampson
Employment status of the wife-mother: Psychological,
social, and socioeconomic influences. Home Economics
Research Journal (3:No.4) 266-79.
With V. K. Ethridge
Credit choices of consumers. Illinois Research
(17:Summer) 6-7.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With J. L. Hafstrom, K. P. Schnittgrund
Changing life insurance needs for families. Cooper-
ative Extension Service, University of Illinois,
Urbana, 16pp.
With J. L. Hafstrom, et al.
Research findings on factors related to patterns of
living in disadvantaged families. Agricultural
Experiment Station, Manhattan, Kansas, 81pp. J
Patterns of living related to income poverty in 1
disadvantaged families. Agriculture and Home
Economics Experiment Station, Ames, Iowa, 101pp.
HAFSTROM, JEANNE L., Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
With M. M. Dunsing
Methodological considerations in family decision-
making studies. In Advances in consumer research
,
ed. by M. J. Schlinger. Chicago, pp. 103-111.
Articles
With M. M. Dunsing, J. M. Sampson
Employment status of the wife-mother:
social, and socioeconomic influences.
Research Journal (3:No.4) 266-79.
Psychological,
Home Economics
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With M. M. Dunsing. K. P. Schnittgrund
Changing life insurance needs for families. Cooper-
ative Extension Service, University of Illinois,
Urbana, 16pp.
With M. M. Dunsing, et al.
Research findings on factors related to patterns of
living in disadvantaged families. Agricultural
Experiment Station, Manhattan, Kansas, 81pp.
Patterns of living related to income poverty in
disadvantaged families. Agriculture and Home
Economics Experiment Station, Ames, Iowa, 101pp.
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HARRIMAN, LYNDA L. , Instructor
Articles
Appraising role shifts. Illinois Teacher of Home
Economics (18:May/June) 288-90.
KLEIN, BARBARA P., Assistant Professor
Book Reviews
Introductory foods: A laboratory manual of food
preparation and evaluation, by M. L. Morr and T. F.
Irmitter. Food Technology (29) 83.
MANN, BARBARA A., Lecturer, See: Physical Education.
MEAD, MARJORIE E., Associate Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Sewing for boys. University of Illinois 4-H 282,
14pp.
With J. A. Scherer, S. E. Wood
Fit to wear. University of Illinois CHEP 800, 2pp.;
Choosing children's clothing. University of Illinois
CHEP 801, 2pp.; Planning a layette. University of
Illinois CHEP 802, 3pp.
MUELLER, DONNA C. , Instructor
Articles
Microbiological safety and palatability of selected
vended burgers. Journal Milk and Food Technology
(38:No.3) 135-7.
O'REILLY, LAWRENCE B., Associate Professor
Books
With D. B. Stone, J. D. Brown
Elementary school health education: Ecological
perspectives. Dubuque, Iowa: W. C. Brown, 432pp.
PETERSON, BETTY J., Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
With W. E. Peterson
Implications of contemporary and prehistoric exchange
systems. In Sunda and Sahul , ed. by Golson, Jones,
and Allen. London, Academic Press.
SALAMON, SONYA B., Assistant Professor
Articles
Male chauvinism as a manifestation of love in
marriage. Journal of Asian and African Studies
(10) 20-31.
The varied groups of Japanese and German housewives.
The Japan Interpreter (10) 151-70.
STONE, JANIS K., Instructor
Articles
With C. L. Warfield
Measuring textile durability. Illinois Research
(17:Winter) 14-15.
Measuring textile durability. Illinois Research
(17:Winter) 14-15.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Raetzke, Carolyn Perreault (M. M. Dunsing) , The wife's
perception of conjugal influence in urban disadvan-
taged families.
Schnittgrund, Karen Pennell (M. M. Dunsing), Deter-
minants of residential migration of families during
a five year period.
OFFICE OF INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES
SMOCK, H. RICHARD, Head, Course Development
Division
Articles
With G. M. Gillmore, et al.
A study of the educational benefits of proficiency
testing for students. Research in Higher Education
(3:1975) 187-194.
Resources in education. ERIC Clearinghouse on
Educational Management (April, 1975) Document
Number ED 102 710.
TATE, RICHARD L. , Specialist in Research Measurement
Measurement and Research Division
A search for predictors of performance in medical
school: myths vs. reality. Proceedings of the
14th annual conference on research and medical
education. Association of American Medical
Colleges. Washington, D. C.
JOURNALISM
CAREY, JAMES W. , Professor and Director of the
Institute of Communications Research, See:
Institute of Communications Research
ERICKSON, JOHN E., Assistant Professor
One approach to the cultural history of reporting.
Journalism History (2, No. 2, Summer 1975) 40-3.
Book Reviews
Heywood Broun: a biography, by Richard O'Connor.
Journalism Quarterly (52, No. 4, Winter 1975) 772-3.
The presidential campaign: the leadership selection
process after Watergate, by Stephen Hess.
Journalism Quarterly (52, No. 2, Summer 1975) 365-6.
George W. Smalley: forty years a foreign corre-
spondent, by Joseph J. Mathews. Journalism History
(2, No. 2, Summer 1975) 61-2.
GUBACK, THOMAS H., Associate Professor and Research
Associate Professor in the Institute of
Communications Research, See: Institute of
Communications Research
WARFIELD, CAROL L. , Instructor
Articles
With J. K. Stone
JENSEN, JAY W. Professor and Head of Department
Books
Liberalism, democracy and the mass media. Urbana
,
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Illinois: Institute of Communications Research,
220pp.
Book Reviews
Allan Nevins on history, ed. by Ray Allen
Billington. Journalism Quarterly (52, No. 4,
Winter 1975) 768-9.
KREILING, ALBERT L., Assistant Professor and Research
Assistant Professor in the Institute of Communica-
tions Research
Book Reviews
Persuasion: reception and responsibility, by
Charles U. Larson. Journal of Communication (25)
222-3.
Persuasion: communication and interpersonal
relations, by Raymond S. Ross. Journal of
Communication (25) 222.
Authors, publishers and politicians, by James J.
Barnes. Journalism Quarterly (52) 568-9.
Popular culture and high culture, by Herbert J.
Cans. Journal of Communication (25) 203.
PETERSON, THEODORE B., Professor and Dean of the
College of Communications
Chapter in a Book
Magazines. In Collier's Yearbook 1976 , ed. by
Marion L. Waxman. New York: Macmillan Educational
Corp., 329-30.
Book Reviews
Horatio's boys: the life and works of Horatio
Alger, by Edwin P. Hoyt, and Hefner: an un-
authorized biography, by Frank Brady. Journalism
Quarterly (52: Spring 1975) 147-8.
Here at the New Yorker, by Brendan Gill, and
Thurber: a biography, by Burton Bernstein.
Journalism Quarterly (52: Autumn 1975) 561-2.
The man of only yesterday: Frederick Lewis Allen,
by Darwin Payne. Journalism Quarterly (52: Winter
1975) 773.
Princeton: UP, 345 pp.
FORM, WILLIAM H., Professor
Books
Blue-collar stratification.
Chapters in Books
Conflict within the working class: the skilled as
a special interest group. In The uses of contro-
versy in sociology . New York: The Free Press.
With J. Huber
In Handbook of work, organi -Occupational power.
zation and society .
Articles
Chicago: Rand-McNally , 56 pp.
The social construction of anomie: a four-nation
study of industrial workers. The American Journal
of Sociology (80:5) 1165-91.
The internal stratification of the working class:
a reanalysis. American Sociological Review (40:8)
532-36.
With L. Driedger
Religious typology and the social ideology of the
clergy. International Journal of Comparative
Sociology (18)
.
FRANKE, WALTER H. , Professor
Articles
Employment. Collier's yearbook
, pp. 229-31.
Book Reviews
Workers on the move: the sociology of relocation,
by Michael Mann. Industrial and Labor Relations
\
Review (28:3) 468-70.
LABOR AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
ADELMAN, WILLIAM J., Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
Life of William Carwardine. In The Pullman strike
,
ed. by V. J. Vogel, Chicago: Illinois Labor
History Society.
Articles
Illinois: a little United Nations. Illinois
History (28:8) 173-75.
Book Reviews
Murder by contract: the people vs. "Tough Tony,"
by Arthur Lewis. The Polish Nation (89:23) 4.
BLAU, FRANCINE, Assistant Professor, See: Economics.
DERBER, MILTON, Professor
Articles
Strategic factors in industrial relations systems:
the metalworking Industry. Geneva: International
Institute for Labour Studies, 28 pp.
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HULIN, CHARLES, Professor, See: Psychology.
KARSH, BERNARD, Professor, See: Sociology.
KIMBERLY, John R. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Environmental constraints and organizational
structure: a comparative analysis of rehabilitation
organizations. Administrative Science Quarterly
(20:3) 1-9.
With W. Nielsen
Organization development and change in organiza-
tional performance. Administrative Science
Quarterly (20:6) 191-206.
With D. Rottman
The social context of jails. Sociology and Social
Research Journal (59:7) 344-61.
SCOVILLE, JAMES G. , Professor
Book Reviews
Low wage workers in an affluent society, by
Charles T. Stewart, Jr. Journal of Economic
Literature (13) 954-55.
TAIRA, KOJl, Professor
Articles
Entrepreneurship , management and the growth of
firms: cases from Japanese business history.
Revue Internationale d'histoire de la banque (8)
177-99.
Japan after the oil shock. Current History (68:404)
145-48, 179.
Wages, plant size and spillover effect: an explor-
ation. La Rivista internazionale di Scienze
economiche e commerciali (22:7-8) 747-61.
Corporate paternalism and labor responses in Japan.
lOMA Broadcaster (75-6) 13-18.
Report on a conference on multinational corpora-
tions. Monthly Bulletin of the Japan Institute of
Labor (192:March) " 55-62.
Foreign direct investment, personnel structure and
working conditions in less developed countries of
Asia. Monthly Bulletin of the Japan Institute of
Labor (197) 20-34.
Economic development and social security. Social
Security Research Quarterly (10:4) 2-12.
Symposium: social pathology - America, Britain and
Japan. Chuo koron keiei mondai (3) 246-61.
From social welfare to social contract. Chuo koron
(7) 172-81.
With M. Kraska
Foreign capital, aid and growth in Latin America.
Developing Economics (12:3) 214-28.
Foreign direct investment and economic growth in
Latin America. Journal of Economics (1) 44-7,
Book Reviews
Japanese imperialism today, by John Holliday and
Gavan McCormack. Quarterly Review of Economics and
Business (14:3) 118-21.
Japan: economic and social studies in development,
ed. by Heide and Udo Ernest Simonis. Pacific
Affairs (48:1) 125-26.
Wage patterns and wage policy in modern China,
1919-1972, by Christopher Howe. Industrial and
Labor Relations Review (28:2) 316-17.
The Chinese worker, by Charles Hoffman. Labor
History (16:3) 442-44.
A history of Samurai income and entrepreneurship,
by Kozo Yamamura. Business History Review (49:2)
118-21.
TRIANDIS, HARRY C, Professor, See: Psychology.
WAGNER, MARTIN, Professor
Chapters in Books
Grievances. In Collective bargaining in libraries
;
proceedings of a conference sponsored by the
Illinois State Library and University of Illinois .
Urbana: Graduate School of Library Science,
pp. 76-83.
WEIR, STANLEY L. , Associate Professor
Articles
Informal workers' control; the West Coast longshore-
men. Maxwell Review (3) 51-68.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Benecki, Stanley (P. T. Hartman) , The effects of
collective bargaining on municipal budgetary
outcomes
.
Gatewood, Wallace Laval (H. Folk), Afro-American
manpower and affirmative action in high level
occupations: 1970-80.
Goldberg, Frank (M. Rothbauin) , Wage determination
in the U.S. basic steel industry, 1947-1971.
McAndrew, Ian Charles (M. Derber) , The politics of the
public workers unions : a case study of AFSOME
in Illinois.
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
NELSON, JOHN A., Assistant Professor
Book Reviews
Instant cities: urbanization and the rise of San
Francisco and Denver, by Gunther Barth. In Planning
(41:No.ll) 25-6.
RUTLEDGE, ALBERT J., Associate Professor
Articles
Playground design with a motive in mind. Parks
and Recreation (10) 20 passim.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With Patricia R. B. Allen
An annotated bibliography of mostly obscure articles
on human territorial behavior. Monticello,
Illinois: Council of Planning Librarians, 17 pp.
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CENTER FOR LATIN AMERICAN AND CARIBBEAN STUDIES
FORSTER, MERLIN H. , Professor
and Director of the Center
See Department of Spanish, Italian and Portuguese
DEAL, CAEL W. , Professor
See Library
SOLAUN, MAUKICIO, Associate Professor
See Department of Sociology
HAWKLAND, WILLIAM D., Professor
Sales. Los Angeles: Center for Creative Educa-
tional Services, 249pp.
Articles
Accominodation lending under the UCC. Lending Law
Forum (1) 1-52.
LAW
COSTONIS, JOHN J., Professor
Articles
"Fair" compensation and the accommodation power:
antidotes for the taking impasse in land use
controversies. Columbia Law Review (75) 1021.
A new approach to the taking issue. Planning
Magazine (15) 15.
Do buildings have right?;. Student Lawyer (14) 14.
Technical Report
The Puerto Rico plan: environmental preservation
through development rights transfer. Washington:
Urban Land Institute, 85pp.
CRIBBET, JOHN E., Dean and Professor
Principles of law of property (2d ed.). Mineola,
New York: Foundation Press, 493pp.
DEUTSCH, STUART L. , Associate Professor
Articles
The national environmental policy act after five
years. Environmental Affairs (4) 3-80.
Technical Reports
Capital improvement controls as land use control
devices. County of Santa Clara Planning Depart-
ment and RAND.
FINDLEY, ROGER W., Professor
Technical Reports
Legal considerations in state regulation of non-
transportation noise. Proceedings of the
Technical Program , NOISEXPO , National Noise and
Vibration Control Conference , 88pp.
HAY, PETER H. , Associate Dean and Professor
Books
Einfuhrung in das amerikanische Recht (introduc-
tion to American law) . Darmstadt, Germany:
Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 239pp.
Articles
With Vicki Thompson
The community court and supremacy of community
law: a progress report. Vanderbilt Journal of
Transnational Law (8) 651-70.
Book Review
Bergsten, Community law in French courts. American
Journal of International Law (69) 706-7.
KRAUSE, HARRY D., Professor
Articles
The uniform parentage act. Portions adapted,
updated and republished in Law in American
Society (4) 15-20.
LAFAVE, WAYNE R., Professor
Books
With J. Israel
Criminal procedure in a nutshell. St. Paul:
West, 404pp.
With Kamisar and J. Israel
January 1975 supplement to modern criminal
procedure and basic criminal procedure.
St. Paul: West, 104pp.
Chapter in a Book
Police perception and selective enforcement.
Perception in Criminology , (R. Henshel S R.
Silverman, eds.), Columbia UP, 273-82.
LOPATKA, KENNETH T. , Associate Professor
Articles
Protection under the national labor relations act
and title 7 of the civil rights act for employees
who protest discrimination in private employment.
New York University Law Review (50) 11-79.
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MAGGS, PETER B. Professor PAINTER,
WILLIAM H., Professor
Articles
Legal controls on American publication of
heterodex Soviet writings. Dissent in the USSR:
Politics, Ideology, and People , ed. R.L. Tokes,
Baltimore: Johns Hopkins, 310-25.
The language of codification: a computer
analysis of the family code of the R.S.F.S.R.
Codification in the Communist World , Leyden:
A.W. Sijthoff, 310-25.
With T. D. Morgan
Computer-based legal education at the University
of Illinois: a report of two years' experience.
Journal of Legal Education (27) 138-56.
Book Reviews
Review of J. Quigley, the Soviet foreign trade
monopoly. American Journal of Comparative Law
(23) 154-56.
MCCORD, JOHN H., Professor
Books
Problems and materials on business planning.
St. Paul: West, 385pp.
ROTUNDA, RONALD D., Assistant Professor
Articles
Presidents and ex-presidents as witnesses: a
brief historical footnote. University of Illinois
Law Forum (1) 1-10.
Constitutional and statutory restrictions on
political parties in the wake of Cousins v.
Wigoda. Texas Law Review (53) 935.
With Hacker
Sponsors of real estate partnerships as brokers
and investment advisers. University of California
at Los Angeles Law Review (23) 322.
WARD, THOMAS M., Associate Professor
Books
Buying, selling S merging businesses (ed. S
principal author). Washington: American Law
Institute, 404pp.
Articles
Non-taxable corporate acquisitions (reprint)
.
The Practical Lawyer (21) 53.
MORGAN, THOMAS D., Professor
Articles
With P. B. Maggs
Computer-based legal education at the University
of Illinois: a report of two years' experience.
Journal of Legal Education (27) 138-56.
NOWAK, JOHN E., Associate Professor
Articles
The scope of the congressional power to create
causes of action against state governments.
Columbia Law Review (75) 1413-69.
O'CONNELL, JEFFREY, Professor
Books
Ending insult to injury: no-fault insurance for
products and services. Urbana: Illinois UP,
253pp.
With Professor Roger Henderson
Tort law, no-fault and beyond: materials on
compensation for accidents and ailments in
modern society. New York: Matthew Bender 400pp.
Articles
No-fault insurance for injuries arising from
medical treatment. Emory Law Forum (24) 21-42.
Elective no-fault liability by contract—with or
without an enabling statute. University of Illinois
Law Forum (1) 59-72.
Technical Reports
Avoidance powers of the trustee. Bankruptcy
Workshop, South Carolina Bar Association ,
April 18, 1975 (University of South Carolina
Law Center)
.
YOUNG, J. NELSON, Professor
Revision of a Book
The study of federal tax law— income tax
—
individuals. (1975 ed. 4th revision) co-author
with others. Chicago: Commerce Clearing House,
755pp.
The study of federal tax law—income tax
business enterprises. (1975 ed. 4th revision) co-
author with others. Chicago: Commerce Clearing
House, 428pp.
The study of federal tax law—estate and gift
tax. (1975 ed. 5th revision) co-editor with
others. Chicago: Commerce Clearing House, 635pp.
Technical Reports
Special studies for ACIR (Advisory Commission on
Intergovernmental Relations) state and local doing
business taxes on out-of-state financial deposi-
tories—report of study under public law 93-100
by ACIR. Published by Senate Committee on Banking,
Housing and Urban Affairs, September 1975, 1045pp.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Chen, Hen-chie (C. H. Bowman), A study of the social
and mental aspects of punishment and criminal
liability.
El-Kayal, Moustafa Ibrahim (P. E. Hay) , The role
of the United Nations in the protection of human
rights
.
An elective no-fault liability statute.
Insurance Law Journal (1) 261-93.
The
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LEISURE STUniES
ESPESETH, ROBERT D., Assistant Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Compatible uses of fairgrounds in Illinois. Illinois
UP, Urbana, Illinois.
Guidelines for selecting park and recreation consul-
tants (Revision). Illinois UP, Urbana, Illinois.
HUMKE, ROBERT P., Lecturer
Articles
ORPR spells service in Illinois. Illinois Parks and
Recreation (6:May/June) 14-15.
KELLY, JOHN R., Associate Professor
Chapters in a Book
Social impact assessment. In Working papers on sub-
stantial guidelines for improving environmental
statements
, ed. by Winder, J. and Allen, R.
Washington, D. C. : Institute of Ecology, pp. 142-9.
Life styles and leisure choices. The Family Coordi-
nator (24:April) 185-90.
Living realities in reston. Sociological Symposium
(13:Spring) 93-8.
Planned and unplanned new town impacts . Environment
and Behavior (7 :September) 330-57.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Overview of the social effects of alternative multi-
resource programs of the forest service renewable
resource programs. U. S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D. C.
WADE, MICHAEL G., Professor
Articles
With Clark, B. A.,- Massey, B. H.; and VanDyke, R.
Response of long-term institutionalized geriatric
mental patients to a three-month program of physical
activity. Journal of Gerontology (30) 563-73.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Labanowich, Stanley (A. V. Sapora) , Wheelchair basket-
ball: a history of the national association and an
analysis of the structure and organization of teams.
Ragheb, Mounir Girgis (G. A. Lowrey) , The relationship
between leisure-time activities and family cohesive-
ness.
Warwick, Paula Louise Marie (J. P. Bannon) , Urban
factors in free time behavior.
LIBRARY
AGGAHWAL, KARINDAR K., Associate Professor
Articles
Die Slid- und Westasiatische Bibliothek der
University of Illinois. Dokumentationsdienst
Asien (2:No.Tl», l*th quarter) U.
BENNETT, SCOTT B., Instructor
Books Edited
Non Solus, No. 2. Urbana: University of Illinois
Library Friends, 60pp.
BLUM, ELEANOR, Professor
Articles
Other books and pamphlets on Journalistic subjects.
Journalism Quarterly (52: Autumn) 166-78.
Other books and pamphlets on journalistic subjects.
Journalism Quarterly (52: Winter) 786-9.
Book Reviews
Book publishing: what it is; what it does, by
John P. Dessauer. Journalism Quarterly (52:Winter)
767-8.
Publishing and bookselling, by F. J. Mumby and
I. Norrie. Jo\jrnalism Quarterly (52: Spring) IU8-9.
Words and faces, by Hiram Haydn. Journalism
Quarterly (52: Summer) 3^^-3.
A comprehensive annotated bibliography of American
Black English, by I. W. Brasch and W. M. Braseh.
Journalism Quarterly (52: Summer) 35''.
BRICHFORD, MAYNARD J., Professor
Book Reviews
The emerging imiversity: a history of Eastern
Illinois University, 19l»9-7l4, ed. by Donald F.
Tingley. Journal of the Illinois State Historical
Society ( 68 : November ) li6l-2.
Indiana University: midwestern pioneer; volume II:
in mid-passage, by Thomas D. Clark. Journal of
the Illinois State Historical Society (68: June)
297-9-
Management of archives and manuscript collections
for librarians. The American Archivist (38: July)
378-81.
BROWN, NORMAN B., Associate Professor
Articles
Price indexes for 1975= U.S. periodicals and
serial services. Library Journal (lOO) 1291-5.
CHAPLAN, MARGARET A., Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
Collective bargaining in libraries: a
bibliography. In Collective bargaining in
libraries; proceedings of the 2C)th Allerton Park
Institute , ed. by Frederick A. Schlipf. Urbana:
Illinois UP, pp. ll)6-6U.
CHOLDIN, MARIANNA T. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Grigorii Gennadi and Russian bibliography: a
reexamination. Libri (25:No.l) 13-33.
A nineteenth century Russian view of bibliography.
The Journal of Library History (lO:No.U) 311-22.
COBB, DAVID A., Assistant Professor
Articles
Early Canadian cartography. Association of
Canadian Map Libraries. Bulletin (l8:May) 10-17.
New maps (quarterly). Special Libraries
Association. Geography and Map Division.
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Bulletin (Quarterly).
Book Reviews
Bibliography of mono- and multilingual dictionaries
used in geography as well as in related natural
and social sciences, comp. by Emil Meynen.
Special Libraries Association. Geography and
Map Division. Bulletin ( 102: December ) 71-
DEAL, CARL W., Professor
Articles
The N.D.E.A. Institute in Spanish and Latin
American Librarianship. . .a report and evaluation.
Seminar on the Acquisition of Latin American
Library Materials. Final Report and Working
Papers (2:No.l7) 159-72.
DOWMS, ROBERT B., Professor, Emeritus
Books
Heinrich Pestalozzi, father cf modern pedagogy.
Boston: Twayne, lU7PP-
Famous books; great writings in the history of
civilization. Totowa, N.J.: Littlefield, Adams,
278pp.
Revision of a Book
With CD. Keller
How to do library research, 2d ed. Urbana;
Illinois UP, 298pp.
Chapters in Books
The Library of Congress and American university
libraries. In University library problems
Uppsala, Sweden: Uppsala University, pp. 91-6.
FAIRCHILD, CONSTAMCE A., Assistant Professor
Book Reviews
African fabric crafts, by Esther W. Dendel.
Library Journal (100) 283.
How to survive in Chicago and enjoy it, by Kenan
Heise. Library Journal (100) 569.
Sweet home Chicago, by Sally Banes. Library
Journal (100) 761.
Contemporary crafts market place, by American
Crafts Council. Library Journal (100) 83h.
Super handyman's fix and finish furniture guide,
by Al Carrell. Library Journal (100) 985.
Building pottery equipment, by Roger Harvey.
Library Journal (lOO) 973.
Ideas for decoupage and decoration, by Betty
Lorrimar. Library Journal (100) 1206.
Batik in many forms, by Laura Adasko. Library
Journal (100) 1310.
Spanish folk ceramics of today, by J. Llorens
Artigas. Library Journal (100) 1310.
The mail order crafts catalogue, by Margaret A.
Boyd. Library Journal (lOO) I616.
Mother Nature's herbs and teas, by Dezerina
Gouzil. Library Journal (100) I936.
Restoring antique furniture, by Leslie Wenn.
Library Journal (100) 20l»0.
Craft sources, the ultimate catalog for
craftspeople, by Paul Colin. Library Journal
(100) 203li.
Weaving and other pleasant occupations, by Ruby
Kathleen Polkinghorne . Reprint Bulletin-Book
Reviews {20:No.l) 31-
The old china book, by N. Hudson Moore. Reprint
Bulletin-Book Reviews (20:Nc.l) 30.
Early American pottery and china, by John Sparge.
Reprint Bulletin-Book Reviews (20:No.2) 20.
Japanese costume and textile arts, by Seiroku
Noma. Reprint Bulletin-Book Reviews (20:No.2) 21.
Drawing for fun, by Alfred Daniels. Library
Journal (100) 201*0-1*1.
GUTHRIE, VIRGINIA M. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Other books and pamphlets on journalistic subjects.
Journalism Quarterly (52: Summer) 352-85.
Other books and pamphlets on journalistic subjects.
Journalism Quarterly (52: Autumn) 581-91-
KIM, CHIN, Professor
Articles
Constitution and obscenity; Japan and the U.S.A.
American Journal of Comparative Law (23:No.2)
255-83.
Legal privileges under the early Yi Dynasty
criminal codes. Korea Journal (15: No. 5 & 15: No. 5)
Parental power under the civil code of the Republic
of Korea. Pes Receils de la Societe Jean Bodin
(35) 623-35.
With T. R. LeBlang
The death penalty in traditional China. Georgia
Journal cf International & Comparative Law
(5:Ho.l) 77-105.
With J. R. Peters
Guide to international trade and investment law
in Japan. Journal of World Trade Law (9: No. 5)
553-67.
With T. G. Carroll
Interccuntry adoption of South Korean orphans: a
lawyer's guide. Journal of Family Law (llt:No.2)
223-53.
Book Reviews
Gaikoku Hoh No Shirabe Kata (The method of finding
the law in foreign legal systems ) , by The Center
for Foreign Law Materials, University of Tokyo
Faculty of Law. International Journal of Law
Libraries (3:No.3) 273-77.
MELBY, CAROL A., Instructor
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Computer music compositions of- the United States;
a bibliography, 1975- Music Computation
Conference II, Urbana, Illinois.
MICHAEL, MARY E., Instructor
Books
Continuing professional education in librarianship
and other fields; a classified and annotated
bibliography. New York: Garland, 211pp.
With J. P. Comaromi and J. Bloom
A survey of the use of the Dewey Decimal
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Classification in the United States and Canada.
New York: Forest Press, 301pp.
MILLER, LAURENCE H., Professor
Articles
Israel Ferlstein I897-I975. Slavic Review (314) 673.
PACHUTA, JUNE E., Instructor
Chapters in Books
Selected tibliography. In Down along the mother
Volga , ed. by Roberta Reeder. Philadelphia:
Pennsylvania UP, pp. 238-1*2.
Articles
Current bibliography on Dostoevsky: publications
in East European languages. Bulletin of the
International Dostoevsky Society (5) 6h-jh.
PARSONS, JERRY L., Assistant Professor
slightly while expenditures soar. American
Libraries (6:June) 379.
WALLE, DENNIS F., Assistant
Articles
George Clinton. Dictionary of Canadian Biography
(3) 126-7.'
William Dudley. Dictionary of Canadian Biography
(3) 200-1.
Rediscovering the Rattermann collection. Non Solus
(2) 21-5-
Three manuscript collections. Hon Solus (2) 50-1.
Book Reviews
Historians Handbook, by Helen Poulton and M. S.
Howland . Journal of the Illinois State Historical
Society (67) lt57-8.
WOLFF, ERNST, Professor
Articles
Accreditation in legal education and in education
for librarianship, I878-I961. Law Library
Journal (68) 137-53.
Book Reviews
This darkening universe, by Lloyd Biggie, Jr.
Library Journal (lOO) I8I48.
Epoch, ed. by Robert Silverberg and Roger Elwood.
Library Journal (100) 2071.
Strategies for postsecondary education, by Peter
Scott. Library Journal (100) 2320-1.
Dystopian visions, by Roger Elwood. Library
Journal (100) 23'*5.
Articles
Comments [tc David Kaser: "Humanism, the Library
and the Quality of Life."] Journal of Library and
Information Science (Chinese) (l:No.2) 36-7.
Im Zentrum der USA: Die Ostasienbibliothek der
University of Illinois. Dokumentationsdienst
Asien (2:No.7l4, l*th quarter) 1-3.
Book Reviews
Chung-kuo chin-tai jen-wu chuan-chi tzu-; iao
so-yin (Index to biographical material on modern
Chinese personalities), by National Central
Library, Taipei, Taiwan, Republic of China,
Journal of Library and Information Science
(Chinese) (l:No.2) 151-3.
SEWELL, ROBERT C, Instructor
Articles
Rare books from Tokugawa Japan. Hon Solus (2)
26-31*.
SHTOHRYN, DMYTRO M., Professor
Books Edited
Ukrainians in North America: a biographical
directory of noteworthy men and women of
Ukrainian origin in the United States and Canada.
Champaign, Illinois: Association for the
Advancement of Ukrainian Studies, xxiv, hskpp.
Chapters in Books
Selo Zvyniach (Zvyniach Village). In The
Tchoritkiv district; a collection of memoirs and
historical data , ed. by 01 'ha Sonevytska.
New York: Shevchenko Scientific Society, pp. 173-
88.
Articles
Biographical directory of Ukrainians in North
America. Uki-ainian Voice (1976, No. 7) 9-10.
With R. Weres
Vid TUBA do UBTA (From TUBA to UBTA: a historical
survey). Ukrains'ka Knyha (Ukrainian Book )
(1975, No. 1-2) 7-10.
SMITH, GEORGE V., Instructor
Articles
UI index shows public library circulation up
LIBRARY SCIENCE
ALLEN, WALTER C. , Associate Professor
Articles
Services (music and fine arts in the public
library). Library Trends (23) 3*^1-9.
Book Reviews
VJorld cars 197'*, by L'Editrice dell 'automobile Lea,
ed. American Reference Books Annual (6th ed).
The business of book publishing, by Clive Bingley.
American Reference Books Annual (6th ed) I6.
BROWN, ROBERT E. , Assistant Professor
Book Review
Simulation teaching of library administration,
by M. J. Zachert. Library Journal (lOO) 1778.
DIVILBISS, JAMES L. , Associate Professor
Chapter in a book
A hardware tutorial. In Proceedings of the 197**
clinic on library applications of data processing ,
ed. by F. W. Lancaster. Illinois UP, pp. 3-10.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With William B. Rouse and Sandra H. Rouse
A mathematical model of the Illinois interlibrary
loan network: report no. 2. Urbana: Coordinated
Science Laboratory.
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HENDERSON, KATHRYN LUTHER, Associate Professor
Article
The other half of cataloging. Library Resources
gc Technical Services (19) ITS-I*.
Book Review
Cataloging: a guidebook, by Eric J. Hunter.
Library Quarterly C*?) '33-'*.
KRIM-EL, DONALD W. , Professor
Book
English music printing, 1553-1700. London:
Oxford UP, New York: The Bibliographical
Society, l88pp.
Articles
American bi-centennial editions, I. Music Library
Association Notes (2nd series, 32) 13'*-5.
Commission for bibliographical research. Pontes
artis nusicae (22) 1*9-50
With S. Somraer and L. Solow
Qualifications of a music librarian. College
Music Symposium (15) 87-93.
Book Review
Reader in music librarianship, by Carol June
Bradley. Music Library Association Notes
(2nd series, 31) 286-7.
LANCASTER, FREDERICK W. , Professor
Book
Guidelines for the evaluation of training courses,
workshops, and seminars on scientific and teolinical
information and documentation. Paris, France:
UHESCO, lOlpp.
Book Edited
Proceedings of the 197't clinic on library
applications of data processing: application of
minicomputers to library and related problems.
Illinois UP, 195pp.
Chapter in a Book
Problems of communication in the operation of
information storage and retrieval systems.
In Fachprache - Umgangssprache
, ed. J. S. Petofi
et al. Kronberg: Scriptor, pp. 317-'t7.
Article
The third international study conference on
classification research. Bulletin of the American
Society for Information Science (2) 23-1*.
Book Reviews
The analysis of information systems 2d ed., by
C. T. Meadow. Journal of Library Automation
(7, 19714) 150-1.
Understanding scientific literature, by J. C.
Donohue . Newsletter on Library Research
(No. 11) 7-11.
Linguistics and information science, by K. S.
Jones and M. Kay. Special Libraries (66)
3I.7-8.
Library planning and decisionmaking systems,
by M. Hamburg. Special Libraries (66) 557-8.
LOHRER, ALICE, Professor, Emeritus
Book Review
Creating a school media program, by John T.
Gillespie and Diana L. Spirit. Library Quarterly
(1^5) 222-1*.
STEVENS, HOLLAND E., Professor
Book Reviews
The organization of intermediate records storage,
by A. W. Mabbs, with the collaboration of Guy
Duboscq. Library Journal (lOO) 16IO.
The humanities : a selective guide to information
sources, by '>. Robert Roberts. Library Journal
(100) 1100.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATION
Leonard, Lawrence Edwards (F. W. Lancaster) , Onter-
Indexer consistency and retrieval effectiveness:
measurement of relationships.
LINGUISTICS
BHATIA, TEJ K., Teaching Assistant
Articles
Negation through question in modern Hindi. Language
Sciences (38:Dec.) 29-30.
The evolution of tones in Punjabi. Studies in the
Linguistic Sciences (5:2) 12-24.
Hindi me anunasikta (in Hindi). Gavesna (12:23)
79-99.
Book Review
Studies in the semantic structure of Hindi, by K.C.
Bahl. Studies in Language Learning (1)
220-29.
BOKAMBA, EYAMBA GEORGES, Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
Relativization in Bantu languages revisited. In The
Second LACUS Forum 1975 , ed. by Peter A. Reich.
Columbia, South Carolina, pp. 292-310.
CHENG, CHIN-CHUAN, Associate Professor
Book
With Winfred P. Lehmann et al
Language and linguistics in the People's Republic of
China. Austin and London: Texas UP, 168pp.
Articles
Current linguistic tasks in the People's Republic of
China (in Chinese). Journal of Chinese Linguistics
(2) 370-80.
Trends in foreign language teaching in the People's
Republic of China. Studies in Language Learning
(1) 153-62.
Directions of Chinese character simplification.
Journal of Chinese Linguistics (3) 213-20.
COLE, PETER, Assistant Professor
Book Revised
With Gad Ben-Horin et al
Israeli Hebrew for speakers of English, book one.
Urbana:HaGalil, 3Upp.
Book edited
Israeli Hebrew for speakers of English, book three.
Urbana:HaGalil, 189pp.
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With Jerry Morgan
Syntax and semantics, speech acts, volume three.
New York: Academic Press, 406pp.
Chapters in Books
Referential opacity and the performative analysis.
In Papers from the Eleventh Regional Meeting
, ed. by
R.E. Grossman, L.J. San and T.J. Vance. Chicago pn
672-86. 5 . Fi
The synchronic and diachronic status of conversation-
al implicature. In Syntax and Semantics Volume 3:
Speech Acts
,
ed. by Cole and Morgan. New York;
Academic Press, pp. 257-88.
Article
An apparent asymmetry in the formation of relative
clauses in Modern Hebrew. Studies in th e Ling
Sciences (5:1) 1-35.
uistic
Linguistic roles and language function: multi-
lingualism in the Indian context. Studies in
Language Learning (1) 182-5.
Models of English for the third world: white man's
linguistic burden or language pragmatics? Studies
in Language Learning (13 110-31.
KACHRU, YAMUNA, Professor
Article
Toward defining the notion "equivalence" in
contrastive analysis. TESOL Studies (1) 82-98.
With Tej K. Bhatia
Evidence for global constraints: the case of
reflexivization in Hindi-Urdu. Studies in the
the Linguistic Sciences (5:Spririgj 42-73.
GREEN, GEORGIA M. , Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
How to get people to do things with words: the
whimperative question. In Syntax and Semantics
Volume 3: Speech Acts
, ed. by Cole and Morgan.
New York: Academic Press, pp. 107-42.
Nonsense and reference; or, the conversational use
of proverbs. In Papers from the 11th Regional
Meeting, Chicago Linguistic Society
, ed. by R.E.
Grossman, L.J. San and T.J. Vance. Chicago: Chicago
Linguistic Society, pp. 226-39.
Tracing the source of a lexical gap. In Diachronic
Studies in Romance Linguistics
, ed. by Saltarelli and
Wanner. The Hague: Mouton, pp. 55-61.
HALPERN, RICHARD N., Fellow
Article
Time travel or futuristic use of "to go". Studies
in the Linguistic Sciences (5:Spring) 36-41"!
HOCK, HANS HENRICH, Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
On the judicious application of rules. Papers from
the 11th Regional Meeting of the Chicago Linguistic
Society
,
ed. by R.E. Grossman, L.J. San and T.J.
Vance. Chicago: Chicago Linguistic Society, pp
272-8.
Articles
Papers on historical linguistics: theory and method,
editor of special issue. Studies in the Linguistic
Sciences (5:2)
.
Substratum influence on (Rig-Vedic) Sanskrit?
Studies in the Linguistic Sciences (5:2) 76-125.
KACHRU, BRAJ B.
,
Professor and Head of Department
Chapter in a Book
A retrospective study of the Central Institute of
English and Foreign Languages and its relation to
Indian universities. In Language and Development :
A Retrospective Survey of Ford Foundation Language
Projects 1952-1974
.
ed. by Melvin J. Fnx. New York-
pp. 27-94.
Articles
Toward structuring the form and function of code-
mixing: an Indian perspective. Studies in the
Linguistic Sciences (5:Spring) 74-92.
KAHANE, HENRY, Professor Emeritus
Article
The etymologist as a transformationalist. In
Diachronic Studies in Romance Linguistics
,
ed.
by Saltarelli and Wanner. The Hague, 99-106.
Book Reviews
Noun morphology of modern demotic Greek, by
D. Sotiropoulos. Kratylos (18) 215-17.
A bibliographical index to romance philology,
volumes I-XXV, by M.G. Littlefield. Romance
Philology (29) 391-94.
With Renee Kahane
Italogriechische sprichworter in linguistischer
konfrontation mit neugriechischen dialekten, by
G. Rohlfs. Byzantinische Zeitschrift (68) 78-83.
Nuovi scavi linguistici nella antica Magna Graecia,
by G. Rohlfs. Byzantinische Zeitschrift (68) 397-
402.
KENSTOWICZ, MICHAEL J., Associate Professor
Article
With Tej K. Bhatia
Nasalization in Hindi: a reconsideration.
Indian Linguistics (36) 234-39.
KIM, CHIN-W. , Professor
Chapter in a Book
Models of speech production. In Formal Aspects of
Cognition Processes
,
ed. by Storer and Winter.
Springer Verlag, pp. 142-59.
Articles
The making of the Korean language. Korea Journal
(14:8) 4-17.
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A note on tonal conjunction in Efik. Studies in the
Linguistic Sciences (4:2) 112-22.
KISSEBERTH, CHARLES W. , Professor
Article
With Mohammad Abasheikh
The perfect stem in Chi-Mwi:ni and global rules.
Studies in African Linguistics (6:3) 249-66.
RIDDLE, ELIZABETH M. , Research Assistant
Chapter in a Book
Some pragmatic conditions on complementizer choice.
In Papers from the Eleventh Regional Meeting, Chicago
Linguistic Society , ed. by R.E. Grossman, L.J. San
and T.J. Vance. Chicago: Chicago Linguistic Society
pp. 467-74.
Article
Relational grammar and some aspects of Swahili synta.x.
In Proceedings of the Sixth Conference on African
Linguistics - Working Papers in Linguistics . (20)
Ohio State University, Columbus, pp. 260-69.
What they say about say . Studies in the Linguistic
Sciences (5:1) 113-24.
ZGUSTA, LADISLAV, Professor
Articles
Linguistics and bilingual dictionaries. Studies in
Language Learning (1) 95-109.
Book Review
Aspekte der semantik-zu ihere theorie und geschechte
1562-1970, by Lazlo Antal . Studies in Language
Learning (1) 210-12.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Rosenberg, Marc Stephen (J. L. Morgan), Counterfactives:
a pragmatic analysis of presupposition.
Stein, David Neil CM. J. Kenstowicz) , On the basis
of English iambic pentameter.
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ALMBLADH, CARL O., Research Associate, See: Physics
SHEINTUCH, GLORIA, Teaching Assistant
Articles
Subject-raising-a unitary rule? Studies in the
Linguistic Sciences (5:1) 12S-S3.
Periphrastic verb formation in Persian. Studies
in the Linguistic Sciences (5:2) 139-56.
TEGEY, HABIBULLAH, Research Assistant
Chapter in a Book
The interaction of phonological and syntactic
processes: e.xamples from Pushto. In Papers from
the 11th Regional Meeting, Chicago Linguistic
Society
,
ed. by R.E. Grossman, L.J. San and
T.J. Vance. Chicago: Chicago Linguistic Society,
pp. 571-82.
Article
A study of Pushto clitics and implications for
linguistic theory. Studies in the Linguistic
Sciences (5:1) 154-96.
ZIV, YAEL, Visiting Lecturer and Research Associate
Book
With S. Chayat and H. Israeli
Israeli Hebrew for speakers of English III; Urbana:
Hagalil Press, 190pp.
Book Revised
With Gad Ben Horin et al
Israeli Hebrew for speakers of English, book one.
Urbana: HaGalil, 311pp.
ANDERSON, ANSEL C, Professor, See: Physics
BAKER, JUDITH E., Research Chemist
Chapter in a Book
With V. G. Mossotti and A. J. Rabat
Tin, lead, antimony, and bismuth. In
Flame Emis sion and Atomic Absorption Spectrometry
,
Volume 3—Elements and Matrices, ed. by Dean
and Rains. New York: Marcel Dekker
, p. 20.
BAYM, GORDON A., Professor, See: Physics
BECK, PAUL A. , Professor, See: Metallurgy and
Mining Engineering
BERGERON, CLIFTON G., Professor, See: Ceramic
Engineering
BHATTACHARYYA , PARTHA , Research Associate,
See: Physics
BIRNBAUM, HOWARD K. , Professor, See: Metallurgy and
Mining Engineering
BLATTNER, RICHARD J., Research Chemist
Articles
With C. A. Evans, Jr., et al.
Effect of oxidizing ambients on platinum silicide
formation: II. Auger and backscattering analyses.
Journal of the Electrochemical Society (122)
1732-36.
With C. A. Evans, Jr., et al.
Interaction of Al layers with polycrystalline Si.
Journal of Applied Physics (46) 4678-84.
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BLINT, RICHARD J., Research Associate, See: Physics
BROWN, THEODORE L. , Professor, See: Chemistry
CRAVEN, ROBERT A., Visiting Research Associate,
See: Physics
CRAWFORD, ROY K. , Assistant Professor, See: Physics
CURTIN, DAVID Y., Professor, See: Chemistry
DEPASQUALI, GIOVANNI, Research Associate Professor,
See: Physics
DOW, JOHN D. , Professor, See: Physics
DRICKAMER, HARRY G., Professor, See: Chemical
Engineering
EVANS, CHARLES A., Jr., Senior Research Chemist,
Materials Research Laboratory; Associate
Professor, See: Chemistry
FLYGARE, WILLIS H., Professor, See: Chemistry
FLYNN, COLIN P., Professor, See: Physics
FRANCESCHETTI, DONALD R. , Research Associate,
See: Physics
FRASER, HAMISH, Assistant Professor, See: Metallurgy
and Mining Engineering
GINSBERG, tXJNALD M.
, Professor, See: Physics
GRANATO, ANDREW V., Professor, See: Physics
HOLONYAK, NICK, Jr., Professor, See: Electrical
Engineering
JONAS, JIRI
,
Professor, See: Chemistry
KLEIN, MILES V., Professor, See: Physics
KOEHLER, JAMES S., Professor, See: Physics
KUNZ, A. BARRY, Associate Professor, See: Physics
LAZARUS, DAVID, Professor, See: Physics
MAPOTHER, DILLON E., Professor, See: Physics
McMillan, WILLIAM L. , Professor, See: Physics
METZGER, MARVIN, Professor, See: Metallurgy and
Mining Engineering
MEYER, STEPHEN P., Research Associate, See: Physics
MOCHEL, JACK M. , Associate Professor, See: Physics
O'HARA, STEPHEN G., Research Associate, See: Physics
PAYNE, DAVID A., Assistant Professor, See: Ceramic
Engineering
PETHICK, CHRISTOPHER J., Associate Professor, See:
Physics
PUGH, E. NEVILLE, Professor, See: Metallurgy and
Mining Engineering
REYNOLDS, C. LEWIS, Research Associate, See: Physics
SAH, CHIH T. , Professor, See: Electrical Engineering
SALAWON, MYRON B., Professor, See: Physics
SCHWARZ, RICARDO B., Visiting Assistant Professor,
See: Physics
SIMMONS, RALPH O. , Professor and Head of Department,
See: Physics
SLIGHTER, CHARLES P., Professor, See: Physics
STAPLETON, HARVEY J., Professor, See: Physics
STUCKY, GALEN D. , Professor, See: Chemistry
WAYMAN, C. MARVIN, Professor, See: Metallurgy and
Mining Engineering
WERT, CHARLES A., Professor and Head of Department,
See: Metallurgy and Mining Engineering
WILLIAMS, PETER, Research Chemist
Article
With C. A. Evans, Jr.
High resolution secondary ion mass spectrometry.
In National Bureau of Standards Workshop on Ion
Microprobe Mass Spectrometry , ed. by Heinrich
and Newbury. Washington, D.C.: National Bureau
of Standards
.
WILLIAMS, WENDELL S., Professor, See: Physics
WIRTZ, GERALD P., Associate Professor, See: Ceramic
Engineering
WOZNIAK, WAYNE T., Research Associate, See: Physics
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ABIKOFF, WILLIAM, Assistant Professor
Article
On boundaries of TeichmUller Spaces and on Kleinian
Groups, III. Acta Matheroatica (134) 211-37.
ALBRECHT, FELIX R. , Professor
Articles
On a certain classical variational problem. Uni-
versita degli Studi di Firenze, Seminari dell'In-
stituto di Matematica Applicata (May) 1-11.
On the dynamics and control of interacting popula-
tions. Rendicouti del Seminario di Mathematica
University di Bari (3) 41-76.
ALEXANDER, JOHN RALPH, Associate Professor
Articles
Generalized sums of distances. Pacific Journal of
Mathematics (56:2) 297-304.
Random compact sets related to the Kakaya problem.
Proceedings of the American .Mathematical Society
(53:2, December) 415-19.
Metric embedding techniques applied to geometric
inequalities. Lecture Notes in Mathematics-
Springer-Verlag (490) 57-65.
ASH, ROBERT B. , Professor
Books
With Melvin F. Gardner
Topics in Stochastic Processes. New York:
Academic Press, 321 pp.
BANK, STEVEN B. , Professor
Articles
Some results on analytic and meromorphic solutions
of algebraic differential equations. Advances in
Mathematics (15: 1) 41-62.
On algebraic differential equations whose coeffi-
cients are entire functions of finite order. Revue
Roumaine de Mathematiques Pures et Appliquees
(20:5) 511-19.
On the growth of meromorphic solutions of linear
differential equations having arbitrary entire
coefficients. Annali di Matematica Pura ed Applicata
(107) 279-89.
BERG, I. D., Professor
Article
On approximation of normal operators by weighted
shifts. Michigan Mathematics Journal 21
377-83.
BERKSON, EARL R., Professor
Chapter in a Book
With H. Porta
A brief survey of generalized hermitian elements.
In Proceedings Rio de Janeiro Colloquium in
Analysis, ed. by L. Nachbin. Paris: Hermann,
pp. 21-6.
Article
With L. A. Rubel
Seven different proofs that L*"/ H*
separable. Rocky Mountain Journal
BERNDT, BRUCE C, Professor
is not
(5) 237-45.
Chapter in a Book
Periodic Bernoulli numbers, summation formulas
and applications. In Theory and Application
of Special Functions , ed. by Richard A. Askey.
New York: Academic Press, pp. 143-89.
Articles
Identities involving the coefficients of a class
of Dirichlet series. Transactions of the American
Society (201) 247-61.
A generalization of a theorem of Gauss on the
sums involving [xj . American Mathematical
Monthly (82) 44-51.
Generalized Eisenstein series and modified
Dedekind sums. Journal fUr Reine und Angewandte
Mathematik (272) 182-93.
Elementary evaluation of f (2n) . Mathematics
Magazine (48) 148-54.
The evaluation of certain classes of non-
absolutely convergent double series. Siam
Journal of Mathematical Analysis (6) 966-77.
Character analogues of the Poisson
and Euler-Maclaurin summation formulas with
applications. Journal of Number Theory (7) 413-45.
Eisenstein series with characters and the values
of Dirichlet L-functions. Acta Arithmetica (28)
299-320.
With Lowell Schoenfeld
Periodic analogues of the Euler-Maclaurin and
Poisson summation formulas with applications to
number theory. Acta Arithmetica (28) 23-68.
BISHOP, RICHARD L., Professor
Articles
There is more than one way to frame a curve
American Mathematical Monthly (82) 246-51.
With Michael Menn
4Generic surfaces in E . Michigan Mathematical
Journal (22) 117-27.
Book Review
Transformation groups in differential geometry,
by Shochichi Kobayashi. Mathematical Reviews
(50) 8360.
BOHRER, ROBERT E,, Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
On Halstead's criterion and statistical algorithms.
In Proceedings 8th Symposium on the Interface
of Computer Science and Statistics, ed by
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James W. Frane. Los Angeles; California UP.
nn. 262-6.
Articles
One-sided multivariable inference. Journal of the
Royal Statistical Society (3) 380-84.
With F. F. Potthoff
An exercise in analysis of variance theory.
American Statistician (75: Movomber) 166-8.
BOONE, WILLIAM W. , Professor
Chapter in a Book
With Graham Higman
An Algebraic Characterization of Groups with Soluble
Order Problem. In Logic Colloquium '73 (in the
series "Studies in Logic and Foundations of Mathe-
matics ") , ed. by H. E. Rose and J. C. Shepherdson.
North-Holland Publishing Company; Amsterdam-
Oxford, pp. 5 3-4.
BUCKMASTER, JOHN D., Associate Professor
See: Theoritical Applied Mechanics
BURKHOLDER, DONALD L. , Professor
Articles
One-sided maximal functions and H . Journal of
Functional Analysis (18) 429-54.
pH spaces and exit times of Brownian motion.
Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society (81)
556-'i.
CARROLL, ROBERT W. , Professor
Eisenstein integrals and singular Cauchy problems.
Proceedings of the Japan Academy (51) 691-5,
Some remarlis on )<ernels, recovery formulas, and
evolution equations. Roc)<y Mountain Journal of
Mathematics (5) 61-74.
On a class of canonical singular Cauchy problems.
Proceedings of the Colloquium Analysis, Rio de
Janeiro, Analysis Fonctions Applications, Actualites
Scientifiques et Industrielles, Hermann, Paris (1367)
71-90.
pp. 91-106.
DIAMOND, HAROLD G., Professor
Books
With H. Pollard
The Theory of Algebraic Numbers. Washington,
D, C. : Mathematical Association of America,
162 pp.
Articles
Changes of sign of '^(x) - j^i (x) . L'enseignement
Mathematique (21) 1-14.
Chebyshev type estimates in prime number Theory.
University de Bordeaux Seminaire Theorie des
Nombres (1973-74) 11 pp.
DOOB, JOSEPH L., Professor
Chapter in a Book
Analytic sets and stochastic processes.
In Stochastic processes and related topics, vol.1
,
ed. by Madan Lai Puri. New York, pp. 1-12.
Stochastic process measurability conditions,
Annales de L'Institut Fourier (25) 163-76,
GOLDBERG, SAMUEL I,, Professor
Articles
On the distance decreasing property of a class of
real harmonic mappings. Geometriae Dedicata (4)
61-9.
The Hopf conjecture concerning surfaces in E .
Proceedings Symposium Pure Mathematics, American
Mathematical Society (27: Part 2) 25.
With S. S. Chern
On the volume decreasing property of a class of
real harmonic mappings. American Journal of
Mathematics (97) 133-47.
With T. Ishihara and N. C. Petridis
Mappings of bounded dilatation of Riemannian
manifolds. Journal of Differential Geometry (10)
619-30.
CHEN, KUO-TSAI, Professor
Articles
Iterated integrals, fundamental groups and covering
spaces. Transactions of American Mathematical
Society (206) 83-98.
Connections, holonomy and path space homology.
Proceedings of Symposia in Pure Mathematics (27)
39-52.
DAY, MAHLON M. , Professor
Chapter in a Book
Mimicry in normed spaces. In Geometry of metric
and linear spaces, Michigan 1974, ed, by L. M. Kelley.
Berlin-Heidelberg-New York: Springer-Verlag,
With Gr. Tsagas
On the minima of the length function of a con-
formal vector field. Tensor (29) 241-2.
With T. Ishihara
Generalizations of the Schwarz-Ahlfors lemma
to quasiconformal harmonic mappings. Proceedings
Symposium Pure Mathematics, American Mathematical
Society (27: Part 1) 135.
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GRIFFITH, PHILLIP A., Professor
Books
With R. M. Fossum and I. Reiten
Trivial Extensions of Abelian Categories. New York:
Springer-Verlag, 122 pp.
Articles
With R. M. Fossum
Complete local factorial rings which are not Cohen-
Macaulay in characteristic P. Annales Scientif iques
de L'Ecole Normale Superieure (8) 189-99.
With R. M. Fossum, H. B. Foxby and I. Reiten
Minimal injective resolutions with applications to
dualizing modules and Gorenstein modules. Institut
Pes Hautes Etudes Scientif iques (45) 193-215.
Bulletin
A complete local factorial ring of dimensions 4
which is not Cohen-Macaulay . Providence, Rhode
Island: American Mathematical Society, 2 pp.
HENSON, C. WARD, Assistant Professor
Articles
The monad system of the finest compatible uniform
structure. Proceedings of the American Mathematical
Society (51) 163-70.
When do two Banach spaces have isometricaliy
isomorphic nonstandard hulls? Israel Journal of
Mathematics (22) 57-67.
HOHN, FRANZ E., Professor
Bulletin
Algebraic NAND-NOR Logic Design, an Exposition;
Report T-20. Urbana, Illinois: Coordinated
Science Lalxiratory, 56 pp.
JANUSZ, GERALD J., Professor
Articles
The Schur group of cyclotomic fields. Journal of
Number Theory (7: 3) 345-52.
The local index of elements in the Schur group.
Lecture Notes in Mathematic s, Springer-Verlag
(488) 177-83.
Generators of the Schur group of local and global
number fields. Pacific Journal of Mathematics
(56: 2) 525-46.
JERRARD, RICHARD P., Professor
Article
Homology with multiple-valued functions applied to
fixed points. Transactions of the American
Mathematical Society (213) 407-27.
JOCKUSCH, CARL G. JR., Professor
Articles
Recursiveness of initial segments of Kleene's O.
Fundamenta Mathematicae (87) 162-7.
With P. F. Cohen
A lattice property of Post's simple set.
Illinois Journal of Mathematics (19) 450-3.
KAMBER, FRANZ W. , Professor
Books
With Philippe M. Tondeur
Foliated Bundles and Characteristic Classes,
Lecture Notes in Mathematics (493) , New York-
Berlin: Springer-Verlag-Heidelberg, pp. 14-208.
Chapter in a Book
The structure of the propositional calculus of a
physical theory. In The logico-algebraic
approach to quantum mechanics , ed. by C. A. Hooker,
Dordrecht, Holland: Reidel Publishing Company,
pp. 221-45.
Articles
With Philippe M. Tondeur
Semi-simplicial Weil algebras and characteristic
classes for foliated bundles in Cech-cohomology
.
Proceedings of the S^Tnposium of Pure Mathematics ,
American Mathematical Society , (27: I) 283-94.
With Philippe M. Tondeur
Non-trivial characteristic invariants of homo-
geneous foliated bundles. Annales Scientifiques
de I'Ecole Normale Superierure (8) 433-86.
KAUFMAN, ROBERT P., Professor
Articles
Extremal sets of multiplicity. Periodica
Mathematica Hungarica (6) 175-8.
Approximation of smooth functions and covering
properties of sets. Annali Scuola Normale
Superiore - Pisa (2 Ser. IV), 479-81.
Brownian motion and sets of multiplicity.
Pacific Journal of Mathematics (60) 111-14.
With P. Mattila
Hausdorff dimension and exceptional sets of
linear transformations. Annales Academiae
Scientiarum Fennicae (1) 387-92.
KNIGHT, FRANK B., Professor
Articles
A predictive view of continuous time processes.
The Annals of Probability (3) 573-96.
With P. A. Meyer
Une Characterisation De La Loide Cauchy.
Zeitschrift Fur Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie (34)
129-34.
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Book Reviews
Syst^mes Regeneratif s, by Bernard Maisonneuve.
Mathematical Reviews (50::'.) 469-70.
LOEB, PETER A., Professor
Articles
Conversion from nonstandard to standard measure
spaces and applications in probability theory.
Transactions of the American Mathematical Society
(211) 113-22.
MCLINDEN, LYNN, Assistant Professor
Articles
Conjugacy correspondences; a unified view.
Transactions of the American Mathematical Society
(203) 257-74.
Duality theorems and theorems of the alternative.
Proceedings of the American Mathematical Society
(53) 172-5.
PHILIPP, WALTER v., Professor
Book
With Wm. F. Stout
Almost sure invariance principles for partial
sums of weakly dependent random variables.
Providence, Rhode Island: American Mathematical
Society Memoirs (161) 144 pp.
Articles
Limit theorems for lacunary series and uniform
distribution mod 1. Acta Arithmetica (26)
249-59.
A conjecture of ErdSs on continued fractions.
Acta Arithmetica (28) 379-86.
With R. MUck
Distances of probability measures and uniform
distribution mod 1. ?-lathematische Zeitschrift
(142) 195-202.
MILES, JOSEPH B., Associate Professor With Wm. F. Stout
Article
H^U^.A factorization theorem in
Proceedings of the American Mathematical Society
(52) 319-22.
MULLER, DAVID E.
,
Articles
Professor
With F. P. Preparata
Bounds to the complexity of networks for sorting
and for switching. Journal of the Association
for Computing Machinery (22:2) 195-201.
With F. P. Preparata
The time required to evaluate division-free
arithmetic expressions. Information Processing
Letters (3: 5) 144-6.
OSBORN, HOWARD A., Professor
Articles
Axioms for the Euler characteristic. Proceedings
of Symposia in Pure Mathematics (27) 101-3.
The Chern-Weil construction. Proceedings of
Symposia in Pure Mathematics (27) 383-95.
PARKER, ERNEST T. , Professor
Articles
On sets of pairwise disjoint blocks in Steiner
triple systems. Journal of Combinatorial Theory
,
Series A (19) 113-14.
Nonexistence of a triple of orthogonal latin
squares of order 10 with group of order 25 --
a search made short. Journal of Combinatorial
Theory
,
Series A (19) 243-4,
The maximum number of digraph-distinct ordered
quadruples on six marks. Journal of Combinatorial
Theory
,
Series A (19) 245-6,
Asymptotic fluctuation behavior of sums of
weakly dependent random variables. Colloquia
Mathematica Societatis Janos Bolyai (11) 273-96.
PORTA, HORACIO A., Associate Professor
Articles
With C. E. Kenig
Weak continuity of Banach algebra products.
Bulletin American Mathematical Society (81)
605-8.
With E. Berkson
A brief survey of generalized Hermitian elements.
Analyse fonctionnelle et applications , Actualites
scientif iques et Industrielles, 1367 pp.
Hermann, Paris.
With Borosh and C. J. Moreno
Elliptic curves over finite fields. Mathematics
of Computation , (29) 951-64.
PORTNOy, STEPHEN L, , Associate Professor
Articles
Transience and solvability of a non-linear
diffusion equation. Annals of Probability
(3) 465-77.
Admissibility of the best invariant estimator
of one co-ordinate of a location vector. Annals
of Statistics (3) 448-50.
REINER, IRVING, Professor
Books
Maximal Orders. London: Academic Press 395 pp.
Chapter in a Book
Locally free class groups of orders, In
Representations of Algebras (Lecture Notes #488) ,
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ed. by V. Dlab and P. Gabriel. Berlin: Springer-
Verlag, pp. 253-81.
Articles
Hereditary orders. Rendiconti del Seminario Mate-
matics dell' University di Padova 52
219-25.
Projective class groups of symmetric and alter-
nating groups. Linear and Multilinear Algebra
(3) 115-21.
With T. B. Berger
A proof of the normal basis theorem. American
Mathematical Monthly (82) 915-18.
ROBINSON, DEREK S., Professor
Article
On the cohomology of soluble groups of finite
rank. Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra (7)
145-67.
ROSENTHAL, HASKELL P., Professor
Chapter in a Book
Point-wise compact subsets of the first Baire
Class, with some applications to Banach space
theory. In Proceedings of the Aarhus Seminar on
Random Series, Convex Sets, and Geometry of Banach
Spaces
, ed. by Proceedings of Conference. Aarhus,
Denmark: University of Aarhus 176-87.
Articles
The Banach spaces C (K) and L^ (/v) . Bulletin
of the American Mathematical Society (81) 763-81.
Correction to "On factors of CtO,L] with non-
separable dual", I srael Journal of Mathematics
13 (1974) 361-78. Israel Journal of Mathematics
(21) 93-4.
With A. Pelczynski
pLocalization techniques in L spaces. Studia
Mathematica (52) 263-89.
With E. Odell
With R. Ranga Rao
Invariant subspaces of L* of certain homo-
geneous spaces . Journal of Approximation Theory
(13) 28-32.
With P. M. Gauthier
Interpolation in separable Frechet spaces with
applications to spaces of analytic functions.
Canadian Journal of Mathematics (27) 1110-13.
With A. Shields and B. A. Taylor
Mergelyan sets and the modulus of continuity of
analytic functions. Journal of Approximation
Theory , (15) 23-40.
With E. Berkson
Seven different proofs that L^/H** is not
separable. Rocky Mountain Journal of Mathematics
(5) 237-45.
STOLARSKY, KENNETH B., Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
Discrepancy and sums of distances between points
of a metric space. In The Geometry of Metric
and Linear Spaces, ed. by L. M. Kelly. Berlin:
Springer-Verlag, pp. 44-56.
Articles
The sum of the distances to certain pointsets on
the unit circle. Pacific Journal of Mathematics
(59) 241-51.
The sum of the distances to N points on a
sphere. Pacific Journal of Mathematics (57)
563-73.
Spherical distributions of N points with
maximal distance sums are well spaced. Pro-
ceedings of the American Mathematical Society
(48) 203-6.
Generalizations of the logarithmic mean.
Mathematics Magazine (48) 87-92.
STOUT, WILLIAM F., Associate Professor
Book
A double-dual characterization of separable
Banach spaces containing y£' . Israel Journal of
Mathematics (20) 375-84.
ROTHMAN, NEAL J., Professor
Article
On the Silov Boundary induced by certain Semi-
group Algebras. Czechoslovak Mathematical Journal
(25: 100) pp. 24-30.
RUBEL, LEE A., Professor
Articles
An extension of Runge ' s theorem. Proceedings
of the American Mathematical Society (47) 261-2,
With W. Philipp
Almost Sure Invariance Principles for Partial
Sums of Weakly Dependent Random Variables.
Providence, R.I.: American Mathematical Society
(Memoir) 140 pp.
Article
With W. Philipp
Asymptotic fluctuation behavior of sums of weakly
dependent random variables. Colloquia Mathematica
Societatis Janos Bolyai : (11). Limit Theorems
of Probability Theory
,
Keszthely (Hungary)
,
273-96.
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TAKEUTI, GAISI, Professor
Book
Proof Theory. Amsterdam: North Holland Publishing
Company, 372 pp.
Chapter in a Book
Consistency proofs and ordinals. In Proof
Theory Symposium Kiel 1974
, ed. by J. Diller
and G. H. HUller. Berlin: Springer-Verlag,
pp. 365-9.
TING, TSUAN WU, Professor
Articles
Elastic-plastic torsion of cylindrical pipes.
Proceedings of Symposium of International
Mathematical Union and International Union of
Mechanics on Application of Functional Analysis
to Mechanics, Marseille, France , 11 pp.
With R. M. Potter
The problem of forced fittings. Part I, the
loading process. Archives Rational Mechanics
and Analysis (58) 77-95.
TONDEUR, PHILIPPE M. , Professor
Book
With F. W. Kamber
Foliated bundles and characteristic classes.
Springer Lecture Notes (493). New York-Berlin:
Springer-Verlag-Heidelberg, 208 pp.
Articles
With F. W. Kamber
Semi-simplicial Weil algebras and characteristic
classes for foliated bundles in Cech cohomology.
Proceedings of the Symposium of the Pure Mathe-
matics , American Mathematical Society (27;i)
283-94.
With F. W. Kamber
Non-trivial characteristic invariants of homo-
geneous foliated bundles . Annales Scientifiques
de I'Ecole Normale Superierure (8) 433-86.
UHL, J. JERRY, Associate Professor
Articles
Martingales and dentability. Proceedings of
Kent State Informal Conference on Radon-Nikodym
Property (Winter) 1-10.
Norm attaining operators on L [0^
Radon-Nikodym property
Mathematics (61:2) 44-52
and the
Pacific Journal of
WAGSTAFF, SA>aiEL S., JR., Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
The University of Illinois. In Calculus and
Computing
,
ed. by Stephen J. Garland. Providence:
American Mathematical Society, pp. 18-19.
Articles
Zeros of p-adic L-functions. Mathematics of
Computation (29) 1138-43.
The Schnirelmann density of the sums of three
squares. ProceedinRS of the American Mathematical
Society (52) 1-7.
With P. T. Bateman and G. B. Purdy
Some numerical results on Fekete polynomials.
Mathematics of Computation (29) 7-23.
WIJSMAN, ROBERT A., Professor
Article
Exponentially bounded stopping time of the
sequential t-test. Annals of Statistics (3)
1006-10
WOLFOWITZ, JACOB, Professor
Articles
Maximum probability estimators in the classical
case and in the 'almost smooth' case. Teoriya
Vyeroyatnostey i y. P . (20:2) 371-9.
Signalling over a Gaussian channel with feedback
and autoregressive noise. Journal of Applied
Probability (12:4) 713-23.
DOCTORAL DISSEKTftTIONS
Anderson, Jack Kirk (F. R. Albrecht) , On the structure
of the set of attainability.
Barton, Eric McMillan (M. E. Hamstrom) , Borsuk ' s index
of r-proximity for surfaces.
Braithwaite, Edwin Stanley (M. H. Heins) , The converse
Fatou theorems in a finite-dimensional half-space.
Chen, Nai-Fung (C. L. Liu) , An analysis of scheduling
algorithms in multiprocessor computing systems.
Chillag, David (M. Suzuki), On doubly transitive
permutation groups of degree 5q + 1.
Cliff, Gerald Howard (I. Reiner), Vertices of repre-
sentations of finite groups.
Cohen, Barry Steven (G. Takeuti) , On completeness for
ultraproducts of subgroups of the real numbers.
Cohen, Paul Frederick (C. G. Jockusch, Jr.), Weak
truth table reducibility and the pointwise ordering
of 1-1 recursive functions.
Endo, Lawrence Paul (L. R. McCulloh) , Steinitz classes
of tamely ramified galois extensions of algebraic
number fields.
Frykman, James Edward (L. L. Helms), Approximation of
infinite dynamic gas models.
Gendler, Alan Matthew (N. T. Peck), Extreme operators
in the unit ball of L(C(X), C(Y)).
Lipskie, Larry Clifford (R. L. Bishop) , Generic G-
structures.
Manteuffel, Thomas Albert (P. E. Saylor) , An iterative
method for solving nonsymmetric linear systems with
dynamic estimation of parameters.
Neaderhouser, Carla Elizabeth Cecilia (L. L. Helms),
Limit theorems for multiply-indexed mixing random
variables.
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Park, Seung Ahn (M. Suzuki), A characterization of the
four-dimensional projective unimodular unitary
groups
.
Janusz) , The SchurPendergrass, James William (G. J.
subgroup of the Brauer group.
Smith, Mark Andrew (M. M. Day) , Directional uniform
rotundity in banach spaces.
Wooldridge, Kent Ernest (P. T. Bateman) , Some results
on arithmetical functions similar to Euler's
pui-function.
MC KINLEY HEALTH SERVICE
HURSH , LAURENCE M
.
, Professor
Articles
Milk Has Something for Every Body? Journal of the
American Medical Association (232:Hay) 539-40.
NIKELLY, ARTHUR G., Associate Professor
Articles
With N. Dunkas
Group Psychotherapy With Greek Immigrants.
International Journal of Group Psychotherapy
(25:No.4) 402-9.
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ADDY, ALVA L. , Profeisor
Articles
The analysis of supersonic ejector systems (one-
dimensional approaches) CI) 126pp. Ejectors , von
Karman Institute for Fluid Dynamics, Brussels,
Belgium: VKI-LS-79.
The analysis of supersonic ejector systems (two-
dimensional approach) (II) 41pp. Ejectors , von
Karman Institute for Fluid Dynamics, Brussels,
Belgium, VKI-LS-79.
CHAO, BEI T. , Professor and Head of Department
Articles
With F. N. Lin
Local similarity solutions for free convection
boundary layer flows. Journal of Heat Transfer ,
Transactions of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (97C:2) 294-96.
CHATO, JOH.N C, Professor
Articles
With A. Shitzer
Analytical prediction of the heat transfer from a
blood vessel near the skin surface cooled by a sym-
metrical strip. Journal of Engineering for In -
dustry
, Transactions of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (97) 61-65.
With S. Y. Chern
The effect of non-uniform cooling on the heat trans-
fer from an insulated electric cable. Journal of
Heat Transfer
,
Transactions of the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers (97) 424-28.
With A. Wong
A two-dimensional model study of the effect of skid
wires on the deflection of flows around electric
cables. Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers , Transactions on Power Apparatus and
Systems (PAS-94:6) 1916.
CHOW, WEN L. , Professor
Articles
With L. J. Bober and B. H. Anderson
Strong interaction associated with transonic flow
past boattails. American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics Journal (13:1) 112-13.
With D. F. Brink
Two-dimensional jet mi.xing with a pressure gradient.
Journal of Applied Mechanics , Transactions of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (42:1)
55-60.
With I. S. Chang
Mach reflection associated with over-expanded nozzle
free jet flows. American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics Journal (13:6) 762-66.
With D. J. Spring
The viscous interaction of flow redevelopment after
reattachment with supersonic external flows. Ameri -
can Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics .lournal
(13:12) 1576-84.
Technical Reports
Numerical calculation of transonic boattail flow.
NASA TN-D-7984, NASA, Washington, D.C. 22pp.
With T. S. Shih
The viscid-inviscid interaction associated with a
two-dimensional transonic flow past a backstep.
ME-TR-39S-3, UILU ENG 75-4003, 39pp.
COOK, HARRY E. , Professor (see Department of Metallurgy
and Mining Engineering)
CUSANO. CRISTINO, Associate Professor
Articles
Characteristics of externally pressurized journal
bearings with membrane-type variable flow restric-
tions as compensating elements. Proceedings of the
Institution of Mechanical Engineers (188:52) 527.
With A. Mirarefi and E. I. Radzimovsky
A method of controlling the shaft misalignment in a
gear testing machine by "prestressed" externally
pressurized journal bearings. Journal of Engineer -
ing for Industry
, Transactions of the American So -
ciety of Mechanical Engineers (97:3, Ser. B) 814.
GREENE, JOSEPH L., Associate Professor (see Coordinated
Science Laboratory)
HERTIG, BRUCE A., Professor
Articles
Work in hot environments: Threshold limit values and
proposed standards. Industrial Environment Health
,
Second Edition, New York: Academic Press, 219-31.
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HOGG, GARY L. , Assistant Professor
Articles
GliRTS QR: A model for multi-resource constrained
queucing systems, Part I: The model. Transactions of
American Institute of Industrial Engineers , June.
GERTS QR: A model for multi-resource constrained queue-
ing systems Part II: An application to parallel-
channel dual-resource constrained queueing systems with
homogeneous resources. Transactions of American In -
stitute of Industrial Engineers
, June.
MULL, WILLIAM L. , Professor
Articles
With R. A. Moreau and S. C. Sorenson
A technique for time resolved nitric oxide measure-
ments in auto-igniting mixtures. Combustion and
l-lame (25) 197-205.
JONES, BARCLAY G., Professor (see Nuclear Engineering
Program)
KLEIN, RICHARD E. , Associate Professor
Articles
With H. Sehitoglu
Identification of multi-valued and memory non-
linearities in dynamic processes. Simulation
,
Technical Journal of the Society for Computer
Science (25, Sept.) 86-92.
KORST, HELMUT H., Professor
Technical Reports
Analytical and modeling studies of plume-induced
flow separation from afterbodies. Final Report,
Task Order No. 75/158, AROD (December) 42pp.
Space shuttle-related flow separation problems.
AGARD Conference Proceedings (168) Flow Separation,
Fluid Dynamics Symposium, Gottingen, Germany,
RTD 9/11.
An analysis of jet plume modeling by dissimilar pro-
pel lant gases. Technical Proceedings of the 45rd
Semi -Annual Meeting (II), Supersonic Tunnel Associ-
ation, Pasadena, Cal., 1-30.
LIEBMAN, JUDITH S., Assistant Professor (see Department
of Civil Engineering)
MEHRABIAN, ROBERT, Associate Professor (see Department
of Metallurgy and Mining Engineering)
MILLER, NORMAN R. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Experimental procedure for investigating the effects
of load and speed on muscle electromyographic ac-
tivity during bicycling. Proceedings of the 28th
Annual Conference on Engineering in Medicine and
Biology
,
New Orleans, Sept. 20-24; The Alliance for
Engineering in Medicine and Biology , Chevy Chase,
Md.
,
p. 26.
MORRISON, FRANK A., Jr., Professor
Articles
With L. D. Reed
Unsteady creeping motion of a sphere at small values
of Knudsen number. Journal of Aerosol Science (6)
9-18.
Particle interactions in low Knudsen number thermo-
phoresis. Journal of Aerosol Science (6) 349-65.
Associate ProfessorOFFNER, DAVID
Articles
Determination of pivot locus for pivoted motor belt
drives. American Society of Mechanical Engineers
Paper 75/WA/DE-29, American Society of Mechanical
Engineers Annual Winter Meeting, November 30,
Houston, Texas.
ROUSE, WILLIAM B. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Optimal resource allocation in library systems.
Journal of the American Society for Information
Science (26, May-June) 157-65.
Design of man-computer interfaces for on-line inter-
active systems. Institute of Electrical and Elec -
tronics Engineers" Transactions (63. June) 847-57.
Human interaction with an intelligent computer in
multi-task simulations. Proceedings of the 11th
Annual Conference on Manual Control (May) , NASA
Ames Research Center, 130-43.
With K. D. Enstrom
Human perception of the statistical properties of
discrete time series: Effects of interpolation
methods. Proceedings of the 1975 Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers Systems, Man ,
and Cybernetics Conference (Sept.), San Francisco,
415-19.
With S. H. Rouse
An interaction model for analysis of library netw^
-
Proceedings of the 1975 Conference of American So -
ciety for Information Science (October), Boston, 20-
With T. B. Sheridan
Computer-aided group decision making: Theory and
Practice. Technological Forecasting and Social
Change (7:2) 113-26.
SAVAGE, LESTER D., Jr., Associate Professor
Articles
With S. C. Sorenson and R. A. Strehlow
Flammability—A new technique. Combustion and Flame
(24) 347.
SOO, SHAO L. , Professor
Articles
On equation of motion of a solid particle suspended
in a fluid. Physics of Fluids (18:2) 263-64.
Collection of fine particles: Devices and their
evaluation. Proceedings of the 1975 Industrial
Waste Conference
,
Canada, 146-76.
With R. Pape and S. Hong
Study of an electrof luidic generator. Proceedings
of the 10th Intersociety Energy Conversion and Engi -
neering Conference (10) 564-68.
Technical Reports
Diffusivity of spherical particles in dilute sus-
pensions. San Francisco, American Institute of
Chemical Engineers National Heat Transfer (F4-9)
5pp.
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Power spray cooling-unit and system performance.
Houston, Texas, American Society of Mechanical Engi-
neers Paper 75-WA/PWR 9.
With J. A. Ferguson and S. C. Pan
Feasibility of pneumatic pipeline transport of coal.
Atlanta, Ga., Intersociety Conference on Transport-
ation (American Society of Mechanical Engineers)
.
75-ICT-22.
With M. Rieber and J.J. Stukel
The coal future: Economic and technological analysis
of initiatives and innovations to secure full supply
independence. Washington, D.C., National Technical
Information Service, NTIS PB 247-678/AS, NTIS PB
248-6S2/AS.
SORENSON, SPENCER C, Associate Professor
Articles
With L. D. Savage and R. A. Strehlow
Flammability limits—A new technique. Combustion
and Flame (24) 347-S5.
With R. A. Moreau and W. L. Hull
A technique for time resolved nitric oxide measure-
ments in auto-igniting mixtures. Combustion and
Flame (25) 197-205.
Technical Reports
With T. A. Huls and L. A. McReynolds
Vehicle emissions--Public Affairs Report No. 3,
Warrendale, Pa. , Society of Automotive Engineers,
16pp.
STOECKER, WILBERT F., Professor
Articles
Computer simulation of the performance of an aqua-
amonia absorption refrigeration system. Proceed -
ings of the 14th International Congress of Refriger-
ation (Sept.) B2.30.
STUKEL, JAMES J., Professor
Articles
With H. G. Rigo
A simplified model for predicting overall heat trans-
fer coefficients for cavity bearing flow obstructions.
International Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer (IS)
337-39.
Energy effectiveness of air pollution control devices.
Atmospheric Environment (9) 529-35.
With J. B. Wedding, R. W. Carlson, and F. A. Bazzes
Aerosol deposition on plant leaves. Environmental
Science and Technology (9) 151-53.
With R. L. Solomon and J. L. Hudson
A model for the dispersion of particulate or gaseous
pollutants from a network of streets and highways.
Atmospheric Environment (9) 990-99.
With J. L. Hudson and R. L. Solomon
Measurement of the ambient lead concentration in the
vicinity of Urbana-Champai'gn, Illinois. Atmospheric
Environment (9) 1000-6.
TSENG, MITCHELL M. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With F. Van Dyck and 0. D. Lascoe
Computerized process parameter selection for EDM
process. Proceedings of the North American Metal -
working Research Conference (3)
.
WHITE, ROBERTA., Professor
Articles
With H. H. Korst and P. M. Gerhart
A control volume analysis of supersonic shear layer
reattachment. Journal of Fluids Engineering
, Trans-
actions of the American Society of Mechanical Engi -
neers (97:1, Ser. I) 124-26.
WOO, TONY C, Assistant Professor (see Coordinated
Science Laboratory)
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Lancaster, David Russell (W. L. Hull) , Effects of tur-
bulence on spark-ignition engine combustion.
Shih, Tso-shin (W. L. Chow) , Nozzle free jet flows
within the strong curved shock regime.
Weng, Chi-hsiung (W. L. Chow) , Base pressure problems
associated with supersonic axisymmetric external flow
configurations
.
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BECK, PAUL A., Professor
Articles
With A. Mukhopadhyay
The Role of Magnetic Clusters in Mictomagnetic
Alloys. Solid State Communications (18) 211-16.
With A. Mukhopadhyay and R. D. Shull
Relaxation and Magnetic Clusters in Mictomagnetic
Cu-Mn Alloys. Journal of Less Common Metals (43)
69-82.
With A. Parthasarathi
Magnetism in FeAl, CoAl, CoGa, and NiAl. Solid
State Communications (16) 1057-9,
With R. D. Shull
Mictomagnetic to Ferromagnetic Transition in Cr-Fe
Alloys. Proceedings of the 20th Conference on
Magnetism and Magnetic Materials, American Insti -
tute of Physics Conference Proceedings (24) 95-5.
BIRNBAUM, HOWARD K. , Professor
Articles
Report to the American Physical Society by the
Study Group on Physics Problems Relating to Energy
Technologies: Radiation Effects on Materials.
Review of Modern Physics (47) Supplement 3.
With R. F. Mattas
Isotope Effect on the Motion of 0-H Clusters in
Niobium. Acta Metallurgica (23) 973-7.
With H. Wadley
Hydrogen Embrlttlement of Molybdenum. Scrlpta
Metallurgica (9) 1113-15.
COOK, HARRY E. , Professor
Articles
On the Problem of Fluctuations Near First-Order
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Phase Transformations In Solids. Journal of Ap -
plied Crystallography (8) 132-40.
On First Order Structural Phase Transformations.
I; General Considerations of Pre-Transition and
Nucleation Phenomena. Acta Metallurgica (23) 1027-
39.
On First-Order Structural Phase Transformations.
II: The Omega Transformation in Zr-Nb Alloys. Acta
Metallurgica (23) 1041-54.
With J. L. Mukherjee et al.
Influence of Argon Sputtering Pressure on the Adhe-
sion of TIC Films to Steel Substrates. Journal of
Vacuum Science and Technology (12) 850-3.
EHRLICH, GERT, Professor
Articles
With R. S. Chambers
Chemical Identification of Individual Surface Atoms
in the Atom Probe. Journal of Vacuum Science and
Technology (13) 273-6.
With W. R. Graham
Surface Diffusion of Atom Clusters. Journal of
Physics F: Metal Physics (4) L212-4.
Surface Diffusion of Single Atoms. Thin Solid
Films (25) 85-96.
With R. Liu
Adsorption of Nitrogen on Perfect Re (0001) Planes.
Journal of Vacuum Science and Technology (13) 310-
13.
With D. A. Reed
Chemical Specificity in the Surface Diffusion of
Clusters: Ir on W(211). Philosophical Magazine
(32) 1095-9.
With R. G. Rowe
Internal Energy Exchange In Molecular Collisions
with a Crystal. The Journal of Chemical Physics
(62) 735-7.
Rotationally Inelastic Diffraction of Molecular
Beams: H„, D,
Chemical Physics (63) 4648-65
With R. G. Rowe and L. Rathbun
External Effects in Rotationally Inelastic Diffrac-
tion from Crystal Surfaces. Physical Review Letters
(35) 1104-7.
With C. N. Stewart
Dynamics of Activated Chemlsorpt ion: Methane on
Rhodium. The Journal of Chemical Physics (62) 4672-
82.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With C. N. Stewart
Studies on Activated Chemlsorpt ion. Coordinated
Science Laboratory Report R-672, 71pp.
ERASER, HAMISH L. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With I. P. Jones
A Note on the Increase in Usable Foil Thickness
in Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy. The
Philosophical Magazine (31:No.l) 225-8.
With N. J. Zaluzec et al.
On the Feasibility of Quantitative Microcheraical
„ ^., HD from (001) MgO. The Journal of
---
Analysis of Thin Metal Foils. The 33rd Annual Pro -
ceedings of the Electron Microscopy Society of Amer -
ica
.
(Las Vegas, Nevada, 1975) pp. 106-7.
GAYLORD, RICHARD J., Assistant Professor
Articles
Orientation of Crystallites Formed in Stretched
Polymeric Networks. Journal of Polymer Science
.
Polymer Letters Edition (13) 337-40.
A Comparison of Lattice and Non-Lattice Random Walk
Models in Polymer Statistics and Elasticity. The
Journal of Chemical Physics (63) 5495-6.
With M. Hashiyama and R. S. Stein
Birefringence Studies of the Strain-Induced Crys-
tallization of Rubbers. Makromoleculare Chemle
.
Supplement 1, 579-97.
With D. J. Lohse
Morphological Changes During Oriented Polymer Crys-
tallization. Polymer Preprints American Chemical
Society (16:no.2) 331-6.
With K. J. Smith, Jr.
Elastic Behavior of Simple Model Networks. Journal
of Polymer Science, Polymer Physics Edition (13)
2069-77.
On the Anlsotropy of Composite Networks. Macro -
molecules (8) 89.
Rubber Elasticity. Rubber Age (107) 31-9.
GREENE, JOSEPH E. , Associate Professor
See Coordinated Science Laboratory
LAWRENCE, FREDERICK V. , JR., Associate Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With W. H. Munse and J. D. Burk
Effects of Porosity on the Fatigue Properties of
5083 Welds. Welding Research Council Bulletin, No.
206.
LIEBERMAN, DAVID S., Professor
Chapter in a Book
With M. A. Schmerling and R. W. Karz
Ferroelastic "Memory" and Mechanical Properties in
Gold-Cadmium. In Shape Memory Effects in Alloys ,
ed. by J. Perkins. New York: Plenum Publishing,
pp. 203-44.
Articles
With B. K. Das
Dlsplaclve Transformations in Near-Equiatomic Nio-
bium-Ruthenium Alloys. I. Morphology and Crystal-
lography. Acta Metallurgica (23) 579-85.
MEHRABIAN, ROBERT, Associate Professor
Articles
With D. Apelian and M. C. Flemings
A New Process for Atomlzatlon of Metal Alloys.
Journal of Materials Science (10) 460-8.
With M. C. Flemings
Casting Semi-Solid Aluminum Alloys. Aluminum (51)
710-15.
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With Y. V. Murty et al.
Initial Coarsening of Manganese Sulfide Inclusions
in Rolled Steel During Homogenization. Metallurgi -
cal Transactions A (6A) 2031-5.
With R. G. Riek and M. C. Flemings
Preparation and Casting of Metal-Particulate Non-
Metal Composites. Metallurgical Transactions (5)
1899-905.
With R. G. Riek et al.
Machine Casting of a Partially Solidified High
Copper Content Alloy. Transactions of the American
Foundrvmen's Society (83) 25-30.
Rheocasting of Ferrous Alloys. Proceedings of the
8th International Society for Die Casting Engineers
Exposition and Congress , Paper #G-T75-153, Cleve-
land, Ohio, pp. 1-8.
With A. Sato and M. C. Flemings
Cast Composites of Aluminum Alloys. Light Metals
(2) 177-93.
With P. C. Wilson and T. Z. Kattamis
Effect of Homogenization on Sulfide Morphology and
Mechanical Properties of Rolled AISI 4340 Steel.
The Metals Technology (2) 241-4.
METZGER, MARVIN, Professor
Articles
Intergranular Corrosion of Single Phase Aluminum
as a Pitting Phenomenon. Journal de Physique (36:
NO.C4) 387-93.
PUGH, E. NEVILLE, Professor
Articles
With D. G. Chakrapani
The Transgranular SCC of a Mg-Al Alloy: Crystallo-
Graphic, Fractographlc and Acoustic Emission
Studies. Metallurgical Transactions (6A) 1155-63.
On the Fractography of Transgranular Stress-Corro-
sion Failures in a Mg-7.5 Al Alloy. Corrosion (31)
247-52.
With J. L. Nelson
The Occurrence of Transgranular Cleavage-Like Frac-
ture in an Al-Zn-Mg Alloy During Tensile Testing.
Metallurgical Transactions (6A) 1459-60.
ROWLAND, THEODORE J., Professor
Articles
A N Nuclear Relaxation Study of Hydrogen and
Bonding in Diethylamine -Alcohol Solutions. The
Journal of Chemical Physics (63:No.2) 608-12.
SIM)N, JACK A. , Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With H. B. Willman et al.
The Handbook of Illinois Stratigraphy. Illinois
Geological Survey Bulletin 95, 250 pp.
WAYMAN, C. MARVIN, Professor
Chapter in a Book
Deformation, Mechanisms and Other Characteristics
of Shape Memory Alloys. In Shape Memory Effects in
Alloys, ed. by J, Perkins. New York: Plenum Pub-
lishing, pp. 1-27.
Articles
Shear Transformations and Microstructure. Metallog -
raphy (8) 105-30.
With S. Chakravorty
The Thermoelastic Martensitic Transformation in
Beta' NiAl Alloys. I. Crystallography and Mor-
phology. Metallurgical Transactions A (7A) 535-53.
The Thermoelastic Martensitic Transformation in
Beta' NlAl Alloys. II. Electron Microscopy.
Metallurgical Transactions A (7A) 569-82.
With I. Cornells
Deformation Behavior of Cu-Zn Martensites. Scripta
Metallurglca (9) 437-8.
The Shape Memory Effect In AgZn Alloys. Scripta
Metallurglca (8( 1321-6.
With I. Cornells et al.
Reply to Comments on Direct Observation of Lattice
Instabilities. Scripta Metallurglca (9) 489-90.
With T. P. Darby
Growth of Gold Thin Film Dendrites on Graphite Sub-
strates. Journal of Crystal Growth (29) 98-108.
Nucleation and Growth of Gold Films on Graphite: I.
Effects of Substrate Condition and Evaporation Rate.
Journal of Crystal Growth (28) 41-52.
Nucleation and Gro\rth of Gold Films on Graphite:
II. The Effect of Substrate Temperature. Journal
of Crystal Growth (28) 53-67.
With R. Oshima
Comments on the Paper "Electron Microscope Observa-
tion of the Austenite and Martensite in High Alumi-
num Steel (Supplement)" by T. Tadaki and K. Shimlzu.
Transactions of the Japan Institute of Metals (16)
111-12.
Substructure of Thin Film (225) Ferrous Martensites.
Transactions of the Japan Institute of Metals (16)
73-86.
With K. Otsuka
On the Shape Memory Effect in Internally Faulted
Martensites. Scripta Metallurglca (9) 1017-22.
With T. A. Schroeder and I. Cornells
The Shape Memory Effect and Pseudoelasticity In
Polycrystalline Cu-Zn Alloys. Metallurgical Trans -
actions A (7A) 555-68.
With H. C. Tong
On the Efficiency of the Shape Memory Effect for
Energy Conversion. Scripta Metallurglca (9) 757-60.
Thermodynamic Considerations of 'Solid State En-
gines' Based on Thermoelastic Martensitic Trans-
formations and the Shape Memory Effect. Metallur -
gical Transactions A (6A) 29-32.
Thermodynamics of Thermoelastic Martensitic Trans-
formations. Acta Metallurglca (23) 209-15.
With M. Umemoto
Some Effects of Transformation Cycling on the Mar-
tensitic Transformation in Partially Ordered Fe^Pt
Alloys. Scripta Metallurglca (9) 1077-82.
WERT, CHARLES A. , Professor and Head of Department
Articles
Hydrogen Diffusion in bcc Metals. Low Temperature
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Physics (USSR) (l:No.5) 626-34.
With P. Lecocq
Equilibrium in Hydride Formation in Tantalum. Thin
Solid Films (25) 77-84.
YESKE, RONALD A., Assistant Professor
Articles
With W. V. Green and E. Zukas
The Tensile Fatigue Behavior of Molybdenum at
1153°K. Proceedings of the First Topical Meeting
on the Technology of Controlled Nuclear Fusion .
United States Atomic Energy Commission Conference
#740402.
With J. Weertman
Fatigue Crack Propagation in Copper Under Varied
Mean Stress. Metallurgical Transactions (5) 2033-9.
Stage II Fatigue Crack Growth in Copper in Nitrogen
and in Air. Metallurgical Transactions (6A) 1126-7.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Chakrapanl , Durgam Govindarajulu (E. N. Pugh) / Trans-
granular stress-corrosion cracking of a magnesium-
aluminum alloy.
Chakravorty, Sudhansu (C. M. Wayman) , Crystallography
of the thermoelastic martensitlc transformation
in Ni-Al alloys.
Grossbeck, Martin Lester (H. K. Birnbaum) , Low temper-
ature hydrogen embrittlement in niobium.
Kulkarnl, Subhash Balkrishna (C. A. Wert) , Velocities
of screw and 60°-dislocations in intrinsic and
extrinsic silicon.
Mei, Len (J. E. Greene) , The electronic and metallurgi-
cal properties of amorphous silicon thin films
deposited by RF sputtering.
Rowe, Raymond Grant (G. Ehrlich) , Scattering of molecu-
lar hydrogen and its isotopes from crystal surfaces.
Shah, Dilip Manllal (C. J. Altstetter) , Deformation
of vanadium containing dispersed V,^N particles.
lb
MICROBIOLOGY
BRYANT, MARVIN P., Professor, See Dairy Science.
BURKE, DANIEL D. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Uptake of the glucose analogue 2-deoxyglucose by
germinating mitospores of Allomyces macrogynus .
Journal of Bacteriology (124) 843-8.
CARL, PHILIP L., Assistant Professor
Chapters in Books
With M. H. Hanna and L. S. Soucek
Triton X-100 dependent DNA synthesis in an E. coli
dnaC mutant. In ICN-UCLA Symposia on Molecular
and Cellular Biology , ed. by Gaulian, Hanawalt,
and Fox. California: W. A. Benjamin, pp. 640.
Articles
With M. H. Hanna
Reinitiation of DNA synthesis by deoxyribonucleic
acid initiation mutants of Escherichia coli : role
of ribonucleic acid synthesis, protein synthesis,
and cell division. Journal of Bacteriology (121)
219-26.
With J. E. Heinze
The effects of organic solvents on Escherichia coli
DNA polymerase III. Biochimia et Biophysica Acta
(402) 35-40.
With J. E. Heinze and A. H. Hale
Studies on the specificity of the antiviral agent
calcium elenolate. Antimicrobial Agents and
Chemotherapy (8) 421-5.
With P. L. Chen
Genetic map location of the Escherichia coli dnaG
gene. Journal of Bacteriology (124) 1613-14.
DEMOSS, RALPH D. , Professor and Head of the Department
Articles
With G. Cecchini and R. J. Bojanowski
Tryptophanase from Sphaerophorus funduliformis .
Purification, molecular weight, and subunit
properties. Biochimica et Biophysica Acta (386)
340-51.
With H. C. Isom
Pyridoxal 5 '-phosphate and analogs as probes of
coenzyme-protein interaction in Bacillus alvei
tryptophanase. Biochemistry (14) 4291.
Structural role of pyridoxal 5'-phosphate analogs,
and other agents in the association of subunits of
Bacillus alvei apotryptophanase . Biochemistry
(14) 4298.
With J. D. Fenske
Substrate-protein interaction in tryptophanase
from Bacillus alvei . Kinetic and spectral evalua-
tions. Journal of Biological Chemistry (250)
7554-63.
DRAKE, JOHN W. , Professor
Articles
Environmental mutagenesis: evolving strategies in
the USA. Mutation Research 65-72.
With J. F. Abrahamson, et al.
Environmental mutagenic hazards.
503-14.
Science (187)
GABRIDGE, MICHAEL G., Assistant Professor
Articles
Oxygen consumption by trachea organ cultures
infected with Mycoplasma pneumoniae . Infection
and Immunity (12) 544-9.
Hamster trachea organ cultures.
Association Manual (1) 75-80.
Tissue Culture
With R. B. Polisky
Quantitative redirection of 2, 3, 5-triphenyl
tetrazolium chloride by hamster trachea organ
cultures: effects of Mycoplasma pneumoniae cells
and membranes. Infection and Immunity (13) 84-91.
With P. Schneider
Cytotoxic effect of Mycoplasma fermentans on mouse
Thymocytes. Infection and Immunity (11) 460-5.
With D. Yip and K. Hedges
Levels of lysosomal enzymes in tissues of mice
infected with Mycoplasma fermentans. Infection
and Immunity (12) 233-9.
HERSHBERGER, CHARLES L. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With N. Slavik and L. Stolarsky
Tetrahymena DNA forms a single band in alkaline
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density gradients. Journal of Molecular Evolution
(4) 371-6.
Probability graphs resolve components with buoyant
density differences of 0.001 g/cm in equilibrium
density gradients.
615-19.
Analytical Biochemistry (64)
With W. Gibson
Changing proportions of DNA components in Euglena
gracilis . Archives of Biochemistry and Biophysics
(168) 8-14.
With N. Slavilc
The Icinetic complexity of Euglena gracilis chloro-
plast DNA. Federation of European Biochemical
Societies Letters (52) 171-4.
KAUFMAN, STEPHEN J., Assistant Professor
Chapters in Books
Characterization of a myogenic cell line defective
in fusion. In Development Biology , ed. by McMahon
and Fox. Massachusetts: W. A. Benjamin, pp. 296-
303.
Articles
With A. Mcpherson
Abrin and Hurin: two new lymphocyte mitogens.
Cell (4) 263-8.
KONISKY, JORDAN, Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
Effects of colicin la on membrane functions in
Eschericia coli . In Molecular Aspects of Membrane
Phenomena
, ed. by Kaback, Neurath, Rodda, Schwyzer,
and Wiley. Berlin: Springer-Verlag, pp. 193-215.
Articles
Alterations in membrane function in an Escherichia
coli mutant tolerant to colicin la and lb.
of Bacteriology (124) 1439-46.
Journal
With M. J. R. Gilchrist
Effects of colicin la on transport and respiration
in Escherichia coli . Journal of Biological
Chemistry (250) 2457-62.
MEVER, RICHARD C, Associate Professor, See
Veterinary Pathology and Hygiene.
ORDAL, Z. JOHN, Professor, See Food Science.
REICHMANN, MANFRED E.
Articles
Professor
With J. A. Lesnaw
RNA synthesis by temperature sensitive mutants of
vesicular stomatitis virus, New Jersey serotype.
Virology (63) 492-504.
With S. L. Hartford, et al.
Physical properties of New Jersey serotype of
vesicular stomatitis virus and its defective
particles. Proceedings National Academy of
Science (72) 1202-5.
SAVAGE, DWAYNE C.
,
Chapters in Books
Professor
Distribution and succession of the gastrointestinal
microbiota in monogastric animals. In Proceedings
of the First Intersectional Congress of the
International Association of Microbiological
Societies , ed. by Hasegawa. Japan, pp. 317-26.
Indigenous microorganisms association with mucosal
epithelia in the gastrointestinal ecosystem. In
Microbiology , ed. by Schlessinger. Washington,
D.C.
, pp. 120-3.
[Microbial association with epithelia and the
stability of the gastrointestinal ecosystem] (In
Japanese)
. In [Proceedings of a Symposium entitled
"On the relationship between intestinal microflora
and host health "] (In Japanese) , Japan, pp. 32-5.
Articles
With R. D. Berg
Immune responses of specific pathogen-free and
gnotobiotic mice to antigens of indigenous and
nonindigenous microorganisms. Infection and
Immunity (11) 320-9.
With G. W. Tannock and R. V. H. Blumershire
Association with, and invasion of, the ileal mucosa
in mice by Salmonella typhimurium . Infection and
Immunity (11) 365-70.
VOSS, EDWARD W. , JR., Professor
Articles
With N. E. Cobb
Enzymatic modification of d-lysergic acid diethyl-
amide (LSD) by rabbit lymphoid cells and murine
MOPC 315 plasmacytoma cells. Journal of the
Reticuloendothelial Society (17) 30-7.
With H. M. Howell and H. E. Conrad
Comparative radiochromatographic carbohydrate
analysis of rabbit anti-hapten IgG antibodies of
various affinities. Immunochemistry (12) 111-17.
With J. L. Winkelhake
Studies on the mechanism of covalent incorporation
of a lysergyl derivative to immunoglobulin peptides
in vitro. Journal of Biological Chemistry (250)
2164-72.
V With J. L. Winkelhake and N. E. Cobb
Light chain peptide secreted by rabbit antibody
producing and murine MOPC 315 myeloma cells in the
presence of d-lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD)
.
Immunochemistry (12) 279-84.
With M. Hoffmeister
Hapten-binding capacity and population heterogenei-
ty of chicken anti-DNP IgG antibody. Immuno-
chemistry (12) 745-9.
WACHSMAN, JOSEPH T., Associate Professor
Articles
With E. Bedows and R. I. Gumport
Absence of detectable RNA ligase activity in
eukaryotic cells. Biochemical and Biophysical
Research Communications (67) 1100-7.
WEBER, MICHAEL J., Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
With A. H. Hale and D. E. Roll
Role of protease activity in malignant transforma-
tion by Rous sarcoma virus. In Proteases and
Biological Control , ed. by Shaw, Reich, and Rifkin.
New York: Cold Spring Harbor Press, pp. 915-30.
Articles
Inhibition of protease activity iTi cultures of Rous
sarcoma virus-transformed cells: effect on the
transformed phenotype. Cell (5) 253-61.
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With A. H. Hale
Hydrolase and serum treatment of normal chick
embryo cells: effects on hexose transport. Cell
(5) 245-52.
With A. H. Hale and J. L. Winkelhake
Cell surface changes and Rous sarcoma virus gene
expression in synchronized cells. The Journal of
Cell Biology (64) 398-407.
WOESE, CARL R.
ment.
Professor, See Genetics and Develop-
WOLFE, RALPH S., Professor
Articles
With S. F. Tzeng and M. P. Bryant
Factor 420-dependent pyridine nucleotide-linked
hydrogenase system of Methanobacterium ruminantium .
Journal of Bacteriology (121) 184-91.
Factor 420-dependent pyridine nucleotide-linked
formate metabolsim of Methanobacterium ruminantium .
Journal of Bacteriology (121) 192-6.
WONG, PAUL K. v.. Assistant Professor
Articles
With R. MacLeod
Studies on the budding process of a temperature-
sensitive mutant of murine leukemia virus with a
scanning electron microscope. Journal of Virology
(16) 434-42.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Gilchrist, Mary Joyce (J. Konisky) , Effect of colicin
la on Escherichia coli and interaction of colicin
la with a respiration deficient mutant.
Hale, Arthur Herman (M. J. Weber), Studies on cell
surface function and structure in normal and in
Rous sarcoma virus-transformed cells.
Hanna, Michael Henry (P. L. Carl), In vivo and in
vitro resumption of deoxyribonucleic acid
synthesis in Escherichia coli deoxyribonucleic
acid initiation mutants.
Heinze, John Edward (P. L. Carl) , In vitro studies
of deoxyribonucleic acid polymerases II and III
from Escherichia coli .
Manak, Rita Carol (E. W. Voss) , Characterization of
anti-DNA antibody purified from sera of patients
with the autoimmune disease systemic lupus
erythematosus
.
Slavik, Nelson Sigman (C. L. Hershberger) , The internal
structural organization of chloroplast DNA from
Euglena Gracilis Z.
MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
HOFFMEISTER, DONALD F., Professor
Article
Bat tower on Sugarloaf Key, southern Florida. Bat
Research News 16(2) : 18.
flUSIC
BAGNALL, ANN D., Assistant Professor
Articles
With C. Wolff, et. al.
"Bach's 'Art of Fugue': An Examination of the
Sources". Current Musicology (19) 47-77.
BEAUCHAMP, JAMES W., Associate Professor
Articles
Analysis and Synthesis of Cornet Tones Using
Nonlinear Interharmonic Relationships. Journal of
the Audio EngineerinR Society (23:10) 778-95.
BLUM, STEPHEN, Assistant Professor
Book Reviews
Instrumentale Musikstile an der Ostturkischen
Schwarmeerkuste by Christian Ahrens. Ethnomusi -
cology (19) 141-3.
Classical Persian Music by Ella Zonls. Musical
Quarterly (61) 308-14.
Articles
Persian Folksong in Meshhed (Iran), 1969. Year -
book of the International Folk Music Council (6)
86-114.
Towards a Social History of Musico logical Tech-
nique. Ethnomusicology (19) 207-31.
HOFFMAN, MARY £., Associate Professor
Books
With B. Reimer and A. McNeil
Silver Burdett Music Book Seven, (Teachers'
Edition, Pupils' Edition, Eight Lessons, Ten Phono
Discs). Morristown, New Jersey: Silver Burdett,
208pp.
JOHNSTON, BEN B., Professor
Musical Compositions
"Sonata for Microtonal Piano" (Grind lemusic).
Baltimore: Smith Publications.
"Rose." Baltimore: Smith Publications.
"Prayer." Baltimore: Smith Publications.
KOHUT, DANIEL L., Associate Professor
Book Reviews
The Teaching of Action in String Playing: Develop-
mental and Remedial Techniques by Paul Rolland and
Maria Mutschler. The Illinois Music Educator
(35:3) 36.
LONDON, EDWIN, Professor
Musical Compositions
Brass Quintet. New York: C. F. Peters, 41pp plus
5 parts.
Wounded Byrd Song for mixed chorus. New York:
Walton Music Corporation, 12pp.
MELBY, JOHN, Assistant Professor
Compositions Published
"Epitaph" (in Memoriam Carl Ruggles) for wind
ensemble and percussion. New York: American
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Composers Alliance.
"Two Stevens Songs" for soprano and computer.
New York: American Composers Alliance.
"Zonnorities" for oboe, clarinet, and computer.
New York: American Composers Alliance.
NETTL, BRUNO, Professor
Books
With C. E. Haram and R. Byrnside
Contemporary Music and Music Cultures. Englewood
Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 270pp.
Chapter in a Book
Folk Music. In Encyclopedia Britannica
,
15th
edition, Chicago: University of Chicago, 4466-70.
Articles
Aspects of Form in the Instrumental Performance of
the Persian Avaz. Ethnomusicology (18) 405-14.
Ethnomusicology Today. The World of Music (17:4)
11-15.
Comparison and Comparative Method in Ethnomusic-
ology. In Yearbook for Inter-American Musical
Research (9) 148-61.
(English Translation,) Phonographierte Indianer-
melodien aus Britisch-Columbia, by Erich M.
von Hornbostel. In Hornbostel Opera Omnia
, The
Hague: M. Nijohoff, 301-22pp.
With R. Riddle
Taqsim Nahawand : A Study of Sixteen Performances
by Jihad Racy. In Yearbook of the International
Folk Music Council (5) 11-50.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
The State of Research in Orally Transmitted Music.
Regensburg, Germany: International Folk Music
Council, 29pp.
Book Reviews
Cheremis Folksongs by Laszlo Vikar and Gabor
Bereczky. In Yearbook of the International Folk
Music Council (6) 153-54.
POWELL, MORGAN E., Associate Professor
Musical Compositions
"Brass Quintet #2." Baltimore: Smith Publications
"Faces" for soprano and cello. Baltimore: Smith
Publications.
RINGER, ALEXANDER L. , Professor
Chapters in Books
Musicology Today: A Question of Commitment. In
International Musicological Society - Report of the
Eleventh Congress , Copenhagen, 1974, 191-4pp.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Some Socio-Economic Aspects of Italian Opera at the
Time of Donizetti. Convegno Internazioale Di Studi
Donizettiani , Bergamo, 23pp.
Book Reviews
Arnold Schonberg--Franz Schreker, Briefwechsel ed.
by Friedrich C. Heller. MLA Notes (32:2) 285-6.
Constantin Brailois. Problemes d 'e thnomusicologie
,
ed. by Gilbert Rouget. Ethnomusicology (20:1) 285-
137-8.
Book Reviews (Cont.)
Schonberg by H. Stuckenschmidt
. Musical Quarterly
(61) 476-81.
ROLLAND, PAUL, Proffesor
Books
Tunes and Exercises for the String Player for
Violin, Viola, Cello and 2 Phono Discs. Philadel-
phia: Theodore Presser for Illinois String
Research Associates. 26pp.
With Maria Mutschler
The Teaching of Action in String Playing. Phila-
delphia: Theodore Presser for Illinois String
Research Associates. 220pp.
ECCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Bailey, James Zuill (R. J. Colwell) , The relationships
between the Colwell music achievement tests I and
II, the BRA achievement series, intelligence
quotient, and success in instrumental music in
the sixth grade of the public schools of Prince
William County, Virginia.
Bakken, Howard Norman (N. Temper ley ) , The development
of organ playing in Boston and New York, 1700-1900.
Caldwell, Donald Graham (C. E. Hamm) , The choral music
of Frederick Delius.
Colson, William Wilder (J. R. Kelly), Four last songs
by Richard Strauss composition: concerto for
violincello and orchestra.
DeBruyn, Randall Keith (B . B. Johnston), Contrapuntal
structure in contemporary tonal music: a pre-
liminary study of tonality in the twentieth century.
Dvorak, Wayne Dean (R. J. Colwell), An investigation
of the Colwell music achievement tests as an
instrument for diagnostic evaluation for under-
graduate music education students.
Filbeck, Loren Harold (C. E. Hamm) , The choral works
of Anthony Philip Heinrich.
Fladmoe, Gary Gardner (R. J. Colwell), The contribu-
tions to brass instrument manufacturing of
Vincent Bach, Carl Geyer, and Renold Schilke.
Gerber, Linda Lou (C. Leonard) , An examination of three
early childhood programs in relation to early
childhood music education.
Jones, Maurice Allen (N. Temperley) , American theater
cantatas: 1852-1907.
Kauffman, Byron Forrest (C. E. Hamm) , Choral works
of William Henry Fry.
Kidd, Robert Lee, III (C. Leonhard) , The construction
and validation of a scale of trombone performance
skills.
Peterson, Jay Homer (J. Hamilton) , The keyboard works
of Michelangelo Rossi.
Rapoport, Paul Ernest (C. E. Hamm), Vagn Holmboe's
symphonic metamorphoses.
Rouintree, James Paul (R. J. Colwell) , A theoretical
position for the development of musical learning
experiences for bands.
Sargent, David Henry (B. B. Johnston), Juan Carlos Paz,
self-taught twelve-tonalist and innovative Argentine
composer
.
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Schlabach, Eugene Lee (R. J. Colwell) , The role of audi-
tory memory in memorization at the piano.
Sekon, Joseph Andrew (S. Martirano)
, A real-time col-
lection generating and control system.
Shinn, Randall Alan (P. Zonn) , An analysis of Elliott
Carter's sonata for flute, oboe, cello, and harpsi-
chord (1952) .
Stein, Alan (B. B. Johnston) , The musical language
of Charles Ives' Three places in New England .
Stephens, John Anthony (C. E. Hamm) , Henry Russell in
America: chutzpah and huzzah.
Sullivan, Henry Francis (C. Leonhard) , A descriptive
study of the musical, academic, and social character-
istics of selected students in a suburban high
school in New York State.
Whaley, David Robert (E. London) , The microtonal
capability of the horn.
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
AXFORD, ROY A., Professor
Articles In Journal
With D. A. Freiwald
Approximate Spherical Blast Theory Including Source
Mass. Journal of Applied Physics (46) 1171-4.
With K. L. Peddicord
Calculated Transient Response of an LMFBR Subchannel
in Turbulent Flow. Transactions of the American
Nuclear Society (21) 417-18.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Direct Evaluation of Transient Surface Temperatures
and Heat Fluxes. ERDA Research and Development
Report, LA-6051, US Dept. Commerce, Springfield,
Virginia, 8 p.
Methods of Integration for Uncoupled and Coupled
Thermoelastic Problems. ERDA Research and Develop-
ment Report, LA-6071, US Dept. of Commerce, Spring-
field, Virginia, 22 p.
CHOI, CHAN K., Visiting Professor
Articles in Journal
'^ith W. C. Henneberger, F. C, Sanders
Reply to Comment of Vermani and Beers. Physical
Review (A12) 2635.
iVith S. N. Mian, W. C. Henneberger, R, Shatas
Comment on Charged-Particle Scattering in Dilute
and Dense Plasmas in the Presence of Intense
Electromagnetic Radiation. Physical Review (A12) 719.
DORNING, JOHN J., Associate Professor
Articles in Journal
With T. J. Burns
Multidimensional Application of an Integral Balance
Technique for Neutron Diffusion Computations, in
rnmputational Methods in Nuclear Engineering
,
CONF-750413, pp. V. 57-67.
With T. J. Bums
The Partial Current Balance Method: A New Computa-
tional Method for the Solution of Multidimensional
Neutron Diffusion Problems, Proceedings , NEACRP and
CSNI Specialists' Meeting on New Developments in
Three Dimensional Neutron Kinetics and Review of
Kinetics Benchmark Calculations
, pp. 109-30,
Technische Universitat Hunchen, Munich.
With R. H. Johnson, B. W. Wehring, and D. T. Ingersoll
252
Cf Fast-Neutron Spectrum Measured to 15 MeV.
Transactions of the American Nuclear Society (22 )
727-8.
With R. H. Johnson and B. W. Wehring
Integral Tests of Neutron Cross Sections for Iron
Above 1.0 MeV. Transactions of the American Nuclear
Society (22) 799-800.
With R. H. Johnson and B. W. Wehring
NE-213 Neutron Spectrometry System for Measurement
to 15 MeV. Proceedings of the Conference on Nuclear
Cross Sections and TechnoIog>', March 3-7, 1975 .
Washington, D.C. NBS Special Publication 425, 62-5.
With R. H. Johnson and B. W, Wehring
Integral Test of Cross Sections Using Neutron Leak-
age Spectra from Spheres of Iron, Niobium, Beryllium,
and Polyethylene. Proceedings of the Conference on
Nuclear Cross Sections and Technology, March 3-7 ,
1975. Washington, D.C. NBS Special Publication 425,
169-72.
Kith R. H. Johnson and B. W. Wehring
Smoothing in the FERDOR Method of Neutron Spectrum
Unfolding, Transactions of the American Nuclear
Society (22) 798-9.
With T. Kraft
Generalized Dispersion Theory for Boiinded Fast
Assemblies. Transactions of the American Nuclear
Society (22) 709.
HANG, DANIEL F., Professor
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With Ray G. McCormack, Brian L. Renwick, Patrick Manning
Electric Power Generation and Distribution (EGAD).
US Army Construction Engineering Research Laboratory
Department of the Army, Headquarters US Army Training
and Doctrine Command, Fort Monroe, Virginia, 400 p..
Volume IV of ACN 20380.
JONES, BARCLAY G., Professor
Articles in Journal
With R. J. Hammersley
Turbulent Pressure Field in a Co-Annular Jet.
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
Journal (13) 1601-6.
Prediction of the Spectral Distribution of Far Field
Sound Emitted from Jet Flows. Proceedings of the
Third Interagency Symposium on University Research
in Transportation Noise , University of Utah, 388 p.
JONES, RICHARD B., Visiting Professor
Articles in Journal
With M. Tavel
An Examination of the Capabilities of the Phase
Space Time Evolution Method Applied to Neutron
Transport. Nuclear Science and Engineering (59)
90-2.
1
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MILEY, GEORGE H., Professor
Articles in Journal
With D. Driemeyer and G. Gerdin
Plasma Heating and Fusion Bums Using Compression
Clamping of Superthermal Ions. Sixth S)'mposium
on Engineering Problems of Fusion Research ,
Proceedings, San Diego, Calif., Nov. 18-21, 1975 .
With R. L. Miller
Injection-Power Requirements for a Twin-Beam Mirror
Fusion Device. Sixth SvTr.posium on Engineering
Problems of Fusion Research, Proceedings, San Diego ,
Calif., Nov. 18-21, 1975 .
With C. G. Bathke
Non-Equilibrium Uranium Plasmas and Applications,
Proceedings of the Second IEEE International Con -
ference on Plasma Science, 75CH0987-8-NPS, IEEE
,
p. 79.
With M. P. Rao and D. Driemeyer
Cycles for Clamped Fusion Burns. Bulletin of
the American Physical Society (20:Series 2) 1301-2.
With T. Chu
Effect of Radiation Losses on Fusion Energy Balances.
Transactions of the American Nuclear Society (21)
43.
With R. L. Miller
Monte Carlo Simulation of Neutral Beam Injection
Into Fusion Reactors. Proceedings of the Second
IEEE International Conference on Plasma Science
,
IEEE
,
75CH0987-8-NPS, p. 103.
With R. DeYoung, A. Akerman and W. E, Wells
Studies of Radiation Induced Laser Plasmas.
Proceedings of the Second IEEE International
Conference on Plasma Science, 75CH0987-8-NPS
,
IEEE
,
p. 74.
With R. L. Miller
Monte Carlo Simulation of Neutral Beam Injection
Into Fusion Plasmas. Transactions of the American
Nuclear Society (22) 270-1.
Energy Balances and Direct Conversion for Toroidal
D-D Fusion Reactors. Seventh European Conference
on Controlled Fusion and Plasma Physics, Lausanne
,
Switzerland
.
Effect of Radiation Losses on Fusion Energy Balances.
Transactions of the American Nuclear Society (21)
63.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Studies of Radiation Blistering Effects on Voltage
Holding, 42 p.
ROY, RAMENDRA P., Assistant Professor
Articles in Journal
With G. Yadigaroglu
Time Dependence of Radial Heat and Momentum
Diffusion. Heat Transfer 1974 (7) p. 45.
SOUTHWORTH, FINIS H., Assistant Professor
Articles in Journal
With G. H. Mi ley
Two-Component Catalyzed D-D Fusion. Proceedings
of the Second IEEE International Conference on
Plasma Science, 75CH0987-8-NPS, IEEE
, p. 112.
With W. E. Wells
Multigroup Diffusion Model for Two-Component
Plasmas. Proceedings of the Second IEEE Inter-
national Conference on Plasma Science, 75CH0987-8-
NPS, IEEE
.
With W. E, Wells
CTR Parameter Studies Using Multigroup Diffusion
Equations. Transactions of the American Nuclear
Society (22) 72.
With G. H. Miley
Teaching and Research in Fusion Technology' and
Plasmas at the University of Illinois. Nuclear
Technolog>- (27) 96.
With H. D. Campbell
Neutron Doh-nscattering in Dense Fusion Plasmas.
Transactions of the American Nuclear Society (21) 15.
TURNBULL, ROBERT J., Associate Professor
See: (Electrical Engineering)
WEHRING, BERNARD W., Associate Professor
Articles in Book
With L, B. Bridwell, J. A. Biggerstaff, G. D. Alton,
C. M. Jones, P. D. Miller, and Q. Kessel
+
1°
Multiple Electron Loss Cross Sections for 60 MeV I
in Single Collisions with Xenon. Proceedings
of the Fourth International Conference on Beam-
Foil Spectroscopy and Heavy Ion Atomic Physics
Symposium, September IS-I9, 1975, Gatlinburg
,
Tennessee
.
New York: Plenum, 637-64.
With R. G. Bucher
Stopping Power for Ions of Intermediate Atomic
Numbers
.
Proceedings of the Fourth International
Conference on Beam-Foil Spectroscopy and Heavy
Ion Atomic h'hysics Sym.posium, September 15-19, 1975,
Gatlinburg, Tennessee. New York: Plenum, 679-86.
Articles in Journal
Kith G. D. Alton, J. A. Biggerstaff, L. Bridwell,
C. M. Jones, Q. Kessel, P. D. Miller, and C. D. Moak
Absolute Charge State Yields of 20 MeV I Ions
Scattered from Argon and Xenon. Proceedings of
1975 Particle Accelerator Conference, Accelerotor
Engineering and Technology, March 12-14, 1975,
Washington, D.C. IEEE. Transactions of the American
Nuclear Society (NS-22) 1685-9.
With R. G. Bucher
Stopping Power of Nickel for Fission Fragments--Z,
Dependence. Transactions of the American Nuclear
Society (22) 151-2.
With R. H. Johnson, J. J, Doming, and D. T. Ingersoll
252
Cf Fast-Neutron Spectrum Measured to 15 MeV.
Transactions of the American Nuclear Society (22)
727-8.
With R. H. Johnson and J, J. Doming
Smoothing in the FERDOR Method of Neutron Spectrum
Unfolding. Transactions of the American Nuclear
Society (22) 798-9.
With R. H. Johnson and J. J. Doming
Integral Tests of Neutron Cross Sections for Iron
Above 1,0 MeV. Transactions of the American Nuclear
Society (22) 799-800,
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With R. H. Johnson and J. J. Doming
NE-213 Neutron Spectrometry System for Measurements
to 15 MeV. Proceedings of the Conference on Nuclear
Cross Sections and Technology, March 3-7, 1975 .
Washington, D.C. NBS Special Publication 425, 62-S.
With R. H. Johnson and J. J. Doming
Integral Test of Cross Sections Using Neutron
Leakage Spectra from Spheres of Iron, Niobium,
Beryllium, and Polyethylene. Proceedings of the
Conference on Nuclear Cross Sections and Techno fogy
,
March 3-7, 1975 . Washington, D.C. NBS Special
Publication 425, 169-72.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Burns, Thomas Joseph (J. J. Doming) , The partial
current balance method: a local Green's function
technique for the numerical solution of multidimen-
sional neutron diffusion problems.
Cintra, Joaquim de Sylos , Jr. (B. G. Jones), Experi-
mental and modeling studies of two-point velocity
and temperature fields in turbulent pipe flow.
Hughes, John Albert (D. F. Hang, R. A. Axford) , Methods
of nuclear fuel management for utilities.
Johnson, Richard Harold (J. J. Doming) , Integral
tests of neutron cross sections for iron, niobium,
beryllium, and polyethylene.
Sechan, Neil Howard (R. A. Axford) , Optimal control
theory applications to reactor physics problems.
Thiess, Paul Eric (G. H. Miley) , Optical emmission
and )5inetics of high-pressure radiation-produced
noble gas plasmas.
Weaver, Walter Leslie, III (M. E. Wyman, B. G. Jones),
An experimental study of the neutron spectrum and
the radial power distribution in a fuel element in
the Illinois advanced triga reactor.
Hedonism. American Philosophical Quart-
erly (12:3) 223-33.
Rigid designation. The Journal of Phi -
losophy (72:13) 363-9.
DIGGS, B. J., Professor
Article
Banner on compensatory justice. Journal
of Social Philosophy (6:2) 6-10.
FISCH, MAX H., Professor Emeritus
Chapter in a boo)c
Hegel and Peirce. In Hegel and the his -
tory of philosophy
, ed. by O'Malley,
Algozin, and Weiss. The Hague: Nijhoff,
pp. 171-93.
Article
A unique resource. Ex Libris (7:1) 8-11.
SCHACHT, RICHARD L., Associate Professor
Book
Hegel and after: studies in continental
philosophy between Kant and Sartre.
Pittsburgh: Pittsburgh UP, 297 pp.
SHWAYDER, DAVID S., Professor
Chapter in a boo)<
Wittgenstein's "picture theory" and
Aristotle. In Forms of representation
,
ed. by Freed, Marras, and Maynard.
Amsterdam, Holland: Reidel, pp. 19-33.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS IN NUTRITIONAL SCIENCE
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Huang, Yih-tzong William (F. A. Kummerow) , Fatty
acid and cholesterol biosynthesis, plasma and
tissue lipid levels in swine.
Cho, Byung Hui (F. A. Kummerow) , Arterial and cardiac
lipid metabolism in experimental atherosclerosis in
swine
.
Mathur, Kailash (S. P. Mistry) , Nutrition survey of
Hampton County, South Carolina.
Nanjundiah, Nalini Yedathorae (H . H. Draper), Studies
on glutathione peroxidase of the rat gastrointestinal
tract.
PHILOSOPHY
CATON, CHARLES E., Professor
Bool< Review
Discourse and its presuppositions, by
Charles Landesman. Kritikon Litterarum
(3) 251-4.
CHANDLER, HUGH S., Associate Professor
Articles
BOILEAU, RICHARD A., Associate Professor
Articles
With T. G. Lohman, B. H. Massey
Prediction of lean body mass in young boys from
skinfold thickness and body weight. Human Biology
(47) 245-62.
With K. J. Cureton, T. G. Lohman
A comparison of densitometric, potassium-40 and
skinfold estimates of body composition in
prepubescent boys. Human Biology (47) 321-36.
Realtionships between body composition measures and
AAHPER test performances in young boys. Research
Quarterly (46) 218-29.
With J. B. Teeple, T. G. Lohman, J. E. Misner,
B. H. Massey
Contribution of physical development and muscular
strength to the motor performance capacity of 7 to
12 year old boys. British Journal of Sports
Medicine (9) 122-29.
With W. J. Considine / J. E. Misner
Developing a physical performance test battery for
screening Chicago firefighter applicants. Public
Personnel Management: Journal of the International
Personnel Management Association (5:No. 1) 7-14.
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CHESKA, ALYCE T. , Professor
Chapters in Books
L'ordre de bon temps - a reaction. In North american
society for sport history proceedings ^ ed. by Alan
Metcalfe. University Park, Pennsylvania, p. 18.
Ball game participation by north american Indian
women. In Proceedings of third Canadian symposium
on the history of sport and physical education , ed.
by Louise Young. Halifax, Nova Soctia, Canada,
pp. 1-32.
Guessing and gambling games: play patterns of north
american Indian cultures. In North american society
for sport history proceedings , ed. by Alan Metcalfe.
University Park, Pennsylvania, p. 21.
Stewart Culin: An early ethnologist of games. The
Association for the Anthropological Study of Play
Newsletter (2: Fall) 4-13.
CONSIDINE, WILLIAM J., Assistant Professor
Articles
A model scholastic achievement monitoring system for
academic advisors in physical education. The
Physical Educator (32:No. 4) 173-76.
With J. E. Misner, R. A. Boileau, C. Pounian, J. Cole,
A. Abbatiello
Developing a physical performance test battery for
screening Chicago firefighter applicants. Public
Personnel Management: Journal of the International
Personnel Management Association C5;No. 1) 7-14.
limitation. Journal of Physical Education and
Recreation (46:6) 23-24.
Interdisciplinary approaches to physical education.
Journal of Physical Education and Recreation (46:6)
34.
GREENDORFER, SUSAN L. , Assistant Professor
Chapters in Books
The social science of sport: a need for further
research. In Proceedings national college physical
education association for men . Phoenix, Arizona,
pp. 25-33.
Huizinga's theory of play: a partial reconstruction.
In Play in physical education and sport : proceed-
ings of an international seminar , ed. by Uriel Simri.
Wingate Institute for Physical Education and Sport,
Israel, pp. 165-73.
HOYMAN, ANNELIS S., Associate Professor
Books
Modern gymnastics with ribbons. Long Branch,
New Jersey: Kimbo Educational, 55 pp.
HUBBARD, ALFRED W. , Professor Emeritus
Articles
Physical education and meaning. The Academy Papers
(9) 22-26.
With C. D. Fulton
Effect of puberty on reaction and movement time.
Research Quarterly (46) 335-44.
CURETON, KIRK J., Instructor JOHNSON, WILLIAM, Associate Professor
Articles
With R. A. Boileau, G. Lohman
A comparison of densitometric, potassium-40 and
skinfold estimates of body composition in
prepubescent boys. Human Biology (47) 321-36.
Relationships between body composition measures and
AAHPER test performances in young boys. Research
Quarterly (46) 218-29.
DEUTSCH, HELGA, Assistant Professor
Articles
With G. W. Marino, T. Andres
Consistency of submaximal integrated electromyo-
graphic tracings. Research Quarterly (46) 410-13.
FRY, KAREN L., Assistant Professor
Articles
Simulation in curriculum planning. Quest (24:
Summer) 85-91.
GREENER, FLORENCE D., Assistant Professor
Articles
With Betty Hoskins , David Gehler, Jack Razor
Impact of elimination of required physical educa-
tion. Illinois Journal for Health, Physical
Education and Recreation (2) 12-13.
With Jack Razor
Elective physical education programs: expansion vs.
Books Edited
Physical education around the world. Monograph #7,
Indianapolis: Phi Epsilon Kappa, 100 pp.
Chapters in Books
Sport and physical education in Tanzania. In
Physical education around the world . Monograph #7,
ed. by William Johnson. Indianapolis: Phi Epsilon
Kappa, pp. 70-80.
LOHMAN, TIMOTHY G. , Associate Professor
Articles
With R. A. Boileau, B. H. Massey
Prediction of lean body mass in young boys from
skinfold thickness and body weight. Hiiman Biology
(47) 245-62.
With K. J. Cureton, R. A. Boileau
A comparison of densitometric, potassium-40 and
skinfold estimates of body composition in
prepubescent boys. Human Biology (47) 321-36.
Relationships between body composition measures
and AAHPER test performances in young boys
.
Research Quarterly (46) 218-29.
With J. B. Teeple, R. A. Boileau, J. E. Misner,
B. H. Massey
Contribution of physical development and muscular
strength to the motor performance capacity of 7 to
12 year old boys. British Journal of Sports
Medicine (9) 122-29.
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with M. H. Slaughter
Relation of body composition to somatotype. American
Journal of Physical Anthropology (44) 237-44.
MANN, BARBARA A., Lecturer
Articles
With D. Fallon
Editorial comment: the win motive. Missouri
Journal of Health, Physical Education and
Recreation (5) 2.
MASSEY, BENJAMIN H., Professor
Articles
With R. A. Boileau, T. G. Lohman
Prediction of lean body mass in young boys from
skinfold thickness and body weight. Human Biology
(47) 245-62.
With J. B. Teeple, T. G. Lohman, J. E. Misner,
R. A. Boileau
Contribution of physica_ development and muscular
strength to the motor performance capacity of 7 to
12 year old boys. British Journal of Sports
Medicine (9) 122-29.
MISNER, JAMES E. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With J. B. Teeple, T. G. Lohman, R. A. Boileau,
B. H. Massey
Contribution of physical development and muscular
strength to the motor performance capacity of 7 to
12 year old boys. British Journal of Sports
Medicine (9) 122-29.
With W. J. Considine, R. A. Boileau
Developing a physical performance test battery for
screening Chicago firefighter applicants. Public
Personnel Management: Journal of the International
Personnel Management Association (5:No. 1) 7-14.
NEWELL, KARL M. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Visual flight feedback as a deter of motor response
recognition. Research Quarterly (46) 235-42.
With R. A. Chew
Visual feedback and positioning movements.
Journal of Motor Behavior (7) 153-58.
PIRNAT, JANET L., Assistant Professor
ROBERTS, GLYN C, Assistant Professor
Books
With M. Trekell, M. Batson
Social science of sport and physical activity.
Lexington, Massachusetts: Xerox Publishing,
171 pp.
Social science of sport and physical activity: a
laboratory manual. Lexington, Massachusetts:
Xerox Publishing, 98 pp.
Articles
Sex and achievement motivation effects upon risk
taking and motor performance. Research Quarterly
(46) 58-70.
Social facilitation: mere presence or evaluative
apprehension. Mouvement (7) 405-11.
Win-loss causal attributions of little league
players. Mouvement (7) 315-22.
With J. Haas
Effect of evaluating others upon performance of a
complex motor task. Journal of Motor Behavior
(7) 81-90.
SLAUGHTER, MARY H., Assistant Professor
Articles
With T. G. Lohman
Relation of body composition to somatotype.
American Journal of Physical Anthropology (44)
237-44.
TEEPLE, JANET B., Assistant Professor
Misner, R. A. Boileau,
Articles
With T. G. Lohman, J
B . H . Massey
Contribution of physical development and muscular
strength to the motor performance capacity of 7 to
12 year old boys. British Journal of Sports
Medicine (9) 122-29.
TREKELL, MARIANNA, Associate Professor
Books
With G. Roberts, M. Batson
Social science of sport and physical activity.
Lexington, Massachusetts: Xerox Publishing,
171 pp.
Social science of sport and physical activity: a
laboratory manual. Lexington, Massachusetts:
Xerox Publishing, 98 pp.
Personal defense skills for women. Urbana:
Stipes Publishing, 111 pp.
POHNDORF, RICHARD H., Professor
Articles
With R. E. Cathey
Fitness changes during a 14-week basic law enforce-
ment training program. FBI Law Enforcement
Bulletin (44:1) 20-24.
COCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Ballard, Joyce Elaine (B. H. Massey) , The effects of
methylphenidate during rest, exercise, and recovery
upon the circulorespiratory responses of hyper-
active children.
Grymala, Denise Allard (T. K. Cureton, Jr.), Physiolog-
ical adaptations with physical training with
interrelations in the ballistocardiograph, the
electrocardiograph and the heartograph.
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Henry, Grant George (D. 0. Matthews) , A comparison
of the employment status of black men and women
physical educators in black institutions of
higher education.
Hunter, James Edward (R. G. Wright) , Role expectations
of selected secondary physical education teachers
and principals in Illinois.
Johnson, Judith Royce (M. A. Souder) , Intermodal
relation of the visual and kinesthetic modes.
Marino, George Wayne (C. J. Dillman) , Multiple regres-
sion models of the mechanics of the acceleration
phase of ice skating.
Meier, Klaus Volker (M. J. Ellis) , Authenticity and
sport: a conceptual analysis.
Scanlan, Tara Kost (R. Martens) , The effect of competi-
tion trait anxiety and success-failure on the
perception of threat in a competitive situation.
Vandine, Dora Elizabeth (R. G. Wright) , Selected
evaluative measures and their implications for
selective admissions, guidance, and retention
of physical education students in a professional
preparation program.
PHYSICS
ADLER, FELIX T. , Professor
Articles
With D. B. Adler
Unitarity conditions for the Kapur-Peierls expansion.
Transactions of the American Nuclear Society (22)
699-700.
ALMBLADH, KARL-OLOF H., Research Associate
Articles
With D. J. W. Geldart, M. Rasolt
Self-consistent Hartree-Fock calculation of exchange
effects in a weakly imhomogeneous electron gas.
Solid State Communications (16) 243-6.
With U. von Earth
Interpretation of high-energy x-ray satellites of
L2 3 emission bands of Na, Mg, Al and Si. Journal
of' Physics C: Solid State Physics (8) 4117-23.
ALPERT, DANIEL, Professor, See Center for Advanced
Study.
ALTARELLI, MASSIMO, Research Assistant Professor
magneto-optical data. Solid State Communications
(16) 1189.
ANDERSON, ANSEL C. , Professor
Articles
The Kapitza resistance and related phenomena. In
Liquid and Solid Helium (Proceedings of the European
Physical Society Topical Conference, Haifa, 1-4 July
1974, ed. by G.C. Kuper, S.G. Lipson and M. Revzen)
Wiley, 1975, pp. 251-70.
Nature's cloud chamber. Physics Teacher (13) 424-5 .
With S. G. O'Hara
The electronic thermal conductivity of strained
aluminum below 1 K. Physlca Status Solidl (B67)
401-4.
With C. L. Reynolds, Jr.
Thermal boundary resistance to non-crystalline
dielectrics. Journal of Low Temperature Physics (21)
641-3.
With J. L. Vorhaus
Low-temperature specific heat of vitreous silica
containing hydrogen or helium solutes. Journal of
Non-Crystalline Solids (17) 241-4.
With M. P. Zaitlin
An explanation for the plateau in the thermal
conductivity of non-crystalline solids. Physica
Status Solidi (B71) 323-7.
Phonon thermal transport in noncrystalline materials.
Physical Review (B12) 4475-86.
With M. P. Zaitlin, L. M. Scherr
Boundary scattering of phonons in noncrystalline
materials. Physical Review (312) 4487-92.
ASCOLI, GIULIO, Professor
Articles
With Y. M. Antipov, et al.
Analysis of the reaction K'p - K"7r"7r"''P at 40 GeV/c.
Nuclear Physics (B86) 381-402.
The reaction pp - pn'lt^p at 25 and 40 GeV/c.
Nuclear Physics (B99) 189-210.
With H. W. Wyld
Unitary states for three pions. Physical Review
(D12) 43-58.
AUSTIN, ROBERT, Research Associate
Articles
Theory of the optical properties of resonant states
in nitrogen-doped semiconductor alloys. Physical
Review (BU) 5031-42.
With W. Andreoni, F. Bassani
Core excitons at soft x-ray region: Solid argon.
Solid State Communications (16) 143-6.
Excitons in large gap insulators: Solid argon.
Physical Review (Bll) 2352-63.
With E. Cohen, et al.
Accepter-like excited s-states of excitons bound to
nitrogen pairs in GaP. Physical Review Letters (35)
1591-4.
With N. 0. Lipari, R. 0. Dingle
Evaluation of valence band parameters in GaAs from
Articles
With K. Beeson, et al.
Activation energy spectrum in myoglobin--a comment.
Physical Review Letters (34) 845.
Dynamics of ligand binding to myoglobin.
Biochemistry (14) 5355-73.
AXEL, PETER, Professor
Articles
With P. A. Dickey
238 232
U and Th photofission and photoneutron
emission near threshold. Physical Review Letters
(35) 501-4.
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With A. 0. Hanson, et al.
Microtron using a superconducting electron linac.
1975 Particle Accelerator Conference. IEEE
Transactions on Nuclear Science (22) 1176-8.
BARDEEN, JOHN, Professor
Articles
With R. D. Sherman
Flux flow in nearly pure Iow-k superconductors.
Physical Review (B12) 2634-9.
BAYM, GORDON, Professor
Chapter in a Book
3 4
Dilute solutions of He in superfluid He at low
temperatures. In Helium Liquids , ed. by J.G.M.
Armitage and I. E. Farquhar , Academic Press, pp. 417-71.
Superfluidity in neutron stars. In Quantum
Statistics the Many-Body Problem , ed. by S.B.Trickey,
W. P. Kirk, J.W.Dufty, Plenum Press, pp. 221-9.
Articles
Effective interactions of He quasiparticle in dilute
solutions of ^He in superfluid ^He. Journal of Low
Temperatures Physics (18) 335-41.
With G. E. Brown
The Lorentz-Lorenz correction. Nuclear Physics
(A247) 395-410.
With D. Campbell, R. Dashen, J. Manassah
A simple model calculation of pion condensation in
neutron matter. Physics Letters (B58) 304-8.
With C. J. Pethick
Neutron stars. Annual Review of Nuclear Science
(25) 27-77.
Bullentins and Technical Reports
Comments on charged pion condensation in dense
matter. Workshop on BeV/Nucleon Collisions of Heavy
Ion-- How and Why , Bear Mountain, New York, Nov. 29-
Dec. 1, 1974, pp. 34-5.
BHATTACHARYYA, P. , Research Associate
Articles
With D. K. Ghosh
Application of coherent potential approximation to
Ni-rich Ni-Cu alloys. Physical Review (Bll) 2642-50.
With C. J. Pethick, H. Smith
3
Viscosity and thermal conductivity of superfluid He:
Low temperature limit. Physical Review Letters (34)
643- 6.
3
Spin relaxation in superfluid He. Physical Review
Letters (35) 473-6.
3
Transport phenomena in superfluid He near the
transition temperature. In Proceedings of 14th
International Conference on Low Temperature
Physics , ed. by M. Kruslus and M. Vuorio (North
Holland, Amsterdam) Vol. I, 9-12.
emperature viscosity and thermal conductivity
perfluid He. Proceedings of I4th International
Low t n
of su '
Conference on Low Temperature Physics , ed . by
M. Krusius and M. Vuorio (North Holland, Amsterdam)
Vol. I, 5-8.
BLINT, RICHARD J., Research Associate
Articles
With A. B. Kunz, M. P. Guse
Manganese hydride potential energy curve. Chemical
Physics Letters (36) 191 - 4.
Potential energy curves for ScH. Journal of Physics
B: Atomic and Molecular Physics (8) L358-61.
With M. D. Newton
Ab initio potential energy surfaces for the reactions
of atomic carbon with molecular hydrogen. Chemical
Physics Letters (32) 178-83.
BROWN, FREDERICK C. , Professor
Articles
With R. Z. Bachrach, S. B. M. Hagstrom
Photoelectron spectroscopy by time-of-flight
technique using synchrotron radiation. Journal of
Vacuum Science and Technology (12) 309-12.
BRUN, TORBEN 0., Visiting Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
With G. H. Lander, et al.
Neutron scattering studies of USno and ThSn3. In
Proceedings of Conference on Crystalline Electric
Field Effects in Metals and Alloys , Montreal, pp.
480-2.
Articles
With J. W. Cable, et al.
Neutron measurements of magnetization density in
palladium. Physical Review Letters (3) 278-81.
With A. Edelsteln, et al.
Neutron scattering and magnetization measurements on
the Kondo compound, CeAl,. AIP Conference Proceed-
ing s (24) 428-9.
With J. M. Carpenter, et al.
New methods and techniques in neutron diffraction.
Conference on Neutron Diffraction, Netherlands,
National Research Council Report (234) 192-208.
With G. H. Lander, et al.
Field-induced transitions in DySb. AIP Conference
Proceedings (24) 244-6.
CAHN, JULIUS H.
, Associate Professor, see Astronomy.
CARDMAN, LAWRENCES., Assistant Professor
Books
With S. Penner, et al.
Geometrical calibration of the NBS electron
scattering apparatus. Boulder: National Bureau of
Standards Technical Note, 871, 74pp.
CHALUPA, JOHN v.. Research Associate
Articles
Equation of state of a classical electron layer.
Physical Review (B12) 4-12.
CHANG, SHAU-JIN, Professor
Articles
4Quantum fluctuations in a ^ field theory. I.
Stability of the vacuum. Physical Review (D12)
1071-88.
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With S. D. Ellis, B. W. Lee
Chiral confinement; An exact solution of the
massive Thirring model. Physical Review (Dll)
3572-82.
With J. A. Wright
4Quantum fluctuations in a field theory. II.
One-mode approximation. Physical Review (D12)
1595-1605.
With T. -M. Yan
Fermion contributions to the effective potential and
the kink mass. Physical Review (D12) 3225-9.
CRAVEN, ROBERT A. , Research Associate
Articles
With M. B. Salamon, et al
.
Thermal conductivity of tetrathiafulvalene-
tetracyanoquinodimethane (TTF-TCNQ) near the metal-
insulator transition. Physical Review (Bll) 619-22.
CRAWFORD, ROY K. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With W. B. Daniels, V. M. Cheng
Melting and its relation to molecular orientations
in the fluid and solid phases of N, and CH, .
Physical Review (Al2) 1690-6.
With V. M. Cheng, W. B. Daniels
Melting parameters of methane and nitrogen from to
10 kbar. Physical Review (Bll) 3972-5.
DEBRUNNER, PETER G. , Professor
Articles
With J. D. Bowman, et al.
Limit on parity non-conservation in p-nucleus
scattering at 6 GeV/c. Physical Review Letters (34)
1184-6.
With P. M. Champion, et al.
The magnetic susceptibility of reduced cytochrome
P-450(;aro. Biochimica et Biophysica Acta (376)
576-82.
Mbssbauer investigations of high-spin ferrous heme
proteins. I. Cyotochrome P-450. Biochemistry (14)
4151-8.
Mdssbauer investigations of high-spin ferrous heme
proteins. II. Chloroperoxidase, horseradish
peroxidase, and hemoglobin. Biochemistry (14)
4159-66.
With I. C. Gunsalus, S. G. Sligar
Product formation from ferrous oxy-cytochrome P-450.
Biochemical Society Transitions (3 ) 821-6.
With C. E. Schulz, G. Feher, M. Y. Okamura
Mdssbauer study of reaction centers from R
spheroides. Biophysics Journal (15) 2269.
DePASQUALI, GIOVANNI, Research Associate Professor
Articles
With M. B. Salamon, et al.
Thermal conductivity of tetrathiafulvanene-
tetracyanoquinodimethane (TTF-TCNQ) near the metal-
insulator transition. Physical Review (Bll) 619-22.
With W. T. Wozniak, et al.
Vibrational spectra of TTF-TCNQ: Evidence for TTF°
and TCNQ*' in thin films. Chemical Physics Letters
(33) 33-6.
DOW, JOHN D. , Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
Urbach's rule. In Optical Properties of Highly
Transparent Solids , ed. by S. S. Mitra and B. Bendow,
Plenum Press, pp. 131-43.
Articles
Do any data support the present theory of x-ray edge
anomalies? Comments on Solid State Physics (6) 71-9.
Limitations on x-ray threshold fine-structures
imposed by the gross structures of emission spectra.
Journal of Physics F: Metal Physics (5) 1113-8.
With M. A. Bowen
Transport of electrons in compressed Li, Na, and K:
Thermoelectric powers, resistivities, and Hall
coefficients. Physical Review (Bll ) 4898-4905.
With D. R. Franceschetti
The determination of x-ray photoemission lineshape
asymmetries from threshold exponents. Physical
Review Letters (34) 1320-3.
With D.R. Franceschetti, P.C. Gibbons, S.E. Schnatterly
Soft x-ray threshold shapes extracted from Linde '
s
rule in the optical alchemy approximation. Journal
of Physics F; Metal Physics (5) L211-6.
With D. R. Franceschetti, D. L. Smith
Inelastic electron scattering; tests of many-
electron threshold theory. Physical Review (Bll)
684-9.
With J. E. Robinson
Phase shift energy dependence and x-ray edge
anomalies. Physical Review (Bll) 5203-7.
EISENSTEIN, BOB I., Associate Professor
Articles
With A. Abashian, et al.
Search for backward A, and At productio
ir'p -» PTl'lf^Tr'at 8 GeV/c. Physical Revii
n in
lew LettersT
(34) 691-4.
EISENSTEIN, LAURA, Research Assistant Professor
Articles
With R. H. Austin, et al.
Activation energy spectrum in myoglobin--a comment.
Physical Review Letters (34) 845.
Dynamics of ligand binding to myoglobin.
Biochemistry (14) 5355-73.
ELLIOTT, JAMES R. , Research Associate
Articles
With L. R. Fortney, et al.
Multiple pion production in 77Ne collisions at 10.5
and 200 GeV. Physical Review Letters (.34) 607-10.
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ERSKINE, JAMES L. , Research Assistant Professor
Articles
Magneto-optical studies of ferromagnetic metals.
AIP Conference Proceedings (24) 190-4.
With E. A. Stern
Calculation of the M23 magn>to-optical absorption
spectrum of ferromagnetic nickel. Physical Review
(B12) 5016-24.
FLYNN, COLIN P., Professor
Articles
New results for the isotope effect in diffusion.
Physical Review Letters (35) 1721-4.
Resonance mode hopping and the stage I annealing of
metals. (Proceedings International Conference on Low
Temperature Diffusion and Applications to Thin Films,
Yorktown Heights, New York, Aug. 12-14, 1974) Thin
Solid Films (25)37-42.
With D. J. Phelps, R. Avci
Metal-insulator transition in metal--rare gas alloys.
Physical Review Letters (34 > 23-6.
With R. A. Tilton
Sharp optical spectra of impurities in metals.
Physical Review Letters (34)20-3.
FRANCESCHETTI, DONALD R. , Research Associate
Articles
With J. D. Dow
Determination of x-ray photoemission lineshape
asymmetries from threshold exponents. Physical
Review Letters (34) 1320-3.
With J. D. Dow, P. C. Gibbons, S. E. Schnatterly
Soft x-ray threshold shapes extracted from Linde's
rule in the optical alchemy approximation. Journal
of Physics Ft Metal Physics (5) L211-6.
With J. D. Dow, D. L. Smith
Inelastic electron scattering; tests of many-
electron threshold theory. Physical Review (Bll)
684-9.
With K. L. Yip
Semi-empirical potential energy surface for the
binding of carbon monoxide to ferrous porphin.
Chemical Physics Letters (36) 580-2.
FRANCIS, WILLIAM R. , Research Assistant Professor
Articles
With W. A. Loomis, et al.
Inclusive hadron production in inelastic muon-
proton scattering at 150 GeV/c. Physical Review
Letters (35) 1483.
With L. W. Mo, et al.
High energy muon scattering at Fermilab. Proceed-
ings 1973 International Symposium on Lepton and
Photon Interactions at High Energies
,
(ed. by W. T.
Kirk) Palo Alto; Stanford UP.
FRAUENFELDER, HANS, Professor
Books
With E. M. Henley
Nuclear and Particle Physics. Volume A. Reading,
Massachusetts: Benjamin Publishing, 573 pp.
Articles
Biological molecules. Proceedings of the 5th
International Conference on Mdssbauer Spectroscopy
,
Bratislava, Czechoslovakia, Sept. 3-7, 1974, ed. by
M. Hucl and T. Zemcik (Czechoslovak Atomic Energy
Commission, Nuclear Information Centre) Part 2,
pp. 401-7.
Dynamik der biomolekule. Physikalische Blatter (31)
627-34.
Nuclear structure; weak and electromagnetic inter-
actions in nuclei. In High-Energy Physics and
Nuclear Structure--1975, AIP Conference Proceedings
,
26
,
Sante Fe and Los Alamos, 9-13 June 1975, ed. by
D.E. Nagle, R.L. Burman, B.C. Stroms, A.S. Goldhaber,
and C.K. Margrave (American Institute of Physics,
New York) pp. 448-53.
With R. H. Austin, et al.
Activation energy spectrum in myoglobin--a comment.
Physical Review Letters (34) 845.
Dynamics of ligand binding to myoglobin.
Biochemistry (14) 5355-73.
With J. D. Bowman, et al.
Limit on parity non-conservation in p-nucleus
scattering at 6 GeV/c. Physical Review Letters (34)
1184-6.
With S. S. Chan, et al.
Enzymatic reduction of nicotinamide adenine
dinucleotide phosphate induced by radiolysis.
Journal of Biological Chemistry (250)
FRITSCH, GERHARD H. , Research Associate
Articles
With W. Adlhart, H. Pfeiffer, E. Luscher
Elastic neutron-and thermal diffuse x-ray scatter-
ing in the high temperature region of sodium.
Revue Internationale des Hautes Temperature et des
Refractaires ( 12 ) 48.
GINSBERG, DONALD M. , Professor
Articles
With P. J. Cans
Statistical theory of thin film growth. Thin Solid
Films (29) L17-20.
GLADDING, GARY E. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With J. Bronstein, et al.
Dimuon production by photons and neutrons. Proceed-
ings of International Colloquium, La Physique de
Neutrino a Haute Energie, 245
,
Ecole Polytechnique,
Paris, pp. 61-78.
With B. Knapp, et al.
Dimuon production by neutrons. Physical Review
Letters (34) 1044-7.
Photoproduction of narrow resonances. Physical
Review Letters (34) 1040-3.
With W. Lee, et al.
I
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Photoproduction of new particles at Fermilab.
ProceedinRs of 1975 International Symposium on
Lepton and Photon Interactions at High Energies
, fed.
W.T.Kirk) Palo Alto: Stanford UP, p. 213.
With T. O'Halloran, et al.
New particle production by neutrons. Proceedings of
1975 International Symposium on Lepton and Photon
Interacti ons at High Energies
. Stanford, California,
ed. by W. T. Kirk, pp. 189-94.
GORMLEY, MICHAEL R., Assistant Professor
Articles
With J. Bronstein, et al.
Dimuon production by photons and neutrons. Proceed-
ings of International Colloquium. La Phvsioue~de
Neutrino a Haute Energie (245) Ecole Polytechnique,
Paris, 61-78.
With B. Knapp, et al.
Dimuon production by neutrons.
Letters (34) 1044-7.
Physical Review
Photoproduction of narrow resonances. Physical
Review Letters (34) 1040-3.
With W. Lee, et al.
Photoproduction of new particles at Fermilab.
Proceedings of 1975 International Symposium on
Lepton and Photon Interactions at High Energies
,
Stanford, California, ed. by W. T. Kirk, p. 213.
With T. O'Halloran, et al.
New particle production by neutrons. Proceedings of
1975 International Symposium on Lepton and Photon
Interactions at High Energies
, (ed. by W. T. Kirk)
Palo Alto: Stanford UP, pp. 189-94.
CRAMMER, GARLAND, JR., Research Associate Professor
Articles
With H. T. Nieh, -P. Yao
Electron-positron annihilation: statistical and
thermodynamic considerations. Physics Letters
(57B) 66-8.
With J. Smith
Multiplicity measurements in e e~ colliding-beam
experiments. Physical Review (Dll) 223-5.
GRANATO, ANDREW v.. Professor
Chapter in a Book
Effects of dislocation interactions with electrons
and phonons. In Internal Friction and Ultrasonic
Attenuation in Crystalline Solids , Vol. II, ed. by
D.Lenz and K.Lucke. Berlin-Heidelberg: (Springer)
pp. 33-45.
Articles
Ultrasonic studies of mechanical strength. In 1975
Ultrasonic Symposium Proceedings. IEEE Catolog No.
75 CHO 994-4SU, ed. by J. de Klerk, p. 159-65.
With J. A. Garber
Fourth-order elastic constants and the temperature
dependence of second-order elastic constants in
cubic materials. Physical Review (Bll ) 3998-4007.
Theory of the temperature dependence of second-
order elastic constants in cubic materials.
Physical Review (Bll) 3990-7.
With R. B. Schwarz
Measurements of the force-distance profile for the
interaction between dislocation and a point defect.
Physical Review Letters (34) 1174-7.
With K. D. Swartz, w. Bensch
Second-, third-, and fourth- order elastic constants
of 3-brass. Physical Review (B12) 2125-31.
With W. F. Weston
Cubic and hexagonal single-crystal elastic constants
of a cobalt-nickel alloy. Physical Review (B12)
5355-62.
HANDLER, PAUL, Professor, See Coordinated Science
Laboratory.
HANSON, ALFRED 0., Professor
Articles
With P. Axel et al.
Microtron using a superconducting electron linac.
1975 Particle Accelerator Conference, IEEE
Transactions on Nuclear Science (22) 1176-8.
With V. A. Volodln
On beam blowup in a racetrack microtron. 1975
Particle Accelerator Conference, IEEE Transactions
on Nuclear Science (22) 1194-6.
HERTZ, WOLFRAM, Research Associate
Articles
With K. Peisl
Volume and electrical resistivity change due to
vacancies in platinum. Journal of Physics F: Metal
Physics (5) 604-10.
HOLLOWAY, LELAND, Professor
Chapter in a Book
With W. Lee, et al.
Observation of muonless neutrino reactions. In
Proceedings of XVII International Conference on
High Energy Physics, London, July 1974, Section 4
,
pp. 127-9.
HSU, WILLIAM Y., Research Associate
Articles
With L. M. Falicov
Linear magnetoresistance. Hall effect and the
geometry of anistropic quantum scattering. Physica
Status Solidi, Sectio B: Basic Research (67)
325-34. ~
Theory of the galvanomagnetic properties of Cadmium
in the 10°-40°K temperature range. Physical Revie\^
(B12) 4255-60.
HUANG, CHENG-CHER, Research Associate
Articles
With J. T. Mo
Faraday rotation near the curve point of zero.
Physical Review (B12) 5255-60.
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IBEN, ICKO, JR., Professor, See Astronomy.
ICHIMARU, SETSUO, Professor
Articles
Electric resistivity of electromagnetically
turbulent plasma and reconnection rate of magnetic
fields. Astrophysical Journa l (202) 528-31.
With H. Totsujl, T. Tange, D. Pines
Sum-rule analysis of long wavelength excitations in
electron liquids. Progress of Theoretical Physics
(54) 1077-92.
JACKSON, E. ATLEE, Associate Professor
Articles
With D. Winske
Partial trapping of a beam in a cold collisional
plasma. Physics of Fluids (18) 389-90.
JONES, LORELLA M. , Associate Professor
Articles
With P. V. Landshoff
The parity of Re^^e cuts. Nuclear Physics B (94)
154-62.
KIRK, THOMAS B. W. , Associate Professor
Articles
With W. A. Loomis, et al.
Inclusive hadron production in inelastic muon-proton
scattering at 150 GeV/c. Physical Review Letters
(35) 1483.
With M. May, et al.
Scattering of 7 GeV muons in nucleii. Physical
Review Letters (35) 407-10.
With L. W. Mo, et al.
High energy muon scattering at Fermilab. Proceed-
ings of 1975 International Symposium on Lepton and
Photon Interactions at High Energies , (ed. by W. T.
Kirk) Palo Alto: Stanford UP, pp. 651-78.
KLANNER, ROBERT, Research Assistant Professor
Articles
With G. Ascoli, et al.
Analysis of the reaction K"p - K'tt'it"*"? at 40 GeV/c.
Nuclear Physics (B86) 381-402.
The reaction pp - ptr'v P at 25 and 40 GeV/c.
Nuclear Physics (B99 ) 189-210.
KLEIN, MILES V., Professor
Articles
With K. Jain, W. T. Wozniak
Diffraction grating use to reject fluorescence from
a tunable dye laser. Applied Optics (14) 811-12.
With W. T. Wozniak, et al.
Vibrational spectra of TTF-TCNQ: Evidence for TTF°
and TCNQ° in thin films. Chemical Physics Letters
(33) 33-6.
KOEHLER, JAMES S. , Professor
Articles
Decrease in the void growth rate by interstitial
trapping. Journal of Applied Physics (46) 2423-8.
With R. Berliner
Temperature dependence of transmission proton
channeling in Ag. Physical Review (Bl?) 3559-74.
KOESTER, LOUIS J., JR., Research Professor
Articles
Scattering and multipion production reacting leaving
C'^- in the 2+ state. Proceedings of Topical meeting
on High Energy Collisions
, Trieste, 113.
With T. Roberts
Hadron production at 0.8 mrad by 300 GeV protons
incident on a thick aluminum target. Proceedings
of International Colloquium, La Physique de Neutrino
a Haute Energie, No. 245
,
Ecole Polytechnique, 385.
KRUSE, ULRICH E. , Professor
Articles
Results of 3Tr analyses by the Illinois group.
Proceedings of the Daresbury Study Weekend, 1-2
February, 1975, ed. by J. B. Dainton and A. J. G.
Hey, 21.
With DASP Collaboration
A measurement of large angle e'''e" scattering at the
3100 MeV resonance. Physics Letters (53B) 393-6.
A measurement of collinear and nearly collinear
photon pairs produced by e'e" annihilation at the
3100 MeV resonance. Physics Letters (53B) 491-4.
Muon pair production by e"^e" annihilation at the
3100 MeV resonance. Physics Letters (56B) 491-4.
Two body hadronlc decays of the 3.1 GeV resonance.
Physics Letters (57B) 297-300.
Observation of the two photon cascade 3.7 — 3.1
+ YY via an intermediate state P . Physics Letters
(57B) 407-12.
"^
KUNZ, A. BARRY, Associate Professor
Articles
Influence of electron correlation on surface states
of nonmetallic solids. Solid State Communications
(16) 541-4.
Optical-absorption and photo-emission edges in
insulting solids. Physical Review (B12) 5890-906.
With R. J. Blint, M. P. Guse
Manganese hydride potential energy curve. Chemical
Physics Letters (36) 191-4.
With J. J. Coleman, et al.
Resonant enhancement (?) of the recombination
probability at the nitrogen-trap F-band edge cross-
over in GaAsj.jjPjj: N(Ej;=Ej-, x=.Xf,) . Solid State
Communications (16) 319-22.
With T. C. Collins, et al.
Comments on the energy-band structures of the solid-
rare-gas mixtures. Physical Review (Bll) 3210-3.
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with T. C. Collins, J. L. Ivey
Local excitations in crystalline solids. Inter-
national Journal of Quantum Chemistry, Symposia ( 9)
519-27.
With P. W. Deutsch
Computation of soft x-ray transitions in gaseous CH
and Ne. Journal of Chemical Physics (62) 4069-73.
With M. P. Guse, R. J. Blint
Potential energy curves for ScH. Journal of Physics .
B: Atomic and Molecular Physics (8) L358-61.
With M. P. Guse
Vacancy relaxation and phonon band calculations for
solid argon. Physica Status Solidi, Section B:
Basic Research (71) 631-9.
With D. J. Mickish, et al.
A comparison of experimental and theoretical photo-
electron energy distribution curves for solid argon
and krypton. Solid State Communications (17) 761-3.
With D. J. Mickish
Electronic structure of LiH and NaH. Physical
Review (Bll) 1700-4.
With W. D. Watson
Multiple electron ejection by x-ray photoionization
and the abundance of interstellar ions.
Astrophysical Journal (201) 165-7.
LAMB, DONALD Q. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Gamma-ray astronomy. In McGraw-Hill Yearbook of
Science and Technology
,
216-8.
With F. K. Lamb, D. Pines, J. Shaham.
Neutron star wobble in binary x-ray sources.
Astrophysical Journal (198) L21-5.
With H. M. Van Horn
12
Evolution of crystallizing pure C white dwarfs.
Astrophysical Journal (200) 306-23.
LAMB, FREDERICK K. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Recent progress in the theory of compact x-ray
sources. Proceedings of 7th Texa s Symposium on
Relativistic Astrophysics, Annals of the New York
Academy of Sciences (262) 331-60.
Theories of binary x-ray sources. Proceedings
of International Conferpnre on X-rays in Space,
University of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta, Canada,
August 14-21, 1974, 613-37.
With S. A. Kaplan, et al.
The influence of plasma turbulence on the radiation
from accreting gas. Astronomicheskii Zhurnal (52)
64-70.
Possible role of plasma turbulence in the radiation
from accreting gas. Soviet Astronomy (19) 38-41.
With D. Q. Lamb, D. Pines, J. Shaham.
Neutron star wobble in binary x-ray sources.
Astrophysical Journal (198) L21-5.
With C. J. Pethick
Accretion onto magnetic neutron stars: Comments on
the position of the Alfven surface. In Astro-
physics and Gravitation , Proceedings 16th Solvay
Conference on Physics, University of Brussels
(Editions de I'Universite de Bruxelles, 1974),
135-41.
LAZARUS, DAVID, Professor
Articles
With V. M. Cheng, P. C. Allen
Pressure coefficient of thermoelectric power of
platinum/platinum- 10% rhodium and chromel/alumel
thermocouples. Applied Physics Letters (26) 6-7.
With H. M. Gilder
Role of vacancy anharmonicity on non-arrhenius
diffusional behavior. Physical Review (Bll)
4916-26.
With J. L. Mitchell
Effect of heterovalent impurities codiffusing with
monovalent tracers in ionic crystals. Physical
Review (Bl2) 734-52.
MAPOTHER, DILLON E. , Professor
Articles
With S. Alterovitz.
Pressure dependence of the critical magnetic field
of superconducting lead. Physical Review (Bll)
139-44.
McMillan, WILLIAM L. , Professor
Articles
Time-dependent Landau theory of charge-density waves
in transition-metal dichalcogenides. Physical
Review (B12 ) 1197-9.
Landau theory of charge-density waves in transition-
metal dichalcogenides. Physical Review (B12)
1187-96.
With R. N. Bhatt
Theory of phonon dynamics near a charge-density-wave
instability. Physical Review (B12) 2042-4.
MESSNER, ROBERT L. , Research Associate
Articles
With J. Bronstein, et al.
Dimuon production by photons and neutrons.
Proceedings of International Colloquium, La Physique
de N'eutrino a Haute Energie, No. 245 , Ecole
Polytechnique, Paris, 61-78.
With G. Gladding, et al.
New particle production by neutrons. Proceedings of
1975 International Symposium on Lepton and Photon
Interactions at High Energies , (ed. by K. T. Kirk)
Palo Alto: Stanford UP, pp. 189-94.
Photoproduction of new particles at Fermilab.
Proceedings of 1975 International SsToposium on
Lepton and Photon Interactions at High Energies . ( ed.
by W.T. Kirk) Palo Alto: Stanford UP, p. 213.
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with B. Knapp, eC al.
.'hotoproduction of narrow resonances. Physical
Review Letters (34) 1040-3.
Dimuon production be neutrons. Physical Review
Letters (34) 1044-7.
MEYER, STEPHEN F., Research Associate
Articles
With J. V. Acrivos, T. H. Ceballe
Insertion compounds of 2H-TaS2- NH-j. Proceedlnfis of
the National Academy of Sciences of the United
States of America (72) 464-8.
With D. W. Murphy, et al.
Properties of H^^TaSj: Correlation between the
superconducting T^ and an electric Instability In
layer compounds. Journal of Chemical Physics (62)
967-72.
With R. E. Howard, et al.
Properties of intercalated 2H-NbSe2, '+Hb-TaS2, and
lT-TaS2. Journal of Chemical Physics (62) 4411-19.
MOCHEL, JAMES M.
, Associate Professor
Articles
With B. Ratnara
Superfluidity in thin He- and He films. In Low
Temperature Physics - LT 13
. (Proceedings 13th
International Conference on Low Temperature Physics,
University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado, August
21-25, 1972), ed. by K. D. Temmerhaus, W. J.
O'Sullivan, and E. F. Hammel (Plenum, New York, 1974)
Vol. 1: Quantum Fluids, 233-8.
With L. N. Smith
Phonon quasiparticle dynamics in superconducting
aluminum tunnel junctions. Physical Review Letters
(35) 1597-600.
With T. E. Washburn, J. E. Rutledge
Domain of two-dimensional excitations in superfluid
helium films. Physical Review Letters (34) 183-6.
Surface excitations in thin helium films. Liquid
and Solid Helium
,
(Proceedings of the European
Physical Society, Topical Conference, Haifa, 1-4
July, 1974), ed. by C. G. Kuper, S. G. Lipson, and
M. Revzen (Halsted, New York, 1975), 351-4.
2-D excitations in very thin helium films. In Low
Temperature Physics - LT 14 , (Proceedings 14th
International Conference on Low Temperature Physics,
Otaniemi, Finland, August 14-20, 1975) ed . by
M. Krvsius and M. Vuorio (North Holland, 1975),
Vol. 1, Helium, 372-5.
NELSON, BRUCE, Research Associate
Articles
With A. Abashian, et al.
Search for backward A, and A2 production in
7r"p -• PUTr^n' at 8 Cev/c. Physical Review Letters
(34), 691-4.
NELSON, MARK R. , Assistant Professor, See Astronomy.
NODULMAN, LAWRENCE J., Research Associate
Articles
With W. Lee, et al.
Observation of muonless neutrino reactions. In
Proceedings of XVII International Conference on
High Energy Physics , London, July 1974, Section 4
127-9.
O'HALLORAN, THOMAS A., JR., Professor
Articles
With A. Abashian, et al.
Search for backward A, and A2 production in
T7"P • pn'ir'^TT' at 8 GeV/c. Physical Review Letters
(34) 691-4.
With Columbia, Cornell, Fermilab Collaboration
Dimuon production by photons and neutrons.
La Physique de Neutrino a Haute Energie
,
61-78.
With Columbia, Rockefeller Collaboration
Single pi-production in neutrino interaction.
La Physique de Neutrino a Haute Energie
,
205-24.
With G. Gladding, et al.
Dimuon production by photons and neutrons. Proceed-
ings of International Colloquium, La Physique de
Neutrino a Haute Energie, No. 245
,
Ecole
Polytechnlque, Paris, 61-78.
New particle production by neutrons. Proceedings
1975 International Symposium on Lepton and Photon
Interactions at High Energies
,
(ed. by W. T. Kirk)
Palo Alto: Stanford UP, pp. 189-94.
Photoproduction of new particles at Fermilab.
Proceedings of 1975 International Symposium on
Lepton and Photon Interactions at High Energies
, (ed.
by W.T. Kirk) Palo Alto: Stanford UP, p. 213.
With B. Knapp, et al.
Photoproduction of narrow resonances. Physical
Review Letters 04 ) 1040-3.
Dimuon production by neutrons. Physical Review
Letters (34) 1044-7.
With W. Lee, et al.
Observation of muonless neutrino reactions. In
Proceedings of XVII International Conference on
High Energy Physics
,
London, July 1974, Section 4,
127-9.
PANDHARIPANDE, VIJAY R. , Associate Professor
Articles
Validity of constrained variational methods for
dense neutron matter. Nuclear Physics A (248)
524-31.
With R. A. Smith
A model neutron solid with 77° condensate. Nuclear
Physics A (237) 507-32.
Nuclear matter calculations with mean scalar fields.
Physics Letters (59B) 15-18.
With R. B. Wiringa, B. D. Day
Do lowest- order approximations adequately describe
nuclear matter? Physics Letters (57B) 205-9.
PANG, CHAN Y. , Research Assistant Professor
Articles
With M. Lee, et al.
Observation of muonless neutrino reactions. In
Proceedings of XVII International Conference on
High Energy Physics , London, July 1974, Section 4
127-9.
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PETHICK, CHRISTOPHER J. , Professor
Articles
With G. Baym
Neutron stars. Annual Review of Nuclear Science
,
(25) 27-77.
With P. Bhattacharyya, H. Smith
3
Spin relaxation in superfluid He. Physical Review
Letters (35) 473-6.
3
Transport phenomena in superfluid He near the
transition temperature. In Proceedings of I4th
International Conference on Low Temperature Physics
,
ed. by M. Krusius and M. Vuorio (North Holland,
Amsterdam) Vol. I, 9-12.
With G. M. Carneiro
Specific heat of a normal Fermi liquid. II. Micro-
scopic approach. Physical Review (Bll) 1106-24.
With S. A. Kaplan, et al.
The influence of plasma turbulence in the radiation
from accreting gas. Astronomicheskii Zhurnal (52)
64-70.
Possible role of plasma turbulence in the radiation
from accreting gas. Soviet Astronomy (19) 38-41.
With F. K. Lamb
Accretion onto magnetic neutron stars: Comments on
the position of the Alfven surface. In Astrophysics
and Gravitation
,
Proceedings 16th Solvay Conference
on Physics, University of Brussels (Editions de
I'Universite de Bruxelles, 1974), 135-41.
With H. Smith, P. Bhattacharyya
Low temperature viscosity and thermal conductivity
of superfluid 'He. Proceedings of 14th International
Conference on Low Temperature Physics
,
ed.
by M. Krusius and M. Vuorio (North Holland,
Amsterdam) Vol. I, 5-8.
3
Viscosity and thermal conductivity of superfluid He:
Low temperature limit. Physical Review Letters (34)
643-6.
PINES, DAVID, Professor
Articles
Observing neutron stars: Influence on stellar
structure from pulsars and compact x-ray sources.
In Astrophysics and Gravitation , Proceedings of the
16th Solvay Conference on Physics, University of
Brussels (Editions de I'Universite de Bruxelles,
1974), 147-75.
With C. Herring
Theory of condensed matter: the joint symposia.
Physics Soviet
, 6pp.
With S. Ichimaru, H. Totsuji, T. Tange
Sum-rule analysis of long wavelength excitations in
electron liquids. Progress of Theoretical Physics
(54) 1077-92.
With S. A. Kaplan, et al.
The influence of plasma turbulence on the radiation
from accreting gas. Astronomicheskii Zhurnal (52)
64-70.
Possible role of plasma turbulence in the radiation
from accreting gas. Soviet Astronomy (19) 38-41.
With D. Q. Lamb, F. K. Lamb, J. Shaham
Neutron star wobble in binary x-ray sources,
Astrophysical Journal (198) L21-5.
POLLOCK, EDWIN L. , IBM Postdoctoral Fellow
Articles
With J. -P. Hansen, I. R. McDonald
Statistical mechanics of dense ionized matter. Ill,
Dynamical properties of the classical one-component
plasma. Physical Review (All) 1025-39.
RAETHER, MANFRED J., Professor
Articles
With M. Yamada
Evolution of the ion-acoustic instability in a
direct-current discharge plasma. Physics of Fluids
(18) 361-8.
REYNOLDS, C. LEWIS, Jr., Research Associate
Articles
Correlations of the Fermi energy in monovalent
metals. Philosophical Magazine (31) 1223-6.
With A. C. Anderson
Thermal boundary resistance to non-crystalline
dielectrics. Journal of Low Temperature Physics
(21) 641-3.
With R. E. Barker Jr.
Diffusion of Hg in dental amalgams. Journal of
Biomedical Materials Research (9) 253-4.
Thermodynamic considerations of the setting reaction
in AgoSn amalgams. Journal of Biomedical Materials
Research (9) 213-9.
With P. R. Couchman
Calculation of the compressibility coefficients for
the alkali and alkaline metals. Journal of Chemical
Physics (62) 738-9.
Limiting low temperature value of the Gruneisen
parameter far metals. Journal of Physics and
Chemistry of Solids (36 ) 834.
Luminescence in solid krypton. Physical Review
(Bll) 4061-2.
On the variation of surface tension with composition
in liquid Pb-Sn alloys. Journal of Materials Science
(10) 1089.
Theoretical correlations between vacancy formation
energy and bulk melting properties of metals.
Zeitschrift fur Metallkunde (66) 121-3.
With F. E. Wawner, Jr., H. G. F. Wilsdorf
Amalgamation in the Ag3Sn-Hg system. I. In situ
observations. Journal of Applied Physics (46)
568-72.
Amalgamation in the Ag3Sn-Hg system. II. Strength
analysis and stage 3. Journal of Applied Physics
(46) 573-5.
With H. G. F. Wilsdorf
Amalgamation in the Ag3Sn-Hg system. III. Resistivity
measurements. Journal of Applied Physics (46) 576-8.
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RHINES, DON S., Research Associate
Articles
A possible bro^ad Stt resonance near 1900 GeV/c
coupling to m.. Proceedings IV International
Nucleon Antinucleon Symposium
, Syracuse University,
IV-23.
With A. Abashian, et al.
Search for backward A, and Aj production in
TJ'P - Pff'TT+TT" at 8 GeV/c. Physical Review Letters
(34) 691-4.
ROBERTS, DAVID H. , Research Associate
Articles
With A. R. Masters
On the nature of the binary system containing the
pulsar PSR 1913 + 16. Astrophysical Journal (195)
L107-11.
SAH, CHIH TANG, Professor, See Electrical Engineering.
SALAMON, MYRON B. , Professor
Articles
With G. DePasquali, et al.
Thermal conductivity of tetrathiafulvalene-
tetracyanoquinodimethane (TTF-TCNQ) near the metal-
insulator transition. Physical Review (Bll) 619-22.
SARD, ROBERT D. , Professor
Articles
With Y. M. Antipov, et al.
Analysis of the reaction K"p - K tt 77 p at 40 GeV/c.
Nuclear Physics (B86 ) 381-402.
The reaction pp — pTT'TT'^p at 25 and 40 GeV/c. Nuclear
Physics (B99 ) 189-210.
With D. Fong, et al.
Topological and leading particle cross sections for
147 GeV/c TT"-p interactions. AIP Conference Proceed -
ings 23, Particles and Fields , College of William
and Mary, ed. by C. E. Carlson, 332.
With L. Koester, et al
.
Hadron production at 0.8 mrad by 300 GeV protons
incident on a thick aluminum target. Proceedings
of International Colloquium, La Physique de Neutrino
a Haute Energie, No. 245 , Ecole Polytechnique,
Paris, 385.
SATTERTHWAITE, CAMERON B. , Professor
Articles
With R. J. Miller
Electronic model for the reverse Isotope effect in
superconducting Pd-H(D). Physical Review Letters
(34) 144-8.
SCHWARZ, RICARDO B., Visiting Assistant Professor
Articles
With A. V. Granato
Measurement of the force-distance profile for the
interaction between a dislocation and a point defect.
Physical Review Letters (34) 1 1 74 - 7
.
With R. D. Isaac
Simple persistent switch for superconducting
solenoids. Review of Scientific Instruments (46)
638.
SHERMAN, RICHARD D. , Research Assistant Professor
Articles
With J. Bardeen
Flux flow in nearly pure low-^ superconductors.
Physical Review (B12) 2634-9.
SIMMONS, RALPH 0., Professor and Head of Department
Articles
3
X-ray diffraction studies of He crystals. Low
Temperature Physics (Ukrainian SSR) (1) 709-12.
SLIGHTER, CHARLES P., Professor
Articles
Some scientific contributions of Herbert S.
Gutkowsky. Journal of Magnetic Resonance (17)
274-80.
SMITH, ROGER A., Research Associate
Articles
With V. R. Pandharipande
A model neutron solid with ir° condensate. Nuclear
Physics (A237) 507-32.
Nuclear matter calculations with mean scalar fields.
Physics Letters (59B) 15-18.
SNIDER, DALE R. , Visiting Associate Professor
Articles
Multiperipheral description of clustering in charged-
particle production in the central plateau. Physical
Review (Dll) 140-6.
With H. W. Wyld, Jr.
Multiplicity distributions in the eikonal model.
Physical Review (Dll) 2538-46.
STAPLETON, HARVEY J., Professor
Articles
With P. Devaney
ENDOR study of Yb "'' in Cs,NaYCl, to determine
Fg-Fg energy splitting. Journal ot Chemical
Physics (63) 5459-61.
With R. L. Marchand, G. E. Fish
Spin-lattice relaxation of trivalent uranium in
anhydrous lanthanum trichloride. Physical Review
(Bll) 23-6.
SUTTON, DAVID C. , Associate Professor
Articles
With P. Axel, et al.
Microtron using a superconducting electron linac.
1975 Particle Accelerator Conference, IEEE
Transactions on Nuclear Science (22) 1176-8.
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TAI, PATRICK C. L. , Research Associate
Articles
With M. R. Beasley, M. Tinkham
Anistrophy of the penetration depth in super-
conducting tin. Physical Review (Bll) 411-19.
VOLODIN, VICTOR A., IREX Soviet Scholar
Articles
With A. C. Hanson
On beam blowup in a racetrack microtron. 1975
Particle Accelerator Conference, IEEE Transactions
on Nuclear Science (22) 119A-6.
WATSON, WILLIAM D. , Associate Professor, See Astronomy.
WATTENBERG, ALBERT, Research Professor
Articles
Photoproduction at FNAL. Proceedings IV Inter-
national Nucleon Antinucleon Symposium , Syracuse
University, 1-92.
With G. Gladding, et al.
Dimuon production by photons and neutrons. Proceed-
ings of International Colloquium, La Physique de
Neutrino a Haute Energie, No. 245 , Ecole
Polytechnique, Paris, 61-78
New particle production by neutrons. Proceedings of
1975 International Symposium on Lepton and Photon
Interactions at High Energies
,
(ed. by W. T. Kirk)
Palo Alto: Stanford UP, pp. 189-94.
Photoproduction of new particles at Fermilab.
Proceedings of 1975 International Symposium on Lepton
and Photon Interactions at High Energies
, (ed. by
W.T. Kirk) Palo Alto: Stanford UP, p. 213.
With B. Knapp, et al.
Photoproduction of narrow resonances. Physical
Review Letters (34) 1040-3.
Dimuon production by neutrons. Physical Review
Letters (34) 1044-7.
WILLIAMS, WENDELL S., Professor
Articles
Individual projects in a large general physics class
for nonmajors. American Journal of Physics (43)
550-1.
With L. Breger
Piezoelectricity in tendon and bone. Journal of
Biomechanics (8) 1-6.
With L. Breger, M. Johnson
Ceramic models for study of piezoelectricity in
biological solids. Journal of the American Ceramic
Society (58) 415-17.
With G. H. Kenner, J. E. Lovell, W. P. Eatherly
Two-year biocompatibility study of ORNL graphite.
Journal of Biomedical Materials Research Symposium
(6) 67-72.
With G. H. Kenner, et al.
Electrical modification of disuse osteoporosis.
Calcified Tissues Research (18) 111-17.
With W. A. Loomis, et al.
Inclusive hadron production in inelastic muon-proton
scattering at 150 GeV/c. Physical Review Letters
(35) 1483-6.
WORTIS, MICHAEL, Professor
Articles
With F. Harbus, H. E. Stanley
Tricritical behavior of the Ising antiferromagnet
with next-nearest-neighbor ferromagnetic inter-
actions: Mean-field-like tricritical exponents?
Physical Review (Bll) 2689-92.
With D. M. Saul, D. Jasnow
Confluent singularities and the correction-to-
scaling exponent for the d = 3 fee Ising model.
Physical Review (Bll) 2571-8.
WOZNIAK, WAYNE T. , Research Associate
Articles
With G. DePasquali, et al.
Vibrational spectra of TTF-TCNQ: Evidence of TTF
°
and TCNQ° in thin films. Chemical Physics Letters
(33) 33-6.
With K. Jain, M. V. Klein
Diffraction grating use to reject fluorescence from
a tunable dye laser. Applied Optics (14) 811-12.
WRIGHT, JON A., Professor
Articles
With S.-J. Chang
Quantum fluctuations in a ci field theory. II. One-
mode approximations. Physical Review (Dl2) 1595-605.
WYLD, HENRY W., JR., Professor
Articles
With G. Ascoli
Unitary states for three pions. Physical Review
(D12) 43-58.
With R. T. Cutler
Deck model applied to baryonic systems. Physical
Review (Dl2) 1952-67.
With D. R. Snider
Multiplicity distributions in the eikonal model.
Physical Review (Dll) 2538-46.
YIP, KWOK LEUNG, Research Associate
Articles
With W. B. Fowler
Electronic structure of E,' centers in SiO^-
Physical Review (Bll) 2327-38.
With D. R. Franceschetti
Semi-empirical potential energy surface for the
binding of carbon monoxide to ferrous porphin.
Chemical Physics Letters (36) 580-2.
YOUNG, LLOYD M. , Research Assistant Professor
Articles
With P. Axel, et al.
Microtron using a superconducting electron linac.
1975 Particle Accelerator Conference, IEEE
Transactions on Nuclear Science (22) 1176-8.
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DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Aadsen, Duane Rodney (R. 0. Simmons)/ Lattice parameter
and thermal expansion in solid methane.
Allender, David William (J. Bardeen) , Model for an
exciton mechanism of superconductivity in planar
geometry.
Austin, Robert Hamilton (H. Frauenfelder) , Experimental
studies of myoglobin recombination kinetics.
Beeson, Karl Wayne (H. Frauenfelder), Analysis of carbon
monoxide and dioxygen binding to myoglobin.
Birtcher, Robert Charles (J. S. Koehler) , The recovery
of head after electron orradiation of 1.5 K.
Bowen, Marshall Allen (J. D. Dow), Topics in the theory
of condensed matter: diffusion thermoelectric
power in the alkali metals and electroabsorption by
acoustoelectric domains.
Bucher, Ronald Gray (M. E. Wyman) , An experimental
study of stopping powers for ions of intermediate
atomic numbers.
Champion, Paul Morris (P. G. DeBrunner) , Mossbauer
investigations of high-spin ferrous heme proteins.
Clemans, Jim E. (M. V. Klein) , Low temperature thermal
conductivity measurements on solid neon at constant
volume.
Coope, Daniel Frederick (M. K. Brussel) , Nuclear
resonance fluorescence in
206,207,208
Pb and 209„
Cutler, Roger Thayer (H. W. Wyld, Jr.), Deck model
applied to three pi production on nuclei.
Dickey, Philip Alan (P. Axel) , Near threshold photo-
238 232fission and photoneutron emission in U and Th.
Drotning, William David (H. G. Drickamer) , Luminescence
of impurity-activated alkali halides under high
pressure.
Follstaedt, David Martin (C. P. Slichter) , A nuclear
magnetic resonance study of dilute copper-vanadium
alloys.
Griffin, Edward Lawrence (J. M. Mochel) , The specific
heat and resistivity of serval amorphous supercon-
ducting thin films.
Hitchens, William Robert (N. Holonyak) , Liquid-phase-
epitaxial growth and properties of indium gallium
phosphide and indium gallium phosphide arsenide
injection lasers.
Laszewski, Ronald Martin (P. Axel), Elastic photon
scattering below neutron emission threshold in
208 207
Bi, Pb, Pb, Tl, Hg, Ce, and Ba.
Lederman, Frank Louis (J. D. Dow), Studies in solid
state physics: One: critical effects in dysprosium
and rubidium silver iodide, two: electroabsorption
by layered semiconductors.
Liu, Wing Ki (R. A. Marcus) , Semiclassical theory of
collisional relaxation mechanism in microwave
transient phenomena.
Morris, George Ronald (B. I. Eisenstein) , Backward
production in'If'p -^ pTf* ^~ ^~ at 8.0 GeV/c in
a streamer chamber.
Potter, James Martin (H. Frauenfelder), A test of
parity conservation in proton-proton scattering
at 15 mev.
Read, David Thomas (A. V. Granato) , Bias stress detec-
tion of dislocation resonance in lead.
Rennick, Mary Alice (R. O. Simmons) , The generation of
African waves.
Roberts, Thomas John (U. Kruse) , Three pion production
on complex nuclei at 23 GeV/C.
Roth, Michael W. (J. D. Stack) , Inclusive pion produc-
tion at large and small transverse momentum in a
model of hadrons.
Sellers, Gregory Jude (A. C. Anderson), Low temperature
anomalies in niobium, vanadiimi and tantalum.
Sligar, Stephen Gary (P. G. DeBrunner), A kinetic and
equilibrium description of camphor hydroxylation by
the P450 monoxygenase system.
Smith, Lawrence Norman (J. M. Mochel), Phonon and quasi-
particle dynamics in superconducting aluminum tunnel
junctions.
Snyder, Arthur Ernest (R. D. Sard), The reaction 'H "p -»
-V "V+^-pat 147 GeV/c.
Taylor, Peter Lee (M. J. Raether) , Experimental study
of wave-particle interactions in a beam-plasma system.
Wallat, Richard John (J. Holder), The phase transition
of the rubidium halides.
Washburn, Theodore Edward (J. M. Mochel) , A domain
of two-dimensional excitations in thin liquid
helium films.
Weinstein, Berthold Werner (C. D. Hendricks), High
current ion emission in electrohydrodynamic
spraying.
Wendelken, John Franklin (F. M. Props t) , High resolution
low energy electron diffraction from the aluminum
(100) surface.
Withrow, Stephen Parker (F. M. Propst) , Investigation
of hydrogen chemisorption on the tungsten (100)
surface.
Zaitlin, Mark Paul (A. C. Anderson), Phonon thermal
transport in non-crystalline materials.
PHYSIOLOGY AND BlOPn CS
PHYSIOLOGY
ADES, HARLOW W. , Professor, See: Electrical
Engineering
BAHR, JANICE M., Assistant Professor, See: Animal
Science
BARKER, DAVID J., Assistant Professor
Articles
With D. A. Bereiter
Facial receptive fields of trigeminal neurons:
increased size following estrogen treatment in
female rats. Neuroendocrinology (18) 115-24.
BARR, LLOYD, Professor
Chapter in a Book
With P. R. Brink
The resistance of nexal membranes. In Symposium
on Recent Advances in Physiology , ed. by
E. Meisami. Tehran, Iran: University of Tehran,
pp. 91-105.
Articles
With J. Connor and E. Jakobsson
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Electrical characteristics of frog atrial trabecu-
lae in the double sucrose gap. Biophysical
Journal (15) 1047-67.
With E. Jakobsson and J. Connor
An equivalent circuit for small atrial trabeculae
of frog. Biophysical Journal (15) 1069-85.
BARRETT, J. MICHAEL, Assistant Professor
Articles
With P. M. Heidger, Jr.
The ultrastructure and cytochemistry of micro-
bodies in rat proximal tubules. Cell and Tissue
Research (157:3) 283-305.
With P. M. Heidger, Jr. and S. W. Kennedy
Chelated bismuth as a stain for electron micros-
copy . Journal of Histochemistry and Cytochemistry
(23:10) 780-7.
With H. J. Dieterich, W. Kriz and J. P. Bulhoff
The ultrastructure of the thin loop limbs of the
mouse kidney. Anatomy and Embryology (147) 1-18.
With B. Kaissling, C. de Rouffignac and W. Kriz
The structural organization of the kidney of the
desert rodent Psammomys obesus . Anatomy and
Embryology (148) 121-43.
BUETOW, DENNIS E., Professor
Articles
With M. J. Lynch
Isolation of intact nuclei from Euglena gracilis .
Experimental Cell Research (91) 344-8.
With M. J. Lynch
Isolation, fractionation and template activity of
the continuously-condensed chromatin of Euglena
gracilis . Experimental Cell Research (91) 349-57.
With L. Zablen, M. S. Kissil and C. R. Woese
The phylogenetic origin of the chloroplast and
the prokaryotic nature of its ribosomal RMA.
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences
,
U.S. (72) 2418-22.
CONNOR, JOHN A., Associate Professor
Articles
Neural repetitive firing: a comparative study of
membrane properties of crustacean walking leg
axons. Journal of Neurophysiology (38) 922-32.
With E. Jakobsson and L. Barr
Electrical characteristics of frog atrial trabecu-
lae in the double sucrose gap. Biophysical
Journal (15) 1047-67.
With E. Jakobsson and L. Barr
An equivalent circuit for small atrial trabeculae
of frog. Biophysical Journal (15) 1069-85,
DONCHIN, EMANUEL, Professor, See: Psychology
DUCOFF, HOWARD S., Professor
Articles
Form of the increased longevity of Tribolium after
X-irradiation. Experimental Gerontology (10)
189-93.
With M. P. Hagan
Noncytokinetic injury: sparing effect of dose
fractionation for delay of pupariation of the
fleshfly, Sarcophaga bullata Parker. Radiation
Research (63) 378-81.
HEATH, JAMES E., Professor
Articles
With G. N. McEwen
Thermoregulatory responses to preoptic cooling in
unrestrained rabbits . American Journal of
Physiology (227) 954-7, 1974.
With T. A. Reaves and W. C. Hartner
Interstitial fluid pressure and vasomotor
responses in bats . American Journal of Physiology
(226) 353-6, 1974.
With M. Berk
An analysis of behavioral thermoregulation in the
lizard, Dipsosaurus borsalis . Journal of Thermal
Biology (1) 15-23.
With G. N. McEwen
Thermal responses to preoptic heating and ambient
temperature in unrestrained rabbits. Journal of
Thermal Biology (1) 23-9.
With T. A. Reaves
Regulation of body temperature : interval coding of
temperature by CNS neurons. Nature (257) 688-90.
HELMAN, SANDV I., Associate Professor
Articles
With R. G. O'Neil and R. S. Fisher
Determination of the Ejj^ of frog skin from studies
of its current-voltage relationship. American
Journal of Physiology (229) 947-51.
HOCKMAN, CHARLES H., Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
Forebrain mechanisms in the control of respira-
tion. In Neural Integration of Physiological
Mechanisms and Behaviour , ed. by G. J. Mogenson
and F. R. Calaresu. Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, pp. 283-93.
JAKOBSSON, ERIC G., Assistant Professor
Articles
With C. Scudiero
A transient excited state model for sodium
permeability changes in excitable membranes.
Biophysical Journal (15) 577-90.
With L. Barr and J. Connor
Electrical characteristics of frog atrial trabecu-
lae in the double sucrose gap. Biophysical
Journal (15) 1047-68.
With L, Barr and J. Connor
An equivalent circuit for small atrial trabeculae
of frog. Biophysical Journal (15) 1069-85.
KATZENEliENBOGEN , BENITA S., Assistant Professor
Chapters in Books
Methods for assessing estrogen effects on new
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protein synthesis in vitro . In Methods in
Enzymology, Vol. 36, Part A , ed. by B. W.
O'Malley and J. G. Hardman . New York: Academic
Press, pp. 444-55.
Estrogen actions on synthesis of macromolecules
in target cells. In Biochemical Actions of
Hormones, Vol. Ill , ed. by G. Litwack. New York:
Academic Press, pp. 187-243.
Articles
Synthesis and inducibility of the estrogen-
induced protein, IP, during the rat estrous
cycle: clues to uterine estrogen sensitivity.
Endocrinology (96) 289-97.
With E. R. Ferguson
Antiestrogen action in the uterus: biological
ineffectiveness of nuclear bound estradiol after
antiestrogen. Endocrinology (97) 1-12.
With J. A. Katzenellenbogen et al.
lodohexestrols II: characterization of the bind-
ing and estrogenic character of iodinated
hexestrol derivatives, in vitro and in vivo .
Biochemistry (14) 1742-50.
With R. E. Leake
Distribution of the oestrogen-induced protein, IP,
and of total protein between endometrial and
myometrial fractions of the immature and mature
rat uterus. Journal of Endocrinology (63)
439-49, 1974.
KEMPER, BYRON W., Assistant Professor
Articles
With J. F. Habener and J. T. Potts, Jr.
Calcium-dependent intracellular degradation of
parathyroid hormone: a possible mechanism for the
regulation of hormone stress. Endocrinology (97)
431-41.
With J. F. Habener et al
.
Microtubules and the intracellular conversion of
proparathyroid hormone to parathyroid hormone.
Endocrinology (96) 903-12.
With J. F. Habener et al.
Pre-proparathyroid hormone identified by cell-free
translation of messenger RNA from hyperplastic
human parathyroid tissue. Journal of Clinical
Investigation (56) 1328-33.
With J. F. Habener et al.
Parathyroid mRNA directs the synthesis of pre-
proparathyroid hormone and proparathyroid hormone
in the Krebs ascites cell-free system. Biochem-
ical and Biophysical Research Communications (67)
1114-21.
KICLITER, E. EARL, Assistant Professor
Articles
With R. G. Northcutt
Ascending afferents to the telencephalon of ranid
frogs: an anterograde degeneration study. Journal
of Comparative Neurology (161) 239-54.
LARSEN, JOSEPH R. , Professor, See: Entomology
NALBANDOV, ANDREW V., Professor, See: Animal Science
PROSSER, C. LADD, Professor, Emeritus
Chapter in a Book
Physiological adaptations in animals. In Physio-
logical Adaptation to the Environment , ed. by
F. J. Vernberg. New York: Intext, pp. 3-18.
Articles
With B. J. Rigby
Thermal transitions of collagen from fish
recovered from different depths. Comparative
Biochemistry and Physiology (52B) 89-90.
With W. A. Weems and R. Meiss
Physiological state, contractile properties of
heart and lateral muscles of fishes from differ-
ent depths. Comparative Biochemistry and
Physiology (52B) 127-31.
RAMIREZ, VICTOR D., Professor
Chapters in Books
New developments in the neural regulation of
LH-RH. In Advances in the Biosciences, Shering
Workshop, Vol. 15 , ed. by G. Raspe. New York:
Pergamon Press, pp. 271-86.
Localization and subcellular distribution of hypo-
thalamic hormone: studies on LH-RH. In Hypo-
thalamic Hormones , ed. by Motta, Crosignani and
Martin. New York: Academic Press, pp. 57-74.
Neuroendocrinologia de la diferenciacion sexual
y pubertad. In Neuroendocrinologia , ed. by
Schiaffini et al . Barcelona: Ediciones Toray,
S.A., pp. 203-49.
Articles
With D. M. Baldwin and C. H. Sawyer
Pituitary responsiveness to LRH in the short-term
ovariectomized rat. Biology of Reproduction
(13:August) 535-40.
With J. P. Gautron et al.
Distribution of LH-RH in subcellular fractions of
the basomedial hypothalamus. Molecular and Cellu-
lar Endocrinology (3:Winter) 339-50.
With A. J. Zamora and A. S. Mendoza
Ultrastructure of the mammary gland in lactating
rats after local implantation of oestrogen.
Journal of Endocrinology (66: August) 177-182.
SATINOFF, EVELYN, Associate Professor, See: Psychology
SHERWOOD, DAVID, Assistant Professor
Articles
With C. C. Chang et al.
Radioimmunoassay of plasma relaxin levels
throughout pregnancy and at parturition in the
pig. Endocrinology (97) 834-7.
With K. R. Rosentretor and M. L. Birkhimer
Development of a radioimmunoassay for porcine
relaxin using ^^^I-labeled polytyrosyl-relaxin.
Endocrinology (96) 1106-13.
SLEATOR, WILLIAM W., Professor and Head of the
Department
Articles
With M. Frank et al.
Stereological measurements of atrial ultra-
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structures in the guinea-pig. Experientia (31)
578-9.
With M. Frank
Effect of ryanodine on myocardial calcium.
Naunyn-Schmiedeberg' s Archiv Pharmacologie (290)
35-47.
With M. Frank
Effects of ryanodine on a myocardial membrane
vesicular fraction. Research Communications in
Chemical Pathology and Pharmacology (11:1) 65-72.
With A. Greenberg and B. Honig
Wavelength dependence of the bandwidth of visual
pigment spectra. Nature (251) 823-4.
With B. Honig
Molecular aspects of photoreceptor function.
Quarterly Review of Biophysics (8) 129-84.
With K. Nakanishi et al
.
Allenic retinals and their visual pigment analogues.
Journal of the American Chemical Society (98)
236-8.
TERJUNG, RONALD L., Assistant Professor GOVINDJEE
Articles
Cytochrome c turnover in skeletal muscle.
Biochemical and Biophysical Research Communica-
tions (66) 173-8.
With W. W. Winder
Exercise and thyroid function. Medicine and
Science in Sports (7) 20-6.
With W. W. Winder et al
.
Effects of thyroid hormone administration on
skeletal muscle mitochondria. American Journal
of Physiology (228) 1341-5.
WILLIS, JOHN S., Professor
Articles
With T. B. Becker
T^sence of cold resistance in sarcoplasmic Ca-
ATPase in a hibernating mammal. Comparative
Biochemistry and Physiology (503) 533-5.
With R. F. Foster and C. L. Behrends
Cold-stored kidney tissue of hibernators : effects
of brief warming on K regulation. Cryobiology
(12) 255-65.
ZEHR, JOHN E., Assistant Professor
Articles
With M. L. Beckmann
Partition of PGE between renal venous plasma and
urine during renal ischemia. Prostaglandins
(9:5:May) 721-36.
With H. Fujii
The effects of respiratory acidosis on plasma
renin activity in the dog. Japanese Circulation
Journal (39:10:October) 1115-21.
BIOPHYSICS
DUNN, FLOYD, Professor, See: Electrical Engineering
EBREY, THOMAS G., Associate Professor
Articles
With R. Crouch et al
.
Isorhodopsin II : artificial photosensitive pigment
formed from 9,13-dicis retinal. Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences, U.S. (72) 1538-42.
With Govindjee et al
The properties of several sterically modified
retinal analogues and their photosensitive pig-
ments. Biochemistry (14) 3933-41.
Chapters in Books
Introduction to photosynthesis. In Bioenergetics
of Photosynthesis
, ed. by Govindjee. New York:
Academic Press, pp. 1-50.
With E. L. Gross, T. Wydrzynski and D. VanderMeulen
Monovalent and divalent cation-induced changes in
chlorophyll a^ fluorescence and chloroplast struc-
ture. In Proceedings of the 3rd International
Congress on Photosynthesis, Vol. I
, ed. by
M. Avron. Amsterdam: Elsevier, pp. 345-61.
With D. VanderMeulen
Anthroyl stearate : a fluorescent probe for chloro-
plasts. In Proceedings of the 3rd International
Congress on Photosynthesis, Vol. II , ed. by
M. Avron. Amsterdam: Elsevier, pp. 1095-1105.
Articles
With J. H. Harmond et al
.
Lifetime of the excited states in vivo. IV.
Bacteriochlorophyll and bacteriopheophytin in
Rhodospirillum rubrum . Photosynthetica (9:2)
216-9.
With P. Mohanty
The slow decline and the subsequent rise of chloro-
phyll fluorescence transients in intact algal
cells. The Plant Biochemical Journal (1:2) 78-106.
With D. VanderMeulen
Interactions of fluorescent analogs of adenine
nucleotides with CF protein isolated from spinach
chloroplasts. Federation of European Biochemical
Society Letters (57) 272-5.
With T. Wydrzynski
A new site of bicarbonate effect in photosystem II
of photosynthesis: evidence from chlorophyll
fluorescence transients in spinach chloroplasts.
Biochimica et Biophysica Acta (387) 403-8.
With T. Wydrzynski and E. L. Gross
Effects of cations (sodium and magnesium) on the
"dark" and light-induced chlorophyll a^
fluorescence yields in sucrose-washed spinach
chloroplasts. Biochimica et Biophysica Acta
(376) 151-61.
With T. Wydrzynski et al.
Water proton relaxation as a monitor of membrane-
bound manganese in spinach chloroplasts. Bio-
chimica et Biophysica Acta (408:3) 349-54.
With B. A. Zilinskas
Silicomolybdate and silicotungstate mediated
dichlorophenyldimethylurea-insensitive photo-
system II reaction: electron flow, chlorophyll a
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fluorescence and delayed light emission changes.
Biochimica et Biophysica Acta (387) 306-19.
JENDRASIAK, GORDON L. , Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
With J. H. Hasty
The hydration of phospholipid films and its
relationship to phospholipid structure. In
Biomedical Applications of Polymers , ed. by
H. P. Gregor. New York: Plenum, pp. 1-8.
SCHMIDT, PAUL G., Assistant Professor, See: Chemistry
WEBER, GREGORIO, Professor, See: Biochemistry
WOESE, CARL R. , Professor, See: Genetics and
Development
WRAIGHT, COLIN A., Assistant Professor
Articles
With R. J. Cogdell and R. K. Clayton
Some experiments on the primary electron acceptor
in reaction centers from Rhodopseudomonas
sphaeroides . Biochimica et Biophysica Acta (396)
242-9.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Blakely, Eleanor Alice (H . S. Ducof f ) , Growth and via-
bility of Aedes albopictus cell line in^ vitro after
cesiuni-137 gainma irradiation.
Moudgil, Parviz Gandhi (D. E. Buetow) , Studies on the
cell-free protein-sythesizing system of aging rat
liver.
Sidell, Bruce David (C. L. Prosser) , Turnover of cyto-
chrome C in skeletal muscle of green sunfish
(Lepomis cyanellus ) during thermal acclimation.
Wilson, Terry Lee (C. L. Prosser), pH-temperature
interrelations: theory and application to the
M isozyme of goldfish lactate dehydrogenase.
Wiseman, David Alton (D. E. Buetow), Nuclear RNA
polymerase activity in the rat intestinal epi-
thelium: a comparison of undifferentiated crypt
cells and differentiated villus epithelial cells.
PLANT PATHOLOGY
BLACK, LINDSAY M., Professor, See; Genetics and
Development
EDWARDS, DALE I., Associate Professor
Articles
With M. O. Adeniji, r. b. Malek and J. B. Sinclair
Interrelationship of Heterodera glycines and
Phytophthora megasperma var . sojae in soybeans.
Phytopathology (65) 722-5.
FORD, RICHARD E., Professor S Head of Department
Articles
Pesticides task group. In Workshop on non-point
sources of water pollution , ed. by W. D. Seitz.
University of Illinois College of Agriculture
Special Publication 37:66-70.
GEBDEMANN, JAMES W. , Professor
Chapter in Book
Vesicular-arbuscular mycorrhizae. In The Develop-
ment and Function of Roots , ed. by Torrey and
Clarkson. London: Academic Press, pp. 575-91.
Articles
With M. J. Hattingh
Inoculation of Brazilian sour orange seed with an
endomycorrhizal fungus. Phytopathology (65) 1013-16.
With L. H. Rhodes
Phosphate uptake zones of mycorrhizal and non-mycor-
rhizal onions. New Phytologist (75) 555-61.
With J. A. Menge and H. W. Lembright
Mycorrhizal fungi and citrus. The Citrus Industry
(56:No. 10) 16-18.
GOODMAN, ROBERT M., Assistant Professor
Articles
Reconstitution of potato virus X in vitro . I.
Properties of the dissociated protein structural
subunits. Virology (68) 287-98.
Important nematode and virus diseases of soybeans.
In Soybean Production, Protection, and Utilization .
Proceedings of a conference for scientists of Africa
the Middle East, and South Asia. INTSOY Series 6,
Urbana: Illinois UP, pp. 132-40.
With R. B. Homer
Circular dichroism and fluorescence studies on
potato virus X and its structural components,
Biochimica et Biophysica Acta (378) 296-304.
With R. W. Home and J. M. Hobart
Reconstitution of potato virus X in vitro . II
.
Characterization of the reconstituted product.
Virology (68) 299-308.
With G. M. Milbrath and M. R. McLaughlin
Identification of bean pod mottle virus from nat-
urally infected soybeans in Illinois. Plant
Disease Reporter (59) 982-3.
GOTTLIEB, DAVID, Professor
Articles
The aging process in the fungus Rhizoctonia solani .
Phytophylactica (7) 81-90.
With M. H. G. Munro et al
Carbon-13 evidence for the stereochemistry of
streptomycin biosynthesis from a glucose. Journal
of American Chemical Society (97) 4782-3.
A CMR study of the biosynthesis of chloramphenicol.
Tetrahedron Letters No. 31 , 2659-62.
HOOKER, ARTHUR L., Professor
Articles
Breeding and testing for disease resistance. Plant
disease control In 1974 McGraw Hill Encyclopedia
of Environmental Science , McGraw-Hill. pp. 425-7.
Corn disease is combated with use of genetic resis-
tance. Illinois Research (17: No. 3) 14-15.
Food is energy and agriculture is food. Phi Kappa
Phi Journal (55: No. 3) 16-18.
Helminthosporium maydis as a leaf blight pathogen
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of corn. Proceedings of the First Intersectional
Congress of lAMS (Science Council of Japan) (1)
421-4.
Helminthosporium turcicum as a pathogen of corn.
Report of Tottori Mycological Institute (Japan) (12)
115-25.
Field reaction of corn hybrids to Helminthosporium
leaf spot. Plant Disease Reporter (59) 646-8.
With D. E. Fisher
Race, mating type, and virulence characteristics of
the 1970 North American Helminthosporium maydis
population. Plant Disease Reporter (59) 784-6.
With M. C. Futrell and G. E. Scott
Resistance in maize to corn rust, controlled by a
single dominant gene. Crop Science (15) 597-9.
With K. M. S. Saxena
A study on the structure of gene Rp3 for rust
resistance in Zea mays L. 1974. Canadian Journal
of Genetic Cytology (16) 857-60.
With L. S. Watrud and D. E. Koeppe
The effects of nuclear restorer genes of Texas male-
sterile cytoplasm on host response to Helmintho-
sporium maydis race T. Phytopathology (65) 178-82.
LIH, SUNG M. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Diallel analysis for reaction of eight corn inbreds
to Helminthosporium maydis race T. Phytopathology
(65) 10-15.
Heterotic effects of resistance in maize to Helmin-
thosporium maydis race O, Phytopathology (65)
1117-20.
Mclaughlin, Michael R. , Research Assistant
Articles
With J. H. Hill and H. I. Benner
Serological relationships among potyviruses: maize
dwarf mosaic virus tobacco etch virus and turnip
mosaic virus. Phytopathology (65) 334-5.
MALEK, RICHARD B., Associate Professor
Articles
With J. D. Smolik
Effect of Xiphinema americanum on growth of shelter-
belt trees. Plant Disease Reporter (59) 144-8.
With J. B. Gartner
Hardwood bark as a soil amendment for suppression of
plant-parasitic nematodes on container-grown plants.
HortScience (10) 33-5.
With M. 0. Adeniji, D. I. Edwards, and J. B. Sinclair
Interrelationship of Heterodera glycines and
Phytophthora megasperma var. sojae in soybeans.
Phytopathology (65) 722-5.
MILBRATH, GENE M., Assistant Professor
Chapter in Book
Isolation of a strain of cucumber mosaic virus from
beans in Illinois. In Tropical Diseases of Legumes
,
ed. by J. Bird and K. Maramorosch. London:
Academic Press, pp. 113-5.
Articles
With M. R. McLaughlin and R. M. Goodman
Identification of bean pod mottle virus from
naturally-infected soybeans in Illinois. Plant
Disease Reporter (59) 982-4.
NEELY, R. DAN, Professor
Chapter in Book
Sanitation and Dutch elm disease control. In Dutch
Elm Disease , ed. by D. A. Burdekin and H. M.
Heybrook, USDA Forest Service, Northeast Forest
Experiment Station, Upper Darby, Pennsylvania.
Articles
Treatment of foliar diseases of woody ornamentals
with soil injections of benomyl. Plant Disease
Reporter (59) 300-3
With W. M. Black
The effect of soil injected benomyl on resident
earthworm population. Pesticide Science (6) 543-5.
PAXTON, JACK D., Associate Professor
Chapter in Book
Phytoalexins, phenolics, and other antibiotics in
roots resistant to soil-borne fungi. In Biology
and Control of Soil-borne Plant Pathogens , ed . by
G. W. Bruehl. St. Paul: (The American Phytopath-
dlogical Society) pp. 185-92.
Articles
With B. J. Hewlett et al
Pollen-wall proteins: physicochemical character-
ization and role in self-incompatibility in Cosmos
bipinnatus . Proceedings of the Royal Society of
of London B (188) 167-82.
With N. T. Keen
Coordinate production of hydroxyphaseollin and the
yellow- fluorescent compound PA in soybeans resis-
tant to Phytophthora megasperma var. sojae .
Phytopathology (65) 635-7.
RIES, STEPHEN M. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With R. H. Meyer and D. B. Meador
The Illinois growers quality apple club. Trans-
actions Illinois State Horticulture Society (108)
122-5.
SCHOENEWEISS, DONALD F., Associate Professor
Chapter in Book
Predisposition, stress, and plant disease. In
Annual Review of Phytopathology
, Vol. 13, ed. by
K. F. Baker. Palo Alto: (Annual Reviews, pp. 193-
211.
Articles
A method for controlling plant water potentials for
studies on the influence of water stress on
disease susceptibility. Canadian Journal of
Botany (53) 647-53.
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with C. R. Crist
The influence of controlled stresses on suscepti-
bility of European white birch stems to attack by
Bo tryo sphaer ia dothidea . Phytopathology (65)
369-73.
SHAW, PAUL D., Professor
Chapter in Book
With K. L. Rinehart et al
Structures of halogenated and antimicrobial organic
compounds from marine sources. In The Nature of
Seawater , Physical and Chemical Sciences Research
Report 1, ed. by E. D. Goldberg. Berlin: pp. 651-
65.
Articles
With K. L. Rinehart, Jr. et al
A rearranged dibromotyrosine metabolite from
Verongia aurea . Tetrahedron Letters pp. 507-10.
With J. F. siuda et al
l-Iodo-3, 3-dibromo-2-heptanone, 1,1,3, 3-tetrabromo-
2-heptanone and related compounds from the red alga
Bonnemaisonia hamifera . Journal of the American
Chemical Society (97) 937-8.
SINCLAIR, JAMES B., Professor
Book
With O. D. Dhingra
An Annotated Bibliography of Soybean Diseases, 1882-
1974, INTSOY Series 7. Urbana: Illinois UP, 280 pp.
Book Edited
With M. C. Shurtleff
Compendium of Soybean Diseases. St. Paul: (American
Phytopathological Society) 69 pp.
Chapter in Book
Effect of seed-borne bacteria in soybean on germin-
ation and emergence. In Tropical Diseases of
Legumes , ed. by J. Bird and K. Maramorosch. London:
Academic Press, pp. 135-7.
Some important seed- and soil-borne bacterial and
fungal pathogens of soybean. In Soybean Produc -
tion, Protection, and Utilization . Proceedings
of a conference for scientists of Africa, the
Middle East, and South Asia, INTSOY Series 6.
Urbana: Illinois UP, pp. 124-31
Articles
With O. D. Dhingra and R. W. Schneider
Cellulolytic and pectolytic enzymes associated
with virulent and avirulent isolates of
Macrophomina phaseolina in vitro and in soybean
seedlings. Phytopathologische Zeitschrift (80)
324-9.
With R. W. Schneider
Inhibition of conidial germination and germ tube
growth of Cercospora canescens by cowpea leaf
diffusates. Phytopathology (65) 63-5.
With M. B. Ilyas, D. Dhingra and M. A. Ellis
With C. Prasartsee et al
Reduction of internally seedborne Diaporthe phaseo-
lorum var. sojae by fungicide sprays. Plant
Disease Reporter (65) 236-40.
With M. B. Ilyas and M. A. Ellis
Evaluation of soil fungicides for control of char-
coal rot of soybeans. Plant Disease Reporter (59)
360-4.
Effect of three fungicides on internally seed-borne
fungi and germination of soybean seeds. Phytopath-
ology (65) 553-6.
With M. O. Adeniji, D. 1. Edwards and R. B. Malek
Interrelationship of Heterodera glycines and
Phytophthora megasperma var. sojae in soybeans.
Phytopathology (65) 722-5.
With D. J. Royse and M. A. Ellis
Movement of penicillin into soybean seeds using
dichloromethane. Phytopathology (65) 1319-20.
With M. A. Ellis
Movement of methyl 2-benzimidazolecarbamate into
soybean seeds after foliar application of benomyl
.
Phytopathology (65) 1387-9.
SMITH, DAVID R. , Assistant Plant Pathologist
Article
Expression of monogenic chlorotic-lesion resistance
to Helminthosporium maydis in corn. Phytopathology
(65) 1160-5.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Dave, Gulab Shanker (R. B. Malek), Interrelationships
of Rhizoctonia solani with Heterodera glycines
,
Pratylenchus scribneri and Tylenchorhynchus
martini on 'Clark 63' soybeans.
Ilyas, Mohammad Bashir (J. B. Sinclair), The response
of macrophomina phaseolina in vitro or its sclerotia
in soil to various soil fungicides.
Obi, Ignatius Ugwudike (A. L. Hooker), Physiological
mechanisms of disease resistance in Zea mays L. to
Helminthosporium fungi.
POLITICAL SCIENCE
BOCK, PETER G. , Associate Professor
Articles
With V. J. Fuccillo
Transnational corporations as international
actors. Studies in Comparative International
Development (10:Summer) 51-77.
COHEN, STEPHEN P., Associate Professor
Technical Report
Security Issues in South Asia.
(15:March) 203-15.
Asian Survey
Article
Location of mycelium of Diaporthe phaseolorum var.
sojae and Cercospora kikuchii in infected soybean
seeds. Plant Disease Reporter (59) 236-40.
South Asia and U.S. military policy. Appendix
V of Report of the Commission on the Organiza-
tion of the Government for the Conduct of
Foreign Policy, U.S. Government Printing
Office (7) 149-158.
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Book Reviews
Soviet naval policy, by MccGwire, Booth and
McDonnell, eds. Soviet Union (2) 232-3.
Saturday's son, by U. Nu. Perspective
(June) 25.
DAVIS, MORRIS, Professor
Books edited
Civil wars and the politics of international
relief: Africa, South Asia, and the Caribbean.
New York: Praeger , 109 pp.
Chapter in a Book
Introduction; Observable Patterns; Policy
Implications. In Civil wars and the politics
of international relief , ed. by Davis. New
York: Praeger, pp. 1-4; 74-89; 90-103.
Articles
Audits of international relief in the Nigerian
civil war: some political perspectives.
International Organization (29) 501-12.
The international committee of the Red Cross
and its practice of self restraint. Journal
of Voluntary Action Research (4) 63-8.
GOVE, SAMUEL K. , Professor, See Institute of
Government and Public Affairs
HANSEN, SUSAN B.
,
.\ssistant Professor
Articles
Participation, political structure, and con-
currence. American Political Science Review
(69:December) 1181-99.
KANET, ROGER E. , Associate Professor
Books edited
With D. Bahry
Soviet economic and political relations with
the developing world. New York: Praeger
Special Studies, 242 pp.
Chapters in Books
Modernizing interaction within Eastern Europe.
In The politics of modernization in Eastern
Europe: testing the Soviet model , ed. by
Gati. New York: Praeger, pp. 275-303.
The Soviet Union and the developing countries:
policy or policies. In Soviet economic and
political relations with the developing world ,
ed. by Kanet and Bahry. New York: Praeger
Special Studies, 1975 (reprint) pp. 10^19.
The Soviet role in the Middle East. In The
Soviet Union: the seventies and beyond , ed.
by Eissenstat. Lexington, Massachusetts:
Lexington, D. C. Heath, pp. 297-320.
Articles
Is comparison useful or possible? In special
issue on foreign policy: symposium on the
comparative study of communist foreign policies.
Studies in Comparative Communism (8) 20-7.
The Soviet Union and the developing countries:
policy or policies. The World Today (31)
338-46.
With D. Bahry
Soviet policy in East Europe. Current History
(49) 126-8, 154.
Book Reviews
The evolution of Soviet politics, by Robert J.
Osborn. Canadian Slavonic Papers (17) 158-60.
Soviet politics and political science, by A. J.
Brown. Soviet Studies (27) 502-3.
Bilateralism and structural bilateralism in
intra-CMEA trade, by Jozef M. P. van Brabant.
Canadian-American Slavic Studies (9) 410-11.
Essays on planning, trade, and integration in
Eastern Europe, by Jozef M. P. van Brabant.
Canadian-American Slavic Studies (9) 410-11.
St. Petersburg and Moscow: Tsarist and Soviet
foreign policy, 1814-1974, by Barbara Jelavich.
The American Historical Review (80) 1367-8.
The Soviet Union and the October 1973 Middle
East war: the implications for detente, by
Kohler, Gour^ and Harvey. Soviet Union (2:2)
227.
Soviet-Asian relations, by Charles B. McLane.
Soviet Union (2:2) 228.
Foreign trade under central planning, by F. D.
Holzman; and Crisis in socialist planning:
Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union, by J.
Marczewski. Soviet Union (2:2) 235-6.
Le Comecon: Le Programme du comecon et 1' inte-
gration Socialiste, by Marie Lavigne; and East-
West economic co-operation: Problems and Solu-
tions, by Albert Masnata; and Technology in
comecon: acceleration of technological pro-
gress through economic planning and the market,
by J. Wilczynski. Soviet Union (2:2) 234-5.
MERRITT, RICHARD L. Professor of Political Science
and Research Professor in Communications
Edited Book
Foreign policy analysis. Lexington, Massachu-
setts: D. C. Heath, Lexington Books, 165 pp.
With S. J. Brzezinski
Comparative international studies. Urbana-
Champaign: Center for International Compara-
tive Studies, 133 pp.
Chapters in Books
Foreign policy. In Policy studies in America
and elsewhere , ed. by Nagel. Lexington, Massa-
chusetts: D. C. Heath, Lexington Books,
pp. 133-60.
Theory and method in comparative international
research. In Comparative international studies
,
ed. by Merritt and Brzezinski, Urbana-
Champaign: Center for International Compara-
tive Studies, pp. 1-12.
Foreign policy analysis. In Foreign policy
analysis , ed. by Merritt. Lexington, Massa-
chusetts: D. C. Heath, Lexington Books, pp. 1-
11.
Public perspectives in closed societies. In
Foreign policy analysis , ed. by Merritt.
Lexington, Massachusetts: D. C. Heath, Lexing-
ton Books, pp. 101-17.
With F. S. Coombs
Educational policymaking in industrialized
countries. CIES Newsletter (37: September) 8-9.
Book Reviews
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Lessons of the past: the use and misuse of
history in American foreign policy, by Ernest
R. May; and World politics: verbal strategy
among the superpowers , by Thomas M. Franck and
Edward Weisband. American Historlal Review
(80:February) 194-5.
The United States and West Germany, 1945-1973:
a study in alliance politics, by Rogei
Morgan. Perspective (4: June) 119-120.
The mythical world of Nazi war propaganda
1939-1945, by Jay W. Baird. Journalism
Quarterly (52: Summer) 369.
Die Berlin-Frage 1949-1955, by Dennis L. Bark;
and Berlin in der Weltpolitik 1945-1970, by
Hans Herzfeld. American Political Science
Review (69:December) 1520-21.
Comparative public policy: issues, theories,
and methods, by Liske, Loehr, and McCamant , eds.
Perspective (4:December) 266-67.
MONYPENNY, PHILLIP, Professor
Chapter in a Book
Library functions of the states. In Encyclo-
pedia of library and information science (15)
ed. by Kent, Lancour, Daly, Marcel. New York:
Dekker, pp. 264-81.
NAGEL, STUART S. , Professor
Books
Improving the legal process: effects of
alternatives. Lexington, Massachusetts:
Lexington-Heath, 414 pp.
Edited
Policy studies and the social sciences. Lex-
ington, Massachusetts: Lexington-Heath, 329 pp.
Policy studies in America and elsewhere.
Lexington, Massachusetts: Lexington-Heath,
242 pp.
With M. G. Neef
Political science utilization directory.
Urbana, Illinois, Policy Studies Organization,
126 pp.
Chapters in Books
Choosing among alternative public policies.
In Public policy evaluation
,
ed. by Dolbeare.
Beverly Hills, California: Sage Publications,
pp. 53-74.
How to provide legal counsel for the poor:
decision theory. In Analyzing poverty policy
,
ed. by James. Lexington, Massachusetts: Lex-
ington-Heath, pp. 215-21.
Incentives for compliance with environmental
law. In The politics of environmental policy
,
ed. by Milbrath and Inscho. Beverly Hills,
California: Sage Publications, pp. 74-94.
Finding an optimum mix or optimum level for
public policies. In Methodologies for ana-
lyzing public policies
, by Scloli and Cook.
Lexington, Massachusetts: Lexington-Heath,
pp. 79-87
A graphic look at the legal services program.
In Front i ers of economics , ed. by Tullock.
Blacksburg: Virginia UP, pp. 139-47.
Series editor's introduction. In Public policy
evaluation , ed. by Dolbeare. Beverly Hills,
California: Sage Publications, pp. 9-11.
With L. J. Wietzman
Double standard of American justice. In
Sociological Realities II , ed. by Horowitz
and Nanry. New York: Harper and Row, pp. 369-
75.
Articles
Organization and journal developments in
Policy Studies Journal (3) 220-1, 316-18; (4)
2-3, 98-9.
With M. G. Neef
The use of political science: the practitioner^
perspective. PS (8) 376-80.
With K. Reinbolt and T. Eimermann
A linear programming approach to problems of
conflicting legal values like free press
versus fair trial. Rutgers Journal of Com-
puters and the Law (4) 420-61.
PRESTON, MICHAEL B., Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
The rew black urban politics: the case of
black mayors. In The new urban politics , ed.
by Masotti and Lineberry. Cambridge, Massachu-
setts: Ballinger, pp. 80-105.
PELTASON, J. U. , Professor
Revision of a Book
With James M. Burns and Thomas E. Cronin
Government by the people (9th ed.). Englewood
Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 976 pp.
Book Review
Private Pressure on Public Law: the legal
career of Justice Thurgood Marshall, by R.
W. Bland. American Political Science Review
(64: September) 1022-3.
RUNDQUIST, BARRY S. , Assistant Professor
Chapters in Books
Observations on a distributive theory of
policy making: two American expenditure
programs compared. In Comparative public
policy , ed. by Liske, Loehr, and McCamant.
New York: Halstead Press, John Wiley, pp. 87-
108.
With David E. Griffith
The parochial constraint on foreign policy-
making. In Foreign policy analysis , ed by.
Merritt. Lexington, Massachusetts: D. C.
Heath, pp. 37-42 (rev.).
STENE, EDWIN 0., Visiting Professor
Article
The politics administration dichotomy. Mid-
west Review of Public Administration (9:April-
July) 83-9.
WEINBAUM, MARVIN G. , Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
Classification and change in legislative
systems. In Legislative systems in developing
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countries , ed. by Boyrtton and Kim. Durham:
Duke University Press, pp. 31-68.
Article
Iran and Israel: the discreet entente. Orb is
(18) 1070-87.
Book Review
Afghanistan in the 1970's by L. Dupree and L.
Albert. The Middle East Journal (29:4) 461-2.
WEINSTEIN, MARTIN E. , Associate Professor
Bulletin or Technical Report
The U.S. -Japanese alliance: is there an
equivalent for mutual indispensability? Santa
Monica, California: California Seminar on
Arms Control and Foreign Policy.
WEISSBERG, ROBERT, Associate Professor
Books Revised
With Herbert Jacob
Elementary political analysis.
McGraw-Hill, 313 pp.
New York:
Article
Political efficacy and political illusion.
Journal of Politics (37:August) 469-87.
WIRT, FREDERICK M. , Professor
Books Edited
The polity in the school Lexington, Massachu-
setts: Heath, 333 pp.
With M. Kirst
The political and social foundations of educa-
tion. Berkeley, California: McCutchan, 281 pp.
Chapter in a Book
Social diversity and school board responsive-
ness in urban schools. In Understanding school
boards , ed. by P. Cistone. Lexington, Massa-
chusetts: D. C. Heath, pp. 189-216.
Article
Suburbs and politics in America, Publius
:
The Journal of Federalism (5:Winter) 121-44.
Book Review
Inequality: a reassessment of the effect of
family and schooling in America, by C. Jencks
.
American Political Science Review (64 :September)
1034-6.
YU, GEORGE T. , Professor
Book
China's African policy. New York: Praeger,
224. pp.
Chapter in a Book
Chinese aid to Africa. In Chinese and Soviet
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Bonham, Jerry Lee (P. Monypenny) , Fundamentalism and
the radical right: a theoretical exploration and
analysis.
Cantrall, William Randolph, II (F. S. Coombs), The
impact of issues and voting on changing attitudes
toward political institutions in the 1972 election.
Colby, David Charles (P. Monypenny) , The effects of
riots on state public policy.
Koltun, David (F. S. Coombs) , Motivational factors
affecting a person's intention to vote.
Kustra, Robert Walter (S. K. Gove), The formulation of
constitutional home rule in Illinois.
Lament, Valarie Catherine (M. G. Weinbaum) , Community
participation in mental health: a case study of
the Champaign County mental health board.
Landis, Fred Simon (A. B. Fields) , Psychological war-
fare and media operations in Chile, I970-I973.
McGriggs, Lee Augustus (P. Monypenny) , Black legisla-
tive politics in Illinois: a theoretical and
structural analysis.
Peters, John George (F. S. Coombs), The post-election
behavior of the American electorate: a theory of
electoral reconciliation.
Reid, John Norman (P. Monypenny) , The interstate dis-
tribution of federal health grants: an analysis
of causal factors.
Towell, William Patrick (P. G. Bock), Cognitive com-
plexity of a foreign policy decision-maker under
conditions of rising threat: Joseph Grew and
U.S. -Japan relations, 1938-1941.
Weiss, Mitchell Simon (P. Monypenny) , Radicalization
as a politically alienating developmental process:
the psychopolitical orientation of three radical
left student activists.
Wilson, Thomas Dwight (P. Monypenny) , Patterns of change
in Illinois County government, 1960 to 1974.
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE
CORBALLY, JOHN E., President
Articles
A quid pro quo approach to tuition.
policy in postsecondary education -
In Formulating
the search for
alternatives , ed. by Hughes and Mills. Washington:
American Council on Education, pp. 118-12 3.
National Institute of Education: a positive force.
In Proceedings of the Twenty-seventh AACTE Annual
Meeting . Washington: AACTE, pp. 70-73.
Critics and critical thinking. Experimental
Mechanics . Westport, Connecticut: Society for
Experimental Stress Analysis, p. 3N.
aid to Africa
, ed . by Weinstein.
Praeger, pp. 29-55.
New York
:
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BIRNBAUM, MICIIALL II. , Assistant Professor
Chapters in Books
Expectancy and judgment. In Cognitive Theory
Vol. 1, (Eds.) Restle, Shiffrin, Castellan,
Lindman fi Pisoni. Hillsdale, New Jersey:
Erlbaum, pp. 107-18.
Article
With B. J. Rose
Judgments of differences and ratios of numerals.
Perception 6 Psychophysics (IS) 194-200.
BREWER, WILLIAM F., Associate Professor
Articles
riemory for ideas: Synonym substitution. Memory
S Cognition (5) 458-64.
With E. H. Lichtenstein
Recall of logical and pragmatic implications in
sentences with dichotomous and continuous antonyms.
Memory 5 Cognition (5) 315-18.
With J. B. Stone
Journal of
299-307.
Acquisition of spatial antonym pairs.
Experimental Chi Id Psychology ( 1_S
)
CARTER, CAROL S., Assistant Professor
Article
With M. R. Landauer
Neonatal hormone experience and adult lordosis and
fighting behavior in the golden hamster.
Physiology 5 Behavior 14: No. 1 1-6.
CATTELL, RAYMOND Professor Emeritus
Books
With D. Child
Motivation and dynamic structure. New York:
Halsted Press.
With L. R. Schmidt and H. Hacker
Objective testbatterie. OA-TB75. Weinheim: Belt;.
Chapter in Book
Personality theory derived from quantitative
experiment. In A. M. Freedman, H. I. Kaplan and
B. J. Sadock Comprehensive Textbook of Psychiatry
,
Vol. 1, 2nd ed. Baltimore: Williams S Wilkins.
Articles
Third order personality structure in Q-data:
Evidence from eleven experiments. Journal of
Multivariate Experimental Personality ^ Clinical
Psychology CV 118- 49.
Multivariate experiment as a catalyst of psycho-
logical theory. Journal of Multivariate Experi -
mental Persona l ity 5 Clinical Psychology
(II 195- "6^
With K. Barton
Changes in personality over a S-yr. period: Rela-
tionship of change to life events. JSAS Catalogue
of Selected Documents in Psychology {S) 283. MS
No. 1018.
An investigation of the common factor space of
some well-known questionnaire scales: The
Eysenck EPI , the Comrey Scales, and the IPAT
Central Trait-State Kit (CTS) . Journal of Multi-
variate Experimental Personality ^ Clinical
Psychology ( 1) 268-77.
With C. Burdsal
The radial parcelling double factoring design: A
solution to the item-vs. -parcel controversy.
Multivariate Behavioral Research (10) 165-79.
With T. W. Klein
A check on hypothetical personality structures and
their theoretical interpretation at 14-16 years in
T-data. British Journal of Psychology (66)
131-51.
With G. M. Vaughan
Personality differences between young .New Zealanders
and Americans. Journal of Genetic Psychology
(118) 20-32.
CLORE, GERALD LEWIS, Professor
Book
Interpersonal attraction: An overv'iew. Morris-
town, N.J.: General Learning Press, 41 pp.
Articles
With \. H. Wiggins, S. Itkin
Judging attraction from nonverbal behavior: the
gain phenomenon. Journal of Consulting 6 Clinical
Psychology (43) 491- 7.
Gain and loss in attraction: attributions from
nonverbal behavior. Journal of Personality 6^ Social
Psychology (31) 706-12.
With W. 0. Eaton
Interracial imitation at a summer camp. Journal of
Personality S Social Psychology (32) 1099-1105.
With J. E. Crush and F. Costin
Dissimilarity and attraction: when difference makes
a difference. Journal of Personality 6 Social
Psychology (32) 783~'9":
COHEN, JERRY L. , Assistant Professor
Cliapter in Book
Research methods. In A survey of Social Psychology
,
(ed.) L. Berkowitz. Chicago: Dryden, pp. 21-47.
Article
With B. Sladen 6 B. Bennett
The effects of situational variables on judgments
of crowding, Sociometry (38) 273-81.
COLES, MICHAEL G.H., Associate Professor
Articles
With S. W. Porges, and C. C. Duncan-Johnson
Sex differences in performance and associate
cardiac activity during a reaction time task.
Physiological Psychology( 3) 141- 3.
With S. D. Herzberger, B. M. Sperber 6 T. E. Goetz
Physiological and behavioral concomitants of mild
stress: The effects of accuracy of temporal
information. Journal of Research in Personality (9)
168-76.
With C. C. Duncan-Johnson
Cardiac activity and information processing; The
effects of stimulus significance, and detection
and response requirements. Journal of Experimental
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Psychology : Human Perception and Performance ( 4}
418-28.
COSTIN, FRANK, Professor
Chapter in Book
Measuring hostility with the scrambled sentence
test, in Race and Education Across Cultures .
(Eds.) Gajendra K. Verma S Christopher Bagley.
London: Heinemann Educational Books, pp. 100-16.
Articles
With J. E. Crush
The student as consumer of the teaching process,
American Educational Research Journal ( 12)
55-66.
With J. E. Crush 6 G. L. Clore
Dissimilarity and attraction: when difference
makes a difference. Journal of Personality and
Social Psycholog)- (52) 783-9.
DAVIS, JAMES H., Professor
.\rticles
With P. R. Laughlin, N. L. Kerr, H. M. Halff et al
Group size, member ability, and social decision
schemes on an intellective task. Journal of
Personality and Social Psychology (^1) 522-35.
With N. L. Kerr, D. Meek and A. K. Rissman
Group position as a function of member attitudes:
Choice shift effects from the perspective of
social decision scheme theory. Journal of
Personality and Social Psychology (3U 574-93.
With N. L. Kerr, R. S. Atkin, R. Holt et al
The decision processes of 6- and 12-person juries
assigned unanimous and 2/3 majority rules.
Journal of Personality and Social Psychology
(32) 1-14.
With M. Sussman
Balance theory and the negative interpersonal
relationship: Attraction and agreement in
dyads and triads. Journal of Personality (4.3)
560-81.
DIENER, EDWARD F. , Assistant Professor
Book
Reinterpreting araerican history: A critical look
at our past. New York: Philosophical Library.
Articles
With I. Bugge, and C. Diener
Children's preparedness to learn high magnitude
responses . Journal of Social Psychology ( 96)
99-107.
With J. Dineen, K. Endresen, A. L. Beaman, et al
Effects of altered responsibility, cognitive set,
and modeling on physical aggression and de-
individuation. Journa l of Personality and Social
Psychology (31) 328-37.
With I. G. Sarason, R. E. Smith
Personality research: Components of variance
attributable to the person and the situation.
Journal of Personality 6^ Social Psychology (32)
199-204.
With K. Westford, C. Diener, 6 A. Beaman
Deindividuating effects of group presence and
arousal on stealing by Halloween trick-or-treaters
.
In H.C. Lindgren (Ed.), Children's Behavior ;
An Introduction to Research Studies . Palo Alto,
CK: Mayfield. ^Also in Proceedings of the 81st
Annual Convention of the .American Psychological
Association (8) 219- 20.
DONCHIN, EMANUEL, Professor
Chapter in Book
Brain electrical correlates of pattern recognition.
In Signal analysis and pattern recognition in
biomedical engineering , (Ed.) G. F. Inbar;
New York: John Wiley, pp. 199-218.
Articles
On evoked potentials, cognition,
Science (190) 1004-5.
and memory, in
With R. I. Heming
A simulation study of the efficacy of stepwise
discriminant analysis in the detection and com-
parison of event related potentials, in Electro -
cephalography and Clinical Neurophysiology ( 38)
51-68.
With P. Tueting, W. Ritter, M. Kutas et al
On the independence of the CNV and the P300 com-
ponents of the human averaged evoked potential.
Electroencephalography and Clinical Neuro-
physiology (38) 449-61.
With E. Heffley
Minicomputers in the signal-averaging laboratory,
in American Psychologist (30) 299-312
With M. Kutas and G. McCarthy
Differences between sinistrals' and dextals'
ability to infer a whole from its parts: A
failure to replicate, in Neuropsychologia (13)
455-64.
ERIKSEN, CH.^RLES W., Professor
Article
With J. W. Rohrbaugh
Reaction time measurement of temporal integration
and organization of form. Perception and Psycho -
physics (17) 53-8.
FISHBEIN, MARTIN, Professor
Book
With I. Ajzen
Belief, attitude, intention and behavior. Boston:
Publisher, Addison-Wesley , 578 pp.
Chapter in Book
Attitude, attitude change and behavior: A
theoretical overview, in Attitude Research Bridges
the Atlantic
,
(Ed.) P. Levine, New York, pp. 3-16.
Articles
With J. J. Jaccard
Inferential beliefs and order effects in personality
impression formation. Journal of Personality
5 Social Psychology (31) 1031-40.
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With I. Ajzen
A Bayesian analysis of attribution processes,
in Psychological Bulletin (823 261-77.
GRAEN, GEORGE B., Associate Professor
Chapter in Book
Role making processes within complex organizations.
In Handbook of industrial ^ organizational
psychology
,
(Ed.) M. D. Dunnette; Chicago: Rand
McNally, pp. 1201-45.
Book Review
Psychology in Industrial Organization by Siegel
and Lane, in Contemporary Psychology (20) 669,
Articles
With F. Dansereau and B. Haga
A vertical dyad linkage approach to leadership
within formal organizations: A longitudinal
investigation of the role making process, in
Organizational Behavior and Human Performance
(131 46-78.
With J. Cashman
A role making model of leadership in formal
organizations: A developmental approach, in
Organization and Administrative Sciences ( 6)
143-56.
HALFF, HENRY M. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Stimulus presentation after successes and errors
in concept identification, in American Journal of
Psychology (88) 421-30.
With K. W. Scholz and J. H. Walker
An extension of Kieras' general experiment
programming system, in Behavior Research Methods
and Instrumentation (7) 464-70.
With P. R. Laughlin, N. R. Kerr, J. H. Davis et al
Group size, member ability, and social decision
schemes on an intellective task, in Journal of
Personality and Social Psychology ( 3T1 ^522-35.
HENDERSEN, ROBERT W. , Assistant Professor
Article
Compounds of conditioned fear stimuli, in Learning
and Motivation (fi) 28-42.
HIRSCH, JERRY, Professor
Article
Jensenism: The bankruptcy of "science" without
scholarship Educational Theory (25: Winter)
3-27, 102.
HUMPHREYS, LLOYD G., Professor--See Educational
Psychology
KANFER, FREDERICK H., Professor
Book
With A. P. Goldstein
Helping people change: A textbook of methods.
New York: Pergamon Press, 536 pp.
Chapter in Book
Self-management methods, in Helping people change :
A textbook of methods
,
(Eds.) F. H. Kanfer and
A. P. Goldstein. New York, pp. 309-56.
(1) Autocontrol en ninos: Investigacion y teoria
(2) La aplicacion de las tecnicas de autodireccion
en educacion
(3) Modificacion de conducta en el aula
All three chapters above in. Premier symposium sobre
aprendizaje y modificacion de conducta en ambientes
educativos . (Eds.) J. C. Brengelmann, V. Garcia-
Hos Rozales, V. Pelechano, and J. L. Pinillos.
Madrid, pp. 211-66.
Articles
With P. Karoly and A. Newman
Reduction of children's fear of the dark by com-
petence-related and situational threat-related
verbal cues , in Journal of Consulting and Clinical
Psychology (43) 251- S.
With S. Berger
Self-control: Effects of training and presentation
delays of competing responses on tolerance of
noxious stimulation, in Psychological Reports (37)
1312-14.
KOMORITA, SAMUEL S., Professor
Articles
With J. K. Esser
Reciprocity and concession-making in bargaining in
Journal of Personality 6^ Social Psychology (31)
864-72
With J. K. Esser
Frequency of reciprocated concessions in bargaining,
in Journal of Personality ^ Social Psychology
(321 699-705.
LAUGHLIN, PATRICK R. , Professor
Articles
Selection versus reception concept-attainment para-
digms, in Journal of Experimental Psychology :
Human Learning S Memory ( 104) 319-25.
With Deborah S. Bitz
Individual versus dyadic performance on a dis-
junctive task as a function of initial ability level.
In Journal of Personality ^ Social Psychology ( 31)
487-96.
With James J. Jaccard
Social facilitation and observational learning of
individuals and cooperative pairs, in Journal of
Personality and Social Psychology (32)
With Norbert L. Kerr, Margaret M. Munch 5 Carol
Haggarty
Social decision schemes of the same four-person
groups on two different intellective tasks, in
Journal of Personality ^ Social Psychology ( 33)
With William J. Wong-McCarthy
Social inhibition as a function of observation and
recording of performance, in Journal of Experimental
Social Psychology (11) 560-71.
MCGRATH, JOSEPH E., Professor
f
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Chapter in book
Stress and Behavior in organizations, in Handbook
of Industrial and Organizational Psychology
.
(Ed.)
Marvin D. Dunnette, Rand McNally.
pp. 1351-95.
NAY, W. ROBERT, Assistant Professor
Articles
A systematic comparison of instructional techniques
for parents. Behavior Therapy (6) 14-21
With J. G. McLaughlin (first author)
Treatment of trichotillomania with positive cover-
ants and response cost. Behavior Therapy (6)
87-91.
With J. Mahoney (first author)
An evaluation of attitudes and behavior of institu-
tionalized delinquent girls follov<ing the onset of
a coeducational program. Journal of Genetic
Psychology (127) 13-20.
With J. Hartnett and P. Mims
Inter-personal attraction and help volunteering as a
function of physical attractiveness. Journal of
Psychology (89) 123- 9.
With P. Kendall and J. Jeffers
Timeout duration and contrast effects: A systematic
evaluation of a successive treatments design.
Behavior Therapy (6) 609-15.
With F. Lira, J. McCullough and M. Etkin
Relative effects of modeling and role playing in the
treatment of avoidance behaviors. Journal of Con-
sulting and Clinical Psychology (43) 608-18.
lesions, in Experimental Psychobiology
,
(Ed.) B. L.
Hart, San Francisco; Freeman Publishers, pp. 97-102.
With A. Cantor
Intraventricular norepinephrine and thermoregulation
in rats, in Temperature regulation and drug action
,
(Eds.) P. Lomax, E. Schonbaum and J. Jacob,
Basel, Switzerland: S. Karger, pp. 103-10.
Article
With N. Adler, H. Kraus, and F. Flammino
Paradoxical sleep duration during lights-off and
lights-on in ground squirrels, in Physiology and
Behavior (15) 631- 2.
SEIDMAN, EDWARD, Associate Professor
Articles
With L. Alden, J. Rappaport
College students as interventionists for primary-
grade children: A comparison of structured
academic and companionship programs for children
from low-income families, in American Journal of
Community Psychology (3) 261-71.
With R. Edelson
The use of videotape feedback in altering inter-
personal perceptions of married couples: A
therapy analogue, in Journal of Consulting and
Clinical Psychology (43) 244-50.
SHOBEN, EDWARD J., Assistant Professor
Chapter in Book
With L. J. Rips and E. E. Smith
Performance models of semantic composition, in
Papers from the parasession on functionalism
,
(Eds
.
)
R. Grossman, J. San and T. Vance. Chicago:
Chicago Linguistic Society, pp. 450-68.
Articles
With D. J. Herrmann, J. R. Klun and E. E. Smith
Cross-category structure in semantic memory, in
Memory S Cognition (3) 591-4.
With L. J. Rips and E. E. Smith
Set-theoretic and network models reconsidered: a
comment on Hollan's "Features and semantic memory"
in Psychological Review (82) 1S6-7.
SQUIRES, KENNETH C. , Visiting Assistant Professor
PAUL, GORDON L. , Professor
Articles
With R. L. Hagen and W. E. Craighead
Staff reactivity to evaluative behavioral observa-
tions, in Behavior Therapy (6), 201-5
With M. J. Mariotto
Persons vs. situations in the real-life functioning
of chronic mental patients, in Journal of Abnormal
Psychology (84) , 483-93.
SATINOFF, EVELYN, Associate Professor
Chapter in Book
Behavioral thermoregulation after hypothalamic
Articles
With N. K. Squires and S. A. HiUyard
Two varieties of long- latency positive waves evoked
by unpredictable auditory stimuli in man, in
Electroencephalography 5^ Clinical Neurophysiology
(JsT, 387-401.
With N. K. Squires and S. A. Hillyard
Vertex potentials in a rating-scale detection task:
relation to signal probability, in Behavior
Biology (13), 21-34.
With N. K. Squires and S. A. Hillyard
Decision-related cortical potentials during an audi-
tory signal detection task with cued observation
intervals, in Journal of Experimental Psychology :
Human Perception 6 Performance (1) ,263-79.
SUSSMANN, MARIO, Visiting Assistant Professor
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Article
With J. H. Davis
Balance theory and the negative interpersonal rela-
tionship: Attraction and agreement in dyads and
triads, in Journal of Personality (43). 560-81.
TEITELBAUM, PHILIP, Professor
Chapters in Books
With D. L. Wolgin
Neurotransmitters and the regulation of food intake,
in Progress in brain research : Hormones , homeo -
statis and the brain . (Eds.) W. H. Gispen, Tj . B.
Van Wimersma Greidanus, B. Bohus and D. de Wied,
.New York: Elsevier, pp. 235-49.
With J. F. Marshall
Sensory neglect produced by a lateral hypothalamic
lesion, in Experimental psychobiology , Ed. B. L.
Hart; San Francisco: W. H. Freeman, pp. 91-6.
Article
With D. R. Levitt
Somnolence, akinsia, and sensory activation of
motivated behavior in the lateral hypothalamic
syndrome, in Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences (72), 2819-23.
TERBORG, JAMES R. , Assistant Professor
Book
With E. J. McCormick, and J. Tiffin
Workbook for industrial psychology, revised.
Cincinnati: Tri-State, 88 pp.
Bulletin/Technical Report
Development and validation of theory X and Y scales
for assessing McGregor's managerial philosophies,
Conroe, Texas: Teleometrics International, 7 pp.
Articles
With L. H. Peters
The effects of the temporal placement of unfavorable
applicant information and of attitude similarity on
personnel selection decisions, in Organizational
Behavior and Human Performance C'-^) > 279-93.
Witli D. R. Hgen
A theoretical approach to sex discrimination in
traditionally masculine occupations., in Organiza -
tional Behavior 5^ Human Performance ( 13) ,352-76.
Sex discrimination and sex-role stereotypes; Are
they synonymous? Nol , in Organizational Behavior S
Human Performance ( 14 ) , 154-7
TRIANDIS, HARRY C, Professor
Chapters in Books
Subjective culture and interpersonal behavior, in
Applied cross-cultural psychology : Selected pape rs
from second international conference of I ACCP . (Eds.)
Berry & Lonner, Amsterdam; Swets § Zeitlinger,
pp. 92-8.
Culture training, cognitive complexity, and inter-
personal attitudes, in Cross-cultural perspectives
on learning, (Eds.) Brislin, Bochner 5 Lonner.
Beverly Hills 6 New York; Sage S Wiley/Halsted,
pp. 39-77.
Formal approaches to subjective culture, in Compar -
ative international studies, (Eds.) Merritt and
Brzezinski, Urbana-Champaign: Center for Inter-
national Comparative Studies, pp. 37-49.
With D. Landis & P. L. McGrew
Behavioral intentions and norms of urban school
teachers, in Race and education . (Eds.) Verma and
Bagley; London: Heinemanns, pp. 117-44.
Articles
Social psychology and cultural analysis. Journal
for the Theory of Social Behaviour (5) , 81-106.
Research directions suggested by the ACLU, in The
Journal of Social Issues (31) , 165- 81.
An analysis of perspectives on interpersonal rela-
tions
,
in Communication Institute 5^ Speech Society
Bulletin
, £, pp. 4-6.
With J. M. Feldman, D. E. Weldon, and W. M. Harvey
Eco-system distrust and the hard to employ, in
Journal of Applied Psychology (60), 44-50.
With D. E. Weldon, D. E. Carlston, A. K. Rissman,
and L. Slobodin
A laboratory test of effects of culture assimilator
training, in J ournal of Personality 5^ Social
Psychology (52), 300-10.
WICKENS CHRISTOPHER D. , Assistant Professor
Chapter in Book
Tracking performance under time sharing conditions
with a digit processing task, in Proceedings 11th
Annual Conference on Manual Control . US Government
Printing Office.
Article
The effects of divided attention on information
processing in manual tracking, in Journal of Experi -
mental Psychology ; Human Perception ^ Performance
WILLIGES, ROBERT C. , Associate Professor
Articles
With M. L. Baron
Transfer effectiveness of a driving simulator.
Human Factors (17) , 71-80.
With S. N. Roscoe
Motion relationships in aircraft attitude and
guidance displays: A flight experiment. Human
Factors (17), ' 374-87.
With F. Ince and S. N. Roscoe
Aircraft simulator motion and the order of merit of
flight attitude and steering guidance displays,
Human Factors ( 1 7) , 388-400.
With D. B. Beringer and S. N. Roscoe
Tlie transition of experienced piolots to a frequency-
separated aircraft attitude display. Human
Factors (17) , 401-14.
With D. Gopher, B. H. Williges, D. L. Damos
Varying the type and number of adaptive variables in
continuous tracking. Journal of Motor Behavior
(7), 159-70.
WYER, ROBERT S., ,IR. Professor
I
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Chapter in Book
The role of probabilistic and syllogistic reasoning
in cognitive organization and social inference.
In Human Judgment and Decision Processes . New York:
Academic Press, pp. 229-69.
Articles
Direct and indirect effects of essay writing and in-
formation about other persons' opinions upon beliefs
in logically related propositions. Journal of
Personality and Social Psychology (31), 55-63.
Functional measurement methodology applied to a sub-
jective probability model of cognitive functioning.
Journal of Personality 5^ Social Psychology (31)
,
g-i-ioo.
Some informational determinants of one's own liking
for a person and beliefs that others will like this
person. Journal of Personality 6^ Social Personality
(31) 1041-53.
With M. Henninger and M. Wolfson
Informational determinants of females' self-
attributions and observers' judgments of them in
an achievement situation. Journal of Personality
6 Social Psychology (32) 556-70.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Alden, Lynn Ellen {D. L. Peterson) , Psychiatric ward
atmosphere and patient behavior change
.
Atwood, Douglas Wayne (D. E. Dulaney) , A rule learning
application of the theory of propositional learning.
Bock, June Kathryn (C. E. Osgood) , Given-new and sali-
ence: the effects of two sentence production prin-
ciples on syntactic structure.
Cooley, Benedict Brown (M. G. H. Coles) , Effects of
operant control of the galvanic skin response to
fear stimuli on behavior and self-report measures
of fear.
Critelli, Joseph William (G. L. Clore) , Romantic attrac-
tion and verbal communication as a function of sex
role traditionality.
Dickerson, Ann Elizabeth (J. McVickers Hunt), Social
class differences in the performance of black
preschoolers on tests of information identification.
Dreyer, Paul Ian {R. Wyer) , A subjective expected
utility model of altruism.
Dunham, Randall Boyer (C. L. Hulin) , Affective responses
to task characteristics: the role of organizational
function
.
Edelson, Richard I. (G. L. Paul) , The effect of ward
size and patient chronicity on the scale scores of
the OMI and WAS.
Heimlich, Susan Marilyn (W. M. Steinman) , Time-out from
positive reinforcement: a new look at Coventry.
Herzberger, Sharon Lee Dickman (G. L. Clore) , Deter-
minants of self-other discrepancies in attribution:
situational factors and individual differences.
Keren, Gideon (C. W. Eriksen) , Stimulus-set and re-
sponse-set: considerations of two alleged kinds
of selective attention.
Le Sure, Grace Evelyn (G. L. Clore) , The effects of
attributions for success and failure on willingness
to work for delayed rewards.
Murphy, Martin David (J. Campione) , Effects of training
mnemonic strategies.
Nygren, Thomas Eugene (H. M. Halff ) , Individual dif-
ferences in the perception of risk, preference,
and dissimilarity for simple three-outcome gambles.
Rhyne, Linda Dean (H . W. Redd), Generalization training
and the transfer of treatment effects: a tutoring
intervention in a public school.
Scanlan, Lawrence Allen (S. N. Roscoe) , Apparent motion
quality and target detection on a visually time-
compressed display.
Sussmann, Mario (R. S. Wyer, Jr.), A Bayesian informa-
tion processing approach to belief change in a role
playing situation.
Wadington, James Louis, III (J. H. Davis), Behavioral
consequences of the attribution of competence in a
group sequential response task.
Williams, Kerry George (L. R. Goulet) , Storage and
retrieval processes in children's free recall
performance under varied stimulus input and
instructional set.
Winston, Andrew Spencer (W. H. Redd), Experimental
analysis of cheating and admission of cheating in
a classroom setting.
REHABILITATION EDUCATION CENTER
ELMER, CHARLES D. , Assistant Professor
Technical Report
With R. C. Cheever
Bowel management programs: a manual of ideas and
techniques. Bloomington, 111: Accent On Living,
Inc.
, pp. 23.
RELIGIOUS STUDIES PROGRAM
PORTON, GARY G., Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
The Artificial Dispute: Ishmael and Aqiba. In
Christianity, Judaism, and Other Greco-Roman
Cults: Studies for Morton Smith at Sixty . Vol.
IV, ed. by Jacob Neusner. Leiden: E. J. Brill,
pp. 18-29.
PETERSEN, DAVID L., Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
The Oracles Against the Nations: A Form Critical
Analysis. In Society of Biblical Literature
Seminar Papers 1975 . Volume 1, ed. by G. MacRae.
Missoula, Montana, pp. 39-61.
ROBBINS, VERNON K. , Associate Professor
Article
The We-Passages in Acts and Ancient Sea-Voyages.
Biblical Research (20) 5-18.
Book Reviews
The Nature of Religion Delineated, by William
Wollaston. Philological Quarterly (October).
RELKiinUS STUDIES PROGRAM
186
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German Pietism during the Eighteenth Century, by
F. Ernest Stoeffler. Philological Quarterly
(October)
.
SCHOEDEL, WILLIAM R. , Professor
Chapter in a Book
Jewish Wisdom and the Formation of the Christian
Ascetic. In Aspects of Wisdom in Judaism and
Early Christianity
, ed. by Robert L. Wilken.
Notre Dame, pp. 169-99.
Book Review
Un temoin du IV siecle oriental: St. Basil et
son temps d'apres sa correspondence, by Yves
Courtonne. The Classical World (March) 392-93.
OFFICE OF SCHOOL AND COLLEGE RELATIONS
ANDERSON, ERNEST P., Coordinator, University-
Junior College Relations; Associate Professor
of Education
Articles
With N. S. Riehl
Comparison of transfer student progress at the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Charapaign.
ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges .
(1975) 1-30.
With J. T. Warren and T. L. Hardin
Differential costs of curricula in Illinois
public junior colleges: some implications for
the future . Research in Higher Education
(4) 59-67.
Book Reviews
The continuing education of the college
professor, Erwin Goldenstein, Joe Aguilar, and
Gene Hardy. Socie ty of Professors of Education
Occasional Papers
^^) 1-4,
OLIVER, E. EUGENE, Director, University Office of
School and College Relations; W rank of Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Effective practices in meeting the needs of
students with college aptitudes from
disadvantaged environments. North Central
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools .
(June, 1974) 60 pp.
SLAVIC LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES
BROSTROM, KENNETH N., Assistant Professor
Articles
The enigma of Pil'njak's The Volga Falls to
the Caspian Sea . Slavic and East European
Journal rr8r^71-9 8.
DAWSON, CLAYTON L., Professor
Book Reviews
Russian root list, by Charles E. Gribble.
Slavic and East European Journal (19:4)
463-4.
Colloquial Russian, by W. Harrison, Y.
Clarkson and S. Le Fleming. Slavic Review
(34:4) 873-4.
DUNATOV, RASIO, Associate Professor
Articles
Some recent pedagogical materials for
reading Russian. Studies in Language
Learning (1:1) 205-9.
Who studies Russian and v;hy: results of a
survey. Slavic and East European Journal
(19) 372-5.
FRIEDBERG, MAURICE, Professor
Book Reviews
Le theatre juif sovi^tique pendant les
ann^es vingt, by Beatrice Picon-Vallin.
Slavic Review (34:3) 667-68.
GLADNEY, FRANK Y., Associate Professor
Book Reviews
Slavic transformational syntax, ed. by R.
Brecht and C. Chvany. Slavic and East Euro -
pean Journal (19) 471-76.
PACHMUSS, TEMIRA A., Professor
Book
Between Paris and St. Petersburg: selected
diaries of Zinaida Hippius. Urbana;
Illinois UP, 356 pp.
Chapter in a Book
Z. N. Hippius. In Russian religious-
philosophical thought of the twentieth
century, ed. by Nikolai P. Poltoratzky.
Pittsburgh: Pittsburgh UP, pp. 289-97.
Articles
An incident of Russian emigrg life in Paris:
Zinaida Hippius' diary of January-May, 1933.
Mosaic (VIII:3) 139-60.
Zinaida Hippius: her profession de foi.
Russian Language Journal (XXIX:Winter)
79-96.
Zinaida Hippius: religion and apolitism.
Russian Language Journal (XXIX:Spring)
37-49.
Zinaida Hippius: about irreconcilability,
conununo-bolshevism, and its opponents. The
Contemporary (28-29) 34-37.
Zinaida Hippius: several commentaries to
Tatyana Mamikhina's commentaries. Russian
Language Journal (XXIX:Fall) 61-81)
.
Dostoevsky and Hermann Hesse: analogies
and congruences. Orbis Litterarum (30:3)
210-224.
Z. Hippius: profession de foi. The New
Review (121) 127-143.
Book Reviews
poetakh i poezii, by V. Veidle. Slavic
Review (XXIV: 3) 654.
C. Harold Bedford, the seeker, by D. S.
Merezhkovskiy . Slavic and East European
Journal (19:4) 446-9.
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DOCTORAL DISSERTATION
Napier, William Edward (T. Pachmuss) , The love ethic
of Zinaida Hippius.
SMALL HOMES COUNCIL - BUILDING RESEARCH COUNCIL
BROTHERSON, DONALD E., Research Professor of
Architecture
Books
Contributing editor. Dictionary of architecture and
consti-uction. New York: McGraw-Hill, 553pp.
JONES, RUDARD A.
,
Director and Research Professor of
Architecture
Books
With W. H. Kapple
Kitchen industry technical manual/kitchen planning
principles, equipment, appliances. Urbana: Building
Research Council, 101pp.
Articles
ASTM and habitability criteria. In Proceedings :
programming for habitability
, edited by Wolfgang
F. E. Preiser. Urbana: Department of Architecture,
pp. 38-40.
Report to the president and congress on housing needs
of handicapped individuals. In Freedom of choice (2).
Washington, DC: Architectural and Transportation
Barriers Compliance Board, pp. 47-9.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Moisture condensation (rev. ed. ). Urbana: Building
Research Council, Circular Series F6.2 , 8pp.
KAPPLE, WILLIAM H. , Research Associate Professor of
Architecture
Books
With Rudard A. Jones
Kitchen industry teclinical manual/kitchen planning
principles, equipment, appliances. Urbana: Building
Research Council, lOlpp
PERCIVAL, DONALD H.
, Research Associate Professor
of Wood Technology & Utilization
Chapters in a Boole
With S. K. Suddarth
Analysis and design of metal plate, plywood gusset and
related trusses. In Wood structures: a desigTi gMide
and commentary . Cincinnati: American Society of
Civil Engineers, pp. 190-201.
Light-frame construction. In Wood structures : a
design guide and commentary
. Cincinnati: American
Society of Civil Engineers, pp. 289-313.
Articles
Experiences with a wood foundation. Forest Products
Journal (25:No. 12) 32-5.
With L. A. Beineke, et al.
Influence of heel wedges on the stiffness and strength
of wood roof trusses with metal plate connections.
Forest Products Journal (25:No. 7) 19-25.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Full-scale tests on a 2 S- foot nail- glued truss design
with 1 1/2" lumber Urbana: Building Research
Council, Research Report 75-1 , 12pp.
WithQ. B. Comus
Full-scale tests on a 20-foot nail-glued king- post truss
design with 1 1/2" lumber. Urbana: Building
Research Council, Research Report 75-2
, 15pp.
With C. S. Walters
Pressure-treated wood. Urbana: Building Research
Council, Circular Series D7.3
, 8pp.
SOCIAL WORK
BELL, CYNTHIA J., Lecturer
Articles
Legal consultation for child welfare workers.
Public Welfare (33 : Summer) 33-40.
With W. Mlyniec
Preparing for a neglect proceeding: a guide for
the social worker. Juvenile Justice (26:
November) 29-40.
BRIELAND, DONALD, Professor and Director
Books
With L. Costin and C. Atherton
Contemporary Social Work. New York:
Chapters in Books
McGraw-Hill.
Public social services. In Contemporary Social
Work, ed. by Brieland, D., Costin, L. , and
Atherton, C. New York: McGraw-Hill, pp. 18-38.
Voluntary social services. In Contemporary Social
Work, ed. by Brieland, D. , Costin, L. , and Atherton,
C. New York: McGraw-Hill, pp. 39-55.
Legal rights and protections. In Contemporary
Social Work , ed. by Brieland, D. , Costin, L. , and
Atherton, C. New York: McGraw-Hill, pp. 158-75.
Newer approaches to methods. In Contemporary Social
Work
, ed. , by Brieland, D. , Costin, L. , and
Atherton, C. New York: McGraw-Hill, pp. 252-66.
With C. Atherton
Social work and society. In Contemporary Social
Work , ed. by Brieland, D. , Costin, L. , and Atherton,
C. New York: McGraw-Hill, pp. 3-17.
Articles
With E. G. Brown
Adoptive screening: new data, new dilemmas. Social
Work (20: July) 291-95.
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Book Reviews
Our kindly parent— the state: the juvenile justice
system and how it works, by Patrick T. Murphy.
Social Work (20: March) 158-59.
Social case work: generic and specific: a report
of the Milford conference, by Washington, D. C.
:
National Association of Social Workers. Social
Work (20: March) 163.
Between client and community, by Bertha C. Reynolds.
Social Work (20: March) 163.
Interpersonal helping: emerging approaches for
social work practice, by Joel Fischer, ed. Social
Work (20: March) 163.
Preventive intervention in social work, by Carol H.
Meyer. Social Work (20: March) 163.
Fund raising for philanthropy, by Gerald S. Soroker.
Social Work (20: January) 79.
Juvenile justice advocacy: practice in a unique
court, by Douglas J. Besharov. Social Work (20:
July) 334.
Indicators of child health and welfare, by Leonard
S. Kogan and Shirley Jenkins. Social Work (20:
July) 335.
Concepts in social administration: a framework for
analysis, by Anthony Forder. Social Work (20:
July) 335.
Who shall live? health, economics and social
choice, by Victor R. Fuchs. Social Work (20:
July) 335.
A developmental outlook for social work education:
a report of a seminar on maximizing social work
potentials for family planning and population acti-
vities, by International Association of Schools of
Social Work, New York. Social Work (20:July)
336.
Blue cross: what went wrong?, by Sylvia A. Law.
Social Work (20:July) 336.
Cooking activities for the retarded child, by Ellen
House Kahan. Social Work (20:July) 336.
Medicine and social work: an exploration in inter-
professionalism, by Helen Rehr, ed. Social Work
(20:July) 336.
The welfare state and equality: structural and
ideological roots of public expenditure, by Harold
L. Wilensky. Social Work (20:July) 336.
The coercive social worker, by Joel F. Handler.
Social Work (20:July) 336.
Community work: one, by David Jones and Marjorie
Mayo, eds. Social Work (20:July) 336.
Creating the future, by Charles Beitz and iiichael
Washburn. Social Work (20:July) 336.
Poverty and social casework services: selected
papers, by Ben A. Orcutt, ed. Social Work (20:
July) 336.
Welfare, by Frederick Wiseman. Social Work (20:
November) 498.
International social welfare, by Walter A. Fried-
lander. Social Work (20 : September) 412.
Death and the family: the importance of mourning,
by Lily Pincus. Social Work (20: September)
414.
Chicano content and social work education, by Marta
Sotomayor and Philip D. Ortego y Gasca, eds.
Social Work (20 : September) 414.
COSTIN, LELA B., Professor
Books Edited
With D. Brieland and C. Atherton
New York
:
McGraw-Hill,Contemporary social work.
490 pp.
Chapters in Books
Education. In Contemporary Social Work , ed. by
Brieland, D. , Costin, L. , and Atherton, C. New
York: McGraw-Hill, pp. 126-57.
Children in need of protection. In Contemporary
Social Work , ed. by Brieland, D., Costin, L. , and
Atherton, C. New York: McGraw-Hill, pp. 267-87.
Articles
School social work practice: a new model.
Work (20: March) 135-9.
Social
Grace Abbott of Nebraska.
(56) 165-91.
Book Reviews
Nebraska History
Black children/white parents, by Lucille J. Grow
and Deborah Shapiro. Social Work (20) 412.
FLYNN, MARILYN L. , Instructor
Chapters in Books
Economic security for the employed. In Contemporary
Social Work , ed. by Brieland, D., Costin, L. , and
Atherton, C. New York: McGraw-Hill, 73-86.
Poverty and income security. In Contemporary Social
Work , ed. by Brieland, D., Costin, L. , and Atherton,
C. New York: McGraw-Hill, 87-108.
Articles .
Perspectives on America's social security system.
Public Welfare (33:Fall) 17-24.
Book Reviews
Toward an effective income support system: problems,
prospects, and choices, by Michael C. Barth, George
J. Carcaguo, and John L. Palmer. Social Work (20: I
September) 414-15.
GOULD, KETAYUN H., Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
Population and family planning. In Contemporary
Social Work , ed. by Brieland, D. , Costin, L. and
Atherton, C. New York: McGraw-Hill, pp. 126-40.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
A final program report from Jane Addams school of
social work, university of Illinois, Urbana, the
school-community-pupil training program, 1971-76.
The Midwest Center, Consortium for Planned Change
in Pupil Personnel Programs for Urban Schools,
Indiana University, 64 pp.
HALE, MARK P., Professor
Chapters in Books
Social services in other countries. In Contemporary
Social Work , ed. by Brieland, D., Costin, L. , and
Atherton, C. New York: McGraw-Hill, pp. 56-72.
With G. Shaffer and E. Bomzer
Social work education. In Contemporary Social Work ,
ed. by Brieland, D., Costin, L. , and Atherton, C.
New York: McGraw-Hill, pp. 395-416.
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HANDLER, ELLEN, Assistant Professor
Articles
Social work and corrections: comments on an uneasy
partnership. Criminology (13) 240-53.
Residential programs for delinquents. Social Work
(2C) 217-22.
HENDERSON, CHARLES H., Associate Professor and
Associate Director
Chapters in Books
Racism. In Contemporary Social Work , ed. by Brie-
land, D., Costin, L., and Atherton, C. New York:
McGraw-Hill, pp. 176-98.
ITZIN, FRANK H., Professor
Chapters in Books
Services to individuals. In Contemporary Social
Work, ed. by Brieland, D., Costin, L. , and Ather-
tonT C. New York: McGraw-Hill, pp. 199-217.
LEMMON, JOHN A., Assistant Professor
Book Reviews
Law and psychology review, by University of Alabama.
Social Work (20: September) 410-11.
LUSE, F. DEAN, Lecturer
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With Project Staff
Child placement decisions: a sample study of the
dynamics and determinants of foster care arrange-
ments. Staff Training for Child Welfare Services.
Urbana, Illinois, School of Social Work, University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 178 pp.
TABER, MERLIN A., Professor
Chapters in Books
The aged. In Contemporary Social Work , ed. by
Brieland, D. , Costin, L., and Atherton, C. New
York: McGraw-Hill, pp. 354-78.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With Project Staff
Is statewide deinstitutionalization of children's
service a forward or backward social movement
(forward) . The Staff Training for Child Welfare
Services. Urbana, Illinois, School of Social Work,
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, pp. 33.
VATTANO, ANTHONY J., Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
People with emotional problems. ih Contemporary
Social Work , ed. by Brieland, D. , Costin, L. , and
Atherton, C. New York: McGraw-Hill, pp. 302-20.
Book Reviews
Behavior modification in the human services: a
systematic introduction to concepts and applica-
tions , by Martin and Sandra Sundel . Social Work
(20) 495.
Applied behavior modification, ed. by W. Doyle
Gentry. Social Work (20) 496.
WEAGANT, ROBERT A., Associate Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With Project Staff
Papers volume I and II. The joint project on
staff development for services to the aging.
Urbana, Illinois, School of Social Work, University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 693 pp.
Selected papers. The joint project on staff
development for services to the aging. Urbana,
Illinois, School of Social Work, University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 213 pp.
Is statewide deinstitutionalization of children's
service a forward or backward social movement
(forward) . The Staff Training for Child Welfare
Services. Urbana, Illinois, School of Social Work,
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, pp. 33.
Spotting problems of children and families. The
Staff Training for Child Welfare Services. Urbana,
Illinois, School of Social Work, University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, pp. 31.
WEINBERG-ASHER, NANCY, Assistant Professor
Chapters in Books
The handicapped. In Contemporary Social Work , ed.
by Brieland, D., Costin, L. , and Atherton, C. New
York: McGraw-Hill, pp. 321-35.
WILSON, PAUL A., Assistant Professor
Book Reviews
The challenges of community medicine, ed.
Robert Kane. Social Service Review (49:
September) 468-70.
by
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Meares, Paula Allen (L. Costin), A current analysis
of school social work tasks and its implication
for differential staffing patterns.
SOCIOLOGY
COCKERHAM, WILLIAM C. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Drinking attitudes and practices among Wind River
Reservation Indian youth. Journal of Studies on
Alcohol, (36) 321-26.
The Green Beret reservist and his attitudes toward
civil disorder. Pacific Sociological Review , (5)
2 79-91.
Attitudes toward the police among white and native
American youth. American Indian Law Review , (3)
419-28..
Book Reviews
Choosing the President by David E. Barber, Contem-
porary Sociology , (4) 445-46.
DENZIN, NORMAN K. , Professor
Books
With A.R. Lindesmith and A.L. Strauss
Socialization, interaction and selves, 2nd ed.. New
York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston.
Chapter in a Book
Interaction, law and morality: the contributions of
Leon Petrazycki. In The psychology, sociology and
jurisprudence of Leon Petrazycki , ed. by Gorecki
.
Urbana, Illinois: U. of I. Press, pp 63-82.
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The substance of sociological theory. In Fist- fight
in the kitchen , ed. by Lewis. Pacific Palisades,
California: Good Year, pp 56-73.
Symbolic interactionism as perspective and method.
In Readings in social psychology , ed. by Lindesmith,
Strauss and Denzin. New York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, pp 5-22. 2nd ed.
Articles
Interaction and language acquisition in early child-
hood. In Child Language , International Linguistic
Association, pp 102 3-41.
Play, games and interaction. Sociological Quarterly
(16:4) 458-78.
Book Reviews
Class, codes and control. Vols. I & II, by Basil
Bernstein, Sociological Quarterly
,
(16:spring) 281-
86.
The professional fence, by Carl B. Klockars , Ameri-
can Journal of Sociology , (81:3) 671-73.
FELSON, MARCUS K. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With Mauricio Solaun
The fertility inhibiting effects of crowded apart-
ment living in a tight housing market. American
Journal of Sociology
,
(80:6) 1410-27.
With Seymour Sudman
The accuracy of presidential primary polls. Public
Opinion Quarterly
,
(39) 232-36.
A modern sociological approach to the stratification
of material life styles. Advances in Consumer Re-
search (II) .
FLIEGEL, FREDEnCK C, Professor See Agricultural
Economics
FORM, WILLIAM, Professor See Labor and Industrial
Relations
GORECKI, JAN, Professor
Books Edited
Sociology and jurisprudence of Leon Petrazcki.
Urbana: Illinois UP, 144pp.
Chapters in Books
Leon Petrazycki. In Sociology and jurisprudence of
Leon Petrazycki , ed by Gorecki. Urbana: Illinois
UP, pp. 1-15.
Social engineering through law. in Sociology and
jurisprudence of Leon Petrazycki , ed by Gorecki
.
Urbana: Illinois UP, pp. 115-32.
Articles
Miranda and beyond—the Fifth Amendment reconsider-
ed. Illinois Law Forum (3) 295-312.
HUBER, JOAN A. , Associate Professor
Articles
With M.A. Ferber
Sex of student and instructor: a study of student
bias. American Journal of Sociology (80:January)
949-63.
Hidden from history: rediscovering women in his-
tory, by Sheila Rowbotham. Book Forum , (1:3) 334-
37.
The poverty establishment, by Pamela Roby. School
Review
,
{83:August) 708-10.
Social change and stratification in eastern europe,
by Alexander Matejko. Slavic Review , (34:Sept.)
617-18.
JOHNSON , HARRY H. , Professor
Chapters in Books
Petrazycki 's sociology in the perspective of struc-
tural-functional theory. In Sociology and juris-
prudence of Leon Petrazycki , ed. by Gorecki.
Urbana: U of I Press, pp 39-61.
Articles
Interview with Talcott Parsons. Revue europeenne
des sciences sociales et Cahiers Vilfredo Pareto
(13) 81-90.
Parsons 's use of analytical models. Indian Journal
of Social Research (16:1,2) 351-71.
JONES, ROBERT ALUN , Associate Professor
Articles
With R.M. Anservitz
Saint-Simon and Saint-Simonism: a Weberian view.
American Journal of Sociology (80:5) 1095-123.
With S. Kronus
A note on the future importance of sub- field in
sociology: a survey of recent opinion. Social
Science Information (14:3,4) 257-63.
The use of literature in teaching Introductory
Sociology. Teaching Sociology (2:2) 177-96.
Myth and symbol among the Nacirema Tsigoloicos: a
Durkheimian ethnography. The Subterranean Sociolo-
gy Newsletter (8:2) 5-13.
I
KRONUS, CAROL L. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Occupational values, role orientations and work set-
tings . Sociological Quarterly { 16 : Spring) 171-83.
Book Reviews
Socialwork: case of a semi-profession, by Nina
Toren. Sociology of Work and Occupation , (3:4) 406.
Occupational sociology (rev. ed) by Walter Slocum.
Rural Sociology (4:2) 17.
KRONUS, SIDNEY J., Associate Professor
Articles
With R.A. Jones
A note on the future importance of sub- fields in
sociology: a survey of recent opinion. In Social
Science Information (14:3,4) 257-64.
The effects of ethnicity on modernization in south-
ern Brazil. Third World Review (2:1) 63-74.
Book Reviews
Race, colonialism and the city, by John Rex. Social
Forces (53:4) 666.
Book Reviews
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LAND, KENNETH C. , Associate Professor
Books Edited
With S. Spilerman
Social indicator models. New York: Russell Sage
Foundation. 411 pp.
Chapters in Books
Social indicator models: an overview. In Social
Indicator Models , ed. by Land and Spilerman. New
York: Russell Sage Foundation, pp 5-36.
Comparative statics in sociology: including a mathe-
matical theory of growth and differentiation in
organizations. In Quantitative sociology: inter-
national perspectives on mathematical and statisti-
cal modeling , ed. by Blalock, et al. New York: Aca-
demic Press, pp 475-510.
Articles
Theories, models and indicators of social change.
International Social Science Journal (27) 7-37.
The role of quality of employment indicators in gen-
eral social reporting systems. American Behavioral
Scientist (18) 304-22.
Two preliminary models for the analysis of changes
in a social indicator of job satisfaction. Proceed-
ings of the Social Statistics Section , American
Statistical Association (1974) 1-7.
Book Reviews
Inferences from sociological survey data: a xinified
approach, by J.K. Lindsey. Journal of the American
Statistical Association (70) 256-57.
LUESCHEN, GUENTHER R.F. , Professor
Chapters in Books
Comparative social mobility. In Comparative Social
Studies, ed. by Merritt and Brezinski. Urbana:
CICS, pp 89-98.
Articles
With H. Lenk
Epistemological problems and the personality and
social system in social psychology. Theory and Deci-
sion (6:3) 33-55.
The development and scope of a sociology of sport.
American Corrective Therapy Journal (29:2) 10-14.
California's experience with non-adversary divorce.
Demography (12) 223-43.
Constructing increment-decrement life tables. Demo-
graphy (12) 313-24.
California divorce rates by age at first marriage and
duration of first marriage. Journal of Marriage and
the Family (37) 548-55.
SOLAUN, MAURICIO, Associate Professor
Articles
With M. Felson
The fertility-inhibiting effect of crowded apartment
living. American Journal of Sociology (80) 1410-27.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Heyl, Barbara Sherman (N. K. Denzin) , The house
prostitute: a case study.
McCall, Michal Moses (N. K. Denzin) , The sociology
of female artists: a study of female painters,
sculptors, and printmakers in St. Louis.
Miller, David Leroy (S. C. McPhail) , Periodic assembling:
an examination of university class attendance.
Puffer, Frances Anita (G. Lueschen) , Resources and con-
jugal decision making in West German families.
Roncek, Dennis William (H. M. Choldin) , Crime rates
and residential densities in two large cities
.
Rottman, David Bruce (J. Kimberly, Jr.), Organizational
environment, structure, and effectiveness: a
comparative study of county jails.
Singer, Mark Julius (N. K. Denzin) , Staff/client per-
spectives and subsequent modes of interaction within
a residential care context.
Vigderhous, Gideon (K. E. Southwood) , Socio-demographic
determinants of suicide and homicide—a multivariate
cross-cultural investigation.
Yao, Hsueh-Chen (J. C. VanEs) , Population change in
small urban places in Illinois: a modified model
for metropolitan dominance theory.
McPHAJL, CLARK, Associate Professor
Article
With R.L. Smith and R.G. Pickens
Reactivity to systematic observation with film: a
field experiment. Sociometry (38:4) 536-50.
O'CONNOR, JAMES F. , Assistant Professor
Chapters in Books
With S. Lieberson
Language diversity in a nation and its regions. In
Multilingual political systems: problems and solu-
tions
, ed. by Sauard and Vigneault. Quebec: Laval
UP, pp 161-83.
SCHOEN, ROBERT, Assistant Professor
Articles
With H.N. Greenblatt and R.B. Mielke
SPANISH. ITALIAN. AND PORTUGUESE
AIEX, AHOAR, Associate Professor of Portuguese
Book Edited
Sumario do Tratado da IJatureza Humana, by David
Hume. Translation. Introduction and notes by Anoar
Aiex. Sao Paulo: Companhia Editora Nacional,
70pp.
Chapter in Book
Graga Aranha and Brazilian Modernism. In Tradition
and Renewal
, ed. by M. H. Forster. Urbana:
Illinois UP, pp. 51-76.
BLAYLOCK, CURTIS, Professor of Spanish
Qiapter in Book
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Los preterites fuertes en -sk- del espaflol medieval.
In Studia Hispanica in Honorem R. Lapesa . Madrid:
Credos (3) pp. 91-6.
Article
The Romance development of the Latin verbal augment
-sk-. Romance PhiloloRy (28) U3lt-l*U.
Book Review
The development of modern Rumanian: Linguistic
theory and practice in Muntenia, 182I-I838, by
Elizabeth Close. Slavic ajid East European Journal
(19) ses-i*.
CASSELL, AMTHONY K. , Assistant Professor of Italian
Book Edited
The Corbaccio by Giovanni Boccaccio, edited and
translated with commentary. Urbana: Illinois UP,
200pp.
Book Reviews
The Book of Theseus by Giovanni Boccaccio, trans-
lated by Bernadette M. Mc Coy. In Modern Language
Notes (9) 16U-7.
COWES, HUGO, Professor of Spanish
Article
Estructura economica y estructura religiosa en'Sobre
Seguro' de Pedro Salinas. Anuario de Letras Centro
de Linguistica (12) 1I4I-78.
DUTTON, BRIAN, Professor of Spanish
Book Edited
Gonzalo de Berceo: Obras completas III; Duelo,
Himnos, Loores, Signos (Estudios y edicion critica).
Londa: Tamesis, l63pp.
Chapter in Book
A Chronology of the Works of Gonzalo de Berceo. In
Mediaeval Studies presented to Rita Hamilton , ed.
by Alan Deyermond. London: Institute for Mediaeval
Studies, 67-T6.
FORSTER, MERLIN H. , Professor of Spanish
Book Edited
Tradition and Renewal: Essays on Twentieth-Century
Latin American Literature and Culture. Urbana:
Illinois UP, 2i*0pp.
Chapters in Books
Latin American Vanguardism: Chronology and Termin-
ology. In Tradition and Renewal: Essays on
Twentieth-Century Latin American Literature and
Culture
, ed. by Merlin H. Forster. Urbana:
Illinois UP, 12-50.
Four Contemporary Mexican Poets: Marco Antonio
Montes de Oca, Gabriel Zaid, Jose Emilio Pacheco,
Homero Aridjis. In Tradition and Renewal: Essays
on Twentieth-Century Latin American Culture and
Literature
,
ed. by Merlin H. Forster. Urbana:
Illinois UP, 139-56.
Book Review
Contemporaneos, 1928-1931, ed. and prologue by
Edward Mullen. Hispania (58) 1»06.
FRAMCESCATO, MARTHA P., Associate Professor of Spanish
Chapter in Book
El viaje: funci5n, estructura y raito en los cuentos
de Julio Cortazar. In Estudios sobre los cuentos de
Julio Cortazar
,
ed. by Barcelona: Hispamerica,
125-37.
Articles
Entrevista a Adolfo Bioy Casares. Hispamerica
(9) 75-81.
Literatura y cine en Hispanoamerica: interaccion
e influencias. El Urogallo (35-36) 121-8.
Entrevista a Marta Lynch. Hispamerica 0.0) 33-'t't.
LEAL, LUIS, Professor of Spanish
Chapter in Book
Prose Fiction. Mexico. In Handbook of Latin
American Studies , ed. by Donald E. J. Stewart.
Gainesville: Florida UP, 372-80.
Articles
The pursued hero: "La noche de Ramon Yendia."
Symposium (29) 255-60.
Nuevos novelistas mexicanos. El Urugallo (U:Sept)
35-6; {U:Dec) Sg-gl*.
Las novelas morales de Juan de Pifia Izquierdo.
Anuario de Letras (12) 221-30.
Book Review
Coleccion Homenajes, ed. by Helmy F. Giacoman.
Sin Nombre (6:0ct/Dec) 89-91.
LOTT, ROBERT E. , Professor of Spanish
Book Reviews
Sociologia del consumo literario, by Enrique Gaston.
Books Abroad (I19) 290-1.
Juan Valera, by Cyrus C. De Coster. Books Abroad
(1*9) 738-9.
MEEHAM, THOMAS C, Associate Professor of Spanish
Chapter in Book
Jenaro Prieto: The Man and His Work. In
Tradition and Renewal: Essays on Twentieth-
century Latin American Literature and Culture , ed.
by Merlin H. Forster. Urbana: Illinois UP,
1975, 157-207.
Book Review
Romulo Gallegos. An Oklahoma Encounter and the
Writing of the Last Novel, by Lowell Dunham.
Books Abroad (U9: Summer J 521-2.
PASQUAEIELLO, ANTHONY M. , Professor of Spanish
Article with Patricia O'Connor
Carterlera. Estreno (2) 23.
Articles with Patricia O'Connor and V. Romero
Carterlera. Estreno (l) 62-3.
Carterlera. Estreno (3) 18-9.
Article with Patricia O'Connor and Miguel Romero-Esteo
Paraphernalia de la olla podrida y la misericordia
y la mucha consolacion. Estreno (2) 13-32.
PORQUERAS-MAYO , ALBERTO, Professor of Spanish
Book Edited
El Principe Constante de Calderon. Madrid:
Espasa-Calpe, 203pp.
Articles with J. L. Laurenti
Hacia una bibliografia critica del prologo en la
literatura hispancia. Parte II. Annali dell '
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istituto universitario or'ientale . Sezio Neromanza .
(IT) 3T9-95.
Fondos raros cervantinos en la Universidad de
Illinois: traducciones inglesas e italianas de los
siglos XVII y XVIII. Anales cervantinos (l3-llt)
13T-58.
Impresos raros de los siglos XVII-XIX de Juan de
Palafox y Mendoza, Obispo de Puebla, en la Biblioteca
de la Universidad de Illinois. Annuaris de letras
(12) 2')l-5'4.
PRETO-RODAS, RICHARD A., Associate Professor of Spanish
Chapter in Book
The Black Presence and Two Brazilian Modernists:
Jorge de Lima and Jose do Rego. In Tradition and
Renewal Essays on Twentieth-century Latin American
Literature and Culture
, ed. by Merlin H. Forster.
Urbana: Illinois UP, 19T5, 81-101.
Puerta, Manuel (D. R. HershbeM) , La trayectoria
ideolrfgica de Cristobal Suarez de Figueroa.
Solaun, Joan Davies (L. Leal) , From short story
to novel: "La Venganza" and El dia seffalado by
Valdes
Manuel Mejia Vallejo.
Richard Albert (L. Leal) , The aesthetic use
of philosophical theories in the prose works of
Jorge Luis Borges.
Wilson, Charles Kendall (M. H. Forster), Imagery
in the Poetry of Jose Marti.
Young, Rinda Rebeca Stowell (L. Leal) , Six representa-
tive women novelists of Mexico, 1960-1969.
SALTAEELLI, MARIO D. , Associate Professor of Spanish
and Linguistics
Book Edited with Dieter Wanner
Diachronic Studies in Romance Linguistics, The Hague:
Mouton, Slflipp.
Chapter in Book
Leveling of paradigms in Chicano Spanish. In
Colloquium on Spanish and Portuguese Linguistics
,
ed. by Milan, Staczek and Zamora. Washington, D. C:
Georgetown UP, 123-32.
Emigrant Languages in America: Acquisition,
Development and Death. In Studies in Language
Learning (l) 186-8.
WANNER, DIETER, Associate Professor of Spanish
and Linguistics
Book Edited with Mario Saltarelli
Diachronic Studies in Romance Linguistics, The Hague:
Mouton, yUUpp.
Articles
A Note on Diphthongization. Studies in the
Linguistics Sciences (5) 186-202.
Die historische Motivierung der Endung -iamo
im Italienischen. In Zeitschrift fur romanische
philologie (91) 153-T5.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Bevelander, Charles Donald (L. Leal) , Point of view
in Mario Vargas Llosa's Conversaci(/n en la
Catedral .
Bevelander, Suzanne Goldsmith (R. E. Lott) , The Diaz
de Guzman tetralogy of Ramon Perez de Ayala.
Castillo, Rafael Federico (L. Leal) , La figura
literaria de Francisco A. De Ocaza.
Czyzewski, Phyllis Eloys (D. R. Herschberg) , Picaresque
and costumbrista elements in the prose works of
Francisco Santos.
Herzberger, David Keith (A. M. Pasquariello) , The
novelistic art of Juan Benet.
Fernandez, Luis Francisco (M. H. Forster), Jose'' Lezama
Lima y la crftica anagogica.
Nieto, Hector Manuel Hernandez (A. P. Porquera) , Las
teorias dramaticas de Caramuel.
SPEECH AND HEARING SCIENCE
BODE, DANIEL L., Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
Speech signals and hearing aids. In Amplification
for the hearing impaired , ed. by Michael C. Pollack,
New York: Grune and Stratton, pp. 287-301*.
Article
With R. Carhart
Estimating CNC discrimination with spondee words.
Journal of the Acoustical Society of America
(5T:May) 12l6-l8.
JOHNSTON, ROBERT G. , Assistant Professor
Article
With F. H. Silverman
Direct interval estimation: a ratio sealing method.
Perceptual and Motor Skills (Ul) h6h-66.
LOCKE, JOHN L., Associate Professor. See Institute
for Child Behavior and Development
,
O'NEILL, JOHN J., Professor and Head of Department
Chapters in Books
Measurement of hearing by tests of speech and
language. In Measurement procedures in speech
,
hearing and language , ed. by S, Singh. Baltimore:
University Park Press, pp. 219-252.
Aural rehabilitation. In Modern developments in
audiology (second ed.), ed. by J. Jerger. New
York: Academic Press, pp. 211-252.
Articles
The school-educational audiologist. Journal of
Academy of Rehabilitative Audiology (7:1) 31-39.
Editorial: on behalf of the Executive Committee.
Journal of Academy of Rehabilitative Audiology
{6:2) 1-3.
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PADEH, ELAINE P., Associate Professor and Associate
Head of Department
Article
ASHA in retrospect - fiftieth anniversary
reflections. Asha, (17) 151, 255, 323, 383, Usg,
"jgg, 5T1, 727-8, 795, 831.
QUIGLEY, STEPHEN P., Professor. See Institute for
Child Behavior and Development.
SIMPSON, ROBERT K. , Associate Professor
Article
With G. S. Neiman
A roentgencephalometric investigation of the effect
of adenoid removal upon selected measiires of velo-
pharyngeal function. The Cleft Palate Journal
(12: U) 377-389.
STARK, EARL W. , Professor
Articles
A noise-excluding enclosure for public school
audiometry. Language. Speech and Hearing Services
in Schools (6) 11*6-50.
State licensure for speech pathologists and
audiologists: a position paper. Illinois Speech and
Hearing Journal (8) 10-12.
With T. Borton
Noise-excluding enclosure for audiometry,
(lit) 232-37.
Audiology
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Campbell, Willa Alfreda (L. T. Sanders), Dialect-
fair evaluation of the syntax of kindergarten
children.
Colton, Jan Carol (J. J. O'Neill), A comparison of
the effects of a structured auditory training
program versus unstructured exposure to amplified
sound on audiologic measures obtained with
hearing-impaired geriatrics.
Gould, Herbert Jay (A. J. Derbyshire) , The effect of
listener confidence of reception, and habituation-
facilitation phenomena on brain wave patterns during
a test of auditory discrimination.
Hodson, Barbara Williams (E. Paden) , Aspects of
phonological performance in four-year-olds.
Linares-Orama, Nicolas (L. J. Sanders), The language
evaluation of pre-school Spanish-speaking Puerto
Rican children.
Nicely, James Edward (E. P. Paden) , A phonological
analysis of children's incorrect productions of
prevocalic /s/-clusters.
Strandberg, Twila Estelle (J. J. O'Neill), A national
study of United States hospital speech pathology
services.
Valente, Michael M. (D. L. Bode), Masking level dif-
ferences for speech for normal and hearing impaired
listeners under earphone and sound-field presentation.
SPEECH COMMUNICATIONS
ANDERSEN, KENNETH E. , Professor
Chapter in a Book
With L. M. Keele
Professional preparation, status, and rewards. In
Forensics as communication : the argumentative
perspective , ed. by James N. McBath. Skokie:
National Textbook Company, 143-55.
BODE, DANIEL L. , Assistant Professor. See Speech
and Hearing Science.
CLARK, RUTH ANNE, Associate Professor
Articles
With F. P. Hilpert and C. Kramer
Participants' perception of self and partner in
mixed-sex dyads . Central States Speech Journal
(26) , 52-6.
DELIA, JESSE G. , Associate Professor
Articles
Regional dialect, message acceptance, and percep-
tions of the speaker. Central States Speech
Journal (26) , 188-94.
With W. H. Crockett, A. N. Press, and D. J. O'Keefe
The dependency of interpersonal evaluations on
context-relevant beliefs about the other. Speech
Monographs (42), 10-19.
With A. N. Press and W. H. Crockett
The effects of cognitive complexity and of per-
ceiver's set upon the organization of in^ressions.
Journal of Personality and Social Psychology (32)
,
865-72.
HILPERT, FRED P. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With C. R. Kramer and R. A. Clark
Participants' perceptions of self and partner in
mixed-sex dyads . Central States Speech Journal
(26), 52-6.
KRAMER, CHERIS R. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Sex-linked variations in address systems.
Anthropological Linguistics (17), 198-210.
With F. P. Hilpert and R. A. Clark
Participants' perceptions of self and partner in
mixed-sex dyads. Central States Speech Journal
(26) , 52-6.
MURPHY, RICHARD, Professor Emeritus
Book Reviews
The papers of Adlai E. Stevenson: volume 4, 1952-
1955; Let's talk sense to the American people, ed.
by Walter Johnson. Quarterly Journal of Speech
(61), 232-3.
PADEN, ELAINE P., Associate Professor. See Speech and
Hearing Science.
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PATTON, JOHN H., Assistant Professor
Articles
Rhetoric at Catonsville: Daniel Berrigan, con-
science, and image alteration. Today ' s Speech
(23), 3-12.
Experience and imagination: approaches to rhetoric
by John Locke and David Hume. Southern Speech
Communication Journal (41) , 11-29.
RITTER, ELLEN M. , Assistant Professor
Rubin, Rebecca Boring (J. G. Delia), Cognitive
complexity, context of anticipated interaction,
and information seeking processes in impression
formation.
Sawyer, Raymond Connell (B. W. Hewitt) , The
Shakespearian acting of Mary Anderson: 1884-188
Schuttler, Georg William (B. W. Hewitt) , William
Gillette, actor and playwright.
Yeakley, Flavil Ray, Jr. (J. G. Delia) , Persuasion
in religious conversion.
Articles
Training speech communication teachers for the
community college: a competency-based approach.
Today ' s Speech (23:Summer) , 3-10.
RITTER, KURT W. , Assistant Professor
Articles
The myth-making functions of the rhetoric of the
American revolution: Francis Hopkinson as a case
study. Today ' s Speech (23:Spring) , 25-31.
SWANSON, DAVID L. , Assistant Professor
Book Reviews
Between people: a new analysis of interpersonal
communication, by Gerald R. Miller and Mark Stein-
berg. The Speech Teacher (24), 397-8.
WENZEL, JOSEPH W. , Associate Professor
Articles
With D. J. Hample
Categories and dimensions of value propositions:
exploratory studies. Journal of the American
Forensic Association (11) , 121-30.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Andrews, Alan Richard (C. H. Shattuck) , The realization
of man and superman.
Arnold, Voiza Olson (J. H. Maclay) , Narrative structure
and the readers theatre staging of Nothing Like
the Sun by Anthony Burgess.
Berkson, Michael Allan (B. W. Hewitt) , Morris Carnovsky:
actor and teacher.
Hample, Dale Jay (K. E. Anderson), An empirical study
of value argument.
Hirsen, Ronald Benjamin (B. W. Hewitt) , The stage
career of Holbrook Blinn.
Janecek, Thomas John (A. G. Holaday) , The literary
history of the Parliament of Heaven allegory
from origination in Christianity to culmination
in the Renaissance drama of England.
Kramer, Cheris Gamble (J. G. Delia), Women's and men's
perception of female and male speech.
Marriott, Richard John (B. W. Hewitt) , Gian-Carlo
Menotti: total musical theatre, a study of his
operas
.
Morgan, Robert Lee (B. W. Hewitt) , The American
president on the New York stage: 1919-1973.
Passey, Joel Craig (J. H. Maclay) , An interpretive
analysis of the interaction of illusion and
reality in selected verse of James Dickey from
1951 to 1971.
SURVEY RESEARCH LABORATORY
ERBE, BRIGITTE M. , Assistant Professor
Artie les
Race and socioeconomic segreyation. American So-
ciological Review (40) 801-12.
Black Occupational change and education. Socio-
logy of Work and Occupations (2:No.2) 150-68.
FERBER, ROBERT, Professor and Director
Artie les
Some unanswered questions on family decision-
making. Advances in Consumer Research (2) 113-7.
Coleta de microdados para comparacoes interna-
cionais. Revista Brasileira de Economia (29:No.l)
37-69.
A pilot study on public reactions to wind energy
devices. Proceedings: 2nd Workshop on Wind
Energy Conversion Systems . Mitre Corp. for
NSF-ERDA. 380-3.
FRANKEL, MATILDA, Research Assistant
Articles
Methodology: economics of legal services in
Illinois - a 1975 special bar survey. I I I Inoi s
Bar Journal (64:No.2) 81-5.
O'ROURKE, DIANE P., Research Associate
Books
With D. Neman ich
A manual for the coding of survey data. Dubuque:
Kendal I /Hunt, 50pp.
SPAETH, JOE L., Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
Path analysis. In Introductory Multivariate
Analysis for Education, Psychology and Social
Research
. Ed. by Daniel J. Amick and Herbert J.
Walberg. Berkeley: McCutchan, 53-89.
SUDMAN, SEYMOUR, Professor
See: Business Administration
WARNECKE, RICHARD 8., Research Associate Professor
and Associate Director (Chicago Circle)
Artie les
With S. Graham, et al .
Contact with health guides and use of health
services among blacks in Buffalo. Pub I ic
Health Reports (90) 213-22.
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THEATRE
HOBGOOD, BURNET H. , Professor
Chapter in a Book
Theatre in Education: USA. In Drama in
Education 3; the Annual Surve
Hodgson and Banham.
pp. 34-71.
:vey , ed. by
London: Pitman,
THEORETICAL AND APPLIED MECHANICS
conduits, Proceedings of the Fifth Canadian Con-
ference on Applied Mechanics , 621-2pp.
Development and demise of secondary flows in
unsteady disturbed flow. Proceedings of the 28th
Annual Conference on Engineering in Medicine and
Biology (17) 275.
With L. C. Cheng and W. C. Peng
Effect of channel constriction on oscillatory flow
in plane wavy conduits. Proceedings of the ASME
1975 Biomechanics Symposium AMD (10) 31-4.
COSTELLO, GEORGE A., Professor
ADRIAN, RONALD J., Assistant Professor
Articles
A bipolar, two component laser-Doppler velocimeter,
Journal of Physics E: Scientific Instrument (8)
723-6.
The role of conditional averages in turbulence
theory, Proceedings of the Fourth Biennial Symposium
on Turbulence in Liquids (33) 1-10.
Turbulent convection in water over ice. Journal of
Fluid Mechanics (69) 753-81.
With W. E. Earley
Evaluation of LDV performance using Mie scattering
theory, Proceedings of Minnesota Symposium on
Laser Anemometry (I) 426-54.
BORES I, ARTHUR P., Professor
Articles
With G. H. Holze
Free vibration analysis using substructuring.
Journal of the Structural Division of American
Society of Civil Engineers (101: No. ST12, Proc.
Paper 11788) 2627-2639.
With H. L. Langhaar and R. E. Miller
Periodic excitation of a finite linear viscoelastic
solid. Nuclear Engineering and Design (30) 349-68.
BUCKMASTER, JOHN D. , Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
Ferrohydrodynamic boundary layers. In Recent
Developments in Engineering Science , Volume 6,
ed. by T. Chang. Cambridge: Scientific Publishers,
347-54pp.
Articles
Combustion of a liquid fuel drop. Letters in Applied
and Engineering Sciences (3) 365-72.
Combustion of a fuel drop immersed in a hot atmos-
phere, International Journal of Engineering Science
(13) 915-21.
A new large Damkbhler number theory of fuel droplet
burning. Combustion and Flame (24) 79-88.
With A. Nachman and L. Ting
The buclcling and stretching of a viscida. Journal of
Fluid Mechanics (69: No. 1) 1-20.
CLARK, MARLYN E., Professor
Articles
With L. C. Cheng
Analytical approximation for pulsatile flow in wavy
Articles
Radial expansion of impacted helical springs,
Transactions of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers , Journal of Applied Mechanics (42) 789-
92.
DRUCKER, DANIEL C, Dean of College of Engineering and
Professor of Civil Engineering and Theoretical and
Applied Mechanics, See Engineering Administration
JHANSALE, HANUMANTHARAO R. , Visiting Assistant
Professor
Articles
A new parameter for the hysteretic stress-strain
behavior of metals. Transactions of American
Society of Mechanical Engineers , Journal of Engi-
neering Materials and Technology (97: 1 H) 33-8.
Characterization of stress-strain behavior of
metals subjected to cyclic loads. Proceedings of
the Fifth Canadian Congress of Applied Mechanics ,
117-18pp.
Evaluation of deformation phenomena of metals for
fatigue analysis, Journal of Testing and Evaluation
,
ASTM , JTEVA (3) 348-54.
A friction stress method for the cyclic inelastic
behavior of metals. Proceedings of the Third Inter-
national Conference on Structural Mechanics in
Reactor Technology , 5:L5/4
KESLER, CLYDE E.
Engineering
Professor, See Department of Civil
LARDNER, THOMAS J., Professor
Articles
Modeling oxygen transport in the placenta. Journal
on Biomechanics , (8) 131-34.
With J. Shen, P. Tam and W. Shaclt
Large amplitude motion of self-propelling slender
filaments at low Reynolds numbers. Journal on
Biomechanics (8) 229-36.
MORROW, JODEAN, Professor
Articles
Cyclic stress-strain behavior and experimentation
under uniaxial and multiaxial conditions, Proceed-
ings of the NSF Workshop on Inelastic Constitutive
Equations for Metals , 17-33pp.
PHILLIPS, JAMES W. , Associate Professor
Articles
With P. L. Ransom and R. M. Singleton
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On the construction of holograms and halftone
pictures with an ink plotter. Computer Graphics and
Image Processing (4) 200-8.
ROBERTSON, JAMES M. , Professor
Articles
Gravity and free surface effects on a fully cavita-
ting flow, (Discussion) Journal of Fluids Engineer-
ing (97: Series I) 499-500.
Pressure field at reattachment of separated flows.
Proceedings of the 2nd U.S. National Conference on
Wind Engineering Research , IV-26-1-3.
With J. E. Cermak and S. K. Nayak
A Reynolds-number effect in flow past prismatic
bodies. Mechanics Research Communications (2) 279-
82.
With H. Pazwash
Forces on bodies in Bingham fluids. Journal on
Hydraulic Research (13) 35-55.
SHIELD, RICHARD T. , Professor and Head of Department
Steady flow in rapidly lotating variable-area
rectangular ducts. Journal of Fluid Mechanics (69)
209-27.
Uniform open channel liquid metal flows with trans-
verse magnetic fields. Developments in Mechanics
,
Proceedings of the 14th Midwestern Mechanics Conf-
ference (8) 421-36.
With G.S.S. Ludford
Entry lengths for circular and rectangular ducts in
strong magnetic fields, Magnitnaya Gidrodlnamika
(1975) : 1) 75-8.
MHD flow in circular expansions withthin conduc-
ting walls. International Journal of Engineering
Science (13) 261-9.
WETENKAMP, HKRRY R. , Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With R. M. Kipp
Safe thermal loads for a 33 inch railroad wheel.
Air Brake Association Annual Meeting, Chicago,
32pp.
Articles
With L-Y. Chen
The stability of a finitely inflated cylindrical
elastic membrane under axial compression. Journal
of Elasticity (5) 363-77.
SIDEBOTTOM, OMAR M., Professor
Articles
With S. C. Chu
Bursting pressure of thick-walled cylinders sub-
jected to internal and external pressurs, axial
load and torsion. Experimental Mechanics (15) 209-
18.
STIPPES, MARVIN C, Professor
Articles
Linear plane waves, scalar wave equations and
Kelvin's problem. Journal of Elasticity (5) 337-9.
TAYLOR, CHARLES E., Professor
Articles
With D. R. Henley and J. L. Turner
A hybrid system for dynamic photoelasticity
,
Experimental Mechanics (15) 289-94.
With Y. Y. Hung
Measurement of surface-displacements normal to line
of sight by Holo-Moire interferometry. Journal of
Applied Mechanics (42: Series E, No. 1) 1-3.
With J. L. Turner
Separating effects of deformation and rigid body
motion in holographic interferometry. Proceedings
of the 12th Annual Meeting of the Society of Engi-
neering Science
, 403-12pp.
WORLEY, WILL J., Professor
Articles
With B. C. Sun
A numerical method for vibrations, buckling and
deflections of a large class of plates. Develop-
ments in Mechanics
, Proceedings of the 14th Mid-
western Mechanics Conference (8) 313-29.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Chen, Lien-Yan (R. T. Shield) , On the vibration and
stability of finitely inflated spherical and
cylindrical elastic membranes.
Beeson, Don Everett (G. A. Costello) , Buckling of a
thin tensioned sheet containing a rectangular opening.
Marciniak, John Joseph (M. C. Stippes) , The generalized
scalar wave equation in linear elasticity.
Martin, Stephen Edward (D. E. Carlson), The behavior
of elastic heat conductors with second-order response
functions
.
Nack, Wayne Vance (R. E. Miller), A finite difference
technique applicable to structural mechanics problems
of arbitrary shape using isoparametric mapping.
Turner, John Lindsey (C. E. Taylor) , A hybrid camera
system for dynamic photoelasticity and holography.
Weber, John Roger (G. A. Costello) , Contact stresses
in dynamically impacted helical springs.
WALKER, JOHN S., Associate Professor
Articles
Perturbation solutions for steady one-dimensional
waterhammer waves, Journal of Fluids Engineering
(97) 260-2.
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UNIVERSITY PRESS
McCULLOH, JUDITH M. , Assistant Editor
Books Edited
With B. C. Malone
Stars of country music: Uncle Dave Macon to
Johnny Rodriguez. Urbana: University of Illinois
Press, 500pp.
Articles
Uncle Absie Morrison's historical tunes. Mid-South
Folklore (3) 95-104.
Book Reviews
The traditional tunes of the Child ballads with
their texts, according to the extant records of
Great Britain and America, vol. 4, by Bertrand
Harris Bronson. Western Folklore (33) 341-3.
URBAN AND REGIONAL PLANNING
BROOKS, MICHAEL P., Professor
Book Reviews
Participation, planning, and exchange in old and new
communities: a collaborative paradigm, by David R.
Godschalk. Journal of the American Institute of
Planners (41: September) 359-60.
GUTTENBERG, ALBERT Z., Professor
Chapters in Books
The urban system. In Human ecology , ed. by Norman
D. Levine. North Scituate, Massachusetts: Duxbury
Press, pp. 295-324.
HEUMANN, LEONARD F., Assistant Professor
Articles
Interracial price trends in a neighborhood seeking
stable integration. American Real Estate and Urban
Economics Association Journal (3:2) 7-29.
ISSERMAN, ANDREW M. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Food stamps: an economic analysis. Social Service
Review (49) 588-607.
Regional employment multiplier: a new approach,
comment. Land Economics (51) 290-3.
Quantitative methods courses in graduate programs of
urban and regional planning. Bulletin of the Asso-
ciation of Collegiate Schools of Planning (13) 8-11.
PATTON, CARL V., Assistant Professor
Articles
Age groupings and travel in a rural area. Rural So-
ciology (40) 55-63.
Extended education in an elite institution: are
there sufficient incentives to encourage faculty
participation? Journal of Higher Education (46)
427-44.
Budgeting under crisis: the confederacy as a poor
country. Administration Science Quarterly (20) 355-
70.
A seven-day project: early faculty retirement al-
ternatives. Policy Analysis (1) 731-53.
With W. C. Lienesch and J. R. Anderson
Busing the rural elderly. Traffic Quarterly (29)
81-97.
Simulation in planning urban social policy. Simula-
tion (25) 17-21.
QUINN, JOHN A., Associate Professor, See: Agricultural
Economics.
VETERINARY ANATOMY, PHYSIOLOGY, AND PHARMACOLOGY
JACKSON, GARY L., Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
Photoperiodic effects on neuroendocrine function.
In Progress in Animal Biometerology , ed. by
H.D. Johnson. Amsterdam: Swets S Zeitlinger,
pp. 614-20.
Articles
Blockage of progesterone-induced release of LH by
intrabrain implants of actinomycin D. Neuro-
endocrinology (7) 236-44.
Blockage of estrogen-induced release of lutein-
izing hormone by reserpine and potentiation of
synthetic gonadotropin-releasing hormone-induced
release of luteinizing hormone by estrogen in the
ovariectomized ewe. Endocrinology (97:6) 1300-6.
With J. Thurmon and D. Nelson
Estrogen-induced release of LH in the ovariec-
tomized ewe: Independence of time of day.
Biology Reproduction (13:2) 358-62.
KENNER, GERRY H., Assistant Professor
Articles
With S.D. Brown, et al.
Biocompatibility and static fatigue behavior of
glassy carbon. Journal of Biomedical Materials
(9) 111-20.
With E.W. Gabrielson, et al .
Electrical modification of disuse osteoporosis.
Calcified Tissue Research (18) 111-17.
With J.B. Park
Effect of electrical stimulation on the tensile
strength of porous implant and bone interface.
Biomaterials, Medical Devices, Artificial Organs
(3) 233-43.
With W.D. Pasco, J.T. Frakes, S.D. Brown
Mechanical properties of calcia stabilized Zirconia.
Journal of Biomedical Materials Research Symposium
(6) 63-66.
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Kith W.S. Williams, J.E. Lovell, W.P. Eatherly
Two-year biocompatibility study of ORNL graphite.
Journal of Biomedical Materials Research Symposium
(6) 67-72.
LINK, ROGER, P., Professor
Toxic plants, rodenticides , herbicides and yellow
fat disease. In Diseases of Swine , ed. by H.W.
Dvinne and A.D. Leman. Ames, Iowa, pp. 861-76.
ROMACK, FRANK E., Associate Professor
Articles
With T.G. Lohman
Comparison of corn oil vs. partially hydrogenated
soy oil on atherosclerosis. Proceedings: World
Soybean Research Conference (August 3-8) , in press.
VETERINARY CLINICAL MEDICINE
BURKE, THOMAS J., Assistant Professor
Articles
Feline reproduction. Feline Practice Journal (5)16-9
Probable tetanus in an Asian elephant. Journal of
Zoo Animal Medicine (6) 22-4.
A simple technique for determining sex of neonatal
kittens. Feline Practice Journal (5) 44.
With H. A. Reynolds, Jr.
Megestrol acetate for estrus postponement in the
bitch. Journal of the American Veterinary Medical
Association . (167) 285-7.
With C. W. Smith
Vulvo-vaginal cleft in a dog. Journal of the
American Animal Hospital Association . (11) 774-7.
DORNER, JOSEPH L. , Associate Professor, See Veterinary
Pathology and Hygiene.
HARTSFIELD, SANDEE M. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With D. C. Sawyer, D. R. Howard, J. G. Cunningham
Comparative evaluation of a new inhalation anesthet-
ic, BAX 3224, and halothane in Macaca speciosa.
Anesthesia and Analgesia . . . Current Researches
(54:1) 144-51.
With J. C. Thurmon
Anesthesia In small animal neurological patients.
Journal of the American Ani""! Hospital Association
(11:4) 396-400.
With G. E. Eyster, L. K. Anderson, G. Bender, T. D.
Braden, J. T. Eyster
Effect of dobutamlne in postperfuslon cardiac
failure in the dog. American Journal of Veterinary
Research (36:9) 1285-9.
With J. C. Thurmon, M. J. Menhusen
A multlvolume bellows and air compressor for use
with a Bird Mark IX respirator. Veterinary
Anesthesia (2:3) 34-9.
HELPER, LLOYD C, Professor
Chapter in a Book
Treatment of diseases of the eyelid. In Current
Veterinary Therapy , ed. by R. W. Kirk. Philadelphia,
pp. 471-73.
Surgery of the membrana nictltans. In Current
Techniques in Small Animal Surgery , ed. by M. J.
Bojrab. Philadelphia, pp. 34-6.
Congenital cataract aspiration. In Current Tech-
niques in Small Animal Surgery , ed. by M. J. Bojrab,
Philadelphia, pp. 38-41.
With R. Thun and R. S. Abraham
Effect of Tetracycline on tear production in the dog
Journal of the American Animal Hospital Association
(11) 802-4.
HOFFMAN, WALTER E., Assistant Professor, See Veteri-
nary Pathology and Hygiene.
JUDY, JOHN W., Professor and Acting Head of Department
Articles
A case study. In the Midwest Animal Hospital 1975
Scientific Proceedings , Vol. 1 American Animal
Hospital Association
. 245-78.
Disparity between supply and demand (faculty) from
an economist. Proceedings of the 6th Symposium
,
Veterinary Medical Education . Guelph, Ontario, (June)
When do I add an associate to my practice? DVM
National Newsmagazine of Veterinary Medicine (7 : July)
3
Depreciation as a factor - is leasing equipment
better than purchasing? Journal of the Amer ican
Animal Hospital Association (11 :Nov./Dec.) 753-5.
With V. D. Ladwlg
A new record book for pork producers. Illinois
Research
.
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station
(17;wlnter) 19.
KNELLER, STEPHEN K. , Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
The urinary system. In Feline Medicine and Surgery ,
ed. by E. J. Catcott. Santa Barbara, California.
Book Review
Techniques of Veterinary Radiography , by J. P.
Morgan, S. Silverman, W. J. Zontine. Journal of the
American Veterinary Medicine Association 167, pp. 484
Articles
With M. A. Walker, R. E. Lewis, D. E. Thrall, J. M.
Losonsky
Radiographic signs of bone Infection in small
animals. Journal of the American Veterinary
Medicine Association. (166) 908-10.
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With E. A. Scott, D. M. Wltherspoon
Closure of ductus arteriosus determined by cardiac
catheterization and angiography In newborn foals.
American Journal of Veterinary Research . (36:7)
1021-3.
With R. E. Lewis, J. C. Oliver
Differential diagnosis of progressive posterior
paresis In an aged German shepard dog. Journal of
the American Animal Hospital Association (11:4)
414-17.
With D. E. Thrall, R. E. Lewis, M. A. Walker, J. M.
Losonsky
The basis for dosing water soluble myelographlc
medium for lumber administration: body weight or
crown rump length. Journal of the American Veteri-
nary Radiology Society . (16:4) 130-2.
With C. W. Betts, G. Rosin
Recurring gasteric volvulus in a dog. Journal of
Small Animal Practice (16) 433-8.
LADWIG, VAYLORD D., Associate Professor
Article
Nutrient malabsorption. Proceedings Illinois State
Veterinary Medical Association annual meeting.
(Feb. 15)
Hematology of swine, Proceedings of the American
Association of Swine Practitioners . Kansas City,
Missouri (March 17-19)
Rhinitis, Proceedings of Pork Industry Conference ,
Petersburg, Virginia (Dec. 1-3)
Swine Disease Guide, Feedstuff s Annual Yearbook .
Vol. 47 #38.
LOCK, TED F.
Article
Mycotic rumenitis in cattle. Veterinary Medicine /
Small Animal Clinician 70:Feb. 197-8
MACY, DENNIS W. , Assistant Professor
Article
With K. S. Todd, Jr.
Treatment of canine paragonimiasis with bithlonol
acetate. Veterinary Medicine /Small Animal Clinician .
70: Jan. 57-8
MANNING, JOHN P., Associate Professor
Articles
An equine eye shield. Veterinary Medicine/Small
Animal Clinician 70:Juiy 822-4
MUSSELMAN, EUGENE, Assistant Professor
Article
Pulmonary vascular hemodynamic studies in canine
dirofilariasis. In Proceedings of the American
Heartworm Society. March 1974. Veterinary Medicine /
Small Animal Clinician. Bonner Springs, Kansas.
PARKER, ALAN J., Instructor
Chapter in a Book
The nervous system. In Feline Medicine and Surgery ,
ed. by E. J. Catcott. Santa Barbara, California
pp. 363-434
Articles
With C. W. Smith
Functional recovery from spinal cord trauma following
delayed incision of spinal meninges in dogs. Re-
search of Veterinary Science (18) 110-14
With C. W. Smith
Functional recovery from spinal cord trauma following
normothermic perfusion in dogs. Research of Veteri-
nary Science . (19) 224-6
With P. K. Cusick, J. L. Stowater, R. D. Park
Effects of intramedullary injection of methiodal and
lidocaine on spinal cords of dogs. American Journal
of Veterinary Research (36) 1529-32
With A. Dzien
What is your differential diagnosis. Journal of the
American Animal Hospital Association
. (11) 463-4
With M. J. Menhusen
Clinical observations of cardiovascular and respira-
tory changes during water soluble contrast myelo-
graphy. Journal of the American Animal Hospital
Association (11) 385-92
Articles
Myelomalacia attributable to intramedullary leakage
of sodium methiodal and lidocaine. Journal of the
American Animal Hospital Association (11) 404-6
Preliminary report on the anti-epileptic parametha-
dione in dogs. Journal of the American Animal
Hospital Association . (11) 437-8
Durotomy and saline perfusion in spinal cord trauma.
Journal of the American Animal Hospital Association
(11) 412-13
Diagnosis and treatment of spinal cord diseases in
small animals. In Proceedings of 1975 American
Animal Hospital Association Convention . 285-92
Effects of intrameduallary sklodan and lidocaine on
the spinal cord of dogs. In Conference of Research
Workers In Animal Diseases Proceedings .
Use of evoked cortical and cysterna magna potentials
in studying spinal cord diseases of dogs. In Confer-
ence of Research Workers in Animal Diseases Pro-
ceedings .
Treatment of convulsions in the dog. Biochemic
Review. (35:4) 22-7
SCHILLER, ALFRED G., Professor
Article
Paraphimosis in the dog. Current Veterinary Surgery
Bojrab, Lea and Febiger, pp. 292.
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SMALL, ERWIN, Professor
Chapter in a Book
Systemic Mycoses in Textbook of Veterinary Internal
Medicine , ed. by Ettinger. W. B. Saunders, pp. 181-
202.
Diseases of the central nervous system in Feline
Medicine and Surgery , ed. by Catcott. American
Veterinary Publication, Santa Barbara, California
pp. 343-434.
Articles
With J. D. Conroy, B. A. Rasmussen
Hypotrichosis in miniature poodle siblings. American
Veterinary Medical Association . (166) 697-9
With R. D. Smith, R. Welslnger, C. S. Byerly, M. Rlstlc
Isolation in Illinois of a foreign strain of
Ehrlichia canls, the causative agent of canine
Ehrlichiosis (Tropical Canine Pancytopenia) American
Veterinary Medical Association (166) 172-4
SMITH, CHARLES W. , Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
Marsupialization of the prostate. In Current
Techniques in Small Animal Surgery , ed. by M. J.
Bojrah. Philadelphia: Lea and Febiger, pp. 261-3
Articles
With A. J. Parker
Functional recovery from spinal cord trauma follow-
ing delayed incision of spinal meninges in dogs.
Research of Veterinary Science (18) 110-12
With T. J. Burke
Surgery on patients with diabetes mellltus . Archives
(4:Spring) 16-8
With J. L. Stowater
Osteochondritis dissecans of the canine shoulder
joint: a review of 35 cases. Journal of the
American Animal Hospital Association (Sept. /Oct.)
Vol. 11 658-62.
With A. J. Parker
Functional recovery from spinal cord trauma follow-
ing normothermic perfusion in dogs. Research of
Veterinary Science (19) 224-6.
With R. Thun, J. L. Stowater, R. H. Goodale, M. D.
McCracken
Iatrogenic hydronephrosis In a bitch. Journal of the
American Veterinary Medicine Association (167) 388-90.
STOWATER, JONATHAN L, Assistant Professor
Articles
Congenital solitary renal cyst in a dog. Journal of
the American Animal Hospital Association (11) 199-
201.
With R. Thun, C. W. Smith, R. H. Goodale, M. D. McCracken
Iatrogenic hydronephrosis In a bitch. Journal of the
American Veterlaary Medicine Association (167) 388-90.
With C. W. Smith
Osteochondritis dissecans of the canine shoulder
Joint: a review of 35 cases. Journal of the American
Animal Hospital Association (11) 658-62.
With A. J. Parker, P. K. Cusick, R. D. Park
Effects of intramedullary Injection of methlodal
and lldocalne on spinal cords of dogs. American
Journal of Veterinary Research (36) 1529-32.
THURMON, JOHN C, Associate Professor
Articles
With M. J. Menhusen
A small animal Inhalation anesthesia system using
a disposable rebreathing circuit and a fluotec
Mark III vaporizer. Veterinary Anesthesia 2,1: (April)
8-9.
With Sandee M. Hartsfield
Anesthesia In small animal neurological patients.
Journal of the American Animal Hospital Association .
(11) 396-9.
With M. J. Menhusen
A simple, portable small animal anesthetic system
using a disposable rebreathing system. Veterinary
Medicine/Small Animal Clinician . (70) 827-8.
With A. Kumar, S. J. Cawley
Changes in the acid-base status of sheep anesthetized
with a combination of atropine sulphate, acepromazlne
and ketamine hydrochloride. Austrian Veterinary
Journal (51:10) 484-7.
With G. L. Jackson, D. Nelson
Estrogen-induced release of LH in the ovariectomized
ewe: Independence of time of day. Biological
Reproduction (12:3) 358-62.
With M. J. Menhusen, S. M. Hartsfield
Construction of a multi-volume ventilator-bellows
for use with a Bird Mark IX respirator In large
animals. Veterinary Anesthesia (11:3) 34-9.
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BRANDLY, CARL A., Professor Emeritus
Books Edited
With C. E. Cornel ius, Jr.
Advances in veterinary science and comparative
medicine. Vol. 18, 1974. New Yorl<: Academic Press,
296 pp.
Advances in veterinary science and comparative
medicine. Vol. 19, 1975. New York: Academic Press,
316 pp.
GRIMES, GEORGE M., Assistant Professor
Articles
Cost of initial development of PLATO instruction in
veterinary medicine. Journal of Biocommunication
(2) 9-15. 1975.
With T. J. Burke et aj_.
Diagnosing simulated clinical cases using a computer-
based education system. Journal of Veterinary
Medical Education (1:2) 18-20. 1974.
With L. R. North et_ aj_.
Computer based education at the U.I. College of
Veterinary Medicine. The Illinois Veterinarian
(17:7) 10-14. 1974.
With F. N. Owens and A. D. Sherer
Computer-based instruction in nutrition. Journal of
National Association of Colleges and Teachers of
Agriculture ( 18:4) 71-4. 1974.
HANNAH, HAROLD W., Professor Emeritus
Revisions of Books
Beuscher's Law and the farmer C4th ed.). New York:
Springer, 452 pp.
With D. F. Storm
Law for the veterinarian and livestock owner (3d ed.).
Danville, Illinois: Interstate, 262 pp. 1974.
Articles
Livestock waste disposal regulations—the veteri-
narian's position. Journal of the American
Veterinary Medical Association (164:1) 32. 1974.
Keeping wild animals. Journal of the American Veter-
inary Medical Association (164:2) 187. \9TT.
Radiographs and the veterinarian. Journal of the
American Veterinary Medical Association (164:3)
244. 1974.
Livestock brand laws. Journal of the American
Veterinary Medical Association (164:6) 566. 1974.
Veterinarians and their employees. Journal of the
American Veterinary Medical Association (164:7)
682. 1974.
Assistance from clients. Journal of the American
Veterinary Medical Association (164:9) 882. 1974.
Sale of goodwill— some I ega I -economic aspects.
Journal of the American Veterinary Medical
Association ( 164: I I) 1082. 1974.
Malpractice—settle or defend? Journal of the Amer-
ican Veterinary Medical Association ( 165: I ) 36.
1974.
Veterinarians and animal drugs. Journal of the
American Veterinary Medical Association (165:3) 246.
1974.
Malpractice—the veterinarian's duty to call in a
specialist. Journal of the American Veterinary
Medical Association (165:5) 400. 1974.
Malpractice—the higher standard of skill and care.
Journal of the American Veterinary Medical Associ-
ation ( 165: 10) 880. 1974.
License revocation and suspension— rights and
defenses. Journal of the American Veterinary
Medical Association (165:12) 1102. 1974.
Veterinary medical records—are they privileged?
Journal of the American Veterinary Medical Associ-
ation ( 166:2) 137.
Animals in court. Journal of the American Veteri-
nary Medical Association (166:5) 438-9.
Premises liability—parking lots, sidewalks and
entrances. Journal of the American Veterinary
Medical Association (166:7) 670-1.
Veterinarians and the OSHA. Journal of the American
Veterinary Medical Association (166:9) 928.
Veterinarians and animal abuse. Journal of the
American Veterinary Medical Association ( 166: I I
)
1060.
Home rule and the veterinarian. Journal of the
American Veterinary Medical Association (157:3)
190, 209.
Veterinarians and wild animals. Journal of the
American Veterinary Medical Association (167:8)
720-1.
Fees and antitrust laws. Journal of the American
Veterinary Medical Association (167:9) 796, 798.
Some defenses a delinquent might make in court.
Custom AppI icator (4:1) 60. 1974.
Airport and aircraft noise and the aerial applicator.
Custom AppI icator (4:2) 58. 1974.
What is your liability for employee's negligence?
Custom AppI icator (4:3) 74. 1974.
What is your liability for animals damaged by
fright? Custom AppI icator (4:4) 76. 1974.
The legal aspects of aircraft maintenance. Custom
AppI icator (5:1 ) 48.
Something to consider when you select a pesticide.
Custom AppI icator (5:2) 82.
What you can do when your customer declines to pay.
Custom AppI icator (5:3) 12, 85.
Some things to consider before establishing an air
strip. Custom AppI icator (5:4) 34.
What is applicator's liability for envi ronmental
effects? Custom Applicator (5:5) 38.
Some things to look for when you lease equipment.
Custom AppI icator (5:6) 28-9.
Custom applicators not subject to antitrust laws
—
yet. Custom AppI icator (5:8) 38.
Some legal aspects of veterinary college admission
requirements. Journal of Veterinary Medical
Education (2: I ) 7.
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BYERLY, CHARLES S., Assistant Professor
Articles
With Hansen, L. G. Hetcalf, R. L., Bevill,
Effect of a polychlorinated biphenyl mixtxire on
swine reproduction and tissue residues. American
Journal of Veterinary Research (36) 23-6.
With Meyer, R. C. , Simon, J.
The etiology of swine dysentery. I. Oral inocu-
lation of germ-free swine with Treponema hyo-
dysenteriae and Vibrio coli . Veterinary Pathology'
(11) 515-26.
With Meyer, R. C. , Simon, J.
The etiology of swine dysentery. II. Effect of
a known microbial flora, weaning and diet on dis-
ease production in gnotobiotic and conventional
swine. Veterinary Pathology (11) 527-34.
With Meyer, R. C. , Simon, J.
The etiology of swine dysentery. III. The role
of selected gram-negative obligate anaerobes.
Veterinary Pathology (12) 46-54.
With Smith, R. D. et al.
Isolation in Illinois of a foreign strain of
Ehrlichia canis , the causative agent of canine
ehrlichiosis (tropical canine pancytopenia)
.
Journal of the American Veterinary Medical Associa-
tion (166) 172-4.
CARSON, CHARLES A. , Associate Professor
Articles
With Sells, D. M. , Ristic, M.
A method for separation of bovine blood leukocytes
for ill vitro studies . American Journal of Veteri-
nary Research (36) 1091-4.
CRANDELL, ROBERT A. , Professor
Chapters in Books
Arctic fox rabies. In The natural history of
rabies , ed. by Baer. New York: Academic Press,
p. 17.
With Gallina, A. M.
Pseudorabies in Illinois: Some observations on
the epizootiology and control . In Symposiijm on
pseudorabies (Aujeszky's disease ) , ed. by Live-
stock Conservation. Omaha: Livestock Conserva-
tion, pp. 23-32.
Articles
With Mansfield, M. E. , Melloh, A. J.
Further observations on the characteristics of a
bovine parainfluenza- 3 variant. Canadian Journal
of Comparative Medicine (39) 76-9.
With Melloh, A. J., Sorlie, P.
Sensitivity of infectious bovine rhinotracheitis
virus to ether. Journal of Clinical Microbiology
(2) 465-8.
With Woods, G. T., Mansfield, M. E.
A comparison of immunologic response to intranasal
and intramuscular parainfluenza-3 live virus vac-
cines in beef calves challenged experimentally in
the feedlot. Research Communications in Chemical
Pathology and Pharmacology (11) 117-28.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With Mansfield, M. E. , Melloh, A. J.
Studies with a bovine parainfluenza- 3 variant in
calves. Update 75. A research report of the
Dixon Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana:
College of Agriculture, 1 p.
With Mansfield, M. E. , Cmarik, G. F., Woods, G. T.
Continuing attempts to prevent acute respiratory
disease in calves after weaning at DSAC. Update
75. A research report of the Dixon Springs Agri-
cultural Center. Urbana: College of Agriculture,
1 P-
DORNER, JOSEPH L. , Associate Professor
Articles
With Hoffmann, W. E.
A comparison of canine normal hepatic alkaline
phosphatase and variant alkaline phosphatases of
serum and liver. Clinica Clinica Acta (62) 137-42.
With Hoffmann, W. E.
Separation of isoenzymes of canine alkaline phos-
phatase by cellulose acetate electrophoresis.
Journal of the American Animal Hospital Association
(11) 283-5.
With Hoffmann, H. E.
Creatine phosphokinase : Current concepts and
speculation regarding its use in veterinary medi-
cine. Journal of the American Animal Hospital
Association (11) 451-2.
ERP, ELTON E. , Research Associate
Articles
With Fahrney, D.
Exit of Anaplasma marginale from bovine red blood
cells. American Journal of Veterinary Research
(36) 707-9.
With Fahrney, D.
Chromatographic characterization and opsonic
activity of bovine erythrophilic and leukophilic
7 -globulins. Archives of Biochemistry and
Biophysics (168) 1-7.
FERRIS, DEAM H. , Associate Professor Emeritus
Articles
With Hamdy, F. M. , Dardiri, A. H. , Breese, S. S. , Jr.
Experimental infection of white-tailed deer with
rinderpest virus. Journal of Wildlife Diseases
(11) 508-15.
FITZGERALD, PAUL R. , Professor
Articles
New coccidia from the spiny dogfish shark (Squalus
acanthias L. ) and great sculpin (Myoxocephalus
polyacanthocephalus , Pallas) . Journal of the
Fisheries Research Board of Canada (32: No. 5) 649- 5
L
The significance of bovine coccidiosis as a disease
in the United States. Bovine Practitioner (10)
28-33.
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GALLINA, ANTHONY M. , Professor
Chapters in Books
With Crandell, R. A.
Pseudorabies in Illinois: Some observations on
the epizootiology and control. In Symposium on
pseudorabies (Aujeszky's disease ) , ed. by
Livestock Conservation. Omaha: Livestock Con-
servation, pp. 23-32.
Articles
With Todd, S. , Jr. , Nelson, W. B.
Sarcocystis species in psittaciform birds. Jour-
nal of Zoo Animal Medicine (6:No.4) 21-4.
HANSON, LYLE E. , Professor and Head of Department
Chapters in Books
Exotic birds - can we afford them. In Proceed-
ings of the 24th western poultry disease confer-
ence and 9th poultry health symposium , ed. by
Rosenwald. Davis; Cooperative Extension,
pp. 24-7.
Poxviruses. In Diseases transmitted from animals
to man , ed. by Hubbert, McCulloch, Schnurrenberger.
Springfield: Charles C. Thomas, pp. 831-8.
With Ferguson, L. E.
Leptospirosis
.
Dunne , Leman
.
In Diseases of swine , ed. by
Ames: Iowa State UP, pp. 476-91.
With Tripathy, D. N.
Fowlpox and latency. In Proceedings of the 24th
western poultry disease conference and 9th poultry
health symposium , ed. by Rosenwald. Davis:
Cooperative Extension, pp. 43-5.
With Tripathy, D. N.
Laryngotracheitis. In Isolation and identifica-
tion of avian pathogens , ed. by Hitchner et al.
Ithaca: Arnold Printing, pp. 227-34.
With Tripathy, D. N.
Avian pox. In Isolation and identification of
avian pathogens , ed. by Hitchner et al. Ithaca:
Arnold Printing, pp. 282-90.
Articles
With Huhn, R. G., Killinger, A. H.
Immunity to leptospirosis : Leptospira interrogans
serotype pomona bacterins in cattle. American
Journal of Veterinary Research (36) 59-65.
With Tripathy, D. N.
Immunity to fowlpox. American Journal of Veteri-
nary Research (36) 541-4.
With Tripathy, D. N.
,
Sells, t). M.
Natural pox and herpes as a dual viral infection
in chickens. Avian Diseases (19) 75-81.
With Tripathy, D. N., Sells, D. M.
A potential for fowlpox outbreaks. Illinois
Research (17:No.4) 13.
With Tripathy, D. N. , Smith, A. R.
Immunoglobulins in cattle vaccinated with lepto-
spiral bacterins. American Journal of Veterinary
Research (36) 1735-6.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With Tripathy, D. N. , Mansfield, H. E.
Leptospirosis studies. Update 75. A research
report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural Center.
Urbana: College of Agriculture, 1 p.
HOFFMANN, WALTER E. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With Dorner, J. L.
Separation of isoenzymes of canine alkaline
phosphatase by cellulose acetate electrophoresis.
Journal of the American Animal Hospital Associa-
tion (11) 283-5.
With Dorner, J. L.
Creatine phosphokinase: Current concepts and
speculation regarding its use in veterinary medi-
cine. Journal of the American Animal Hospital
Association (11) 451-2.
With Dorner, J. L.
A comparison of canine normal hepatic alkaline
phosphatase and variant alkaline phosphatases of
serum and liver. Clinica Clinica Acta (62) 137-42.
HUXSOLL, DAVID L., Associate Professor
Articles
With Lewis, G. Jr., Ristic, M. , Johnson,
Experimentally induced infection of dogs, cats,
and nonhuman primates with Ehrlichia equi ,
etiologic agent of equine ehrlichiosis. American
Journal of Veterinary Research (36) 85-8.
With Smith, R. D. , Ristic, M. , Baylor, R. A.
Platelet kinetics in canine ehrlichiosis: Evi-
dence for increased platelet destruction as the
cause of thrombocytopenia. Infection and Immunity
(6) 1216-21.
With Weisiger, R. M. , Ristic, M.
Kinetics of antibody response to Ehrlichia canis
assayed by the indirect fluorescent antibody
method. American Journal of Veterinary Research
(36) 689-94.
IVENS, VIRGINIA R. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With Levine, N. D. , Healy, G. R.
Isospora herpestei n. sp. (Protozoa, Apicon{>lexa)
and other new species of Isospora from mongooses.
Proceedings of the Oklahoma Academy of Science
(55) 150-3.
KILLINGER, ARDEN H., Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
Listeriosis. In Diseases transmitted from animals
to man , ed. by Hubbert, McCulloch, Schnurrenberger.
Springfield: Charles C. Thomas, pp. 282-9.
Articles
With Huhn, R. G. Hanson, L. E,
Immunity to leptospirosis: Leptospira interrogans
serotype pomona bacterins in cattle. American
Journal of Veterinary Research (36) 59-65.
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LEVINE, NORMAN D. , Professor
Books Edited
Human ecology. North Scituate, Massachusetts:
Duxbury Press , 469 pp
.
Chapters in Books
The nature of human ecology. In Human ecology ,
ed. by Levine. North Scituate, Massachusetts:
Duxbury Press, pp. 1-6.
The physico-chemical habitat. In Human ecology ,
ed. by Levine. North Scituate, Massachusetts:
Duxbury Press, pp. 8-38.
The appearance of man. In Human ecology , ed. by
Levine. North Scituate, Massachusetts: Duxbury
Press, pp. 111-30.
Human variation and individuality. In Human
ecology , ed. by Levine. North Scituate,
Massachusetts: Duxbury Press, pp. 131-49.
Man's socio-cultural evolution. In Human ecology ,
ed. by Levine. North Scituate, Massachusetts:
Duxbury Press, pp. 212-25.
Demography and human population dynamics . In
Human ecology , ed. by Levine. North Scituate,
Massachusetts: Duxbury Press, pp. 265-95.
The future of man. In Hu.-:ian ecology , ed. by
Levine. North Scituate, Massachusetts: Duxbury
Press, pp. 443-52.
With Steinhart, C. E.
Pollution and the quality of the human environ-
ment. In Human ecology , ed. by Levine. North
Scituate, Massachusetts: Duxbury Press,
pp. 393-442.
Articles
Datus M. Hammond. 1911-1974. In memorium.
Journal of Protozoology (22) 1-2.
Traditional tobacco substitute. Science (189)
414.
Response to the paper "Remarks on the status of
the genus Leucocytozoon Sambon, 1908" by Bennett
et al. Journal of Protozoology (22) 427.
With Clark, D. T. , Bradley, R. E., Kantor, S.
Relationship of pasture rotation to acquisition of
gastrointestinal nematodes by sheep. American
Journal of Veterinary Research (36) 1459-64.
With Ivens, V., Healy, G. R.
Isospora herpestei n. sp. (Protozoa, Apicomplexa)
and other new species of Isospora from mongooses.
Proceedings of the Oklahoma Academy of Science
(55) 150-3.
With Todd, K. S. , Jr.
Micrometeorological factors involved in develop-
ment and survival of free-living stages of the
sheep nematodes Haemonchus contortus and Tricho-
strongylus colubriformis . A review. Inter-
national Journal of Biometeorology (19) 174-83.
Bergey's manual of determinative bacteriology,
8th ed. , by R. E. Buchanan, N. E. Gibbons, eds.
Journal of Protozoology (22) 7.
Paramecixim. A current survey, by W. J. Van
Wagtendonk, ed. Journal of Protozoology (22) 30.
The ciliates, by A. R. Jones. Journal of Proto-
zoology (22) 123.
Annual review of microbiology. Vol. 28, by M. P.
Starr, J. L. Ingraham, S. Raffel, eds. Journal
of Protozoology (22) 134.
Grzimek's animal life encyclopedia. Vol. 1.
Lower animals, by B. Grzimek et al., eds. Ameri-
can Society for Microbiology News (41) 399.
Grzimek's animal life encyclopedia. Vol. 2.
Insects, by B. Grzimek et al. , eds. American
Society for Microbiology News (41) 562-3.
Parasites in the immune host: Mechanisms of
survival, CIBA Foundation Symposium 25 (New
Series) , by CIBA Foundation, ed. Journal of
Protozoology (22) 169.
Intracellular parasitic protozoa, by M. Aikawa,
C. R. Sterling. Journal of Protozoology (22) 195.
Annual review of microbiology. Vol. 29, by M. P.
Starr, J. L. Ingraham, S. Raffel, eds. Journal
of Protozoology (22) 513.
Surtsey. Evolution of life on a volcanic island,
by S. Fridriksson. Journal of Protozoology (22)
540.
Coccidia and coccidiosis. 2nd ed. , by L. P.
Pellerdy. Quarterly Review of Biology (50)
521-2.
MANSFIELD, MANFORD E., Professor
Articles
With Crandell, R. A., Melloh, A. J.
Further observations on the characteristics of a
bovine parainfluenza- 3 variant. Canadian Journal
of Comparative Medicine (39) 76-9.
With Crandell, R. A., Woods, G. T.
A comparison of immunologic response to intranasal
and intramuscular parainfluenza-3 live virus vac-
cines in beef calves challenged experimentally in
the feedlot. Research Communications in Chemical
Pathology and Pharmacology (11) 117-28.
With Woods, G. T. , Heitzman, P. J.
Serologic response of lambs to live virus vaccines
containing infectious bovine rhinotracheitis
,
bovine virus diarrhea, and bovine myxovirus
parainfluenza-3. Veterinary Medicine/Small Ani-
mal Clinician (10) 451-3.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With Cmarik, G. F. , Crandell, R. A., Woods, G. T.
Continuing attempts to prevent acute respiratory
disease in calves after weaning at DSAC. Update
75. A research report of the Dixon Springs Agri-
cultural Center. Urbana: College of Agriculture,
1 p.
With Cmarik, G. F. , McKibben, G. E. , Kaiser, C. J.
Grass tetany survey. Update 75. A research
report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural Center.
Urbana: College of Agriculture, 3 pp.
With Crandell, R. A., Melloh, A. J.
Studies with a bovine parainfluenza-3 variant in
calves. Update 75. A research report of the
Dixon Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana:
College of Agriculture, 1 p.
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with Hanson, L. E. , Tripathy, D. N.
Leptospirosis studies. Update 75. A research
report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural Center.
Urbana: College of Agriculture, 1 p.
With Kaiser, C. J. et al.
Pasture evaluation of tall fescue varieties.
Update 75. A research report of the Dixon
Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana: College
of Agriculture, 2 pp.
With Kaiser, C. J. et al.
Hay accumulation and feeding observations.
Update 75. A research report of the Dixon
Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana: College
of Agriculture, 1 p.
With Larson, G. E. , Wallace, M. H. , Lewis, M.
Coyote predation in sheep. Update 75. A
research report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural
Center. Urbana: College of Agriculture, 4 pp.
With Woods, G. T.
Poor rate of gain, tail biting, increased irri-
tability and feed wastage in feeder pigs fed a
ration containing vetch seed. Update 75. A
research report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural
Center. Urbana: College of Agriculture, 1 p.
With Woods, G. T.
Use of creep feed containing a coccidiostat for
beef calves. Update 75. A research report of
the Dixon Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana:
College of Agriculture, 1 p.
With Woods, G. T., Bachman, S.
Use of an experimental inactivated swine influ-
enza vaccine in gilts before breeding. Update
75. A research report of the Dixon Springs
Agricultural Center. Urbana: College of Agri-
culture, 1 p.
With Woods, G. T.
New human influenza vaccines in feeder pigs.
Update 75. A research report of the Dixon
Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana: College
of Agriculture, 2 pp.
With Woods, G. T.
Specificity studies of the complement- fixation
test for Mycoplasma hyopneximonia in specific-
pathogen- free swine. Update 75. A research
report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural Center.
Urbana: College of Agriculture, 1 p.
MARTIN, RUSSELL J., Associate Professor
Articles
With Schnurrenberger, P. R. , Walker, J. F.
Brucella infections in Illinois veterinarians.
Journal of the American Veterinary Medical
Association (167) 1084-8.
MEYER, RICHARD C, Professor
Articles
With Simon, J. Byerly, C. S.
The etiology of swine dysentery: I. Oral inocu-
lation of germ- free swine with Treponema hyo-
dysenteriae and Vibrio coli . Veterinary
Pathology (11) 515-26.
With Simon, J., Byerly, C. S.
The etiology of swine dysentery: II. Effect of
a known microbial flora, weaning and diet on
disease production in gnotobiotic and conventional
swine. Veterinary Pathology (11) 527-34.
With Simon, J., Byerly, C. S.
The etiology of swine dysentery. III. The role
of selected gram-negative obligate anaerobes.
Veterinary Pathology (12) 46-54.
With Zablen, L. B. , Boner, L. , Woese, C. R.
The phylogenetic status of Pasteurella pestis .
Journal of Molecular Evolution (4) 347-58.
MYERS, WALTER L., Professor
Articles
With Shannon, E. J., Segre, D.
Termination of immunologic tolerance with
tolerated antigen complexed with specific anti-
body. Immunological Communications (4) 159-77.
PALMER, JERRY L., Assistant Professor
Articles
With Rosenthal, K. L. et al.
Antibody-induced redistribution of CEA on the
cell surface: Utilization in separation of CEA
and isoantigen A. Journal of Immunology (115)
1049-53.
REYNOLDS, HARRY A., JR., Associate Professor
Articles
With Burke, T. J.
Megestrol acetate for estrus postponement in the
bitch. Journal of the American Veterinary
Medical Association (167) 285-7.
RHOADES, HARRY E., Associate Professor I
Articles
With Riecke, J.
Brucella canis isolated from the eye of a dog. |
Journal of the American Veterinary Medical 1
Association (166) 583-4.
With Sharma, V. D.
The occurrence and microbiology of otitis
externa in the dog. Journal of Small Animal
Practice (16) 241-7.
RISTIC, MIODRAG, Professor
Articles
With Abou-Youssef , M. H.
Protective effect of immunoglobulins in serum and
milk of sows exposed to transmissible gastro-
enteritis. Canadian Journal of Comparative
Medicine (39) 41-5.
With Carson, C. A., Sells, D. M.
A method for separation of bovine blood leuko-
cytes for in vitro studies. American Journal of
Veterinary Research (36) 1091-4.
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with Davidson, D. E., Jr. et al.
Canine ehrlichiosis (tropical canine pancytopenia)
in Thailand. Southeast Asian Journal of Tropical
Medicine and Public Health (6:Dec.) 540-3.
With Lewis, G. E. , Jr., Huxsoll, D. L. , Johnson, A. J.
Experimentally induced infection of dogs, cats,
and nonhuman primates with Ehrlichia equi ,
etiologic agent of equine ehrlichiosis. Ameri -
can Journal of Veterinary Research (36) 85-8.
With Lykins, J. D. , Weisiger, R. M.
Babesia microti : Pathogenesis of parasite of
human origin in the hamster. Experimental
Parasitology (37) 388-97.
With Smith, R. D. et al.
Isolation in Illinois of a foreign strain of
Ehrlichia canis , the causative agent of canine
ehrlichiosis (tropical canine pancytopenia)
.
Journal of the American Veterinary Medical
Association (166) 172-4.
SIMON, JOSEPH, Professor
With Smith, R. D. , Huxsoll, D. L. , Baylor, A.
Platelet l<inetics in canine ehrlichiosis: Evi-
dence for increased platelet destruction as the
cause of thrombocytopenia. Infection and
Immunity (6) 1216-21.
With Weisiger, R. M. , Huxsoll, D. L.
Kinetics of antibody response to Ehrlichia canis
assayed by the indirect fluorescent antibody
method. American Journal of Veterinary Research
(36) 689-94.
SEGRE, DIEGO, Professor
Articles
With Minga, U. M. , Segre, M.
Numbers and avidity of anti-DNP antibody plaques
in different inbred mouse strains. Immunogenetics
(2) 369-77.
With Shannon, E. J., Myers, W. L.
Termination of immunologic tolerance with tolerated
antigen complexed with specific antibody. Immtmo-
logical Communications (4) 159-77.
SEGRE, MARIANGELA, Assistant Professor
Articles
With Minga, U. M. Segre, D.
Numbers and avidity of anti-DNP antibody plaques
in different inbred mouse strains. Immunogenetics
(2) 369-77.
SELLS, DONALD M. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With Curtis, E. et al.
Effect of aerial ammonia, hydrogen sulfide and
swine-house dust on rate of gain and respiratory-
tract structure in swine. Journal of Animal
Science (41) 735-9.
With Meyer, R. C, Byerly, C. S.
The etiology of swine dysentery. I. Oral inocu-
lation of germ-free swine with Treponema hyo-
dysenteriae and Vibrio coli . Veterinary Pathology
(11) 515-26.
With Meyer, R. C, Byerly, C. S.
The etiology of swine dysentery. II. Effect of a
known microbial flora, weaning and diet on disease
production in gnotobiotic and conventional swine.
Veterinary Pathology (11) 527-34.
With Meyer, R. C, Byerly, C. S.
The etiology of swine dysentery. III. The role of
selected gram-negative obligate anaerobes. Veteri-
nary Pathology (12) 46-54.
SMITH, ARNOLD R., Assistant Professor
Articles
With Rahn, T. L.
An indirect hemagglutination test for the diagno-
sis of Eperythrozoon suis infection in swine.
American Journal of Veterinary Research (36)
1319-21.
With Tripathy, D. N. , Hanson, L. E.
Immunoglobulins in cattle vaccinated with lepto-
spiral bacterins. American Journal of Veterinary
Research (36) 1735-6.
SMITH, RONALD D., Assistant Professor
Articles
With Ristic, M. , Huxsoll, D. L., Baylor, R. A.
Platelet kinetics in canine ehrlichiosis: Evi-
dence for increased platelet destruction as the
cause of thrombocytopenia. Infection and
Immunity (6) 1216-21.
With Small, E. et al.
Isolation in Illinois of a foreign strain of
Ehrlichia canis , the causative agent of canine
ehrlichiosis (tropical canine pancytopenia)
.
Journal of the American Veterinary Medical
Association (166) 172-4.
TODD, KENNETH S., JR., Associate Professor
Articles
With Carson, C. A., Ristic, M.
A method for separation of bovine blood leukocytes
for in vitro studies. American Journal of Veteri-
nary Research (36) 1091-4.
With Tripathy, D. N. , Hanson, L. E.
Natural pox and herpes as a dual viral infection
in chickens. Avian Diseases (19) 75-81.
With Tripathy, D. N. , Hanson, L. E.
A potential for fowlpox outbreaks. Illinois
Research (17:No.4) 13.
Chapters in Books
Internal metazoal and protozoal diseases. In
Feline medicine and surgery. 2nd ed . , ed. by
Catcott. Santa Barbara: American Veterinary
Publications, pp. 85-112.
Articles
With Bergeland, M. E. , Hickman, G. R.
Amphimerus pseudofelineus infection in a cat.
Journal of the American Veterinary Medical
Association (166) 458-9.
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with Gallina, A. M. , Nelson, W. B.
Sarcocystis species in psittaciform birds. Jour-
nal of Zoo Animal Medicine (6:No.4) 21-4.
With Levine, N. D.
Micrometeorological factors involved in develop-
ment and survival of free-living stages of the
sheep nematodes Haemonchus contortus and Tricho-
strongylus colubri formis . A review . Inter-
national Journal of Biometeorology (19) 174-83.
With Macy, D. W.
Treatment of canine paragonimiasis with bithionol
acetate. Veterinary Medicine/Small Animal
Clinician (70) 57-8.
TOMPKINS, WAYNE A. F., Associate Professor
Chapters in Boo)cs
Consideration of the role of viruses in human
cancer. In Progress in medical virology .
Vol . 21 , ed. by Melnick. Basel, Switzerland:
S. Karger, pp. 72-87.
Destruction of virus infected cells by antibody
and complement. In Viral immunology and immuno-
pathology , ed. by Notkins. New York: Academic
Press, pp. 99-111.
Articles
With Clancy, R. et al.
Isolation and characterization of an etiologic
agent of Whipple's Disease. British Medical
Journal (237) 568-70.
With Farkas-Himsely , H. , Cheung, R.
Selective anti-tumor agents: Bacteriocins from
gram-negative bacteria. IRCS Medical Science (3)
148.
With Rama Rao, G. V. S. V., Woan, M. C.
Immune and non-immune macrophage resistance to the
fibromamyxoma virus complex in rabbits. Journal
of the Reticuloendothelial Society (18) 23-33.
With Rosenthal, K. L. et al.
Antibody-induced redistribution of CEA on the cell
surface: Utilization in separation of CEA and
isoantigen A. Journal of Immunology (115) 1049-53.
TRIPATHY, DEOKI N., Assistant Professor
Chapters in Books
With Hanson, L. E.
Laryngotracheitis . In Isolation and identifica-
tion of avian pathogens , ed. by Hitchner et al.
Ithaca: Arnold Printing, pp. 227-34.
With Hanson, L. E.
Avian pox. In Isolation and identification of
avian pathogens
,
ed. by Hitchner et al. Ithaca:
Arnold Printing, pp. 282-90.
With Hanson, L. E.
Fowlpox and latency. In Proceedings of the 24th
western poultry disease conference and 9th poultry
health symposium , ed. by Rosenwald. Davis:
Cooperative Extension, pp. 43-5.
Articles
With Hanson, L. E.
Immunity to fowlpox. American Journal of Veteri-
nary Research (36) 541-4.
With Sells, D. M. , Hanson, L. E.
Natural pox and herpes as a dual viral infection
in chickens. Avian Diseases (19) 75-81.
With Sells, D. M. , Hanson, L. E.
A potential for fowlpox outbreaks. Illinois
Research (17:No.4) 13.
With Smith, A. R. , Hanson, L. E.
Immunoglobulins in cattle vaccinated with lepto-
spiral bacterins. American Journal of Veterinary
Research (36) 1735-6.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With Hanson, L. E. , Mansfield, M. E.
Leptospirosis studies. Update 75. A research
report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural Center.
Urbana: College of Agriculture, 1 p.
WEISIGER, RITA M. , Research Associate
Articles
With Lykins, J. D., Ristic, H.
Babesia microti : Pathogenesis of parasite of
human origin in the hamster. Experimental
Parasitology (37) 388-97.
With Ristic, M., Huxsoll, D. L.
Kinetics of antibody response to Ehrlichia canis
assayed by the indirect fluorescent antibody
method. American Journal of Veterinary Research
(36) 689-94.
With Smith, R. D. et al.
Isolation in Illinois of a foreign strain of
Ehrlichia canis , the causative agent of canine
ehrlichiosis (tropical canine pancytopenia)
.
Journal of the American Veterinary Medical
Association (166) 172-4.
WOODS, GEORGE T., Professor
Articles
The prevalence of hemagglutination- inhibition (HI)
antibodies to influenza viruses A/Swine/Ill/63
and A/Swine/Taiwan/7310/70(H3N2) in Illinois swine
herds - 1971 to 1973. Research Comroiinications in
Chemical Pathology and Pharmacology (10) 573-6.
With Crandell, R. A., Mansfield, M. E.
A comparison of immunologic response to intranasal
and intramuscular parainfluenza-3 live virus vac-
cines in beef calves challenged experimentally in
the feedlot. Research Communications in Chemical
Pathology and Pharmacology (11) 117-28.
With Holt, E., Grimes, G. M.
Computer assisted management of instruction in
veterinary public health. Journal of Veterinary
Medical Education (2:Fall) 12-15.
With Mansfield, M. E., Heitzman, P. J.
Serologic response of lambs to live virus vaccines
containing infectious bovine rhinotracheitis
,
bovine virus diarrhea, and bovine myxovirus
parainfluenza-3. Veterinary Medicine/Small Ani -
mal Clinician (10) 451-3.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With Mansfield, M. E.
Poor rate of gain, tail biting, increased irri-
tability, and feed wastage in feeder pigs fed a
ration containing vetch seed. Update 75. A
I
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research report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural
Center. Urbana: College of Agriculture, 1 p.
With Mansfield, M. E.
Specificity studies of the complement-fixation
test for Mycoplasma hyopnexomonia in specific-
pathogen- free swine. Update 75. A research
report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural Center.
Urbana: College of Agriculture, 1 p.
With Mansfield, M. E.
New human influenza vaccines in feeder pigs
.
Update 75. A research report of the Dixon Springs
Agricultural Center. Urbana: College of
Agriculture, 2 pp.
With Mansfield, M. E.
Use of creep feed containing a coccidiostat for
beef calves. Update 75. A research report of
the Dixon Springs Agricultxaral Center. Urbana:
College of Agriculture, 1 p.
With Mansfield, M. E. , Bachman, S.
Use of an experimental inactivated influenza
vaccine in gilts before breeding. Update 75.
A research report of the Dixon Springs Agricul-
tural Center. Urbana: College of Agriculture,
1 P-
With Mansfield, M. E. , Cmarik, G. F. , Crandell, R. A.
Continuing attempts to prevent acute respiratory
disease in calves after weaning at DSAC. Update
75. A research report of the Dixon Springs
Agricultural Center. Urbana: College of Agri-
culture, 1 p.
Sharma, Raj inder Mohan (R. P. Link), Pharmacokinetic
behavior of sulfamethazine in sheep following
intravenous administration.
OFFICE OF ASSOCIATE VICE PRESIDENT FOR PUBLIC SERVICE
ALLEN, KIM J., Instructor
Books
With H. D. Eskridge, et al
.
Unit training packages for 258-hour certified fire
prevention inspector course. Urbana: Firemanship
Training, 382 pp.
ESKRIDGE, HOWARD D. , Instructor
With K.J.Allen, et al
.
Unit training packages for 258-hour certified fire
prevention inspector course. Urbana: Firemanship
Training, 382 pp.
With J. P. Buchanan, et al.
Unit training packages for 200-hour certified fire
fighter course. Urbana: Firemanship Training, 330pp.
JOHNSON, MERTIN L., Research Associate
Articles
With J. E. Rascheff
Celebrations in celluloid. Lens and Speaker ,
(12: Spring) 8-16.
Meat hygiene. 4th ed., by J. A. Libby. Journal
of the American Veterinary Medical Association
(167) 231.
YIP, DICK-MAN, Research Associate
Articles
With Gabridge, G. , Hedges, K.
Levels of lysomal enzymes in tissues of mice
infected with Mycoplasma fermentans . Infection
and Immunity (12) 233-9.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS IN VETERINARY MEDICAL SCIENCE
Al-Bagdadi, Fakhri Abdul Karim (J. E. Lovell) , The
hair cycle in male beagle dogs: a quantitative,
light and electron microscopical study.
Borchard, Ronald Eugene (R. P. Link) , Pharmokinetics
of Aroclor 1254 components in sheep and swine.
Carson, Charles Andrew (M. Ristic) , Measurement of the
cell-mediated immune response in cattle induced by
virulent and attenuated strains of Anaplasma
marginale introduced in both live and killed form
and correlation with protective immunity.
Kelman, Bruce Jerry (A. R. Twardock) , Calcium, sodium,
and potassium movements across the perfused guinea
pig placenta.
Koritz, Gary Duane (W. G. Huber) , The pharmacokinetics
of sulfathiazole in sheep, cattle and swine.
Nyindo Mramba B. A. (M. Ristic), Immune responses to
Ehrlichia canis and Ehrlichia equi in experimentally-
infected dogs and ponies.
JOHNSTON, ALBERT M., Assistant Professor
Books
With D. G. Hanna
Criminal law and procedure for Illinois police.
Champaign: Stipes, 209 pp.
MANELLA, FRANK L. , Professor
Chapters in Books
Police- juvenile services. In Missouri Police
Juvenile Officer . Ed. N.G.Gomolak. Jefferson
City: Missouri Council on Criminal Justice, pp. 19-88.
Articles
Ejcploding myths about juvenile delinquency. The
Police Chief, (42:6) 61-3.
The police as crisis intervention agents. Military
Police Law Enforcement Journal
, (2:2) 24-6.
Psychological factors affecting police families.
Illinois Police Officer
, (6:2) 21-3.
Developing a sense of morality. Illinois Police
Officer
, (6:2) 88.
Spread of crime in today's youth. Illinois Police
Officer
, (6:3) 80.
Stress: a constant companion. Illinois Police
Officer
, (6:4) 81.
MONIGOLD, GERALD E. , Assistant Professor
Books
With K. J. Allen, et al.
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Unit training packages for 258-hour certified fire
prevention inspector course. Urbana: Firemanship
Training, 382 pp.
With J. B. Buchanan, et al
.
Unit training packages for 200-hour certified fire
fighter course. Urbana: Firemanship Training,
330 pp.
PETERSEN, PHILLIP A., Instructor
Chapters in Book
Soviet perceptions of military sufficiency: 1960-74.
In The Soviet Union: The seventies and beyond , ed.
by B.W.Eissenstat.
pp. 249-66.
Lexington: Lexington Books,
YOUNT, AUGUST M.
, Jr., Instructor
Articles
Drug reagent kits: a sampler. Illinois PoliceOfficer
, (6:2) 13-15. —'
Illinois drug laws: a quick reference for patrol-
PTI's police combat course: meeting the needstraining the man. Illinois Police Association
Official Journal. (28:6) 53-4.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS IN ZOOLOGY
RUTLEDGE, JOHN W. , Instructor
Books
With J. P. Buchanan, et al.
Unit training packages for 200-hour certified fire
fighter course. Urbana- Firemanship Training,
330 pp.
STRASESKE, JAMES B., Instructor
Books
With K. J. Allen, et al.
Unit training packages for 258-hour certified fire
prevention inspector course. Urbana: Firemanship
Training, 382 pp.
With J. P. Buchanan, et al.
Unit training packages for 200-hour certified fire
fighter course. Urbana: Firemanship Training,
330 pp.
TRAVELSTEAD, CHARLES E. , Associate Professor
Keller, Raymond Earl (D. L. Stocum) , Vital dye mapping
of the gastrula and neurala of Xenopus laevis .
Landauer, Michael Robert (E. M. Banks), Sexual and
olfactory preferences of male hamsters (Mesocricetus
auratus Waterhouse) for conspecifics in different
hormonal conditions.
Ono, Joyce Kazuyo (D. C. Sweeney) , Psychopharmacologic*
characterization of a drug-induced grooming behavioi
in the cricket, Acheta domesticus (Insecta, Orthop-
tera)
,
Tyler, Margaret Carolyn (E. M. Banks) , Components of
individual recognition in the collared hemming
(Dicrostonyx groenlandicus ) mediated by olfactory
Articles
Judicial interpretation of the burglary statute in
Illinois. Illinois Police Association Official
Journal
,
(28:1) 18-19.
Statutory revision— the solution to more effective
enforcement of law relating to drunk drivers.
Illinois Police Association Official Journal
,
(28: 3) 33 passim.
Search and seizure— inventories of impounded
vehicles. Illinois Police Association Official
Journal
,
(28:4) 29 passim.
Admissibility of statements following an illegal
arrest. Illinois Police Association Official
Journal, (28:5) 37.
Search and seizure— use of dogs to detect narcotics.
Illinois Police Association Official Journal
,
(28:6) 64-5.
Execution of search warrants within a police dis-
trict. Illinois Police Officer
,
(6:3) 13.
Execution of search warrants within a police
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ACCOUNTANCY
ACCOUNTANCY
ACCOUNTANCY
BEDFORD, NORTON M. , Professor JOHNSON, ORACE E., Professor
Chapter in a Book
Goodwill. In Handbook of Modem Accounting , ed. by
S. Davidson. New York: McGraw-Hill, pp. 21-1 to
21-29.
Articles
The corporate report: A discussion. Accounting,
Organizations, and Society , (l:June) 110-15.
A proposed future for the AAA, Collected Papers
of the American Accounting Association (August)
181-90.
BRIGHTON, GERALD D. , Professor
Articles
Tax on virtue. Taxes (54:1) 51-53.
Accrual basis for school districts, lASBO News-
letter (XVI:7) 16-17.
With Clair Galloway and John R. Simon
Standards for public sector audits, Published
Proceedings , AAA Midwest Region (1976) 135-45.
EGGLETON, IAN R. C, Lecturer
Articles
Patterns, prototypes and predictions: An explora-
tory study. Studies on Human Informat ion Processing
in Accoxinting : Supplement to Journal of
Accounting Research (14)
.
With S. H. Penman and J. R. Twombley
Accounting changes and stock prices : An examina-
tion of selected uncontrolled variables. Journal
of Accounting Research (14) 66-68.
FESS, PHILIP E., Professor
Books Edited
With Audit Group at University of Illinois
Symposium on auditing research. Urbana: Board of
Trustees of University of Illinois, 225 pp.
Articles
With D. J. easier
Bridging the gap between academics and practice.
Journal of Accountancy (141:4) 84-87.
Book Review
Audit sampling, by Ernst and Ernst. Accounting
Review (51:1) 211-12.
HOLZER, HELLFRIED P., Professor
Chapters in Books
Die Einlagenversicherung in den Vereinigten Staaten.
In Die Einlagensicherunq der Kreditinstitut , ed.
by H. Krasensky. Vienna: Manzsche Verlags u.
Universitatsbuchhandlung, pp. 35-51.
Articles
With W. LUck
Der Versuch einer Weiterentwicklung von Grunol-
sStzen der Rechnungslegung in den U.S.A., Die
WirtschaftsprUfung (Nov. 29) 292-99.
Articles
Centra-equity accounting for R&D. The Accounting
Review (61) 808-22.
LEMON, W. MORLEY, Assistant Professor
Articles
With R. J. Petersen
Financial reporting standard setting
—
public or
private sector. Illinois Business Review (33:7),
6-8.
MCKEOWN, JAMES C. , Professor
Chapters in Books
With L. L. Lookabill
Time series properties of stock market returns.
In Proceedings of AIDS national convention .
San Francisco, pp. 492-94.
Articles
Computer assisted instruction for elementary account-
ing. The Accounting Review (51) 123-30.
With R. D. Picur
Alternative income concepts and relative performance
evaluations: A comment and extension. The Account-
ing Review (51) 415-20.
A comparison of alternative income concepts through
simulation. Proceedings of Western Regional AIDS
,
pp. 98-103.
With K. S. Lorek
Time series properties of quarterly earnings. Pro-
ceedings of Southeast Regional AIDS
, pp. 236-38.
PERRY, KENNETH W. , Professor
Book Revised
Passing the CPA examination (rev. ed. ) . Champaign,
Illinois: Stipes Publishing, 303pp.
SCHOENFELD, HANNS-MARTIN, Professor
Chapters in Books
Human asset accounting. In Handwoerterbuch des
Personalwesens
, ed. by E. Gaugler. Stuttgart,
Germany, pp. 996-1004.
Problem Mierzenia Nakladow Kapitalowych w Przedsieb-
iorstwie (Problems of measuring capital input in the
firm)
.
In Acta Universitatis Lodziensis Nauki
25, Czesc II. Lodz
,
Ekonomiczne, Seria III, No.
Poland, pp. 203-25.
Interne Revision als Komplementaeres untemehmens-
analytisches Instrument (Internal auditing as a
supplementary method of business analysis) . In
Unternehmenspruefung und -beratung (Festschrift fuer
B. Hartmann ) . Ed. by A. Aschfalk, S. Helfors, and
A. Marettek. Freiburg, Germany, pp. 141-58.
Articles
With K. Most et al.
Report of the American Accounting Association
Committee on International Accounting—corporate
financial reporting outside the USA and the UK.
The Accounting Review (51: Supplement) 70-196.
ACCOUiJTANCY CENTER FOR ADVANCED STUDY
Developments in international accounting: The
special need to develop managerial accounting.
Collected Papers of the American Accounting
Association Meeting 1975
, pp. 136-14 3.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Social reporting—the present state in West Germany,
Austria, and Switzerland. Urbana, Illinois, College
of Commerce and Business Administration, 43pp.
Book Reviews
Accounting systems and practice in Europe, by M.
Oldham. The Accounting Review (51) 955-56.
Kontrolle und Revision in der multinationalen
Untemehmung, by A. Zuend. The International
Journal of Accounting (10:2) 135-139.
ZIEGLER, RICHARD E.
Articles
Assistant Professor
Profile: William J. Graham. The Accounting
Historian (3:4) 12,8.
Die Rolle der U.S. Security Exchange Commission.
Osterreichisches Bank-Archiv (12:Dec.) 504-10.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Buchman, Thomas Arthur (N. M. Bedford), Reporting of
extraordinary items and the behavior of security
prices.
Burton, Eric James (N. M. Bedford), An inquiry into
the socio-economic accounting information needs
of federal legislators.
Chan, James Lap-Chi (J. C. McKeown) , Organizational
consensus regarding the relative importance of
research output indicators.
Helmi, Medhat Anwar (W. E. Thomas), Stewardship
responsibility and financial reporting - an
empirical study.
Joyce, Edward Joseph ( N. M. Beford), Individual
judgment in audit program planning: An empirical
study.
Paolasini, Arnold Leonard (J. C. McKeown), An
empirical test regarding consistent disclosure
of financial statement variables among Che diverse
sections of annual reports.
Truitt, Jack Franklin (F. L. Neumann), Income
smoothing and the investment decision: A
laboratory experiment.
Schreiner, Paul William (J. C. McKeown), Stock market
reaction to managements' earnings-per-share fore-
casts.
Articles
with C. Z. Foster
On Decoupling Energy and GNP Growth. Energy
(l:March) 291-300.
HANNON, BRUCE M. , Associate Professor
Article
Energy, Land and Equity. Proceetlings:
Forty-first North American Wildlife Conference
Washington, D.C. (March), 25f;-7(;.
RAY, ROBERT M. Ill, Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
with H. F. Huddleston
Illinois Crop-Acreage Estimation Experiment.
Proceedings Symposium on Machine Processing of
Remotely Sensed Data , West Lafayette, (June-July)
14-21.
RIEBER, MICHAEL, Research Professor
Technical Report
Response to: 'Analysis of the Coal Futxire: Economic
and Technological Analysis of Initiatives and Inno-
vations to Secure Fuel Supply Independence , ' by
L. E. Peabody and Associates, Inc., for Energy
Transportation Systems, Inc. In Critique and Re-
sponse to Coal Transportation a Portion of the Coal
Future , (NSF 76-13) (April) 13-19.
ROISTACHER, RICHARD C. , Assistant Professor
Articles
with M. Carter
A General Consistency Check for Machine Readable
Data, Sociological Methods and Research (l:March)
301-20.
with M. Carter
Statistical and Data Support to a Heterogeneous
User Community, SAS.ONE: Proceedings of the First
International SAS Users Conference . Orlando, (l:Jan.)
71-84.
with B. B. Noble
A Network-based Research Support Facility and Data
Archive. Proceedings of the Association for Com-
puting Machinery , Houston, (176:Oct.), 473-77.
CENTER FOR ADVANCED STUDY
CENTER FOR ADVANCED COMPUTATION
ALPERT, DANIEL, Professor and Director
BOLLARD, CLARK W. , Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
with A. V. Sebald
Simulation of Effects of Uncertainty in Large Linear
Models. Proceedings of the AICHE-AMS-ISA-SCI-SHARE
Winter Computer Simulation Conference , (December)
9pp.
Chapters in Books
Institutional roles and linkages in more effectively
helping to solve social problems. In Adapting sci-
ence to social needs , ed. by Scribner and Chalk.
Washington: American Association for the
Advancement of Science, pp. 127-39.
CENTER FOf. ADVANCED STUDY AEROiNAUTICAL AND ASTRONAUTICAL ENGINEERING
flNDERSMJ, STEVEN G. , Research Associate
AERONAUTICAL AND ASTRONAUTICAL ENGINEERING
Books
With R. A. Weagant et al^.
Characteristics of older persons in Illinois:
compilation from the 1970 census (2 volumes)
.
Urbana: Center for Advanced Study, 597 pp.
With A. B. Moy, R. A. Weagant
Characteristics of older persons in Illinois:
country of origin and mother tongue. Urbana:
Center for Advanced Study, 102 pp.
ADVERTISING
BARBAN, ARNOLD K., Professor
Book
With S. M. Cristol and F. J. Kopec
Essentials of media planning. Chicago:
Crain, 86pp.
Chapter in Book
Advertising. In High school journalism today
,
2nd edition, by Gene Gilmore. Danville, IL
pp. 108-113.
Article
With C. H. Sandage and J. E. Haefner
How fanners view advertising. Journalism
Quarterly (53) 303-307.
Book Review
My first 65 years in advertising, by .Maxwell
Sackhein. Journal of Advertising
,
(5) 40-41.
DUNN, S. WATSON, Professor
Article
Effect of national identity in multinational
promotional strategy in Europe. Journal of
Marketing (40, no. 4) 50-57.
LECKENBY, JOHN D., Assistant Professor
Article
Incidental social learning and viewer race
:
"All in the Family" and"Sanford and Son."
Journal of Broadcasting (2) 481-94.
ROTZOLL, KIM B, Associate Professor
Book
With J. E. Haefner and C. H. Sandage
Advertising in contemporary society. Columbus
Grid, 151pp.
Articles
Advertising in the large-four institutional
views. Journal of Advertising (5) 9-16.
With H. J. Rotfeld
Advertising and product quality: are heavily
advertised brands better? Journal of Consumer
Affairs (10) 33-48.
Book Review
Advertising, by Maurice Mandel. Journalism
Quarterly (Spring)
.
CHAMBERLMN, ARTHA L., Publications Counselor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Aerospace alumni news. Aeronautical and Astro-
nautical Engineering Department, University of
Illinois (9) 26 pp.
HILTON, HARRY H., Professor and Head of Department
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With C. F. Vail
Two degrees of freedom flutter of linear visco-
elastic wings in two dimensional flow. Aero-
nautical and Astronautical Engineering Department,
University of Illinois, Technical Report UILU-EN'G-
76-0505, 42 pp.
With V. V. Volodin
An error analysis of computerized aircraft syn-
thesis. Aeronautical and Astronautical Engineering
Department, University of Illinois, Technical
Report UILU-ENG-76-0S02, 38 pp.
KRIER, HERMAN, Associate Professor
Articles
With J. W. Black and J. Domen
Dynagun ballistic simulator. Part I: Concept and
design. Journal of Ballistics (1:1) 1-43.
With S. S. Gokhale
Predictions of vigorous ignition dynamics for a
packet bed of solid propellant grains. Interna -
tional Journal of Heat/Mass Transfer (19) 915-23.
With T. G. Neitzke, J. W. Black and M. J. Adams
Dynagun ballistic simulator. Part II: Ballistic
test evaluation. Journal of Ballistics (1:2)
78-119.
With S. Rajan and K. F. Van Tassell
Flame-spreading and combustion in packed beds of
propellant grains. AIAA Journal (14:3) 301-09.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With M. Dimitstein and S. S. Gokhale
Reactive two-phase models applied to the prediction
of detonation transition in granulated solid pro-
pellant. Aeronautical and Astronautical Enginee-
ring Department, University of Illinois, Technical
Report UILU-EN'G-76-0503, 210 pp.
LIN, Y. K., Professor
Chapter in Book
Random vibration of periodic and almost periodic
structures. In Mechanics Today
,
ed. by S. Nemat-
Nasser. Pergamon Press, pp. 93-124.
Articles
With D. N. Ghista
Statistical analysis of longevity of prosthetic
aortic valves. Journal of Applied Mechanics (43:1)
2-7.
With S. Maekawa, H. Nijira. L. Maestrello
Response of periodic beam to supersonic boundary
layer pressure fluctuation. lUTAM Symposium on
Stochastic Dynamics. 25.1-.11.
AERONAUTICAL AND ASTRONAUTICAL ENGINEERING AGRICULTURAL ADMINISTRATION
PRUSSTKG, JOHN E., Associate Professor
Articles
The brachistochrone-tautochrone problem in a homo-
geneous sphere. American Journal of Physics (44:3)
304-05.
With J. C. Wiley
An iterative procedure for determining limit cycles
using Lagrangian mechanics. AIAA Journal [14:3)
320-26.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With H. Krier
Transient temperature response of charring compo-
site slabs. Aeronautical and Astronautical Engi-
neering Department, University of Illinois, Tech-
nical Report UlLU-ENG-76-0504, 29 pp.
ROSCOE, STANLEY N., Professor, see: Psychology
SENTMAN, LEE H., Associate Professor
Articles
Line suppression and single line performance of a
CW HF chemical laser. Applied Optics CIS) 744-47.
With S. W. Zelazny, et al.
Transfer chemical laser: modeling of a CW DF-CO.
laser. Applied Optics (15) 1164-71.
STREHLOW, ROGER A., Professor
Articles
Nonideal explosions; the blast wave from low
energy density sources. Seventeenth POD Explo -
sives Safety Seminar , 1721-42.
With W. E. Baker
The characterization and evaluation of accidental
explosions. Progress in Energy and Combustion
Science (2:1) 27-60.
With R. E. Ricker
The blast wave from a bursting sphere. Loss Pre -
vention (10) 115-21.
With R. J. Salm
The failure of marginal detonations in expanding
channels. Acta Astronautica (3:11,12) 983-94.
ZAK, ADAM R., Professor
Articles
With J. N. Majerus
Nonlinear response of composite material structures.
Proc. Second International Conference on Mechanical
Behavior Materials
,
179-83.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With J. N. Craddock
Nonlinear response of laminated composite material
cylindrical shells. Aeronautical and Astronautical
Engineering Department, University of Illinois,
Technical Report UILU-ENG-76-OSOl
.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Akai, Terrence John (S. M. Yen), Numerical solutions
of nonlinear potential flows with free surfaces.
Cooper, Larry Philip (R. A. Strehlow)
, An experimental
study of reactive turbulent mixing.
Lee, Ki Dong (S. M. Yen), Application of the finite
element method to potential flow problems.
AFRICAN STUDIES PROGRAM
BAY, EDNA G. , Assistant Professor
Books Edited
With N. J. Hafkin
Women in Africa: studies in social and economic
change. Stanford: Stanford UP, 306 pp.
Chapters in Books
Introduction. In Women in Africa: studies in
social and economic change
, ed. by E. G. Bay and
N. J. Hafkin. Stanford: Stanford UP, pp. 1-18.
Articles
With N. J. Hafkin
Edited special issue: women in Africa. African
Studies Review (18:3) 1-132.
KELLER, BONNIE B. , Visiting Assistant Professor
Book Reviews
Man and woman among the Azande, by E. E. Evans-
Prltchard. African Studies Review (18:3) 121-24.
OMEN, WILFRED, JR., Assistant Professor
Articles
Self-help and Asante asikafo or Asante aslkafo help
themselves? Papers Presented at the Annual Meeting
of the African Studies Association, San Francisco
,
California (18: part 5) 1-25.
UCHENDU, VICTOR C, Professor and Director, African
Studies Program
See Anthropology
AGRICULTURAL ADMINISTRATION
ALDRICH, SAMUEL R. , Assistant Director and Professor,
See : Department of Agronomy
COURSON, ROGER L. , Associate Professor
Book
Soil fertility and fertilizers. Champaign: Stipes
Publishing, 228pp.
EVANS, JAMES F. , Professor
Chapter in a book
With G. E. Kaiser
In service to agriculture. In Heritage Horizons , ed.
by Vines and Anderson. Madison: Journal of Exten-
sion, pp. 32-49.
Articles
Some pains of growth for agricultural college commu-
nicators. American Association of Agricultural Col-
lege Editors Quarterly (59, Oct. -Dec.) 3-e
.
AGRICULTURAL ADMINISTRATIO;; AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS
with E. A. Kroupa
Characteristics and course recommendations of agri-
cultural communicators: an update. American Associ-
ation of Agricultural College Editors Quarterly
(59:Jan.-Mar.) 23-30.
JONES, BENJAMIN A., Jr. , Associate Director and Professor
,
See: Department of Agricultural Engineering
KAISER, GERTRUDE E. , Professor
Chapter in a book
With J. P. Evans
In service to agriculture. -In Heritage Horizons , ed.
by Vines and Anderson. Madison: Journal of Exten-
sion, pp. 32-49.
KELLAMS, DEAN R. , Area Extension Adviser
Article
HUD block grant program in rural Illinois. Journal
of Community Development Society (7:No. 2) 154-59.
SALISBURY, GLENN W. , Director and Professor, See:
Department of Dairy Science
SCHWEITZER, HARVEY J., Assistant Director and Professor,
See: Department of Agricultural Economics
AGRICULTURAL ECOiJOMICS
BAKER, CHESTER B., Professor
Chapter in a Book
Financial management and the small farmer. In
Credit for small farmers in developing countries ,
by Gordon Donald. Boulder, Colorado: Westview
Press, pp. 44-52.
Articles
A variable amortization plan to manage farm mort-
gage risks. Agricultural Finance Review (36:April)
1-6.
An economic alternative to concessional farm inter-
est rates: Reply. Australian Journal of Agricul-
tural Economics (20:2) 123.
An economist's tracks in agricultural research. In
Paul A. Funk recognition program . University of
Illinois, College of Agriculture Special Publica-
tion 44, pp. 1-19.
BARTLETT, ROLAND W., Professor, Emeritus
Articles
What government price policies for the dairy in-
dustry? Illinois Agricultural Economics (16:2)
17-22.
BOCK, CARL A., Associate Professor
Books
With D. L. Uchtmann, et al.
Farm estate planning and business organizations.
Springfield, Illinois: Illinois Institute for
Continuing Legal Education, 178pp.
BROADBENT, EMER E
.
, Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With F. P. Dixon
Exploratory study of Brasil soybean marketing.
University of Illinois, Department of Agricultural
Economics, Agricultural Experiment Station, Agri-
cultural Economics Research Report 144, 50pp.
BROOKS, BRUCE L. , Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With L. D. Hill
The market for Illinois grains. University of Il-
linois, Department of Agricultural Economics, Agri-
cultural Experiment Station, Agricultural Economics
Research Report -143, 33pp.
Production of feed grains and use by livestock in
Illinois 1957-1973 and projected to 1980 and 1985.
A statistical appendix to AERR-143 (listed above)
,
80pp.
DOVRING, FOLKE, Professor
Articles
Party platforms blueprints for disaster. Illinois
Business Review (33:9) 2 and 12.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Economic impact of foreign investment in real es-
tate. In Foreign investment in U.S. real estate .
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Economic Research
Service, pp. 132-46.
Book Reviews
The new Hungarian agriculture, by Lewis A. Fischer
and Philip E. Uren. Canadian-American Slavic
Studies (10:1) 156.
Sozialistische agrarpolitik in Osteuropa, Volume 1,
Berlin 1974, by Karl-Eugen Wadekin. Slavic Re-
view (35:2) 358-69.
DUE, JEAN M., Professor
Articles
Update on the West African Sahel—The drought and
the future. Illinois Business Review (33:8) 6-8.
How rural families perceive economic development:
The Kenya case. East African Journal of Rural
Development (Special Issue, 1976) 209-30.
Book Reviews
Money and credit in developing Africa, by Furness.
Quarterly Journal of Economics and Business (16:4)
120-21.
FETTIG, LYLE P. , Professor
Articles
Use of electronic calculators by students in exam-
inations and for course assignments. NACTA Jour-
nal (20:2) 15-17.
With P. S. Shearer
Changes in expenditures, employment, and revenue
sources of local governments in Illinois: 1957-
1972. Illinois Agricultural Economics (16:2)
23-28.
AGRICULTUIV^L ECONOMICS
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS
FLIEGEL, FREDERICK W., Professor
Chapter in a Book
With P. Roy, et al.
The survey setting. In Third World surveys: Sur -
vey research in developing nations , ed. by Gerald
Hursh-Cesar and Prodipto Roy. New Delhi: Mac-
millan of India, pp. 42-90.
Articles
A comparative analysis of the impact of industrial-
ism on traditional values. Rural Sociology (41:4)
431-51.
With J. E. Kivlin, N. C. Sharma
Prospects for pollution control campaigns. Small
Tovm (6:1) 7-10.
With D. E. Morrison, et al.
Stratification and risk taking. American Socio-
logical Review (41:6) 1083-89.
With A. J. Sofranko, W. R. Fletcher
Agricultural modernization strategies among
Ghanaian farmers. Journal of Modern African
Studies (14:4) 706-12.
With A. J. Sofranko, N. C. Sharma
A sociological analysis of some broader develop-
mental implications of vertical integration in
agriculture: Indian and Ghanaian data compared.
Agricultural Administration (3:4) 285-303.
FREY, THOMAS L., Associate Professor
Articles
With D. J. Dunn
Discriminant analysis of loans for cash grain
farms. Agricultural Finance Review (36:April)
60-66.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With J. w. Gruebele
Evaluating investment decisions of agribusiness
firms. University of Illinois, College of Agri-
culture, Cooperative Extension Service Circular
1127, 16pp.
With S. W. Williams
Estimating optimum size of food processing plants
using survivor analysis. American Journal of
Agricultural Economics (58:4) 740-44. "
With R. E. Deiter, E. M. Babb
Services provided by dairy cooperatives and what
they cost. In Proceedings of the 31st Annual Mid-
west Milk Marketing Conference
, Ohio State Univer-
sity, pp. 79-102.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
with T. L. Frey
Evaluating investment decisions of agribusiness
firms. University of Illinois, College of Agri-
culture, Cooperative Extension Service Circular
1127, 16pp.
GUITHER, HAROLD D., Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Special commodity programs. In 1977 agricultural
and food legislation
. National Public Policy Edu-
cation Committee, USDA Extension Service and Eco-
nomic Research Service, and Farm Foundation, 4pp.
with B. F. Stanton
Issues and alternatives. In 1977 agricultural and
food legislation
.
National Public Policy Education
Committee, USDA Extension Service and Economic Re-
search Service, and Farm Foundation, 2pp.
Book Reviews
Uncle Sam's farmers, by Donald Holley. NACTA Jour-
nal (20:2) 21.
HALCROW, HAROLD G., Professor
Articles
Policy choices for food aid and trade. In Pro -
ceedings of the 6th Annual Meeting of the Illinois
Economic Association , St. Louis, October, 1976.
Book Reviews
Rural workers in rural labor markets, by Ray Mar-
shall. Rural Sociology (41:2) 286-89.
HERBST, JOHN H. , Professor
GOOD, DARREL L. , Assistant Professor
Articles
when do you remove an old apple orchard? In Pro-
ceedings of the New York State Horticultural
Society (121) 91-93.
Potential sales when wine is available in grocery
stores. In Proceedings of the New York State
Horticultural Society (121) 137-40,
With P. Kindinger
Apple marketing alternatives in western New York.
Journal of the Northeastern Agricultural Economics
Council (5:1) 75-86.
GRUEBELE, JAMES W., Professor
Articles
An analysis of production cost formulas as a basis
for pricing milk. Illinois Agricultural Economics
(16:1) 10-16.
Books
Farm management—Principles,
ed.). Champaign, Illinois:
290pp.
Articles
budgets, plans (rev.
Stipes Publishing,
Employment: Agriculture and agribusiness occupa-
tions. NACTA Journal (22:1) 4-9.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Management comparisons among farms with less than
100 hectares in Baden-Wurttemberg , Switzerland,
and southern Illinois. University of Illinois,
Department of Agricultural Economics, Agricultural
Experiment Station, Agricultural Economics Research
Report 149, 29pp.
HILL, LOWELL D. , Professor
Books Edited
World soybean research. Danville, Illinois:
Interstate Printers and Publishers, 1073pp.
i
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS
Chapter in a Book
With P. J. van Blokland
Grain marketing. In Advances in cereal science
and technology
^ ed. by Y. Pomeranz. American
Association of Cereal Chemists, St. Paul,
Minnesota, pp. 1-48.
Articles
With K. J. Hoffman
Historical review of the U.S. grades and standards
for grain. Illinois Agricultural Economics (16:1)
1-9.
With L. A. Hoffman, S. C. Bermingham
The impact of unit trains on corn price relation-
ships at country elevators: Two case studies.
Illinois Agricultural Economics (16:2) 9-16.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Farmers' grain marketing patterns in the North
Central Region. North Central Regional Research
Publication No. 231. University of Illinois, Col-
lege of Agriculture, Agricultural Experiment Sta-
tion Bulletin 754, 26pp.
With B. L. Brooks
The market for Illinois grains. University of Il-
linois, Department of Agricultural Economics, Agri-
cultural Experiment Station, Agricultural Econom-
ics Research Report 143, 33pp.
Production of feed grains and use by livestock in
Illinois 1957-1973 and projected to 1980 and 1985.
A statistical appendix to AERR-143 (listed above)
,
80pp.
With S. C. Bermingham
Changes in destination and node of transport for
Illinois grain: 1954, 1970 and 1973. University
of Illinois, Department of Agricultural Economics,
Agricultural Experiment Station, Agricultural Eco-
nomics Research Report 146, 20pp.
Vertical coordination between farmers and grain
elevators. In Coordination and exchange in agri -
cultural subsectors . North Central Regional Re-
search Publication 228, University of Wisconsin,
College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, Research
Division, pp. 43-54.
HINTON, ROYCE A., Professor
Chapter in a Book
The competitive position of soybean production in
U.S. agriculture. In World soybean research , ed.
by Lowell D. Hill. Danville, Illinois: Interstate
Printers and Publishers, pp. 699-711.
JUDGE, GEORGE G. , Professor, See Economics-
KESLER, RICHARD P., Associate Professor
Articles
With A. G. Mueller
Investment analysis of new confinement hog systems.
Journal of the American Society of Farm Managers
and Rural Appraisers (40:1) 46-52.
With J. B. Kliebenstein, L. F. Rottmann
Factors affecting the production decisions of hog
farmers. Journal of the American Society of Farm
Managers and Rural Appraisers (40:2) 69-71.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With D. F. Wilken
1975, 51st annual summary of Illinois farm business
records. University of Illinois, College of Agri-
culture, Cooperative Extension Service Circular
1124, 24pp.
KIRTLEY, MALCOLM B., Associate Professor
Articles
Farm business trends. Illinois Research (18:1) 16.
Farm business trends. Illinois Research (18:3) 20.
KRAUSZ, NORMAN G. P. , Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Legal aspects of coal leasing in Illinois. Univer-
sity of Illinois, College of Agriculture, Coopera-
tive Extension Service Circular 1121, 9pp.
Inheritance and gift taxes on Illinois farm prop-
erty (revised). University of Illinois, College
of Agriculture, Cooperative Extension Service Cir-
cular 1062, 12pp.
Installment land contracts for farmland (revised).
University of Illinois, College of Agriculture,
Cooperative Extension Service Circular 82 3, 24pp.
With H. W. Hannah
Illinois farm drainage law (revised) . University
of Illinois, College of Agriculture, Cooperative
Extension Service Circular 751, 32pp.
With D. L. Uchtmann
Reform of Illinois water resource laws. Univer-
sity of Illinois, Water Resources Center Research
Report 114, 94pp.
LEUTHOLD, RAYMOND M., Associate Professor
Articles
On the methodology of testing for independence
in futures prices: Reply. Journal of Finance
(13:3) 985-85.
Relationships between futures contracts and alter-
native contractual arrangements in agriculture.
In Coordination and exchange in agricultural sub-
sectors . North Central Regional Research Publi-
cation 228, University of Wisconsin, College of
Agriculture and Life Sciences, Research Divi-
sion, pp. 137-45.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Federal expenditures in Illinois. University of
Illinois, Cooperative Extension Service, Com-
munity Resource Development-8 , 14pp.
MUELLER, ALLAN G., Professor
Articles
With R. P. Kesler
Investment analysis of new confinement hog systems.
Journal of the American Society of Farm Managers
and Rural Appraisers (40:1) 46-52.
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS
NELSON, KENNETH E., Assistant Professor
Articles
With W. D. Purcell
Recent changes in beef grades: Issues and analy-
sis of the yield grade requirement. American
Journal of Agricultural Economics (58:3) 476-84.
The beef marketing systems selected indicators of
performance . Oklahoma Current Farm Economics
(49:4) 1-5.
PADBERG, DANIEL I., Professor
Chapter in a Book
Criteres utilises par le gouvernement pour evaluer
les consequences sociales de la publicite. In
Marketing et dirigisme economique , ed. by R.
Angelmar, B. Pras , and B. Yon. Cergy, France:
CERESSEC, pp. 101-13.
Articles
Governmental policy issues relating to food mar-
keting and food distribution. In Marketing
strategies in food distribution . Proceedings
of the 1975 World Food Marketing Conference spon-
sored by the Central Illinois Chapter of the
American Marketing Association, pp. 1-26.
Competition and technology. In Proceedings of
Conference on the Food System in the City
,
Washington, D.C., pp. 70-77.
With K. Moulton
Mandatory public reporting of market transactions.
In Marketing alternatives for agriculture: Is
there a better way? , Committee Print, U.S. Senate,
Committee on Agriculture and Forestry, April 7,
1976, pp. 28-37.
QUINN, JOHN A., Associate Professor
Books Edited
With C. W. Forrest
Intergovernmental planning: Approaches to the "no
growth" vs. "growth is good" dilemma. Proceedings
of the Annual Summer Institute on Zoning and Plan-
ning, 258pp.
Articles
A county plan for agriculture use. In Intergovern-
mental planning: Approaches to the "no growth" vs
"growth is good" dilemma . Proceedings of the
Annual Summer Institute on Zoning and Planning,
pp. 179-208.
REISS, FRANKLIN J., Professor
Articles
Decision making in the farmland market. Journal
of the American Society of Farm Managers and
Rural Appraisers (40:2) 35-43.
Farm Business Trends. Illinois Research (18:4) 20.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Landlord and tenant shares, 1975. University of
Illinois, Department of Agricultural Economics,
Agricultural Experiment Station, Agricultural Eco-
nomics Research Report 145, 29pp.
ROBINSON, JERRy W., JR., Professor
Articles
With J. D. Preston
Equal status interracial contact and racial preju-
dice: A re-examination of the contact hypothesis.
Social Forces (54:4) 911-24.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With R. A. Clifford
Organization styles for community groups (revised)
.
North Central Regional Extension Publication No.
36-2, Community Development Series. University of
Illinois, College of Agriculture, Cooperative Ex-
tension Service, 40pp.
Leadership roles in community groups (revised)
.
North Central Regional Extension Publication No.
36-3, Community, Development Series. University of
Illinois, College of Agriculture, Cooperative Ex-
tension Service, 40pp.
Conflict management in community groups (revised)
.
North Central Regional Extension Publication No.
36-5, Community Development Series. University of
Illinois, College of Agriculture, Cooperative Ex-
tension Service, 27pp.
SCHMIDT, STEPHEN C, Professor
Chapter in a Book
World trade in soybeans and soybean production:
Past and prospects. In World soybean research , ed.
by Lowell D. Hill. Danville, Illinois: Interstate
Printers and Publishers, pp. 639-49.
Articles
Stabilization of consumption by means of grain-
reserves in selected developing countries. Eco-
nomic Planning (12:3-4) 3-20.
SCHWART, ROBERT B., Associate Professor
Articles
Farm Business Trends. Illinois Research (18:2) 20.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Farm machinery economic decisions (revised) . Uni-
versity of Illinois, College of Agriculture, Co-
operative Extension Service Circular 1065, 19pp.
SCHWEITZER, HARVEY J., Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With B. W. Hutchins, E. C. Mosser
Effective program development in community resource
development. University of Illinois, Cooperative
Extension Service, Community Resource Development-
7, 7pp.
SCOTT, JOHN T., Jr., Professor
Books
With J. D. Johnson
The effect of town size and location on retail
sales. North Central Regional Center for Rural
Development. Ames, Iowa: Iowa State UP, 134pp.
Articles
Combining regression and factor analysis for use
in agricultural economics research. Southern
Journal of Agricultural Economics (8:2) 145-49.
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS
with M. Von Oppen
A spatial equilibrium model for plant location and
interregional trade. American Journal of Agri -
cultural Economics (58:3) 437-45.
SEITZ, WESLEY D., Associate Professor
Articles
Summary of workshop. In Proceedings, Illinois
Workshop on Land Application of Sewage Sludge and
Wastewater . University of Illinois, Illinois En-
vironmental Protection Agency, and Illinois Insti-
tute for Environmental Quality, pp. 241-48.
SOFRANKO, ANDREW J., Associate Professor
Estimation of gain isoquants and a decision model
application for swine production. American Journal
of Agricultural Economics (58:3) 1-15.
Estimation and application of a production function
in decision rules for swine producers. Canadian
Journal of Agricultural Economics (24:3) 466-74.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
:'Jith Y. L. Chan, E. O. Heady
Farm size and cost functions in relation to ma-
chinery technology in nDrth central Iowa. Center
for Agricultural and Rural Development, Iowa State
University, CARD Report 66, 78pp.
SPITZE, ROBERTO. F., Professor
Articles
Modernita e consume di energia. Mercurio
(19:June) 69-73.
With F. C. Fliegel, W. R. Fletcher
Agricultural modernization strategies among
Ghanaian farmers. Journal of Modern African
Studies (14:4) 706-12.
With F. C. Fliegel, N. C. Sharma
A sociological analysis of some broader develop-
mental implications of vertical integration in
agriculture: Indian and Ghanaian data compared.
Agricultural Administration (3:4) 285-304.
With J. Williams, B. Root
Development of rural Illinois communities,
Illinois Research (18:1) 6-7.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Recent population changes in Illinois. University
of Illinois, Cooperative Extension Service, Com-
munity Resource Development-2, 16pp.
With J. C. van Es
Distribution of the elderly in Illinois. Univer-
sity of Illinois, Cooperative Extension Service,
Community Resource Development-3, 15pp.
The poor elderly in Illinois. University of Il-
linois, Cooperative Extension Service, Community
Resource Development-4, 16pp.
Book Reviews
Annual review of sociology, by Inkeles, et al.
Rural Sociology (41:1) 164.
Land administration: A bibliography for develop-
ing countries, by West and Sawyer. Rural Sociology
(41:1) 164-5.
Sociology of America: A guide to information
sources, by Charles Mark. Rural Sociology (41:4)
568.
Energy: A bibliography, by Denton Morrison.
Rural Sociology (41:4) 568-9.
SONKA, STEVEN T. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With E. O. Heady
Impacts of differing farm-size structures on the
rural farm and non-farm sectors. Regional Science
Perspectives (6) 117-33.
With E. 0. Heady, F. Dahm
Estimation cuid application of gain isoquants in
decision rules for swine producers. Journal of
Agricultural Economics (27:2) 235-42.
Books Edited
Agricultural and food price and income policy
—
Alternative directions for the United States and
implications for research. Proceedings of National
Policy Research Workshop, Washington, D.C. Univer-
sity of Illinois, College of Agriculture, Agricul-
tural Experiment Station Special Publication 43,
160pp
.
Articles
Agricultural and food policy issues and the public
decisionmaking environment. In Agricultural and
food price and income policy--Alternative directions
for the United States and implications for research .
University of Illinois, College of Agriculture,
Agricultural Experiment Station Special Publica-
tion 43, pp. 5-20.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With R. J. Hanson
An economic analysis of off-farm income in the
improvement of Illinois farm family income. Uni-
versity of Illinois, Department of Agricultural
Economics, Agricultural Experiment Station, Agri-
cultural Economics Research Report 139, 43pp.
With W. N. Schaller
Food aid—domestic and foreign. In 1977 agricul -
tural and food legislation . National Public Policy
Education Committee, USDA Extension Service and
Economic Research Service, and Farm Foundation,
2pp.
Book Reviews
Soviet agricultural policy—Toward the abolition
of collective farms, by Stephen Osofsky. American
Journal of Agricultural Economics (58:1) 118-19.
SWANSON, EARL R. , Professor
Articles
Note sulla produttivita dell 'agricoltura degli
Stati Uniti. Rivista di Politica Economica
(66:1) 90-122.
With J. G. Gros
A framework for evaluating public policy in the
use of agricultural chemicals. Journal of
Environmental Management (4:4) 403-11.
UCHTMANN, DONALD L., Assistant Professor
Books
With N. G. P. Krausz, H. W. Hannah
Law and court decisions on agriculture (rev. ed.).
Champaign, Illinois: Stipes Publishing, 480pp.
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with C. A. Bock, et al.
Farm estate planning and business organizations.
Springfield, Illinois: Illinois Institute for
Continuing Legal Education, 178pp.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Pollution laws and the Illinois farmer. Univer-
sity of Illinois, College of Agriculture, Coopera-
tive Extension Service Circular 1130, 20pp.
With N. G. P. Krausz
Reform of Illinois water resource laws. Univer-
sity of Illinois, Water Resources Center Research
Report 114, 94pp.
VAN ES, JOHN C, Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
Citizen participation in the planning process. In
Aspects of planning for public services in rural
areas
,
ed. by David L. Rogers and Larry R. Whiting.
Iowa State University, North Central Regional Cen-
ter for Rural Development, pp. 81-105.
Articles
With D. J. Koenig
Social participation, social status, and extremist
political attitudes. Sociological Quarterly
(17:1) 16-26.
With F. J. Pampel, Jr.
Environmental practices: New strategies needed.
Journal of Extension (16:3) 10-15.
With R. J. Quigley
Planning in small- and medium-size Illinois muni-
cipal water systems. Illinois Agricultural Eco-
nomics (16:1) 17-23.
Local water systems are frequently neglected.
Small Town (7:2) 4-6.
With M. Bowling
Migration and the aging of Illinois county popula-
tions. Illinois Research (8:3) 6-7.
With C. L. Kronus
The practice of environmental quality behavior:
Residential, life cycle, and attitudinal effects.
Journal of Environmental Education (8:1) 19-25.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With A. J. Sofranko
Distribution of the elderly in Illinois. Univer-
sity of Illinois, Cooperative Extension Service,
Community Resource Development-3, 15pp.
The poor elderly in Illinois. University of Il-
linois, Cooperative Extension Service, Community
Resource Development-4, 16pp.
Book Reviews
Planning and organizing for social change, by
Rothman. Rural Sociology (41:2) 292-93.
WILKEN, DELMAR F., Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With R. P. Kesler
1975, 51st annual summary of Illinois farm business
records. University of Illinois, College of Agri-
culture, Cooperative Extension Service Circular
1124, 24pp.
WILLIAMS, SHELDON W. , Professor
Chapter in a Book
Economics of food utilization of soybeans in low
income areas. In World soybean research , ed. by
Lowell D. Hill. Danville, Illinois: Interstate
Printers and Publishers, pp. 820-27.
Articles
With J. W. Gruebele
Estimating optimum size of food processing plants
using survivor analysis. American Journal of
Agricultural Economics (58:4) 740-44.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Bolen, Kenneth Ray (C. B. Baker), Farmer responses
to market uncertainty.
Bunker, Arvin Ross (L. D. Hill), Impact of rail line
abandonment on agricultural production and assoc-
iated grain marketing and fertilizer supply firms.
Clifton, Ivery Dwight (W. Seitz) , Homogeneous farm
real estate markets in the United States: A
multivariate investigation with a proposal for
classification and analysis.
Davison, Cecil Wyman (R. N. Van Arsdale) , The economic
effects on beef production of feeding young bulls,
administering growth stimulants, and crossing
British breeds.
Johnson, James David (J. T. Scott, Jr.), Analysis of
economic composition and change in rural and non-
rural regions of Illinois.
Murray, John Wayne (R. Spltze) , Wheat policies of
major exporting countries, 1920-73.
Stone, Kenneth Eugene (C. B. Baker), Effects of a
variable amortization payment plan on the financial
organization of Illinois cash-grain farmers.
Stucker, Thomas Arnold, Jr. (R. N. Van Arsdall), The
economic impact of applying hypothetical nonpoint
source pollution controls to hog and beef feeding
in Illinois.
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING
BODE, LOREN E., Assistant Professor
Articles
With B. J. Butler, C. E. Goering
Spray drift and recovery as affected by spray
thickener, nozzle type, and nozzle pressure.
Transactions of the American Society of Agri-
cultural Engineers (19:No. 2) 213-18.
BUTLER, B. J., Professor
Articles
With L. E. Bode, C. E. Goering
Spray drift and recovery as affected by spray
thickener, nozzle type, and nozzle pressure.
Transactions of the American Society of Agri-
cultural Engineers (19:No. 2) 213-18.
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING n AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING
CURTIS, JAMES O., Professor
Chapters in Books
Lumber for farm building construction. In
Structures and environment handbook ( rev . ed . )
.
Midwest Plan Service, Iowa State University,
Ames, pp. 7-9.
DAY, DONALD L., Professor
Articles
With J. K. Mitchell
Flow patterns and sedimentation in livestock
oxidation ditches. Transactions of the
American Society of Agricultural Engineers
(19:No. 1) 119-122.
DRABLOS, CARROLL J. W. , Associate Professor
Articles
With P. N. Walker
Deflectometer profiles drain tubing. Agri-
cultural Engineering (58:No. 6) 44-5.
ESPENSCHIED, ROLAND F
.
, Professor
Edited Books
Fundamentals of Machine Operation: Crop
Chemicals. John Deere Service Publications,
Moline, Illinois, 229 pp.
Fundamentals of Machine Operation: Tillage.
John Deere Service Publication, Moline, Illinois,
360 pp.
Modern Farm Power. New Jersey: Prentice-Hall,
256 pp.
HUNT, DONNELL R. , Professor
Articles
Do machine sheds pay? Illinois Research
(18: No. 1)5.
JONES, BENJAMIN A., JR., Professor
Articles
With J. K. Mitchell
Micro-relief surface depression storage: analysis
of models to describe the depth-storage function.
Water Resources Bulletin (12) 1205-22.
LEMBKE, WALTER D., Professor
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With P. N. Walker
Recycling agricultural runoff. Research Report
No. 119, UILV-WRC-77-0119. University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign. Water Resources Center. 88pp.
MITCHELL, J. KENT, Associate Professor
Articles
With D. L. Day
Flow patterns and sedimentation in livestock
oxidation ditches. Transactions of the American
Society of Agricultural Engineers (19:No. 1) 119-22.
With R. W. Gunther
The effects of manure applications on runoff,
erosion and nitrate losses. Transactions of the
American Society of Agricultural Engineers
(19:No. 6) 1104-6.
With B. A. Jones, Jr.
Micro-relief surface depression storage: analysis
of models to describe the depth-storage fuction.
Water Resources Bulletin (12) 1205-22.
MUEHLING, ARTHUR J., Professor
Articles
Slotted floors for swine production systems.
Proceedings of the International Pig Veterinary
Society, Ames, Iowa p C.4.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With C. M. Stanislaw
Swine farrowing units. PIH-10, Pork Industry
Handbook, Cooperative Service, University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 5 pp.
OLVER, ELWOOD F., Professor
Articles
With H. B. Puckett, F. C. Hinds, J. M. Lewis
Space age electronic controls operate automatic
lamb and ewe feeding system. Illinois Research
(18:No. 4) 8-9.
With G. M. Hyde, H. B. Puckett, K. E. Harshbarger
Production monitoring - a step toward dairy herd
management-by-exception. Proceedings of Symposium
on Cow Identification Systems and Their Applications,
Wageningen, The Netherlands pp. L1-L15.
With S. L. Spahr, G. M. Hyde, H. B. Puckett, K. E.
Harshbarger
Improving the labor productivity of milk production.
In Increasing Agricultural Productivity . Special
publication of American Society of Agricultural
Engineers, pp. 79-86.
With G. M. Hyde, K. E. Harshbarger, H. B. Puckett,
S . L . Spahr
Factors affecting dispensing rate of an automatic
dairy concentrate feeder. Transactions of the
American Society of Agricultural Engineers
(19:No. 1) 792-5.
PAULSEN, MARVIN R. , Research Associate
Articles
With G. H. Brusewitz
Coefficient of cubical thermal expansion for
Spanish peanut kernels and skins. Transactions
of the American Society of Agricultural Engineers
(19:No. 3) 592-5, 600.
With G. H. Brusewitz
Moisture contraction of Spanish peanuts. Peanut
Science (3:No. 1) 52-5.
With G. H. Brusewitz, B. L. Clary, G. V. Odell,
J . Pominski
Aflatoxin content and skin removal of Spanish
peanuts as affected by treatments with chemicals,
water spray, heated air, and liquid nitrogen.
Journal of Food Science (41) 667-71.
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PUCKETT, HOYLE B., Associate Professor
Articles
With G. M. Hyde, E. F. Olver, K. E. Harshbarger
Monitoring - a step toward dairy herd management-
by-exception. Proceedings of Symposium on Cow
Identification Systems and their Applications.
Wageningen, The Netherlands pp. L1-L15.
With S. L. Spahr, G. M. Hyde,
Harshbarger
E. F. Olver, K.
Improving the labor productivity of milk production.
In Increasing Agricultural Productivity . Special
publication of American Society of Agricultural
Engineers, pp. 79-86.
E. F. Olver, K. E. Harshbarger,With G. M. Hyde,
S . L . Spahr
Factors affecting dispensing rate of an automatic
dairy concentrate feeder. Transactions of the
American Society of Agricultural Engineers
(19:No. 4) 792-5.
RODDA, ERROL D., Professor
Articles
Soybean drying — seed, food, feed. In Proceedings
of the post-harvest crop protection planning
meeting , ed. by Phillips. Honolulu East-West Center,
pp. 79-84.
With J. C. Delouche
Seed quality and storage of soybeans. In
Expanding the use of soybeans , ed. by Goodman.
College of Agriculture INSOY Series 10, pp 38-9.
Dehumidifiers for drying grain. Illinois Research
(18:No. 4) 12-3.
SHOVE, GENE C, Professor
Articles
Grain drying studies are continued in a special
facility. Illinois Research (18:No. 2) 16.
Solar energy drying. World Soybean Research , In
proceedings of the World Soybean Research
Conference, Ed. by L. D. Hill, Interstate Printers,
Danville, Illinois, pp. 745-49.
Drying grain with solar energy. In Proceedings
third Inter-University Energy Conference, Alternate
Energy Sources in Illinois, p. 25-8.
With G. C. Misener
Simulated cooling of potatoes. Transactions of the
American Society of Agricultural Engineers (19:No. 5)
954-57, 61.
Application of solar energy collectors to grain
drying. In proceedings of the Third Annual
UMR-MEC Conference on Energy, pp. 264-67.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Efficient energy management with low temperature
grain drying. Columbia, Missouri, Food Energy
Council, 13 pp.
SIEMENS, JOHN C, Professor
Articles
With W. R. Oschwald
Soil erosion after soybeans. World Soybean Research
In proceedings of the World Soybean Research
Conference, Ed. by L. D. Hill, Interstate Printers,
Danville, Illinois, pp. 74-81.
With W. R. Oschwald
Tillage practice for soybean production. World
Soybean Research . In proceedings of the World
Soybean Research Conference, Ed. by L. D. Hill,
Interstate Printers, Danville, Illinois, pp. 63-73.
With W. R. Oschwald
Erosion for corn tillage systems. Transactions
of the American Society of Agricultural Engineers
(19:No. 1) 69-72.
With R. G. Hoeft
Energy consumption and return from adding
nitrogen to corn. Illinois Research {17: No. 1)
10-11.
VANDERHOLM, DALE H., Assistant Professor
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With E. C. Dickey
Feedlot runoff control research program. Final
report of project No. 20.062 for Illinois
Institute for Environmental Quality, Chicago, pp.55.
Articles
With E. C. Dickey
Control of runoff from uncovered swine confinement
facilities. In proceeding of International Pig
Veterinary Society, Ames, Iowa, p. CC2.
With E. C. Dickey
Performance of livestock feedlot runoff control
systems. Illinois Research (18: No. 1) 10-11.
WALKER, PAUL N., Assistant Professor
Articles
With C. J. W. Drablos
AgriculturalDeflectometer profiles drain tubing.
Engineering (57:No. 6) 44-5.
With J. W. Zahradnik
Scale-up of food utilization by the American
oyster, Crassostria virginica Gmelin. In
proceedings of National Shellfisheries Association
(65) 63-75.
YOERGER, ROGER R., Professor
Article
With K. C. Bates
Shaping sound frequency spectra of axial flow
fans. Society of Automotive Engineers Transactions
(84) 1887-96.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATION
Scarborough, James Neville (D. R. Hunt), OpcimiEation
of field operation parameters using Powell's
constrained minimization algorithm.
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APPLEBY, JAMES E. , Associate Professor
Articles
Current control of Insect pests. Journal of
Arboriculture (2:No.3) 41-50.
Green peach aphid control. Insecticide and
Acaricide Tests (1) 106.
With K. E. Redborg
Twomarked treehopper studies. Update 76 , Dixon
Springs Agricultural Center (4) 13-14.
Northern pine weevil studies. Update 76 , Dixon
Springs Agricultural Center (4) 15-16.
ARMBRUST, EDWARD J., Associate Professor
Articles
With D. P. Bartell and W. G. Ruesink
Pest management in alfalfa ecosystems. Update 76 ,
Dixon Springs Agricultural Center (4) 11-12.
With T. R. Hintz and M. C. Wilson
Impact of alfalfa weevil larval feeding on the
quality and yield of first cutting alfalfa.
Journal of Economic Entomology (69:No.6) 749-54.
BARTELL, DANIEL P., Assistant Professor
Articles
With J. R. Sanborn and K. A. Wood
Insecticide penetration of cocoons containing dia-
pausing and nondiapausing Bathyplectes curculionis
,
an endoparasite of the alfalfa weevil. Environ -
mental Entomology (5) 659-61.
HOUSEMAN, JOHN K. , Assistant Entomologist
Articles
Peponapis citrullina (Cockerell) in the Orinoco
Basin (Hymenoptera: Apoidea) . Proceedings of the
Entomological Society of Washington (78) 112.
Biological observations on Apiomerus crassipes (F.)
(Hemiptera: Reduviidae) . The Pan-Pacific Entomol -
ogist (52:No.2) 178-9.
An additional record of prey for Pselliopus barberi
Davis (Hemiptera: Reduviidae). Journal of Kansas
Entomological Society (49:No.3) 384.
Dufourea monardae (Viereck) in Illinois and
Michigan (Hymenoptera: Apoidea). Journal of Kansas
Entomological Society (49:No.4) 531-2.
CHERRY, RONALD H. , Research Associate
Articles
With E. J. Armbrust and K. G. Ruesink
Lethal temperatures of diapausing Bathyplectes
curculionis (Hymenoptera: Ichneumonidae) a para-
site of the alfalfa weevil (Coleoptera;
Curculionidae) . The Great Lakes Entomologist
(9:No.4) 189-93.
GRAIN, LAWRENCE J., Research Assistant
Articles
With S. J. Roberts and E. J. Armbrust
An alternative to using fresh alfalfa for culturing
Colias philodice eury theme Boisduval (Lepidoptera:
Pieridae). The Great Lakes Entomologist (9:No.4)
199-204.
HOWE, WAYNE L. , Professor
Articles
With A. M. Rhodes
Phytophagous insect associations with Cucurblta in
Illinois. Environmental Entomology (5) 747-51.
With J. R. Sanborn and A. M. Rhodes
Western com rootworm adult and spotted cucumber
beetle associations with Cucurbita and
cucurbitacins. Environmental Entomology (5)
1043-8.
IRWIN, MICHAEL E. , Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
With P. W. Price
Entomophagous insects in a soybean pest control
strategy. In Expanding the Use of Soybeans
,
ed. by R. M. Goodman. Proceedings of a Conference
for Asia and Oceania. Urbana: College of Agri-
culture, University of Illinois (INTSOY Series 10),
pp. 108-13.
Articles
Morphology of the tenninalia and the known ovi-
position behaviour in female Therevidae (Diptera:
Asiloidea) , with an account of correlated adapta-
tions and comments on phylogenetic relationships.
Annals of Natal Museum (22:No.3) 913-35.
KOGAN, MARCOS, Associate Professor
Articles
The role of chemical factors in insect/plant rela-
tionships. Proceedings of XV International Congress
of Entomology , 211-27.
Evaluation of economic injury levels for soybean
insect pests. Proceedings of World Soybean Research
Conference , August 1975, 515-33.
With S. G. Tumipseed
Soybean entomology. Annual Review of Entomology
(21) 247-82.
With G. P. Waldbauer
Bean leaf beetles: Bionomics and economic role In
soybean agroecosystems. Proceedings of World
Research Conference , August 1975, 519-28.
Bean leaf beetle: Phenological relationship with
soybean in Illinois. Environmental Entomology
(5:No.l) 35-44.
LABERGE, WALLACE E. , Professor
Articles
With G. Freimuth
Dating and environmental reconstruction from pre-
historic mud-dauber nests: some possibilities.
Plains Anthropologist (21:No.72) 111-14.
With T. J. Zavortink
Bees of the genus Martinapis Cockerell in North
America. The Wasmann Journal of Biology (34:No.l)
119-45.
LUCKMANN, WILLIAM H. , Professor
With J. T. Shaw et al.
Developmental rate of the black cutworm.
of Economic Entomology (69) 386-8.
Journal
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MADDOX, JOSEPH V.
,
Associate Professor
AGRONOMY
Chapter in a Book
With J. Vavra
Methods In mlcrosporidlology. In Comparative Patho-
blology , Volume 1, ed. by Lee A. Bulla, Jr. and
Thomas C. Cheng. New York: Plenum Publishing,
pp. 281-319.
RUESINK, WILLIAM G., Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
Modeling of pest populations in the alfalfa eco-
system with special reference to the alfalfa
weevil. In Modeling for Pest Management , ed. by
R. L. Turamala et al. East Lansing, Mich. : Michi-
gan State UP, pp. 80-9.
Articles
Status of the systems approach to pest management.
Annual Review of Entomology (21) 27-44.
With R. A. Casagrande and D. L. Haynes
The behavior and survival of adult cereal leaf
beetles. Annals of Entomology Society of America
(70) 19-30.
SANBORN, JAMES R. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With R. L. Metcalf et al.
The fate of chlordane and toxaphene in a terres-
trial-aquatic model ecosystem. Environmental
Entomology (5) 533-8.
With L. K. Cole and R. L. Metcalf
Inhibition of com growth by aldrin and the insecti-
cide's fate in the soil, air, crop, and wildlife
of a terrestrial model ecosystem. Environmental
Entomology (5) 583-9.
With H. Chio
14,
The metabolism of C-chlordane by the earthworm,
Lumbricus terrestris L. Chemosphere (3) 161-66,
SELL, DOUGLAS K. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With S. F. Gorske
Genetic differences among purslane sawfly biotypes.
Journal of Heredity (67) 271-4.
TAYLOR, C. ROBERT, Assistant Professor
Articles
Determining optimal sterile male release strate-
gies. Environmental Entomology (5) 87-95.
ALDRICH, SAMUEL R. , Professor
Books
With D. Kennedy, et al.
Contemporary pest control practices and prospects
(Vol. 1). Washington, D.C.: National Academy of
Sciences, 506pp.
With J. Houck, et al.
Corn/Soybeans pest control. Washington, D.C.
:
National Academy of Sciences, 169pp.
BANWART, WAYNE L., Assistant Professor
Articles
With J. M. Bremner
Volatilization of sulfur from unamended and
sulfate treated soils. Soil Biology and
Biochemistry (8) 19-22.
Sorption of sulfur gases by soils. Soil and
Biochemistry (8) 79-83.
Evolution of volatile sulfur compounds from soils
treated with sulfur-containing organic materials.
Soil Biology and Biochemistry (8) 439-43.
Book Review
Soil microorganisms, by T. R. G. Gray and S. T.
Williams. National Association of Colleges and
Teachers in Agriculture (20) 20-21.
BEAVERS, ALVIN H., Professor
articles
With J. S. Schepers, R. J. Miller, and D. S. Brown
The birefringent orientation and relaxation of clay
platelets as affected by particle size, saturating
cation and clay type. Clays and Clay Minerals (24)
163-9.
BERNARD, RICHARD L. Professor and Research Geneticist,
U. S, Department of Agriculture
and Agricultural Research Service
Articles
With L. M. Wax and E. W. Stoller
Differential response of soybean cultivars to
metribuzin. Agronomy Journal (68) 484-86.
BOGGESS, SAM F., Research Associate
Articles
With D. Aspinall and L. G. Paleg
Apparent feedback inhibition of proline bio-
synthesis in tobacco and barley leaves and its
possible role in drought-induced proline accumu-
lation . Australian Journal of Plant Physiology
(3) 513-25.
With C. R. Stewart, Aspinall and L. G. Paleg
The effect of water stress on proline synthesis
from radioactive precursors. Plant Physiology (58)
398-401.
With C. R. Stewart
The contribution of arginine metabolism to pro-
line accvunulation by wilted barley leaves. Plant
Physiology (58) 796-97.
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BOONE, LESTER V., Agronomist
Articles
With R. R. Johnson
Soybean inoculation: Is it necessary? Illinois
Research (18:4) 3-4.
With L. M. Wax and W. R. Nave
Weed control in narrow and wide-row soybeans.
Weed Science (24:1) 73-8.
DE WET, JOHANNES M. J., Professor
Soybean inoculation:
and Soils (29) 10-12.
Is it still needed? Crops
BROWN, CHARLES M. , Professor
Articles
With D. W. Graffis
Intercropping soybeans and sorghums in oats
.
Illinois Research (18:2) 3-4.
With R. R. Johnson
Chemical control of pollination in wheat and oats.
Crop Science (16) 584-87.
BURGER, AMBROSE W., Professor
Chapters in Books
Preface: In Crops and man , ed. Jack R. Harlan.
Madison, Wisconsin: American Society of
Agronomy, pp. 9-11.
Articles
Time lapse films in crop science teaching.
National Association of Colleges and Teachers
in Agriculture (20) 26-9.
Book Review
The plant kindgom — Evolution and form, by
Samuel R. Rushforth. National Association of
Colleges and Teachers in -Agriculture (20) 48.
CARMER, SAMUEL G., Professor
Articles
Optimal significance levels for application of the
least significant difference in crop performance
trials. Crop Science (16) 95-9.
COLE, MICHAEL A., Assistant Professor
Articles
Effect of long-term atrazine application on soil
microbial activity. Weed Science (24) 473-76.
COOPER, RICHARD A., Professor and Research Geneticist,
U. S. Department of Agriculture and
Agricultural Research Service
Chapters in Books
Modifying morphological and physiological
characteristics of soybeans to maximize yields.
In World soybean research
,
ed. by Hill.
Danville, IL: Interstate Printers and Pub-
lishers, pp. 230-6.
Articles
Response of soybean cultivars to ultranarrow
rows and planting rate. Agronomy Journal (69)
89-92.
With H. R. Boerma
Comparison of three selection procedures for
yield in soybeans. Crop Science (15) 225-29.
Effectiveness of early-generation yield selec-
tion of heterogenous lines in soybeans. Crop
Science (15) 313-5.
Books
With J. R. Harlan and A. B. L. Stemler
The origins of African plant domestication.
The Hague: Mouton, 498pp.
Chapters in Books
Plant domestication and indigenous African agri-
culture. In The origins of African plant domesti-
cation , ed. by Harlan, de Wet and Stemler. The
Hague: Mouton, pp. 3-22.
Variability in Sorghum bicolor . In The origins
of African plant domestication , ed. by Harlan,
de Wet and Stemler. The Hague: Mouton, pp. 453-64.
Articles
With L. M. Engle and J. R. Harlan
Cytology of plants derived from 20 Zea and
18 Tripsacum chromosome hybrids backcrossed with
maize. Philippine Journal of Crop Science (1)
26-31.
With J. R. Gray and J. R. Harlan
Systematics of Tripsacum (Gramineae) . Phytologia
(33) 203-27.
With S. C. Gupta, J. R. Harlan and C. 0. Grassl
Cytogenetics of introgression from Saccharum
into Sorghum . Crop Science (16) 568-72.
With J. R. Harlan
Cytogenetic evidence for the origin of teosinte
(Zea mays subsp. mexicana .) Euphytica (25) 447-59.
With K. W. Hilu
Domestication of Eleusine coracana (L.) Gaertner.
Economic Botany (30) 199-208.
Racial evolution in Eleusine coracana subsp.
coracana (Finger millet) . American Journal of
Botany (63) 1311-18.
With A. B. L. Stemler, F. I. Collins and J. R. Harlan
Variation in levels of lipid components and
protein in ecogeographic races of Sorghum bicolor .
Biochemical Systematics and Ecology (4) 43-5.
DUDLEY, JOHN W. , Professor
Articles
With P. L. Cornelius
Genetic variance components and predicted response
to selection under selfing and full-sib mating in a
maize population. Crop Science (16) 333-39.
FEHRENBACHER, JOE B. , Professor
Articles
With D. Acton
Mineralogy and topography of glacial tills and their
effect on soil formation in Saskatchewan. The Royal
Society of Canada Special Publication on Glacial
Till (12) 170-85.
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With J. J. Hassett and D. W. Gregg
Formation of calcium carbonate concretions in
natric horizons of Illinois soils. Soil Science
(122) 202-5.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With R. W. Burton, R. Rehner and L. L. Acker
Soil Survey: Stephenson County, Illinois. Uni-
versity of Illinois Agricultural Experiment Sta-
tion in cooperation with SCS, USDA. 133pp plus
soil maps.
GRAFFIS, DON W., Professor
With C. A. Neyra
Relationships between carbon dioxide, malate, and
nitrate accumulation and reduction in corn ( Zea
mays L.) seedlings. Plant Physiology (58) 726-30.
With W. L. Ogren
pH dependence of the KM(C02) of ribulose 1,5-
diphosphate carboxylase. Plant Physiology (56)
630-33 (1975).
With U. R. Pal and R. R. Johnson
Nitrate reductase activity in heat (drought)
tolerant and intolerant maize genotypes. Crop
Science (16) 775-79.
Article
With C. M. Brown
Intercropping soybeans and sorghums in oats.
Illinois Research (18:2) 3-4.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Illinois agronomy handboo>: 1977-78. University of
Illinois Cooperative Extension Service. Circular
1129. 77pp.
With G. L. Ross, et al.
1976 Performance of commercial corn hybrids
in Illinois. University of Illinois Cooperative
Extension Service. Circular 1134. 36pp.
1976 Performance of commercial soybeans in Illinois.
University of Illinois Cooperative Extension
Service. Circular 1133. 15pp.
HADLEY, HENRY H. , Professor
With M. C. Liu
The effects of a nonnodulating gene (rjj^) on seed
protein and oil percentages in soybeans with
different genetic backgrounds. Crop Science (16)
321-25.
HAGEMAN, RICHARD H., Professor
Articles
With N. Brunetti
Comparison of iri vivo and in vitro assays of
nitrate reductase in wheat (Triticum aestivum
L.) seedlings. Plant Physiology (58) 583-87.
With D. P. Hucklesby
Hydroxylamine reductase enzymes from maize
scutellum and their relationship to nitrite
reductase. Plant Physiology (56) 693-98.
With E. Lahav and J. E. Harper
Improved soybean growth in urea with pH
buffered by a carboxy resin. Crop Science
(16) 325-28.
With A. C. Magalhaes and D. B. Peters
Influence of temperature on nitrate metabolism
and leaf expansion in soybean (Glycine max (L.)
Merr.) seedlings. Plant Physiology (58) 12-6.
With J. C. Nicholas and J. E. Harper
Nitrate reductase activity in soybeans
(Glycine max (L.) Merr.). I. Effects of
light and temperature. Plant Physiology
(58) 731-35.
Nitrate reductase activity in soybeans
(Glycine max (L. ) Merr.). II. Energy
limitations. Plant Physiology (58) 736-39.
HARLAN, JACK R. , Professor
Books
With J. M. J. de Wet and A. B. L. Stemler
The origins of African plant domestication. The
Hague: Mouton, 498pp.
Chapters in Books
Barley. In Evolution of crop plants , ed. by Simmonds.
London: Longman, pp. 93-8.
Tropical and sub-tropical grasses. In Evolution
of crop plants , ed. by Simmonds. London: Longman,
pp. 142-44.
Plant domestication and indigenous African agri-
culture. In The origins of African plant domestica-
tion , ed. by Harlan, de Wet and Stemler. The Hague:
Mouton, pp. 3-22.
Variability in Sorghum bicolor . In The origins of
African plant domestication , ed. by Harlan, de Wet
and Stemler. The Hague: Mouton, pp. 453-64.
The races of sorghum in Africa. In The origins of
African plant domestication , ed. by Harlan, de Wet
and Stemler. The Hague: Mouton, pp. 465-78.
Articles
Diseases as a factor in plant evolution. Annual
Review of Phytopathology (14) 31-51.
Genetics resources in wild relatives of crops.
Crop Science (16) 329-33.
Plant and animal distribution in relation to
domestication. Philosophical Transactions Royal
Society of London (275) 13-25.
The plants and animals that nourish man.
Scientific American (235) 88-97.
Response: Meyer medal presentation. Journal of
Heredity (67) 140.
With J. M. J. de Wet
Cytogenetic evidence for the origin of teosinte
( Zea mays ssp. mexicana ) . Euphytica (25) 447-55.
With J. M. J. de Wet and J. R. Gray
Systematics of Tripsacum (Gramineae) . Phytologia
(33) 203-27.
With L. M. Engle and J. M. J. de Wet
Cytology of plants derived from 20 Zea and 18
Tripsacum chromosome hybrids backcrossed with
maize. Philippine Journal of Crop Science
(1) 26-31.
With S. C. Gupta, J. M. J. de Wet and C. 0. Grassl
Cytogenetics of introgression from Saccharum into
Sorghum . Crop Science (16) 568-72.
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With A. B. L. Stemler, et al.
Variations in levels of lipid components and protein
in ecogeographic races of Sorghum bicolor .
Biochemical Systematics and Ecology (4) 43-5.
HARPER, JAMES E. Associate Professor and Plant
Physiologist, U. S. Department of
Agriculture and Agricultural Research
Service
Chapter in Book
Contribution of dinitrogen and soil or fertilizer
nitrogen to soybean (Glycine max (L.) Merr.) produc-
tion. In World soybean research , ed. by Hill.
Danville, XL: Interstate Printers and Publishers,
pp. 101-7.
Articles
With E. Lahav and R. H. Hageman
Improved soybean growth in urea with pH buffered
by a carboxy resin. Crop Science (16) 325-28.
With J. C. Nicholas
Control of nutrient solution pH with an ion exchange
system: Effect on soybean nodulation. Physiologia
Plantarum (38) 24-8.
With J. C. Nicholas and R. H. Hageman
Nitrate reductase activity in soybeans (Glycine
max (L.) Merr.). I. Effects of light and tempera-
ture. Plant physiology (58) 731-35.
Nitrate reductase activity in soybeans ( Glycine
max (L.) Merr.). II. Energy limitations. Plant
Physiology (58) 736-39.
HASSETT, JOHN J., Associate Professor
Articles
With D. W. Gregg and J. B. Fehrenbacher
Formation of calcium carbonate concretions in natric
horizons of Illinois Soils. Soil Science (122) 202-5.
With J. E. Miller and D. E. Koeppe
Interaction of lead and cadmium on corn root
growth and uptake of lead and cadmium by roots
.
Environmental Pollution (11) 297-302.
Uptake of cadmixom by soybeans as influenced by soil
cation exchange capacity, pH and available phosphorus.
Journal of Environmental Quality (5) 157-60.
HINESLY, THOMAS D., Soil Ecologist
Articles
With L. G. Hansen, et al.
Effects of sewage sludge fertilized corn on growing
swine. American Journal of Veterinary Research
(37:6) 711-14.
With R. L. Jones, J. J. Tyler and E. L. Ziegler
Soybean yield response and assimilation of Zn and
Cd from sewage sludge-amended soil. Journal of
Water Pollution Control Federation (48:9) 2137-52.
With M. W. Varanka and Z. M. Zablocki
Effect of digested sewage sludge on biological
activity in soil. Journal of Water Pollution
Control Federation (48:7) 1728-40.
HOEFT, ROBERT G., Assistant Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With D. W. Graffis, et al.
Illinois agronomy handbook 1977-78. University of
Illinois Cooperative Extension Service. Circular
1129. 77pp.
HYMOWITZ, THEODORE, Professor
Chapters in Books
The soybean. In Evolution of crop plants , ed. by
Simmonds. London: Longman, pp. 149-62.
With S. Ku, et al.
Extraction of oligosaccharides dxiring cooking of
whole soybeans. Journal of Food Science (41)
361-64.
JANSEN, IVAN J., Assistant Professor
Articles
Defining ranges of soil characteristics. Soil
Science Society of America Journal (40) 89-92.
JOHNSON, RICHARD R. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With C. M. Brown
Chemical control of pollination in wheat and oats.
Crop Science (16) 5848-7.
Is it necessary? Illinois
Is it still needed? Crops
With L. V. Boone
Soybean inoculation
:
Research (18:4) 3-4.
Soybean inoculation
and Soils (29) 10-12.
With D. N. Moss
Effect of water stress on l'^C02 fixation and trans-
location in wheat during grain filling. Crop
Science (16) 697-701.
With U. R. Pal and R. H. Hageman
Nitrate reductase activity in heat (drought)
tolerant and intolerant maize genotypes. Crop
Science (16) 775-79.
JONES , ROBERT L. , Professor
Books
With H. C. Hanson
The biogeochemistry of blue, snow, and Ross' geese.
Carbondale, IL: Southern Illinois University Press
281pp.
Articles
With T. D. Hinesly, J. J. Tyler and E. L. Ziegler
Soybean yield response and assimilation of Zn and
Cd from sewage sludge-amended soil. Journal of
Water Pollution Control Federation (48:9) 2137-52.
KNAKE, ELLERY L., Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With D. W. Graffis, et al.
Illinois agronomy handbook 1977-78. University of
Illinois Cooperative Extension Service. Circular
1129. 77pp.
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KOEPPE, DAVID E., Associate Professor
Articles
The absence of exogenous NADH oxidation by mito-
chondria isolated from slash pine. Plant Physiology
(57) 11.
With S. Boggess
The effect of zinc deficiency on ribosome content of
soybean leaves. Plant Physiology (57) 82.
With J. J. Hassett and J. E. Miller
Interaction of lead and cadmium on corn root growth
and uptake of lead and cadmium by roots . Environ-
mental Pollution (11) 297-302.
With J. E. Miller and J. J. Hassett
Interactions of Pb and Cd on metal uptake and
growth of corn plants. Journal of Environmental
Quality (5:1) 18-20.
Uptake of cadmium by soybeans as influenced by soil
cation exchange capacity, pH, and available phos-
phorus. Journal of Environmental Quality (5)
157-60.
With L. M. Southwick and J. E. Bittell
The relationship of tissue chlorogenic acid concen-
trations and leaching of phenolics from sunflowers
grown under varying phosphate nutrient conditions.
Canadian Journal of Botany (54:7) 593-99.
With L. S. Watrud, J. R. Laughnan and S. J. Gabay
Effects of nuclear restorer genes on the cytochrome
content of corn pollen mitochondria. Canadian
Journal of Botany (54) 2718-25.
KURTZ, LESTER T., Professor
Chapters in Books
Fertilizer needs of the soybean. In World soybean
research , ed. by Hill, Danville. IL: Interstate
Printers and Publishers, pp. 85-100.
Articles
With E. McKenzie, Jr.
Effect of pretreatment on loss of nitrogen-15-labeled
fertilizer from water logged soil during incubation.
Soil Science Society of America Journal (40) 534-37.
LAMBERT, ROBERT J., Professor
Chapter in Book
With R. H. Hageman, et al.
Nitrate and nitrate reductase as factors limiting
protein synthesis. In Genetic improvement of seed
proteins . Washington, D. C. : National Academy of
Sciences, pp. 103-34.
MCCLURE, DAVID G., Agronomist
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With D. W. Graffis, et al.
Illinois agronomy handbook 1977-78. University of
Illinois Cooperative Extension Service. Circular
1129. 77pp.
MCGLAMERY, MARSHALL D., Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With D. W. Graffis, et al.
Illinois agronomy handbook 1977-78. University of
Illinois Cooperative Extension Service. Circular
1129. 77pp.
MELSTED, SIGURD W., Professor
Articles
With L. F. Welch and M. G. Oldham
Lessons from the Morrow plots.
(18) 3-4.
Book Reviews
^
Illinois Research
The long-run availability of phosphorus: A case
study in mineral resource analysis, by Frederick
J. Wells. Soil Science (122) 6.
MILLER, DARRELL A., Professor
Articles
With R. A. Dvorak
The nutritional value of maturing forage crops.
Illinois Research (18:3), 16-7.
MINOR, HARRY C. , Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
With G. C. Davis
Weeds as a factor in soybean production in southern
Brazil. In World soybean research , ed. by Hill.
Danville, IL: Interstate Printers and Publishers,
pp. 411-19.
Articles
With J. M. dos Santos Filho, et al.
Influencia da irrigacao durante o periodo reprodutivo
e de tres espacamentos entre fileiras sobre a relacao
ramificacoes/caule em tres parametros. Agronomia
Sulr iograndense (12) 111-21.
With G. Fontana
The influence of row sections on the determination
of soybean (Glycine Max (L.) Merrill) yield. Revista
Centre Ciencias Rurais (6) 173-76.
With A. V. Saccol
Herbicidal control of watergrass (Echinochloa sgp)
in rice (Orysa sativa L.) cultivated in an area
with improved irrigation and drainage. Revista
Centre Ciencias Rurais (5) 327-38.
With B. H. Souza and H. M. Goncalves
Caracterizacao botanica e fenologica das cultivars
do banco de germoplasma de soja. Agronomia
Sulriograndense (11) 157-94.
OGREN, WILLIAM L. , Associate Professor and Plant
Physiologist, U. S, Department
of Agriculture and Agricultural
Research Service
Chapter in a Book
Improving the photosynthetic efficiency of soybean.
In World soybean research
, ed. by Hill.
Danville, IL: Interstate Printers and Publishers,
pp. 263-61.
Articles
Differential oxygen response of photosynthesis in
soybean and Panicmn milioides . Plant Physiology
(58) 552-55.
With R. H. Hageman
pH dependence of the KM(C02) of ribulose 1,5-
diphosphate carboxylase. Plant Physiology (56)
630-33 (1975).
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PECK, THEODORE R. , Professor
Book Review
Plant analyses and fertilizer problems—Proceedings
of the 7th international colloquium, ed. by
J. Wehrman. Soil Science Society of America
Journal (40:2) iv.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With D. W. Graffis, et al.
Illinois agronomy handbook 1977-78. University of
Illinois Cooperative Extension Service. Circular
1129. 77pp.
PETERS, DOYLE B., Professor and Research Leader,
U. S. Department of Agriculture
and Agricultural Research Service
Chapters in Books
Weather and soybean growth. In World soybean
research , ed. by Hill. Danville, IL: Interstate
Printers and Publishers, pp. 28-43.
With A. C. Magalhaes, R. H. Hageman
Influence of temperature on nitrate metabolism and
leaf expansion in soybean (Glycine max L. Merr.)
seedlings. Plant Physiology (58) 12-15.
RAY, BURTON W., Associate Professor
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With J. B. Fehrenbacher , R. Rehner and L. L. Acker
Soil Survey: Stephenson County, Illinois. Univer-
sity of Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station in
cooperation with SCS , USDA, 133pp plus soil maps.
RINNE, ROBERT W., Associate Professor and Plant Physiolo-
gist, U. S. Department of Agriculture
and Agricultural Research Service
Articles
With R. F. Wilson
Alteration of soybean oil composition by selection
for high oleic acid. Plant Physiology (57) 42
(Supplement)
.
Effect of freezing and cold storage on phospholipids
in developing soybean cotyledons . Plant Physiology
(57) 270-73.
Involvement of phospholipids in triglycinde
biosynthesis by developing soybean cotyledons.
Plant Physiology (57) 556-59.
Studies on lipid synthesis and degradation in
developing soybean cotyledons. Plant Physiology
(57) 375-81.
With R. F. Wilson and C. A. Brim
Alteration of soybean oil composition by plant
breeding. Journal of American Oil Chemical Society
(53) 595-97.
ROSS, GERALD R. , Associate Agronomist
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With D. W. Graffis
1976 Performance of commercial corn hybrids
in Illinois. University of Illinois Coopera-
tive Extension Service. Circular 1134. 35pp.
1975 Performance of commercial soybeans in
Illinois. University of Illinois Cooperative
Extension Service. Circular 1133. 15pp.
SCOTT, WALTER 0., Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With D. W. Graffis, et al.
Illinois agronomy handbook 1977-78. University of
Illinois Cooperative Extension Service. Circular
1129. 77pp.
SLIFE, FRED W. , Professor
Chapter in a Book
With L. M. Wax
Weed and herbicide management. In World soybean
research , ed. by Hill. Danville, IL:
Interstate Printers and Publishers, pp. 397-403.
Articles
With D. E. Hawkins and E. R. Swanson
Economic analysis of herbicide use in various crop
sequences. Illinois Agricultural Economics (17:1)
8-13.
SPRAGUE, GEORGE F., Professor
Chapter in Book
Plant breeding, molecular genetics and biology. In
Genetic improvement of seed proteins . Washington,
D. C: National Academy of Sciences, pp. 83-96.
STEVENSON , FRANK J
.
, Professor
Stability constants of Cu2+, Pb^"*", and Cd complexes
with humic acids. Soil Science Society of America
Journal (40) 665-72.
STOLLER, EDWARD W. , Associate Professor and Plant
Physiologist, U. S. Department of
Agriculture and Agricultural
Research Service
Articles
With L. M. Wax and R. L. Bernard
Differential response of soybean cultivars to
metribuzin. Agronomy Journal (68) 484-85.
STUCKI, JOSEPH W. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With C. B. Roth
Interpretation of infrared spectra of oxidized and
reduced nontronite. Clays and Clay Minerals (24)
293-96.
With C. B. Roth and W. E. Baitinger
Analysis of iron-bearing clay minerals by Electron
Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis (ESCA) . Clays
and Clay Minerals (24) 289-92.
THORNE, MARLOWE D., Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With D. W. Graffis, et al.
Illinois agronomy handbook 1977-78. University of
Illinois Cooperative Extension Service. Circular
1129. 77pp.
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WAX, LOYD M., Associate Professor and Research
Agronomist, U. S. Department of Agricul-
ture and Agricultural Research Service
Chapters in Book
Dif ficult-to-control annual weeds. In World soybean
research , ed. by Hill. Danville, IL: Interstate
Printers and Publishers, pp. 420-25.
With F. W. Slife
Weed and herbicide management. In World soybean
research
, ed. by Hill. Danville, IL: Interstate
Printers and Publishers, pp. 397-403.
Articles
With E. W. Stoller and R. L. Bernard
Differential response of soybean cultivars to metri-
buzin. Agronomy Journal (68) 484-86.
Omueti, John Ajayi Izegaegbe (R. L. Jones), Geochemistry
of fluorine in Illinois soils.
Tedia, Megh Datt (C. N. Hittle) , Effect of storage
conditions and environment during maturation on
soybean seed quality and crop performance.
Vinande, Roger A. (W. M. Wal)cer) , Effects of temperature,
precipitation, solar radiation, and rooting depth on
soybean yield, seed protein, seed oil, and leaf
composition.
Wahua, Timothy A. T. (D. A. Miller), Characteristics of
intercropped sorghum and soybeans; soybean Nj-
fixation under shade.
Waranyuwat, Aree (R. L. Cooper), The relative performanci
of some isogenic lines of soybeans (Glycine max (L.
)
Merrill).
WEBER, EVELYN J. Associate Professor and Research
Chemist, U. S. Department of Agricul-
ture and Agricultural Research
Service
ANIMAL SCIENCE
Articles
With T. N. Seyfried and W. L. Daniel
Absence of brain ganglioside abnormalities in
shambling mice. Journal of Neurochemistry (27)
295-96.
Book Review
Seventy generations of selection for oil and
protein in maize, by J. W. Dudley. Cereal Foods
World (21) 83.
WELCH, L. FREDERICK, Professor
Articles
With D. W. Dibb
Corn growth as affected by ammonium vs. nitrate
absorbed from soil. Agronomy Journal (68) 89-94.
With S. W. Melsted and M. G. Oldham
Lessons from the Morrow Plots.
(18:1) 3-4.
Illinois Research
WIDHOLM, JACK M. , Associate Professor
Articles
Selection and characterization of cultured carrot
and tobacco cells resistant to lysine, methionine,
and proline analogs. Canadian Journal of Botany
(54:13) 1523-29.
With M. Singh
Callus induction and organ redifferentiation in
tissue cultures of wheat (Triticum aestivum L. )
.
Pantnagar Journal of Research (1) 33-5.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Hohla, Gerald N. (R. L. Jones), Effects of anaerobic-
ally digested sewage sludge on organic matter
in soil and soil water.
Matthiesen, Robert L. (E. W. Stoller) , Plant develop-
ment and tuber composition of six biotypes of
Yellow Nutsedge (Cvperus esculentus L.).
Nelson, Daniel R. (R. W. Rinne) , Citrate metabolism in
soybean cotyledons.
Nissly, Curtis R. (R. L. Bernard), Variation in the
photoperiodic response of soybeans.
BAHH, JANICE M., Assistant Professor
Article
With N. Shahabi et al.
Plasma steroid concentrations in conscious and anes-
thetized rabbits. Proceedings of the Society for
Experimental Biology and Medicine (153) 210-12.
BAKER, DAVID H., Professor
Chapter in a Book
With B. A. Easter
Soy protein as a source of amino acids for nonrumi-
nant animals. In World soybean research , ed. by L.
D. Hill. Danville, Illinois: Interstate Printers
& Publishers, pp. 969-76.
Articles
Nutritional and metabolic interrelationships among
sulfur compounds in avian nutrition. Federation
ProceedinRS (35) 1917-22.
Utilization of methionine analogues. Journal of
Nutrition (I06) 1376-7.
With B. A. Molitoris
Choline availability in soybean meal. Journal of
Animal Science (k2) U8I-9O.
The choline requirement of broiler chicks during the
seventh week of life. Poultry Science (55) 220-5.
Choline utilization in the chick as influenced by
levels of dietary protein and methionine. Journal
of Nutrition (I06) UI2-I9.
With B. G. Harmon et al.
Dietary magnesium levels for sows during gestation
and lactation. Journal of Animal Science (1+2) 86O-5.
With J. T. Yen and A. H. Jensen
Assessment of the concentration of biologically
available vitamin Bg in corn and soybean meal.
Journal of Animal Science (1*2) 866-71.
With C. B. Richardson and E. E. Hatfield
Efficacy of orally-administered N-hydroxymethyl-DL-
methionine (Ca) as a source of methionine for rumi-
nants. Nutrition Reports International (13) 291-8,
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With R. A. Easter
Nitrogen metabolism and reproductive response of
gravid swine fed an arginine-free diet during the
last 81+ days of gestation. Journal of Nutrition
(106) 636-1*1.
With J. T. Yen et al.
Niacin activity in niacinamide and coffee.
Nutrition Heports International (lU) 115-20.
With Jeannine H. Burns
Assessment of the quantity of biologically available
phosphorus in yeast RNA and single-cell protein.
Poultry Science (55) 21*1+7-55.
With T. D. Tanksley
Protein and amino acids for swine.
Handbook (5) 1-5.
BKOWH, DAVID E., Lecturer
Pork Industry
Articles
With E. R. Hacker and G. J. King
Growth and ACTH responses to cold stress of young
pigs fed ad libitum. Canadian Journal of Animal
Science (56) 3b5-71.
With L. A. Cogburn and P. C. Harrison
Scotophase-dependent thermoregulatory dysfunction in
pinealectomized chickens. Proceedings of the Society
for Experimental Biology and Medicine (153) 197-201.
CMARIK, GEORGE F., Assistant Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With C. J. Kaiser and J. J. Faix
Effect of foliar stimulant on pasture and animal
grazing performance. Update 76. A research report
of the Dixon Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana,
Illinois: College of Agriculture, 2pp.
With H. W. Norton and A. L. Neumann
Bovine litter size - progress report. Update 76. A
research report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural
Center. Urbana, Illinois: College of Agriculture,
2pp.
With A. L. Neumann and D. P. Holzgraefe
Breeding performance of straight and crossbred
females. Update 76. A research report of the Dixon
Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana, Illinois:
College of Agriculture, 2pp.
With A. L. Neumann
Effect of feeding systems and breeding on performance
of steers. Update 76. A research report of the
Dixon Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana, Illinois:
College of Agriculture, l*pp.
With A. L. Neunann and B. A. VJeichenthal
The effect of rumensin on the performance of replace-
ment heifers wintered on corn silage. Update 76. A
research report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural
Center. Urbana, Illinois: College of Agriculture,
2pp.
With J. R. Dlehl and A. L. Neunann
Synchronization of heat in beef cattle. Update 76.
A research report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural
Center. Urbana, Illinois: College of Agriculture,
2pp.
With C. J. Kaiser et al.
Pasture evaluation of tall fescue varieties. Update
76. A research report of the Dixon Springs
Agricultural Center. Urbana, Illinois: College of
Agriculture, 2pp.
With B. A. Weichenthal and A. L. Neumann
The effect of rumensin plus implants for feedlot cat-
tle. Update 76. A research report of the Dixon
Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana, Illinois:
College of Agriculture, 2pp.
With T. D. Saxe et al.
Egyptian Livestock Association feeder calf sale,
October 2, 1975. Update 76. A research report of
the Dixon Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana,
Illinois: College of Agriculture, 2pp.
With L. E. Hanson et al.
Effects of dosage on leptospiral vaccination. Update
76. A research report of the Dixon Springs
Agricultural Center. Urbana, Illinois: College of
Agriculture, 2pp.
With A. H. Killinger et al.
Study of pinkeye in cattle. Update 76. A research
report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural Center.
Urbana, Illinois: College of Agriculture, 2pp.
With M. E. Mansfield
Anaplasmosis at Dixon Springs Agricultural Center.
Update 76. A research report of the Dixon Springs
Agricultural Center. Urbana, Illinois: College of
Agriculture, Upp.
With M. E. Mansfield et al.
Prevention of acute respiratory disease in weaned
beef calves. Update 76. A research report of the
Dixon Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana, Illinois:
College of Agriculture, 2pp.
With G. T. Woods et al.
Evaluation of an infrared remote thermometer for
taking body temperatures of beef calves. Update 76.
A research report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural
Center. Urbana, Illinois: College of Agriculture,
2pp.
CORBIN, JAMES E., Professor
Chapters in Books
Feeding of dogs. In Livestock feeds and feeding
,
ed. by D. C. Church. Corvallis, Oregon: O&B Books,
pp. 260-71.
In Handbook of laboratory
by Melby & Altman.
pp. 1-21.
laboratory animal nutrition.
animal science
.
Volume 2, ed.
Cleveland, Ohio: CEC Press,
Article
With J. M. Vandepopuliere
Use of laboratory animals as models for wild animals
in captivity. International Zoo Yearbook (I6) 20-1+.
CURTIS, STANLEY E., Associate Professor
Articles
With A. H. Jensen
Effects of group size and of negative air ionization
on performance of growing-finishing swine. Journal
of Animal Science (1+2) 8-11.
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With D. A. Kingdom et al.
Effects of cold stress on pulmonary bacterial clear-
ance In the young pig. American Journal of
Veterinary Research (37) 299-301.
With A. M. S. Schoen and E. M. Banks
Behavior of young Shetland and Welsh ponies (Equus
caballus). Biolog,y of Behavior (1) 192-216.
DVORAK, RONALD A., Instructor
Article
With D. A. Miller
The nutritional value of maturing forage crops.
Illinois Research (l8:No. 3) 16-17.
DZIUK, PHILIP J., Professor
Articles
With R. M. Curnock and B. N. Day
Embryo transfer in pigs: A method for introducing
genetic material into primary specific-pathogen-free
herds. American Journal of Veterinary Research (37)
97-8.
With 0. D. Sherwood et al.
Relaxin concentrations in pig plasma following the
administration of prostaglandin Fg during late
pregnancy. Endocrinology (98) 875-9-
With M. F. Stoerger et el.
Influence of dietary roughage level on reproductive
rate in ewe lambs. Journal of Animal Science (kj)
952-8.
EASTER, ROBERTA., Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
With D. H. Baker
Soy protein as a source of amino acids for nonrumi-
nant animals. In World soybean research , ed. by L.
D. Hill. Danville, Illinois: Interstate Printers
& Publishers, pp. 969-76.
Article
With D. H. Baker
Nitrogen metabolism and reproductive response of
gravid swine fed an arginine-free diet during the
last 8f* days of gestation. Journal of Nutrition
(106) 636-Ul.
FAHEY, GEORGE C, Assistant Professor
Articles
With J. E. Williams and G. A. McLaren
Influence of molasses lignin-hemicellulose fractions
in rat nutrition. Journal of Nutrition (I06)
IUU7-5I.
With G. A. McLaren et al.
Influence of acid-resistant hemicelluloses on ureal
nitrogen utilization by lambs. Journal of Animal
Science (lt3) 1072-6.
FORBES, RICHARD M., Professor
Articles
With H. M. Parker
Influence of dietary Ca, Mg, and P on cyclic-AMP
excretion and kidney calcification in the rat.
Proceedings of the Society for Experimental Biology
and Medicine (I5I) 215-20'.
With F. L. Cerklewski
Influence of dietary zinc on lead toxicity in the
rat. Journal of Nutrition (IO6) 689-96.
Influence of dietary selenium on lead toxicity in
the rat. Journal of Nutrition (I06) 778-83.
GARRIGUSs UPSON S., Professor and Associate Head
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With C. E. Coppock et al.
Urea and other nonprotein nitrogen compounds in ani-
mal nutrition. Washing1;on, D. C: National Academy
of Sciences, National Research Council, 120pp.
HARRISON, PAUL C, Professor
Chapters in Books
With H. D. Johnson
Effects of heat stress on cardiovascular responses in
birds. In Progress in biometeorology , ed. by H. D.
Johnson. Amsterdam: Swets and Zeitlinger B.V., 3OI-U.
Effects of cold stress on cardiovascular responses in
birds. In Progress in biometeorology , ed. by H. D.
Johnson. Amsterdam: Swets and Zeitlinger B.V.,
310-11*.
Articles
With D. E. Brown et al.
Heat stress effects on fetal development during late
gestation in the ewe. Journal of Animal Science
(kh) UU2-6.
With L. A. Cogburn and D. E. Brown
Scotophase-dependent thermoregulatory dysfunction in
pinealectomized chickens. Proceedings of the Society
for Experimental Biology and Medicine (153) 197-201.
HATFIELD, EVERETT E., Professor
Chapter in a Book
Soy protein as a source of amino acids for ruminants
In World soybean research , ed. by L. D. Hill.
Danville, Illinois: Interstate Printers & Publishers,
pp. 957-68.
Article
With C. R. Richardson and D. H. Baker
Efficacy of orally-administered N-hydroxymethyl-DL-
methionine (Ca) as a source of methionine for rumi-
nants. Nutrition Reports International (13) 291-8.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Protein for ruminants—levels vs quality. Proceed-
ings Arkansas Nutrition Conference Sept. 2'i-h,
Fayetteville, Arkansas: Arkansas Feed Manufacturers
in cooperation with the Department of Animal Science^
University of Arkansas, pp. I-I3.
What makes high-moisture grain special—and how to
use it for best livestock returns. In Research
report on high moisture grains. Arlington Heights,
Illinois; A. 0. Smith Harvestore, pp. 7-9.
With C. E. Coppock et al.
Urea and other nonprotein nitrogen compounds in ani-
mal nutrition. Washington, D. C,: National Academy
of Sciences, National Research Council, I20pp.
With D. S. Runkle and S. E. Koenig
Chemically treated feedlot wastes in beef cattle
rations. Annual report, animal waste task group,
Council on Environmental Quality. Urbana, Illinois:
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, pp. I3-I5.
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HINDS, FRANK C, Professor
Articles
Soybean crop gains value with feeding of harvest
residues. Illinois Research (l8:No. 3) 18.
With E. F. Olver et al.
Space age electronic controls operate automatic lamb
and ewe feeding system. Illinois Research (l8:Ho.l))
8-9.
With M. F. Stoerger et al.
Influence of dietary roughage level on reproductive
rate in ewe lambs. Journal of Animal Science (U3)
952-3.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With H. B. Puckett et al.
Mechanization of lamb and ewe feeding. Update 76.
A research report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural
Center. Urbana, Illinois: College of Agriculture,
2pp.
With J. J. Faix et al.
Warm season perennial grasses for southern Illinois.
Update 76. A research report of the Dixon Springs
Agricultural Center. Urbana, Illinois: College of
Agriculture, Upp.
Warm season annual grasses for southern Illinois.
Update 76. A research report of the Dixon Springs
Agricultural Center. Urbana, Illinois: College of
Agriculture, Upp.
With J. J. Faix et al.
Interplanting corn with legumes in sod. Update 76.
A research report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural
Center. Urbana, Illinois: College of Agriculture,
6pp.
V/ith J. J. Faix et al.
Desmodium tortuosum leaves - a possible feed concen-
trate. Update 76. A research report of the Dixon
Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana, Illinois:
College of Agriculture, 2pp.
With P. J. Dziuk et al.
Comb. -6 development - a new sheep breed? Update 76.
A research report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural
center. Urbana, Illinois: College of Agriculture,
2pp.
With J. M. Lewis and M. H. Wallace
Influence of different roughages on the performance
of growing fattening lambs. Update 76. A research
report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural Center.
Urbana, Illinois: College of Agriculture, Upp.
With J. M. Lewis et al.
Feedlot performance and carcass merit of intact
male, short scrotum, and wether lambs. Update 76.
A research report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural
Center. Urbana, Illinois: College of Agriculture,
Upp.
With M. F. Stoerger et al.
Influence of dietary energy level on reproductive
rate in ewe lambs. Update 76. A research report of
the Dixon Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana,
Illinois: College of Agriculture, 2pp.
With J. M. Lewis and M. H. Wallace
Evaluation of purebred and crossbred ewes for commer-
cial lamb production. Update 76. A research report
of the Dixon Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana,
Illinois: College of Agriculture, Upp.
With J. M. Lewis et al.
Slotted floor materials for sheep housing. Update
76. A research report of the Dixon Springs
Agricultural Center. Urbana, Illinois: College of
Agriculture, 2pp.
With J. G. Drummond et al.
Atmospheric ammonia depressed lamb performance.
Update 76. A research report of the Dixon Springs
Agricultural Center. Urbana, Illinois: College of
Agriculture, 2pp.
v;ith D. E. Brown et al.
Fetal dwarfism in sheep. Update 76. A research
report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural Center.
Urbana, Illinois: College of Agriculture, Upp.
With D. Drori et al.
The effects of heat and saline drinking water on
thermoregulation and fetal weight in ewes. Update 76.
A research report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural
Center. Urbana, Illinois: College of Agriculture
,
Upp.
Relation of drinking behavior to gro\rth in artifi-
cially reared lambs. Update 76. A research report
of the Dixon Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana,
Illinois: College of Agriculture, 2pp.
With D. Drori et al.
The performance of lambs on a processed whole soy-
bean milk replacer. Update 76. A research report
of the Dixon Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana,
Illinois: College of Agriculture, 2pp.
With G. E. Ricketts and J. M. Lewis
Recommendations for profitable sheep production.
Circular 1126. Urbana, Illinois: Cooperative
Extension Service, College of Agriculture, University
of Illinois, 67pp.
HOLZGRAEFE, DAVID P., Assistant Animal Scientist
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With G. F. Cmarik and A. L. Neumann
Breeding performance of straight and crossbred
females. Update 76. A research report of the Dixon
Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana, Illinois:
College of Agriculture, 2pp.
JENSEN, ALDON H., Professor
Articles
With B. G. Harmon et al.
Dietary magnesium levels for sows during gestation
and lactation. Journal of Animal Science (U2) 86O-5.
With J. T. Yen and D. H. Baker
Assessment of the concentration of biologically
available vitamin Bg in corn and soybean meal.
Journal of Animal Science (U2) 866-70.
With P. M. A. Costa et al.
The effects of roasting and roasting temperatures
on the nutritive value of corn for swine. Journal
of Animal Science (U2) 365-7U.
With J. T. Yen et al.
Effects of methyl-3-(2-Quinoxalinylmethylene)
Carbazate-N , N^-Dioxide on nitrogen and energy
digestibility in and performance of young pigs.
Journal of Animal Science (U2) 375-80.
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With S. E. Curtis
Effects of group size and of negative air ionization
on performance of growing-finishing swine. Journal
of Animal Science (1*2) 8-11.
With R. F. Vesonder et al.
Curvilarin from Penicillium Baradicium Baghdadi
NRRL 375U, and biological effects. Journal of
Environmental Science and Health (Bll:No. U) 289-97.
With R. F. Vesonder et al.
Co-identity of the refusal and emetic principle from
Fusarium - infected corn. Applied and Environmental
Microbiology (3I) 28O-5.
LEWIS, JOHNM., Associate Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With M. H. Wallace and F. C. Hinds
Influence of different roughages on the performance
of growing fattening lambs. Update 76. A research
report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural Center.
Urbana, Illinois: College of Agriculture, Upp.
With M. H. Wallace et al.
Feedlot performance and carcass merit of intact male,
short scrotum, and wether lambs. Update 76. A
research report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural
Center. Urbana, Illinois: College of Agriculture,
Upp.
With M. H. Wallace et al.
Slotted floor materials for sheep housing. Update
76. A research report of the Dixon Springs
Agricultural Center. Urbana, Illinois: College of
Agriculture, 2pp.
With R. M. Wetherell et al.
The Dixon Springs wool pool. Update 76. A research
report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural Center.
Urbana, Illinois: College of Agriculture, 2pp.
With J. J. Faix et al.
Interplanting corn with legumes in sod. Update 76.
A research report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural
Center. Urbana, Illinois: College of Agriculture,
6pp.
With P. J. Dziuk et al.
Comb. -6 development - a new sheep breed? Update 76.
A research report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural
Center. Urbana, Illinois: College of Agriculture,
2pp.
With M. F. Stoerger at al.
Influence of dietary energy level on reproductive
rate in ewe lambs. Update 76. A research report of
the Dixon Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana,
Illinois: College of Agriculture, 2pp.
With M. H. Wallace and F. C. Hinds
Evaluation of purebred and crossbred ewes for commer-
cial lamb production. Update 76. A research report
of the Dixon Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana,
Illinois: College of Agriculture, 14pp.
With J. G. Drummond et al.
Atmospheric ammonia depressed lamb performance.
Update 76. A research report of the Dixon Springs
Agricultural Center. Urbana, Illinois: College of
Agriculture, 2pp.
With D. E. Brown et al.
Fetal dwarfism in sheep. Update 76. A research
report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural Center.
Urbana, Illinois: College of Agriculture, Upp.
With D. Drori et al.
The effects of heat and saline drinking water on
thermoregulation and fetal weight in ewes. Update
76. A research report of the Dixon Springs
Agricultural Center. Urbana, Illinois: College of
Agriculture, Upp.
Relation of drinking behavior to growth in artifi-
cially reared lambs. Update 76. A research report
of the Dixon Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana,
Illinois: College of Agriculture, 2pp.
With D. Drori et al.
The performance of lambs on a processed whole soy-
bean milk replacer. Update 76. A research report
of the Dixon Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana,
Illinois: College of Agriculture, 2pp.
With R. Ogden et al.
Coyote predation in sheep at the Dixon Springs
Agricultural Center. Update 76. A research report
of the Dixon Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana,
Illinois: College of Agriculture, l*pp.
With G. E. Ricketts and F. C. Hinds
Recommendations for profitable sheep production
Circular 1126. Urbana, Illinois: Cooperative
Extension Service, College of Agriculture, University
of Illinois, 67pp.
With M. F. Stoerger at al.
Influence of dietary roughage level on reproductive
rate in ewe lambs. Journal of Animal Science (U3)
952-8.
With E. F. Olver et al.
Space age electronic controls operate automatic lamb
and ewe feeding system. Illinois Research (l8:No. h)
NALBANDOV, ANDREW V., Professor
Book
With B. Cook
Reproductive physiology: comparative reproductive
physiology of domestic animals, laboratory animals,
and man. San Francisco, Califorr'^a: W. H. Freeman,
Articles
With J. W. Graber
Peripheral estrogen levels during the laying cycle
of the hen (Gallus domesticus). Biology of
Reproduction (11+) 109-lli.
With J. Bahr et al.
Plasma steroid concentrations in conscious and anes-
thetized rabbits. Proceedings of the Society for
Experimental Biology and Medicine (152) 210-212.
NORTON, HORACE W. , Professor
Book Review
Basic statistics for librarians, by I. S. Simpson.
Newsletter on Library Research (I8: December) 8-10.
Article
With P. M. A. Costa et al.
Effects of roasting and roasting temperatures on the
nutritive value of corn for swine. Journal of
Animal Science (1*2) 365-7!*.
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PARKER, HEI£W M. , Research Associate
Article
With R. M. Forbes
Influence of dietary Ca, Mg, and P on cyclic-AMP
excretion and kidney calcification in the rat.
Proceedings of the Society for Experimental Biology
and Medicine (151) 215-20.
RASMUSEN, B. A., Professor
Articles
The significance of transferrin and F-O-i polymorph-
isms in sheep. Animal Blood Groups and Biochemical
Genetics (7) 11*7-55-
With L. L. Christian
H Blood types in pigs as predictors of stress sus-
ceptibility. Science (I9I) 9I+7-8.
RICKETTS, GARYE., Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With F. C. Hinds and J. M. Lewis
Recommendations for profitable sheep production.
Circular 1126. Urbana, Illinois: Cooperative
Extension Service, College of Agriculture, University
of Illinois, 67pp.
RIDLEN, SAMUEL F., Professor
Article
With D. J. Bray and H. S. Johnson
Forced molting: one way to lower production costs.
Illinois Research (l8:Winter) 8-9.
ROMANS, JOHN R., Associate Professor
Articles
With W. D. Boston et al.
Slaughter characteristics of N'Dama cattle in
Sierra leone. Tropical Agriculture (52) 53-7.
With D. M. Fahey et al.
A comparison of practical methods to estimate pork
carcass composition. Journal of Animal Science
(W) 8-17.
SCHMIDT, GLENN R., Associate Professor
Article
With S. L. Moore et al.
Effect of salt, phosphate and some nonmeat proteins
on binding strength and cook yield of a beef roll.
Journal of Food Science (Ul) lt2U-6.
WALLACE, MICHAEL H., Assistant Animal Scientist
Articles
With M. F. Stoerger et al.
Influence of dietary roughage level on reproductive
rate in ewe lambs. Journal of Animal Science (1*3)
952-8.
With D. Drori et al.
Relation of drinking behavior growth in artificially
reared lambs. Sheep Breeder and Sheepman (December)
6-7.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With J. M. Lewis and F. C. Hinds
Evaluation of purebred and crossbred ewes for commer-
cial lamb production. Update 76. A research report
of the Dixon Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana:
Illinois: Coliege of Agriculture, Upp.
With H. B. Puckett et al.
Mechanization of lamb and ewe feeding. Update 76.
A research report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural
Center. Urbana, Illinois: College of Agriculture,
2pp.
With J. J. Faix et al.
Interplanting corn with legumes in sod. Update 76.
A research report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural
Center. Urbana, Illinois: College of Agriculture,
6pp.
With P. J. Dziuk et al.
Comb. -6 development - a new sheep breed? Update 76.
A research report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural
Center. Urbana, Illinois: College of Agriculture,
2pp.
With J. M. Lewis and F. C. Hinds
Influence of different roughages on the performance
of growing fattening lambs. Update 76. A research
report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural Center.
Urbana, Illinois: Upp.
With J. M. Lewis et al.
Feedlot performance and carcass merit of intact male,
short scrotum, and wether lambs. Update 76. A
research report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural
Center. Urbana, Illinois: College of Agriculture,
1+pp.
With M. F. Stoerger et al.
Influence of dietary energy level on reproductive
rate in ewe lambs. Update 76. A research report of
the Dixon Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana,
Illinois: College of Agriculture, 2pp.
With J. M. Lewis et al.
Slotted floor materials for sheep housing. Update
76. A research report of the Dixon Springs
Agricultural Center. Urbana, Illinois: College of
Agriculture, 2pp.
With D. E. Brown et al.
Fetal dwarfism in sheep. Update 76. A research
report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural Center.
Urbana, Illinois: College of Agriculture, Upp.
With D. Drori et al.
The effects of heat and saline drinking water on
thermoregulation and fetal weight in ewes. A
research report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural
Center. Urbana, Illinois: College of Agriculture,
Upp.
With D. Drori et al.
The performance of lambs on a processed whole soy-
bean milk replacer. Update 76. A research report
of the Dixon Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana,
Illinois: College of Agriculture, 2pp.
With D. Drori et al.
Relation of drinking behavior to growth in artifi-
cially reared lambs. Update 76. A research report
of the Dixon Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana,
Illinois: College of Agriculture, 2pp.
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With R. Ogden et al.
Coyote predation in sheep at the Dixon Springs
Agricultural Center. Update 76. A research report
of the Dixon Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana,
Illinois: College of Agriculture, Upp.
With J. M. Lewis et al.
The Dixon Springs wool pool, 1975. Update 76. A
research report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural
Center. Urbana, Illinois: College of Agriculture,
2pp.
Book Review
Kedang: A study of the collective thought of an
eastern Indonesian people, by R. H. Barnes. Journal
of Asian Studies (35:2) 356-7.
CASAGRANDE, JOSEPH B., Professor
Article
Estrategias para sobrevlvlr; los Indigenas de la
sierra del Ecuador. America Indlgena (36:1, Jan-
March) 95-114.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS CRISSMAN, LAWRENCE W. , Assistant Professor
All, Abdullah (A. L. Neumann), Nutritional evaluation
of monensin as a nonnutrltive feed additive in the
ruminant.
Aswar, Norman Razlef (R. Forbes), Dependence of
recovery from protein deficiency on adequate
mineral intake.
Cornelius, Steven Gregory (A. H. Jensen), Investiga-
tions concerning the absorption, distribution and
metabolism of iron in neonatal piglets.
Easter, Robert Arnold (D. H. Baker), Evaluation of
dietary argiflne, hlstidlne, leucine and trypto-
phan for pregnancy in swine.
Glinsky, Martin Jay (D. E. Becker), Volatile fatty
acid production and ammonia kinetics in the equine
cecum.
Kelley, Keith Wayne (S. Curtis), Effects of elevated
ambient temperature on respiratory rate, body
temperature and energy-expenditure rate of sows
and gilts around parturition.
Martin, Paul Albert (P. Dzluk) , The effect of the
ovary and utero-ovarian relationship on the length
of gestation in the pig.
Richardson, Carl Reed (E. E. Hatfield), Limiting
amino acids In growing ruminants.
Shin, Hyung Tai (U. Garrigus) , Study on the utiliza-
tion of wheat straw by sheep.
Wilson, Larry Leon (E. E. Hatfield), Influence of
chemical and heat treatment of corn on nutrient
utilization by ruminants.
ANTHROPOLOGY
Chapters in Books
Specific central-place models for an evolving sys-
tem of market towns on the Changhua Plain, Taiwan.
In Regional Analysis
, Volume I_ (Economic Systems) ,
ed, by C. A. Smith. New York: Academic Press, pp.
183-218.
Spatial aspects of marriage patterns as influenced
by marketing behavior in the southwestern Changhua
Hsien, Taiwan. In Regional Analysis, Volume II
(Social Systems)
,
ed. by C. A. Smith.
Academic Press, pp. 123-48.
New York:
CUNNINGHAM, CLARK E. , Professor
Article
With T. C. Doege, W. V. Whitehorn, B. Martin
Chiang Mai and Illinois: a cooperative internation-
al project, 1962-70. Journal of Medical Education
(51:1975) 94-100.
Book Review
Kedang: A study of the collective thought of an
eastern Indonesian people, by R. H. Barnes. Man
(10:4, Dec 1975) 648-9.
GILES, EUGENE, Professor
Book Edited
With J. S. Friedlaender
The measures of man: methodologies in biological
anthropology. Cambridge: Peabody Museum Press,
653 pp.
Chapter in Book
Cranial variation in Australia and neighboring
areas. In The origin of the Australians , ed. by
R. L. Dirk and A. G. Thorne. Canberra: Australian
Institute for Aboriginal Studies, pp. 161-72.
BAREIS, CHARLES J., Assistant Professor
Bulletin or Technical Report
The Knoebel Site St. Clair County, Illinois.
Urbana: Illinois Archaeological Survey Circular
Number One, 22 pp.
BRUNER, EDWARD M. , Professor
Chapters in Books
The psychological approach in anthropology. In
Horizons of Anthropology
, 2nd edition, ed. by S. Tax
and L. G. Freeman. Chicago: Aldine, pp. 344-54.
Tradition and modernization in Batak society. In
Responses to Change
, ed. by G. de Vos. New York:
Van Nostrand, pp. 234-52.
GROVE, DAVID C. , Associate Professor
Articles
With K. G. Kirth, D. E. Buge , A. M. Cyphers
Settlement and cultural development at Chalcatzingo.
Science (192) 1203-10.
JUNGERS, WILLIAM L. , JR., Assistant Professor
Articles
Multiple creations and racial classification: anth-
ropology in nineteenth-century France. Discussions
in Anthropology . University of Michigan (1:2) 65-
84.
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With Yves Rumpler
Craniometric corroboration of the specific status
of Lepilemur septentrionalis , an endemic lemur from
the north of Madagascar. Journal of Human Evolution
(5) 317-21.
KELLER, CHARLES M. , Associate Professor
Article
With M. R. Kleindienst
Towards a functional analysis of handaxes and cleav-
ers: the evidence from eastern Africa. Man (2:2)
176-87.
KLEPINGER, LINDA L., Assistant Professor
Article
With D. R. Henning
The Hatton Mound, a two-component burial site in
northeast Missouri. The Missouri Archaeologist (37)
92-170.
LATHRAP, DONALD W., Professor
Chapters in Books
Shipibo tourist art. In Ethnic and tourist art , ed.
by Nelson H. H. Graburn. Berkeley, UC Press, pp.
197-207.
Radiation: the application to cultural development
of a model from biological evolution. In The meas-
ures of man , ed. by E. Giles and J. S. Friedlaender.
Cambridge: Peabody Museum Press, pp. 494-532.
Articles
With Jorge G. Marcos
Excavaciones en el Sitio Valdivia de Real Alto
(OGch-12) Informe Preliminar. Revista de la Pont-
if icia Universidad Catolica .
With J. G. Marcos, J. A. Zeidler
Ancient Ecuador revisited. Field Museum of Natural
History Bulletin (47:6) 3-9.
NETTL, BRUNO, Professor, See: School of Music
PLATH, DAVID W. , Professor
Article
How portable is Japanese psychotherapy? The Japan
Interpreter (11:2) 237-50.
Book Review
Saints and Samurai: the political culture of the
American and Japanese elites, by L. Austin. Pacif-
ic Affairs (49:2, summer) 357-8.
RILEY, THOMAS J., Assistant Professor
Chapter in Book
Contract archaeology and the university. In Digging
for gold: papers on archaeology for profit , ed. by
W. K. McDonald. Ann Arbor: University of Michigan
Press 3-15.
ROSS, HAROLD M. , Associate Professor
Chapter in Book
Bush fallow farming, diet and nutrition: a Melan-
esian example of successful adaptation. In The
measures of man: methodologies in biological anth-
ropology
, ed. by E. Giles and J. S. Friedlaender.
Cambridge: Peabody Museum Press 550-615.
SCHMIDT, NANCY J., Visiting Associate Professor
Articles
The writer as teacher: a comparison of the African
adventure stories of G. A. Henty, Rene Guillot and
Barbara Kimenye. African Studies Review (19:2)
69-80.
Teaching new lessons about Africa with old materials.
Newsletter of the Western Association of Africanists
(Sept) 15-9.
Anthropological perspectives and the criticism of
African literature. Bashiru (7:2) 1-9.
Fiction about African children for African children.
Bulletin of the Southern Association of Africanists
(4:3) 2-5.
The African bookshelf: basic books for high
schools. ASA Newsletter (9:6) 29-33.
Bulletin or Technical Report
Resources for teaching children about Africa.
Urbana: ERIC, 60 pp.
Book Reviews
Indigenous African architecture, by R. Gardi. ASA
Review of Books (2) 82-4.
The Black mind: a history of African literature, by
0. R. Dathome. Okike (10) 116-20.
A bibliography of literary contributions to Nigerian
periodicals 1946-1972, by B. Linfors . World Liter-
ature Written in English (15:2) 237-9.
African books in print, by Hans Zell. Research in
African Literatures (7:2) 301-3.
SHIMKIN, DEMITRI B., Professor
Article
With S. Hyland, M. B. Rodin
Human factors and consumer values in housing and
community structure. Proceed ings of the Specialty
Conference on Human Factors in Civil Engineering
Planning, Design and Education
,
ASCE : Buffalo
(June 1975) 123-51.
STEWART, JOHN, Associate Professor
Article
Mission and leadership among the Merikin Baptists of
Trinidad. Latin American Anthropology Group (1)
17-24.
THOMPSON, RICHARD W., Assistant Professor
Article
With R. Roper
Relative deprivation in Buganda: The relation of
wealth, security and opportunity to economic satis-
faction. Ethos (4:2) 155-87.
UCHENDU, VICTOR C. , Professor and Director, African
Studies Program
Chapters in Books
Ancestorcidel are African ancestors dead? In
Ancestors
,
ed. by W. H. Newell, The Hague: Mouton,
pp. 283-96.
Motivation and incentive structure for planned rural
development. In Strategy for Development , ed. by
J. Barratt, D. S. Collier, K. Glaser and H. Monnig.
London: Macmillan, pp. 29-44.
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WHITTEN, NORMAN E., JR., Professor
Book Written
With M. F. Naranjo, M. Santl, D. Whltten
Sacha Runa: ethnicity and adaptation of Ecuadorian
Jungle Quichua. Urbana: UP, 350 pp.
Book Edited
Afro-American ethnohistory In Latin America and the
Caribbean. Washington, D.C.; American Anthropolo-
gical Association, 66 pp.
Chapter in Book
Structure and transformations of contemporary Cane-
los Quichua spirit relationships. In Festschrift
for H. C. Hermann Trimborn , ed. by Udo Oberman.
Bonn.
Articles
Ecuadorian ethnocide and indigenous ethnogenesis
.
Journal of Ethnic Studies (4:2) 1-22.
On Valentine's distortion of Black frontiersmen.
Journal of Ethnic Studies (4:1) 107-11.
Adaptive strategy, exchange, matrlfocality and soc-
ial network. Encyclopedia of Anthropology 5, 160,
261, 285-6.
Bulletin or Technical Report
Ecuadorian ethnocide and Indigenous ethnogenesis:
Amazonian resurgence amidst Andean colonization,
Copenhagen: IWGIA Document No, 23, 40 pp.
Book Reviews
Uncertainties in peasant farming: a Colombian case,
by Suttl Reisslg de Ortiz, American Anthropologist
(78:3) 675-6.
Sugar plantations and labor patterns in the Cauca
Valley, Colombia, by Rolf Knight. American Anthro-
pologist (78:3) 675-6.
Forgotten Canadians: the Blacks of Nova Scotia, by
Frances Henry. American Anthropologist (78:1) 159-
60.
ZUIDEMA, R. TOM, Professor
Article
La Imagen del Sol y la huaca de Susurpuguio en el
slstema astronomico de los Incas en el Cuzco.
Journal de la Soclete des Americanistes (63) 199-
230.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Davis, Martha Ellen (B. Wehl) , Afro-American religious
brotherhoods: Structure, ritual, and music
Douglas, John Goodwin (C. J. Barsis), Collins: A
late woodland cermonial complex In the woodfordian
Northeast
.
Horikoshi, Hlroko (E. M. Bruner) , A traditional leader
in a time of change: The Kljaji and Ulama in
west Java,
Laguerre, Michel Saturnin (N . E. Whltten), The black
ghetto as an internal colony: Socio-economic
adaptation of a Haitian urban community.
Mazzarelli, Marcella (D. Butterworth) , Continuity in
change: Settlement in the upper Belize Valley,
Belize.
Suparlan, Parsudi (E. M. Bruner), The Javanese in
Surinam: Ethnicity in an ethnically plural
society.
Van Esterik, Penelope Fair (W. Peterson), Cognition
and design production in Ban Chieng painted
pottery.
ARCHITECTURE
DEVOS, DANIEL R. , Technical Assistance Administrator
Chapter in a Book
Controversy over unsupervised community furloughs
for prisoners: the pros and cons. In Indiana
Academy of the Social Sciences. Proceedings, 1975
,
ed. by Lester F. Schmidt. Indianapolis: Indiana
Academy of the Social Sciences, pp. 1-6.
Article
The pros and cons of prison furloughs. Criminal
Justice Digest (4: July) 1-4.
FOLTIN, JUDITH M, , Information Specialist
Chapter in a Book
With E. C. Shelburne
Criminal justice. In Update 76: selected recent
works in the social sciences , ed. by Mary Pike.
Washington D. C. : International City Managers Asso-
ciation, pp. 5-6.
LANFORD, SAMUEL T., Professor
Books Edited
An interim guide to industrialized building systems/
the management of building procurement. Champaign:
Construction Engineering Research Laboratory,
422 pp.
MILLER, H. JAMES, Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Campus development planning study. G. B. Pant
University of Agriculture and Technology. Depart-
ment of Architecture, University of Illinois, Urbana,
Illinois.
NAGLE, BRIAN N., Police Specialist
Articles
Relations between police and media prosper from
recognizing each other's rights, duties. Law En-
forcement News (2: December 7) 5.
Basic considerations—the outdoor firearms training
facility. Police Chief (43:October) 60-1.
An alternative to municipal ownership of police fa-
cilities. Police Chief (43:April) 48-9.
Proper care of vehicles reduces operational cost.
Law Enforcement Journal (6:December) 22-23,
Law enforcement education programs: effects and
future with regard to student enrollment. Lambda
Alpha Epsilon Journal (39: November) 30-2,
Leasing out facilities can cut costs. American
School and University (48:August) 22-3.
Leasing college facilities to criminal justice
agencies. Lambda Alpha Epsilon Journal (37:May)
12-3.
I
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ART AND DESIGM
BELL, LARRY S., Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
Prevention of crimes of assault and acts of
vandalism on demand-responsive automated trans-
portation systems. In Personal Rapid Transit III ,
ed. by Dennis A. Garay. Minneapolis: Minnesota UP,
pp. 423-7.
Articles
Narrowing the credibility gap. Industrial Design
Magazine (23:No. 4) 43-4.
How you can get government projects. Industrial
Design Magazine (23:No. 5) 54-6.
Who can manage? Industrial Design Magazine (23:No.
6) 61.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With M. L. Silver
Aesthetic and environmental considerations in the
design of elevated transportation structures.
Washington, D. C. : U.S. Department of Transporta-
tion, DOT-OS-30092, 122pp.
FEHL, PHILLIP P., Professor
Chapter in a Book
Vasari e Stradano come panegiristi dei Medici. In
II Vasari storiografo e artista . Florence, Italy:
Istituto Nazionale di Studi sul Rinascimento,
pp. 207-24.
Articles
The worship of Bacchus and Venus in Bellim's and
Titian's Bacchanals for Alfonso d'Este. Studies
in the History of Art (6) 37-87.
Bernini's stemme for Urban VIII on the baldacchino
in St. Peter's: a forgotten compliment.
Burlington Magazine (July) 484-91.
Turner's classicism and the problem of periodiza-
tion in the history of art. Critical Inquiry
(3:No. 1) 93-129.
HARDIMAN, GEORGE W. , Associate Professor
Articles
With Theodore Zemich
Research in art education: a portrayal and
interpretation. Art Education (29:No. 2) 22-8.
Editorial. Review of Research in Visual Arts
Education (5:No.l) 1
MARSHALL, H. JAMES, Associate Professor
Book Reviews
Exploring the arts with children, by Geraldine
Dimondstein. Art Education Journal (29:No. 1) 20.
The artist in his studio, by Alexander Liberman.
Art Education Journal (29:No. 1) 21.
Art and visual perception (new version) , by Rudolf
Arnheim. Art Education Journal (29:No. 2) 20.
The bee hive (The arts in early education) , by
Nancy Richard and Stanley S. Madeja. Art Education
Journal (29:No. 2) 17.
A curriculum for an aesthetic program for teacher
education, by Susan Maxwell Brainerd. Review of
Research in Visual Arts Education (Fall 1976: No. 5)
48-53.
ZERNICH, THEODORE, Associate Professor
Articles
With George W. Hardiman
Research in art education: a portrayal and inter-
pretation. Art Education (29:No. 2) 22-8.
Editorial. Review of Research in Visual Arts
Education (5:No. 1) 1.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Daniel, Vesta Ann Henderson (G. W. Hardiman) , The
effects of choice and similarity on the evaluation
of paintings,
Stuckhardt, Michael Howard (G. W, Hardiman) , The
development of a scale to measure attitudes held
toward the visual arts.
ASTRONOMY
BIENIEK, RONALD J., Assistant Professor
Articles
Stationary phase analysis of inelastic collisions:
Penning ionization. Chemical physics Letters (40)
72-9.
With M. Zeilik, II
Follow-up study of PSI astronomy course. American
Journal of Physics (44) 695-6.
CAHN, JULIUS H.
,
Associate Professor
Articles
Interstellar extinction: A calibration by planetary
nebulae. Astronomical Journal (81) 407-18.
With S. P. Wyatt
The birthrate of planetary nebulae.
Journal (210) 508-17.
Astrophysical
CRUTCHER, RICHARD M. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Comparison of optical and radio column-density mea-
surements toward Omicron Persel and Zeta Ophiuchi.
Astrophysical Journal (206) L171-4.
Depletion of heavy elements toward the Rho Ophiuchi
dust cloud. Astrophysical Journal (208) 382-9.
With W. D. Watson
Detection and significance of the interstellar OH
line \3078. Astrophysical Journal (203) L123-6.
With N. J. Evans and W. J. Wilson
Accurate positions of OH emission sources. Astro -
physical Journal (206) 440-2.
With L. E. Snyder, J. C. Webber, and G. W. Swenson, Jr.
Radio observations of OH in Comet West 1975n. Astro-
physical Journal (209) L49-52.
With W. D. Watson
Upper limit and significance of the NH molecule in
diffuse interstellar clouds. Astrophysical Journal
(209) 778-81.
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With J. R. Dickel and H. R. Dickel
The supernova remnant W4A and its surroundings. Pub-
lications of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific
(88) 840-3.
DICKEL, hSlEnE R., Research Associate
Articles
With J. R. Dickel
Cosmic Synchrotrons. The Physics Teacher (14:8) 479-
84.
With J. R. Dickel and R. M. Crutcher
The supernova remnant W44 and its surroundings. Pub -
lications of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific
(88) 840-3.
DICKEL, JOHN R. , Associate Professor
Articles
The microwave spectrum of ammonia in Jupiter's atmos-
phere. Icarus (29) 283-5.
With Hllene R. Dickel
Cosmic Synchrotrons. The Physics Teacher (14:8) 479-
84.
With H. R. Dickel and R. M. Crutcher
The supernova remnant W44 and its surroundings. Pub -
lications of the Astronomical Society of the Pacif -
ic (88) 840-3.
With D. K. Milne
The magnetic fields in supernova remnants. Austra -
lian Journal of physics (29) 435-60.
With I. I. K. Pauliny-Toth and A. Witzel
Upper limit to the 2-cm brightness temperature of
433 Eros. Icarus (28) 187.
With H. J. Rood
Radial velocities and masses of galaxies in groups
from 21-cm line observations. Astrophysical Journal
(205) 346-53.
Chapter in a Book
Continuum observations of small diameter sources.
In Methods of Experimental Physics-Astrophysics-
Radio Astronomy
,
ed, by M. L. Meeks . New York:
Academic Press, pp. 1-18.
HILLS, JACK C, Visiting Assistant Professor
Articles
The tidal breakup and capture of stars by black
holes in globular clusters. Astrophysical Letters
(17) 95-9.
The formation of binaries containing black holes by
the exchange of companion and x-ray sources in glob-
ular clusters. Monthly Notices of the Royal Astro -
nomical Society (175) 1-4.
The possible origin of the spiral-arm instability.
Astrophysics and Space Science (45) 243-8.
With C. A. Day
Stellar collision in globular clusters. Astrophysi -
cal Letters (17) 87-93.
With A. E. Sonnanstine
The effect of UV stars on the intergalactic medium
II. Its temperature and ionization structure. Astro -
physics and Space Science (45) 125-32.
IBEN, ICKO, JR., Professor and Head of Oepartmenc
Articles
Further adventures of a thermally pulsing star.
Astrophysical Journal (208) 165-76.
Solar oscillations as a guide to solar structure.
Astrophysical Journal Letters (204) L147-50.
With S. A. Lamb and W. M. Howard
On the evolution of massive stars through the core
carbon-burning phase. Astrophysical Journal (207)
209-32.
With J. H. Mahaffy
On the sun's acoustical spectrum. Astrophysical
Journal Letters (209) L39-43.
Chapter in a Book
The astrophysicist and the computer. Computer Sci -
ence and Scientific Computing . New York: Academic
Press, pp. 109-26.
KALER, JAMES B. , Professor
Articles
A catalog of relative emission line intensities ob-
served in planetary and diffuse nebulae. Astro-
physical Journal Supplement (31) 517-688.
Photoelectric filter photometry of planetary nebulae.
Astrophysical Journal (210) 113-9.
Continuum observations and the electron temperature
of NGC 7027. Astrophysical Letters (17) 163-6.
The exciting stars of low-excitation planetary and
diffuse nebulae. Astrophysical Journal (210) 843-52.
With J. H. Lutz, T. E. Lutz , D. E. Osterbrock and S. A.
Gregory
The peculiar object He2-467. Astrophysical Journal
(203) 481-4.
With L. H. Aller and S. J. Czyzak
A spectrographic survey of 21 planetary nebulae.
Astrophysical Journal (203) 636-45.
With L. H. Aller, S.J. Czyzak and H. W. Epps
The spectrum of NGC 7027. Astrophysical Journal
Supplement (31) 163-86.
Book Review
The search for the nebulae by Kenneth Glyn Jones.
Journal of the Astronautical Sciences (24) 283.
LAMB, SUSAN A., Teaching Associate
Article
With I. Iben, Jr. and W. M. Howard
On the evolution of massive stars through the core
carbon-burning phase. Astrophysical Journal (207)
209-32.
LATTIMER, JAMES M. , Research Associate
.Articles
With D. N. Schramm
The tidal disruption of neutron stars by black holes
in close binaries. Astrophysical Journal (210) 549-
67.
With R. I. Epstein and D. N. Schramm
The origin of deuterium. Nature (263) 198-202.
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OLSON, EDWARD C, Associate Professor
Articles
U Cephei: A mass-transfer event I. Astrophysical
Journal (204) 141-50.
U Cephei: A mass-transfer event II. Observations.
Astrophysical Journal Supplement Series (31) 1-11.
With M. R. Nelson
Luminosity change in DQ Herculis, Astrophysical
Journal (207) 195-200.
SNYDER, LEWIS E. , Professor
Articles
With D. Bulil and W. F. Huebner
Detection of molecular microwave transitions in the
3 ram wavelength range in Comet Kohoutek (1973f). The
Study of Comets, Part 1 (lAU Colloq. No. 25 ) ed. B.
Donn, M. Mumma , W. Jackson, M. A'Hearn and R. Har-
rington (NASA Special Publication 393, 1976) pp. 253-
71.
With J. M. Hollis
HCN, X-ogen (HCO"*") , and U90.66 emission spectra from
L134. Astrophysical Journal (204) L139-42.
With W. F. Huebner and D. Buhl
Microwave line transitions in the 3 mm wavelength
range in Comet Kohoutek (1973f). Astronomical Jour -
nal (81) 671-4.
With P. T. Giguere and F. S. Richardson
The prospects for astronomical optical rotatory dis-
persion studies. Astrophysical Journal (208) 365-8.
With J. M. Hollis and B. L. Ulich
Radio detection of the interstellar formyl radical.
Astrophysical Journal (208) L91-4.
With J. M. Hollis, F. J. Lovas , and B. L. Ulich
Detection, identification and observations of inter-
stellar H^^CO"''. Astrophysical Journal (209) 67-74.
With J. C. Webber, R. M. Crutcher , and G. W. Swenson, Jr.
Radio observations of OH in Comet West (1975n).
Astrophysical Journal (209) L49-52.
With J. M. Hollis, F. J. Lovas and D. Buhl
Radio detection of interstellar DCO+. .Astrophysical
Journal (209) L83-5.
With F. J. Lovas, D. R. Johnson, and D. Buhl
Millimeter emission lines in Orion A. Astrophysical
Journal (209) 770-7.
Reviews
Radio detections of cometary molecular transitions:
a review. Presented at lAU Colloquium No. 25. The
Study of Comets, Part 1 (lAU Colloq. No. 25 ), ed.
B. Donn, M. Mumma, W. Jackson, M. A'Hearn, and R.
Harrington (NASA Special Publication 393, 1976), pp.
232-52.
SWENSON, GEORGE W.
Engineering
JR. Professor, See: Electrical
TRURAN, JAMES W. , Professor
Chapter in a book
With S. G. Starrfield and W. M. Sparks
The cause of the nova outburst. Proceedings I.A.U .
Symposium No. 73, Structure and Evolution of Close
Binary Systems
,
ed. by P. Eggleton, S. Mitton and
J. Whelan. D. Reidel, Dordrecht, Holland, pp. 155-
72.
Articles
With S. G. Starrfield and W. M. Sparks
CNO abundances and hydrodynamic models of the nova
outburst IV. Comparison with observations. Astro -
physical Journal (208) 819-25.
With S. G. Starrfield and W. M. Sparks
A single star interpretation of nova Cygni 1975.
Astrophysical Journal Letters (208) L23-5.
WATSON, WILLIAM D., Associate Professor
energy cosmic rays and
ized interstellar atoms.
47-54.
ys following charge-ex-
Astrophysical Journal
Articles
Multiple ionization by low
the abundance of highly ion
Astrophysical Journal (204)
Production of galactic x-ra
change by cosmic ray nuclei
(206) 842-6.
Interstellar molecule reactions. Reviews of Modern
Physics (48) 513-52.
With R. J. Blint and R. B. Christensen
Calculation of the cross se
change: significance for i
ray particles. Astrophysic
With R. J. Blint and R. F. Marshall
ction for CIV-H charge-ex-
nterstellar x-rays/cosmic
al Journal (205) 634-7.
ectronic states of CHj
interstellar reactions
627-31.
Calculation of the lower el
postulated intermediate in
Astrophysical Journal (206)
With R. M. Crutcher
Detection and significance of the interstellar OH line
X3078. Astrophysical Journal Letters (203) L123-6.
With V. G. Anicich and K. T. Huntress, Jr.
Measurement and significance of the reaction (C^) +
Cl20-
-(C^^)"*" + C^-3o for alteration of the C^^/CCll
Astrophysical Jour -ratio in interstellar molecules,
nal (205) L165-8.
With R. M. Crutcher
Upper limit and significance of the NTi molecule in
diffuse interstellar clouds. Astrophysical Journal
(209) 778-81.
WEBBER, JOHN C. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With P. T. Giguere and N. J. Woolf
IRC + 10420: A hot supergiant maser. Astrophysical
Journal Letters (207) L195-8.
With L. E. Snyder, R. M. Crutcher and G. W. Swenson, Jr.
Radio observations of OH in Comet West 1975n. Astro-
physical Journal Letters (209) L49-52.
With L. K. DeNoyer, K. S. Yang and G. W. Swenson, Jr.
Observations of variable radio sources at 18 cm wave-
length. Astronomical Journal (81) 1069-77.
WEBBDJK, RONALD F., Research Associate
Articles
Outbursts of the recurrent Nova T Coronae Borealis.
Nature (262) 271-2.
The outbursts of the recurrent Nova T Coronae Borealis.
Journal of the American Association of Variable Star
Observers (5) 26-8.
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The evolution of low-mass close binary systems. I.
The evolutionary fate of contact binaries. Astro -
physical Journal (209) 829-45.
The evolution of low-mass close binary systems. II.
1.50 M© + 0.75 Mq: Evolution into contact. Astro -
physical Journal Supplement (32) 583-601.
With A. C. Fabian and J. E. Pringle
Ariel 1118-61 - A very close binary system or a slowly
rotating neutron star? Astrophysics and Space Science
(42) 161-4.
WOOD, PETER R. , Research associate
Article
Pulsation of high luminosity helium stars. Monthly
Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society (174) 531-
9.
With J. H. Cahn
Mira variables, mass loss, and the fate of red giant
stars. Astrophysical Journal (211) 499-508.
W^'ATT, STANLEY P., JR., Professor
Articles
With J. H. Cahn
The birthrate of planetary nebulae. Astrophysical
Journal (210) 508-17.
With K. M. Yoss, G. N. Deming and H. L. Detweiler
Radial velocities of faint north galactic pole stars.
Publications of the Astronomical Society of the
Pacific (88) 949-56.
YOSS, KENNETH M. , Professor
Article
With S. P. Wyatt, G. N. Deming and H. L. Detweiler
Radial velocities of faint north galactic pole stars.
Publications of the Astronomical Society of the
Pacific (88) 949-56.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Deming, Leo Drake (E. C. Olson), Photometric observa-
tions of visual binaries and inferences concerning
mixing in red giants.
Doughty, John Richard (J. B. Kaler) , Local extinctions
for planetary nebulae.
With G. C. Hess and D. Wratt
Simultaneous partial reflection and meteor radar
wind observations at Urbana, Illinois, during the
winter 1974-75. Journal of the Atmospheric and
Terrestrial Physics (38) 287-90.
With II. R. Schoeberl
The structure of stationary planetary waves in
winter in relation to the polar night jet intensity.
Geophysical Research Letters (3) 177-80.
With D. C. Frltts
Viscous stabilization of gravity wave critical
level flow. Journal of the Atmospheric Sciences
(33) 2276-84.
HAK, tlANKIN, Associate Professor
Articles
A model study of the downstream variation of the
lower trade-wind circulation. Tellus (XXVIII,
No. 2) 97-107.
With J. E. Walsh
On the relative intensities of sea and land
breezes. Journal of the Atmospheric Sciences
(33) 242-51.
OGURA, YOSHIMITSU, Professor and Director
Books
With T. Asai
Marine Meteorology (in Japanese) Tokys: University
of Tokyo Press, 191 pp.
SOONG, SU-TZAI, Assistant Professor
Articles
With Y. Ogura
A determination of the trade-wind cumuli population
using BOMEX data and an axisymmetric cloud model.
Journal of the Atmospheric Sciences (33) 992-1007.
WALSH, JOHN E., Assistant Professor
Articles
On the nexting grids in nonhydrostatic computations.
Monthly Weather Review (104) 735-43.
WILHELMSON, ROBERT, Assistant Professor
LABORATORY FOR ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH
Articles
With J. H. Ericksen
Implementation on a convective problem requiring
auxiliary storage. ACM Transactions on Mathematical
Software (2) 187-95.
BEARD, KENNETH V. K., Associate Professor
Articles
Terminal velocity and shape of cloud and
precipitation drops aloft. Journal of the
Atmospheric Sciences (33) 851-64.
GELLER, MARVIN A., Associate Professor
Articles
Comments on a reply by Lindzen and Hong. Journal
of the Atmospheric Sciences (33) 558.
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BRYAN, LESLIE A., Professor and Director Emeritus
Book Reviews
Winnebago County, Illinois, early marriages, 1836-
1866, by Elsie R. Swartz. Illinois State Genealog-
ical Society Quarterly (8:1) 46.
Clinton County, Ohio, obituaries, 1867-1875, and
selected genealogical notes, by Larry D. Mart.
Illinois State Genealogical Society Quarterly (8:1)
46.
Deaths and burials, Macon County poor farm, Decatur,
Illinois, by Roy V. Terneus. Illinois State
Genealogical Society Quarterly (8:1) 46.
Marriage records, Franklin County, Illinois, 1849-
1856 and 1857-1865, by Frank and Carol Rademacher.
Illinois State Genealogical Society Quarterly
(8:1) 46.
He built well, by James R. Clacking. Illinois State
Genealogical Society Quarterly (8:1) 46.
Index to history of Fayette County, Illinois, by
Winnetka Public Library Genealogy Projects
Committee. Illinois State Genealogical Society
Quarterly (8:1) 46.
Frederick County, Maryland, naturalizations, 1799-
1850, by Raymond B. Clark, Jr. Illinois State
Genealogical Society Quarterly (8:1) 46.
Illinois soldiers' and sailors' home at Quincy,
volume 1, by Lowell M. Volkel. Illinois State
Genealogical Society Quarterly (8:1) 47.
St. Clair County, Illinois, 1850 census, volumes
1 and 2, by Robert Buecher. Illinois State
Genealogical Society Quarterly (8:1) 4".
Alexander County, Illinois, 1850 census, by Maxine
E. Wormer. Illinois State Genealogical Society
Quarterly (8:1) 47.
Putnam County, Illinois, 1850 census, by Maxine E.
Wormer. Illinois State Genealogical Society
Quarterly (8:1) 47.
An index to the 1820 census of Kentucky, by Lowell
M. Volkel. Illinois State Genealogical Society
Quarterly (8:1) 47.
Sangamon County, Illinois, 1850 census and 1850
mortality schedule, by Sangamon County Genealogical
Society. Illinois State Genealogical Society
Quarterly (8:1) 47.
Taylor County, Iowa, census, by Patti Combs O'Dell.
Illinois State Genealogical Society Quarterly (8:1)
47.
Index to landowners, 1873, Shawnee County, Kansas,
atlas, by Topeka Genealogical Society. Illinois
State Genealogical Society Quarterly (8:2) 104.
Phillips and kin of Franklin County, Illinois,
volume 5, 1975, by Frank Rademacher. Illinois State
Genealogical Society Quarterly (8:2) 104.
Guide to public vital statistics records in Illinois,
by Illinois Historical Records Survey. Illinois
State Genealogical Society Quarterly (8:2) 104.
Lombard cemetery association records, by Lombard
Suburban Genealogical Society. Illinois State
Genealogical Society Quarterly (8:2) 104.
North Carolina land grants in South Carolina,
volume 2, Anson and Mecklenburg Counties, 1749-
1770, by Brent Holcomb. Illinois State Genealog -
ical Society Quarterly (8:3) 160.
Mecklenburg County, North Carolina, deed abstracts,
voliime 1, 1763-1768, by Brent Holcomb. Illinois
State Genealogical Society Quarterly (8:3) 160.
Irish family names, by Patrick Kelly. Illinois
State Genealogical Society Quarterly (8:4) 225.
Greenwood School, by Joe C. Fender. Illinois State
Genealogical Society Quarterly (8:4) 229.
Early marriages of Coles County, Illinois, 1830-
1850, by Coles County Genealogical Society.
Illinois State Genealogical Society Quarterly
(8:4) 229.
Humboldt Township burials, 1830-1974, by Coles
County Genealogical Society. Illinois State
Genealogical Society Quarterly (8:4) 229.
Wills filed 1850-1915 Cook County, Illinois, by
June B. Barekman. Illinois State Genealogical
Society Quarterly (8:4) 230.
Immigrants to America appearing in English records,
by Frank Smith. Illinois State Genealogical
Society Quarterly (8:4) 230.
Surname index, by St. Louis Genealogical Society.
Illinois State Genealogical Society Quarterly
(8:4) 230.
My two roads, by J. Brian Eby. Illinois State
Genealogical Society Quarterly (8:4) 230.
Galbreath family genealogy, by J. W. Galbreath.
Illinois State Genealogical Society Quarterly
(8:4) 231.
Dulaney-Furlong and kindred families, by R. D.
Furlong . Illinois State Genealogical Society
Quarterly (8:4) 231.
Soldiers of the American Revolution buried in
Illinois, by Mrs. John S. Devanny and Mrs. James
J. Hamm. Illinois State Genealogical Society
Quarterly (8:4) 231.
Hessian troops in the American War of Independence,
volume 3, by Auerbach and Frolich. Illinois State
Genealogical Society Quarterly (8:4) 231.
The manual of heraldry, by Francis J. Grant.
Illinois State Genealogical Society Quarterly
(8:4) 231.
FLEXMAN, RALPH E., Professor and Director
Technical Report
Summary report of the Defense Science Board Task
Force on training technology. Washington, DC:
Defense Science Board, 45 pp.
JOHNSON, WILLIAM B., Asst. Aviation Education Specialist
Article
Career guidance with a local touch. American
Vocational Journal (51: January) 42.
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CHEN, THOMAS T. , Assistant Professor
BIOCHEMISTRY
Articles
With A. Levy
A graphic enhanced interactive computer system.
Computer for the third century. Proceedings of the
Society for Advanced Medical Systems .
With A. Levy and B. Williams
A depository health computer network. Journal
of Medical Informatics (1:3) 1977.
With D. Jones, A. Baskin and A. Levy
A local node for the depository computer network.
Medinfo 77 .
CREDITOR, MORTON C. , Professor and Associate Dean
Chapter in a Book
Setting the direction for social action programs.
In A conference on key factor analysis , ed. by
Jarett and Brady. Southern Illinois University
Press, Carbondale, Illinois, pp. 350-67.
Articles
Planning for a school of clinical medicine.
Journal of Medical Education (51) 588-90.
JONES, LES A., Assistant Professor
Articles
With W. E. Sorlie
Increasing medical student performance with an
interactive, computer-assisted appraisal system.
Journal of Computer-Based Instruction (2) 57-62.
Educational technology in medical school teaching.
Educational Technology (16) 46-8.
LEVY, ALLAN, Professor
Articles
With T. Chen and B. Williams
A depository health computer network. Journal of
Medical Informatics (1:3) 1977.
SALLOWAY, JEFFREY C, Assistant Professor, See Sociolocy
VISEK, WILLARD J. , Professor
Chapter in a Book
Magnesium for dogs and cats. In Nutrition and
management of dogs and cats , ed. by Ralston
Purina. St. Louis, Missouri, Section N-8.
Articles
With J. B. Robertson, J. P. Gagnon, S. K. Clinton,
and E. A. Ulman
Dried brewers grains for mature and growing dogs.
Journal of Animal Science (43) 442-52.
With D. C. Topping
Nitrogen intake and tumorigenesis in rats inter-
jected with 1, 2-dimethylhydrazine. Journal of
Nutrition (106) 1583-90.
BALDWIN, THOMAS O. , Assistant Professor
Chapters in Books
With M. Z. Nicoli, T. O. Becvar, J. W. Hastings
The interaction of oxidized flavin mononucleotide
with bacterial luciferase. In Flavins and flavo-
proteins , ed. by Singer. Amsterdeim: ASP, Fifth
International Symposium, pp. 87-93.
With J. E. Becvar, M. Z. Nicoli, J. W. Hastings
The flavin stoichiometry of the bacterial biolumi-
nescence reaction. In Flavins and flavoproteins
,
ed. by Singer. Amsterdam: ASP, Fifth International
Symposium, pp. 94-100.
CLARK, JOHN M. , JR., Associate Professor
Articles
With D. W. Leung, C. W. Gilbert, R. E. Smith,
N. L. Sasavage
Translation of satellite tobacco necrosis virus
ribonucleic acid by an in^ vitro system from wheat
germ. Biochemistry (15) 4943-50.
CONRAD, H. EDWARD, Professor
Chapters in Books
Radiochromatographic analysis of reducing carbo-
hydrates by radiochromatography. In Methods in
carbohydrate chemistry. Vol. VII , ed. by Whistler
and BeMiller. New York: Academic, pp. 71-5.
With J. E. Shively, R. L. Taylor
The estimation of uronic acids by radiochemical
methods. In The Methodology of connective tissue
research , ed. by Hall. Oxford, England: Joynson-
Bruwers, Ltd., pp. 257-62.
With R. L. Taylor, J. E. Shively
Stoichiometric reduction of uronic acid carboxyl
groups in polysaccharides. In Methods in carbo-
hydrate chemistry Vol. VII . , ed. by Whistler and
New York: Academic, pp. 149-51.BeMiller.
Articles
With J. J. Kim
Kinetics of mucopolysaccharide and glycoprotein
synthesis by chick embryo chondrocytes. Effect of
D-glucose concentration in the culture medium.
Journal of Biological Chemistry (251) 6210-7.
With J. E. Shively
Formation of anhydrosugars in the chemical depoly-
merization of heparin. Biochemistry (15) 3932-42.
Nearest neighbor analysis of heparin: Identifica-
tion and quantitation of the products formed by
selective depolymerization procedures. Biochem-
istry (15) 3943-8.
With J. E. Mitchell, E. W. Voss, Jr.
Radiochromatographic carbohydrate analyses of high
and low affinity IgG antibodies. Immunochemi stry
(13) 659-66.
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GLASER, MICHAEL, Assistant Professor
Articles
With R. R. Fall, P. R. Vagelos
Acetyl coenzyme a carboxylase. Circular dichroism
studies of Escherichia coli biotin carboxyl carrier
protein. Journal of Biological Chemistry (251)
2063-9.
With F. Schroeder, J. F. Perlmutter, P. R. Vagelos
Isolation and characterization of subcellular
membranes with altered phospholipid composition
from cultured fibroblasts. Journal of Biological
Chemistry (251) 5015-26.
With E. Oldfield, M. Meadows
Cieuterium magnetic resonance spectroscopy of
isotopically labeled mammalian cells. Journal
of Biological Chemistry (251) 6147-9.
With V. H. Engelhard, J. D. Esko, D. Storm
Modification of adenylate cyclase activity in LM
cells by in vivo manipulation of the membrane
phospholipid composition. Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences USA (73) 4482-6.
GUMPORT, RICHARD I.,
Articles
With E. B. Edelheit,
Assistant Professor
T. Uematsu, R. J. Suhadolni)c
The synthesis of 3 ' -dATP and its use as an inhib-
itor of ATP-dependent DNA synthesis in toluene-
treated Escherichia coli . Biochemistry (15)
2804-9.
GUNSALUS, IRWIN C, Professor
Chapters in Boolcs
Thermodynamic control features of the Pseudomonas
putida monoxygenase system. In The structural
basis of membrane function
, ed. by Hatefi and
Academic, pp. 377-Djavadi-Ohaniance
87.
New Yorlt
:
Lessons in learning.
istry: in honour of Severo Ochoa
In Reflections on biochem-
Horec)?er, Cornudella, Oro.
pp. 125-35.
ed. by Kornberg,
New York: Pergamon,
With S. G. Sligar
Equilibrium states and dynamic reactions of iron
in the camphor monoxygenase system. In Advances
in experimental medicine and biology. Vol. 74 , ed.
by Yasundra, Mower and Hayaishi. New York:
Plenum, pp. 254-62.
With M. Tanaka, S. Zeitlin, K. T. Yasunobu
Current status of the sequence studies of the
Pseudomonas putida camphor hydroxylase system.
In Advances in experimental medicine and biology
.
Vol
.
74
, ed. by Yasundra, Mower and Hayaishi.
New York: Plenum, pp. 263-9.
Articles
With M. Sharrock, P. G. Debrunner, C. Schultz
,
J. D. Lipscomb, V. Marshall
Cytochrome P450 and its complexes. Mossbauer
parameters of theHieme iron. Biochimica et
Biophysica Acta (420) 8-26.
With J. D. Lipscomb, S. G. Sligar, M. J. Namtvedt
Autoxidation and hydroxylation reactions of
oxygenated cytochrome P450 . Journal of
Biological Chemistry (251)'^JTl6-24.
With S. G. Sligar
Redox regulation and cytochrome P450 mixed
function oxidation by putidaredoxin ana camphor
ligation. Biochimie (58) 143-7.
A thermocynamic model of regulation: modulation
of redox equilibria in camphor monoxygenase. Pro-
ceedings of the National Academy of Sciences USA
(73) 1078-82.
With L. K. Hanson, W. A. Eaton, S. G. Sligar,
M. Gouterman, C. R. Connell
Origin of the anomalous Soret spectra of
carboxycytochrome P450. Journal of the American
Chemical Society (98) 2672-4.
With N. Alberding, R. H. Austin, S. S. Chan,
L. Eisenstein, H. Frauenfelder, T. M. Nordlund
Dynamics of carbon monoxide binding to protoheme.
Journal of Chemical Physics (65) 4701-11.
HAGER, LOWELL P. , Professor and Head of Department
Articles
With G. Krejcarek, R. G. Bryant, R. J. Smith
Breadline nuclear magnetic resonance studies of
chloroperoxidase. Biochemistry (15) 2508-11.
With C. Jone
lodination of Zeta protein by lactoperoxidase,
chloroperoxidase, and chloramine T. Biochemical
Biophysical Research Communication (68) 16-20.
With J. Dawson, J. Trudell, G. Barth, R. Liner,
E. Bunnenberg, C. Djerassi, R. L. Chiang
Chloroperoxidase: Evidence for P-450 type heme
environment from magnetic circular dichroism
spectroscopy. Journal of the American Chemical
Society (98) 3709.
With R. L. Chiang, T. Rand-Meir, R. Makino
Compound X: An intermediate in enzymatic chlorina-
tion. Journal of Biological Chemistry (251) 6340.
With R. Makino, R. Chiang
Oxidation-reduction potential measurements on
chloroperoxidase and its complexes. Biochemistry
(15) 4748.
With P. Champioi, R. D. Remba, R. Chiang,
D. B. Fitchen
Resonance Raman spectra of chloroperoxidase.
Biochemica et Biophysica Acta (446) 486.
JONAS, ANA, Assistant Professor
Articles
Interaction of phosphatidylcholine with bovine
serum albumin specificity and properties of the
complexes. Biochimica et Biophysica Acta (427)
325-36.
LEONARD, NELSON J. , Professor - See Chemistry
MANGEL, WALTER F. , Assistant Professor
Articles
T. antigen and DNA synthesis. Nature (260) 482-3.
With A. E. Smith, R. Kamen, M. Shore, T. Wheeler
Location of the sequences coding for capsid
proteins VPl and VP2 on polyoma virus DNA. Cell
(9) 481-7.
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NYSTROM, ROBERT F. , Professor
Articles
With J. C. Greenfield, N. J. Leonard
Preparation of chloroacetaldehyde-l-"'C and its
reaction with adenine and cytosine nucleotides.
Journal of Labelled Compounds and Radiopharmaceu-
ticals (12) 545-50.
ORDAL, GEORGE W. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Effect of methionine on chemotaxis in Bacillus
subtilis . Journal of Bacteriology (125) 1005-12.
Recognition sites for repellents of Bacillus
subtilis . Journal of Bacteriology (126) 72-9.
Control of tumbling in bacterial chemotaxis by
divalent cation. Journal of Bacteriology (126)
706-11.
With D. J. Goldman
Chemotactic repellents of Bacillus subtilis .
Journal of Molecular Biology (100) 103-8.
SCHMIDT, PAUL G., Assistant Professor - See Chemistry
SHAPIRO, DAVID J., Assistant Professor
Articles
With T. M. Li, J. w. Hooke, III, H. G. Drickajner
Effects of pressure upon the fluorescence of the
riboflavin binding protein and its flavin mono-
nucleotide complex. Biochemistry (15) 3205-11.
Plurality of pressure-denatured forms in lysozyme
and chymotrypsinogen. Biochemistry (15) 5571-80.
With S. L. Helgerson, W. A. Cramer, G. W. Mitchell
Changes in rotational motion of a cell-bound
fluorophore caused by Colicin El: A study of
fluorescence polarization and differential
polarized phase fluorometry. Biochemistry (15)
4429-32.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Roll, David Eugene (H. E. Conrad), Effects of growth
conditions on the carbohydrate composition of
normal and transformed chick embryo fibroblasts.
Ryan, Rick Lee (W. 0. McClure) , Choline acetyl-
transferase from rat and bovine brain: Purifi-
cation and some properties.
Theller, Richard Frederic (W. 0. McClure), Fraction-
ation of rapidly transported proteins in normal
and regenerating neurons.
Articles
With H. J. Baker, D. T. Still
In Vitro translation and estradiol-17 induction
of Xenopus laevis vitellogenin messenger RNA.
Journal of Biological Chemistry (251) 3105-11.
STORM, DANIEL R.
, Assistant Professor
Articles
With V. Engelhard, D. Plut
The subcellular location of adenylate cyclase in
rat heart muscle. Biochimica et Biophysica Acta
(451) 48.
With V. Engelhard, J. Esko, M. Glaser
Modification of adenylate cyclase activity in LM
cells by manipulation of the membrane phospholipid
composition in vivo . Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences USA (73) 4482.
With J. Ryan, S. Fields
The HLB dependency for detergent solubilization
of hormonally sensitive adenylate cyclase from rat
liver plasma membranes. Journal of Supramolecular
Research (4) 221.
With S. Gidwitz, M. Weber
Solubilization of adenylate cyclase from normal
and Rous sarcoma transformed chicken embryo fibro-
blasts. Journal of Biological Chemistry (251) 7951.
WEBER, GREGORIO, Professor
Chapters in Books
Practical applications and philosophy of optical
spectroscopic probes. In Horizons in biochemistry
and biophysics. Vol. 2 . Massachusetts: Addison-
Wesley, pp. 163-98.
BIOLOGY
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Akhtar, Masood Ahmad (G. L. Rolfe) , Dynamics of
nutrient cycling in oak-hickory forest in
southern Illinois.
Armond, Paul Anthony, Jr. (C . J. Arntzen) , The
function and structural organization of the
light harvesting chlorophyll A/B protein in
chloroplast membrane.
Lin, Willy (J. B. Hanson),
potentials in corn root
Ion transport and cell
tissue.
McDowell, Kenneth Paul, Jr. (H. Ades) , Auditory
evoked response threshold shifts and surface
damage to the organ of corti in the chinchilla
resulting from moderate intensity, long duration
noise exposures.
Nelson, Daniel Richard (R. W. Rinne), Citrate
metabolism in soybean cotyledons.
Roberts, P. Elaine (J. H. Willis), Changes in the
cuticular proteins of Tenebrio molitor during
metamorphosis and in response to juvenile
hormone.
Servaites, Jerome Casimer (W. Ogren) , Photosynthesis
and photorespiration in isolated soybean leaf cells.
Shaner, Dale Lester (J. S. Boyer) , Regulation of
nitrate reductase and ribonuclease activities in
maize ( Zea mays L. ) leaves having low water
potentials
.
Uetz, George William (J. 0. Unzicker), Community
ecology of forest litter spiders.
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ARNTZEN, CHARLES J., Associate Professor
Articles
With C. L. Ditto
Effects of cations upon chloroplast membrane subunit
interactions and excitation energy distribution.
Biochimica Biophysica Acta (449) 259-74.
\Jith Paul A. Armond, J.-M. Briantais, C. Vernotte
Differentiation of chloroplast lamellae: li^ht har-
vesting efficiency and grana development. Archives
of Biochemistry and Biophysics (175) 54-63.
\7ith Danny J. Davis, P. A. Armond, E. L. Gross
Differentiation of chloroplast lamellae: onset of
cation regulation of excitation energy distribution.
Archives of Biochemistry and Biophysics (175) 64-70.
BAZZAZ, FAKHRI A., Associate Professor
Articles
With J. L. Harper
The relationship between plant weir;ht and numbers in
experimental populations of S^Lnapii aZba. and
Ltpiduw] ioXivum. The Journal of Applied Ecology
(13) 211-16.
With John A. Bacone, W. R. Boggess
Correlated photosynthetic responses and habitat fac-
tors of two successional tree species. Oecologia
(23) 63-74.
With Roger W. Carlson, J. J. Stukel
Physiological effect, wind reentrainment , and rain
wash of Pb aerosol particulate deposited on plant
leaves. Environmental Science and Technology (10)
1139-42.
With Pamela L. Ormsbee, U. R. Boggess
Physiological ecology of JuH/C.pe/uu vViginuina in old
fields. Oecologia (23) 75-82.
With Judith D. Parrish
Underground niche separation in successional plants.
Ecology (57) 1231-88.
With Steward T. Pickett
Divergence of two co-occurring successional annuals
on a soil moisture gradient. Ecology (57) 169-76.
With David L. Regehr
Low temperature photosynthesis in successional winter
annuals. Ecology (57) 1297-1303.
BOYER, JOraJ S., Professor
Chapters in Books
Stress relationships in protein synthesis: water and
temperature. In Genetic improvement of seed proteins .
Washington: llational Academy of Sciences, pp. 159-71.
Water deficits and photosynthesis. In Water deficits
and plant growth, vol. IV
,
ed. by T. T. Kozlowshi.
New York: Academic Press, pp. 153-90.
Articles
Photosynthesis at low water potentials. Transactions
Royal Society London Series B (273) 501-12.
With Prasanna Mohanty
Chloroplast response to low leaf water potential. IV.
Quantum yield is reduced. Plant Physiology (57) 704-
9.
With Robert J. Fellows
Structure and activity of chloroplasts of sunflower
leaves having various water potentials. Planta
(132) 229-39.
With Dale L. Shaner
nitrate reductase activity in maize (Zca mayi L.)
leaves. I. Regulation by nitrate flux. Plant
Physiology (58) 499-504.
With Dale L. Shaner
Nitrate reductase activity in maize (Zea inaiji L.)
leaves. II. Regulation by nitrate flux at low leaf
water potentials. Plant Physiology (58) 505-9.
CAROTHERS, ZANE B., Professor
Articles
With David L. Haas, R. R. Robbins
Observations on the phi-thicl:enings and casparian
strips in PeZoAgonimn roots. American Journal of
Botany (63) 363-7.
With Gerald L. ICreitner
Studies of spermatogenesis in the Hepaticae. V.
Blepharoplast development in t^lcilchantia potymolpha.
American Journal of Botany (63) 545-57.
CRANE, JAMES L., Associate Professor
Articles
With Carol A. Shearer, H. A. Killer
Illinois Fungi 6. Two new species of wood-inhabiting
Ilyphomycetes from freshwater. Mycologia (68) 1G4-9
.
With Carol A. Shearer
Illinois Fungi 7. JiogCiiia annelxdica gen. & sp. nov.
An aquatic Ilyphomycete colonizing leaves in the
Sangamon River. Mycologia (68) 946-50.
DE VJET, JOHANNES li. J., Professor, See: Agronomy.
DICKINSON, DAVID B., Professor, See: Horticulture.
GOVICTJEE, Professor, See: Physiology and Biophysics.
GRUNWALD, CLAUS H., Professor
Articles
With S. Y. Chang
Duvatrienediols in cuticular wax of Burley tobacco
leaves. Journal Lipid Research (17) 7-11.
With W. Frasch
Acylated steryl glycoside synthesis in seedlings of
Ulcotiana tabacum L. Plant Physiology (58) 744-8.
With Sai Y. Chang
Duvatrienediol, alkanes, and fatty acids in cuticular
wax of tobacco leaves of various physiological
maturity. Phytochemistry (15) 961-3.
HAITEY, AL/.N VJ., Associate Professor
Bulletins or Technical Reports
An ecosystem analysis of environmental contamination
by lead. lES Research Report No. 1. Metals Task
Force. Urbana: Institute for Environmental Studies,
133pp.
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With Richard Tate, L. Oboler
A comparison of student outcoines associated with
three laboratory alternatives in Botany 100. Urbana:
Office of Instructional Resources Renort No. 363,
25pp.
Article
With B. B. Kutcheid
An ecological study of naturalized hemp (CcMna.b-Li
iajxva L.) in east-central Illinois, American
Midland Naturalist (93) 1-24.
HANSON, J. B., Professor and Head of Department
Article
With Willy Lin
Cell potentials, cell resistance, and proton fluxes
in corn root tissue: Effect of dithioerythritol.
Plant Physiology (58) 276-82.
HOFFMAN, LAREY R., Professor and Associate Head of
Department
Article
With L. H. Stanker
Virus-like particles in the green alga CyLindKotapia.
Canadian Journal of Botany (54) 2827-41.
JONES, ALMUT G., Curator of The Herbarium
Book
With D. T. Bell
Guide to common woody plants of Robert Allerton Park.
Champaign: Stipes, i-iv, 36pp.
Articles
Observations on the shape and exposure of style
branches in the Asterae (Compositae) . /jnerican
Journal of Botany (63) 259-62.
Environmental effects on the percentage of stainable
and presumed normal pollen in Aster (Compositae)
.
American Journal of Botany (63) 657-63.
MEINS, FREDERICK, JR., Associate Professor
Article
5-bromodeoxyuridlne: A specific inhibitor of cyto-
kinin habituation in tobacco cell culture. Planta
(129) 239-44.
PHILLIPS, TOM L., Professor
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With M. J. Avcin, D. Berggren
Fossil peat of the Illinois Basin — A Guide to the
study of coal balls of Pennsylvanian Age. Educa-
tional Series 11. Urbana: Illinois State Geological
Survey, 39pp.
Articles
With Bruce Cornet, H. N. Andrews
Morphology of T^hatophijton ceAcutang-Lam and its
bearing on frond evolution. Palaeontographica (158B)
105-29.
With William A. DiMichele
ThaZtU:(U, dlchopt^uAui sp. nov. from the Middle
Pennsylvanian Mazon Creek flora. Bulletin Torrey
Botanical Club (103) 213-22.
With Karl J. Niklas
Morphology of Plotoiatvinia from the Upper Devonian
of Ohio and Kentucky. American Journal of Botany
(63) 9-29.
With Karl J. Uiklas, A. V. Carozzi
Morphology and paleoecology of Ptotoiatv-irUa from
the Middle Amazon Basin of Brazil. Palaeonto-
graphica (155B) 1-30.
PICKETT, STEWARD T. A.,
Article
University Fellow
TheSuccession: An evolutionary interpretation.
American Naturalist (110) 107-19.
With F. A. Bazzaz
Divergence of two co-occurring successional annuals
on a soil moisture gradient. Ecology (57) 169-76.
SARGENT, MALCOLM L., Associate Professor, See:
Genetics and Development
Associate Professor
I
SEIGLER, DAVID S.,
Articles
Plants of the Northeastern U.S. which produce cyano-
genic compounds. Economic Botany (30) 395-407.
Plants of Oklahoma and Texas capable of producing
cyanogenic compounds. Proceedings of the Oklahoma
Academy of Science (56) 95-100.
Cyanolipids in CoKcLia vilbi-naceA (Boraginaceae) -
A correction. Biochemistry of Systematics and
Ecology (4) 235-6.
With C. S. Butterfield
The origin of cyanolipids in KoeZ>ie.wteAia panicutcUa.
Phytochemistry (15) 842-4.
With J. E. Dunn, E. E. Conn
Acacipetalin in hcM-CML conitfu.cta from North America.
Phytochemistry (15) 219-20.
With P. W. Price
Secondary compounds in plants: Primary function.
The American Naturalist (110)101-4.
With W. Kawahara
New reports of cyanolipids from Sapindaceous plants.
Biochemistry of Systematics and Ecology (4) 263-5.
With Jordan J. Bloonfield
1,3-cyclobutanedicarboxylic acid — A history of
mistaken identity. Proceedings of the Oklahoma
Academy of Science (56) 101-3.
With Almut G. Jones
Populational observations and flavonoid data in
support of hybrid status for PopuZui acLWiinaXa.
Biochemical Systematics and Ecology (2) 201.
With J. B. Secor, E. E. Conn, J. E. Dunn
The detection and identification of cyanogenic
glucosides in six species of Acac-ui. Phytochemistry
(15) 1703-6.
With Aura E. Star, J. Mabry, D. M. Smith
Internal flavonoid patterns of diploids and tetra-
ploids of two exudate chemotypes of P-Ltijlogiaima
yLiangixZa'U.i (Kaulf.) Maxon. Biochemical Systematics
and Ecolor^y (2) 109.
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SHEARER, CAROL A., Assistant Professor
Articles
With J. L. Crane, II. A. Ililler
Illinois Fungi 6. Two new species of wood-inhabiting
hyphomycetes from freshwater. tiycQlogia (68) 184-9.
With J. L. Crane
Illinois Fungi 7. RogeAi-ia anneJU-dica gen. sp. nov.,
an aquatic hyphomycete colonizing leaves in the
Sangamon River, "ycologia (68) 946-50.
TUVESON, ROBERT W., Professor, See: Genetics and
Development
.
VAIIDERIIOEF, LARRY N., Associate Professor
Articles
Nitrogen fixation in Lake Ilendota, 1971-1973.
Hydrobiologia (49) 53-7.
With C. A. Stahl et al.
Additional evidence for separable responses to
auxin in soybean hypocotyl. Plant Physiology (57)
817-19.
With C. A. Stahl, T-Y. S. Lu
The two elongation responses to auxin in soybean
hypocotyl react differently to the inhibition of
protein synthesis. Plant Physiology (58) 402-4.
Books Edited
With S. Sudman
Public policy and marketing thought. Chicago:
American Marketing Association, 161 pp.
Articles
The differing nature of consumerism in the ghetto.
Journal of Consumer Affairs (10:No.2) 179-90.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With A. Best
Talking back to business: Voiced and unvoiced
complaints. Washington, D.C. : Center for Study
of Responsive Law.
Book Reviews
Public library use in Denver, by Freeman, Bryden
and Jaeckel. Newsletter on Library Research (16:
June)
.
BELK, RUSSELL W. , Assistant Professor.
Articles
It*s the thought that counts: A signed digraph
analysis of gift-giving. Journal of Consumer
Research (3:No.3) 155-62.
Situational mediation and consumer behavior: A
reply to Russell and Megrabian. Journal of Con-
sumer Research (3:No.3) 175-7.
BLACK, ROBERT L. , Associate Professor.
Books
With R. N. Corley, O. L. Reed
YOUNG, DAVID A.
Articles
Assistant Professor
A new subspecies of J!/i(M clviond'wioma (Anacardiaceae)
from Mexico. Madrono (23) 354-7.
Flavonoid chemistry and the phylogenetic relationships
of the Julianiaceae. Systematic Botany (1) 149-62.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Hilu, Khidir Wanni (J. M. De Wet), Evolutionary
studies in Eleusine gaertn (gramineae )
.
Millay, Michael Alan (T. Phillips), Synangia of
North American Pennsylvanian petrified
marattialeans
.
Parker, Alan Douglas (D. P. Rogers), The coprophilous
ascomycete mycobiota from the dung of five
Illinois herbivores.
Perozzi, Rhoda Edens (F. A. Bazzaz) , Structure and
dynamics of early successional communities
dominated by Setaria faberii .
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
ANDREASEN, ALAN R. , Professor.
Books
The disadvantaged consumer. New York: The Free
Press, 366 pp.
New York:The legal environment of business.
McGraw-Hill, 642 pp.
BLAIR, CHARLES E., Assistant Professor.
Articles
Two rules for deducing valid inequalities for
zero-one programs. SIAM Journal of Applied Mathe -
matics (31) 614-17.
FERBER, ROBERT, Professor. See: Survey Research
Laboratory
.
GARDNER, DAVID M. , Professor.
Books Edited
With M. G. Jones
Consumerism: A new force in society. Lexington,
MA: Lexington Books, 187 pp.
Articles
A reply: Defining misleading advertising. Joxarnal
of Marketing (40: July) 58-9.
Deception in advertising. Journal of Marketing
(40:July)
.
Deception in advertising: A receiver oriented
approach to understanding. Journal of Advertising
(5:Fall) 5-12.
With K. B. Monroe
An experimental inquiry into the effect of price
on brand preference. In Marketing: 1776-1976 and
Beyond, Proceedings of the American Marketing
Association
,
ed. by K. L. Bernhardt. Chicago:
American Marketing Association, 552-6.
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HINOMOTO, HIROHIDE, Associate Professor.
Articles
Observation of a firm's information processing with
a data base management system. International
Journal of Computer and Information Sciences (5:
No. 3) 277-302.
LEE, LUCY C, Visiting Assistant Professor. See:
Survey Research Laboratory.
LONDON, MANUEL, Assistant Professor.
Articles
Employee perceptions of the job reclassification
process. Personnel Psychology (29:No.l) 67-77.
With J. R. Poplawski
Effects of information on stereotype development
in performance appraisal and interview contexts.
Journal of Applied Psychology (61:No.2) 199-205.
With R. S. Bhagat
Job element differentiation and opportunity for
personal growth as correlates of performance and
satisfaction. In Proceedings of the Midwest
Academy of Management , 197-208.
MOCH, MICHAEL K. , Assistant Professor.
Articles
Structure and organizational resource allocation.
Administrative Science Quarterly (21) 661-74.
MURNIGHAN, J. KEITH, Assistant Professor.
Articles
With H. Moskowitz
Information centralization of organizational infor-
mation structures via reports of exceptions.
Journal of Business Research (4) 145-62.
With T. K. Leung
The effects of leadership involvement and the
importance of the task on subordinates' performance.
Organizational Behavior and Human Performance (17)
299-310.
OLDHAM, GREG R. , Associate Professor
Articles
The motivational strategies used by supervisors:
Relationships to effectiveness indicators.
Organizational Behavior and Human Performance (15)
66-86.
Job characteristics and internal motivation: The
moderating effect of interpersonal and individual
variables. Human Relations (29) 559-69.
Organizational choice and some correlates of indi-
vidual's expectancies. Decision Sciences (7) 873-84.
With J. R. Hackman
Motivation through the design of work: Test of a
theory
.
Organizational Behavior and Human Perform-
ance (16) 250-79.
With M. London
Effects of varying goal types and incentive systems
on performance and satisfaction. Academy of Manage -
ment Journal (19) 537-46.
With J. R. Hackman and J. L. Pearce
Conditions under which employees respond positively
to enriched work. Journal of Applied Psychology
(61) 395-403.
With D. J. Brass
Validating an in-basket test using an alternative
set of leadership scoring dimensions. Journal of
Applied Psychology (61) 652-7.
PRIMEAUX, WALTER J., Jr., Professor
Chapter in Book
Electric utility competition is feasible. In
Electric Power Reform , ed. by W. F. Shaker.
Ann Arbor, MI: UMP, pp. 237-42.
Articles
The newspaper rate differential : Another element
in the explanation. The Journal of Business of the
University of Chicago (48) 492-9.
With M. C. Smith
Pricing patterns and the kinky demand curve. The
Journal of Law and Economics (29) 189-99.
RAO, VITHALA, Visiting Professor.
Articles
With P. H. Farquher
A balance model for evaluating subsets of multi-
attributed items. Management Science (22)528-39.
With C. S. Craig, J. McCann
Identifying market segments with AID3. In Proceed-
ings of the American Marketing Association (August)
With G. D. Hughes, H. A. Alker ~ '
The influence of values, information and decision
orders on a public policy decision. Journal of
Applied Social Psychology (6:2) 145-48.
ROWLAND, KENDRITH M. , Professor.
Chapter in Book
The use of scaling and cluster techniques in investi-
gating the social structure of organization. In
The Management of Organization Design, Vol. 2
,
ed. by Kilman, Pondy and Slevin. New York:
Elsevier North-Holland, pp. 121-54.
Articles
With A. A. Abdel-Halim
Some personality determinants of the effects of
participation: A further investigation. Personnel
Psychology (29:No.l) 41-55.
With A. A. Abdel-Halim
Power equalization: A convergence of organizational
control and participative leadership theories. In
Proceedings of the Nineteenth Annual Conference of
the Midwest Academy of Management , 29-41.
SALANCIK, GERALD R. , Associate Professor.
Articles
Extrinsic attribution and the use of behavioral
information to infer attitudes. Journal of
Personality and Social Psychology (34) 1302-12.
With J. Pfeffer
The effect of uncertainty on the use of social
influence in organizational decision making.
Administrative Science Quarterly (21) 227-45.
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SHETH, JAGDISH N., Professor and IBA Distinguished
Professor.
Chapters in Books
Buyer-seller interaction: A conceptual framework.
In Advances in Consumer Research , ed. by B. Anderson.
Association for Consumer Research, 382-6.
A psychological model of travel mode selection. In
Advances in Consumer Research , ed. by B. Anderson-
Association for Consumer Research, 425-30.
Howard ' s contributions to marketing : Some thoughts
.
In Public Policy and Marketing Thought , ed. by
A. Andreasen and S. Sudman. Chicago: American
Marketing Association.
The future of marketing models. In Marketing for
Today and Tomorrow . Amsterdam.
Toward a model of individual choice behavior. In
Marketing Modeling, Part 2 . Amsterdam.
Articles
A conceptual model of buyer-seller interaction
process. In AIDS Proceedings , ed. by H. C.
Schneider. Atlanta: American Institute for
Decision Sciences, 420-2.
How to get the most out of multivariate methods.
European Research (4) 229-35.
A market-oriented strategy of long-range planning
for multinational corporations. European Research
(5:January) 3-12.
Why consumer protection efforts are likely to fail.
Zeitschnift Fur Market-Meinungs-Und Zukenftsfor-
schung. Heft (4) 4191-206.
Presentation d*un modele du component des acheteurs
industriets. Encyclopedie du Marketing (4:No.l-72A)
1-8.
With G. A. Anderson
Comparative analysis of a complex data set. In
Proceedings of the Division 23 Program of the
American Psychological Association 84th Annual
Convention , 23.
With A. D. Horowitz
Carpooling to work: A psychosocial analysis. In
Proceedings of the Division 23 Program of the
American Psychological Association 84th Annual
Convention, 48.
Encyclopedie
With J. A. Howard
Theories du component de L'acheteur-
du Marketing {4:No.l-71C) 1-15.
SIMON, JULIAN L., Professor.
Books
How to start and operate a mail-order business.
New York: McGraw-Hill, 460 pp.
Chapter in Book
Income, wealth and their distribution as policy
tools in fertility-control campaigns in LDC's. In
Population and Development: The Search for Selec -
tive Interventions
, ed. by R. Ridker. Baltimore:
Johns Hopkins Press, 36-75.
Articles
How the national income (of Israel) will be divided
in the year 2000. Jerusalem Post (Independence Day
Issue: May)
.
The economic effect of Russian immigrants upon the
veteran Israeli population: A cost-benefit analysis.
The Economic Quarterly (23:August) 244-53.
How much is your customer worth to your firm's goal?
Direct Marketing (38:No.6).
Population growth may be good for LDC ' s in the long
run: A richer simulation model. Economic Develop-
ment and Cultural Change (24:January) 309-37.
With D. T. Atkinson and C. Shevokas
Probability and statistics: Experimental results of
a radically different teaching method. The American
Mathematical Monthly (83: November) 733-9.
SUDMAN, SEYMOUR, Professor.
Books
Applied sampling. New York: Academic Press, 249 pp.
Books Edited
With A. Andreasen
Public policy and marketing thought. Chicago:
American Marketing Association, 161 pp.
Chapter in Book
Sample surveys
. In Annual Review of Sociology .
Palo Alto, CA: Annual Reviews, pp. 107-120.
Articles
With W. Locander, N. Bradburn
An investigation of interview method, threat and
response distortion. Journal of the American
Statistical Association (71:354) 269-75.
With E. Blair
How to ask questions about drinking and sex:
Response effects in measuring consumer behavior in
marketing. 1776-1976 and Beyond: Proceedings of
the American Marketing Association , 35-40.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With L. G. Reeder, et.al.
Advances in health survey research. Washington,
D.C.: U. S. Government Printing Office, 59 pp.
Book Reviews
Quantitative sociology, ed. by H. Blalock, et.al.
Sociology (3:7) 120-1.
Uses and abuses of social research in social work,
by T. Tripodi. Social Science Quarterly (56:4).
UHL, KENNETH P. , Professor and Head of Department.
Books
With B. Schoner
Marketing research: A short course for professionals.
New York: John Wiley, 356 pp.
Chapter in Book
With E. Blair
Wroe Alderson and modern marketing theory. In
Macro-Marketing: Distributive Processes from a
Societal Perspective
,
ed. by C. C. Slater. Boulder,
CO: University of Colorado Business Research Divi-
sion, pp. 66-84.
VAN RAAIJ, w. FRED, Visiting Assistant Professor.
Chapters in Books
Direct monitoring of consumer information process-
ing by eye-movement recorder. In Recherches en
Marketing, Ille Seminaire International de Senanque
,
Tome II: Styles Coqnitifs, Information et Market-
ing , ed. by E. Langeard. Aix-en-Provence, 171-220.
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Ingratiatie bij de beantwoording van enquetevragen.
In Jaarboek Nederlandse Vereniglng van Marktonder -
zoekers , ed. by G. M. van Veldhoven. Amsterdam:
Nederlandse Vereniging van Marktonderzoekers, pp.
194-213.
Articles
With P. P. Todd
Consumentenbond
:
February) 1-9.
Quo vadis? Intermediair (12:
WEBB, PETER H., Assistant Professor.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Experimental research on the effects of TV clutter:
Dealing with a difficult media environment.
Cambridge, r4A: Marketing Science Institute, 51 pp.
ZANGWILL, WILLARD I., Professor.
Books
Success with people: The theory Z approach.
Homewood, IL: Dow-Jones Irwin.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With G. McCormick
A technique for calculating second order optima.
Research Analysis Corporation.
Book Review
Optimization over Leontief substitution systems,
by Koegler, Winston and Wright. Interfaces (May)
p. 88.
With C. J. Leedecke
The growth of K2B3O13 in its stoichiometric melt.
Journal of Crystal Growth (32) 327-31.
With L. W. Herron
Kinetics of oxidation by ceramic catalytic coatings.
Bulletin of the American Ceramic Society (55:6)
576-8, 593.
Book Reviews
Annual review of materials science, vol. 5, ed. by
R. A. Huggins, R. H. Bube, and R. W. Roberts.
Journal of the American Ceramic Society Abstracts
(55:1-2) 48.
Progress in solid state chemistry, vol. 9, ed. by
J. D. McCaldin and G. Somorjai. Journal of the
American Ceramic Society Abstracts (55:3-4) 95-6.
Materials in chemical perspective, by K. L. Watson.
Journal of the American Ceramic Society Abstracts
(55:7-8) 191.
Phase diagrams: materials science and technology,
vol. IV, ed. by Allen M. Alper. Journal of the
American Ceramic Society Abstracts (55:7-8) 192.
BUCHANAN, RELVA C, Associate Professor
Article
With R. A. Gardner
High temperature loss of silica from zircon and
refractory silicates. Journal of the Electro-
chemical Society (122:2) 205-11.
COOK, RALPH L., Professor
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Anderson, Gary Alan (J. A. Gentry), A multivariate
analysis of institutional investors' perceptions
of common stock.
Czajkowski, Peter John (W. E. Thomas), A structure for
the examination of state-level higher education
funding policies.
Spalding, James Beaven, Jr. (A. R. Anderson), An
assessment of the value of consumer input into
social marketing decision making.
Article
With J. N. Humenik and G. P. Wirtz
Reduction of vanadium pentoxide by molybdenum
disilicide. Journal of the American Ceramic
Society (59) 267-9.
NELSON, JAMES A., Professor
Article
With M. S. Judd
Interaction of molten aluminum and magnesixim oxide
refractories. Bulletin of the American Ceramic
Society (66:7) 643-4.
CERAMIC ENGINEERING
BERGER, RICHARD L., Professor, See: Civil Engineering.
BERGERON, CLIFTON G. , Professor
Chapter in a Book
With L. W. Herron, N. Sedalia, and J. Gardner
Factors affecting the cleanability of continuous
cleaning coatings. In Proceedings of the Porcelain
Enamel Institute Technical Forum . Arlington,
Virginia: Porcelain Enamel Institute, (37),
pp. 123-33.
Articles
With R. A. Rita
Crystallization of Pb2Si04. Journal of the American
Ceramic Society (59) 5-6, 274-5.
O'BOYLE, DENNIS R. , Associate Professor
Article
Fuel rod bowing due to an internally applied load.
Transactions of the American Nuclear Society
(24:November) 347.
PAYNE, DAVID A., Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
With L. E. Cross
Microstructure-property relations for dielectric
ceramics: I. Mixing of isotropic homogeneous
linear dielectrics. In Ceramic microstructures '76
,
ed. by R. M. Fulrath and J. A. Pask. Boulder,
Colorado: Westview Press, pp. 584-97.
Articles
With J. L. Mukherjee
Thin film Bi2W06.
748-50.
Applied Physics Letters (29:11)
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with N. K. Sharma
Microscopic characterization of slide-gate
refractories. Proceedings VI Congress of the Latin
American Association of Refractory Materials
Producers (ALAFAR) IX General Assembly , 55-65.
WILLIAMS, WENDELL S., Professor, See: Physics.
WIRTZ, GERALD P. , Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
Ceramic catalysts. In Critical needs and oppor-
tunities in fundamental ceramics research ERDA-9
,
ed. by L. C. lanniello, W. D. Kingery, and D. W.
Readey. U.S. Energy and Research Development
Administration, 21.
Articles
With J. N. Humenik and R. L. Cook
Reduction of vanadium pentoxide by molybdenum
disilicide. Journal of the American Ceramic
Society (59) 267-9.
With D. C. Siebert
Morphology of vapor grown TI2O3 crystals. Journal
of Crystal Growth (32) 274-75.
YOUNG, J. FRANCIS, Associate Professor, See: Civil
Engineering.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Eggerding, Carl Louis (J. A. Nelson), Desorption
from alumina powder surfaces as it relates to
compaction and sintering.
Joshi, Shridhar Balkrishna (S. D. Brown), Structure-
property relations in silicate glasses.
Rita, Robert Anthony (C. Bergeron), Effect of melt
constitution on the growth of lead silicates.
Van, Iran Bao (S. D. Brown), Porous aluminum oxide
coatings by anodic spark depostion.
With R. Gould
Analysis of multiple reaction sequences in flow-
through porous electrodes. Journal of the
Electrochemical Society (123) 1842-9.
DRICKAMER, Harry G. , Professor
Chapters in Books
With C. W. Frank
High pressure chemistry and physics of iron.
In The physics and chemistry of rocks and minerals ,
ed. by Runcorn and Strens. New York: Wiley,
pp. 509-45.
Articles
With C. E. Tyner, W. D. Drotning
Assymmetric line shapes of localized optical
excitations in condensed systems. Journal of
Applied Physics (47) 1044-7.
With W. D. Drotning
High pressure studies of doped alkali halides I;
Peak shifts and peak shape changes. Physical
Reviews (313) 4568-75.
High pressure studies of doped alkali halides II;
Jahn-Teller effects. Physical Reviews (B13)
4576-85.
High pressure studies of doped alkali halides III;
Rates of electron transfer processes. Physical
Reviews (B13) 4586-91.
High pressure studies of doped alkali halides IV;
Mixed crystal. Physical Reviews (B13) 4592-6.
With T. Li, J. W. Hook, III, G. Weber
Effects of pressure upon the fluorescence of the
riboflavin binding protein, and its flavin mono-
nucleotide complex. Biochemistry (15) 3205-11.
Plurality of pressure-denatured forms in chymo-
tripsinogen and lysozyme. Biochemistry (15)
5571-80.
ECKERT, CHARLES A. , Professor
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
ALKIRE, RICHARD C. , Associate Professor
Articles
The chemical engineering profession: A freshman
course. Chemical Engineering Education (10)
126-9.
Electrochemical engineering. Chemical Engineering
Education (10) 158-61.
With D. Ernsberger, D. Damon
The role of conductivity variations within artifi-
cial pits during anodic dissolution. Journal of
the Electrochemical Society (123) 458-64.
With T. Kessler
A model for copper electroplating multilayer
iDoards . Journal of the Electrochemical Society
(123) 990-9.
Copper electroplating of multilayer printed
wiring boards. Plating and Surface Finishing
(September) 22-7.
Chapters in Books
Introduction to theories of solutions and applica-
tions to phase equilibria. In Solutions and
solubilities, chemistry, ed. by Daek. New York:
Wiley, pp. 1-63.
Articles
Molecular thermodynamics of reactions in solutions.
Technical Chemistry (8) 1-27.
Introduction to theories of solutions and applica-
tions to phase equilibria. Technical Chemistry
(8) 1-63.
With W. H. Pirkle, W. V. Turner, B. A. Scott,
L. H. McKendry
High pressure thermal and photosensitized dimeriza-
tions of 2-pyrones. Journal of Organic Chemistry
(41) 2495.
HANRATTY, THOMAS J., Professor
Articles
With W. H. Henstock
The interfacial drag and the height of the wall
layer in annular flows. American Institute of
Chemical Engineers (22) 990-9.
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SCHMITZ, ROGER A., Professor
CHEMICAL PHYSICS
Articles
With K. R. Graziani, J. L. Hudson
The Belousov-Zhabotinskii reaction in a continuous
flow reactor. The Chemical Engineering Journal
(12) 9-21.
Book Reviews
Stability of reaction and transport processes, by
M. M. Denn. American Scientist (64) 100.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Durana, Jean Fredericka (J. D. McDonald), Infrared
chemiluminescence studies of reactions of chlorine
atoms with unsaturated hydrocarbons and fluorine
with dimerlc hydrogen iodide.
Johnson, Elijah (D. Chandler), A perturbation theory
for classical atomic fluids.
STADTHERR, MARK A., Assistant Professor
Chapters in Books
With D. F. Rudd
Systems study of the petrochemical industry. In
Chemical engineering in a changing world, ed. by
Koetsier. New York: Elsevier, pp. 523-36.
Articles
With D. F. Rudd
Systems study of the petrochemical industry.
Chemical Engineering Science (31) 1019-28.
SWANN, SHERLOCK, Professor Emeritus
Articles
Bibliography of electro-organic reactions in chemi-
cal abstracts 80 (1974) supplement one. Electro-
chemical Progress (5:January) 49-55.
Bibliography of electro-organic reactions in chemi-
cal abstracts 81 (1974) part one. Electrochemical
Progress (5:December) 50-4.
WESTWATER, JAMES W., Professor and Head of Department
Articles
ChE Department, University of Illinois-Urbana.
Chemical Engineering Education (10) 6-10.
CHEMISTRY
APPLEQUIST, DOUGLAS E., Professor
Articles
With L. F. McKenzie
Substituent effects in the hemolytic brominolysis
of substituted phenylcyclopropanes. Journal of
Organic Chemistry (41) 2262-6.
BAILAR, JOHN C, Professor Emeritus
Articles
With W. E. Garwood, N. Y. Chen
Aluminum removal from dense zeolites by aqueous
chromium(III) salt solutions. Inorganic Chemistry
(15) 1044-7.
With J. E. House, Jr.
Solid state deamination of tris (ethylenediamine)-
and tris (propylenediamine) chromium complexes.
Journal of Inorganic and Nuclear Chemistry (38)
1791-3.
BEAK, PETER, Professor
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Bieg, Kevin William (H. Drickaraer) , Effects of high
pressure on the luminescence of impurity-doped
alkali halides.
Mirarefi, Ali Asghar (R. C. Alkire) , Experimental and
theoretical investigations of multiple reactions
in a tubular electrode under steady laminar flow.
Ng, Patrick Kwok-Yeung (R. C. Alkire), Electro-
chemical packed bed reactors.
Paulaitls, Michael Edward (C. A. Eckert) , Molecular
thermodynamics and Knudsen cell-mass spectrometer
studies of liquid metal mixtures.
Pllchta, Roman Thaddeus (R. A. Schmitz) , Oscillations
in the oxidation of carbon monoxide on an unsup-
ported platinum catalyst.
Shaw, Dudley Arthur (T. J. Hanratty), Mechanism of
turbulent mass transfer to a pipe wall at high
Schmidt number.
Varjian, Richard Dicran (R. C. Alkire), The current
distribution along stationary and moving resistive
wire electrodes.
Zilker, Daniel Paul, Jr. (T. J. Hanratty), Flow over
wavy surfaces.
Articles
Silver assisted reactions of chloroformates : A
new route to reactive carbocations. Accounts of
Chemical Research (9) 230-6.
With F. S. Fry, J. Lee, Steele
Equilibration studies: Protomeric equilibria of
2- and 4-hydroxypyridines, 2- and 4-hydroxypyrimi-
dines, 2- and 4-mercaptopyridines and structurally
related compounds in the gas phase. Journal of
the American Chemical Society (98) 171-9.
With B. Siegel
The mechanism of decarboxylation of 1, 3-dimethyl-
orotic acid: A model for orotidine-5' phosphate
decarboxylase. Journal of the American Chemical
Society (98) 3601-6.
With G. R. Brubaker, R. Famey
Dipole stabilized carbanions: N-methyl carboxa-
mides. Journal of the American Chemical Society
(98) 3621-7.
With R. A. Brown, J. Yamamoto, C. C. Chiang,
I. C. Paul
The reaction of 2,3-diphenyl-5,6-dihydropyrizine
and malononitrile to give 2,6-diamino-3,5-dicyano-
4 , 10-diphenyl-l , 7-diazatricyclo[5 ,2 , 1 , o'" ' "D-deca-
2,5-diene: A novel synthesis of a substituted
diazadihydrotriquinacene. Journal of Organic
Chemistry (41) 3389-91.
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with J. Covington, S. Smith
Structural studies of tautomeric systems: The
importance of association for 2-hydroxypyridine
—
2-pyridone and 2-mercaptopyridine—2-thiopyridone.
Journal of the flmerican Chemical Society (98)
8284-6.
BELFORD, R. LINN, Associate Professor
Articles
With T. Imamura, G. P. Haight, Jr.
Reactions of molybdates with phosphates. I.
Spectrophotometric and EPR studies of Mo{V)
pyrophosphate complexation. Inorganic Chemistry
(15) 1047-51.
With L. K. White
Nuclear quadrupole coupling in Cu(C20^)2 dianion.
Chemical Physics Letters (37) 553-5.
Quadrupole coupling constants of square-planar
copper (II) -sulfur complexes from single-crystal
EPR spectroscopy. Journal of the American
Chemical Society (98) 4428-38.
BIRKS, JOHN W., Assistant Professor
Articles
With T. J. Leek
Alternative refrigerants. Nature (260) 8.
Alternative refrigerants. Nature (262) 642.
With B. Shoemaker, T. J. Leek, D. M. Hinton
Studies of reactions of importance in the stratos-
phere. I. Reaction of nitric oxide with ozone.
Journal of Chemical Physics (65) 5181-5.
BREILAND, WILLIAM G., Assistant Professor
Articles
With M. D. Payer, C. B. Harris
Coherence in multilevel systems II. Description
of a multilevel system as two levels in contact
with a population reservoir. Physical Review A
(13) 383-95.
BROWN, THEODORE L. , Professor
Articles
With D. L. Lichtenberger,
59
R. Kidd, P. A. Loeffler
Co nuclear quadrupole resonance spectra and low
temperature ^ ^C magnetic resonance spectra of
X3SnCo(C0)i, Compounds. Journal of the American
Chemical Society (98) 629-30.
With Y.-N. Hsieh, P. S. Ireland
Nitrogen-14 NQR spectra of glyoximes and bis-
(glyoximatojmetal complexes. Journal of Magnetic
Resonance (21) 445-6.
With J. D. Atwood
Cis labilization of ligand dissociation. 2.
Substitution and ' 'co exchange reactions of cis
monosubstituted manganese and rhenium carbonyl
bromides. Journal of the American Chemical
Society (98) 3155-9.
Cis labilization of ligand dissociation. 3. Sur-
vey of group 6 and 7 six-coordinate carbonyl com-
pounds. The site preference model for ligand
labilization effects. Journal of the American
Chemical Society (98) 3160-6.
With M. A. Cohen
Cis labilization of ligand dissociation. 4.
Kinetics and mechanism of ' 'cO exchange with
Cr (CO) 4 (chelate) complexes. Inorganic Chemistry
(15) 1417-23.
With P. S. Ireland, C. A. Deckert
Manganese-55 NMR linewidths and quadrupole coupling
constants in solution; partial field gradient
parameters in Mn(I) complexes. Journal of Magnetic
Resonance (23) 485-91.
CHANDLER, DAVID, Associate Professor
Articles
Cluster diagrammatic analysis of the RISM equation.
Molecular Physics (31) 1213-23.
With C. S. Hsu, L. J. Lowden
Application of the RISM equation to diatomic
fluids: The liquids nitrogen, oxygen, and bromine.
Chemical Physics (14) 213-28.
With H. C. Andersen, J. D. Weeks
Roles of repulsive and attractive forces in liquids,
the equilibrium theory of classical fluids.
Advances in Chemical Physics (34) 105-55.
With L. R. Pratt
Statistical mechanics of chemical equilibria and
intramolecular structures of non-rigid molecules
in condensed phases. Journal of Chemical Physics
(65) 2925-40.
COATES, ROBERT M. , Professor
Chapters in Books
Biogenetic-type rearrangements of terpenes. In
Progress in the chemistry of organic natural
products , ed. by Herz, Grisebach, and Kirby.
New York: Springer-Verlag, pp. 73-230.
Articles
With R. A. Conradi, D. Ley, A. Akernon, J. Harada,
S.-C. Lee, C. A. West
Enzymatic cyclization of (R,S) -14, 15-oxidogeranyl-
geranyl pyrophosphate to 3a- and 3g-hydroxykaurene.
Journal of the American Chemical Society (98)
4659-61.
CURTIN, DAVID Y., Professor
Chapters in Books
With I. C. Paul
Correlation of chemical reactivity in the solid
state with crystal structure. In Environmental
effects on molecular structure and properties , ed.
by Pullman. Dordrecht, Holland: D. Reidel, pp.
307-27.
Articles
With S. A. Puckett, I. C. Paul
Dehydration of a carbinolhydrazine in the solid
state. Correlation with crystal structure of the
dehydration of 2-hydroxy-2- (6-benzoyl-6-phenyl-
hydrazyl ) indan-1 , 2-dione . Journal of the American
Chemical Society (98) 787-92.
Correlation of the loss of solvent with the crystal
structure of a 1:1 solvate. Indanetrione 2- (N-p-t^-
butylbenzoyl-N-phenylhydrazone) acetone solvate.
Journal of the Chemical Society, Perkin II ,
1873-81.
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with T. W. Lewis, S. A. Puckett, I. C. Paul
A study of the crystalline environment of some
dehydration reactions that take place in the solid
state. Molecular Crystals and Liquid Crystals (32)
111-5.
With A. R. Miller
Locked aryl rotation in cis-diarylcyclopentanes.
torsionally rigid analogues of cis -1 , 2-diarylcyclo-
penates. Journal of the American Chemical Society
(98) 1860-5.
DRAGO, RUSSELL S., Professor
With A. J. Pribula
Thermodynamic and spectroscopic studies of the
reaction of Lewis bases with di-p-chloro-tetra-
carbonyldirhodium(I) . Journal of the American
Chemical Society (98) 2784-8.
With D. R. McMillin, J. A. Nusz
New insights into the Lewis acidity of bis (hexa-
fluoroacetylacetonato) copper (II) from EPR and
calorimetry studies. Journal of the American
Chemical Society (98) 3120-6.
With M. P. Li
An acid-base model for mixed metal dimer formation:
Enthalpies of dimer cleavage and adduct formation
of 1, 5-cyclooctadiene-rhodium(I) chloride dimer.
Journal of the American Chemical Society (98)
5129-35.
With B. S. Tovrog, D. J. Kitko
Nature of the bound O2 in a series of cobalt
dioxygen adducts. Journal of the American Chemical
Society (98) 5144-53.
With A. P. Marks, R. H. Herber, M. J. Potasek
Iodine-129 and tin-119 Mossbauer studies of
methyltin iodides. Tin-ligand bond character
and the failure of the point-charge model.
Inorganic Chemistry (15) 259-64.
With A. P. Marks
Prediction and correlation of the enthalpies of
gas-phase ionic reactions. Inorganic Chemistry
(15) 1800-06.
With R. G. Mayer
Interpretation of isosbestic points. Inorganic
Chemistry (15) 2010-11.
With C. S. Chamberlain
Comparisons of enthalpies of hydrogen bonding
determined by a gas- liquid chromatography method
with those obtained by calorimetric or frequency
shift methods. Journal of the American Chemical
Society (98) 6142-4.
With M. A. Hoselton, L. J. Wilson, N. Sutin
Direct measurement of spin-state lifetimes in
solution for some iron (11) spin equilibrium com-
plexes derived from hexadentate ligands. Journal
of the American Chemical Society (98) 6967-9.
With R. M. Richman, T. C. Kuechler, S. P. Tanner
Electron paramagnetic resonance study of the adduct
of a nitroxide and rhodium trifluoroacetate dimer.
Journal of the American Chemical Society (99)
1055-8.
With D. J. Kitko, K. E. Wiegers, S. G. Smith
A kinetic study of the reaction of N,N' -ethylenebis-
(salicylideneiminato) cobalt(II) with bis (hexa-
fluoroacetylacetonato) copper (II). Journal of the
American Chemical Society (99) 1410-6.
DRICKAMER, HARRY G., Professor - See Chemical
Engineering
EVANS, CHARLES A., JR., Associate Professor
Articles
With P. Williams, M. L. Grossbeck, H. K. Bimbaum
Ion microprobe analysis for niobium hydride in
hydrogen embrittled niobium. Analytical Chemistry
(48) 964-8.
With S. S. Lau, C. Canali, Z. L. Liau, K. Nakamura,
M.-A. Nicolet, J. W. Mayer
Antimony doping of Si layers grown by solid phase
epitaxy. Applied Physics Letters (28) 148-50.
With M. L. Grossbeck, P. Williams, H. K. Birnbaum
Application of ion probe analysis to studies of
hydrogen behavior in metals. Physica Status Solidi
A (34) K97-K101.
With D. S. Simons, J. E. Baker
An evaluation of the local thermal equilibrium
model for quantitative SIMS analysis. Analytical
Chemistry (48) 1341-8.
With P. Williams
A simple electronic aperture for rastered-beam
depth profiles. International Journal of Mass
Spectrometry and Ion Physics (22) 327-31.
With J. R. Wallace, D. F. S. Natusch, B. N. Colby
Sensitivity and cathode geometry of the hollow
cathode ionization source. Analytical Chemistry
(48) 118-20.
FAULKNER, LARRY R. , Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
Models for chemiluminescence in the liquid phase:
Electron transfer. In International review of
science.
*
by
95.
Physical chemistry series 2 , ed.
Herschbach. London: Butterworths, pp. 1-
Articles
Effects of diffusion on resonance energy transfer.
Comparisons of theory and experiment. Chemical
Physics Letters (43) 552-6.
With G. W. Kinka
Wurster's blue as a fluorescence quencer for
anthracene, perylene, and fluoranthene. Journal
of the American Chemical Society (98) 3897-901.
With H. Tachikawa
Anomalous luminescence from perylene in thin
polymer films. Chemical Physics Letters (39)
436-41.
Energy transfer from exciplexes to hydrocarbon
quenchers in polar solvents. Journal of the
American Chemical Society (98) 5569-73.
With P. R. Michael
Comparisons between the luminol light standards
and a new method for absolute calibrations of light
detectors. Analytical Chemistry (48) 1188-92.
With T. C. Miller
Computer assisted structural interpretation of
fluorescence spectra. Analytical Chemistry (48)
2083-8.
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FLYGARE, WILLIS H., Professor
Chapters in Books
With S. L. Hartford, B. R. Ware
Electrophoretic light scattering. In Molecular
electro-optics , ed. by O'Konski. New York:
Marcel Dekker, pp. 321-66.
Articles
With J. Ekkers
Pulsed microwave Fourier-transform spectrometer.
Review of Scientific Instruments (47) 448-54.
With D. H. Sutter
The molecular Zeeman effect. Fortschritte der
chemischen Forschung (63) 89-196.
With W. E. Hoke, D. R. Bauer, J. Ekkers
The measurement and interpretation of Tj and T2
in the inversion doublets in NH3 and the rota-
tional transitions in OCS. Journal of Chemical
Physics (64) 5276-88.
With T. G. Schmalz
Transient experiments and relaxation processes
involving rotational states. Accounts of Chemical
Research (9) 385-92.
With L. E. Duda
The rotational Zeeman effect in methyl vinyl ether.
Journal of Chemical Physics (65) 2841-5.
GENNIS, ROBERT B., Assistant Professor
Chapters in Books
With J. L. Strominger
C-55 isoprenoid alcohol phosphokinase , an intrinsic
membrane enzyme. In The enzymes of biological
membranes, II, ed. by Martonosi. New York: Plenum,
pp. 327-41.
With L. P. Hager
Activation of pyruvate oxidase. In The enzymes
of biological membranes, II , ed. by Martonosi.
New York: Plenum, pp. 493-504.
With J. Konisky, M. J. R. Gilchrist, D. Nieva-Gomez
Effects of colicin la on membrane functions in
Escherchia coli . In Molecular aspects of membrane
phenomena, ed . by Kaback, Neurath, Radda, Schwyzer,
and Wiley. New York: Springer-Verlag, pp. 193-215.
Articles
With J. L. Strominger
Activation of C-55 isoprenoid alcohol phosphokinase:
By fatty acids and phospholipids. Journal of
Biological Chemistry (251) 1264.
Activation of C-55 isoprenoid alcohol phosphokinase:
By neutral detergents. Journal of Biological
Chemistry (251) 1270.
With M. Sinensky, J. L. Strominger
Activation of C-55 isoprenoid alcohol phosphokinase:
Biophysical studies. Journal of Biological
Chemistry (251) 1277.
With D. Nieva-Gomez, J. Konisky
Membrane changes in Escherchia coli induced by
colicin la and agents known to disrupt energy,
transduction. Biochemistry (15) 2747-53.
With T. A. O'Brien, H. L. Schrock, P. Russell,
R. Blake II
Preparation of E^. coli pyruvate oxidase utilizing
a thiamine pyrophosphate affinity column. Bio-
chemica et Biophysica Acta (452) 13-29.
GUTOWSKY, H. S., Professor, Director of School of
Chemical Sciences and Head of Department
Books
With Panel on Atmospheric Chemistry (H. S. Gutowsky,
Chairman)
HALOCARBONS: Effects on Stratospheric Ozone.
Washington: National Academy of Sciences,
35 2 pp.
Chapters in Books
NMR studies on chloroplast membranes. In
Magnetic resonance in colloid and interface
science, ACS Symposium Series (34) , ed. by Resing
and Wade. Washington: American Chemical Society,
pp. 471-82.
Articles
With S. Albert, J. A. Ripmeester
NMR investigations of solid (CHaJjCCOOH
(trimethylacetic acid) and (CH3)3CCOOD. Journal
of Chemical Physics (64) 3277-382.
With T. Wydrzynski, N. Zumbulyadis, P. G. Schmidt,
Govindjee
Proton relaxation and charge accumulation during
oxygen evolution in photosynthesis. Proceedings
of the National Academy of Sciences USA (73)
1196-8.
With E. W. Stout, Jr.
On the temperature dependence of lanthanide-induced
NMR shifts. Journal of Magnetic Resonance (24)
389-98.
HAIGHT, GILBERT P., Professor
Articles
Absolute scales for temperature and reduction
potentials. Journal of Chemical Education (53)
693.
Balancing chemistry's priorities. Change (8:2)
4-5.
A to'bbszoros elektronatmenetek kiilonbozo'
lehetosegei. Kemiai Kozlemenyek (45) 181-97.
With C. F. Huber
Oxidation of manganese (II) by chromium(VI) in the
presence of oxalate ion. Journal of the American
Chemical Society (98) 4128-31.
With B. Errede, M. Kamen
Oxidation of ferrocytochrome c by mitochondrial
cytochrome c oxidase. Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences USA (73:1) 113-7.
With T. Imamura, R. L. Belford
Reactions of molybdates with polyphosphates. I.
Spectrophotometric and electron paramagnetic
resonance studies of Mo (V) -pyrophosphate complexa-
tion. Inorganic Chemistry (15) 1047-51.
Book Reviews
Graphic representations of the periodic system
during one hundred years, by Edward G. Mazurs.
Journal of the American Chemical Society (98) 5053.
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HENDRICKSON, DAVID N., Associate Professor
Articles
With G. R. Hall
The ferric tris (dithiocarbamate) spin equilibrium
revisited. Variable-temperature magnetic suscepti-
bility, infrared, and electron paramagnetic
resonance data. Inorganic Chemistry (15) 607-18.
With E. J. Laskowski, T. R. Felthouse, G. J. Long
Magnetic exchange interactions in transition metal
dimers. 8. Di-y-chloro-bridged nickel (II)
complexes. Inorganic Chemistry (15) 2908-11.
With T. R. Felthouse, E. J. Laskowski, D. S. Bieksza
Structural and magnetic properties of copper (II)
dimers bridged by oxalate, azide, and cyanide ions;
X-ray structures of [CU2 (Etsdien) 2 (C2O1,) Il(BPhi,) 2
and CCU2 (Mesdien) 2 (N3) 2](BPhi,) 2 . The role of
transition-metal ion ground state in magnetic
exchange interactions. Journal of the Chemical
Society Chemical Communications , 777-8.
JONAS, JIRI, Professor
Articles
With J. A. Akai
The effect of pressure and temperature on self-
diffusion coefficients in several concentrated
deuterium oxide diamagnetic electrolyte solutions.
Journal of Solution Chemistry (5) 563-74.
With J. W. Linowski, N.-I. Liu
The effect of density and temperature on the
hydroxyl proton chemical shift in liquid ethanol.
Journal of Magnetic Resonance (23) 455-60.
With T. Defries, D. J. Wilbur
Molecular motions in compressed liquid water.
Journal of Chemical Physics (65) 582-8.
With D. J. Wilbur, T. DePries
Self-diffusion in compressed liquid heavy water.
Journal of Chemical Physics (65) 1783-6.
With M. Fury
Molecular reorientation and shear viscosity in
dense fluids. Journal of Chemical Physics (65)
2206-10.
With J. W. Linowski, N.-I. Liu
Pressure dependence of the proton NMR chemical
shift in liquid water. Journal of Chemical Physics
(65) 3383-4.
With D., M. Cantor
Automated measurement of spin-lattice relaxation
times: Optimized pulsed nuclear magnetic resonance
spectrometry. Analytical Chemistry (48) 1904-6.
KATZENELLENBOGEN , JOHN A., Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
Enzymatic synthesis of juvenile hormone in Manduca
sexta . In The juvenile hormones , ed. by Gilbert.
New York: Plenum, pp. 131-46.
Intracellular receptors. In Dahlem workshop on
hormone and antihormone action at the target cell .
Berlin:
Articles
Abakon Verlagsgesellschaft, pp. 147-69.
With K. E. Carlson, H. J. Johnson, Jr., H. N. Meyers
Chemical probes of estrogen action: Affinity
labeling. Journal of Toxicology and Environmental
Health (Supplement 1) 205-30.
With A. L. Crumrine
Selective Y-alkylation of dienolate anions derived
from a,B-unsaturated acids. Applications to the
synthesis of isoprenoid olefins. Journal of the
American Chemical Society (98) 4925-35.
KAUFMANN, KENNETH J., Assistant Professor
Articles
With P. M. Rentzepis, W. Stoeckenius, A. Lewis
Primary photochemical processes in bacterior-
hodopsin. Biochemical and Biophysical Research
Communications (68) 1109-15.
With K. M. Petty, P. L. Dutton, P. M. Rentzepis
Picosecond kinetics in reaction centers of Rps.
sphaeroides and the effects of ubiquinone extrac-
tion and reconstitution. Biochemical and Bio-
physical Research Communications (70) 839-45.
LAITINEN,
Articles
HERBERT A. , Professor Emeritus
Denki
Insect pheromone synthesis
:
Science (194) 139-48.
New methodology.
Electrochemistry of tin oxide electrodes.
Kagaku (44) 626-31.
With K. Niki, I. Uchida
The electrode potential of a chromate (VI) -lithium
chromate (V) system in molten lithium and chloride-
potassium chloride eutectic. Journal of the
Electrochemical Society (123) 20-1.
With N. H. Watkins
Mechanism of anodic deposition and cathodic strip-
ping of Pb02 on conductive tin oxide. Journal of
the Electrochemical Society (123) 804-9.
With I. Uchida
Electrochemical reduction of chromate in the
presence of H2O in molten lithium chloride-
potassixjim chloride eutectic. Journal of the
Electrochemical Society (123) 829-33.
With J. M. Conley
Electrolytic generation of silver (II) in tin oxide
electrodes. Analytical Chemistry (48) 1224-8.
With H. Yoneyama
Adsorption and oxidation of bromide ion on tin
oxide electrodes. NBS Special Publication 455,
Electrocatalysis on Non-Metallic Surfaces (Dec.
1975) (455) 175-81
LEONARD, NELSON J. , Professor; Member, Center for
Advanced Study
Articles
With R. C. Moschel
Fluorescent modification of guanine. Reaction with
substituted malondialdehydes. Journal of Organic
Chemistry (41) 294-300.
With B. N. Holmes
Allylic rearrangement from O to N-3 and N-7 of
guanine blocked at C-8. Journal of Organic
Chemistry (41) 568-71.
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with D. F. Wiemer
The aralkylation of potassium ethylnitrosolate
:
Ring closure of nitrosolic acid esters. Journal
of Organic Chemistry (41) 2985-8.
Synthesis of cytosine radiolysis products; cis-
and trans-l-carbamoyl-4 , 5-dihydroxyimidazolid-2-
one. Journal of the American Chemical Society (98)
8218-21.
With G. E. Keyser
Linear-benzoguanine. Synthesis by two independent
methods. Journal of Organic Chemistry (41) 3529-32.
With R. W. Thomas
Examples of the use of fluorescent heterocycles in
chemistry and biology. Heterocycles (5) 839-82.
With M. Doree, Guerrier
Hormonal control of meiosis: The specificity of
the 1-methyladenine receptors in starfish oocytes.
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences
USA (73) 1669-73.
With M. A. Sprecker, A. G. Morrice
Defined dimensional changes in enzyme substrates
and cofactors. Synthesis of linear-benzoadenosine
and enzymatic evaluation of derivatives of the
benzopurines. Journal of the American Chemical
Society (98) 3987-94.
With D. F. Wiemer, D. I. C. Scopes
N- C coupling for determination of the position
of alkylation of nitrogen heterocycles: linear-
benzopurines. Journal of Organic Chemistry (41)
3051-3.
With J. C. Greenfield, R. F. Nystrom
Preparation of chloroacetaldehyde-1-' ""C and its
reaction with adenine and cytosine nucleotides.
Journal of Labelled Compounds and Radiopharmaceuti-
cals (12) 545-50.
With J. B. Theiler, Y. Schmitz, F. Skoog
Photoaf finity-labelled cytokinins. Plant Physiology
(58) 803-5.
With D. I. C. Scopes, U. Zarnack, R. Y. Schmitz,
F. Skoog
Alternative routes for the genesis of kinetin:
A synthetic intramolecular route from 2'-deoxyade-
nosine to kinetin. Phytochemistry (15) 1523-5.
With J. R. Barrio, P. D. Sattsangi, B. A. Gruber,
L . G . Dammann
Species responsible for the fluorescence of 3,n''-
ethenocytidine. Journal of the American Chemical
Society (98) 7408-14.
With D. J. Armstrong, E. Scarbrough, F. Skoog,
D. L. Cole
Cytokinins in Corynebacterium fascians cultures.
Isolation and identification of 6- (4-hydroxy-3-
methyl-cis-2-butenylajnino) -2-methylthiopurine.
Plant Physiology (58) 749-52.
With M. A. Sprecker, A. G. Morrice, B. A. Gruber,
R. Y. Schmitz, F. Skoog
Fluorescent cytokinins: Stretched-out analogs of
N^-benzyladenine and N^- (A^-isopentenyl)adenine
.
Phytochemistry (15) 609-13.
MALMSTADT, HOWARD V. , Professor
Articles
With J. Avery
Computer-controlled multichannel recording ultra-
violet/visible spectrophotometer. Analytical
Chemistry (48) 1308-13.
With J. D. Defreese
Simultaneous, split-beam, ratio measurement system.
Analytical Chemistry (48) 1530-36.
With T. P. Hadjiioannou, S. I. Had jiioannou,
S. D. Brunk
Automated enzymatic determination of L-lattice in
serum, with use of a miniature centrifugal analyzer.
Clinical Chemistry (22) 2038-41.
With S. D. Brunk. T. P. Hadjiioannou,
S . I . Hadj iioannou
Adaptation of EMIT technique for serum pheno-
barbital and diphenylhydantoin assays to the
miniature centrifugal analyzer. Clinical Chemistry
(22) 905-7.
With T. P. Hadjiioannou, S. I. Hadjiioannou, J. Avery
Automated enzymic determination of ethanol on blood,
serum, and urine with a miniature centrifugal
analyzer. Clinical Chemistry (22) 802-5.
With R. W. Spillman
Computer-controlled multielement AF/AE spectrometer
system. American Laboratory (March) 89-97.
Computer-controlled programmable monochromator
system with automated wavelength calibration and
background correction. Analytical Chemistry (48)
303-11.
With B. W. Renoe, K. R. O'Keefe
Automated computer-controlled solution handling
system utilizing weights of solution. Analytical
Chemistry (48) 661-6.
MARCUS, RUDOLPH A., Professor
Chapters in Books
Electron transfer in homogeneous and heterogeneous
systems. In The nature of seawater , ed. by
Goldberg, Physical and Chemical Sciences Research
Report 1. Berlin: Dahlem Konferenzen, pp. 477-504.
Articles
On the theory of energy distributions of products
of molecular beam reactions involving transient
complexes. Journal of Chemical Physics (62)
1372-84.
Energetic and dynamical aspects of proton transfer
reactions in solution. Faraday Symposia of the
Chemical Society (10) 60-8.
With N. Sutin
Electron-transfer reactions with unusual activation
parameters : A treatment of reactions accompanied
by large entropy decreases. Inorganic Chemistry
(14) 213-16.
With H. Kreek, R. L. Ellis
Semiclassical collision theory. Application of
multidimensional uniform approximations to the atom
rigid-rotor system. Journal of Chemical Physics
(62) 913-26.
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With D. W. Noid
Semiclassical calculation of bound states in a
multidimensional system. Use of Poincare's surface
of section. Journal of Chemical Physics (62)
2119-24.
With D. E. Fitz
Semiclassical theory of spectral lineshapes.
Application to Co, HCl, and OCS, broadened by inert
gases. Journal of Chemical Physics (62) 3788-96.
With W.-K. Liu
On the theory of the relaxation matrix and its
application to microwave transient phenomena.
Journal of Chemical Physics (63) 272-89.
Theory of the relaxation matrix and its relation
to microwave transient phenomena: II. Semi-
classical calculations for systems of OCS and
nonpolar collision partners. Journal of Chemical
Physics (63) 290-97.
With J. D. McDonald
Classical trajectory study of internal energy
distributions in unimolecular processes. Journal
of Chemical Physics (65) 2180-92.
MARTIN, J. C. , Professor
Articles
With W. P. Meyer
Substituent effects of alltoxy and amino groups
directly bonded to cationic carbon in the perpen-
dicularly twisted geometry. 2-Oxa- and 2-aza-l-
adamantyl tosylates. Journal of the American
Chemical Society (98) 1231-41.
With E. F. Perozzi
Isolable oxysulfuranes in organic chemistry.
Science (191) 154-9.
With G. W. Astrologes
Pseudorotation and fragmentation of perfluoropina-
col orthosulfite. A tetraoxysulfurane. Journal
of the American Chemical Society (98) 2895-900.
With N. Nodelman
Solvent cage effect in the photolysis of azomethane
in aqueous alcohols and other media: A semi-
empirical correlation with macroscopic solvent
parameters. Journal of the American Chemical
Society (98) 6597-608.
With P. Livant
Direct observation of a sulfurane intermediate in
the neighboring-sulfide-assisted thermolysis of a
perester. Journal of the American Chemical Society
(98) 7851-3.
MARVEL, CARL S., Research Professor Emeritus
Articles
With M. Bruma
Aromatic polyethers, polysulfones, and polyl<etones
as laminating resins. VI. Polymers from 2,5-
dicyanoterephthalic acid. Journal of Polymer
Science, Polymer Chemistry Edition (14) 1-6.
With D. T. Wong
Aromatic polyethers, polysulfones, and polyltetones
as laminating resins. VIII. Aryl disulfide units
as crossl inlying agents. Journal of Polymer
Science, Polymer Chemistry Edition (14) 1637-44.
With R. Kellman
Oligomeric polyaromatic ether-ketone-sulfones with
acetylenic end groups. IX. Journal of Polymer
Science, Polymer Chemistry Edition (14) 2033-42.
With F. Huang
Oligomeric polyaromatic ether-ketone-sulfones with
acetylenic end groups. X. Journal of Polymer
Science, Polymer Chemistry Edition (14) 2785-90.
Mcdonald, J. DOUGLAS, Associate Professor
Articles
With J. W. Hudgens, J. T. Cleaves
Infrared chemiluminescence studies of the reactions
of oxygen ('p) atoms with carbon disulfide and
carbon monosulfide. Journal of Chemical Physics
(64) 2528-32.
With J. F. Durana
Evidence for reaction of hydrogen iodide dimers
with fluorine. Journal of the American Chemical
Society (98) 1289-90.
Infrared chemiluminescence studies of chlorine sub-
stitution reactions with brominated unsaturated
hydrocarbons. Journal of Chemical Physics (64)
2518-27.
With R. A. Marcus
Classical trajectory study of internal energy dis-
tributions in unimolecular processes. Journal of
Chemical Physics (65) 2180-92.
NIEMAN, TIMOTHY A., Assistant Professor
Articles
With C. G. Enke
Development and characterization of a computer-
controlled vidicon spectrometer. Analytical
Chemistry (48) 619-24.
Signal-to-noise ratio enhancement by least-squares
polynomial smoothing. Analytical Chemistry (48)
705A-712A.
With F. J. Holler, C. G. Enke
Reaction rate method for determining trace concen-
trations of cyanamide. Analytical Chemistry (48)
899-902.
OLDFIELD, eric, Assistant Professor
Articles
With M. Meadows, M. Glaser
Deuterium magnetic resonance spectroscopy of
isotopically labeled mammalian cells. Journal of
Biological Chemistry (251:19, October 10) 6147-9.
PAUL, IAIN C, Professor
Chapters in Books
Correlation of chemical reactivity in the solid
state with crystal structure. In Environmental
effects on molecular structure and properties, ed.
I
by Pullman.
27.
Dordrecht, Holland: Reidel, pp. 307-
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with K. L. Rinehart, Jr., R. D. Johnson,
J. A. McMillan, J. F. Siuda, G. E. Krejcarek
Identification of compounds in selected marine
organisms by gas chromatography-mass spectrometry,
field desorption mass spectrometry, and other
physical methods. In Food-drugs from the sea
proceedings 1974 , ed. by Webber and Ruggieri.
Washington: Marine Technology Society, pp. 434-42.
Articles
With J. M. Liesch, J. A. McMillan, R. C. Pandey,
K. L. Rinehart, Jr., F. Reusser
Berninamycin. I. The structure of berninamycinic
acid. Journal of the American Chemical Society
(98) 299-300.
With T. W. Lewis, S. A. Puckett, Y. Curtin
With S. A. Puckett, Y. Curtin
Dehydration of a carbinolhydrazine in the solid
state. Correlation with crystal structure of the
dehydration of 2-hydroxy-2- (B-benzoyl-6-phenyl-
hydrazoyl)-indan-l,3-dione. Journal of the
American Chemical Society (98) 787-92.
With A. H.-J. Wang
Structure of a derivative of streptovaricin C
triacetate: Crystal and molecular structure of
the atropisomer of the cyclic p-bromobenzene-
boronate ester of streptovaricin C triacetate:
Methylene dichloride 1:1 solvate. Journal of the
American Chemical Society (98) 4612-8.
With A. H.-J. Wang, J. R. Barrio
The crystal and molecular structure of 3,n'*-
ethenocytidine hydrochloride (eCyd'HCl). A study
of the dimensions and molecular interactions of
the fluorescent £-cytidine system. Journal of the
American Chemical Society (98) 7401-8.
With P. Beak, R. A. Brown, J. Yamamoto, C. C. Chiang
The reaction of 2 , 3-diphenyl-5 ,6-dihydropyrazine
and malononitrile to give 1, 7-diazatricycloC5,2,
1,0** *'^-4,10-diphenyl-2,6-diamino-3, 5-dicyanodeca-
2 ,5-diene.
3389-91.
Journal of Organic Chemistry (41)
With E. C. Llaguno
Structure of a 3-aminothiathiophthen : X-ray
analysis of 3-amino-2-methylthio-5-phenyl-6a-
thiathiophthen{ 3-amino-2-methylthio-5-phenyl[]l , 2^-
dithioloCl , 5-bIl[l , 2lldithiole-7-S } . Journal of
the Chemical Society, Perkin II
,
228-34.
With P. L, Johnson, E. C. Llaguno
A symmetrically-substituted thiathiophthen with
unequal sulphur-sulphur bond lengths: Crystal and
molecular structure of 3 ,4-diphenyl-6a-thiathioph-
then{ 3 , 4-diphenyl[l , 2]dithiolo[l , 5-bCl , 23jithole-
7-S ). Journal of the Chemical Society, Perkin II
,
234-8.
With E. C. Llaguno, C. T. Mabuni
Structure of an unsymmetrically-substituted
thiathiophthen: Crystal and molecular structure
of 5-methyl-3[4-methyl-5- (methylthio) -thiocarbonyl-
2-thienylIl-2-methylthio-6a-thiathiophthen{[5-methyl-
2-C4-methyl-5- (methylthio) thiocarbonyl-2-thienylIl-
methvlthio[l , 2]dithiolo-Cl , 5-b][l , 2l|dithole-
7-S } . Journal of the Chemical Society Perkin II ,
239-42.
With S. A. Puckett, D. Y. Curtin
Correlation of the loss of solvent with the crystal
structure of a 1:1 solvate. Indanetrione 2-(N-p-t-
butylbenzoyl-N-phenylhydrazone) acetone solvate.
Journal of the Chemical Society, Perkin II, 1873-81.
A study of the crystalline environment of some
dehydration reactions that take place in the
solid state. Molecular Crystals and Liquid
Crystals (32) 111-5.
With J. A. McMillan, S. Caccamese, K. L. Rinehart, Jr.
Aplysinol from Laurencia Decidua : Crystal struc-
ture and absolute stereochemistry. Tetrahedron
Letters , 4219-22.
PIRKLE, WILLIAM H., Professor
Articles
With M. S. Hoekstra
Chiral NMR solvating agents. The resolution,
determination of enantiomeric purity and assign-
ment of absolute configuration of cyclic and
acyclic sulfinate esters. Journal of the
American Chemical Society (98) 1832-9.
With J. R. Hauske
Conformational control by carbinyl hydrogens.
Implications and applications. Journal of
Organic Chemistry (41) 801-5.
V. Turner, B. A. Scott,With C. A. Eckert, W.
L. H. McKendry
A comparison of the high pressure thermal and the
photosensitized dimerizations of 2-pyrones.
Journal of Organic Chemistry (41) 2495-6.
With D. L. Sikkenga
Resolution of optical isomers by liquid chromato-
graphy. Journal of Chromatography (1231) 400-4.
With M. S. Hoekstra, W. H. Miller
Electronic effects in asymmetric induction.
Reaction of Para-substituted phenylsulf inyl
chlorides with 5- (+) -1- (l-naphthyl)-2, 2,2-
trifluoroethanol. Tetrahedron Letters
,
2109-12.
With P. L. Gravel
Synthesis of monosubstituted 1 , 3,4-oxadiazolidine-
2,5-diones. Journal of Organic Chemistry (41)
3763-5.
RINEHART, KENNETH L. , JR. , Professor
Chapters in Books
With R. D. Johnson, I. C. Paul, J. A. McMillan,
J. F. Siuda, G. E. Krejcarek
Identification of compounds in selected marine
organisms by gas chromatography-mass spectrometry,
field desorption mass spectrometry, and other
physical methods. In Food-drugs from the sea
proceedings 1974 , ed. by Webber and Ruggieri.
Washington: Marine Technology Society,
pp. 434-42.
Articles
With J. M. Liesch, J. A. McMillan, R. C. Pandey,
I. C. Paul, F. Reusser
Berninamycin. I. The structure of berninamycinic
acid. Journal of the American Chemical Society
(98) 299-300.
With P. V. Deshmukh, K. Kakinuma, J. J. Ameel,
P. F. Wiley, L. H. Li
Protostreptovaricins I-V. Journal of the
American Chemical Society (98) 870-2.
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with K. Kakinuma, C. A. Hanson
Spectinabilin, a new nitro-containing metabolite
isolated from Streptomyces spectabilis . Tetrahedron
(32) 217-22.
With K. Kakinuma, B. 1. Milavetz
Carbon-13 nuclear magnetic resonance spectra of the
streptovaricins and related compounds. Journal of
Organic Chemistry (41) 1358-64.
With L. S. Shield
Chemistry of the ansamycin antibiotics.
Fortschritte der Chemie Organischer Naturstoffe (33)
231-307.
With F. J. Antosz, P. V. Deshmukh, K. Kakinuma,
P. K. Martin, B. I. Milavetz, K. Sasaki, T. R. Witty,
L. H. Li, F. Reusser
Identification and preparation of damavaricins,
biologically active precursors of streptovaricins.
Journal of Antibiotics (29) 201-3.
With R. M. Stroshane
Biosynthesis of aminocyclitol antibiotics. Journal
of Antibiotics (29) 319-53.
With R. M. Stroshane, M. Taniguchi, J. P. Rolls,
W. J. Haak, B. A. Ruff
Spectinomycin biosynthesis studied by carbon mag-
netic resonance spectroscopy. Journal of the
American Chemical Society (98) 3025-7.
With A. M. Nadzan
Nybomycin. VIII. Biosynthetic origin of the
central ring carbons studied by C-labeled sub-
strates. Journal of the American Chemical Society
(98) 5012-4.
With R. C. Pandey
Polyene antibiotics. VII. Carbon-13 nuclear mag-
netic resonance evidence for cyclic hemiketals in
the polyene antibiotics amphotericin B, nystatin
A , tetrin A, tetrin B, lucensomycin, and pimaricin.
Journal of Antibiotics (29) 1035-42.
With J. A. McMillan, I. C. Paul, S. Caccamese
Aplysinol from Laurencia decidua: Crystal struc-
ture and absolute stereochemistry. Tetrahedron
Letters, 4219-22.
With J. M. Liesch, D. S. Millington, R. C. Pandey,
F. Reusser
Berninamycin. II. Products of acidic hydrolysis,
methanolysis, and acetolysis of berninamycin A.
Journal of the American Chemical Society (98)
8237-49.
SCHMIDT, PAUL G., Assistant Professor
Chapters in Books
With T. Wydrzynski, Govindjee, N. Zumbulyadis,
H. S. Gutowsky
NMR studies on chloroplast membranes. In Magnetic
resonance in colloid and interface science, ACS
Symposium Series (34) , ed. by Resing and Wade.
Washington: American Chemical Society, pp. 471-82.
Articles
With D. B. Arter
Ring current shielding effects in nucleic acid
double helices. Nucleic Acids Research (3) 1437-47.
With T. Wydrzynski, N. Zumbulyadis, H. S. Gutowsky,
Govindjee
Proton relaxation and charge accumulation during
oxygen evolution in photosynthesis. Proceedings
of the National Academy of Sciences USA , (73)
1196-8.
SCHUSTER, GARY B. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With D. R. Brewer, I. E. Kochevar, J. E. Shields,
N . J . Turro
Organic photochemistry highlights. Molecular
Photochemistry (7) 85-129.
SECREST, DONALD, Associate Professor
Articles
With D. J. Kouri, F. S. Levin, M. Craigie
Computational study of channel coupling arrays:
Low energy e -H scattering parameters in the
IS approximation. Journal of Chemical Physics
(65) 2756-62.
With V. Stocker
Multiple scattering from fixed scattering centers.
Journal of Chemical Physics (65) 4857-66.
SHAPLEY, JOHN R. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With G. F. Stuntz
A convenient low-pressure, high-yield synthesis
of Iri.(C0)i2. Inorganic and Nuclear Chemistry
Letters (12) 49-51.
Direct synthesis of mono- and disubstituted
phosphorus ligand derivatives of dodecacarbonyl-
tetrairidium. Inorganic Chemistry (15) 1944-6.
With J. B. Keister
The interaction of H20s3(CO)io with alkenes.
Intermediates in hydrogenation and C-H bond
activation. Inorganic Chemistry (98) 1056-7.
With M. R. Churchill, B. G. DeBoer, J. B. Keister
Attack by phosphorus nucleophiles on a cluster-
bound vinyl group. The crystal structure of
H0S3 (CO) 10 {CHCH2PMe2Ph) . Journal of the American
Chemical Society (98) 2357-8.
With M. Tachikawa, R. C. Haltiwanger, C. G. Pierpont
Decacarbonyltriosmium complexes of some conjugated
dienes. The crystal structures of Oss (CO) i o (s-cis-
CiHs) and OS3 (CO) 1 (s-trans-CHe) . Journal of
the American Chemical Society (98) 4551-2.
With R. J. Lawson
Tri-P2-carbonyl-tris (n -cyclopetadienyD-triangulo-
trirhodium. A new, improved preparation and some
observations on its dynamic properties. Journal
of the American Chemical Society (98) 7433-5.
SMITH, STANLEY G. , Professor
Articles
With L. F. Charbonneau
Kinetics of the reaction of n-butyllithium with 4-
methylmercaptoacetophenone in benzene. Journal of
Organic Chemistry (41) 808-12.
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with P. A. Beak, J. B. Covington
Structural studies of tautomeric systems: The
importance of association for 2-hydroxypyridine-2-
pyridone and 2-mercaptopyridine-2-thiopyridone.
Journal of the American Chemical Society (98)
8284-6.
With B. A. Sherwood
Educational uses of the PLATO computer system.
Science (192) 344-52.
With K. E. Wiegers
Kinetics and mechanism of the lithium aluminum
hydride and lithium alkoxyaluminohydride reduction
of ketones in diethyl ether. Journal of the
American Chemical Society (99) 1480-7.
With D. J. Kitko, K. E. Wiegers, Drago
A kinetic study of the reaction of N,N -ethylenebis-
(salicylideneiminato) cobalt (II) with bis (hexafluoro-
acetylacetonato) copper (II). Journal of the
American Chemical Society (99) 1410-6.
STUCKY, GALEN D. , Professor
Articles
With A. Schultz, R. Craven, M. Schaffman
The heat capacity, conductivity and crystal struc-
ture of TTF(2,5-diethyl) TCNQ. Journal of the
American Chemical Society (98) 5191-7.
With R. M. Herman, M. B. Salamon, G. DePasquali
Static magnetic susceptibility of single crystal
TTFTCNQ near the 38°K transition. Solid State
Communications (19) 137-142.
With D. Sekutowski
Oxidative coupling of the phenylethynyl group in
IJ- (l-3n : 2-4n-trans -trans-l,4-diphenylbutadiene)
bis(bis(ri^ -methylcyclopentadienyl) titanium) . Jour
nal of the American Chemical Society (98) 1376-82.
A simple oxygen test to use in inert atmosphere dry
boxes containing solvent vapor. Journal of
Chemical Education (53) 110.
With G. Vernon, T. Carlson
A comprehensive study of the satellite structure
in the photoelectron spectrum of transition metal
compounds. Inorganic Chemistry (15) 278-84.
With G. L. Delker
Molecular structure and bonding of a silacyclopro-
pane, dimethyl-3", 7"-bicyclo 4.1.0 heptane.
Journal of the American Chemical Society (98)
1779-84.
With M. Walczak
The effects of reduction of the olefinic bond in
two stilbene dilithium complexes. Journal of the
American Chemical Society (98) 5531-9.
With A. Schultz, R. Blessing, P. Coppens
The temperature dependence of the crystal and
molecular structure of A^ ' ^-bi-1 , 3-dithiole TTF
7,7,8,8-tetracyano P-quinodimethane TCNQ. Journal
of the American Chemical Society (98) 3194-201.
WALL, FREDERICK T. , Professor Emeritus
Articles
With F. Mandel
Theory of rubberlike elasticity.
Chemical Physics (64) 1998-2001.
With R. A. White
Macromolecular configurations simulated by
random walks with limited orders of non-self-
intersections. Journal of Chemical Physics
(65) 808-12.
With F. Mandel, J. C. Chin
Self-avoiding random walks subject to external
spatial constraints. Journal of Chemical Physics
(65) 2231-4.
YANKWICH, PETER E., Professor
Articles
With M. Zielinski, R. W. Kidd
' ' C kinetic isotope effects in the pyrolysis of
dimethyl ether. Journal of Chemical Physics
(64) 2868-77.
With R. W. Kidd, T. T.-S. Huang
Intramolecular ' ^C kinetic isotope effects in the
decarboxylation of oxalic acid in dioxane solution.
Journal of Chemical Physics (65) 801-7.
YARDLEY, JAMES T. , Associate Professor
Articles
With L. T. Specht
Orientational relaxation by fluorescence cor-
relation. Chemical Physics Letters (37) 543-6.
With R. A. Coveleskie
Energy dependence of radiationless relaxation in
methylglyoxal. Chemical Physics (13) 441-6.
With M. J. Pellin
Resonance enhanced infrared four wave mixing by
infrared active molecules. Applied Physics
Letters (29) 304-7.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Arter, David Bruce (P. Schmidt), Proton magnetic
resonance studies of nucleic acids in solution.
Bertucci, Sidney Joseph (U. Flygare) , Light scattering
studies of orientational pair correlations in pure
liquids and mutual diffusion in binary solutions.
Christopfel, William Charles (K. L. Rinehart)
,
Synthesis of slaframine and related compounds.
Cohen, Martin Allen (T. L. Brown), Kinetics and
mechanisms of '•'CO exhange with Cr(C0)4 (Chelate)
complexes and related compounds.
D'Aniello, Michael Joseph, Jr. (E. K. Barefield),
The mechanism of nickel(I)-catalyzed olefin
isomerizatlon and the preparation and properties
of paramagnetic nickel(II) alkyl complexes.
Davis, Jimmy Henry (G. Stucky) , T. Reactions of
tetracyanoethylene oxide with low valent metal
complexes. II. Chemistry of low valent titanium
and zirconium organometallic compounds.
Defreese, James Douglas (H. U. Kalmstadt) , A simul-
taneous, split-beam, ratiometric system for
spectrochemical analysis.
Delker, Gerald Lee (G. Stucky), Temperature dependent
studies on structural and electronic effects in
single crystals.
Journal of
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Desiraju, Gautam Radhakrishna (D. Curtin and I. Paul),
Part I. Redox and structural features of quinone-
hydroquinone 1:1 complexes. Part II. The thermally
initiated rearrangement of 2-(4'-methophenyl)-l,4-
benzoqulnone in the solid state.
Finney, Raymond Joseph (J. Jonas), High pressure
nuclear magnetic resonance studies of transport
properties in dense fluids.
Gravel, Philip Larry (W. Pirkle), Synthesis, isolation,
and characterization of cyclic diacylhydrazyl
radicals.
Gruber, Bruce Alan (W. J. Leonard), Intramolecular
stacking interactions determined by fluorescence
quenching.
Hoselton, Mitchell Arnold (R. Drago) , Physical studies
of iron (II) spin equilibrium complexes containing
hexadentate ligands and thermodynamic and kinetic
studies of rhodium (1) phosphine complexes and
mixed ligand rhodium (III) dihydrides.
Hudgens, Jeffrey Warren (J. McDonald), Infrared
chemiluminescence study of reactions between oxygen
atoms and carbon disulfide and oxygen atoms and
acetylenes.
Jungst, Rudolph George III, (G. Stucky) , Electron
exchange interactions in dimeric copper (II) and
titanium (III) complexes and electron paramagnetic
resonance of a highly conducting charge transfer
salt.
Kitko, David J. (R. S. Drago), Binuclear complexes of
cobalt, nickel and copper and activation of
molecular oxygen by transition metal complexes
in the oxidation of olefinic substrates.
Laskowski, Edward John (D. N. Hendrickson) , Magnetic
exchange effects in outer-sphere-associated metal
dimers and in oxidized manganese(II) Schiff base
complexes
.
Lee, May Dean Lu (K. L. Rlnehart) , The chemistry
and structures of aureofungins A and B.
Ley, David Arthur (R. M. Coates) , The mechanism of
the biosynthesis of kaurene.
Li, Marinda Pasadena (R. S. Drago), Thermodynamic
and spectroscopic studies of reactivity and
bonding in transition metal Lewis acid-base
systems
.
Li, Thomas Ming-Ting (G. Weber), Pressure
denaturation of proteins—a fluorescence
study.
Luteri, George Frederick (W. Ford), Cycloadditions
of 2-phenylallylraagnesiom phenylallyllithium
and 2-cyano-l, 3-dlphenylallyllithium to olefins.
Michael, Paul Riley (L. R. Faulkner), A study of
some energy sufficient electrogenerated
chemiluminescent reactions.
Miguel, Antonio Horacio (D. F. S. Natusch) , Studies
of gas-solid reactions of environmental signifi-
cance: I. Pyrene adsorption onto fly ash
II. Thiol oxidation and adsorption by activated
carbon.
Miller, Thomas Craig (L. Faulkner), Computer assisted
structural interpretation of fluorescence spectra.
Nadzan, Alex Michael (K. L. Rlnehart), Studies on
the biosynthesis and bioactivities of nybomycin
and its derivatives.
Noid, Donald William (R. A. Marcus), Studies in
molecular dynamics.
Northern, Tina ^larie (L. Belford), The determination
of nuclear quadrupole coupling constants from
powder EPR spectra.
Otto, Charlotte Ford (N. J. Leonard), Intramolecular
stacking interactions. A study in three parts.
Pigott, Henry Dale (R. M. Coates), Sulfur directed
ketone alkylations.
Raj, Tilak (W. H. Flygare) , Applications of laser
light scattering spectroscopy to blopolymers.
Richman, Robert Michael (R. S. Drago), Novel studies
of transition metal dimers.
Ruyechan, William Thomas (J. G, Wetraur) , Selected
Interactions of nucleic acids with proteins and
small molecules.
Sikkenga, David Lee ( W. H. Pirkle), Diastereomeric
interactions of sulfoxides, lactones and aryl
trlf luoromethyl carbinols.
Stocker, Verena (D. H. Secrest), A formalism for
multiple scattering.
Stroshane, Ronald Michael (K. L. Rlnehart), Biosyn-
thetic studies on the aminocyclltol antibiotics
neomycin and spectinomycin.
Sweany, Ray Lewis (T. L. Brown), The use of matrix
isolation spectroscopy in the characterization of
dicobalt octacarbonyl and the charge transfer
complex of tetrathiofulvalene and tetracyano-
quinodimethan
.
Turfa, Alexander Frederick, III (R. A. Marcus),
Seniiclassical and classical theories of molecular
rotational phenomena.
Wiemer, David Francis (N. J. Leonard), Chemical and
radiative modification of nucleic acid bases.
Williamson, Alex Nathan (E. K. Baref leld) , Preparations
and studies of cyclopentadienylbis(ligand)nickel(I)
complexes.
Woodruff, Terry Alaric (H. V. Malmstadt), An automated
ARC/Flame spectrometer system.
Work, William James (J. C. Martin), Neighboring group
effects in rigid molecules: Sulfonlum and carbonium
ion studies.
CIVIL ENGINEERING
ANG, ALFREDO H-S., Professor
Chapters in Books
Risk, reliability and safety analyses in engineering
design. In Structural and geotechnical mechanics ,
by W. J. Hall. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-
Hall, pp. 24-54.
Articles
With M. P. Singh
Columns with random imperfections and associated
bracing requirements. Journal of Structural
Mechanics (4:No.2) 161-80.
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BAERWALD, JOHN E., Professor
Articles
Bicycle facility design considerations: a summary.
Proceedings of the Fourth National Seminar on Plan-
ning , Design and Implementation of Bicycle and
Pedestrian Facilities
,
American Society of Civil
Engineers, 259-60.
Education of bicycle riders—how much is enough?
Proceedings of the Fourth National Seminar on Plan-
ning , Design , and Implementation of Bicycle and
Pedestrian Facilities , American Society of Civil
Engineers, 545-47.
BERGER, RICHARD L., Professor
Articles
With P. W. Brown, J. R. Clifton and G. Frohnsdorff
The utilization of industrial by products in blend-
ing cements. Proceedings 5th Mineral Waste Utiliza -
tion Symposium , 278-84.
With P. W. Brown, J. R. Clifton and G. Frohnsdorff
Limitations to fly ash use in blended cements.
Ash Utilization Conference , St. Louis.
With S. Mosher and D. E. Anderson
The microscopic fracturing characteristics of two
granites. Journal Rock Mechanics (7) 167-76.
With J. H. Kung and J. F. Young
Influence of CaCl. on the drying shrinkage of alite
paste. American Society of Testing and Materials
(4) 85-93.
BOYER, LEROY T., Associate Professor
Articles
With J. J. Adrian
Modeling method productivity. Journal of the Con-
struction Division
,
American Society of Civil
Engineers (102:March) 157-68.
With C. A. Erikson
Estimating— state of the art. Journal of the Con-
struction Division
, American Society of Civil
Engineers (102: September) 455-64.
BRILL, E. DOWNEY, JR., Assistant Professor
Chapters in Books
With J. C. Geyer
Cost allocation and recovery for combined municipal
and industrial waste treatment facilities. In
Handbook of water resources and pollution control
.
Van Nostrad Reinhold, pp. 637-45.
Articles
With E. W. McMillan
Inequities for small food processing plants due to
liquid waste treatment regulations. Water Resources
Bulletin (12:5) 985-93.
With J. C. Liebman and C. S. ReVelle
Equity measures for exploring water quality manage-
ment alternatives. Water Resources Research (12:5)
845-51.
With J. C. Liebman and C. S. ReVelle
Evaluating environmental quality management programs
in which dischargers are grouped. Journal Applied
Mathematical Modelling (1:2) 77-82.
With G. E. Stout
Problems in securing water for use in coal conversion
facilities in Illinois. Water— 1975 , American In-
stitute of Chemical Engineers Symposium Series
(151:71) 200-08.
The use of mathematical models in allocating water
for energy purposes. Proceedings of the Symposium
on Water Resources and Fossil Fuel Production
, In-
ternational Water Resources Association, Dusseldorf.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With S. G. Velioglu and R. W. Fuessle
Mathematical models for use in planning regional
water resources and energy systems. Urbana:UP, 82 pp.
CHIAN, EDWARD S. K., Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
With F. B. DeWalle
Analytical methodologies for leachate and gas analy-
sis. In EPA report 600/9-76-004
, pp. 44-53.
Articles
With F. B. DeWalle
Sanitary landfill leachates and their treatment.
Environmental Engineering Division
, American
Society of Civil Engineers (102;EE2) 411-31.
With H. H. P. Fang
Optimization of NS-lOO membrane for reverse osmosis.
Journal of Applied Polymer Science (20:2) 303-15.
With H. P. Fang, F. B. DeWalle and J. W. Smith
Physical-chemical treatment of hospital waste for
potential reuse. Proceedings 30th Annual Purdue
Industrial Waste Conference , 377-89.
With S. Farooq
Discussion of the inactivation of poliovirus in
water by ozonation. Journal Water Pollution Con-
trol Federation (48:3) 593-8.
With H. H. P. Fang
Reverse osmosis separation of polar organic com-
pounds in aqueous solution. Environmental Science
and Technology (10:4) 364-9.
With F. B. DeWalle
Kinetics of substrate removal in a completely mixed
aerobic filter. Biotechnology and Bioengineering
(18:9) 1275-95.
With Y. Chang, F. B. DeWalle and W. D. Rose
Combined treatment of industrial waste with the
activated sludge followed by activated carbon.
Proceedings 30th Annual Purdue Industrial Waste
Conference
,
966-72.
With G. A. Surucu and R. S. Engelbrecht
Thermophilic aerobic microbiological treatment of
high strength wastewaters. Journal Water Pollution
Control Federation (48:4) 669-79.
With F. B. DeWalle and J. W. Smith
Ozonation of effluents from various biological
treatment processes. Proceedings Second Inter-
national Ozone Symposium (May 1975) 566-85.
With P. A. Jennings and V. L. Snoeyink
Development of a mathematical model for biological
activity in expanded bed absorption columns. Bio-
technology and Bioengineering (18:9) 1249-73.
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Bulletins and Technical Reports
Evaluation of new reverse osmosis membrane for the
separation of toxic compounds from wastewater.
National Technical Information Service NTIS AD3088A
309 pp.
CHOW, VEN T., Professor
Chapters in Books
With D. R. Maidment
A new approach to urban water resources optimization.
In The environment of human settlements
, Vol. 1.
Pergamen Press, pp. 249-59.
Articles
Water resources development in the world: present
and future. Journal of Hydrological Sciences (9:1)
34-7.
Interdisciplinary aspects of water resources.
Aquarum (II) 1-6.
World's water resources. Engineering Journal (49:7)
11-14.
Hydrology in Asian civilizations. Water Interna-
tional (1:2) 7-10.
With A. 0. Akan and B. C. Yen
Prediction model for urban storm runoff. Trans-
actions (57:4) 247.
Water resources problems in developing countries.
Proceedings of the International Water Resources Ed-
ucational Workshop, Honolulu, 1-8.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With B. C. Yen
Urban stormwater runoff: determination of volumes
and flowrates. Cincinnati, OH: U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, 239 pp.
With B. C. Yen, A. 0. Akan and A. S. Seruk
Utility of urban runoff modeling. ASCE Water Re-
sources Research Program, New York, American Society
of Civil Engineers, 10 pp.
DARTER, MICHAEL I., Assistant Professor
Articles
With M. A. Truebe and E. S. Abdulla
Factors affecting the response of emulsified asphalt
mixtures
. Proceedings Association of Asphalt Paving
Technologists (45) 353-81.
With M. Y. Shahin
Pavement maintenance and repair management system.
Highway Research Record (598), 36 pp.
ENGELBRECHT, RICHARD S., Professor
Chapters in Books
Biological Impact of sanitary landfill leachate on
the environment
. In Water's interface with energy
,
air and solids . AICE, pp. 762-75.
Articles
Biological properties of wastewater sludge and its
potential health risk. In Proceedings International
Water Conservancy Exhibition . Jonkoping, Sweden
47-91.
With P. Amirhor
Disposal of municipal solid waste by sanitary land-
fill. In Proceedings Virus Aspects of Applying Muni-
cipal Waste to Land , 59-67.
Removal and Inactivation of enteric viruses by
wastewater and water treatment processes. In Pro-
ceedings Advanced Wastewater Treatment Seminar
109-43.
With G. A. Surucu and E. S. K. Chian
Aerobic thermophilic treatment of high strength
wastewaters. Journal Water Pollution Control Fed -
eration (48:4) 669-79.
Application of weak base ion-exchange resins for
removal of proteins. Environmental Science and Tech-
nology (11:1) 55-61.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With P. Amirhor
Inactivation of enteric bacteria and viruses in sani-
tary landfill leachate. National Technical Informa-
tion Service, Springfield, VA, 107 pp.
EUBANKS, ROBERT A., Professor
Articles
With R. A. Dalrymple and W. A. Birkemeier
Wave-induced circulation in shallow basins. Journal
of the Waterway Port Coastal and Ocean Division ,ASCE
(103:FEB) 117-35.
EWING, BEN B., Professor, See: Institute for Environ-
mental Studies.
FORNEY, LARRY J., Assistant Professor
Articles
Aerosol Fractionator for large-scale sampling. Re-
view of Scientific Instruments (47) 1264-69.
GAMBLE, WILLIAM L., Professor
Articles
With A. I. Fadl
Discussion of "recommendations for estimating pre-
stress losses". Journal of Prestressed Concrete In-
stitute (21:2) 108-10.
HALL, WILLIAM J., Professor
Chapters in Books
With N. M. Newmark
Vibration of structures induced by ground motion.
In Shock and vibration handbook
, ed. by C. M. Harris
and C. E. Crede. New York: McGraw-Hill, pp. 29-1
to -19.
Forward. In Selected papers by Nathan M. Newmark.
New York; American Society of Civil Engineers, pp.
vil-viil.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With B. Mohraz and N. M. Newmark
Statistical studies of vertical and horizontal earth-
quake spectra. U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Washington, D.C., 128 pp.
With R. Glasfeld et al.
Application of fracture mechanics analysis techniques
in high performance marine systems. National Mate-
rials Advisory Board, Washington, D.C., 18 pp.
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With C. R. Allen et al.
Predicting earthquakes: a scientific and technical
evaluation with implications for society. National
Academy of Sciences, Washington, D.C., 62 pp.
HERRICKS, EDWIN E., Assistant Professor
Articles
Predicting the environmental impact of mine drainage
on streams. Transactions American Society of Agri-
cultural Engineers (19:2) 271-74, 283.
HERRIN, HORELAND, Professor
Articles
With I. Ishai and D. G. Leverenz
Analysis of failure modes and related required prop-
erties in asphalt-treated cold mix bases. Pro-
ceedings Association of Asphalt Paving Technologists
(44) 519-36.
HOLLEY, EDWARD R., Professor
Articles
With A. M. Ger
Comparison of single-point injections in pipe flow.
Journal of Hydraulics Division , ASCE (102) 731-46.
With K. M. Waddell
Stratified flow in Great Salt Lake culvert. Journal
of Hydraulics Division
,
ASCE (102) 969-85.
KARARA, HOUSSAM M. , Professor
Articles
Non-topographic photogrammetry , 1972-1976. Photo-
grammetric Engineering and Remote Sensing (42:1)
37-45.
Book Reviews
Pratique de la photogrammetrie et des moyens carto-
graphiques derives des ordinateurs, by B. Dubuisson.
Photogrammetrie Engineering and Remote Sensing
(42:8) 1062.
Photogrammetrie elevations of Japanese Buddhist
statues, by T. Maruyasu, Y. Ushlkawa, S. Hasegawa.
Photogrammetrie Engineering and Remote Sensing
(42:8) 1062.
KESLER, CLYDE E., Professor
Articles
Control of expansive concrete during construction.
Journal of the Construction Division , ASCE (102:C01)
41-49.
With G. T. Halvorsen and S. L. Paul
Fibrous concrete for the extruded liner system.
Tunnels and Tunneling (8:5) 42-46.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With D. W. Ounanian
Design of fiber reinforced concrete for pumping.
U.S. Department of Transportation, Washington, D.C.
53 pp.
With G. T. Halvorsen, A. R. Robinson and J. A. Stout
Durability and physical properties of steel fiber
reinforced concrete. U. S. Department of Trans-
portation, Washington, D. C, 73 pp.
LARSON, THURSTON E., Professor
Articles
The proposed drinking water standard for radium.
Journal of American Water Works Association (68)
501-03.
LEV, OVADIA E., Assistant Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Preparation and review of DD Form 1391. U.S. Army
Construction Engineering Research Laboratory, Urbana,
XL 44 pp.
LIEBMAN, JON C, Professor and Associate Head of
Department
Articles
With J. T. Pfeffer
Energy from refuse by bioconversion, fermentation and
residue disposal processes. Resource Recovery and
Conservation (1) 295-313.
With E. D. Brill, Jr. and C. S. ReVelle
Evaluating environmental quality management pro-
grammes in which dischargers are grouped. Applied
Mathematical Modeling (1) 77-82.
Some simple-minded observations on the role of opti-
mization in public systems decision-making. Inter -
faces (6) 102-07.
With L. W. Mays and H. G. Wenzel , Jr.
Model for layout and design of sewer systems.
Journal of Water Resources Planning and Management
Division, ASCE (102) 385-405.
LIEBMAN, JUDITH S., Assistant Professor
Articles
With M. R. Zaryouni
Quantifying the space separation function using
existing locational patterns. Journal of Regional
Science (16:1) 73-81.
With E. Logan
Analyzing the start-up effects of new patients on an
ambulatory care program. Medical Care (14) 839-47.
MAHAR, JAMES W., Visiting Assistant Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With G. Fernandez and E. J. Cording
Shotcrete: structural testing of thin liners. U.S.
Department of Transportation, Washington, D.C.
189 pp.
With H. W. Parker and W. W. Wuellner
Shotcrete practice in underground construction. U.S.
Department of Transportation, Washington, D.C. 415 pp.
With E. J. Cording et al.
Methods for geotechnical observations and instrumen-
tation in tunneling. University of Illinois, Urbana,
556 pp.
MAXWELL, W. HALL C, Associate Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With M. Demlssie
Experimental studies of wing-wall mixing control.
Water Resources Center, Urbana, 71 pp.
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MESRI, GHOLAMREZA, Associate Professor
Articles
With K. Adachl and C. R. Ullrich
Pore-pressure response in rock to undrained change
in all-round stress. Geotechnique (26:2) 317-30.
NEWMARK, NATHAN M., Professor Emeritus
Books
Selected papers by Nathan M. Newraark, civil engi-
neering classics. New York: American Society of
Civil Engineers, 889 pp.
With E. Rosenblueth
Fundamentos de ingenieria sismica. Mexico: Edi-
torial Diana, 680 pp.
Chapters in Books
With W. J. Hall
Vibration of structures induced by ground motion.
In Shock and vibration handbook , ed. by Harris and
Crede. New York: McGraw-Hill, pp. 29-1 - 29-19.
Articles
Nuclear power plants. Structural Design of Nuclear
Plant Facilities
, ASCE Specialty Conference (3) 84-8.
Earthquake prediction and earthquake engineering re-
search. Proceedings 4th National Meeting of Uni-
versities Council for Earthquake Engineering Re-
search (UCEER-4) 21-4.
The future of earthquake engineering. Proceedings
Inaugural Symposium John A. Blume Earthquake Engi -
neering Center 159-73.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Statistical studies of vertical and horizontal earth-
quake spectra. United States Regulatory Commission,
Washington, D.C., 128 pp.
PAUL, STANLEY L., Assistant Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Structural tests of cast-in-place tunnel liners.
U. S. Department of Transportation, Washington, D.C.,
113 pp.
PECKNOLD, DAVID A., Associate Professor
Articles
Analysis of re shear panels under cyclic loading.
Journal of the Structural Division , ASCE (102:Feb.)
355-69.
PFEFFER, JOHN T., Professor
Articles
With J. C. Liebman
Energy from refuse by bioconversion, fermentation and
residue disposal processes. Resource Recovery and
Conservation (1) 295-313.
With K. H. Khan
Microbial production of methane from municipal re-
fuse. Biotechnology and Bioengineering (18) 1179-91.
Solid waste disposal alternatives. Illinois Busi-
ness Review (33) 6-8.
Methane and urban wastes-process requirements. Pro-
ceedings Seminar on Microbial Energy Conversion
,
Gottingen, West Germany, 139-55.
Methane fermentation of stillage. Anais do Seminario
Internacional Sobre Tratamento de Vinhoto , Rio de
Janeiro, 4-13-4-38.
Anaerobic digestion for methane production. Anais
do Simposio Internacional Sobre Bioconversao de
Gnergia , Sao Paulo.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With G. E. Quindry and J. C. Liebman
Biological conversion of organic refuse to methane.
Vol. 2. Department of Civil Engineering, Urbana,
103 pp.
With J. W. Brown and J. C. Liebman
Biological conversion of organic refuse to methane,
Vol. 1. Department of Civil Engineering, Urbana,
185 pp.
ROMANOS, MICHAEL C, Assistant Professor, See: Urban
and Regional Planning.
SAXENA, NARENDRA K., Assistant Professor
Articles
Marine geodesy and tsunami prediction. Allgemeine
Vermessungs-Nachrichten (83:7) 236-41,
Submersible navigation from ocean-bottom control.
Proceedings of the 4th International Ocean Develop-
ment Conference (Sept-Oct) B-55-B-60.
With D. P. Xirodimas
Ocean-bottom control-net configuration. Journal of
the Surveying and Mapping Division , ASCE (120:SU1)
53-7.
*
I
Book Reviews
Geodasie, by W. Torge.
nal, ACSM (36:2) 171.
Surveying and Mapping Jour-
SurveyingVermessungskunde, Bd.II, by W. Grossmann
and Mapping Journal , ACSM (36:1) 73.
A study of zero error and ground swing of the model
MRA 101 Tellurometer, by A. J. Robinson. Surveying
and Mapping Journal , ACSM (36:2) 170-71.
Vermessungskunde, Bd.I, by W. Grossmann. Surveying
and Mapping Journal , ACSM (36:2) 170.
SCHNOBRICH, WILLIAM C, Professor
Articles
With R. R. Avent, et al.
Latticed structures: state-of-the-art report.
Journal of Structural Divison , ASCE (102: ST 11)
2197-230.
SNOEYINK, VERNON L., Associate Professor
Articles
With B. R. Kim and F. M. Saunders
Influence of activated sludge cell residence time on
adsorption. Journal Environmental Engineering Divi-
sion
,
ASCE (102:Proc. paper 11937) 55-70.
With B. R. Kim and F. M. Saunders
Adsorption of organic compounds by synthetic resins.
Journal Water Pollution Control Federation (48) 120-
33.
With R. L. Hinrichs
Sorption of benzenesulfonates by weak base anion ex-
change resins. Water Research (10) 79-87.
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Carbon adsorption in water treatment. Proceedings
18th Annual Public Water Supply Engineers Conference
,
55-62.
Laboratory studies of trace organic removal by granu-
lar activated carbon. Proceedings of Symposium of
American Water Works , Atlanta, 5B1 - 12.
With P. A. Jennings and E.S.K. Chian
Development of a mathematical model for biological
activity in expanded bed absorption columns. Bio-
englneering and Biotechnology (18:9) 1249-73.
SOZEN, METE A., Professor
Articles
With A. Shibata
Substitute-structure methods for seismic design in
R/C. Journal of the Structural Division
, ASCE (102:
SI 1) 1-18.
STUKEL, JA>ffiS J., Professor
Articles
With D. D. Lane
The dispersion of gaseous pollutants in the wake of
an automobile. Journal Environmental Engineering
Division
, ASCE (102:EE3) 571-80.
With R.I. Dyck
Fugitive dust emissions from trucks on unpaved roads.
Environmental Science and Technology (10) 1946-48.
With D . L. Fenton
Flow of a particulate suspension in the wake of a
circular cylinder, part II. International Journal
of Multiphase Flows (3:2) 123-39.
Measurement of the local particle concentration in
fully turbulent duct flow. International Journal of
Multiphase Flows (3:2) 141-45.
With D. C. Hittle
Particle size distribution and chemical composition
of coal-tar fumes . Journal American Industrial Hy-
giene Association (37:4) 199-204.
With R. W. Carlson and F. A. Bazzaz
Physiological effects, wind reentrainment and rain
washoff of Pb aerosol particulate deposited on plant
leaves. Environmental Science and Technology (10)
1139-42.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Coal research programs at the University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign. Proceedings 83rd Annual Meet-
ing Illinois Mining Institute .
With D. L. Fenton and D'. G. Sadowski
On the development of mechanically disturbed suspen-
sion flows. Proceedings International Power and
Bulk Solids Handling and Processing Conference
,
Chicago.
THOMPSON, MARSHALL R., Professor
With Q. L. Robnett
Pressure injection lime treatment of swelling soils.
Record
,
Transportation Research Board (568) 12-39.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Track support systems parameter study. Federal Rail-
road Administration, Washington, D.C, 71 pp.
Finite element analyses of a railway track support
system. Federal Railroad Administration, Washington,
D.C, 101 pp.
Structural model and materials evaluation procedures.
Federal Railroad Administration, Washington, D.C.
Technical data bases report . Federal Railroad Ad-
ministration, Washington, D.C, 186 pp.
WEN, YI-KWEI, Associate Professor
Articles
Method for random vibration of hysteretic systems.
Journal of Engineering Mechanics Division , ASCE
(102:EN2) April, 249-63.
Note on analytical modeling in assessment of tornado
risks. Proceedings Symposium on Tornado , Assessment
of Knowledge and Implication for Man, June, Lubbock,
Texas
.
UiENZEL, HARRY C, Associate Professor
Articles
With L. W. Mays
Optimal design of multi-level branching sewer
systems. Water Resources Research (12:5) 913-17.
With J. W. Labadie and N. S. Grigg
Detention storage control strategy development for
reducing combined sewer overflows. Journal Water
Resources Planning and Management Division
,
ASCE
(102:WRI) 117-35.
With N. S. Grigg and J. W. Labadie
Model evaluation of the effect of detention reser-
voir operation on a San Francisco catchment. Urban
Water Resources Research Program
,
Technical Memoran-
dum No. 31 , ASCE.
With L. W. Mays and J. C. Liebman
Optimal layout and design of storm sewer systems.
Urban Water Resources Research Program
, Technical
Memorandum No. 31 , ASCE.
With W. H. Tang and L. W. Mays
Discounted flood risks in least-cost design of storm
sewer networks. Proceedings Second International
LAHR Symposium on Stochastic Hydraulics .
With L. W. Mays
A model for layout and design of sewer systems.
Journal Water Resources Planning and Management
,
ASCE (102:WR2) 385-405.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Advanced methodologies for design of storm sewer
systems. Water Resources Center, Illinois UP.
Articles
Soil-lime mixtures for the construction of low-volume
roads. Special Report , Transportation Research Board
(160) 149-65.
With Q. L. Robnett
Effect of lime-treatment on the resilient behavior of
fine-grained soils. Record
,
Transportation Research
Board (560) 11-20.
WRIGHT, RICHARD N., Adjunct Professor
Chapters in Books
With S. J. Fenves
The representation and use of design specifications.
In Structural and geotechnical mechanics , a_ volume
honoring Nathan M. Newmark , ed. by W. J. Hall.
Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, pp. 278-304.
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Bulletins and Technical Reports
With A. Lamana
Technical note 885, a technical review of the Nica-
raguan building regulatory system. National Bureau
of Standards: Washington, D.C., 85 pp.
YEN, BEN C, Professor
Articles
With A. 0. Akan
Flood routing through river junctions. Rivers 76 ,
Proceedings ASCE Symposium on Inland Waterways for
Navigation (1) 212-31.
With W. H. Tang
Reliability of flood warning. Proceedings 2nd Inter -
national Symposium on Stochastic Hydraulics .
Uncertainties on roughness for pipe design. Proceed-
ings 2nd International Symposium on Stochastic Hy-
draulics .
With W. H. Tang
Risk-safety factor relation for storm sewer design.
Journal of the Environmental Engineering Division ,
ASCE (102:EE2) 509-16.
With A. 0. Akan, V. T. Chow and A. S. Sevuk
Prediction model for urban storm runoff. Proceedings
AGU Special Symposium on Utility of Urban Runoff
Modeling (Tech. Memo. 31) 108-17.
H. G. Wenzel, Jr., L. W. Mays and W. H. Tang
New models for optimal sewer system design. Proceed -
ings EPA Conference on Environmental Modeling and
Simulation , 740-44.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With V. T. Chow
Urban stormwater runoff-determination of volumes and
flowrates. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency:
Cincinnati, OH, 240 pp.
With H. G. Wenzel, Jr., L. W. Mays and W. H. Tang
Advanced methodologies for design of storm sewer
systems. Water Resources Center: Illinois UP,
224 pp.
YOUNG, J. FRANCIS, Associate Professor
Books Edited
Cements research progress 1975. Columbus, OH:
American Ceramic Society, 225 pp.
Articles
With R. L. Berger and J. H. Kung
Influence of calcium chloride on the drying shrink-
age of alite paste. Journal of Testing and Evalua-
tion (4:1) 85-93.
Reaction mechanisms of organic admixtures with hy-
drating cement compounds. Transportation Research
Record (564) 1-9.
MUNSE, WILLIAM H., Professor
Articles
Fifty years of riveted, bolted, and welded steel con-
struction. Journal of the Construction Division ,
ASCE (102:003) September 437-47.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Akan, All Osman (B. C. Yen), Unsteady shallow flow on
porous media.
Der Kiureghlan, Armen (A.H.S. Ang) , A line-source model
for seismic risk analysis.
Fadl, Abdullahi I. (W. L. Gamble), Time-dependent be-
havior of noncomposite and composite post-tensioned
concrete girder bridges.
Haldar, Achintya (W. Tang), Probabilistic evaluation of
liquefaction of sand under earthquake motions.
Jones, Ronald A. (E . J. Cording), A field investigation
of the performance of shotcrete in underground con-
struction.
Kim, Donghee (V. T. Chow), Decision analysis for the
design of water resources systems under hydrologic
uncertainty.
Knutson, Reid M. (M. R. Thompson), Factors influencing
the repeated load behavior of railway ballast,
Kuipers, E. J. (L. R. Shaffer), A method of forecasting
the efficiency of construction labor in any climato-
logical conditions.
Maidment, David R. (V. T. Chow), Stochastic state vari-
able dynamic programming for water resources systems
analysis.
Marzan, Genaro T. (H. M. Karara), Rational design for
close-range photogrammetry.
Mays, Larry W. (H. G. Wenzel S, B. C. Yen), Optimal lay-
out and design of storm sewer systems.
Parker, Harvey W., Ill (R. B. Peck), Field-oriented
investigation of conventional and experimental shot-
crete for tunnels. Vols. I £ II.
Portillo Gallo, Manuel (A.H.S. Ang), Evaluation of
safety of reinforced concrete buildings to earth-
quakes .
Sandford, Thomas C. (H. 0. Ireland), Economic and sche-
dule considerations in subsurface investigations.
Seyyedian-Choobi, Mirhamid (A. R. Robinson), Motion on
the surface of a layered elastic half space produced
by a buried dislocation pulse.
Tayabji, Shiraz D. (M. R. Thompson), Considerations in
the analysis of conventional railway track support
systems
.
Trail, James Herbert, Jr. (J. E. Baerwald) , A procedure
for developing university parking programs.
Tseng, Min Nan (A. R. Robinson), A transmitting bound-
ary for finite-difference analysis of wave propaga-
tion in solids.
In Environmental Engineering in Civil Engineering
Farooq, Shaukat (R . S. Engelbrecht) , Kinetics of in-
activation of yeasts and acid-fast organisms with
ozone
.
Lane, Dennis D. (J. J. Stukel), The analog between
particle deposition in a pipe and particle deposi-
tion on a flat plate.
Velioglu, Sezal Giray (E. D. Brill, Jr.), Integration
of alternative cooling structures for power genera-
tion into a regional water resources allocation
model.
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BAIEMAN, JOHN J., Professor
Articles
Aldus Manutlus' Fragmenta grammatlca . Illinois
Classical Studies (1) 226-61.
BRIGHT, DAVID F. , Associate Professor
Articles
Confectum carmine munus : Catullus 68, Illinois
Classical Studies (1) 86-112.
The myths of Bacchylides 3. Classical Folia (30)
174-90.
BROWNE, GERALD M. , Associate Professor
Books Edited
The Bulletin of the American Society of
Fapyrologlsts, Vol. 13., London, Clowes, 194pp.
Articles
The origin and date of the Sortes Astrampsychi
.
Illinois Classical Studies (1) 53-8.
Notes on Coptic literary papyri. The Bulletin of
the American Society of Papyrologists (13) 1-4.
The Gospel of Mark in Fayumic Coptic. The Bulletin
of the American Society of Papyrologists (13) 41-3.
A Coptic letter from the Michigan collection. The
Bulletin of the American Society of Papyrologists
(13) 89-91.
Property belonging to Aurelia Senpasis and Aurelius
Petearbeschlnls. Collectanea Papyrologlca (2) 489-
500.
Notes on the Acts of Peter and Paul. Enchoria
(6) 121.
II
Notes on tvo Coptic papyri. Zeitschrlf t fur
Papyrologie und Epigraphik (22) 89-91.
11
Ad Menandrl Sententias. Zeitschrlft fur Papyrologie
und Epigraphik (23) 45-7.
Book Reviews
The verb in the Greek non-literary papyri, by
B. G. Mandllaras. The American Journal of Philology
(97) 190-1.
DENGATE, JAMES A., Assistant Professor
Articles
Coins from the Mycenae excavations, 1939-1962. The
Annual of the British School of Archaeology at Athens
(69) 95-102, PI. 18.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Material excavated from the undersea sanctuary of
Apollo at Halieis, Greece. The American
Philosophical Society , Year Book 1975, 528-9.
Book Reviews
The Athenian Agora, Vol. 13: the neolithic and
bronze ages, by Sarah A. Immerwahr. Classical World
(68) 106-7.
JACOBSON, HOWARD, Associate Professor
Articles
Structure and meaning In Propertlus book 3.
Illinois Classical Studies (1) 160-73.
The oath of the Dellan league. Philologus (119)
256-8.
A note on the Greek Apocalypse of Baruch. Journal
for the Study of Judaism (7) 201-3.
Wisdom 18:9. Journal for the Study of Judaism (7)
204.
MARCOVICH, MIROSLAV, Professor
Books Edited
Illinois Classical Studies, Vol. 1., Illinois UP,
261 pp.
Articles
Anaxagoras B 14 DK. Hermes (104) 240-1.
A Callimachean crux (Ep. 44 Pf. - A. P. 12.139).
Rheinlsches Museum fur Philologie (119) 149-51.
Hephaestlon, Apotelesmatlca, book 1. Illinois
Classical Studies (1) 59-64.
Pythagoras as cock. American Journal of Philology
(97) 331-5.
Nochmals Cordoba, wiederum Arrlan. Zeitschrlft fur
Papyrologie und Epigraphik (20) 41-3.
Two mosaics from Hagios Taxlarches. Zeitschrlft
fur Papyrologie und Epigraphik (20) 44.
II
Menandrl Sententiae. Zeitschrlft fur Papyrologie
und Epigraphik (20) 45-6.
V "
P. Louvre inv. 7733 , Zeitschrlft fur Papyrologie
und Epigraphik (23) 219-20.
The gold leaf from Hlpponion. Zeitschrlft fur
Papyrologie und Epigraphik (23) 221-4.
Book Reviews
The sixth congress of classical studies. Gnomon
(48) 100-1.
The third colloquium on ancient philosophy. Gnomon
(48) 222-3.
NAOUMIDES, MARK, Professor
Articles
Codex Athen. Mus. Byz. 186 and Photlus. Epeteris
Hetalrelas Byzantinon Spoudon (42) 85-100.
Book Reviews
The Progymnasmata of Joannes Geometres, ed. by
A. R. Littlewood. Phoenix (30) 216-18.
NEWMAN, JOHN KEVIN, Associate Professor
Books
Latin compositions. Urbana, Ex Aedlbus, 147 pp.
OLIVER, REVILO P., Professor
Articles
The second Medlcean manuscript and the text of
Tacitus. Illinois Classical Studies (1) 190-225.
ROBBINS, VERNON K. , Associate Professor. See
Religious Studies Program.
SANSONE, DAVID, Assistant Professor
Articles
The sacrifice-motif in Euripides' I^.T. Transactions
of the American Philological Association (105) 283-
75.
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On Euripides I.T. 113-14. Mnemosyne (29) 79.
SCANLAN, RICHARD T. , Associate Professor
Articles
A survey of Latin textbooks. The Classical Journal
(71) 255-75.
Foreign languages and the computer. Bulletin of
the Illinois Foreign Language Teachers Association
(8) 5-12.
A computer-assisted Instruction course in vocabulary
building through Greek and Latin roots. Foreign
Language Annals (9) 579-83.
The grading of the 1976 advanced placement examina-
tion. The Classical Journal (72) 151-65.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Grading the 1976 advanced placement examination.
Princeton, College Entrance Examination Board, 30pp.
Book Reviews
The structure of Latin, by Valdis Lelnieks. The
Classical Journal (72) 182-3.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS IN CLASSICAL PHILOLOGY
Eberline, Charles Nelson (M. Marcovich) , Studies in
the manuscript tradition of the Ranae of
Aristophanes.
Saenger, Rudolf Wolfram (M. :Jaoumides) , Lyric Iambic
metres in Aeschylus.
IiNSTITUTE OF COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH
BARBAN, ARNOLD M., Professor, See: Advertising
BREWER, WILLIAM F., Associate Professor
SIDER, DAVID, Visiting Assistant Professor
Articles
Pliny on the manufacture of paste for papyrus.
Zeitschrift fur Papyrologie und Epigraphik (22) 74.
Book Reviews
H^raclite ou la separation, by J. Bollack and H.
Wismann. American Classical Review (3) 75.
Knidische Medizin, I, by H. Grensemann. Classical
Journal (72) 178-80.
SUTTON, DANA F., Assistant Professor
Articles
Euripides' apology. Hermes (104) 241-3.
Three notes on P. Oxy. 27.2455 (Euripidean
Hypotheses) . The Bulletin of the American Society
of Papyrologiats (13) 77-9.
P. Oxy. 35.2737: new light on the production of old
comedy. The Bulletin of the American Society of
Papyrologiats (13) 125-7.
Book Reviews
Ancient Greek literature and society, by Charles
Rowan Beye. Classical World (70) 199-200.
WALLACH, LUITPOLD, Professor
Articles
Berthold von Zwiefalten. Verfasserlexikon :
Deutsche Literatur des Mittelalters (1) 147-8.
Chapters in Books
Is reading a letter-by-letter process? A discus-
sion of Cough's paper. In Theoretical models and
processes of reading (2nd ed) ed. by H. Singer and
R. B. Ruddell. Newark, Delaware: International
Reading Association, 536-42.
Articles
With Schweller, K. G., and Dahl, D. A.
Memory for illocutionary forces and prelocutionary
effects of utterances. Journal of Verbal Learning
and Verbal Behavior (51) 325-37.
CHRISTIANS, CLIFFORD G., Assistant Professor
Articles
Jacques Ellul and democracy's 'vital information'
premise. Journalism Monographs (45) 1-42, August.
The 1976 campaign and TV advertising. Illinois
Business Review (33) 6-9, May.
DELIA, JESSE, Associate Professor, See:
Communication
Speech
FISHBEIN, MARTIN, Professor, See: Psychology
GUBACK, THOMAS H., Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
Hollywood's international market. In The American
film industry , ed. George Gerbner. Madison: Wis-
consin UP, 387-409.
Articles
Pay TV in the United States: contradictions in
search of a policy. Cinema Canada (No. 30, August)
21-25.
Derriere les ombres de I'ecran— le cinema americain
en tant qu' Industrie. Sociologie et Societes
,
Montreal (8:1, April) 5-23.
Die rundfunkindustrie der Vereinigten Staaten
—
strucktur und verflechtungspolitik der networks.
Media Perspektiven , Frankfurt/Main (4) 141-58.
Reconsidering the free flow of communication.
Broadcast Education Association Monograph No. 2
,
3-12.
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with Dombkowski, Dennis
Television and Hollywood—economic relations in the
1970s. Journal of Broadcasting (20:4) 511-27.
Bulletins and Reports
The impact of pay-cable on motion picture theatres.
A report commissioned by the National Association of
Theatre Owners, New York City.
KREILING, ALBERT L. , Research Assistant Professor, See:
Journalism
MAY, WILLIAM H., Research Assistant Professor
Articles
With Tzeng, O. C. S.
More than E, P and A in semantic differential
scales. International Journal of Psychology (10:2)
101-17.
With Tzeng, O. C. S. and Osgood, C. E.
Idealized cultural differences in kinship concep-
tions. International Journal of Psycholinguistics
(5) 52-77.
MERRITT, RICHARD, Research Professor, See: Political
Science
Women in crime revisited. Social Science Quarterly .
(March) 658-63.
Reviews
Sisters in crime. By Freda Adler. American Journal
of Sociology (82:1, July).
Sisters in crime. By Freda Adler. Journal of
Criminal Law and Criminology (67:1).
Israeli ecstasies/Jewish agonies. By Erving
Horowitz, gamtemporary Sociology (May).
With Fellows, Mary L.
Evaluation of the Illinois statutory estate plan.
Illinois Law Forum (3)
.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS IN COM>tUNICATIONS
Fra.-:er, Charles Fredric (A. M. Barban) , A symbolic
interactionist approach to child television
viewing.
Glover, Donald Ray (J. L. Simon), The effect of
selected socio-economic variables on changes in
selected domestic and mass media.
Grossberg, Lawrence (J. G. Delia and J. Carey),
Dialectical herraeneutlcs and the human science:
foundations for a cultural approach to cominunicaclon.
OSGOOD, CHARLES, Research Professor
Focus on meaning. Vol. 1. The Hague, The Nether-
lands: Mouton.
Chapters in Books
Objective cross-national indicators of subjective
culture. In Selected papers of the 3rd Internation-
al Congress of the International Association for
Cross Cultural Psychology, July 12-16. Amsterdam:
Swets & Zeitlinger,
Articles
With Tzeng, 0. C. S. and May, W. H.
Idealized cultural differences in kinship concep-
tions. International Journal of Psycholinguistics
(5).
With Tzeng, 0. C. S.
Validity tests for componential analysis of concep-
tual domains : a cross-cultural study in methodology.
Behavioral Science (21) 69-85.
With Jeans, R. F., Luria, Z. and Smith, S. W. The
three faces of Evelyn: a case report. Journal of
Abnormal Psychology (85) 247-86.
ROWLAND, WILLARD D., JR., Lecturer
Chapters in Books
Public involvement: the anatomy of a myth. The
future of public broadcasting , ed. Douglass Cater
and Michael J. Nyhan. New York: Praeger/Aspen,
109-39.
Articles
Tension among friends: dilemmas facing the volun-
teer movement in public broadcasting. Public
Telecommunications Review (4:2, March/April) 24-8.
SIMON, RITA JAMES, Professor
Articles
Women and crime. The Annals. (423, January) 31-46.
COMPARATIVE LITERATURE
ALDRIDGE, A. OWEN, Professor
Articles
The influence of New York newspapers on Paine '
s
Common Sense. The New -York Historical Society Quarter-
ly (60) 53-60.
Thomas Paine. In Heritage of '76 . ed. Jay P. Dolan.
University of Notre Dame Press, pp. 16-22.
Thomas Paine and the ideologues. Studies on Voltaire
and the Eighteenth Century (151) 109-117.
The second China conference: a recapitulation.
Tamkang Review (6) 481-492.
The second China conference: a recapitulation.
Yearbook of Comparative and General Literature (25)
42-48.
Paine and Dickinson. Early American Literature (11)
125-138.
The concept of ancients and moderns in American
poetry of the federal period. Classical Traditions in
Early America, ed. John W. Eadie, University of
Michigan Press, pp. 99-118.
Reviews
Lost illusions: Paul LSautaud and his world, by
James Harding. Books Abroad (January 1976).
The oaten flute: essays on pastoral poetry and the
pastoral ideal, by Renato Poggioli. Books Abroad
(April 1976).
The shape of the Puritan mind: the thought of
Samuel Willard, by Ernest Benson Lowrie. American
Historical Review (June 1976) pp. 651-52.
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Unlvers parallSles II: le point aveugle. poSsie
roman, by Jean Paris. Books Abroad (Aug. 1976).
Tlie private Franklin. The man and his family, by
Claude-Anne Lopez and Eugenia W. Herbert. New England
Quarterly . (49) (June 1976) pp. 295-97.
The oldest revolutionary: essays on Benjamin Frank-
lin, by J. A. Leo Lemay. Early American Literature (11)
(Fall 1976) pp. 216-19.
Literary landmarks: essays on the theory and prac-
tice of literature, by Francis Fergusson. Books Abroad
(October 1976).
BENSTOCK, BERNARD, Professor, See English Department.
hOLLERER, WALTER, Professor, See Germanic Languages
and Literatures
WEBER, ALISON, visiting Assistant Professor, See Spanish,
Italian, and Portuguese.
JOST, FRANCOIS,
Books
Professor
Le Paysan perverti by Restif de la Bretonne. Texte
^tabli et introduit par Franijois Jost, L'Age d'Homme,
2 vols., 860 pp.
Articles
German and French themes in early American drama.
The Journal of General Education (28) 3, pp. 191-222.
Reviews
Gattungstheorie : information und synthese. by Von
Klaus W. Hempfer. Journal of English and Germanic
Philology (74) 4, pp. 615-16.
Studies in eighteenth-century culture; racism in
the eighteenth century, vol. 3 and Studies in eighteen-
th-century culture, vol. 4, ed. by Harold Pagliaro.
Lessing Yearbook (8) pp. 316-18.
Teilnahme und spiegelung. Festschrift fur Horst
Rudiger, ed. by Beda Allemann and Erwin Koppen. Year -
book of Comparative and General Literature (25)
pp. 70-74.
KNUST, HERBERT, Professor
Books
Texte und Ubungen. Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall,
Inc.
,
323 pp.
Books Edited
Montage, satire and cultism: Germany between the
wars. Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 139 pp.
Articles
George Grosz: literature and caricature. Compara -
tive Literature Studies (12) 3, pp. 218-247.
TRIFU, SEVER, Professor
Books
Anthology of American verse. University of Cluj
Press, 251 pp.
Anthology of American short stories. University of
Cluj Press, 282 pp.
Anthology of texts on lexicology. University of
Cluj Press, 350 pp.
Articles
Saul Bellow, Nobel prize winner, Tribuna. pp. 12-16.
D. Snodgrass and his poems, Tribuna .
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Hoover, Judith Myers (A. 0. Aldridge) , Hindu and
Buddhist mysticism: The still point in the
turning worlds of T. S. Eliot and Octavlo Paz.
Martinez-Cruzado, America (A. 0. Aldridge), The
Philosopher-mystic aspects of Poe, Baudelaire
and Cortazar.
Plgman, Edward William, Jr. (A. 0. Aldridge), The
theme of Eteocles and Polynices: An aspect of
the Theban legend.
Sewell, Robert George (F. Jost), The theme of
suicide: A study of huraan values in Japanese
and Western Literature.
Townsley, Ashton Laird (R. Montano) , Main aspects
of humanistic Christian thought in four Renaissance
Latin dialogues.
Walker, William Joseph (H. Knust), The 'Little Kan'
in quest of survival: Opportunism, dialectics,
and passive resistance of the comic antihero in
modern fiction.
COMPUTER SCIENCE
CHIRICA, LAURIAN M., Visiting Assistant Professor
Article
An algebraic formulation of Knuthian semantics.
Proceedings of 17th Annual Symposium on Foundations
of Computer Science , Houston, Texas, 127-36.
FAIMAN, MICHAEL, Associate Professor
Article
With R. W. Catlin, A. C. Weaver
A modular, unified microprocessor system (MUMS)
.
Proceedings, PISE Workshop on Microprocessors and
Education , 1-5.
FRIEDMAN, H. GEORGE, Jr., Associate Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With J. Nievergelt, et al
ACSES: The automated computer science education
system at the University of Illinois. University
of Illinois, Department of Computer Science,
Urbana, Illinois, 163pp.
HANSEN, WILFRED J., Assistant Professor
Articles
With H. J. Boom
Report on the standard hardware representation for
revised ALGOL 68. ALGOL Bulletin (40) 24-43.
I
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with D. W. Embley
The KAIL selector—a unified control construct.
SIGPLAN Notices (ll:No.l) 22-29.
KAMPEN, GARRY R., Assistant Professor
Article
Discrete Mathematics (14)Orienting planar graphs.
337-41.
KUCK, DAVID J., Professor
Chapters in Books
On the speedup and cost of parallel computation.
In The Complexity of Computational Problem Solving
,
ed. by R. S. Anderssen and R. P. Brent. University
of Queensland Press, St. Lucia, Queensland,
pp. 63-78.
Supercomputers
,
principles . In Encyclopedia of
Computer Science , first edition, ed. by A. Ralston
and C. L. Meek. New York: Petrocelli/Charter
,
pp. 1373-76.
With D. H. Lawrie
Supercomputers , implementations . In Encyclopedia
of Computer Science , first edition, ed. by
A. Ralston and C. L. Meek. New York: Petrocelli/
Charter, pp. 1376-82.
Articles
Parallel processing of ordinary programs. Advances
in Computers (15) 119-79.
With B. Kumar
A system model for computer performance evaluation.
Proceedings of the International Symposium on
Computer Performance Modeling, Measurement and
Evaluation , 187-99.
With A. H. Sameh, S. C. Chen
Parallel Poisson and biharmonic solvers.
(17,Fasc.3) 219-30.
With L. A. Hollaar, et al
The design of system architectures for information
retrieval. Proceedings of the Association for
Computing Machinery '76 National Conference , 38-44
.
LAWRIE, DUNCAN H., Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
With D. J. Kuck
Supercomputers , implementations . In Encyclopedia
of Computer Science , first edition, ed . by
A. Ralston and C. L. Meek. New York: Petrocelli/
Chapter, pp. 1376-82.
Articles
With K. Y. Wen
Effectiveness of various processor/memory inter-
connections. Proceedings of the 1976 International
Conference on Parallel Processing, 76.
Computing
With B. J. Hurley
A study of machine architectures for specialized
information retrieval computers . Second Workshop
on Computer TVrchitecture for Non-Numeric Processing ,
1-24.
With L. A. Hollaar, et al
The design of system architectures for information
retrieval. Proceedings of the Association for
Computing Machinery '76 National Conference, 38-44.
LIU, CHUNG L., Professor
Article
Deterministic job scheduling in computing systems.
Proceedings of Second International Conference
on Modelling and Performance Evaluation of Computer
Sciences , 295-309.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
A generalization of Ramsey theory for graphs
.
University of Illinois, Department of Computer
Science, Urbana, Illinois, 24pp.
LIU, JANE W. S., Associate Professor
Articles
Algorithms for parsing search queries in systems
with inverted file organizations. Association
for Computing Machinery Transactions on Database
Systems (l:No.4) 299-316.
With J. M. Milner
Probabilistic models of inverted file information
retrieval systems. Proceedings of International
Symposium on Computer Performance Modeling ,
Measurement and Evaluation 25-37.
MICHALSKI , RYSZARD S., Associate Professor
Article
With R. Chilausky, B. Jacobsen
An application of variable-valued logic to
inductive learning of plant disease diagnostic
rules. Proceedings of the Sixth Annual
International Symposium on Multiple-Valued Logic ,
233-40.
MICKUNAS, MARSHALL D., Assistant Professor
On the complete covering problem for LR(k) grammars.
Journal of the Association for Computing Machinery
(23) 17-30.
With R. L. Lancaster, V. B. Schneider
Transforming LR(k) grammars to LR(1) , SLR(l) , and
(1,1) bounded-right context grammars. Journal of
the Association for Computing Machinery (23) 511-33.
MONTANELLI, RICHARD G., Jr., Assistant Professor
Articles
Evaluation of the use of CAI materials in an intro-
ductory computer science course. Proceedings of
the 1976 AEDS International Convention , Phoenix
,
Arizona, 400-03.
With L. G. Humphreys
Latent roots of random data correlation matrices
with squared multiple correlations on the diagonal;
a Monte Carlo study. Psychometrika (41) 341-48.
With S. A. Mamrak
The status of women and minorities in academic
computer science . Communications of the
Association for Computing Machinery (19:No.l0)
578-81.
MUROGA, SABURO, Professor
Book
With T. Ibaraki, T. Kitahashi
Threshold logic. Tokyo, Japan: Sangyo Tosho
Suppan, 270pp. (in Japanese).
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Chapter in a Book
Information industry in Japan viewed across the
Pacific. In Future of Information Industry in
Japan , Tokyo, Japan, pp. 59-76 (in Japanese)
.
Article
With H. C. Lai
Minimization of logic networks under a generalized
cost function. Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers, Transactions on Computers
(25) 893-907.
NIEVERGELT, JURG, Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With H. G. Friedman, Jr., et al
ACSES: The automated computer science education
system at the University of Illinois. University
of Illinois, Department of Computer Science,
Urbana, Illinois, 163pp.
Book Reviews
Analysis of drum and disk storage units, by
S. H. Fuller. Angewandte Informatik 464.
Data structures, by M. Elson . Angewandte
Informatik 186.
PLAISTED, DAVID A., Asisstant Professor
Article
Some polynomial and integer divisibility problems
are NP-hard. Proceedings of the 17th Annual
Symposium on Foundations of Computer Science ,
264-67.
REINGOLD, EDWARD M., Associate Professor
Articles
With A. C. C. Yao, B. Sands
Tiling with incomparable rectangles. Journal of
Recreational Mathematics (8) 112-19.
With J. R. Bitner, G. Ehrlich
Efficient generation of the binary reflected
gray code and its application. Communications
of the Association for Computing Machinery (19)
517-21.
SAMEH, AHMED H., Associate Professor
Article
With S. C. Chen, D. J. Kuck
Parallel Poisson and biharmonic solvers.
Computing (17) 219-30.
SKEEL, ROBERT D., Assistant Professor
Article
Analysis of fixed-stepsize methods. SIAM Journal
on Numerical Analysis (13) 664-85.
WEAVER, ALFRED C. , Visiting Assistant Professor
TVrticle
With R. W. Catlin, M. Faiman
A modular, unified microprocessor systems (MUMS).
Proceedings, DISE Workshop on Microprocessors and
Education , 1-5.
WILCOX, THOMAS R. , Assistant Professor
Article
With A. M. Davis, H. H. Tindall
The design and implementation of a table driven,
interactive diagnostic programming system.
Communications of the Association for Computing
Machinery (19, No. 11) 609-16.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Bitner, James Richard (E. Reingold) , Heuristics that
dynamically alter data structures to reduce their
access time.
Choulnard, Paul Lewellyn (J. N. Snyder), The statisti-
cal estimation of throughput and turnaround
functions for a university computer system.
Embley, David Wayne (W. G. Hansen), Experimental and
formal language design applied to control con-
structs for interactive computing.
Fan, Yu-Dar (G. Metze) , Design of fail-safe
asynchronous sequential machines.
Graham, Marvin Lowell (D. L. Slotnick) , An array
computer for the class of problems typified by
the general circulation model of the atmosphere.
Grapa, Enrique (B. Belford) , Characterization of a
distributed data base system.
Ho, David Su-Ming (G. Metze), The design of totally
self-checking systems.
Koch, John Allen (K. Appel) , Computation of four
color irreducibility
.
Kutsch, James Albert, Jr. (W. Poppelbaum) , A talking
computer terminal.
Lai, Hung Chi (S. Muroga) , A study of current logic
design problems; Part I, Design of diagnosable MOS
networks; Part II, Minimum NOR (NAND) networks for
parity functions of an arbitrary number of variables;
Part III, Minimum parallel binary adders with NOR
J
(NAND) gates and their extensions to networks I
consisting of carry-save adders.
Link, Bruce David (D. S. Watanabe) , Numerical solution
of stiff ordinary differential equations using *J
collocation methods.
^
Mateti, Prabhaker (J. Mievergelt), An automatic
verifier for a class of sorting programs.
Milner, James Michael (J. W.-S. Lin), An analysis
of rotational storage access scheduling in a
multiprogrammed information retrieval system.
Rinewalt, James Richard (D. Kuck), Evaluation of
selected features of the Eureka full-text
information retrieval system.
Shapiro, Henry David (C. L. Lin), Theoretical limita-
tions on the use of parallel memories.
Smith, James Edward (G. Metze), The design of totally
self-checking combinational circuits.
Smith, Wayne Douglass (T. A. Murrell) , An investiga-
tion of the application of microprocessors to low
cost area navigation capabilities for general
aviation.
Stocks, Arthur Ian (M. D. Mickunas), The Pascal-II
programming system.
Towle, Ross Albert (D. Kuck), Control and data
dependence for program transformations.
Weaver, Alfred Charles (T. A. Murrell), A graphically-
programmed, microprocessor-based industrial
controller.
Wen, Kuo Yen (D. J. Kuck), Interprocessor Connections
—
capabilities, exploitation and effectiveness.
Whitlock, Lawrence Robert (W. J. Hansen), Interactive
test construction and administration in the
generative exam system.
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BERTSEKAS, DlhttTRI P., Research Associate Professor,
Coordinated Science Laboratory; Associate Professor
of Electrical Engineering
Books
Dynamic programming and stochastic control. New
York: Academic Press, 397 pp.
Articles
On penalty and multiplier methods for constrained
minimization. SIAM Journal on Control (14) 216-35.
Multiplier methods: a survey. Automatica (12) 133-45.
On the Goldstein-Levitin-Polyak gradient projection
method. IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control
(AC-21) 174-84.
On error bounds for successive approxiniatlon
methods . TF.FE Transactions on Automatic Control
(AC-21) 394-96.
A new algorithm for solution of nonlinear resistive
networks involving diodes. IEEE Transactions on
Circuit Theory (CAS-23) 599-608.
Monotone mappings in dynamic programming. Proceed-
ings of the 1975 IEEE Conference on Decision and
Control . 20-5.
Newton's method for linear optimal control problems.
Proceedings of the IFAC Symposium on Large Scale
Systems
,
353-359.
Decomposition methods for large-scale nonconvex
optimization problems. Proceedings of the 1976 IEEE
Conference on Decision and Control , 531-6.
Minimax methods based on approximation. Proceedings
of the 1976 Johns Hopkins Conference on Information
Science and Systems
,
463-5.
With S. Shreve
A new theoretical framework for finite horizon
stochastic control. Proceedings Fourteenth Annual
Allerton Conference on Circuit and System Theory
,
636-43.
Equivalent deterministic and stochastic optimal
control problems. Proceedings of the 1976 IEEE
Conference on Decision and Control , 705-9.
With B. W. Kort
Combined primal-dual and penalty methods for convex
programming. SIAM Journal on Control (14) 268-294.
Book Review
Numerical methods for contrained optimization,
P, E. Gill and M. Murray (eds.) Academic Press.
IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control (AC-21)
435-6.
CHIEN, ROBERT T. , Director and Research Professor,
Coordinated Science Laboratory; Professor of
Electrical Engineering
Articles
Cost-effective coding implementations for computer
communication systems. Proceedings of the Inter-
national Telemetering Conference (XII) 184-6.
With D. Burr
The minimal spanning tree in visual data segmenta-
tions. Proceedings of the Third International
Joint Conference on Pattern Recognition , 519-23.
With C. Jacobus
Directional derivatives in computer images process-
ing. Proceedings of the Third International Joint
Conference on Pattern Recognition , 684-8.
With K. Biss, F. Stahl and S. J. Weissman
Semantic modeling for deductive question-answering.
IEEE Transactions on Computers (C-25:4) 358-66.
With R. B. Brown, C. L. Chen and D. V. Sarwate
Hardware vs software decoding. Proceedings of the
1976 IEEE International S>'mposium on Information
Theory , 53,
CRUZ, JOSE B. , Research Professor, Coordinated Science
Laboratory; Professor of Electrical Engineering
Chapter in a Book
Stackelberg strategies for multilevel systems. In
Direction in Large Scale Systems , Y. C. Ho and
and S. K. Mitter (eds.) Plenum Press, 139-47.
Articles
With P. Walsh
Neighboring stochastic control of an econometric
mode 1 . Annals of Economic and Social Measurement
(5) 211-21.
With C. S. Padilla
A linear dynamic feedback controller for stochastic
systems with unknown parameters. Proceedings of the
1976 IEEE Conference on Decision and Control , 682-7.
With D. A. Hanson and W. R. Perkins
Public investment strategies for regional develop-
ment: an analysis based on optimization and
sensitivity results. IEEE Transactions on Systems ,
Man and Cybernetics (SMC-6), 165-76.
DAVIDSON, EDWARD S., Research Associate Professor,
Coordinated Science Laboratory; Associate Professor
of Electrical Engineering
Articles
With J. H. Patel
Improving the throughput of a pipeline for inser-
tion of delays, ACM, IEEE Third Annual S\Tnposium
on Computer Architecture , 159-64,
EHRLICH, GERT, Research Professor, Coordinated Science
Laboratory; Professor of Mining and Metallurgy
Engineering
Articles
Experimental studies of atomic behavior at crystal
surfaces. Interatomic Potentials and Simulation
of Lattice Defects , 573-619,
With Richard A. Craig
Agenda discussion: kinetics and transport. The
Physical Basis for Heterogeneous Catalysis , 467-82,
With R. Liu
Adsorption of nitrogen on perfect Re (0001) planes.
Journal of Vacuum Science and Technology (13:1)
310-3.
With D. A. Reed
Abstract: computer analysis of FIM diffusion
studies. Journal of Vacuum Science and Technology
(13:1) 196-7,
One-dimensional random walks of linear cluster.
Journal of Chemical Physics (64:11) 4616-24.
With Kaj Stolt and W. R. Graham
Surface diffusion of individual atoms and dimers:
Re on W(211). The Journal of Chemical Physics
(65:8) 3202-6.
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GREENE, JOSEPH E., Research Associate Professor,
Coordinated Science Laboratory; Associate Professor
of Mining and Metallurgy; Associate Professor of
Mechanical and Industrial Engineering
Articles
With L. Mei
High temperature metal induced crystallization of
RF sputtered aSi thin films. Thin Solid Films (37)
429.
Metal induced crystallization of RF sputtered aSi
thin films, part I. Thin Solid Films (34) 27.
With M. Pestes
Adhesion of sputter-deposited carbide films to steel
substrates. Thin Solid Films (37) 373.
With F. Sequeda-Osorio
Glow discharge optical spectroscopy for trace
analysis and plasma diagnostics. LeVide (182)
Supplement for Colloque International de
Pulverisation Cathodique, 104.
With C. E. Wickersham
Multitarget sputtering using decoupled plasmas.
Journal of Applied Physics (47) 4734.
Structural and electrical characteristics of InSb
thin films grown by RF sputtering. Journal of
Applied Physics (47) 3630.
With C. E. Wickersham and J. L. Zilko
Epitaxial growth of Inj^.j^Gaj^Sb thin films by multi-
target RF sputtering. Journal of Applied Physics
(47) 2289.
Growth of Iii(^_x)Ga S|, and In(i_j;)Alj.Sb films by
multitarget RF sputtering. Thin Solid Films (32)
51.
With C. E. Wickersham, J. L. Zilko, L. B. Welsh and
F. R. Szofran
Morphological and electrical properties of RF
sputtered Y20-i-doped Zr02 thin films. Journal of
Vacuum Science and Technology (12) 72,
HADDAD, ABRAHAM H. , Research Professor, Coordinated
Science Laboratory; Professor of Electrical
Engineering
Articles
Linear filtering of singularly perturbed systems.
IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control (AC-21)
515-9.
On singular perturbations in stochastic dynamic
systems. Proceedings of the Tenth Asilomar
Conference on Circuits, Systems, and Computers
,
94-8.
With P. V. Kokotovic
Stochastic control of linear singularly perturbed
systems. Proceedings of the Fourteenth Annual
Allerton Conference on Circuit and Systems Theory
,
841-50.
With R. A. Padilla
Function space approach to state estimation for a
class of uncertain systems. Proceedings of the
1976 IEEE Conference on Decision and Control , 638-9,
On the estimation of uncertain signals using an
estimation detection scheme. IEEE Transactions on
Automatic Control (AC-21) 509-12.
With A. V. Sebald
Robust state estimation in uncertain systems
:
combined detection estimation with incremental USE
criterion. 1976 IEEE Conference on Decision and
Control , 1278-83.
With P. K. Varshney
An adaptive receiver for fading channels. Proceed-
ings of the Canadian Communications and Power
Conference , 66-8.
With F. Albrecht, H. Gatzke, and N. Wax
On the control of certain interacting populations.
Journal of Mathematical Analysis and Application
(53) 578-603.
Book Review
Applied optimal estimation. A. Gelb (ed).
Proceedings of the IEEE (64) 574-5.
HANDLER, PAUL, Research Professor, Coordinated Science
Laboratory; Professor of Physics
Articles
With Vivian Klaff
Population education through interactive graphics.
Journal of Education Technology Systems (4:4) 245-
69.
HUNSINGER, BILL, Research Associate Professor,
Coordinated Science Laboratory; Associate
Professor of Electrical Engineering
Articles
With C. Panasik
Precise impulse response of SAW filters. IEEE
Transactions on Sonics and Ultrasonics (SU-23;4)
239-49.
JACKSON, E. ATLEE, Research Associate Professor,
Coordinated Science Laboratory; Associate
Professor of Physics
See Physics
JOHNSON, ROGER L. , Research Associate Professor,
Coordinated Science Laboratory; Associate Professor
of Electrical Engineering
Articles
With C. N. Judice and A. B. White
Transmission and storage of dither coded images
using 2-d pattern matching. Proceedings of the
Society for Information Display (17:2) 85-91.
Animated dither images on the ac plasma panel.
Proceedings of the 1976 IEEE/SID Biennial Display
Conference (76:CH1124-7 ED) 35-8,
With B. T. Williams and T. T. Chen
PLATO-based medical information systems overview.
Proceedings of the First Illinois Conference on
Medical Information Systems , 145-9,
KOKOTOVIC, PETAR V. , Research Professor, Coordinated
Science Laboratory; Professor of Electrical
Engineering
Articles
Singular perturbations in optimal control. Rocky
Mountain Journal of Mathematics (6:4) 767-73,
With J. W. Chow
A decomposition of near-optimum regulators for
systems with slow and fast modes. IEEE Transactions
on Automatic Control (AC21:5) 701-5.
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Eigenvalue placement in two-time-scale systems.
Proceedings of IFAC Symposium on Large Scale Systems
,
321-6.
With A. H. Haddad
Stochastic optimal control of linear singularly
perturbed systems. Proceedings of the Fourteenth
Annual Allerton Conference on Circuits and Systems
,
841-50,
With M. E. Van Valkenburg
Method for reduced order modeling. Proceedings of
the Ninth Hawaiian Conference , 23-5,
With R. O'Malley and P. Sannuti
Singular perturbations and order reduction in control
theory - an overview, Automatica (12) 123-32.
LI, HON-FUNG, Research Assistant Professor, Coordinated
Science Laboratory; Assistant Professor of Electrical
Engineering
Articles
With C. V. Ramamoorthy
Scheduling parallel processable tasks in a uniproces-
sor system, IEEE Transactions on Computers (C-25:5)
485-95.
MAYEDA, WATARU, Research Professor, Coordinated Science
Laboratory; Professor of Electrical Engineering
Articles
Topological formulas for logic networks. Proceedings
of the Tenth Annual Asilomar Conference on Circuit
,
Systems and Computers
,
207-11,
With K. Onaga
Boolean flow theory and its application to cluster
analysis, fuzzy logics and particle transmission.
Proceedings of the Fourteenth Annual Allerton
Conference
.
772-80.
With N. Wax
System structure and stability. Proceedings of the
Tenth Annual Asilomar Conference on Circuit, Systems
and Computers , 181-5.
MEDANIC, JURAJ, Visiting Research Associate Professor,
Coordinated Science Laboratory
Articles
With D. Radojevic
On the multilevel Stackelberg strategies in linear
quadratic systems. Proceedings of the Fourteenth
Annual Allerton Conference on Circuits and Systems
Theory , 369-79.
With M. Andjelic
On the multiple plant cooperative control problem.
Proceedings of the IFAC Symposium on Large Scale
Systems Theory and Applications , 409-15.
METZE, GERNOT, Research Professor, Coordinated Science
Laboratory; Professor of Electrical Engineering
Articles
With J. Dussault
A low cost totally self-checking checker for residue
3 and 3N codes. Proceedings of the Fourteenth Annual
Allerton Conference on Circuit and System Theory
,
189-90.
MITTRA, RAJ, Research Professor, Coordinated Science
Laboratory; Professor of Electrical Engineering;
See Electrical Engineering
MULLER, DAVID E.
, Research Professor, Coordinated
Science Laboratory; See Mathematics
PERKIMS, WILLIAM R., Research Professor, Coordinated
Science Laboratory; Professor of Electrical Engi-
neering
Chapter in a Book
Structural properties of large scale composite
systems. In Large-Scale Dynamical Systems , ed. by
R. Saeks, Point Lobos Press, 6-32.
Articles
With D. Barbour
Parameter-error equilibria in hfRAS identification.
Proceedings of the 1976 IEEE Conference on Decision
and Control , 922-7.
With D. A, Hanson and J. B. Cruz, Jr,
Public investment strategies for regional develop-
ment: an analysis based on optimization and sen-
sitivity results, IEEE Transactions on Systems ,
Man, and Cybernetics , 165-76.
With U. Ozguner
Dynamic feedback and disturbance rejection in large
scale systems. Proceedings of the IFAC Symposium
on Large Scale Systems , 345-51.
A series solution to the Nash strategy for large
scale interconnected systems. Proceedings of the
IFAC Symposium on Large Scale Systems , 435-40.
With A. Thowsen
On the controllability of linear time-delay systems
with piecewise-constant inputs. International
Journal of System Science (7:3) 347-60.
Observability conditions for a class of mixed
distributed and lumped systems. Automatica (12)
273-5.
PREPARAIA, FRAKCO P., Research Professor, Coordinated
Science Laboratory; Professor of Electrical Engi-
neering
Articles
With G. Galbiati
On permutation embedding sequences, SIAM Journal
on Applied Mathematics (30:3) 421-3,
With D. T. Lee
Location of a point in a planar subdivision and its
applications. ACM-SIGACT Symposium on the Theory
of Computing , 231-5,
With F. Luccio
Storage for consecutive retrieval. Information
Processing Letters (5:3) 68-71.
With D. E. Muller
Efficient parallel evaluation of boolean expres-
sions. IEEE Transactions on Computers (C25:5)
548-9.
Restructuring of arithmetic expressions for
parallel evaluation. Journal of the ACM (23:3)
534-43.
PURSLEY, MICHAEL B. , Research Assistant Professor,
Coordinated Science Laboratory; Assistant Professor
of Electrical Engineering
Articles
Recent advances in coding for multiple access
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communication systems. Proceedinas of the Inter-
national Telemeterina Conference , 24-33.
With L. D. Davisson
Variable rate coding for nonergodic sources and
classes of ergodic sources subject to a fidelity
constraint. IEEE Transactions on Information
Theory (IT-22:3) 324-37.
With D. V. Sarwate
Bounds on aperiodic cross-correlation for binary
sequences. Electronics Letters (12) 304-5.
Applications of coding theory to spread-spectrum
multiple-access satellite communications. Proceed-
ings of the 1976 IEEE Canadian Conference on Com-
munications and Power , 72-5.
With R. M. Gray
Continuous-time source coding theory. Proceedings
of the 1976 IEEE International Symposium on Informa-
tion Theory
,
96
.
With K. M, Mackenthun
Recent results in variable-rate source coding sub-
ject to a fidelity constraint. Proceedings of the
1976 Conference on Information Science and Systems
,
56-60.
With H.F.A. Roefs
Correlation parameters on random sequences and
maximal length sequences for spread-spectrum
multiple-access communications. Proceedings
of the 1976 IEEE Canadian Communications and
Power Conference , 141-3.
RAETHER, MANFRED, Research Professor, Coordinated
Science Laboratory; Professor of Physics
See Physics
ROUSE, SAMDRA, Information Scientist, Coordinated
Science Laboratory
Books
With M. E. Williams
Computer-readable bibliographic data bases - a
directory and data sourcebook. Washington, D. C.
:
American Society for Information Science, 800 pp.
ROUSE, WILLIAM B. , Research Assistant Professor,
Coordinated Science Laboratory; Assistant Professor
of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering
See Mechanical and Industrial Engineering
SARWATE, DILIP V., Research Assistant Professor,
Coordinated Science Laboratory; Assistant
Professor of Electrical Engineering
Articles
Errors and erasures decoding of binary majority-
logic decodable codes. Electronics Letters (12:17)
441-2.
An asymptotically efficient decoding algorithm for
Goppa codes. Proceedings of the 1976 IEEE Canadian
Conference on Comnunications and Power , 213-5.
With M. B. Purs ley
Bounds on ap
sequences
eriodic cross-correlation for binary
Electronics Letters (12:12) 304-5.
of coding theory to spread-spectrum
ess satellite communications. Proceed-
Applications
multiple-acc
ings of the 1976 IEEE Canadian Conference on Com-
munications and Power , 72-5.
With R. T. Chien, R. B. Brown and C. L. Qien
Hardware vs. software decoding. Proceedings of the
1976 IEEE International Symposium on Information
Theory, 53.
SHREVE, STEVEN E. , Research Associate, Coordinated
Science Laboratory
Articles
Equivalent stochastic and deterministic optimal
control problems. Proceedings of the IEEE Confer -
ence on Decision and Control
,
705-9.
STOLI, KAJ, Research Associate, Coordinated Science
Laboratory
Articles
With Jack Washburn
Computer simulation of the contrast of small dis-
location loops in field-ion images of f.c.c.
crystals. Philosophical Magazine (34) 1169.
With William R. Graham and Gert Ehrlich
Surface diffusion of individual atoms and dimers
Re on W(211). Journal of Chemical Physics (15)
3206.
STREETMAN, BEN G., Research Professor, Coordinated
Science Laboratory; Professor of Electrical
Engineering
Articles
With J. R. Noonan, C. G. Kirkpatrick and D. R. Myers
Design for a low temperature ion implantation and
luminescence cryostat. Journal of Physics E:
Scientific Instruments (9) 264-6.
With D. R. Myers
Detection by low temperature photoluminescence of
oxygen recoils in 'through-oxide' arsenic implanted
silicon. Solid State Communications (18) 815-17.
With P. K. Chatterjee, W. V. McLevige, and
K. V. Vaidyanathan
Temperature dependence of photoluminescence from
Be implanted GaAs . Applied Physics Letters (28)
509-12.
With D. L. Miller, M. Strongin and 0. F. Karamerer
Experimental search for excitonic superconductivity.
Physics Review (B13) 4834-44.
With D. J. Wolford, W. Y. Hsu, J. D. Dow, R. J. Nelson,
and N. Holonyak, Jr.
Evidence for radiative recombination in GaAsi_j{Px:
N(0.28 S X Sq ^j) involving an isolated nitrogen
impurity state associated with the Ti minimum.
Physics Review Letters (36) 1400-3.
With D. J. Wolford, R. J. Nelson and N. Holonyak, Jr.
Stimulated emission on Nj^CA-line") recombination
transition in nitrogen- implanted GaAs,_ P (x - 0.37X
Applied Physics Letters (28) 711-13. " ''
TRICK, TIMOTHY N., Research Professor, Coordinated
Science Laboratory; Professor of Electrical
Engineering
Books Edited
With M. E. Van Valkenburg
Proceedings of the fourteenth annual Allerton
conference on circuit and system theory, Urbana,
Illinois: University of Illinois, 1153 pp.
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Articles
With W. H. Kao
Computer-aided analysis of communication circuits.
Proceedings of the 1976 IEEE International Symposium
on Circuits and Systems , 676-80,
With D. J. Mayer
Some narrow-band low-noise fixed-point recursive
digital filter structures. Proceedings of the
Fourteenth Annual Allerton Conference on Circuit
and System Theory . 233-42,
With J. D. Cobb
Small-signal third-order distortion analysis of
transistor amplifiers. Proceedings of the
Fourteenth Annual Allerton Conference on Circuit
and System Theory , 1042-51.
With A. Bass
Continuity check of 1^1 masks. Proceedings of the
Tenth Annual Asilomar Conference on Circuits
,
Systems, and Computers , 289-92.
VAIDYANATHAN , KAVASSERI V., Research Assistant
Professor, Coordinated Science Laboratory;
Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering
Articles
With P. K. Chatterjee, W. V. McLevige and B. G.
Streetraan
Temperature dependence of photoluminescence from
Be implanted GaAs. Applied Physics Letters (28)
509-12.
With R. K. Ahrenkeil, F. Moser, L. Liu, P. K. Chatterjee,
W. V. McLevige and B. G. Streetman
High sensitivity photosensors in GaAs P„ , . lEEE-
lEDM Technical Digest , 426-8,
VAN VALKENBURG, MAC E., Research Professor, Coordinated
Science Laboratory; Professor of Electrical Engi-
neering
Chapter in a Book
With Manohar Lai
Simplification of linear systems in the frequency
domain. Selected Papers on Simulation , ed. by
Rahul Chattergy, North Hollywood: Western
Periodicals Company, 36-42.
Articles
With M, Lai
A simplification of linear systems in the frequency
domain. Proceedings of the Ninth Hawaii Inter-
national Conference on System Sciences
,
34-6,
Order- reduction of linear dynamic models. '
Proceedings of the Seventh Annual Modeling
and Simulation Conference , 177-85,
With Petar Kokotovic
Methods for reduced-order modeling— a survey.
Proceedings of the Ninth Hawaii International
Conference on System Sciences , 23-5,
WALTZ, DAVID L. , Research Assistant Professor,
Coordinated Science Laboratory; Assistant Professor
of Electrical Engineering
Articles
Application of artificial intelligence to data
base problems. Proceedings of the Workshop on
Military Applications of Artificial Intelligence
,
12-41.
COORDINATED SCIENCE LABORATORY
Natural language question-answering systems. In
Proceedings of the 1975 Clinic on Applications of
Data Processing , ed. by F. W. Lancaster, University
of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois, 137-44.
New progress in robotics. Proceedings of the Thir-
teenth Annual Allerton Conference on Circuit and
System Theory , 151-7.
A natural language data base question-answering
system. Proceedings of the Twelfth Annual Conference
on Manual Control , 283-93.
Natural language access to a large data base. Naval
Research Reviews
.
(XXXIX: 1) 11-25. Also reprinted
in Computers and People (25:4) 19-26.
WAX, NELSON, Research Professor, Coordinated Science
Laboratory; Professor of Electrical Engineering
Articles
With W. Mayeda
System structure and stability. Proceedings of the
Tenth Asilomar Conference on Circuits, Systems and
Computers , 181-5.
With F. Albrecht, H. Gatzke and A. Haddad
On the control of certain interacting population.
Journal of Mathematical Analysis and Applications
(53:3) 578-603.
WHITE, STEPHEN, Research Associate, Coordinated Science
Laboratory
Articles
With D. P. Woodruff
Surface reconstruction of SI(IOO) and the effect
of hydrogen adsorption. Journal of Physics C :
Solid State Physics (9) L451-3.
WILLIAMS, MARTHA E. , Research Professor, Coordinated
Science Laboratory; Professor of Library Science
Books
With S. H. Rouse
Conqjuter- readable bibliographic data bases -- a
directory and data sourcebook, Washington, D, C.
:
American Society for Information Science, 817 pp.
With L. Lannom and E. Tisch-Dunatov
ASIDIC survey of information centers. Athens,
Georgia: The Association of Information and
Dissemination Centers, 81 pp.
Books edited
Annual review of information science and technology
(12). Washington, D. C. : American Society for
Information Science, 457 pp.
Articles
Review of the electric library: bibliographic data
bases. Library Quarterly (46:3) 342-5.
Machine readable data bases in libraries: criteria
for selection and use. Proceedings of the 1975
Clinic on Library Applications of Data Processing ,
ed. by F. W. Lancaster, University of Illinois,
Urbana, Illinois, 3-16,
Machine-readable data bases. The ALA Yearbook ,
223-6,
The impact of machine-readable data bases on library
and information services. Information Processing
and Management (12:2) 95-107.
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With E. Tisch-Dunatov
Data bases for coping with human needs. Drexel
Library Quarterly (12:1/2) 110-38.
With G. Shefner
Data element statistics for the MARC II data base.
Journal of Library Automation (9:1) 89-100.
With S. E. Preece and S. H. Rouse
Data element analysis and use of a relational data
base structure for mapping bibliographic and
numeric data bases. Proceedings of the Second
Symposium on Management of Data Elements in
Information Processing -- National Bureau of
of Standards
.
237-52.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Data bases and data about data bases. Bulletin
of the American Society of Information Science,
20-1,
WOO, TONY C, Research Assistant Professor, Coordinated
Science Laboratory; Assistant Professor in Electri-
cal Engineering and Mechanical and Industrial
Engineering
Articles
With John M. Paul
A computer controlled machining and manipulating
device. Proceedings of the Twelfth Annual Confer-
ence on Manual Control
,
595-606.
YEN, SHEE-MANG, Research Professor, Coordinated Science
Laboratory; Professor of Aeronautical and Astro-
nautical Engineering
Articles
With K. D. Lee
Application of finite element method to potential
flow problems. Proceedings of the Second Inter-
National Symposium on Flow Problems
.
539-50.
With T. J. Akai
Nonlinear numerical solutions for an evaporation-
effusion problem. Progress in Astronautics and
Aeronautics. Rarefied Gas Dynamics (15: Part II)
1175-83.
DAIRY SCIENCE
BAUMAN, DALE E., Associate Professor
Articles
Intermediary metabolism of adipose tissue.
Federation Proceedings (35) 2308-13,
With R. J. Collier, et al
,
Cellular studies of mammary tissue from cows
hormonally induced into lactation: Lactose and
fatty acid synthesis. Journal of Dairy Science
(59) 1226-31 .
With R, J. Collier and R. L. Hays
Freshening without calving, Illinois Research
(18;2) 10-11 .
With W. J. Croom, et al.
Cellular studies of mammary tissue from cows
hormonally induced into lactation; Histology and
ultrastructure. Journal of Dairy Science (59)
1232-46.
With D. E. DeKay and C. L. Davis
Characterization of fatty acid synthesis by cow
mammary subcellular fractions. Journal of
Dairy Science (59) 1513-7.
With T. T. Leung
In vitro studies of the pathways of fatty acid
synthesis in the rabbit. International Journal
of Biochemistry (7) 7-12.
With R. Scott and J. H. Clark
Cellular gluconeogenesis by lactating bovine
mammary tissue. Journal of Dairy Science
(59) 50-5.
BRYANT, MAfRVIN P., Professor
Chapters in Books
The microbiology of anaerobic degradation and
methanogenesis with special reference to sewage.
In Seminar on microbial energy conversion , ed.
by H. G. Schlegel. Gottingen, Germany. pp.
107-11
.
With V. H, Varel. et al.
Biological potential of thermophilic methano-
genesis from cattle wastes. In Seminar on
microbial energy conversion , ed. by H. G.
Schlegel. Gottingen, Germany. pp. 347-59.
Articles
With V. H. Varel and H. Isaacson
Thermophilic methane production from cattle
wastes. In Proceedings, third inter—university
energy conference, alternative energy sources
in Illinois , ed. by Paul Galen. pp. 207-16.
With V. H. Varel, et al
.
Methane production from cattle wastes. Illinois
Research (18:4) 10-11.
CLARK, JIMMY H., Associate Professor
Articles
Dairy production using high-moisture corn.
Proceedings high moisture grain symposium
,
Oklahoma State University, pp. 120-43.
With R. A. Scott and D. E. Bauman
Cellular gluconeogenesis by lactating bovine
mammary tissue. Journal of Dairy Science
(59) 50-6.
With J. E. Wohlt and F. S. Blaisdell
Effect of sampling, location, time, and method
on concentration of ammionia nitrogen in rumen
fluid. Journal of Dairy Science (59) 459-64,
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DAVIS, CARL L., Professor
Articles
With D. E. DeKay and D. E. Bauman
Characterization of fatty acid synthesis by cow
mammary subcellular fractions. Journal of
Dairy Science (59) 1513-7.
With M. J. Glinsky, et al.
Measurement of volatile fatty acid production
rates in the cecum of the pony. Journal of
Animal Science (42) 1465-70.
With Masao Sasaki and B. L. Larson
Production and turnover of IgGI and IgG2
immunoglobulins in the bovine around parturition.
Journal of Dairy Science (59) 2046-55.
GRAVES, CHARLES N., Associate Professor
Articles
With R. E. Beil and D. A. Bauman
TEPA—A marker for use in evaluating fertil-
izing ability of rabbit spermatozoa in competi-
tive fertilization. Biology of Reproduction (14)
398-400.
With K. Church
Loss of acrosin from bovine spermiatozoa follow-
ing cold shock: Protective effects of seminal
plasma. Cryobiology (13) 341-6.
With B. K. Dave
Effect of bovine follicular fluid on the relative
mobility of bovine acrosomal proteins in electro-
phoretic field. Indian Journal of Experimental
Biology (14) 275-8.
Influence of testosterone propionate during
storage on livability and metabolism of bovine
spermatozoa. Theriogenology (5) 61-8.
Plasma testosterone levels in intact and hemi-
castrated rabbits . Indian Journal of Experi-
mental Biology (14) 619-20.
GROSSMAN, MICHAEL, Associate Professor
Articles
What to look for in pedigree selection. First
annual dairy goat symposium
,
ed . by L . R
.
Fryman. UIUC Agricultural Publications. pp.
4-8.
With J. Moreno-Gonzalez
Theoretical miodifications of reciprocal recurrent
selection. Genetics (84) 95-111.
HARSHBARGER, KENNETH E., Professor and Head
Articles
With G. M. Hyde, et al.
Factors affecting dispensing rate of an automatic
dairy concentrate feeder. Transactions of the
American Society of Agricultural Engineers (19)
792-5.
Production monitoring — A step toward dairy herd
management-by-exception. Symposium on cow
identification systems and their applications.
Mansholtlaan 10-12, Wageningen, The Netherlands,
pp. L1-L15.
With S. L. Spahr, et al.
Improving the labor productivity of milk pro-
duction. An American success story. In-
creasing agricultural productivity . American
Society of Agricultural Engineers, St. Joseph,
Michigan. pp. 79-86.
HAYS, RAY L., Professor
Articles
With D. E. Bauman and R. J. Collier
Freshening without calving. Illinois Research
(18:2) 10-1 1 .
With R. J. Collier, et al.
Cellular studies of mammary tissue from cows
hormonally induced into lactation: Lactose and
fatty acid synthesis. Journal of Dairy Science
(59) 1226-31.
With W. J. Croom, et al
.
Cellular studies of mammary tissue from cows
hormonally induced into lactation: Histology and
ultrastructure. Journal of Dairy Science (59)
1232-46.
With O. P. Sharma
A possible role for oxytocin in sperm transport
in the male rabbit. Journal of Endocrinology
(68) 43-7.
HESPELL, ROBERT B., Assistant Professor
Article
Glycolytic and tricarboxylic acid cycle enzyme
activities during intraperiplasmic growth of
Bdellovibrio bacteriovorus on Escherichia coli.
Journal of Bacteriology (128) 677-80.
LARSON, BRUCE L., Professor
Articles
Comparative production of p-lactoglobulin and
orotic acid with lactose in bovine mammary cell
cultures. Effects of cell density and constituent
inhibition. Journal of Dairy Science (59) 1881-
9.
With Masao Sasaki and C. L. Davis
Production and turnover of IgGI and IgG2
immunoglobulins in the bovine around parturition.
Journal of Dairy Science (59) 2046-55.
LEE, ANDREW J., Assistant Professor
Articles
Estimation of variance components in large
herd-by-sire designs with interaction. Journal
of Dairy Science (59) 2138-45.
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Relationship between milk yield and age at
calving in first lactation. Journal of Dairy
Science (59) 1794-1801.
With Keith Kauffmann
Selection effects on linked neutral locus.
Journal of Heredity (67) 231-4.
LODGE, J. ROBERT, Professor
Articles
The influence of gamete aging on fertilization
and embryonic development. Proceedings sixth
technical conference on artificial insemination
and reproduction. National Association of
Animal Breeders, Columbia, Missouri. pp. 73-
7.
With R. L. Ax
Effects of dietary caffeine on the reproductive
performance of chickens. Illinois Research
(18:4) 18-9.
With R. U. Ax and R. J. Collier
Effects of dietary caffeine on the testis of the
domestic fowl Gallus domesticus. Journal of
Reproduction and Fertility (47) 235-8.
With J. A. Pennington and S. L. Spahr
Factors affecting progesterone in milk for
pregnancy diagnosis in dairy cattle. British
Veterinary Journal (132) 487-96.
Pregnancy diagnosis in dairy cattle by proges-
terone concentration in milk. Journal of Dairy
Science (59) 1528-31 .
With G. W. Salisbury and R. G. Hart
The fertile life of spermatozoa. Perspectives
in Biology and Medicine (19) 213-30.
With A. L. Smith and P. S. Weathersbee
Whole blood leucocyte culture for cytogenetic
analysis. Laboratory Animal Science (26) 936-
8.
With P. S. Weathersbee
Serum testosterone and estrogen concentrations
in the Holstein-Friesian bull after successive
ejaculations. American Journal of Veterinary
Research (37) 465-7.
RINDSIG, RUSSELL B.
,
Assistant Professor
Articles
Practical dairy goat feeding. First annual
dairy goat symposium
, ed. by L. R. Fryman.
UIUC Agricultural Publications. pp. 15-25.
Sour colostrum! dilutions compared to whole
milk for calves. Journal of Dairy Science (59)
1293-1300.
ROBINSON, JAMES L., Associate Professor
Articles
Evidence of a novel role for monovalent cations
in pyruvate kinase catalysis. Canadian Journal
of Biochemistry (54) 393-7.
With S. R. Ford
The proton transfer reactions catalyzed by yeast
pyruvate kinase
. Biochimica et Biophysica
Acta (438) 119-30.
With D. J. LeBlond
Secondary kinase reactions catalyzed by yeast
pyruvate kinase. Biochimica et Biophysica
Acta (438) 108-18.
SALISBURY, GLENN W. , Professor
Article
With R. G. Hart and J. R. Lodge
The fertile life of spermatozoa. Perspectives
in Biology and Medicine (19) 213-30.
SPAHR, SIDNEY L. , Associate Professor
Articles
Automated rationing for dairy cows in the USA.
In Simplified feeding for milk and beef . U. S.
Feed Grains Council, London, England. pp.
103-11. 1975.
With G. M. Hyde, et al.
Factors affecting dispensing rate of an automatic
dairy concentrate feeder. Transactions of the
American Society of Agricultural Engineers (19)
792-5.
Improving the labor productivity of milk pro-
duction. An American success story. In-
creasing agricultural productivity . American
Society of Agricultural Engineers, St. Joseph,
Michigan. pp. 79-86.
With J. A. Pennington and J. Lodge
Factors affecting progesterone in milk for
pregnancy diagnosis in dairy cattle. British
Veterinary Journal (132) 487-96.
Pregnancy diagnosis in dairy cattle by proges-
terone concentration in milk. Journal of Dairy
Science (59) 1528-31.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Akinyele, Isaac Olaulu (K. E. Harshbarger) , Nutritional
evaluation of soybean protein in milk replacers
for young dairy calves.
Collier, Robert Joseph (D. E. Baumen) , Studies on
lactogenesis in the dairy cow.
John, Andrew (C. L. Davis), Protection of starch
from rumen microbial fermentation and its
utilization in the lower gut of cattle.
Pennington, Jodie Ansford (S. L. Spahr), Milk
progesterone as a reproductive management tool.
Sasaki, Masao (B. Larson), Metabolism and mammary
transport mechanism of immunoglobulins Gl and G2
in the dairy cow.
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ECOLOGY, ETHOLOGY, AND EVOLUTION
BANKS, EDWIN M. , Professor GETZ, LOWELL L. , Professor
Articles
With J. F. Hasler
The behavioral and somatic effects of ovariectomy
and replacement therapy in male and female collared
lemmings (Dicrostonyx groenlandicus ) . Hormones and
Behavior (1) 59-74.
With J. F. Hasler and A. Buhl
The influence of photoperiod on growth and sexual
function in male and female collared lemmings
(Dicrostonyx groenlandicus ) . Journal of
Reproduction and Fertility (46) 323-29.
With R. M. Peterson, Jr. and G. 0. Batzli
Activity and energetics of the brown lemming in its
natural habitat. Arctic and Alpine Research (8)
131-38.
With A. M. S. Schoen and S. E. Curtis
Behavior of young Shetland and Welsh ponies (Equus
caballus ) . Biology of Behaviour (1) 192-216.
BATZLI, GEORGE O. , Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
The influence of grazers on tundra vegetation and
soils. In Circumpolar Conference on Northern
Ecology - Proceedings . Ottawa: National Research
Council of Canada, pp. 1215-25.
Articles
With J. Brown
RATE: The influence of grazing on arctic ecosystems.
Arctic Bulletin (2) 153-60.
With R. M. Peterson, Jr. and E. M. Banks
Activity and energetics of the brown lemming in its
natural habitat. Arctic and Alpine Research (8)
131-38.
CARTER, CAROL S. , Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
With J. M. Davis
Effects of drugs on sexual arousal and perform-
ance. In Clinical Management of Sexual Disorders
,
ed. by J. Meyers. Baltimore: Williams and Wilkins,
pp. 195-205.
Article
With M. R. Landauer, B. M. Tierney and T. Jones
Regulation of female sexual behavior in the golden
hamster: Behavioral effects of mating and ovarian
hormones. Journal of Comparative Physiology and
Psychology (90) 839-51.
FAGEN, ROBERT M. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Padre. The Biologist (58) 32-35.
With D. Carroll
Runway use and population density of Microtus
ochrogaster . Journal of Mammalogy (57) 772-76.
GHENT, ARTHUR W. , Professor
Articles
Lagged differences as a means of strengthening the
Moore-Wallis test for a predominant upward or down-
ward trend. American Midland Naturalist (96:1)
144-59.
Theory and application of some nonparametric sta-
tistics. IV. Kendall's tau as a measure of rank-
order correlation. The Biologist (58:1) 10-29.
Theory and application of some nonparametric sta-
tistics. V. Tau
,
gamma , and "W" as measures of
rank-order correlation in contingency tables and
multiple rankings. The Biologist (58:2) 41-60.
Book Review
Mathematics for Life Science, by E. Batschelet.
Quarterly Review of Biology (50) 128-29.
HERRICKS, EDWIN E., Assistant Professor
See Department of Civil Engineering
HIRSCH, JERRY, Professor
See Department of Psychology
KARR, JAMES R. , Associate Professor
Articles
On the relative abundance of migrants from the north
temperate zone in tropical habitats. Wilson
Bulletin (88) 433-58.
Within - and between - habitat avian diversity in
African and neotropical lowland habitats.
Ecological Monographs (46) 457-81.
Seasonality, resource availability, and community
diversity in tropical bird communities. American
Naturalist (110) 973-94.
Weights of African birds. Bulletin British
Ornithologists Club (96) 92-6.
An association between a grass (Paspalum vigatum L.
)
and moths. Biotropica (8) 284-85.
With D. R. Dudley
Determinants of water quality in the Black Creek
watershed. Best Management Practices for Non-
Point Source Pollution Control. (USEPA 905/9-76-
005) 171-84.
Chapter in a Book
Modelling how and why play works. In Play : Its role
in evolution and development , ed. by J. Bruner,
A. Jolly and K. Sylva. New York: Basic Books,
pp. 96-115.
Articles
Exercise, play, and physical training in animals.
Perspectives in Ethology (2) 189-219.
Three-generation family conflict. TVnimal Behavior
(24) 874-79.
KENDEIGH, S. CHARLES, Professor Emeritus
Article
Latitudinal trends in the metabolic adjustments of
the house sparrow. Ecology (57) 509-19.
KIEFFER, GEORGE H. , Associate Professor
Biology and human affairs. Champaign: Stipes,
405 pp.
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Articles
Ethics for the 'New Biology. ' The American Biology
Teacher (39:2) 80-4, 104.
Medicine and the public interest. The American
Biology Teacher (39:4) 227-36.
MAXSON, LINDA R. , Assistant Professor
See Department of Genetics and Development
SALMON, MICHAEL, Associate Professor
Article
With K. Horch
Acoustic interneurons in ghost and fiddler crabs.
Physiological Zoology (49:2) 214-26.
SMITH, PHILIP W. , Professor
Articles
With L. M. Page and B. M. Burr
The spottail darter, Etheostoma squamiceps
(Osteichthyes, Percidae) , in Indiana. American
Midland Naturalist (95:2) 478-79.
With B. M. Burr
Status of the largescale stoneroller, Campostoma
oliqolepis . Copeia (3) 521-31.
With L. M. Page
Variation and systematics of the stripetail darter,
Etheostoma )tennicotti . Copeia (3) 532-41.
WILLSON, MARY F. , Professor
Articles
The breeding distribution of North American migrant
birds: A critique of MacArthur (1959). Wilson
Bulletin (88) 582-87.
With D. J. Moriarty
Bird species diversity and vegetation structure in
temperate deciduous and neotropical forest.
Oecologia (25) 373-79.
With P. W. Price
Some consequences for a parasitic herbivore, the
milkweed longhorn beetle, Tetraopes tetrophthalmus ,
of a host-plant from Asclepias syriaea . Oecologia
(25) 331-40.
BUREAU OF ECONOMIC AND BUSINESS RESEARCH
with G. Provenzano
The risks and benefits from lead in gasoline:
effects on energy use and environment. In Energy,
Regional Science, and Public Policy , ed. by Chat-
terji and Rompuy. Springer Verlag, 291-302.
Articles
Estimation of the parameters of a general student's
t distribution. Communications in Statistics A5 (7)
635-45.
Skewness, skewness preference, and optimal portfo-
lios, Metroeconomica (27) 126-35.
With R. K. Springer
The relative shares of total gasoline consumption:
estimation and forecast of dynamic demand models
with various lag structures. American Statistical
Association Proceedings 1976, 552-7.
ECONOMICS
ATACK, JEREMY, Assistant Professor
Articles
With Haites, Mak and Walton
The profitability of steamboating on the western
rivers: 1850. Business History Review (49:3:1975)
346-54.
BAER, WERNER, Professor
Chapter in a Book
The Brazilian economy. In Brazil in the seventies,
ed. by R. Roett. American Enterprise Institute.
Articles
With T. Trebat and R. Newfarmer
On state capitalism in Brazil. Brazila Inter-
American Economic Affairs (Winter)
.
Technology, employment, and development. World
Development (February)
.
The Brazilian economic miracle: the issues and the
literature. Bulletin of the Society for Latin
American Studies (March: 24).
BAGBY, D GORDON, Assistant Professor
FERBER, ROBERT, Professor, See Survey Research
Laboratory
REILLY, FRANK K. , Professor, See Finance Department
RESEK, ROBERT W. , Professor and Director
Chapters in Books
Energy and environment: control of gasoline, auto-
mobiles, and pollution. In Modeling and Simula-
tion, 7 , ed. by Vogt and Mickle . Instrument
Society of America, 901-5.
Articles
With Arne Thesen
A network flow model for allocation of land uses to
sectors. Management Science (22:11) 1221-28.
BLAU, FRANCINE D., Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
Longitudinal patterns of female labor force partici-
pation. In Dual careers: a longitudinal study o f
the labor market experience of women , U. S. Dept. of
Labor Research Monograph No. 21, Herbert Parnes and
others. Government Printing Office, Washington,
pp. 27-55.
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with Carol Jusenius
Economists ' approaches to sex segregation in the
labor market: an appraisal. In Woman in a man made
world; a socioeconomic reader , ed. by Nona Glazer.
and Helen Waehrer. Rand McNally.
Articles
With Carol Jusenius
Economists' approaches to sex segregation in the
labor market; an appraisal. Signs (l;3:part 2)
181-99.
Comment on ' the economic determinants of volunteer
work. Signs (2:1)
.
BREMS, HANS , Professor
Articles
Swedish fine tuning. Challenge (19:March/April)
39-42.
From the years of high theory: Frederik Zeuthen
(1888-1959). History of Political Economy (8:Fall)
400-11.
DUE , JOHN F . , Professor
Chapter in a Book
Value added taxation in developing economies. In
Taxation and development , ed . by N . T . Wang . New
York: Praeger, pp. 64-186.
Articles
Swiss experience and the Canadian sales tax
proposal. Canadian Tax Journal (14 ;March/April)
103-10.
Urban mass transit policy: a review article.
Quarterly Review of Economics and Business (16:
Spring) 93-105.
The railway industry; where next? Challenge
(19:Nov/Dec) 12-18.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Short line railroad operations as an alternative to
loss .of rail service. Council of State Governments,
Lexington, Kentucky, 37 pp.
Book Reviews
The oil security system, by D. H. Newlon and N. V.
Brueckner. Natural Resources Journal (16:January)
237-39.
The owner operator independent trucker, by D. D.
Wyckoff and D. H. Maister. Quarterly Review of
Economics and Business (16;Summer) 132-34.
FERBER, MARIANNE, Associate Professor
Book Reviews
Time of transition, the growth of families headed by
women, by H. W. Ross and I. Sawhill. Journal of
Economic Literature (June;14:No. 2).
FERBER, ROBERT, Professor. See Survey Research
Laboratory.
FRANKEL, MARVIN, Professor
Book
Economic impact study of proposed motor vehicle
noise regulations. Chicago: Illinois Institute for
Environmental Quality, 151 pp.
GOTTHEIL, FREDERICK M., Professor
Book Reviews
Karl Marx: Economy class and social revolution, by
Sa Jordan. Slavic Review (September) 540.
HARTMAN, PAUL T., Professor
Book Reviews
Strife on the waterfront: the port of New York
since 1945, by Vernon Jensen. Journal of Economic
Literature (14:2:June) 515-16.
HEINS, A. JAMES, Professor
Chapter in a Book
Benefit-cost analysis: applications and misapplica-
tions. In Defense of rivers , ed. by Barry Allen and
Mina Haefele. Delaware Conservation Association,
Stillwater, New Jersey, pp. 100-11.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Illinois economic growth study. Illinois State
Chamber of Commerce, Chicago, Illinois 78 pp.
HENDRICKS, WALLACE E., Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
Employment. In Collier's Yearbook . New York:
MacMillan.
Articles
Labor market structure and union wage levels.
Economic Inquiry (13:3) 401-16.
Conglomerate mergers and coalition bargaining.
Industrial Relations (15:1:75) 87.
Regulatory reform. Illinois Business Review (Oct)
.
HODGMAN, DONALD R. , Professor
Chapter in a Book
Coordination of European macroeconomic policies.
In Money and finance in economic growth and
development
, ed. by Ronald McKinnon. Marcel Dekker
In., New York and Basel, pp. 303-18.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Selective credit controls in western europe.
Association of Reserve City Bankers, Chicago,
Illinois 73 pp.
HUSBY, RALPH, Associate Professor
Articles
With Craig Jones
Constructing an hourly wage from weeks and hours
worked. Industrial Relations (15:1) 115-18.
ISSERMAN, ANDREW, Assistant Professor. See Urban and
Regional Planning.
JUDGE, GEORGE, Professor
Books
With T. Takayama
Allocation over space and time volumes 1 and 2.
North Holland Publishing: Amsterdam. 370 pp.
paperback edition.
Some alternatives to linear unbiased estimation.
Journal of Agricultural Economics (1) 43-50.
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With M. E. Bock
A comparison of traditional and Stein-rule estimators
under squared error loss. International Economic
Review (17) 34-40.
With T. A. Yancey
A Monte Carlo comparison of Stein-rule estimators
under squared error loss. Journal of Econometrics
(4) 285-95.
PADEN, DONALD W. , Professor
Articles
Computer based course management in the first course
in economics (co-author)
. Proceedings of the Fifth
Annual Meeting of the Illinois Economic Association
Chicago, 1976) 83-88.
KIHLSTROM, RICHARD E., Associate Professor
Articles
Firm demand for information about price and
technology. Journal of Political Economy (Dec)
.
LEUTHOLD, JANE H., Associate Professor
Articles
The dialectics of the payroll tax: a rejoinder.
Public Finance Quarterly (5) 118-20.
The optimal congestion charge when equity matters.
Economica (43) 77-82.
MCMAHON, WALTER W., Professor
Articles
Influences of investment by blaclts in higher educa-
tion. American Economic Review Papers and Proceed-
ings (66:2) 320-24.
With Harisa Batra
A study of consumer portfolio demands. Journal of
Consumer Credit Management (B) 8-13.
MILLAR, JAMES R. , Professor
Articles
With Alec Nove
Was Stalin really necessary? A debate on collectiv-
ization. Problems of Communism (25:4) 49-66.
MIRMAN, LEONARD J., Professor
Articles
With Itzha)< Zilcha
Unbounded shadow prices for optimal stochastic
growth models. International Economic Review (Feb)
.
NEAL, LARRY, Associate Professor
POSTLEWAITE, ANDREW W. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With D. J. Roberts
The incentives for price talcing behavior in large
exchange economies. Econometrica (44:1) 115-28.
Manipulation via endowments. Review of Economic
Studies (1976)
.
With D. Schmeidler
Approximate efficiency of non-walrasian nash
equilibria. Econometrica (1976)
.
With J. Dreze and J. Gabszewicz
Disadvantageous monopolies and disadvantageous
endowments. Journal of Economic Theory (1976).
RESEK, ROBERT W. , Professor. See Bureau of Economic
and Business Research.
SAWA, TAKAMITSU, Associate Professor
Articles
With Satoru Kanoh
Categorical control in regression. Journal of the
American Statistical Association (71:354) 361-65.
What can we infer from a single aggregated propor-
tion? International Economic Review (17:3).
SCHOEPLEIN, ROBERT N. , Associate Professor. See
Institute of Government and Public Affairs.
SCHRAN, PETER, Professor
Boole
Guerrilla economy: The development of the Shensi-
Kansu-Ninghsia border region, 1937-1945. Albany,
New Yor)c: State University of New Yorlc Press.
323 pp.
SHUPP, FRANKLIN R., Professor
Cross spectral analysis of long swings in Atlantic
migration. Research in Economic History (1)
.
Boole Reviews
The English public revenue, 1660-1688, by C. D.
Chandaman. Journal of Economic History (36:2)
457-8.
Articles
Optimal policy rules for a temporary incomes policy.
Review of Economic Studies (43) 249-62.
Uncertainty and optimal stabilization policies.
Journal of Public Economies (6) 120-31.
OKUNO, MASAHIRO, Assistant Professor
Articles
General equilibrium with money: indeterminacy of
price level and efficiency. Journal of Economic
Theory (12:3) 402-15.
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Uncertainty and optimal policy intensity in fiscal
and incomes policies. Annals Economic and Social
Measurement (5) 225-41.
SIMON, JULIAN, Professor. See Business Administration
TAIRA, KOJI, Professor
Chapters in Books
With Masayoshi Chubachi
Poverty in modern Japan, in Japanese industrializa-
tion and its social consequences, ed. by Hugh
Patrick. University of California Press, Berkeley,
Los Angeles, London, pp. 391-437.
Articles
Growth, trends, and swings in Japanese agriculture
and industry . Economic Development and Cultural
Change (24:2) 423-436.
LDC poverty and north-south relations (in Japanese)
.
Kikan Shakai Hosho Kenkyu (Quarterly Studies in
Social Security) (11:4) 2-13.
Book Reviews
The status system and social organization of
Satsuma, by Robert Sakai . Japan Interpreter (10:4)
418-21.
The development of Japanese business 1600-1973, by
J. Hirschmeier and T. Yui. Journal of Economic
History (36:3) 764-65.
USELDING, PAUL, Professor
Chapters in a Book
Occupational mortality in the United States. In
Research in economic history, vol. 1 , ed. by Paul
Uselding. Greenwich, Connecticut: Jai Press,
pp. 334-71.
Clock and watch industry. In Dictionary of American
history , revised edition. Charles Scribner's Sons:
New York, New York, pp. 871-3.
Articles
A note on the interregional trade in manufactures.
Journal of Economic History (36:2) 428-35.
Veblen as teacher and thinker. American Journal of
Economics and Sociology (35:4) 391-500.
With N. J. McMullen
Defense and economics: Ihe longer-term dilemma for
American policy. New International Realities (1:3)
5-10.
ZILCHA, ITZHAK, Assistant Professor
Articles
With Leonard Mirman
Unbounded shadow prices for optimal growth models.
International Economic Review (17:1) 121-32.
Characterization by prices of optimal programs under
uncertainty. Journal of Mathematical Economics (3:2)
173-83.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Bonner, Margaret Purdie (J. L. Simon), Health and
economic growth in less developed countries.
Dalgaard, Bruce Ronald (D. L. Kemmerer) , South Africa's
impact on Britain's return to gold, 1925.
Hausman, William John (L. Neal) , Public policy and
the supply of coal to London, 1700-1770.
Herschede, Alfred John (P. Schran) , Investments in
education and economic growth in the People's
Republic of China.
Jaynes, Gerald David (R. E. Kihlstrom) , Essays in
the economics of imperfect information.
Mbanefoh, Ginigeme Francis (J. F. Due), Allocation
of road funds in Nigeria: An evaluation.
Nordin, Harold Delwin (P. Schran), A labor ratio:
A measure of distributive shares, 1929-1973.
Pilarski, Adam M. (J. Simon), The impact of population
increase on hours of work, quantity of education,
and unemployment
.
Soma, John Trygve (H. Folk), The U. S. computer
industry: An economic-legal analysis of its
major growth factors.
Springer, Robert Kelvin (R. Resek) , Pooling time-
series and cross-section data in a system of
simultaneous equations.
Stanhouse, Bryan Eugene (F. A. Shupp) , Stochastic
control experiments on a small macro model under
two expectation regimes.
Stokes, Larry David (R. J. Arnold), The international
diffusion of the basic oxygen process of steel-
making: An empirical study.
Weaver, Janice Eugenia (K. Taira) , Import replace-
ment, intermediate inputs and manufacturing
development: The case of West Kalaysia.
WELLS, PAUL J., Professor
Book Reviews
The crisis in Rsynesian economics, by J. R. Hicks.
Quarterly Journal of Economics and Business (Spring)
134-35.
YANCEY, THOMAS A., Professor
Articles
With G. G. Judge
A Monte Carlo comparison of traditional and stein-
rule estimators under squared error loss. Journal
of Econometrics (4:3) 285-94.
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ANDERSON, RICHARD C, Professor
Articles
With T. Andre eind G. H. Watts
Item-specific interference and list discrimination
in free recall. Journal of General Psychology
(95) 21-31.
With H. M. Halff and A. Ortony
A context-sensitive representation of word mean-
ings. Memory and Cognition (4) 378-83.
With J. W. Pichert, E.T. Goetz, D. L. Schallert
,
K. V. Stevens, S. R. Trollip
Instantiation of general terms. Journal of Verbal
Learning and Verbal Behavior (15) 667-79.
ASHER, STEVEN R. , Associate Professor
Articles
Children's ability to appraise their own and
another person's communication performance.
Developmental Psychology (12) 24-32.
With S. L. Oden
Children's failure to communicate: an assessment
of comparison and egocentrism explanations.
Developmental Psychology (12) 132-9.
ATKIN, J. MYRON, Professor and jean of College
Article
Colleges of education and the organized teaching
profession: a troubled relationship. New York
University Education Quarterly (7:4) 8-13. Also
in Education Digest (24:3) 58-61.
Book Review
The divided academy: professors and politics, by
Everett Carll Ladd , Jr. and Seymour Martin Lipset.
Hew Universities Quarterly (U.K.) (30:4) 490-5.
BECHER, RHODA M. , Assistant Professor
Article
An alternative field-based teacher education pro-
gram for early childhood education. Reading
Improvement (13:Fall) 163-8.
BOND, CAROL A. , Assistant Specialist
Chapters in Books
Verbal interaction games for the foreign language
classroom. In Strateg).es for teaching and testing
communicative competence in Russian , ed. by Rasio
Dunatov. Russian and East European Center, UIUC,
pp. 34-43.
BREDO, ERIC, Assistant Professor
Bulletin or Technical Report
With Elizabeth Cohen
Organizational support for instruction at the
classroom level. Chapter 4 of Organization
and instruction in elementary schools , Stanford
Center for Research and Development in Teaching
Technical Report No. 50, pp 61-92.
BROUDY, HARRY S., Professor Emeritus
Chapters in Books
Impression and expression in artistic development.
In The arts, human development, and education , ed.
by Elliot W. Eisner, Berkeley, CA, pp 87-99.
Articles
What schools should and should not teach. The
Peabody Journal of Education (54:1) 31-9.
The search for a science of education. Phi Delta
Kappan (58:1) 104-12.
Science, technology and the diminished mind. Ninth
Damon Lecture. Journal of College Science Teaching
(5:5) 292-6.
Ideological, political, and moral considerations in
the use of drugs in hyperkinetic therapy. School
Review (85:1) 43-60.
Some reactions to a concept of aesthetic education.
Journal of Aesthetic Education (10:3-4) 29-39.
Needs assessment and the curriculum. Curriculum
Inquiry (6:2) 101-10.
Monograph
Reflections on the arithmetic of morals. Weldon
Powell Memorial Awards Lecture. U of I Department
of Accountancy, Urbana, 10 pp.
Book Review
Curriculum theorizing: the reconceptualists, ed.
by William Pinar. Teachers College Record (77:4)
639-41.
BRUN, JUDY K. , Assistant Professor
Article
Futurism as focus for home economics education.
Illinois Teacher (20:1) 2-9.
BURLINGAME, MARTIN, Professor
Chapter in Book
The federal role in the preparation of educational
leaders. In Training educational leaders : a search
for alternatives , ed. by Norman Drachler. Institute
for Educational Leadership: Washington, D.C.
pp 40-58.
BURNETT, JOE R. , Professor
Chapter in Book
Introduction. In John Dewey: the middle years,
1899-1924 , volume I, ed. by Jo Ann Boydston.
Carbondale, Ill:Southern Illinois University,
pp ix-xxiii.
Article
Accountability and three dilemmas of schooling.
Focus on Learning (5:2) 7-13.
COOMBS, FRED S., Associate Professor
Chapter in Book
Playing politics: reflections upon a computer-
based education experiment. In Computer assisted
j,as.truction in political science, ed. by J. Pool.
American Political Science Association, Washington,
D.C. pp. 55-81
Articles
With G. Luschen
System performance and policymaking in West
European education: effectiveness, efficiency,
responsiveness, and fidelity. International Review
of Education (12) 133-53.
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with J. G. Peters
Computer-based games as a political laboratory.
Teaching Political Science (3) 249-62.
COX, C. BENJAMIN, Professor
Book
With F. R. Smith
Secondary schools in a changing society , New York
:
Holt Rinehart s Winston, 201 pp.
Chapter in Technical Report
An analysis of a selected set of social studies
exercises: knowledge of institutions. In National
Assessment and Social Studies Education . Washing-
ton, D.C.: National Council for Social Studies
(with assistance of National Assessment of Educa-
tional Progress) 49-94.
Reading Teacher (30) 102.
The first reading and writing book: a handbook for
parents and teachers to use with children, by
Margaret Hooton. Reading Teacher (30) 696.
EASLEY, JOHN A., JR., Professor
Articles
Communication between educators taking different
perspectives. Schrlftenreihe des IDM (Institut
fur Didaktik der Mathematik der Universitat
Bielefeld) (5:75) 1-20.
Thoughts on individualized instruction in mathe-
matics. Schrlftenreihe des IDM (Institut fur
Didaktik der Mathematik der Universitat Bielefeld)
(5:75) 21-48.
DAVIS, ROBERT B., Professor
Articles
A second interview with Henry — including some
suggested categories of mathematical behavior.
The Journal of Children's Mathematical Behavior
(1:3) 36-62.
Children's spontaneous mathematical thought. The
Journal of Children's Mathematical Behavior (Supple-
ment No. 1) (Summer: 76) 60-84.
An economically-feasible approach to mathematics for
gifted children. Ibid
. , 103-58.
Mathematics for gifted children - the ninth grade
program. Ibid
. , 176-215.
Selecting mini-procedures: the conceptualization of
errors in thinking about mathematics. Ibid., 287-90.
With K.J. Travers
The Karplus studies. Investigations in Math
Education (9:2) 34-42.
ENNIS, ROBERT H. , Professor
Chapter in Book
The believability of people. In Education and
American society: introductory readings in the
historical-philosophical foundations of education .
ed. by Charles M. Dye. Washington, D.C.: University
Press of America, pp. 113-20.
Article
Equality of educational opportunity. Journal of
Educational Theory , (26:1) 1-18.
FARMER, HELEN S., Assistant Professor
Articles
INQUIRY project: computer-assisted counseling
centers for adults . The Counseling Psychologist
(6:1) 50-4.
Two mysteries explained: the paradigm teaching
strategy and programmability . Ibid
.
, 320-4.
With Curtis McKnight
Classroom social setting as a limiting factor on
curriculum content. Ibid
.
, 216-28.
Conceptual heuristic, and s-algorithmic approaches
in mathematics teaching. Ibid
.
, 271-86.
Naive theories of perception. Ibid
.
, 291-314.
With Jody Douglas
Environment, habit, self-concept , and approach
pathology. Ibid ., 229-65.
With Sharon Dugdale
The use of micro-assessment in CAI lesson design.
Ibid
. , 85-102.
With Rose Grossman
A Piaget task for adults. Ibid
. ,
315-19.
DURKIN, DOLORES, Professor
Books
Strategies for identifying words. Boston: Allyn &
Bacon, 139 pp.
Teaching young children to read (rev. ed.). Boston:
Allyn and Bacon, 427 pp.
Book Reviews
Teach your child to read in 60 days by Sidney Ledson.
What inhibits career and achievement motivation in
wcrnien? The Counseling Psychologist (6:2) 12-5.
FARMER, JAMES A., Jr., Associate Professor
Articles
The protective function. Adult Leadership (24:5)
183-4.
The educational function. Adult Leadership (24:6)
200.
The colleagueship function. Adult Leadership (24:7)
228.
More on the protective function. Adult Leadership
(24:8) 270.
The innovative function. Adult Leadership (24:9)
296
Introducing AEA/USA's new executive director.
Adult Leadership (24:10) 335, 46.
Evaluating adult supplemental programs . Adult
Coordinators Handbook (April) 73-88.
Monograph
With George Papagiannis
Program evaluation : functional education for family
life planning. North Haven: Van Dyck Printing, 59 pp.
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FEINBERG, WALTER, Professor
Chapter in Book
Some problems with the dominant model of educational
development. In Education for Peace , ed. by Magnus
Haavelstrud. London: PC Science and Technology
Press, pp 232-40.
Articles
On reading Dewey. History of Education Quarterly
(Winter:75) 395-415.
FLEY, JO ANN, Associate Professor
Chapter in Book
Dull or deadly dull? theses and dissertations.
In Writing as a professional activity , ed. by
M. B. Fisher and M. R. Smith. Washington: National
Association of Women Deans , Administrators and
Counselors, pp. 17-23.
Article
About this issue. . . (affirmative action). Journal
of the National Association of Women Deans, Admin-
istrators and Counselors (39:Winter) 49.
Article
Individual differences in children's response
to adult presence and evaluative reactions.
Merrill-Palmer Quarterly (22) 99, 104, 118-23.
HOKE, GORDON A., Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
With Daniel Alpert and Hugh Petrie
Three perspectives. In Proceedings of the
conference on measuring social goals and social
institutions. University of Illinois, May, 1976
ed. by H. .Malton, Columbus, OH: Grid Pub. pp 117-
21.
Working guidelines. In A reader in curriculum
evaluation , ed. by David Jenkins, et al. Sussex,
England: New Educational Press, pp. 40-4.
Article
With R.E. Stake
Evaluating movement/dance in a downstate district.
National Elementary Principal (55:3) 51-6.
HOLDEN , CAROL D
.
, Lecturer
GRONLUND, NORMAN E. , Professor
Book Revised
Measurement and evaluation in teaching (Third ed.)
New York: Macmillan, 590 pp.
GROTELUESCHEN , ARDEN D., Associate Professor
Chapter in Book
Aesthetic studies : implications for career educa-
tion. In The Career Education, Vol II , ed. by
Donald P. Garner. Charleston, IL: Eastern UP,
pp 86-98.
Book Reviews
Exploring the arts with children by Geraldine
Dimondstein. Journal of Aesthetic Education (10:1)
125-6.
Books
With D.D. Cooler and A. B. Knox
Evaluation in adult basic education: how and why.
Danville, IL: Interstate, 274 pp.
HARE, BRUCE R. , Assistant Professor
Book Reviewed
Black consciousness : identity and achievement by
Patricia Gurin and Edgar G. Epps . Social Forces
(55:2) 551-2.
HEAL, LAIRD w. , Associate Professor
Articles
The comparison of intact groups using the analysis
of covariance. Journal of Special Education (10)
427-36.
With R. Johnson
Private employment agency responses to the physi-
cally handicapped applicant in a wheelchair.
Journal of Applied Rehabilitation Counseling (10
:
Spring) 12-21.
HEMP, PAUL E., Professor
Article
Preparing the teacher of tomorrow. The Agri-
cultural Education Magazine (49:4) 89-90.
HICKS, BRUCE, Professor
Article
Computer outrich. Computers and Society (7:Fall)
10-14.
HILL, KENNEDY T., Professor
The intelligence of feeling by Robert W. Witkin.
Journal of Research in the Teaching of English
(10:1) 79-82.
HOUSE, ERNEST R. , Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
Justice in evaluation. In Evaluation studies
Review Annual , ed. by Gene V. Glass. Beverley
Hills: Sage. pp. 75-100.
The utility rationality, and justice of practice-
oriented research. In Relating theory to practice
in educational research, ed. by Ulf Lundgren.
Germany: Vielefeld University, pp. 70-4.
Articles
The micropolitics of innovation: nine proposi-
tions. Phi Delta Kappan (57:5) 337-40.
^
With G. A. Hoke
Lobbying for special education.
Leadership (34:2) 118-21.
Educational
JENKINS, JOSEPH R., Associate Professor
Articles
With R. Barker Bausell
Cognitive structure variables in prose learning.
Journal of Reading Behavior (8:1) 47-66.
With William F. Mayhall
Development and evaluation of a resource teacher
program. Exceptional Children (43:1) 21-9.
Scheduling daily or less-than-daily instruction:
implications for resource program. Journal of
Learning Disabilities (10:3) 38-42.
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Bulletins or Technical Reports
With D. Pany
Curriculum biases in reading achievement tests
.
L'rbana, IL: Center for the Study of Reading UIUC,
32 pp.
KARLAM, GEORGE R. , Assistant Professor
Chapter in Book
Behavior analysis, behavior modification, and
developmental disabilities. In Communication
assessment and intervention strategies , ed . by
L. L. Lloyd. Baltimore: University Park Press,
pp. 225-64.
Article
With S. Striefel, B. Wetiierby
Establishing generalized verb-noun instruction-
following skills in retarded children. Journal of
Experimental Child Psychology (22) 247-60.
LERCH, HAROLD H. , Professor, Departnent Chairman
Chapter in Book
An experience approach to helping children learn
to read and write the language of elementary
mathematics. In The world of reading ed. by Lynne
List. Virgin Islands: College of VI, pp. 79-86.
Article
Diagnosing and correcting pupil difficulties in
elementary mathematics. The Illinois Mathematics
Teacher (27:5) 7-12.
LILLY, M. STEPHEN, Associate Professor, Department
Chairman
Chapter in Book
Special education in transition: a competency base
for classroom teachers. In Handicapped Youth and
the Mainstream Educator , ed. by R.A. Johnson, R.F.
V.'eathenrian and A.M. Rehmann. Minneapolis: UM, pp.
48-65.
Cross-cultural Psychology (7) 247-50.
MCKNIGHT, CURTIS C, Assistant Specialist
Articles
With R. B. Davis
Classroom social setting as a limiting factor on
curriculum content. The Journal of Children's
Mathematical Behavior (Supplement No. 1) (Summer:
76) 216-28.
Naive theories of perception. Ibid
.
, 291-314.
Conceptual, heuristic, and s-algorithmic approaches
in mathematics teaching. Ibid
. , 271-286.
McLURE, WILLIAM P., Professor, Director of the
Bureau of Educational Research
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Special programs in public schools—administrative
and financial structures. Urbana : Bureau of Educa-
tional Research 84 pp.
METCALF, LAWRENCE E., Professor
Books
With C. Colby and B. Reardon
The cold war and beyond . New York : Random House
,
71 pp.
With R.G. Low
War criminals, war victims.
57 pp.
New York : Random House
,
Chapter in Book
Developing and applying humane values. In Issues
in secondary education , ed. by William Van Til.
Chicago: National Society for Study of Education,
pp. 88-110
NEWELL, KARL M., Assistant Professor
Article
Competency-based teacher education: a personal
perspective. Behavior Disorders (1:1976) 105-11.
HAEHR, MARTIH L. , Professor, Associate Dean
Chapter in Book
Knowledge of results and motor learning. In
Exercise and sport sciences reviews , ed by
J. Keogh. Santa Barbara: Journal Publishing
Affiliates pp. 235-244.
Articles
Continuing motivation: an analysis of a seldom
considered educational outcome. Review of Educa-
tional Research (46) 443-62.
With F. Salili, G. M. Gillmore
Achievement and morality: a cross-cultural analysis
of causal attribution and evaluation. Journal of
Personality and Social Psychology (33) 327-37.
With J. M. Maehr
...and throw away the box of gold stars. Lutheran
Education (111) 242-9.
With R. L. Sorensen
Toward the experimental analysis of "continuing
motivation"
.
The Journal of Educational Research
(69) 319-22.
Articles
More on absolute error etc. Journal of Motor
Behavior (8) 139-142/
Motor learning without knowledge of results
through the development of a response recognition
mechanism. Journal of Motor Behavior , 209-17.
With D. C. Shapiro
Variability of practice and transfer of training:
some evidence toward a schema view of motor learn-
ing. Journal of Motor Behavior (8) 233-43.
With J. D. Schendel
On processing the information from knowledge of
results. Journal of Motor Behavior (8), 251-5.
O'CONNELL, DOROTHY J., Specialist
With F. Salili, R.L. Sorensen, L. J. Fyans , Jr.
A further consideration of the effects of evalua-
tion on motivation . American Educational Research
Journal (13) 85-102.
Book Review
Cross-cultural perspectives on learning by R.W.
Brislin, S. Bochner , W. J. Lonner (ed.) Journal of
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Research relating to children. Urbana: United
States Government Printing Office. 200.
ORTONY, ANDREW, Associate Professor
Article
On the nature and value of metaphor—a reply to my
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critics. Educational Theory (26) 395-8. RUBIN, LOUIS, Professor
With H. M. Halff and R.C. Anderson
A context-sensitive representation of word mean-
ings. Memory and Cognition (4) 378-83.
PETRIE, HUGH G., Professor
Chapter in Book
Metaphorical models of mastery: or how to learn to
do the problems at the end of the chapter in the
physics textbook. In PSA 1974 ed. by R. S. Cohen,
et al. Holland: D. Reidel, Dordrecht, pp 301-12.
Articles
Evolutionary rationality: or can learning theory
survive in the jungle of conceptual change?
Proceedings of the Philosophy of Education Society
1976 (1976) 117-32.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
The societal future and teaching, In-Service Teach-
er Education Report V , Cultural Pluralism and
Social Change . Palo Alto: Stanford UP, 36 pp.
Innovation in in-service education and training of
teachers. Paris, France: Organization for Economic
Co-Operation and Development, 54 pp.
SERGIOVANNI, THOMAS J., Professor
Article
Toward a theory of clinical supervision. Journal
of Research and Development in Education (9:2) 16-25.
SHORISH, M. MOBIN, Associate Professor
"Do you see what I see" the epistemology of inter-
disciplinary inquiry. Educational Researcher (5:2)
9-15. Also in The Journal of Aesthetic Education
(10:1) 29-43.
PURVES, ALAN C, Professor, Director Curriculum Lab
Chapters in Books
Foreward. In Literature as exploration by Louise
M. Rosenblatt. New York: Noble S Noble, pp. iii-iv.
Evaluation in English. In The teaching of English
ed. by J. Squire. Chicago: National Society for
the Study of Education, pp. 230-60.
Article
Curricular implications of the lEA studies in the
mother tongue . Journal of Aesthetic Education
(10:1976) 95-105.
ROSENSHINE, BARAK V., Professor
Chapters in Books
Classroom instruction. In The Psychology of
teaching methods , ed. by N.L. Gage. Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, pp. 335-71.
Teacher competency research. In Competency assess -
ment, research, and evaluation , ed by W. R. Houston.
Syracuse, NY: Syracuse University Press pp. 138-53.
A megismerest segito pedagogusviselkadesek. In
Tanulmanyok a nevelestudomany korebol 1972-1974 .
Budapest :Akademiai Kiado.
Identifying important teaching skills. In Reform
,
renewal, reward: proceedings of the international
conference on improving college/university teaching,
ed. by D.W. Allen, M.A. Melnik, and C.C. Peele
.
Amherst, MA: Univ of Mass. School of Education,
pp. 53-57.
With B.S. Mattleman, B. Rosenshine
Remedial reading research problems. In Teachers
,
supervisors, programs , ed. by J.S. Nemeth.
Newark, DE: International Reading Assoc, 163-8.
Articles
Recent research on teacher effects.
of Teacher Education (27:1) 61-4.
Journal
ROYER, WARREN L.,
High School
Specialist, Principal University
Article
The pedagogical, linguistic and logistical problems
of teaching Russian to the local central Asians.
Slavic Review (35:3) 443-62.
Books Reviewed
Education, society and development in underdevelop-
ed countries, by M. I. Tuqan. The China Quarterly
(67: Sept.) 648-49.
Inside soviet schools, by S. Jacoby. Slavic
Review (34:4) 838-9.
Handbook of major soviet national minorities, by
Zev Katz. Slavic Review (35:4) 751-2.
SMITH, RALPH A., Professor
Articles
Art, society, and education. Art Education (29:6)
4-9
The aesthetic interest and public policy. Journal
of Aesthetic Education (10:3-4) 5-9.
SPITZE, HAZEL T., Professor
Book
With Mildred B. Griggs
Choosing evaluation techniques. Washington:
Home Economics Education Association, 52 pp.
Articles
Home economics in the future . Journal of Home
Economics (68:4) 5-8.
Innovative ways to teach nutrition. Journal of
Extension (14:Mar/Apr) 14-20.
Curriculum materials and nutrition learning at the
high school level. Journal of Nutrition Education
(8:2) 59-61.
The teaching of family relationships and the quality
of life. Illinois Teacher of Home Economics (19:3)
117-21.
Bulletin or Technical Report
Nutrition knowledge test for consumers. Urbana:
Div. of Home Ec. Ed. UI. 7 pp.
Article
Up with the small idea. Journal of the National
Association of Laboratory Schools (October,
17-19.
1976)
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STAKE, ROBERT E. , Professor, Director Center for
Instructional Research and Curriculum Evaluation
WARDROP, JAMES L.
Chairman
Associate Professor, Department
Articles
Making school evaluations relevant.
Association Quarterly (50:4) 347-52.
Book
North Central Standardized testing in the schools: uses and roles
Monterey, CA: Brooks-Cole, 130 pp.
with G. A. Hoke
Evaluating an arts program: movement and dance in
a downtown district. The National Elementary
Principal (55:55) 52-9.
With G. A. Parks
Reflections on the evaluation of teaching. National
Association for the Advancement of Humane Education
Journal (3:Spring) 3-10.
SWANSON, BURTON E. , Assistant Professor
Article
Coordination of research, training and extension: a
comparison of two projects. Training for Agri-
culture and Rural Development (1976) (published
in Spanish, French and English) 1-15.
Bulletin or Technical Report
Regional agricultural production programs : training
and design strategies. Bloomington, Indiana:
International Development Research Center at lU , 26.
THURSTON, PAUL W., Assistant Professor
Article
With L. Deane Trumble
Improving classroom management: a systematic
application of Dreikurs' theory of misbehavior
in the elementary school. Planning and Changing
(7:2) 29-34.
TIBBETTS, CHARLENE N. , Instructor
Article
Learning grammar from textbooks : implications for
teacher education. Peabody Journal of Education
(54:October) 53-5.
TRAVERS, KENNETH J., Professor
Book
With D.T. Atkinson, Carolyn Shevokas
Probability and statistics. Champaign: Stipes
146 pp.
Book Reviewed
With John A. Easley
The Karplus studies
. Investigations in Mathematics
Education (9:2) 34-43.
TRUEBA, HENRY T. , Associate Professor
Chapter in Book
Chicane bilingual-bicultural education. In The
Anthropological Study of Education , ed. by C.J.
Calhoun and F. A. J. lanni . The Hague, Nether-
lands: Mouton, pp 299-309.
Article
Issues and problems in bilingual bicultural educa-
tion. Journal of the National Association for
Bilingual Education (1:2) 11-19.
WALKER, ROBERT W. , Associate Professor
Chapter in Book
Design problems in reading research. In Improving
reading research
, ed. by Farr , Weintraub, and Tone.
Newark, DE: International Reading Association pp.23-
33.
WEST, CHARLES K. , Associate Professor
Book
With S. F. Foster
The psychology of human learning and instruction
in education. Belmont, CA : Wadsworth, 278 pp.
Article
With T. H. Anderson
The question of preponderant causation in teacher
expectancy research. Review of Educational
Research (46:Fall) 613-30.
Books Reviewed
The Skinner primer : behind freedom and dignity by
F. Carpenter. British Journal of Educational
Psychology (45:June 1975) 238-9.
Cognitive organization and change : an information
processing approach, by R.S. Wyer , Jr. Educational
and Psychological Measurement (36:Spring) 240-1.
WESTBURY, IAN D.
Chairman
Associate Professor, Department
Article
With M.N. Arlin
The levelling effect of teacher pacing on science
content mastery. Journal of Research in Science
Teaching (13) 2, 3-19.
Book Review
Systems of individualized instruction, by H.
Talmage. Phi Delta Kappan (3) 481-2.
WITZ, KLAUS A., Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
Activity structures in four year olds. In
Structural learning Volume II , ed. by J. Scandura.
New York: Gordon S. Breach, pp. 123-8.
Conceptualizing behavioral development. In
The developing individual in a changing world , ed.
by K. Riegel and J. A. Meacham. Netherlands: Mouton,
pp. 79-08.
YATES, BARBARA A., Associate Professor
The triumph and failure of mission vocational educa-
tion in Zaire 1879-1908. Comparative Education
Review (20:2) 193-208.
Book Review
"Vo wash an aethiop white: British ideas about black
African educability 1530-1960, by Charles H. Lyons.
Educational Studies (Summer 1976) 203-7.
Bulletin or Technical Report
Curriculum Development project in natural resources
and agriculture : report of findings and recommenda-
tions. Saxton, PA: UIUC Ag Ed Div. 58.
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DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Ph.D. In Education
Alexander, Sybilla Duryea (Wm. D. Johnson), An
evaluation of the effects of attitude, mastery,
and Integration on application of lesson planning
skills learned in a computer-based instructional
simulation and practiced in raicroclassrooms
by prospective teachers.
Anderson, Janet Ivy (J. Erickson) , The acquisition
of English sentential complementation by adult
native speakers of Puerto Rlcan Spanish.
Apter, John Robert (K. J. Travers) , The development
of a community college mathematics placement
examination.
Arter, Judith Land (A. Ortony) , The effects of
metaphor on reading comprehension.
Atallah, Sylvia Sklar (R. S. Jones), Perceptions
of problems encountered during doctoral study
by selected women doctoral students.
Azabdaftari, Behrooz (J. Walker), A study of the
problems of teaching English composition to
Iranian senior high school students and
suggestions for improving current practices.
Barger, Robert Newton (P. Violas), John Lancaster
Spalding: Catholic educator and social emissary.
Barnett, Lynn Anne (M. Wade), The contrast between
play and other forms of learning in preschool
children's problem-solving ability.
Barnhart, Patricia Ruth (S. Jones), Discrepancy
of aspiration, personality factors, interests,
and descriptive variables of students in a
community college.
Bergman, B. Frank (F. M. Murray), Changing
fashions in educational criticisms.
Blankenship, Larry Lee (J. Zaccaria) , Computer-
conducted assessment of life-change psychological
stress
.
Bourns, William Fredrick (F. D. Carver), State
patterns of organization and administration
for educational television.
Brenner, Elizabeth Parker (R. Smock), A cognitive
approach to the problems of testing and training
motor-vehicle drivers.
Callin, Diane Tomcheff (T. O'Banion), A three hour
credit course in women in literature: Toward
a prototype.
Camarao, Fedeserio Cabanban (J. Stern), Strategies
for a functional public vocational and tech-
nical education for the Philippines,
Carey, Suzanne Fulton (J. Walker), Exploration of
prospective English teachers' values and
attitudes as they relate to the process and
product of composition.
Chantarapunya, Panomporn (W. McLure) , The extent of
equalization of educational opportunity in public
secondary schools in Thailand.
Cheshler, Stephen Robert (R. Evans), Factors
influencing occupational choice amont Black
freshman in technical vs. non-technical college
curricula.
Coleman, Susan Dare (H. A. Moses), A training
program to raise teacher trainees' level of
functioning in the communication of empathic
understanding.
Dalgaard, Kathleen Albrecht (R. H. Simpson), Some
effects of training on teaching effectiveness
of untrained university teaching assistants.
Davis, Dwight Eldon (J. Stem), The consequences
of adopting an educational Innovation: A study
of the impact of the Illinois Occupational
Curriculum Project manuals.
DeRlta, David James (J. T. Hastings), An evaluation
of a telephone counseling service and its
effectiveness within the mental health comniunity
.
Dolson, Ernest Eugene (H. Lerch) , Presentation of
behavioral objectives in programmed instruction:
The effect on incidental learning.
Domingo-Llacuna, Evelyn (E. McClure) , The effect
of pupil race, social class, speech and ability
on teacher stereotypes and attributions.
Lindley, Elizabeth Doran (C. H. Patterson), The
effect of assertion training within a career
awareness course on the sex-role self-concepts
and career choices of high school women.
Dorner, Paul Michael (C. West), The relationship
of attitudes and morals between parents and their
eleven and twelve year old children.
Fennell, Jon Michael (W. Feinberg) , Rousseau, the
curriculum, and the standard of nature.
Fenton, Mary Ociepka (H. Kaczkowski) , The influence
of three group types on selected personality
variables.
Gaede, Owen Frederick (0. Gould), The perceived
value for professional education among beginning
secondary teachers.
Ginther, Dean Webster (R. Simpson) , Black dialect
—
linguistic interference, cultural interference,
and reading performance.
Gordon, Jeffry Stuart (K. Travers), Mixed dominant
grouping and bilingual materials in mathematics
and science classes in two Puerto Rican junior
high schools.
Hardin, John Thomas (H. A. Moses), The ideal role of
a supervisor of counselors as perceived by coun-
selors and supervisors in community mental health
agencies
.
Hauwiller, James George (J. D. Raths) , A naturalistic
study of professional education instructors'
handling of the mastery/coverage dilemma.
Heinrichs, Audrey Stewart (W. J. Moore), Alternatives
to reading expectancy formulas.
Hernandez, Aurea Echevarria (R. K. Brown), Desarrollo
del concepto de Identidad en la cultura
Puertorriquena
.
Hexner, Pamela Zlotnik (L. Goerlet) , Mode of presen-
tation effects and retroactive inhibition in
recognition memory.
Jara, Joselito Bernardo (J. Burmett) , The educational
philosophy of Mortimer J. Adler.
Jones, Mary Ann (J. M. Phillips), Black graduate
students: An analysis of selected attitudes and
college orientations comparing attendance at
traditionally black or predominately white under-
graduate institutions.
Jones, Michael Lynn (S. P. Quigley) , A longitudinal
investigation into the acquisition of question
formation in English and American sign language
by three hearing children with deaf parents.
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Kaikumba, Francis Yabai (C. Weller) , Frames of
reference of beginning science teachers.
Karten, Steven (C. K. West), An exploratory study
of some cognitive behaviors of hearing and
deaf children.
Katz, Lucinda Lee (L. Katz) , Pre-service and
in-service teachers' responses to childrens'
classroom behavior.
Kemmis, Stephen de Camois (A. Grotelueschen)
,
Evaluation and the evolution of knowledge
about educational programs.
Kilpatrick, Diane Cornelia (J. Phillips), Tendencies
toward suicide among college students.
Kremer, Barbara Kay (M. L. Maehr) , Classroom
evaluation, developmental level, and continuing
motivation.
Lass, Bonnie (D. Durkin) , The relationship
between the oral language of Black English
speakers and their reading achievement.
Lin, Pang-Chieh (L. G. Humphreys), An investigation
of the prediction of advanced academic
performance.
Lipka, Richard Plin (L. R. Goulet), Attitudinal
correlates of the role transition from student-
in-training to teacher: Objective versus
perceived changes.
Machula, Ruth Stroud (C. Mclntyre) , Media and affect:
A comparison of video-tape, audio-tape, and
print.
Marine, James Alan (R. S. Jones), An experimental
comparison of example-only vs. example-and-
nonexample strategies and of inductive vs.
deductive strategies of presenting concepts
from school geometry.
Marshall, David Douglas (T. J. Long), Adjunct
questioning as a vehicle for improving memory
during psychological counseling.
McGreal, Shirley Springer (J. Wallor) , Teacher
questioning behavior during classroom discussions
of short stories.
McGrogan, Donald Thomas (J. Zaccaria) , Premature
termination from psychotherapy—a continuing
problem.
McKnight, Curtis Claude (R. B. Davis), The
identification and classification of experiences
presented in elementary mathematics curricular
materials.
Melancon, Donald (R. S. Jones), The evaluation
of the impact of multi-ethnic curriculum,
materials upon elementary students.
Milby, Holliday Brummett (C. H. Patterson), Time
perspective as related to trait and state anxiety.
Mincey, Ethel Berry (L. G. Katz) , Open or tra-
ditional education: Maternal attitudes and
preference for primary education.
Moriarty, Anthony Raymond (C. H. Patterson), Time
perspective and the fully functioning person:
A preliminary investigation.
Morris, Ernest Roland (T. O'Banion), An assessment
of minority and majority student perceptions
of the community college in three locations:
Urban, suburban, and rural.
Ngandu, Kathleen Moore (J. Walker), Reading
behaviors of remedial high school sophomores.
Oliker, Michael Alan (J. R. Burnett), Douglas
McGregor's theory Y and the structure of
educational institutions.
O'Neil, Sharon Lund (R. E. Nelson), Worker
perceptions of skills necessary for survival
in the world of work.
Park, Wook (A. Peshkin) , Modernization and views
of education among farmers and factory workers:
A comparative study of Ghana, India, and Brazil.
Pennington, Floyd Clifford (A. B. Knox), Program
development in continuing professional education:
A comparative analysis of process in medicine,
social work, and teaching.
Peters, Harold Eugene (A. Peshkin), The contribution
of education to the development of elites among
the Plateau Tonga of Zambia: A comparative
study of school-leavers from two mission schools
1930 to 1965.
Phelps, Lewis Allen (R. N. Evans), Competency-based
inservice education for secondary school
personnel serving special needs students in
vocational education: A formative field test
evaluation.
Powers, Susan Kathryn (B. Spodek) , The effect of
pupil sex, race, intelligence, grade level,
and material type on teacher cognitive questioning
behavior and type of teacher questioning behavior:
Multiple regression analyses.
Quinn, Kathryn Irene (F. Carver), Self-perceptions
of leadership behavior and decisionmaking
orientations of men and women elementary school
principals in Chicago public schools.
Reynolds, Carl Leslie (P. Hamp), A comparison of
of agricultural education students and student
in non-agricultural education curricula and
factors related to their curriculum choice.
Riley, Jack (J. A. Fley) , Collective bargaining
in Illinois State Universities: A study of
faculty attitudes.
Rockenbeck, Margaret Umberger (C. H. Patterson),
An analog study of the label "educable mentally
retarded," attitudes toward the educable mentally
retarded, and helper-trainees' rated levels
of empathic understanding.
Sammons, Morris Jay (W. Feinberg) , Egalitarian
justice and the fair distribution of knowledge.
Schmidt, Judith Elaine (F. D. Carver), Existing and
desired collective negotiations relationships
as perceived by administrators, board of education
members and teachers in selected Illinois
school districts.
Schwom, Ronald William (L. J. Jordan), The role
of selective attention in decoding.
Scott, Robert Eugene (T. E. Gamble), Factors
associated with student success in United States
Air Force college equivalency courses
.
Shank, Kathlene Stapfer (J. T. Hastings), Training
pre-service teachers in use of standardized
language arts achievement test: An experimental
project.
Simon, Alan Edward (T. Sergrolanni) , Videotapes
Illustrating concepts of the Argyris and Schon
model in Instructional supervisory situtations.
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Smith, Philip Leroy (R. Linn), Sampling errors
of variance components in multifacet general-
izability studies.
Storm, Gary Allyn (R. A. Smith), Philosophical per-
spectives on environmental education.
Tabackman, Marc Jay (H. Moses), A study of family
psycho-social environment and its relationship
to academic achievement in gifted adolescents.
Thompson, Paul Newman (E. F. Anderson), Relation-
ships between perceptions of institutional
climate and attitudes toward PLATO by various
user groups of instructors from two comm-
unity colleges.
Travis, Harris Theodore (R. N. Evans), The realism
of black high school seniors' educational
and/or occupational expectations.
Trollip, Stanley Raynes (A. Ortony) , An evaluation
of a computer-based flight procedures trainer.
Valbuena, Felix Mario (F. D. Carver) , Perceptions
of citizens and authorities about rural educ-
ation in Boyaca, Colombia.
Weiner, Marc Morris (C. H. Patterson), Predicting
changes in attitudes and skills in counselor
education.
Wellington, Stanley (M. Shorish) , Educational reform
and innovation: A study of the new comprehensive
secondary school in Call, Colombia.
Yun, Chung-Il (W. McLure) , An analysis of resource
allocation for educational programs.
Ed.D. in Education
Barnes, Donald Eugene (T. J. Sergiovanni) , A case
study evaluation of collective bargaining in two
Illinois school districts.
Burgham, Douglas Edwin (E. Anderson), Orientation
of new faculty in Illinois public community colleges.
Byard, William David (M. Vittetoe) , Career education:
Effects of components on career decisions in
health occupations.
Carlsen, Charles James (E. F. Anderson), Non-tradi-
tional approaches to education in Illinois
coiranunity colleges.
Daniels, James Howard (R. W. Walker), A study of phy-
sically handicapped students in rural high schools
in east central Illinois.
Dickson, Sydney Schmoyer (B. Spodek) , A study of the
views of teachers and the views of parents toward
parent participation in public schools.
Doemelt, Martha Joan (W. Moore), A study of the
selected reactions of language arts teachers
toward suggestions for individualizing instruction.
Domagala, Ronald Francis (M. B. Karnes), The rela-
tionship of two preschool approaches to social
adjustment effects at second grade.
Esslinger, Carl Walter (J. Stern), Educational and
occupational aspirations and expectations and the
educational, personal, and family characteristics
of selected twelfth grade female students.
Flerke, William Frank (F. D. Carver), Pre-admission
factors as predictors of achievement within the
College of Veterinary Medicine at the University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champalgn.
Fish, Gary Lee (P. Riegel), A study of the continuing
professional education interests of the certified
public accountants in Central Illinois.
Fulton, Darrel Leon (W. P. McLure), The structural
and financial feasibility of a multi-unit coopera-
tive in broadening the programs of small high
schools.
Gillespie, Jean Roland (N. K. Denzin), Differential
effects of specialized knowlege on the delivery
of children's mental health services.
Gleichman, Eldon Leon (T. Sergiovanni), The relation-
ships among teacher characteristics, why teachers
stay on the job, and social climate in the class-
room.
Goodman, Virginia Kay (C. K. West), The relationship
of levels of task difficulty to pupil expectations,
effort, performance, and dlsconf irmation in pupils
of different achievement levels.
Griffith, Walter Eugene (R. N. Evans), Development
of 4-H career education materials for Illinois
Cooperative Extension Service advisers.
Hall, William Dudley (H. Lerch) , A study of the
relationship between estimation and mathematical
problem solving among fifth grade students.
Hayes, Sister Lucina (R. Henderson), An investigation
of the effectiveness of the "STAP" at first grade
level.
Hooker, Ellen Zimmerman (R. Tomlinson) , A study of
factors related to the health actions of Mexican-
American families settled-out of the migrant
stream as perceived by the heads of households.
Jones, James Stewart (L. Metcalf), Stability of
moral reasoning levels across moral dilemmas
categorized by topic area and student strength
of feeling.
LaVine, Lester >'arc (F. D. Carver), The post-Gloss v .
Lopez status of due process at it applies to
public suspension procedures.
McCowan, Allen C. (F. Raubinger) , Staff attitudes and
leadership styles of department chairmen as they
relate to the 45-15 year-round secondary school.
Oppert, Judy Richards (H. T. Spitze) , The development
and publication in a professional journel of a
correspondence course entitled: The Home Economics
Teacher and Metrics.
Osborne, Leonard Lloran (F. D. Carver), A report of a
principal's attempt to understand and help a
behaviorally maladjusted student.
Osgood, Joan Studnicky (S. P. Quigley) , The influence
of the structural mode of written material on the
comprehension scores of deaf and hearing children
at the second and fourth grade reading level.
Parker, Thomas Arthur (E. House), An analysis of
selected teacher-board contracts in Illinois as
they relate to the authority of the secondary
school principal.
Remmert, Richard Lee (T. J. Sergiovanni), The relation-
ships among teacher characteristics, why teachers
stay on the Job, and organizational climate in
the school.
Tlou, Josiah Sijiee (F. A. Rodgers) , The primary
teacher education program's role in national
development in Botswana.
Wood, Donnie Allen (G. Hoke), A case study of a
principal's attempts to capitalize on informal
faculty groupings in an elementary-junior high
school
.
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BARDEEN, JOHN, Professor, See: Physics
BEAUCHAMP, JAMES W. , Associate Professor, See: Music.
BERTSEKAS, DIMITRI P., Associate Professor, See:
Coordinated Science Lab,
BITZER, DONALD L., Professor
Chapter in a Book
The wide world of computer-based education. In
Advances in computers , ed. by Rubinoff and Yovits
.
New York: Academic Press, pp. 239-83.
Article
PLATO, An adventure in learning with computer-
based education. Seventh Australian Computer Con-
ference Proceedings (4) 1-45.
BOWHILL, SIDNEY A., Professor
Chapter in a Book
General discussion: Ionosphere/atmosphere. In
Atmospheric physics from spacelab , ed. by J.J.
Burger, et al. D. Reidel Publishing, Dordrecht-
Holland, pp. 403-8.
Articles
With P.K. Rastogl
Gravity waves in the equatorial mesosphere. Jour-
nal of Atmospheric and Terrestrial Physics (38)
51-60.
Scattering of radio waves from the mesosphere-1.
Theory and observations. Journal of Atmospheric
and Terrestrial Physics (38) 399-411.
Scattering of radio waves from the mesosphere-2.
Evidence for intermittent mesospheric turbulence.
Journal of Atmospheric and Terrestrial Physics
"(38) 449-62.
BROWN, RICHARD M. , Professor, See: Physics.
CAHN, JULIUS H., Associate Professor, See: Astronomy
CHERRINGTON, BLAKE E., Professor
Article
With J.G. Eden, J.T. Verdeyen
Optical absorption and fluorescence studies in high
pressure cesium-xenon mixtures. IEEE Journal of
Quantum Electronics (QE-12) 698-704.
CHIEN, ROBERT T., Professor, See: Coordinated Science
Lab.
COLEMAN, PAUL D., Professor
Articles
With E.J. Danielewicz
Hybrid metal mesh-dielectric mirrors for optically
pumped far infrared lasers. Applied Optics (15)
761-7.
With E.J. Danielewicz, E.G. Malk
14„High-pcwer vibration-rotation emission from NH,
optically pumped off resonance. Applied Physics
Letters (29) 557-9.
CROTHEES, MILTON H. , Associate Professor
Articles
Tuning an RC tee notch filter. IEEE Proceedings
(64) 818.
Relay driving circuit. Electronics (50) 6.
CROWLEY, JOSEPH M. , Associate Professor
Articles
On mechanics of bilayer membranes. Journal of
Colloid and Interface Science (56) 186-7.
A viscous effect on the breaking rate of fine
particles in a ball mill. Powder Technology (15)
133-4.
Clumping instability in a falling horizontal lat-
tice. Physics of Fluids (19) 1296-1300.
A simple stability criterion for feedback control
of unstable waves. Journal of Applied Physics
(47) 4675-80.
CRUZ, JOSE B., Jr., Associate Professor, See: Coor-
dinated Science Lab.
DAVIDSON, EDWARD S., Associate Professor, See: Coor-
dinated Science Lab.
DESCHAMPS, GEORGES A., Professor
Article
With S.W. Lee
A uniform asymptotic theory of electromagnetic dif-
fraction by a curved wedge. IEEE Transactions on
Antennas and Propagation (AP-24) 25-34.
DETEMPLE, THOMAS A., Associate Professor
Articles
With L.A. Newman
Electron-beam-controlled N2 infrared laser. Jour -
nal of Applied Physics (1) 376-7.
Electron transport parameters and excitation rates
in N2. Journal of Applied Physics (47) 1912-15.
With E.J. Danielewicz
Continuous -wave CH3F waveguide laser at 496 u-
Theory and experiment. IEEE Journal of Quantum
Electronics (QE-12) 40-7.
With T.K. Plant
Configurations for high-power pulsed CH3F 496 urn
lasers. Journal of Applied Physics (47) 3042-44.
With L.A. Newman, M.R. Schubert
FIR absorption determination of transient electron
densities in high-pressure ionizer-sustainer lasers.
Journal of Applied Physics (47) 4904-8.
DUNN, FLOYD, Professor
Books Edited
With W.D. O'Brien
Ultrasonic biophysics. Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania:
Dowden, Hutchinson and Ross, 410pp.
Articles
Ultrasonic attenuation, absorption, and velocity
In tissues and organs. Proceedings of the Ultra-
sonic Tissue Characterization Seminar (NBS Special
Publication 453) 21-8.
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With R.L. Johnston
Ultrasonic absorbed dose, dose rate, and produced
lesion volume. Ultrasonics (14) 153-5.
Influence of subarachnoid structures on trans-
meningeal ultrasound propagation. Journal of the
Acoustical Society of America (60) 1225-7.
With A.J. Coble
Ultrasonic production of reversible changes in the
electrical parameters of isolated frog skin. Jour-
nal of the Acoustical Society of America (60) 225-9:
With J.K. Brady, et al.
Ultrasonic propagation properties of mammalian
testes. Journal of the Acoustical Society of
America (60) 1407-09.
With F.J. Fry, et al.
Ultrasonic toxicity study of the mouse reproductive
system and the pregnant uterus. Ultrasound in
Medicine (II) 553-4.
EVERITT, WILLIAM L., Professor
Article
Telecommunications—The resource not depleted by
use. IEEE Proceedings (64) 1292-99.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Electronic message systems for the U.S. Postal Ser-
vice. A report of the committee on telecommunica-
tions. Assembly of Engineering, National Research
Council. Washington, D.C.: National Technical
Information Services, 51pp.
FRIZZELL, LEON A., Visiting Assistant Professor
Article
With E.L. Carstensen, J.F. Dyro
Shear properties of mammalian tissues at low mega-
hertz frequencies. Journal of the Acoustical Soci-
ety of America (60) 1409-11.
GARDNER, C.S., Assistant Professor
Articles
Effects of horizontal refractivity gradients on the
accuracy of laser ranging to satellites. Radio
Science (11) 1037-44.
Effects of random path fluctuations on the accuracy
of laser ranging systems. Applied Optics (15)
2539-45.
GELLER, MARVIN A., Associate Professor, See: Labora-
tory for Atmospheric Research
GRAY, KENNETH G. , Assistant Professor
Article
An integral equation for the transient response of
a stratified magnetoplasma. IEEE Transactions on
Antennas and Propagation (AP-24) 539-41.
HADDAD, ABRAHAM H., Professor, See: Coordinated Sci-
ence Lab.
HANG, DANIEL F., Professor, See: Nuclear Engineering
HENDRICKS, CHARLES D. , Professor
Articles
With B. Weinstein, J. Weir, D. Wlllenborg
Micromachinlng of laser fusion target parts. Bul-
letin of the American Physical Society (21) 1137.
With J. Dressier
Production of glass balloons for laser targets.
Bulletin of the American Physical Society (21) 1137.
With I. Moen, B. Weinstein
Improvements in the X-ray counting measurement of
the tritium content of glass microsphere laser
fusion targets. Bulletin of the American Physical
Society (21) 1137-8.
HOLONYAK, NICK, Jr., Professor
Chapter in a Book
With M.G. Craford
The optical properties of the nitrogen isoelec-
tronic trap in GaAsj^_jjPj5. In Optical properties
of solids: New developments , ed. by B.O. Seraphin.
Amsterdam: North-Holland Publishing, pp. 187-253.
Articles
With R.J. Nelson
Effect of crystal composition on the optimization
of radiative recombination in N-free and N-doped
Ini-xGa^P light emitting diodes. Journal of Ap-
plied Physics (47) 1704-07.
Exciton absorption, photolumlnescence and band
structure of N-free and N-doped Ini-xGaxP. Jour-
nal of Physics and Chemistry of Solids (37) 629-37.
Nitrogen trap bound states in Inx_xGajjP. Solid
State Commvinlcation (20) 549-51.
With R.J. Nelson, et al.
Pressure experiment determination of the direct-
indirect transition in the quaternary Ini-x^'^x^l-z
As^. Solid State Communication (18) 321-5.
Effect of composition and pressure on the nitrogen
isoelectronic trap in GaAsi-yPx* Physical Review
B (14) 685-90.
Electron-hole recombination in nitrogen-doped dir-
ect bandgap GaAs^.xPx- Journal of Applied Physics
(47) 3625-29.
Pressure study of the Np and Nj^ bound state inter-
action in nitrogen-doped GaAsj^.xPx- Physical
Review B (14) 3511-15.
Pressure study of the external quantum efficiency
of N-doped GaAs;L_xPx light-emitting diodes. Applied
Physics Letters (29) 615-17.
With P.D. Wright, et al.
T"l-x''^x^l-z*®z double heterojunction laser opera-
tion (77°K, yellow) in an external grating cavity
Journal of Applied Physics (47) 3580-86.
HANDLER, PAUL, Professor, See: Coordinated Science
Lab.
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Homogeneous or inhomogeneous line broadening in a
semiconductor laser: Observations on Inj^.^GaxPi-z
As^ double heterojunctions in an external grating
cavity. Applied Physics Letters (29) 18-20.
With D.J. Wolford, B.G. Streetman, R.J. Nelson
Stimulated emission on Nj^ ("A-line") recombination
transitions in nitrogen-implanted GaAsi_xPx
(xkO.37). Applied Physics Letters (28) 711-13.
Identification of recombination luminescence tran-
sitions in N-doped GaAsj^.xPx (x = 0.87). Solid
State Communication (19) 741-47.
With J.J. Coleman, M.J. Ludowise
Melt removal and planar growth of Inj^_jjGa3jPi_2As2.
Applied Physics Letters (28) 363-65.
With J.J. Coleman, M.J. Ludowise, P.D. Wright
Yellow Ini-xGA^P^.^Asz double heterojunction lasers.
Journal of Applied Physics (47) 2015-19.
With D.J. Wolford, et al.
Evidence for radiative recombination in GaAsi_xPx:
N (0.28 i X i 0.45) involving an isolated nitrogen
impurity state associated with the Ti minimum.
Physical Review Letters (36) 1400-03.
With R.J. Nelson, W.O. Groves
Free exciton transitions in the optical absorption
spectra of GaAsi „P„. Physical Review B (13) 5415-
19.
With J.J. Coleman, et al.
Pulsed room temperature operation of Inj^.j^Ga^Pi-zASj
double heterojunction lasers at high energy (6470 A,
1.916 eV) . Applied Physics Letters (29) 167-9.
With G.G. Kleiman, R.J. Nelson, J.J. Coleman
A direct study of the nature of nitrogen bound
states in GaAs]^_jjPjj:N. Physical Review Letters (37)
375-78.
HOLSHOUSER, DON F. , Professor
Articles
With D. Leverenz
Notes on the performance of a solar-heated and cool-
ed building. Proceedings Third University Energy
Conference (April) 18-24.
With D. Hittle, G. Walton
Method for estimating solar heating and cooling
system performance. ASHRAE Transactions (82) 56-63.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With D. Kittle, G. Walton
Interim feasibility assessment method for solar
heating and cooling. Interim report E-91, Construc-
tion Engineering Research Laboratory, 30pp.
HUNSINGER, BILL J., Research Associate Professor, See:
Coordinated Science Lab.
JOHNSON, ROGER L. , Research Associate Professor, See:
Coordinated Science Lab.
JORDAN, EDWARD C, Professor and Head of Department
Chapter in a book
Jordan and King on antennas: Advances in the field
of antennas and propagation since World War II:
Part I—antennas. In Turning points in American
electrical history, ed. by James E. Brittain. New
York, pp. 278-82.
KIM, KYEKYOON, Assistant Professor
Article
With R.J. Turnbull
Generation of charged drops of insulating liquids
by electrostatic spraying. Journal of Applied
Physics (47) 1964.
KOKOTOVIC, PETARV., Professor, See: Coordinated
Science Lab.
KUO, BENJA>nN C, Professor
Books Edited
Proceedings of the fifth annual symposium on incre-
mental motion control systems and devices. Urbana:
University of Illinois, 324pp.
Chapters in books
Calculation of torque-speed performance character-
istics of closed-loop control of permanent-magnet
step motors. In Proceedings of the fifth annual
symposium on incremental motion control systems and
devices
,
ed. by B.C. Kuo. Urbana: University of
Illinois, pp. L1-L22.
With J.R. Frus
Closed-loop control of step motors without feedback
encoders. In Proceedings of the fifth annual sym-
posium on incremental motion control syst*^">'^ and
devices
, ed. by B.C. Kuo. Urbana: University of
Illinois, pp. CCl-CCll.
Article
With G. Singh, S.M. Seltzer
Stability analysis of the discrete-data large-space
telescope system. Journal of Spacecraft and Rock-
ets (13) 332-9.
LEE, SHUNG-WU, Professor
Articles
With G.A. Deschamps
A uniform asymptotic theory of electromagnetic dif-
fraction by a curved wedge. IEEE Transactions on
Antennas and Propagation (AP-24) 25-34.
With D.C. Chang, L. Rispin
A simple expression for currents on a finite, thin-
wire antenna illuminated by a plane wave of arbi-
trary incidence. Proceedings of AP-S Internation-
al Symposium , 181-84.
LEVERENZ, DONALD J., Visiting Research Assistant Pro-
fessor
Article
With D.F. Holshouser
Notes on the performance of a solar heated and
cooled building. Alternative energy sources in
Illinois. Proceedings Third Interuniversity Energy
Conference , 18-24.
LI, H.F., Assistant Professor, See:
Science Lab.
LIU, CHAD HAN, Professor
Articles
Coordinated
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With A.W. Wernlk
Application of the scintillation theory to iono-
spheric irregularities studies. Artificial Satel-
lites (10) 37-59.
With K.C. Yeh
Frequency and spatial correlation functions in a
fading communication channel through the ionosphere.
Radio Science (10) 1055-61.
Motions in the ionosphere. Science Progress (63)
111-40.
With S.J. Ulaszek, K.C. Yeh
A study of signal decorrelation through ionosphere.
IEEE Transactions on Communication (COM-24) 1191-94.
With R. DuBroff, K.C. Yeh
Power spectra of acoustic gravity waves in the F-
region ionosphere. Proceedings of COSPAR Symposium
on the Geophysical Use of Satellite Beacon Observa-
tions (1-4) 163-81.
With D.A. Poletti-Liuzzl, K.C. Yeh
Simulation and measurement of the plasmaspheric
electron content. Proceedings of COSPAR Symposium
on the Geophysical Use of Satellite Beacon Observa-
tions (1-A) 197-218.
With A.W. Wernik, K.C. Yeh
Scintillation theory and its relation to satellite
beacon transmission. Proceedings of COSPAR Sympo -
sium on the Geophysical Use of Satellite Beacon
Observations (1-4) 435-45.
With R. Umeki, K.C. Yeh
Ionospheric scintillation at multiple frequencies.
Proceedings of COSPAR Symposium on the Geophysical
Use of Satellite Beacon Observations (1-4) 445-62.
MAST, P. EDWARD, Professor
Article
With R.G. Kouyoumjian
On the GTD scattering by a polygonal cylinder. IEEE
Transactions on Antennas and Propagation (AP-24)
94-5.
MAYEDA, WATARU, Professor, See: Coordinated Science
Lab.
MCNUTT, MICHAEL J., Assistant Professor
Article
With C.T. Sah
Exact capacitance of a lossless MOS capacitor.
Solid State Electronics (19) 255-57.
MERKELO, HENRY, Associate Professor
Chapter in a book
Optoelectronic sampling head. In United States
patents . United States Printing Office, pp. 941,
998.
Article
With J.R. Solin
Reply to "Comment on resonance scattering followed
by emission". Physical Review B (14) 1775-76.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Research in infrared and optical quantum electronics.
University of Illinois at Urbana, Electrical
Engineering Publications, 162pp.
METZE, GEENOT, Professor, See: Coordinated Science
Lab.
MITTRA, RAJ, Professor
Books
Integral equation formulations and solutions of
transient scattering problems. New York and Ger-
many: Springer-Verlag, 55pp.
With E. Maanders
Modern topics in electromagnetics and antennas.
England: Peter Peregrinus, 33pp.
Articles
Antennas on complex structures. Proceedings of the
ECOM-ARO Workshop on Electrically Small Antennas
124-8.
A transform approach to electromagnetic scattering
problems. Proceedings of National Conference on
Electromagnetic Scattering
, pp. 53-5.
Quasi-optical millimeter waveguides and components.
Proceedings of 6th European Microwave Conference
,
228-9.
A new look at the integral equation solution of
high frequency diffraction problems. Proceedings
of the 6th European Microwave Conference
,
96-7.
With R. Singleton, P.L. Ransom
Image reconstruction of multiple X-ray sources with
fresnel zone plate apertures. 1976 ASILOMAR Confer-
ence OSA/SPIE Seminar on Image Processing , 37-43.
Digital imaging of gamma-ray sources with depth
information. IEEE Transactions on Biomedical Engi-
neering (BME-23) 239-46.
With D. Carlile, T. Itoh
A study of rectangular microstrip resonators.
Archiv. fur Electronik und Ubert ragungstechnik (30)
38-41.
With Y. Rahmat-Samii, W.L. Ko
Spectral theory of diffraction. Applied Physics
(10) 1-13.
With W.V.T. Rusch, J. Appel-Hansen, C.A. Klein
Forward scattering from square cylinders in the
resonance region with application to aperture block-
age. IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation
(AP-24) 182-9.
With V. Galindo-Israel
A new method for computing the radiation and scat-
tering characteristics of a class of large antennas.
Proceedings of National Conference on Electromagne-
tic Scattering , 181-4.
With L.W. Pearson
Pattern synthesis for antennas with multiple primary
beams by minimax optimization. Electronics Letters
(12) 100-102.
MUROGA, SABURO, Professor, See: Computer Science
O'BRIEN, WILLIAM D., Jr., Assistant Professor
Book Edited
With F. Dunn
Ultrasonic biophysics. Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania:
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Dowden, Hutchinson, and Ross, 411pp.
Articles
Ultrasonically induced fetal weight reduction in
mice. Ultrasound in Medicine (2) 531-32.
With A.R. iJilliams, B. Coller
Exposure to ultrasound decreases the recalcifica-
tion time of platelet rich plasma. Ultrasound in
Medicine and Biology (2) 113-18.
With J.K. Brady, et al.
Ultrasonic propagation properties of manmialian
testes. Journal of the Acoustical Society of
America (60) 1407-08.
OLSON, WALTER H., Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
Basic instrumentation concepts; electrical safety.
In Medical instrumentation: Application and design
,
ed. by J.G. Webster. Madison, Wisconsin, pp. 1.1-
1.60, 13.1-13.48.
Book Review
Transducers for biomedical measurements, by R.S.C.
Cobbold. IEEE Spectrum (13) 101.
PERKINS, WILLIAM R. , Professor, See: Coordinated
Science Lab.
PREPARAIA, FRANCO P., Professor, See: Coordinated
Science Lab.
PURSLEY, MICHAEL B., Assistant Professor, See: Coor-
dinated Science Lab.
RAHMAI-SAMII , YAHYA, Visiting Research Assistant Pro-
fessor
Chapters in Books
Investigation of antennas on a finite ground plane.
In AP-S International Symposium . Amherst: Univer-
sity of Massachusetts, pp. 511-14.
High-frequency scattering from multiple-edge dif-
fraction at shadow boundaries. In AP-S Interna-
tional Symposium. Amherst: University of Massa-
chusetts, pp. 355-57.
Analytical and numerical comparison of four uni-
form high-frequency diffraction techniques. In
Proceedings of National Conference on Electromag-
netic scattering . Chicago: University of Illinois
pp. 7-11.
Article
With R. Mittra, W.L. Ko
Spectral theory of diffraction. Applied Physics
(10) 1-13.
RANSOM, PRESTON L., Associate Professor
Articles
With R.M. Singleton, R. Mittra
Digital imaging of gamma ray sources with depth
information. IEEE Transactions in Medicine and
Biology (EMB-23) 239, 246.
Image reconstructions of multiplane gamma-ray
sources with fresnel zone plate apertures. Pro-
ceedings of OSA/SPIE Seminar on Image Processing
(74) 37, 43.
SAH, C.T., Professor
Articles
Bulk and interface imperfections in semiconductors.
Solid-state Electronics (19) 975-90.
Origin of interface states and oxide charges gen-
erated. IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science
(NS-23) 1563-68.
With M.J. McNutt
Exact capacitance of a lossless MOS capacitor.
Solid-state Electronics (19) 255-7.
With K. Miyata
Thermal emission rates and activation energies of
electrons at tantalum centers in silicon. Solid-
State Electronics (19) 611-13.
With K. Hess, G. Dorda
The current-voltage characteristics of field-
effect transistors with short channels. Solid-
State Communications (19) 471-3.
With C.C. Shiue
Studies of electron screening effects on the elec-
tron mobility in silicon surface inversion layers.
Surface Science (58) 163-72.
With F.A. Llndholm
Normal modes of semiconductor p-n junction devices
for material-parameter determination. Journal
of Applied Physics (47) 4203-5.
With T.H. Ning
Photoionization cross sections of a two-electron
donor center in silicon. Physics Review B (14)
2528-33.
With A. Neugroschel
Concentration profiles of recombination centers in
semiconductor junction evaluated from capacitance
transients. IEEE Transactions on Electron Devices
(ED-23) 1069-74.
With H. Maes
Application of the equivalent circuit model for
semiconductors to the study of Au-doped p-n junc-
tions under forward bias. IEEE Transactions on
Electron Devices (ED-23) 1131-43.
With K.Y. Tsao
Temperature dependence of resistivity and hole
conductivity mobility in p-type silicon. Solid-
State Electronics (19) 949-53.
SARWATE, DILIP V., Assistant Professor, See: Coor-
dinated Science Lab.
SLOTTOW, H. GENE, Associate Professor
Articles
Plasma displays. IEEE Transactions on Electron
Devices (ED-23) 768-72.
The voltage transfer curve and stability criteria
in the theory of the AC plasma display. Conference
Record of 1976 IEEE-SID Biennial Display , 110-13.
Style and standards in digital displays. 1976 IEEE
International Conference on Cybernetics and Society
439-42.
SMITH, LESLIE G., Professor
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Article
With S.R. Schutz
Electron temperature measurements in mid-latitude
sporadic-E layers. Journal of Geophysical Research
(81) 3214-20.
Bulletin or Technical Report
With K.L. Miller
Midlatitude sporadic-E layers. Urbana, Illinois:
Aeronomy Laboratory (76) 262pp.
STILLMAN, GREGORY E., Professor
Chapter in a Book
Electrical characterization of epitaxial layers.
In Methods and phenomena 2 , ed. by H. Kressel.
Amsterdam: Elsevier, pp. 69-87.
Articles
Impact ionization coefficients in III-V compounds.
Proceedings of 1976 International Symposium on GaAs
and Related Compounds
With CM. Wolfe
Electrical characterization of epitaxial layers.
Thin Solid Films (34) 69.
Self-compensation of donors in high-purity GaAs.
Applied Physics Letters (27) 564.
With CM. Wolfe, CO. Bozler, J. A. Ross
GaAs electroabsorption waveguide detectors and mod-
ulators. Applied Physics Letters (28) 544.
With CM. Wolfe, D.M. Korn
Residual donors in high-purity GaAs. Proceedings
1976 North American Symposium on GaAs and Related
Compounds .
Donor impurities in GaAs: Evidence for a stoichio-
metric hydrogenic shallow donor level. Proceed-
ings XIII, International Conference on the Physics
of Semiconductors .
With CM. Wolfe, J. A. Rossi, H. Heckscher
Low-loss high purity GaAs waveguides for monolithic
integrated optical circuits at GaAs laser wave-
lengths. Applied Physics Letters (28) 197.
With P.D. Wright, et al.
Homogeneous or inhomogeneous line broadening in a
semiconductor laser: Observations on - ni-xGa^^
^l-z^z "double heterojunctlons in an external gra-
ting cavity. Applied Physics Letters (29) 18.
Ini-xGaj^Pj^.^As^ double heterojunction laser opera-
tion (77K, yellow) in an external grating cavity.
Journal of Applied Physics (47).
STREETMAN, BEN B., Professor, See: Coordinated
Science Lab.
SWENSON, GEORGE W., Jr., Professor
Articles
Radio astronomy and the frequency protection prob-
lem. Navigation (22) 324-31.
With J.C Webber, L.K. DeNoyer, K.S. Yang
Observations of variable radio sources at 18 Cm
wavelength. Astronomical Journal (81) 1069-77.
With L.E. Snyder, J.C. Webber, R.M. Crutcher
Radio observations of OH in comet west (1975n).
Astrophysical Journal Letters (209) L49-L52.
TRICK, TIMOTHY N., Professor, See: Coordinated
Science Lab.
TURNBULL, ROBERT J., Associate Professor
Articles
Pellet fueling for tokamaks. ANS Transactions
(23) 38.
With K. Kim
Generation of charged drops of insulating liquids
by electrostatic spraying. Journal of Applied
Physics (47) 1964-69.
VAIDYANATHAN, KAVASSERI V., Assistant Professor, See:
Coordinated Science Lab.
VAN VALKENBURG, MAC E., Professor, See: Coordinated
Science Lab.
VERBEYEN, JOSEPH T., Professor
Articles
With W.L. Johnson, G.B. Johnson
Ion bunching in electronic space-charge regions.
Journal of Applied Physics (47) 4442-7.
With D. Suhre
Energy distributions of electrons in electron-beam-
produced nitrogen plasmas. Journal of Applied
Physics (47) 4484-8.
With J.G. Eden, B.E. Cherrington
Optical absorption and fluorescence studies in
high pressure cesium-xenon mixtures. IEEE Journal
of Quantum Electronics (QE-12) 698-704.
WALTON, ERIC K. , Visiting Assistant Research Professor
Article
With A.D. Bailey
Observations of seasonal effects in traveling
ionospheric disturbances by the directional devia-
tion technique. Radio Science (11) 175, 178.
WALTZ, DAVID L. , Assistant Professor, See: Coor-
dinated Science Lab.
WAX, NELSON, Professor, See: Coordinated Science Lab.
WOO, TONY C, Visiting Assistant Professor, See:
Coordinated Science Lab.
YEH, KUNG C, Professor
Chapters In Books
With R. DuBroff, CH. Liu
Power spectra of acoustic gravity waves in the F-
region ionosphere. In The geophysical use of satel-
lite beacon observations
, ed. by Michael Mendillo.
Boston University, pp. 163-181.
With D.A. Poletti-Liuzzi, CH. Liu
Simulation and measurement of the plasmaspheric
electron content. In The geophysical use of satel-
lite beacon observations
, ed. by Michael Mendillo.
Boston University, pp. 197-218.
With A.W. Wernik, CH. Liu
Scintillation theory and its relation to satellite
beacon transmissions. In The geophysical use of
satellite beacon observations , ed. by Michael Men-
dillo. Boston University, pp. 435-45.
I
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With R. Umeki, C.H. Liu
Ionospheric scintillations at multiple frequencies.
In The geophysical use of satellite beacon obser -
vations
,
ed. by Michael Mendillo. Boston Univer-
sity, pp. 446-62.
Articles
With C.H. Liu
Motions in the ionosphere. Science Progress (63)
111-140.
With S.J. Ulaszek, C.H. Liu
A study of signal decorrelation through the iono-
sphere. IEEE Transactions on Communications (COM-
24) 1191-95.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With R.E. DuBroff, C.H. Liu
The conservation and dissipation of energy associ-
ated with atmospheric acoustic gravity waves.
Department of Electrical Engineering, University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 228pp.
With D.A. Poletti-Liuzzi, C.H. Liu
Simulation and measurement of the plasmaspheric
electron content. Department of Electrical Engi-
neering, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign,
111pp.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Barbour, Dale Keith (W. R. Perkins), Stability
and multi-models in model reference adaptive
systems.
Bose, Debasish (S. R. Ray), FROG: (Formulation
of a Robot Organization that Generalizes)
:
A hardware experiment in machine cognition.
Chatterjee, Pallab Kumar (B. G. Streetman),
Acceptor behavior of implanted beryllium in
gallium arsenide and gallium arsenide phosphide.
Danielewicz, Edward James Jr. (P. Coleman), Far
infrared guided wave optics experiments using
a waveguide laser with a hybrid output mirror.
DuBroff, Richard Edward (C. H. Liu), The con-
servation and dissipation of energy associated
with atmospheric acoustic gravity waves.
Eden, James Gary (B. E. Cherrington) , Optical
absorption and fluorescence studies in high
pressure cesium-xenon mixtures.
Goyal, Lakshml Narayana (J. E. Robertson), A study
in the design of an arithmetic element for
serial processing in a linear iterative structure.
Hanson, Donald Farness (P. E. Mayes), An investi-
gation of the current source-function technique
for solving problems of electromagnetic scat-
tering.
Hendricks, Albert Lewis (W. R. Perkins), On optimal
control problems with state-variable inequality
constraints.
Hess, Garry Carson (M. A. Geller) , The Urbana
meteor-radar system: Design, development,
and first observations.
Hlldebrand, Harold Anson (A. H. Haddad) , Nonlinear
filters for estimating an insect population
density.
Hoover, Keith Eugene (N. N. Rao), Ionospheric
modeling for HF radio source location from
a single site.
Johnson, Wayne Lee (J. T. Verdeyen) , Ion bunching
in electronic space charge regions.
Kao, William Hsia (T. M. Trick), Computer-aided
analysis of mixer circuits.
Ketelsen, Mark Loren (G. A. Metze) , An integrated
circuit fault model for digital systems.
Ko, Wai Lee (R. Miltra) , A method for combining
integral equation and asymptotic techniques
for solving electromagnetic scattering problems.
Lam, Peter Chi-Chung (C. S. Gardner), Optical wave
propagation in inhomogeneous turbulence.
Lo, Thomas Ying-Ching (C. T. Sah) , Computer-
automated electrical characterization of
semiconductor devices.
Menendez, Ronald Charles (S. W. Lee), Uniform
asymptotic theory applied to aperture diffraction.
Navarro, Manuel Santiago (Y. T. Lo) , On waveguides
with anisotropic and corrugated boundaries.
Newman, Leon Allen (T. A. DeTemple) , Study of
molecular nitrogen, helium- xenon, argon-xenon
infared laser systems excited by an electron
beam initiated gas discharge.
Padilla, Consuelo Sanchez de (G. B. Cruz),
Stochastic control for systems with uncertain
parameters.
Padilla Lovera, Rafael Antonio (A. H. Haddad),
On detection-estimation schemes for signals
with uncertain models.
Pearson, Lonnie Wilson (R. Mittra) , The singularity
expansion representation of the transient
electromagnetic coupling through a rectangular
aperture.
Reynolds, Dennis Andrew (G. Metze), The design
of alternating logic systems with fault
detection capabilities.
Schill, John Peter (B. Kuo), Toward a respirator
control system.
Sebald, Anthony Vincent (A. H. Haddad), On robust
state estimation for uncertain systems.
Singleton, Russell Matthew (P. L. Ranson) , Coded
aperture imaging: Digital decoding and tomo-
graphic artifacts.
Suhre, Dennis Ray (J. T. Verdeyen), Energy
distributions of electrons in electron beam
produced nitrogen plasmas.
Van Blaricum, Michael Lee (R. Mittra), Techniques
for extracting the complex resonances of a
system directly from its transient response.
Varshney, Pramod Kumar (A. H. Haddad), Models and
efficient receivers for communication channels
with memory.
Weissman, Steven Jay (R. T. Chien) , On a computer
system for planning and execution in incompletely
specified environments.
Yeung, Kara Fook (C. D. Hendricks), X-Ray emission
from the interaction of a macroscopic particle
with a dense plasma focus.
Yuen, Sik Kee (S. R. Ray), Cardalert : A portable,
battery-operated, real time arrhythmia detector
and alarm system.
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DRUCKER, DANIEL C, Dean of College of Engineering,
Professor of civil Engineering and Professor of
Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Articles
The professional schools, the world of practice,
and continuing education. Proceedings Mandatory
Continuing Education: Prospects and Dilemmas for
Professionals, February 26-27, 1976 57-61.
Elementary results of dimensional analysis for
friction and wear in steady state sliding. Wear
,
1976 (40: No. 1) 129-133.
Book Reviews
The lay of the land, by Annette Kolodny. signs
(1) 736-8.
Henry James—the lessons of the master, by William
Veeder
.
Journal of English cind Germanic Philology
(75) 465-7.
The life of Emily Dickinson, by Richard B. Sewell.
Journal of English and Germanic Philology (75)
301-7.
The landscape of absence, by Inder Nath Kher.
Journal of English and Germanic Philology (75)
301-7.
Emily Dickinson's poetry, by Robert Weisbuch.
Journal of English and Germanic Philology (75)
301-7.
PRUSSING, JOHN E., Associate Professor of Aeronautical
and Astronautical Engineering and 1/2T Assistant
Dean, College of Engineering
See Aeronautical and Astronautical Engineering
TAYLOR, CHARLES E., Professor of Theoretical and
Applied Mechanics and 1/2T Assistant Dean, College
of Engineering
See Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
WAKELAND, HOWARD L. , Professor of Agricultural
Engineering and Associate Dean, College of
Engineering
Articles
Engineering education - the changing scene.
Agricultural Engineering (57:11) 12-14.
ENGLISH
BARON, DENNIS E., Assistant Professor
Articles
The syntax of perception in Richard Wright's
Native son . Language and Style (IX:No.l) 17-28.
Role structure and the language of literature.
Journal of Literary Semantics (4) 43-51.
Book Reviews
A poetics of composition, by Boris Uspensky.
Style (X:Sujraner) 274-7.
BAYM, NINA, Professor and Director of The School
of Humanities
Books
The shape of Hawthorne's career. Ithaca: Cornell
UP, 288pp.
Articles
Revision and thematic change in The portrait of
a lady . Modern Fiction Studies (22) 183-200.
Hawthorne . American Literary Scholarship 1974
15-27.
BENSTOCK, BERNARD, Professor
Books
Paycocks and others: Sean O' Casey's world.
Dublin: Gill S Hacmillan, 318pp.
Book Edited With T. F. Staley
Approaches to Joyce's Portrait : ten essays.
Pittsburgh: Pittsburgh UP, 248pp.
Chapters in Books
A light from some other world: symbolic structure
in A portrait of the artist . In Approaches to
Joyce's Portrait: ten essays , ed. by Staley and
Benstock. Pittsburgh: Pittsburgh UP, pp. 185-211.
The James Joyce industry:
Yeats, Joyce and Beckett:
a reassessment. In
a modern critical
spectrum , ed. by McGrory and Unterecker.
Lewisburg: Bucknell UP, pp. 118-32.
Articles
James Joyce: the world of mono-media. Revue des
Langues Vivantes/Tijdschrift voor Levende Talens
(42) 56-63.
The Kenner conundrum, or who does what with which
to whom. James Joyce Quarterly (13:Summer) 428-35.
The temptation of St. Stephen: a view of the
Villanelle. James Joyce Quarterly (14:Fall) 31-9.
Book Reviews
Stories and plays and The poor mouth, by Flann
O'Brien, Myles na Gopaleen. A.C.I.S. Newsletter
(6:0ctober) 2-3.
Stories and plays, by Flann O'Brien. New Boston
Review (2: Slimmer) 3-4.
CARRINGER, ROBERT, Associate Professor
Articles
Rosebud dead or alive: narrative and symbolic
structure in Citizen Kane . Publications of the
Modern Language Association (91:0ctober) 185-93.
Letters to the editor. Publications of the Modern
Language Association (91:0ctober) 918-20.
Dreiser to Sandburg: three unpublished letters.
Library Chronicle (40:Winter) 252-6.
COLE, HOWARD, Associate Professor
Articles
The moral vision of As you like it . College
Literature (3) 17-32.
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Book Reviews
Meaning in comedy, studies in Elizabethan romantic
comedy, by John Weld. Journal of English and
Germanic Philology (75) 411-14.
CURLEY, DANIEL, Professor
Books
Love in the winter, a collection of stories.
Urbana: Illinois UP, 112pp.
DANIELSON, LARRY, Assistant Professor
Articles
The uses of folk literature in the English class-
room. Illinois English Bulletin (64) 2-14.
Book Reviews
People of the tobacco belt: four lives, by
Linda Degh. Folklore Forum (9:3-4) 171-8.
DAVIDSON, EDWARD H. , Professor
Book Reviews
The puritan origins of the American self, by
Sacvan Berkovich. Jovirnal of English and Germanic
Philology (75) 462-5.
DOUGLAS, GEORGE, Assistant Professor
Articles
The sorrows of ad hoc socialism. Modem Age
(21:1) 60-9.
Is literacy really declining? Educational Record
(57:3) 140-8.
Writing and the art of thinking: a neglected
area of instruction. Illinois English Bulletin
(64:2) 32-6.
What's happened to the thesaurus? Reference
Quarterly (16:2) 149-55.
DUNDAS, JUDITH, Associate Professor
Articles
Muiopotjnos: a world of art. Yearbook of English
Studies (5) 30-8.
Myth and masque: a note. Creative Communicator
(6:No.l2) 8.
DUSSINGER, JOHN, Associate Professor
Articles
Kinship and guilt in Mary Shelley's Frankenstein .
Studies in the Novel (8: Spring) 38-55.
Book Reviews
Virtue in distress: studies in the novel of
sentiment from Richardson to Sade, by R. F.
Brissenden. Eighteenth-Century Studies (9:Suiimier)
622-5.
The ainbivalence of Bernard Handeville, by Hector
Monro
. Journal of English and Germanic Philology
(74:October) 582-5.
FRAYNE, JOHN, Associate Professor
Books
Sean O' Casey (No. 73 in Columbia Essays on Modem
Writers). New York: Columbia UP, 51pp.
Articles
Study guide to Alfred Hitchcock's North by north-
west
. Journal of Aesthetic Education (9:No.2) 77-95.
Study guide to John Ford's Stagecoach . Journal of
Aesthetic Education (9:No.2) 18-31.
FRIEDMAN, JOHN B., Professor
Articles
Pandarus' cushion and the 'pluma Sardanapalli.
'
Journal of English and Germanic Philology (75)
41-55.
Book Reviews
Fabula, by Paule Demats. Speculum (51) 734-7.
GARRETT, PETER, Associate Professor
Book Reviews
Egoism and self-discovery in the Victorian novel,
by John Halperin. Nineteenth-Century Fiction
(30:March) 524-7.
GUIBBORY, ACHSAH, Associate Professor
Articles
The poet as myth-maker : Ben Jonson ' s poetry of
praise. Clio: An Interdisciplinary Journal of
Literature, History, and the Philosophy of History
(5:Spring) 315-29.
Sir Thomas Browne's Pseudodoxia epidemica and the
circle of knowledge. Texas Studies in Literature
and Language (18:Fall) 486-99.
HALSBAND, ROBERT, Professor
Chapter in a Book
Women and literature in 18th century England. In
Woman in the 18th century and other essays , ed. by
Fritz and Morton. Toronto: Hakkert, pp. 55-71.
Book Reviews
Alexander Tumbull, his life, his circle, his
collections, by E. H. McCormick. The Library
(XXXI) 171-3.
Letters from the grand tour, ed. by S. Klima.
Times Literary Supplement (JiiLy 23, 1976) 936.
HENDRICK, GEORGE, Professor
Books
With A. L. Altenbernd
The Sandburg roots: an essay and exhibit of the
Sandburg collection. Urbana: University of
Illinois Rare Book Room, 26pp.
KAY, W. DAVID, Assistant Professor
Articles
Bartholomew fair : Beii Jonson in praise of folly.
English Literary Renaissance (6) 299-316.
Jonson 's urbane gallants: humanistic contexts
for Epicoene . Huntington Library Quarterly
(39) 251-66.
KLEIN, JOAN L. , Assistant Professor
Hamlet , IV. ii. 12-23 and Whitney's A choice of
emblemes. Notes and Queries (23:No.4) 158-61.
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Angels and ministers of grace: Hamlet , IV.v-vii.
Allegorica (l:No.2) 156-76.
Bulletins
Theatre and the classroom at the University of
Illinois. Ralph, for Medieval-Renaissance
Teaching (3:No.2) Ip.
LIEBEPMAN, LAURENCE J., Professor
Entries in a book
On the following poets: Dickey, Duncan, Garrigue,
Howard, Hughes, Kinnell, Kunitz, Rexroth,
Rukeyser, Shapiro, Stafford, Viereck, and Wright.
In Modern American literature: a library of
literary criticism , ed. by Nyren, Kramer, and
Kramer. New York: Ungar, pp. 122, 144, 187, 231,
235, 262, 271, 402, 414, 429, 466, 492, 529.
MULLIN, MICHAEL, Assistant Professor
Books
Macbeth onstage: an annotated facsimile of
Glen Byam Shaw's 1955 promptbook. Columbia:
Missouri UP, 256pp.
Articles
Tony Richardson's Hamlet : script and screen.
Literature/Film Quarterly (Spring 1976) 123-33.
Rhythm, pace, and movement: Macbeth at Stratford-
upon-Avon, 1955. Shakespeare Studies 269-82.
Strange images of death: Sir Herbert Beerbohm
Tree's Macbeth , His Majesty's theatre, 1911.
Theatre Survey (November) 125-42.
NELSON, GARY R. , Associate Professor
SULLIVAN, EDWARD E., JR., Assistant Professor
Articles
'Sweet socieities that sing': the voice of the
saints in Lycidas . Essays in Literature (3)
32-40.
SULLIVAN, ZOHREH T. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Civilization s its darkness: Conrad's Heart of
darkness and Ford ' s The good soldier . Conradiana
(VIII:Fall) 110-20.
Forster's symbolism: A room with a view , fourth
chapter. The Journal of Narrative Technique
(VI,3:Fall) 217-23.
THOMPSON, JEAN L. , Assistant Professor
Story
The gasoline wars. Descant (20:No.3) 12-20.
Book Reviews
Happenthing in travel on, by Carole Spearin
McCauley. Fiction International (6/7) 168-9.
TRAHERN, JOSEPH B., JR., Associate Professor and
Acting Head
Articles
Caesarius of Aries and old English literature:
some contributions and a recapitulation.
Anglo-Saxon England (5) 105-19.
Old English poetry, exclusive of Beowul
f
. Old
English Newsletter (9:No.l) 46-52.
Articles
Reading criticism. Publications of the Modern
Language Association (91) 801-15.
ROSE, MARK A., Professor and Director of Graduate
Studies
Books Edited
Antony and Cleopatra: a collection of critical
essays. Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 138pp.
Science fiction: a collection of critical essays.
Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 174pp.
Chapter in a Book
Hamlet. In Homer to Brecht , ed. by Seidel and
Mendelson. New Haven: Yale UP, pp. 238-54.
Articles
What is science fiction anyhow? The New Republic
(October 30, 1976) 31-3.
Book Reviews
Floating worlds , by Cecilia Holland. Imperial
earth , by Arthur Clarke. The New Republic
(March 20, 1976) 28-9.
SHATTUCK, CHARLES, Professor
Books
Shakespeare on the American stage: from the
Hallams to Edwin Booth. Washington: Folger
Shakespeare Library.
UROFF, M. D., Associate Professor
Articles
Confluent, Sylvia Plath si Ted Hughes. Steaua.
Revista a Uniunii Scriitorilor din Republics
Socialista Romania (27:May) 51-2.
VAN WALLEGHEN, MICHAEL J., Associate Professor
The last hangover in March, The escape artist.
A Lake Superior Journal (No. 2) 46-7.
Arizona movies.
346-50.
The Hudson Review (29: Fall)
WHEELER, RICHARD P., Associate Professor
Articles
Intimacy and irony in 'The blind man.' The D. H.
Lawrence Review (9:Summer) 236-53.
Book Reviews
Yeats: a psychoanalytic study, by Brenda Webster.
American Imago (32:Fall) 309-14.
WILKIE, BRIAN, Professor
Book Reviews
Angel of apocalypse: Blake's idea of Milton, by
Joseph TVnthon Wittreich, Jr. English Language
Notes (14) 69-71.
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DOCTORAL DISSERTATinNS
ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Babakhanian, Grace Schneck (G. Hendrick) , Expatri-
ation and exile as themes in the fiction of
Jean Rhys
.
Bennett, Fordyce Richard (G. Hendrick), Bronson
Alcott: The transcendental reformer as
educator.
Brebach, Emily Sullivan (A. Holaday) , The structure
of John Lyly's court comedies.
Brebach, Raymond Thomas (D. Kramer), The making
of Romance : A study in literary collaboration.
Buchholz, William James (J. Stillinger) , Keats's
dreaming imagination.
Dieterich, Daniel John (A. C. Purves) , The
training of college students in Illinois as
critical receivers of public persuasion.
Frey, Christine Elisabeth (N. Baym) , The evolution
of the lone heroine in the novels of Ellen
Glasgow.
Hamilton, Sharon Saros (A. Holaday), John Ford's
tragedies: The double perspective.
Hancock, John William (A. C. Purves), Changing
the role of the high school student in the
English classroom.
Hoeveler, Diane Long (B. Wilkie), The erotic
apocalypse: The androgynous ideal in Blake
and Shelley.
Kahan, Andrew Jacob (A. Holaday), White magic
and the drama of the English Renaissance.
Mahin, Linda Ruth (C. Nelson), Experiments in
fiction: The poetic vision of Samuel Beckett,
Jorge Luis Borges, and Robert Coover.
May, Judith Stinson (F. Hodgins) , Family and
aggression in the Leatherstocking series.
Palmer, Richard Allen (U. M. Kaufman), Dylan
Thomas and the metaphysical mode: A study
of shared sensibilities.
Peterson, Richardson (G. Hendrick), New realism
in white writers' portrayal of the southern
Negro, 1922-1932.
Scholer, William Charles (R. Schneider) , Bulwer-
Lytton and the supernatural.
Seabury, Marcia Bundy (H. Harder), Marriage and
dialogue in the novels of E. M. Forster and
D. H. Lawrence.
Starr, Margaret Morgan (C. Sanders), The visual
imaginations of William Carlos Williams: A
study of Pictures from Brueghel .
Tasca, Diane Adriane (R. L. Schneider), The role
of the omniscient narrator in nineteenth-century
British narrative poetry.
Warren, Lelane Eddie (J. A. Dussinger) , Henry
Fielding and the search for history: The
hlstoriographical context of Tom Jones .
Weinbaum, Francine Schneider (B. Benstock)
,
Aspiration and betrayal in Paul Scott's
The Raj Quartet .
COWAN, J RONAYNE, Assistant Professor
Books
With R. S. Schuh
Spoken Hausa. Ithaca, N.Y.: Spoken Language
Services, Inc., 378 pp.
Articles
Reading, perceptual strategies and contrastive
analysis. Language Learning (26:1) 95-105.
With Z. Sarmad
Reading performance of bilingual children according
to type of school and home language. Language
Learning (26:2) 353-76.
DICKERSON, WAYNE B., Assistant Professor
Articles
Phonological variability in proniinciation instruc-
tion: a principled approach. TESOL Quarterly (10)
177-91.
Reflecting linguistic insight in pedagogical
materials: the case of English phonology. ITL,
A Review of Applied Linguistics (33:Sept) 27-34.
The psycholinguistic unity of language learning and
language change. Language Learning (26:2) 215-31.
ENTOMOLOGY
DELCOMYN, FRED, Assistant Professor
Articles
PrograiTiming for the inexperienced user: machine
independence and free-fomat input. Inter-
national Journal of Bio-nedical Conputing (7)
131-41.
An approach to the study of neural activity
during behaviour in insects. Journal o f Insect
Physiology (22) 1223-27.
With M. D. Burns
Semiautomatic processing of neurophysiological
data. I. A device for measuring potential
intervals from film. International Journal of
Bio-medical Computing (7) 307-17.
FRAENKEL, GOTTFRIED S., Professor, Emeritus
Chapters in Books
Molting and development in undersized fly
larvae. In The insect integument , ed. by H. R.
Hepburn. Elsevier Scientific Publishing,
pp. 323-38.
FRIEDMAN, STANLEY, Professor and Head of Department
Articles
With J. E. Freier
Effect of host infection with Plasaodiun
gallinaceum on the reproductive capacity of
Aedes aegypti . Journal of Invertebrate
Pathology (28) 161-66.
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JAYCOX, ELBERT R. , Professor, See Horticulture.
KARDATZKE, JA'IES T., Graduate Student
Articles
Maintenance and transportation of female
mosquitoes collected in the field. Mosquito
News (36) 527-29.
KOGAN, MARCOS, Associate Professor, See Agricultural
Entomology
LA BERGE, WALLACE E., Professor, See Agricultural
Entomology
LARSEN, JOSEPH R. , Director, School of Life Sciences
Chapters in Books
With G. M. Booth, R. W. Rhees and D. Ferrell
Determination of the release of bound Fluchloralin
residues from soil to water. In Bound and Con-
jugated Pesticide Residues , ed. by D. D. Kaufman,
G. G. Still, G. D. Paulson and S. K. Baudal.
American Chemical Society, Washington, District
of Columbia, pp. 364-65.
Articles
With V. G. Dethier and A. Broadbent
Brain of the black blowfly, Phormia regina
(Diptera: Calliphoridae) . International Journal
of Insect Morphology and Embryology (5) 79-106.
With R. W. Gundersen
Anilin blue and silver nitrate for staining
nerve tissue. Stain Technology (51) 206-8.
With R. E. Harbach
Ultrastructure of sensilla on the distal
antennal segment of adult Oncopeltus fasciatus
(Hemiptera: Lygaeidae) . International Journal
of Insect Morphology and Embryology (5) 23-33.
With L. G. Pappas
Gustatory hairs on the mosquito, Culiseta inornata .
Journal of Experimental Zoology (196) 351-60.
Labellar chordontonal organs of the mosquito,
Culiseta inornata (Williston) (Diptera: Culicidae).
International Journal of Insect Morphology and
Embryology (5) 145-50.
With J. L. Petersen and G. B. Craig, Jr.
Palp-antenna a homeotic mutant in Aedes aegypti .
Journal of Heredity (67) 71-78.
With A. T. Whitehead
Ultrastructure of the contact chemoreceptors of
Apis mellifera (L.) (Hymenoptera: Apidae)
.
International Journal of Insect Morphology and
Embryology (5:No. 4/5) 301-15.
Electrophysiological responses of galeal contact
chemoreceptors of Apis mellifera to selected
sugars and electrolytes. Journal of Insect
Physiology (22) 1609-16.
LUCKMANN, WILLIAM H., Professor, See Agricultural
Entomology
IlETCALF, ROBERT L. , Professor
Books Edited
With J. J. HcKelvey, Jr.
The future for insecticides: needs and prospects.
New York: V/iley-Interscience, 526 pp.
Chapters in Books
Organochlorine insecticides. In The future for
insecticides: needs and prospects , ed. R. L.
Metcalf and J. J. McKelvey, Jr. New York: Wiley-
Interscience, pp. 223-85.
Pesticides. In Encyclopedia of environmental
science and engineering , ed. E. N. Ziegler and
J. P. Pfafflin. Gordon and Breach, Science
Publishers, pp. 673-87.
Articles
With L. K. Cole and J. R. Scinborn
Environmental fate of insecticides in terrestrial
model ecosystems. International Journal of
Environmental Studies (10), 7-14.
Inhibition of corn growth by aldrin and the
insecticides fate in a terrestrial model ecosystem.
Environmental Entomology (5), 583-89.
With L. G. Hansen, P. O. Beamer and D. W. Wilson
Effects of feeding polychlorinated biphenyls to
broiler cockerals in three dietary regimens.
Poultry Science (55), 1084-88.
With A. Lee, P. Lu and E. Hsu
The environmental fate of three dichlorophenyl
nitrophenyl either herbicides in a rice paddy
model ecosystem. Journal of Environmental
Quality (5), 482-86.
With H. L. Nigg and I. P. Kapoor
DDT and selected analogues as microsomal oxidase
inhibitors in the mouse. Archives of Environ-
mental Contamination Toxicology (2)
,
With K. A. Reinbold
426-36.
Effects of the synergist piperonyl butoxide on
metabolism of pesticides in green sunfish.
Pesticide Biochemistry Physiology (6), 401-12.
With J. R. Sanborn, W. N. Bruce and P. Lu
The fate of chlordane and toxaphene in a
terrestrial aquatic model ecosystem. Environ-
mental Entomology (5), 533-38.
PRICE, PETER W. , Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
With M. E. Irwin
Entomophogous insects in a soybean pest control
strategy. In International Agricultural Publica-
tions . Expanding the use of soybeans: proceedings
of a conference for Asia and Oceania . Inter-
10 , ed . by
Urbana
,
national soybean program series no
R. M. Goodman. University of Illinois:
pp. 108-13.
Articles
Colonization of crops by arthropods: Non-
equilibrium communities in soybean fields.
Environmental Entomology (5) 605-11.
With M. S. McClure
Ecotope characteristics of coexisting
Erythroneura leafhoppers (Homoptera: Cicadellidae)
on Sycamore. Ecology (57) 928-40.
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with B. J. Rathcke
Anomalous diversity of tropical ichneumonid
parasitoids: a predation hypothesis. American
Nature (110) 889-93.
With D. Seigler
Secondary compounds in plants: primary functions.
American Nature (110) 101-5.
With G. P. Waldbauer and J. G. Sternburg
Aristapedia in a hymenopteran parasitoid.
Entomology News (87) 98-100.
With M. F. Hillson
Some consequences for a parasitic herbivore, the
milkweed longhorn beetle, Tetraopes tetrophthalmusy
of a host-plant shift from Asclepias syriaca to
A. verticillata . Oecologia (25) 331-40.
RUESINK, WILLIAM G., Assistant Professor, See
Agricultural Entomology
STANNARD, LEWIS J., Professor, Emeritus
Articles
A synopsis of some ant-mimicking thrips, with
special reference to the American fauna.
Journal of ICansas Entomological Society (49:No. 4)
492-508.
STERNBURG, JAMES G., Professor
Articles
With G. P. VJaldbauer
Emergence of Hyalophora cecropia (Saturniidae)
blocked by seeds in the cocoon valve. Journal
of the Lepidopterists' Society (30) 131-32.
Saturniid moths as mimics: an alternative inter-
pretation of attempts to demonstrate mimetic
advantage in nature. Evolution (29) 650-58.
With G. P. Waldbauer and P. U. Price
Aristapedia in a hymenopteran parasitoid.
Entomological News (87) 98-100.
Saturniid moths as mimics: an alternative inter-
pretation of attempts to demonstrate mimetic
advantage in nature. Evolution (29) 650-58.
Book review
Insects, Science, and Society, by David Pimentel
.
A Review Bulletin of the Entomological Society of
America (22) 90.
WILLIS, JUDITH H., Associate Professor, See Genetics
and Development
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Adams, Cheryl Lynn (R. B. Selander) , The biology of
blister beetles of the vitata group of the genus
Epicauta (Coleaptera meloidae )
.
Chang, Chang-shyan Caroline (R. Metcalf ) , The kinetic
and dynamic studies of the penetration through
insect pretarsus.
Chen, Andrew Chung-Hsin (S. Friedman), Hormonal
regulation of trehalose metabolism in the adult
blow fly, Phormia reglna meig.
Cherry, Ronald Howard (W. H. Luckmann) , Field survival
of Bathyplectes curculionis (Thomson), a parasite
of the alfalfa weevil.
Chic, Li-Chun Li (R. L. Metcalf), A comparative
pharmacodynamic study of six insecticides in
eight insect species.
Harbach, Ralph Edward (J. R. Larson), Antennal
sensilla and hygroreception in the adult mealworm
beetle Tenebrio molitor L (Coleoptera: tenebrio -
nidae)
.
Novak, Robert John (W. Horsfall), The influence of
oviposition site on focality of the inland flood-
water mosquito.
Sirisingh, Sathorn (W. Luckmann), Biological synopsis
and conditions that favor stored soybean infestations
by the almond moth, Cadra cautella (Walker).
WALDBAUER, GILBERT P., Professor
Chapters in Books
With M. Kogan
Bean leaf beetles: bionomics and economic role
in soybean agroecosystems . In VJorld Soybean
Research, Proceedings World Soybean Research
Conference, 1975 , ed. by L. D. Hill. Danville,
Illinois: Interstate Printers and Publishers,
pp. 619-28.
Articles
\)ith H. Kogan
Bean leaf beetle: phenological relationship with
soybean and seasonal occurrence of eggs and
adults. Environmental Entomology (5) 35-44.
With P. M. Price and J. G. Sternburg
Aristapedia in a hymenopteran parasitoid.
Entomological News (87) 98-100.
With J. G. Sternburg
Emergence of Hyalophora cecropia (Saturniidae)
blocked by seeds in the cocoon valve. Journal
of the Lepidopterists' Society (30) 131-32.
INSTITUTE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
BRILL, E. DOWNEY, JR., Assistant Professor. See Civil
Engineering.
BURDGE, RABEL J., Associate Professor
Books
With N. H. Cheek, Jr., and D. R. Field
Leisure and Recreation Places: Ann Arbor. Ann Arbor
Science Publishers, Inc.
Articles
With D. R. Yoesting
The Utility of a Leisure Orientation Scale. Iowa
State Journal of Research (50:4) 345-356.
With J. Hendricks
Education for Modern Leisure. Society and Leisure
(8:4).
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with P. D. Warner and S. D. Hoffman
Exploring Sampling Lists for State-wide Mailed
Questionnaire Surveys. Proceedings: Rural Sociology
Section, Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station,
annual meeting of Southern Assoc of Agricultural
Scientists. Reprinted in Rural Sociology in the
South , 1976, Virginia Steelman, ed.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With P. D. Warner and S. Hoffman
ing Kentucky, U of Kentucky, Lexington:
Public Needs and Concerns in Kentucky
Purchase Extension Area
Pennyrile Extension Area
Green River Extension Area
Mammoth Cave Extension Area
Lincoln Trail Extension Area
Louisville Extension Area
Northern Kentucky Extension Area
Licking River Extension Area
Northeast Kentucky Extension Area
Quicksand Extension Area
Fort Harrod Extension Area
Wilderness Trail Extension Area
Lake Cumberland Extension Area
Bluegrass Extension Area
Community Services
Congressional Data Book
Education
Land Use Planning
Energy Issues
B., Professor and Director of Institute
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Economic Feasibility of a Process for Removal of SO2
from Stack Gases of Coal-fired Power Plants and for
Production of a Fertilizer Material. Report to
Illinois Institute for Environmental Quality, 10,031B
June, 1976.
HOPKE, PHILIP K., Assistant Professor
Issues Fac
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JAFFE, AUSTIN J., Graduate Teaching Assistant
Article
Computer-assisted instruction and real estate
investment analysis. The Real Estate Appraiser
(it2:Nov-Dec) 21-28.
LEE, CHENG-FEW, Associate Professor
Articles
Functional form and the dividend effect of the
electric utility industry. Journal of Finance (31)
11*81-85.
Investment horizon and the functional form of the
capital asset pricing model. The Review of
Economics and Statistics (58) 356-63.
A note on the interdependent structure of security
returns. Journal of Financial and Quantitative
Analysis (11) 73-86.
On the relationship between the systematic risk
and the investment horizon. Journal of Financial
and Quantitative Analysis (11) 803-15.
Perfomance measure, systematic risk and errors-in-
variables estimation method. Journal of Economics
and Business (29) 122-27.
With A. L. Danielson
Specifying the demand equations for crude oil, coal,
and natural gas. Applied Econcmics (8) 229-30.
With A. L. Danielson
A simultaneous equation for energy resources.
Proceedings of Business and Economic Statistics
Section
, American Statistical Association, 261-65.
With W. P. Floyd
Block recursive systems in asset pricing models
.
Journal of Finance (31) 1101-13.
With W. P. Floyd
The capital asset pricing expressed as a recursive
system: an empirical investigation. Journal of
Financial and Quantitative Analysis (11) 237-t9.
With J. B. Kau
The functional form in estimating the density
gradient: an empirical investigation. Journal of
American Statistical Association (28) 326-27.
With J. B. Kau
Capital-land substitution and urban land use.
Journal of Regional Science (16) 83-92.
With J. B. Kau
Functional form, density gradient, and price
elasticity of demand for housing. Urban Studies
(13) 193-200.
With J. A. Verbrugge
Alternative specification , measurements , and the
relative importance of monetary and fiscal policy.
Proceedings of Business and Economic Statistics
Section
, American Statistical Association, tOO-Ull.
MEHR, ROBERT I., Professor
Book Revised
Principles of insurance. Homewood, IL: Richard D.
Irvin, 758pp.
Articles
Taxation, 1976. World Topics Year Book , 416-17.
U.S. business, 1975. World Topics Year Book ,
41+0-43.
With S. W. Forbes and B. A. Hedges
Operational objectives for risk management. The
Israel Review of Business Economics (2:1) 19-31.
REILLY, FRANK K. , Professor
Articles
A three-tier stock market and corporate financing.
Financial Management (4:3) 7-15.
With E. A. Dyl
Inflation and portfolio management: be nimble.
Journal of Portfolio Management (2:3) 20-26.
With E. F. Drzyciraski
Vote Republican. Barron's (October, 1976) 5, 18.
With M. D. Joehnk
The association between market-determined risk
measures for bonds and bond ratings . Journal of
Finance (31:5) 1387-1403.
SIRMANS, C. F., JR., Assistant Professor
Articles
An econometric analysis of urban travel behavior
between residence and work site. American Real
Estate and Urban Economics Association Journal
(4:2) 19-31.
With J. B. Kau
New, repeat, and return migration: a study of
migrant types. Southern Economic Journal (43:2)
1144-48.
With J. B. Kau
Migration and the quality of life. Review of
Regional Studies (6:1) 30-41.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Hire, Geoffrey Arthur (J. A. Gentry), The simultaneous
investment-financing simulation model (SIFSIM)
.
Kennedy, Kenneth Francis (R. I. Mehr) , A case study
in private vs. public enterprise: The Manitoba
experience with automobile insurance.
Leonard, David Charles (R. Mayer), An analysis of the
net redemption problem in the mutual fund industry.
Mousa, Osama Mohammed Zaki Abdalla (C. T. Arlt) , The
impact of monetary policy on the economic growth
of the Arab Republic of Egypt during 1961 through
1973.
Uchida, Mark Fredrick (R. Mayer), Security risk,
input generation and portfolio selection.
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FOOD SCIENCE
AYERNOR, GEORGE S
.
, Research Associate JOHNSTON, PATRICIA V., Associate Professor
Articles
Particulate properties and rheology of pregelled
yam Dioscorea rotundata products. Journal of Food
Science (41) 180-2.
BELL, ROMA R. , Assistant Professor
See Human Resources and Family Studies
CHERYAN, MUNIR, Assistant Professor
Articles
With P. J. van Wyk, T. Richardson, N. F. Olson
Stability characteristics of pepsin immobilized on
protein-coated glass used for continuous milk
coagulation. Biotechnology and Bioengineering (18)
273-9.
Chapters in Bootes
With B. I. Roots
Neuron-glia relationships. Chapter 16 of the Hand-
book of Clinical Neurology , Vol. 28 entitled Meta-
bolic and Deficiency Diseases of the Nervous System,
Part II, ed. by P. J. Vinken and G. W. Bruyn.
Amsterdam, The Netherlands: North Holland Publishing,
pp. 401-21.
Articles
With S. D. Simons
Prenatal and postnatal protein restriction in the
rat: effect on some parameters related to brain
development, and prospects for rehabilitation.
Journal of Neurochemistry (27) 63-9.
KUMMEROW, FREDA., Professor
DRAPER, HAROLD H., Professor
Articles
With R. R. Bell
Glutathione peroxidase activity and glutathione
concentration in genetically dystrophic mice
(39431) . Proceedings of the Society for Experi-
mflntal Biology and Medicine (152) 520-3.
With N. N. Vilas, R. R. Bell
Influence of dietary peroxides, selenium and vita-
min E on glutathione peroxidase of the gastroin-
testinal tract. The Journal of Nutrition (160:5)
589-95.
ERDMAN, JOHN W., JR., Assistant Professor
Book Reviews
Prevention of microbial and parasitic hazards
associated with processed foods: a guide for the
food processor. National Academy of Sciences.
Food Technology (30:1) 81.
A teaching manual on food and nutrition for non-
science majors by D. Melnick. Food Technology (30)
96-7.
HASKELL, BETTY E., Professor
Articles
With T. Mehta et al.
Tissue distribution and metabolism of the Lathyrus
sativus neurotoxin, L-3-oxalylamino-2-aminopropionic
acid, in the squirrel monkey. Journal of Neuro-
chemistry (27) 1327-31.
With S. B. Bowlus
A new synthesis of L-2-amino-3-oxalylaminopropionic
acid, the Lathyrus sativus neurotoxin. Journal of
Organic Chemistry (41:1) 159-60.
With G. Wu, S. B. Bowlus, K. S. Kim
L-2-oxalylamino-3-aminopropionic acid, an isomer
of Lathyrus sativus neurotoxin. Phytochemi stry
(15) 1257-9.
Articles
With W. Y. Huang
Cholesterol and fatty acid synthesis in swine.
Lipids (11:1) 34-41.
With R. G. Perkins
Major lipid classes in plasma membrane isolated
from liver of rats fed a hepatocarcinogen. Bio-
chimica et Biophysica Acta (424) 469-80.
With B. H. S. Cho et al.
Additive risk factors in atherosclerosis. The
American Journal of Clinical Nutrition (29) 579-84.
With A. Kamio, W. Y. T. Huang, S. Takebayashi
Cellular aggregates in long-term cultures of swine
aortic smooth muscle cell : an electron microscopic
study. Medical Bulletin Fukuoka University (3)
367-75.
With A. Kamio, B. H. S. Cho, S. Takebayashi
Light and electron microscopic studies of diffuse
intimal thickening in young and aging swine aortae.
Medical Bulletin Fukuoka University (3) 377-88.
With B. H. S. Cho
Use of rhodamine as a means of detecting lipid
deposition in the aorta. Artery (2) 431-37.
NELSON, ALVIN I., Professor
Articles
With S. Ku et al.
Extraction of oligosaccharides during cooking of
whole soybeans. Journal of Food Science (41) 361-4.
With H. K. Leung, M. P. Steinberg, L. S. Wei
Water binding of macromolecules determined by pulsed
NMR. Journal of Food Science (41) 297-300
With M. P. Steinberg, L. S. Wei
Illinois process for preparation of soymilk.
Journal of Food Science (41) 57-61.
With P. E. Priepke, L. S. Wei
Refrigerated storage of prepackaged salad vege-
tables. Journal of Food Science (41) 379-82.
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with M. M. Chaudry, E. G. Perkins
Distribution of aldrin and dieldrin in soybeans, oil
and by-products during processing. Journal American
Oil Chemists Society (53:11) 695-7.
NISHIDA, TOSHIRO, Professor
Articles
With V. Piran
Release of fatty acids from phosphatidylcholine by
lecithin-cholesterol acyltransferase. Journal of
Biochemistry (80:4) 887-9.
With M. Janado, K. Shimada, N. Horie
/additional evidence for hydrophobic bond formation
in the adsorption of sulfanilamide on bio-gel beads.
Journal of Biochemistry (80:1) 69-71.
With M. Janado, K. Shimada
Thermodynamic characteristics of the adsorption of
sulfanilamide, phenol, and n-butanol on bio-gel
beads. Journal of Biochemistry (79:3) 513-20.
With J. P. Sharma, R. F. Bevill
High-pressure liquid chromatographic separation,
identification, and determination of sulfa drugs
and their metabolites in urine. Journal of
Pharmaceutical Science (65) 1606-8.
STEINBERG, MARVIN P., Professor
Articles
With S. Ku, et al.
Extraction of oligosaccharides during coo)cing of
whole soybeans. Journal of Food Science (41) 361-4.
With H. K. Leung, L. S. Wei, A. I. Nelson
Water binding of macromolecules determined by pulsed
NMR. Journal of Food Science (41) 297-300.
With A. I. Nelson, L. S. Wei
Illinois process for preparation of soymilk. Jour-
nal of Food Science (41) 57-61.
TOBIAS, JOSEPH, Professor
ORDAL, Z. JOHN, Professor
Chapter in a Book
With R. I. Tomlins
Thermal injury and inactivation in vegetative
bacteria. In Inhibition and inactivation of vege -
tative microbes , ed. by F. A. Skinner and W. B.
Hugo. London: Academic Press, pp. 153-90.
Articles
With G. H. Adams
Effects of thermal stress and reduced water activity
on conidia of Asperigillus parasiticus . Journal of
Food Science (41:3) 547-50.
With S. E. Martin, R. S. Flowers
Catalase: its effect on microbial enumeration.
Applied and Environmental Microbiology (32:5) 731-4.
Book Review
Staphylococci and their significance in foods, by
Theodore E. Minor and E. H. Marth. American Society
for Microbiology News (42 :December) 721.
PERKINS, EDWARD G., Professor
Chapter in a Book
Organoleptic properties of dair^ products. In
Dairy technology and engineering , ed. by Harper and
Hall. Connecticut: Avi Publishing, pp. 75-140.,
WEI.LUN-SHIN Professor
Articles
With P. E. Priepke, A. I. Nelson
Refrigerated storage of prepackaged salad vegetables.
Journal of Food Science (41) 379-82.
With S. Ku, et al.
Extraction of oligosaccharides during cooking of
whole soybeans. Journal of Food Science (41)
361-64.
With H. K. Leung, M. P. Steinberg, A. I. Nelson
Water binding of macromolecules determined by pulsed
NMR. Journal of Food Science (41) 297-300.
With A. I. Nelson, M. P. Steinberg
Illinois process for preparation of soymilk.
Journal of Food Science (41) 57-61.
Articles
Chemical, nutritional and metabolic studies of
heated fats. I. Chemical aspects. Revue Francaise
des Corps Gras (23) 257-62.
Chemical nutritional and metabolic studies of
heated fats. II. Nutritional aspects. Revue
Francaise des Corps Gras (23) 313-22.
With W. T. Iwaoka
Nutritional effects of the cyclic monomers of methyl
linolenate in the rat. Lipids (11:1) 349-53.
With A. Hsieh
Nutrition and metabolic studies of methyl esters of
dimeric fatty acids in the rat. Lipids (11:10)
763-8.
With M. M. Chaudry, A. I. Nelson
Distribution of aldrin and dieldrin in soybeans, oil
and by-products during processing. Journal of the
American Oil Chemists' Society (53:11) 695-7.
WHITNEY, ROBERT MoL. , Professor
Articles
With J. R. Brunner, et al.
Nomenclature of the proteins of cow's milk: fourth
revision. Journal of Dairy Science (59) 785-815.
With G. V. Reddy, J. v. Lin, S. J. Tyner
The quality of concentrated skim milk sterilized
at ultra -high temperatures. Illinois Research
(18:4) 5-6.
WITTER, LLOYD D., Professor
Articles
With J. W. Moran
TUi automated rapid test for Escherichia coli in milk.
Journal of Food Science (41:1) 165-7.
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An automated rapid method for measuring fecal
pollution. Water and Sewage Works (123:5) 66-7.
Effect of temperature and pH on the growth of
Caryophanon latum colonies. Canadian Journal of
Microbiology (22:9) 1401-3.
With J. W. Moran, T. L. Smith
A new test for milk and water safety. Illinois
Research (18:2) 6-7.
Effect of potential water pollutants and enzyme
inhibitors on an automated rapid test for Escherichia
coli . Applied and Environmental Microbiology (32:4)
645-6.
Book Review
Industrial mycology, by J. E. Smith and D. R. Berry.
The filamentous fungi. Food Technology (30:3) 90.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Luttrell, William Reed (L. W. Wei), Development and
evaluation of commercially sterile whole soybean
beverage.
Means, Jay Courtney (E. G. Perkins), Laser pyrolysis
gas chromatography - mass spectrometry of organic
compounds.
Park, Ki-Hong (M. P. Steinberg), Elucidation of the
extrusion puffing process.
FORESTRY
ARNOLD, LESTER E. , Forester
Articles
Dixon Springs Agricultural Center weather in 1975.
Update 76 , 4, 237-43.
With R. E. Nelson
The effects of early thinning on a 38-year-old
shortleaf pine plantation in southern Illinois.
Update 76 , 4, 179-80.
With M. A. Akhtar, G. L. Rolfe
Dynamics of nutrient cycling in oak-hickory. Update
76, 4, 181-4.
With G. L. Rolfe
Water quality and yield from southern Illinois water-
sheds. Update 76 , 4^, 185-6.
With A. R. Gilmore, R. A. Young
The effect of fertilizer and disking on cottonwood
survival and growth on degraded soils in southern
Illinois. Update 76 , 4^, 187-90.
With F. A. mnter et al.
Wildlife habitat management at the Dixon Springs
Agricultural Center. Update 76 , 4, 233-4.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With M. A. Akhtar, G. L. Rolfe
Litter decomposition in oak-hickory forests in
southern Illinois. Illinois Agricultural Experiment
Station Forestry Research Report (76-6) 3 pp.
With R. D. Applegate, G. L. Rolfe
Estimates of honeysuckle browse production. Illinois
Agricultural Experiment Station Forestry Research
Report (76-7) 2 pp.
Common wildlife food plants in loblolly (Plnus taedl
L.) and shortleaf pine (P. echinata Mill) plantations
in southern Illinois. Illinois Agricultural Experi-
ment Station Forestry Research Report (76-8) 2 pp.
Sassafras ( Sassafras albidum (Nutt.) Nees.) browse
in southern Illinois pine plantations and a-
bandoned fields. Illinois Agricultural Experiment
Station Forestry Research Report (76-10) 2 pp.
BAZZAZ, FAKHRI, A., Associate Professor, See Botany.
CHOW, POO, Associate Professor
Envlron-
Articles
The use of crop residues for board making.
mental Conservation 3(l):59-62.
Effects of moisture on hardness of twenty-nine
commercial wood-based panels. Forest Products
Journal 26(7):41-4.
Properties of medium-density, dry-formed fiberboard
from seven hardwood residues and bark. Forest
Products Journal 26(5):48-55.
Numerical control in the wood industry. Forest
Products Journal 26(6):4.
Development of wood utilization in CThina. Forest
Products Journal 26(12) :55-7.
Creep analysis of selected birch (Betula spp.)
veneered wood-base composite panels. lUFRO Division
V, Working Party on Panel Products
,
paper no. 4-3
(Helsinki, Finland) 6 pp.
Utilization of red oak (Quercus rubra L.) sawdust
and bark in preservative treated phenolic bonded
fiberboard panels. lUFRO Division V, Working Party
on Panel Products
,
paper no. 2-3 (Helsinki,
Finland) 13 pp.
A review of current research on panel products.
lUFRO Division V, Working Party on Panel Products
,
paper no. 1-1 (Helsinki, Finland) 3 pp.
China's Forestry Technique Modern Third City. The
News-Gazette 125(54):2.
Evolution of EPA and OSHA rulings in the wood
industries and hardwood uses in the midwest.
Proceedings of Forest Product Research Society
Midwest Section , Madison, Wise, October 1976, 45 pp.
DWYER, JOHN F. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Forestry issues in an urban economy. Journal of
Forestry (74:January) 21-3, 28.
Preservation of wilderness: Adirondack issues and
prospects. Journal of Forestry (74:October) 692-4.
The Adirondack Park: A century of controversy.
Journal of Soil and Water Conservation (31:September-
October) 214-7.
GERDEMANN, JAMES W. , Professor, See Plant Pathology.
GILMORE, ALVAN R., Professor
Articles
Relationship between soil, foliage, stemwood and
growth of planted cottonwood in southern Illinois.
Soil Science 121:301-6.
I
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With R. A. Young
Effects of various camping intensities on soil
properties in Illinois campgrounds. Soil Science
Society of America Journal 40:908-11.
With D. T. Walters
Allelopathic effects of fescue on the growth of
sweetgum. Journal of Chemical Ecology 2:469-79.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
The effects of planting methods on survival of
Cottonwood seedlings. Tree Planters' Notes 27:11,
20.
With W. R. Boggess
Changes in a reforested soil associated with tree
species and time. I. Soil organic content and pH
in pine plantations. Illinois Agricultural Experi-
ment Station Forestry Research Report (76-4) 5 pp.
With D. T. Walters
Effects of soil and past agricultural practices on
the growth of planted sweetgum in southern Illinois.
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station Forestry
Research Report (76-5) 5 pp.
JOKELA, JALHER J., Associate Professor
Articles
With W. R. Lovett
Selection and breeding eastern cottonwood for
resistance to foliage diseases. Proceedings Lake
States Forest Tree Improvement Conference 12:122-31.
With J. D. Paxton, E. J. Zegar
Marssonina leaf spot and rust on eastern cottonwood.
Plant Disease Report 60(12) :1020-24
.
KOEPPE, DAVID E., Associate Professor, See Agronomy.
PELZ, DIETER R. , Assistant Professor
Bulletins or Technical Reports
IFSAS - The Illinois forest sampling simulator.
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station Forestry
Research Report (76-1) 4 pp.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With M. A. Akhtar, L. E. Arnold
Litter decomposition in oak-hickory forests In
southern Illinois. Illinois Agricultural Experi-
ment Station Forestry Research Report (76-6) 6 pp.
With R. D. Applegate and L. E. Arnold
Estimates of honeysuckle browse production. Illinois
Agricultural Experiment Station Forestry Research
Report (76-7) 2 pp.
Common wildlife food plants in loblolly (Plnus taeda
L.) and shortleaf pine (P. echinata Mill. ) plan-
tations in southern Illinois. Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station Forestry Research Report (76-8)
2 pp.
Sassafras (Sassafras albidum (Nutt.) Nees.) browse
in southern Illinois pine plantations and a-
bandoned fields. Illinois Agricultural Experiment
Station Forestry Research Report (76-10) 3 pp.
With M. Mcintosh
Effects of beef-cattle waste on seedling growth of
shortleaf pine (Plnus echinata Mill.) and loblolly
pine (P. taeda L,). Illinois Agricultural Experi-
ment Station Forestry Research Report (76-9) 6 pp.
With K. A. Reinbold
Lead concentrations in an ecosystem Including rural
and urban areas. Illinois Research 18(3):12-13.
With L. E. Arnold
Forestry research changes direction at Dixon Springs
Agricultural Center. Illinois Research 18(2): 17.
YOUNG, ROBERT A. , Forester
Articles
With A. R. Gilmore
Effects of various camping Intensities on soil
properties In Illinois campgrounds. Soil Science
Society of America Journal 40:908-11.
ROLFE, GARY L. , Associate Professor
Articles
With J. C. Mlcell, D. R. Pelz, J. M. Edgington
Brownfleld Woods, Illinois: Woody vegetation and
changes since 1960. American Midland Naturalist
(In press).
With M. A. Akhtar, L. E. Arnold
Nutrient cycling in oak-hickory forests: 1. Pre-
cipitation, throughfall and stemflow. In Proceedings
of the First Central Hardwood Forest Conference
,
Southern Illinois University, Carbondale.
With J. C. Mlcell, L. E. Arnold, W. R. Boggess
Dry matter production and nutrient pools and fluxes
In a loblolly and shortleaf pine plantation. In
Proceedings of the First Central Hardwood Forest
Conference , Southern Illinois University, Carbondale.
FRENCH
ACCAD, EVELYNE, Assistant Professor
Chapters in Books
Entre deux. In Contes et nouvelles de langue
frangaise ( Concours k ) , Sherbrooke , Quebec : Editions
Cosmos, pp. 2-29.
Articles
La longue marche des heroines des romans modernes du
Machrek et du Maghreb. Presence Frajicophone (12:
Spring) 3-11.
Poems. Mundus Artium (60:No. 2) SU-ST.
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Book Reviews
Les feiranes de Gennevilliers, by Miohele Manceaux.
French Review (1*9: No. 5) 810-11.
Litterature litanaise de langue frangaise, by
Saher Khalaf. French Review (l<9:No. 3) hJJ.
Nineteen and ten: can is a feeling, by Giri Tikku.
Books Abroad (50:No. 2) 1*67.
Topographie ideale pour une agression caracterisee,
by Rachid Boudjedra. Books Abroad (50: No. 3) TOU.
Women of the third world: twenty stories set in
Africa, Asia and Latin America, by Naomi Katz and
Nancy Milton. Books Abroad (50:No. 2) 1*83-1*.
ALDRIDGE, A. OWEN, Professor. See Comparative Literature
BOWEN, BARBARA C, Professor
Articles
Jacques Tahureau revisited. French Studies (30)
19-27.
La revanche verbale dans la farce frangaise de la
Renaissance. Kwartalnik NeofiloloRiczny (23) 57-61*.
Book Reviews
Saint-Simon memorialist : "un enchatnement si
singulier. . .", by Herbert De Ley. Clio (6:No. 1}
102-3.
GAENG, PAUL A., Professor and Head of Department
Books
With Mario A. Pei
The story of Latin and the romance languages.
New York: Harper & Row, 356pp.
HAIDU, PETER, Professor
Book Reviews
Crossroad of intentions, by Evelyn Birge Vitz. Modern
Language Notes (91:French issue).
JAHIEL, EDWIN, Professor
Articles
Films about filmmakers. Literature /Film Quarterly
(l*:Ko. 1*) 3I49-59.
JENKINS, FREDERIC M. , Associate Professor
Articles
Cinema-verite
,
golf-bi.jou , and sandwich beurre in
contemporary French. Studies in the Linguistic
Sciences (6:No. l) 1-21.
Book Reviews
Problemes de langage, 5e serie, by Maurice Grevisse.
Romance Philology (30) 250-3.
JOST, FRAN50IS, Professor. See Comparative Literature.
KOLB, PHILIP, Professor Emeritus
Books
Le carnet de 1908. (Cahiers Marcel Proust,
nouvelle serie 8.) Paris: Gallimard, 209pp.
Marcel Proust: texte etabli, present! et annote.
Tome II, 1896-1901. Paris: Plon, 526+21pp.
Revisions of a Book
Marcel Proust—Jacques Riviere: correspondance
19ll'-1922 presentee et annotee. Edition
augmentee et corrigee (rev. ed.). Paris: Gallimard,
353pp.
Marcel Proust: texte etabli, presente et annote.
Tome I, 1880-1895. (rev. ed.). Paris: Plon, 1*88:
Articles
Lettre a un artiste CMaxime Dethomas]. Bulletin
de la Societe des Amis de Marcel Proust et des ,
Amis de Combray (26) 201-2.
KOTIN, ARMINE, Assistant Professor
Book Reviews
Structural fabulation: an essay on fiction of the
future, by Robert Scholes. Comparative Literature
Studies (13) 280-82.
SAVIGNON, SANDRA J., Associate Professor
Articles
On the other side of the desk: teacher attitudes
and motivation in second language learning.
Canadian Modern Language Review (32: No. 3) 295-305.
Teaching for communication. AATF National Bulletin
(2:No. 2) 1-1*.
TALBOT, EMILE J. Associate Professor
Articles
Stendhal. English Language Notes ( lU : supplement
)
101-1*.
Book Reviews
L'Acadie du discours: po\ir une sociologie de la
culture acadienne, by Jean-Paul Hautecoeur.
Contemporary French Civilization (l) 159-61.
The dynamics of right-wing protest: a political
analysis of social credit in Quebec, by Michael
B. Stein. The French Review (1*9) 1*36.
Stendhal: Le Rouge et le noir, by John Mitchell.
Nineteenth-Century French Studies (U) 5OO-I.
TRESCASES, PIERRE, Graduate Teaching Assistant
Articles
Remarques sur quelques abreviations en frangais
contemporain. French Review (l*9:No. 5) 703-12.
Utilisation des Informations de la radio - avec
enregistrement prealable sur magnetophone - dans
la classe de langue etrangere. Le Frangais dans
le Monde (II8) 27-39-
VAN REST, MONIKA A., Graduate Teaching Assistant
Articles
"Cuerpo presente," cuento existencialista de Sergio
Pitol. Cuadernos Americanos (6) 237-1*0.
WANNER, BRIGITTE, Assistant Professor
Articles
Connaissance: conscience de I'ignorance. Le point
de depart des Pensees de Pascal. Archiv filr das
Studium der Neueren Sprachen und Literaturen (213.
Band, 128) 125-7-
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WIRTH, JEAN, Assistant Professor
Books Edited
With F. Rodari
Diables et diableries. La representation du diable
dans la gravure des XVe et XVIe siecles (Exhibitions
catalog). Geneva; Cabinet des estampes, 128pp.
Chapters in Books
Introduction. In Diables et diableries, ed. by F.
Rodari and J. Wirth. Geneva: Cabinet des estampes,
pp. 9-12.
La demonologie de Jerome Bosch. In Diables et
diableries, ed. by F. Rodari and J. Wirth.
Geneva: Cabinet des estampes, pp. 71-85.
Book Reviews
The emblems of the Altdorf Academy, by Frederick
John Stopp. Bibliotheque d'Humanisme et
Renaissance (38) 23't-5.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Abanime, Emeka P. (V. E. Bowen) , Voltaire et les
noirs
.
Melvin, Bernice Stenman (W. Rivers), Recent research
in memory and cognition and Its implications for
second-language teaching.
Russo, Gloria Marion (F. Jost) , La Pucelle de
Voltaire: A study of motifs and metaphors.
Tondeur, Clarie-Lise Ballansat (Y. Velan) , Flaubert,
critique des principes esth^tiques aux obsessions
thematiques dans les jugements critiques sur les
conteraporains.
HARTLEY, THOMAS C. , Associate Professor
Book
With D. C. 0' Bryant
Problems in engineering graphics. Champaign,
Illinois: Stipes Publishing, 92 pp.
MARTIN, GORDON E., Assistant Professor
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With R. Linn Belford, Henry L. Langhaar, Leo S.
Lavatelli, Anthony L. Peressini, and Daniel S. Watanabe
Math needs of prospective students in engineering
and science. Urbana, Illinois, College of
Engineering, University of Illinois.
O'BRYANT, DAVID C, Assistant Professor
Book
With T. C. Hartley
Problems in engineering graphics. Champaign,
Illinois: Stipes Publishing, 92 pp.
WOZNIAK, LOUIS, Associate Professor
Article
With P. Blair
Non-linear simulation of hydraulic turbine governor
systems. Water Power and Dam Construction
,
September, 1976.
GENERAL ENGINEERING
GENETICS AND DEVELOPMENT
CHOW, WILLIAM W. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Snap fit design concepts. ASME paper 76-WA/DE-3.
Presented at Winter Annual Meeting, New York,
December 5, 1976.
With R. C. Juvinall and J. L. Cockrell
Comparison of gel cushions and foam cushions in
distributing pressure and relieving interface
friction. 8th Annual International Biomaterials
Symposium. Session IX, April 11, 1976,
Philadelphia.
CONRY, THOMAS F. , Associate Professor
Article
With D. P. Schneider
Optimal selection of pumps in an hydraulic network.
Transactions of ASME, Journal of Fluids Engineering ,
Series I, Volume 98, No. 1, 2-9.
ALGER, NELDA E., Associate Professor
Articles
With J. A. Harant
Plasmodium berghei : heat-treated sporozoite vaccina-
tion of A/J mice: comparison of routes of injection.
Science of Biology Journal (2) 89-103.
Plasmodium berghei : frozen-thawed, formal in- treated,
and lyophilized sporozoites as vaccines in A/J mice.
Science of Biology Journal (2) 104-10.
With S. W. Norby
Adoptive transfer of immunity to Plasmodium berghei
by intramuscular injection of spleen cells. Science
of Biology Journal (2) 271-9.
With A. H. Undeen
Agglutination and immunofluorescent tests for infec-
tion of mammals by Nosema algerae (Cnidospora:
Microsporida) . Science of Biology Journal (2) 259-
62.
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BLACK, LINDSAY M. , Professor Emeritus
Articles
With I. Kimura
Concentration of wound tumor virus determined from
absorbance of the RNA of virus collected on filters.
Phytopathology (66) 371-8.
With D. V. R. Reddy and N. E. Grylls
Electrophoretic separation of dsRNA genome segments
from maize wallaby ear virus and its relationship to
other phytoreoviruses. Virology (73) 36-42.
DANIEL, WILLIAM L. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Genetics of murine kidney and liver arylsulfatase B.
Genetics (82) 477-91.
Genetic control of heat sensitivity and activity
level of murine arylsulfatase B. Biochemical
Genetics (14) 1003-18.
With T. N. Seyfried and E. J. Weber
Absence of brain ganglioside abnormality in sham-
bling mutant mice. Journal of Neurochemistry (27)
295-6.
With I. C. Li
Correlation between structural variation and activ-
ity of murine kidney beta-galactosidase: implica-
tions for genetic control. Biochemical Genetics
(14) 933-52.
KACZANOWSKI, ANDRZEJ, Research Associate
Articles
An analysis of gene affected morphogenesis in Tetra-
hymena pyriformis , syngen 1 (Ciliates) . Journal of
Experimental Zoology (196) 215-30.
KITZMILLER, JAMES B., Professor Emeritus
Chapters in Books
Genetics, cytogenetics and evolution of mosquitoes.
In Advances in genetics , vol. 18, ed. by E. Caspari.
New York: pp. 315-433.
Articles
With M. G. Rabbani
Studies on X-ray induced chromosomal translocations
in Anopheles albimanus. III. Effect of the release
of translocation males on the dynamics of cage popu-
lations. American Journal of Tropical Medicine and
Hygiene (25) 191-8.
With M. G. Rabbani and J. A. Seawright
The genetics of black larva, an autosomal recessive
lethal mutation located on chromosome 3 in the mos-
quito Anopheles albimanus . Canadian Journal of
Genetics and Cytology (18) 51-6.
With R. D. Kreutzer and M. G. Rabbani
Cytotaxonomy and salivary gland chromosomes of
Anopheles (Stethomyia ) kompi . Mosquito News (36)
483-7.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Chromosomal differences among species of Anopheles
mosquitoes. Geneva, Switzerland: World Health
Organization, 9 pp.
LAUGHNAN, JOHN R. , Professor
Articles
With L. S. Watrud, S. J. Gabay and D. E. Koeppe
Effects of nuclear restorer genes on the cytochrome
content of corn pollen mitochondria. Canadian
Journal of Botany (54) 2718-25.
MAXSON, LINDA, Assistant Professor
Articles
i
The phylogenetic status of phyllomedusine frogs
(Hylidae) as evidenced from immunological studies of
their serum albumins. Experientia (32) 1149-50.
MCCOY, JOHN W., Research Assistant
Updating the Tetrahymenids. III. Natural variation
in Tetrahymena setosa (nov. comb.) . Acta Proto-
zoologica (14) 253-62.
MEINS, FREDERICK, Associate Professor, See Botany
NANNEY, DAVID L. , Professor
Articles
Calcium chloride effects on nuclear development in
Tetrahymena. Genetical Research (27) 297-302.
With J. W. McCoy
Characterization of the species of the Tetrahymena
pyriformis complex. Transactions of the American
Microscopical Society (95) 664-82.
SARGENT, MALCOLM L., Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
The role of genes and their expression. In The
molecular basis of circadian rhythms , ed. by J. W.
Hastings and H.-G. Schweiger. Berlin: Dahlem
Konferenzen, pp. 295-310.
Articles
With P. L. Blanc and R. W. Tuveson
Inactivation of carotenoid-producing and albino
strains of Neurospora crassa by visible light, black-
light, and ultraviolet radiation. Journal of Bac-
teriology (125) 616-25.
STEFFENSEN, DALE M. , Professor
Articles
With P. Szabo and J. K. McDougall
Adenovirus 12 uncoiler regions of human chromosome 1
in relation to the 5S rRNA genes.
Research (100) 436-9.
Experimental Cell
STEINER, WILLIAM W. M. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With K. C. Sung and Y. K. Paik
Electrophoretic variability in island populations of
Drosophila simulans and Drosophila immagrans . Bio-
chemical Genetics (14) 495-506.
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TUVESON, ROBERT W. , Professor
Articles
With P. L. Blanc and M. L. Sargent
Inactivation of carotenoid-producing and albino
strains of Neurospora crassa by visible, blacklight,
and ultraviolet radiation. Journal of Bacteriology
(125) 616-25.
With M. A. Satterthwaite
Comparison of ultraviolet and blacklight for the in-
duction of nutritional independence at two loci in
Neurospora crassa . Mutation Research (36) 165-70.
WHITT, GREGORY S., Associate Professor
Articles
With W. F. Childers, J. B. Shaklee and J. Matsumoto
Linkage analysis of the niultilocus glucosephosphate
isomerase isozyme system in sunfish (Centrarchidae,
Teleostii) . Genetics (82) 35-42.
With S. S. VedBrat
Linkage relationships and chromosome assignment of
four esterase loci in the mosquito Anopheles
albimanus . Genetics (82) 451-66.
With M. J. Champion
Differential gene expression in multilocus isozyme
systems of the developing green sunfish. Journal of
Experimental Zoology (196) 263-82.
Synchronous allelic expression at the glucosephos-
phate isomerase A and B loci in interspecific sun-
fish hybrids. Biochemical Genetics (14) 723-37.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With W. F. Childers, J. B. Shaklee and M. J. Champion
Linkage and developmental expression of GPI loci.
Bethesda: Isozyme Bulletin, 1 p.
With S. E. Fisher, S. D. Ferris and J. B. Shaklee
Isozymic analyses of gene duplication events in the
fishes. Bethesda: Isozyme Bulletin, 1 p.
With W. F. Childers
The clinal distribution and environmental selection
of the two MDH "B" alleles in Micropterus salmoides
salmoides . Bethesda: Isozyme Bulletin, 1 p.
Book Reviews
Haemoglogin, isoenzymes, and tissue differentiation,
by C. J. Masters and R. S. Holmes. Nature (259) 514.
Haemoglobin, isoenzymes, and tissue differentiation,
by C. J. Masters and R. S. Holmes. Evolution (30)
399-401.
WILLIS, JUDITH H., Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
With M. P. Hollowell
The interaction of juvenile hormone and ecdysone:
antagonistic, synergistic or permissive? In The
juvenile hormones , ed. by L. I. Gilbert. New York:
Plenum Press, pp. 270-87.
Articles
With D. D. Burke and D. Rubin
Characterization of the DNA of Hyalophora cecropia L.
Journal of Insect Physiology (22) 791-8.
WOESE, CARL R. , Professor
Articles
With M. L. Sogin et al.
Comparison of the 16S ribosomal RNAs from mesophilic
and thermophilic bacilli. Journal of Molecular
Evolution (7) 197-213.
With C. D. Pribula and G. E. Fox
Nucleotide sequence of Clostridium pasteurianum 5S
rRNA. FEBS Letters (64) 350-2.
With K. J. Pechman and B. J. Lewis
Phylogenetic status of sporosarcina ureae. Interna-
tional Journal of Systematic Bacteriology (26) 305-
10.
With K. R. Leuhrsen, C. D. Pribula and G. E. Fox
Sequence characterization of 5S ribosomal RNA from
eight gram positive procaryotes. Journal of Molecu-
lar Evolution (8) 143-53.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS IN GENETICS
de Cuadra, Celia Rojkind (J. M. J. DeWet), Estudio de
las proteinas del polen del maiz.
Fleiszar, Kathleen Ann (W. Daniel), A family and
genetic study of infantile spasms with hypsarhy-
thmia.
Li, I-Chian (W. L. Daniel), Beta-galactosidase : A
possible model enzyme for studying the genetics
of enzyme regulation in mammalian systems.
Seyfried, Thomas Neil (W. L. Daniel), Genetic and
biochemical analysis of mouse brain gangliosides.
GEOGRAPHY
ALEXANDER, CHARLES S., Professor
Articles
With D. L. Johnson
An in^Jroved hydraulic sanpler for obtaining undis-
turbed sediment cores. Journal of Sedimentary
Petrology (46) 249-51.
With J. J. Monk
The changing rursa landscape in western Puerto Rico,
1950-1975. International Geography '76 (12) 188-92.
CHANGNON, STANLEY A., Professor
Books
With D. F. Gatz
Atnxjspheric environment of Lake Michigan drainage
basin. Argonne, Illinois: Argonne National Labor-
atory, 164pp.
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Articles
Proper selling of atmospheric sciences. Bulletin
of the American Meteorological Society (57:No.2,
February 1976) 2 34-35.
Effects of urban areas and echo merging on radar
echo behavior. Journal of Applied Meteorology
(15:No.6, June 1976) 561-70.
A con$>arison of urban climatic modifications in
three cities. Atmospheric Environment (10:No.6,
1976) 494.
Inadvertent weather modification. Water Resources
Bulletin (12:No.4, August 1976) 695-718.
With principal investigators of Project METRDMEX
METRDMEX update. Bulletin of the American
Meteorological Society (57:No.3, March 1976) 304-08.
With F. A. Huff
A multi-purpose hydrometecrologic system for urban
hydrology applications. Conference on Hydro-
meteorology, Fort Worth, Texas
, April 20-22, 1976.
American Meteorological Society, Boston, Massa-
chusetts, 42-47.
With J. Dettwiller
Possible urban effects on maximum daily rainfall at
Paris, St. Louis and Chicago. Journal of Applied
Meteorology (15:No.5, May 1976) 517-19.
With R. G. Semonin and F. A. Huff
A hypothesis for urban rainfall anomalies. Journal
of Applied Meteorology (15:No.6, June 1976) 544-60.
With J. E. Haas, et al.
Impact assessment of future hail suppression tech-
nologies in the United States. World Meteorologi-
cal Organization , Boulder, Colorado, August 2-6,
1976, 585-92.
With G. M. Morgan, Jr.
Design of hail suppression experiment for the
central United States. International Conference
On Weather Modification , 1976, 257-64.
With N. G. Towery and G. M. Morgan, Jr.
Exanples of the wind factor on crop hail damage.
Jo^^l^Ll of Applied Meteorology (15) 1116-20.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With F. A. Huff
Chicago hydrometeorological area project: A
comprehensive new study of urban hydrometeorology.
Illinois State Water Survey, Urbana, Illinois,
69pp.
With G. M. Morgan, Jr.
Design of an experiment to suppress hail in
Illinois. Illinois State Water Survey, Urbana,
Illinois, 194pp.
With N. G. Towery
Preliminary evaluation of the 1976 rain mcdifica-
tion project in Central Illinois. Illinois State
Water Survey, Urbana, Illinois, 13pp.
HEWINGS, GEOFFREY J.D., Associate Professor
Articles
On the accuracy of alternative models for stepping-
down mxiLti-county en5>loyment projections to coun-
ties. Economic Geography (52:No.3, July 1976)
206-17.
Boolt Reviews
Simulating the urban economy, by P. Smith and
W. I. Morrison. Urban Studies (13:No.l, 1976).
JAKLE, JOHN A., Associate Professor
Boole s
with S. D. Brunn and C. C. Roseman
Human spatial behavior: A social geography.
North Scituate, Massachusetts: Dujdjury Press,
315pp.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
The testing of a house typing system in two middle
western counties: A conparative analysis of rural
houses. Occasional Publications of the Department
of Geography , University of Illinois, Urbana,
Illinois, No. 11 (August 1976) 36pp.
Boole Reviews
Passage through the garden, by John Allen. Annals ,
Association of American Geographers (66) 463-64.
JOHNSON, DONALD L. , Associate Professor
Articles
A nobile storage and display cabinet for soil
monoliths. Plains Anthropologist (21) 53-54.
with C. S. Alexander
An inproved hydraulic sanjiler for obtaining undis-
turbed sediment cores. Journal of Sedimentary
Petrology (46) 249-51.
MONK, JANICE J. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With C. S. Alexander
The changing rural landscape in western Puerto
Rico, 1950-1975. International Geography '76 (12)
188-92.
Book Review
Aboriginal tribes of Australia, by N. B. Tindale.
Journal of Historical Geography (2) 286-88.
O'LOUGHLIN, JOHN V., Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
Malapportionment and gerrymandering in the ghetto.
In Urban policymaking and metropolitan dynamics
,
ed, by John S. Adams. Cambridge, Massachusetts:
Ballinger, pp. 539-65.
Articles
An empirical model of residential change and black
electoral success. Proceedings, Association of
American Geographers (8) 188-22.
HDEPKE, HOWARD G. , Professor I
Chapter in a Book
Industrial development and local planning: Conflict
or cooperation. In Intergovernmental planning , ed.
by Quinn and Forrest. Urbana, Illinois: Bureau of
Urban and Regional Planning Research, pp. 144-53.
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HDSEMAN, CURTIS C. , Associate Professor
Books
With S. D. Brunn and J. A. Jakle
Human spatial behavior: A social geography. North
Scituate, Massachusetts: Durfjury Press, 315pp.
Articles
Migration of whites to central cities and quality
of life. Geographical Survey (5: January 1976)
14-21.
Book Reviews
Residential mobility, migration and metropolitan
change, by A. Speare, Jr., S. Goldstein and W.
Frey. Annals, Association of American Geographers
(66:No. 4, December 1976).
SHIMKIN, DEMITRI B. , Professor, See: Anthropology
DOCTORAL DISSERTATION
Lazewski, Tony (C. Roseman) , American Indian
migration to and within Chicago, Illinois.
GEOLOGY
ANDERSON, THOMAS F. , Associate Professor
Articles
With T. W. Donnelly, et al
Geochemistry and dlagenesls of deep-sea sediments
from Leg 35 of the Deep Sea Drilling Project.
Nature (261) 473-6.
With J. R. Lawrence
Stable isotope investigations of sediments, basalts,
and authigenic phases from Leg 35 cores. Initial
Reports of the Deep Sea Drilling Project (35)
495-505.
With J. R. Lawrence and J. M. Gieskes
Oxygen isotope material balance calculations, Leg
35. Initial Reports of the Deep Sea Drilling
Project (35) 507-12.
CAROZZI, ALBERT V., Professor
Book Edited
The structure of Asia of J. W. Gregory, facsimile
reproduction of the original edition of 1929 with
introduction by Albert V. Carozzi. Huntington,
New York: Krieger, 227pp.
Preface and English translation of Atlas des
mineraux en grains—Identification par photographies
en couleurs of J. Broche, R. Casanova and G. Loup.
Abidjan, Republic of the Ivory Coast: Societe pour
le Developpement Minier de la Cete d'lvoire (SODEMI),
196pp., 56 color pi.
The coral reef problem of William Morris Davis,
facsimile reproduction of the original edition of
1928 with introduction. Huntington, New York:
Krieger, 596pp.
With M. V. Reyes and V. P. Ocampo
Microfacies and microfossils of the Miocene Reef
carbonates of the Philippines, Special publication
No. 1. Manila, Philippines: Philippine Oil
Development Company, 80pp
.
, 20 pi.
Articles
Biography of Benoit de Maillet: Enclclopedia
Biografica degli Scienziati e degli Inventori.
Edizioni Scientifiche e Techniche Mondadori,
Milano (2) 332.
Horace Benedict de Saussure: Geologist or
Educational Reformer? Journal of Geological
Education (24:2) 46-9.
With M. B. deAraujo, et al
Formaijao Salvador: Um Modelo de Deposigab
Gravitacional Subaquosa. Boletim T^cnico da
PETROBRAS (19:2) 47-79.
With M. W. Hansen
Carbonate microfacies of the Monte Crlsto Group
(Mississippian)
, Arrow Canyon Range, Clark County,
Nevada
.
Earth Science Bulletin, Wyoming Geological
Association (7:4) 13-54.
With M. R. Khawlie
Microfacies and geochemistry of the Brereton Lime-
stone (Middle Pennsylvanian) of Southwestern
Illinois. Archives des Sciences, Geneve (29:1)
67-110.
With K. J. Niklas, et al
Morphology and paleoecology of PROTOSALVINIA from the
upper Devonian (Famennian) of the Middle Amazon Basin
of Brazil. Palaeontographia (155) 1-30.
Abstracts
With F. A. Donath, et al
Experimental development of permoporosity in car-
bonate rocks. AAPG-SEPM Annual Convention, Bulletin
of the American Association of Petroleum Geologists
(60:4) 665-6.
CHAPMAN, CARLETON A., Professor
Chapter in Book
Structural evolution of the White Mountain magma
series. In Studies in New England Geology
, ed.
by Paul C. Lyons and Arthur H. Brownlow. Boulder,
Colorado: Geological Society of America (146)
281-300.
DOMENICO, PATRICK A. , Professor
Article
With V. V. Palciauskas
Solution chemistry', mass transport, and the approach
to chemical equilibrium in porous carbonate rocks
and sediments. Geological Society of America
Bulletin (87) 207-14.
With J. M. Sharp
Energy transport in thick sequences of compacting
sediment. Geological Society of America Bulletin
(87) 390-400.
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DONATH, FRED A., Head and Professor of Geology LANGENHEIM, RALPH L., JR., Professor
Book Edited
Annual Review of Earth and Planetary Sciences. Palo
Alto: Annual Reviews, Inc. (4) 48App.
Article
With D. S. Wood
Experimental evaluation of the deformation path
concept. Philosophical Transactions of the Royal
Society of London . Series A (283) 187-201.
EBERL, DENNIS D., Assistant Professor
Article
With J. Hower
Kinetics of illite formation. Geological Society of
America Bulletin (87) 1326-30.
GRAF, DONALD L., Professor
Article
With M. L. Reinbold and J. Tissue
Articles
With D. E. Anderson
JournalDistinguishing reference frames: a reply.
of Geology (84) 118-9.
Multlcomponent electrolyte diffusion. Annual
Review of Earth and Planetary Sciences (4) 95-121.
HENDERSON, DONALD M. , Professor
Book
With M. P. Billings, J. Creasy, and S. A. Wood
Geology of the Crawford Notch quadrangle. New
Hampshire. Concord, New Hampshire: New Hampshire
Department of Resources and Economic Development,
29pp.
JOHNSON, W. HILTON, Associate Professor
Chapter in Book
Quaternary stratigraphy in Illinois: status and
current problems. In Quaternary Stratigraphy of
North America , ed. by W. C. Mahaney. Stroudsburg,
Pennsylvania: 161-96.
Book Review
Geomorphology, geomorphic processes and surficial
geology, by R. V. Ruhe. Geo times (12:12) 3A.
KLEIN, GEORGE deV. , Professor
Book Edited
Holocene tidal sedimentation. Stroudsburg,
Pennsylvania: Dowden, Hutchinson and Ross, 425pp.
Articles
With K. A. Eriksson and D. K. Hobday
Tidal sedimentation. Geotimes (21:10) 19-20.
With Ralph Moberly
Ephemeral color in deep-sea cores. Journal of
Sedimentary Petrology (46) 216-25.
Book Review
Sedimentary rocks, 3rd ed., by F. J. Pettijohn.
American Journal of Science (276) 766.
Geologic map of Paleozoic and Mesozoic rocks, east
flank of the Bighorn Mountains from Lat. 44° 37' 30"
N. to Lat. 44° 52'30" N., Sheridan County, Wyoming.
Wyoming Geological Association Guidebook, 28th
Annual Field Conference , 97-105.
Book Review
Dynamic Stratigraphy, by R. K. Matthews. Journal
of Geology (84:4) 499.
PALCIAUSKAS, V. V., Associate Professor
Article
Lindemann's criterion and the melting of solids at
high pressures. Journal of Physics and Chemistry
of Solids (37) 571-76.
With P. A. Domenico
Solution chemistry, mass transfer, and the approach
to chemical equilibrium in porous carbonate rocks
and sediments. Geological Society of America
Bulletin (87) 207-14.
SANDBERG, PHILIP A., Professor
Article
Ultrastructural clues to skeletal development in
cheilostome bryozoa. Stockholm Contributions in
Geology (30) 1-14.
WHITE, GEORGE W. , Research Professor Emeritus
Book
The Wernerian theory of the Neptunian origin of
rocks; a facsimile reprint of elements of geognosy,
1808 by Robert Jameson, with introduction and
foreword. New York: Hafner-MacMillan, XXIV +
368pp.
Articles
Glacial geology in 1874—the end of an era. Ohio
Journal of Science (76) 51-6.
With C. J. Schneer
Lyell's life and works reviewed. Geotimes (21
March 76) 16-17.
Book Reviews
Churchill River Study—synthesis, prepared by
Churchill River Study (Missinipe Probe).
Husk-Ox (19) 81.
Trek of the oil finders: a history of exploration
for petroleum, by Edgar Wesley Owen. Economic
Geology (71) 349-50.
White Watson. The strata of Derbyshire, facsimile
reprint of 1811 edition, edited by T. D. Ford.
1515 (67) 146-7.
WOOD, DENNIS S., Associate Professor
Chapter in Book
With Sharon Mosher
Mechanisms of Alleghenian deformation in the
Pennsylvanian of Rhode Island. In The Geology of
Southeastern New England , Princeton, New Jersey:
Science Press, 472-90.
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Articles
Strain and anlsotropy in rocks. Philosophical
Transactions of the Royal Society of London .
Series A (283) 27-42.
With F. A. Donath
Experimental evaluation of the deformation path
concept. Philosophical Transactions of the Royal
Society of London . Series A (283) 187-201.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Coleman, Dennis Dale (T. F. Anderson), Isotopic
characterization of Illinois natural gas.
Kuhnhenn, Gary Lee (A. V. Carozzi) , Carbonate micro-
facies of the Platteville Group (Middle Ordovician),
Lee and LaSalle Counties, Illinois.
Norby, Rodney Dale (C. Collinson) , Conodont apparatuses
from Chesterian (Mississippian) strata of Montana
and Illinois.
Palomino Cardenas, Jack Roger (A. V. Carozzi),
Sedimentological and environmental study of the
fluvio deltaic Cabo Blanco sandstone member,
Echinocyamus Formation, Lower Eocene, Talara
Basin, N. W. Peru.
GRUNDLEHNER, PHILIP E., Assistant Professor
Article
Gottfried's Tristan and the Language of Love.
Tristanla (1:2) 27-52.
Book Review
Das Bildgedicht in Europa, by Gisbert Kranz.
German Quarterly (49:3) 407-9.
HAILE, H. G., Professor
Articles
Prudishness in the Publication History of Goethe's
Roman Elegies . German Quarterly (49:3) 276-94.
Luther and Literacy. Publications of the Modern
Language Association of America (91:5) 816-28.
Book Reviews
Goethe's Poetry for Occasions, by Ernst M.
Oppenheimer. Journal of English and Germanic
Philology (74) 607-8.
Eduard von Keyserling: A Symposium, by Wayne
Wonderley, ed. German Quarterly (49:3) 357-8.
HOLLERER, WALTER F., Professor
GERMANIC LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES
ANTONSEN, ELMER H., Professor and Head of Department
Book Review
Runenschrift — Schrif tdenken — Runeninschriften,
by Heinz Klinsenberf;. Journal of English and
Germanic Philolof.y (75) 241-6.
BURKHARD, MARIANNE, Associate Professor
Articles
Conrad Ferdinand Meyers Stil: Griinderzeit und
Symbolismus. Akten des V. Internationalen Ger-
manistenkongresses Cambridge 1975 — Jahrbuch fur
internationale Germanistik (2:A) 269-75.
Scrutinizing a Giant: Frisch's and Durrenraatt's
Views of America. Swiss American Historical
Society Newsletter (22) 11-32.
GERLACH, U. HENRY, Associate Professor
Articles
Verehrung und Verschwbrung — Aspekte der Be-
miihungen F. Bambergs um Hebbels NachlaB. Hebbel-
Jahrbuch 45-75.
Standortsverzeichnis der Briefautographen Friedrich
Hebbels. Hebbel-Jahrbuch 124-61.
Book
Geschichte, die nicht im Geschichtsbuch steht.
Sulzbach-Rosenberg: Kopp-Verlag.
Chapters in a Book
Ich lerne sehen. In Insel-Almanach (Rilke-
Symposion), ed. by Insel-Verlag. Frankfurt a. M.
Das Wildschwein und Hans Huckebein. Zur Semiologie
des Witzes. In Wissen aus Erfahrungen
. Werkbe-
grif f und Interpretation heute . Festschrift fur
Herman Meyer
,
ed. by Niemeyer. Tubingen.
Elephantus Atavus Praesens. Eine Spielart zu
Vorspiel und Spiel um den Elephanten. Spiel um
den Elephanten
, ed. by Zimraer. Dilsseldorf-Koln:
Eugen Diederichs Verlag.
Articles
Darmstadter Rede vom Widerspruch. Litfass. Ber-
liner Zeitschrift fiir Literatur (1:1) and Jahrbuch
der Akademie fiir Sprache und Dichtung . Heidelberg:
Verlags Lambert Schneider.
Dark Horse. Litfass. Berliner Zeitschrift fur
Literatur (5)
.
Zur Semiologie des Witzes.
Zeitalter (57).
Sprache im technischen
Drei Amerikaner in Berlin (Ginsberg, Burroughs,
Susan Sontag). Was ist wann? (December).
Aspekte eines Archivs fiir Gegenwartsliteratur. Was
ist wann? (September)
.
Fiir einen Regionalismus der Weltof fenheit
.
furter Allgemeine Zeitung (December 29).
Frank-
KITOST, HERBERT, Professor, See: Comparative Literature
MARCHAND, JAMES W. , Professor
Articles
The Ship Allegory in the Ezzolied and in Old
Icelandic. Neophilologus (61) 238-50.
Two Notes on the Old Icelandic Physiologus Manu-
script. Modern Language Notes (91) 501-5.
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Preface to The Reform of the Hebrew Alphabet , by
Michael Landmann, transl. by David Parent. Ann
Arbor.
On the Origin of the Term popelican(t) . Medieval
Studies (38) 496-8.
Bilingualism, Diglossia and the Gothic Vocabulary.
Studies in Language Learning (1) 235-63.
Two Christian Skaldic Fragments. Archiv for
Nordisk Filologi (91) 138-52.
Early Scandinavian Variants of the Fifteen Signs
before Doomsday. Acta Philologica Scandinavica
(31) 117-32.
An Old Norse Fragment of a Psalm Commentary. Maal
o£ Minne (76) 24-9.
The Old Norwegian Christmas Homily and the Question
of Irish Influence. Arv (31) 23-34.
A Note on the Epiphany in Runic Art. Arv (31) 109-
23.
Book Reviews
Wolfram and His Audience, by Stephen C. Harroff.
Monatshefte (68:1) 81-2.
Studien zum Cambridger Codex T-S. 10. K. 22., by
H. J. Hakkarainen. Monatshefte (68:1) 84.
Frauendienst und Gottesdienst, by Horst Wenzel.
Monatshefte (68:3) 338-9.
MCGLATHERY, JAMES M., Associate Professor
Books Edited
Journal of English and Germanic Philology (Special
E. T. A. Hoffmann Issue). (75:4) Urbana: UP.
Article
E. T. A. Hoffmann today: an editorial preface.
Journal of English and Germanic Philology (75)
473-6.
Book Reviews
Schiitz-Lacrimas, Das leben des romantiker-f reundes,
poeten und literaturkritikers Wilhelm von Schiitz
(1776-1847), by Helmut Sembdner. Journal of
English and Germanic Philology (75) 569-72.
E. T. A. Hoffmann in aufzeichungen seiner freunde
und bekannten. Eine sammlung, ed. by Friedrich
Schnapp . Journal of English and Germanic Philology
(75) 372-5.
MITCHELL, P. M. , Professor
Book
A Bibliography of 17th Century German Imprints in
Denmark and the Duchies of Schleswig-Holstein.
Volume 3: Additions and Corrections. (11)
Lawrence: University of Kansas Libraries, 110 pp.
Book Edited
Johann Christoph Gottsched. Ausgewahlte Werke IX/
1, IX/2, bearbeitet von Rosemary Scholl. Berlin:
de Gruyter, 633 pp.
Book Review
Das Zeitalter der Aufklarung, by E. K. Grotegut and
G. F. Feneaux. Journal of English and Germanic
Philology (76) 374-5.
PHILLIPS, KLAUS P., Assistant Professor
Article
Exotism in the German Cinema of the Fifties.
Studies Annual 171-6.
Film
Book Review
Der Mittelpunkt der Erde, by GUnter Kunert. Books
Abroad (50:3) 523.
RAUCH, IRMENGARD, Professor
Article
Linguistic Method: Yesterday and Today. ERIC (ED
123917) 18pp.
Book Review
Das germanische Prateritum. Indogermanische
Grundlagen und Ausbreitung im Germanischen, by
Wolfgang Meid. Indogermanische Forschungen (80)
265-70.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Green, Vivian Yvonne (H. G. Halle), The artistic
value of emotional disorder for Goethe.
Marx, Leonie Augustine (P. M. Mitchell), Die
zeltgamasse form: Eine vergleichend studie zur
entwicklung der kurgeschichte in Deutschland und
Danemark zwischen 1945 und 1970.
INSTITUTE OF GOVERNMENT AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS
COLE, STEPHANIE, Editor
Bulletin or Technical Report Edited
Partnership within the states: local self-govern-
ment in the federal system. Urbana and Philadelphia:
Institute of Government and Public Affairs and
Center for the Study of Federalism, Temple
University, 311 pp.
Chapter in Bulletin or Technical Report
With S. K. Gove
Illinois home rule: panacea, hindrance,
quo? In Partnership within the states:
or status
local self-
government in the federal system , ed. by Stephanie
Cole. Urbana: Institute of Government and Public
Affairs, pp. 153-74.
GOVE, SAMUEL K. , Professor and Director
Book
With R. W. Carlson and R. J. Carlson
The Illinois legislature: structure and process.
Urbana: Illinois UP, 189 pp.
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Book Edited
With F. Wirt
Political science and school politics: the princes
and pundits. Lexington, Mass.: Lexington Books,
D. C. Heath, 143 pp.
Journal Edited
With F. Wirt
Symposium on educational policy research. Policy
Studies Journal (4:Summer).
Chapter in Bulletin or Technical Report
With S. Cole
With N. Walzer and R. Widmer
The rising cost of maintaining township roads.
Illinois County and Tovmship Official {37 rSeptember)
28-31.
Bulletin or Technical Report
With N. Walzer
Rural roads in Illinois: township administration
and finance. Urbana: Institute of Government and
Public Affairs and Illinois Agricultural Experiment
Station, 211 pp.
Illinois home rule: panacea, hindrance, or status
quo? In Partnership within the states: local self-
government in the federal system , ed. by Stephanie
Cole. Urbana: Institute of Government and Public
Affairs, pp. 153-74.
Book Reviews
Policymaking in American public education: a frame-
work for analysis, by John Thomas Thompson.
Perspective (January/February) 2.
Many sovereign states: a case for strengthening
state government—an insider's account, by Dan W.
Lufkin. Illinois Issues (January) 11.
KEENAN, BOYD R. , Professor
Article
Energy administration: a lens for viewing man's
future. Scholarly Digest (Fall) 14-20.
MONYPENNY, PHILLIP, Professor, See: Department of
Political Science
NARDULLI, PETER F., Assistant Professor
Article
Criminal justice reform in Cook County: is more
always better? Illinois Issues (2:August) 5-7.
SCHOEPLEIN, ROBERT N., Associate Professor
Article
Illinois and the United States: some economic
parallels. Illinois Government Research , No. 42,
5 pp.
Bulletin or Technical Report
Impact of the recent inflation on labor skill
differentials. U.S. Department of Labor, National
Technical Information Service No. PB256246.
Washington, D.C. : U.S. Government Printing Office.
SOLOMON, BARBARA W.
Articles
Research Associate
Revenue sharing in Illinois counties and townships-
a regional comparison. Illinois County and Town-
ship Official (36:April) 34-8.
HEALTH AND SAFETY EDUCATION
CRESWELL, WILLIAM H., JR., Professor
Revision of a Book
With C. L. Anderson
School health practice.
452pp.
St. Louis: C. V. Mosby
IMREY, PETER B., Assistant Professor
Chapters in Books
With G. G. Koch, D. H. Freeman, Jr. and H. D. Tolley
The asymptotic covariance structure of estimated
parameters from contingency table log-linear models.
In Proceedings of the 9th international biometric
conference , V. 1, ed. by The Biometric Society.
Raleigh: pp. 317-36.
With M. N. El-Khorazaty, G. G. Koch and A. L. Lewis
On log-linear models for multiple-record systems.
In 1976 proceedings of the social statistics
section - american statistical association , ed . by
American Statistical Association. Washington:
pp. 325-9.
Book Reviews
Applied statistics: analysis of variance and
regression, by Olive Jean Dunn and Virginia A.
Clark. Journal of the American Statistical
Association (71) 245.
Articles
With E. H. Wagner, et al.
Influence of training and experience on selecting
criteria to evaluate medical care. New England
Journal of Medicine (294) 871-6.
With H. M. Reisner and W. J. Yount
A radioimmunoassay for the Gm (b ) allotype of
human immunoglobulins. Immunogenetics (3) 327-35.
With W. D. Johnson and G. G. Koch
An incomplete contingency table approach to paired-
comparison experiments. Journal of the American
Statistical Association (71) 614-23.
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MORTIMER, RUDOLF G
.
, Professor
Articles
Implications of some characteristics of drivers for
brake system performance. Proceedings, Inter-
national Conference on the Braking of Road Vehicles
,
Institution of Mechanical Engineers (March 1976)
187-95.
Evolution of a US-ECE improved headlamp beam.
Proceedings, International Ergonomics Association
Conference (July 1976) 294-8.
A simulator for driving research. Proceedings, 12th
Annual Conference on Manual Control , NASA Tech Memo
TM-X-73, 170 (May 1976) 493-7.
Drug use and driving by a university student sample.
Proceedings, 20th Annual Meeting of the T^nerican
Association for Automotive Medicine (November 1976)
198-210.
The relationship of bicycle maneuverability to
handlebar configuration. Applied Ergonomics
(7:No.4, December 1976) 213-19.
Motor vehicle exterior lighting.
(18:No.3, June 1976) 259-72.
Human Factors
O'ROURKE, THaiAS W., Associate Professor
Articles
With T. Namekata and P. Levy
Synthetic estimates of work loss disability for
each state and the District of Columbia. Public
Health Reports (90:No.6, November-December 1975)
532-8.
With W. Stallings and D. Gross
Professional correlates of physical exercise.
Journal of Sports Medicine and Physical Fitness
(15:No.4, December 1975) 333-6.
With B. Maxeiner and D. B. Stone
Knowledge, behavior and attitudes of sixth grade
students toward family life education. Journal
of School Health (46:No.2) 81-5.
With D. O'Rourke and A. Joyce
Assessment of the perceived impact of taxation
upon smoking behavior--implications for health
education. Journal of Drug Education (6: No. 3,
Fall 1976) 231-40.
With L. Bensley
A travel-study health education course in England
and Scotland. Health Education (September/October
1976) 5-9.
With A. Downey
The utilization of attitudes and beliefs as indica-
tors of future smoking behavior. Journal of Drug
Education (6:No.4, Winter 1976) 283-95.
With L. K. Olsen and J. Saunders
Inservice training for elementary school health
education. Health Education (7:No.2) 27-9.
With B. Maxeiner and T. W. O'Rourke
Knowledge, behavior and attitudes of sixth grade
students toward family life education. Journal
of School Health (46:No.2) 81-5.
With L. K. Olsen and K. Redican
Superstitions and occult related beliefs of selected
college students. The Eta Sigma Gamman (8:No.l)
14-21.
With D. Boydston and W. Alles
The Illinois health education consortium. Health
Education (7:No.4) 10-12.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Bedworch, David Albert (D. B. Stone), An analysis of
selected presidential advisory commissions on
health related problems: 1948-1973.
Cook, Ronald John (J. A. Brown), Assessing the
attitudes, beliefs and behavioral intentions of
fifth grade students towards dental health.
Mutter, Gordon Wesley Ronald (D. Stone), Development
and evaluation of a prototype seventh grade dental
health education program.
Redican, Kerry John (L. K. Olsen), Analyzing the
effects of a special health program on lower
socioeconomic sixth grade students.
Rubinson, Laurna Goldberg (R. G. Mortimer), The effects
of the American Dental Association's dental health
program on the behavior and knowledge of fifth
grade elementary school students.
Smith, Becky Jeanne (W. H. Creswell) , Selected
writings and their relationship to an ontology of
health: An analytical study.
STONE, DONALD B., Professor
Books
With L. B. O'Reilly and J. D. Brown
Elementary school health education - ecological
perspectives. Dubuque: Wm. C. Brown, 4 32pp.
Articles
With N. A. Galli
Psychological status of student drug users. Journal
of Drug Education (5:Mo.4) 327-33.
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ARNSTEIN, WALTER L., Professor
Revision of Books
Britain yesterday and today: I83O to the present
(3rd ed.). Lexington, Mass.: D.C. Heath, U3I pp.
With W. L. Willcox
The age of aristocracy, 1688-I83O (3rd ed.).
Lexington, Mass.: D. C. Heath, 29** pp.
Articles
George Macaulay Trevelyan and the art of history:
a centenary reappraisal. The Midwest Quarterly
(l8:No.l) 78-97.
Book Reviews
Kenealy and the Tichhorne cause, by Michael Roe.
American Historical Review (8l:No.l) lU2.
Victorian infidels: the origins of the British
secularist movement, 1791-1866, by Edward Royle.
Victorian Studies (19:No.l*) S^tg-SO.
Winston S. Churchill, Vol. IV (the stricken world,
1916-22), by Martin S. Gilbert. Political Science
Quarterly (91:No.3) pp. 250-1.
BELTING, NATALIA M., Associate Professor
Articles
Native Americans. Journal of the Illinois State
Historical Society (69:No.2) 119-26.
Book Reviews
Three voyages, by Rene Laudonniere. American
Historical Review (8l:No.lt) 95U.
A Delaware Indian symposium, by Herbert C. Kraft,
ed. American Historical Review (8l:U) 950.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Journal of Indiana Burbridge. Champaign: Champaign
County Historical Museum, unpaged.
World Heritage Museum notes. No. h. Urbana:
World Heritage Museum, 28 pp.
BERNARD, PAUL P., Professor
Articles
The emperor's friend: Joseph II and field marshall
Lacy. East European Quarterly (10:U) UOl-6.
The limits of absolutism: Joseph II and the
Allgemeines krarikenhaus. Eighteenth Century
Studies (9:2) 193-215.
BURKHARDT, RICHARD W. , JR., Associate Professor
Book Reviews
L' introduction du Darwinisme en France au XIX
siecle, by Yvette Conry. Isis (67) U9lt-6.
BURTON, ORVILLE VERNON, Assistant Professor
Book Reviews
Political ideology and voting behavior in the age
of Jackson, by Joel H. Silbey. Computers and the
Humanities (lO:No.5) 303-'*.
CANDELORO, DOMINIC, Visiting Assistant Professor
Article
Louis F. Post and the single tax movement, 1872-
1898 . The American Journal of Economics and
Sociology (35:No.lt) U15-30.
CRUMMEY, DONALD E., Visiting Assistant Professor
Book Reviews
The life and times of Menelik II, by H. G. Marcus.
English Historical Review (l6:0ctober) 928-9.
Shewa, Menilek and the Ethiopian Empire, by R.H.K.
Darkwah . International Journal of African Histor-
ical Studies (9:2) 292-5.
Yohannes IV of Ethiopia: a political biography, by
Zewde Gabre-Sellassie. Journal of African History ,
(I7:lt) 633-1*.
DAWN, C. ERNEST, Professor
Book Reviews
Arab guerilla power, 1967-1972, by Edgar O'Ballance.
American Historical Review (81) 919-
EASTMAN, LLOYD E. , Professor
Articles
Disintegration and integration of the Chinese
political system. Chinese Republican Studies
Newsletter (1:3) 1-12.
Report on conference on nationalist China during the
Sino-Japanese War, 193T-19''5. Chinese Republican
Studies Newsletter (2:1) 12-13.
With J. K. Fairbank
Working conference on Republican China. Chinese
Republican Studies Newsletter (2:2) 29-32.
FISHER, RALPH T., Professor
Chapter in a Book
Anti-semitism in Russia. In Modern Encyclopedia of
Russian and Soviet History , ed. by Joseph L.
Wieczynski. Gulf Breeze, Fla. : Academic Inter-
national Press (2) 30-39.
Book Reviews
Operation keelhaul : the story of force repatriation
from igltl* to the present, by Julius Epstein, and
The last secret: the delivery to Stalin of over two
million Russians by Britain and the United States,
by Nicholas Bethell. Slavic Review {^h-.llo.h ,197^)
823-5.
HILL, BENNETT D., Professor
Articles
The coiints of Mortain and the origins of the Norman
congregation of Savigny, in Order and innovation in
the Middle Ages: essays in honor of Joseph R.
Strayer , ed. by Jordan, McNab and Ruiz. Princeton UP,
237-253.
Book Reviews
The political thought of William of Ockham: personal
and institutional principles, by Arthur S. McGrade.
The American Historical Review (8l:No.l) 112-13.
Henry V: the cautious conqueror, by Margaret Wade
Labarge. Library Journal (l01:Ho.5) 709.
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Cesta Henrici Quinti : the deeds of Henry the fifth,
trans, and intro. by Frank Taylor and J.S. Roskell.
Library Journal (101: No. 5) 712.
Feudal society in the Baillage of Troyes imder the
counts of Champagne, 1152-1281t, by Theodore Ever-
gates. Library Journal (101: No. 8) 1012.
Pilgrimage: an image of medieval religion, by
Jonathan Sumption. Library Journal (l01:No.8) 10l6.
Medieval monasticism: a select bibliography, by
Giles Constable. Library Journal (101: No. 12) llt06.
The Macmillan atlas history of Christianity, by
Franklin H. Littell. Library Journal (l01:No.l3)
1526.
A history of Christianity, by Paul Johnson.
Library Journal (l01:No.l3) 1526.
Society in crisis: France in the sixteenth century,
by J.H.M. Salmon. Libr^irv .Tmirnfii (im-Nr^ i"?^ i=;oft
ittiiucr J.I1 Lxie ;3i Lfc;eaT.n x
ra y Jou al l01:No.l3) 1528.
Northumbria in the days of Bede, by Peter Hunter
Blair. Library Journal (101:No.21) 2U83.
Slavery and serfdom in the Middle Ages: selected
essays by Marc Bloch, trans, by William R. Beer, and
Anglo-Saxon England U , ed. by Peter Clemoes.
The American Historical Review (8l:No.l*) 832-3.
HITCHINS, KEITH, Professor
Chapters in Books
The Romanian orthodox church and the state. In
Religion and atheism in the U.S.S.R. and eastern
Europe
,
ed. by B. R. Bociurkiw and J. W. Strong.
London: Macmillan, 1975, pp. 3l'f-27.
The sacred cult of nationality: Rumanian intellec-
tuals and the church in Transylvania, l83!*-l869.
In Intellectual and social developments in the
Habsburg empire from Maria Theresa to world war I
.
ed. by S. B. Winters and J. Held. Boulder, Colorado:
East European Quarterly, 1975, pp. 131-60.
Romania. In East CentrauL and southeastern Europe :
a handbook of library and archival resources in
North America
, ed. by Paul Horecky. Santa Barbara,
California, pp. 19-22, 192-6, 265-70.
Articles
Rumanian socialists and the nationality problem in
Hungary, 1903-18. Slavic Review (35) 69-90.
Book Reviews
The great Rumanian peasant revolt of 1907, by Philip
Eidelberg. American Historical Review (80) 1007-8.
Sotsialno-ekonomlcheskoe razvitie bolgarskikh 1
gagauzskikh sel v luzhnoi Bessarabii (I808-56 gg)
,
by I. I. Meshcheriuk. American Historical Review
(81) I4I8-9.
'
Bizant, Balcani, Occident in inceputurlle culturii
medievale romgnegti, by KSzvan Theodorescu.
American Historical Review (8I) 1162-3.
Hungarian history and literature (Widener Library
Shelflist, kk)
. Slavic and East European Journal
(19) 351.
Colonizarea ruralS in Tara RomaneascS si Moldova
(secolele XV-XVIII), by Matei d. Vlad. Slavonic
and East European Review {3h) ll*9-50.
A history of the Habsburg monarchy
Robert A
.
Kann
. Slavic Review ( 35
1526-1918, by
157-8.
L' Industrie roumaine au cours de la seconde moitie
du XIXe siecle, by G. Zane. Slavonic and East
European Review (5lt) 125-6.
Istoria Romanilor, by CO. and D.C. Giurescu
Slavic Review ( 35 ) 377-9
.
Studii §i materiale de istorie medie. Volume 7, ed.
by F. Constantiniu. Slavic Review (35) 766-7.
JAHER, FREDERIC C, Associate Professor
Articles
With Jocelyn Ghent
The Chicago business elite: 1830-1930. A collec-
tive biography. Business History Review (50:Autuiim)
265-87.
JENNINGS, RONALD C, Assistant Professor
Articles
Urban population in Anatolia in the sixteenth
century: a study of Kayseri, Karaman, Amasya,
Trabzon, and Erzurum. International Journal of
Middle East Studies (7) 21-57.
The office of vekil (wakil) in 17th century Ottoman
Sharia courts. Studia Islamica (142:1975) 1U7-69.
JOHANNSEN, ROBERT W. , J. G. Randall Distinguished
Professor of History
Book Reviews
Chautauqua: A center for education, religion, and
the arts in America, by Theodore Morrison. Journal
of the Illinois State Historical Society {69) 77-8.
The Oliver Wendell Holmes devise history of the
Supreme Court of the United States. Vol. V: the
Taney period, I836-6I*, by Carl B. Swisher. Pacific
Northwest Quarterly (67) 35-6.
Louis Kossuth in America, 1851-52, by John H. Komlos.
Slavic Review (35) :i60-6l.
Lincoln and the war Democrats ; the grand erosion of
conservative tradition, by Christopher Dell. Journal
of American History (63) 721-2.
KLING, BLAIR B., Professor
Book
Partner in empire: Dwarkanath Tagore and the age
of enterprise in eastern India. Berkeley: Univer-
sity of California. 276 pp.
MASTNY, VOJTECH, Associate Professor
Articles
The Cassandra in the foreign commissariat: Maxim
Litvinov and the cold war. Foreign Affairs (5'*)
366-76.
i
The New LeaderTwo views of the former chancellor.
(June) 18-19.
Book Reviews
Die Weizsacker-Papiere, by Leonidas Hill. Slavic
Review (35) 55'*-5.
Sowjetische Deutschlandpolitik im zweiten weltkrieg,
by Alexander Fischer. American Historical Review
,
(81) ll81*-5.
Friedensinitiativen und machtpolitik im zweiten
weltkrieg, by Bernd Martin. Jahrbucher fur Geschiehte
Osteuropas (Zk) ll*0-2.
The American Image of Russia, by Eugene Anschel,
Slavic Review , (35) 327.
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MCCOLLEY, ROBERT M. , Professor QUELLER, DONALD E., Professor
Articles
Radical political thought in the American revolution.
Journal of the Illinois State Historical Society
(69) 91-9.
Book Reviews
Thomas Jefferson: a biography in his own words, by
the Editors of Newsweek Books . Pennsylvania History
(lt3) ak-6.
Black majority, by Peter H. Wood. American Histori-
cal Review (8l) 20lt.
Fathers and children: Andrew Jackson and the
subjugation of the American Indian, by Michael Paul
Rogin. Journal of American History (March) 990-1.
The problem of slavery in the age of revolution,
1770-1823, by David Brion Davis. Agricultural
History (50) It39-lt0.
The character of John Adams, by Peter Shaw. Annals
of the American Academy of Political and Social
Science (U27) 160-I.
MCKAY, JOHN P., Professor
Books
Tramways and trolleys: the rise of urban mass
transport in Europe. Princeton: UP, 266 pp.
Book Reviews
Famine in Russia, 1891-92: the imperial government
responds to a crisis, by Richard G. Robbins.
Journal of European Economic History (5) 2it9-51.
The city in Russian history and urban networks in
Russia, I75O-I8OO, and premodern periodization, by
Michael Hamm, ed. , and G. Rozman. American
Historical Review (81) 1173-1*.
Welfare policy and industrialization in Europe,
America, and Russia, by Gaston Rimlinger. Journal
of Economic History (36) 785-6.
Pomeshchich'i krest'iane tsetral'no-promyshlennogo
raiona Rossii Kontsa XVIII-pervoi poloviny XIX v.,
by V. A. Fedorov. Russian Review (32) 19^1-5.
Europe in the era of social transformation, 1700-
present, by Vincent Knapp. Choice (April) 1481.
French society, 1789-1970, by Georges Dupeux.
Choice (October) 577-
Bulletins or Technical Reports
The industrialization of Russia. St. Louis:
Forum Press, 16 pp.
MITCHELL, RICHARD E. , Associate Professor
Article
Roman coins as historical evidence. Illinois
Classical Studies (l) 65-85.
Book Reviews
Moneta. Recherches sur 1' organisation et I'art des
Amissions monStaires de la rSpublique romaine, 2
Vols., by Hubert Zehnacker. American Joiu-nal of
Archaeology (80) 106-7.
Caput and colonate, by Walter Goffart. American
Historical Review (8l:No.U) 83I-2.
Articles
With Gerald W. Day
Some arguments in defense of the Venetians on the
Fourth Crusade. American Historical Review (8I)
717-37.
Book Reviews
A history of the Crusades, Vol. Ill, the fourteenth
and fifteenth centuries, ed. by Harry W. Hazard.
American Historical Review (81) 833.
The lands of St. Peter: the papal states in the
Middle Ages and the early Renaissance, by Peter
Partner. American Historical Review (81) 838-9.
Edward IV' s French expedition of llt75 : the leaders
and their badges being MS. 2. M. I6 . college of
arms, ed. by Francis Pierrepont Barnard. American
Historical Review (8I) 852.
RANSEL, DAVID L., Associate Professor
Articles
Abandoned children of imperial Russia: village
fosterage . Bijlletin of the History of Medicine
(50) 501-10.
Book Reviews
Nicholas II: the last Tsar, by Marvin Lyons.
Slavic Review (35:No.l) 132.
The Soviets: the Russian workers, peasants, anr'
soldiers councils, 1905-1921, by Oskar Anweiler.
The Historian (38:No.3) 553.
SCHROEDER, PAUL W. , Professor
Chapter in a Book
Alliances, l8l5-19lt5: weapons of power and tools of
management . In Historical dimensions of national
security problems , ed. by Klaus Knorr. Lawrence,
Kansas: UP, pp. 227-62.
Articles
Munich and the British tradition. Historical
Journal (19) 223-1*3.
Book Reviews
Ludwig Bamberger: German liberal politician and
social critic, l823-l899, by Stanley Zucker.
History (l*:No.3) 69.
The Anschluss question in the Weimar era: a study of
nationalism in Germany and Austria, 1918-1932, by
Stanley Suval. The Historian (38) 70l*-5.
Die protokolle des osterreichischen ministerrates
181*8-1867, part 6, das ministerium belcredi, vol. I.
ed by Horst Brettner-Messler . Austrian History
Yearbook (ll) 1*1*6-8.
A history of the Habsburg empire, I526-1918, by
Robert A. Kann. Canadian Historical Review
(5T:No.3) 350-3.
SOLBERG, WINTON U. , Professor
Book Reviews
Allan Nevins on history, compiled and introduced by
Ray Allen Billington. History: Reviews of New Books
(li:April) II8.
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The University of Wisconsin: one hundred and twenty-
five years, ed. by Allan G. Bogue and Robert Taylor.
Journal of American History (63: September) 1*70-1.
The Pursuit of knowledge in the early American
republic: American scientific and learned societies
from colonial times to the Civil War, ed. by Alex-
andra Oleson and Sanborn C, Brown. History: Revlevf
of New Books ( li: September) 2l6.
Philadelphia's philosopher mechanics: a history of
the Franklin Institute, l82lt-l865, by Bruce
Sinclair. Isis (68) 162-3.
SPENCE, CLARK C, Professor
Books
With R. Billington, et al.
Western Americana: an annotated bibliography of the
microfiche collection of 1012 books and documents
of the l8th, 19th and early 20th century. Ann Arbor:
University Microfilms, 107 PP-
Chapter in a Book
The mining bonanza. In The American Destiny , Vol.
IX, ed. by Henry Steele Commager. London & New
York, 70-81*.
Articles
Knights of the fast freight. Americem Heritage
(27: August) 50-7, 92-7.
Book Reviews
Agriculture in the development of the far west,
by James H. Shideler. American Historical Review
(76:December) 121*3-1*.
The story of mining in New Mexico, by Paige
Christiansen. New Mexico Historical Review (51:
December), 31*3.
SPENCE, MARY L. , Assistant Professor and Academic
Counselor
Articles
The Fremonts and Utah.
(1*1*: Summer) 286-302.
Book Reviews
Utah Historical Quarterly
Carvalho: portrait of a forgotten American, by Joan
Sturhahn. Arizona and the West (l8: Winter) 382-1*.
STEWART, CHARLES C, Associate Professor
Articles
Southern Saharan scholarship and the Bllad al-Sudan.
Journal of African History (17) 73-91*.
Frontier disputes and problems of legitimation:
Sokoto-Masina relations, I8l7-l837. Journal of
African History (17) 1*97-511*.
SUTTON, ROBERT M. , Professor and Director, Illinois
Historical Survey
Books
With M.J. Brlchford and D.F. Walle
Manuscripts guide to collections at the University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Urbana:UP, 381* pp.
Article
George Morgan, early Illinois businessman: a case of
premature enterprise. Journal of the Illinois State
Historical Society (69:No.3) 173-81*.
Book Reviews
That man Haupt: a biography of Herman Haupt, by
James A. Ward. Journal of the Illinois State His-
torical Society (69:No.2) 11*9-50.
UPOFF, BENJAMIN, Associate Professor
Book Reviews
Ivan the terrible, by Robert Payne and Nikita
Romanoff. Slavic Review (35:1*) 730.
WALLER, ROBERT A., Associate Professor
Article
An historical skills approach in the U. S. history
survey. American Historical Association Newsletter j
( ill : January) l»-5
, 7.
WOOD, BARRY R., Teaching Assistant
Article
'Holy Joe' folk's last crusade: the 1918 election
in Missouri . The Missouri Historical Review
(71) 281*-3ll'.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Beam, Christopher Herrlman (W. U. Solberg) , Millennial-
ism In American thought, 1740-1840.
Bean, Philip Garth (T. Kruger) , Illinois politics
during the New Deal.
Ghent, Jocelyn Maynard (W. H. Heinrichs, Jr) , Canadian-
American relations and the nuclear weapons contro-
versy, 1958-1963.
Grinde, Gerald Stanley (J. L. Bates), The early politi-
cal career of Alben W. Barkley, 1877-1937.
Holden, Anne Christine (P. Schroeder) , Bulgaria's
entry into the First World War: A diplomatic
study, 1913-1915.
Lai, Jeh-hang (L. Eastman), A study of a faltering
democrat: The life of Sun Fo, 1891-1949.
Coal mining in France,Lamb, George Jared (J. McKay),
1873 to 1895.
Naslund, Sebastian Charles Joseph (B. Hill), Papal-
Cisterclan relations: 1198-1241 with particular
emphasis on France.
Ruoff, John Carl (W. Solberg), Southern womanhood,
1865-1920: An Intellectual and cultural study.
Stackenwalt, Francis Michael (J. P. >!cKay) , The
economic thought and work of Dmltril Ivanovlch
Mendeleev.
Vander Meer, Philip Ray (J. L. Bates), A social
analysis of Indiana politics and politicians,
1896-1920.
Wachs, Theodore Rlckard (T. A. Krueger), Conscription,
conscientious objection, and the context of Ameri-
can pacifism, 1940-1945.
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CHU, MEL C. , Assistant Horticulturist
Articles
With W. E. Splittstoesser, et al.
Alanine aminotransferase from Cucurbita moschata
cotyledons. Plant and Cell Physiology (17) 83-9.
COURTER, JOHN W. , Professor
Edited Book
With J. E. Larsen
Proceedings Eleventh National Agricultural Plastics
Conference. Simpson, Illinois: National Agricul-
tural Plastics Association, 259pp.
Articles
Pick-your-own marketing of fruits and vegetables.
Transactions Illinois State Horticultural Society
(109) 59-70.
American Fruit Grower
With C. C. Doll
PYO is the way to go.
(96:No.5) 26,42.
Changing trends in acreage and marketing of straw-
berries in Illinois, 1967 to 1975. Transactions
Illinois State Horticultural Society (109) 87-9.
Trends in strawberry varieties in Illinois. Trans-
actions Illinois State Horticultural Society (109)
90-3.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Degradable plastic mulch films for vegetables. Up-
date 76. Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station,
Dixon Springs Agricultural Center (4) 201-4.
Strawberry variety performance, 1975. Update 76.
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Dixon
Springs Agricultural Center (4) 197-8.
Customer purchases of pick-your-own fruit and vege-
tables. Update 76. Illinois Agricultural Experi-
ment Station, Dixon Springs Agricultural Center
(4) 195-6.
With C. C. Zych, A. G. Otterbacher
New thornless blackberries for Illinois. Update 76.
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Dixon
Springs Agricultural Center (4) 199-200.
With B. J. Jacobsen, G. E. McKibben
Evaluation of sweet corn cultivars for resistance
to Stewart's bacterial wilt. Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station, Dixon Springs Agricultural
Center (4) 193-4.
With G. M. Milbrath, H. G. Hunzicker
Pepper variety trials and tobacco etch virus', 1975.
Update 76. Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station,
Dixon Springs Agricultural Center (4) 191-2.
DAYTON, DANIEL F., Professor
Articles
Scion selection for green wood grafting.
Varieties Journal (30) 69-70.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With J. B. Mowry
Introducing two new apple varieties with scab re-
sistance and high dessert quality. Illinois
Research (18:No.3) 3-4.
Book Review
Advances in Fruit Breeding, ed. by Jules Janick and
James N. Moore. Fruit Varieties Journal (30:No.l)
35-6.
DICKINSON, DAVID B. , Professor
Articles
With G. May, D. Southworth
Analysis of sporopollenin isolated from pollen of
Ambrosia artemesii folia and A. trifida . Grana (15)
149-52.
With J. W. Gonzales, A. M. Rhodes
Carbohydrate and enzymatic characterization of a
high sucrose sugary-1 inbred line of sweet corn.
Plant Physiology (58) 28-32.
With W. F. Fett, J. D. Paxton
Studies on the self-incompatibility response of
Lilium longiflortim . American Journal of Botany (63)
1104-8.
DIRR, MICHAEL A., Assistant Professor
Articles
Selection of trees for tolerance to salt injury.
Journal of Arboriculture (2) 209-16.
Salts and woody-plant interactions in the urban
environment. USDA Forest Service General Technical
Report NE-22 , 103-11.
With B. F. Brown
Cutting propagation of selected crabapple taxa.
Plant Propagator (22:No.4) 4-5.
With K. Falkenstrom
Factors affecting the rooting of Rhododendron
P.J.M. cuttings. Plant Propagator (22) 6-7.
With S. M. Still, J. B. Gartner
Phytotoxic effects of several bark extracts on mung
bean and cucximber growth. Journal of the American
Society for Horticultural Science (101) 34-7.
GARTNER, JOHN B. , Professor
Articles
With J. E. Klett
Effect of nitrogen form on mineralization in hard-
wood bark and soil. Wood Science (8: No. 4) 267-71.
With S. M. Still, M. Dirr
Phytotoxic effects of several bark extracts on mung
bean and cucumber growth. Journal of the American
Society for Horticultural Science (101) 34-7.
HOPEN, HERBERT J., Professor
Articles
Profits from gardens. Illinois Research (18:No.2) 5.
With N. F. Oebker
Vegetable crops responses to synthetic mulches: an
annotated bibliography. Special Publication 42
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station.
With S. F. Gorske, R. Randell
Host specificity of the purslane sawfly and its
response to selected pesticides. HortScience (11)
580-1.
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champaign: Illinois UP,
JAYCOX, ELBERT R. Professor
Book
Beekeeping in the Midwest.
168pp.
Articles
Behavioral changes in worker honey bees (Apis
mellifera L. ) after injection with synthetic juven-
ile hormone (Hymenoptera: Apidae) . Journal of the
Kansas Entomological Society (49:No.2) 165-70.
Does entomology need a boogeyman. Bulletin of the
Entomological Society of America (22:No.2) 131-2.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
The ABC's of pollination: apples, bees, and com-
promises. Proceedings of the Illinois State Horti-
cultural Society for 1975 (109) 71-4.
Beekeeping in the Midwest. University of Illinois
Cooperative Extension Circular 1125, 168pp.
Pollination of legume seeds. In Illinois Agronomy
Handbook 1976. 27,30.
MEADOR, DANIEL B., Professor
Articles
Observations of the 1976 apple crop in Illinois.
mini Horticulture (65:No.4) 4.
Weather and crop summary. Proceedings of the Illi -
nois State Horticultural Society (109) 83-6.
Survival of peach fruit buds at Urbana, Illinois.
Proceedings of the Illinois State Horticultural
Society (109) 76-7.
Performance of Stark interstem apple trees at Ur-
bana, Illinois. Proceedings of the Illinois State
Horticultural Society (109) 23-4.
With R. H. Meyer, S. M. Ries
The Illinois growers quality apple club, 1975.
Proceedings of the Illinois State Horticultural
Society (109) 121-5.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With C. C. Zych, et al.
Growing tree fruits in the home orchard. University
of Illinois College of Agriculture Cooperative Ex-
tension Service Circular 1013, 68pp. (Revised
edition, 1976.)
With C. C. Doll
Weed control programs for strawberries. Proceedings
1976 Illinois Strawberry School, 41-7.
With R. H. Meyer, et al.
1976 Illinois commercial spray schedule—apples,
pears, peaches, nectarines, apricots, plums, and
cherries. University of Illinois College of Agri-
culture Cooperative Extension Service Supplement to
Circular 1073, 8pp.
With S. M. Ries, et al.
Illinois fruit calendar. University of Illinois
College of Agriculture Cooperative Extension
Service Circular 1122, 11pp.
With M. C. Shurtleff, R. Randell
Home orchard pest control. University of Illinois
College of Agriculture Cooperative Extension Service
Circular 1001, 8pp. (Revised edition, 1976.)
MEYER, MARTIN M. , Jr., Associate Professor
Articles
Tissue culture techniques speed plant propagation.
Illinois Research (18:No.4) 16-7.
Propagation of daylilies by tissue culture.
HortScience (11) 485-7.
Culture of Paeonia embryos by iii vitro techniques.
Bulletin American Peony Society (217) 32-5.
Culture of Paeonia callus by tissue culture tech-
niques. Bulletin American Peony Society (218) 27-9.
With J. L. Griess
Dormancy and survival of perennial plants. Bulletin
American Peony Society (220) 21-4.
MOWRY, JAMES B., Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With D. F. Dayton
Introducing two new apple varieties with scab re-
sistance and high dessert quality. Illinois
Research (18:No.3) 3-4.
NELSON, WILLIAM R. , Jr., Professor
Articles
Trees in the landscape: a look beyond the obvious.
Journal of Arboriculture (l:No.7) 121-8.
Landscape design - a critique. American Nurseryman
(144:Nos.7,8,ll)
.
Plants, people and movement. Golf Course Super-
intendent (44:No.7) 34-7.
Bulletins or Reports
Esthetic considerations in the selection and use of
trees in the urban environment. Better Trees for
Metropolitan Landscaper Symposivim Proceedings .
U.S.D.A. Forest Service General Technical Report
NE-22, 1976, 13-25.
Trees for your community. University of Illinois
College of Agriculture Cooperative Extension Service
Circular 934, 35pp. (Revised edition, 1976.)
OTTERBACHER, ALAN, Assistant Horticulturist
Articles
With S. M. Ries. R. H. Skirvin
Occurrence of fire blight on Rubus spp. in Illinois.
In Proceedings Third Workshop on Fire Blight Re-
search
,
p. 149.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With J. W. Courter, C. C. Zych
New thornless blackberries for Illinois. Update 76.
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Dixon
Springs Agricultural Center (4) 199-200.
REBEIZ, CONSTANTIN A., Associate Professor
Articles
With A. A. Puech, J. C. Crane
Characterization of major plastid pigments in skin
of "Mission" fig fruits. Journal of the American
Society for Horticultural Science (101) 392-4.
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pigment changes associated with application of ethe-
phon (2-chloroethyl phosphonic acid) to fig (Ficus
carica L. ) fruits. Plant Physiology (57) 504-9.
RHODES, ASHBY M., Professor
Articles
With M. P. Janoria, M. N. Shrivastava
Phenetic similarity among dwarf rice cultivars
grown in two environments as estimated by numerical
taxonomic methods. Annals of Botany (40) 845-9.
With W. L. Howe
Phytophagous insect associations with Cucurbita in
Illinois. Environmental Entomology (5) 747-51.
With J. W. Gonzales, D. B. Dickinson
Carbohydrate and enzymatic characterization of a
high sucrose sugary-1 inbred line of sweet corn.
Plant Physiology (58) 28-32.
With W. L. Howe, J. R. Sanborn
Western corn rootworm adult and spotted cucumber
beetle associations with Cucurbita and cucurbitacins.
Environmental Entomology (5) 1043-8.
With H. C. Barrett
A numerical taxonomic study of affinity relation-
ships in cultivated citrus and its close relatives.
Systematic Botany (1) 105-36.
SIMONS, ROY K. , Professor
Chapter in a Book
History of fruit growing and handling in United
States of America and Canada 1860-1972. In Illinois
Kelowna, Canada: Regatta City Press Ltd., pp. 46-51.
Articles
Mulching proves valuable for dwarf apple trees.
Illinois Research (18:No.3) 4-5.
Aspects Morphologiques et Anatomiques De La Rugosite
Chez La Pomme Golden Delicious. Le Fruit Beige.
Bulletin Trimestriel. Organe Des Ligues Pomologiques
Wallonnes. Numero Special Le Fruit, De La Naissance
A La Senescence. 44e annee. No. 373. l^'^ trimestre,
1976:48-56.
Response of dwarfing rootstocks and spur types of
apples to varied mulching systems—a 13-year
evaluation. Compact Fruit Tree (9) 9-14.
Making dwarf rootstocks pay off. American Fruit
Grower (96:No.lO) 12-13.
Russeting of the 'Golden Delicious' apple: morpho-
logical and anatomical development. Transactions
of the Illinois State Horticultural Society- (109)
25-30.
With C. C. Doll
Morphological and anatomical response of apples to a
late spring frost in relation to stage of fruit
development. Journal of the American Society for
Horticultural Science (101:No.3) 315-20.
With S. A. Weinbaum
Relationship of seed number to fruit set in
apple— an alternate hypothesis. Fruit Varieties
Journal (30:No.3) 82-4.
With F. A. Gilbert
Microscopic observations of tissue development of
apple interstem unions. Compact Fruit Tree (9)
30-1.
Book Review
The peach—varieties, culture, pests, marketing,
storage, by Norman F. Childers. Fruit Varieties
Journal (30:No.3) 89.
SKIRVIN, ROBERT M. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With S. M. Ries, Otterbacher
Occurrence of fire blight on Rubus spp. in Illinois
In Proceedings Third Workshop on Fire Blight Re-
search, p. 149.
With J. Janick
'Velvet Rose' scented geranium. HortScience (11)
61-2.
Tissue culture-induced variation in scented
Pelargonium spp. Journal of the American Society
for Horticultural Science (101) 281-90.
'Velvet Rose', a new tissue culture derived scented
geranium. Geraniums (24) 10-12.
SPLITTSTOESSER, WALTER E., Professor
Chapters in Books
With J. S. Vandemark, R. Randell
Principles of organic gardening. In The Food
Gardener ' s Catalogue , ed. by T. Riker and H.
Rottenberg. New York: Morrow, p. 17.
With K. Shim, J. S. Titus
The fate of carbon and nitrogen from urea applied
to foliage of senescing apple trees. In Korean
History of Fruit Science for 70 Years , ed. by S.
Kang and K. K. Shim. Seoul, Korea: Korean Office
of Rural Development, pp. 160-1.
The upward and lateral translocation of urea
supplied to roots of apple trees. In Korean History
of Fruit Science for 70 Years , ed by S. Kang and
K. K. Shim. Seoul, Korea: Korean Office of Rural
Development, pp. 161-2.
Changes in urease activity in apple trees as re-
lated to urea applications. In Korean History of
Fruit Science for 70 Years , ed. by S. Kang and K.
K. Shim. Seoul, Korea: Korean Office of Rural
Development, p. 163.
The utilization of post-harvest urea sprays by
senescing apple leaves. In Korean History of Fruit
Science for 70 Years, ed by S. Kang and K. K. Shim.
Seoul, Korea:
pp. 241-2.
Articles
Korean Office of Rural Development,
Protein and total amino acid content before and
after cooking of yams (Dioscorea sp.). HortScience
(11) 611.
With M. C. Chu, et al.
Alanine aminotransferase from Cucurbita moschata
cotyledons. Plant and Cell Physiology (17) 83-9.
With J. M. Pisarczyk, J. S. Vandemark
Ethephon aids harvest of red kidney beans.
HortScience (11) 153.
With D. C. Adjei-Twum, J. S. Vandemark
Use of soybeans as sprouts. HortScience (11) 235-6.
With D. C. Adjei-Twum
Ten days in the life of a germinating soybean seed.
Illinois Research (18:No.4) 6-7.
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The effect of soil water regimes on leaf water
potential, growth and development of soybeans.
Physiologia Plantarum (38) 131-7.
SPOMER, L. ART, Associate Professor
Simple controlled-atmosphere welding of thermo-
couples. Agronomy Journal (67:No.2) 94-5.
Small soil containers as experimental tools: Soil-
water relations. Communications Soil Science
Plant Analysis (6:No.l) 21-6.
How much hardwood bark is necessary for proper con-
tainer soil amendment? Forest Products Journal
{25:No.2) 57-9.
Experimental hydroponic germination and growth of
turfgrass seedlings. HortScience (10:No.3) 224-5.
Soil amendment. Seed and Nursery Trader (Australia)
(1) 7-8.
Book Reviews
Physio-Engineering Principles, by G. E. Merva.
HortScience (ll:No.l) 70-1.
Environment and Plant Ecology, by John R. Etherton.
HortScience (ll:No.5) 528.
TITUS, JOHN S., Professor
Chapters in Books
With K. K. Shim, W. E. Splittstoesser
The fate of carbon and nitrogen from urea applied
to foliage of senescing apple trees. In Korean
History of Fruit Science for 70 Years , ed by S.
Kang and K. K. Shim. Seoul, Korea: Korean Office
of Rural Development, pp. 160-1.
The upward and lateral translocation of urea sup-
plied to roots of apple trees. In Korean History
of Fruit Science for 70 Years, ed. by S. Kang and
K. K. Shim. Seoul, Korea: Korean Office of Rural
Development, pp. 161-2.
Changes in urease activity in apple trees as re-
lated to urea applications. In Korean History of
Fruit Science for 70 Years , ed. by S. Kang and K. K.
Shim, Seoul, Korea: Korean Office of Rural Develop-
ment, pp. 163.
The utilization of post-harvest urea sprays by
senescing apple leaves. In Korean History of Fruit
Science for 70 Years , ed. by S. Kang and K. K. Shim.
Seoul, Korea: Korean Office of Rural Development,
pp. 241-2.
TURGEON, ALFRED J. , Associate Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With M. C. Shurtleff, R. Randell
Turfgrass pest control. University of Illinois
Agricultural Cooperative Extension Service Circular
1076. 6pp.
VANDEMARK, JOSEPH S., Professor
Chapter in a Book
With W. E. Splittstoesser, R. Randell
Principles of organic gardening. In The Food
Gardener's Catalogue , ed. by T. Riker and H.
Rottenberg. New York: Morrow, p. 17.
Articles
With J. M. Pisarczyk, W. E. Splittstoesser
Ethephon aids harvest of red kidney beans.
HortScience (11) 153.
With D. C. Adjei-Twum, W. E. Splittstoesser
Use of soybeans as sprouts. HortScience (11) 235-6.
WILLIAMS, DAVID J., Assistant Professor
Articles
With B. C. Moser
Airborne sea salt sedimentation measurements and a
method of reproducing ambient sedimentation rates
for the study of its effect on vegetation. Atmos-
pheric Environment (10) 531-4.
Critical level of airborne sea salt inducing foliar
injury to bean. HortScience (10: No. 6) 615-16.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Adjei-Twum, Daniel Charles (W. E. Splittstoesser),
Studies on the germination, growth, and develop-
ment of soybean (Glycine max Merr. L.) used as
a vegetable.
Surkati Abidin, Achmad (J. S. Titus), Effects of
daylength, temperature and chemical defoliants on
senescence, defoliation and nitrogen nutrition
of the apple.
Articles
Effects of cultural practices on Fusarium blight
incidence in Kentucky bluegrass. Weeds , Trees and
Turf (15:No.7) 38-40.
Introduction-Turfgrass weed symposium. The Golf
Superintendent (44:No.4) 17-8.
With L. Moshier, D. Penner
Effects of glyphosate and siduron on turfgrass es-
tablishment. Weed Science (24) 445-8.
With G. Lester
Xanthophyll levels in turfgrass clippings. Agronomy
Journal (68) 946-8.
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ANDERSON, JAMES R., Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
With G. Francescato, S. Weidemann, R. Chenoweth
Impossible dreams, unrealizable hopes. In The
Behavioral Basis of Design , ed. by Suedfeld and
Russel. Stroudsburg, PA: pp. 5-8.
Article
With G. Francescato, S. Weidemann, R. Chenoweth
A systematic method of evaluating multifamily
housing. Ekistics (January 1976) 60-3.
CHENOWETH, RICHARD, Research Associate
Chapter in a Book
With J.R. Anderson, G. Francescato, S. Weidemann
Impossible dreams, unrealizable hopes. In The
Behavioral Basis of Design , ed. by Suedfeld and
Russel. Stroudsburg, PA: pp. 5-8.
Article
With J.R. Anderson, G. Francescato, S. Weidemann
A systematic method of evaluating multifamily
housing. Ekistics (January 1976) 60-3.
FRANCESCATO, GOIDO, Professor
Chapter in a Book
With J.R. Anderson, S. Weidemann, R. Chenoweth
Impossible dreams, unrealizable hopes. In The
Behavioral Basis of Design , ed. by Suedfeld and
Russel. Stroudsburg, PA: pp. 5-8.
Article
With J.R. Anderson, S. Weidemann, R. Chenoweth
A systematic method of evaluating multifamily
housing. Ekistics (January 1976) 60-3.
WEIDEMANN, SUE, Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
With J.R. Anderson, G. Francescato, R. Chenoweth
Impossible dreams, unrealizable hopes. In The
Behavioral Basis of Design , ed. by Suedfeld and
Russel. Stroudsburg, PA: pp. 5-8.
Article
With J.R. Anderson, G. Francescato, R. Chenoweth
A systematic method of evaluating multifamily
housing. Ekistics (January 1976) 60-3.
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ACKER, GERALDINE E. , Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Freezing foods. Cooperative Extension Service
A-H 318, University of Illinois, Urbana, 3pp.
Canning fruits and vegetables. Cooperative Exten-
sion Service 4-H 319, University of Illinois,
Urbana , 5pp
.
ALAM, STERLING E. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Middle class commune: a contemporary model.
International Journal of Modern Sociology (6:Sprlng)
181-88.
CommunitiesMiddle class commune: a case study.
(May/June:No.20) 2-3.
ALEXAHDER, HAROLD H. , Associate Professor
Books
Design: criteria for decisions. New York:
Macmillan, 556pp.
Book Reviews
The impecunious collector's guide to American
antiques, by John T. Kirk. Journal of Interior
Design Education and Research (ll:No.l) 74.
Articles
With M. A. Alexander, O.C.S. Tzeng
Identification of consumer behavior patterns through
the analysis of variable responses. Journal of
Interior Design Education and Research (ll:No.2)
55-70.
Tomorrow's furniture today. Illinois Teacher of
Home Economics (20:No.l) 36-40.
AMDERSON, JACQUELINE H. , Assistant Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With M. E. Mead, C. L. Warfield
Saving energy in the home—using home appliances.
Cooperative Extension Service Circular 1119, Univer-
sity of Illinois, Urbana, 8pp.
Saving energy in the home—doing the laundry.
Cooperative Extension Service Circular 1120, Univer-
sity of Illinois, Urbana, 8pp.
ANSPACH, KARLYNE A., Associate Professor
Articles
With Y. H. Kwon
Western dress styles adopted by Korean women. Home
Economics Research Journal (4:No.4) 235-47.
BARNES, KAREN J., Instructor
Articles
With L. H. Chen
Nutritional relationship of vitamin E and vitamin C
in guinea pigs. Nutrition Reports International
(14:No.l) 89-96.
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BELL, ROMA R. , Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
With H. H. Draper, J. G. Bergan
Disaccharide intolerance in Alaskan Eskimos. In
Nutrition of Indian and Eskimo children, report of
the second Canadian Ross conference on pediatrics
research
,
ed. by J. C. Haworth. Montreal, Quebec:
Ross Laboratories, 130-35.
Articles
With N. N. Vilas, H. H. Draper
Influence of dietary peroxides, selenium and vita-
min E on glutathione peroxidase of the gastrointes-
tinal tract. Journal of Nutrition (106) 589-96.
With H. H. Draper
Dietary phosphate and homeostasis of adult bone.
The Baroda Journal of Nutrition (2) 167-73.
With H. H. Draper
Glutathione peroxidase activity and glutathione con-
centration in genetically dystrophic mice. Proceed-
ings of the Society for Experimental Biology and
Medicine (152) 520-23.
BIRCH, LEANN L. , Assistant Professor
HAFSTROM, JEANNE L., Associate Professor
Articles
With C. P. Raetzke
Some differences between nuclear-oriented and
extended-oriented families. Illinois Research
(18:No.2) 12-13.
HARRIMAN, LYNDA L., Instructor
Articles
Preparing family for role change. Forum (Spring/
Summer 1976) 18-19.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Did you know? Cooperative Extension Service, Univer-
sity of Illinois, Urbana, 30pp.
HASKELL, BETTY E., Professor, See: Food Science.
KLEIN, BARBARA P., Assistant Professor
Articles
Isolation of lipoxygenase from split pea seeds, snap
beans and peas. Journal of Agricultural and Food
Chemistry (24:No.5) 938-42.
Articles
Age trends in children's time-sharing performance.
Journal of Experimental Child Psychology (22:No.2)
331-45.
BONNETT, JOAN L., Assistant Professor
Articles
New consumer legislation: relevant to all. Illinois
Teacher of Home Economics (19:No.5) 260-62.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With J. A. Scherer, S. E. Wood
Credit in Illinois. Cooperative Extension Service,
University of Illinois, Urbana, 6pp.
Your voice counts! Use it! Cooperative Extension
Service, University of Illinois, Urbana, 4pp.
Sorry, sold out! Cooperative Extension Service,
University of Illinois, Urbana, 4pp.
Be in the know about utilities (series). Cooperative
Extension Service, University of Illinois, Urbana,
14pp.
Consumer rights and responsibilities (series)
.
Cooperative Extension Service, University of
Illinois, Urbana, 8pp.
BROWN, ESTHER L. , Associate Professor
Articles
With S. M. Hoerr
Dietary patterns of the elderly. Illinois Research
(18:3) 8-9.
Factors influencing food choices and intake.
Geriatrics (31:9) 89-92.
DUNSING, MARILYN M. , Professor
MEAD, MARJORIE E. , Associate Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With J. H. Anderson, C. L. Warfield
Saving energy in the home—using home appliances.
Cooperative Extension Service Circular 1119, Univer-
sity of Illinois, Urbana, 8pp.
Saving energy in the home—doing the laundry.
Cooperative Extension Service Circular 1120, Univer-
sity of Illinois, Urbana, 8pp.
O'REILLY, LAWRENCE B. , Associate Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Looking at drugs. Cooperative Extension Service
4-H 222L, University of Illinois, Urbana, 4pp.
PERRY, AIKO K., Associate Home Economist
Articles
With C. R. Peters, F. 0. Van Duyne
Effect of variety and cooking method on cooking
times, thiamine content and palatability of soybeans.
Journal of Food Science (41) 1330-34.
PETERSON, BETTY J., Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
Folk traditions and interethnic relations in North-
eastern Luzon, Philippines, In Directions in Pacific
traditional literature , ed. by A. L. Kaeppler and
H. A. Nimmo. Honolulu: Bishop Museum Press, 319-30.
Articles
Women's experience of isolation after moving to a new
community. Illinois Research (18:1) 12-13.
Book Reviews
Decision-making for consumers: an introduction to
consumer economics, by E. Scott Maynes. The Journal
of Consumer Affairs (10:No.2) 267-70.
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PICCLANO, MARY FRANCES A., Assistant Professor
Articles
With H. A. Guthrie
Copper, iron and zinc contents of mature human milk.
American Journal of Clinical Nutrition (29) 242-54.
REBER, ROBERT J., Associate Professor
Book Reviews
Nutrition and athletic performance, by E. Darden.
Journal of Nutrition Education (8:No.4) 81pp.
A diet for living, by J. Mayer. Journal of Nutri-
tion Education (8:No.2) 86-7.
TROFTGRUBEN, JUDITH A. , Instructor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Canning foods. Cooperative Extension Service, Uni-
versity of Illinois, Urbana, 28pp.
VAN DUYNE, FRANCES 0., Professor
Articles
With A. K. Perry, C. R. Peters
Effect of variety and cooking method on cooking
times, thiamine content and palatability of soybeans.
Journal of Food Science (41) 1330-34.
WARFIELD, CAROL L., Instructor
Articles
With J. K. Stone
Clothing care labels: attitudes and experiences of
textile students. Illinois Research (19:Winter)
14-15.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With J. H. Anderson, M. E. Mead
Saving energy in the home—using home appliances.
Cooperative Extension Service Circular 1119, Univer-
sity of Illinois, Urbana, 8pp.
Saving energy in the home—doing the laundry.
Cooperative Extension Service Circular 1120, Univer-
sity of Illinois, Urbana, 8pp.
OFFICE OF INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES
FRISBIE, DAVID A., Assistant Professor
Articles
Expanded reporting forms: Points to ponder.
The Clearing House (49) 373-4.
MCINTYRE, CHARLES J., Director
Articles
The organization of instructional resources.
Educational Research and Methods Magazine (ERM)
(9:No.l:Fall) 9-10, 12.
OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS AND STUDIES
HENSON, HARLAN N. , Director, Study Abroad Office
Articles
An Alternative to Traditionally Organized
Study Abroad Programs Development and
Experiment in College Teaching (Spring 1976) p. 9.
With R. K. Applebee
Illinois Yankess Abroad Higher Education Exchange
(Bicentennial Issue, Summer 1976) pp. 41-2.
JOURNALISM
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS IN HOME ECONOMICS
Gustafson, Albert William (M. M. Dunsing)
, Determinants
of moonlighting in 526 husband-present families.
Hefferan, Colien Joan (J. L. Haf Strom) , Determinants
of expectations of urban homemakers concerning
location and husbands' job and earnings.
Williams, Jeanne Shull (M. M. Dunsing), Determinants
of the homemaker ' s perception of the severity of
financial problems among "disadvantaged" families.
Yuen, Janet Chung (J. Hafstrom) , Determinants of the
wife's perception of economic well-being among
"disadvantaged" families.
GILMORE, GENE S., Associate Professor
Books Edited
With 10 journalism faculty members
High school journalism today, second edition.
Danville, 111.: Interstate, 127 pp.
Books Revised
With the late Robert Root
Modern newspaper editing, 2nd edition. San
Francisco: Boyd & Fraser, 400 pp.
GUBACK, THOMAS H., Associate Professor, See: Institute
of Communications Research.
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KREILING, ALBERT L., Assistant Professor
Articles
Recent British communications research.
Communication Research (3) 76-96.
Book Reviews
Mediacracy, by Kevin P. Phillips. Journalism
Quarterly (53) 157.
The radio audience for classical music, by Donald
J. Bogue. Journal of Communication (26) 224.
Frontiers of communication, by Karin Dovring.
Journal of Communication (26) 218-19.
Forum for protest, by Lee Finkle. Journalism
Quarterly (53) 350.
Semiology, by Pierre Guiraud . Journal of
Coinmunication (26) 216-17.
PETERSON, THEODORE B., Professor and Dean, College of
Communications
Chapters in Books
Magazines. In Collier's Year Book 1977 , ed. by
Robert Famighetti . New York: Macmillan Educational
Corporation, pp. 345-46.
The School Magazine. In High School Journalism
Today, ed. by Gene Gilmore. Danville, 111.:
Interstate, pp. 91-94.
SCHACHT, JOHN H., Professor
Articles
From gadfly to wheelhorse: a profile of Harry
Tiebout. Illinois Issues (1: July, 1975) 200-02.
FORM, WILLIAM H., Professor
Books
Blue-collar stratification. Princeton: UP, 345pp.
Chapters In Books
Conflict within the working class: the skilled as a
special interest group. In The uses of controversy
in sociology . New York: The Free Press.
With J. Huber
Occupational power. In Handbook of work, organiza-
tion and society . Chicago: Rand-McNally, 56pp.
With L. Driedger
Religious typology and the social Ideology of the
clergy. International Journal of Comparative
Sociology (17) 1-18.
I
<
IIARTMAN, PAUL, Professor, See: Economics.
HENDRICKS, VJALLACE, Assistant Professor, See: Economics.
PETERS, RONALD J., Associate Professor
Articles
Roots of public support for labor education 1900-
1945. Labor Studies Journal (1:2) 109-29.
TAIRA, KOJI, Professor, See: Economics.
TRIANDIS, '.lARRY C, Professor, See: Psychology.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Cashman, James Francis (G. Graen) , The nature of
vertical dyadic linkages within managerial units
Minami, Takao (J. B. Graen), An investigation of
"Nen" and "Ko" within managerial units of three
Japanese industrial organizations.
Nugent, Peter Daniel (M. Derber) , A typology of
planned worker communities in the United States
and Great Britain, 1820-1920.
LABOR AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
ADELMAN, WILLIAM J., Associate Professor
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Haymarket revisited. Chicago: Illinois Labor
History Society, 136pp.
BLAU, FRAirciHE D. , Assistant Professor, See: Economics
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
DERBER, MILTON, Professor
Articles
Strategic factors in industrial relations systems:
the metalworking industry. Labour and Society (1:1)
18-28.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Ibid. Research Series No. 1 . Geneva: International
Institute for Labour Studies, 113pp.
HOPKINS, LEWIS D. , Assistant Professor
Book
With E. D. Brill, Jr., J. C. Liebman, H. G. Wenzel, Jr.
Flood plain management through allocation of land
uses--a d>'namic programming model. Urbana, Illinois:
Water Resources Center. 38pp.
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LAW
NELSON, JOHN A., Assistant Professor
Book Reviews
Instant cities: Urbanization and the rise of San
Francisco and Denver, by Gunther Barth. Planning
(41:11) 25-6.
The Genius of the Place: The English Landscape
Garden 1620-1820, ed. by John Dixon Hunt and Peter
Willis. Landscape Architecture (66:6) 563-6.
Article
Federal goals and local initiative in rural planning.
Planning and Public Policy (2: August)
RUTLEDGE, ALBERT J., Associate Professor
Article
Looking beyond the applause at the First National
Bank plaza. Landscape Architecture (66:1) SS-9.
WANG, THOMAS C., Assistant Professor
Book
Pencil sketching. New York: Reinhold Van ?Jostrand
96pp.
WEIDEMANN, ELISABETH, Assistant Professor •
See Housing Research and Development
CRIBBET, JOHN E., Dean and Professor
article
The professional at bay. The Forum , Section of
Insurance Negligence and Compensation in Law,
American Bar Association (12) 318-323.
Book Review
Unequal justice under law, by Professor Jerold S.
Auerbach. American Bar Association Journal (62)
838.
FELLOWS, MARY LOUISE, Assistant Professor
Articles
Partnership taxation: confusion in section 702(b).
Tax Law Review (32) 67-97.
With R. J. Simon, T. E. Snapp, W. D. Snapp
An empirical study of the Illinois estate plan.
University of Illinois Law Forum (1976) 717-45.
FINDLEY, ROGER W., Professor
Bulletin and Technical Report
Strategies for the assumption of primary enforce-
ment responsibilities under the federal safe drink-
ing water act. College of Law Office of Environ-
mental and Planning Studies and Institute for
Environmental Studies, Urbana, Illinois.
CENTER FOR LATIN AMERICAN AND CARIBBEAN STUDIES
FORSTEE, MERLIN K. , Professor and Director of the Center
See Department of Spanish, Italian, and Portuguese
GRAHAM, MICHAEL H., Associate Professor
Articles
Examination of a party's own witness under the
federal rules of evidence: a promise unfulfilled.
Texas Law Review (54) 917.
Discovery of experts under rule 26(b) (4) of the
federal rules of civil procedure. University of
Illinois Law Forum (1976) 895.
SOLAUH, MAURICIO, Associate Professor
See Department of Sociology
LAW
HAi'IKLAND, WILLIAM D., Professor
Books
With H. J. Bailey
Sum and substance of commercial paper. Los Angeles:
Center for Creative Educational Services, 281pp.
Sales and bulk sales. American Law Institute, 232pp.
Articles
Trouble with article six of the u.c.c: some
thoughts about section 6-102. Columbia Law Journal
(81) 83-8.
HAY, PETER, Associate Dean and Professor
COSTONIS, JOHN J., Professor
Articles
Fair compensation and the accommodation power.
Columbia Law Review (75) 1021-75.
A new look at the taking issue. Planning Magazine
(23) 17-26.
Commerce and preservation: an uneasy relationship.
Momentum (13) 71-80.
Book Reviews
American land planning law, by N. Williams. Univ-
ersity of Illinois Law Forum (1976) 62-70.
Books
An introduction to United States law. Amsterdam,
The Netherlands: North-Holland Publishing 248pp.
With E. Stein and M. Waelbroeck
European community law in perspective. Indianapolis,
Indiana: Bobbs-Merrill 525pp.
Book Reviews
Convention communautaire sur la competence judi-
ciaire et I'execution des decisions, by M. Weser.
American Journal of Comparative Law (24) 557-560.
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Articles
With R. J. Walker
The proposed recognition-of-judgments convention
between the United States and the United Kingdom.
Texas International Law Journal (11) 421-459.
KRAUSE, HARRY D., Professor
Books
Kinship relations. Volume 4 International Ency-
clopedia of Comparative Law, 101pp.
Family law, cases and materials. St. Paul, Minne-
sota: West Publishing, 1132pp.
Articles
With Miale, et al
Present status of serologic testing in problems of
disputed paternity. Family Law Quarterly (10)
247-285.
With Polesky
Blood typing in disputed paternity cases: capa-
bilities of American laboratories. Family Law
Quarterly (10) 287-294.
LAFAVE, WAYNE R. , Professor
Books
With Y. Kamisar and J. Israel
1976 supplement to modern criminal procedure and
basic criminal procedure. St. Paul, Minnesota:
West Publishing, 192pp.
LANDERS, JONATHAN M., Professor
Articles
With C. Chandler
The truth in lending act and variable-rate mort-
gages and balloon notes. American Bar Foundation
Research Journal (1976) 35-87.
The scope of coverage of the truth in lending act.
American Bar Foundation Research Journal (1976)
565-687.
Another word on parents, subsidiaries and affiliates
in bankruptcy. University of Chicago Law Review
(43:3) 527-40.
MAGGS , PETER B
.
, Professor
Book Reviews
Innovation and invention under Soviet law, by
Manfred Balz. Technology and Culture (17:3) 561-2.
Articles
Teaching law by computer. LeCourt (2) 10-13.
Tube-watching in law school. Trial (12) 32-38.
With Luke T. Lee
North African migrants under Western European law.
Texas International Law Journal (11) 225-50.
MARCUS, PAUL, Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
Chapter 59: Defense of a conspiracy case. In
Criminal defense techniques . New York: Mathew
Bender.
Article
Criminal conspiracy: the state of mind crime -
intent, proving intent and anti-federal intent.
University of Illinois Law Forum (1976) 627.
MCCORD, JOHN H., Professor
With R. Kramer
Problems for federal estate and gift taxes. St.
Paul, Minnesota: West Publishing, 206pp.
With R. Kramer
Supplemental text and teachers manual for federal
estate and gift taxes. St. Paul, Minnesota: West
Publishing, 481pp.
Chapter in a Book
Estate and gift tax reform. In 30th Annual federal
tax course . Springfield, Illinois: Illinois
Institute on Continuing Legal Education, 101pp.
MORGAN, THOMAS D., Professor
Books
With R. D. Rotunda
Problems and materials on professional responsi-
bility. Mineola, New York: Foundation Press,
491pp.
Cases and materials on economic regulation of busi-
ness. St. Paul: West Publishing, 830pp.
NOWAK, JOHN E., Associate Professor
Articles
The supreme court, the religion clauses and the
nationalization of education. Northwestern
University Law Review (70) 883-909.
With R. J. Glennon
A functional analysis of the fourteenth amendment
state action requirement. The Supreme Court Review
(1976) 221-261.
O'CONNELL, JEFFREY, Professor
Revision of a Book
With R. Henderson
Tort law, no-fault S beyond: teaching materials on
compensation for accidents and ailments in modern
society. New York: Mathew Bender, 327.
Articles
An alternative to abandoning tort liability:
elective no-fault insurance for many kinds of
injuries. University of Minnesota Law Review
(60) 501-65.
Bargaining for waivers of third-party tort claims:
an answer to product liability woes for employers
and their employees and suppliers. University of
Illinois Law Forum (1976) 435-68.
Bargaining for waivers of third-party tort claims:
an answer to product liability woes for employers
and their employees and suppliers. Insurance Law
Journal (1976) 530-55.
Operation of no-fault auto laws: a survey of
surveys. University of Nebraska Law Review (56)
23-50.
Operation of no-fault auto laws: a survey of
surveys. Insurance Law Journal (1977) 152-72.
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An inimediate solution to some products liability
problems: workers' compensation as a sole
remedy for employees with an employers ' remedy
against third-parties. Insurance Law Journal
(1976) 683-87.
PAINTER, WILLIAM H., Professor
Revision of a Book
Corporate and tax aspects of closely held corpora-
tions (1976 supplement). Boston; Little, Brown,
51pp.
Federal regulation of insider trading (1976
supplement). Charlottesville, Virginia: Michie,
176pp.
ROTUNDA, RONALD D. , Assistant Professor
Books
With Thomas D. Morgan
California supplement to accompany problems and
materials on professional responsibility. Mineola,
New York: Foundation Press, 124pp.
With Thomas D. Morgan
Problems and materials on professional responsi-
bility. Mineola, New York: Foundation Press,
491pp.
Book Reviews
Lawyer's ethics in an adversary system, by Monroe
Freedman. Harvard Law Review (89) 622-33.
Articles
Congressional power to restrict the jurisdiction
of the lower federal courts and the problem of
school busing. Georgetown Law Journal (64) 839-67.
Comment, controlling the CIA. Harvard Law Bulletin
(27:3) 4.
The commercial speech doctrine in the supreme
court. University of Illinois Law Forum (1976)
1080-1101.
With R. C. Hacker
Conforming employing stock ownership plans with the
securities laws. The George Washington Law Review
(45) 34-54.
YOUNG, J. NELSON, Professor
Revision of a Book
With Pedrick, Kirby, et al
The study of federal tax law — income tax volume
individuals 1976-77. Chicago: Commerce Clearing
House, 778pp.
With R. Pugh and R. C. Hellawell
The study of federal tax law — income tax volume
business enterprises 1976-77. Chicago: Commerce
Clearing House, 490pp.
LEISURE STUDIES
BANNON, JOSEPH J., Professor
Books
Leisure resources, it's comprehensive planning.
Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 454pp.
BARNETT, LYNN A. , Visiting Assistant Professor
Articles
Current thinking about children's play: learning to
play or playing to learn? Quest (Monograph 26:
Summer) 5-16.
Play and intrinsic rewards: a reply to
Csikszentmihalyi. Journal of Humanistic Psychology
(16:No.3) 83-7.
CHRISTENSEN, JAMES E., Assistant Professor
Articles
With D. R. Yoesting
Statistical and substantive implications of the use
of stepwise regression to order predictors of
leisure behavior. Journal of Leisure Research
(8:No.l) 59-65.
With R. P. Crandall
Leisure education for a state of mind. Journal of
Health, Physical Education and Recreation (47:No.3)
10.
CRANDALL, RODERICK P. , Assistant Professor
Chapters in Books
With D. J. Stang
Familiarity and liking. In Reading to accompany
human communications: an interpersonal introduction ,
ed. by T. Steinfatt. Minneapolis, Mn.: Bobbs-
Merrill.
Articles
Validation of self-report measure using ratings by
others. Sociological Methods and Research (4)
380-400.
On the use of stepwise regression and other
statistics to estimate the relative importance of
variables. Journal of Leisure Research (8) 53-8.
With F. M. Andrews
The validity of measures of self-reported well-being.
Social Indicators Research (3) 1-19.
GUNN, SCOUT L., Assistant Professor
Chapters in Books
Leisure counseling using values clarification and
assertive training. In Expanding horizons in
therapeutic recreation IV , ed. by Gerald Hitzhusen.
Columbia, Mo.: Technical Education Services.
Articles
Mainstreaming is a two-way street. Journal of
Physical Education and Recreation (47:No.7) 48-9.
With C. A. Peterson
Removing blocks to play behavior: a Gestalt
approach to leisure counseling. Journal of
Leisurability (3:No.4) 27-30.
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KELLY, JOHN R. , Associate Professor
LIBRARY
Articles
Tomorrow's leisure today: a new town study.
Leisure Today (October) 27-8.
The limited freedom of modern leisure (La Liberta
Limitata del Tempo Libero Moderno) . Lo Spettacolo
(15:No.3) 169-91.
Leisure decisions: exploring intrinsic and role-
related orientations. Society and Leisure (7:No.4)
45-61.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Overview of the social effects of alternative multi-
resource programs of the forest service renewable
resource program. U.S. Government Printing Office
898-221, Washington, D.C. 56 pp.
Book Reviews
Leisure and the family life cycle. Journal of
Leisure Research (8:No.3) 3.
PETERSON, CAROL A., Assistant Professor
Books
A systems approach to therapeutic recreation
programming. Champaign, II: Stipes, 69pp.
Chapters in Books
New dimensions in therapeutic recreation. In
Selected workshop proceedings, 8th annual thera-
peutic recreation institute , ed. by Marie A. Gutjahc
College Park, Pa.: Pennsylvania Therapeutic
Recreation Society, pp. 1-8.
Activity analysis. In Selected workshop proceedings
8th annual therapeutic recreation institute , ed . by
Marie A. Gutjahr. College Park, Pa.: Pennsylvania
Therapeutic Recreation Society, pp. 9-18.
State of the art. In Leisure activity participation
and handicapped populations: assessment of research
needs , ed. by National Recreation and Park Associa-
tion. Washington, D.C: pp. 79-98.
Articles
With S. L. Gunn
Removing blocks to play behavior: a Gestalt
approach to leisure counseling. Journal of
Leisurability (3:No.4) 27-30.
WADE, MICHAEL G., Associate Professor
Articles
Method and analysis in the study of children's
play behavior. Quest (Monograph No. 26) 17-27.
Effects of methylphenidate on motor skill
acquisition of hyperactive children. Journal of
Learning Disabilities (9:No.7) 443-7.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Brademas, David James (J. Bannon) , An evaluation of
a management development training program.
Iso-Ahola, Seppo Enslo (M. Wade), Self-enhancement
and consistency as determinants of causal and
trait attributions of outcome.
McGuire, Raymond James (D. 0. Matthews), An analysis
of the degree of Involvement by selected univer-
sities and colleges in providing certain types
of physical recreation for adjacent neighbor-
hoods and communities.
ATKINSON, HUGH C. , Professor and University Librarian
Chapter in a Book
American Renaissance. In 76 United Stateslana , ed.
by Edward Connery Lathem. Washington, D.C:
Association of Research Libraries, p. 58.
Articles
The circulation system of the Ohio State University.
Zeitschrift fiir Bibllothekswesen und Bibliographle
(Sonderheft 23) 94-103.
BALACHANDRAN , MADHAVAROA, Assistant Professor
Articles
Reference service to accountants. Reference
Services Review (4:No.l) 133-5.
Money and banking: a reference guide. Reference
Services Review (4:No.2) 67-70.
Marketing information sources. Reference Services
Review (4:No.3) 87-91.
Foreign trade statistics. Reference Services
Review (4:No.4) 87-90.
With S. Balachandran
State of the art survey of reference materials in
business. Reference Services Review (4:No.4) 7-16.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Basic economic statistics. Monticello, Illinois:
Council of Planning Librarians, 37pp.
Construction, housing and real estate statistics.
Monticello, Illinois: Council of Planning
Librarians, 30pp.
Malls and shopping centers: a selected
bibliography (1970-75). Monticello, Illinois:
Council of Planning Librarians, 35pp.
Manpower statistics and related data for planners.
Monticello, Illinois: Council of Planning
Librarians, 34pp.
BALACHANDRAN, SAROJINI, Assistant Professor
Books
Index to the Journal of Business Communication,
vol. 1-10. Urbana: American Business
Communication Association, 38pp.
Employee communication: a bibliography. Urbana:
American Business Communication Association, 55pp.
With J. Koch
Index to the American Business Communication
Association Bulletin, vol. 23-38. Urbana:
American Business Communication Association, 11pp.
Index to Illinois Business Review, vol. 1-32.
Urbana: Bureau of Economic and Business Research,
University of Illinois, 29pp.
Index to Illinois Agricultural Economics, vol. 1-16.
Urbana: Department of Agricultural Economics,
University of Illinois, 11pp.
Subject index to Illinois Research, vol. 11-15.
Urbana: College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois, 25pp.
Articles
With M. Balachandran
Energy information: recent sources. State of
the art survey of reference materials in business.
i
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Reference Services Review (4:No.4) 15-16.
Biilletins or Technical Reports
Airport planning (1965-1975) . Monticello,
Illinois: Council of Planning Librarians, 51pp.
Energy statistics: a guide to sources.
Monticello, Illinois: Council of Planning
Librarians, 51pp.
Transportation statistics. Monticello, Illinois:
Council of Planning Librarians, 43pp.
BENNETT, SCOTT B., Assistant Professor
Books Edited
Non Solus, No. 3. Urbana: University of Illinois
Library Friends, 92pp.
Articles
John Murray's family library and the cheapening
of books in early nineteenth century Britain.
Studies in Bibliography (29) 139-66.
With R. Carringer
Dreiser to Sandburg: three unpublished letters.
Library Chronicle (40) 252-6.
BLUM, ELEANOR, Professor
Articles
Other books and pamphlets on journalistic subjects.
Journalism Quarterly (53:Spring) 167-77.
Other books and pamphlets on journalistic subjects.
Journalism Quarterly (53:Summer) 368-79.
Other books and pamphlets on journalistic subjects.
Journalism Quarterly (53;Autumn) 578-85.
Other books and pamphlets on journalistic subjects.
Journalism Quarterly (53:Winter) 768-77.
Book Reviews
Opportunities In publishing careers, by
John Tebbel. Journalism Quarterly (53:Winter) 750.
The flight from reason: essays on intellectual
freedom in the academy, the press, and the
library, by David K. Bernlnghausen. Journalism
Quarterly (53: Summer) 358-9.
BRICHFORD, MAYNARD J., Professor
Books
With R. M. Sutton and D. F. Walle
Manuscripts guide to collections at the University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign . Urbana: Illinois
UP, 390pp.
Articles
Ernest Ingold, citizen. Non Solus (3) 30-4.
Book Reviews
Education in transition: the history of Northern
Illinois University, 1899-1974, by Earl W. Hayter.
Journal of the Illinois State Historical Society
(69:No.2) 153-4.
BROWN, NORMAN B. , Associate Professor
Articles
Price indexes for '76: U.S. periodicals and
serial services. Library Journal (101 :August)
1600-5.
Guide to magazine and serial agents, by Bill Katz
and Peter Gellatly. Library Journal (101:July)
1501.
CHAPLAN, MARGARET A., Associate Professor
Books Edited
Employee organizations and collective bargaining
in libraries. Library Trends (25:No.2). Urbana:
Illinois UP, 138pp.
Articles
With C. Maxey
The scope of faculty bargaining: implications for
academic librarians. Library Quarterly (46) 231-47.
CHOLDIN, MARIANNA T. , Associate Professor
Article in Encyclopedia
"Mez'er (Mezler) , Avgusta Vladlmlrovna" and
"Mezhov, Vladimir Izmajlovic." In Encyclopedia
of library and information science (18) , ed. by
Kent, Lancour and Daily. New York: Marcel Dekker,
41-4.
Articles
The Russian Bibliographical Society: 1889-1930.
The Library Quarterly (46:No.l) 1-19.
With D. Craft, et al.
a selection. SlavicReference books of 1974-75:
Review (35) 588-93.
CRAFT, DARINKA, Instructor
Article
With M. T. Choldln, et al.
Reference books of 1974-75: a selection. Slavic
Review (35) 588-93.
DAVIS, ELISABETH B. , Assistant Professor
Articles
A bicentennial remembrance: Important contributors
to mid-eighteenth century biology. Bios (47) 178-
86.
DOWNS, ROBERT B., Professor Emeritus
Books
Books that changed the world: economy. Tokyo:
Klrahara Shoten, 87pp.
Articles
The growth of research collections. Library Trends
(25: July) 55-80.
Collection development for academic libraries.
North Carolina Libraries (34: Fall) 31-8.
The role of the academic librarian. College &
Research Libraries (37:November) 491-502.
Ernest Ingold, bookman. Non Solus (3) 1-7.
ELSTON, CHARLES B. , Assistant Professor
Articles
University student records: research use, privacy
rights and the Buckley law. Midwestern Archivist
(l:No.l) 16-32.
Book Reviews FAIRCHILD, CONSTANCE A., Assistant Professor
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Book Reviews
National guide to craft supplies, by Judith
Glassman. Library Journal (101) 518.
Kiln building with space-age materials, by
Frank A. Colson. Library Journal (101) 520.
Shaker hands, by June Sprlgg. Library Journal
(101) 1016.
Your world in miniature, by Betsey Creekmore and
Betsey B. Creekmore. Library Journal (101) 1277.
Reproducing furniture in miniature, by Ann Pipe.
Library Journal (101) 1277.
Shaker literature, by Mary L. Richmond. Library
Journal (101) 1617.
Windsor chairmaking, by Michael Dimbar. Library
Journal (101) 1620.
Pottery form, by Daniel Rhodes. Library Journal
(101) 2362.
Collecting and restoring wicker furniture, by
Richard Saunders. Library Journal (101) 2562.
Rural crafts of England, by K. S. Woods. Reprint
Bulletin-Book Reviews (20:No.4) 31.
The work of our hands, by Mae Shaffer Rockland.
Reprint Bulletin-Book Reviews (20:No.4) 31.
Costume of colonial times, by Alice Morse Earle.
Reprint Bulletin-Book Reviews (21:No.l) 25.
The practical cabinet maker, by Peter Nicholson
and M. A. Nicholson. Reprint Bulletin-Book Reviews
(21:No.l) 25.
The art of the silversmith in Mexico, 1519-1936,
by Lawrence Anderson. Reprint Bulletin-Book
Reviews (21:No.2) 28.
An encyclopedia of antiques, by Harold Lewis Bond.
Reprint Bulletin-Book Reviews (21:No.2) 33.
Early American furniture makers, by Thomas Hamilton
Orrasbee. Reprint Bulletin-Book Reviews (21: No. 3-4)
22.
FAU, MARY EUSTELLA, Assistant Professor
the man who remade Puerto Rico,
School Library Journal (23:October)
Book Reviews
Luis Munoz Marin:
by Peggy Mann
109.
The United States in the Mexican war, by Don Lawson.
School Library Journal (23:November) 70.
GORECKI, DANUTAM., Instructor
Books
Selected legal bibliography of Poland annotated and
commented. [Chicago]: American Association of Law
Libraries, Committee on Foreign, International and
Comparative Law, 42pp.
Articles
The development of public libraries in Poland:
some soclo-historlcal considerations. The Journal
of Library History, Philosophy and Comparative
Librarianship (ll:No.l) 6-25.
With M. T. Choldln, et al
.
Reference books of 1974-75; a selection. Slavic
Review (35) 588-93.
HICKS, JOAN T., Assistant Professor
Articles
Computer-assisted instruction in library
orientation and services. Bulletin of the Medical
Library Association (64:No.2) 238-40.
HUFF, WILLIAM H., Professor
Chapters in Books
Serials. In The ALA Yearbook 1976 , ed. by Robert
Wedgeworth. Chicago: American Library Association,
318-22.
Articles
Serial subscription agencies. Library Trends (24)
683-709.
Book Reviews
Guide to magazine and serial agents, by Bill Katz
and Peter Gellatly. The Journal of Academic
Librarianship (2:No.3) 138.
KIM, CHIN, Professor
Articles
With T. G. Kearley
The 1972 socialist constitution of North Korea.
Texas International Law Journal (ll:No.l) 113-35.
With R. H. Rogler
Guide to International trade and investment in the
Republic of Korea. Journal of World Trade Law
(5:No.5) 462-77.
KOCH, JEAN E., Instructor
Books
With S. Balachandran
Index to the American Business Communication
Association Bulletin, vol. 23-38. Urbana:
American Business Communication Association, 11pp.
Index to Illinois Business Review, vol. 1-32.
Urbana: Bureau of Economic and Business Research,
University of Illinois, 29pp.
Index to Illinois Agricultural Economics, vol. 1-16.
Urbana: Department of Agricultural Economics,
University of Illinois, 11pp.
Subject index to Illinois Research, vol. 11-15.
Urbana: College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois, 25pp.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Housing and the aged: 1964-1975, a selected
bibliography. Monticello, Illinois: Council of
Planning Librarians, 60pp.
LEICH, HAROLD M., Assistant Professor
Articles
With M. T. Choldln, et al
.
Reference books of 1974-75: a selection. Slavic
Review (35) 588-93.
LOOMIS, BARBARA E. R. , Assistant Professor
Articles
A check list of the books given to the University
of Illinois Library by Ernest Ingold. Non Solus
(3) 35-75.
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MACLAURY, JEAN A. , Assistant Professor
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Selected federal and state publications of interest
to planning librarians, no. 1. Exchange
Bibliography (1092). Monticello, Illinois:
Council of Planning Librarians, 69pp.
Selected federal and state publications of interest
to planning librarians, no. 2. Exchange
Bibliography (1115). Monticello, Illinois:
Council of Planning Librarians, 52pp.
Selected federal and state
to planning librarians, no
Bibliography (1150) . Mont
Council of Planning Librar
Selected federal and state
to planning librarians, no
Bibliography (1151) . Mont
Council of Planning Librar
Selected federal and state
to planning librarians, no
Bibliography (117A) . Mont
Council of Planning Librar
publications of interest
3. Exchange
icello, Illinois:
ians , 16pp.
publications of interest
4. Exchange
icello, Illinois:
ans, 52pp.
publications of interest
5. Exchange
icello, Illinois:
ians, 58pp.
MAKING, YASUKO, Assistant Professor
Articles
Amerikani okeru daigaku toshokan'in no mibiin to
chii: Zaiseikimpaku no eikyo ni tsuite (The
facility status of college librarians in the United
States: on the impact of the budget cut). Daigaku
toshokan kenkyu (Research in University Libraries )
(9) 13-15.
Gakko kyoiku no naka de toshokan ni tsuite no
kyoiku o (Library instruction in the school
curriculum) . Toshokan zasshi (Library Journal )
(70:No.9) 386-7.
Jisho ni nai Why no yoho (A usage of Why not listed
in dictionaries: a comparative study of English-
Japanese dictionaries) . Eigo kyoiku (English
Education) (35:No.9) 90-1.
MANLEY, NANCY HILL, Assistant Professor
Articles
Film books for students and teachers. Film Library
Quarterly (9:No.2) 40-9.
MELBY, CAROL A., Instructor
Books
Computer music compositions of the United States.
Beverly Hills, California: Distributed by Theodore
Front Music Publishers, 28pp.
MILLER, LAURENCE H. , Professor
Chapters in Books
University of Illinois. In East Central and
Southeast Europe: a handbook of library and
archival resources in North America, ed. by
P. L. Horecky and D. H. Kraus.
Clio Press, pp. 187-92, 196-7.
Articles
With M. T. Choldln, et al.
Santa Barbara:
NASH, N. FREDERICK, Assistant Professor
Articles
The Roxburghe Club publications. Non Solus (3)
82-3.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
An American bookshelf, 1776 (an exhibit catalog).
Springfield, Illinois: The Illinois State Library,
32pp.
PACHUTA, JUNE E. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Publications in East European languages (on
Dostoevsky)
. Bulletin of the International
Dostoevsky Society (6) 93-7.
With M. T. Choldin, et al.
Reference books of 1974-75: a selection. Slavic
Review (35) 588-93.
SEWELL, ROBERT G. , Instructor
Articles
The oldest printed text. Non Solus (3) 84-5.
SHTOHRYN, DMYTRO M. , Professor
Articles
a selection. Slavic
With M. T. Choldin, et al.
Reference books of 1974-75:
Review (35) 588-93.
Book Reviews
Economical-Social Herald of the Society of
Ukrainian Businessmen and Professionals in Chicago,
by Society of Ukrainian Businessmen and
Professionals in Chicago. America (October 18,
1976) 3-4.
WALLACE (SMITH), HARRIET E. , Associate Professor
Articles
Geological reference publications. Journal of
Geological Education (24:March) 50-6.
With R. L. Miller
Basic geology collection for a Latin American
university library and a guide for building the
collection. Revista Geofisica (4) 63-137.
WOLFF, ERNST, Professor
Book Reviews
Une reforme locale en Chine au xvi siecle; Hai Rui
a Chun'an 1558-1562, by Michel Cartier. Harvard
Journal of Asiatic Studies (36) 325-31.
Reference books of 1974-75:
Review (35) 588-93.
a selection. Slavic
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ALLEN, WALTER C, Associate Professor
Library Trends (25, no. 1,
Article
Library buildings.
July) 89-112.
Book Reviews
World cars 1975, by L'Editrice dell-automobile
Lea, ed. American Reference Books Annual
,
7th ed., Wt".
American car spotter's guide 1920-1939, by
Tad Burness. American Reference Books Annual
,
7th ed., 783.
Annual summary of information on natural disasters,
number 7, comp. by UNESCO. American Reference
Books Annual
, 7th ed., 703.
GOLDHOR, HERBERT, Professor
Articles
The indices of American public library statistics.
Illinois Libraries (58) 152-58.
The use of late respondents to estimate the nature
of nonrespondents. Newsletter on Library
Research (l8, December) 3-6.
HENDERSON, KATHRYN LUTHER, Associate Professor
Article
Treated with a degree of uniformity and common
sense: descriptive cataloging in the United
States, 1876-1975. Library Trends (25) 227-271.
KRUMMEL, D. W. , Professor
Book
Bibliographical index to the early music in the
Newberry Library, Chicago. Boston: G. K.
Hall, xvii, 587pp.
Articles
Counting every star; or, historical statistics on
music publishing in the United States. Anuario
Interamericano de Investigacion Musical (lo)
175-93.
An Edwardian gentlemen's music exhibition. Music
Library Association, Notes (n.s., 32:June) 711-18.
Music printing and publishing. In Encyclopedia
of Library and Information Science . New York:
Marcel Decker (I8) 1)82-93.
Musical editions: a basic collection. Choice
(l3:no. 2:April) 177-95.
Musical functions and bibliographical forms.
The Library (5th series, 31;December) 327-50.
Reviews
American Bicentennial editions, 2. Music Library
Association, Notes (n.s., 32:March) 629-31.
American Bicentennial editions, 3. ibid,
(n.s., 33:December) 1*05-6.
The American musical miscellany (New York:
Da Capo), ibid, (n.s., 32:March) and A. P.
Heinrich, The dawning of music in Kentucky
(New York: Da Capo), ibid, (n.s., 32:March) 628-9.
Bibliographical studies in honor of Rudolf Hirsch.
Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania.
Library Quarterly (l46:April) 212-13.
LANCASTER, FREDERICK W. , Professor
Book Edited
Proceedings of the 1975 clinic on library applica-
tions of data processing: the use of computers in
literature searching and related reference
activities in libraries. Illinois UP, 159pp.
Chapters in Books
With Jeanne H. Owen
Information retrieval by computer. In The informa-
tion age: its development, its Impact , ed. by
Donald P. Hammer. Metuchen, New Jersey:
Scarecrow Press, pp. 1-33.
Have information services been successful? a
critique. In Proceedings of the 1975 clinic on
library applications of data processing: the use
of computers in literature searching and related
reference activities in libraries
, ed. by F. W.
Lancaster. Illinois UP, pp. 11*5-56.
Articles
Accessibilidade da informacao na pesquisa
cientifica em processo. Clencia da Informacao
(U (2), 1975) 109-117-
Datateknikk -et nyttig redskap for blbliotekene.
AJour (no. 5, 1975) 177-78.
Book Reviews
Indexing languages and thesauri: construction and
maintenance, by D. Soergel. International
Classification 2 (l), 1975, PP. 52-53.
Advances in librarlanshlp and The annual review of
information science and technology. Library
Quarterly (1*6, 1, January) 7'*-77.
MILLER, JEROME K. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Copyright today (a column appearing ten times a
year). Audiovisual Instruction January-December.
Copyright considerations in teacher- and student-
designed learning materials. Social Education :
The Official Journal of the National Council
for the Social Studies (1*0, no. 5, Hay) 282-83.
The fair use provision of the copyright bill.
Illinois Libraries (58, no. 7, September) 539-5UO.
RICHARDSON, SELMA K. , Associate Professor
Article
Public awareness. Issues in Media Management 1-13.
Book Review
Serving youth, by Lillian L. Shapiro. Library
Quarterly (1*2, no. 2, July) 332-33.
STEVENS, HOLLAND E. , Professor
Book Reviews
Norton on archives: the writings of Margaret Cross
Norton on archival and records management, by
Thornton W. Mitchell, ed. Library Journal
(101) U88.
Rare book librarlanshlp, by Roderick Cave,
Library Journal (101 ) 1501.
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WERT, LUCILLE M. , Associate Professor
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Evaluation of the traineeship program for preparing
minority group school lihrary media specialists at
the School of Library and Information Science of the
State University of New York at Albany. Champaign:
University of Illinois Library Research Center,
19T5. 58pp.
With Ronald R. Powell, et al
The application of performance measures in a sample
of Illinois public libraries. Champaign:
University of Illinois Library Research Center.
63pp plus appendices.
Book Review
The shaping of American library education, by
Charles D. Churchwell. Library Quarterly (U6,
no. 1*, October) l*69-l*TO.
With J. S. Tlou
The consequences of the language policies
of African States vis-a-vis education. In
proceedings of the 7th conference "on African
linguistics , ed. by Kotey and Der-Houssikian.
Columbia, South Carolina: Hornbeam Press,
pp. 154-74.
Articles
Authenticity and the choice of a national
language: the case of Zaire. Presence
Africaine (99/100) 104-42.
Authenticity and the choice of a national
language: the case of Zaire. Studies in
the Linguistic Sciences (6:2) 23-64,
The impact of multilingualism on language
structures: the case of central Africa.
Studies in Language Learning (1:2) 1-40.
CHENG, CHIN-CHUAN, Associate Professor
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Ph.D. in Library Science
Flanagan, Cathleen Coyla (S. Rolland) , Sound
recordings, private collectors, and academic
research libraries.
Powell, Ronald Rowe (L. Wert), An Investigation of
the relationship between reference collection
size and other reference service factors and
success in answering reference questions.
Young, Arthur Price (D. W. Krummel), The American
Library Association and World War I.
Articles
Chauvinism, egalitarianism, multilingualism:
China's linguistic experience. Studies in
Language Learning (1:2) 41-58.
Teaching Oral Chinese in the United States.
Journal of the Chinese Language Teachers
Association (11:5) 168-71.
With C.-H. Chen
Computer-assisted instruction in Chinese:
an interim report. Journal of Chinese
Linguistics (4) 278-98.
GREEN, GEORGIA M., Associate Professor
Doctor of Library Science
Smith, Dlanna Lynne (R. Stevens), The magnitude and
characteristics of interlibrary loan involving
public, academic, and special libraries in
Tennessee.
Chapter in a Book
With J. L. Morgan
More evidence for a cycle of transformations.
In Syntax and Semantics 7 : notes from the
linguistic underground , ed. by James McCawley.
New York: Academic Press, pp. 243-48.
Article
Main clause phenomena in subordinate clauses.
Language (52) 382-97.
HOCK, HANS H., Associate Professor
LINGUISTICS
BOKAMBA, EYAMBA G., Assistant Professor
Book
Question formation in some Bantu languages.
Ann Arbor: University Microfilms, 231pp.
Chapter in a Book
On the syntax and semantics of derivational
verb suffixes in Bantu languages . In 1975
Mid-America linguistics conference papers ,
ed. by Frances Ingemann. Lawrence, Kansas:
University of Kansas, pp. 38-50.
Chapter in a Book
Final weakening and related phenomena. In
1975 Mid-America linguistics conference
papers , ed. by Frances Ingemann. Lawrence,
Kansas, University of Kansas, pp. 219-59.
Articles
Current trends in historical linguistics.
Lektos (2:1) 25-47.
With R. Pandharipande
The sociolinguistic position of Sanskrit in
pre-Muslim South Asia. Studies in Language
Learning (1:2) 105-38.
KACHRU, BRAJ B., Professor and Head of Department
Book Edited
Dimensions of bilingualism: theory and case
studies: special issue of Studies in Language
Learning . Urbana: Unit for Foreign Language
Study and Research, 403pp.
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Chapter in a Book
Indian English: a sociolinguistic profile of
a transplanted language. In Dimensions of
bilingualism: theory of case studies, ed. by
Braj B. Kachru. Urbana: Unit for Foreign
Language Study and Research, pp. 139-89.
Articles
General linguistic studies in Hindi: a review
of resources. Lingua (38:1976) 335-55.
Models of English for the third world: Whiteman'
linguistic burden or language pragmatics? TESOL
Quarterly (10.1:June 1976) 221-39.
Lexical innovations in South Asian English.
International Journal of the Sociology of
Language (4:1975) 55-74.
Book Review
Style and structure in literature: essays in
the new styli sties, ed. by Roger Fowler Style
(X:Spring 1976, No. 2) 197-202.
KACHRU, YAMUNA, Professor
Chapter in a Book
On the semantics of the causative construction
in Hindi-Urdu. In The grammar of causative
constructions , ed. by Masayoshi Shibatani.
New York: Academic Press, pp. 353-69.
Article
Defining equivalence in contrastive analysis:
causative constructions in English and South
Asian languages. CIEFL Bulletin (12) 1-13.
KAHANE, HENRY, Professor, Emeritus
Articles
Max Reinhardt's total theatre: a centenary
lecture. Comparative Literature Studies
(12) 323-37.
Max Reinhardt's total theatre: a centenary
lecture. Montage, Satire, and Cultism:
Germany Between the Wars , ed. by H. Knust.
Champaign: Illinois UP, 125-39.
With R. Kahane
Linqua Franca: the story of a term. Romance
Philology (30) 25-41.
The Mediterranean contact vernacular. Studies
in Language Learning (1: Spring) 191-204.
Book Review
Untersuchungen zu Wortfamiliend der Romania
Germanica, by Ute Joppich-Hagemann and Ute
Korth. Romance Philology (30) 487-89.
KENSTOWICZ, MICHAEL J., Associate Professor
KIM, CHIN-W., Professor
Chapter in a Book
Chapter in a Book
InRule ordering in pregenerative phonology.
Ordering and application of rules , ed. by
Andreas Koutsoudas, The Hague, Mouton, pp. 122-39.
Article
Some rules of Koryak phonology. Studies in the
Linguistic Sciences (6:1) 22-37.
Models of speech production. In Formal aspects
of cognition processes , ed. by Storer and Winter.
Springer Verlag, pp. 142-59.
Articles
Rule ordering in Korean phonology. Linguistic
Journal of Korea (1) 60-83.
The role of vowel length in Korean phonology.
Studies in Language and Literature (9) 47-56.
Book Review
Principles of Phonometrics , by E. Zwirner and
K. Zwirner. Linguistics: An International
Review (180) 96-103.
KISSEBERTH, CHARLES W. , Professor
Chapter in a Book
With M. I. Abasheikh
The object relationship in Chi-Mwi:ni, a Bantu
language. In Syntax and semantics, vol. 8:
grammatical relations , ed. by Cole and Sadock.
New York, pp. 179-218.
Article
With M. I. Abasheikh
Chi-Mwi:ni prefix, morphophonemics. Studies
in the Linguistic Sciences (6:2) 142-73.
On the interaction of phonology and morphology:
a Chi-Mwi:ni example. Studies in African
Linguistics (7:1) 31-40.
A raorphophonemic rule in Chi-Mwi:ni: evidence
from loanwords. Studies in Language Learning
(1:2) 205-18.
PETERSEN, DAVID - See Religious Studies
ZGUSTA, LADISLAV, Professor
Article
Graeco-Latin bilingualism in the Roman Empire.
Studies in Language Learning (1:2) 375-89.
Book Reviews
Elements of lexicology and semiotics, by
Witold Doroszervski . Semiotica (16:3) 284-91.
Sprachwandel , reader fur diachronoisnen
sprachwissenschaf t, ed. by D. Cherubim.
Lingua (40) 264-65.
Exploring semantic structures, by Eugene A. Nida.
Kratylos (20) 20-23.
Idiom structures in English, by Adam MaJOcai,
Kratylos (19) 146-49.
Philosophie und linguistische theorie, by
Josef Simon. Zeitschrift fiir Vergleichende
Sprachforschung (89) 291-92.
Philosophische etymologie and historische
semantik, by Friedrich Kainz. Zeitschrift
fUr Vergleichende Sprachforschung (89) 293-96.
Einfuhrung in die laryngaltheorie, by Fredrik
Otto Lindeman. Zeitschrift fiir Vergleichende
Sprachforschung (89) 297-300.
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DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS APPEL, KENNETH I., Associate Professor
Dalgish, Gerard Matthew (C. W. Kisseberth) , The
morphophonemics of the OluTsootso dialect of
(Olu)Luyia; issues and implications.
Dudas, Karen Marie (C. W. Kisseberth), The phonology
and morphology of modern Javanese.
Hackman, Geoffrey James (Y. Kachru) , An integrated
analysis of the Hindi tense and Aspect system.
Leskosky, Richard John (B. B. Kachru), Linguistic
structuring and the cinema: A study in method.
Menn, Lise (H. Maclay) , Pattern, control, and contrast
in beginning speech: A case study in the develop-
ment of word form and word function.
Onn, Farid Mohamed (H. Kenstowlcz), Aspects of Malay
phonology and morphology.
Soheili-Isfahani, Abulghasem (Y. Kachru), Noun phrase
complementation in Persian.
Sohn, Han (C. C. Chung), A cineradiographic study of
selected Korean utterances and its implications.
Stock, Roberta (H. Maclay), Some factors affecting
the acquisition of a foreign language lexicon
in the classroom.
Ziv, Yael (P. Cole), On the communicative effects of
relative clause extraposition in English.
Articles
With W. Haken
The existence of unavoidable sets of geographically
good configurations. Illinois Journal of Mathe-
matics (20) 218-97.
With W. Haken
Every planar map is four colorable (research ann.).
Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society (82)
711-12.
BANK, STEVEN B., Professor
Articles
On the existence of meromorphic solutions of
differential equations having arbitrarily rapid
growth. Journal fur die reine und angewandte
Mathematik (288) 176-82.
With R. P. Kaufman
On meromorphic solutions of first-order differential
equations . Commentarii Mathematici Helvetic!
(51:No. 3) 289-99.
With R. P. Kaufman
An extension of HBlder's theorem concerning the
Gamma functions. Funkcialaj Ekvacioj (Serio
Internacia) (19:No. 1) 53-63.
BARTLE, ROBERT G., Professor
Book
The Elements of Real Analysis, Second Ed. New York:
John Wiley & Sons, 480 pp.
BERG, IRA DAVID, Professor
MATHEMATICS
Article
Another proof that the minimal operator has a left
inverse. Applicable Analysis (5) 189-91.
BERKSON, EARL R. , Professor
ABIKOFF, WILLIAM, Assistant Professor
Articles
Augmented Teichmuller spaces. Bulletin of the
American Mathematical Society . (82:No.2) 333-4.
Two theorems on totally degenerate Kleinian groups.
American Journal of Mathematics (98) 109-18.
ALBRECHT, FELIX R. , Professor
Article
With H. Gatzke, et al
On the control of certain interacting populations.
Journal of Mathematical Analysis and Applications
(53) 578-603.
ALEXANDER, STEPHANIE B. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With H. Porta
One-parameter groups of isometries on Hardy
spaces of the torus. Transactions American
Mathematical Society (220) 373-91.
With R. J. Fleming and J. Jamison
Groups of isometries on certain ideals of Hilbert
space operators. Mathematische Annalen (220)
151-56.
BERNDT, BRUCE C, Professor
Articles
Dedekind sums and a paper of G. H. Hardy. Journal
of the London Mathematical Society (2) (13)
129-37.
Classical theorems on quadratic residues.
L'Enseignement t-lathematique (22) 261-304.
Article
With R. Maltz
Isometric immersions of Riemannian products in
Euclidean space. Journal of Differential Geometry
(lliNo.l) 47-57.
BOHRER, ROBERT E., Associate Professor
Articles
With D. Putnam
Statistical tests of random number generators.
Simuletter (8:No. 1, October) 85-91.
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BURKUOLDER, DONALD L., Professor
Chapter In Book
Harmonic analysis and probability. In Studies in
harmonic analysis
, by J. M. Ash. V/ashington:
Mathematical Association of America pp. 136-49.
CARROLL, ROBERT W. , Professor
Book
With R. E. Showalter
Singular and degenerate Cauchy problems. New York:
Academic Press, 333 pp.
Article
Singular Cauchy problems in symmetric spaces.
Journal of Mathematical Analysis and Applications
(56) 41-54.
CHEN, KUO-TSAI, Professor
Chapter in Book
Reduced Bar Constructions on deRham complexes. In
Algebra, Topology and Category Theory, a collection
of papers in honor of Samuel Eilenberg, A. Heller
and M. Tierney. Academic Press, New York, pp.
19-32.
CRAGGS, ROBERT F., Associate Professor
Articles
A new proof of the Reideraeister-Singer theorem on
stable equivalence of Ueegaard splittings. Pro-
ceedings of the American Mathematical Society (57)
143-47.
With Joan S. Birman
On the y-invariant of Z -homology 3-spheres.
Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society
(82) 253-55.
DAY, MAHLON M. , Professor
Article
Lumpy subsets in left-amenable locally compact
semigroups. Pacific Journal of Mathematics (62)
87-92.
DHARMADHIKARI , SUDHAKAR W. , Visiting Professor
Articles
A simple proof of mean convergence in the law of
large numbers. American Mathematical Monthly (83)
474-75.
With K. Jogdeo
On characterizations of unimodality for discrete
distributions. Annals Institute of Statistical
Mathematics (28) 9-18.
With K. Jogdeo
Multivariate Unimodality. Annals of Statistics
(4) 607-13.
DOLEANS-DADE, CATHERINE A., Assistant Professor
Article
On the existence and unicity of solutions of
Stochastic integral equations. Wahrscheinlichkeits-
theorie verw. Gebiete (36) pp. 93-101.
DOOB, JOSEPH L., Professor
Chapter in Book
Foundations of probability theory and Its influence
on the theory of statistics. In On the history of
statistics and probability , by D. B. Owen. New
York, pp. 197-204.
DOR, LEONARD £., Visiting Lecturer
On unconditional basic sequences in L . In
P
Chapters in Books
Altgeld Book, University of Illinois Functional
Analysis Seminar , Urbana, Illinois (15) 1-6.
On isometric embeddings in L . In Altgeld Book
,
University of Illinois Functional Analysis Seminar
,
Urbana, Illinois (7) 1-7.23.
Articles
On sequences spanning a complex £. . Proceedings
of the American !'athematical Society (47) 515-16.
On projections in L 1" Annals of Mathematics
(102) 463-74.
Potentials and isometric embeddings in L .
Israel Journal of ilathematlcs (24) 260-68.
With E. W. Odell
I
On monotone bases in L .
P
Pacific Journal of
Mathematics (60) 51-61
With G. Bennett, V. Goodman, et al
On uncomplemented subspaces of L
Israel Journal of Mathematics,
P
(25)
l<p<2.
178-87.
EVANS, E. GRAHAJI, JR., Associate Professor
Chapter in Book
Position Generale et Position Speciale en la
Theorie Commutative des Anneaux. In Collogue
D'Algebre Commutative
, by J. Guerindon. Rennes,
France, pp. 1-5.
Article
With D. Eisenbud
A generalized principal ideal theorem. Nagoya
Mathematical Journal (62) 41-53.
FINNEY, ROSS L., Associate Professor
Book
With D. R. Ostberg
Elementary Differential Equations with Linear
Algebra. Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, Inc.
Reading, Massachusetts, 477 pp.
Technical Report
Constants of Integration (Unit 162) Education
Development Center, Newton, Massachusetts, 35 pp.
Revision of Technical Report
With B. Horlick and S. Koont
Prescribing safe but effective dosage (Unit 72)
Education Development Center, Newton, Massachusetts,
12 pp.
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FRANCIS, GEORGE K. , Associate Professor
Article
Assembling Rieraann surfaces with given boundary
curves and branch points. Illinois Journal of
Mathematics (20) 198-217.
GOLDBERG, SAMUEL I., Professor
Articles
Mappings of nonpositively curved manifolds.
Nagoya Mathematical Journal (61) 73-84.
On conformally flat spaces with definite Ricci
curvature 11. Kodai Mathematical Seminar Reports
(27) 445-48.
Mappings of nonpositively curved manifolds.
Publications of the Research Institute for
Mathematical Sciences, Kyoto University (12)
379-82.
With E. M. Moskal
The axiom of spheres in Kaehler geometry. Kodai
Mathematical Seminar Reports (27) 188-92.
With H. Okumura
Conformally flat manifolds and a pinching problem
on the Ricci tensor. Proceedings of the American
Mathematical Society (58) 234-36.
With T. Ishihara
Harmonic quasiconformal mappings of Riemannian
manifolds. American Journal of Mathematics (98)
225-40.
Bulletin
Differential Geometry. Michigan State University,
Department of Mathematics, 15 pp.
GREEN, EDWARD L. , Visiting Lecturer
Articles
Complete intersections in tensor algebras I.
Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra (7) 317-32.
Complete intersections in tensor algebras II.
Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra (8) 51-51.
With I. Reiten
On the construction of ring extensions. Glasgow
Mathematical Journal (17) 1-11.
With R. Gordon
A representation theory for Noetherian rings.
Journal of Algebra (39) 100-30.
With R. Gordon
Indecomposable modules: amalgamations. Bulletin
of the American Mathematical Society (82) 884-7.
With R. Gordon
Indecomposable modules: modules with cores.
Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society
,
(82) 590-2.
GRIFFITH, PHILLIP A., Professor
Articles
The Brauer group of A[T] . Mathematische
Zeitschrift
,
(147) 79-86.
A representation theorem for complete local rings.
Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra (7) 303-15.
HENSON, C. WARD, Assistant Professor
Article
Nonstandard hulls of Banach spaces. Israel
Journal of Mathematics (25) lOG-44.
JANUSZ, GERALD J., Professor
Article
The Schur group of an algebraic number field.
Annals of Mathematics (103) 253-81.
JOCKUSCH, CARL G., JR., Professor
Article
With S. G. Simpson
A degree-theoretic definition of the ramified
analytical hierarchy. Annals of Mathematical
Logic (10 (1975)) 1-32.
KAMBER, FRANZ W. , Professor
Article
With P. M. Tondeur
Classes characterlstiques et suites spectrales
d'Eilenberg-Moore. Comptes Rendus de 1 'Academic
des Sciences, Paris (283, November 15) 883-86.
KAUFMAN, ROBERT P., Professor
Articles
A negative theorem on superpositions. Journal of
Approximation Theory (18) 9-12.
Random measures on planar curves. Arkiv ft^r
Matematik (14) 245-50.
Meromorphic functions and smooth analytic functions.
Proceedings of American Mathematical Society (61)
272-74.
Covering properties of random series. Duke
Mathematical Journal (43) 295-99.
Bernoulli convolutions and differentiable functions.
Transactions of American Mathematical Society
(217) 99-104.
With S. B. Bank
On meromorphic solutions of first-order differ-
ential equations. Commentarii Mathematici
Helvetic! (51) 289-99.
With S. B. Bank
An extension of Holder's theorem concerning
the Gamma function. Funkcialaj Ekvacioj (19)
53-63.
KNIGHT, FRANK B., Professor
Article
A characterization of the Cauchy type. Proceedings
of the American Mathematical Society (55:No. 1)
130-35.
LANGEBARTEL, RAY G., Professor
Article
Non-stationary motion of a rotating infinitely
flattened self-gravitating system near an
equilibrium state. Astrophysics and Space
Science (43) 105-27.
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LOEB, PETER A., Professor
Articles
Applications of nonstandard analysis to ideal
boundaries in potential theory. Israel Journal
of Mathematics (25) 154-87.
With D. J. Brown
The value of a nonstandard competitive allocation.
Israel Journal of Itethematics (25:No. 1 & 2)
71-86.
MILES, JOSEPH B., Associate Professor
Article
With D. F. Shea
On the growth of meromorphic functions having at
least one deficient value. Duke Mathematical
Journal (43) 171-86.
MOSTOW, MARK A., Visiting Lecturer
Book
Continuous cohomology of spaces with two topologies.
Providence, RI , American Mathematical Society,
(Memoir number 175) 142 pp. + x.
MULLER, DAVID E., Professor
Chapter in Bock
Theory of Automata. In Theoretical Computer
Science , ed. by Cremonese, Rome (1975) 66-96.
Articles
With F. D. Preparata
Efficient parallel evaluation of Boolean
expressions. Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers Transactions on Computers
(C-25:5) 548-49.
With F. D. Preparata
Restructuring of arithmetic expressions for
parallel evaluation. Journal of the Association
for Computing Machinery (23:3) 534-43.
NIEDERREITER, HARALD G., Visiting Professor
Chapter in Book
Some new exponential sums with applications to
pseudo-random numbers. In Topics in Number Theory ,
ed. by P. Turan, Amsterdam: North-Holland,
pp. 209-32.
Articles
An application of the Hilbert-tlontgoraery-Vaughan
inequality to the metric theory of uniform
distribution mod 1. Journal of the London
Mathematical Society (13) 497-506.
Statistical independence of linear congruential
pseudo-random numbers. Bulletin of the American
Mathematical Society (82) 927-29.
On the cycle structure of linear recurring
sequences. Ilathematica Scandinavica (38)
53-77.
On the distribution of pseudo-random numbers
generated by the linear congruential method III.
Mathematics of Computation (30) 571-97.
With C. F. Osgood
A uniform distribution question related to
numerical analysis. Mathematics of Computation
(30) 366-70.
PARKER, E. T., Professor
Article
With R. B. Killgrove and Ed Milne
Low order projective planes. Proceedings of the
Seventh Southeastern Conference on Combinatorics
,
Graph Theory, and Computing
,
365-390 pp.
PHILIPP, WALTER V., Professor
Articles
A conjecture of Erdds on continued fractions.
Acta Arithmetica (28) 379-86.
Almost sure Invariance principles for empirical
distribution functions of weakly dependent
random variables. Springer Lecture Notes in
Mathematics (566) 83-105.
PORTNOY, STEPHEN L., Associate Professor
Article
2
On solutions to u = Au + u in two dimensions.
Journal of Mathematical Analysis and Applications
(55, #2, Aug.) 291-94.
RAO, RANGA R. , Professor
Book
With R. Bhattacharya
Normal approximation and asjnnptotic expansions.
John Wiley & Sons, New York, New York: 271 pp.
REINER, IRVING, Professor
Book
Class Groups and Picard Group of Integral Group
Rings and Orders. Providence, RI: American
Mathematical Society 44 pp.
Article
2
Integral representation of cyclic groups of p .
Proceedings of American Mathematical Society
(58) 8-12.
ROBINSON, DEREK S., Professor
Symposia
Articles
Splitting theorems for infinite groups.
Mathematica (17) 441-70.
The vanishing of certain homology and cohomology
groups. Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra
(7) 145-67.
A new treatment of soluble groups with finiteness
conditions on their abelian subgroups. Bulletin
of the London Mathematical Society (8) 113-29.
ROSENTHAL, HASKELL P., Professor
Articles
Some applications of p-summing operators to Banach
space theory. Studia Mathematica (58) 21-43.
Point-wise compact subsets of the first Baire class.
American Journal of Mathematics (97 (2))
291-307.
RUBEL, LEE A., Professor
Articles
Harmonic analysis of harmonic functions.
Proceedings of the American Mathematical Society
(54) 146-48.
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Journal of
How to use Runge's theorem. L'Enseignement
Mathematique (22) 185-90.
With A. L. Shields
OO 00
Invariant subspaces of L and H . Journal
Fur Die Reine Und Angewandte Mathematik (272
(1975)) 32-44.
With T. W. Gamelin, et al
On badly approximable functions. Journal of
Approximation Theory (17) 280-96.
With W. S. McVoy
Coherence of some rings of functions.
Functional Analysis (21) 76-87.
With A. L. Shields
Badly approximable functions and interpolation by
Blaschlse products. Proceedings of the Edinburgh
Mathematical Society (20) 159-61.
With S . Venkateswaran
Simultaneous approximation and interpolation by
entire functions. Archiv der Mathematik (27)
526-29.
With P. M. Gauthier
Holomorphic functionals on open Riemann surfaces.
Canadian Journal of Mathematics (28) 885-88.
SCHUPP, PAUL E., Professor
SUZUKI, MICHIO, Professor
Chapter in Book
Articles
Embeddings into simple groups. Journal of the
London Mathematical Society (13) 90-4.
A strengthened Frelheitssatz. Mathematische
Annalen (221) 73-80.
SCOTT, EDWARD J., Professor
Article
The Riemann function for a class of equations of
the form 8^v/8y 3x + v(x)y(y)v = 0. Ganita
(26:No. 1, June 1975) 19-27.
STOLARSKY, KENNETH B. , Associate Professor
Articles
The sum of a digitaddition series. Proceedings
of the American Mathematical Society (59) 1-5.
An extremal characterization of regular simplices
via the addition theorem for Gegenbauer poly-
nomials. Geometriae Dedicata (5) 229-38.
STOUT, WILLIAM F., Associate Professor
Articles
With S. Cambonis and G. Simons
Inequalities for Ek(x,y) when the marginals are
fixed. Zeitschrift Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie
verw. Gebiete (36) 285-94.
With G. Simons
Weak convergence to stable laws by means of a
weak invariance principle. Springer-Verlag Lecture
Notes in Mathematics (566) 127-37.
A characterization of the orthogonal groups over
finite fields of characteristic two. In Finite
Groups ed. by N. Iwahori. Tokyo, Japan: Japan
Society for the Promotion of Science, pp. 105-12.
TAKEUTI, GAISI, Professor
Article
With M. Yasugi
Fundamental sequences of ordinal diagrams.
Commentari Mathematlci Universitatls Sancti Pauli
(25:No. 1) 1-80.
TING, TSUAN WU, Professor
Article
The unloading problem for severely twisted bars.
Pacific Journal of Mathematics (64) 559-82.
TONDEUR, PHILIPPE M. , Professor
Article
With F. W. Kamber
Classes caracteristiques et suites spectrales
d'Eilenberg-Moore. Comptes Rendus de I'Academic
des Sciences , Paris (283) 883-86.
TORCHINSKY, ALBERTO, Visiting Associate Professor
Chapter in Book
With A. P. Calderon
Classes of distributions with parabolic maximal
functions in l''(R ). In Functional Analysis ed.
by D. G. de Figueiredo. New York: Marcel Dekker,
pp. 27-38.
Article
Interpolation of operations and Orlicz classes.
Studia Mathematica (LIX: No. 2) 177-207.
UHL, J. JERRY, JR., Professor
Articles
With J. Diestel
The Radon-Nikodym theorem for Banach space valued
measures. The Rocky Mountain Journal of Mathematics
(6) 1-46.
With B. Turrett
L (M,X) has the Radon-Nikodym property if X does
P
by martingales. Proceedings of the American
Mathematical Society (61) 347-50.
Book Review
Vector measures and control systems, by Igor
Kluvanek and Greg Knowles. Bulletin of American
Mathematical Society (83) 103-6.
ULLOM, STEPHEN V., Associate Professor
Article
Nontrivial lower bounds for class groups of integral
group rings.
361-71.
Illinois Journal of Mathematics (20)
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WALTER, JOHN H., Professor
Chapter in Book
Characterization of Chevalley Groups. In Finite
Groups ed. by Nayayoshi Iwahori. Tokyo, Japan:
Proceedings of Taniguchi International Symposium
Division of Mathematics, pp. 117-39.
WETZEL, JOHN £., Associate Professor
Article
With J. W. Kerr
Dissections of a triangular prism. Geometriae
Dedicata W 279-89.
WIJSMAN, ROBERT A., Professor
Book Review
Sequential Statistical Procedures, by
Z. Govindarajulu. Bulletin of the American
Mathematical Society (82) 663-68.
WOLFOWITZ, JACOB, Professor
Articles
Asymptotically efficient estimators when the
densities of the observations have discontinuities.
Annals Institute of Statistical Mathematics
(Tokyo) (28:No. 3) 359-70.
With J. Kiefer
Asymptotically minimax estimation of concave and
convex distribution functions. Zeitschrift fuer
Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie u. verw. Gebiete (34)
73-85.
With J. Kiefer
Asymptotically minimax estimation of concave and
convex distribution functions II. Proceedings
Purdue Symposium on Statistical Decision Theory
and Related Topics , Purdue University,
May 17-19.
ZARING, WILSON M. , Associate Professor
Book
With R. Exner, et al
Matheson, Alec Lane (R. Kaufman), Closed ideals in
Banach algebras of analytic functions satisfying
a Llpschlcz condition.
McVoy, Walter Scott (L. A. Rubel) , Some results on
bounded analytic functions.
Powder, Charles Robert (S. B. Bank), On the asymptotic
theory of linear and non-linear ordinary differen-
tial equations.
Redmond, Donald Michael (B. Berndt), On the summatory
functions of a class of Dirichlet series.
Townsend, Douglas Wayne (J. Miles), Imaginary values
of meromorphic functions.
Tsao, Hung-ping (C. L. Liu), Some extremal problems
in ordered structures.
Turect, Jay Barry (J. J. Uhl), Fenchel-orlicz spaces.
Vasak, John Michael (J. Brown), The thickness of the
complete graph.
Wanna, Salma Shukrallah (K. T. Chen), A spectral
sequence for group representations.
Williams, Larry James (K. T. Chen), An algebraic
generalization of integration in free groups.
MCKINLEY HEALTH SERVICE
NIKELLY, ARTHUR G., Associate Professor
Article
With N. Dunkas
Group psychotherapy with Greek immigrants. Inter-
national Journal of Group Psychotherapy (25:No.4)
402-8.
YOUNG, CHARLES R. , Associate Professor
Book Review
The Relaxation Response, by Herbert Benson. Eter-
nity Magazine (27:No. 9) 50.
I
Book 1, Introductory Logic.
Cemrel Inc. , 190 pp.
St. Louis, Missouri:
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Barbasch, Dan Mihai (R. R. Rao), Fourier inversion
formulas of orbital integrals.
Boxer, Laurence Richard (M. Hamstrom) , The space of
absolute neighborhood retracts of a closed surface.
Burd, Barry Abram (G. Takeuti) , Some implications of
the theory of weaves with applications in
determinateness and logic.
Duchamp, Thomas Engene (P. Tondeur) , Characteristic
invariants of G-f oliations.
Gaynor, John Anthony (K. Jogdeo) , Asymptotic efficien-
cies of selection procedures.
Luecking, Daniel Henry (L. A. Rubel), A function
algebra approach to badly approximable functions.
Matchett Andrew James (S. V. Ullom) , Some subgroups
and homomorphisms of locally free class groups.
MECHANICAL AND INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
CHAO, BEI T. , Professor and Head of Department
Articles
With W. E. Dunn and A. M. Clausing
Simple optical detector for measuring production
rate and local velocity of drops. Review of
Scientific Instruments (47:3) 321-3.
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With F. N. Lin
Addendum to laminar free convection over two-
dimensional and axisyiranetric bodies of arbitrary
contour
. Journal of Heat Transfer, Transactions of
the American Society of Hechanical Engineers (98C:2)
344.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With D. R. Jeng
Unsteady heat transfer from a rotating disk or cone
with large suction. 1976 Heat Transfer and Fluid
Mechanics Institute, Stanford UP, 284-300.
CHATO, JOHN C, Professor
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With J. Haberman
Engineering aspects of heat transfer in medicine.
Report on Workshop, Allerton House of the University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, UILU ENG 76-4004.
With S. Y. Chem
Numerical analysis of convective cooling of pipe-
type electric cables. ME-TR 712, UILU ENG 76-400S.
CHEN, MICHAEL H. , Professor
Articles
With R. E. Thorne and E. F. Wyner
Resolution of electron emission mechanisms in an
argon arc with a hot tungsten cathode. Journal of
Applied Physics (47), 5214-7.
CHOW, WEN L., Professor
Articles
With D. J. Spring
The viscous interaction of flow redevelopment after
reattachment with supersonic external streams.
Journal of the American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics (13:No.l2) 1576-84.
Viscid-inviscid interaction of two-dimensional in-
compressible separated flow. Journal of Applied
Mechanics (43:No. 3, Series E) 387-95.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With N. R. Warpinski
Viscid-inviscid interaction associated with incom-
pressible flow past wedges at high Reynolds numbers.
Engineering Experiment Station, Urbana, Illinois,
UILU ENG 77-4001.
CLAUSING, ARTHUR H. , Associate Professor
Articles
With W. E. Dunn and B. T. Chao
Simple optical detector for measuring production
rate and local velocity of drops. Review of
Scientific Instruments (47: No. 3).
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Optical and thermal characteristics of a solar col-
lector witha stationary spherical reflector and a
tracking absorber. 20th Annual Society of Photo-
Optical Instrumentation Engineers Symposium, San
Diego, California (85) 128-38.
The performance of a stationary reflector/tracking
absorber solar concentrator. International Solar
Energy Conference, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada (2)
304-26.
Optimum sensor location in transient calorimeters.
16th National Heat Transfer Conference, St. Louis,
Missouri (76-HT-63).
Potential of a solar collector with a stationary
spherical reflector and a tracking absorber for
electrical power production. Sandia Laboratories
Technical Report, Livermore, California (SAND76-8039).
COOK, HARRY E. , Professor, See Metallurgy and Mining
GREENE, JOSEPH E., Associate Professor, See
Coordinated Science Laboratory.
MORRISON, FRANK A., Jr., Professor
Articles
Similarity in transient high speed gas flow through
porous media. Journal of Fluids Engineering (98)
567-8.
Irrotational flow about two touching spheres.
Journal of Applied Mechanics (43) 365-6.
With R. S. Downing
Convective and dispersive transport in a porous
medium. Computers and Fluids (4) 65-75.
With L. D. Reed
Hydrodynamic interactions in electrophoresis.
Journal of Colloid and Interface Science (54) 117-33.
Low Knudsen number creeping motion of two touching
spheres. Journal of Applied Mechanics (43) 575-8.
With M. B. Stewart
Small bubble motion in an accelerating liquid.
Journal of Applied Mechanics (43) 399-403.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Transient non-Darcy gas flow in a porous medium.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers Winter
Annual Meeting, New York; published in American
Society of Hechanical Engineers' special publication
Numerical/Laboratory Computer Methods in Fluid
Mechanics , ed. by A. A. Pouring and V. L. Shah.
Transient heat and mass transfer to a drop in an
electric field. American Society of Mechanical
Engineers Winter Annual Meeting, New York.
ROUSE, WILLIAM B. , Assistant Professor
Articles
A library network model. Journal of the American
Society for Information Science (27) 88-99.
A model of the human as a suboptimal smoother.
Institute of Electronic and Electrical Engineers
Transactions on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics (SHC-6)
337-43.
With K. D. Enstrom
Human perception of the statistical properties of
discrete time series. Institute of Electronic and
Electrical Engineers Transactions on Systems, Man
,
and Cybernetics (SHC-5) 465-73.
SOO, SHAO L. , Professor
Chapter in a Book
Aerosol measurement by cyclone collectors. In
Aerosol Measurement
, ed. by D. A. Lundgren, Florida
UP.
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Articles
On one-dimensional motion of a single component in
two phases. International Journal of Multiphase
Flow (3) 79-82.
Net effect of pressure gradient on a sphere.
Physics of Fluids (19) 757.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
System consideration in spray cooling and evaporation.
American Power Conference (38) 1482-6.
Coal transportation: Unit trains-slurry pipelines.
Appendix F of Item 18, National Technical Information
Service Public Bulletin 2it8-652/AS.
Presentation at Hearings before the Subcommittee on
Energy Research, Development, and Demonstration,
Fossil Fuels, of the Committee on Science and Tech-
nology. United States House of Representatives, 94th
Congress, Second Session (IV:511) 47-63, 502-922.
With M. Rieber
The feasibility of coal mine cooperatives: A prelimi-
nary report and analysis. National Technical Inform-
ation Service Public Bulletin 245-326/4WE.
Route specific cost comparisons: Unit trains, coal
slurry pipelines and extra high voltage transmission.
Center for Advanced Computation Document No. 190.
With M. Rieber and J. J. Stukel
The coal future: Economic and technological analysis
of initiatives and innovations to secure fuel supply
independence. National Technical Information Service
Public Bulletin 247-578/AS.
With S. Leung
Outlook of pneumatic pipelines. Compendium for the
United States Department of Transportation Conference
on America's Freight System in the BO's and 90's--But
how to get there. Cambridge, Massachusetts.
With H. Perez-Bianco
Preliminary design of a 100 atmosphere steam electro
coal pump. Report for Argon National Laboratory,
Contract 31-10T-38-3620 ERDA US ANL SBC.
With R. T. Gibbs and K. T. Ma
A preliminary design of a high temperature, high
pressure electrostatic precipitator. Report for
Argon National Laboratory, Contract 31-10T-38-3620
ERDA US ANL SBC.
STOECKER, WILBUR F., Professor
Articles
Component and system simulation for energy require-
ment calculations. Transactions of the American
Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air Condition -
ing Engineers (82:Part I) 315-22.
With S. R. Richter, G. E. Higges , and A. R. Baker
A computer program to simulate the flow rates, tem-
peratures, and pressures of a central chilled water
system. Transactions of the American Society of
Heating, Refrigerating, and Air Conditioning Engi -
neers (82:Part I) 439-47.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Monitoring buildings to conserve energy. Keynote
address. Annual Conference of Australian Institute
of Refrigeration, Air-Conditioning, and Heating.
Melbourne (30:6) 22-9.
Dynamic performance of evaporators and superheat-
controlled expansion valves. Annual Conference of
Australian Institute of Refrigeration, Air-Condition-
ing and Heating, Melbourne (30:5) 30.
With R. L. Bertschi
Designing duct systems for minimum life-cycle cost.
Conference on Improving Efficiency and Performance
of HVAC Equipment and Systems. Purdue University,
West Lafayette, Indiana, 200-7.
STUKEL, JAMES J., Professor, See Civil Engineering
TSENG, MITCHELL H., Assistant Professor
Articles
With F. S. Van Dyck and L. D. Lascoe
A study of computerized process planning with con-
tinuous and discrete data base. American Institute
of Industrial Engineers Transactions (8) 320-7.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Abdulhadi, Rami Sabih (J. C. Chato) , Natural and
forced convective cooling of underground electric
cables.
Anderson, Don Leroy (R. E. DeVor) , The statistical
analysis of tool life variation and the efficient
development of tool life predicting equations.
Glankwahmdee, Atthakorn (J. Kiebman) , Unconstrained
nonlinear discrete search.
Kong, Pedro Lee (A. M. Clausing), Finite-difference
solutions of parabolic partial differential
equations with an optimized nonuniform grid.
Mikkelsen, Clark Douglas (A. L. Addy) , Theoretical
and experimental analysis of the constant-area,
supersonic-supersonic ejector.
METALLURGY AND MINING ENGINEERING
ALSTETTER, CARL A., Professor
Articles
With G. Franke
Low cycle fatigue behavior of Mn/N stainless steels.
Metallurgical Transactions (7A) 1719-27.
With D. Hennessy
Phase transformation of stainless steel during
fatigue. Metallurgical Transactions (7A) 415-24.
With D. Shah
Quantitative transmission electron microscopy of
systems with percipitates . Materials Science and
Engineering (26) 175-83.
With G. L. Steckel
Solubility and thermodynamic properties of
vanadium-oxygen solid solutions. Acta Metallurgica
(24) 1131-36.
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BECK, PAUL A., Professor emeritus
Articles
With R. D. Shull and H. Okamoto
Transition from ferromagnetism to mictomagnetism in
Fe-Al alloys. Solid State Communications (20) 863-
68.
With R. W. Tustison
Massive short range antiferromagnetism in Cu-Mn
alloys. Solid State Communications (20) 841-45.
BIRNBAUM, HOWARD K., Professor
Articles
Second phase embrittlement: of solids. Scripta
Metallurgica (190) 747-50.
With C. G. Chen
Low temperature H-0 and H-N relaxations. Physica
Status Solidi (A36) 687-92.
With C. P. Flynn
Hydrogen tunneling states in niobium. Physical
Review Letters (37) 25-8.
With S. Gahr
On the isotope effect in hydrogen embrittlement of
niobium. Scripta Metallurgica (10) 635-7.
With M. L. Grossbeck and M. Amano
Hydride precipitation in Nb and some properties of
NbH. Journal of Less-Common Metals (49) 357-70.
With M. L. Grossbeck et al.
Application of ion probe analysis to studies of
hydrogen behavior in solids. Physica Status Solidi
(A34) K97-K101.
With P. C. Williams et al.
Ion microprobe analysis for niobium hydride in
hydrogen embrittled niobium. Analytical Chemistry
(48) 964-68.
COOK, HARRY E., Professor
Articles
Continuous Transformations. Materials Science and
Engineering (15) 127-34.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
The development of a classification scheme for
brake linings. Vols. I and II. National Technical
Information Service, Washington, D. C.
EHRLICH, GERT, Professor, See Coordinated Science
Laboratory
ERASER, HAMISH L., Assistant Professor
Articles
With M. H. Loretto and I. P. Jones
Computer simulation of defect images using the
scanning transmission electron microscope. Proceed-
ings of the Illinois Institute of Technology Re-
search Institute/Scanning Electron Microscopy
Conference 1976 (Toronto) 329-36.
With M. H. Loretto et al.
With N. Zaluzec
Microchemical analysis of thin metal foils . The
34th Annual Proceedings of the Electron Microscopy
Society of America (Miami Beach, Florida, 1976)
420-1.
A modified specimen stage for x-ray analysis in a
TEM. Journal of Physics E (9) 1051-52.
GAYLORD, RICHARD J., Assistant Professor
Articles
A theory of the stress-induced crystallization of
crosslinked polymeric networks. Journal of Polymer
Science, Polymer Physics Edition (14) 1827-37.
With D. Lohse
The configurational statistics of a polymeric chain
confined by impenetrable barriers. Journal of
Chemical Physics (65) 2779-84.
The effect of crosslink mobility and chain inter-
dependence on the photoelastic behavior of a simple
polymeric network model. Macromolecules (9) 362-3.
Morphological changes during oriented polymer cry-
stallization. Polymer Engineering and Science (16)
163-7.
GREENE, JOSEPH E., Associate Professor, See Coordinated
Science Laboratory
LAWRENCE, FREDERICK V., JR., Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
Fluxes. In Industrial minerals and rocks , 4th
edition, 1975, 251-62.
Articles
With E. P. Cox
The influence of incomplete joint penetration on the
tensile behavior of A-514 steel welds. Welding
Journal Research Supplement (55 No. 5).
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With C. Alstetter et al.
Fatigue resistance of flame cut 1E170 and 1E582
steels. Report to Caterpillar Tractor.
With J. D. Burk
Effects of lack-of-fusion on the fatigue properties
of 5083 aluminum alloy welds. Report to U.S. Naval
Sea Systems Command.
Influence of bending stresses on the fatigue crack
propagation life in butt welds. Fracture Program
Report No. 21. College of Engineering, University
of Illinois.
With Y. Higashida
Strain controlled fatigue behavior of weld metal and
heat-affected base metal in A36 and A514 steel welds.
Fracture Control Program Report No. 22. College of
Engineering, University of Illinois.
With Y. Tobe
The effect of lack of penetration on the fatigue of
resistance of high-strength structural steel welds.
Report to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Con-
struction Engineering Research Laboratory.
Annealing of point defects in quenched NiAl. Phil-
osophical Magazine (32) 873-75.
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LIEBERMAN, DAVID S., Professor
Articles
With B. K. Das and E. A. Stern
Displacive transformations in near-equiatomlc Nb-Ru
alloys II: energetics and mechanism. Acta Metal-
lurglca (24) 37-44.
MEHRABIAN, ROBERT E., Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
With M. C. Flemings
Casting in the liquid-solid region. In New Trends
in Materials Processing . Metals Park, Ohio:
American Society of Metals, pp. 98-127.
Articles
With P. A. Joly
The rheology of a partially solid alloy. Journal
of Materials Science (11) 1393-1418.
With A. Sato
Aluminum matrix composites: fabrication and prop-
erties. Metallurgical Transactions (7B) 443-51.
METZGER, MARVIN, Professor
Articles
With J. Zahavi and A. Zangvil
Structure and stability of oxide films formed on a
substrate containing a dispersed phase. Proceed-
ings of the Sixth European Congress on Electron
Microscopy (1) 576-77.
PUGH, E. NEVILLE, Professor
Articles
With D. G. Chakrapani
Hydrogen embrittlement in a Mg-Al alloy. Metallur-
gical Transactions (7A) 173-8.
With H. Gabel et al
.
The structure and composition of thick tarnish
films on alpha-base copper alloys. Corrosion (32)
253.
With I. Cornelius
Experiments on hysteresis in a thermoelastic mar-
tensitic transformation. Scripta Metallurgica (10)
359-64.
With T. Makl
Dislocation structure in austenite associated with
the martensite interface in thin plate martenslte
in Fe-Nl-C alloys. Proceedings of the First JIM
International Symposium on "New Aspects of Marten-
sitic Transformation" (Kobe, Japan) 75-80.
Substructure of ausformed martenslte in Fe-Ni and
Fe-Ni-C alloys. Metallurgical Transactions (7A)
1511-18.
Transformation twin width variation in Fe-Ni and
Fe-Ni-C martensites. Proceedings of the First JIM
International Symposium on "New Aspects of Marten-
sltic Transformation" (Kobe, Japan) 69-74.
With K. Otsuka et al
.
Superelasticity effects and stress- induced marten-
sitic transformations in Cu-Al-Ni alloys. Acta
Metallurgica (24) 207-26.
With T. A. Schroeder
Martensite to martensite transformations in deformed
Cu-Zn monocrystals. Scripta Metallurgica (10)
241-6.
With T. A. Schroeder and I. Cornelius
The shape memory effect and pseudoelasticity in
polycrystalline Cu-Zn alloys. Metallurgical
Transactions (7A) 535-53.
With H. C. Tong
On Carnot cycles, transformation temperatures, and
latent heats under an applied stress, as related to
the shape memory effect. Scripta Metallurgica (10)
1129-30.
With M. Umeraoto
Cyclic transformation behavior in Fe,Pt alloys.
Proceedings of the First JIM International Symposium
on "New Aspects of Martensitic Transformation"
(Kobe, Japan) 193-8.
WERT, CHARLES A., Professor and Head of Department
Articles
4
ROWLAND, THEODORE J., Professor
Articles
With A. C. Yen
A study of precipitation using nuclear magnetic
resonance: Cu-13 at.% Be. Acta Metallurgica
(24) 409-16.
WAYMAN, C. MARVIN, Professor
Articles
Recent developments in martensitic transformations.
Proceedings of the First JIM International Symposi-
um on "New Aspects of Martensitic Transformation"
(Kobe, Japan) 159-70.
With S. Chakravorty
The thermoelastic martensitic transformation in B'
Ni-Al alloys I: crystallography and morphology.
Metallurgical Transactions (7A) 555-68.
The thermoelastic martensitic transformation in 6'
Ni-Al alloys II: electron microscopy. Metallur-
gical Transactions (7A) 569-82.
With C. F. Fluhr and H. L. Eraser
Carbides in alloys of vanadium. Proceedings of the
4th International Conference on the Strength of
Metals and Alloys (France, 1976) Vol. II
With T. Wilken et al.
Reduction of blue tungsten oxide. Proceedings of
the 1976 International Powder Metallurgy Conference
1-9.
Reduction of tungsten oxide to tungsten metal.
Metallurgical Transactions (7B) 589-97.
With R. K. Viswanadham
Electron microscopy study of precipitation in the
system of niobium-carbon. Journal of Less-Common
Metals (48) 135-50.
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Au, Joseph Jim-Sai (H. K. Birnbaum) , Low temperature
magnetic relaxation studies of the motion of
hydrogen and deuterium in alpha iron.
Cheng, Bo-Ching (E. N. Pugh) , Corrosion and stress-
corrosion cracking of alpha-phase copper-zinc
alloys in aqueous ammonia.
Higashida, Yoshisuke (F. Lawrence), Strain controlled
fatigue behavior of weld metal and heat-affected
base metal in A36 and ASIA steel bands.
Koch, Gerhardus Harmannus (E. N. Pugh), Stress
corrosion cracking and gaseous hydrogen embrittle-
ment of alpha titanium alloys.
Labun, Lance Confer (T. J. Rowland), Proton spin-
lattice relaxation in crosslinked polybutadiene.
Mattos, Rodrigo Jose (F. Lawrence), Estimation of
the fatigue crack initiation life in welds using
low cycle fatigue concepts.
Nelson, Joseph Lawrence (E. N. Pugh), Environmentally
induced fracture in an aluminum-zinc-magnesium
alloy.
Schroeder, Terrence Alan (C. M. Wayman) , Shape
memory phenomena in copper-zinc single crystals.
Shull, Robert David (P. A. Beck), Ferromagnetic to
mectomagnetic transition in iron-aluminum alloys.
Tustison, Randal Wayne (P. A. Beck), Massive short-
range an tiferromagnetism in copper-manganese alloys.
DRAKE, JOHN W. , Professor
Books Edited
With R. E. Koch
Mutagenesis. Stroudsburg: Dowden , Hutchinson and
Ross, 363 pp.
Articles
With R. Baltz
The biochemistry of mutagenesis. Annual Review of
Biochemistry
, (45) 11-37.
With M. A. Conkling and J. A. Grunau
Gamma-ray mutagenesis in bacteriophage T4.
Genetics
, (82) 565-75.
With R. H. Baltz and P. M. Bingham
Heat mutagenesis in bacteriophage T4 : The transi-
tion pathway. Proceedings of the National Academy
of Sciences of the United States of America
,
(73)
1269-73.
With P. M. Bingham, et al.
Heat mutagenesis in bacteriophage T4 : The trans-
version pathway. Proceedings of the National Acad-
emy of Sciences of the United States of America
,
(73) 4159-63.
With R. E. Koch and M. K. McGaw
Mutator mutations in bacteriophage T4 gene 3^ (DNA
unwinding protein) . Journal of Virology , (19) 490-4.
Book Review
Mutation research, by Charlotte Auerbach.
Scientist, (64) 684-5.
American
GABRIDGE
,
Articles
MICHAEL G., Associate Professor
MICROBIOLOGY
BRYANT, MARVIN P., Professor, See Dairy Science.
BURKE, DANIEL, Assistant Professor
Chapters in Books
Molecular basis of genetics. In Life , The Individ-
ual , The Species , ed. by T. Lane. St. Louis: C. B.
Mosby, pp. 511-30.
Mini investigative labs in Microbiology for non-
science students. AIBS Education Review, (5) 1-3.
With D. Rubin and J. H. Willis
Characterization of the DNA of Hyadophora cecropia .
Journal of Insect Physiology , (22) 791-8.
With M. Germond
Effect of inhibitors on the morphology and growth
of Allomyces macrocgynus . Journal of General
Microbiology , (95) 213-9.
DEMOSS, RALPH D. , Professor and Head of the Department
Articles
With Dixie D. Whitt
Effect on microflora on the free amino acid distri-
bution in various regions of the mouse gastro-
intestinal tract. Applied Microbiology , (30) 609-
15.
Microrespirometer chamber of determinations of via-
bility in cell and organ cultures. Journal of
Clinical Microbiology
, (3) 560-5.
With S. E. Singer and R. A. Esposito
Cultivation of mycoplasmas in a modified tissue
culture medium. Applied and Environmental Micro-
biology
, (31) 986-9.
Gradient, polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of
proteins from cytotoxic mycoplasma membranes. Bio-
chemical and Biophysical Research Communications
,
(70) 271-9.
With L. J. Cohen
Development of an animal model for mycoplasma-
related reproductive failure. Laboratory Animal
Science
, (26) 206-10.
With R. B. Polisky
Quantitative reduction of 2 ,3,4-triphenyl tetrazo-
lium chloride by hamster trachea organ cultures:
Effects of Mycoplasma pneumoniae cells and membranes.
Infection and Immunity
,
(13) 84-91.
KAPLAN, SAMUEL, Professor
Articles
With V. Ding
Separation and purification of the cell membrane of
Rhodopseudomonas sphaeroides . Preparative Bio -
chemistry
, (6) 61-79.
With E. Morgan
Transcription of Escherichia coli ribosomal DNA in
Proteus mirabilis . Journal of Molecular and
General Genetics, (147) 179-88.
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Coordinate regulation of the individual ribosomal
operons in Escherichia coli . Biochemical and Bio-
physical Research Communications
, (68) 969-75.
KONISKY, JORDAN, Associate Professor
Articles
With M. J. R. Gilchrist
Lowered levels of colicin la membrane receptors in
an Escherichia coli mutant defective in heme bio-
synthesis. Journal of Bacteriology
, (125) 1223-5.
With D. nieva-Gomez and R. B. Gennis
Membrane changes in Escherichia coli induced by
colicin la and agents known to disrupt energy trans-
duction. Biochemistry
, (15) 2747-52.
With S. Soucek, et al.
Relationship between the transport of iron and the
amount of specific colicin la membrane receptors in
Escherichia coli . Journal of Bacteriology
, (127)
249-57.
MEYER, RICHARD C. , Professor See Veterinary Pathology
and Hygiene.
ORDAL, Z. JOHN, Professor, See Food Science.
REICHMANN, MANFRED E., Professor
Articles
With W. M. Schnitzlein
The size and cistronic origin of defective vesicular
stomatitis virus particule RNAs in relation to homo-
typic and heterotypic interference. Journal of
Molecular Biology
, (101) 307-25.
With D. V. R. Reddy and W. M. Schnitzlein
Use of defective interfering particle RNA probes in
the determination of the order of iri vitro trans-
cription of vesicular stomatitis virus genes.
Journal of Virology , (21) 432-4.
SAVAGE, DWAYNE C. , Professor
Chapters in Books
Microbial colonization of epithelial surfaces in
the intestinal tract. In Microbial Aspects of
Dental Caries , ed. by Stiles, Loesche and O'Brien.
Washington, D.C.: Information Retrieval, pp. 33-
46.
Articles
With D. P. Yolton
Influence of the indigenous gastrointestinal micro-
bial flora on duodenal Mg^"^-dependent and (Na +
K*) -stimulated ATPase activities in mice. Infec-
tion and Immunity , (13) 1193-8.
Influence of certain indigenous gastrointestinal
microorganisms on duodenal alkaline phosphatase in
mice. Applied and Environmental Microbiology
,
(31)
880-8.
Book Reviews
Inflammatory bowel disease, by J. B. Kirsner and R.
G. Shorter. ASM News, (42) 321-2.
With J. E. Mitchell and H. E. Conrad
Radiochromatography carbohydrate analysis of high
and low affinity IgG antibodies. Immunochemistry
,
(13) 659-66.
WACHSMAN, JOSEPH T. , Associate Professor
Articles
With L. R. Gilbert
Optimal conditions for the iodination of fibrinogen
using immunobilized lactoperoxidase. Analytical
Biochemistry
, (72) 480-4.
WEBER, MICHAEL J., Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
With T. Buckman, et al.
Cell-surface structure and function in Rous
sarcoma virus-transformed cells. In Biogenesis and
Turnover of Membrane Macromolecules , ed . by J . S
.
Cook. New York: Raven Press, pp. 251-76.
Articles
With A. H. Hale, et al.
Transport changes associated with growth control
and malignant transformation. Journal of Cellular
Physiology
, (89) 711-22.
With A. H. Hale and T. M. Yau
Membrane lipid acyl group alterations in cells in-
fected with a temperature-conditioned mutant of
Rous sarcoma. Biochimica et Biophysica Acta, (443)
618-22.
With T. M. Yau, et al.
Alterations in lipid acyl group composition and
membrane structure in cells transformed by Rous
sarcoma virus. Biochemistry
, (15) 3212-9.
With S. Gidwitz and D. Storm
Solubilization of adenylate cyclase from normal and
Rous sarcoma-transformed chicken embryo fibro-
blasts. Journal of Biological Chemistry
, (251)
7950-1.
WOESE, CARL, Professor, See Genetics and Development.
WOLFE, RALPH S., Professor
Articles
With J. G. Ferry
Anaerobic degradation of benzoate to methane by a
microbial consortium. Archives of Microbiology
,
(107) 33-40.
With W. E. Balch
New approach to the cultivation of methanogenic
bacteria: 2-mercastoethanesulfonic acid-dependent
growth on Methanobacterium in a pressurized
atmosphere. Applied and Environmental Microbiology
,
(32) 781-91.
VOSS, EDWARD W. , JR., Professor
Articles
With W. Eschenfeldt and R. T. Root
Fluorescein: A complete antigenic group. Immuno-
chemistry
, (13) 447-53.
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DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS FREDRICKSON, L. THOMAS, Professor
Gibson, William Henry, Jr. (C. L. Hershberger)
,
Synthesis of deoxyribonucleic acid in the cell
cycle of Euglena gracilis strain Z.
Mielenz, Jonathan Richard (C. Hershberger), Studies
of chloroplast DNA of Euglena gracilis Z.
Morgan, Edward Alan (S. Kaplan), Expression and
maintenance of Escherichia coli DNA coding for
pibosomal components in Proteus mirabilis .
Pechman, Kenneth Joseph (C. Woese) , Investigation of
the phylogenetic relationship of Sporosarcina ureae
to members of the Bacillaceae using primary
structural characterization of 16S ribosomal
ribonucleic acids.
Schnitzlein, William Milton (M. E. Reichmann) , The
size and the cistronic origin of vesicular
stomatitis virus defective particle ribonucleic
acid genomes in relation to homotypic and hetero-
typic interference.
Smith, Beverly Ann (D. D. Burke), Ribonucleic acid
metabolism during the germination of Allomyces
macrogynus mitospores.
Zablen, Lawrence Barry (C. R. Woese), Procaryotic
phylogeny by ribosomal ribonucleic acid sequence
homology.
MUSIC
BEAUCHAMP, JAMES W. , Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
With K. Pohlmann and L. Chapman
The T. I. 980A Computer-Controlled Music Synthesizer.
In Proceedings of the Second Annual Music Computa-
tion Conference
, ed. by Beauchamp and Melby. Office
of Continuing Education and Public Service in Music,
University of Illinois, Urbana, pp. 1-36.
BLUM, STEPHEN, Assistant Professor
Book Review
Charles Ives and His America, by Frank R. Rossiter.
The Musical Quarterly (62) 597-603.
COLWELL, RICHARD, Professor
Article
With C. Leonhard
Research in Music Education. Bulletin of the
Council for Research in Music Education (49) 1-30.
DECKER, HAROLD A., Professor
Articles
Celebration Budget. Choral Journal (16:8) 10.
ACDA Bicentennial Celebration. Choral Journal
(17:2) 20-1.
Silence , for mixed chorus, a cappella. (text: William
Carlos Williams) Hackensack, New Jersey: Joseph
Boonin, 3pp.
Such a pretty bird , for mixed chorus, a cappella.
(text: Gertrude Stein) Hackensack, New Jersey:
Joseph Boonin, 7 pp.
Monotone , for mixed chorus, a cappella. (text: Carl
Sandburg) Hackensack, New Jersey: Joseph Boonin, 5pp.
Do not go gentle into that good night , for mixed
chorus, a cappella. (text: Dylan Thomas) Hackensack,
New Jersey: Joseph Boonin, 7 pp.
JOHNSTON, BEN, Professor
Music
I 'm Coin' Away , arr. of Appalachian Folk Song for
Mixed Chorus (SATB) . Baltimore: Smith Publications.
Ci-Git Satie , for a cappella mixed octet with brass
and drums. Baltimore: Smith Publications.
Sonata for Two for violin and cello. Baltimore:
Smith Publications.
Vigil for speech chamber group. Baltimore: Smith
String Quartet No. 4 . New York: Galaxy Music
LONDON, EDWIN, Professor
Music
Brass Quintet . New York: C. F. Peters, 83 pp.
Poebells , narrator, singers and percussion ensemble.
New York: C. F. Peters, 26 pp.
Wounded Byrd Song for six madrigal groups, ^prano
solo (amplified and instrumental drone) . New York:
Walton Music, 16 pp.
Recordings
Dream Thing on Biblical Episodes, Better is. Sacred
Hair, Day of Desolation. Choral Music on Old Testa-
ment Text . Ubres, CS 302.
LYKE, JAMES B., Professor
Books
Ensemble Music for Group Piano, Book One, (rev. ed.)-
Champaign: Stipes, 84 pp.
Ensemble Music for Group Piano, Book Two (rev. ed.).
Champaign: Stipes, 129 pp.
Article
Group Piano Instruction in the College. Southwestern
Musician - Texas Music Educator (February, 1976) 9.
NETTL, BRUNO, Professor
Chapter in a Book
On Method in the Study of Indigenous Musics. In
Musica Indigena, Symposium Musico-Ethnoloqicum , ed.
by Kuckertz and Overrath. Consociation Internation-
alis Musicae Sacrae, Rome, pp. 13-25.
Articles
Musikethnologie Heute. Musik und Bildung (8) 181-3.
Ethnomusicology Today. Australian Journal of Music
Education (19:0ctober) 29-31.
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RINGER, ALEXANDER L., Professor
Articles
Dance on a Volcano: Notes on Musical Satire and
Parody in Weimar Germany. Comparative Literature
Studies (12:3) 248-59.
Arnold Schoenberg and the Prophetic Image in Music.
Journal of the Arnold Schoenberg Institute (1:1)
26-38.
Book Reviews
Schflnberg, by H. Stuckenschmidt. Musical puarterly
(61: July) 476-81.
Arnold Schflnberg—Franz Schreker, Briefwechsel, by
Friedrich C. Heller. MLA Notes (32:2) 285-6.
Constantin Brailoiu. Problemes d'ethnomusicologie,
by Gilbert Rouget. Ethnomusicology (20:1) 137-8)
TEMPERLEY, NICHOLAS, Professor
Chapter in a Book
Schubert and the Lied. In Of German Music , ed. by
H. Schoenzeler. Oswald Wolff, London, 153-78.
Article
Middleburg Psalms. Studies in Bibliography (30),
162-9.
Book Reviews
William Crotch, 1775-1847, by Jonathan Rennert.
Musical Times (117) 35-6.
Protestant Church Music, by Friedrich Blume.
Musical Times (117) 572.
Music and the Middle Class, by William Weber.
American Historical Review (81) 844.
WARFIELD, GERALD A., Lecturer
Books
Layer Analysis. New York: David McKay, 158 pp.
Writings on Contemporary Music Notation. Ann Arbor,
Michigan: Music Library Association, 93 pp.
Filrastrip
Introduction to Musical Notation. Pleasantville,
New York: Educational Audio Visual, part 1, 84
frames; part 11, 75 frames.
Fenley, John Franklin (R. Colwell), The ornamentation
in seven flute sonatas composed by, or attributed
to, J. S. Bach.
Gorder, Wayne Douglas (R. Colwell), An investigation
of divergent production abilities as constructs
of musical creativity.
Larson, Richard Charles (R. Colwell), The relation-
ships among the academic, musical, and aural
abilities of Fredonia College music majors.
Rosene, Paul Earl (C. Leonhard), A field study of
wind Instrument training for educable mentally
handicapped children.
Wessler, Robert Alan (R. Brown), An assessment of
achievement and attitude toward music education
among fourth, fifth, and sixth grade students
in Corozal, Puerto Rico.
Woodruff, Benjamin Wilson, Jr. (C. Leonhard),
Rachmaninoff's orchestral works: A descriptive
commentary.
Doctor of Musical Arts
Anderson, Gary Lee (J. Smith), The Canzonetta
publications of Simone Verovio: 1586-1595.
Blickhan, Charles Timothy (B. B. Johnston, Jr.),
Erik Satie: Musique D'Ameublement . Composition:
Dlaletlcs for orchestra.
Brooks, William Fordyce (B. Johnston), Sources and
errata list for Charles Ives' Symphony No. 4 ,
Movement II. Composition: Untitled.
Kelley, Kenneth Byron (H. Decker), The choral music
of Leslie Bassett.
Senff, Thomas Earl (R. Gray), An annotated bibliography
of unaccompanied solo repertoire for trombone.
Stanislaw, Richard John (J. G. Smith), Choral
performance practice in the four-shape literature
of American frontier singing schools.
Tatton, Thomas James (N. Temperley) , English
viola music, 1890-1937.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Ph. D. in Musicology
Drury, Jonathan Daniels (N. Temperley), Haydn's Seven
Last Words ; An historical and critical study.
Ferer, Mary Tiffany (C. Hamm) , The feast of St. John
the Baptist: Its background and celebration in
Renaissance polyphony.
Riddle, Ronald William (B. Nettl) , Chinatown's music:
A history and ethnography of music and music-drama
in San Francisco's Chinese community.
Ed.D. in Music Education
Corcoran, Gerard Joseph, Jr. (C. Leonhard), The current
status of Kansas school music programs in relation
to standards for "basic programs" established by
the Music Educators National Conference.
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AXFORD, ROY A., Professor
Articles
With W. H. Cintra
Solution of a nonlinear multigroup problem with
Green's functions. Transactions of the American
Nuclear Society (23) 539-540.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Methods of integration for uncoupled and coupled
thermoelastic problems. ERDA Research and Develop-
ment Report, LA-6071, US Department of Commerce,
Springfield, Virginia, 1-22.
BECK, GERALD P., Senior Research Engineer
Articles
With B. G. Jones et al.
Utilization of critical TRIGA/LOPRA coupled core
facilities. Proceedings of TRIGA Owner's Conference
IV, Salt Lake City, Utah, March 1976.
CARBAJO, JUAN J., Assistant Professor
Articles
With F. J. Munno, V. J. Starks
Vertical temperature distributions in LOCA analysis.
Transactions of the American Nuclear Society (23)
304-5.
CHOI, CHAN K., Visiting Research Assistant Professor
Articles
With G. H. Miley et al.
Evaluation of the electron energy distribution and
radiative transport in a uranium plasma. Proceed-
ings, 1976 IEEE International Conference on Plasma
Science
,
University of Texas, Austin, Texas, May
1976.
With M. Makowski, G. H. Miley
Electron energy distribution in radiation-induced
U-He plasmas. Proceedings
, 1976 IEEE International
Conference on Plasma Science , University of Texas,
Austin, Texas, May 1976.
With G. H. Miley et al.
Studies of catalyzed-D and D- He fusion reactor
systems. Second ANS Topical Meeting on the Techno-
logy of Controlled Nuclear Fusion , Richland,
Washington, September 1976.
With G. H. Miley et al.
Studies of deuterium-fueled Tokamak reactors. Pro-
ceedings of the First Symposium on Clean Fusion
,
Washington, D.C.
With G. H. Miley et al.
Energy distributions and radiation transport in
uranium plasmas. Third Symposium on Uranium Plasmas
,
Princeton, New Jersey, June 10-12, 1976.
With G. H. Miley
Collisional process effects on electron energy dis-
tribution in U-He plasmas. 29th Annual Gaseous
Electronics Conference , Cleveland, Ohio, October
19-22, 1976.
With G. H. Miley, M. Makowski
Electron energy distribution in radiation-induced
uranium-gas mixture plasmas. American Nuclear
Society Winter Meeting , Washington, D.C, November
15-19, 1976
With S. Ho, G. H. Miley
Two-component (beam-driven satellite) D- He Tokamak
reactor. American Physical Society Plasma Physics
,
San Francisco, California, November 15-19, 1976.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With D. Driemeyer et al.
Clamped burns for D-T and D-He experiments in near
term and reactor Tokamak devices. Electric Power
Research Institute, EPRI-AFR-06, Palo Alto, Cali-
fornia.
DORNING, JOHN J., Professor
Articles
With R. Lawrence
A smoothing and extrapolation method for point
kinetics. Transactions of the American Nuclear
Society (23) 199.
With C. Pescatore, G. Spiga
Distribution function continuity method: a local
Green's function method for the numerical solution
of the Boltzmann equation. AIAA Progress in Rar-
efied Gas Dynamics , Academic Press, New York, 763-
780.
With W. B. Arthur
A dynamic model of nuclear energy market share em-
ploying full-information maximum likelihood param-
eter estimation and extended Kalman filtering.
Proceedings Seventh Annual Pittsburgh Conference on
Modeling and Simulation , Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers, 173-177.
With V. C. Boffi et al.
Integral Boltzmann equation for test particles in a
conservative field; I) theory and solutions to some
stationary and time-dependent cases. AIAA Progress
in Rarefied Gas Dynamics , Academic Press, New York,
715-732.
With C. Pescatore, G. Spiga
A continuous slowing-down theory for test particles.
AIAA Progress in Rarefied Gas Dynamics , Academic
Press, New York, 745-762.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With J. J. Powell et al.
Proceedings of the magnetic fusion energy blanket
and shield workshop--a technology assessment (two
volumes). U.S. Energy Research and Development
Administration Agency, Washington, D.C, Volume I -
144, Volume II - 897.
GERDIN, GLENN A., Assistant Professor
Articles
Optimization of magnet coil radius for a Tokamak
reactor. Transactions of the American Nuclear
Society
,
(24) 53-54.
With C H. Miley et al.
Start up of a catalyzed-D Tokamak reactor using
dynamic programming. IEEE International Conference
on Plasma Science , University of Texas, Austin,
Texas
.
With G. H. Miley et al.
Studies of deuterium fueled Tokamak reactors. Pro-
ceedings of the First Symposium on Clean Fusion ,
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Washington, D.C.
With G. H. Miley et al.
Studies of catalyzed-D and D- He fusion reactor
systems. Second American Nuclear Society Topical
Meeting on the Technology of Controlled Nuclear
Fusion , Richland, Washington.
With G. H. Miley et al.
Effects of superthermal fusion products. Proceed-
ings , 1976 IEEE International Conference on Plasma
Science , University of Texas, Austin, Texas.
With T. Tobin et al.
Monte Carlo simulation of charge-exchange neutral
spectra for neutral injection probes. American
Physical Society
,
Topical Conference on Diagnostics
of High Temperature Plasmas , Oak Ridge, Tennessee.
With J. R. Roth, R. W. Richardson
Characteristics of the N.A.S.A. Lewis Bumpy Torus
plasma generated with positive applied potentials.
IEEE Transactions on Plasma Science , 166-176.
With R. Stark, G. H. Miley
Start-up of a catalyzed-D Tokamak. Transactions of
the American Nuclear Society (24) 50-51.
With R. A. Stark, G. H. Miley
Start-up of an advanced fuel Tokamak. Bulletin of
the American Physical Society (21) 1161.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With D. Driemeyer et al.
Clamped bums for D-T and D-He experiments in near
term and reactor Tokamak devices. Report EPRI-AFR-
06, Electric Power Research Institute, Palo Alto,
California.
With R. Stark, G. H. Miley
Start-up of a catalyzed-D Tokamak. Report EPRI-AFR-
10, Electric Power Research Institute, Palo Alto,
California.
GLOWIENKA, JOHN C. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With W. C. Jennings, R. L. Hickok
Spatially resolved measurements of plasma instabil-
ities using a heavy ion beam probe. Applied
Physics Letters (28) 485.
With W. L. Baker et al.
Progress in foil imploding linear plasma generation.
Bulletin of the American Physical Society (21) 1054.
With J. H. Degnan et al.
X-ray spectra from an imploding liner. Bulletin of
the American Physical Society (21) 1078.
HANG, DANIEL F., Professor
Articles
With D. Leverenz, F. H. Southworth
Nuclear Engineering design curriculum at the Univer-
sity of Illinois. Transactions of the American
Nuclear Society (24) 76.
JONES, BARCLAY G., Professor
Articles
With W. L. Weaver, M. E. Wyman
Neutron spectrum and radial power distribution
measurements in TRIGA reactor fuel element.
Nuclear Technology (30) 350-360.
With G. H. Miley et al.
Utilization of critical TRIGA/LOPRA coupled core
facilities. Proceedings of TRIGA Owner's Conference
ly, March 1976, Salt Lake City, Utah, (TOC-7) 5-1
to 5-13.
With R. J. Adrian et al.
Linear estimation closures of two-point conditional
averages in turbulent jets. American Physical
Society Meeting , November 22-24, 1976.
MAY, RANDALL S., Assistant Professor
Articles
With A. A. El-Bassioni
Effect of parametric noise on plasma temperature
stability. Transactions of the American Nuclear
Society (24) 54-55.
MILEY, GEORGE H. , Professor
Books
Fusion energy conversion. Illinois: American
Nuclear Society, 468pp.
Books Edited
Lectures from the Argonne Faculty Institute on
Fusion Plasmas. Illinois: Argonne National
Laboratory, 450pp.
Articles
Surface effects related to voltage breakdown in CTR
devices. Proceedings , International Conference on
Surface Effects in Controlled Fusion Devices , San
Francisco, California.
Plasma heating via clamping and controlled thermal
runaway. Proceedings , Third Symposium on Plasma
Heating in Toroidal Devices , Varenna, Italy.
Impurity effects in fusion plasmas. Proceedings ,
First AUA-ANL Faculty Institute on Materials for
Fusion Systems , Argonne National Laboratory,
August 9-13, 1976.
Some materials problems associated with mirror
reactors. Proceedings , First AUA-ANL Faculty
Institute on Materials for Fusion Systems , Argonne
National Laboratory, August 9-13, 1976.
With G. A. Gerdin et al.
Effects of superthermal fusion products. Proceed-
ings , 1976 IEEE International Conference on Plasma
Science, University of Texas, Austin, Texas, May
1976^
With R. Miller, M. Campbell
Injection considerations for mirror reactions.
Proceedings , Ninth Symposium on Fusion Technology ,
Garching, Germany.
With F. H. Southworth
Preliminary studies of a catalyzed-D fusion
reactor. Proceedings , 1976 IEEE International Con-
ference on Plasma Science , University of Texas,
Austin, Te.xas, May 1976.
With F. H. Southworth et al.
Studies of catalyzed-D and D- He fusion reactor
systems. Second ANS Topical Meeting on the
Technology of Controlled Nuclear Fusion , Richland,
Washington, September 1976.
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With H. Towner
Reactivities for two- component fusion calculations.
National Bureau of Standards SP 425, Volume 1 § II,
October 1975.
With T. Tobin et al.
Monte Carlo simulation of charge-exchange neutral
spectra for neutral injection probes. Proceedings
,
American Physical Society Topical Conference on
Diagnostics of High Temperature Plasmas
, Oak Ridge,
Tennessee, January 1976.
With F. H. Southworth et al.
A catalyzed deuterium fueled Tokamak reactor design.
2nd International Topical Meeting on the Technology
of Controlled Nuclear Fusion .
With F. H. Southworth
Plasma studies of a catalyzed-D noncircular Tokamak.
9th Symposium on Fusion Technology
,
Garching,
Germany.
With F. H. Southworth
Global parameter study of catalyzed-D noncircular
Tokamaks . Transactions of the American Nuclear
Society (23)
.
With B. G. Jones et al.
Utilization of critical TRIGA/LOPRA coupled core
facilities. Proceedings of TRIGA Owner's Conference
rv. Salt Lake City, Utah, March 1976.
With G. Gerdin et al.
Start up of a catalyzed-D Tokamak reactor using
dynamic programming. IEEE International Conference
on Plasma Science , University of Texas, Austin,
Texas, May 1976.
With L. M. Hively
Fusion-product bombardment of a Tokamak first wall.
Transactions of the American Nuclear Society (24)
.
With M. Makowski, C. K. Choi
Electron energy distribution in radiation induced
U-He plasmas. Proceedings 1976 IEEE International
Conference on Plasma Science , University of Texas,
Austin, Texas, May 1976.
With M. A. Akerman, D. McArthur
Study of a direct nuclear pumped, He-Hg laser.
Proceedings
,
Twenty-ninth Gaseous Electronics Con-
ference
,
Cleveland, Ohio, October 1976.
With M. A. Akerman, W. E. Wells
Charge exchange phenomena in a nuclear radiation
produced He-Hg plasma. Proceedings
,
1976 IEEE
International Conference on Plasma Science , Univer-
sity of Te.xas, Austin, Te.xas, May 1976.
With C. K. Choi et al.
Evaluation of the electron energy distribution and
radiative transport in a uranium plasma. Proceed -
ings
,
1976 IEEE International Conference on Plasma
Science
,
University of Texas, Austin, Texas, May
1976.
With G. W. Cooper et al.
The pumping mechanism for the neon-nitrogen nuclear
excited laser. Proceedings , Conference on Partially
Ionized Plasma
,
Princeton University, June 1976.
With R. J. DeYoung, W. E. Wells
Lasing in a ternary mixture of He-Ne-O at pressures
up to 200 torr. Journal of Applied Physics (47)
1477.
With R. J. DeYoung, W. E. Wells
Optical gain in a neutron-induced He-Ne-O. plasma.
Applied Physics Letters (28) 194.
With R. J. DeYoung et al.
Direct nuclear pumping of a Ne-N. laser. Applied
Physics Letters (28) 519.
With G. R. Otten, F. H. Southworth
A bundle divertor design for advanced fuel Tokamaks.
Transactions of the American Nuclear Society (24)
61-62.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With D. Driemeyer et al.
Clamped burns for D-T and D-He experiments in near
term and reactor Tokamak devices. Report EPRI-AFR-
06, Electric Power Research Institute, Palo Alto,
California.
With R. Stark, G. Gerdin
Start-up of a catalyzed-D Tokamak. Report EPRI-AFR-
10, Electric Power Research Institute, Palo Alto,
California.
0' BOYLE, DENNIS R., Associate Professor
See: (Ceramic Engineering)
ROY, RAMENDRA P., Assistant Professor
Articles
With G. Yadigaroglu
An investigation of heat transport in turbulent
oscillatory subcooled flow. Journal of Heat
Transfer (98) 630-637.
With B. Frogner, L. Carmichael
Relations between void and LPRM noise in a BWR.
Transactions of the American Nuclear Society (24)
415-416.
SOUTHWORTH, FINIS H. , Assistant Professor
Chapters in Books
Divertor concepts and operation. In the Proceedings
of the Institute Curriculum Development in Fusion
First Wall Design Considerations , ed. by Miley and
Sawyer. Illinois: Argonne Center for Educational
Affairs, Vol. II, Chapter 3.
Articles
With G. H. Miley
Preliminary studies of a catalyzed-D fusion reactor.
Proceedings , 1976 IEEE International Conference on
Plasma Science , University of Texas, Austin, Texas,
May 1976.
With G. R. Otten, G. H. Miley
A bundle divertor design for advanced fuel Tokamaks.
Transactions of the American Nuclear Society (24)
61.
With D. F. Hang, D. Leverenz
Nuclear Engineering design curricula at the Univer-
sity of Illinois. Transactions of the American
Nuclear Society (24) 76.
With G. H. Miley
Plasma studies of a catalyzed-D Noncircular Tokamak.
Proceedings of the Ninth Symposium on Fusion Tech-
nology
,
Garching, Germany.
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With G. H. Miley
Global parameter study of catalyzed-D noncircular
Tokamaks . Transactions of the American Nuclear
Society (23) S3.
With H. D. Campbell
Neutron downscattering in laser-induced fusioning
plasmas. Nuclear Technology (30) 3, 434.
With G. H. Miley et al.
3Catalyzed-D and D- He fusion reactor systems. Pro-
ceedings
,
Second Topical Meeting on the Technology
of Controlled Nuclear Fusion , Vol. I, 119.
TURNBULL, ROBERT J., Associate Professor
See: (Electrical Engineering)
WANG, MING-YANG, Visiting Research Assistant Professor
Articles
With G. H. Miley
Fusion products effect in fusion reactor. IEEE
International Conference on Plasma Science
,
50.
With G. H. Miley
Some instabilities driven by fusion products.
Bulletin , American Physical Society (21) 1121.
IVEHRING, BERNARD W. , Associate Professor
Articles
With R. B. Strittmatter
Alpha-particle energy straggling in solids. Nuclear
Instruments and Methods (135) 173-177.
With D. T. Ingersoll, R. D. Starr
Gamma-ray response of NE-213 measured between 2 and
11.5 MeV . A Review of Radiation Energy Spectra
Unfolding
, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge,
Tennessee, 55-64.
With D. T. Ingersoll, R. H. Johnson
Neutron response matrix for unfolding NE-213 measure-
ments to 21 MeV. A Review of Radiation Energy
Spectra Unfolding , Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
Oak Ridge, Tennessee, 47-53.
With R. H. Johnson
The FORIST unfolding code. A Review of Radiation
Energy Spectra Unfolding
,
Oak Ridge National Labora-
tory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, 33-39.
With G. Dilorio
Performance of HIAWATHA, a fission-fragment mass
spectrometer. Transactions of the American Nuclear
Society (23) 523-4.
With G. Dilorio
Direct physical measurement of mass yields for
225u(n f). Transactions of the American Nuclear
Society (24) 459.
With D. T. Ingersoll, R. D. Starr
Gamma-ray response of NE-213 measured between 1 and
11.5 MeV . Transactions of the American Nuclear
Society (23) 631.
With R. Lipinski
25'
Element yields in Cf spontaneous fission deter-
mined from measured x-ray multiplicities. Trans-
actions of the American Nuclear Society (24) 460-1.
With R. B. Strittmatter
Alpha-particle energy straggling in solids. Trans-
actions of the American Nuclear Society (23) 120.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Akerman, Marvin Aired (G. H. Miley), Demonstration of
the first visible wavelength direct nuclear pumped
laser.
Bathke, Charles Gary (G. H. Miley), Calculations of
the electron energy distribution function in a
uranium plasma by analytic and Monte Carlo
techniques.
Cavanaugh, Gerard Patrick (A. B. Chitton) , A calcula-
tion and analysis of albedos due to 14-MeV neutronci
incident upon concrete.
Cooper, Gary Wayne (J. T. Verdeyen) , Recombination
pumped atomic nitrogen and carbon afterglow lasers.
I
De Young, Russell John (G. Miley), A direct nuclear
pumped neon-nitrogen laser.
Dilorio, Gino Joseph (S. U. Wehring), Direct physical
measurement of niass yields in thermal fission of
uranium 235.
Kraft, Theodore Edward (J. J. Doming), Transient
phenomena in bounded fast multiplying assemblies.
Lipinski, Ronald James (B. W. Wehring), Measured x-ray
multiplicities and elment yields in the spontaneous
fission of californium-252.
Meliksetian, Azad (R. A. Axford) , Arbitration size
perturbation theory in nuclear reactor physics.
Orechwa, Yuri (J. J. Doming), Properties of neutron
migration operators for fast multiplying media.
Young, Michael Francis (P. B. Bleiweis), Space-time
neutronics applied to fast reactor disassembly
calculations.
NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Cerklewski, Florian Lee (R. M. Forbes), The effect
of altering trace element status on the progress of
lead toxicity in the rat.
Johnson, Guy Henry (E. G. Perkins), Studies on the
synthesis and metabolism of N-(l'-carboxy-2 '-
phenylethyl) amino-1-deoxyfructose
.
Kim, Young Choong (T. Nishida) , Nature of the inter-
action of dextran sulfate with phospholipids and
lipoproteins.
Koehler, Kathleen Marie (B. E. Haskell), A search for
kecol acid reductolsomerase and acetolactate syn-
thase in the tissue of valine-fed and valine-deprived
rats.
Navidl Kasmai'l, Meena (F. A. Kummerow) , The effect
of different dietary lipids upon major lipid
classes and long-chain fatty acyl CoA synthetase
of rat live microsomes.
Shin, Keun Shll Lee (R. R. Bell), Effect of estrogen,
excess dietary phosphate and their Interaction on
bone metabolism In mature and aged female rats.
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PHILOSOPHY
ALSTON, WILLIAM P., Professor
Articles
Has foundationalism been refuted? Philosophical
Studies (29) 287-305.
Two types of "Foundationalism". Journal of Philos-
ophy (73:No.7) 165-85.
Self-warrant: a neglected form of privileged access.
American Philosophical Quarterly (13:No.4) 257-73.
ARIEW, ROGLR, Visiting Lecturer
Article
Notes on a prestigious Ockham bibliography. The
Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America
(70) 101-3.
BAi«Z, DAVID A., Assistant Professor
Article
With M. Zwick, J. Hughes
Enhancing the power of density modification.
Ultramicroscopy (1) 275-7.
CATON, CHARLES E., Professor
Reflections on KripJce . In Issues in the philosophy
of language proceedings of the 1972 Oberlin collo-
quium in philosophy
, ed . by F . A . MacKay and D . D
.
Merrill. New Haven: Yale UP, pp. 43-78.
WILL, FREDERICK L., Professor
Article
The future revisited. Philosophical Studies
(30: August) 111-14.
Book review
Ignorance, by Peter Unger. Reason Papers .
(Issue 3:Fall) 99-107.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Ariew, Roger (R. Wengert), Ockham's razor: A
historical and philosophical analysis of Ockham's
principle of parsimony.
Gehman, Jonn Clayton (A. Melnick) , The matter-form
theory of substance.
Vanderploeg, William Stevens (J. D. Wallace),
Sldgwick, common sense, and the dualism of
practical reason.
Chapters in books
Comments (on Z. Vendler's "Illocutionary Suicide").
In Issues in the philosophy of language, ed. by
F. A. MacKay and D. D. Merrill. New Haven, Yale UP,
pp. 147-61.
The idea of sameness challenges reflection. In
Studies in Frege II logic and philosophy of language,
ed. by Matthias Schirn, Stuttgart: Frommann Verlag,
pp. 167-80.
DIGGS, BERNARD J., Professor
Chapter in a book
The ethics of providing for the economic well-being
of the aging. In Social policy, social ethics, and
the aging society , ed. by B. L. Neugarten and R. J.
Havighurst. Washington: NSF/RA 76-000247, pp. 55-65.
MELNICK, ARTHUR, Associate Professor
Book review
Kant's dialectic, by Jonathan Bennett, Journal of
the History of Philosophy (14:No.2) 236-9.
SCHACHT, RICHARD L., Associate Professor
Chapter in a book
Alienation, the 'Is-Ought' gap, and two sorts of
discord. In Theories of alienation , ed. by F. Geyer
and D. Schweitzer. The Hague: Nijhoff, pp. 133-50.
Book review
Truth and value in Nietzsche, by John T. Wilcox.
Journal of the History of Philosophy (14:No.4)
490-94.
SHWAYDER, DAVID S., Professor
Chapters in books
On the determination of reference by sense. In
Studies on Frege III logic and semantics , ed , by
Matthias Schirn, Stuttgart: Frommann Verlag, pp.
85-95.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
BOILEAU, RICHARD A., Associate Professor
Articles
With B. McNutt, J. E. Ballard, R. L. Sprague and
A. von Newmann
The effects of long term stimulant medication on
the growth and body composition of hyperactive
children. Psychopharmacology Bulletin (12) 13-5.
With W. J. Considine, J. E. Misner, C. A. Pounian,
J. Cole and A. Abbatiello
Developing a physical performance test battery for
screening Chicago firefighter applicants. Public
Personnel Management (5) 7-14.
With J. E. Ballard, R. L. Sprague, E. K. Sleator and
B. H. Massey
Effect of methylphenidate on cardiorespiratory
responses in hyperactive children. Research
Quarterly (47) 590-6.
With J. E. Ballard, E. K. Sleator, B. H. Massey and
R. L. Sprague
Cardiovascular responses of hyperactive children
to methylphenidate. Journal of the American
Medical Association (236) 2870-4.
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LOHMAN, TIMOTHY G. , Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
Comparison of corn oil versus partially
hydrogenated soy oil on atherosclerosis. In
World Soybean Research , ed. by Lowell D. Hill.
Danville, Illinois: The Interstate Printers
and Publishers, Inc., pp. 883-91.
Articles
With M. H. Slaughter
Relationship of body composition to somatotype.
American Journal of Physical Anthropology (44)
237-44.
With J. B. Teeple, J. E. Misner, R. A. Boileau
and B. H. Massey
Contribution of physical development and muscular
strength to motor performance capacity of 7 to 12
year old boys. British Journal of Sports Medicine
(9) 122-9.
With P. M. Gross and R. L. Terjung
Left-ventricular performance in man during
breath-holding and simulated diving. Undersea
Biomedical Research (3) 351-60.
SLAUGHTER, MARY H., Assistant Professor
Article
With T. G. Lohman
Relationship of body composition to somatotype.
American Journal of Physical Anthropology (44)
237-44.
TEEPLE, JANET B., Assistant Professor
Articles
With B. H. Massey
Force-time parameters and physical growth of boys
ages 6 to 12 years. Research Quarterly (47)
464-70.
With K. Haywood
Representative simple reaction and movement time
scores. Research Quarterly (47) 855-6.
Review of research in growth and motor development
with implications for elementary school programs.
Illinois Journal of Health, Physical Education,
and Recreation (2) 4-7.
MARTENS, RAINER, Professor
Chapter in a Book
Competition: In need of a theory. In Sport and
Social Deviancy: Proceedings of the Brockport
Conference on Sport and Social Deviancy
, ed. by
D. M. Landers. Urbana: UI Press, pp. 9-17.
Articles
With L. Burwitz and J. Zuckerman
Modeling effects on motor performance. Research
Quarterly (47) 277-91.
With J. Simon
A comparison of three predictors of state anxiety
when competing. Research Quarterly (47) 381-87.
With D. L. Gill and T. K. Scanlan
Competitive trait anxiety, success-failure and
sex as determinants of motor performance.
Perceptual and Motor Skills (43) 1199-208.
With D. L. Gill
State anxiety among successful and unsuccessful
competitors who differ in competitive trait
anxiety. Research Quarterly (47) 698-708.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Kid sports: A den of iniquity or land of
promise. Minneapolis: NCPEAM, pp. 102-12.
Book Reviews
Sport psyching: Playing your best game all of
the time, by Thomas Tutko and Umberto Tosi.
Journal of Physical Education and Recreation (47)
60.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Cureton, Kirk Jeffreys (B. H. Massey), Determinants
of running and walking endurance performance in
children: Analysis of a path model.
Gill, Diane L. (R. Martens), The influence of
ability composition on group motor performance
and intrapersonal variables in competition.
Haywood, Kathleen Marie (M. Souder) , Eye movements
during coincidence-anticipation performance.
Kupprat, Ingrid Charlotte (B. A. Hertig), Inequality
between inspired and expired gaseous nitrogen in
man: Fact or technical artifact?
Mayhew, Jerry Lawrence (B. Massey), Relative contri-
butions of body composition, selected hematological
parameters and aerobic capacity to endurance
running performance of male and female adolescent
track athletes.
Perry, Jean Louise (R. G. Wright), Job satisfaction
as it relates to similarity in philosophic view
between physical education faculty members and
their department chairperson.
Pruitr, Peggy Jane (J. Razor), Perceived leader
behavior of male and female intercollegiate
athletic directors in the United States.
MISNER, JAMES E., Assistant Professor
Article
With W. Considine, R. A. Boileau, A. Pounian,
A. Abbatiello and J. Cole
The development of a physical performance test
for fire-fighters. Public Personnel Management
(5) 7-14.
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ADLER, DONATELLA B. , Visiting Research Assistant
Professor
Articles
Unitary constraints with the Kapur-Peierls formalism.
Physical Review (Cl4) 2050-62.
With F. T. Adler
Light nuclei neutron resonance reactions with the
Kapur-Peierls formalism. Transactions of the
American Nuclear Society (24) 450-2.
ADLER, FELIX T., Professor
Articles
With D. B. Adler
Light nuclei neutron resonance reactions with the
Kapur-Peierls formalism. Transactions of the
American Nuclear Society (24) 450-2.
ALPERT, DANIEL, Professor, See Center for Advanced
Study.
ALTARELLI, MASSIMO, Assistant Professor
Articles
With K. Hess, et al.
Band parameter determination of III-V compounds
from high-field magneto-reflectance of excitons.
Proceedings of the XIII International Conference
on the Physics of Semiconductors
,
Rome, Italy.
With N. 0. Lipari
Indirect exciton dispersion and lineshape in Ge.
Physical Review Letters (36) 619-22.
A new method in the theory of indirect excitons in
semiconductors. Solid State Communications (18)
951-4.
Theory of excitons in semiconductors. Proceedings
of the XIII International Conference on the Physics
of Semiconductors
,
Rome, Italy.
With R. J. Nelson, et al.
Pressure experiment determination of the direct-
indirect transition in the quaternary
Inx.jjGaxPl-zAs^. Solid State Communications (18)
321.
ANDERSON, ANSEL C. , Professor
Chapters in Books
The thermal boundary resistance. In Phonon scat -
tering in solids
, ed. by L. J. Challis, V. W. Ramp-
ton, and A. F. G. Wyatt. New York: Plenum, 'pp. 1-7.
With J. R. Matey
Thermal conductivity of a glassy metal at low tem-
perature. In Thermal conductivity
, 14, ed. by P. G.
Klemans and R. K. Chu. New York: Plenum, pp. 31-8.
Articles
With J. H. Anderson and M. P. Zaitlin
Some observations on resistance thermometry below
1 K. Review of Scientific Instruments (47) 407.
With P. J. Anthony
Thermal conductivity of Li, Na, K, and Ag beta-
alumina below 300 K. Physical Review (B14) 5198-
204.
With C. L. Reynolds, Jr.
The thermal boundary resistance to solid helium,
hydrogen, deuterium and neon. Physical Review
(B14) 4114-20.
The use of gallium as a thermal contact agent at
low temperature. Cryogenics (16) 687.
With E. P. Roth
Low temperature thermal conductivity and specific
heat of a machinable ceramic. Journal of Applied
Physics (47) 3644.
With T. L. Smith and J. R. Matey
The effect of strain on the low temperature thermal
conductivity of a glass. Physics and Chemistry of
Glasses (17) 214.
With J. L. Vorhaus
Lattice thermal conductivity of copper alloys below
2 K. Physical Review (Bl4) 3256.
BARDEEN, JOHN, Professor
Chapter in a Book
Possibility of excitonic superconductivity. In
Superconductivity in d- and f-band metals , ed. by
D. H. Douglass. New York: Plenum, pp. 1-5.
Article
IndustrialSuperconductivity: past and future.
Research (18) 1-13.
BAYM, GORDON, Professor
Articles
With S. A. Chin
Can a neutron star be a giant MIT bag? Physics
Letters (62B) 241-4.
Landau theory of relativistic FERMI liquids.
Nuclear Physics (A262) 527-38.
With D. Q. Lamb and F. K. Lamb
Dynamical effects of possible solid cores in neutron
stars and degenerate dwarfs. Astrophysical Journal
(208) 829-35.
BROWN, FREDERICK C. , Professor
Chapter in a Book
The photographic process. In Treatise for solid
state chemistry , ed. by N. B. Hannay. New York:
Plenum, pp. 333-88.
Articles
With R. Z. Bachrach and M. Skibowski
Angle-resolved photoemission from TiSe2 using
synchrotron radiation. Physical Review Letters (37)
40-2.
Effect of x-ray polarization at boron K edge in hex-
agonal BN. Physical Review (B13) 2633-5.
With K. C. Woo, et al.
Superlattice formation in titanium diselenide.
Physical Review (B14) 3242-7.
BROWN, RICHARD M. , Professor
Article
R. M. Brown, et al.
Current operations with the Illinois DOLLY system.
Proceedings of the Conference on Computer Assisted
Scanning
, ed. by A. Bettini and S. Centro. Padova,
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Italy: Institute di Flsica dell' Universita' and
Sezione Institute Nazionale di Fislca Nucleate, pp.
165-7.
BRUSSEL, MORTON K. , Professor
Article
With I. Brissaud
Alpha- Ca optical potentials: Density dependent
interactions. Physical Review (Cl3) 1748-50.
CAHN, JULIUS H. , Associate Professor, See Astronomy.
CARDMAN, LAWRENCE S., Assistant Professor
Article
With T. Cooper, et al.
Shapes of deformed nuclei vs. determined by electron
scattering: ^^^Sm, 154sm, Ife^Er, l^^Yb, 232xh, and
238u. Physical Review (C13) 1083-94.
CHALUPA, JOHN V. , Research Associate
Articles
With G. Grlnstein, et al.
Exact renormalization group with Griffiths singular-
ities and spin-glass behavior: The random Ising
chain. Physical Review Letters (36) 1508-11.
With G. Grinstein and M. Wortis
The disordered Ising chain: Equivalent formula-
tions for the thermodynamics. Journal of Chemical
Physics (65) 4512-14.
CHANG, SHAU-JIN, Professor
Articles
Classical Solution in the massive Thirring model.
Physical Reports (23C) 259-64.
Hartree-type approximation applied to a field
theory. Physical Reports (23C) 301-6.
Existence of a second order phase transition in a
two-dimensional (ff* field theory. Physical Review
(D13) 2778-88.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Diagrammatical approach to the geometrical model.
Leture notes of Japan-U.S. Seminar on Geometric
Models of Elementary Particles. Osaka University
Report (OS-GE 76-3) pp. 85-100.
CHEN, CHENG-HSUAN, Visiting Assistant Professor
Articles
Plasmon dispersion In single-crystal magnesium.
Journal of Physics (C9) L321.
With P. E. Batson, et al.
Inelastic electron scattering from valence electrons
in aluminium. Proceedings of the 34th Electron
Microscopy Society of America , 462.
Plasma dispersion at large wave-vectors in aluminum.
Physical Review Letters (37) 937.
Use of LaBg for a high quality, small energy spread
beam in an electron velocity spectrometer. Pro -
ceedings of the 34th Electron Microscopy Society of
America
,
534.
With J. Silcox, et al.
Plasmon dispersion and anisotropy in polymeric
sulfur nitride, (SN) . Physical Review Letters
(36) 525.
"
CHIN, SIU A., Research Associate
Articles
Relativistic many-body studies of high density
matter. Physics Letters (62B) 263-6.
With G. Baym
Can a neutron star be a giant MIT bag? Physics
Letters (62B) 241-4.
Landau theory of relativistic FERMI liquids.
Nuclear Physics (A262) 527-38.
COOPER, JOHN W. , Research Associate
Articles
With R. M. Brown, et al.
Current operations with the Illinois DOLLY system.
Proceedings of the Conference on Computer Assisted
Scanning
,
ed. by A. Bettini and S. Centre. Padova,
Italy: Institute di Fislca dell' Universita' and
Sezione Institute Nazionale di Fislca Nucleare, pp.
165-7.
DEBRUNNER, PETER G. , Professor
Chapters in Books
Enzyme systems. In Applications of MBssbauer spec -
troscopy . Vol. 1, ed. by R. Cohen. New York: .-Aca-
demic, pp. 171-96.
With C. Schulz
MBssbauer parameters of rubredoxln, a ene-lron sul-
fur protein. In MBssbauer effect methodology . Vol.
10, ed. by I. J. Graverman and C. W. Seldel. New
York: Plenum, pp. 155-67.
Articles
With R. H. Austin, et al.
Transient analyzer with logarithmic time base.
Review of Scientific Instruments (47) 445-7.
With C. R. Hill
Vibrational properties of ferrocene. Journal de
Physique (C6) 41-4.
With M. J. Potasek and G. DePasquali
Iodlne-129 MBssbauer spectroscopy: Probing the
molecular orientation in liquid crystals. Physical
Review (A13) 1605-12.
With J. M. Potter, et al.
Tests of parity conservation in p-p and p-d scat-
tering at 15 MeV. American Institute of Physics
Conference Proceedings (35) 266-79.
With C. Schulz
Rubredoxln, a simple iron-sulfur protein: Its
spin Hamlltonlan and hyperfine parameters. Journal
de Physique (C6) 153-8.
With M. Sharrock, et al.
Cytochrome P-450cam and its complexes. MBssbauer
parameters of the heme iron. Blochimlca er Bio -
physica Acta (42) 8-26.
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DePASQUALI, GIOVANNI, Research Associate Professor
Articles
With R. M. Herman, et al.
Static magnetic susceptibility of single-crystal
TTF-TCNQ near the 38 K transition. Solid State
Communications (19) 137-9.
With M. J. Potasek and P. G. Debrunner
Iodine-129 MtJssbauer spectroscopy: Probing the mo-
lecular orientation in liquid crystals. Physical
Review (Al3) 1605-12.
With G. A. Thomas, et al.
Electrical conductivity of tetrathiafulvalenium-
tetracyanoquinodimethanide (TTF-TCNQ). Physical
Review (B13) 5105-10.
With W. T. Wozniak and M. V. Klein
Pre-resonance Raman intensity studies of TCNQ and
TCNQ-. Chemical Physics Letters (40) 93-7.
DOW, JOHN D. , Professor
Chapter in a Book
Final-state interactions in the optical spectra of
solids; Elements of exciton theory. In Optical
properties of solids, new developments
, ed. by B. 0.
Seraphin. Amsterdam, Holland: North Holland, pp.
33-79.
With R. P. Gupta and A. J. Freeman
Band theory of K-edge transitions in Li, Physics
Letters (59A) 226-8.
With F. L. Lederman
Theory of electroabsorption by anisotropic and lay-
ered semiconductors: I. Two-dimensional excitons in
a uniform electric field. Physical Review (B13)
1633-42.
With J. E. Robinson
Improved compatibility relations: Application to
the x-ray threshold of Li. Physical Review (Bl4)
2683-6.
With D. J. Wolford, et al.
Evidence for radiative recombination in GaAsi-j^P^:
N(0.28 5 X ^ 0.45) involving an isolated nitrogen
impurity state associated with the T, minimum.
Physical Review Letters (36) 1400-3.
A new interpretation of luminescence due to the N
isoelectronic trap in GaAsi-^Px- Proceedings of the
XIII International Conference on the Physics of
Semiconductors
,
Rome, Italy, 1049-52.
EISENSTEIN, LAURA B. , Research Assistant Professor
Articles
Molecular tunneling in heme proteins. International
Journal of Quantum Chemistry: Quantum Biology Sym-
posium (3) 21-7.
With N. Alberding, et al.
Dynamics of carbon monoxide binding to protoheme.
Journal of Chemical Physics (65) 4701-11.
Tunneling in ligand binding to heme proteins.
Science (192) 1002.
With R. H. Austin et al.
Transient analyzer with logarithmic time base.
Review of Scientific Instruments (47) 445-7.
With A. Abashian, et al.
Backward production in 7r"p -• p'rf^TT'n' at 8 GeV/c.
Physical Review (D13) 5-21.
ERSKINE, JAMES L. , Research Assistant Professor
Articles
Magneto-optical study of Gd using synchrotron ra-
diation. Physical Review Letters (37) 157.
With C. P. Flynn
Measurement of the 4f optical edge in Gd metal.
Physical Review (B14) 2197-9.
FLYNN, COLIN P. , Professor
Articles
Comments on the x-ray edge and recoil problems.
Physical Review (B14) 5294-302.
Impurity spectra and the optical threshold profile
in metals. Proceedings of the International Con -
ference on Physics of X-ray Spectra , National
Bureau of Standards, 26-8.
With R. Avci
Halogen charge transfer states and the optical
thresholds profile in metals. Physical Review Let -
ters (37) 863-7.
With P. A. Beck
Interpretation of the susceptibility of paramagnetic
nickel. Solid State Communications (18) 127-30.
With H. K. Birnbaum
Tunneling states of hydrogen in niobium. Physics
Letters (37) 25-8.
With J. L. Erskine
Measurement of the 4-f-shell optical edge in Gd
metal. Physical Review (Bl4) 2197-9.
With D. J. Phelps
Metal-insulator transition in rare-gas-alkali-metal
thin films. Physical Review (Bl4) 5279-88.
With D. J. Phelps and R. A. Tilton
Threshold absorption of rare-gas impurities in me-
tals. Physical Review (B14) 5254-64.
With R. A. Tilton
Excitonic and molecular spectra of rare gases.
Physical Review (B14) 5289-93.
With R. A. Tilton and D. J. Phelps
Sharp pair spectra and excited states of rare-gas
impurities in metals. Physical Review (B14) 5265-
78.
With R. Vargas and M. B. Salamon
Ionic conductivity near an order-disorder transi-
tion: RbAg.I-. Physical Review Letters (37) 1550-3.
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FRAUENFELDER , HANS, Professor
Articles
With N. Alberding, et al.
Dynamics of carbon monoxide binding to protoheme.
Journal of Chemical Physics (65) 4701-11.
Tunneling in llgand binding to heme proteins
Science (192) 1002-4.
With R. H. Austin, et al.
Transient analyzer with logarithmic time base.
Review of Scientific Instruments (47) 445-7.
With J. M. Potter, et al.
Tests of parity conservation in p-p and p-d scat-
tering at 15 MeV. American Institute of Physics
Conference Proceedings (35) 266-79.
GATES, JOHN V., II, Research Associate
Articles
Solution to the equation describing diffusion with
simultaneous energy sinks and sources and the ex-
traction of the diffusion coefficient. Journal of
Chemical Physics (64) 337-41.
With W. H. Potter
Extraction of the nuclear spin diffusion constant
from measurements of macroscopic heat transfer in
small particles. Physical Review (B13) 8-17.
Low temperature sample holders that provide rotation
about two orthogonal axes. Review of Scientific
Instruments (44) 139-40.
GINSBERG, DONALD M., Professor
Articles
The tunneling conductance for superconducting alloys
with 3d magnetic Impurities. Physical Review (Bl3)
2895-7.
With R. E. Harris and R. C. Dynes
Strong-coupling correction to the jump in the quasi-
particle current of a superconducting tunnel junc-
tion. Physical Review (B14) 993-5.
Strong-coupling correction to the low-frequency
electrical conductivity of superconductors and
Josephson junctions. Physical Review (B14) 990-2.
With T. R. Lemberger
Comparison of the thermal conductivity of super-
conducting Zn-Mn alloys with Shiba's theory. Physi -
cal Review (B14) 1785-7.
With J. X. Przybysz
Electronic thermal conductivity of lead-manganese
and indium-manganese alloys. Physical Review (B14)
1039-44.
With J. W. Thomasson
Magnetic field shielding by a superconducting
cylindrical tube of finite length. Review of
Scientific Instruments (47) 387-8.
With J. 0. Willis
Thermal conductivity of superconducting alloy films
in a perpendicular magnetic field. Physical Review
(B14) 1916-26.
GLADDING, GARY E. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With M. Binkley, et al.
Dimuon production on nuclear targets. Physical
Review Letters (37) 571-4.
Dimuon production in the p, J, and continuum regions.
Physical Review Letters (37) 574-8.
Limit on production of charmed particles in associa-
tion with the J. Physical Review Letters (37)
578-81.
With B. Knapp, et al.
Observation of a narrow anti-baryon state at 2.26
GeV/c Physical Review Letters (37) 882-5.
GRAMMER, GARLAND Jr., Research Assistant Professor
Articles
Weak correction Co the muon magnetic moment in a
gauge model. Nuclear Physics (Bill) 56-66.
GRANATO, ANDREW V., Professor
Chapter In a Book
Dislocation-defect interactions and the mechanical
properties of crystals. In Fundamental aspects
of radiation damage in metals
,
ed. by M. T. Robin-
son and F. Y. Young, Jr. Springfield, Virginia:
National Information Services, pp. 932-56.
GRINSTEIN, GEOFFREY M. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Ferromagnetic phase transitions In random fields:
The breakdown of scaling laws. Physical Review
Letters (37) 944-7.
With A. N. Berker, et al.
Exact renormalization group with Griffiths singular
itles and spin-glass behavior: The random Islng
chain. Physical Review Letters (36) 1508.
With J. Chalupa and M. Wortis
The disordered Islng chain: Equivalent formulations
for the thermodynamics. Journal of Chemical
Physics (65) 4512-4.
With A. Luther
Application of the renormalization group to phase
transitions in disordered systems. Physical
Review (B13) 1329.
HANDLER, PAUL, Professor, See Coordinated Science Lab.
HOLLOWAY, LELAND E. , Professor
Articles
With R. M. Brown, et al.
Current operations with the Illinois DOLLY system.
Proceedings of the Conference on Computer Assisted
Scanning
, ed. by A. Bettlni and S. Centro. Padova,
Italy: Institute di Fisica dell' Unlverslta' and
Sezione Institute Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare, pp.
165-7.
L. E. Holloway, et al.
Multiplicities associated with the production of
pions, kaons or protons of high transverse momentum,
at the ISR. Nuclear Physics (B114) 1-10.
J
HSU, WILLIAM Y., Research Associate
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Articles
Calculations of the phonon spectra for 3-alumina.
Physical Review (B14) 5161-4; Proceedings of the Con -
ference on Superionic Conductors: Physics, Chemistry
and Applications
,
Schenectady, New York, 370-1.
With L. M. Falicov
Level quantization and broadening for band electrons
in a magnetic field: Magneto-optics throughout the
band. Physical Review (B13) 1595-606.
With L. M. Falicov and H. Smith
Phonons and quasi-periodic static fluctuations.
Physica Status Solidi (b73) 301-6.
With D. J. Wolford, et al.
A new interpretation of luminescence due to the N
isoelectronic trap in GaAs^.^Px- Proceedings of the
XIII International Conference on the Physics of
Semiconductors
,
Rome, Italy, 1049-52.
Evidence for radiative recombination in GaAsj_j,Pjj:N
(0.28 < X ^ 0.45) involving an isolated impurity
state associated with the F, minimum. Physical Re -
view Letters (36) 1400-3.
HUMMEL, JOHN P., Professor, See Chemistry.
IBEN, ICKO, Jr., Professor, See Astronomy.
JACKSON, E. ATLEE, Associate Professor
Articles
A new pulsar atmospheric model, I. Aligned magnetic
and rotational axes. Astrophysical Journal (206)
831-41.
Pulsar atmospheric current loop. Nature (259) 25-6.
With M. Raether
Comments on "energy of plasma waves". Physics of
Fluids (19) 925.
JENNISON, DWIGHT R. , Research Assistant Professor
Articles
With D. L. Klein, et al.
Relationship between electronic structure and cat-
alytic behavior of transition metal carbides.
Proceedings of Workshop on Electrocatalysis on Non -
metallic Surfaces, National Bureau of Standards
publication ^/455 | Gaithersburg, Maryland, 87-92.
With A. B. Kunz
Electronic charge distribution and the degree of ion-
icity in crystalline NaF, NaCl, SrF2 and SrCl2 as
found by the local-orbitals Hartree-Fock method.
Physical Review (Bl3) 5597-602.
JONES, LORELLA M. , Associate Professor
Articles
Remark on the phase of the Deck model. Physical
Review (D14) 3233-4.
KARLINER, XNGA, Research Assistant Professor
Articles
Effects of heavy lepton on charmed particles de-
cays. Physical Review Letters (36) 759.
With S. Adler, et al.
I = § nucleon resonance production by V, A weak N.
current. Physical Review (D13) 1216.
KIM, CHUL K. , Research Associate
Article
The effect of free carriers on the elastic con-
stants of P-type Si and Ge. Physical Review (Bl3)
5429.
KLEIN, raiES V. , Professor
Chapters in Books
Electronic Raman scattering. In Theory of light
scattering in solids
,
ed. by V. M. Agronovich and
J. L. Herman. Moscow: Nauka, pp. 558-73; Theory
of light scattering in condensed matter
, ed. by
B. Bendow, J. L. Birman, and V. M. Agronovich.
New York: Plenum, pp. 461-73.
Light scattering from relaxation modes of rapidly
diffusing atoms or ions. In Light scattering in
solids
,
ed. by M. Balkanski, R. C. C. Leite, and
S. P. S. Porto. Paris: Flammarion Sciences, pp.
351-5.
With K. Jain
Valley orbit Raman scattering from bound and delo-
calized electrons in n-Si. In Light scattering in
solids
,
ed. by M. Balkanski, R. C. C. Leite and
S. P. S. Porto. Paris: Flammarion Sciences, pp.
298-307.
Articles
With D. Gallagher
Polarized Raman scattering in the solid electrolyte
RbAg4l5. Journal of Physics C: Solid State Physics
(9) L687-92.
With J. A. Holy, et al
.
Raman-active lattice vibrations of the commensurate
superlattice in 2H-TaSe,. Physical Review Letters
(37) 1145-8.
With K. Jain
Electronic Raman scattering and the metal-insulator
transition in doped silicon. Physical Review (Bl3)
5448-64.
With W. T. Wozniak and G. DePasquali
Pre-resonance Raman intensity studies of TCNQ and
TCNQ". Chemical Physics Letters (40) 93-7.
KOEHLER, JAMES S. , Professor
Articles
Point defect generation in pulsed impure solids.
Radiation Effects (30) 183-4.
With R. Berliner
The analysis of forward scattering channeling data.
Radiation Effects (28) 141-5.
With R. C. Bircher
Recovery of lead after electron irradiation at 1.5
K. Physical Review (B13) 2314-23.
With M. Doyama
The relation between the formation energy of a
vacancy. Acta Metallurgica (24) 871-9.
KRUSE, ULRICH E.
,
Professor
Article
DASP Collaboration. Momentum spectra of charged
hadrons from the decay of J/ii and jt'. Physics
Letters (63B) 115-20.
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KUNZ, A. BARRY, Professor
Articles
With M. P. Guse and R. J. Blint
Hartree-Fock calculations of hydrogen adsorption
in Ni, Cu and MgO. Proceedings of Workshop on Elec -
trocatalysis on Non-metallic Surfaces, National
Bureau of Standards publication #455 , Gaithersburg,
Maryland, 53-8.
On the adsorption of hydrogen by supported tran-
sition-metal catalysts and MgO. International Jour -
nal of Quantum Chemistry Symposium (10) 283-8.
On the rate of dissociation of H2 by supported cat-
alysts of first and second transition period ele-
ments. Chemical Physics Letters (37) 512-5.
With D. R. Jennison
Electronic charge distribution and the degree of
ionicity in crystalline NaF, NaCl, SrF2 and SrCl2
as found by the local-orbitals Hartree-Fock method.
Physical Review (Bl3) 5597-602.
With D. L. Klein, et al
.
Relationship between electronic structure and cat-
alytic behavior of transition metal carbides.
Proceedings of Workshop on Electrocatalysis on Non -
metallic Surfaces, National Bureau of Standards
publication #455
,
Gaithersburg, Maryland, 87-92.
With R. F. Marshall and R. J. Blint
An unrestricted Hartree-Fock study of small lithium
clusters. Solid State Communications (18) 731-4.
Unrestricted Hartree-Fock approach to cluster cal-
culations: Application to lithium. Physical Review
(B13) 3333-8.
With D. J. Mickish
Self-consistent local orbitals for silver halide
crystals. Physlca Status Solid! (b73) 193-202.
With K. L. Yip and W. S. Williams
Electronic structure of TiC and VC from the itera-
tive extended HUckel theory. Physlca Status Solidi
(b75) 533-41.
LAMB, DON Q. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With G. Baym and F. K. Lamb
Dynamical effects of possible solid cores in neutron
stars and degenerate dwarfs. Astrophysical Journal
(208) 829-35.
With F. K. Lamb
Observational constraints on pulsar binary motion.
Astrophysical Journal (204) 168-86.
With C. J. Pethlck
Effects of neutrino degeneracy in supernova models.
Astrophysical Journal Letters (209) L115-9.
LAMB, FREDERICK K. , Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
With D. Pines and J. Shaham
Information about accretion flows from x-ray timing
of pulsating sources. In X-ray binaries
,
ed. by
E. Boldt and Y. Kondo. NASA: Proceedings of the
Goddard Symposium, pp. 141-53.
Articles
With G. Baym and D. Q. Lamb
Dynamical effects of possible solid cores in neutron
stars and degenerate dwarfs. Astrophysical Journal
(208) 829-35.
With R. F. Eisner
Fast rotators and slow rotators. Accretion flows in
the magnetospheres of Vela X-1, A0535+26 and Her
X-1. Nature (262) 356-60.
With D. Q. Lamb
Observational constraints on pulsar binary motion.
Astrophysical Journal (204) 168-86.
With R. McCray
An opaque shell around Hercules X-1? Astrophysical
Journal Letters (204) L115-8.
LAZARUS, DAVID, Professor
Articles
With R. J. Nelson, et al.
Effect of composition and pressure on the nitrogen
isoelectronlc trap in GaAs^.^^x' Physical Review
(B14) 685-90.
Pressure experiment determination of the direct-in-
direct transition in the quaternary In^.^GajjPj.^As^-
Solid State Communications (18) 321-5.
Pressure study of the external quantum efficiency
of N-doped GaAsi_xP light emitting diodes. Applied
Physics Letters (29) 615-7.
Pressure study of the Np and N bound-state inter-
action in nitrogen-doped GaAsj^
x^x'
Physical
Review (B14) 3511-5.
McMillan, WILLIAM L. , Professor
Articles
Theory of dlscommensuratlons and the commensurate
Incommensurate charge density wave phase transitiona.
Physical Review (B14) 1496-502.
With R. N. Bhatt
A Landau theory of the Martlnsitic transition in
A-15 compounds. Physical Review (B14) 1007-27.
With G. Bilbro
Theoretical model of superconductivity and the
Martensitic transformation in A-15 compounds. Phys-
ical Review (B14) 1817-92.
With J. A. Holy, et al.
Raman-active lattice vibrations of the commensurate
superlattice in 2H-TaSe2. Physical Review Letters
(37) U45-8.
With K. C. Woo, et al.
Superlattice formation in titanium diselinede.
Physical Review (B14) 3242-7.
MESSNER, ROBERT L. , Research Associate
Articles
With M. Binkley, et al.
Dlmuon production on nuclear targets. Physical
Review Letters (37) 571-4.
Dlmuon production in the p, J, and continuum regions.
Physical Review Letters (37) 574-8.
Limit on production of charmed particles in associa-
tion with the J. Physical Review Letters (37) 578-81.
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with J. Bronstein, et al.
Observation of a narrow anti-Baryon state at 2.26
GeV/c2. Physical Review Letters (37) 882.
MILGROM, MORDEHAI, Research Assistant Professor
Articles
Calculation of the optical appearance of Cyg X-2.
Astronomy and Astrophysics (52) 273.
A cocooned x-ray binary model for Cyg X-3. Astron-
omy and Astrophysics Letters (51) 215.
Does X-Persei really have a massive companion?
Astronomy and Astrophysics Letters (53) 321.
The heating effect in Sco X-1. Astrophysical Jour-
nal (208) 191.
On the origin of optical emission lines in spectra
of x-ray binaries. Astrophysical Journal (207)
902.
Spectroscopic properties of HZ-Herculis in model
calculations. Astrophysical Journal (206) 869.
With Y. Avni
Possible spurious eccentricity and distorted x-ray
velocity curve in 3UO900-40. Astronomy and Astro -
physics Letters (52) 157.
With J. Katz
Hydrogen and helium lines in theoretical models of
Sco X-1. Astrophysical Journal (205) 545-50.
O'HALLORAN, THOMAS A., Professor
Articles
With A. Abashian, et al.
Backward production in Tr"p -» ptt*'tt"tt" at 8 GeV/c.
Physical Review (D13) 5-21.
With M. Binkley, et al.
Dimuon production in the p, J, and continuum regions.
Physical Review Letters (37) 574-8.
Dimuon production on nuclear targets. Physical
Review Letters (37) 571-4.
Limit on production of charmed particles in associa-
tion with the J. Physical Review Letters (37)
578-81.
With B. Knapp, et al.
Observation of a narrow antibaryon state at 2.26
GeV/c^. Physical Review Letters (37) 882.
PANDHARIPANDE, VIJAY R. , Associate Professor
Articles
With D. Pines and R. A. Smith
Neutron star structure: Theory, observations,
speculations. Astrophysical Journal (208) 550-66.
With R. A. Smith
Nucleon-nucleon potentials including ttI^ coupling
effects. Nuclear Physics (A256) 327-48.
With R. B. Wiringa
A variational theory of nuclear matter. Nuclear
Physics (A266) 269-316.
PETHICK, CHRISTOPHER J., Professor
Articles
With C. H. Aldrich III and D. Pines
Phonon dispersion in He II at long wavelengths and
low temperatures. Journal of Low Temperature
Physics (25) 691-7.
Zero sound and spin fluctuations in liquid helium-
3. Physical Review Letters (37) 845-8.
With H. H. Fu
Concentration dependence of the -^He quasiparticle
interaction in dilute solution of 3He in super-
fluid ^He. Physical Review (B14) 3837-47.
With D. Q. Lamb
Effects of neutrino degeneracy in supernova models.
Astrophysical Journal Letters (209) L77-81.
With H. Smith
Orbital relaxation in super fluid ^He near T,..
Physical Review Letters (37) 226-9.
With H. Smith and P. Bhattacharyya
Exact results for transport properties of aniso -
tropic Fermi superfluid near the transition tem-
perature. Journal of Low Temperature Physics
(23) 225-30.
PINES, DAVID, Professor
Articles
With C. H. Aldrich III
Polarization potentials and elementary excitations
in He II at low temperatures. Journal of Low
Temperature Physics (25) 677-90.
With C. H. Aldrich III and C. J. Pethick
Phonon dispersion in He II at long wavelengths and
low temperatures. Journal of Low Temperature
Physics (25) 691-7.
Zero sound and spin fluctuations in liquid heliuro-
3. Physical Review Letters (37) 845-8.
With V. R. Pandharipande and R. A. Smith
Neutron star structure: theory, observation and
speculation. Astrophysical Journal (208) 550-66.
RAETHER, MANFRED, Professor
Articles
With E. A. Jackson
Comments on "Energy of Plasma Waves"
Fluids (19) 925.
Physics of
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With R. A. Kerst
Explosive instabilities in a cold beam plasma
system. Journal of Plasma Physics (16) 335.
RAVENHALL, DAVID G. , Professor
Articles
With L. G. Arnold, et al.
Optical-model partial-wave analysis of p-^He
elastic scattering. Physical Review (C14)
1878-84.
With R. L. Mercer
Electron scattering from oriented holmium.
Physical Review (C13) 2324-42.
REYNOLDS, C. LEWIS, JR., Research Associate
Articles
With A. C. Anderson
The thermal boundary resistance to solid helium,
hydrogen, deuterium, and neon. Physical Review
(B14) 4114-20.
The use of gallium as a thermal contact agent at
low temperature. Cryogenics (16) 687.
With P. R. Couchman
On the low temperature limit of the lattice
Grtlneisen parameter. Journal of Physics and
Chemistry of Solids (37) 737.
On vacancies and melting. Scripta Metallurgica
(10) 605-6.
Relation between vacancy migration energy and
melting temperature. Philosophical Magazine
(34) 327-9.
Tait equation for inoreanic solids with applica-
tions to the pressure dependence of melting
temperature. Journal of Applied Physics (47)
5201-5.
Volume dependence of phonon frequencies. Journal
of Applied Physics (47) 2779.
With P. R. Couchman and R. M. J. Cotterill
Low temperature specific heat of glasses and
amorphous solids. Nature (264) 534.
Temperature dependence of the anomalous specific
heat of glasses and amorphous solids. Nature
(259) 108-9.
With P. R. Couchman and F. E. Karasz
On the relation between surface energy, melting
temperature, and inter-atomic separation for
metals. Philosophical Magazine (34) 659-61.
With P. R. Couchman and W. F. Lewis
Comments on the luminescence in solid krypton.
Physical Review (B13) 2696-7.
With P. R. Couchman and G. R. Proto
Concerning the correlation between dielectric
breakdown field strength and lattice constant in
alkali halides. Journal of Materials Science
(11) 576.
With F. E. Wawner
On the origin of triboluminescence in SiC
filaments. Physica Status Solidi (a36) K109-111.
SAH, CHIH TANG, Professor, See Electrical Engineering
SALAMON, MYRON B. , Professor
Articles
With R. M. Herman, et al.
Static magnetic susceptibility of single crystal
TTF-TCNQ near the 38K transition. Solid State
Communications (19) 137-9.
With F. L. Lederman and H. Peisl
Evidence for an order-disorder transformation in
the solid electrolyte RbAg^Is- Solid State
Communications (19) 147-50.
With A. J. Schultz, et al.
The heat capacity, conductivity and crystal struct-
ure of TTF-(2.5-diethyl) TCNQ. Journal of the
American Chemical Society (98) 5191-7.
With G. A. Thomas, et al.
Electrical conductivity of tetrathiafulv^lenium-
tetracyanoquinodimethanide (TTF-TCNQ). Physical
Review (B13) 5105-10.
With R. Vargas and C. P. Flynn
Ionic conductivity near an order-disorder transit-
ion: RbAg^l5. Physical Review Letters (37)
1550-3.
SARD, ROBERT D. , Professor
Articles
With D. Fong, et al.
Cross sections and charged multiplicity distribut-
ions for n p and K~p interactions at 147 GeV.c.
Nuclear Physics (B102) 386-404.
Evidence for charged cluster emission in 147 GeV/c
tt'p collisions. Physics Letters (61B) 99-102.
The exclusive channel n"TT"rr"p in TT"p interactions
at 147 GeV/c. II Nuovo Cimento (34A) 659-71.
Inelastic 2-prong events in 147 GeV/c TT"p collis-
ions. Nuclear Physics (B104) 32-51.
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SATTERTHWAITE, CAMERON B., Professor SULLIVAN, JEREMIAH D., Professor
Articles
With J. F. Miller and R. H. Caton
Low- temperature heat capacity of normal and super-
conducting thorium hydride and thorium deuteride.
Physical Review (Bl4) 2795-800.
With J. F. Miller, et al.
A neutron scattering study of the vibrational modes
of hydrogen in the superconducting compound, Th4H]^c.
Proceedings of the Gatlinburg Conference on Neutron
Scattering
,
Gatlinburg, Tennessee, 529-34.
Articles
Review of thporetical ideas on prompt lepton pro-
duction. AIP Conterence Proceedings (30) 142-61.
With S. Chavin
Generalized vector dominance model of dilepton
production. Physical Review (D13) 2990-3009.
With C. U. Segre
Bound state wave packets. American Journal of
Physics (44) 729-32.
SHERWOOD, BRUCE A., Associate Professor SURRATT, G. TIMOTHY, Research Associate
Articles
With S. G. Smith
Educational used of the PLATO computer system.
Science (192) 344.
Articles
With A Redondo, et al.
Relaxation of (111) silicon surface atoms from
studies of Si^Hg clusters. Solid State
Communications (20) 733-6.
SLIGHTER, CHARLES P., Professor
SUTTON, DAVID C. , Associate Professor
Book edited
With A. Fitzgerald
Solid state physics in the People's Republic of
China; A trip report of the America Solid State
Physics Delegation, Washington, D.C.; National
Academy of Sciences, 203 pp.
Articles
Bulletins and Technical Reports
A simple correction to the thin lens approximation
for a quadrupole singlet. Superconducting linac
technical note #76-34.
WATSON, WILLIAM D. , Associate Professor, See Astronomy
NMR studies of the Kondo effect revisited.
Conference Proceedings (29) 306-10.
AIP
Nuclear resonance studies of dilute alloys of
magnetic atoms in nonmagnetic hosts. Proceedings
of the XlXth Congress Ampere
,
ed. by H. Brunner,
K. H. Hausser, and D. Schweitzer. Heidelberg,
Germany; Groupement Ampere, pp. 65-73
With J. B. Boyce
Conduction-electron spin density around Fe impuri-
ties in Cu above and below the Kondo temperature.
Physical Review (B13) 379-96.
STAPLETON, HARVEY J., Professor
Articles
With R. C. Herrick
Anomalous T' Raman spin-lattice relaxation rate of
low spin cytochrome P-450 from Pseudomanas putida.
Journal of Chemical Physics (65) 4778-85.
Determination of the zero-field splitting of Fe-^
in cytochrome P-450 from electron spin-lattice
relaxation rates. Journal of Chemical Physics
(65) 4786-90.
WATTENBERG, ALBERT, Professor
Articles
With M. Binkley, et al.
Dimuon production on nuclear targets. Physical
Review Letters (37) 574-8.
Dimuon production on nuclear targets. Physical
Review Letters (37) 571-4.
Limit on production of charmed particles in
association with the J. Physical Review Letters
(37) 578-81.
With B. Knapp, et al.
Observation of a narrow antibaryon state at 2.26
GeV.c2. Physical Review Letters (37) 882.
WILLIAMS, WENDELL S., Professor
Articles
With D. R. Jennison, D. L. Klein and A. B. Kunz
Relationship between electronic structure and
catalytic behavior of transition metal carbides.
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Proceedings of workshop on electrocatalysls on on -
metallic surfaces, National Bureau of Standards
publication #^55, Gaithersburg, Maryland, 87-92.
With S. B. Kulkarni
Dislocation velocities and electronic doping In
silicon. Journal of Applied Physics (47) 4318-24.
With K. L. Yip and A. B. Kunz
Electronic structure of TiC and VC from iterative
extended HUckel theory. Physlca Status Solldl
(b75) 533-41.
With G. Grinstein, et al.
Exact renormalizatlon group with Griffiths
singularities and pin-glass behavior: The
random Islng chain. Physical Review Letters
(36) 1508-11.
With M. Schick and J. S. Walker
Ant 1 ferromagnetic triangular Islng model.
Physics Letters (58A) 479-80.
WYLD, HENRY W., JR., Professor
WOLFE, JAMES P., Assistant Professor Book
Articles
Optical pumping by excitation of molecular vebra-
tions. Chemical Physics Letters (37) 256-9.
With J. E. Furneaux and C. D. Jeffries
Rapid formation kinetics of a long-lived electron-
hole drop in Ge under pulsed excitation. Solid
State Communications (20) 317.
With C. D. Jeffries, et al.
Mathematical methods for physics. Reading,
Massachusetts: W. A. Benjamin, 628pp.
Articles
With R. T. Cutler
Flux tubes, monopoles, and the magnetic confine-
ment of quarks. Physical Review (D14) 1648-59.
YAVIN, AVIVI I., Visiting Professor
Luminescence profiles of large electron-hole drops
in germanium. Journal of Luminescence (12) 659.
With A. R. King
An optically-pumped proton maser. Chemical Physics
Letters (40) 451-5.
With J. E. Furneaux and R. S. Marklewlcz
Magnetostriction of a large electron-hole drop in
Ge. Proceedings of the XII International Con -
ference on the Physics of Semiconductors
,
Rome
,
Italy.
WORTIS, MIctmtL, Professor
Articles
With A. N. Berker
Blume-Emery-Grlffiths-Potts model In two dimensions:
Phase diagram and critical properties from a posi-
tion-space renormalizatlon group. Physical Review
(B14) 4946-63.
With W. J. Camp, et al.
Series analysis of corrections to scaling for the
spin-pair correlations of the spin-s Islng model:
Confluent singularities, universality, and
hyperscaling. Physical Review (B14) 3990-4001.
With J. Chalupa and G. Grinstein
The disordered Ising chain: Equivalent formula-
tions for the thermodynamics. Journal of
Chemical Physics (65) 4512-14.
Articles
With A. Boudard, et al.
(^He,d) stripping to unbound analog states in
Cu isotopes. Physical Review (Cl3) 1123.
With Y. Shamai, et al
.
Measurements of the (n'^ll ) reaction on light
elements in the (3:3) resonance region. Physical
Review Letters (36) 82.
YUHAS, MARJORIE P., Research Associate
Articles
With R. M. Walker and D. W. Zimmerman
The radioactive-inclusion method of thermolumine-
scence dating of ceramic objects. Proceedings
of the International Conference on Applications
of Nuclear Methods in the Field of Works of
Art, Rome-Venice.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Aton, Thomas John (C. P. Slichter) , Mapping the
magnetization density near magnetic atoms in
copper: Nuclear magnetic resonances studies of
copper-manganese and copper-chromium.
Bhatt, Ravlndra (W. L. McMillan), Electronic insta-
bilities and the martensitic transition in A-15
compounds.
Cannell, Lynell Earline (M. K. Brussel) , Resonant
elastic photon scattering from the nuclei °°Sr,
89y, and ^Oz^.
Chambers, Robert Sloane (G. Ehrlich) , The atom probe
field ion microscope: Fundamental principles of
operation.
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Chapin, Thomas Jonathan (L. E. HoUoway) , Single PI-
zero production in neutrino interactions.
Chavin, Steven (J. D. Sullivan), Topics in the
generalized vector dominance model.
Cormell, Laird Renny (A. Wattenberg), Photoproduction
of electron pairs at high energy.
Eisner, Ronald Fred (F. Lamb), The magnetospheres
of accreting neutron stars.
Guse, Michael Paul (A. B. Kunz) , Calculations of
small transition metal molecules relating to
catalysis.
Hall, Kent Miner (A. B. Kunz), Electronic properties
of diamond and silicon.
Heald, Steve Michael (R. 0. Simmons), Thermal vacan-
cies in solid helium-3.
Herman, Ray Michael (N. B. Salamon) , Studies of the
static magnetic susceptibility and microwave
properties of tetrathiofulvalinium-tetracyano-
quinodime thane.
Herrick, Richard Charles (H. J. Stapelton) , Electron
spin-lattice relaxation of cytochrome P-450 from
Pseudomonas putida .
Jackson, Mark Sennett (D. Lazarus), Isotope effect
for diffusion of tin in beta-titanium.
Joncich, David Michael (A. V. Granato and J. Holder),
The plastic behavior of predeformed ice crystals.
Knodle, Walter St. Clare, III (J. S. Koehler),
Quenching and annealing of lattice vacancies in
pure lead.
Mackie, Frederick David (G. Baym) , Nuclear physics
and dense matter.
Miller, James Frederick (C. Satterthwaite) , Electronic
and lattice vibrational properties of thorium
hydrides.
Miller, Robert J. (C. Satterthwaite), The low temper-
ature magnetic susceptibility of palladium hydride
and palladium deuteride.
Mollet, William Lee (B. Eisenstein) , Backward produc-
tion in pi minus plus proton goes to neutron pi
plus pi minus at 8 GeV/c.
Nelson, Ronald Jarl (N. Holonyak) , Luminescence,
absorption, and pressure studies of nitrogen-doped
and nitrogen-free gallium arsenide phosphide and
indium gallium phosphide.
Przybysz, John Xavier (D. Ginsberg), Electronic
thermal conductivity of superconducting lead-
manganese, indium-manganese, and indium-chromium
alloy films.
Sarracino, Jon Searle (T. O'Halloran), Photoproduction
of the psi(3095) and psl prime(3684) at FNAL
energies.
Schoeberl, Mark Robin (S. A. Bowhill) , The propagation
of planetary scale waves into the upper atmosphere.
Tortora, John Oliver (R. D. Sard), Two body rapidity
correlations inn."? interactions at 147 GeV/c.
Tyburski, Lawrence Joseph (S. Chang), Some aspects of
non-Abelian gauge theories.
Vorhaus, James Louis (A. C. Anderson), Lattice thermal
conductivity of copper alloys below 2 K.
Wheeler, Clyde Dean (T. A. O'Halloran), Dlmuon
production of high energy neutrons.
Willis, Jeffrey Owen (D. M. Ginsberg), Thermal
conductivity of superconducting alloy films in
a perpendicular magnetic field.
PHYSIOLOGY
BAHR, JANICE M. , Assistant Professor, See: Animal
Science
BARR, LLOYD, Professor
Chapter in a Book
With E. G. Jakobsson
The spread of current in electrical syncytia. In
Physiology of Smooth Muscle , ed. by E. Bulbring
and H. F. Shuba. Raven Press, New York, pp. 41-8.
Articles
With E. G. Jakobsson and C. Caveny
Managing a big Keller plan course. Proceedings of
the 2nd National Conference on Personalized
Instruction in Higher Education (2) 76-8.
BARRETT, J. MICHAEL, Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
The renal vasculature: Anatomical- functional
aspects. In Kidney and Urinary Tract Physiology II ,
Volume 11, International Review of Physiology , ed.
by K. Thurau. University Park Press, Baltimore,
pp. 1-21.
BIEGER, DETLEF, Assistant Professor
Books Edited
With C. H. Hockman
Chemical transmission in the mammalian central
nervous system. Baltimore: University Park Press,
442 pp.
Chapter in a Book
On the physiology and pharmacology of cerebral
dopamine neurons. In Chemical transmission in the
mcLmmalian central nervous system , ed. by C. H.
Hockman and D. Bieger. Baltimore, pp. 215-325.
Articles
With C. H. Hockman
Suprabulbar modulation of reflex swallowing.
Experimental Neurology (52) 311-24.
With K. Menon and O. Homykiewicz
Pharmacological evidence for a selective anti-
dopaminergic action of gamma-hydroxybutyric acid.
Journal of Neural Transmission (39) 177-86.
BUETOW, DENNIS E. , Professor
Books Edited
With C. L. Prosser
"Cellular Physiology" , A Scientific American
offprint reader. San Francisco: W. H. Freeman,
250 pp.
Chapters in Books
Isolation of nuclei from protozoa and algae. In
Methods in cell biology. Volume XIII , ed. by D. M.
Prescott, pp. 283-311.
With M. S. Kissil and L. Zablen
Phylogenetic origin of chloroplast 16S ribosomal
RNA. In Genetics and biogenesis of chloroplasts
and mitochondria , ed. by T. Biicher et al.
Elsevier/North Holland, Amsterdam, pp. 641-4.
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Articles
The phylogenetic origin of the chloroplast.
Journal of Protozoology (23) 41-7.
With W. B. Baker
Hydrolytic enzymes of Euglena gracilis : character-
ization and activity as a function of culture age
and carbon deprivation. Journal of Protozoology
(23) 167-76.
With G. F. Leedale
Observations on cytolysome formation and other
cytological phenomena in carbon-starved Euglena
gracilis . Journal de Microscopie et de Biologie
Cellulaire (25) 149-60.
CHENG, HAZEL, Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
With C. P. Leblond
Identification of stem cells in the small intestine
of the mouse. In Stem cells of renewing cell
populations , ed. by A. B. Cairnie et al. Academic
Press, New York, pp. 7-32.
Articles
With M. Farquhar
Presence of adenylate cyclase in Golgi and other
fractions from rat liver. I. Biochemical determina-
tion. Journal of Cell Biology (70) 660-70.
With M. Farquhar
Presence of adenylate cyclase in Golgi and other
fractions from rat liver. II. Cytochemical local-
ization within Golgi and ER membrane. Journal of
Cell Biology (70) 671-84.
CONNOR, JOHN A., Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
With C. Connor et al.
Pacemaker activity and propagation in intestinal
smooth muscle. In Smooth muscle pharmacology and
physiology. Volume 50 , ed. by M. Worcel and
G. Vassort. Institut National de la Sante et de
la Recherche Medicale, Paris, pp. 285-300.
With C. L. Prosser and W. A. Weems
Types of slow rhythmic activity in gastroin-
testinal muscles. In Physiology of Smooth Muscle ,
ed. by E. Bulbring and M. F. Shuba. Raven Press,
New York, pp. 99-109.
Articles
With H. R. Guy
A study of the effects of p-chloromercuribenzene
sulfonic acid on acetylcholine-induced responses
of molluscan neurons. Journal of Pharmacology
and Experimental Therapeutics (198) 146-54.
With D. L. Kreulen and C. L. Prosser
Influence of circular muscle on intestinal slow
waves. Proceedings of the Fifth International
Symposium on Gastrointestinal Motility, Leuven ,
Belgium , 1975.
With D. L. Kreulen and C. L. Prosser
Metabolic correlates of rhythmic activity in
intestinal smooth muscle. Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences (73) 4239-43.
DELCOMYN, FRED, Assistant Professor, See: Entomology
DeVRIES, ARTHUR L. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Antifreezes in cold-water fishes. Oceanus (19:4
Summer) 23-31.
With J. G. Duman
Isolation, characterization, and physical proper-
ties of protein antifreezes from the winter
flounder, Pseudopleuronectes americanus .
Comparative Biochemistry and Physiology (54B)
375-80.
With A. N. Hudson, E. Osada and S. GreUsacki
The role of glycoprotein antifreezes in the sur-
vival of fishes inhabiting ice-laden seawater.
Antarctic Journal of the United States (11:2) 60.
With Y. Lin, J. A. Raymond and J. G. Duman
Compartmentalization of NaCl in frozen solutions
of antifreeze glycoproteins. Cryobiology (13)
334-40.
With J. A. Raymond
Some respiratory characteristics of the blood of
four Antarctic fishes. The Journal of Experimental
Zoology (196:3) 393-6.
With J. A. Raymond
Bioluminescence in McMurdo Sound, Antarctica.
Limnology and Oceanography (21) 599-603.
DONCHIN, EMANUEL, Professor, See: Psychology
DUCOFF, HOWARD S., Professor
Chapter in a Book
Radiation-induced increase in lifespan of insects:
Implications for theories of mammalian aging and
radiosensitivity. In Biological and environ-
mental effects of low-level radiation. Volume I .
Vienna: International Atomic Energy Agency,
pp. 103-9.
Articles
With N. D. Glenn
Acute lethality after fast-neutron and X-irradia-
tion of Tribolium confusum . Radiation Research
(65) 120-9.
HARTLINE, PETER H. , Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
With G. D. Lange and A. C. Hurley
The question of lateral interactions in the
retinas of cephalopods. In Neural principles in
vision , ed. by F. Zettler and R. Weiler. New York:
Springer, pp. 389-93.
HEATH, JAMES E., Professor and Head of Department
Articles
With M. Berk
Effects of preoptic, hypothalamic, and telen-
cephalic lesions on thermoregulation in the
lizard, Dipsosaurus dorsalis . Journal of Thermal
Biology (1) 65-78.
With A. A. Hagan
Metabolic responses of white Pekin ducks to
ambient temperature. Poultry Science (55)
1899-1905.
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HELMAN, SANDY I., Associate Professor
Articles
with R. G. O'Neil
Influence of vasopressin and amiloride on the
shunt pathway of frog skin. American Journal of
Physiology (231) 164-73.
With D. D. Macchia, R. G. O'Neil and R. S. Fisher
Estimation of E^g from current-voltage curve.
American Journal of Physiology (231) 1880-1.
HOCKMAN, CHARLES H., Associate Professor
Books Edited
With D. Bieger
Chemical transmission in the mammalian central
nervous system. Baltimore: University Park Press,
442 pp.
Chapter in a Book
On the physiology and pharmacology of cerebral
dopamine neurons. In Chemical transmission in
the mammalian central nervous system , ed. by C. H.
Hoclcman and D. Bieger. Baltimore, University Park
Press, pp. 215-325.
Article
With D. Bieger
Suprabulbar modulation of reflex .swallowing.
Experimental Neurology (52) 311-24.
JAKOBSSON, ERIC G., Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
With L. Barr
The spread of current in electrical syncytia. In
Physiology of Smooth Muscle , ed. by E. Bulbring
and M. F. Shuba. Raven Press, New York, pp. 41-8.
Articles
An assessment of a coupled three-state kinetic
model for sodium conductance changes. Biophysical
Journal (16) 291-301.
With L. Barr and C. Caveny
Managing a big Keller plan course. Proceedings of
the 2nd National Conference on Personalized
Instruction in Higher Education (2) 76-8.
KATZENELLENBOGEN, BENITA S., Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
With E. Baulieu et al.
Intracellular receptors. In Hormone and. anti-
hormone action at the target cell , ed. by J. Clark
et al. Proceedings of the Dahlem Workshop,
Berlin, Dahlem Conferenzen, pp. 147-69.
With F. Gannon et al.
Estrogen receptor movement to the nucleus:
Discussion of a cytoplasmic exclusion hypothesis.
In The Molecular Biology of Hormone Action , ed. by
J. Papaconstantinou. Academic Press, New York,
pp. 137-149.
Articles
With N. C. Lan
Temporal relationships between hormone receptor
binding and biological responses in the uterus:
Studies with short- and long-acting derivatives
of estriol. Endocrinology (98) 220-7.
With W. N. Schmidt and M. A. Sadler
Androgen-uterine interaction: Nuclear transloca-
tion of the estrogen receptor and induction of
the synthesis of the uterine induced protein (IP)
by high concentrations of androgens in vitro but
not in vivo . Endocrinology (98) 702-16.
KEMPER, BYRON W. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Inactivation of parathyroid hormone mRNA by treat-
ment with periodate and aniline. Nature (262)
321-3.
With J. F. Habener et al.
Preproparathyroid hormone: Analysis of radioactive
tryptic peptides and amino acid sequence.
Biochemistry (15) 15-20.
With J. F. Habener, J. Potts, Jr. and A. Rich
Preproparathyroid hormone: Fidelity of the trans-
lation of parathyroid messenger RNA by extracts of
wheat germ. Biochemistry (15) 20-5.
KICLITER, E. EARL, Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
Organization of the 'nonol factory' telencephalon.
In Frog neurobiology: A handbook , ed. by R. Llinas
and W. Precht. New York, pp. 946-72.
Articles
With M. S. Loop
A test of wavelength discrimination. Vision
Research (16) 951-6.
With y. M. Chino
On-units in the ipsilateral thalamus of Rana
pipiens . Vision Research (16) 1201-2.
KOKKO-CUNNINGHAM, AULIKKI R. , Associate Professor
Articles
With H. W. Ades
Acetylcholinesterase activity in the chinchilla
organ of Corti in normal and acoustically over-
stimulated animals. Acta Oto-Laryngologica (81)
48-56.
LARSEN, JOSEPH R. , Professor and Director of School of
Life Sciences, See: Entomology
LOOP, MICHAEL S., Visiting Assistant Professor
Articles
Auto-shaping: A simple technique for teaching a
lizard to perform a visual discrimination task.
Copeia (3) 574-6.
With E. E. Kicliter
A test of wavelength discrimination. Vision
Research (16) 951-6.
With D. M. Schroeder
Trigeminal projections in snakes possessing infra-
red sensitivity. Journal of Comparative Neurology
(169) 1-13.
MAY, MICHAEL L. , Visiting Assistant Professor
Articles
Physiological color change in New World Zygoptera.
Odonatologica (5) 165-71.
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Thermoregulation and adaptation to temperature in
dragonflies (Odonata : Anisoptera ) . Ecological
Monographs (46) 1-32.
Warming rates as a function of body size in peri-
odic endotherms. Journal of Comparative Physiology
(111) 55-70.
With K. Milton
Body weight, diet, and home range area in primates.
Nature (259) 458-62.
MERICKEL, MICHAEL B.
BooJts Written
Visiting Assistant Professor
Analysis of a network of electrically coupled
neurons producing rhythmic activity in the snail
Helisoma
. Iowa City: University of Iowa, 130 pp.
NALBANDOV, ANDREW V., Professor Emeritus,
See: Animal Science
PROSSER, C. LADD, Professor Emeritus
Books Edited
"Neurophysiology", A Scientific American offprint
reader. San Francisco: W. H. Freeman, 260 pp.
"Comparative Physiology", A Scientific American
offprint reader. San Francisco: W. H. Freeman,
240 pp.
With D. E. Buetow
"Cellular Physiology", A Scientific American
offprint reader. San Francisco: W. H. Freeman,
250 pp.
Chapters in Books
With J. A. Connor et al.
Pacemaker activity and propagation in intestinal
smooth muscle. In Smooth muscle pharmacology and
physiology. Volume 50 , ed. by M. Worcel and
G. Vassort. Institut National de la Sante et de
la Recherche Medicale, Paris, pp. 285-300.
With J. A. Connor and W. A. Weems
Types of slow rhythmic activity in gastroin-
testinal muscles. In Physiology of Smooth Muscle
,
ed. by E. Bulbring and M. F. Shuba. Raven Press,
New York, pp. 99-109.
Articles
With J. A. Connor and D. L. Kreulen
Relation between oxidative metabolism and slow
rhythmic potentials in mammalian intestinal
muscle. Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences (73:11) 4239-43.
With M. J. Friedlander and N. Kotchabhakdi
Effects of cold and heat on behavior and cerebellar
function in goldfish. Journal of Comparative
Physiology (112) 19-45.
RAMIREZ, VICTOR D. , Professor
Articles
With L. L. Zschaeck
A rapid and simple micromethod to measure picomoles
of norepinephrine (NE) and dopamine (DA) in small
samples of brain tissue. Journal of Neural
Transmission (39) 291-300.
RHOTEN, WILLIAM B., Assistant Professor
Articles
Glucagon levels in pancreatic extracts and plasma
of the lizard. American Journal of Anatomy (147)
131-37.
Localization of insulin in subcellular fractions of
saurian pancreas. General and Comparative
Endocrinology (30) 432-42.
With R. S. Clements, Jr.
Phosphoinositide metabolism and insulin secretion
from isolated rat pancreatic islets. Journal of
Clinical Investigation (57) 684-91.
SATINOFF, EVELYN, Professor, See: Psychology
SHERWOOD, O. DAVID, Assistant Professor
Articles
With C. C. Chang et al.
Relaxin concentrations in pig plasma following the
administration of prostaglandin F22 during late
pregnancy. Endocrinology (98) 875-9.
SLEATOR, WILLIAM W., Professor
Articles
With R. B. Robinson
Computer simulation of time dependent contractile
patterns in the guinea pig atrium. Biophysical
Journal (16) 200a.
TERJUNG, RONALD L., Assistant Professor
Articles
Muscle fiber involvement during training of differ-
en intensities and durations. American Journal of
Physiology (230) 946-50.
With J. E. Koerner
Biochemical adaptations in skeletal muscle of
trained thyroidectomized rats. American Journal of
Physiology (230) 1194-97.
With P. M. Gross and T. G. Lohman
Left ventricular performance in man during breath-
holding and simulated diving. Undersea Biomedical
Research (3) 351-60.
WILLIS, JOHN S., Professor
Articles
With J. C. Ellory
Temperature dependence of membrane function.
Disparity between active potassium transport and
(Na''" + K*) ATPase activity. Biochimica et
Biophysica Acta (443) 301-5.
With R. B. Zeidler
Cultured cells from renal cortex of hibemators
and nonhibernators . Regulation of cell K* at low
temperature. Biochimica et Biophysica Acta (436)
628-51.
ZEHR, JOHN E., Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
Neurally mediated inhibition of renin release.
In Regulation of blood pressure by the central
nervous system
, ed. by Onesti, Fernandez and Kim.
Grune and Stratton, New York, pp. 221-34.
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Articles
with J. A. Hasbargen and K. D. Kurz
Reflex suppression of renin secretion during
distension of cardiopulmonary receptors in dogs.
Circulation Research (38:4:April) 232-9.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Aton, Gerry Beatrice Rapley (L. Barr) , Trypsin
digestion of rhodopsin in disc membranes and in
other hydrophobic environments.
Berelter, David Allen (D. J. Barker), Hormonal
effects on mechanoreceptor function in the
trigeminal system of the rat.
Brink, Peter Richards (L. Barr), The electrical
characteristics of the nexus.
Ferguson, Evan Raymond (B. Katzenellenbogen)
,
Comparative study of antiestrogen action in
the immature rat uterus.
Hagan, Ann Arthur (J. Heath), Thermoregulation of
the white Pekin duck. Anas platyrhynchos .
O'Neil, Roger Gordon (S. J. Helms), Effects of DOCA
and amiloride on sodium and potassium transport
by the isolated cortical collecting tubule of
rabbit.
Reaves, Troy Albert, Jr. (J. Heath), Thermosensitive
characteristics of preoptic area neurons in the
New Zealand white rabbit, Oryctolagus cuniculus .
BIOPHYSICS
DUNN, FLOYD, Professor, See: Electrical Engineering
EBREY, THOMAS G. , Associate Professor
Articles
With R. R. Alfano et al.
Picosecond kinetics of the fluorescence from the
chromophore of the purple membrane of Halobacteriuro
halobiuin . Biophysical Journal (16) 541-5.
With B. Becher
Evidence for chromophore-chromophore (exciton)
interaction in the purple membrane of Halcfcacterium
halobium . Biochemical and Biophysical Research
Communications (64) 1-6.
With B. Honig et al.
Visual pigment spectra: Implications of the
protonation of the retinal Schiff base.
Biochemistry (15) 4593-9.
With K. Nakanishi et al
.
Allenic retinals and visual pigment analogues.
Journal of the American Chemical Society (48)
236-8.
GENNIS, ROBERT B., Assistant Professor, See: Chemistry
GOVINDJEE, Professor
Chapters in Books
NMR studies on chloroplast membranes. In Magnetic
resonance in colloid and interface science , ed. by
H. A. Resing and C. G. Wade. American Chemical
Society, Washington, D.C.
, pp. 471-82.
With R. Govindjee
Photosynthesis. In McGraw-Hill encyclopedia of
science and technology. Volume 10 , 4th Edition,
ed. by N. Lepedes. McGraw-Hill Publishers, New
York, 201-10.
Articles
With P. Jursinic and J. Warden
A major site of bicarbonate effect in system II
reaction: Evidence for ESR signal Il^f, fast
fluorescence yield changes and delayed light
emission. Biochimica et Biophysica Acta (440)
322-30.
With M. P. J. Pulles et al.
Inhibition of the reoxidation of the secondary
electron acceptor of photosystem II by bicarbonate
depletion. Biochimica et Biophysica Acta (449)
602-5.
With R. E. Schooley
Cation-induced changes in the circular dichroism
spectrum of chloroplasts. Federation of European
Biochemical Society Letters (65:1) 123-5.
With D. L. Vandermeulen
Anthroyl stearate as a fluorescent probe of chloro-
plast membranes. Biochimica et Biophysica Acta
(449) 340-56.
With D. Wong
Effects of lead ions on photosystem I in isolated
chloroplasts: Studies on the reaction center P700.
Photosynthetica (10:3) 241-54.
With T. Wydrzynski et al.
Proton relaxation and charge accumulation during
oxygen evolution. Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences (73:4) 1196-8.
With B. A. Zilinskas
Stabilization by glutaraldehyde fixation of chloro-
plast membranes against inhibitors of oxygen evolu-
tion. Zeitschrift fur Pflanzenphysiologie (77:4)
302-14.
JENDRASIAK, GORDON L. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With J. C. Mendible
The effect of the phase transition on the hydra-
tion and electrical conductivity of phospholipids.
Biochimica et Biophysica Acta (424) 133-48.
With J. C. Mendible
The phospholipid head-group orientation: Effect on
hydration and electrical conductivity. Biochimica
et Biophysica Acta (424) 149-58.
With M. Mangel
The movement of ion pairs across bilayer lipid
membranes. Chemistry and Physics of Lipids (16)
167-80.
SCHMIDT, PAUL G. , Assistant Professor, See: Chemistry
WEBER, GREGORIO, Professor, See: Biochemistry
WOESE, CARL R. , Professor, See: Genetics and
Development
DOCTORAL DISSERTATION
Estep, Timothy Niel (G. L. Jendrasiak) , The inter-
action of l-anilino-8-naphthalenesulfonate with
the thyroid plasma membrane.
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BLACK, LINDSAY M. , Professor, See Genetics and pevelog.
FORD, RICHARD E., Professor & Head of Department
Chapter In a book
With R. M. Goodman
Epidemiology of soybean viruses. In World Soybean
Research , ed. by L. D. Hill. Danville, II.,
Interstate Printers and Publishers, pp. 501-12.
Articles
With J. H. Hill
Viruses affecting corn in Iowa: distribution,
overwintering, storage, and natural host range.
Plant Disease Reporter (60) 504-7.
With P. Thongmeearkom and H, Jedlinski
Aphid transmission of maize dwarf virus strains.
Phytopathology (66) 332-5.
GERDEMANN, JAI1ES W. , Professor
Chapter in a book
With J. M. Trappe
Taxonomy of the Endogonaceae. In Endomycorrhizas
,
ed. by Sanders, Mosse, and Tinker. London,
Academic Press, pp. 35-51.
Articles
With B. K. Bakshi
Endogonaceae of India: two new species. Trans-
actions of the British Mycological Society (66)
340-3.
GOODMAN, ROBERT M. , Assistant Professor
Book edited
Expanding the use of soybeans; Proceedings of a
Conference for Asia and Oceania. Urbana, II.,
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois,
261 pp.
Chapter in a book
With Y. L. Nene
Virus Diseases of Soybeans. In Expanding the use
of soybeans: Proceedings of a Conference for Asia
and Oceania , ed. by R. M. Goodman, Urbana, II.,
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois,
pp. 91-6.
With R. E. Ford
Epidemiology of soybean viruses. In World Soybean
Research , ed. by L. D. Hill. Danville, II., Inter-
state Printers and Publishers, pp. 501-12.
Articles
With H. J. Wilson and H. W. Israel
Pinwheel inclusions in cultured carrot cells. A
possible alternative to induction by viruses.
Archives of Virology (51) 347-54.
With J. G. McDonald, R. W. Home and J. B. Bancroft
Assembly of flexuous plant viruses and their
proteins. Philosophical Transactions of the Royal
Society of London, Series B (276) 173-9
GOTTLIEB, DAVID, Professor
Chapter in a book
Carbohydrate metabolism and spore germination. In
The fungal spore: form and function , ed. by Weber,
Darrel, and Hess. New York, Wiley Publishers,
pp. 142-63.
Article
The production and role of antibiotics in soil.
Journal of Antibiotics (XXIX) pp. 987-1000.
The
With K. Raghu
Methylation and Aging. Mycopathologia (60) 57-62.
HIMELICK, EUGENE B., Professor
Article
With S. R. Ricketts
Sycamore anthracnose. Results of 1975 Fungicide-
Nematicide Tests (31) 162.
Technical Reports
Disease stresses of urban trees. Better trees for
metropolitan landscapes symposium proceedings,
U.S.D.A. Forest Service General Technical Report,
NE-22. pp. 113-25.
With H. W. Fox
Fertilization of red and white pine growing on
sandy soils. University of Illinois Forestry
Research Notes (76:No. 3) 162.
HOOKER, ARTHUR L., Professor
Articles
With D. G. White
Prevalence of corn stalk rot fungi in Illinois.
Plant Disease Reporter (60) 1032-4.
With S. M. Lim
Estimates of combining ability for resistance to
Helminthosporium maydis race in a maize population.
Maydlea (21) 121-8.
With D. E. Fisher, S. M. Lim and D. R. Smith
Leaf infection and yield loss caused by four
Helminthosporium leaf diseases of corn. Phytopath-
ology (66) 942-4.
JEDLINSKI, HENRYK, Assistant Professor
Article
With P. Thongmeearkom and R. E. Ford
Aphid transmission of maize dwarf mosaic virus
strains. Phytopathology (66) 332-5.
LIM, SUNG M., Assistant Professor
Articles
With A. L. Hooker
Estimates of combining ability for resistance Co
Helminthosporium maydis race in a maize population.
Maydica (21) 121-8.
With D. E. Fisher, A. L. Hooker and S. M. Lim
Leaf infection and yield loss caused by four
Helminthosporium leaf diseases of corn. Phytopath-
ology (66) 942-4.
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MILBRATH, GENE M. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With Zipora Weinbaum
The isolation of tobacco etch virus from bell
peppers and weeds in southern Illinois. Plant Dis-
ease Reporter (60) 469-71.
With Meei-Meei Soong
A local lesion assay for soybean mosaic virus using
Phaseolus vulgaris L. 'Too Crop.' Phytopathologische
Zeitschrift (87) 255-9.
NEELY, R. DAN, Professor
Articles
With W. M. Black
The effect of soil injected benomyl on resident
earthworm populations. Pesticide Science (6) 543-5.
Root uptake of soil-injected benomyl and its detec-
tion within Ulmus americana . Journal of Agriculture
& Food Chemistry (24) 1016-8.
Anthracnose of black walnuts in the midwest. Plant
Disease Reporter (60) 519-21.
With Robert Phares and Barbara Weber
Cristulariella leaf spot associated with defoliation
of black walnut plantations in Illinois. Plant
Disease Reporter (60) 587-90.
With R. A. Evers
New host records for Cristulariella pyramidalis .
Plant Disease Reporter (60) 590-3.
PAXTON, JACK D., Associate Professor
Articles
With W. P Fett and D. B. Dickinson
Studies on the self-incompatibility response of
LiHum longiflorum . American Journal of Botany (63)
1104-8.
With J. J. Jokela and E. J. Zegar
Marssonina leaf spot and rust on eastern cottonwood.
Plant Disease Reporter (60) 1020-4.
RIES, STEPHEN M. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Experimental fungicides were evaluated for control
of apple scab and flyspeck disease. Fungicide and
Nematicide Tests (31) 44.
Mulching effects upon apples— tree survival. Dwarf
Fruit Tree (9) 14-5.
With D. J. Royse
A cortical decay of petioles and stolons of straw-
berry caused by Pestalotia longisetula . Plant
Disease Reporter (60) 901-2.
With R. H. Meyer and D. B. Meador
An analysis of the 1975 Illinois quality apple
growers club. Transactions Illinois State Horti-
culture Society (109) 121-5.
SHAW, PAUL D., Professor
Article
With W. 0. McClure et al.
Antimicrobial activities from marine organisms.
Food-Drugs from the sea proceedings
.
University
of Puerto Rico, Mayaguez, Nov. 17-20, 1974.
H. H. Webber (ed.). Marine Technology Soc.
,
Washington, D.C., pp. 429-33.
SINCLAIR, JAMES B., Professor
Chapters in books
Uptake and translocation of systemic fungicides by
soybean, creeping bentgrass and strawberry. In
Proceedings of the Fourth Keinharsbrunner Symposium .
Thuringen, DDR, p. 9.
Seed-borne bacteria and fungi in soybeans and their
control. In World Soybean Research , ed. by L. D.
Hill. Danville, II., Interstate Printers and
Publishers, p. 12.
With B. L. Kirkpatrick
The effect of concentration, exposure time, and age
of plant on uptake and translocation of two systemic
fungicides in soybeans. Phytopathology (66) 102-5.
With B. L. Kirkpatrick and P. D. Kharbanda
14
Translocation of C-chloroneb fungicide in soybean
after leaflet application. Plant Disease Reporter
(60) 68-70.
With M. A. Ellis
Effect of benomyl field sprays on internally-borne
fungi, germination and emergence of late-harvested
soybean seeds. Phytopathology (66) 680-2.
With M. A. Ellis and S. R. Foor
Dichloromethane: nonaqueous vehicle for systemic
fungicides in soybeans. Phytopathology (66) 1249-51.
Effect of benomyl sprays on intemally-bome fungi
and germination of delay-harvested soybean seeds.
Phytopathologische Zeitschrift (85) 159-62.
With M. A. Ellis and G. E. Galvez
Effect of pod contact with soil on fungal infection
of dry bean seeds. Plant Disease Reporter (60)
974-6.
Effect of foliar applications of systemic fungicides
and late harvest on seed quality of dry bean
(Phaseolus vulgaris) . Plant Disease Reporter (60)
1073-6.
With M. B. Ilyas and M. A. Ellis
Effect of soil fungicides on Macrophomina phaseolina
sclerotium viability in soil and in soybean stem
pieces. Phytopathology (66) 355-9.
With M. A. Ellis, J. E. Ferguson and B. Grof
Transmission of Colletotrichum gloeosporioides and
effect of sulfuric acid scarification on intemally-
bome fungi in seeds of Stylothanes spp. Plant
Disease Reporter (60) 844-6.
With R. W. Schneider and R. J. Williams
Cercospora leaf spot of cowpea: models for estimating
yield loss. Phytopathology (66) 384-8.
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With 0. D. Dhingra
Method for the determination of competitive sapro-
phytic colonization of soil fungi. Transactions of
the British ilycologlcal Society (66) 447-56.
With S. R. Foor and F. D. Tenne
Occurrence of seedborne microorganisms and germin-
ation in culture for determining seed health in
soybeans. Plant Disease Reporter (60) 970-3
WHITE, DONALD G. , Assistant Professor
Articles
The preparation and use of a fluorescent antibody
reagent for the detection of Pythium graminicola.
Phytopathology (66) 523-5.
With Christine Humy
Methods for inoculation of corn stalks with
Colletotrichura graminicola.
(60) 898-9.
With A. L. Hooker
Plant Disease Reporter
Prevalence of corn stalk rot fungi in Illinois.
Plant Disease Reporter (60) 1032-4.
BOCK, PETER G. , Associate Professor
Book
With M. Berkowitz and V. Fucclllo
The politics of American foreign policy: the
social context of decisions. Englewood Cliffs>N--7-
Prentice-Hall, 300 pp.
CARROLL, BERENICE A. , Associate Professor
Book Edited
Liberating women's history; theoretical and
critical essays. Urbana; Illinois UP, 434 pp.
Chapter in a Book
Theories of war causation a matrix for analysis.
In War: its causes and correlates
, ed, by Martin
A. Nettleship. The Hague and Paris: Mouton, pp.
55-71.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
The military and the civilian: is there a
difference? Proceedings of the Fifth Military
History Symposium, USAF Academy . District of
Columbia: U.S. Government Printing Office, pp.
97-105.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Becker, William Nicholas (J. W. Gerdemann) , Quanti-
fication of onion vasicular-arbuscular mycorrhizae
and their resistance to Pyrenochaeta Terrestris .
Coates, Phyllis Lorna (R. B. Malek) , Studies of the
developmental biology and host-parasite relation-
ships of Tylenchorhynchus agri ferris (nematoda:
tylenchidae)
.
Ellis, Michael Alvin (J. B. Sinclair), Methods of
controlling internally seed-borne fungi of
soybeans.
Fisher, David Elon (A. L. Hooker), Inheritance of
resistance in corn to two races of helminthos-
porlum maydis.
Wood, Susanne Griffiths (D. Gottlieb), A comparative
study of the sterol biosynthetic pathway in
sterol-synthesizing and non-sterol-synthesizing
fungi.
COHEN, STEPHEN P., Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
The military. In Indira Gandhi's India:
political system reapprlased
, ed. by Henry C. Hart.
Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press, pp. 207-39.
Civilian control of the military In India. In
Civilian control of the military: theory and
cases from developing countries , ed . by Claude E.
Welch, Jr. Albany, N.Y.: SUNY UP, pp. 43-64.
Article
U.S. weapons and South Asia: a policy analysis.
Pacific Affairs (49:No. 1) (Spring) 49-69.
Book Review
India's nuclear option: atomic diplomacy and
decision making, by Ashok Kapur. Perspectives
(5:No. 7) (September) p. 12.
DAVIS, MORRIS, Professor
POLITICAL SCIENCE
Article
Nongovernmental organizations and civilian wartime
suffering. Journal of International Relations
(V:No. 3) (Spring) 97-112.
GOVE, SAMUEL K. , Professor. See Institute of
Government and Public Affairs.
HANSEN, SUSAN B. , Assistant Professor
BERDAHL, CLARENCE A., Professor Emeritus
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Approaches to arms control and disarmament.
Commission to Study the Organization of Peace,
New York, 70 pp.
Book Reviews
A very human president, by Jack Valenti. Annals
,
American Academy of Political and Social Science
(427: September) 162-3.
Adlal Stevenson of Illinois, by John Bartlow
Martin. Western Political Quarterly (29:December)
647-8.
Article
With L. Franz and M. Netemeyer-Mays
Women's political participation and policy
preferences. Social Science Quarterly (22:March)
576-90.
Book Reviews
Social mobilization and liberal democracy: a
macroquantitatlve analysis of global and regional
models, by Philip Coulter.
(38:February) pp. 202-3.
Journal of Politics
The working class majority, by Andrew Levislon.
Journal of Politics (38:May) pp. 409-500.
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KANET, ROGER E. , Associate Professor
Chapter in Book
East-west trade and the limits of western
influence. In The international politics of
eastern Europe , ed. by Charles Gati. New York:
Praeger, pp. 192-213.
Articles
The importance of economic relations in east-west
cooperation. Peace and the Sciences (No. 3)
(October) pp. 71-7.
Prospects for east-west cooperation in the
development of bibliography and social science
data archives. Canadian-American Slavic Studies
(X) pp. 77-83.
The Soviet Union, the French communist party and
Africa, 1945-1960. Survey (XXII) pp. 74-92.
With D. Bahry
Mitwirkung, einfluss und anpassung in der KPdSU:
eine literaturiibersicht. Osteuropa (XXVI) pp.
34-43.
Book Reviews
Arms for the Arabs: the Soviet Union and war in
the Middle East, by Jon D. Classman. Soviet Union
(3:No. 1) 135.
Changing perspectives in east-west commerce, ed
.
by Carl H. McMillan. Canadian-American Slavic
Studies (10) 148-9.
The chemical and petro-chemical industries of
Russia and eastern Europe, by Cecil Rajana.
Soviet Union (3:No. 1) 141.
Detente and dollars: doing business with the
Soviets, by Marshall I. Goldman. Soviet Union
(3:No. 1) 138-9.
Detente:
Steibel.
promises and pitfalls, by Gerald L.
Slavic Review (35) 537.
International tension: an application of cohesion
theory and event analysis to east-west relations
during the post-war years, by Vilho Harle.
Canadian-American Slavic Studies (10) 148-9.
Joint ventures in eastern Europe: a three-country
comparison, by Carl H. McMillan and David P. St.
Charles. Canadian-American Slavic Studies (10) 148-9.
Kontinultat in Uandel: bestimmungsfaktoren
sowjetischer deutschlandpolitlk in der nach-stalin-
zelt, by Hans Wassmund. The Russian Review (35)
216-7.
A reconstruction of the composition of intra-CMEA
trade relations, by Josef M. van Brabant. Soviet
Union (3:No. 1) 140.
Silk glove hegemony: Finnish-Soviet relations,
1944-1974, by John P. Vloyantes. Soviet Union
(3:No. 1) 134.
Soviet-African relations, by Charles B. McLane.
Slavic Review (35) 537.
Soviet foreign policy 1962-1973: the paradox of
super power, by Robin Edmonds. Soviet Union
(3:No. 1) 133-4.
KOLODZIEJ, EDWARD A., Professor and Head
Article
Foreign policy and the politics of interdependence:
the Nixon Presidency. Polity (IX, No. 2) 121-57.
Book Reviews
European monetary unification and its meaning for
the United States, ed . by Lawrence B. Krause and
W. S. Salant. American Political Science Review
(LXX:No. 1) (March) 284-86.
European security and the Atlantic system, ed . by
William T. R. Fox and W. Schilling. Political
Science Quarterly (LXXXlX:No. 4) 880-82.
American Arms and a Changing Europe: Dilemmas
of Deterrence and Disarmament, ed. by Warner
Schilling. Political Science Quarterly (LXXXIX:
No. 4) 880-82.
MCHENRY, DEAN E. JR., Assistant Professor
Articles
The UJamaa village in Tanzania: a comparison with
Chinese, Soviet and Mexican experiences in
collectivization. Comparative Studies in Society
and History (18:No. 3) pp. 347-70.
The underdevelopment theory: a case study from
Tanzania. The Journal of Modern African Studies
(14:No. 4) pp. 621-36.
MERRITT, RICHARD L., Professor
1735-1775. Westport,
Reprinted Books
Symbols of American community,
Conn. : Greenwood Press.
Articles
Cross-system approaches to political integration.
In Sozialwlssenschaf tllches Jahrbuch fur Politik .
Volume 5 of Mathematical Political Analysis: From
Methods to Substance . Munchen: Giinter Olzog
Verlag GmbH, pp. 111-37.
American Influences in the occupation of Germany.
The Annals of the American Academy of Political and
Social Science (4 28: November) pp. 91-103.
Book Reviews
Handbook of communication by Ithlel de Sola Pool,
W. Schramm, F. Frey, N. Maccoby, and E. B. Parker.
Policy Studies Journal (4:3) (Spring) 318-19.
Building states and nations, by S. N. Eisenstadt
and S. Rokkan. Contemporary Sociology (5:2) (March)
183-4.
Media: an introductory analysis of American mass
communications, by Peter M. Sandman, D. M. Rubin
and D. B. Sachsman. Journalism Quarterly (53:4)
(Winter) 761-62.
MONYPENNY, PHILLIP, Professor
Chapter in a Book
Library functions of the states. In Volume 15,
Encyclopedia of Library and Information Sciences
,
ed. by Allen Kent, H. Lancour and J. E. Dally.
New York: Marcel Dekker. pp. 264-81.
NAGEL, STUART S., Professor
Chapter in a Book
Congress and foreign policy: the Nixon years.
Congress against the President , ed. by Harvey
Mansfield. New York: Praeger, pp. 167-79.
In
Books
With M. G. Neef
The application of mixed strategies: civil rights
and other multlactlvity policies. Beverly Hills,
Ca. : Sage, 62 pp.
,
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Operations research methods: applied to political
science and the legal process. Beverly Hills, Ca. :
Sage, 76 pp.
Policy studies directory. Urbana , II.: Policy
Studies Organization, 152 pp.
Chapter in a Book
Series editor's introduction. In Public policy
making in a federal system , ed. by Jones and
Thomas. Beverly Hills, Ca.: Sage, pp. 7-9.
Articles
Organization and journal developments. Policy
Studies Journal (4) pp. 218-20, 330-32; (5)
pp. 2-4, 154-55.
With M. G. Neef
Allocating resources geographically for optimum
results. Political Methodology (3) pp. 383-404.
Bail, not jail for more defendants. Judicature
C60) pp. 172-78.
Deductive modeling to determine an optimum jury
size and fraction required to convict. Washington
University Law Quarterly
, pp. 933-78.
The impact of plea bargaining on the judicial
process. American Bar Association Journal (62)
pp. 1020-22.
Improving the criminal justice process. Current
History (71) pp. 6-9, 32, 36.
Plea bargaining, decision theory, and equilibrium
models. Indiana Law Journal (51) pp. 987-1-24;
(52) 1-61.
Racial disparities that supposedly do not exist:
some pitfalls in analysis of court records.
Motre Dame Lawyer (52) pp. 87-94.
Unintended consequences: two examples from the
legal process. Policy Analysis (2) pp. 356-60.
With K. Reinbolt and T. Eimermann
Free press-fair trial controversy: using empirical
analysis to strike a desirable balance. St.
Louis University Law Journal (20) pp. 646-53.
NARDULLI, PETER. See Institute of Government and
Public Affairs.
PELTASON, JACK W. , Professor
Books Revised
Understanding the constitution. 7th ed. Hinsdale,
II.: Dryden, 272 pp.
PRESTON, MICHAEL B. , Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
The new black urban politics: the case of black
mayors. In The new urban politics
, ed. by Masotti
and Lineberry. Cambridge, Ma.: Balllnger pp
114-30.
Review Essay
Authority structures and urban conflicts: lessons
for the 1970's. Urban Affairs Quarterly (March)
pp. 391-404.
SELIGMAN, LESTER G. , Professor
Chapter in a Book
Critical elections. Congressional recruitment and
public policy. In Elite recruitment in Democratic
politics
,
ed. by Heinz Eulau and M. Czudnowskl.
New York: Wiley Halsted, pp. 263-99.
WEISSBERG, ROBERT, Associate Professor
Book
Public opinion and popular government. Englewood
Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 269 pp.
Articles
Consensual attitudes and attitude structure.
Public Opinion Quarterly (40:Fall) pp. 349-59.
The politics of political socialization. Youth
and Society (8:December) pp. 117-45.
WIRT, FREDERICK M., Professor
Book Edited
With S. K. Gove
Political science and school politics: the
princes and the pundits. Lexington, Mass.:
D. C. Heath, 143 pp.
Chapters in Books
Political turbulence and administrative authority
in the schools. In The new urban politics
, ed. by
Masotti and Lineberry, Cambridge, Mass.:
Balllnger, 30 pp.
The state politics of education. In Politics in
the American states , ed. by Jacob and Vines.
Boston: Little Brown, 65 pp.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Title IV of the civil rights act of 1964: a
review of program operations. Santa Monica,
Ca. : Rand, 70 pp.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Amirl, Kathleen Bailey (M. Weinbaum) , Oil and Iran:
A systems analysis of policy and organization,
1973-74.
Baker, David Gene (P. Monypenny) , The politics of
municipal expenditure policy.
Carlson, Richard John (S. K. Gove), The effects of
voter registration systems on presidential
election turnout in non-southern states:
1912-1924.
Chltturi, Raghavulu Venkata (S. Cohen), Patterns of
organizational conflict: A study of select
Indian organizations.
Floyd, Carol Everly (S. K. Gove), Politics of public
higher education coordination: Illinois cases.
Mankin, Lawrence David (M. G. Weinbaum), The
national government and the arts: From the
Great Depression to 1973.
Slawikowski, John Witold (B. Carroll), Situationist
theory: The situationist internation and its
supersession.
Zais, James Peter (P. Monypenny), A theory of
presidential nominations.
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PRESIDENT'S OFFICE
CORBALLY, JOHN E., President
Article
Creative accountability for today and tomorrow.
Planning and Changing (7:No. 1) 42-46.
Book Review
Politics and higher education, by John D. Millett.
Journal of Higher Education (47:No. 3) 363-365.
With M. Speltz
A note on the effects of anonymity, response conse-
quence information, and sex on the self-assessment
of fear. Behaviour Research and Therapy (14)
375-7.
With R. Kleinknecht and R. Klepac
Psychology and dentistry: Potential benefits from a
health care liaison. Professional Psychology (7)
582-92.
With M. Speltz
Sex differences in fearfulness: Verbal report, overt
avoidance, and demand characteristics. Journal of
Behavior Therapy and Experimental Psychiatry (7)
117-22.
PSYCHOLOGY
ADAMS, JACK A., Professor
Books
Learning and memory: Tin introduction. Homewood,
Illinois; Dorsey Press, 383pp.
Chapter in a Book
Issues for a closed-loop theory of motor learning.
In Motor control: Issues and trends , ed, by G. E.
Stelmach. New York: Academic Press, pp. 87-107.
BAXLEY, GLADYS B., Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
The hyperactive child: Characteristics, treatment,
and evaluation of research design. In Advances in
child development and behavior
.
Vol. 11, ed. by
Hayne W. Reese. New York: Academic Press, pp. 1-34.
BERNSTEIN, DOUGLAS A., Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
Anxiety management. In Behavior modification :
Principles, issues and applications , ed. by W. E.
Craighead, A. Kazdin cind M. Mahoney. Boston:
Houghton-Mifflin, pp. 183-99.
Personality. In Psychology: Its principles and
meanings
, ed. by L. Bourne and B. Ekstrand (rev. ed).
Hinsdale, Illinois: Dryden Press, pp. 317-51.
Articles
With A. McAlister
The modification of smoking behavior: Progress and
problems. Addictive Behaviors (1) 89-102.
With E. G. Scheiderer
A case of chronic back pain and the "unilateral"
treatment of marital problems. Journal of Behavior
Therapy and Experimental Psychiatry (7) 47-50.
With M. T. Nietzel
The effects of instructionally-mediated demand upon
the behavioral assessment of assertiveness. Journal
of Consulting and Clinical Psychology (44) 500.
BIJOU, SIDNEY W., Professor Emeritus
Books
Child development: The basic stage of early child-
hood. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall,
203pp.
Articles
With E. K. Morris and J. A. Parsons
A PSI course in child development with a procedure
for reducing student procrastination. Journal of
Personalized Instruction (1) 36-40.
With H. S. Rosen and R. Rubendunst
A low-cot, double-earphone, audible timer. Mexican
Journal of Behavior Analysis (2) 100-2.
BIRNBAUM, MICHAEL H. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With R. Wong and L. Wong
Combining information from sources that vary in
credibility. Memory and Cognition (4) 330-6.
Intuitive numerical prediction. American Journal
of Psychology (89) 417-29.
With T. Anderson
Test of an additive model of social inference.
Journal of Personality and Social Psychology (33)
655-62.
BREWER, WILLIAM F., Associate Professor See:
Institute of Communications Research
CLORE, GERALD L. , Professor
Book
With J. S. Wiggins, K. E. Renner, and R. J. Rose
Principles of personality. Reading, Massachusetts:
Addison-Wesley, 549pp,
Chapter in a Book
Interpersonal attraction: An overview. In Contem-
porary topics in social psychology
, ed. by Thibaut,
Spence and Carson. Morristown, New Jersey: General
Learning Press, 40pp. (This chapter is a reprint of
an earlier publication)
COHEN, JOZEF, Professor
Article
With T. P. Friden
Euclidean color space and its invariants. Pro-
ceedings of the Technical Association of the Graphic
Arts, 1976, 411-29.
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COLES, MICHAEL G. , Associate Professor
Book Edited
With S. W. Forges
Psychophysiology. Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania: Dowden,
Hutchinson and Ross, 366pp.
COSTIN, FRANK, Professor
Book
Abnormal psychology: Programmed learning aid series.
Coordinating ed. , Roger H. Hermanson. Homewood,
Illinois: Learning Systems, xii + 264pp.
Articles
Using videotapes in a first course in psychology.
University Vision: The Journal of the British
Universities Film Council (14:March) 15-23.
Difficulty and homogeneity of three-choice versus
four-choice test items when matched for content of
stem. Teaching of Psychology (3) 144-5.
DAVIS, JAMES H., Professor
Chapter in a Book
The social psychology of small groups : Cooperative
and mixed-motive interaction. In Annual review of
psychology . Vol 27, ed. by Rosenzweig and Porter.
Palo Alto, California: Annual Reviews, pp. 501-41,
Articles
With N. L. Kerr, et al.
Guilt beyond a reasonable doubt; Effects of con-
cept definition and assigned decision rule on the
judgments of mock jurors. Journal of Personality
and Social Psychology (34) 282-94.
With G. Stasser, C. E. Spitzer, R. W. Holt
Changes in group members' decision preferences
during discussion: An illustration with mock
juries. Journal of Personality and Social
Psychology (34) 1177-87.
DIENER, EDWARD, Assistant Professor
Articles
Prior destructive behavior, anonymity, and group
presence as antecedents of deindividuation and
aggression. Journal of Personality and Social
Psychology (33) 497-507.
With S. C. Fraser, A. L. Seaman, R. T. Kelem
Effects of deindividuation variables on stealing
among halloween trick-or-treaters. Journal of
Personality and Social Psychology (33) 178-83.
With M. Wallbom
Effects of self-awareness on antinormative behavior.
Journal of Research in Personality (10) 107-11.
With J. Whitmore and J. Munn
Role playing as a training device for investigation
of in-progress situations. Police Journal (49)
in press.
With S. Jones
Ethnic preference of college students for their
own cuid other racial groups. Social Behavior and
Personality: An International Journal (4) 225-31.
With R. E. Smith and G. Wheeler
Faith without works: Jesus people, resistance to
temptation and altruism. Joiirnal of Applied Social
Psychology (5) 320-30.
DONCHIN, EMANUEL, Professor
Chapters in Books
Measurement in AEP studies (opening remarks) . In
The responsive brain , ed. by W. C. McCallum and
J. R. Knott. Bristol: John Wright, pp. 5-9.
With R. Johnson, R. Herning, H. Kutas
Covariation of the magnitude of the CNV and P300
as a function of the subject's task. In The
responsive brain , ed. by W. C. McCallum and J. R.
Knott. Bristol: John Wright, pp. 76-80.
With M. Kutas
Preliminary observations on the effects of response
parameters on pre-response potentials. In The
responsive brain , ed. by W. C. McCallum and J. R.
Knott. Bristol: John Wright, pp. 108-10.
The relationship between P300 and the CNV. A
correspondence and an experimental report. In The
responsive brain , ed. by W. C. McCallum emd J. R.
Knott. Bristol: John Wright, pp. 216-234.
Articles
With K. C. Squires, C. Wickens, N. K. Squires
The effect of stimulus sequence on the waveform of
the cortical event-related potential. Science
(193) 1142-6.
With K. C. Squires
Beyond averaging: The use of discriminant func-
tions to recognize event related potentials
elicited by single auditory stimuli. Electro-
encephalography and Clinical Neurophysiology (41)
449-59.
With G. McCarthy
The effects of temporal and event uncertainty in
determining the waveforms of the auditory event
related potential (ERP) . Psychophysiology (13)
581-90.
ERIKSEN, CHARLES W. , Professor
Article
With J. M. Skelton
Spatial characteristics of selective attention in
letter matching. The Bulletin of the Psychonomic
Society (7) 136-8.
FISHBEIN, MARTIN, Professor
Chapters in Books
Extending the extended model: Some comments. In
Advances in consumer research , ed. by Anderson.
491-7.Cincinnatti: Assoc, for Consumer Res. pp.
A social-psychological perspective on factors
influencing communication effectiveness. In
Communication between doctors and patients , ed.
Bennett. London: Oxford UP, pp. 101-27.
Articles
With K. Thomas, J. J. Jaccard
Voting behavior in Britain: An attitudinal
analysis, Occasional Papers in Survey Research,
No. 7 (monograph). London: SSRC Survey Unit,
69 pp. + appendix.
by
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with I. Ajzen
Misconceptions about the Fishbein model: Reflec-
tions on a study by Songer-Nocks . Journal of
Experimental Social Psychology (12) 579-84.
With I. Ajzen
Misconceptions revisited: A final comment.
Journal of Experimental Social Psychology (12)
591-3.
With R. Shilciar, N. Wiggins
The prediction of political evaluation and voting
preference: A multidimensional analysis. Journal
of Research in Personality (10) 424-36.
GRAEN, GEORGE B., Associate Professor
Chapter in a Boo)c
Role-making processes within complex organizations.
In Handbook of industrial and organizational
psychology
, ed. by M. D. Dunnette. Chicago,
Illinois: Rand McNally, 45pp.
Article
With J. F. Cashmam, F. Dansereau, W. J. Haga
Organizational understructure and leadership: A
longitudinal investigation of the managerial role-
making process. Organizational Behavior and Human
Performance (15) 278-96.
HIRSCH, JERRY, Professor
Articles
Comment on Herrnstein (On the other hand)
.
Contemporary Psychology (20:75) 436.
IQ tests and majority groups. Nature (260) 8.
Book Review
Sociobiology, by E. 0. Wilson. Animal Behaviour
(24) 707-9.
JENSEN, RICHARD S., Research Associate
Article
Effects of 3-D RNAV approach procedural complexity.
NAVIGATION: Journal of the Institute of Navigation
(22, No. 4:Winter) 361-70.
JONES, LAWRENCE E., Associate Professor
Article
With M. L. Davison
A similarity-attraction model for predicting
sociometric choice from perceived group structure.
Journal of Personality and Social Psychology (33)
No. 5, 601-12.
KANFER, FREDERICK H., Professor
GREENOUGH, WILLIAM T., Associate Professor
Book Edited
With R. N. Walsh
Environments as therapy for brain dysfunction.
New York: Plenum Press, 376 + viii pp.
Chapters in Books
Environmental effects on rat brain connectivity
and behavior. In Behavior control and modifica-
tion of physiological activity , ed. by D. Mostofsky.
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, pp.
220-45.
Enduring brain effects of differential experience
and training. In Neural mechanisms of learning
and memory , ed. by M. R. Rosenzweig and E. L.
Bennett. Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press,
pp. 255-78.
The influence of experience on recovery following
brain damage in rodents: Hypotheses based on
development research. In Environments as therapy
for brain dysfunction
, ed. by R. N. Walsh and W. T.
Greenough. New York: Plenum, pp. 10-50,
Article
With J. M. Stone
Excess neonatal thyroxine: Effects on learning in
infant and adolescent rats. Developmental
Psychobiology (8) 479-88.
Book Review
The developmental neuropsychology of sensory
deprivation, by Austin H. Riesen (ed.). American
Scientist (64) 95pp.
HENDERSEN, ROBERT w. , Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
Thermoregulatory behavior.
operant behavior , ed. by W.
Staddon. Englewood Cliffs,
Hall, pp. 153-73.
In Handbook of
K. Honig and J. E. R.
New Jersey: Prentice-
Chapters in a Book
Therapie durch selbstbehandlung: Theorie und
Forschungsergebnisse. In Kliniseh-psychologische
Forschungsergebnisse und lendenzen , ed. by J. Helm,
H. Roesler and H. Szewezyk. Berlin (DDR) pp. 178-
93.
With Laurence Grimm
Promising trends toward the future development of
behavior modification. In Behavior modification:
Principles, issues and applications , ed. by W.
Craighead, A. Kazdin and H. Mahoney. Boston,
pp. 447-62.
Articles
With S. Berger
Self-control: Effects of training and presentation
delays of competing responses on tolerance of
noxious stimulation. Psychological Reports (37)
1312-14.
With A. Newman
Delay of gratification in children. Journal of
Experimental Child Psychology (21) 12-24.
With L. G. Grimm
Tolerance of aversive stimulation. Behavior
Therapy (7) 593-601.
KAPPAUF, WILLIAM E., Professor
Article
Critique of the use of covariance adjustments for
CA and MA in comparative studies of retarded and
non-retarded persons. American Journal of Mental
Deficiency (81)240-7.
KOMORITA, SAMUEL S., Professor
Articles
A model of the N-person dilemma type game. Journal
of Experimental Social Psychology (12) 357-73.
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with D. Koore
Theories and processes of coalition formation.
Journal of Personality and Social Psychology (33)
371-81.
With J. H. Davis and P. R. Laughlin
The social psychology of small groups. Annual
Review of Psychology (27) 501-41.
Book Review
The social psychology of bargaining and negotia-
tion, by J. Z. Rubin and B. R. Brown. Science
(191:4224) 280-1.
LAUGHLIN, PATRICK R. , Professor
Chapter in a Book
With J. H. Davis and S. S. Komorita
The social psychology of small groups: Cooperative
and mixed-motive interaction. In Annual review of
psychology . Palo Alto, California, pp. 501-41.
Articles
With N. L. Kerr, M. M. Munch, C. A. Haggarty
Social decision schemes of the same four-person
groups on two different intellective tasks.
Journal of Personality and Social Psychology (33)
80-8.
With J. J. Farrell
A scale to measure populist attitudes. Journal of
Psychology (94) 33-8.
MCGRATH, JOSEPH E., Professor
Chapter in a Book
Stress and behavior in organizations. In Handbook
of industrial and organizational psychology , ed . by
Marvin D. Dunnette. Chicago, Illinois: Rand McNally,
pp. 1351-95.
MERVIS, CAROLYN B., Assistant Professor
Articles
With E. Rosch, et al.
Basic objects in natural categories. Cognitive
Psychology (8) 382-439.
With J. Catlin and E. Rosch
Relationships among goodness-of-example , category
norms, and word frequency. Bulletin of the
Psychonomic Society (7) 283-4.
MOWKER, O. HOBART, Research Professor Emeritus
Chapters in Books
Enuresis—A method for its study and treatment
(condensation) . In Great experiments in behavior
modification , ed. by J. Willis and D. Giles.
Indianapolis, Indiana: Hackett Publishing.
From the dynamics of conscience to contract
psychology. In Psychopathology of human adaptation
,
ed. by George Serban. New York: Plenum Publishing,
pp. 211-30.
Articles
How does the mind work? Memorial address in honor
of Jerzy Konorski. American Psychologist (31: Decem-
ber) 843-57.
The present state of behaviorism. Education (97:
Fall) 4-23.
Changing conceptions of "neurosis" and the small-
groups movement. Education (97:Fall) 24-62.
(This issue of Education was largely devoted to my
professional life and work and contained the two
original articles cited.)
With A. J. Vattano
Integrity groups: A context for growth in honesty,
responsibility, and involvement. Journal of
Applied Behavioral Sciences (12) 419-31.
Parent and child: A personal memoir: Voices
(12:Winter) 18-22.
The "self-help" or mutual-aid movement: Do profes-
sionals help or hinder? Self-help and health :
A Report , ed. by A. Gartner & F. Riessman.
New Human Services Institute: Queens College/CUNY,
pp. 45-56.
NAY, W. ROBERT, Assistant Professor
Book
Behavioral intervention: Contemporary strategies.
New York: Gardner Press-Wiley, 384pp.
Articles
With K. G. Bailey, J. Schulman and G. Huntsinger
Territory and classroom management: An exploratory
case study. Behavior Therapy (7) 240-6.
With L. Legum
Increasing generalization in a token program for
retarded adolescents: A methodological comment.
Behavior Therapy (7) 413-14.
With L. Alban (first author)
Reduction of ritual re-checking by a relaxation-
delay treatment. Journal of Behavior Therapy and
Experimental Psychiatry (7) 151-4.
PAUL, GORDON L., Professor
Articles
With J. P. Redfield
Bias in behavioral observation as a function of
observer familiarity with subjects and typically
of behavior. Journal of Clinical and Consulting
Psychology (44) 156.
With D. E. Theobald
Reinforcing value of praise for chronic mental
patients as a function of historical pairing with
tangible reinforcers. Behavior Therapy (7) 192-7.
With R. I. Edelson
Some problems in the use of "attitude" and
"atmosphere" scores as indicators of staff effec-
tiveness in institutional treatment. Journal of
Nervous and Mental Disease (162) 248-57.
Competence and the diplomate. The Clinical
Psychologist (30:Winter) 13-14.
With J. P. Redfield and R. J. Lentz
The inpatient scale of minimal functioning: A
revision of the social breakdown syndrome gradient
index. Journal of Clinical and Consulting
Psychology (44) 1021-22.
With W. Kohen
Current trends and recommended changes in extended-
care placement of mental patients: The Illinois
system as a case in point. Schizophrenia Bulletin
(2) 575-94.
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PORGES, STEPHEN W. , Associate Professor
Book Edited
With M. G. H. Coles
Psychophysiology. Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania:
Dowden, Hutchinson and Ross, 365pp.
Chapters in Books
Development of learning processes. In The Develop-
ment of cognitive processas,ed .by V. Hamilton and
M. Vernon. London: Academic Press, pp. 413-47.
Cohort and apparent secular trends in infant
research. In The developing individual in a
changing world. Vol. II: Social and environmental
issues , ed. by R. F. Riegel and J. A. Meacham.
The Hague: Mouton, pp. 687-95.
Peripheral and neurochemical parallels of psycho-
pathology: A psychophysiological model relating
autonomic imbalance to hyperactivity, psychopathy,
and autism. In Advances in child development and
behavior. Vol. 11 , ed. by H. W. Reese. New York:
Academic Press, pp. 413-47.
Articles
With G. F. Walter
Hecirt rate and respiratory responses as a function
of task difficulty: The use of discriminant analysis
in the selection of psychologically sensitive
physiological responses. Psychophysiology (13:6)
563-71.
Ontogenetic comparisons . International Journal of
Psychology (11) 203-14.
ROSCOE, STANLEY N., Professor
Chapter in a Book
Integrated computer-generated cockpit displays.
In Monitoring behavior and supervisory control
,
ed. by Sheridan and Johannsen. New York: Plenum,
pp. 39-49.
Articles
With R. C. Williges
Motion relationships in aircraft attitude and
guidance displays: A flight experiment. Human
Factors (17) 374-87.
With F. Ince and R. C. Williges
Aircraft simulator motion and the order of merit
of flight attitude and steering guidance displays.
Human Factors (17) 388-400.
With D. B. Beringer and R. C. Williges
The transition of experienced pilots to a frequency-
separated aircraft attitude display. Human
Factors (17) 401-14.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With L. A. Olzak and R. J. Randle
Ground-referenced visual orientation with imaging-
displays: Monocular versus binocular accommodation
and judgments of relative size. In Proceedings of
the AGARD Conference on visual presentation of
information
. Neuilly-sur-Seine: North Atlantic
Treaty Organization, pp. A5, 1-9.
Ground-referenced visual orientation: Judgments
of size and distance. In Proceedings of the 5th
symposium on psychology in the Air Force . Colorado
Springs: U.S. Air Force Academy, pp. 69-70.
SATINOFF, EVELYN, Professor
Articles
With G. N. McEwen and B. A. Williams
Behavioral fever in newborn rabbits. Science
(193) 1139-40.
With D. Valentino and P. Teitelbaum
Thermoregulatory cold-defense deficits in rats
with preoptic/anterior hypothalamic lesions.
Brain Research Bulletin (1) 553-65.
With A. L. Beckman and T. L. Stanton
Thermal responses during hibernation following
brainstem microinjections of acetylcholine in
citellus lateralis . Israel Journal of Medical
Science (12) 1118-21.
With A. L. Bec)anan and T. L. Stanton
Characterization of midbrain component of the
trigger for arousal from hibernation. American
Journal of Physiology (230) 368-75.
With A. Cantor
Thermoregulatory responses to intraventricular
norepinephrine in normal and hypothalamic-damaged
rats. Brain Research (108) 125-41.
VJith A. L. Beckman and T. L. Stanton
Inhibition of the CNS trigger process for arousal
from hibernation. American Journal of Physiology
(230) 1018-25.
Reviews
Narcotics and the Hypothalamus, by E. Zimmerman
and R. George (eds.). Contemporary Psychology
(21) 196-7.
SHOBEN, EDWARD J., Assistant Professor
Article
The verification of semantic relations in a same-
different paradigm: an asymmetry in semantic
memory . Journal of Verbal Learning and Verbal
Behavior (15) 365-80.
TEITELBAUM, PHILIP, Professor
Chapters in Books
The role of activation in the regulation of food
intake. In Hunger: Basic mechanisms and clinical
implications , ed. by D. Novin, W. Wyrwicka and
G. Bray. New York: Raven Press, pp. 179-91.
Recovery of function in the ventromedial hypothal-
amus of rats assessed by electrical brain stimu-
lation. In Brain-stimulation reward , ed. by A.
Wauquier and E. T, Rolls. Amsterdam: Elsevier
Publishing, pp. 115-18.
Articles'
With D. L. Wolgin, M. DeRyck and O.S.M. Marin
Bandage-backfall reaction: Occurs in infancy,
hypothalamic damage, and catalepsy. Proceedings
of the National Academy of Science (73)3311-14.
With E. Satinoff and D. Valentino
Thermoregulatory cold defense deficits in rats
with preoptic/anterior hypothalamic lesions.
Brain Research Bulletin (1) 553-65.
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TERBORG, JA^ES R. , Assistant Professor
Articles
The motivational components of goal setting.
Journal of Applied Psychology (61) 613-21.
With C. H. Castore and J. A. DeNinno
A longitudinal field investigation of the impact
of group composition on group performance and
cohesion. Journal of Personality and Social
Psychology (34) 782-90.
Expectancy-utility models. Midwest Academy of
Management Proceedings (19) 337-8.
TRAHIOTIS, CONSTANTINE, Associate Professor
Chapter in a Boo)<
Application of animal data to the development of
noise standards. In Effects of noise on hearing ,
ed. by D. Henderson, R. Hamernik, D. Dosanjh and
J. Mills. New York : Raven Press, pp. 341-57.
TRIANDIS, HARRY C, Professor
Book Edited
Variations in black and white perceptions of the
social environment. Champaign, Illinois: UP,
202pp.
Chapters in Books
Approaches toward minimizing translation. In
Translation theory: applications and research , ed.
by R. Brislin. New York: Gardner/Wiley-Halstead,
pp. 229-43.
Social psychology and cultural analysis. In Social
psychology in transition , ed. by L. H. Strickland,
F. E. Aboud, and K. J. Gergen. New York: Plenum,
pp. 223-41.
Articles
With A. R. Davidson, et al.
Cross-cultural model testing: Toward a solution of
the etic-emic dilemma. International Journal of
Psychology (11) 1-13.
On the value of cross-cultural research in social
psychology: Reactions to Faucheux's paper.
European Journal of Social Psychology (6) 331-41.
Methodological problems of comparative research.
International Journal of Psychology (11) 155-9.
WICKENS, CHRISTOPHER D. , Assistant Professor
Articles
The effects of divided attention on information
processing in tracking. Journal of Experimental
Psychology: Human Perception and Performance (2)
1-13.
With K. Squires, N. Squires and E. Donchin
The effect of stimulus sequence on the waveform
of the cortical event-related potential. Science
(193) 1142-6.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With J. Isreal, et al.
Use of the event related potential in the enhance-
ment of man-machine system performance. Proceedings
of 12th Annual Conference on Manual Control .
Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office,
pp. 124-34.
WYER, ROBERT S., JR., Professor
Articles
An investigation of the relations among probability
estimates. Organizational Behavior and Human
Performance (15) 1-18.
Effects of previously formed beliefs on syllogistic
inference processes. Journal of Personality and
Social Psychology (33) 306-16.
With R. L. Hinkle
Informational factors underlying inferences about
hypothetical persons. Journal of Personality and
Social Psychology (34) 481-95.
With D. M. Podeschi
Acceptance of generalizations based on inductive
and deductive evidence. Journal of Personality
and Social Psychology (34) 456-509.
With M. Henninger
The recognition and elimination of inconsistencies
among syllogistically-related beliefs: Some new
light on the "Socratic effect". Journal of
Personality cind Social Psychology (34) 680-93.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Chaff in, Roger John Spencer (C. E. Osgood), Semantic
and factual knowledge: A reaction time study of
necessary and invited inferences.
Davidson, William Sumner, II (E. Seidman) , The
diversion of juvenile delinquents: An examination
of the processes and relative efficacy of child
advocacy and behavioral contracting.
Dixon, Christine Clark (R. Williges), Mixed-factors
central-composite designs: A theoretical and
empirical comparison.
Dunn, Terrence Richard (L. R. Tucker), Modelling the
core matrix in three mode multidimensional scaling:
An example using the size-weight illusion.
Easton, Freddie Lee (J. C. Campione), The effects of
social class, race and behavioral information on
labeling and academic expectancy.
Ellis, John Anthony (W. E. Montague), Inability to
transfer information from one level of memory to
another as a source of forgetting in single
presentation studies.
Finkbeiner, Carl Thomas, Jr. (L. Tucker), Estimation
for the multiple common factor model when data
are missing.
Harrell, Jules Parker (M. G. H. Coles), Individual
differences in the utilization of progressive
relaxation to control stress reactions: The
effects of locus of control, absorption and
autonomic balance.
Kerning, Ronald Irvin (E. Donchin), Detection of
event related potentials by time series model
fitting techniques.
Inn, Andres (C. L. Hulin), The perceived structure
of organizations.
Jacobs, Robert Stuart (S. Roscoe), Simulator cockpit
motion and the transfer of initial flight training.
Laughlin, James Everett (C. Lewis), Bayesian inference
in regression.
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Lepinski, John Paul (R. S. Wyer, Jr) , Psychological
inference processes and quantitative cognitive
balance.
Litrownik, Robert Loren (W. Gilbert), A comparison
between a willpower, operant self-control, and
structured placebo approach to weight control in
overweight women.
Morris, Edward Knox, Jr. (S. W. Bijou), The discrimin-
ative and conditioned reinforcing function of
social distance in adult-child interactions.
Rissman, Margaret Wetherford (L. B. Cohen), Effects of
interrupted attention on infant visual memory.
Seibert, Jeffrey Michael (E. Markman) , The Infant's
differential understanding of person permanence
and object permanence: Decalage or artifact?
Spates, Charles Richard (F. Kanfer), Self-monitoring
reactivity and its relationship to self-regulation.
Thieman, Thomas John (A. L. Brown), What's so deep
about deep processing: A critical analysis of the
relation between incidental orienting tasks and
retention.
Tinsley, Jeanne Brannum (K. E. Renner) , The extinction
of self-punitive behavior: Does the fear extin-
guish or is the expectancy changed?
Vecchio, Robert Peter (G. Graen) , Leadership
effectiveness: An empirical examination and
theoretical integration.
Vogel, Patrick Anthony (0. H. Mowrer) , The development
of a social integration measure (SIK) based on
peer ratings for the study of small-group process.
Weldon, David Eugene (H. Triandis) , A model for the
function of the central processing center in
person perception.
Williams, Janette Palmer (K. T. Hill), Individual
differences in achievement test performance as
a function of optimizing task presentations and
evaluation anxiety.
Wolfson, Michael Raanan (G. Clore) , Attention or
defensive distortion?: The role of information
in the attribution process.
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
PETERSEN, DAVID L. , Assistant Professor
Articles
The Yahwlst on the flood.
438-46.
Vetus Testamentum (26)
P08T0N, GARY G. , Assistant Professor
Books
The traditions of Rabbi Ishmael, part one:
non-exegetlcal materials. Leiden: Brill,
229 pp.
Articles
The grape-cluster In Jewish literature and
art in late antiquity. Journal of Jewish
Studies (27:No. 2) 159-76.
ROBBINS, VERNON K. , Associate Professor
Articles
By land and by sea: a study In Acts 13-28.
Society of Biblical Literature Seminar
Papers (76) 381-96.
Book Reviews
Kerygma and comedy In the New Testament,
by Dan 0. Via, Jr. Anglican Theologlcjil
Review (58) 385-7.
REHABILITATION EDUCATION SERVICES
OFFICE OF SCHOOL AND COLLEGE RELATIONS
OLIVER, E. EUGENE, Director, University Office of
School and College Relations
Article
BRASILE, FRANK M., Instructor
Six challenges confronting admissions officers
and registrars. College and University .
(51:3:Spring) 281-86.
Articles
Evaluation of the 1975 Midwest Symposium on
Therapeutic Recreation. Expanding Horizons III
95-103.
Pigskin Season. Sports 'N Spokes (77: Jan. -Feb.)
7-11.
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DAWSON, CLAYTON L. , Professor GLADNEY, FRANK Y., Associate Professor
Articles
With P. Cooper, C. Curtin, N. Provenzano
The PLATO system: using the computer to teach
Russian. Slavic and East European Journal (Vol.
20, No. 3:Fall) 280-92.
Book Reviews
Russian root list, by Charles E. Gribble. Slavic
and East European Journal (Vol. 19, No. 4:Winter).
Colloquial Russian, by William Harrison et al.
Slavic Review (Vol. 34, No. 4: December).
DUNATOV, RASIO, Associate Professor
Books
Strategies for teaching and testing communicative
competence in Russian. Urbana: Russian and East
European Center, 123pp.
Articles
Multilingualism in the Soviet Union. Studies in
Language Learning (1, No. 2:Spring) 393-403.
Book Reviews
Twentieth-century Yugoslavia, by Fred Singleton.
Slavic and East European Journal (20:Winter)
499-500.
FRIEDBERG, MAURICE, Professor and Head of Department
Chapters in Books
Russian literature in the twentieth century. In
Literature and western civilization , ed. by David
Daiches. London: Aldus Books, Vol. 6, pp. 339-71.
Articles
The U.S. in the U.S.S.R. : American literature
through the filter of recent Soviet publishing
and criticism. Critical Inquiry (2, No. 3:Spring)
591-83.
The homecoming of Yiddish culture. Present Tense
(3, No. 3:Spring) 74-6.
Soviet Russia's bibliophiles and their foes.
Slavic Review (35, No. 4:December) 699-714.
Book Reviews
The war against the Jews, 1933-45, by Luch
Dawidowicz. Slavic Review (34, No. 4: December)
821-2.
Dissent in the USSR: politics, ideology and
people, ed. by Rudolph L. Tokes . Midstream
(22, No. 5:May) 70-2.
Literature and ideology in Soviet education, by
N. N. Shneidman. Slavic Review (35, No. 2:June)
363-4.
The world of young Sholokhov, by Michael Kliemenko.
Slavic and East European Journal (20, No. 2: Summer)
190-1.
The positive hero in Russian literature, by Rufus
Mathewson, Jr. Slavic Review (35, No. 3: September)
574.
Letters to the future: an approach to Sinyavsky-
Tertz, by Richard Lourie. Slavic Review (35,
No. 4:December) 775-6.
Book Reviews
Slavic transformational syntax, ed. by R. Brecht
and C. Chvany. Slavic and East European Journal
(19) 471-6.
HOISINGTON, THOMAS H., Assistant Professor
Articles
An evening with Stanislaw Lem. Quarterly Review
of Polish Heritage (XXVIII, Winter) 7-8.
Book Reviews
Sem'desiat dva gradusa nizhe nulla, by Vladimir
Sanin. Books Abroad (50, No. 4:0ctober) 900.
The positive hero in Russian literature, by Rufus
W. Mathewson, Jr. Books Abroad (50, No. 2: April)
429-30.
PACHMUSS, TEMIRA, Professor
Articles
Dostoevsky and T. S. Eliot: a point of view.
Forum for Modern Language Studies (XII, No. 1)
82-9.
V. D. Nabokov—an unpublished funeral oration of
Zinaida Hippius. Russian Language Journal (XXX,
No. 105) 77-80.
Dostoevsky and Saul Bellow: influences and
Parallels. The Contemporary (32) 106-11.
Book Reviews
The rise of the Russian novel, by Richard Freeborn.
Comparative Literature Studies (12, No. 4) 426-7.
Tyrants destroyed and other stories, by Vladimir
Nabokov. Slavic Review (35, No. 1) 182.
The silver age of Russian culture, ed. by Carl
Proffer and Ellendea Proffer. Slavic Review
(35, No. 4) 776-7.
RZHEVSKY, NICHOLAS, Assistant Professor
Articles
Leontiev's prickly rose. Slavic Review (June)
258-68.
Book Reviews
Tolstoy: the comprehensive vision, by E. B.
Greenwood. The Russian Review (35, No. 4:
October) 490-1.
Dostoevskij and Schiller, by Alexandra H. Lyngstad.
The Russian Review (January) 110-2.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Brailer, Kathryn Anne (E. Bristol), Absurdist features
In Russian drama: Nineteenth and twentieth
centuries.
Majhanovich, Ljubo Dragoljub (T. Pachmuss) , The early
prose of Vladimir Nabokov-Slrin: A commentary on
themes, style, and structure.
Olson, Susan Marie Baker (E. Bristol), The view of
man in the poetry of Vja?eslav Ivanov.
Vorobiov, Alex (E. Bristol), Pasternak's lyrical
creativity: The formative years, 1912-1922.
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BROTHERSON, DONALD E. , Research Professor of
Architecture
Books Edited
Good roofs save energy. NRCA Energy Manual.
Oak Park: National Roofing Contractors Assoc. , 52 pp.
Roofing systems. Special Technical Publ. 603.
Philadelphia: American Society for Testing and
Materials, 148 pp.
JONES, RUDARD A. , Director and Research Professor
of Architecture
Articles
Energy conservation and local building controls. In
Intergovernmental planning— approaches to the "no
growth" vs. "growth is good" dilemma, ed. by John A.
Quinn and Clyde W. Forrest. Urbana: Bureau of Urban
and Regional Planning Research, pp. 154-9.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
WithW. L. Shick
Illinois lo-cal house. Urbana: Building Research
Council, Circular Series C2.3 , 8 pp.
KAPPLE, WILLIAM H. , Research Associate Professor of
Architecture
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Indoor storage, Urbana: Building Research Council,
Circular Series C5. 12 , 8 pp.
SHICK, WAYNE L. , Research Professor of Architecture
Articles
The Illinois house. In Solar systems, simulation, design ,
ed. by K. W. Boer. Cape Canaveral: International
Solar Energy Society, (4) pp. 30-5
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With R. A. Jones
Illinois lo-cal house. Urbana: Building Research
Council, Circular Series C2.3, 8 pp.
with Laurel Gorman
The HMO's: New Models for Practice. Social
Work in Health Care , (1: Spring).
BRIELAND, DONALD, Professor and Director
Articles
Social Work Education: 1976-77. Public Welfare ,
(34: Spring), 6.
Evaluation and Accountability in Human Service
Programs, by William C. Sze and June G. Hopps.
Social Casework , (57) 281.
COSTIN, LELA, Professor
Reviews
Counseling and School Social Work, by Gordon
Rose and Tony F. Marshall. Social Service Review
(50:June) 343-5.
COWGER, CHARLES, Assistant Professor
Articles
Dilemmas of Planning and Self-Determination.
Journal of Sociology and Social Welfare (3:May)
352-8.
GOULD, KETAYUN, Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
The Twain Never Met: Sherupur, India
Family Planning Program.
and the
In Culture, Natality,
and Family Planning , ed. by John F. Marshall and
Steven Polgar. Carolina Population Center, U of
N.C., 184-203.
Articles
Goals and Timetables vs. Quotas: Nondiscrimina-
tion or Reverse Discrimination? Joxirnal of the
National Association for Women Deans, Administra-
tors and Counselors . {40:Fall) 3-6.
With Bok-Lim Kim
Salary Inequities between Men and Women in
Schools of Social Work: Myth or Reality?
Journal of Education for Social Work (12:Winter)
50-5.
HANDLER, ELLEN, Assistant Professor
Articles
VAST: A Pilot Project in Work Socialization.
LAE Journal (June)
.
HOOKEY, PETER, Assistant Professor
SOCIAL WORK
BELL, CYNTHIA J. , Teaching Assistant
Articles
Medical Consultants: Appropriate Selection and
Utilization in Child Welfare. Child Welfare,
(55:July/August)
.
Books
Social Work in Primary and Ambulatory Health
Care: Access, Utilization, Attitudinal and
Economic Aspects of an Emergent Field of Prac-
tice. Ann Arbor, U Microfilms International,
282 pp. (Washington U doctoral dissertation)
.
Articles
Education for Social Work in Health Care
Organizations. Social Work in Health Care .
(l:Spring) 337-45.
Social Workers' Contributions to the Family
Medicine Movement: Some Recent Developments.
Family Medicine Times . (8 : February) , 9-14.
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KIM, BOK-LIM, Associate Professor
SOCIOLOGY
Articles
An Appraisal of Korean Immigrant Service Needs.
Social Casework . (57:March) 139-48.
With Ketayun Gould
Salary Inequities between Men and Women in
Schools of Social Work: Myth or Reality?
Journal of Education for Social Work (12:Winter)
50-5.
MONKMAN, MARJORIE, Associate Professor
Articles
A Framework for Effective Social Work Interven-
tion in the Public Schools. School Social Work
Journal . (1) 7-16.
TABER, MERLIN, Professor
Articles
With V. G. Nealey and S. M. Nealey
How Accurate Are Client Reports? Administration
in Mental Health (Spring) 186-92.
Bulletins
With R. Weagant, S. Anderson and A. Moy
Characteristics of Older Persons in Illinois: A
Compilation from the 1970 Census. Urbana, Ctr.
for Adv. Study, 268-329.
Final Report: Protective Services for Older
People, by Margaret Blankaer and others. Protec-
tive Casework with Older People, by Edna Wasser
and Others. Social Work (21) 162-3.
VATTANO, ANTHONY, Associate Professor
Articles
With 0. Hobart Mowrer
Integrity Groups: A Context for Growth in Honesty,
Responsibility, and Involvement. The Journal of
Applied Behavioral Science (12:Summer).
Reviews
The Strength in Us: Self-Help Groups in the
Modern World, by Alfred H. Katz and Eugene Bender.
Social Work (21: September) 410-11.
Psychotherapy vs. Behavior Therapy, by R. Bruce
Stone, Fred R. Staples, Allan H. Cristol, Neil
J. Yorkston, and Catherine Whipple. Social
Service Review (50:December) 665-6.
WEIBBERG-ASHER, NANCY, Assistant Professor
Articles
The Effect of Physical Disability on Self
Perception. Rphahi 1 i tation Counseling Bulletin
(20) 15-20.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATION
Flynn, Marilyn Jacobs (D. Brleland) , Eligible
families who reject ADC — a comparative analysis
of their economic alternatives. Income expectations,
and financial status.
COCKERHAM, WILLIAM C. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With M.A. Forslund, R.M. Raboin
Drug use among white and American Indian high school
youth. International Journal of the Addictions (11)
209-20.
"^
With A.L. Blevins, Jr.
Open school vs. traditional school: self identifica-
tion among native American and white adolescents.
Sociology of Education (49) 164-69.
DENZIN, NORMAN K. . Professor
Chapters in Books
The ethics of disguised observation. In Criminal
behavior and social systems , ed. by Anthony L.
Guenther. Chicago: Rand McNally, pp 788-94.
Articles
Child's play and the construction of social order.
Quest (26:summer) 48-55.
Book Review
The negotiated order of the school, by Wilfred B.W.
Martin. Contemporary Sociology (5:Sept.) 763-64.
The family's role in Soviet education, by Ludwig
Liegle. Slavic Review (35:No. 4, Dec) 749-51.
FELSON, MARCUS, Assistant Professor
Articles
Social stratification in household attributes:
changes since the great depression. Social Indica-
tors Research (3: Dec.) 397-422.
With Kenneth C. Land
A general framework for building dynamic macro social
indicator models: including an analysis of changes
in crime rates and police expenditures. American
Journal of Sociology (3:Nov.) 565-604.
HUBER, JOAN, Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
With William Form
Work and social power. In Handbook of Work and
Organizations , ed. by Robert Dubin.
751-806.
Chicago, pp
research on women. Signs (1:
Articles
Sociology review:
March) 685-97.
Introduction: studies in sex stratification. Social
Science Quarterly (56:March) 547-52.
Toward a socio-technological theory of the women's
movement. Social Problems (23:April) 371-388.
Book Reviews
Conflict sociology, by Randall Collins.
Sociology (5: May) 239-41.
Contemporary
JOHNSON, HARRY M. , Professor
Chapters in Books
The mass media, ideology and community standards.
In Explorations in General Theory in Social Sciences
,
ed. by Loubser, et al . New York: Free Press, pp
609-38.
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KARSH, BERNARD, Professor
Chapters in Books
Industrial relations in Japan. In Handbook of Work.
Organizations and Society , ed. by Robert Dubin.
Chicago: Rand McNally, pp 877-900.
KRAUS, RICHARD CURT, Assistant Professor
Article
The limits of maoist egal i tarianism. Asian Survey
(16) 1081-96.
Book Reviews
Prelude to revolution. Mao, the party, and the peas-
ant question, by Richard Baum. China Quarterly (65:
March) 138-40.
The politics of class and class conflict: the case
of the cultural revolution, by Gordon White. China
Quarterly (68:Dec.) 843-44.
KRONUS, CAROL L., Assistant Professor
Articles
Occupational versus organizational influences on
reference group identification: the case of phar-
macy. Sociology of Work and Occupations (3:3, Aug.)
303-30.
The evolution of occupation power. Sociology of
Work and Occupations (3:1, Feb.) 3-38.
With J.C. van Es
The practice of environmental quality behavior.
Journal of Environmental Education . (8:1, Fall) 19-
25.
KRONUS, SIDNEY J., Associate Professor
Article
With R.A. Jones
Professional sociologists and the history of socio-
logy: a survey of recent opinion. Journal of the
History of the Behavioral Sciences (12:Jan.) 49-59.
LAND, KENNETH C, Professor
Chapters in Books
The role of quality of employment indicators in gen-
eral social reporting systems. In Measuring Work
Quality for Social Reporting , ed. by Albert D. Bider-
man and Thomas F. Drury. New York: Wiley, pp 3-31.
Article
With M.K. Felson
A general framework for building dynamic macro social
indicator models: including an analysis of changes
in crime rates and policy expenditures. American
Journal of Sociology (82:Nov.) 565-604.
Book Reviews
Measurement in the social sciences: theories and
strategies, by Hubert M. Blalock, Jr. American Jour -
nal of Sociology . (8:March) 1258-62.
The use of models in the social sciences, by Lynd-
hurst Collins. Contemporary Sociology (6:Nov.) 778-
80.
LUESCHEN, GUENTHER R.F., Professor
Books
With K. Weis
Die Soziologies des sports. Darmstadt/Berlin:
Luchterhand, 340 pp.
Chapters in Books
Zur strukturanalyse des sports. In Soziologie des
Sports , ed. by G. Lueschen and K. Weis. Darmstadt/
Berlin, pp 52-69.
Articles
With Fred S. Coombs
System performance and policymaking in West European
education. International Review of Education (26:
2) 133-53.
Book Reviews
Materialien zur soziologie der familie, by Rene
Konig. Kolner Zeitschrift fur Soziologie (28:2)
358-60.
Handbook of contemporary developments in world soci-
ology, by R.P. Mohan and D. Martindale. Kolner
Zeitschrift fur Soziologie (28:3) 569-71.
SALLOWAY, JEFFREY C. , Assistant Professor
Books
With Sidney Shindell and Colette Oberembt
A coursebook in health care delivery. New York:
Appleton, Century, Crafts. 600 pp.
SCHOEN, ROBERT, Associate Professor
Article
Measuring mortality trends and differentials.
Social Biology (23) 235-43.
The calculation of the first life table: a histori-
cal note. T/ie Actuary (10:Feb. ) 1,3.
SIMON RITA J., Professor (See Communications Research)
SOLAUN, MAURICIO, Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
Black-white relations in Iberian America: on the
'miscegenated-infused' racial system. In Case
Studies on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, A
World Survey, III , ed. by William A. Veenhoven. The
Hague, pp 469-82.
Article
With E. Velez
On the effects of subsidized house and apartment
living in Colombia. Journal of the American Insti-
tute of Planners
,
(42:0ct.) 427-37.
~~
Book Reviews
Urban guerrilla warfare in Latin America, by James
Kohl and John Litt. Contemporary Sociology (5) 178.
Peasant movements and social change, by Henry A.
Landsberger. Contemporary Sociology (5) 336-38.
Rebellion, revolution and armed force, a comparative
study, by D.E.H. Russell. Contemporary Sociology
(5) 638-39.
SPAETH, JOSEPH L., Associate Professor (See Survey
Research Laboratory)
WAITE, LINDA J., Assistant Professor
Articles
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Working wives: 1940-1960. American Sociological
Review (41) 65-80.
With R.M. Stolzenberg
Intended childbearing and labor force participation
of young women: insights from nonrecursive models.
American Sociology Review (41) 235-52.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
"Educational attainment in the United States: March
1975". Current Population Reports, Series P-20, No.
295. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Gov't Printing Office,
71pp.
"Daytime care of children: October 1974 and Febru-
ary 1975". Current Population Reports , Series P-20,
No. 298. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Gov't Printing
Office, 23pp.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Cannon, Virginia Lynn Weber (R. Vanneman) , Social and
demographic factors affecting changes in sub-
jective class Identification from 1952 to 1972.
Jones, McKlnley Alfred (R. J. Simon), Black
consciousness and political socialization.
Klausner, Michael (H. Johnson), A comparative analysis
of the symbolic interaction and Parsonlan
theoretical orientations.
Lewis, James David (J. Huber) , The pragmatic
foundation of symbolic interactlonlsm.
Pickens, Robert Gist, II (C. McPhail), The explananda
of collective behavior.
CASSELL, ANTHONY K., Associate Professor
Article
Failure, pride and conversion in Inferno I:
a reinterpretation. Dante Studies (94) 1-24.
Book Review
The book of Theseus CTeseida], by Giovanni
Boccaccio, tr. by B. M. McCoy. Modern Lan-
guage Notes (91) 164-67.
COWES, HUGO W., Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
Realidad y superrealidad en Los santos de
Pedro Salinas. in P e d r o Salinas E
1
escrito y su critlca , ed. by Andrew Debicki .
Madrid.
FORSTER, MERLIN H., Professor
Book
Fire and ice: the poetry of Xavier Villa-
urrutia. Chapel Hill: North Carolina
Studies in Romance Languages and Literature,
180 pp.
Chapters in Books
The theater of Carlos Gorostiza. In Drama-
tists in revolt: the new Latin American
theater
,
ed. by L. Lyday and G. Woodyard.
Austin: University of Texas Press, pp.
110-19.
La obra novelistica de Jaime Torres Bodet.
In Ensayos contemporaneos sobre Jaime Torres
Bodet
, ed. by Beth Miller. Mexico: Uni-
versidad Nacionai Autonoma de Mexico, pp.
61-72.
Article
Los "ContemporSneos" mexicanos despues de
cincuenta anos . Reflexion 2 (3-4) 11-16.
Book Review
Cultura y literatura espanolas e n RubSn
Darlo, by Andres R. QuintiSn. Hispania
(59) 182-83.
SPANISH, ITALIAN, AND PORTUGUESE
BALDWIN, SPURGEON W., Professor
Article
Narrative technique in Gonzalo de Berceo.
Kentucky Romance Quarterly (23) 17-28.
Book Review
The legend of the siete infantes de Lara,
by Thomas A. Lathrop. Olifant (4) 102-5.
BLAYLOCK, W. CURTIS, Professor and Chairman
of the Department
Chapter in a Book
Aproximaciones de colores: un problema de
morfologia derivacional . In Actes du Xllie
CongrSs de linguistique et philologie
romanes
,
ed. by Frankwalt Mohren. Quebec
(1975)
, pp. 343-49.
FRANCESCATO, MARTHA P., Associate Professor
Articles
The new man (but not the new woman) . Books
Abroad (50) 589-95.
Entrevista a Gustavo Sainz.
(5) 63-81.
Hispamerica
LEWIS, MARVIN A., Assistant Professor
Articles
Pereqrinos de Aztlan and the emergence of
the Chicane novel. Selected Proceedings -
Third Annual Conference on Minority Studies ,
by Carter, Parker, and Sweeney. La
se, Wisconsin: Institute for Minority
ies
, pp. 143-57.
rd a bibliography of Chicano literary
icism. National Association of Inter-
iplinary Ethnic Studies Newsletter (2)
ed.
Cros
Stud
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Book Review
Contemporary Chicano theatre, by Roberto
J. Garza. National Association of Inter-
disciplinary Ethnic Studies Newsletter (2)
31-32.
LOTT, ROBERT E., Professor
Book Review
Antonio Buero Vallejo, by Martha T. Halsey.
Symposium (30) 360-63.
MUSUMECI, ANTONINO, Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
Tecniche frammentarie n e i Fraqmenta del
Petrarca. In Interrogativi dell ' Umanesimo
,
III
,
ed. by G. Tarugi. Florence: Olschki,
pp. 27-34.
Articles
Poliziano e la disposizione avversativa.
Atti dell ' Istituto Veneto di Scienze, Let -
tere ed Arti (1975-76) 751-64.
Pavese e la gratuitS del movimento. Studi
Piemontesi (March) 42-46.
Tasso, Zola and the vicissitudes of pasto-
ralism. Nineteenth-Century French Studies
(Spring) 344-60.
Le parentesi nel Canzoniere del Petrarca.
Lingua e Stile (3) 493-500.
Book Reviews
II quarantesimo g i o r n o del quinto mese
dell'amore, by Giancarlo Nuvoli. Books
Abroad (January)
.
L' adescatore, by Giuseppe Bonura. Books
Abroad (October)
La tradizione del Novecento, by Pier Vin-
cenzo Mengaldo. World Literature Today
(Winter) .
PASQUARIELLO, ANTHONY M. , Professor
Articles
With P. W. O'Connor
Conversaciones con la generacion realista.
Estreno (2) 8-28.
Cartelera. Estreno (2) 50-51.
PORQUERAS-MAYO, ALBERTO, Professor
Chapter in a Book
Preface. In La critica literaria de F. de
Herrera , by J. A. Almeida. Madrid, pp. 5-7.
Articles
Impresos raros de la edad de oro en la
Universidad de Illinois . Letra A. Revista
de Archivos , Bibllotecas y Museos (79) 299-
335.
Americo Castro y la edad de oro, o con-
flictiva espanola. Cuadernos Hispanoameri -
canos (104) 42-51.
SALTARELLI, MARIO, Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
Theoretical implications in the development
of accusatiuo cum infinitiuo constructions.
In Current studies in romance linguistics
,
ed. by Marta Lujan and Fritz Hensey. Wash-
ington, D.C.: Georgetown UP, pp. 88-99.
Articles
Le regole fonologiche nella classificazione
delle lingue neolatine. Proceedings of the
13th International Congress of Romance Lin-
guistics and Philology
, pp. 1165-73.
Three generations of Olivo Atilano. In
Dimensions of bilingualism , ed . by B.
Kachru. Studies in Romance Linguistics (1)
359-73.
WANNER, DIETER, Associate Professor
Book Reviews
Fonematica e monematica. Proposte per
un'analisi unitaria, by Giuseppe Carlo
Vincenzi. Zeitschrift fur romanische
Philoloqie (92) 158-59.
Einfuhrung in die hispanistische Sprach-
wissenschaft, by Michael Matzeltin. Zeit-
schrift fur romanische Philologie (91) 559-
61.
WEBER, ALISON P., Visiting Assistant Professor
Article
Hamartia in Reinar despues de morir .
letin of the Comediantes (28) 89-95.
Bul-
DOCTORiU:- DISSERTATIONS IN SPANISH
Adelman, Constance Katz (L. Leal), La obra narrativa
de Gerardo Murillo, Dr. Atl.
Cramer, Mark Jonathan (M. Forster and C. Kyle), Neruda
and Vallejo in contemporary United States poetry.
De Ley, Margo Ynes Corona (G. Dutton) , The prologue in
Castilian literature between 1200 and 1400.
Ferrer de Cowes, Karia del Rosario (L. Leal), Dar la
cara : Literatura y poli'tlca en la novelistica de
David Vinas.
Klein, Carol Ebersol (R. Lott) , Juan Valera: His
ideas on poetry and poets and a study of his poetry
and its relationships to his prose fiction.
Parent, Ana Maria Ferran (L. Leal), El ni?fo narrador
en la literatura hispanoamericana del siglo XX.
Snook, Margaret Louise (L. Leal), Theme and narrative
technique in selected fantastic works of Adolfo
Bioy Casares.
Tanner, Roy Lynn (L. Leal), The art of characterization
in representative selections of Rlcardo Palma's
Tradiciones Peruanas.
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ARLT, PHYLLIS B., Assistant Professor
Articles
With M. T. Goodban
A comparative study of articulation acquisition as
based on a study of 240 normals, aged three to six.
Language Speech and Hearing Services in Schools
(7:3) 173-180.
O'NEILL, JOHN J., Professor and Head of Department
Chapter in a Book
Measurement of hearing by tests of speech and
language. In Measurement procedures in speech,
hearing, and language, ed. by S. Singh. Baltimore:
University Park Press, pp.
Article
219-252.
Auditory training and amplification. Audiology:
An Audio Journal for Continuing Education (1:10)
(cassette)
.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Agin, Rhoda Leah (J. J. O'Neill), Congenital palato-
pharyngeal incompetence (CPI) : The natural history
of a lace-appearing birth defect manifest by
hypernasality
.
Alexander, Rona Phyllis (J. J. O'Neill), A cine-
f luorographic investigation of jaw, lip, and
tongue movements in oral functions and speech
in normal adults.
Berles, Kathie Ann (W. R. Zeralin) , Mean air flow as
a diagnostic index of laryngeal integrity.
de Jonge, Robert Ricchard, Jr. (D. L. Bode), Factors
influencing the redundancy of spondee words.
Meline, Timothy Joe (L. Sanders), Comparison of pre-
school children's imitation, comprehension, and
production of main verbs.
Monoson, Patricia Komiss (W. R. Zemlln), A quantita-
tive study of whisper.
Phelps, Jasper Boyd (R. K. Simpson), Performance of
stutterers and nonstutterers on selected dichotic
listening tasks.
Prickett, Juanita (L. J. Sanders), Comparison of the
comprehension of conservation related vocabulary
with conservation ability by children with normal
language development
.
Seaton, William Harry (J. J. O'Neill), The effects of
masker intensity level on estimates of critical
bandwidth.
Weiler, Nancy Ann Lugar (E. Stark), The influence
of aging on the determination and reliability
of interaural attenuation.
BATEMAN, JOHN J., Professor. See Classics.
CLARK, RUTH ANNE, Associate Professor
Articles
The I-E scale: Control of what? Journal of
Consulting and Clinical Psychology (44), 154.
With J. G. Delia
The development of functional persuasive skills in
childhood and early adolescence. Child Develop-
ment (47) , 1008-1014.
DELIA, JESSE G. , Associate Professor
Books
With D. L. Swanson
The nature of human communication. Chicago:
Science Research Associates, 46 pp.
Articles
Change of meaning processes in impression forma-
tion. Communication Monographs (43), 142-57.
A constructivist analysis of the concept of
credibility. Quarterly Journal of Speech (62),
361-75.
With B. J. O'Keefe
The interpersonal constructs of Machiavellians.
British Journal of Social and Clinical Psychology
(15), 435-36.
With C. Hale
Cognitive complexity and social perspective-taking.
Communication Monographs (43) , 195-203.
With R. A. Clark
The development of functional persuasive skills in
childhood and early adolescence. Child Develop-
ment (47), 1008-1014.
KRAMER, CHERIS, Assistant Professor
Chapters in Books
The problem of orientation in sex/language research.
In Sociology of the languages of American women ,
ed. by B. L. Dubois and I. Crouch. San Antonio,
Tx.: Trinity University, 1976, pp. 17-29.
MURPHY, RICHARD, Professor emeritus
Adlai addendum. Quarterly Journal of Speech (62)
,
81.
NEBERGALL, ROGER E., Professor
Chapters in Books
With J. W. Wenzel
Preface: Professors Wallace, Nichols, Murphy and
the Illinois tradition. In Rhetoric and conmuni-
cation : Studies in the University of Illinois
tradition , ed. by J. Blankenship and H. G. Stelzner.
Urbana: University of Illinois Press, pp. vii-xiv.
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PATTON, JOHN H. , Assistant Professor
Book Reviews
Introduction to a theological theory' of language, by
Gerhard Ebeling, trans. R. A. Wilson. In Quarterly
Journal of Speech (62), 303-304.
Article
Generic criticism: Typology at an inflated price.
The Rhetoric Society Quarterly (6) , 4-8.
RITTER, KURT W. , Assistant Professor
Article
Debate as an instrument for democracy: A rejoinder
to John Schunk. Speaker and Gavel (13:Spring) , 41-
43.
SEIBOLD, DAVID R. , Assistant Professor
Article
Communication research and the attitude-verbal
report-overt behavior relationship: A critique and
theoretic reformulation. Human Communication
Research {2:Fall, 1975), 3-32.
SWANSON, DAVID L. , Assistant Professor
Books
With J. G. Delia
The nature of human communication. Chicago:
Science Research Associates, 46 pp.
Article
Information utility: An alternative perspective in
the study of political communication. Central
States Speech Journal (27) , 95-101.
Nicholson, James Lester, III (J. Delia), The develop-
ment of role-taking abilities and sociolingulstic
competence in three interpersonal communication
domains among Caucasian, Black, and Spanish-
American fourth, fifth, and sixth-grade children.
O'Keefe, Barbara Jackson (J. Delia), A constructivist
approach to human interaction.
O'Keefe, Daniel James (J. Delia), Constructivism
and communication studies: Theoretical essays.
Rubin, Alan Hare (D. Swanson and K. Andersen), A
developmental examination of the uses of
television by children and adolescents.
Sarver, Judy Lee Jones (J. Delia), An exploratory
study of antecedents of individual differences in
second and seventh graders' social-cognitive and
communicative performance.
Shadow, Michael John (»•. Nichols), The role of the
ancient Greek rhetor in the transmission of col-
lective wisdom from Homer to Isocrates.
Shouse, Elaine Marie (J. H. Maclay) , An analysis of the
poetry of three revolutionary poets: Don L. Lee,
Nikkl Giovanni, and Sonia Sanchez.
Taylor, Stephen Alvin (J. Delia), The development of
conversational rules in four-, six-, and eight-
year old children: An investigation with natural-
istic and controlled methodologies.
Walling, James Irvin (E. M. Ritter), An experimental
study of conditions which affect learning from
simulation games in speech communication instruction.
Williams, Richard Arthur (B. Hewitt), A critical study
of religious ideas in five plays of Naxwell Anderson.
WENZEL, JOSEPH W. , Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
With R. E. Nebergall
Preface: Professors Wallace, Nichols, Murphy and
the Illinois tradition. In Rhetoric and communi-
cation : Studies in the University of Illinois
tradition
, ed. by J. Blankenship and H. G. Stelzner.
Urbana: University of Illinois Press, pp. xii-xvi.
SURVEY RESEARCH LABORATORY
ANDREASEN, ALAN R. , Research Professor, See: Business
Administration.
FERBER, ROBERT, Professor and Director
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Fulford, Robert Lewis (;'.. Nichols), Kenneth Burke's
dialectic: Platonism and draraatism.
Hale, Claudia Lee (J. Delia), Cognitive complexity-
simplicity as a factor in attitude change due to
counterattitudinal advocacy.
Hecht, Michael L. (F. P. Hilpert, Jr.), The conceptual-
ization and measurement of interpersonal communica-
tion satisfaction.
Katz, Alan Marvin (J. Delia), The rationale, nature,
and evaluation of a group-centered approach to the
treatment of speech anxiety.
Losee, George Douglas (J. Delia), An investigation of
selected interpersonal and communication variables
in marital relationships.
McDonald, Michael Ray (M. H. Nichols), A rhetorical
analysis of the preaching of Ira Lutts North.
Mitchell, Sallie (B. Hewitt), The early career of
Julia Marlowe: The making of a star.
Chapters in Books
Uses of applied mathematics in political science. In
Policy studies and the social sciences , ed. by Stuart
S. Nagel. Lexington, Massachusetts: D.C. Heath, pp.
211-20.
With L. C. Lee
Effect of response errors on parameter estimates of
models of savings behavior. In Control of "error" in
market research data
A. Howard.
37-80.
Articles
ed. by John U. Farley and John
Lexington, Massachusetts: D.C. Heath, pp.
Distribucion de ingreso y desigualdad de ingresos en
algunas areas urbanas. Esayos ECIEL (No. 3:August)
67-125.
The year 2,000: A look at trends affecting the field.
Marketing News (10: September 10) 1, 18-19.
With W. J. Hawkes, Jr., and M. D. Plotkin
How reliable are national retail sales estimates?
Journal of Marketing (40: October) 13-22.
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LEE, LUCY C. , Visiting Research Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
With R. Ferber
Effect of response errors on parameter estimates of
models of savings behavior. In Control of "error in
market research data , ed. by John U. Farley and John
A. Howard. Lexington, Massachusetts: D.C. Heath,
pp. 37-80.
Article
An exploration of the role of family life style on
selected behavior variables. In Advances in consumer
research, vol. 3 , ed. by Beverlee B. Anderson. At-
lanta: Association for Consumer Research, pp. 506-7.
O'ROURKE, DIANE P., Research Associate
Article
With A. M. Joyce and T. W. O'Rourke
Assessment of the perceived impact of taxation upon
smoking behavior—implications for health education.
Journal of Drug Education (6) 231-40.
SPAETH, JOE L., Research Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
Cognitive complexity: A dimension underlying the
socioeconomic achievement process. In Schooling and
achievement in American society , ed. by William H.
Sewell, Robert M. Hauser, and David L. Featherman.
New York: Academic Press, pp. 103-31.
Characteristics of the work setting and the job as
determinants of income. In Schooling and achievement
in American society , ed. by William H. Sewell, Robert
M. Hauser, and David L. Featherman. New York: Aca-
demic Press, pp. 161-76.
SUDMAN, SEYMOUR, Professor, See: Business Administra-
tion.
WARNECKE, RICHARD A., Research Associate Professor and
Associate Director (Chicago Circle)
Articles
With S. Graham
Characteristics of blacks obtaining Papanicolaou
smears. Cancer (37) 2015-25.
With S. Graham, W. Mosher, and E. Montgomery
Health guides as influentials in Central Buffalo.
Journal of Health and Social Behavior (17:March)
23-34.
With J.A.C. Humphrey and J. H. Whitelaw
Frequency measurement errors due to noise in LDV
signals. In The Accuracy of Flow Measurements by
Laser Doppler Techniques , ed. by Buchhave, Delhage,
Durst, George, Refslund and Whitelaw. Copenhagen:
Tech. Univ. Denmark, 287-311.
AIFANTIS, ELIAS C. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Diffusion of a perfect fluid in a linear-elastic
stress field. Mechanics Research Connnunications
(3:;)o. 1) 245-50.
With D. E. Beskos
Dynamic universal solutions for fiber-reinforced
incompressible isotropic elastic materials. Journal
of Elasticity (6) 353-67.
With W. W. Gerberich
Diffusion of gases in linear-elastic stress fields.
Proceedings: Effect of Hydrogen in Behavior of
Materials , International Conference, July 11, 1975,
Jackson Lake Lodge, Wyoming, 350-54.
ft theoretical review of stress relaxation testing.
Materials Science and Engineering (21:No. 2) 107-
13.
BORESI, ARTHUR P., Professor
Articles
Stress analysis for time-dependent problems in rock
mechanics. Second Congress of the International
Society of Rock Mechanics (2) 4-21.
Book Review
Dynamic problems of thermoelasticity, by W.
Nowacki. Applied Mechanics Reviews (29:10) 1529.
BUCKMASTER, JOHN D. , Associate Professor
/Articles
Quenching of a deflagration wave. Combustion and
Flame (26) 151-62.
With J. C. Hnat
Spherical cap bubbles and skirt formation, Physics
of Fluids (19) 182-94.
With A. Kapila and G.S.S. Ludford
Linear condensate deflagration for large activation
energy. Acta Astronautica (3) 593-614.
With G.S.S. Ludford and D. W. Yannitell
The decomposition of a hot monopropellent in an
inert atmosphere. Combustion Science and Technol-
ogy (14) 125-31.
The decomposition of a cold monopropellent in an
inert atmosphere. Combustion Science and Technol-
ogy (14) 133-46.
THEORETICAL AND APPLIED MECHANICS
ADRIAN, RONALD J. , T^sistant Professor
Articles
With W. E. Earley
Evaluation of LDV performance using Mie scattering
theory. Proceedings of Symposium on Laser Anemo-
metry , Minneapolis, Minnesota, 426-54.
CARLSON, DONALD E. , Professor
Articles
with S. E.Martin
A note on Ericksen's problem. Journal of Elasti-
city (6) 105-108.
On the heating of insulated bodies in linear
thermoelasticity. Journal of Applied Mechanics
(43) 169-70.
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with P. Yarrington
Successive approximations in nonlinear thermoelas-
ticity. International Journal of Engineering
Science (14) 113-25.
CLARK, MARLYN E., Professor
Optimal design in cardiovascular fluid mechanics,
Technical Monograph No. 5, Institute of Creation
Research, San Diego, California.
Optimal design in the fetal circulation. Proceed-
ings of Third National Creation Conference
,
St. Paul, Minnesota.
With J. M. Robertson and L. C. Cheng
Numerical analysis of unsteady viscous flow in
nonuniform channels. Proceedings of the 29th
Annual Conference in Medicine and Biology (18)
334.
COSTELLO, GEORGE A., Professor
Articles
With J. W. Phillips
Effective modulus of twisted wire cables. Journal
of the Engineering Mechanics Division , Proceedings
of the American Society of Civil Engineering (102:
No. EMI) 171-81.
DRUCKER, DANIEL C. , Dean of College of Engineering and
Professor of Civil Engineering and Theoretical and
Applied Mechanics. See Engineering Administration.
EUBANKS, ROBERT A., Professor
See Department of Civil Engineering
JHANSALE, HANUMANTHARAO R. , Visiting Assistant
Professor
Articles
A unified approach for modeling inelastic
behaviour of structural metals under complex cyclic
loadings, CERL Final Report, U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, Construction Engineering Research
Laboratory, Champaign, Illinois.
With S. K. Sharma
A plasticity formulation for cyclic inelastic
structural analysis, CERL Interim Report, U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers, Construction Engineering
Research Laboratory, Champaign, Illinois.
KESLER, CLYDE E., Professor
See Department of Civil Engineering
LANGHAAR, HENRY L. , Professor
Articles
Algebraic assumptions equivalent to the Kirchhoff
hypothesis. Acta Mechanica (25) 131-34.
With M. C. Stippes
Location of extreme stresses. Journal of Elasticity
(6:No. 1) 83-87.
LARDNER, THOMAS J., Professor
Chapters in Books
With S. K. Batra
Sperm transport in the vas deferens. In Human
Semen and Fertility Regulation in tlan , ed. by
E. S. Hafez. St. Louis: Mosby Press, pp. 100-106.
With M. Edidin and Y. Zagyansky
Measurement of membrane protein lateral diffusion
in single cells. Science (191) 466-68.
With N. Solomon
The determination of local cell membrane diffusion
coefficients. Journal of Theoretical Biology (60)
433-40.
MILLER, ROBERT E., Professor
Articles
With R. N. Nitzsche
Torsion and flexure of closed thin-v;alled beams.
Journal of the Engineering Mechanics Division
,
A.S.C.E. (102) 189-93.
MITCHELL, MICHAEL R. , Visiting Assistant Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Material characterization of SAE 950XK; Monotonic
and cyclic stress-strain behavior and strain-life
response," Urbana : College of Engineering, 23 pp.
With D. F. Socie and E. M. Caulfield
Fundamentals of moderr fatigue analysis, Urbana:
College of Engineering, 110 pp.
MORROW, JODEAN, Professor
Articles
With K. H. Donaldson, Jr.
On line interactive digital computer-based materials
testing. Fatigue Testing and Design , The Society of
Environmental Engineers (I) 6.1-6.35.
With K. H. Donaldson, Jr. and D. F. Dittmer
Fatigue testing using a digital computer-based
system. Use of Computers in the Fatigue Laboratory
,
ASTM STP 613, American Society for Testing and
Materials.
PHILLIPS, JAMES W., Associate Professor
Articles
With G. A. Costello
Effective modulus of twisted wire cables. Journal
of the Engineering Mechanics Division , Proceedings
of the American Society of Civil Engineers (102:
No. EMI) 171-81.
With A. F. Mak
On stress-wave detection of cracks in bones. The
Engineering Science Perspective (Society for Engi-
neering Science) (l:No. 2) 49-51.
ROBERTSON, JAMES J., Professor
Articles
With M. E. Clark and L. C. Cheng
Numerical analysis of unsteady viscous flow in
nonuniform channels. Proceedings of the 29th
Annual Conference on Engineering in Medicine and
Biology (18) 334.
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With H. Pazwash
Couette viscometry of clay-water mixtures as
Bingham plastics, Iranian Journal of Science and
Technology (4) 107-14.
SIDEBOTTOM, OMAR M. , Professor
Articles
With S. C. Chu
Finite-strain pressure-tension loading of thick-
walled cylinders including temperature effects.
Experimental Mechanics (16:No. 11) 401-408.
With S. C. Chu and H. Lamba
Unloading of thick-walled cylinders that have been
plastically deformed. Experimental Mechanics (15:
No. 12) 454-60.
STIPPES, MARVItJ C. , Professor
Calderon, Andres (J. S. Walker), Steady flow in
rapidly rotating rectangular ducts with small
divergence.
Chen, Francis Hap-Kwong (R. T. Shield), Conservation
laws in elasticity of the J-integral type.
Liu, An-Ton (H. T. Corten) , Linear elastic and
elasto-plastlc stress analysis for adhesive
lap joints.
Mitchell, Michael Roger (J. Morrow), A unified
predictive technique for the fatigue resistance
of cast-ferrous based metals and high hardness
wrought steels.
Articles
Applied mathematics in early America, The Engineer -
ing Science Perspective (l:No. 2) 39-42.
With H. L. Langhaar
Location of extreme stresses. Journal of Elastici -
ty (6:No. 1) 83-87.
UNIVERSITY PRESS
McCULLOH, JUDITH H. , Associate Editor
TAYLOR, CHARLES E., Professor
Articles
With C. P. Hu and J. L. Turner
Holographic interferometry : Compensation for
rigid body motion. Applied Optics {15:No. 6) 1558-
64.
With Y. Y. Hung
Holography in experimental stress analysis.
Engineering Science Perspective (l:No. 1) 4-12.
WALKER, JOHN S., Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
(untitled) In Roads into folklore: festschrift in
Chapters in Books
Open channel MHD flows. In MHD Flows and Turbu-
lence , ed. by H. Branover. New York: Wiley,
pp. 41-8.
Compression waves in MHD duct flows. In MHD Flows
and Turbulence , ed. by H. Branover. New York:
Wiley, pp. 33-9.
With G.S.S. Ludford
On establishing fully developed duct flow in strong
magnetic fields. In MHD Flows and Turbulence , ed.
by H. Branover. New York: Wiley, pp. 7-15.
Articles
Periodic fluid transients in rectangular ducts
with transverse magnetic fields, II, Zeitschrift
fur angewandte Matematik und Physik (27) 71-82.
With G.S.S. Ludford
Duct flows in strong magnetic fields. Recent
Advances in Engineering Science (6) 329-35.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Bhattacharyya, Rabindra Kumar (H. L. Langhaar), Semi-
analytical finite-element analysis for elastic
solids of revolution.
honor of Richard M. Dorson , ed. by Reuss and Lund.
Bloomington, Indiana: Folklore Forum , Bibliographical
and Special Series (14) , pp. 41-42.
Articles
More of Uncle Absie Morrison's historical tunes.
Mid-South Folklore (4) 31-34.
(brochure notes and biblio-discography) Gooseberry
pie and other old-time delights , by Jim Howie.
LP Prairie Schooner PSI 101.
WENTWORTH, RICHARD L. , Associate Director and Editor
Articles
Publishing Fiction. Book Forum (2:No.3) 445-48.
urua;; mu regional planning
BROOKS, MICHAEL P., Professor and Head of Department
Books Edited
With M. B. McDonough, H. A. Sanders, and M. A. Winter
Guide to graduate education in urban and regional
planning (2nd ed
.
) . Chicago: American Society of
Planning Officials, 372 pp.
Book Reviews
Urban planning theory, by Melville C. Branch. Jour-
nal of the American Institute of Planners (42:4)
444-5.
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GOODMAN, WILLIAM I., Professor
Articles
With A. Harris
State departments of transportation: the institu-
tional road to achieving multi-modal planning.
Planning and Public Policy (2:4).
GUTTENBERG, ALBERT Z., Professor
Articles
The land utilization movement of the 1920s. Agri-
cultural History (50) 477-90.
ISSERMAN, ANDREW M. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Interjurisdictional spillovers, political fragmen-
tation, and the level of local public services.
Urban Studies (13:1) 1-12.
PATTON, CARL V., Assistant Professor
Articles
Selecting special students: who decides? Teach-
ers College Record (78: September) 101-24.
With G. W. Patton
A year-round open classroom: a view from within.
Phi Delta Kappan (57:April) 522-26.
With J. D. Marver
The correlates of consultation: American academics
in the "real world." Higher Education (5) 319-35.
ROMANOS, MICHAEL C, Assistant Professor
Books
Residential spatial structure. Lexington, Mass.
;
Heath, 197 pp.
With S. Czamanski et al
Study of spatial industrial complexes. Halifax:
Institute of Public Affairs, Dalhousie University.
195 pp.
HANSEN, LARRY G. , Associate Professor
Articles
VETERINARY ANATOMY. PSYSIOLOGY, AND PHARMACOLOGY
BEVILL, RICHARD F. , JR., Associate Professor
Articles
With J. P. Sharma, E. G. Perkins
High pressure liquid chromatographic separation,
identification, and determination of sulfa drugs
and their metabolites in urine. Journal of
the Pharmaceutical Sciences (65) 1606-8.
With R. L. Ax
Effects of purified polychlorinated biphenyl
analogs on chicken reproduction. Poultry Science
(54) 895-900.
With P. D. Beamer, D. W. Wilson, R. L. Metcalf
Effects of feeding polychlorinated biphenyls
to broiler cockerels in three dietary regimes.
Poultry- Science (55) 1084-8.
With R. E. Borchard, et. al.
Pharmacokinetics of aroclor 1254 components
in swine and sheep after a single oral dose.
Journal of Pharmaceutical Science (64) 1294-1302.
With R. E. Borchard, et. al.
Apparent pharmacokinetics of PCB components in
growing pigs and lambs when fed a ration
containing aroclor 1254. Archives of Environmental
Contamination and Toxicology (4) 226-45.
With J. C. Collier, S. B. Hurley, M. E. Welborn
Comparative residues of PCB components in the
bald eagle and white leghorns. Bulletin of
Environmental Contamination and Toxicology (16)
182-9.
With J. Dorner, et. al.
Effects of sewage sludge-fertilized corn fed to
growing swine. American Journal of Veterinary
Research (37) 711-14.
With R. P. Tarara, J. Simon
Effects of repeated administration of oxytetra-
cycline on rat kidney, liver and liver mixed-
function oxidases. Toxicology and Applied
Pharmacology (55) 321-31.
With W. B. Wiekhorst, J. Simon
Effects of dietary aroclor 1242 on channel
catfish and the selective accumulation of PCB
components. Journal of the Fisheries Research
Board of Canada (33) 1343-52.
With D. W. Wilson
Comparative kinetics and inhibition of swine
and sheep liver microsomal enzymes. General
Pharmacology (7) 371-5.
With D. W. Wilson, C. S. Byerly
Effects on growing swine and sheep of two
polychlorinated biphenyls. American Journal of
Veterinary Research (37) 1021-4.
With D. W. Wilson, R. L. Metcalf, M. E. Welborn
Residues of PCB components in broiler cockerels
receiving two aroclors in three dietary variations.
Journal of Agriculture and Food Chemistry (24)
256-61.
HOLMES. KENNETH R. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With D. E. Haines, S. W. Carmichael
Sex determination of the lesser bushbaby
(Galago senegalensis)
. Laboratory Animal Science
(26) 430-5.
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With T. K. Yang, H. M. Jenken, T. W. Nielsen
Chain elongation and desaturation of palmitic
acid in liver microsomes of rats subjected to
hyperbaric exposure. Proceedings of the Society
for Experimental Biology and Medicine (151) A22-4.
JACKSON, GARY L. , Professor
Articles
With J. Gorski, T. Liu
Effects of synthetic gonadotropin releasing hormone
on incorporation of radioactive glucosamine and
amino acids into luteinizing hormone and total
protein by rat pituitaries in vitro . Endocrinology
(98) 151-63.
tlU, TSUEI-CllU M., Visiting Assistant Professor
THURMON, JOHN C. , Associate Professor, See:
Veterinary Clinical Medicine
WAGNER, WILLIAM C. , Professor and Head of Department
Articles
With L. E. Evans
Bovine plasma oestrogens, progesterone and
glucocorticoids during dexamethasone Induced
parturition. Acta Endocrinology (81) 385-397.
With B. Hoffmann, T. Gimenei
Free and conjugated steroids in maternal and fetal
plasma in the cow near term. Biology of Repro-
duction (15) 126-33.
Induction of labour in domestic animals. Annales
Recherches Veterinaire (7) 169-72.
Articles
With J. Gorski, G. L. Jackson
Effects of synthetic gonadotropin releasing hormone
on incorporation of radioactive glucosamine and
amino acids into luteinizing hormone and total
protein by rat pituitaries in vitro . Endocrinology
(98) 151-63.
METCALF, ROBERT L. , Professor, See; Entomology
NEWTON, W. MORGAN, Associate Professor and Director
of the Office of Laboratory Animal Care
Chapters in Books
Skin conditions of rabbits and rodents. In pro-
ceedings of the annual meeting of the Illinois
State Veterinary Medical Association, ed . by
Illinois State American Veterinary Medical
Association, 13 pp.
ROMACK, FRANK E. , Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
With T. G. Lohman
Comparison of corn oil versus partially hydro-
genated soy oil on atherosclerosis. In World
Soybean Research, ed. by Hill. Danville,
Illinois: Interstate, pp. 883-91.
Articles
With P. Prakash, L. E. St. Clair
Localization of radioiodine in the tissues of
swine: An autoradiographic study. Acta
Histochemica (57) 282-90.
With P. Prakash, L. E. St. Clair
An autoradiographic study on the localization
of 131-1 labeled thyroid hormones in the tissues
of the pig. Anatomlscher anzeiger (139) 321-31.
SHARMA, JAGDISH P., Research Associate
Articles
With E. G. Perkins, R. F. Bevlll
High-pressure liquid chromatographic separation,
identification, and determination of sulfa drugs
and their metabolites in urine. Journal of
Pharmaceutical Sciences (65) 1506-8.
VETERINARY CLINICAL MEDICINE
BURKE, THOMAS J., Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
Control of reproduction in pet animals—An
overview . In Pharmacology in the Animal Health
Sector , ed. by L. E. Davis and L. C. Faulkner.
Fort Collins, Colorado: Colorado State
University
, pp. 152-63.
Articles
Feline reproduction. Veterinary Clinics of
North America (6) 317-31.
HARDENBROOK, HARRY J., Professor Emeritus
Articles
With A. Kumar and J, C. Thurmon
Clinical studies of Ketamine Hcl and Xylazine Hcl
in domestic qoats . Veterinary Medicine/Small
Animal Clinician (December) 1707-13.
HARTSFIELD, SANDEE M., Assistant Professor
Articles
Cardiopulmonary effects of rebreathing and
nonrebreathing systems during halothane
anesthesia in the cat. American Journal of
Veterinary Research (37:12, December) 1461-66.
HELPER, LLOYD C, Professor
Articles
Keratoconjunctivitis sicca in dogs. Transactions
of the American Academy of Ophthalmology and
Otolaryngology (81) 0P624-28.
With A. H. Killinger and M. E. Mansfield
A system for scaring lesions of infectious bovine
keratoconjunctivitis . Veterinary Medicine/Small
Animal Clinician (71) 1379-82.
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KNELLER, STEPHEN K., Associate Professor
Articles
With J. M. Donahoe and R. E. Lewis
Hematologic and radiographic changes in cats after
inoculation with infective larvae of Dirofilaria
immitis . Journal of the American Veterinary
Medical Association (168:5) 413-17.
Radiographic diagnosis of gastric volvulus and
dilation. Journal of the American Animal
Hospital Association (12:2) 154-7.
With J. W. Donahoe and R. E. Lewis
Arteriographic appearance of heartworm disease in
the cat. Journal of American Veterinary Radiology
Society (17:4) .
LADWIG, VAYLORD D., Associate Professor, Chief of
Staff Large Animal Clinic
Articles
With J. T. Yen, A. H. Jensen and N. H. Bajjalieh
Effects of methyl-3-(2-quinoxalinylmethylene)
carhazate-n , n-dioxide on nitrogen and energy
digestibility in and performance of young pigs.
Journal of Animal Science (42:No. 2).
Swine disease guide. Feedstuffs - Reference Issue
Annual Yearbook (48:No. 38, September)
.
Swine disease guide. 1977 Porli Producers Planner -
Swine Disease Guide (13:No, 13, December) 36-46.
MANNING, JOHN P., Associate Professor
Articles
With L. E. St. Clair
Palpebral , frontal, and zygomatic nerve bloclis
for examination of the equine eye. Veterinary
Medicine/Small Animal Clinician 187-9.
With J. R. McClure, K. N. Gelatt and G. G. Gum
Intraocular pressure in the horse. Veterinary
Medicine/Small Animal Clinician 1727-30.
With R. A. Willem and J. R, Jones
An apparatus for studying cyclic stress-strain and
fatigue of metals at elevated temperatures
.
Journal of Sesa , Experimental Mechanics (2) 48-54.
MUSSELMAN, EUGENE E., Assistant Professor
Articles
Arrhythmogenic properties of thiamylal sodium
in the dog. Journal of the American Veterinary
Medical Association (168 :No . 2, January) 145-8.
With S. M. Hartsfield
Complete atrio-ventricular heart block due to
hyposalemia following ovariohysterectomy
.
Veterinary Medicine/Small Animal Clinician
(February) 155-9.
With G, P. Rouse and A. J. Parker
Permanent pacemaker implantation with transvenous
electrode placement in a dog with complete heart
block, congestive heart failure and Stokes-Adams
Syndrome. Journal of Small Animal Practice (17)
149-62.
With G. M. Grimes
Teaching recognition of normal and abnormal heart
sounds, using computer-assisted instruction.
Journal of Veterinary Medical Education (3:1).
Digital computer analysis of the ORS complex of
the dog, using the McFee Axial System. American
Journal of Veterinary Research (37:4) 417-25.
OTT, RANDALL S., Assistant Professor
Rear-leg conformation of bulls: some common
structural faults. Veterinary Medicine/Small
Animal Clinician (71) 1592-5.
PARKER, ALAN J., Assistant Professor
Articles
Post anesthesia disorientation in a guide dog.
Canine Practice (3:December If 6 Issue) 4,
Spinal cord trauma. Small Animal Professional
Topics 1
.
With C. W. Smith
Functional recovery from spinal cord trauma fol-
lowing dexamethazone and chlorpromazine therapy in
dogs. Research in Veterinary Science (21) 246-8.
With T. Mehta, et al
.
Tissue distribution and metabolism of the latbyrus
satinus neurotoxin in the squirrel monkey. Journal
of Neurochemistry (27) 1327-30.
With P. Cusick
Brainstem gliomas in cats. Veterinary Pathology
(12) 460-4.
With E. E. Musselman and G. Rouse
Permanent pacemaker Implantation with transvenous
electrode placement. Journal of Small Animal
Practice (17) 149-62.
With K. E. Lindsay
Ear hematoma technique. Canine Practice (5:3) 32-3.
With A. G. Schiller
Bulla curettage for treatment of otitis media and
interna
. Journal of the American Veterinary
Medical Association (168) 931-3.
With P. K. Cusick and A. Cameron
Lafera's Disease in the dog. Journal of the
American Animal Hospital Association (12) 518-20.
SMALL, ERWIN, Professor
Books Edited
Feline medicine in the veterinary clinics of North
America. Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders, 197pp.
Articles
With K. J. Todd, C. S. Byerly and J. V. Krone
Heartworm infestation in Illinois cats. Feline
Practice (6 :March) 41-4.
SMITH, CHARLES W. , Associate Professor
Chapter in Book
Echoencephalography . In Applied Electronics for
Veterinary Medicine and Animal Physiology , ed . by
W. R. Klemm. Springfield, Illinois, pp. 352-64.
Articles
Pbaryngostomy tube feeding.
Topics (1) 2-4.
Veterinary Professional
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With T. R. Christie
Gastrocolopexy for prevention of recurrent gastric
vol vul us . Journal of the American Animal Hospital
Association (12:2) 173-6.
With D. Macy
Renal adenocarcinoma with pulmonary metastasis
.
Canine Practice Journal (October) 34-41 .
With A. J. Parker
Functional recovery from spinal cord trauma follow-
ing dexamethasone and chlorpromazine therapy in
dogs. Research of Veterinary Science (21) 246-7.
STOWATER, JONATHAN L., Assistant Professor
Articles
with C. L. Gendreau and M. J. Menhusen
Surgical treatment of thoracolumbar disc herniation.
Veterinary Medicine/Small Animal Clinician (August)
1051-8.
With M. J. Menhusen and C. L. Gendreau
Canine myelography with s)ciodan. Part 2: technique
and considerations. Veterinary Medicine/Small
Clinician (October) 1389-94.
With M. J. Menhusen and C. L. Gendreau
Canine myelography with skiodan. Part 1: indica-
tions and interpretation. Veterinary Medicine/
Small Animal Clinician (September) 1207-14.
Kartagener's Syndrome in a dog. Journal of the
American Veterinary Radiology Society (17:No. 5,
October) 174-7.
Radiography of the stomach. Veterinary Professional
Topics (6 -.November) 4-7.
THURMON, JOHN C, Professor
Articles
With M. J. Menhusen and J. G. Eagelman
A mobile restraint cage for swine and small rumi-
nants. Veterinary Medicine/Small Animal Clinicians
(February) 196-7. ~~
With A. Kumar and H. J. Hardenbrook
Clinical studies of Ketamine Hcl and Xylazine Hcl
in domestic goats. Veterinary Medicine/Small
Animal Clinician (December) 1707-13.
With A. Kumar
Electrolyte and acid-base studies of ketamine
anesthesia in sheep with and without preadminis-
tration of atropine and acetylpromazine
. Indian
Veterinary Journal (53: June) 442-7.
With C. M. Trim and S. M. Hartsfield
Mechanical ventilation of the anesthetized horse.
Proceedings of the American Association of Equine
Practitioners . (Nov. -Dec. ) S41-346.
With G. J. Benson
Physiologic effects of succinylcholine in the
anesthetized and mechanically ventilated horse.
Proceedings of the American Association of Equine
Practitioners . (Nov. -Dec.) 347-358.
VETERINARY MEDICINE ADMINISTRATION
BRAKDLY, CARL A., Professor and Dean Emeritus
Books Edited
With C. E. Cornelius, Jr.
Advances in veterinary science and comparative
medicine (Vol. 20). IJew York: Academic Press,
322 pp.
DIERKS, RICHARD E., Professor and Dean
Articles
With M. H. Smith and D. Gollehon
Isolation and characterization of adenoviruses from
aborted fetuses and calves with weak calf syndrome.
Proceedings 19th Annual Meeting of the American
Association of Veterinary Laboratory Diagnosticians
,
1976 (19) 395-404.
HANNAH, HAROLD W. , Professor Emeritus
Articles
Some things to consider when forming an association.
Custom Applicator (6:No.l) 82.
Three options when organizing business. Custom
Applicator (6:No.2) 72.
Workmen's compensation does affect you. Custom
Applicator (6:No.3) 22.
What is your liability following Injury? Custom
Applicator (6:No.4) 80.
You need to keep up with FEPCA rules. Custom
Applicator (6:No.5) 24.
Common law and the custom applicator. Custom
Applicator (6:No.6) 50.
What is FAA responsibility in accidents? Custom
Applicator (6:No.8) 50.
Euthanasia—some legal aspects. Journal of the
American Veterinary Medical Association (168:No.l)
33.
Collecting fees—some legal aspects. Journal of the
American Veterinary Medical Association (168:No.4)
278.
Damages to the veterinarian. Journal of the Amer-
ican Veterinary Medical Association (168: No. 5) 404.
Property rights in dogs. Journal of the American
Veterinary Medical Association (168:No.7) 580.
Veterinarians, horse trainers, and racing boards.
Journal of the American Veterinary Medical Associ-
ation (168:No.ll) 1004.
Veterinarians as good Samaritans. Journal of the
American Veterinary Medical Association (169:No.2)
198.
Some developments in workmen's compensation.
Journal of the American Veterinary Medical Associ-
ation (169:No.3) 292.
Veterinarians' diagnostic errors. Journal of the
American Veterinary Medical Association (169:No.5)
492.
The veterinarian's duty to foresee animal-inflicted
injury. Journal of the American Veterinary Medical
Association (169:No.6) 570.
I
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Shocking the sensibilities. Journal of the American
Veterinary Medical Association (169:No.9) 874.
Boarding animals—some legal aspects. Journal of
the American Veterinary Medical Association (169:
No. 10) 1056.
Some nuances of noise—and smoke. Journal of the
American Veterinary Medical Association (169: No. 12)
1298.
KNOBLOCH, CHERYL P., Instructor
Articles
Physical restraint of horses. Illinois Veterinary
Professional Topics—Equine (1976:No.l) 4-7.
Equine encephalomyelitis. Illinois Veterinary
Professional Topics—Equine (1976:No.2) 2-3.
Prostaglandins on market for equine use, Illinois
Veterinary Professional Topics—Equine (1976:No.2)
4-5.
Preparing brood mares for breeding. Illinois
Veterinary Professional Topics—Equine (1976:No.2)
5-8.
Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) . Illinois Veterinary
Professional Topics—Equin3 (1976:No.4) 6-7.
Navicular disease. Illinois Veterinary Professional
Topics—Equine(1976:No.5) 1-9.
Choke—causes and cures. Illinois Veterinary
Professional Topics—Equine (1976:No.6) 1-3.
With J. C. Thurmon
Chemical restraint of horses. Illinois Veterinary
Professional Topics (1976:No.l) 1-3.
Book Reviews
How to take care of your horse until the vet comes,
by Herb Marlin and Sam Savitt. Journal of the
American Veterinary Medical Association (168:No.8)
718.
TUTTLE, JACK L., Instructor
Articles
Organization and staff development. Veterinary
Medicine/Small Animal Clinician (71:No.4) 515-517.
Erythrocyte sedimentation rates. Illinois Veteri-
nary Professional Topics—Small Animal (1976:No.l)
8-9.
Atopy in the dog. Illinois Veterinary Professional
Topics—Small Animal (1976:No.3) 7-9.
Canine brucellosis. Illinois Veterinary Profession-
al Topics—Small Animal (1976:No.4) 1-3.
Caged bird care. Illinois Veterinary Professional
Topics—Small Animal (1976:No.4) 4-5.
Food allergy. Illinois Veterinary Professional
Topics—Small Animal (1976:No.4) 5-6.
Contact allergy. Illinois Veterinary Professional
Topics—Small Animal (1976:No.5) 9.
Eye prolapse. Illinois Veterinary Professional
Topics—Small Animal (1976:No.6) 1-3.
Blastomycosis. Illinois Veterinary Professional
Topics—Small Animal (1976:No.6) 3-4.
VETERINARY PATHOLOGY AND HYGIENE
BIEHL, LEROY G. , Assistant Professor
Books Edited
With A. L. Neumann
Beef cattle. New York: Wiley, 883 pp.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Atrophic rhinitis . Veterinary professional
topics - swine no. 1. Urbana: College of Agri-
culture, 2 pp.
CARSON, CHARLES A., Associate Professor
Articles
With D. M. Sells, M. Ristic
Cutaneous hypersensitivity and isoantibody pro-
duction in cattle injected with live or inac-
tivated Anaplasma marginale in bovine and ovine
erythrocytes, .^erican Journal of Veterinary
Research (37) 1059-63.
With D. H. Sells, H. Ristic
Cell-mediated immunity in bovine anaplasmosis and
correlation with protection induced by vaccination.
Veterinary Parasitology (2) 75-81.
CRANDELL, ROBERT A., Professor
Chapters in Books
With G. G. Jelly, D. C. Hoefling, A. M. Gallina
Problems encountered in the laboratory diagnosis of
porcine pseudorabies (Aujeszky's Disease). In
Proceedings of the 19th annual meeting of the
American Association of Veterinary' Laboratory
Diagnosticians . Madison: American Association of
Veterinary Laboratory Diagnosticians, pp. 13-19.
Articles
With A. J. Melloh, P. Sorlie
Sensitivity of infectious bovine rhinotracheltis
virus to ether. Journal of Clinical Microbiology
(2) 1*65-8.
With D. M. Sells, A. M. Gallina
The isolation and characterization of a new bovine
herpesvirus associated with abortion. Therio-
genology (6) 1-19.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With M. E. Mansfield, G. T. Woods, G. F. Cmarik
Prevention of acute respiratory disease in weaned
beef calves. Update 76. A research report of the
Dixon Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana:
College of Agriculture , 2 pp
.
With M. E. Mansfield, G. T. Woods
Intranasal vaccination of feeder calves against
IBR and PI-3 viruses after onset of clinical
disease. Update 76. A research report of the
Dixon Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana:
College of Agriculture , 2 pp
DORNER, JOSEPH L. , Associate Professor
Articles
With V. D. Bass, W. E. Hoffmann
Normal canine lipid profiles and effects of experi-
mentally induced pancreatitis and hepatic necrosis
on lipids. American Journal of Veterinary Research
(37) 1355-7.
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With L. G. Hansen, et al.
Effects of sewage sludge-fertilized corn fed to
growing swine. American Journal of Veterinary
Research (37) 711-1'*.
FITZGERALD, PAUL R., Professor
Articles
Efficacy of antibiotics A20t sodium, A28695A and
A20'» np against coccidia of rabbits. Journal of
Protozoology (23) ISO-U.
With R. F. Ashley
Differential survival of Ascaris ova in sewage
sludge. Journal of Parasitology (62) 28-9.
With J. C. Fox, R. F. Ashley
Parasitic organisms in sewage systems of a large
metropolitan sewage district. Journal of Para -
sitology (62) 28.
With W. R. Jolley
Sludge in the pasture? Illinois Research (18:
Summer) 10-11.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With M. E. Mansfield
Ovine coccidiosis: A test of the antibiotic
monensin (rumensin) against Eimeria ninakohlya -
kimovae. Update 76. A research report of the
Dixon Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana:
College of Agriculture , t pp
.
FOX, JOSEPH C, Research Associate
Articles
Inhibited development of Obeliscoides caniculi in
rabbits: the effects of active and passive
immunization and resumption of larval development.
Veterinary Parasitology (1) 209-20.
With P. R. Fitzgerald, R. F. Ashley
Parasitic organisms in sewage systems of a large
metropolitan sewage district. Journal of Para-
sitology (62) 28.
HANSON, LYLE E., Professor and Head of Department
Chapters in Books
Pathogenesis of leptospirosis. In The biology of
parasitic spirochetes , ed. by Johnson. New York:
Academic Press, pp. 295-306.
With D. N. Tripathy
Oral immunization of ducklings with attenuated
duck hepatitis virus. In International symposium
on vaccination of man and animals by the non -
parenteral route , ed. by Regamey, Hennessen,
Hulse, and Perkins. Switzerland: Karger,
pp. 357-53.
Articles
Bovine leptospirosis. Journal of Dairy Science
(59) 1166-70.
With A. H. Killinger, et al.
Immunity to leptospirosis: Renal changes in vac-
cinated cattle given challenge inoculum. American
Journal of Veterinary Research (37) 93-"*.
With D. N. Tripathy
A smear technique for staining elementary bodies of
fowlpox. Avian Diseases (20) 609-10.
With D. N. Tripathy
Some observations of chronic leptospiral carrier
state in gerbils experimentally infected with
Leptospira grippotyphosa . Journal of Wildlife
Diseases (12) 55-8.
With D. N. Tripathy, M. E. Mansfield
Evaluation of the immune response of cattle to
leptospiral bacterins. American Journal of
Veterinary Research (37) 51-5.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With D. N. Tripathy, H. E. Hansfield, G. F. Cmarik
Effects of dosage of leptospiral vaccination.
Update 76. A research report of the Dixon
Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana: College
of Agriculture, 2 pp.
With S. L. Diesch, et al.
Leptospirosis of domestic animals. Washington:
United States Government Printing Office, 9 pp.
HOFFMANN, WALTER E. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With V. D. Bass, J. L. Dorner
Normal canine lipid profiles and effects of
experimentally induced pancreatitis and hepatic
necrosis on lipids. Americari Journal of Veteri-
nary Research (37) 1355-7.
HUXSOLL, DAVID L. , Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
With D. H. Robinson
Rickettsial diseases (excluding scrub typhus).
In Seventy five years of medical research in
Malaysia (study no. 32 ), ed. by Ramanathan,
Cheah, and Dondero, Jr. Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia:
Institute for Medical Research, pp. 50-3.
With D. M. Robinson, A. L. Dohany
Scrub typhus (tsutsugamushi disease). In
Seventy five years of medical research in
Malaysia (study no. 32 ) , ed . by Ramanathan
,
Cheah, and Dondero, Jr. Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia:
Institute for Medical Research, pp. 42-50.
With D. M. Robinson, A. L. Dohany
U.S. Army medical research unit. In Seventy five
years of medical research in Malaysia (study no .
32) , ed. by Ramanathan, Cheah, and Dondero, Jr.
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia: Institute for Medical
Research, pp. 256-7.
Articles
The role of the veterinary profession in environ-
mental and public health. Kajian Veterinar
(8) 14-12.
Canine ehrlichiosis (tropical canine pancytopenia)
a review. Veterinary Parasitology (2) U9-60.
With G. W. Brown, et al.
Scrub typhus: a common cause of illness in
indigenous populations. Transactions of the Royal
Society of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene
(70:No.5/6) i444-8.
With G. W. Brown, et al.
Leptospirosis in Malaysia: A common cause of short-
term fever. Southeast Asian Journal of Tropical
Medicine and Public Health (7) 380-3.
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With D. H. Robinson, G. Brown, E. Gan
Adaptation of a microimmunofluorescence test to
the study of human Rickettsia tsutsugamushi
antibody. American Journal of Tropical Medicine
and Hygiene (25) 900-5.
With D. H. Robinson, T. C. Chan
Clinical response of silvered leaf monkeys
( Presbytis cristatus ) to infection with strains
of Rickettsia tsutsugamushi virulent and avirulent
for mice. Journal of Infectious Diseases
(134) 193-7.
With R. D. Smith, et al.
Development of Ehrlichia canis , causative agent
of canine ehrlichiosis, in the tick Rhipicephalus
sanguineus and its differentiation from a symbiotic
rickettsia. American Journal of Veterinary Research
(37) 119-26.
KILLINGER, ARDEN H., Associate Professor
Articles
With A. K. Arora
Isolation and characterization of Horaxella bovis
from cattle with infectious keratoconjunctivitis.
Indian Veterinary Journal (53:June) 396-400.
With A. K. Arora, M. E. Mansfield
Bacteriologic and vaccination studies in a field
epizootic of infectious bovine keratoconjunctivitis
in calves. American Journal of Veterinary Research
(37) 803-5.
With A. K. Arora, W. L. Myers
Detection of Horaxella bovis antibodies in infec-
tious bovine keratoconjunctivitis by a passive
hemagglutination test. American Journal of Veteri -
nary Research (37) 1489-92.
With L. C. Helper, M. E. Mansfield
A system for scoring lesions of infectious bovine
keratoconjunctivitis. Veterinary Hedicine/Sroall
Animal Clinician (71) 1379-82.
With P. L. Taylor, et al.
Immunity to leptospirosis: Renal changes in vac-
cinated cattle given challenge inoculum. American
Journal of Veterinary Research (37) 93-4.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With M. E. Mansfield, et al.
Study of pinkeye in cattle. Update 76. A research
report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural Center.
Urbana: College of Agriculture, 2 pp.
LEVINE, NORHAK D. , Professor
Articles
Revision and checklist of the species of the
aseptate gregarine genus Lecudina . Transactions
of the American Microscopical Society (95) 695-702.
With R. R. Nye
Toxoplasma ranae sp . n . fro™ the leopard frog Rana
pipiens Linnaeus. Journal of Protozoology (23)
488-90.
With K. S. Todd, Jr., P. A. Boatman
Effect of desiccation on the survival of infective
Haemonchus contortus larvae under laboratory con-
ditions. Journal of Parasitology (62) 247-9.
With K. S. Todd, Jr., P. A. Boatman
Effect of temperature on survival of free-living
stages of Haemonchus contortus American Journal
of Veterinary Research (37) 991-2.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With M. E. Mansfield, K. S. Todd, Jr., R. L. Yates
Effect of temperature of larval development on
developmental arrest of Haemonchus contortus .
Update 76. A research report of the Dixon Springs
Agricultural Center. Urbana: College of Agri-
culture, 2 pp.
Reviews
Light's manual: Intertidal invertebrates of the
central California coast. 3rd ed. , by R. I.
Smith, J. T. Carlton, eds. Journal of Proto-
zoology (23) 126.
Animal agents and vectors of human disease. 4th
ed., by E. C. Faust, P. C. Beaver, R. C. Jung.
Journal of Protozoology (23) 164.
Indice-Catalogo de Zooparasites Ibericos. I.
Protozoos. II. Trematodos, by H. Cordero del
Campillo, et al. Journal of Protozoology (23) 293.
Ecological animal parasitology, by C. R. Kennedy.
Journal of Protozoology (23) 618.
MANSFIELD, MANFORD E., Professor
Articles
With L. E. Hanson, D. N. Tripathy
Evaluation of the immune response of cattle to
leptospiral bacterins. American Journal of
Veterinary Research (37) 51-5.
With L. C. Helper, A. H. Killinger
A system for scoring lesions of infectious bovine
keratoconjunctivitis. Veterinary Medicine/Small
Animal Clinician (71) 1379-82.
With A. H. Killinger, A. K. Arora
Bacteriologic and vaccination studies in a field
epizootic of infectious bovine keratoconjunc-
tivitis in calves. American Journal of Veteri-
nary Research (37) 803-5.
With A. H. Killinger, et al.
Immunity to leptospirosis: Renal changes in
vaccinated cattle given challenge inoculum.
American Journal of Veterinary Research (37) 93-4.
With G. T. Woods
Antigenicity of inactivated swine influenza virus
concentrated by centrifugation. Research
Communications in Chemical Pathology and
Pharmacology (13) 129-32.
With G. T. Woods
Concentration of inactivated swine influenza virus
by molecular filtration for use as a vaccine in
gilts before and after breeding. Research
Communications in Chemical Pathology and
Pharmacology (15) 381-4.
With G. T. Woods
Experimental challenge of pregnant gilts with
swine influenza virus after vaccination. Research
Communications in Chemical Pathology and
Pharmacology (15) 787-95.
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Bulletins and Technical Reports
With D. E. Brown, et al.
Fetal dwarfism in sheep. Update 76. A research
report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural Center.
Urbana: College of Agriculture, 4 pp.
With G. F. Cmarik
Anaplasmosis at Dixon Springs Agricultural Center.
Update 76. A research report of the Dixon Springs
Agricultural Center. Urbana: College of Agri-
culture, t pp.
With R. A. Crandell, G. T. Woods
Intranasal vaccination of feeder calves against
IBR and PI-3 viruses after onset of clinical
disease. Update 76. A research report of the
Dixon Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana:
College of Agriculture, 2 pp.
With D. Drori, et al.
The performance of lambs on a processed whole soy-
bean milk replacer. Update 75. A research report
of the Dixon Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana:
College of Agriculture, 2 pp.
With P. R. Fitzgerald
Ovine coccidiosis: A test of the antibiotic
monensin (rumensin) against Eimeria nina-
kohlyakimovae . Update 76. A research report of
the Dixon Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana:
College of Agriculture, 4 pp.
With C. J. Kaiser, et al.
Pasture evaluation of tall fescue varieties.
Update 76. A research report of the Dixon Springs
Agricultural Center. Urbana: College of Agri-
culture, 2 pp.
With A. H. Killinger, et al.
Study of pinkeye in cattle. Update 76. A
research report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural
Center. Urbana: College of Agriculture, 2 pp.
With R. Ogden, et al.
Coyote predation in sheep at the Dixon Springs
Agricultural Center. Update 76. A research
report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural Center.
Urbana: College of Agriculture, U pp.
With K. S. Todd, Jr., N. D. Levlne , R. L. Yates
Effect of temperature of larval development on
developmental arrest of Haemonehus contortus .
Update 76. A research report of the Dixon Springs
Agricultural Center. Urbana: College of
Agriculture, 2 pp.
With D. N. Tripathy, L. E. Hanson, G. F. Cmarik
Effects of dosage on leptospiral vaccination.
Update 76. A research report of the Dixon Springs
Agricultural Research Center. Urbana: College
of Agriculture, 2 pp.
With G. T. Woods
Health implications for feeding antibiotics to SPF
pigs. Update 76. A research report of the Dixon
Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana: College
of Agriculture, 3 pp.
With G. T. Woods
Swine influenza antibodies in nursing pigs from
gilts experimentally infected. Update 76. A
research report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural
Center. Urbana: College of Agriculture, 1 p.
With G. T. Woods, R. A. Crandell, G. F. Cmarik
Prevention of acute respiratory disease in weaned
beef calves. Update 76. A research report of
the Dixon Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana:
College of Agriculture, 2 pp.
With G. T. Woods, H. S. Wright, B. 0. Blackburn
The effect of ascarid infection and porcine mixed
bacterins on the specificity of the complement-
fixation test for Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae in
specific-pathogen-free feeder pigs. Update 76.
A research report of the Dixon Springs Agricul-
tural Center. Urbana: College of Agriculture,
2 pp.
With G. T. Woods, et al.
Evaluation of an infrared remote thermometer for
taking body temperatures of beef calves. Update
76. A research report of the Dixon Springs
Agricultural Center. Urbana: College of
Agriculture, 2 pp.
MARTIN, RUSSELL J., Associate Professor
Articles
With M. E. Potter, et al.
A sausage-associated outbreak of trichinosis in
Illinois. American Journal of Public Health
(66) 1194-6.
MEYER, RICHARD C, Professor
Articles
Swine dysentery: Experiments support new theory
as to its cause. Illinois Research (18:No.2) 8-9.
With J. Simon
Swine dysentery: An etiologic study. Proceedings
of the 1976 Congress of the International Pig
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turbulence interaction problems.
:Iijim, Hussein Hasan (Y. K. Lin) , Dynamic response
of some tentative compliant surfaces to convected
turbulence fields.
Van Blaricum, Pamela Jean Calvetti (A. R. Zak) , Non-
linear dynamic analysis of flat plate layered
bodies accounting for large transverse deflections.
Woan, Chung-Jin (A. I
for minimum noise.
Ormsbee) , Design of propellers
BAY, ELWA C, Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
With B. B. Keller
African women and problems of modernization. In
African society, culture and politics: an intro-
duction to African studies, ed. by Mojekwu,
Uchendu, and Van Hoey. Washington: UP of America,
215-41.
Book Reviews
Africans abroad: a documentary history of the
black diaspora in Asia, Latin America, and the
Caribbean during the age of slavery, by Graham
Irwin. International Journal of African Historical
Studies (11) 691-3.
Third World women: factors in their changing
status, by Jean O'Barr. African Economic History
(5) 107-8.
CRUMMEY, DONALD E., Visiting Associate Professor
Book Reviews
A chronology of Menilek II of Ethiopia, by
C. P. Rosenfeld. Journal of African History (18)
477.
Altes Christentum in Sud-Athiopien, by E. K.
Haberland. International Journal of African
Historical Studies (10) 696-7.
UCHENDU, VICTOR C. , Professor and Director, African
Studies Program
See Anthropology
AGRICULTURAL ADMINISTRATION
ALDRICH, SAMUEL R. , Professor and Assistant Director,
See: Department of Agronomy
BUDDEMEIER, WILBUR D. , Professor and Director, See:
Agricultural Economics
CAMPBELL, JOHN R. , Professor and Director
Articles
Motivating students. Journal of Animal Science (44)
889-895.
COURSON, ROGER L. , Associate Professor
Edited Book
Profitable soil management. Englewood Cliffs : Prentice
Hall, 375pp.
Book Reviews
Principles of seed science and technology, by L.O.
Copeland. National Association of Colleges and
Teachers of Agriculture (21:2) 28.
AGRICULTURAL ADMINISTRATION AGRICULTURAL ECCNOKICS
MALONE, VIOLET M., Associate Professor
Coauthor of a Book
With M.A. Diller
Guidance function and counseling roles in adult educa-
tion. Washington: Corporate Press, 150pp.
ROLFE, GARY L. , Associate Professor and Assistant Direc-
tor, See: Department of Forestry
SALISBURY, GLENN W.
,
Professor and Director
, See: Depart-
ment of Dairy Science
WILEY, SHEILA R., Assistant Publications Editor
Articles (as RYAN, SHEILA)
Chambermaids: a profile of some women's work. Social
Policy (7:5) 36-40.
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS
BAKER, CHESTER B., Professor
Articles
Instability in the capital markets of U.S. agricul-
ture. American Journal of Agricultural Economics
(59:1) 170-7.
U.S. perspectives on world food problems. Illinois
Agricultural Economics (17:2) 1-6.
With P. J. Barry
Management of financial structure: Firm level.
Agricultural Finance Review (37: February) 50-63.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Introduction. In Economic growth of the agricul -
tural firm . Pullman: Washington State UP, pp. 1-7.
With S. Lane, T. A. Heberlein
Socio-economic aspects. In Hormonally active sub-
stances in foods: A safety evaluation . CAST
Report 66. Ames: Iowa State UP, pp. 25-30.
Book Reviews
Confronting the future—Australia and the world:
The next hundred years, by Charles Birch. Aus-
tralian Journal of Agricultural Economics (21:1)
61-3.
BARTLETT, ROLAND W. , Professor Emeritus
Articles
What New York has done to avoid bankruptcy.
Illinois Business Review (34:3) 9-11.
BOCK, c. ALLEN, Professor
Articles
With F. G. Keaton
Illinois county zoning: A proposal for clarifica-
tion and change in the definition of "agricultural
purposes." Illinois Research (19:4) 3-4.
BUDDEMEIER, WILBUR D. , Professor
Articles
Famine prevention and freedom from hunger: Chal-
lenge and responsibility. Illinois Agricultural
Economics (17:2) 13-16.
BURDGE, RABEL J. , Associate Professor, See Institute
for Environmental Studies
DOVRING, FOLKE, Professor
Articles
The farmland boom in Illinois. Illinois Agricul -
tural Economics (17:2) 34-8.
Energy doubling by year 2000? Critique of a growt:.
perspective. Congressional Record
, December 6,
1977, pp. S19354-6.
Book Reviews
Mechanisation and employment in agriculture: Case
studies from four continents. Geneva: Interna-
tional Labour Office, 1973. Economic Development
and Cultural Change (25:4) 764-9.
Sozialistische Agrartheorie und Landwirtschafts-
politik in China und der Sowjetunion: ein Modell
fur Entwicklungslander?, by Heinrich Schweizer.
Canadian-American Slavic Studies (10:4), 621.
(1976, not previously reported)
Agriculture and the state in ancient Mesopotamia:
An introduction to problems of land tenure, by Maria
deJ. Ellis. Journal of Economic History (37:4)
1054-5.
Production and reproduction: A conparative study
of the domestic domain, by Jack Goody. Journal of
Economic History (37:4) 1064-5.
DUE, JEAN M., Professor
Articles
With M. Scovill
The rural-urban income profile of Uganda. Illinois
Agricultural Economics (17:2) 28-33.
ELAM, THOMAS E., Assistant Professor
Articles
With L. D. Hill
Potential role of sampling variation in measurement
of corn grade factors. Illinois Agricultural Eco-
nomics (17:1) 14-18.
With O. E. Uko
Palm oil and the world fats and oils economy.
Illinois Agricultural Economics (17:2) 17-21.
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ERICKSON, DUANE E., Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports Coordinated
With P. Robbins
Farm real estate. North Central Regional Extension
Publication 51. University of Illinois, College of
Agriculture, Cooperative Extension Service Special
Publication 45, 52 pp.
FLIEGEL, FREDERICK C. , Professor
Articles
With A. J- Sofranko, N. C. Sharma
A comparative analysis of the social impacts of a
technological delivery system. Human Organization
(36:2) 193-7.
With A. J. Sofranko
Industrialism and modernity: Economic and non-
economic orientations. Rural Sociology (42:4)
496-516.
Book Peviews
Caste, class and democracy: Changes in a stratifi-
cation system, by Vijai P. Singh. Rural Sociology
(42:3) 449-51.
FREY, THOMAS L., Associate Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
How land is being financed and the characteristics
of various financing methods. In Farm real estate .
North Central Regional Extension Publication 51.
University of Illinois, College of Agriculture,
Cooperative Extension Service Special Publication
45, pp. 20-30.
GOOD, DARREL L. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Farm business trends. Illinois Research (19:4) 20.
With E. LaDue, L. Davey
Economics of mechanical tree fruit harvesters.
Journal of the Northeastern Agricultural Economics
Council (6:1)
GUITHER, HAROLD D. , Professor
Articles
The famine prevention and freedom from hunger
amendment: Issues and compromises in international
development policymaking. Illinois Agricultural
Economics (17:2) 7-12.
How Illinois farmers view food and policy issues.
Illinois Research (19:2) 17-18.
Book Fleviews
Food policy for America, by Harold G. Halcrow.
Agricultural History (51:4) 785-6.
HALCROW, HAROLD G. , Professor
Books
Food policy for America. New York: McGraw Hill,
X, 564 pp.
Instructor's manual to accompany Food policy for
America. New York: McGraw Hill, viii, 173 pp.
HERBST, JOHN H., Professor
Articles
Teaching farm management in the 1980 's. NACTA
Journal (21:4) 23-6.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Teaching farm management in the 1980 's. In Pro-
ceedings of Farm Management Teaching Workshop ,
Part One. East Lansing: Michigan State Univer-
sity, Kellogg Center, pp. 85-95.
HIERDNYMUS, THOMAS A., Professor
Books
Economics of futures trading for commercial and
personal profit. New York: Commodity Research
Bureau, 368 pp.
Articles
Manipulation in commodity futures trading: Toward
a definition. Hofstra Law Review (6:1) 41-56.
HILL, LOWELL D. , Professor
Articles
With M. R. Paulsen
Corn breakage in overseas shipments—Two case
studies. Transactions of the ASAE (20:3) 550-7.
Changes in quality of grain during overseas ship-
ment. Illinois Research (19:1) 3-4.
With T. E. Elam
Potential role of sampling variation in the mea-
surement of corn grading factors. Illinois Agri-
cultural Economics (17:1) 14-18.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With P. Pepper
The attitudes of farmers and country elevator mana-
gers toward present and proposed grain standards.
University of Illinois, Department of Agricultural
Economics, Agricultural Experiment Station, Agri-
cultural Economics Research Report 151, 16 pp.
With R. B. Schwart
Comparative costs of conditioning and storing corn.
University of Illinois, Department of Agricultural
Economics, Agricultural Experiment Station, Agri-
cultural Economics Research Report 152, 32 pp.
Costs of drying and storing shelled corn on Illinois
farms. University of Illinois, College of Agricul-
ture, Cooperative Extension Service Circular 1141,
12 pp.
JUDGE, GEORGE G. , Professor, See Economics
KELLOGG, EARL D., Associate Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Measurement of research productivity. In Proceed
-
ings of the Second National Workshop on Agricul-
tural Research Management . Bangkok: Kasetsart
University. Southeast Asian Regional Center for
Graduate Study and Research in Agriculture,
pp. 129-53.
Role of social scientists in cropping systems re-
search. In Proceedings of the First National Con-
ference on Cropping System Research in Thailand.
Chiang Mai University.
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS
Farm level testing of cropping systems - An eco-
nomic analysis of the multiple cropping project
experience. Chiang Mai, Thailand; Chiang Mai
University, Department of Agricultural Economics,
Research Report No. 2.
With S. W. Williams
Viable alternatives for processing soybeans in a
variety of situations. In Expanding the use of
soybeans: Proceedings of a conference for Asia and
Oceania . University of Illinois, College of Agri-
International Agricultural Programs,
10, pp. 148-54.
culture,
INTSOY Series No.
Book Reviews
Agricultural research for development: The Namu-
longe contribution, by M. H. Arnold. The Journal
of Developing Areas (11:4).
Foreign trade and the subsistence sector in Nigeria
by Godwine E. Okurume. The African Studies Asso-
ciation Review of Books (2) 68-70.
KESLER, RICHARD P. , Associate Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With D. F. wilken
1976, 52nd annual summary of Illinois farm business
records. University of Illinois, College of Agri-
culture, Cooperative Extension Service Circular
1140, 24 pp.
KIRTLEY, MALCOLM B., Associate Professor
With G. S. Taylor
The influence of futures trading on cash cattle
price variations. In Selected writings on futures
markets
, ed. by A. E. Peck. Chicago: Board of
Trade of the City of Chicago, pp. 367-73.
Articles
With E. Nwagbo
Changes in the retail elasticities of demand for
beef, pork, and broilers. Illinois Agricultural
Economics (17:2) 22-7.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Hedging strategies, basis information for Illinois
livestock producers and feeders. Chicago: Chicago
Mercantile Exchange, 53 pp.
Book Reviews
Economics of the product markets of agriculture,
by H. F. Breimyer. American Journal of Agricul-
tural Economics (59:3) 597-8.
LINS, DAVID A., Associate Professor
Articles
Asset values and liabilities of U.S. fanners in
unstable commodity and capital markets. American
Journal of Agricultural Economics (59:1) 178-84.
PADBERG, DANIEL I., Professor
Articles
Farm business trends. Illinois Research (19:1) 16.
Farm business trends. Illinois Research (19:2) 20.
Farm business trends. Illinois Research (19:3) 20.
KRAUSZ, NORMAN G. P., Professor, Emeritus
Books
With D. L. Uchtmann, H. W. Hannah
Law and court decisions on agriculture— 1977.
Champaign: Stipes, 480 pp.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With P. S. Albin, S. K. Sheffler
Proposed legislation to control land use. Univer-
sity of Illinois, Department of Agricultural Eco-
nomics, Agricultural Experiment Station, Agricul-
tural Economics Research Report 150, 39 pp.
LEATH, MACK N. , Associate Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With R. G. Heifner, et al.
The U.S. cash grain trade in 1974: Participants,
transactions, and information sources. Washington,
D.C. : U.S. Department of Agriculture, Economic
Research Service, 73 pp.
LEUTHOLD, RAYMOND M., Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
The price performance on the futures market of a
nonstorable commodity: Live beef cattle. In
Selected writings on futures markets , ed. by A. E.
Peck. Chicago: Board of Trade of the City of
Chicago, pp. 375-85.
Non-use benefits of mandatory consvimer information
programs. Journal of Consumer Policy (Stuttgart)
(1:1) 5-14.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Competition in the food industry: The United States
experience. In Competition s public policy on com-
petition in the Canadian food industry: Proceed-
ings of the Agricultural and Food Marketing Forum .
University of Manitoba, Department of Agricultural
Economics and Farm Management, Occasional Series
No. 7, pp. 14-26.
Consumer input for designing a retail grading sys-
tem. Appendix D, in Perspectives on federal retail
food grading . Washington, D.C: Congress of the
United States, Office of Technology Assessment,
pp. 84-6.
REISS, FRANKLIN J., Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Landlord and tenant shares, 1976. University of
Illinois, Department of Agricultural Economics,
Agricultural Experiment Station, Agricultural Eco-
nomics Research Report 153, 29 pp.
Trends in returns to farm real estate. In Farm
real estate . North Central Regional Extension Pub-
lication 51. University of Illinois, College of
Agriculture, Cooperative Extension Service Special
Publication 45, pp. 15-19.
ROBINSON, JERRY W. , JR., Professor
Books
With R. A. Clifford
Winning behavior skills: Participant book. Urbana
Illinois UP, Cooperative Extension Service, WBS-1,
69 pp.
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With V. M. Malone, A. Clifford
Winning behavior skills; Leaders' guide. Urbana:
Illinois UP, Cooperative Extension Service, WBS-2,
V, 216 pp.
SCHMIDT, STEPHEN C. , Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Assessment of existing and prospective world eco-
nomic and food trends. Laxenbxirg, Austria:
International Institute for Applied Systems Analy-
sis, Research Memorandum RM-77-14, 87 pp.
SCHWART, PDBERT B. , Associate Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With L. D. Hill
Comparative costs of conditioning and storing corn.
University of Illinois, Department of Agricultural
Economics, Agricultural Experiment Station, Agri-
cultural Economics Research Report 152, 32 pp.
Costs of drying and storing shelled corn in Il-
linois. University of Illinois, College of Agri-
culture, Cooperative Extension Service Circular
1141, 12 pp.
SOFRANKO, ANDREW J., Associate Professor
Articles
With F. C. Fliegel, N. C. Sharma
A comparative analysis of the social impacts of a
technological delivery system. Human Organiza-
tion (36:2) 193-7.
With J. Williams, B. Root
Industrial development in small towns: Will socia]
action have any impact? Journal of the Community
Development Society (8:1) 19-29.
With F. C. Fliegel
Industrialism and modernity: Economic and non-
economic orientations. Rural Sociology (42:4)
496-516.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With J. C. van Es
Environmental decision making: The role of com-
munity leaders. University of Illinois, College of
Agriculture, Agricultural Experiment Station Bul-
letin 756, 4 3 pp.
SONKA, STEVEN T., Assistant Professor
SCOTT, JOHN T. , JR., Professor
Articles
Returns on corn-soybean farms and implications for
land values. Illinois Research (19:4) 14-16.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Future economic needs involving water resources.
In Future problems and water resources research
needs of the Illinois river system . University of
Illinois, Water Resources Center, Special Report
No. 6, pp. 80-5.
SEITZ, WESLEY D. , Associate Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Agricultural non-point pollution—Approaches for
control. In Workshop on economic and legal en-
forcement mechanisms . Windsor, Ontario: Great
Lakes Research Advisory Board, Great Lakes Re-
gional Office R-77-1, International Joint Com-
mission, pp. 159-86.
With D. M. Gardner
Farmers' attitudes concerning soil erosion and its
control. Report to Illinois EPA Task Force on
Agriculture Non-Point Sources of Pollution. Uni-
versity of Illinois, Institute for Environmental
Studies and College of Commerce, 43 pp.
SMITH, DONALD G., Associate Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Estimating the value of farm real estate. In Farm
real estate . North Central Regional Extension Pub-
lication 51. University of Illinois, College of
Agriculture, Cooperative Extension Service Special
Publication 45, pp. 35-9.
Buildings as value components. In Farm real estate
North Central Regional Extension Publication 51.
University of Illinois, College of Agriculture,
Cooperative Extension Service Special Publication
45, pp. 40-1.
Articles
With C. W. Potter
Potential economic incentive for adopting hail sup-
pression in the eastern Corn Belt. Illinois Agri -
cultural Economics (17:1) 27-30.
Potential economic benefits of hail suppression to
crop producers in different regions of the United
States. Journal of Weather Modification (9:2)
100-16.
Evaluation of farmer benefits from hail suppression.
Western Journal of Agricultural Economics (1:1)
176-80.
With E. O. Heady, D. C. Faber
Changes in human nutrition and U.S. exports. Food
Policy (2:1) 67-73.
U.S. grain exports and the livestock section.
World Review of Nutrition and Dietetics (26)
135-43.
With S. A. Changnon, Jr.
A methodology to estimate the value of weather modi-
fication projects: An illustration for hail sup-
pression. Journal of Applied Meteorology (16:7)
678-82.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With S. A. Changnon, Jr., et al.
Hail suppression: Impacts and issues. Final re-
port, technology assessment of the suppression of
hail. Project No. ERP75-09980, National Science
Foundation. Urbana: Illinois State Water Sur-
vey, 431 pp.
BPITZE, ROBERT G. F., Professor
Articles
The 1977 Food and Agriculture Act. Illinois Re-
search (19:4) 12-13.
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Bulletins and Technical Reports Edited
With M. H. Erickson
Policy research notes. NC Public Policy Task
Force and ERS , No. 3, January, 36 pp.
Policy research notes. NC Public Policy Task
Force and ERS, No. 4, August, 22 pp.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Commentary: Public agricultural and food policy
issues and alternative directions. In Policy
research notes
,
NC Public Policy Task Force and
ERS, No. 3, January, pp. 17-25.
SWANSON, EARL R. , Professor
Articles
Produttivita dell 'agricoltura Americana (Produc-
tivity of American agriculture) . Mercurio (20:2)
67-73.
A long way to go: Report of fourth global model-
ling symposium. Futures (8:6) 551-2. (1976, not
previously reported)
Produkcyjnosc rolnictwa a szkody w srodowisku
naturalnym: Ogolne zasady oceny decyzji (Agri-
cultural productivity and environmental hazards:
A framework for policy evaluation) . Roczniki
Nauk Rolniczych , Seria G T (81:4) 119-24.
With C. R. Taylor
Potential impact of increased energy costs on the
location of crop production in the Com Belt.
Journal of Soil and Water Conservation (32:3)
126-9.
With D. E. Hawkins, F. W. Slife
Economic analysis of herbicide use in various crop
sequences. Illinois Agricultural Economics (17:1)
8-13.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Weather modification: The economic context. In
Proceedings of Sixth Conference on Planned and
Inadvertent Weather Modification . American
Meteorological Society, pp. 290-3.
The role of technology in Illinois crop production.
In Papers by the recipients of Paul A. Funk Awards
in 1977 . University of Illinois, College of Agri-
culture Special Publication 48, pp. 51-66.
Productivity in U.S. agriculture. In Moderniza-
tion of agriculture: East and West , Proceedings
XI International Seminar, Urbino, Italy. Milan:
Centro Studi e Richerche su Problem! Economico-
Sociali (CESES)
, pp. 201-32. (1976, not pre-
viously reported)
With D. J. Palmini, C. R. Taylor
The potential economic impact of selected agricul-
tural pollution controls on two counties in Il-
linois: A linear programming interindustry
approach. University of Illinois, Department of
Agricultural Economics, Agricultural Experiment
Station, Agricultural Economics Research Report
154, 41 pp.
With C. R. Taylor, P. J. van Blokland, K. K. Frohberg
Two national-equilibrium models of crop production.
Cost minimization and surplus maximization. Uni-
versity of Illinois, Department of Agricultural
Economics, Agricultural Experiment Station, Agri-
cultural Economics Research Report 147, 32 pp.
With B. C. Farhar, et al.
Hail suppression and society: Suirmary of tech-
nology assessment of hail suppression. Urbana:
Illinois State Water Survey, 25 pp.
With S. A. Changnon, Jr., et al.
Hail suppression: Impacts and issues. Final re-
port, technology assessment of the suppression of
hail. Project No. ERP75-09980, National Science
Foundation. Urbana: Illinois State Water Sur-
vey, 431 pp.
UCHTMANN, DONALD L. , Assistant Professor
Books
With N. G. P. Krausz, H. W. Hannah
Law and court decisions on agriculture—1977.
Champaign: Stipes, 480 pp.
Articles
Coal farmers and the collective sale of mineral
rights. Illinois Agricultural Economics (17:1)
1-7.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Agricultural lalxjr laws in Illinois. University
of Illinois, College of Agriculture, Cooperative
Extension Service, Circular 1139, 11 pp.
Land sale methods. In Farm real estate . North
Central Regional Extension Publication 51. Uni-
versity of Illinois, College of Agriculture,
Cooperative Extension Service Special Publication
45, pp. 31-4.
VAN ES, JOHN C. , Associate Professor
Articles
With F. C. Pampel, Jr.
Environmental quality and issues of adoption re-
search. Rural Sociology (42:1) 57-71.
With M. Bowling
Changes over a decade in Illinois agriculture.
Illinois Research (19:2) 14-5.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With A. J. Sofranko
Environmental decision making: The role of com-
munity leaders. University of Illinois, College
of Agriculture, Agricultural Experiment Station
Bulletin 756, 43 pp.
WILKEN, DELMAR F., Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With R. P. Kesler
1976, 52nd annual summary of Illinois farm business
records. University of Illinois, College of Agri-
culture, Cooperative Extension Service Circular
1140, 24 pp.
WILLIAMS, JAMES D. , Research Assistant
Rural renaissance in Illinois. Illinois Research
(19:4) 5-7.
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WILLIAMS, SHELDON W. , Professor AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With E. D. Kellogg
Viable alternatives for processing soybeans in a
variety of situations. In Expanding the use of
soybeans: Proceedings of a conference for Asia and
Oceania . University of Illinois, College of Agri-
culture, International Agricultural Programs,
INTSOY Series No. 10, pp. 148-54.
Book Reviews
Economics for agriculturists, by John Sjo. Rural
Sociology (42:1) 135-7.
ZAHN, MICHAEL D. , Research Assistant
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Rural settlement in the USSR and its relation to
farm size. University of Illinois, Department of
Agricultural Economics, Agricultural Experiment
Station, Agricultural Economics Research Report
148, 25 pp.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Bernsten, Richard Haines (F. Dovring) , Constraints
to higher rice yields in the Philippines.
Craven, John Avril, (G. G. Judge) , An econometric
analysis of the United States feed grain-
livestock economy.
Erickson, Steven Paul (R. M. Leuthold) , Empirical
analyses of price relationships in the live beef
cattle futures market—Implications for primary
producers
.
Frohberg, Klaus Kurt (E. Swanson) , Optimal soil
loss over time from a societal viewpoint.
Nyankori, James Cyprian Okuk, (R. M. Leuthold),
Forecasting with a market oriented model: The
spatial and temporal price and allocation models
of the East African grain economy.
van Blokland, Peter Jon (E. Swanson) , The economic
consequences of hail suppression and demand in
1985 on foodgrains, feedgrains and oilmeals in the
U.S.A.
BODE, LOREN E. , Associate Professor
Articles
With C. G. McWhorter
Toxicity of MSMA, Fluometuron and Propanil to soy-
beans. Weed Science (25) 101-5.
CURTIS, JAMES O. , Professor
Articles
With D. E. Ferguson
Pole-building anchorage systems. Illinois Research .
(19: No. 4) 17.
DAY, DONALD L. , Professor
Chapters in Books
Utilization of livestock wastes as feed and other
dietary products. In Animal Wastes , ed. by E. P.
Taiganides. London, England, pp. 295-314.
Articles
With H. C. Kim
Utilization of livestock wastes: alternative treat-
ments and products. Illinois Research . (19: No. 2)
10-11.
With C. S. Byerly, S. Prawirdkusumo
Recycling oxidation ditch mixed liquor to laying
hens. Poultry Science . (56) 1339-41.
DRABLOS, CARROLL J. W. , Associate Professor
Articles
With P. N. Walker, J. N. Scarborough
Field evaluation of corrugated plastic drain tubing.
Proceedings of the Third National Drainage Symposi -
um, American Society of Agricultural Engineers,
ASAE Publication 1-77, 69-74.
With G. O. Schwab
Deflection - stiffness characteristics on corrugated
plastic tubing. Transactions of the American So-
ciety of Agricultural Engineers (20:6) 1058-61.
GOERING, CARROLL E., Professor
Articles
With D. B. Smith, M. L. Huhiaan, A. R. Kliethermes,
M. W. Storm, Jr.
Targets for spray drift measurement. Transactions
of the American Society of Agricultural Engineers
(20) 213-18.
With D. B. Smith, L. A. Liljedahl, D. L. Reichard,
M. R. Gebhardt
AC charging of agricultural sprays. Transactions of
the American Society of Agricultural Engineers (20)
1002-07.
HUMMEL, JOHN W. , Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
Comparisons of different techniques of measuring
soil hydraulic conductivity. In Proceedings of
Third National Drainage Symposium . St. Joseph,
Michigan, 109-11, 22.
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Articles
With W. R. Nave, R. R. Yoerger
Air- jet and row-crop headers for soybeans. Trans-
actions of the American Society of Agricultural
Engineers (20:6) 1037-41, 44.
HUNT, DONNELL R. , Professor
Books
Farm power and machinery m anagement. Ames, Iowa:
Iowa State University Press. 365 pp.
Articles
The current textbook situation: a survey. Agri-
cultural Engineering (58:6) 214-17.
With R. L. Elliott, W. D. Lembke
A simulation model for predicting available days for
soil tillage. Transactions of the American Society
of Agricultural Engineers (20:1) 4-8.
With J. N. Scarborough
Optimization of field parameters using Powell's con-
strained minimization algorithm. Transactions of
the American Society of Agricultural Engineers
(20:2) 214-17.
LEMBKE, WALTER D., Professor
Articles
Drainage needs of the Illinois River Basin. Special
Report No. 6
, University of Illinois at Urbana-
76-9.pp.Champaign. Water Resources Center.
With R. L. Elliott and D. R. Hunt
A simulation model for predicting available days for
soil tillage. Transactions of the American Society
of Agricultural Engineers (20:1) 4-8.
MITCHELL, J. KENT, Assistant Professor
Books
With D. M. Edwards, G. D. Bubenzer
Surveying fundamentals - a tutorial approach.
Madison, Wisconsin: American Publishing Company,
142 pp.
MUEHLING, ARTHUR J. , Professor
Articles
Natural energy use in swine production. In Proceed-
ings of the International Conference on Energy Use
Management
, ed. by Rocco A. Fuzzolare and Craig B.
Smith. New York: Pergamon Press, Vol. 1, 809-14.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With Gilbert Mollis, L. Bynum Driggers, A. H. Jensen
Confinement sow gestation and boar housing. PIH-28,
Pork Industry Handbook
, University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign: Cooperative Extension Service.
7 pp.
With H. A. Hughes, H. W. Jones
Combining housing units into a system of buildings.
PIH-22, Pork Industry Handbook
, University of Illi-
nois at Urbana-Champaign: Cooperative Extension
Service. 4 pp.
NAVE, W. RALPH, Associate Professor
Articles
With R. L. Cooper, L. M. Wax
Tillage-planter interaction in narrow-row soybeans.
Transactions of the American Society of Agricultural
Engineers (20:1) 9-12, 17.
With L. M. Wax, R. L. Cooper
Weed control in narrow and wide-row soybeans. Weed
Science (25:1) 73-8.
With L. M. Wax, R. L. Cooper
Soybean production practices - tillage, planting
and weed control. Weed Science Society of America,
Abstract #31. 121 pp.
With J. W. Hummel, R. R. Yoerger
Air-jet and row crop headers for soybeans. Trans-
actions of the American Society of Agricultural
Engineers (20:6) 1037-41, 44.
PAULSEN, MARVIN R. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Soybeans' susceptibility to damage during normal
handling conditions. Illinois Research . (19: No. 3)
18-9.
With L. D. Hill
Corn breakage in overseas shipments - two case
studies. Transactions of the American Society of
Agricultural Engineers (20:3) 550-57.
With L. D. Hill
I
Changes in quality of grain dvuring overseas ship-
ment. Illinois Research . (19: No. 1) 3-4.
With S. M. Farouk, G. H. Brusewitz
Blanching of peanut kernels as affected by repeated
rewetting-drying cycles. Peanut Science (4) 63-6.
SCARBOROUGH, JAMES N. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With D. R. Hunt
Optimization of field parameters using Powell's
algorithm. Transactions of the American Society of
Agricultural Engineers (20) 214-17.
With C. J. W. Drablos, P. W. Walker
Field evaluation of corrugated plastic drain tubing.
Proceedings of Third National Drainage Symposium
,
American Society of Agricultural Engineers. St.
Joseph, Michigan (1-77) 69-74.
SHOVE, GENE C. , Professor
Books
Solar grain drying conference proceedings. Spring-
field, Virginia: National Technical Information
Service. 282 pp.
Chapters in Books
Potential of drying grain with solar energy. In
Agricultural and Energy
, ed. by William Lockeretz.
New York: Academic Press, Inc. pp. 41-5.
Application of solar energy collectors to grain dry-
ing. In Proceedings Third Annual UMR-MEC Conference
on Energy , ed. by J. Derald Morgan. North Holly-
wood, California: Western Periodicals, pp. 264-68.
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING AGRONOMY
Flat-plate collectors applied to air drying of
grain. In Proceedings 1977 Flat-Plate Solar Col-
lector Conference , ed. by Delbert B. Ward. Cape
Canaveral: Florida Solar Energy Center. pp. 127-
31.
Solar energy collectors for drying grain. In Solar
Grain Drying Conference Proceedings , ed. by Gene C.
Shove. Springfield, Virginia: National Technical
Information Service, pp. 34-8.
Illinois Research.
Articles
Drying grain with solar energy.
(19:2) 5-6.
SIEMENS, JOHN C. , Professor
Articles
With W. R. Oschwald
Erosion for corn tillage systems. Transactions of
the American Society of Agricultural Engineers (19:
1) 69-72.
With W. R. Oschwald
Tillage practices for soybean production. World
Soybean Research (September 1976) 63-73.
With W. R. Oschwald
Soil erosion after soybeans. World Soybean Research
(September 1976) 74-81.
VANDERHOLM, DALE H., Associate Professor
Articles
With E. C. Dickey
Feedlot runoff holding ponds-nutrient levels and re-
lated management aspects. Journal of Environmental
Quality (6:3) 307-12.
With A. L. Sutton, S. W. Melvin
Fertilizer value of swine manure. National Por)c In-
dustry Handboolt , Section PIH-25.
With J. C. Nye
Systems of runoff control. National Pork Industry
Handbook, Section PIH-21.
With D. Ralph
Design, construction and costs of recirculating sand
filters. Proceedings 3rd Illinois Private Sewage
Disposal Symposium , 37-51.
WALKER, PAUL N. , Assistant Professor
AGRONOMY
ALDRICH, SAMUEL R., Professor
Books
With R. H. Wellman, et al.
Crop productivity (Vol. 1). World Food and Nutri-
tion Study. Washington, D.C. : National Academy
of Sciences. 73pp.
ALEXANDER, D. E., Professor
Chapter in a Book
With R. G. Creech
Breeding special industrial and nutritional types.
In Corn and corn improvement , ed. by G. F. Sprague.
Madison: American Society of Agronomy, pp. 363-90.
ALEXANDER , J. D. , Associate Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With J. B. Fehrenbacher , et al.
Soil associations of Knox County, Illinois. Uni-
versity of Illinois Agricultural Experiment Sta-
tion, Special Publication No. 46, 27pp + maps.
Soil associations of Fulton County, Illinois. Uni-
versity of Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station,
Special Publication No. 49, 36pp + maps.
BOAST, C. W. , Associate Professor
Article
Shape of a streamline water table near inflow and
outflow boundaries. Water Resources Research
(13:2) 325-28.
BOONE, LESTER V., Agronomist
Articles
Farm and farming. World Book Encyclopedia (F) 33-50.
BROWN, CHARLES M., Professor
Articles
With H. Jedlinski and W. F . Rochow
Tolerance to barley yellow dwarf virus in oats.
Phytopathology (67) 1408-11.
BURGER, AMBROSE W. , Professor
Chapters in Books
Field evaluation of corrugated plastic drain tubing.
In Proceedings of Third National Drainage Symposium .
St. Joseph, Michigan: American Society of Agri-
cultural Engineers, pp. 69-74.
Articles
With J. W. Zahradnik
Kinetics of food utilization by oysters. Trans-
actions of the American Society of Agricultural
Engineers (20:4) 795-8.
With M. L. Voorhees
Tractionahility as a function of soil moisture.
Transactions of the American Society of Agricultural
Engineers (20:5) 806-9.
Books
Laboratory studies in field crop science {3rd
rev. ed.). Champaign: Stipes Publishing, 244pp.
Book Reviews
Small-scale grain raising, by Gene Logsdon. NACTA
Journal 21(2) 29.
An introduction to the botany of the major crop
plants, by Alex M. M. Berrie. NACTA Journal 21(3) 47
Wheat country, by Grant Heilman. NACTA Journal 21
(4) 40-41.
Herb gardening in the south, by Sol Metzger. NACTA
Journal 21(4) 41.
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CARMER SAMUEL G., Professor
Articles
Treatment designs to estimate optimum plant density
for maximum corn grain yield. Agronomy Journal
(69) 803-07.
CHAVEN, CHUSAK, Agronomist
Article
With T. Hymowitz and R. L. Radford, Jr.
Utilization of nitrogen to sulfur ratio for evalu-
ating sulfur-containing amino acid concentrations
in seed of glycine max and G. Soja. Crop Science
(17) 273-77.
COLE, MICHAEL A., Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
Antibiotic resistance in Rhizobium japonicum :
Implications for safety and interpretation of nif
transfer from Rhizobium . In Genetic Engineering
for nitrogen fixation
, ed. by A. E. Hollander, et
al. New York: Plenum Publishing Co., pp. 423-31.
Articles
Blue-green algae a fertilizer? Crops and Soils (30)
7-9.
Effect of long-term atrazine application on soil
microbial activity. Weed Science (24) 473-476.
Lead inhibition of enzyme synthesis in soil. Applied
and Environmental Microbiology (33:2) 262-68.
DE WET, JOHANNES M., Professor
Chapter in a Book
Increasing cereal yields: Evolution under domes-
tication. In Crop resources
,
ed. by D. S. Seigler.
New York: Academic Press, pp. 179-91.
With Y. Shechter
Evolutionary dynamics of sorghum domestication.
In Crop resources , ed. by D. S. Seigler. New York:
Academic Press, pp. 179-91.
Articles
Domestication of African cereals. African Economic
History (3:Spring) 15-32.
With J. N. Brunken, and J. R. Harlan
The morphology and domestication of pearl millet.
Economic Botany (31) 163-74.
With J. R. Harlan
Pathways of genetic transfer from Tripsacum to Zea
mays . Proceedings of National Academy of Science
USA (74) 3494-97.
With H. T. Stalker and J. R. Harlan
Cytology and morphology of maize-Tripsacum intro-
gression. Crop Science (17) 745-48.
Observations on introgression of Tripsacum into
maize. American Journal of Botany (64) 1162-69.
With A. B. L. Stemler and J. R. Harlan
The sorghums of Ethiopia. Economic Botany (31)
446-60.
DUDLEY, JOHN W. , Professor
Chapter in a Book
Seventy-six generations of selection for oil and
protein percentage in maize. In Proceedings of
the International Conference on Quantitative
Genetics
, ed. by E. Pollak, et al. Ames: Iowa
State University Press, pp. 459-73.
Articles
With R. J. Lambert and I. A. de la Roche
Genetic analysis of crosses among corn strains
divergently selected for percent oil and protein.
Crop Science (17) 111-17.
FEHRENBACHER, JOE B. , Professor
Articles
With I. J. Jansen and S. R. Aldrich
Reclaiming surface-mined soil: Completed and propose
studies. Illinois Research (19:2) 8-9.
I
i
With A. K. Sharma
Natric horizon in a moderately well drained soil in
Illinois. Journal Indian Society Soil Science
(25:3) 265-75.
Effect of hydrated lime and gypsum on the leachate
and sodium removal from the B horizon of a natric
soil. Journal Indian Society Soil Science (25:3)
337:42.
Bulletins or technical Reports
with J. D. Alexander, et al.
Soil associations of Knox County, Illinois. Univer-
sity of Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station,
Special Publications No. 46, 27pp + maps.
Soil associations of Fulton County, Illinois. Uni-
versity of Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station,
Special Publications No. 49, 36pp + maps.
GRAFFIS, DON W. , Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With G. L. Ross, et al.
Performance of commercial corn hybrids in Illinois,
1977. University of Illinois Cooperative Extension
Service. Circular 1153. 36pp.
Performance of commercial soybeans in Illinois.
University of Illinois Cooperative Extension Service.
Circular 1152. 16pp.
HADLEY, HENRY H. , Professor
Articles
With S. J. Openshaw and T. Hymowitz
Distribution of sugars in the soybean embroy.
Crop Science (17) 975-77.
With D. E. Weiber, H. C. Young Jr., and R. A. Hunter
Registration of deer broomcorn. Crop Science (2)345
HAGEMAN, RICHARD H., Professor
Articles
Factors affecting yield of cereal grains via phys-
iological processes. Proceedings: Plant Growth
Regulator Working Group (4) 14-42.
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with U. K. Feller and T. T. Soong
Leaf proteolytic activities and senescence during
grain development of field-grown corn ( Zea mays L.)
,
Plant Physiology (59) 290-94.
With J. T. Vigue, J. E. Harper, and D. B. Peters
Nodulation of soybeans grown hydroponically on
urea. Crop Science (17) 169-72.
HARLAN, JACK R. , Professor
Chapter in a Book
How green can a revolution be? In Crop resources ,
ed. by D. S. Seigler. New Yor)c: Academic Press,
pp. 105-10.
Sources of genetic defense . In The genetic basis
of epidemics in agriculture , ed. by Peter R. Day.
New York: Academic Press, pp. 345-56.
Articles
With J. N. Brunken and J. M. J. de Wet
The morphology and domestication of pearl millet.
Economic Botany (31) 163-74.
With J. M. J. de Wet
Pathways of genetic transfer from Tripsacum to Zea
mays. Proceedings of National Academy of Science
USA (74) 3494-97.
With H. T. Stalker and J. M. J. de Wet
Cytology and morphology of maize-Tripsacum intro-
gression. Crop Science (17) 745-48.
Observations on introgression of Tripsacum into
maize. American journal of Botany (64) 1162-69.
With A. B. L. Stemler and J. M. J. de Wet
The sorghums of Ethiopia. Economic Botany (31)
446-60.
Book review
Farming in prehistory: From hunter-gatherer to
food-producer, by Barbara Bender. American
Anthropology (79) 174-75.
HARPER, JAMES E., Associate Professor
Article
With J. T. Vigue, R. H. Hageman and D. B. Peters
Nodulation of soybeans grown hydroponically on urea.
Crop Science (17) 169-72.
HASSETT, JOHN J., Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
Lead in soils. In Lead in the management , ed. by
W. R. Boggess. Washington, DC: NSF/RANN, pp. 93-8.
Articles
With J. E. Miller
Uptake of lead by corn from roadside soil samples.
Communication soil science and plant analysis (8)
,
49-55.
With J. E. Miller and D. E. Koeppe
Interactions of leads and cadmium on metal uptake
and growth of corn plants. Journal of Environmental
quality (6) 18-20.
With W. M. Walker and J. E. Miller
Effect of lead and cadmium upon the boron, copper,
manganese, and zinc concentration of young corn
plants. Communication Soil Science and Plant
Analysis (8) 57-66.
Effect of lead and cadmium upon the calcium,
magnesium, potassium and phosphorus concentration
of young corn plants. Soil Science (124) 145-51.
HINESLY, THOMAS D. , Professor
Chapter in a Book
With R. L. Jones
Heavy metal contents in runoff and drainage waters
from sludge-treated field lysimeter plots. In
Proceedings of the national conference on disposal
of residues on land . Rockville, MD: Information
Transfer, pp. 27-44.
With J. Kubota, et al.
Consequence of soil inbalances. In Geochemistry
and the environment, Vol. II . Washington: National
Academy of Sciences, pp. 116-19.
With C. Lue-Hing, J. R. Peterson, and D. R. Zenz
Heavy metal uptake and control strategies associated
wtih sewage sludge fertilized crops. In Proceedings
of the national conference on disposal of residues
on land . Rockville, MD: Information Transfer,
pp. 106-14.
With S. W. Melsted, J. J. Tyler, and E. L. Ziegler
Cadmium transfer from sewage sludge-amended soil to
corn grain to pheasant tissue. In Land as a waste
management alternative . Ann Arbor: Science Published
pp. 199-207.
Articles
With R. L. Jones, E. L. Ziegler, and J. J. Tyler
Effects of annual and accumulative applications of
sewage sludge on the assimilation of zinc and cad-
mium by corn (Zea mays L.) . Environmental Science
and Technology (11:2) 115-212.
With E. L. Ziegler and J. J. Tyler
Selected chemical elements in tissues of pheasants
fed corn grain from sewage sludge-amended soil.
Agro-Ecosystems (3) 11-26.
HOEFT, ROBERT G. , Associate Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Energy use in agriculture: Now and for the future.
CAST report No. 68. Iowa State University, Council
for Agricultural Science and Technology.
Energy use in agriculture: Now and for the future.
II. Crop Production, Harvesting, and Drying. CAST
Special Publication No. 5, October 1977. Iowa State
University, Council for Agricultural Science and
Technology.
HYMOWITZ, THEODORE, Professor
Chapter in a Book
With C. A. Newell
Current thoughts on origin, present status, and
future of soybeans. In Crop resources , ed. by
D. Seigler. New York: Academic Press, pp. 197-209.
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Articles
With J. Boyd
Origin, ethnobotany and agricultural potential of
the winged bean Psophocarpus tetragonolobus (L.)
DC. Economic Botany (31) 180-88.
With J. L. Ingham and N. T. Keen
A new isoflavone phytoalexin from fungus-inoculated
stems of Glycine Wightii . Phytochemistry (16)
1943-46.
With S. J. Openshaw and H. H. Hadley
Distribution of sugars in the soybean embryo. Crop
Science (17) 975-77.
With J. H. Orf
Inheritance of a second Kunitz trypsin inhibitor
variant in seed protein of soybeans. Crop Science
(17) 811-14.
Linkage tests between Spj^ and Ti seed proteins.
Soybean Genetics Newsletter (4) 26-9.
With J. H. Orf and D. W. Mies
Qualitative changes of the Kunitz trypsin inhibitor
in soybean seeds during germination as detected by
electrophoresis. Botanical Gazette (138) 255-260.
With R. L. Radford, Jr., and C. Chaven
Utilization of nitrogen to sulfur ratios for eval-
uating sulfur containing amino acid concentrations
in seed of Glycine max and G. soja . Crop Science
(17) 273-77.
With H. Skorups)^a
On the frequency distribution of alleles of two
seed proteins in European soybean [ Glycine max (L.)
Merrill] germplasm: Implications on the origin
of European soybean germplasm. Genetica-Polonica
(18) 217-24.
JACKOBS, JOSEPH A., Professor
Articles
With R. K. Pandey and E. R. Leng
Path-coefficient analysis of flowering time in
diverse genotypes of soybean as influenced by
temperature and daylength. Indian Journal of
Agricultural Science (47:10) 498-502.
JANSEN, IVAN J., Assistant Professor
Articles
Research toward reclamation of surface-mined land
for row-crop production. National Coal Association
and Bituminous Coal Research, Inc. , Fifth Symposium
on Surface Mining and Reclamation (Proceedings)
25-27.
With J. B. Fehrenbacher and S. R. Aldrich
Reclaiming surface-mined soil: Coirpleted and
proposed studies. Illinois Research (19:2) 8-9.
With A. J. Turgeon
Indirect effects of a thatch-inducing herbicide on
soil physical properties under turf. Agronomy
Journal (69) 67-70.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With J. B. Fehrenbacher, et al.
Soil associations of Knox County, Illinois. Univer-
sity of Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station,
Special Publication No. 46, 27 pp + maps.
With J. B. Fehrenbacher, et al.
Soil associations of Fulton County, Illinois. Uni-
versity of Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station,
Special Publication No. 49, 36pp + maps.
JOHNSON, RICHARD R. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With L. V. Boone
Soybean inoculation: Is it still needed? Crops
and Soils (29:5) 10-2.
With J. E. Silvias and D. B. Peters
Effect of water stress on carbon assimilation and
distribution in soybean plants at different stages
of development. Crop Science (17) 713-6.
With Loyd M. Wax
Relationship of soybean germination and vigor tests
to field performance. Agronomy Journal (70) 273-78.
JONES, ROBERT L. , Professor
Chapter in a Book
With T. D. Hinesly
Heavy metal contents in runoff and drainage waters
from sludge-treated field lysimeter plots. In Pro-
ceedings National Conference on Disposal of Residues
on Land . Rockville, MD: Information Transfer,
pp. 27-44.
With T. D. Hinesly, E. L. Ziegler, and J. J. Tyler
Effects of annual and accumulative applications of
sewage sludge on assimilation of zinc and cadmium
by corn (Zea mays L. ) . Environmental Science
Technology , (11:2) 182-88.
With J. A. I. Omueti
Fluorine adsorption by Illinois soils. Journal
of Soil Science (28) 564-72.
Fluorine content of soils from Morrow Plots over a
period of 67 years. Soil Science Society of America
Journal (41) 1023-24.
Regional distribution of fluorine in Illinois soils.
Soil Science Society of America Joturnal (41) 771-74.
KNAKE, ELLERY L., Professor
Bulletin or Technical Report
With M. D. McGlamery, et al.
Field crops weed control guide. In Illinois
Agronomy Handbook . University of Illinois, pp.
58-73.
KOEPPE, DAVID E., Professor
Chapter in a Book
With S. F. 3oggess
Differences in the suceptibility of soybean vari-
eties to soil cadmium. In Food, Fertilizer and
Agricultural Residues. Proceedings of the 1977
Cornell Agricultural Waste Management Conference.
Ann Arbor: Science Publishers, pp. 229-38.
With T. G. Tornabene, et al.
Effects on microorganisms, plants, and animals. In
Lead in the Environment, ed. by W. R. Boggess. Wash-
ington, DC: NSF/RANN, pp. 181-93.
i
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With R. L. Zimdahl
Uptake by plants. In Lead in the environment , ed.
by W. R. Boggess. Washington, DC: NSF/RANN,
pp. 99-104.
Articles
The uptake, distribution, and effect of cadmium and
lead in plants. The Science of the Total Environment
(7) 197-206.
With C. Babcock and C. P. Malone
In vitro separation of 3 conformational types of
corn mitochondria on dextran density gradients.
Plant Physiology (59:supplement) 81.
With S. F. Boggess and C. R. Stewart
Metabolism of proline by wheat mitochondria. Plant
Physiology (59: supplement) 70.
With C. P. Malone
Isolation and properties of pleomorphic mitochondria
from maize. Plant Physiology (59: supplement) 81.
With J. E. Miller and J. J. Hassett
Interactions of lead and cadmium on metal uptake
and growth of corn plants. Journal of Environmental
Quality (6) 18-20.
KURTZ, LESTER T., Professor
Articles
With E. McKenzie, Jr. and S. W. Melsted
Phosphorus fertility of some tropical soils in
Sierra Leone. Soil Science Society of America
Journal (41) 378-81.
With V. W. Meints, S. W. Melsted and T. R. Peck
Longterm trends in total soil N as influenced by
certain management practices. Soil Science (124)
110-16.
LAMBERT, ROBERT J., Professor
Article
With J. W. Dudley and I. A. de la Roche
Genetic analysis of crosses among corn strains
divergently selected for percent oil and protein.
Crop Science (17) 111-17.
MILLER, DARRELL A. , Professor
Article
With R. K. Smith
Influence of boron on other chemical elements in
alfalfa. Communication in Soil Science and Plant
Analysis (8:6) 465-78.
OGREN, WILLIAM L. , Professor
Article
With J. C. Servaites
Chemical inhibition of the glycolate pathway in soy-
bean leaf cells. Plant Physiology (60) 461-66.
pH Dependence of photosynthesis and photorespiration
in soybean leaf cells. Plant Physiology (60) 693-96.
Rapid isolation of mesophyll cells from leaves of
soybean for photosynthetic studies. Plant Physiology
(59) 587-90.
PEPPER, GARY E. , Assistant Professor
Article
With R. B. Pearce and J. J. Mock
Leaf orientation and yield of maize. Crop Science
(17) 883-86.
PETERS, DOYLE B. , Professor
Articles
With D. C. Reicosky
A portable chamber for rapid evapotranspiration
measurements on field plots. Agronomy Journal (69)
729-732.
With J. E. Silvius and R. R. Johnson
Effect of water stress on carbon assimilation and
distribution in soybean plants at different stages
of development. Crop Science (17) 713-16.
With J. T. Vigue, J. E. Harper and R. H. Hageman
Nodulation of soybeans grown hydroponically on urea.
Crop Science (17) 169-172.
POPE, ROBERT A., Assistant Professor
Article
With C. E. Brandon, S. W. Buol, and E. E. Gamble
Spodic horizon brittleness in Leon (Aerie Haplaquod)
soils. Soil Science Society of America Journal (41)
951-54.
RAY, BURTON W. , Associate Professor
With J. B. Fehrenbacher
Soil associations of Knox County, Illinois. Uni-
versity of Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station,
Special Publication No. 46, 27pp + maps.
RINNE, ROBERT W. , Professor
Articles
With M. E. Hageman
Glucose, pyruvate, and acetate metabolism by develop-
ing soybean seeds. Plant and Cell Physiology (17)
501-507.
With D. R. Nelson
Improved analysis of citrate and aconitate in plant
tissues. Plant and Cell Physiology (18) 393-97.
In vivo citrate studies with developing soybean
cotyledons. Plant and Cell Physiology (18) 399-404.
Citrate metabolism in soybean cotyledons. Plant and
Cell Physiology (18) 405-11.
The role of citrate in lipid synthesis in developing
soybean cotyledons. Plant and Cell Physiology (18)
1021-27.
With Bahman Yazdi-Samadi and R. D. Seif
Components of developing soybean seeds: Oil, pro-
tein, sugars, starch, organic acids, and amino acids.
Agronomy Journal (69) 481-86.
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ROSS, GERALD L. , Agronomist
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With D. w. Graffis
Performance of commercial corn hybrids in Illinois,
1977. University of Illinois Cooperative Extension
Service. Circular 1153. 36pp.
Performance of commercial soybeans in Illinois.
University of Illinois Cooperative Extension Service.
Circular 1152. 16pp.
SEIF, ROBERT D., Professor
Articles
With Bahman Yazdi-Samadi and R. W. Rinne
Components of developing soybean seeds: Oil, pro-
tein, sugars, starch, organic acids, and amino acids.
Agronomy Journal (69) 481-86.
SIEGEL, ROBERT S., Agronomist
Article
^ith J. Rubin, A. A. R. Hafez, and P. R. Stout
Phosphorus fertilizer as a by-product of energy
production from agricultural wastes. Journal of
Environmental Quality (6:2) 116-20.
SLIFE, FRED W., Professor
Articles
With L. C. Haderlie and J. M. Widholm
Effect of glyphosate on carrot and tobacco cells.
Plant Physiology (60) 40-3.
With D. E. Hawkins and E. R. Swanson
Economic analysis of herbicide use in various
crop sequences. Illinois Agricultural Economics
(17:1) 8-13.
STEVENSON, FRANK J., Professor
Books
With L. F. Elliott
Soils for management of organic wastes and waste
waters. Madison: American Society of Agronomy,
650pp.
Article
Nature of divalent transition metal complexes of
humic acids as revealed by a modified potentiometric
titration method. Soil Science (123) 10-7.
STOLLER, EDWARD W. , Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
Nutsedges—world wide weeds. In World Soybean
Research , ed. by L. D. Hill. Danville, IL:
Interstate Printers and Publishers, pp. 435-42.
Articles
Differential cold tolerance of quackgrass and
johnsongrass rhizomes. Weed Science (25) 348-51.
With L. M. Wax
Persistence and activity of dinitroanaline herbicide
in soil. Journal of Environmental Quality (6)
124-27.
STUCKI, JOSEPH W. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With C. B. Roth
Interpretation of infrared spectra of oxidized and
reduced nontronite. Clays Clay Miner (24) 293-296.
Oxidation-reduction mechanism for structural iron
in nontronite. Soil Science Society of America
Journal (41) 808-14.
With C. B. Roth and W. E. Baitinger
Analysis of iron-bearing clay minerals by Electron
Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis (ESCA) . Clays
Clay Miner (24) 289-92.
THORNE, MARLOWE D., Professor
Books Edited
Agronomists and food: Contributions and challenges.
Madison: American Society of Agronomy, pp. 108,
Chapters in a Book
With P. F. Pratt and Frank Wiersma
Future directions of waste utilization. In Soils
for Management and Utilization of Organic Wastes
and Waste Waters , ed. by L. F. Elliott and F. J.
Stevenson. Madison: American Society of Aronomy,
pp. 621-34.
WALKER, WILLIAM M., Professor
Articles
With J. E. Miller and J. J. Hassett
Effect of lead and cadmium upon boron, copper,
manganese and zinc concentration in young corn
plants. Communication Soil Science and Plant
Analysis (8) 57-66.
Effect of lead and cadmium upon the calcium, magne-
sium, potassium and phosphorus concentration of
young corn plants. Soil Science (124) 145-51.
WAX, LOYD M., Professor
Articles
Incorporation depth and rainfall on weed control in
soybeans with metriiuzin. Agronomy Journal (69)
107-10.
With W. R. Nave and R. L. Cooper
Tillage-planter interaction in narrow-row soyljeans.
Transactions of the Association of Southern Agri-
culture Workers (20:1) 9-17.
Weed control in narrow and wide-row soybeans.
Weed Science (25) 73-8.
With E. W. Stoller
Persistence and activity of dinitroeiniline herbicides
in soil. Journal of Environmental Quality (6:2)
124-7.
WEBER, EVELYN J., Professor
Article
With T. N. Seyfried and R. K. Yu
Influence of trichloracetic acid-phosphotungstic
acid on the thin layer chromatographic mobility of
gangliosides. Lipids (12) 979-80.
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WELCH, LOUIS F., Professor ANIMAL SCIENCE
Articles
With D. W. Franzen
Energy vs. soil productivity in the use of corn
residues. Illinois Research {20:1) 14-5.
With R. I. Pietz, J. R. Peterson, and C. Lue-Hing
Variability in the concentration of twelve elements
in corn grain. Journal of Environmental Quality
(7) 106-10.
WIDHOLM, JACKM., Professor
Chapter in a Book
Isolation of biochemical mutants of cultured plant
cells. In Molecular genetic modification of
eucaryotes , ed. by I. Rubenstein, et al . New York:
Academic Press, pp. 57-65.
Selection and characterization of biochemical mutants
In Plant tissue culture and its biotechnological
application , ed. by W. Barz, et al. Berlin-Heidel-
berg-New York: Springer-verlag, pp. 112-22.
Articles
Relation between auxin-autotrophy and tryptophan
accumulation in cultured plant cells. Planta (134)
103-08.
Selection and characterization of amino acid analog
resistant plant cell cultures. Crop Science (17)
597-600.
With J. Berlin
Correlation between phenylalanine ammonia lyase
activity and phenolic biosynthesis in p-fluoropheny-
lalanine-sensitive and -resistant tobacco and carrot
tissue cultures. Plant Physiology (59) 550-53.
With L. C. Haderlie and F. W. Slife
Effect of glyphosate on carrot and tobacco cells.
Plant Physiology (60) 40-3.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Campos, Mario Silva (R. Lambert) , Estimates of genetic
parameters from a liguleless corn synthetic grown
at two plant populations.
ALBERT, WACO W., Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
Chapter 1: Factorial energy needs of brood mares
for maintenance* gestation and lactation, and
Chapter 2 : Energetics of growth of weanling and
yearling Quarter Horses, and
Chapter 3: A comparison of hay, haylage and pasture
for horses, and
Chapter 4: Measuring and improving exercise and
racing of horses. In Stud manager's handbook ,
vol. 14, ed. by M. E. Ensminger. Clovis, California
Agriservices, pp. 171-8, 179-95, 205-12, 253-62.
Articles
How much should a mare be fed? Illinois Research
(19:No. 1) 5-6.
BAHR, JANICE, Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
Reproduction in poultry. In Reproduction in Domes-
tic Animals , ed. by Cole and Cupps. New York:
Academic Press, pp. 529-52.
Hormonal regulation of the development, maturation,
and ovulation of the ovarian follicle. In Repro-
duction and human welfare: A challenge to research
,
ed. by Creep, Koblinsky and Jaffe. MIT Press,
Cambridge, MA, pp. 40-3.
Articles
With H. Eiler and A. Nalbandov
Ovarian steroids in the uterine luminal effect of
LH and mating in rabbits. Biology of Reproduction
(17) 459-64.
With S. C. Carter and V. D. Ramirez
Monoamines, estrogen, and female sexual behavior in
the golden hamster. Brain Research (144) 109-21.
With S. T. Wolford, C. J. Argoudelis and J. Tobias
Estrogen compounds in foods. Illinois Research (19)
12-13.
BAKER, DAVID H., Professor
Gupta, Satish Chandra (J. R. Harlan), Cytology and
morphology of saccharum-sorghujn introgression.
Harris, Thomas Solomon (J. B. Fehrenbacher)
,
Evaluation of selected types of soil maps for
classifying agricultural land in Illinois on
the basis of soil productiviy indexes
.
Jordon-Molero, Jaime Eduardo (E. W. Stoller) ,'
Effects of light, planting and harvesting dates
and competition studies with nutsedges, Cyperus
esculentus L . and C_. rotundus L
.
Maglinao, Amado Reyes (D. B. Peters), Soybean growth,
photosynthesis and translocation as affected by
water stress under field conditions.
Books
Sulfur in lonruminant nutrition. Des Moines, Iowa:
NFIA Press, 123pp.
Chapter in a Book
Amino acid nutrition of the chick. In Advances in
Nutritional Research , ed. by Draper. New York:
Plenum Press, pp. 299-335.
Articles
Environmental contaminants and their nutritional
impact. Federation Proceedings (36) 1879-80.
Xylose and xylan utilization by the chick. Poultry
Science (56) 2105-07.
Polisetty, Raghuveer (R. H. Hageman) , Characteristics
of nitrate uptake from nutrient solution and root
nitrate reductase activity among corn (Zea Mays L.)
genotypes.
Touchton, Joseph Terry (L. F. Welch) , Corn yield,
nutrient uptake by corn, nitrification, and N-
serve degradation in soil as affected by applied
N-serve and nitrogen.
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with R. A. Easter
Nitrogen metabolism, muscle carnosine concentration
and blood chemistry of gravid swine fed graded
levels of histidine. Journal of Nutrition (107)
120-25.
Arginine and its relationship to the antibiotic
growth response in swine. Journal of Animal Science
(45) 108-12.
Nitrogen metabolism of gravid gilts fed purified
diets deficient in either leucine or tryptophan.
Journal of Animal Science (44) 417-21.
With K. R. Robbins
Phenylalanine requirement of the weanling pig and
its relationship to tyrosine. Journal of Animal
Science (45) 113-18.
Comparative utilization of L-leucine> D-leucine and
DL-a-hydroxy- leucine by the chick. Nutrition
Reports International (16) 611-16.
With K. R. Robbins and H. W. Norton
Histidine status in the chick as measured by growth
rate, plasma free histidine and breast muscle carno-
sine. Journal of Nutrition (107) 2055-61.
With A. Gh. Galal et al.
Evaluation of supplemental protein sources for
broiler chicks. Poultry Science (56) 703-6.
Improvement of typical Egyptian broiler diets by
addition of either lysine and methionine or blood-
meal. Poultry Science (56) 698-700.
With J. M. Harter
Sulfur amino acid activity of glutathione, DL-a-
hydroxy-methionine and a-keto-methionine in chicks.
Proceedings of the Society for Experimental Biology
and Medicine (156) 201-4.
With G. H. Johnson and E. G. Perkins
Nutritional implications of the Maillard reaction:
the availability of fructose-phenylalanine to the
chick. Journal of Nutrition (107) 1659-64.
With J. R. Diehl and P. J. Dziuk
The effect of PGF2a on the productivity of gilts.
Journal of Animal Science (44) 89-94.
With J. T. Yen and A. H. Jensen
Assessment of the availability of niacin in corn,
soybeans and soybean meal. Journal of Animal
Science (45) 269-78.
With J. E. Pettigrew et al.
Milk proteins for artificially-reared piglets, 2.
Comparison to a skim milk hydrolysate. Journal of
Animal Science (44) 383-8.
With P. M. A. Costa et al.
Lysine availability of roasted dried and high-
moisture corns as determined by the chick growth
assay. Journal of Animal Science (45) 4 57-62,
BRAY, D. J., Professor
Article
With C. W. Carlson and G. J. Mountney
Scientist-year and publication expenditures for
U.S. poultry research in 1974 and 1975. Poultry
Science (56) 1960-67,
BROWN, DAVID E., Lecturer
Article
With P, C. Harrison et al.
I
Heat stress effects on fetal development during
late gestation in the ewe. Journal of Animal
Science (44) 442-46.
CMARIK, GEORGE F., Assistant Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With H. w. Norton
Bovine litter size progress report. Urbana,
Illinois: Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station.
DSAC (5) 181-2.
With D. F. Parrett and B. A, Weichenthal
Feedlot and carcass performance of crossbred steers.
Urbana, Illinois: Illinois Agricultural Experiment
Station. DSAC (5) 188-90.
With B. A. Weichenthal
Effect of rumensin on feed efficiency and performance
of yearling heifers. Urbana, Illinois: Illinois
Agricultural Experiment Station. DSAC (5) 191-2.
With D. P. Holzgraefe et al
.
The effects of acid treatment of hay baled at high
moisture levels, Urbana, Illinois: Illinois Agri-
cultural Experiment Station. DSAC (5) 109-14,
With C. J. Kaiser et al.
Pasture evaluation of tall fescue varieties. Urbana,
Illinois: Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station.
DSAC (5) 125-7.
With J. J. Faix et al
.
Summer annuals for grazing. Urbana, Illinois:
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station: DSAC (5)
128-30.
With A. B. Hanson et al.
Protected methionine for steers and heifers on pas-
ture. Urbana, Illinois: Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station. DSAC (5) 183-4.
Protected methionine for growing heifers. Urbana,
Illinois: Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station,
DSAC (5) 185-7.
With T. D. Saxe et al
Egyptian Livestock Association feeder calf sale,
October 7, 1976. Urbana, Illinois: Illinois Agri-
cultural Experiment Station. DSAC (5) 193-4.
With T. D. Saxe et al.
1977 ELBA Beef Expo. Urbana, Illinois: Illinois
Agricultural Experiment Station. DSAC (5) 195-6.
With L. E. Hanson et al.
Leptospirosis control in cattle at the Dixon Springs
Agricultural Center. Urbana, Illinois: Illinois
Agricultural Experiment Station. DSAC (5) 261-2.
With A. H. Killinger et al.
Ecology, epidemiology and control of pinkeye in cat-
tle. Urbana, Illinois: Illinois Agricultural Exper-
iment Station. DSAC (5) 265-7.
With G, T, Woods et al.
Ruminal ulcers in beef calves self-fed a ration con-
taining antimicrobial agents. Urbana, Illinois:
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station. DSAC (5)
268.
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With A. H. Killinger et al.
Economic impact of infectious bovine keratoconjunc-
tivitis in beef calves. Veterinary Medicine/Small
Animal Clinician (April) 618-20.
CORBIN, JAMES E., Professor
Chapter in a Book
Feeding of dogs. In Livestock feeds and feeding ,
ed. by D. C. Church. Corvallis, Oregon, pp. 260-71.
Article
Nutrient requirements and nutrient recommendations
for dogs. Proceedings, 38th Minnesota Nutrition
Conference, 101-21.
CURTIS, STANLEi E., Associate Professor
Articles
With J. E. Pettigrew et al.
Milk proteins for artificially reared piglets. 3.
Efficacy of sodium caseinate and sweet dried whey.
Journal of Animal Science (45) 261-8.
With J. G. Druramond and J. Simon
Atmospheric ammonia affects swine health. Illinois
Research (19:No.4) 8-9.
DZIUK, PHILIP J., Professor
Chapter in a Book
Reproduction in pigs. In Reproduction in Domestic
Animals , ed. by Cole and Cupps. New York: Academic
Press, pp. 455-74.
Articles
With J. R. Diehl and D. H. Baker
Effect of PGF2- on sow and litter performance during
and following parturition. Journal of Animal
Science (44) 89-94.
With P. A. Martin
Assessment of relative fertility of males (cockerels
and boars) by competitive mating. Journal of
Reproduction and Fertility (49) 323-9.
The effect of storage on spermatozoa iii vitro and
the composition of the extender on the proportion
of offspring from heterospermic insemination in the
chicken. Journal of Reproduction and Fertility
(50) 297-300.
With P. A. Martin and G. W. BeVier
The effect of number of corpora lutea on the length
of gestation in pigs. Biology of Reproduction (16)
633-7.
With O. D. Sherwood et al
.
Plasma relaxin levels in pigs with corpora lutea
induced during late pregnancy. Biology of Repro-
duction (17) 97-100.
Plasma relaxin levels during late pregnancy and at
parturition in pigs with altered utero-ovarian
connections. Biology of Reproduction (17) 101-3.
With S. K. Webel et al.
Fertility, ovulation and maturation of eggs in mares
injected with HCG. Journal of Reproduction and
Fertility (51) 337-41.
With P. A. Martin and H. W. Norton
The effect of corpora lutea induced during pregnan-
cy on the length of gestation in the pig. Biology
of Reproduction (17) 712-17.
EASTER, ROBERT A. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With D. H. Baker
Nitrogen metabolism, tissue carnosine concentration
and blood chemistry of gravid swine fed graded
levels of histidine. Journal of Nutrition (107)
120-5.
Arginine and its relationship to the antibiotic
growth response in swine. Journal of Animal Science
(45) 108-12.
Nitrogen metabolism of gravid gilts fed purified
diets deficient in either leucine or tryptophan.
Journal of Animal Science (44) 417-21.
FAHEY, GEORGE C, JR., Assistant Professor
Article
With J. E. Williams et al
.
Chemical composition and rat growth stimulation of
several preparations of corn cob acid-resistant
hemicellulose. Nutrition Reports International
(16:3) 277-84.
FORBES, RICHARD M. , Professor
Articles
With H. M. Parker
Biological availability of zinc in and as influenced
by whole fat soy flour in rat diets. Nutrition
Reports International (15) 681-8.
With J. W. Spears and E. E. Hatfield
Nickel-copper interrelationships in the rat. Pro-
ceedings of the Society for Experimental Biology and
Medicine (156) 140-3.
GARRIGUS, UPSON S. , Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With A. L. Pope et al
.
Necesidades nutricionales de animales domesticos.
V. Necesidades nutricionales del ganado ovino.
Centro regional de ayuda tecnica. Agencia para el
Desarrollo Internacional, Mexico (Translated) 72pp.
HARRISON, PAUL C, Professor
Articles
With L. A. Cogburn
Retardation of sexual development in pinealectomized
single comb White Leghorn cockerels. Poultry
Science (56) 876-82.
With D. E. Brown et al.
Heat stress effects on fetal development during late
gestation in the ewe. Journal of Animal Science
(44) 442-6.
With M. J. Darre
Influence of gonadotropic releasing hormone, lutein-
izing hormone and pineal extracts on testes of iinna-
ture cockerels. Poultry Science (56) 2016-21.
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HATFIELD, EVERETT E. , Professor
Articles
With J. W. Spears
Role of nickel in animal nutrition. Feedstuf fs
(49) 24-8.
With A. M. Papas
Factors affecting voluntary feed intake of growing
ruminants fed high concentrate diets. Feedstuffs
(49) 22-3.
With J. W. Spears and C. J. Smith
Rumen bacterial urease requirement for nickel
.
Journal of Dairy Science (60) 1073-6.
With J. W. Spears and R. M. Forbes
Nickel-copper relationship in the rat. Proceedings
of the Society for Experimental Biology and Medicine
(156) 140-3.
HINDS, FRANK C, Professor
Article
With D. E. Brovm et al
.
Heat stress effects on fetal development during late
gestation in the ewe. Journal of Animal Science
(44) 442-6.
JENSEN, ALDON H., Professor
Article
With P. M. A. Costa et al.
Lysine availability of roasted dried and high-
moisture corns as determined by the chick growth
assay. Journal of Animal Science (46) 457-67,
With J. T. Yen and D. H. Baker
Assessment of the availability of niacin in corn,
soybeans and soybean meal. Journal of Animal
Science (45) 269-78.
With J. E. Pettigrew et al.
Milk proteins for artificially reared piglets. 3.
Efficacy of sodium caseinate and sweet dried whey.
Journal of Animal Science (45) 261-8.
With O. L. Brekke et al.
Acceptance and utilization by swine of aflatoxin-
contaminated corn treated with aqueous or gaseous
ammonia. Journal of Animal Science (45) 8-12.
With P. M. A. Costa et al
.
Effects of roasting and roasting temperatures on the
nutritive value of high-moisture corn for swine.
Journal of Animal Science (44) 234-41.
With J. T. Yen and J. Simon
Effect of dietary raw soybeans and soybean trypsin
inhibitor on trypsin and chymotrypsin activities in
the pancreas and in small intestinal juice of grow-
ing swine. Journal of Nutrition (107) 156-65.
With L. Q. Thong
Nutritional availability of spray dried lajrd water
protein. Journal of Nutrition 1021-6.
With R. F. Vesonder and A. Ceigler
Production of refusal factors by Fusarium strains
on grains. Applied Environmental Microbiology (34)
105-6.
JOHNSON, HUGH S., Professor
Articles
With D. L. Day et al.
Recycling oxidation ditch mixed liquor to laying
hens. Poultry Science (56) 1339-41.
With A. Gh. Galal and H. W. Norton
Feeding and recycling dried poultry waste to laying
hens. Poultry Science (56) 1670-3.
LEWIS, JOHN M. , Associate Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With J. R. Romans et al
.
Haylage in the growing-fattening lamb ration.
Urbana, Illinois: Illinois Agricultural Experiment
Station. DSAC (5) 140-5.
With M. H. Wallace et al.
Floor materials for sheep housing. Urbana,
Illinois: Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station
DSAC (5) 157-62.
With R. M. Wetherell et al.
The Dixon Springs wool pool, 1976. Urbana, Illinois:
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station. DSAC (5)
178-80.
With H. B. Puckett et al.
Mechanization of lamb and ewe feeding. Urbana,
Illinois: Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station.
DSAC (5) 7-8.
With J. J. Faix and F. C. Hinds
Sweet corn stover for forage. Urbana, Illinois:
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station. DSAC (5)
92-4.
With D. P. Holzgraefe et al.
The effects of acid treatment of hay baled at high
moisture levels. Urbana, Illinois: Illinois Agri-
cultural Experiment Station. DSAC (5) 109-14.
With J. J. Faix et al.
Summer annuals for grazing. Urbana, Illinois:
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station. DSAC (5)
128-30.
With F. C. Hinds et al.
The influence of method of collection on the nutri-
tive value of soybean harvest residue. Urbana,
Illinois: Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station.
DSAC (5) 131-3.
With P. J. Dziuk et al.
Comb. -6 breed development. Urbana, Illinois:
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station. DSAC (5)
134-5.
With M. H. Wallace et al.
Barbados blackbelly potential. Urbana, Illinois:
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station. DSAC (5)
136-9.
With F. C. Hinds et al
.
The utilization of dehydrated pelleted turfgrass as
a ruminant feed. Urbana, Illinois: Illinois Agri-
cultural Experiment Station. DSAC (5) 146-9.
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With M. H. Wallace and F. C. Hinds
Evaluation of the ewe breeds for commercial lamb
production. Urbana, Illinois: Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station. PSAC (5) 150-2.
Sheep management systems. Urbana, Illinois. Illi-
nois Agricultural Experiment Station. DSAC (5) 153-4.
Feeder space requirements of self-fed lambs. Urbana,
Illinois: Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station.
DSAC (5) 163-5.
Effect of drinking behavior on post-weaning growth
of artificially reared lambs. Urbana, Illinois:
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station. DSAC (5)
169-7 0.
With D. E. Brown et al.
Heat stress - nutrition interaction in ovine fetal
dwarfism. Urbama, Illinois: Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station. DSAC (5) 171-2.
With R. Ogden et al.
Coyote predation in sheep at the Dixon Springs Agri-
cultural Center. Urbana, Illinois: Illinois Agri-
cultural Experiment Station. DSAC (5) 173-5.
With R. Ogden and M. H. Wallace
Coyote population census in Illinois. Urbana,
Illinois: Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station.
DSAC (5) 176-7.
With M. H. Wallace et al.
Use of Pasteurella vaccine to prevent pneumonia in
young lambs. Urbana, Illinois: Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station. DSAC (5) 27 3-4.
With D. E. Brown et al.
Heat stress effects on fetal development during late
gestation in the ewe. Journal of Animal Science
(44) 442-6.
MISTRY, SORAB P., Professor
Articles
With P. N. Achuta Murthy
Bioctin. Journal of Progress in Food and Nutrition
Science. (2) 405-55.
With C. S. Shen
Activities of pyruvate and propionyl coenzyme A car-
boxylase in chicken tissues during normal growth and
biotin deficiency. Poultry Science (56) 1900-3.
NORTON, HORACE W. , Professor
Articles
With P. M. A. Costa et al.
Effects of roasting and roasting temperature on the
nutritive value of high-moisture corn for swine.
Journal of Aniraal Science (44:2) 234-41.
With A. H. Killinger et al.
Economic impact of infectious bovine keratoconjunct-
ivitis. Veterinary Medicine/Small Aniinal Clinician
(72) 618-20.
With J. J. Francis and J. R. Romans
Consumer rating of two beef marbling levels. Journal
of Animal Science (45:1) 67-70.
With A. Gh. Galal and H. S. Johnson
Feeding and recycling dried poultry waste to laying
hens. Poultry Science (56:5) 1670-3.
With J. E. Pettigrew et al
.
Milk proteins for artificially reared piglets. 3.
Efficiency of sodium caseinate and sweet dried whey.
Journal of Animal Science. (45:2) 261-8.
With R. A. Crandall et al.
Use of pseudorabies hyperimmune serum in naturally
occurring pseudorabies in Illinois swine herds.
Journal of American Veterinary Medical Association
(171:1) 59-63.
With A. Gh. Galal et al.
Improvement of typical Egyptian broiler diets by
addition of either lysine and methionine or blood
meal. Poultry Science (56:2) 698-700.
Evaluation of supplemental protein sources for
broiler chicks. Poultry Science (56:2) 703-6.
With P. A. Martin and P. J. Dziuk
Lysine availability of roasted dried and high-mois-
ture corn as determined by the chick growth assay.
Journal of Animal Science (46:3) 457-62.
With K. R. Robbins and D. H. Baker
Histidine status in the chick as measured by growth
rate, plasma free histidine and breast muscle carno-
sine. Journal of Nutrition (107:11) 2055-61.
With P. A. Martin and P. J. Dziuk
The effect of corpora lutea induced during pregnancy
on the length of gestation in the pig . Biology of
Reproduction (17) 712-17.
ROMANS, JOHN R. , Associate Professor
Revision of a Book
The meat we eat (11th ed.). Danville, Illinois:
Interstate Printers and Publishers. 780 pp.
Articles
With J. J. Francis and H. W. Norton
Consumer rating of two beef marbling levels. Journal
of Animal Science (45:1) 67-70.
With T. D. Etherton and D. E. Bauman
Lipolysis in subcutaneous and perirenal adipose tis-
sue from sheep and dairy steers. Journal of Animal
Science (44:6) 1100-6.
With T. J. Fahey et al.
A comparison of practical methods to estimate pork
carcass composition. Journal of Animal Science
(44:1) 8-17.
SCHMIDT, GLENN R. , Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
Meat massaging techniques. In Proceedings of the
Meat Industry Research Conference, ed . by American
Meat Institute Foundation. Arlington, Virginia,
pp. 53-68.
Articles
With J. J. Macfarlane and R. H. Turner
Binding of meat pieces: a comparison of myosin,
actomyosin and sarcoplasmic proteins as binding
agents. Journal of Food Science (42) 1603-5.
With R. R. Bell et al.
Physiological responses of human adults to foods
containing phosphate additives. Journal of Nutri-
tion (107) 42-50.
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WALLACE, MICHAEL H., Associate Animal Scientist
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Keys to good lambing management. Urbana, Illinois:
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station. DSAC
(5) 155-6.
Rearing extra and orphan lambs. Urbana, Illinois:
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station. DSAC (5)
166-8.
With J. M. Lewis et al.
Barbados blackbelly potential. Urbana, Illinois:
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station. DSAC
(5) 136-9.
With J. M. Lewis and F. C. Hinds
Evaluation of ewe breeds for commercial lamb produc-
tion. Urbana, Illinois: Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station. DSAC (5) 150-2.
Sheep uanagei-.ient systems. Urbana, Illinois: Illin-
ois Aaricultural Experiment Station. DSAC (5) 153-5.
Feeder space requirements of self-fed lambs. Urbana
Illinois: Illinois Agricultural Experiment
Station. DSAC (5) 163-5.
Effect of drinking behavior on post-weaning growth
of artificially reared lambs. Urbana, Illinois:
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station. DSAC
(5) 169-70.
With M. E. Mansfield et al.
Use of Pasteurella vaccine to prevent pneumonia in
young lambs. Urbana, Illinois: Illinois Agricul-
tural Experiment Station. DSAC (5) 2 73-4.
With H. B. Puckett et al.
Mechanization of lamb and ewe feeding. Urbana,
Illinois: Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station.
DSAC (5) 109-14.
With F. C. Hinds et al.
The influence of method of collection of the nutri-
tive value of soybean harvest residue. Urbana,
Illinois: Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station.
DSAC (5) 131-3.
With P. J. Dziuk et al.
Comb. -6 breed development. Urbana, Illinois:
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station. DSAC (5)
134-5.
With J. M. Lewis et al.
Haylage in the growing-fattening lamb ration.
Urbana, Illinois: Illinois Agricultural Experiment
Station. DSAC (5) 140-5.
With F. C. Hinds et al.
The utilization of dehydrated, pelleted turfgrass
clippings as a ruminant feed. Urbana, Illinois:
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station. DSAC
C5) 146-9.
With J. M. Lewis et al.
Floor materials for sheep housing. Urbana, Illinois
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station. DSAC
(5) 157-62.
With D. E. Brown et al.
Heat stress - nutrition interaction in ovine fetal
dwarfism. Urbana, Illinois: Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station. DSAC (5) 171-2.
With R. Ogden et al.
Coyote predation in sheep at the Dixon Springs
Agricultural Center. Urbana, Illinois: Illinois
Agricultural Experiment Station. DSAC (5) 173-5.
With R. Ogden and J. M. Lewis
Coyote population census in Illinois. Urbana,
Illinois: Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station.
DSAC (5) 176-7.
With J. M. Lewis et al.
The Dixon Springs wool pool, 1976. Urbana, Illinois
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station. DSAC
(5) 178-80.
With D. E. Brown et al.
Heat stress effects on fetal development during
late gestation in the ewe. Journal of Animal
Science (44) 442-6.
With D. P. Holzgraefe et al.
The effects of acid treatment of hay baled at high
moisture levels. Urbana, Illinois: Illinois Agri-
cultural Experiment Station. DSAC (5) 109-14.
With J. J. Faix et al.
Summer annuals for grazing. Urbana, Illinois:
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station. DSAC
(5) 128-33.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Harter, Jeannine M. (D. H. Baker), Nutritional and
metabolic factors involved in the utilization and
toxicity of sulfur-containing amino acids in the
chick.
Heusner, Gary Lee (W. W. Albert) , Energy requirements
and management of the growing enquine.
Overfield, James Ralph Jr. (E. E. Hatfield) , Nutri-
tional factors associated with the development
of abscessed livers in feedlot cattle.
Prawirokusumo, Soeharto (D. J. Bray) , Some nutritional
aspects of utilizing rice bran in poultry diets.
Sitompul, Hillen Haposan (E. H. Hatfield), Biological
evaluation and detoxification of cassava (Manihot
esculenta Crantz)
.
Theno, David McLin Jr. (G. R. Schmidt) , The micro-
structure of sectioned and formed meat products.
Thomas, Wilbur Gene (D. J. Bray) , Considerations for
the use of cassava as the energy source in broiler
rations fed in trooical and subtropical regions.
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ANTHROPOLOGY KLEPINGER, LINDA L. , Assistant Professor
BAREIS, CHARLES J., Assistant Professor
Chapters in Books
V preliminary report of the 1963 archaeological
excavations at L'Anse aux Meadows, Newfoundland.
In The discovery of a Norse settlement in America ,
by A.S. Ingstad. Oslo: Universitetsforlaget, pp.
97-106 and figure 61.
BRUNEK, EDWARD M., Professor
Anthropology in Indonesia: a bibliographical re-
view, by Koentjaraningrat. American Anthropol-
ogist (79:3) 691.
CASAGRANDE, JOSEPH B., Professor
Articles
"Comment" on likeness and likelihood in everyday
thought: magical thinking in judgments and per-
sonality, by R.A. Shweder. Current Anthropology
(18:4) 648-9.
"Introduction" to The sociological thought of
Wilhelm Wundt, by A. Goldenweiser. Journal of the
Steward Anthropological Society (8) 169-86.
Looms of Otavalo. Natural History (86:8) 48-59.
CUNNINGHAM, CLARK E., Professor
Etudes rurales, 53-56, 1974: agriculture et soci-
etes en Asie du Sud-Est, by (diverse authors).
American Anthropologist (79) 157-8.
Thai peasant social structure, by J.M. Potter.
American Scientist (65:5) 641.
DOUGHERTY, JANET W.D., Assistant Professor
Chapters in Books
Color categorization in West Futuna: variability
and change. In Sociocultural dimensions of lan-
guage change , ed. by B. Blount and M. Sanchez.
New York: Academic Press.
Articles
The structure and function of reduplication in
West Futuna. Journal of the Polynesian Society
(86:2)
.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Error types and their significance in children's
responses in elicitation setting. ERIC Report on
Languages and Linguistics (ED 129-091, FL 008 027)
.
1976.
GROVE, DAVID C. , Professor
Articles
The Central Mexican preclassic: Is there really
disagreement? American Antiquity (42:4) 634-7.
Articles
With J.K. Kuhn and J. Thomas, Jr.
Prehistoric dental calculus gives evidence for coca
in early coastal Ecuador. Nature (269) 506-7.
LATHRAP, DONALD W. Professor
Chapters in Books
Our Father the Cayman, Our Mother the Gourd:
Spinden revisited, or A iinitary ncdel for the emer-
gence of agriculture in the New World. In Agri -
cultural origins , ed. by C. Reed. Hague: Mouton,
pp. 713-51.
Articles
With C. Zevallos, et al
The San Pablo com kernel and its friends. Science
(196:April 22) 385-9.
Reviews
The early Mesoamerican village, ed. by K.V. Flannery
Science (195:March 25) 1319-21.
LEHMAN, F.K. , Professor
Articles
A brief note on the reconstruction of ma^ in Tibeto-
Burman.
24-38.
Studies in the Linguistic Sciences (7:2)
PLATH, DAVID W. , Professor
Articles
Bourbon in the tea: dilemmas of an aging senzenha .
The Japan Interpreter (11:3) 362-83.
RILEY, THOMAS J., Assistant Professor
Articles
Excavations at the Bull Jackson Homestead, Orange
County, New York. Journal of the Council for
Northeast Historical Archaeology (April) 28-33.
With G. Freimuth
Frost drainage in the prehistoric agriculture of
the upper Midwest. Field Museum Bulletin (48:6)
4-8.
ROSS, HAROLD M. , Associate Professor
Articles
Baegu markets, areal integration and economic ef-
ficiency in Malaita, Solomon Islands. Ethnology
(17:April) 1-26.
Leadership styles and strategies in a traditional
Melanesian society. Journal de la Societe des
Oceanistes (33: December) 1-31.
The sweet potato in the southeastern Solomons.
Journal of the Polynesian Society (86: December)
1-13.
Prehispanic America, by S. Gorenstein, et al.
Hispanic American Historical Review (57:3) 578-9.
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SHIMKIN, DEMITRI B. , Professor
Chapters in Books
Consumer health education. In Health care research
in Illinois
, ed. by S. Foster et al. Rockford:
Rockford School of Medicine, pp. 324-5.
The social sciences and national defense: trends,
potentials and issues. Naval War College Review
(Summer) 41-9.
Reviews
Northeast Asia in prehistory, by C.S. Chard. Journal
of the American Oriental Society (97) 387-8.
THOMPSON, RICHARD W., Assistant Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With T. Riley
A predictive model for archaeological resource
management . Predictive models in archaeology .
Illinois State Department of Conservation.
UCHENDU, VICTOR C. , Professor and Director, African
Studies Program
Books Edited
With C.C. Mojekwu and L.F. Van Hoey
African society, culture and politics: an intro-
duction to African studies. Washington, DC: UP
of America, 277 pp.
Chapters in Books
The cultural roots of aggressive behavior in modern
African politics. In The warrior tradition in
modern Africa
, ed. by Mazrui. Leiden: Brill, pp.
99-108.
Slaves and slavery in Igboland, Nigeria. In
Slavery in Africa
, ed. by Miers and Kopytoff.
Madison: Wisconsin UP, pp. 121-32.
Articles
The challenge of cultural transition in sub-Saharan
Africa. The Annals of the American Academy of
Political and Social Sciences (432:July) 70-9.
WHITTEN, NORMAN E., JR., Professor
Books Edited
With M.F. Naranjo and J.L. Pereira
Temas sobre la continuidad y adaptacion cultural
Ecuatoriana. Quito (Ecuador) : Catholic UP, 210 pp.
Chapters in Books
Etnocidio Ecuatoriano y ethnogensis indigena: resur-
gencia amazonica ante la colonizacion Andina. In
Temas sobre la continuidad y adaptacion cultural
Ecuatoriana
,
ed. by N.E. Whitten, Jr., et al.
Quito (Ecuador) : Catholic UP, pp. 169-213.
Articles
Anthropology. Encyclopedia Britannica Book of the
Year (1976) 128-30.
Structure, control, and the evolution of power.
Reviews in Anthropology (4:6) 567-74.
/(ith D.S. Whitten
Report of a process linking basic science research
with an action-oriented program for research sub-
jects. Human Organization (36:1) 101-5. (Reprinted
in Survival International Review (2:4 5-8.)
Reviews
Changing rural society: a study of communities in
Bolivia, by W.J. McEwen. Man (11:4) 617.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Collaborative research: Report on the Sacha Runa
Research Foundation. San Francisco: Medical Anthro-
pology Newsletter (8:3) 4-5.
Report of the President, 1977.
Research Foundation, 12 pp.
ZUIDEMA, R. TOM, Professor
Urbana: Sacha Runa
Chapters in Books
The Inca calendar,
ed. by A.F. Aveni
.
In Native American Astronomy
,
Austin: Texas UP.
The Inca kinship system: a new theoretical view.
In Andean kinship and marriage , ed. by R. Bolton
and E. Mayer. Washington, DC: American Anthro-
pological Association.
Articles
With G. Urton
La constelacion de la llama en los Andes Peruanos.
Allpanchis Phuturinga (9)
.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Almirol, Edwin Boado (C. Cunningham) , Ethnic identity
and social negotiation: A study of a Filipino
community in California.
Delaney, William Phillip (F. K. Lehman) , Sooio-
cultural aspects of aging in Buddhist Northern
Thailand.
Gordon, Robert James (V, C. Uchendu) , Mines, migrants
and masters : An ethnography of labor turnover at
a Namibian mine.
Hyland, Stanley Edward (D. B. Shimkin) , Mid-west
mobile home parks: An emerging residential
settlement alternative.
Kerns, Virginia (N. E. Whitten, Jr.), Daughters
bring in: ceremonial and social organization of
the Black Carib of Belize.
Lareau, Leslie Spencer (J. Peterson) , Widowhood in a
rural environment: adaptation as role modification.
Midgett, Douglas Kent (N . Whitten), West Indian
migration and adaptation in St. Lucia and London.
Morrison, Judith Kxow (H. M. Ross), Being Chinese in
Honolulu: a political and social status or a way
of life.
Orlowski, Duane Edmund (F. K. Lehman), Unstable urban
bilingualism; the mother tongue socialization of
the children of Greek immigrants in Toronto, Canada.
Othman, Mohamed Aris (E. M. Bruner)
,
in a Malay community in Malaysia.
Ethnic identity
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Rodin, Miriam Beth (D. Shimkin) , The urban citizens
—
Bethel Park, Chicago, a study of structure and
dynamics in a competent urban community.
Rondinelli, Robert David (E. Giles) , A multivariate
morphometric study of cranio-vertebral shape
changes in man and various nonhuman primates.
Van Esterik, John Laurier (P. K. Lehman) , Cultural
interpretation of canonical paradox; lay meditation
in a central Thai village.
Wynn, Thomas Grant (C. M. Keller) , The evolution of
operational thought.
SCHOUSBOE, INGVAR, Professor
Translations
Hymnus amoris. The ballad of the "Great Eastern."
Dysphorial obituary. In Contemporary Danish Poetry .
An anthology , ed. by Jensen, Jensen, Mogensen, and
Taylor. Boston: Twayne, 37-9;168-76.
Articles
Bailey's crossroads collapse reviewed. Journal of
the Construction Division, ASCE Proceedings (102,
C02) 365-78.
SMITH, ROBERT L. , Associate Professor
ARCHITECTURE
SNDERSC«a, JAMES R. , Associate Professor, See: Housing
Research and Development.
BETTS, RICHARD J., Assistant Professor
Articles
On the chronology of Francesco di Giorgio 's trea-
tises: new evidence frcxn an unpublished manuscript.
Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians .
(36:No. 1) 3-14.
CREESE, WALTER L., Professor
Chapter in a Book
Imagination in the suburb. In Nature and the Vic-
torian imagination , ed. by KnoepfImacher and
Tennyson. Berkeley: University of California,
pp. 49-67.
CURCIC, SLOBODAN, Associate Professor
Articles
Architectural significance of subsidiary chapels in
Middle Byzantine churches. Journal of the Society
of Architectural Historians (36:No.2) 94-110.
Two examples of local building workshops in four-
teenth-century Serbia. Zograf (Revue d'art
medievale) (7) 45-51.
Book Reviews
Bogorodica Ljeviska, by Draga Panic and Gordana
Babic. The Art Bulletin (59:No.4) 632-5.
The Byzantine churches of Istanbul. A photographic
survey, by Thomas F. Mathews. Journal of the Society
of Architectural Historians (36:No.4) 208-82.
Books
Electrical wiring industrial. New York: Van
Nostrand Reinhjld, 135pp.
With R. C. Mullin
Electrical wiring commercial. New York: Van
Nostrand Reinhold, 231pp.
WICKERSHEIMER, DAVID J., Associate Professor
Books
With American Concrete Institute Committee #120.
Selection of historic papers on concrete 1876-1926,
ed. by Howard Newlon, Jr. Detroit: American Con-
crete Institute Publication SP-52, 334pp.
Articles
Slenderness effects in column design. Concrete Re-
inforcing Steel Institute Professional Members'
Structural Bulletin No. 1 (July) 1-8.
WINKELHAKE, CLAUDE A., Professor
Chapter in a Book
Cultural influences on environmental design. In
Priorities for environmental design research.
(Part 2) , ed. by Anderson and Weidemann. Urbana:
University of Illinois Press.
Article
Personal space and interpersonal space.
ment Systems (5) 351-2.
Man-Environ-
FRANCESCATO, GUIDO, Professor, See: Housing Research
and Development.
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CENTER FOR ASIAN STUDIES ASTRONOMY
MACMNALD, William L. , Associate Professor
Book Reviews
Lao She and the Chinese Revolution, bv Ranbir Vohra,
Journal of_th5 American Orienta^l Societ_y (96.3)
hlh-l'i'' ' "
""
MAKING, Seiichi, Associate Professor
Articles
On the nature of the Japanese potential construc-
tions. Pajpers in Japanese Linguistics, (A), 97-
124. "
" '
Can a single sentence have more than one empathy
focus? P?pei'S__from the Twelf th Regional Meeting,
Chicago Lingui SociVty, (12), 476-85.
From structuralists to transformationalists—with
focus on their view of language universals, (in
Japanese), Gengo, Taishukan, 6:11, 20-8.
A note on the Intransitive nature of the Japanese
raising verb omo ' u and its implications, S_t:ud_ies
in the Linguistic Sciences, 7:2, 39-48.
Book. Reviews
Nonverbal communication in human interaction, by
Mark L. Knapp, Gengo, Taishukan, 5:8, 35-7.
Japanese linguistics and language teaching: pro-
ceedings of the 1st Japanese language festival,
ed. by Yutaka Kusanagi, Department of East Asian
Languages, University of Hawaii at Manoa, Honolulu,
Hawai i . Journal_of^ _t_he_ Association of Teachers of
Japanese, 12Vl, 77-85.
Comprehending technical Japanese, by Daub, Bird and
Inoue, Journal of the Association of Teachers of
Japanese, 11:1, 112-15.
MULIIERN, Chieko I., Assistant Professor
Books
Koda Rohan. Boston,
Publishers, 178pp.
Articles
Massachusetts: Twayne
Secret instruction in the art of poetry bv Emperor
Gotoba, The Denver Quarterly, (Summer 1977), 107-19.
BIENIEK, RONALD J., Assistant Professor
Article
Uniform semiclassical methods of analyzing undula-
tions in far-wing line spectra. Physical Review A
(15) 1513-22.
CAHN, JULIUS H.
,
Associate professor
Articles
SiO maser luminosities in Mlra variables. Astro -
physical Journal Letters (212) L135-7.
On the distances of A 0620-00 and y\ Car. Astronomy
and Astrophysics (58) 443-4.
With P. R. Wood
Mira variables, mass loss, and the fate of red giant
stars. Astrophysical Journal (211) 499-508.
CRUTCHER, RICHARD M. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Excitation of OH toward interstellar dust clouds.
Astrophysical Journal (216) 308-19.
Detection and significance of carbon recombination
lines in diffuse interstellar clouds. Astrophysical
Journal Letters (217) L109-12.
With F. 0. Clark and P. T. Giguere
Radio observations of fragmentation and localized
multiple velocity components in a group of dust
clouds in Taurus. Astrophysical Journal (215) 511-6
DICKEL, HELENE R. , Research Associate professor
Articles
With H. J. Wendker
The Cygnus X region VIII: maps of calibrated sur-
face brightness of (Hj^ + [Nil]). Astronomy and
Astrophysics Supplement (29) 209-40.
With J. R. Dickel and W. J. Wilson
The detailed structure of CO in molecular cloud com-
plexes I. bGC 6334. Astrophysical Journal (217) 56-
67.
With A. Seacord II and S. Gottesraan
The H2CO absorption toward IC 1318 b-c in Cygnus.
Astrophysical Journal (218) 133-41.
DICKEL, JOHN R., Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
With E. K. Conklin, B. L. Ulich and D. T. Ther
Microwave brightness temperature measurements of 1
Ceres and 4 Vesta. In The Relationship of Comets
,
Minor Planets, and Meteorites - lAU Colloquium j*39
,
ed. by A. Delsemme. Toledo UP.
Articles
Report on the relationship of comets, minor planets,
and meteorites - lAU Colloquium #39. Icarus (32)
251-4.
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With D. C. Wells, et al.
The evolution of supernova remnants. Supernovae , ed
by D. N. Schramm. Reidel: Holland, p. 63.
With H. R. Dickel and W. J. Wilson
The detailed structure of CO in molecular cloud com-
plexes I. NGC 6334. Astrophysical Journal (217) 56-
Book Reviews
Comets, an illustrated introduction, by Patrick
Moore. The physics Teacher (February 1977).
The radio universe (second edition), by J. S. Hey.
Astrophysical Letters (19) 64.
ELITZUR, MOSHE, Visiting Research Assistant Professor
Articles
Inverting the ground state of interstellar CH.
Astrophysical Journal (218) 677-86.
On satellite lines anomalies in OH excited states.
Monthly Notices Royal Astronomical Society (179)
143-5.
Collisional excitations by charged particles in
interstellar clouds. Astronomy and Astrophysics
(57) 179-89.
Collisional excitations by charged particles in
interstellar clouds II. Exact solution of a model.
Astronomy and Astrophysics (59) 173-6.
GALLAGHER, JOHN S., Associate Professor
Articles
Dust formation in novae. Astronomical Journal (82)
209-15.
With E. B. Jenkins, et al.
Copernicus observations of Nova Cygni 1975. Astro -
physical Journal (212) 198-202.
With G. R. Knapp, S. M. Faber and B. Balick
HI observations of 40 SO and elliptical galaxies.
Astronomical Journal (82) 106-12.
With R. M. Humphreys
The near infrared spectrum of XX Ophiuchi. Publica -
tions of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific
(89) 182-4.
With S. M. Faber, B. Balick and G. R. Knapp
The neutral hydrogen content, stellar rotation curve
and mass-to-light ratio of NGC 4594, the 'sombrero'
galaxy. Astrophysical Journal (214) 383-9.
With C. M. Anderson
The mass of the nova HR Delphini nebula. Publica -
tions of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific
(89) 264-6.
With G. R. Knapp, S. M. Faber and B. Balick
Neutral hydrogen in the normal elliptical galaxy
NGC 4278. Astrophysical Journal (215) 463-73.
With W. B. Burton and M. A. McGrath
Broadband observations of HI within 10° of the
direction of the galactic center. Astronomy and
Astrophysics Supplement (29) 123-38.
IBEN, ICKO, JR., Professor and Head of Department
Chapter in a Book
Stellar structure and evolution with emphasis on the
evolution of intermediate mass stars. In Advanced
Stages in Stellar Evolution , Saas Fee, ed . by P.
Bouvier and A. Maeder. Geneva Observatory, i7.j--l'^6.
Articles
Thermal pulse and interpulse properties of inter-
mediate-mass stellar models with carbon-oxygen cores
of mass 0.96 Mq, 1.16 M0. and 1.36 M0. Rstro"h"sical
Journal (217) 788-98.
With J. W. Truran
On s-process nucleosynthesis in thermally pulsing
stars. Astrophysical Journal (216) 797-810.
With S. A. Lamb, W. M. Howard and J. W. Truran
(.'eutron-caoture nucleosynthesis in the helium-
burning cores of massive stars. Astrophysical
Journal (217) 213-21.
With S. A. Becker and R. S. Tuggle
On the frequency-period distributions of Cepheid
variables in galaxies in the local group. Astro -
physical Journal (218) 633-53.
LATTIMER, JAMES M. , Research Associate
Articles
With F. D. Mackie, D. G. Ravenhall and D. N. Schramm
The decompression of cold neutron star matter.
Astrophysical Journal (213) 225-33.
With D. N. Schramm and L. Grossman
Supernovae, grains and the formation of the solar
system. Nature (269) 116-8.
With S. W. Falk and S. H. Margolis
Are supernovae sources of presolar grains? Nature
(270) 700-1.
MOUSCHOVIAS , TELEMACHOS CH. , Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
A new scenario for binary star formation. In Star
Formation
,
ed
. by T. De Jong and A. Maeder. Boston:
Reidel, pp. 235-8.
Articles
A connection between the rate of rotation of inter-
stellar clouds, magnetic fields, arabipolar diffusion,
and the periods of binary stars. Astrophysical
Journal (211) 147-51.
With A. I. Poland
Expansion and broadening of coronal loop transients:
a theoretical explanation. Astrophysical Journal
(220) 675-82.
OLSON, EDWARD C, Associate Professor
Articles
Multicolor photometry of AM Herculis = 3U 1809 + 50.
Astrophysical Journal (215) 166-75.
Request for photometric observations of U Cephei.
Information Bulletin on Variable Stars
,
Number 1269.
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With D. Deming and K. M. Yoss
Cyanogen strengths, mixing, and supermetallicity in
G and K giants. Astronomy and Astrophysics (57)
417-30.
SNYDER, LEWIS E., Professor
Articles
Circumstellar raasers. In Topics in Interstellar
Ma t te
r
,
ed. Hugo van Woerden. Reidel, pp. 97-104.
/Jith W. D. Watson and J. M. Mollis
An interpretation of the anomalous variation of
N2H"'"/HC0 /SO2 in Orion: support for ion-molecule
reactions. Astrophysical Journal (212) 79-83.
With J. C. Webber
Detection of radio OH in periodic Comet d 'Arrest.
Astrophysical Journal Letters (214) L45-6.
With J. M. Hollis and D. Buhl
The quadrupole coupling constant of HNC. Astro -
physical Journal Letters (215) L87-8.
With B. L. Ulich and J. M. Hollis
Radio detection of Nitroxyl (HNO) : the first inter-
stellar NO bond. Astrophysical Journal Letters
(217) L105-8.
With J. M. Hollis, D. Buhl and W. D. Watson
Radio detection of interstellar N2D"''. Astrophysical
Journal Letters (218) L61-4.
SWENSON, GEORGE W
.
, JR., Research Professor
Articles
With J. L. Yen, et al.
Real-time, very-long-baseline interferometry based
on the use of a communications satellite. Science
(198) 289-91.
With S. H. Knowles, et al.
First results from a satellite data link radio
interferometer, proceedings of the Eighth Annual
Precise Time and Time Interval (PTTI) Applications
and Planning Meeting
,
U.S. Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, D. C. (NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
publishing number X-814-77-149)
, pp. 529-33.
TRURAN, JAMES W., Professor
Articles
Nucleosynthesis of CNO isotopes. CNO Isotopes in
Astrophysics
,
ed. by J. Audouze. Reidel: Holland,
pp. 145-54.
Supernova nucleosynthesis. Supernovae
,
ed. by D. N.
Schramm. Reidel: Holland, pp. 145-58.
With S. G. Starrfield, et al.
On interstellar accretion and the rejuvenation of
white dwarfs. Astrophysical Journal (211) 539-46.
With J. D. Colvin, H. M. Van Horn and S. G. Starrfield
On the enhancement of CNO nuclei in nova progenitors
Astrophysical Journal (212) 791-9.
With A. G. W. Cameron
The supernova trigger for formation of the solar
system. Icarus (30) 447-61.
With I. Iben, Jr.
On s-process nucleosynthesis in thermally pulsing
stars. Astrophysical Journal (216) 797-810.
With S. A. Lamb, W.M. Howard and I. Iben, Jr.
Neutron capture nucleosynthesis in the helium
burning cores of massive stars. Astrophysical
Journal (217) 213-21.
With S. G. Starrfield and W. M. Sparks
CNO nucleosynthesis and the nova outburst. In CNO
Isotopes in Astrophysics
, ed. by J. Audouze. Reidel
Holland, pp. 49-61.
With W. M. Sparks and S. G. Starrfield
A review of the thermonuclear runaway model of a
nova outburst. In Novae and Related Stars , ed. by
M. Friedjung. Reidel: Holand, pp. 219-20.
With S. G. Starrfield, et al.
Nova Cygni 1975 as a classical thermonuclear runa-
way event. In Novae and Related Stars, ed by M.
Friedjung. Reidel: Holland, pp. 185-6.
WATSON, WILLIAM D. , PROFESSOR: See Physics
WEBBER, JOHN C, Senior Scientist
Article
With L. E. Snyder
Detection of radio OH in periodic Comet d'Arrest.
Astrophysical Journal Letters (214) 145-6.
WEBBINK, RONALD F., Research Assistant Professor
Articles
The evolution of low-mass close binary systems. III.
1.50 J^ + 0.50 Mo : unsteady mass loss and shrinking
secondaries. Astrophysical Journal (211) 486-98.
The evolution of low-mass close binary systems. IV.
0.80 Mq + 0.40 Mq: catastrophic mass loss. Astro -
physical Journal (211) 881-9.
The evolution of low-mass close binary systems. V.
Transport processes in the envelopes of contact com-
ponents. Astrophysical Journal (215) 851-63.
Recurrent novae, s\Tnbiotic variables, and binary
evolution. Publications of the Variable Star
Section of the Royal Astronomical Society of Sew
Zealand (5) 22-7.
OTATT, STANLEY P., JR., Professor
Revision of a Book
Principles of astronomy, 3rd ed . (rev. ed.). Allyn
and Bacon, 730 pp.
Article
With J. W. Truran, et al.
On interstellar accretion and the rejuvenation of
white dwarfs. Astrophysical Journal (211) 539-46.
YOSS, KENNETH M. , Professor
Article
Accuracy of two-dimensional spectral classes derived
through DDO photometry. Astronomical Journal (82)
832-41.
i
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DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Boughton, Willis Lee (J. R. Dickel) , Studies of
radio recombination lines toward Orion A and W49B.
Kanagy II, Sherman Paul (S. P. Wyatt, Jr.), Dust in
globular star clusters.
TRENBERTH, KEVII!, Associate Prcressor
Articles
Relationships between inflow to Clutha Lakes, broad-
scale atmospheric circulation parameters and rain-
fall. New Zealand Journal of Science (20) 63-71.
An analysis of the weather affecting the offshore
work in the Maui Programme: Jan-May 1976. New
Zealand Engineering (82) 156-59.
Surface atmospheric tides in New Zealand. New
Zealand Journal of Science (20) 339-356.
Southern Oscillation Index and atmospheric carbon
dioxide. Nature (267) 650.
With A. A. Neale
Numerical weather prediction in New Zealand.
Monthly Weather Review (104) 817-25.
LABORATORY FOR ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH
BEARD, KENNETH V. K., Associate Professor
Articles
Terminal velocity adjustment for cloud and precipi-
tation drops aloft. Journal of the Atmospheric
Sciences (34) 1293-98.
On the acceleration of large water drops to terminal
velocity. Journal of Applied Meteorology (16)
1068-71.
SELLER, MARVIN A., Professor
Articles
With S. A. Bowhlll and G. C. Hess
A description of the University of Illinois meteor-
radar system and some first results. Journal of
Atmospheric and Terrestrial Physics (59:1) 15-24.
With M. R. Schoeberl
A calculation of the structure of stationary
planetary waves in winter. Journal of the Atmos-
pheric Sciences (34:8) 1235-55.
KAK, MAN KIN, Associate Professor
Assistant ProfessorWALSH, JOHN E.
\rticles
Measurements of the temperature, wind and moisture
distribution across the northern coast of Alaska.
Arctic and Alpine Research (9) 143-51.
The incorporation of ice station data into a study
of recent Arctic temperature fluctuations. Monthly
Weather Review (105) 1527-35.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Ice forecasting limitations imposed by the accuracy
of atmospheric prediction models. AIDJEX Bulletin
(No. 36) 1-13.
WILHELMSON, ROBERT B., Assistant Professor
Articles
On the thermodynamic equation for deep convection.
Monthly Weather Review (105: No. 4) 545-49.
With J. H. Ericksen
Direct solutions for Poisson's equation in three
dimensions . Journal of Computational Physics
(25: No. 4) 319-31.
Articles
On the nongeostrophic baroclinic instability
problem. Journal of the Atmospheric Sciences (34)
991-1006.
OGURA, YOSHIMITSU, Professor and Director
Articles
A note on the downstream variation of the lower
trade-wind circulation. Tellus (29) 240-44.
With Y. L. Chen
A life history of an intense mesoscale convective
storm in Oklahoma. Journal of the Atmospheric
Sciences (34) 1458-76.
With J. P. Russell and H. R. Cho
A semi-empirical model of the trade-wind inversion.
Journal of the Meteorological Society of Japan (55)
209-22.
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INSTITUTE OF AVIATION
BRYAN, LESLIE A., Professor and Director Emeritus
Articles
Joris Jansen Rapalje,
Trencher (2) 22.
1609-1663. The Flagon and
Book Reviews
The Rays look back, by McCulley. Illinois State
Genealogical Society Quarterly (Spring) 52.
Search and retrieval, by Marsh. Illinois State Gene -
alogical Society Quarterly (Spring) 52.
That's the way it was in Iroquois County, Illinois,
1822-1976, by Iroquois County Historical Society.
Illinois State Genealogical Society Quarterly
(Summer) 108.
Treadgills in America, by Janis H. Miller. Illinois
State Genealogical Society Quarterly (Summer) 108.
Ancestors-relatives-descendants, by Bertha Martinez.
Illinois State Genealogical Society Quarterly
(Summer) 108.
History of Macon County, by O. T. Banton. Illinois
State Genealogical Society Quarterly (Summer) 112.
History of Coles County, Illinois, 1876-1976 by Mart£
Ladd and Constance S. Kimball. Illinois State
Genealogical Society Quarterly (Summer) 112.
Hessiche Truppen Im Amerikanischen Unabhangigkeits-
krieg, by Inge Auerbach and Otto Frohlich. Illinois
State Genealogical Society Quarterly (Summer) 112.
As it was told to me, by Lela C. Wite. Illinois
State Genealogical Society Quarterly (Fall) 171.
Crozier family, by Roy A. Foulke. Illinois State
Genealogical Society Quarterly (Fall) 171.
Phillips and kin of Franklin County, Illinois, by
Frank Rademacher. Illinois State Genealogical
Society Quarterly (Fall) 171.
Hedges-Brumfield-Eveland Genealogy, by Ruth B.
Lacey. Illinois State Genealogical Society
Quarterly (Fall) 171.
To the west in 1894, travel journal of Dr. James
Douglass English, by Indiana Historical Society.
Illinois State Genealogical Society Quarterly
(Fall) 172.
Register of revolutionary soldiers and patriots
buried in Litchfield County, by Joyce M. Cropsey.
Illinois State Genealogical Society Quarterly
(Fall) 172.
Early Clark-Clarke clues, by Harry D. Roberts.
Illinois State Genealogical Society Quarterly
(Fall) 172.
To and frxjm James and Catherine Parshall, by F. N.
Parshall and H. L. Parshall. Illinois State Genea-
logical Society Quarterly (Fall) 172.
The Huhn family history and genealogy, by Steuber.
Illinois State Genealogical Society Quarterly
(Fall) 172.
Montpelier and the Snowden Family, by William G.
Cook
.
The Illinois State Genealogical Society
Quarterly (Fall) 172.
Clark Pratt Guilliams (1852-1911) and his wife Mary
Margaret Mizar (1855-1932) by Laurene M. Pittman.
Illinois State Genealogical Society Quarterly
(Fall) 172.
The Virdens of Delaware and related families, by
Donald 0. Virden. Illinois State Genealogical
Society Quarterly (Fall) 175. '
Dutch uncles and New England cousins, by Wilson O.
Hough
.
Illinois State Genealogical Society
Quarterly (Fall) 175.
The Grieme families of Sangamon County, Illinois, by
Sausaman. Illinois State Genealogical Society
Quarterly (Fall) 175.
Ten generations of Hixsons in America (1686-1976) by
William A. Sausaman. Illinois State Genealogical
Society Quarterly (Fall) 175.
Sumter Cemetery Association. Illinois State Genea-
logical Society Quarterly (Fall) 175.
Connecticut loyalists, by John W. Tyler. Illinois
State Genealogical Society Quarterly . (Fall) 175.
Genealogy of Parliament (Parliman) family, by Mrs.
Charlotte Snyder. Illinois State Genealogical
Society Quarterly (Fall) 175.
The French, the Indians, and George Rogers Clark in
the Illinois Country, by Indiana Historical Society.
Illinois State Genealogical Society Quarterly
(Winter) 228.
The Van cleef family by Wilson V. L. Ledley.
Illinois State Genealogical Society Quarterly
(Winter) 228.
The Bader-Bauder family of the Mohawk Valley, by Peg
Bauder Nielsen. Illinois State Genealogical
Society Quarterly (Winter) 228.
Pioneers of Caldwell County, Kentucky, Vol. 1
—
probate records of the original settlers. Illinois
State Genealogical Society Quarterly (Winter) 228.
Allison, Dewees, Johnson, Scruggs, and other re-
lated families, by Judith A. Walters. Illinois
State Genealogical Society Quarterly (Winter) 228.
National Genealogical Inquirer, by Janlen
Enterprises. Illinois State Genealogical Society
Quarterly (Winter) 228.
Threadgills in America by Miller and Threadgill.
Illinois State Genealogical Society Quarterly .
(Winter) 228.
GEIBEL, WILLIAM D.
,
Specialist
Associate Aviation Education
Aircraft maintenance, nondestructive inspection and
the professional aircraft mechanic. Aviation
Mechanics Journal (7:February) 36-41.
NDI penetrants. Aviation Mechanics Journal
(7:March) 34-9.
NDI magnetic particle. Aviation Mechanics Journal .
(7:April) 19-22, 27-9.
NDI ultrasonics. Aviation Mechanics Journal .
(7: June) 46-50.
NDI eddy current . Aviation Mechanics Journal .
(7: July) 50-3.
JOHNSON, WILLIAM B., Assistant Aviation Education
Specialist
Articles
Advisory councils—what they are, what they do,
why we need them. Journal of Aerospace Education
(4:7) 14-7.
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SCHOOL OF BASIC MEDICAL SCIENCES
BIEGER, DETLEF, Assistant Professor: See Physiology
and Biophysics.
COCKERHAiM, WILLIAM C, Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
Green Berets: Social cohesion in a closed society.
In Our Sociological Eye , ed. by Arhtur B Shostak.
Port Washington, New York: Alfred, pp. 27-38.
Articles
With A. L. Blevins, Jr.
Attitudes toward land use planning and controlled
population growth in Jackson Hole. Journal of the
Community Development Society (8:Spring) 62-73.
Patterns of alcohol and multiple drug use among
rural white and American Indian adolescents. Inter-
national Journal of the Addictions (12) 2-3:271-285.
CREDITOR, MORTON C, Professor
Articles
With J. B. Garrett
The information base for diffusion of technology:
computed tomography scanning. New England Journal
of Medicine (297) A9-52.
IMREY, PETER B. , Assista;it Professor
Articles
With R. Bohrer
Statistics, stationarity and random number gener-
ation. Proceedings of the 1977 Winter Simulation
Conference 40-8.
With B. T. Williams
Statistical hazards of health hazard appraisal.
Proceedings of the Thirteenth Annual Meeting of
the Society for Prospective Medicine 31-5.
With M. N. El-Khorazaty, G.G. Koch and H.B. Wells
A review of methodological strategies for estima-
ting the total number of events with data from
multiple-record systems. International Statistical
Review (45:August) 129-57.
With K.A. Fleiszar and W. L. Daniel
A genetic study of infentile spasms with hypsarhyth-
mia. Epilepsia (18:March) 55-62.
With E. L. Campbell
Estimating the need for new health practitioners in
rural Illinois: surveys of two physician-less com-
munities. Health Care Research in Illinois: Pro-
ceedings of the Illinois Health -Care Research Sym-
posium . (2) 377-88.
Book Reviews
Discrete miltivariate analysis: theory and practice
by Y.M.M. Bishop ec al. Applied Psychological
Measurement (1: Spring) 297-306.
JONAS, ANA, Assistant Professor: See Biochemistry
MANGEL, WALTER F., Assistant Professor: See
Biochemistry
.
DRDAL, GEORGE W. , Assistant Professor: See
Biochemistry.
RHOTEN, WILLIAM B. , Assistant Professor: See
Physiology and Biophysics.
SALYERS, ABIGAIL A., Assistant Professor
Articles
With J. Wong and T. D. Wilkins
Beta-lactamase activity in strains of Bacteroides
melaninogenicus and Bacteroides oralis. Antimicro-
bial Agents and Chemotherapy (11) 142-146.
With J. R. Vercellotti, S. E. H. West and T. D. Wilkins
Fermentation of mucin and plant polysaccharides by
strains of Bacteroides from the human colon.
Applied Environmental Microbiology (33) 319-322.
With C. B. Walker, D. Nitzan and T. D. Wilkins
Experimental anaerobic infections in mice.
J. Infectious Diseases (135) S.13-S.17.
With J. F. Sperry et al.
Neutral steroid concentrations in the feces of two
populations at different risk for colon cancer.
South African Medical Journal (51) 823-827.
With J. K. Palmer and T. D. Wilkins
Laminarinase activity in strains of Bacteroides
from the human colon. Applied Environmental
Microbiology (33) 1118-1124.
With S. E. H. West, J. R. Vercellotti and T. D. Wilkins
Fermentation of mucins and plant polysaccharides by
anaerobic bacteria from the human colon. Applied
Environmental Microbiology (34) 529-533.
With J. R. Vercellotti, W. S. Bullard and T. D. Wilkins
Breakdown of mucin and plant polysaccharides in the
human colon. Canadian Journal Biochemistry (55)
1190-1196.
SHARP, JOHN T., Professor
Chapter in a Book
Reiter's syndrome. In Current diagnosis , ed. by
Conn and Conn. Philadelphia: Saunders, pp. 1219-
1220.
Articles
With D. A. Person
The etiology of rheumatoid arthritis. Bulletin on
the Rheumatic Diseases (27) 888-893.
With A. A. Andrianakos et al.
Cell-mediated immunity in rheumatoid arthritis.
Annals of the Rheumatic Diseases (36) 13-20.
with K.D. Gold et al.
Relationship between multicentric reticulohistio-
cytosis and tuberculosis. Journal of the American
Medical Association . (237) 2213-2214.
With M. D. Lidsky et al.
Comparison of two dosage schedules of gold salts in
the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis. Relationship
of serum gold levels to therapeutic response.
Arthritis and Rheumatism (20) 1179-87.
With M. W. Duncan, D. A. Person, and R. R. Rich
Aspirin and delayed type hypersensitivity.
Arthritis and Rheumatism (20) 1174-1178.
With R. D. Rossen et al.
Effect of plasma exchange on circulating immune
complexes and antibody formation in patients treat-
ed with cyclophosphamide and prednisone. American
Journal of Medicine. (63) 674-682.
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SHERWOOD, ORRIN D. , Assistant Professor: See
Physiology and Biophysics.
VISEK, WILLARD J., Professor
Articles
With C. R. Truex, and L. Brattsten
Changes in the mixed function oxidase ensymes as a
result of individual amino acid deficiencies.
Biochemical Pharmacology (26) 667-70.
With S. K. Clinton and C. R. Truex
Effect of protein deficiency and excess on hepatic
mixed fucntion oxidase activity in growing and adult
female rats. Nutrition Reports International
(16) 463-70.
With D. C. Topping
Synthesis of macromolecules by intestinal cells
incubated with ammonia. American Journal of
Physiology )233) E341-47."
With T. J. Schmidt
The effects of castration on the ventral prostate of
the outbred syrain hamster. Proceedings of the
Society for Experimental Biology and Medicine .
(155) 105-10.
WILKIN, PETER J., Visiting Assistant Professor
Book Reviews
Insect Biochemistry by H. H. Rees . The Times Higher
Education Supplement (November 11, 1977)
CONRAD, H. EDWARD, Professor and Associate Head of
Department
Articles
With J. E. Shively
Isotopic procedures in the structural analysis
of heparin. Federation Proceedings (36) 28-31.
With J. J. Kim
Properties of cultured chondrocytes from histologi-
cally distinct zones of the chick embryo tibio-
tarsus. Journal of Biological Chemistry (252)
8292-9.
With D. E. Roll
Quantitative radiochromatographic analysis of the
major groups of carbohydrates in cultured animal
cells. Analytical Biochemistry (77) 397-412.
GLASER, MICHAEL, Assistant Professor
Articles
With J. D. Esko, J. R. Gilmore
Use of a fluorescent probe to determine the
viscosity of LM cell membranes with altered phos-
pholipid compositions. Biochemistry (16) 1881-90.
With A. H. Hale, J. E. Pessin, F. Palmer, M. J. Weber
Modification of the lipid composition of normal and
Rous sarcoma virus- infected cells. Journal of
Biological Chemistry (252) 6190-200.
GUMPORT, RICHARD I., Associate Professor
BIOCHEMISTRY
Articles
With E. Bedows , J. T. Wachsman
Mouse L-cell DNA ligase joins DNA to RNA on a DNA
template. Biochemistry (16) 2231.
With T. E. England, 0. C. Uhlenbeck
Dinucleoside pyrophosphates are substrates for T4-
induced RNA ligase. Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences USA (74) 4839-42.
GUNSALUS, IRWIN C, Professor
BALDWIN, THOMAS O. , Assistant Professor
Article
With S.-C. Tu, J. E. Becvar, J. W. Hastings
Bacterial luciferase activity does not require a
disulfidedithiol conversion. Archives of Bio-
chemistry and Biophysics (179) 342-8.
CLARK, JOHN M. , JR., Associate Professor
Book
With R. W. Switzer
Experimental biochemistry (2nd ed.) San Francisco:
Freeman, 335pp.
Article
With J. M. Lazar
Tyr
The complexing of yeast transfer-RNA by tyrosyl-
transfer-RNA synthetase of hog pancreas. Bio-
chemical and Biophysical Research Communications
(77) 1384-8.
Chapters in Books
Integrated electron transfer: Iron states and
regulation. In Microsomes and drug oxidations
,
ed. by Ullrich, Roots, Hildebrandt, Estabrook,
and Conney. Oxford: Pergamon, pp. 730-4.
With S. G. Sligar, T. Nordlund, H. Frauenfelder
Oxygen sensing heme proteins: Monoxygenases
,
myoglobin and hemoglobin. In Tissue hypoxia and
ischemia, ed. by Reivich, Coburn, Lahiri, and
Chance. New York: Plenum, pp. 37-50.
With T. C. Pederson, R. H. Austin
Redox and ligand dynamics in P450 putidaredoxin
complexes. In Microsomes and drug .oxidations , ed.
by Ullrich, Roots, Hildebrandt, Estabrook, and
Conney. Oxford: Pergamon, pp. 275-83.
With S. G. Sligar, B. S. Shastry
Oxygen reactions of the P-450 heme protein. In
Microsomes and drug oxidations , ed. by Ullrich,
Roots, Hildebrandt, Estabrook, and Conney. Oxford:
Pergamon, pp. 202-209.
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Articles
With J. B. Johnston
Isolation of metabolic plasmid DNA from Pseudomonas
putida . Biochemical and Biophysical Research
Communications (75) 13-9.
With P. M. Champion
Resonance Raman spectra of cytochrome P450
Journal of the American Chemical Society (55)
2000-2.
With P. Debey, G. Hui Bon Hoa
Dynamics of electron transport in cytochrome P450
systems studied at sub-zero temperature. Croatica
Chemica Acta (49) 309-21.
With L. K. Hanson, S. G. Sligar
Electronic structure of cytochrome P450. Croatica
Chemica Acta (49) 237-50.
With R. Lange, G. Hui Bon Hoa, P. Debey
Ionization dependence of camphor binding and spin
conversion of the complex between cytochrome P450
and camphor . European Journal of Biochemistry
(77) 479-85.
HAGER, LOWELL P., Professor and Head of Department
Articles
With R. H. White
A method for the rapid determination of trace
organic halogens in lipids. Analytical Bio-
chemistry (78) 52-6.
The occurrence of fatty acid chlorohydrins and
jellyfish lipids. Biochemistry (16) 4944-9.
With P. Russell, R. B. Gennis
Characterization of the proteolytic activation of
pyruvate oxidase: Control of specific ligands and
by the flavin redox state. Journal of Biological
Chemistry (252) 7877-82.
JONAS, ANA, Assistant Professor
Articles
Microviscosity of lipid domains in human serum
lipoproteins. Biochimica et Biophysica Acta (486)
10-22.
With D. Krajnovich
Interaction of human and bovine A-I apolipopro-
teins with L-a-dimyristoyl phosphatidylcholine
and L-a-myristoyl lysophosphatidycholine.
Journal of Biological Chemistry (252) 2194-9.
With D. Krajnovich, B. Patterson
Physical properties of isolated complexes of
human and bovine A-I apolipoproteins with L-a-
dimyristoyl phosphatidylcholine. Journal of
Biological Chemistry (252) 2200-05.
With R. B. Gennis
Protein-lipid interactions. Annual Review of
Biophysics and Bioengineering (6) 195-238.
With S. M. Drengler, A. M. Scanu
Fluorescence polarization studies of human and
Rhesus A-I apolipoproteins and their complexes
with phosphatidylcholine. Biochemical and
Biophysical Research Communications (78) 1424-30.
MANGEL, WALTER F., Assistant Professor
Articles
With A. E. Smith et al.
Location of the sequences coding for copsid proteins
VPl and VP2 on polyona virus DNA. Cell (9) 481-487.
Book Reviews
RNA polymerase, by R. Losick and M. Chamberlin.
Nature (266) 803.
ORDAL, GEORGE W., Assistant Professor
Articles
Calcium ion regulates chemotactic behavior in
bacteria. Nature (270) 66-7.
With T. B. Brummett
Inhibition of amino acid transport in Bacillus
subtilis by uncouplers of oxidative phosphoryla-
tion. Archives of Biochemistry and Biophysics
(178) 368-72.
With K. J. Gibson
Chemotaxis toward amino acids by Bacillus subtilis .
Journal of Bacteriology (129) 151-5.
With D. P. Villani, K. J. Gibson
Amino acid chemoreceptors of Bacillus subtilis .
Journal of Bacteriology (129) 156-65.
With R. B. Fields
A biochemical mechanism for bacterial chemotaxis.
Journal of Theoretical Biology (68) 491-500.
SHAPIRO, DAVID J., Assistant Professor
Chapter in Book
With J. M. Taylor, G. H. Keller, H. Burr. J. Scholes
Synthesis and applications of complementary DNA.
In Cancer biology IV differentiation and carcino-
genesis, ed. by Borek, Fenoglio and King. New
York: Stratton, pp. 235-57.
Article
With H. J. Baker
Purification and characterization of Xenopus
laevis vitellogenin messenger RNA. Journal of
Biological Chemistry (252) 5244-50.
STORM, DANIEL R. , Assistant Professor
Articles;
With J. Ryan, G. Rogers, D. Toscano
Formation of adenosine 5 ' -phosphoroglycerol from
ATP and glycerol by rat liver plasma membranes.
Journal of Biological Chemistry (252) 1719
With D. LaPorte, K. Rosenthal
Inhibition of E. coli growth and respiration by
polymyxin covalently attached to agarose.
Biochemistry (16) 1642.
With K. Rosenthal, P. Swanson
Mechanism of action of the polymyxins and related
peptide antibiotics. Annual Reviews of Bio-
chemistry (46) 723.
LEONARD, NELSON J., Professor - See Chemistry
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SWITZER, ROBERT L., Associate Professor
Book
With J. M. Clark, Jr.
Experimental biochemistry (2nd ed.) San Francisco:
Freeman, 335 pp.
Articles
The inactivation of microbial enzymes in vivo .
Annual Review of Microbiology (31) 135-57.
With R. J. Hansen, H. Hinze , H. Holzer
Effects of glucose and nitrogen source on the
levels of proteinases, peptidases, and proteinase
inhibitors in yeast. Biochimica et Biophysica
Acta (496) 103-14.
With J. Y. Wong, E. Meyer
Glutamine phosphoribosylpyrophosphate amidotrans-
ferase from Bacillus subtilis: A novel iron-
sulfur protein.
(252) 7424-6.
With W. C. Sadler
Journal of Biological Chemistry
Regulation of Salmonella phosphoribosylpyro-
phosphate synthetase activity iji vivo : Deductions
from pool measurements . Journal of Biological
Chemistry (252) 8500-11.
UHLENBECK, OLKE C. , Associate Professor
Articles
With V. Cameron
Equimilar addition of oligoribonucleotides with T4
RNA ligase. Nucleic Acids Research (4) 85-98.
A3'' phosphatase activity in T4 polynucleotide
kinase. Biochemistry (16) 5120-26.
With R. Szabo, R. Elder
Quantitative _in situ hybridization of ribosomal
RNA species to polytene chromosomes of Drosophila
melanogaster . Journal of Molecular Biology (115)
539-63.
With T. E. England, r. i. Gumport
Dinucleoside pyrophosphates are substrates for
T4-induced RNA ligase. Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences USA (74) 4839-42.
WEBER, GREGORIO, Professor
Articles
Theory of differential phase fluorometry:
detection of anistropic molecular rotations.
Journal of Chemical Physics (66) 4081-91.
With B. Valeur
Anistropic rotations in 1-naphthylamine.
Existence of a red-edge transition moment
normal to the ring plane. Chemical Physics
Letters (45) 140-4.
Resolution of the fluorescence excitation spectrum
of indole into the 'l and 'l excitation bands.
Photochemistry s Photobiology (25) 441-4.
With W. W. Mantulin
Rotational anistropy and solvent- fluorophore
bonds: An investigation by differential
polarized phase fluorometry. Journal of
Chemical Physics (66) 4092-9.
With A. J. W. G. Visser, T. M. Li, H. G. Drickamer
Volume changes in the formation of internal
complexes of flavinyltryptophan peptides.
Biochemistry (16) 4883-6.
Effect of pressure upon the fluorescence of
various flavodoxins. Biochemistry (16) 4879-82.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Blake, Diane Adams (H. E. Conrad) , Structural
microheterogeneity in the dermatan sulfate
synthesized by arterial chick embryo fibroblasts.
Blake, Robert Clayton II (L. P. Hager) , Pyruvate
oxidase: Mechanism of lipid activation.
Doubek, Dennis Lee (L. P. Hager) , The chemical nature
of chloroperoxidase compound I.
Engelhard, Victor Henry (D. R. Storm) , Studies on the
interaction of adenylate cyclase with animal cell
plasma membranes.
Gardner, William Dean (H. E. Conrad), The aggregation
of chick embryo chondrocytes and the character-
ization of an aggregation factor produced by
chondrocytes in culture.
Knapp, Gayle (0. C. Uhlenbeck) , Oligonucleotide
binding studies of transfer ribonucleic acid
structure: Crystal and solution.
«
Liesch, Janice Brown (O. C. Uhlenbeck),
studies on transfer ribonucleic acid.
Structural
McLane, Jerry Alan (W. 0. McLure) , Studies of fast
axoplasmic transport in animals with genetic
muscular dystrophy.
Nicksic, Terrence Daniel (L. P. Hager) , Studies on
the mechanism of colicin E killing.
Rosenthal, Kenneth Steven (D. R. Storm), Studies on
the mechanism of action of the peptide antibiotics,
polymyxin B and EM 49. (Octapeptin)
.
Ryan, Judith Ann (D. R. Storm) , The solubilization
and partial purification of adenylate cyclase
from rat liver plasma membranes.
Sadler, William Charles (R. Switzer) , Regulation of
5-phosphoribosyl-l-pyrophosphate synthesis in
Salmonella typhjjnurium in vivo : Deductions from
pool measurements.
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DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Cole, Frederick Russell (G. 0. Batzli) , Nutrition and
population of the prairie vole, Microtus
ochrogaster
,
in Central Illinois.
Kirkpatrick, Bruce Leonard (F. Bazzaz) , Influence of
fungi on the germination, survival and
reproduction of annual plants of an early
successional community.
Lonergan, Thomas Anthony (M. L. Sargent) , Regulation
of the photosynthetic circadian rhythm in
Euglena gracilis
.
Ricciardi, Robert Paul (D. Gottlieb), Translational
control of protein synthesis during ageing in
Rhizoctonia solani
Stanton, Richard Hale (M. A. Q. Khan) , Isolation and
partial purification of hepatic cytochrome P-450
from untreated mice.
Thompson, John Norton (P. W. Price) , Patch dynamics in
the insect-Pastinaca sativa association: Life
history tactics and population consequences.
Tong, Tsun-Min Jen (L. N. Vanderhoef) , The
characterization of light-inhibited elongation in
soybean seedlings.
Williams, Joseph Burton ( G. 0. Batzli) , Community
organization of bark-foraging birds in Central
Illinois.
Wydrzynski, Thomas John (Govindjee) , The role of
manganese in photosynthetic oxygen evolution.
BOTANY
ARNTZEN, CHARLES J., Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
Cation-induced microstructural changes in chloro-
plast membranes: effects on photosystem II
activity. In Bioenergetics of membranes , ed . by
Packer, Papageorgio, and Trebst. Amsterdam:
Elsevier, pp. 245-56.
With Jean-Marie Briantais et al.
Inactivatlon of Sj by alkaline pH inside the thyla-
koid. In Bioenergetics of Membranes , ed. Packer,
Papageorgio, and Trebst. Amsterdam: Elsevier, pp.
287-96.
Articles
With Paul A. Armond
Localization and characterization of photosystem II
in grana and stroma lamellae. Plant Physiology (59)
398-404.
With Stuart M. Mertz, Jr.
Selective inhibition of k'*', Na"*", Cl~, and P0'~
uptake in Ida maiji L. by &ipoi/Vui (Hr^dnctvthcipol-
uuii) matjciLi Race T pathotoxin. Plant Physiology
(60) 363-9.
With Paul A. Armond, L. A. Staehelin
Spatial relationship of photosystem I, photosystem
II, and the light-harvesting complex in chloroplast
membranes. Journal of Cell Biology (73) 400-18.
With Paul A. Armond et al.
Dynamic interaction among structural components of
the chloroplast membrane, Brookhaven Symposium in
Biology (28) 316-37.
With Jean-Marie Briantais et al.
Identification of Sz as the sensitive state to
alkaline photoinactivation of photosystem II in
chloroplasts. Biochimica Biophysica Acta (461)
61-74.
BAZZAZ, FAKHRI A., Professor
Articles
With J. L. Harper
Demographic analysis of the growth of Linum
Mi-UaZi66-ijnum. New Phytology (78) 193-208.
With J. A. D. Parrish
Underground niche separation in successional plants.
Ecology (57) 1281-8.
With A. R. Zangerl, S. T. A. Pickett
Some hypotheses on variation in plant populations
an environmental approach. The Biologist (59)
113-22.
With Roger W. Carlsoji
Growth reduction in American Sycamore (VZcutanLii
occidtyvtatu, L.) caused by Pb-Cd interaction.
Environmental Pollution (12) 243-53.
With Eldon H. Franz
Simulation of vegetation response to modified hydro-
logic regimes: A probabilistic model based on
niche differentiation in the floodplain forest.
Ecology (78) 176-83.
With David L. Regehr
Low temperature photosynthesis in successional
winter annuals. Ecology (57) 1297-1303.
With James B. Wedding et al
.
Aerosol deposition on plant leaves.
Soil Pollution (4) 544-50.
BOYER, JOHN S., Professor
Chapters in Books
Water, Air and
Physiology of water deficits in cereal crops. In
Climate and rice . Manila, Philippines: Interna-
tional Rice Research Institute, pp. 321-39.
Technical Reports
Relationship of plant moisture status to irrigation
need in corn and soybean crops. University of
Illinois, Water Resources Center Research Report 60,
35 pp.
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With Stephen K. Jurgens, R. R. Johnson
Relationship of crop metabolism and water status to
Irrigation need. University of Illinois, Water
Resources Center Research Report 101, 12 pp.
Articles
Regulation of water movement in whole plants.
Society of Experimental Biologists Symposium (31)
455-70.
With H. G. McPherson
Regulation of grain yield by photosynthesis in maize
subjected to a water deficiency. Agronomy Journal
(69) 714-18.
With Robert J. Fellows
Structure and activity of chloroplasts of sunflower
leaves having various water potentials. Planta
(132) 220-39.
CAROTHERS, ZANE B., Professor
Chapters in Books
Plant Cell [re spermatozoid and spermatogenesis]
.
In McGraw-Hill yaarbook of science and technology
,
ed. by Lapedes. New York, pp. 338-40.
Articles
With J. W. Moser, J. G. Duckett
Ultrastructural studies of
Antherocerotales: II. Th
anterior mitochondrion in
development. American Jou
spermatogenesis in the
e blepharoplast and
VhoLe.oc.QAoi, laQv-Ui later
rnal of Botany (64) 1107-1
With John W. Moser, J. G. Duckett
spermatogenesis in the
blepharoplast and
VhacoceAOi ludvii: early
rnal of Botany (64) 1097-
Ultrastructural studies of
Antherocerotales. I. The
anterior mitochondrion in
development. American Jou
1106.
CRANE, J. LELAND, Associate Professor
Articles
With J. D. Schoknecht
Revision of Toluta and Honm-UiCAMjn species. Tolala
occuZXa., T. cUve/ua, T. eZmticae., T. bigemina and
Holm^iicMm cond&tU>atum reexamined. Mycologia (69)
533-46.
Revision of TofLuta species. Ratola a new name for
TollLta. Q'umi.YUM Desm. Canadian Journal of Botany
(55) 3013-19.
With C. A. Shearer
Kogz/U>Xja, a later name for fiZoipoKeJUia.. Mycotaxon
(6) 27-8.
With Jean D. Schoknecht
Illinois fungi VIII. VideAJna cLLademaXa sp. nov.
Transactions of the British Mycological Society
(70) 146-50.
DE WET, JOHANNES M. J., Professor. See: Agronomy
DICKINSON, DAVID B., Professor. See: Horticulture
GOVINDJEE, Professor. See: Physiology and Biophysics
GRUNWALD, CLAUS H., Professor
Articles
With J. L. Sims, S. J. Sheen
Effect of nitrogen fertilization and stalk position
on sterols, chlorophyll carotenoids, and certain
lipids of three tobacco genotypes. Canadian
Journal of Plant Science (57) 525-35.
With Daniel L. Davis et al.
Transfer of exogenously applied and endogenous
alkaloids and sterols from tobacco to its smoke
condensate. Agricultural Food Chemistry (25) 752-6
HANSON, JOHN B., Professor
Chapters in Books
Energy coupling in ion and water fluxes across
plant membranes. In Water relations in membrane
transport in animals and plants
,
ed. by Jungreis.
New York: Academic, pp. 277-90.
With Hilton H. Mollenhauer
Golgi apparatus secretion of vacuolar substances in
maize root cells. In 34th Annual Proceedings of the
Electron Microscopy Society of America
, ed, Bailey.
Miami, pp. 44-5.
Articles
With Samir Abou-Khalil
Net adenosine diphosphate accumulation in mito-
chondria. Archives of Biochemistry and Biophysics
(183) 581-7.
With David A. Day
The effect of phosphate and uncouplers on substrate
transport and oxidation by isolated corn mito-
chondria. Plant Physiology (59) 139-44.
Pyruvate and malate transport and oxidation in corn
mitochondria. Plant Physiology (59) 630-35.
With Janice A. Kimpel
Activation of endogenous respiration and anion
transport in corn mitochondria by acidification of
the medium. Plant Physiology (60) 933-4.
With Carl P. Malone, J. J. Burke
Histochemical evidence for the occurrence of
oligomycin-sensitive plasmalemma ATPase in corn
roots. Plant Physiology (60) 916-22.
I
HOFFMAN, LARRY R.
Department
Articles
Professor and Associate Head of the
Fine structure of CytAJuOioCApia zoospores.
plasma (87) 191-219.
Proto-
JONES, ALMUT G., Curator of The Herbarium
Books
Spring flowers of Robert Allerton Park and adjacent
areas. Champaign: Stipes, 66pp.
Articles
New data on chromosome numbers in ^6te.1 section
HeXMophytLi (Asteraceae) and their phylogenetic
implications. Systematic Botany (2:4) 334-47.
With Porter P. Lowry II
Nomenclatural notes on Oimo>Jiiz.a Rafinesque
(Apiaceae) and two proposals for additions to
article 34 of the code. Taxon (5/6:26) 567-9.
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MALONE, CARL P., Lecturer
Articles
Developmental morphology of CdtopZoca aZmCum, C.
ceiina, and X. &Ze.gaiii. Mycologia (69) 740-9.
With J. B. Hanson
Histochemical evidence for the occurrence of
oligomycin-sensitive plasmalemma ATPase in corn
roots. Plant Physiology (60) 916-22.
MEINS, FREDERICK, JR., Professor
Articles
Reversal of the neoplastic state in plants.
American Journal of Pathology (89) 687-702.
With A. N. Binns
Epigenetic variation of cultured somatic cells:
Evidence for gradual changes in the requirement for
factors promoting cell division. Proceedings of
the National Academy of Science USA (74) 2928-32.
With William L. Pengelly
A specific radioimmuno-assay for nanogram quantities
of the auxin, indole-3-acetic acid. Planta (136)
173-80.
PHILLIPS, TOMMY L., Professor
Chapters in Books
With A. B. Kunz, D. J. Mickish
Paleobotany of permineralized peat (coal balls) from
the Herrin Coal Member of the Illinois Basin. In
Interdisciplinary studies of peat and coal , ed . by
Given and Cohen. Boulder: Geological Society of
America Microform Publication (7) 18-49.
Articles
With William A. DiMichele
Monocyclic PiCLIOiliui from the Lower Pennsylvanian
of the Illinois Basin. Canadian Journal of Botany
(55) 2514-24.
With David L. Ehret
PioAoniuui root systems. Palaeontographica (161B)
147-64.
With Jean Galtier
Morphology and evolution of Botfiyopte.'vL!! , a
Carboniferous age fern. Part 2. Observations on
Stephanian species from Grand 'Croix, France.
Palaeontographica (164B) 1-32.
With Benton M. Stidd, G. A. Leisman
SuJUUXhe.C.a dacXytiieAa gen. et sp. n.: A new
Medullosan pollen organ and its evolutionary signi-
ficance. American Journal of Botany (64) 994-1002.
ROGERS, DONALD P.
Books
Professor Emeritus
A brief history of mycology in North America.
Second International Mycological Congress [Tampa]
,
lii+65 pp.
SARGENT, MALCOLM L., Associate Professor. See
Genetics and Development
SEIGLER, DAVID S., Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
Naturally occurring cyanogenic compounds. In
Progress in phytochemistry. Vol. IV , ed . by
Reinhold, Swain and Harborne. Oxford: Pergamon,
pp. 83-120.
Plant systematics and alkaloids, In The alkaloids
,
Vol. XVI
, ed . by Manske. New York: Academic,
pp. 1-73.
With Tom J. Mabry et al.
The natural products chemistry of La-'iAna . In The
biology and chemistry of the Creosotebush (LalAea)
in the New World deserts , ed . by Mabry, Hunziker,
DiFeo. Stroudsburg, PA: IBP-SES, Dowden Hutchinson
and Ross, pp. 115-134.
Book Edited
Crop resources. New York: Academic, 233 pp.
Articles
Primary roles for secondary compounds. Biochemistry
,
Systematics and Ecology (5) 195-9.
With D. Kennard
Biosynthesis of cyanogenic lipid in CoAdLioipeAmLim
glandUilolum forma lillMLtwn seeds. Phytochemistry
(16) 1826-7.
With Beryl B. Simpson, J. L. Neff
KiameMMi, fatty acids and oil collecting bees.
Nature (267) 150-1.
SHEARER, CAROL A., Assistant Professor
Articles
With J. L. Crane
Fungi of the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.
VI. TlU-choctadijum aclifuiipolum, the imperfect state
of HatoiphaeAia mzdLioiQJtLgoMM., a marine ascomycete.
Mycologia (69) 1218-23.
With M. A. Miller
Fungi of the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.
V. hiiptodeAa c/ieiapeafeeni^ gen. et sp. nov.
Mycologia (69) 887-98.
With J. Leland Crane
RogeAi-ca, a later name for fitoipoltiZa. Mycotaxon
(6) 27-8.
VANDERHOEF, LARRY N., Professor and Head of the
Department
Chapters in Books
Separable responses to auxin: Implications for
current hypotheses of auxin action. In Ac ides
nucleiques et synthese des proteins chez les
vegetaux
,
ed, by Weil and Bogorad. Paris: Editions
du Centre National de la Recherche Scientif ique.
Articles
With T.-Y. S. Lu, C. A. Williams
A comparison of auxin-induced and acid-induced
elongation in soybean hypocotyl. Plant Physiology
(59) 1004-7.
BOTANY
With J. S. Findley et al.
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Auxin has no effect on modification of external pH
by soybean hypocotyl cells. Plant Physiology (59)
1000-3.
See PhysiologyWRAIGHT, COLIN A., Assistant Professor,
and Biophysics
YOUNG, DAVID A., Assistant Professor
A new species of Rhui (Anacardlaceae) from Durango,
Mexico. Bulletin of the Torrey Botanical Club (IDA)
241-2.
With Ron L. Scogin, C. E. Jones
Anthoclor pigments and pollination biology. II.
The ultraviolet floral pattern of CoKiopi-ii giganteR
(Asteraceae)
.
Bulletin of the Torrey Botanical Club
(104) 155-9.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Abul-Faith, Hussain Ali (F. A. Bazzaz) , Population
biology of Ambrosia trifida, an annual community
organizer.
Pickett, Steward T. II (F. A. Bazzaz), The organization
of an assemblage of early-successional species along
a soil moisture gradient.
Robbins, Robert Raymond, (Z. B. Carothers) , An ultra-
structural study of spermatogenesis in Lycopodium
cernuum.
With A. Best
Consumer response to unsatisfactory purchases: a
survey of perceiving defects, voicing complaints,
and obtaining redress. Law and Society Review (2)
701-42.
With A. Best
Consumers complain--does business respond? Harvard
Business Review (July-August) 93-101.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Beliefs and experience of dissatisfied purchasers of
used motor vehicles. Federal Trade Commission,
prepared for Used Motor Vehicle Rulemaking Proceed-
ing.
BELK, RUSSELL W., Associate Professor
Articles
Assessing the effects of visible consximption on
impression formation. Advances in Consumer Research
(5) 39-47.
A free response approach to developing product-
specific consumption situation taxonomies. Frame-
works for Product and Marketing Planning .
With Alan Andreasen
Individual lifestyle and its effect on consumer
response to arts offerings. Public Policy and the
Arts .
Book Review
An investigation of brand choice processes, by
B. Wierorga. Journal of Marketing Research (14)
270-1.
I
BLACK, ROBERT L., Associate Professor
Book
With R. N. Corley and 0. L. Reed
The legal environment of business (4th ed.).
York: McGraw-Hill, 642 pp.
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
ANDREASEN, ALAN R. , Professor
Book Edited
With Frederick Sturdivant
Minorities and marketing: research challenges.
Chicago: American Marketing Association, 142 pp.
Chapters in Books
Consumerism in the inner city. In Problems in
Consumer Affairs: A Research Symposium , ed. by
G. H. Haines, Jr., pp. 133-75.
With L. C. Hodges
Clothing, race and consximer decision making. In
Research Perspective on Minority Marketing , ed. by
A. R. Andreasen and F. D. Sturdivant, pp. 72-96.
Articles
A taxonomy of consumer satisfaction/dissatisfaction
measures. Journal of Consumer Affairs (11) 11-24.
Consumer dissatisfaction and market performance.
Journal of Consumer Policy (1) 311-22.
Consumerism in the ghetto. Review of Black Political
Economy (7) 383-403.
BLAIR, CHARLES E., Assistant Professor
Articles
The Baire category theorem implies the princiole of
dependent choices. Journal of the Tolls'i Academy
of Sciences (25) 933-4.
With R. G. Jeroslow
The value function of a mixed- integer program I.
Discrete Mathematics (19) 121-38.
GARDNER, DAVID M. , Professor
Chapters in Books
With J. Lastovicka
The structure of involvement: importance, commit-
ment and familiarity. In Attitude Research Plays
for High Stakes, ed. by John C. Maloney. Chicago:
American Marketing Association.
With W. Seitz
Secondary effects of regulation: is the cure worse
than the problem. In Macro-Marketing, Vol. II, ed.
by Charles Slater. Boulder: University of Colo-
rado.
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With J. Lastovicka
Low involvement versus high involvement cognitive
structures. In Advances in Consumer Research
,
Vol. V , ed. by H. Keith Hunt. Association for
Consumer Research, pp. 87-92.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With W. Seitz, et. al.
Alternative policies for controlling nonpoint agri-
cultural sources of water pollution. Report for
Environmental Research Laboratory, Office of
Research and Development, U.S. Environmental Pro-
tection Agency.
With W. Seitz
Farmer's attitudes concerning soil erosion and its
control. Report to the Illinois Environmental
Protection Agency Task Force.
HINOMOTO, HIROHIDE, Associate Professor
Long
Articles
Projecting consumptions of competing products.
Range Planning (10:5) 46-51.
Capital cost functions of surface water treatment
plant and its components. Water Resources Research
(13:6) 873-6.
Corporate planning using government information
systems. Long Range Planning (10:6) 79-83.
LEE, LUCY C, Visiting Assistant Professor. See Survey
Research Laboratory.
MOCH, MICHAEL K. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With E. V. Horse
Size, centralization and organizational adoption of
innovations. American Sociological Review (42)
716-25.
Book Review
With L. Pondy
Ambiguity and choice in organizations, by James
March and Johan Olsen. Administrative Science
Quarterly (22:2) 351-61.
MURNIGHAN, J. KEITH, Assistant Professor
Articles
Models of coalition behavior: game theoretic, social
psychological and political perspectives. Psycho-
logical Bulletin , in press.
With S. S. Komorita and E. Szwajkowski
Theories of coalition formation and the effects of
reference groups. Journal of Experimental Social
Psychology (13) 166-81.
With A. Roth
The effects of communication and information avail-
ability in an experimental study of a three-person
game. Management Science (23) 1336-48.
With A. Roth
Equilibrium behavior and repeated play in prisoner's
dilemma games. Journal of Mathematical Psychology ,
in press.
With A. Roth
Large group bargaining in a characteristic function
game. Journal of Conflict Resolution , in press.
With C. Castore
Determinants of individual support of group deci-
sions. Organizational Behavior and Human Perform-
ance
,
in press.
OLDHAM, GREG R. , Associate Professor
Chapter in Book
The design of work. In International Encyclopedia
of Neurology, Psychiatry, Psychoanalysis and
Psychology, ed. by Wolman. New York: Von Nostrand-
Reinhold, pp. 44 3-6.
Articles
With M. London
A comparison of group and individual incentive
plans. Academy of Management Journal (20) 34-41.
PONDY, LOUIS R. , Professor
Chapters in Books
Effectiveness: a thick description. In New
Perspectives on Organizational Effectiveness , ed.
by Goodman and Pennings. San Francisco: Jossey-
Bass, 226-34.
The other hand clapping: an information process-
ing approach to organizational power. In Reward
Systems and Power Distribution , ed. by Hammer and
Bacharach. Ithaca, NY: Cornell University, 56-91.
Two faces of evaluation. In Interdisciplinary Dim-
ensions of Accounting for Social Goals and Social
Organizations , ed. by Melton and Watson. Columbus,
OH: Grid Publications, 3-18.
Articles
With M. Moch
The structure of chaos:
response to ambiguity.
Quarterly (22) 351-62.
With K. Thomas
organized anarchy as a
Administrative Science
Toward an 'intent' model of conflict management
among principal parties. Human Relations (30)
1089-1102.
PRIMEAUX, JR., WALTER J. , Professor
Articles
An assessment of x-efficiency gained through compe-
tition. Review of Economics and Statistics (59:1).
The newspaper rate differential: a reply to Bogart.
The Journal of Business of the University of
Chicago (50:1)
.
ROTH, ALVIN E., Associate Professor
Articles
Individual rationality and Nash's solution to the
bargaining problem. Mathematics of Operations
Research (2:1).
The Shapley value as a von Neumann-Morgenstern
utility. Econometrica (45:3).
A note on values and multilinear extensions. Naval
Research Logistics Quarterly (24:3).
Bargaining ability, the utility of playing a game,
and models of coalition formation. Journal of
Mathematical Psychology (16:2).
Utility functions for simple games. Journal of
Economic Theory (16:2).
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Independence of irrelevant alternatives and solu-
tions to Nash's bargaining problem. Journal of
Economic Theory (16:2).
Two person games on graphs. Journal of Combina-
torial Theory
,
series B, in press.
The Nash solution and the utility of bargaining.
Econometrica
,
in press.
A note concerning asymmetric games on graphs. Naval
Research Logistics Quarterly
, in press.
Proportional solutions to the bargaining problem.
Econometrica
, in press.
With J. K. Murnighan
The effects of communication and information avall--
ability in an experimental study of a three person
same. Management Science (23:12).
With A. Postlewaite
Weak versus strong domination in a market with
indivisible goods. Journal of Mathematical Econo-
mics (4:2) .
With J. K. Murnighan
Equilibrium behavior and repeated play of the
prisoner's dilemma. Journal of Mathematical
Psychology
, in press.
With J. K. Murnighan
An experimental study of large group bargaining in
a market game. Journal of Conflict Resolution
, in
press.
With C. Blair
An extension and simple proof of a constrained
lattice fix-point theorem. Algebra Universalis
,
in press.
Chapters in Books
A fixed point approach to stability in cooperative
games. In Fixed Points: Algorithms and Applica -
tions , ed. by S. Karamardian. New York: Academic
Press.
Power and position: the utility of playing a
simple game. In Game Theory and Political Science
ed. by P. C. Ordeshook. New York: New York UP.
ROWLAND, KENDRITH M. , Professor
Book Review
Developing social skills in managers: advances in
group training, by C. L. Cooper. Personnel
Psychology (30:2) 288-90.
Articles
With E. K. Marlow and B. J. Calder
A multidimensional scaling approach to understanding
social structure in organization. In Proceedings of
the Twentieth Annual Conference of the Midwest
Academy of Management , ed. by O. Behling and J. C.
Henderson, 197-208.
SALANCIK, GERALD R. , Professor
Books
New directions in organizational behavior. Chicago:
St. Clair Press, 330 pp.
The external control of organizations: a resource
dependence perspective. New York: Harper and Row,
289 pp.
Chapters in Books
Commitment and the control of organizational
behavior and belief. In New Directions in Organi -
zational Behavior , ed. by G. R. Salancik. Chicago:
St. Clair Press, 1-54.
Articles
Observer orientation and actor-observer differences
in attributions for failure. Journal of Experi-
mental Social Psychology (13) 441-51.
Constraints on administrator discretion: the
limited influence of mayors in city budgets. Urban
Affairs Quarterly (12) 475-98.
Administrator effectiveness: the effects of advo-
cacy and information on achieving outcomes in an
organizational context. Human Relations (30) 641-56.
Organizational context and the characteristics and
tenure of hospital administrators. Academy of
Management Journal (20) 74-88.
Linear branching formats in culture assimilator
training. International Journal of Intercultural
Relations.
Organizational design:
model of organizations.
the case for a colaitional
Organizational Dynamics .
An examination of need satisfaction models of job
attitudes. Administrative Science Quarterly (22)
427-56.
Commitment is too easy. Organizational Dynamics .
Who gets power and how they hold on to it: a
strategic contingency model of power. Organiza-
tional Dynamics .
SHETH, JAGDISH N.
Professor
Books Edited
Professor and I.B.A. Distineulshed
Multivariate methods for market and survey research.
Chicago: American Marketing Association, 388 pp.
With A. Woodside and P. Bennett
Consumer and industrial buying behavior. New York:
American Elsivier, 523 pp.
Chapters in Books
Recent developments in organizational buying
behavior. In Consumer and Industrial Buying
Behavior, ed. by Woodside, Bennett and Sheth.
New York: American Elsivier, 17-34.
Seven commandments for users of multivariate methods
In Multivariate Methods for Market and Survey
Research , ed. by J. N. Sheth. Chicago: Americcin
Marketing Association, 193-208.
With S. P. Sethi
A theory of cross-cultural buyer behavior. In
Consumer and Industrial Buying Behavior , ed. by
Woodside, Bennett and Sheth. New York: American
Elsivier, 369-86.
With J. Johansson
Canonical correlation and marketing research. In
Multivariate Methods for Market and Survey Research ,
ed. by J. N. Sheth. Chicago: American Marketing
Association, 111-32.
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with D. T. Tigert
Factor analysis in marketing. In Multivariate
Methods for Marketing and Survey Research , ed. by
J. N. Sheth. Chicago: TUnerican Marketing Associa-
tion, 135-56.
With L. Sherman
Cluster analysis and its applications in marketing
research. In Multivariate Methods for Market and
Survey Research , ed. by J.
With A. M. Roscoe
Sheth. Chicago:
Making the data useful to management. In Marketing
Management Information Systems . Amsterdam: ESOMAR,
169-86.
With A. Horowitz
Strategies of increasing carpooling behavior among
urban commuters. In Seminar on Social Research .
Amsterdam: ESOMAR, 183-98.
Articles
Demographics in consumer behavior. Journal of
Business Research (5) 129-38.
A market-oriented strategy of long-range planning
for multinational corporations. European Research
(5) 3-12.
SIMON, JULIAN L., Professor
The economics of population growth. Princeton:
Princeton UP, 555 pp.
Basic research methods in social science. New
York: Random House, 550 pp.
Wherein the author offers a modest proposal {on
airline overbooking) . Wall Street Journal
,
January 10, 1977, p. 12.
Your possibilities in mail order. Salesman'
s
Opportunity (February) 36-7.
With G. Visvabharathy
The auction solution to airline overbooking.
Journal of Transport Economics and Policy (11:3).
With D. Love
Is population growth really bad for LDC's in the
long run? Agricultural Mechanization in Asia (8)
13-20.
SUDMAN, SEYMOUR, Professor
Artie!. ^s*
With L. Lannom
A comparison of alternative panel procedures for
obtaining health data. In Proceedings of the
Social statistics Section of the American Statisti-
cal Association , ed. by Edwin D. Goldfield, 511-13.
With N. M. Bradburn, E. Blair and C. Stocking
Response effects in measuring consumer behavior.
Journal of Marketing Rese:irch (14) 316-21.
With N. M. Bradburn, E. Blair and C. Stocking
Estimates of threatening behavior based on reports
of frienus. Public Opinion Quarterly (41) 261-4.
With N. M. Bradburn, E. Blair and C. Stocking
Modest expectations: the effects of interviewers
prior expectations on response. Sociological
Methods and Research (6) 177-82.
With M. Houston
Real estate agents as a source of information for
home buyers. Journal of Consumer Affairs (11)
110-21.
UHL, KENNETH P., Professor and Head of Department
Chapter in Book
With E. Blair
Wroe Alderson and modern marketing theory. In
Macro-Marketing: Distributive Processes from a
Societal Perspective , ed. by Charles Slater.
Boulder: University of Colorado, 66-84.
WEBB, PETER H., Lecturer
Articles
With L. A. Sikorski
Communications implications of attitudes of minority
and disadvantaged youth toward vocational education.
The Journal of Vocational Education Research (2:4)
39-54.
WHETTEN, DAVID A., Assistant Professor
Articles
Toward a contingency model for designing inter-
organizational delivery systems. Organization
and Administrative Sciences (8:1) 77-96.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Bhagat, Rabi Sankar (H. C. Triandis) , Cognitive
complexity, temporal orientation and managerial
effectiveness: A theoretical and empirical
investigation.
Graeff , Claude L. (K. Rowland) , A comparitive study of
organization development and the determinants of
characteristics of institutional leaders in general
hospitals,
Hess, Randall K. (K. Rowland) , An empirical analysis of
two organization development interventions in a
large production organization.
Raju, Puthankurissi Sankaranarayan (J. N. Sheth)
,
A study of exploratory behavior in the consumer
context.
Sarabare, Santosh Balkrishna (R. M. Hill)
of capital equipment.
Purchasing
Thai, Nancy Lynn (D. M. Gardner) Joint purchase
decision making between husbands and wives: The
evaluative stage in decision making.
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BERGER, RICHARD L. , Professor, See: Civil Engineering
BERGERON, CLIFTON G., Professor
Articles
With S. R. Nagel and L. W. Herron
Crystal growth of Li2B^07. Journal of American
Ceramic Society (60:5-6) 172-3.
With C. J. Leedecke
Crystallization of Na2BeOi3 in selected Na20-B203
melts. Physics and Chemistry of Glasses (18:6)
116-20.
Book Reviews
Introduction to materials science and engineering,
by K. M. Ralls, T. H. Courtney, and J. Wulff.
Journal of the American Ceramic Society Abstracts,
(56:1-2) 44-5.
Progress in solid state chemistry, vol. 11, part 2,
ed. by J. 0. McCaldin and G. Somorjai. Journal of thi
American Ceramic Society Abstracts (56:1-2) 47.
Progress in solid state chemistry, vol. 10, ed. by.
J. O. McCaldin and G. Somorjai. Journal of the
American Ceramic Society Abstracts
,
(56:3-4) 100.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With L. W. Herron
Article having a surface layer of catalytic ash by-
product of coal combustion. U.S. Patent 4,060,662,
November 1977.
BROWN, SHERMAN D. , Professor
Articles
Subcritical crack growth: a treatment based upon
multibarrier kinetics. Environmental Degradation of
EnRineering Materials, Virginia Polytechnic Insti-
tute, p. 141.
The multibarrier kinetics of subcritical brittle
crack growth. In Proceedings of the 6th Canadian
Congress of Applied Mechanics , Vancouver, (1) 257.
With J. B. Park, G. H. Kenner, and J. K. Scott.
Mechanical property changes of barium titanate
(ceramic) after iii vivo and in vitro aging.
Biomaterials, Medical Devices, and Artifical Organs
(5:3) 267.
With T. B. Van and G. P. Wirtz
Mechanism of anodic spark deposition. Bulletin of
the American Ceramic Society (56) 563-6.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With L. S. Cook
Furnace atmosphere control for improved glass manu-
facturing. Columbia Gas System Service, Columbus,
Ohio; Southern California Gas, Los Angeles,
California, 20 pp.
FRIEDBERG, ARTHUR L., Professor and Head of Department
Article
Weathering of porcelain enamels on aluminum. Pro-
ceedings of the Porcelain Enamel Institute Forum
(39) 78-84.
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NELSON, JAMES A., Professor
Article
With J. F. Young
Additives of colloidal silicas and silicates to
Portland cement pastes. Cement and Concrete
Research (7:3) 277-82.
Book Reviews
Structural clay products, by W. E. Brownell.
Ceramic Abstracts (56:9) 260.
O'BOYLE, DENNIS R. , Associate Professor
Article
With S. M. Park
Observations of crack healing in sodium chloride
single crystals at low temperatures. Journal of
Materials Science (12) 840-1.
PARK, SANG MOO, Research Associate
Article
With D. R. O'Boyle
Observations of crack healing in sodium chloride
single crystals at low temperatures. Journal of
Materials Science (12) 840-1.
PAYNE, DAVID A., Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
With L. E. Cross
Microstructure-property relations for dielectric
ceramics: I. Mixing of isotropic homogeneous
linear dielectrics. In Ceramic Microstructures '76
Boulder, Westview, pp. 584-97.
WILLIAMS, WENDELL S., Professor, See: Physics
WIRTZ, GERALD P., Associate Professor
Articles
With V. N. Shukla
Electrical conduction in single crystal thallic
oxide. I. Crystals "as grown" from the vapor in
air. Journal of American Ceramic Society (60) 253-fi
With V. N. Shukla
Electrical Conduction in single crytsal thallic
oxide. II. Effects of annealing at eSO^K in
oxygen pressure from 0.01 to 1.0 atmospheres.
Journal of American Ceramic Society (60) 259-61.
With T. B. Van and S. D. Brown
Mechanism of anodic spark desposition. Bulletin of
the American Ceramic Society (56) 563-6.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Leedecke, Charles John (C. G. Bergeron), The effects
of melt composition on the crystallization behavior
of sodium and bariiom.
Park, Sang Moo (D. A. Payne) , Liquid phase sintering
of heterophasic dielectrics in the system BaTiO -
^^5=^3°11-
Yu, Chyang John (G. P. Wirtz) , Electrical properties
of thallic oxide single crystals annealed in
oxygen .
i
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CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
ALKIRE, RICHARD C. , Professor
Articles
With R. Varjian
Moving resistive wire electrodes. Journal of
Electrochemical Society (124:3) 388-95.
With A. A. Mirarefi
Current distribution in a tubular electrode under
laminar flow: One electrode reaction. Journal of
Electrochemical Society (124:7) 1043-9.
Current distribution in a tublar electrode under
laminar flow: Two electrode reactions. Journal
of Electrochemical Society (124:8) 1214-20.
With P. K. Ng
Studies on flow-by porous electrodes having
perpendicular directions on current and electrolyte
flow. Journal of Electrochemical Society (124:8)
1220-7.
DRICKAMER, HARRY G. , Professor
Articles
With D. J. Mitchell, G. B. Schuster
The effect of pressure on the fluorescence of 9-
carbonyl substituted anthracenes. Journal of
American Chemical Society (99) 1145-8.
Energy dependence of the radiationless deactiva-
tion rate for the azulene system probed by the
effect of external pressure. Journal of the
American Chemical Society (99) 7489-95.
High pressure studies of fluorenone emission in
plastic media. Journal of Chemical Physics (67)
4832-5.
With K. W. Bieg
Effect of quadratic eiectron-phonon interactions on
.band shapes. Journal of Applied Physics (48)
426-7.
A high pressure test of the theory of energy
transfer by sensitized luminescence. Journal of
Chemical Physics (66) 1437-42.
With K. Hara, G. B. Schuster
The effect of pressure on the fluorescence and
adsorption of adamantanone. Chemical Physics
Letters (47) 462-5.
With G. L. House
High pressure studies of interimpurity liiminescence
in ZnS Phosphors. Journal of Chemical Physics (67)
3221-6.
High pressure luminescence studies of mixed ZnS-Cds
Phosphors doped with Cu and Ag . Journal of
Chemical Physics (67) 3227-9.
High pressure studies of localized excitations in
ZnS doped with Pb and Mn . Journal of Chemical
Physics (67) 3230-7.
With K. W. Bieg, D. L. WoraceI<
High pressure studies of al)cali halide phosphors
doped with Pb and Sn Journal of Applied
Physics (48) 639-46.
With A. J. W. Visser, T. M. Li, G. Weber
Three pressure dependence of two flavinyltryptophan
peptides. Biochemistry (16) 4883-6.
The effect of pressure upon the fluorescence of
various flavadoxins. Biochemistry (16) 4879-82.
With D. I. KlicJi, K. W. Bieg
High pressure studies of luminescent spectra and
lifetimes in allsali halides doped with Cu and Ag .
Physical Review (B16) 4599-607.
With C. E. Tyner
Studies of the luminescence efficiency of tungstate
and molybdate phosphors as a function of tempera-
ture. Journal of Chemical Physics (67) 4103-15.
+2Studies of luminescence efficiency of Eu acti-
vated phosphors as a function of temperature and
high pressure. Journal of Chemical Physics (67)
4116-23.
With L. A. Brey, G. B. Schuster
High pressure studies of the effect of viscosity on
fluorescence efficiency in crystal violet and
auramine. Journal of Chemical Physics (67)
2648-50.
High pressure studies of the effect of viscosity on
the quenching of naphthalene fluorescence by
biacetyl. Journal of Chemical Physics (67) 5763-5.
With E. N. Hoc)cert
High pressure optical studies of crystalline anils
and related compounds. Journal of Chemical
Physics (67) 5178-88 .
High pressure optical studies of anils and related
compounds dissolved in polystyrene. Journal of
Chemical Physics (67) 5189-92.
ECKERT, CHARLES A. , Professor
Articles
With W. H. Pirkle, J. R. Hauslie, B. A. Scott
High pressure assisted synthesis. Evidence for
nucleophilic displacement on 2,2,2-trifluoro-1-
phenylethyl tosylate . Journal of Organic
Chemistry (42) 3101.
With A. Huss
Equilibria and ion activities in aqueous sulfur
dioxide solutions. Journal of Physical Chemistry
(81) 2268-70.
HANRATTY, THOMAS J., Professor
Articles
With D. A. Shaw
Turbulent mass transfer rates to a wall for large
Schmidt numbers. American Institute of Chemical
Engineers Journal (23) 28-37.
Influence of Schmidt number on the fluctuations
of turbulent mass transfer to a wall. American
Institute of Chemical Engineers Journal (2 3) 160-9.
With D. F. Tatterson, J. C. Dallman
Drop sizes in annular gas-liquid flows. American
Institute of Chemical Engineers Journal (8) 1527-32.
With G. A. HcConaghy
Influence of drag reducing polymers on turbulent
mass transfer to a pipe wall. American Institute
of Chemical Engineers Journal (23) 493-500.
With L. G. Chom, D. T. Hatziavramidis
Turbulent fluctuations in the viscous wall region
for Newtonian and drag reducing fluids. The Physics
of Fluids (20) 5112-19.
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with D. P. Zilker, G. W. Cook
Influence of the amplitude of a solid wavy wall on
a turbulent flow. Part I. Non-separated flows.
Journal of Fluid Mechanics (82) 29.
With D. McCoy
Rate of deposition of droplets in annular two-
phase flow. International Journal of Multiphase
Flow (3) 319-31.
Sheintuch, Moshe (R. A. Schmitz) , Isothermal
oscillations in catalytic reactions—a tool for
mechanistic discrimination.
Tyner, Craig Edwin (H. G. Drickamer) Effects of high
pressure on the thermal quenching of luminescence.
SCHMITZ, ROGER A., Professor
Articles
With M. Sheintuch
Oscillations in catalytic reactions. Catalysis
Reviews - Science and Engineering (15) 107-72.
With M. T. Suidan, V. L. Snoeyink
Reduction of aqueous free chlorine with granular
activated carbon - pH and temperature effects.
Environmental Science and Technology (11) 785-9.
Reduction of aqueous HOCl with activated carbon.
Journal of the Environmental Engineering Division
of the American Society of Civil Engineers (103)
677-91.
Performance predictions for the removal of aqueous
free chlorine by packed beds of granular activated
carbon. American Institute of Chemical Engineers
Symposium Series (73:166) 18-24.
With K. R. Graziani, J. Hudson
Experimental evidence of chaotic states in the
Belousov-Zhabotinskii reaction. Journal of
Chemical Physics (67) 3040-4.
SHAEIWITZ, JOSEPH A., Assistant Professor
CHEMICAL PHYSICS
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Babamov, Vasil Krum (R. A. .Marcus) , Theory of inelastic
atomic and molecular collisions.
Heil, Timothy Gerald (D. Secrest) , Atom-molecule
scattering; Close-coupled and coupled states
calculations for argon-methane scattering.
Articles
With S. A. Lapp, G. J. Powers
Fault tree analysis of sequential systems.
Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, Process
Design and Development (16) 529-49.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Garrigan, Paul Clement (R. A. Schmitz) , Oscillations
in the catalytic oxidation of hydrogen.
Gracon, Brian Eugene (R. C. Alkire) , Experimental
studies of flow-through porous electrodes.
Henstock, William Howard (T. J. Hanratty) The effect
of a concurrent gas flow on gas-liquid mass transfer.
Hockert, Eric Neil (H. G. Drickamer) , Effects of high
pressure on the photochromism and thermochronism of
the anils.
House, Gary Lawrence (H. G. Drickamer) , Effects of
high pressure on the luminescence properties of
zinc sulfide phosphors.
Newman, Bruce Alan (C. A. Eckert) , Molecular
thermodynamics of polar reactions.
Nicolaides, George Leonidas (C. A. Eckert), Optimal
measurement and correlation of binary liquid
mixture nonidealities.
CHEMISTRY
APPLEQUIST, DOUGLAS E.
Articles
Professor
With C. N. Bush
Revised structure of the dimer of 3,3,6,6-tetra-
methylcyclohexyne . Journal of Organic Chemistry
(42) 1076-9.
With L. F. McKenzie
Photochemical addition of sulfur dioxide to certain
arylcyclopropanes . Journal of Organic Chemistry
(42) 1251-2.
With J. W. Wheeler
Synthesis of 1, 3-disubstituted bicyclo [1. 1.1 1
-
pentanes. Tetrahedron Letters (39) 3411-2.
ARDUENGO, ANTHONY J., Ill, Assistant Professor
Article
With E. M. Burgess
Tricoordinate hypervalent sulfur compounds.
Journal of the American Chemical Society (99)
2376-8.
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AVERY, JAMES P., Visiting Lecturer
I. Hadjiioannou, H. V.
Article
With T. P. Hadjiioannou, S.
Malmstadt
Automated catalytic ultramicrodetermination of
manganese in natural waters with a miniature
centrifugal analyzer. Analytica Chimica Acta
(89) 231-9.
BAILAR, JOHN C, JR., Professor Emeritus
Chapters in Books
Coordination pol>Tiiers and their uses. In Organo-
metallic polNTners, ed. by Carraher, Sheets and
Pittman. New York: Academic, pp. 313-21.
With S. J. Baker
Heterogeneous selective catalysis of the hydrogena-
tion of eneynes by pol\Tneric palladium (II) cata-
lysts. In Catalysis in organic synthesis , ed. by
Smith. New York: Academic, pp. 1-8.
Articles
The changing face of inorganic chemistry. Illinois
State Academy of Science News Letter (1:1) 2.
The selective hydrogenation of polyunsaturated
organic compounds. Journal of the Indian Chemical
Society (54) 1-4.
With W. E. Garwood, S. J. Lucki, N. Y. Chen
Partial dealumination and healing of faujasites by
chromium (III) salt solutions. Inorganic Chemistry
(17) 610-12.
BEAK, PETER, Professor
Articles
Energies and alkylations of tautomeric heterocyclic
compounds: Old problems - new answers. Accounts
of Chemical Research (10) 186-92.
With A. K. Burnham, J. Lee, T. G. Schmalz, W. H.
Flygare
Estimation of local magnetic susceptibilities, non-
local magnetic susceptibility and aromaticity, and
a comparison of magnetic and thermodynamic criteria
of aromaticity. Journal of the American Chemical
Society (99) 1836-44.
With R. Brown
The ortho lithiation of tertiary benzamides.
Journal of Organic Chemistry (42) 1823-4.
With G. R. Brubaker
The enthalpies of protonation of propenyllithiums
,
phenyllithium, and ethyllithium. Journal of
Organometallic Chemistry (136) 147-9.
With B. G. McKinnie, D. B. Reitz
Dipole-stabilized 'carbanions: Preparation of a
lithiomethyl amide, a lithioethyl amide, a lithio-
methyl thioester, and a lithioethyl thioester by
direct metalation. Tetrahedron Letters (22) 1839-42.
With B. G. McKinnie
Dipole-stabilized carbanions: Direct lithiation of
the methyl group of a methyl ester. Journal of
the American Chemical Society (99) 5213.
BELFORD, R. LINN, Associate Professor
Articles
With M. Nilges, E. K. Barefield, P. H. Davis
Electronic structure of three-coordinate nickel (I):
EPR of ni-doped halobis-triphenylphosphine
copper (II) crystals. Journal of the American
Chemical Society (99) 755-60.
With J. R. Marquart, H. A. Fraenkel
Pyrolvtic production of Se ( P) from carbon
diselenide. I. Equilibrium. International
Journal of Chemical Kinetics (9) 671-87.
With B. Harrowfield, J. R. Pilbrow
Effects of excited-state spin-orbit coupling and
ground state hybridization upon the behavior of
the in-plane g tensor in low-symmetry d' systems.
Journal of Magnetic Resonance (28) 433-9.
With C. J. Doumit, G. L. McPherson, S. B. Lanoux,
H. B. Jonassen
Preparation and properties of Cu(II) complexes of
2,2 -dicarboxyazobenzene. A new series of copper-
acetate-like dimers. Inorganic Chemistry (16) 565-9
With G. M. Woltermann, G. P. Haight, Jr.
Activation of phosphates to substitution. I. Pro-
duction and hydrolyses of [ (vo' ) (PaOio^")! and
[(Vo' ) (ATp"*")]. Inorganic Chemistry (16) 2985-7.
BREILAND, WILLIAM G., Assistant Professor
Chapter in Book
Coherent spectroscopy in electronically excited
states. In Laser and coherence spectroscopy , ed.
by Steinfeld. New York: Plenum, pp. 373-450.
BROWN, THEODORE L. , Professor
Book
With H. E. LeMay, Jr.
Chemistry: The central science. New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, 815pp.
Articles
With R. L. Sweany
Infrared spectra of matrix-isolated dicobalt octa-
carbonyl; evidence for the third isomer. Inorganic
Chemistry (16) 415-21.
Matrix isolation spectra of the thermal and photo-
chemical decomposition products of dicobalt octa-
carbonyl. Inorganic Chemistry (16) 421-4.
With P. A. Milton
The kinetics of benzimidazole dissociation in
methylcobalamin. Journal of the American Chemical
Society (99) 1390-96.
With C. P. Cheng
Nitrogen-14 nuclear quadrupole resonance spectra
of coordinated pyridine. Journal of the
American Chemical Society (99) 1384-90.
'
''N quadrupole resonance of P-azoxyanasiole and
related compounds. Journal of Chemical Physics
(67) 1797-8.
Nitrogen-14 nuclear quadrupole resonance spectra
of substituted nitrobenzenes . Journal of
Magnetic Resonance (28) 391-5.
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with B. II. Byers
On the mechanism of substitution of hydridopenta-
carbonyl manganese(I) . Journal of Orqanometallic
Chemistry (127) 181-92.
The characteristics of M(C0)5 and related metal
carbonyl radicals; abstraction, dissociative and
oxidative addition processes. Journal of the
American Chemical Society (99) 2527-32.
With M. Absi-Halabi
The reaction of ClaSnCoCCO) i* with group V donor
ligands: Evidence for a novel radical chain
process. Journal of the American Chemical
Society (99) 2982-8.
With D. L. Lichtenberger
A variable temperature C NMR study of intra-
molecular rearrangements in (C0)i,CoEX3 compounds.
Journal of the American Chemical Society (99)
8187-94.
With C. P. Cheng, B. Plan)cey, J. V. Rund
Nitrogen-14 nuclear quadrupole resonance spectra in
palladium complexes of 1 ,10-phenanthroline
.
Journal of the American Chemical Society (99)
8413-7.
With D. J. Blumer, C. P. Cheng
Determination of the ratio of the nuclear electric
quadrupole moments of molybdenum-97 and molybdenum-
95 by nuclear quadrupole double resonance spectro-
scopy. Chemical Physics Letters (51) 473-6.
With w. C. Fultz, J. L. Burmeister
N nuclear quadrupole resonance spectra of co-
ordinated thiocyanate. Journal of the Chemical
Society Chemical Communications , 599-600.
With W. L. McCullen
Calculated effects of distortion on the electric
field gradient parameters of N in pyridinium and
imidazolium ions. Journal of Physical Chemistry
(81) 2676-9.
CHANDLER, DAVID, Professor
Articles
The dielectric constant and related equilibrium
properties of molecular fluids: Intraction site
cluster theory analysis. Journal of Chemical
Physics (67) 1113-24.
With L. R. Pratt
Interaction site cluster series for the Helmholtz
free energy and variational principle for chemical
equilibria. Journal of Chemical Physics (66)
147-51.
Theory of the hydrophobic effect. Journal of
Chemical Physics (67) 3683-704.
With C. S. Hsu, W. B. Streett
Comparison of Monte Carlo and RISM calculations of
pair correlation functions. Journal of Chemical
Physics (66) 5231-4.
COATES, ROBERT M. , Professor
Articles
With E. R. Fretz
Remote and proximate substituent effects on
trishomocyclopropenium ion formation in the solvo-
lysis of methyl and phenyl substituted 9-pentacyclo-
14.3.0.0^"'.0^'*.0^'') nonyl £-nitrobenzoates
.
Journal of the American Chemical Society (99) 297-9.
Solvolytic rearrangement and stable carbonium ions
from tetracyclo[4.3.0.0''*.0'"lnonan-2-91 and
related compounds. Tetreihedron Letters (23) 1955-9.
With I. Md. Said
Decarboxylative l-aza-l'-oxa(3,3J sigmatropic re-
arrangements of enolizable or enolized N-aryl-
N,0-diacylhydroxylamines to o-(N-acylamino)aryl
ketones, esters, and amides: A new synthetic
method for ortho alkylation. Journal of the
American Chemical Society (99) 2355-7.
CURTIN, DAVID V., Professor
Articles
With S. A. Puckett, M. K. Greensley, I. C. Paul
1,3-Benzoyl migration of 2-benzoyl-2-phenylazoin-
dane-l,3-dione. Molecular conformations and
crystal structures of the rearrangement products,
indane-1 , 2 , 3-trione 2- (N-benzoyl-N-phenylhydrazone)
and indane-1, 2, 3-trione 2- (N-bromobenzoyl-N-phenyl-
hydrazone)
. Journal of the Chemical Society
,
Perkin II , 847-59.
With G. R. Desiraju, I. C. Paul
Conversion in the solid state of the yellow to the
red form of 2- (4 ' -methoxyphenyl) -1,4-benzoquinone.
X-ray crystal structures and anistropy of the re-
arrangement. Journal of the American Chemical
Society (99) 1594-601.
Crystal growth by nonaqueous gel diffusion.
Journal of the American Chemical Society (99) 6148.
Synthesis and interconversion by hydrogen exchange
of isomeric quinhydrones . Journal of Organic
Chemistry (42) 4071-5.
With C. C. Chiang, C.-T. Lin, A. H.-J. Wang,
I. C. Paul
The crystal and molecular structures of S-(+)-2,2-
diphenylcyclopropanecarboxylic acid and of R-(+)-
2,2-diphenyl-l-methylcyclopropanecarboxylic acid.
A study of the environments of gas-solid reactions
that exhibit anisotropic behavior. Journal of the
American Chemical Society (99) , 6303-8.
DRAGO, RUSSELL S., Professor
Articles
With R. M. Ricliman, T. C. Kuechler , S. P. Tanner
Electron paramagnetic resonance study of the
adduct of a nitroxide and rhodium trifluoroacetate
dimer. Journal of the American Chemical Society
(99) 1055-8.
With D. J. Kitko, K. E. Wiegers, S. G. Smith
A kinetic study of the reaction of N,N'-ethylene-
bis(salicylideneimanito) cobalt (II) with bis-
(hexafluoroacetylacetonato) copper(II). Journal
of the American Chemical Society (99) 1410-16.
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with B. S. Tovrog
Ambidentate nature of the imidazole ring system.
Journal of the American Chemical Society (99)
2203-08.
With L. B. Parr, C. S. Chamberlain
Solvent effects and their relationship to the E
and C equation. Journal of the American Chemical
Society (99) 3202-09.
With A. G. ElA'mma
Unusual oxidation state stabilization of iron
complexes by the pyrole-N-carbodithivate ligand.
Inorganic Chemistry (99) 2975-7.
With J. H. Elias
Synthesis and characterization of species con-
taining three metal atoms. Journal of the
American Chemical Society (99) 6570-7.
With M. P. Li, A. J. Pribula
An acid-base model for mixed metal dimer formation.
Enthalpies of dimer cleavage and adduct formation
of (TT-methylallyl) pallodium(II) chloride dimer
and a loo]^ at mixed metallomers. Journal of
the American Chemical Society (99) 6901-05.
DYKSTRA, CLIFFORD E., Assistant Professor
An examination of the Brueckner condition for the
selection of molecular orbitals in correlated
wavefunctions. Chemical Physics Letters (45)
466-9.
Internal rotation in the ground electronic state
of allene. Journal of the Aroerican Chemical
Society (99) 2060-3.
Self-consistent electron pair theory for certain
types of open shell wavefunctions . Journal of
Chemical Physics (67) 4716-8.
With H. F. Schaefer
Instructional approach to molecular electronic
structure theory. Journal of Chemical Education
(54) 310.
With R. R. Lucchese, H. F. Schaefer
Electron correlation effects in the excitation
energies of the lowest triplet states of glyoxal.
Journal of Chemical Physics (67) 2422-6.
EVANS, CHARLES A., JR., Associate Professor - See
Materials Research Laboratory
FAULKNER, LARRY R. , Associate Professor
Chapter in Bool^
Electrogenerated chemiluminescence. In Electro-
analytical chemistry , ed. by Bard. New York:
Marcel Dekker, pp. 1-95.
Articles
Chemiluminescence from step experiments. Journal
of the Electrochemical Society (124) 1724-8.
With J. L. Morris, Jr.
Normal pulse voltamettry in electrochemically
poised systems. Analytical Chemistry (49) 489-94.
With W. K. K. Liu
P-type delayed fluorescence from rubrene. Journal
of the American Chemical Society (99) 4594-9.
With P. R. Michael
ElGctrochemi^uminescence from the thianthrene —
PPD system. Evidence for light production by the
T route. Journal of the American Chemical Society
(99) 7754-61.
With K. W. K. Yim, T. C. Miller
Chemical characterization via fluorescence spectra
files. Analytical Chemistry (49) 2069-74.
Book Review
Electroanalytical chemistry, by F. C. Anson.
Analytical Chemistry (49) 72A-74A.
FLYGARE, WILLIS H., Professor
Chapters in Books
Light scattering. In Encyclopedia of physics ,
ed. by Lerner and Trigg. Shoudsburg , Pennsylvania:
Dowden, Hutchinson and Ross, pp. 109-37.
With T. G. Schmalz
Coherent transient microwave spectroscopy and
Fourier transform methods. In Spectroscopy: A
modern treatise, I , ed. by Steinfeld. New York:
Plenum, pp. 125-95.
Articles
Light scattering in pure liquids and solutions.
Chemical Society Reviews (6) 109- 59.
A review of radio and microwave spectroscopy.
Analytical Chemistry (49) 235A.
With T. Raj
Translational diffusion coefficient of a-
chymotrypsinogen by laser light scattering.
Biopolymers (16) 545-50.
With S. J. Bertucci, A. K. Burnham, G. R. Alms
Light scattering studies of orientational pair cor-
relations in liquids composed of anisometric
molecules. Journal of Chemical Physics (66) 605-15.
With A. K. Burnham, J. Lee, T. G. Schmalz, P. Beak
Estimation of local and non-local magnetic suscep-
tibilities, and a comparison of magnetic and
thermodynamic criteria of aromaticity for 2-
methoxypyridine and l-methyl-2-pyridone. Journal
of the American Chemical Society (99) 1836-44.
With T. Raj, P. Russell, R. B. Gennis
Quasi-elastic light scattering studies on pyruvate
oxidase. Biochimica et Biophysica Acta (481) 42-9.
With W. E. Hoke, D. R. Bauer
M dependence of Ti and T2 for the inversion doub-
lets of '^NHs. Journal of Chemical Physics (67)
3454-62.
With A. K. Burnham, L. W. Buxton
Kerr constants, depolarization ratios, and
hyperpolarizabilities of substituted methanes.
Journal of Chemical Physics (67) 4990-7.
GENNIS, ROBERT B. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With T. Raj, P- Russell, W. H. Flygare
Quasi-elastic light scattering studies on pyruvate
oxidase. Biochimica et Biophysica Acta (481) 42-9.
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with D. Nieva-Gomez
The affinity of E. coli for hydrophobic membrane
probes is a function of the physiological state of
the cells. Proceedings of the National ftcademy
of Sciences USA (74) 1811-5.
With A. Jonas
Protein-lipid interactions. Annual Review of
Biophysics and Bioengineerinq (6) 195-238.
With T. A. O'Brien, R. Blake II
Regulation by lipids of cofactor binding to a
peripheral membrane enzyme: Binding of thiamin
pyrophosphate to pyruvate oxidase. Biochemistry
(16) 3105-9.
With H. L. Schroc)f
High affinity lipid binding sites on the peripheral
membrane enzyme pyruvate oxidase: Specific ligand
effects on detergent binding. Journal of
Biological Chemistry (252) 5990-5.
With P. Russell, L. P. Hager
Characterization of the proteolytic activation of
pyruvate oxidase: Control by specific ligand
s
and by the flavin and redox state. Journal of
Biological Chemistry (252) 7877-82.
With P. Russell, H. L. Schrock
Lipid activation and protease activation of
pyruvate oxidase: Evidence suggesting a common
site of interaction on the protein. Journal of
Biological Chemistry (252) 7883-7.
GUTOWSKY, H. S., Professor, Head of Department and
Director of School of Chemical Sciences
Chapters in Books
Polywater. In Encyclopedia of science and
technology , 4th edition, ed. by Lapedes. New York:
McGraw-Hill, Vol 4, pp. 442-3.
With Govindjee, T. Wydryznski, S. B. Marks
The role of manganese in the oxygen evolving
mechanism of photosynthesis. In Bioenergetics
of membranes
, ed. by Packer et ^. Amsterdam:
Elsevier/North-Holland Biomedical Press, pp. 305-
16.
HAIGHT, GILBERT P., Professor
Articles
With G. M. Woltermann, R. L. Belford
Activation of phosphates to substitution. I.
Production and hydrolyses of [ (vo' ) (PsOio^ )1
and [(VO^ ) (ATp'*")]. Inorganic Chemistry (16)
2985-7. "
With G. Woltermann, T. Imamura, P. Hummel
Monomeric Mo(V) and Mo (IV) species. Journal of
the Less-Common Metals (54) 121-8.
Book Review
Handbook of proton ionization heats, by J. J.
Christensen, L. D. Hanse, and R. M. Izatt.
Coordination Chemistry Reviews (23:1) 130.
HENDRICKSON, DAVID N., Associate Professor
Chapter in Book
Ionization methods: Mass spectrometry, ion
cyclotron resonance, photoelectron spectroscopy.
In Physical methods in chemistry
, ed. by Drago.
Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders, pp. 566-88.
Articles
With T. R. Felthouse, E. J. Laskowski
Magnetic exchange interactions in transition metal
dimers. 10. Structural and magnetic characteriza-
tion of the oxalate-bridged complex (Cuj (Etsdien) 2-
(C2O1,) ) (BPhi,) 2 and related copper (II) dimers.
Effects of nonbridging ligands and counterions
on exchange interactions. Inorgeinic Chemistry (16)
1077-89.
With K. D. Hodges, R. G. Wollmann, E. K. Barefield
Synthesis and physical properties of high-spin
five-coordinate iron (II) complexes of 1,4,8,11-
tetramethyl-1 ,4,8, 11-tetracyclotetradecane
.
Inorganic Chemistry (16) 2746-51.
With C. G. Pierpont, L. C. Francesconi
Magnetic exchange interactions in transition metal
dimers. 11. Structural and magnetic characteriza-
tion of two chlorani late-bridged dimeric complexes
[Ni2 (tren)2 (C60i,Cl2) ] (BPh,.)2 and [CU2 (Mesdien) 2-
(C60i,Cl2) 1 (BPhi,) 2. Magnetic exchange interactions
propagated by the dianions of 2 ,5-dihydroxy-l,-
4-benzoquinones . Inorganic Chemistry (15) 2367-76.
With D. S. Bieksza
Magnetic exchange in transition metal dimers. 9.
Copper (II) dimers with single end-to-end cyanide
bridges and unusual electron paramagnetic resonance
spectra. Inorganic Chemistry (16) 924-9.
With R. G. Wollmann
Preparation and physical properties of oxidation
products of oxo-bridged binuclear iron (III) com-
plexes. Mixed-valence diiron (III ,IV) complexes.
Inorganic Chemistry (16) 723-33.
Synthesis and physical properties of meso-tetra-
ferrocenylporphyrin, the copper complex and the
corresponding mixed-valence oxidation products.
Inorganic Chemistry (16) 3079-89.
JONAS, JIRI, Professor
Articles
Structure and motion in liquid water at high
pressure. Communications of Solid State Physics
(8) 29-35.
With T. DeFries
Pressure dependence of NMR proton spin-lattice
relaxation times and shear viscosity in liquid
water in the temperature range - 15 C to 10 C.
Journal of Chemical Physics (66) 896-901.
Molecular motions in compressed liquid heavy
water at low temperatures. Journal of Chemical
Physics (66) 5393-9.
With R. J. Finney, M. Fury
Density and temperature effects on some transport
properties of perfluorocyclobutane. Journal of
Chemical Physics (66) 760-5.
With J. Schroeder, V. Schiemann, P. T. Sharko
Raman study of vibrational dephasing in liquid
CH3CN and CD3CN. Journal of Chemical Physics
(66) 3215-26.
With J. A. Akai
Transport processes in con^ressed liquid methanol.
Journal of Chemical Physics (66) 4946-50.
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With K. Tanabe
Raman study of vibrational relaxation in liquid
benzene-de at high pressure. Journal of Chemical
Physics (67) 4222-8.
With J. Schroeder, v. H. Schiemann
Raman study of temperature and pressure effects
on vibrational relaxation in liquid CHCla and
CDC13. Molecular Physics (34) 1501-21.
With D. M. Cantor
Automated measurement of self-diffusion coeffi-
cients of spin-echo method. Journal of Magnetic
Resonance (28) 157-62.
With R. J. Finney, M. Wolfe
NMR study of angular momentum relaxation in
fluids. I. Compressed CFi, . Journal of Chemical
Physics (67) 4004-11.
With M. Wolfe, E. Arndt
NMR study of angular momentum relaxation in
fluids. II. Mixtures of CFi, with inert gases.
Journal of Chemical Physics (67) 4012-18.
Book Reviews
Structure of liquids (topics in current chemistry,
volume 60) , by P. Sc'huster and S. A. Rice.
Journal of the American Chemical Society (99) 7402.
NMR basic principles and progress. Volume 10,
Van der Waals forces and shielding effects, by
F. H. A. Rummens. Journal of Magnetic Resonance
(26) 379-80.
KATZENELLENBOGEN, JOHN A., Associate Professor
Chapters in Boolcs
Affinity labeling as a technique in determining
hormone mechanisms. In Biochemical actions of
hormones , Vol. 4, ed. by Litwac)c. New Yor)c:
Academic, pp. 1-84.
With H. J. Johnson, H. N. Myers, K. E. Carlson,
R. J. Kempton
Specific chemical probes for elucidating the
mechanism of steroid hormone action: Progress
using estrogen photoaf f inity labeling agents.
In A survey of contemporary bioorganic chemistry ,
ed. by van Tamelen. New Yorlc: Academic, pp. 207-
37.
Articles
Affinity labeling of steroid receptors, endo-
crinology. Proceedings of the Fifth International
Congress of Endocrinology, Hamburg, July, 1976
,
(International Congress Series 402) , Excerpta
Medica , 473-7.
With H. N. Myers, H. N. Johnson, Jr., R. J.. Kempton,
K. E. Carlson
Estrogen photoaf finity labels. 1. Chemical and
radiochemical synttiesis of hexestrol diazolcetone
and azide derivatives: Photochemical studies in
solution. Biochemistry (16) 1964-70.
With K. E. Carlson, H. J. Jolinson, Jr., H. N. Myers
Estrogen photoaffinity labels. 2. Reversible
binding and covalent attachment of photosensitive
hexestrol derivatives to the uterine estrogen
receptor. Biochemistry (16) 1970-6.
With K. E. Carlson, L. K. Sun
Characterization of trypsin-disaggregated forms of
the estrogen receptor from rat and lamb uterus.
Biochemistry (16) 4288-96.
With R. A. Amos
Reaction of lithium dialkylcuprates with acetoxy
epoxides. Assessment of a method for nucleophilic
a-alkylation of ketones. Journal of Organic
Chemistry (42) 2537-45.
With R. C. Peterson, M. F. Reich, P. E. Dunn, J. H.
Law
Binding specificity of the juvenile hormone carrier
protein from the hemolymph of the tobacco hornworm
Manduca sexta johannson (Lepidoptera: Sphingidae)
.
Biochemistry (16) 2305-11.
KAUFMANN, KENNETH J. , Assistant Professor
Article
With K. K. Smith, J. Y. Koo, G. B. Schuster
Unimolecular decay of photoexcited tetramethyldio-
oxtane probed by picosecond spectroscopy.
Chemical Physics Letters (48) 267-70.
Book Review
Isotopes in hydrogen transfer processes, by E. C.
Buncel and C. Lee. Journal of the American Chemical
Society (88) 6157.
KROTTINGER, DAVID L. , Visiting Assistant Professor
Articles
With M. S. Mccracken, H. V. Malmstadt
Automated clinical/analytical spectrophotometric
system. American Laboratory (9:3) 51-9.
With R. M. Oteiza,M. S. HcCracken, H. V. Malmstadt
Reaction-rate method for the determination of
hydrocortisone. Analytical Chemistry (49) 1586-9.
LAITINEN, HERBERT A., Professor Emeritus
Book Edited
With G. W. Ewing
A history of analytical chemistry. Washington,
D.C.: ACS Division of Analytical Chemistry, 358pp.
Chapter in Book
Electrometric titrations. In Analytical chemistry-
essays in memory of Anders Ringbom / sd. by
Wanninen. New York: Pergamon, pp. 305-19.
Articles
With H. Yoneyama
Oxidation of bromide ion on tin oxide electrodes.
Jouimal of Electroanalytical Chemistry (75) 647-63.
Effect of acid concentration of electrolytes on
oxidation behavior of iodide at tin oxide elec-
trodes. Journal of Electroanalytical Chemistry
(79) 129-38.
With I. Uchida, K. Niki
Acid-base reaction of LiaCrOi, with divalent metal
ions in molten lithium chloride-potassium chloride
eutectic. Journal of Inorganic & Nuclear Chemistry
(39) 255-8.
Electrochemical reduction of chromate ion in
potassium-lithium chloride melts in the presence
of water. Review of polarography (23) 3-5.
Book Review
Fundamentals of electrochemical analysis, Z. Galus
Trans, by G. F. Reynolds. American Scientist
(65) 487.
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LEONARD, NELSON J., Professor; Member, Center for
Advanced Study
Articles
With P. D. Sattsangi, C. R. Frihart
Synthe-
sis and comparison of the electronic spectral
properties of these linear and angular tri-
heterocycles related to the Y bases. Journal of
Organic Chemistry (42) 3292-6.
With D. I. C. Scopes, J. R. Barrio
Defined dimensional changes in enzyme cofactors:
Fluorescent "stretched-out" analogues of adenine
nucleotides. Science (195) 296-8.
With T. Itaya, F. Tanaka, T. Fujii
An improved procedure for the synthesis of 1-
alkyladenines : Removal of the ribofluranosyl
group from 1-benzyl- , 1-3 (3-methyl-2-butenyl)
-,
and 1-allyladenosine hydrobromide in acetic acid.
Chemical and Pharmaceutical Bulletin (Tokyo) (25)
1449-52.
MALMSTADT, HOWARD V. , Professor
Book
With C. G. Enke, S. R. Crouch
Experiments in digital and analog electronics.
Derby: E & L Instruments, 320pp.
Articles
With D. Krottinger, M. McCracken
Automated clinical/analytical spectrophotometric
system. American Laboratory (9) 51-7.
With T. P. Hadjiioannou, S. I. Hadjiioannou, J. Avery
Automated catalytic ultramicrodetermination of
manganese in natural waters with a miniature
centrifugal analyzer. Analytica Chimica Acta (89)
231-9.
With R. M. Oteiza, D. L. Krottinger, M. S. McCracken
Reaction-rate method for determination of hydro-
cortisone. Analytical Chemistry (49) 1586-9.
With R. P. Gregory, IV, F. D. Lowry
A multichannel pipet for parallel aliquoting of
samples and reagents into centrifugal analyzer
minidiscs. Analytical Chemistry (49) 1608-15.
With J. A. Perry, M. F. Bryant
A microprocessor-controlled scanning dye laser for
spectrometric analytical systems. Analytical
Chemistry (49) 1702-10.
With S. D. Brunk
Adaptation of the EMIT serum digoxin assay to
the minidisc centrifugal analyzer. Clinical
Chemistry (23) 1054-6.
MARCUS, RUDOLPH A., Professor
Chapters in Books
Theory and applications of electron transfers at
electrodes and in solution. In Special topics
in electrochemistry , ed. by Rock. Amsterdam:
Elsevier, pp. 161-79.
On the theory of overvoltage for electrode pro-
cesses possessing electron transfer mechanisms.
I. (ONR Report No. 12) . In Special topics in
electrochemistry
, ed. by Rock. Amsterdam:
Elsevier, pp. 180-209.
Electrostatic free energy and other properties of
states having nonequilibrium polarization. II.
Electrode systems. (ONR Report No. 11). In Special
topics in electrochemistry , ed. by Rock. Amsterdam
Elsevier, pp. 210-24.
Articles
Energy distributions in unimolecular reactions.
Berichte der Bunsen-Gesellschaf t fur physikalische
Chemie (81) 190-7.
With S. M. Tarr, H. Rabitz, D. E. Fitz
Classical and quantum centrifugal decoupling
approximations for HCl-Ar. Journal of Chemical
Physics (66) 2854-61.
With D. W. Noid, M. L. Koszykowski
A spectral analysis method of obtaining molecular
spectra from classical trajectories. Journal of
Chemical Physics (67) 404-8.
With D. W. Noid
Semiclassical calculation of bound states in a
multidimensional system for nearly 1:1 degenerate
systems. Journal of Chemical Physics (67) 559-67.
With M. E. Coltrin
A new tunneling path for reactions such as H + H2 -*
H2 + H. Journal of Chemical Physics (67) 2609-
13.
With G. Worry
On the theory of translational energy distributions
of product molecules of molecular beam reactions
involving transient complexes. II. Journal of
Chemical Physics
With A. F. Turfa, D.
(67) 1636-46.
E. Fitz
Semiclassical theory of the effects of collisions
between rotors on molecular spectral lineshapes.
I. Journal of Chemical Physics (67) 4463-7.
With A. F. Turfa, W. K. Liu
Semiclassical theory of the effects of collisions
between rotors on molecular spectral lineshapes
.
II. Calculations for several systems. Journal
of Chemical Physics (67) 4468-75.
With D. W. Noid, M. L. Koszykowski, J. D. McDonald
Classical trajectory study of infrared multiphoton
photodissociation. Chemical Physics Letters (51)
540-4.
With M. Koszykowski
Collisional broadening and spectral line shape of
an entire rotational band. Journal of Chemical
Physics (68) 1216-20.
MARTIN, J. C, Professor
Articles
With T. M. Balthazor
Stereochemical course of an associative displace-
ment at tetracoordinate sulfur (IV) in a sulfurane
of known absolute configuration. A proposed system
of nomenclature for optically active pentacoor-
dinate species. Journal of the American Chemical
Society (99) 152-62.
With L. J. Adzima
The acid catalyzed fragmentation of a spirobi-
cyclicsulfurane oxide: Sulfone formation as a
driving force for reaction. Journal of the
American Chemical Society (99) 1657-9.
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Reactions of some new diaryldialkoxyspirosulfuranes
The barrier to cuneal inversion of configuration
at sulfuranyl sulfur in diastereomeric spirosul-
furanes. Journal of Organic Chemistry (42) 4006-
16.
With W. Y. Lam
A diaryIdiacyloxydialkoxypersulfurane. The first
example of a hexacoordinated organosulfur deriva-
tive lacking fluorine ligands, a sulfone bis-
ketal. Journal of the American Chemical Society
(99) 1659-60.
With L. D. Martin
Evidence for the formation of sulfinyl oxides in
the reactions of alkoxysulfuranes with hydrogen
peroxide. The oxidation of sulfides to sulfoxides,
and olefins to epoxides. Journal of the American
Chemical Society (99) 3511-3.
With G. W. Astrologes
The oxidation of a ysultene to a cyclic ortho-
sulfinate . The reactions of a trialkoxysulfurane
with bifunctional substrates as a reflection on
the polarity rules in trigonalbipyramidal species.
Journal of the American Chemical Society (99)
4390-400.
Reactions of trialkoxysulfuranes (orthosulf inates)
with trifluoromethanesulfonic acid. The isolation
of the first dialkoxysulfonium salt and the
mechanisms of decomposition of such salts. Joturnal
of the American Chemical Society (99) 4400-4.
With P. Livant
Polarizability of the hypervalent bond in some
unsymmetrically substituted sulfuranes as reflected
in carbonyl stretching frequencies of acyloxy
ligands . Journal of the American Chemical Society
(99) 5761-7.
With P. H. W. Lau
An alkylaryldialkoxysulfurane oxide with labile
alpha protons. A new kind of pentacoordinated
sulfur ylid. Journal of the American Chemical
Society (99) 5490-1.
Synthesis of a stable cyclic sulphenate by thermal
decomposition of a chlorosulphurane in the crystal-
line state. Journal of the Chemical Society ,
Chemical Communications , 521-2.
With E. F. Perozzi
Substituent and geometry dependence of the degen-
erate ligand exchange of dialkoxysulfuranes with
hexafluoro-2-phenyl-2-propanol. Sulfuranes and
sulfilimines derived from thianthrene, phenothia-
zine, and phenoxathiin. Journal of Organic
Chemistry (42) 3222-5.
With L. J. Adzima, E. N. Duesler
Reactions and crystal and molecular structure of
an unsymmetrical spirosulfurane : Manifestations
of hypervalent bond polarization in a sulfurane.
Journal of Organic Chemistry (42) 4001-5.
With R. J. Arhart, J. A. Franz, E. F. Perozzi,
L. J. Kaplan
Bis 12 , 2 , 2- trifluoro-l-phenyl-1- (trifluoromethyl) -
ethoxyjdiphenyl sulfurane. Organic Syntheses
(57) 22-6.
MARVEL, CARL S., Research Professor Emeritus
Articles
With A. Banihashemi
Aromatic polyether,
-ketones,
-sulfones as
laminating resins. XI. Polymers derived from
2,2'
-diiododiphenyl-4 , 4 ' -dicarboxylie acid
.
Journal of Polymer Science, Polymer Chemistry
Edition (15) 2653-65.
Aromatic polyether, -ketone,
-sulfones as
laminating resins. XII. Derivatives of 2,2'-
diphenylethynyldiphenyl which cure by an intra-
molecular cyclization. Journal of Polymer Science
,
Polymer Chemistry Edition (15) 2667-70.
With R. J. Swedo
Biphenylene as a cross linking unit in poly-
aromatic ether-ketone-resins. XIII. Journal of
Polymer Science, Polymer Letters Edition (15)
683-6.
~
Mcdonald, J. D., Associate Professor
Articles
With D. W. Noid, M. L. Koszykowski, R. A. Marcus
Classical trajectory study of infrared mutli-
photon dissociation. Chemical Physics Letters
(51) 540-4.
~
With J. W. Hudgens
Infrared chemiluminescence study of reaction of
hydrogen atoms and iodine monochloride. Journal
of Chemical Physics (67) 3401-3.
NIEMAN, TIMOTHY A. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With R. L. Veazey
Laboratory real time clock featuring computer,
experiment, and manual interaction. Analytical
Chemistry (49) 1466-88.
With S. W. Stieg
Determination of trace concentrations of cobalt (II)
and other metals by the chemiluminescent oxidation
of Gallic acid. Analytical Chemistry (49) 1322-25.
Book Reviews
Contamination control in trace element analysis
,
by M. Zief and J. W. Mitchell. Journal of the
American Chemical Society (99) 6156.
Analytical applications of complex equilibria,
by J. Inczedy. Journal of the American Chemical
Society (99) 6469.
OLDFIELD, ERIC, Assistant Professor
Article
With R. A. Haberkorn, R. G. Griffin, M. D. Meadows
Deuterium nuclear magnetic resonance investigation
of the dipalmitoyl lecithin-cholesterol-water
system. Journal of the American Chemical Society
(99) 7353-5.
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PAUL, IAIN C, Professor
Chapter in Book
With I. Hargittai
The structural chemistry of the cyanates and their
thio derivatives. In The chemistry of the
cyanates and their thio derivatives , ed. by Patai.
New York: Wiley, pp. 69-129.
Articles
Molecular structures of some organo sulfphur
compounds. Kemiai Kozlemenyek (in Hungarian)
(46) 245-63.
With R. Zelnik, D. Lavie, E. C. Levy, H.-J. Wang
Barbatusin and cyclobutatusin , two novel diter-
penoids from Coleus barbatus Bentham . Tetrahedron
(33) 1457-67.
With S. A. Puckett, M. K. Greensley, D. Y. Curtin
1,3-Benzoyl migration of 2-benEOYl-2-phenylazoin-
dane-l,3-dione. Molecular conformations and
crystal structures of the rearrangement products,
indane- 1,2, 3-trione 2- (N-benzoy1-N-phenyIhydrazone
)
and indane- 1, 2, 3-trione 2- (N-bromobenzoy1-N-
phenyIhydrazone) . Journal of the Chemical Society ,
Perkin II , 847-59.
With J. A. McMillan, C. C. Chiang, M. K. Greensley,
S. A. Patwardhan, S. Dev, M. A. Beno, G. G. Christoph
Molecular strucutre of kodo-cytochalasin-1.
Journal of the Chemical Society , Chemical Com-
munications
,
105-6.
D. Lavie, V. G.With R. Zelnik, J. A. McMillan,
Toscano, R. R. DaSilva
Synthesis and structural determination of dehydro-
cyclobutatusin, a diterpenoid with a four-
membered ring. Journal of Organic Chemistry (42)
923-5.
With C. C. Chiang
Monomeric forms of the acid inophore lasalocid
A (X-527A) from polar solvents. Science (196)
1441-3.
With C. C. Chiang, C.-T. Lin, A. H.-J. Wang,
D. Y. Curtin
The crystal and molecular structures of £-(+)-2,-
2-diphenylcyclopropanecarboxylic acid and of
R- (+)
-2 ,2-diphenyl-l-methylcyclopropanecarboxylic
acid. A study of the environments of gas-solid
reactions that exhibit anisotropic behavior.
Journal of the T^erican Chemical Society (99)
6303-8.
With A. H.-J. Wang
The borine adduct of condylocarpine : A case of
partially mistaken identity. Acta Crystallo-
graphica (B33) 2977-9.
With K.-T. H. Wei, M. K. Greensley, G. LeCoustumer,
R. Pinel, Y. Mollier
2 ,6-Dimethyl-5 ' -£^-methoxyphenyl-l ' ,2' -dithiole-
3' ,4-ylidene-2 ,5-cyclohexadienone : Hemibenzenate
Ci eHi602Sj'l/2 CsHe. Crystal Structure Communica-
tions (6) 425-9.
With G. R. Desiraju, D. Y. Curtin
Crystal growth by non-aqueous gel diffusion.
Journal of the American Chemical Society (99)
6148.
Synthesis and interconversion by hydrogen exchange
of isomeric quinhydrones. Journal of Organic
Chemistry (42) 4071-5.
Conversion in the solid state of the yellow to
the red form of 2- (4 -methoxyphenyl)-l,4-
benzoquinone. X-ray crystal structures and
anistropy of the rearrangement- Journal of
the American Chemical Society (99) 1594-601.
With K.-T. H. Wei, G. LeCoustumer, R. Pinel,
Y. Mollier
Quinone methide - crystal structure and NMR study
of 2,6-dimethyl-5'-£-methoxyphenyl-l' ,2'-dithiol-
3', 4-ylidene-2,5-cyclohexadienone. Tetrahedron
Letters, 2717-20.
With J. M. Friedman, L. Rousseau, C. Shen
Evidence for hydrogen bonding in the sodium salts
of lasalocid A (X-537A) . Journal of the Chemical
Society, Chemical Communications , 684-6.
PIRKLE, WILLIAM H., Associate Professor
Articles
With P. L. Gravel
Synthesis of l-a-cumyl-1,2, 3,6-tetrahydropyrida-
zine-3,6-dione. Journal of Organic Chemistry (42)
296-7.
Cyclic diacylhydrazyl radicals from 1,3,4-
oxadiazolidine-2,5-diones, pyridazine-3,6-diones
and phthalazine-1 ,4-diones. Journal of Organic
Chemistry (42) 1367-9.
With D. L. Sikkenga, M. S. Pavlin
NMR determination of enantiomeric composition
and absolute configuration of yl^ctones. Journal
of Organic Chemistry (42) 384-7.
With D. L. Sikkenga
The use of chiral solvating agents for NMR
determination of enantiomeric purity and absolute
configuration of lactones. Consequences of three-
point interactions. Journal of Organic Chemistry
(42) 1370-4.
With P. L. Rinaldi
Asymmetric synthesis in liquid crystals: Inde-
pendence of stereochemistry on the handedness of
the cholestric liquid crystal. Journal of the
American Chemical Society (99) 3510-11.
Reevaluation of the use of peroxycamphoric acid
as an asymmetric oxidizing agent. Journal of
Organic Chemistry (42) 2080-2.
NMR determination of enantiomeric compositions
of oxaziridines using chiral solvating agents.
Journal of Organic Chemistry (42) 3217-9.
With J. R. Hauske
Trichlorosilane induced cleavage. A mild method
for retrieving carbinols from carbamates . Journal
of Organic Chemistry (42) 2781-2.
Design of chiral derivatizing agents for the
chromatographic resolution of optical isomers.
Asymmetric synthesis of seme chiral fluoroalkylated
amines. Journal of Organic Chemistry (42) 2436-9.
Broad spectrum methods for the resolution of
optical isomers. A discussion of the reasons
underlying the chromatographic separability of
some disastereomeric carbamates. Joxirnal of
Organic Chemistry (42) 1839-44.
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with J. R. Hauske, C. A. Eckert, B. A. Scott
High pressure assisted synthesis. Evidence for
nucleophilic displacement on 2,2 ,2-trifluoro-1-
phenylethyl tosylate. Journal of Organic Chemistry
(42) 3101-3.
With C. W. Boeder
Estimation of allene optical purities by nuclear
magnetic resonance. Journal of Organic Chemistry
(42) 3697-700.
REICHGOTT, DAVID W. , Visiting Assistant Professor
Article
With N. J. Rose
Photoassisted oxidation of methanol catalyzed by
a macrocyclic iron complex. Journal of the
American Chemical Society (99) 1813-8.
RINEHART, KENNTH L. , JR. , Professor
Articles
Mutasynthesis of new antibiotics.
Applied Chemistry (49) 1361-84.
Pure and
With L. H. Li, C. H. Cowie, L. G. Gray, D. M. Moran,
T. D. Clark
Effects of streptovaricins and their degradation
products on RNA-directed DNA polymerase of Rauscher
leukemia virus. Journal of the National Cancer
Institute (58) 239-43.
With L. H. Li, T. D. Clark, C. H. Cowie, J. A.
Swenberg, H. E. Renis
Effects of streptovaricins and their degradation
products on infectivity of Rauscher leukemia
virus. Journal of the National Cancer Institute
(58) 245-9.
With L. H. Li, T. D. Clark, C. H. Cowie
Effects of geldanamycin and its derivatives on
KNA-directed DNA polymerase and infectivity of
Rauscher leukemia virus. Cancer Treatment Reports
(61) 815-24.
With R. C. Pandey
Polyene antibiotics. VIII. The structure of
rimocidin. Journal of Antibiotics (30) 146-57.
Polyene antibiotics. IX. An improved method for
the preparation of methyl esters of polyene anti-
biotics. Journal of Antibiotics (30) 158-62.
With A. M. Nadzan
Nybomycin. 9. Synthetic and biosynthetic incor-
poration of "n as a means of assigning the C
nuclear magnetic resonance spectrum of nylx>mycin.
Journal of the American Chemical Society . (99)
4647-54.
With R. C. Pandey, H. Meng, J. C. Cook, Jr.
Structure of antiamoebin I from high resolution
field desorption and gas chromatographic mass
spectrometry studies. Journal of the American
Chemical Society (99) 52-305.
With R. C. Pandey, J. C. Cook, Jr.
Structures of the peptide antibiotics emerimicins
III and IV. Journal of the American Chemical
Society (99) 5205-6.
High resolution and field desorption mass spectrom-
etry studies and revised structures of alamethicins
I and II. Journal of the American Chemical Society
(99) 8469-83.
With A. Haber, R. D. Johnson
Biosynthetic origin of the Ca units of geldanamycin
and distribution of label from D- [6-"c)qlucose.
Journal of the American Chemical Society (99)
3541-4.
With K. L. Olson, J. C. Cook, Jr.
Phosphazenes : High molecular weight reference
compounds for field desorption mass spectrometry.
Biomedical Mass Spectrometry (4) 284-90.
With J. M. Liesch
Berninamycin . 3. Total structure of berninamycin
A. Journal of the American Chemical Society (99)
1645-6.
With A. M. Nadzan, W. T. Sokolski
Hydroxynybomycin: Isolation, structure and bio-
activity. Journal of Antibiotics (30) 523-4.
With W. Sobiczewski, J. F. Honegger, R. M. Enanoza,
T. R. Witty, V. J. Lee, L. S. Shield, L. H. Li,
F. Reusser
Synthesis of hydrazones and oximes of geldanalde-
hyde as potential polymerase inhibitors.
Bioorganic Chemistry (6) 341-51.
With M. M. McMillan, T. R. Witty, C. D. Tipton,
L. S. Shield, L. H. Li, F. Reusser
synthesis of phenazine and phenoxazonine deriva-
tives of geldanamycin as potential polymerase
inhibitors. Bioorganic Chemistry (6) 353-69.
With J. C. Cook, Jr., H. Meng, K. L. Olson, R. C.
Pandey
Mass spectrometric determination of molecular
formulas for membrane-modifying antibiotics.
Nature (269) 832-3.
SCHUSTER, GARY B. , Assistant Professor
Articles
New chemiluminescent reaction systems. Light
formation from the reaction of a vicinal diacid
chloride. Journal of the American Chemical
Society (99) 651-3.
With D. J. Mitchell, H. G. Drickamer
Effect of pressure on the fluorescence of 9-
carbonyl substituted anthracenes. Journal of
the American Chemical Society (99) 1145-8.
Energy dependence of the radiationless deactiva-
tion rate for the azulene system probed by the
effect of external high pressure. Journal of
the American Chemical Society (99) 7489-95.
High pressure studies of fluorenone emission in
plastic media. Journal of Chemical Physics
(67) 4832-4.
With J.-Y. Koo
Dioxetane chemiluminescence. The effect of
deuterium substitution on the thermal decomposi-
tion of trans-3 , 4-diphenyl-l , 2-dioxetane . Journal
of the American Chemical Society (99) 5403-8.
With K. Hara, H. G. Drickamer
The effect of pressure on the fluorescence and
adsorption of adamantanone . Chemical Physics
Letters (47) 462-5.
With K. K. Smith, J.-Y. Koo, K. J. Kaufmann
Unimolecular decay of photoexcited tetramethyldiox-
etane probed by picosecond spectroscopy., Chemical
Physics Letters (48) 267-70.
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with J.-Y. Koo.
Chemically initiated electron exchange lumi-
nescence. A new chemiluminescent reaction path
for organic peroxides. Journal of the American
Chemical Society (99) 6107-9.
With L. A. Brey, H. G. Drickamer
High pressure studies of the effect of viscosity
on fluorescence efficiency in crystal violet and
auramine 0. Journal of Chemical Physics (67)
2648-50.
High pressure study of the effect of viscosity on
the quenching of naphthalene fluorescence by
biacetyl. Journal of Chemical Physics (67)
5763-5.
SECKEST, DON, Associate Professor
Articles
With C. S. Lin
Rotational excitation of H2 in collision with He.
Journal of Chemical Physics (67) 1291-2.
With G. Pfeffer
The rotational sudden approximation at low ener-
gies. Journal of Chemical Physics (67) 1394-404.
With J. Eccles
On the use of total cross sections for obtaining
the anisotropic interaction potential in atom-
diatom systems. Journal of Chemical Physics (67)
5115-25.
With A. Scherzinger
An integral of hennite functions. Mathematics of
Computation (31) 328-9.
SHAPLEY, JOHN R. , Associate Professor
Articles
With G. F. Stuntz
Solution structures and dynamics of Iri, (CO) 1 2-x"
(PPH2Me) (x=l-4) . Journal of the American
Chemical''society (99) 607-9.
With M. Tachiliawa
Two lightly stabilized decacarbonyltriosmium com-
plexes. Journal of Organometallic Chemistry (124)
C19-22.
With M. Tachi)cawa, S. I. Richter
Observation of in-plane carbonyl scrambling in
a derivative of dodecacarbonyltriosmium. Journal
of Organometallic Chemistry (128) C9-14.
With R. B. Calvert
Synthesis and characterization of HOS3 (CO) 1 (CH3)
,
H2OS3 (CO) 10 (CH2) , and HsOsj (CO) 10 (CH) . Intercon-
version of cluster-bound methyl and methylene
ligands. Journal of the American Chemical Society
(99) 5225-6.
With M. R. Churchill, R. A. Lashewycz, M. Tachi)<awa
Synthesis and crystal structure of (vi2-H)OS3 (CO) s-
[C(O-) .C(CHMe-) .CH.CH.CEt] , a cluster compound
containing a (Js-trisubstituted-ri^-cyclopentadienyl
system. Journal of the Chemical Society, Chemical
Communications
,
699-700.
With S. I. Richter, M. R. Churchill, R. A. Lashewycz
The synthesis and crystal structure of Hi,Rut, (COh O"
(Ph2PCH2CH2PPh2) . Evidence for an edge-terminal-
edge hydride scrambling pathway. Journal of the
American Chemical Society (99) 7384-7.
With G. A. Pearson, M. Tachikawa, G. E. Schmidt,
M. R. Churchill, F. J. Hollander
Mixed-metal clusters via metal hydride coupling.
New rheniumosium clusters and the crystal struc-
ture of H2Re20S3 (CO) 2 Journal of the American
Chemical Society (99) 8064-5.
SMITH, STANLEY G., Professor
Chapter in Boolt
Computer based teaching of chemistry. In Computers
in chemical education and research , ed. by Ludena,
Sabelli, and Wahl. New Yor)c: Plenum, pp. 49-57.
Articles
With D. J. Kitlso, K. E. Wiegers, R. S. Drago
A kinetic study of the reactions of N, N' -ethyl ene-
bis (salicyclideneimanato) cobalt (II) with bis-
(hexafluoroacetylacetonato) copper (II) . Journal
of the American Chemical Society (99) 1410-16.
With K. E. Wiegers
Kinetics and mechanism of lithium aluminum
hydride and lithium alkoxyaluminohydride reduc-
tions of ketones in diethyl ether. Journal of
the American Chemical Society (99) 1480-7.
With R. Chabay
The use of computer-based chemistry lessons: An
individualized component of large lecture courses.
Journal of Chemical Education (54) 745-7.
Computer games in chemistry. Journal of Chemical
Education (54) 688-9.
STUCKY, GALEN D., Professor
Articles
With A. Schultz, J. M. Williams, T. R. KocH L. R. Hattly
X-ray diffuse scattering of one-dimensional tetra-
cyanoplatinate salts. Solid State Communications
(21) 197-9.
With A. Schultz
The temperature dependence of the crystal and
molecular structure of TTF(2 ,5-diethyl)TCNQ.
Journal of Physics and Chemistry of Solids (38)
269-73.
With R. Jungst, D. Sekutowski, J. Davis, H. Luly
Structural and magnetic properties of bis(cyclo-
pentadienyltitanium) (UI) chloride and bis (methyl-
cyclopentadienyl) -titanium(III) chloride and
bromide. Inorganic Chemistry (16) 1645-55.
With W. Rhine, J. Davis
The molecular structure of [Li (CH3) 2N(CH3) 2I 2C12-
Hs. A dilithium complex obtained by the 1,2
deprotonation of acenaphthalene. Journal of
Organometallic Chemistry (134) 139-43.
With A. Schultz, J. Williams
The structural aspects of one-dimensional con-
ductors. Annual Reviews of Material Science (7)
301-39.
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with B. Fieselmann
The crystal structure of bis (cyclopentadienyl)
vanadium monochloride and its implications for the
structures of other substituted dicyclopentadienyl
compounds. Journal of Organometallic Chemistry
(137) 43-54.
A simple bubbler for reducing the consumption of
gases. Journal of Chemical Education (54) 652.
With B. Craven, M. Salamon, A. Schultz
Structural and thermodynamic studies of the metal
insulator transition in a 1-d organic material.
Ferroelectrics (16) 155-57.
With A. J. Schultz, J. Williams, R. Mink
A reinvestigation of the molecular structures of
(n^-CsHs) 2M0H2 by neutron diffraction. Inorganic
Chemistry (16) 3303-06.
WALL, FREDERICK T. , Professor Emeritus
Articles
With J. C. Chin, F. Handel
Configurations of macromolecular chains confined
to strips or tubes. Journal of Chemical Physics
(66) 3066-9.
Configurations of macromolecules subject to
intramolecular volume exclusions . Journal of
Chemical Physics (66) 3143-6.
With W. A. Seitz
Projections of length distributions of self-
avoiding random walks used to simulate macro-
molecules. Journal of Chemical Physics (67)
258-61.
Simulation of polymers by self-avoiding, non-
intersecting random chains at various concentra-
tions. Journal of Chemical Physics (67) 3277-6.
With W. A. Seitz, J. C. Chin, F. Mandel
Self-avoiding walks subject to boundary con-
straints. Journal of Chemical Physics (67) 434-8.
YANKWICH, PETER E., Professor
Organizational currents in physical chemistry
textbooks. Journal of Chemical Education (54)
.
271-2.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Absi-Halabi, Ma'mun (T. L. Brown) , Radical chain
pathways in substitution reactions of transition
metal carbonyl compounds.
Adzima, Leonard Joseph (J. C. Martin) , Synthesis,
reactions and crystallographic studies of new
spirosulfuranes and spirosulfurane oxides.
Akai, Jane Austin (J. Jonas) , High pressure NMR self-
diffusion studies of hydrogen bonded and related
liquid systems.
Amos, Richard Allen (J. A. Katzenellenbogen) , Part
one: New uses of organocopper reagents in organic
synthesis. Part two: Studies toward the total
synthesis of obtusilactone; a synthesis of
deoxyobtusilactone
.
Astrologes, Gary William (J. C. Martin) , Syntheses
and reactions of trialkoxy and tetraalkoxy-
sulfuranes.
Brubaker, Gaylen Ray (P. Beak), I. Enthalpy of
protonation studies on selected organolithium
compounds. II. Dipole stabilized carbanions
in N-methyl carboxamides.
Bryant, Melton Frank (H. V. Malmstadt) , Spectro-
fluorometry: An automated dye laser spectro-
fluorometer for obtaining corrected excitation
and emission spectra on the nanosecond time scale.
Burnham, Alan Kent (W. H. Flygare) , Light scattering
and electric birefringence studies of gases and
liquids and magnetic studies of aromaticity.
Cantor, David Milton (J. Jonas), A fully automated
system for pulsed NMR measurements.
Cavender, Patricia Lee (R. M. Coates) , The stereo-
chemistry of the biosynthesis of kaurene.
Fieselmann, Benjamin Fredrick (G. D. Stucky)
,
Synthetic, structural, and electronic studies
of dicyclopentadienyl titanium and vanadium
compounds
.
Fretz, Edward Robert (R. M. Coates), Studies of
trishomocyclopropenyl and bishomosquare pyramidal
nonclassical carbonium ions.
Gregory, Richard Parker, IV (H. V. Malmstadt),
Development and application of a microprocessor-
controlled multichannel pipetting system for
clinical/analytical chemistry.
Haber, Arthur (K. L. Rinehart) , Part I: Carbon-13
and Carbon-14 Biosynthetic study of Geldanamycin.
Part II: Carbon-13 nuclear magnetic resonance
study of phenazines. Part III: Carbon-13 nuclear
magnetic resonance study of pactamycin.
Hauske, James Robert (W. H. Pirkle) , Broad spectrum
methods for the resolution of optically active
compounds—application to the synthesis of natural
products.
Holmes, Brian Norman (N. J. Leonard), Allylic
rearrangement of Purine derivatives: C-5
alkylpurines.
Hook, John William III (H. G. Drickamer) , High
oressure luminescence studies.
Kastrup, Rodney Verner (P. Schmidt), Nuclear magnetic
resonance investigation of the structure and
dynamics of valine transfer ribonucleic acid
(Escherichia coli)
.
Kidd, Dennis Raymond (T. L. Brown), The photochemical
substitution of dimanganese decacarbonyl.
Kuechler, Thomas Charles (R. S. Drago) , Nitroxide
radical-transition metal interactions and mixed-
metal complexes of some binucleating ligands.
Lewis, Terry Warren (D. Y. Curtin) , Dehydration
reactions in the organic solid state.
Linton, Richard William (D. F. S. Natusch), Physico-
chemical characterization of environmental par-
ticles using surface microanalytical techniques.
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Liu, Don Kui Keong (L. R. Faulkner), Plash photolytic
studies of delayed fluorescence from aromatic
hydrocarbons.
Lovse, Daniel Wayne (H. V. Malmstadt) , A micro-
processor-controlled photodiode array measurement
system for analytical spectrometers.
Mason, Robert William (R. M. Coates) , The geminal
diaklylation of ketones: Synthesis of gymnomitrol.
Mink, Robert Ivan (G. Stucky) , Synthesis and charac-
terization of amine-chelated lithio cyclopentadienyl
transition metal complexes and the 1 , 2 , 3 ,4-tetra-
phenylcyclobutenyl monoanion.
Mosberg, Henry Isaac (P. G. Schmidt) , A proton
magnetic resonance relaxation investigation of
the aspartate transcarbamylase catalytic and
allosteric mechanisms.
Tucker, William Bryant (D. F. S. Natusch) , Interactions
of trace metals with biological compounds.
Wiegers, Karl Eugene (S. G. Smith), Kinetics and
mechanism of lithium aluminum hydride reductions
of ketones.
Wollmann, Ronald George (D. N. Hendrickson) , Magnetic
and electronic properties of di- and tetra-nuclear
mixed-valence iron compounds and high-spin five-
coordinate ferrous macrocycli compounds.
Worry, Gary Lee (R. A. Marcus), Part one: Theory of
translational energy distributions for molecular
beam reactions. Part two: A study of electrolyte
and entropy effects on chemical and electrochemical
electron transfer reactions. Part three: A
statistical mechanical study of double layer
electrode properties.
Neeley, Richard Lewis (J. A. Katzenellenbogen)
,
Estrogens containing conjugated ketones: Synthesis
and photoaff inity labeling studies.
Nieva Gomez, Jose David (R. B. Gennis) , Changes in the
cell envelope of Escherichia coli occurring upon
variation of the physiological state of the cell.
Pavlin, Mark Stanley (W. H. Pirkle) , Synthesis,
resolution and evaluation of new NMR chiral
solvating agents.
Perry, James Arthur (H. V. Malmstadt), Atomic
fluroescence and absorption spectrometry with
a microprocessor-controlled dye laser.
Pfeffer, George Allen (D. H. Secrest) , The calculation
of the scattering of Lithium ions from nitrogen
molecules.
Pfohl, William Frank (D. E. Applequist) , The stereo-
chemistry of the 1,3-elimination of bromine from
R-meso- and s-meso- 3-methyl-2,4-dibromopentane
.
Pratt, Lawrence Riley (D. Chandler) , Statistical
mechanics of nonrigid molecules in condensed
phases.
Reitz, David Bruce (P. A. Beak), Studies of dipole-
stabilized carbanions from thioesters: Direct
thermodynamic evidence for dipole-stabilization.
Richter, Steven I. (J. R. Shapley) , Dynamic NMR
studies of some metal carbonyl cluster complexes.
Said, Ikram Md. (P. Coates), A new ortho alkylation
procedure via the 1-aza-l '-oxa- [3,3] -sigmatropic
rearrangement of N,0-diacyl-N-arylhydroxylamines
:
Synthesis of o- (N-acylamino) aryl ketones, esters
and amides.
Scherzinger, Ann Louise (D. Secrest), Inelastic
scattering of dissociable molecules.
Spitzer, Victor Michael (J. P. Hummel) , Positron
annihilation at the chiral center of optically
active compounds.
Tachikawa, Mamoru (J. R. Shapeley) , Reactions of
unsaturated triosmium carbonyl clusters.
Theiler, Jane Berlin (N. Leonard), Synthesis of
purine derivatives as probes of hormone receptors.
INSTITUTE FOR CHILD BEHAVIOR AND DEVELOPMENT
"OLD, MARC W. , Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
Work skill development. In Teaching the severely
handicapped , ed. by N. G. Baring and L. J. Brown.
New York: Grune 4 Stratton, pp. 233-256.
:iILL, KENNEDY T. , Professor
Articles
The relation of evaluative practices to test
anxiety and achievenent motivation. Educator (19)
15-21.
vjith W. 0. Eaton
The interaction of test anxiety and success/failure
experiences in determining children's arithmetic
performance. Developmental Psychology (13) 205-11.
VJith E. D. Nottelmann
Test anxiety and off-task behavior in evaluative
situations. Child Development (48) 225-31.
KARNES, MERLE B., Professor
Chapters in Books
Foreword. In Providing programs for the gifted
handicapped , C. J. Maker. Reston, Virginia: Council
for Exceptional Children, pp. vil-x.
With R. R. Zehrbach
Educational intervention at home. In The Preschool
in action: exploring early childhood programs, ed.
by Parker and Day.
95.
Boston: Allyn & Bacon, pp. 73
Alternative models for delivering services to younp
handicapped children. In Early childhood education
for exceptional children: A handbook of ideas and
exemplary practices, ed. by Jordan, Hayden, Karnes
and Wood. Reston, Virginia: Council for Except-
ional Children, pp. 20-65.
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CHILD BEHAVIOR AND DEVELOPMENT
Early education of the handicapped: issues and
alternatives. In Early childhood education— issues
and insights , ed. by Spodek and Walberg. Berkeley:
McCutchan, pp. 96-115.
With R. R. Zehrbach and J. A. Teska
Conceptualization of the GOAL (game oriented
activities for learning) curriculum. In The pre-
school in action: exploring early childhood
programs, ed. by Parker and Day. Boston: Allyn &
Bacon, pp. 253-289.
Involving families of handicapped children (Theory
into practice , June, 1972, 11, 150-156). In Mental
retardation: social and educational perspectives ,
ed. by Hardman and Bluhm. St. Louis: Mosby,
pp. 38-45.
Articles
How one nationally validated early education program
meets the mandate of public law 94-142 and assists
others in replication. Center (1, No. 3) 1, 7-9.
TeacherMainstreaming parents of the handicapped.
(Oct.) 90-91.
Exemplary early education programs for handicapped
children: Characteristics in common. Educational
Horizons (56, No. 1) 47-54.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
The University of Illinois study of differential
effects of five preschool programs. Resource in
Education (ED 136 937)
.
Book Review
Making it work: practical ideas for integrating
exceptional children into regular classrooms, ed. by
B. Aiello. Younq Children 32 (5) 71.
PLUMMER, CHARLES M. , Specialist
Chapter in a Book
Summative evaluation of the Denison simulation
project. In Simulation and learning at Denison
University: the simulation project 1974-1977 , ed.
by Esther Thorson. Granville, Ohio, Chp.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
9.
The simulation of rapid social change. In
International simulation and gaming proceedings,
1977. Birmingham, England: University of
Birmingham, 23 pp.
QUIGLEY, STEPHEN P., Professor
Articles
with K. E. Brasel
The influence of certain language and communication
environments in early childhood on the development
of language in deaf individuals. Journal of Speech
and Hearing Research (20j No. 1) 95-107.
With D. J. Power and M. W. Steinkamp
The language structure of deaf children. Volta
Review (79, No. 2) 73-84.
With M. W. Steinkamp
Assessing deaf children's written language. Volta
Review (79, No. 1) 10-18.
SPRAGUE, ROBERT L. , Professor and Director
Chapter in a Book
Overview of psychopharmacology for the retarded in
the United States. In Research to practice in
mental retardation (Vol. Ill) ed. by P. Hittler.
Baltimore: University Park Press, pp. 199-202.
Psychopharmacotherapy in children. In Child
psychiatry: treatment and research ed. by M. F.
McMillan s S. Henao. New York: Brunner/Mazel
,
pp. 130-149.
With K. Gadow
The role of the teacher in drug treatment. In The
hyperactive child and stimulant drugs ed. by J. J.
Bosco S S. S. Robin. Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, pp. 109-140.
With E. K. Sleator
What is the proper dose of stimulant drugs in chil-
dren? In Recent advances in child psychopharmacol-
ogy ed. by R. Gittleman-Klein. New York: Human
Sciences Press, pp. 79-108.
Article
With E. K. Sleator
Methylphenidate in hyperkinetic children: differ-
ences in dose effects on learning and social behav-
ior. Science (198) 1274-1276.
MAEHR, MARTIN L. , Professor
Articles
Turning the fun of school into the drudgery of work:
the negative effects of certain grading practices or
motivation. UCLA Educator (19) 10-14.
With J. M. Maehr
Motivation and the use of awards. Interaction
(IB) 4-7.
With F. Salili, R. Sorensen, L. Fyans
A further consideration of the effects of evaluatioi
on motivation. American Educational Research
Journal (13) 85-102.
With R. L. Sorenson
A comparison of achieving orientations of pre-
school and school-age children. Child Stud^
Journal (7) 7-16.
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ANG, ALFREDO H-S., Professor
Chapters in Books
Bases of reliability approach to structural fatigue.
In Proceedings, 2nd International Conference on
Structtiral Safety and Reliability , ed. by Kupfer,
ShinoEuka and Schueller. Dusseldorf: Werner-
Verlag, pp. 97-114.
Risk, reliability and safety analysis in engineer-
ing design. In Structural and geotechnical mechan -
ics , ed. by Hall. Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall,
pp. 24-54.
With Y. K. Wen
Tornado risk and wind effect on structures. In
Wind effects on buildings and structures , ed . by
Eaton. London: Cambridge UP, pp. 63-74.
Articles
Structural reliability and probability-based design,
part I. Journal of Bridge and Foundation Engineer -
ing (11:6) 1-9.
Structural reliability and probability-based design,
part II. Journal of Bridge and Foundation Engineer-
ing (11:7) 1-6.
With A. Der Kiureghian
Risk-consistent earthquake response spectra. Pro -
ceedings of the 6th World Conference on Earthquake
Engineering (January)
.
A fault-rupture model for seismic risk analysis.
Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America
(67:4) 1173-94.
With H. Kameda
Simulation of strong earthquake motions for inelastic
structural responses. Proceedings of the 6th World
Conference on Earthquake Engineering (January)
.
With M. Porfillo
Safety of reinforced concrete buildings to eathquakes
Proceedings of the 6th World Conference on Eathquake
Engineering (January)
.
With M. P. Singh and S. Singh
Extended applications of response spectra curves in
seismic design of structures. Proceedings of the 6t]r
World Conference on Earthquake Engineering (January)
.
BAERWALD, JOHN E., Professor
Chapters in Books
Education of bicycle riders. In SASHTO proceedings ,
ed. by SASHTO. New Orleans: Southeastern Associa-
tion of State Highway and Transportation Officials,
pp. 67-8.
Articles
The traffic engineering expert witness. Traffic
Engineering (47:5) 36-7.
BARENBERG, ERNEST J., Professor
Articles
The University of Illinois test track as a tool for
evaluating pavement performance. Transportation
Research Record (572) 38-50.
With R. Andres
Some factors affecting the durability of lime-flyash
aggregate mixtures. Transportation Research Record
(560) 1-10.
With M. I. Darter
Zero maintenance design for plain jointed concrete
pavements. Proceedings, International Conference on
Concrete Pavement Design , 565-600.
Maintenance free life of heavily trafficked flexible
pavements. Transportation Research Record (602)
9-16.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With M. I. Darter
Zero maintenance pavement: results of field studies
on the performance requirements and capabilities of
conventional pavement systems. Washington: Federal
Highway Administration. 367 pp.
BERGER, RICHARD L., Professor
Articles
With F. V. Lawrence and J. F. Young
Hydration properties of calcium silicate pastes.
Journal of Cement and Concrete Research (7:July)
369-78.
With J. F. Young
Discussion of the paper - The hydration of tricalciu
silicate: calcium concentration and portlandite
formation. Journal of Cement and Concrete Research
(7:July) 471-2.
With J . F . Young and H . S . Tong
Composition of solutions in contact with hydrating
tricalcium silicate paste. Journal of the American
Ceramic Society (60:5-6) 193-8.
BQYCE, DAVID E., Professor
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Equilibrium solutions to combined urban residential
location, mode choice and trip assignment models.
RSRI discussion paper series (No. 98). Philadelphia
Regional Science Research Institute, 32 pp.
With R. E. Coughlin, et al.
Saving the garden: the preservation of fannland and
other environmentally valuable land. Philadelphia:
Regional Science Research Institute, 324 pp.
With J. Kohlhase and T. Plaut
Estimating the value of development easements on agr
cultural land: methods and empirical analysis; Ap-
pendix to saving the garden. Philadelphia: Regiona
Science Research Institute, 129 pp.
BOYER, LEROY T., Associate Professor
Articles
With A. J. Vergara
Portfolio theory: applications in construction.
Journal of the Construction Division; American Socie
of Civil Engineers (103:C01) 23-39.
Mathematical analysis of pavements with non-xinifonn
paving materials. Transportation Research Record
(575) 27-38.
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BRILL, E. DOWNEY, JR., Assistant Professor
Articles
With S. G. Velioglu and R. W. Fuessle
Water and energy systems: a planning model. Journal
of the Water Resources Planning and Management;
American Society of Civil Engineers (103:WR1) 17-32.
CARPENTER, SAMUEL H. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With R. L. Lytton
Thermal susceptibility of base course materials,
its cause and effect on pavement cracking. High-
way Research Record (661) 89-91.
CHILTON, ARTHUR B., Professor, See: Nuclear Engineering
CHOW, VEN T.
,
Professor
Books
With National Academy of Sciences Committee on Remote
Sensing for Development
Resource sensing from space: prospects for develop-
ing countries. Washington: National Academy of
Sciences, 201 pp.
Articles
Systems analysis for hydrologic input to water re-
sources management. Proceedings of International
Symposium on Systems Analysis Applied to Water Re-
sources Development (Confagua/C4/9) 1-44.
Reconnaisance of non-U. S. viewpoint on international
exchanges in water resources. Into the Third Cen-
tury: U.S. Water Policy (July) 1-20.
Raison d'etre for International Water Resources
Association and geographical committees. Water
International (2:2) 1-2.
Water for a starving world. Water International
(2:3) 1-2.
With N. Takase
Design criteria for hydrologic extremes. Journal
of the Hydraulics Division; American Society of
Civil Engineering (103:HY4) 452-56.
With B. C. Yen and A. 0. Akan
Stormwater runoff on urban areas of steep slope.
Environmental Protection Technology Series
(EPA-600/2-77-168) 1-92.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With National Academy of Sciences Panel on Flood
Studies in Riverine Areas
Reducing the time and cost of flood insurance
studies. Washington: National Academy of Sciences,
55 pp.
CODING, EDWARD J., Professor
Chapters in Books
With J. W. Mahar and G. S. Brierley
Observations for shallow chambers in rock. In
Proceedings, Field Measurements in Rock Mechanics.
Rotterdam: Balkema, pp. 485-508.
Articles
With W. H. Hansmire
Les deplacements autour des tunnels en terrain
tendre. Tunnels et ouvrages souterrains (22)
181-92. (23) 221-7, (24) 243-50.
DARTER, MICHAEL I., Assistant Professor
Articles
With E. J. Barenberg
Zero-maintenance design for plain jointed concrete
pavements. Proceedings, International Conference
on Concrete Pavement Design (February) 565-600.
Maintenance-free life of heavily trafficked flexi-
ble pavement . Transportation Research Record
(602) 9-16.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Design of zero-maintenance plain jointed concrete
pavement, vol. I - development of design procedures
Washington: U.S. Department of Transportation.
264 pp.
With E. J. Barenberg
Design of zero-maintenance plain jointed concrete
pavement, vol. II - design manual. Washington:
U.S. Department of Transportation. 164 pp.
With S. Kohn and M. Y. Shahin
Development of a pavement maintenance management
system, vol. I - airfield pavement condition
rating. Tyndall Air Force Base, Florida: U. S.
Air Force Civil Engineering Center. 221 pp.
Development of a pavement maintenance management
system, vol. II - airfield pavement distress identi-
fication manual. Tyndall Air Force Base, Florida:
U. S. Air Force Civil Engineering Center. 105 pp.
DAVISSON, M. T., Professor
Articles
With D. M. Rempe
Performance of diesel pile hammers. Proceedings of
the Ninth International Conference on Soil Mechanics
and Foundation Engineering (2) 347-54.
With J. D. Smart and V. J. McDonald
Discussion of "dynamic behavior of partially em-
bedded pile" by M. A. Satter. Proceedings of the Am-
erican Society of Civil Engineers (103:GT7) 823-4.
DEMPSEY, BARRY J., Associate Professor
Articles
With A. A. Elzeftawy
Mathematical model for predicting moisture movement
in pavement systems. Transportation Research Record
(612) 48-55.
Unsaturated transient and stead-state flow of mois-
ture in subgrade soil. Transportation Research Rec-
ord. (612) 56-61.
With M. R. Thompson
Subgrade soils: an important factor in concrete
pavement design. Proceedings of the International
Conference on Concrete Pavement Design, 399-432.
Evaluation of freeze-thaw durability of stabilized
materials. Transportation Research Record (612)
62-70.
DRUCKER, D. C, Professor and Dean, See: Engineering
Administration
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ENGELBRECHT, RICHARD S., Professor
Articles
With S. Farooq and E. S. K. Chian
Basic concepts in disinfection with ozone. Journal
of the Water Pollution Control Federation (49:8)
1818-31.
The effect of ozone bubbles on disinfection. Prog -
ress in Water Technology (9:1) 233-47.
Influence of temperature and UV light on disinfec-
tion with ozone. Water Research (11:8) 737-41.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With B. F. Severin, et al.
New microbial indicators of disinfection efficien-
cy. Cincinnati: Environmental Protection Agency,
83 pp.
EWING, BEN B. , Professor, See:
mental Studies
Institute for Environ-
FORNEV, LARRY J., Assistant Professor
Chapters in Books
Aerosols in turbulent tube flow: a study of deposi-
tion and rebound. In Proceedings of the 83rd AIChE
Meeting . New York: AIChE, M.S. #9182.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Development of an aerosol size classifier. U.S. De-
partment of Commerce, National Technical Information
Service, PB 266078, 64 pp.
GHABOUSSI, JAMSHID N. M. N., Assistant Professor
Articles
With G. Gioda
On the time-dependent effects in advancing tunnels.
International Journal for Numerical and Analytical
Methods in Geomechanics (1) 249-69.
With M. Karshenas
On the finite element analysis of certain material
nonlinearities in geomechanics. Proceedings of the
International Conference on Finite Elements in Non-
linear Solids and Structural Mechanics , 462-83.
With R. E. Ranken
Interaction between two parallel tunnels. Interna-
tional Journal for Numerical and Analytical Methods
in Geomechanics (1) 75-103.
HALL, WILLIAM J., Professor
Books Edited
Structural and geotechnical mechanics.
Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 442 pp.
Chapters in Books
Nathan M. Newmark: biography.
Englewood
In Structural and
geotechnical mechanics , ed. by Hall.
Cliffs: Prentice Hall, pp. 1-17.
With S. T. Rolfe
Englewood
Fracture mechanics, fracture criteria, and fracture
control in structures. In Structural and geotechni-
cal mechanics , ed. by Hall. Englewood Cliffs: Pren-
tice Hall, 70-90.
Articles
With C. J . Montgomery
Seismic design of low-rise buildings. Advances in
Civil Engineering through Engineering Mechanics;
American Society of Civil Engineers , 498-501.
With N. M. Newmark
Seismic design criteria for pipelines and faci-
lities. The Current State of Knowledge of Lifeline
Earthquakes Engineering; American Society of Civil
Engineers, 18-34
.
With J. R, Whitley, J. R. Morgan, N. M. Newmark
Base response arising from free-field motions.
Transactions of the 4th International Conference on
Structural Mechanics in Reactor Technology (K2/15)
10 pp.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With N. N. Toksoz, et al.
Trends and opportunities in seismology. Washington:
National Academy of Sciences/National Research Coun-
cil, 158 pp.
HAY, WILLIAM W., Professor, ESneritus
Books Revised
An introduction to transportation engineering. New
York: John Wiley, 652 pp.
With H. C. Peterson, D. E. Plotkin and P. T. Bakas
Lateral stability of ballast. Washington: Office of
Research and Development, U.S. Department of Trans-
portation, 345 pp.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With R. W. Baugher and A. J. Reinschmidt
A study of railroad ballast economics. Washington:
Office of Research and Development, U.S. Department
of Transportation, 91 pp.
HENDRON, ALFRED J., JR., Professor
Chapters in Books
Engineering of rock biasing on civil projects. In
Structural and geotechnical mechanics
,
ed . by Hall
.
Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall. pp. 242-77.
HERRICKS, EDWIN E., Assistant Professor
Books Edited
With J. Cairns, Jr. and K. L. Dickson
The restoration and recovery of damaged ecosystems.
Charlottesville: Virginia UP, 531 pp.
Chapters in Books
The recovery of streams from chronic pollutional
stress - acid mine drainage in the restoration and
recovery of damaged ecosystems. In The resortation
and recovery of damaged ecosystems , ed . by Cairns,
Dickson and Herricks. Charlottesville: Virginia
UP, pp. 43-71.
Articles
With A. L. Buikema, Jr.
Effects of pollution on freshwater invertebrates
(literature review) . Journal Water Pollution Con-
trol Federation (49) 1493-506.
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with J. Cairns, Jr.
The recovery of stream macrobenthos from low pH
stress. Revista de Biologia (10:1-4) 1-11.
With R. L. Kaesler
Analysis of data from biological surveys of streams:
diversity and sample size. Water Resources Bulletin
(13) 125-35.
HERRIN, MORELAND, Professor
Articles
With L. A. Hoel
Perception of ride sharing programs by industry.
Urban Transportation Efficiency; American Society of
Civil Engineers , 119-24.
HOLLEY, EDWARD R., Professor
Chapters in Books
Oxygen transfer at the air-water interface. In
Transport processes in lakes and oceans , ed . by
Gibbs. New York: Plenum Press, pp. ^117-50.
Dilution method of discharge measurement in pipes.
In Proceedings of National Bureau of Standards Flow
Measurement Symposium , ed. by Irwin. Washington:
U.S. Government Printing Office, pp. 395-421.
KESLER, CLYDE E., Professor
Articles
Reinforced concrete materials - a remarkable heri-
tage . Journal of the Structural Division; Ameri-
can Society of Civil Engineers (103:ST4) 747-57.
With S. Mindess and F. V. Lawrence
The J-integral as a fracture criterion for fiber re-
inforced concrete. Cement and Concrete Research
C7:6) 731-42.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Creep behavior of Portland cement mortar and concrete
under biaxial stress. Chicago: U.S. Energy Researcl
and Development Administration, Report COO-2106-1,
34 pp.
KHACHATURIAN, NARBEY, Professor
Articles
With B. Horowitz
Properties of optimal structures. Proceedings of
the Symposiigm of Computer Methods in Engineering
,
533-42.
With J. S. Liebman and V. Chanaratna
Discrete optimization in structural design. Pro-
ceedings of the Symposium on Applications of Comput-
er Methods in Engineering , 553-62.
LAWRENCE, FREDERICK V. , JR., Professor
Articles
Burk
Influence of bending stresses on the fatigue crack
propagation life in butt weld. Welding Journal
,
Research Supplement C56:2) 61S-5S
With S. Mindess and C. E. Kesler
The J-integral as a fracture criterion for fiber re-
inforced concrete. Cement and Concrete Research
C7:6) 731-42.
With R. Plecki, R. Yeske, C. Altstetter
Fatigue resistance of oxygen cut steel. Welding
Journal , Research Supplement (56:8) 225S-30S.
With Y. Tobe
Effect of inadequate joint penetration on fatigue
resistance of high-strength structural steel welds.
Welding Journal
,
Research Supplement (56:9) 259S-
66S.
With J. F. Young and R. L. Berger
Hydration and properties of calcium silicate pastes.
Cement and Concrete Research (7:4) 369-78.
LIEBMAN, JON C, Professor and Head of the Department
Chapters in Books
Modeling and optimization of solid waste collection
systems. In Health handbook 1976 , ed. by Chacko
.
Amsterdam: North Holland.
Articles
With J. W. Male and C. Orloff
An improvement in Orloff 's general routing problem.
Networks (7) 89-92.
LOPEZ, LEONARD A., Associate Professor
Articles
FINITE: an approach to structural mechanics systems.
International Journal for Numerical Methods in Engi-
neering (11:5) 851-66.
MAXWELL, W. HALL C, Associate Professor
Books
With C. Y. Lin and E. R. Holley
Buoyant surface jets discharged into a strong
crossflow. Urbana: Water Resources Center,
216 pp.
Articles
Interface geometry for two-layered stratified flow.
Journal of the Hydraulics Division; American Socie-
ty of Civil Engineers (103:HY2) 183-9.
With M. Demissie
Flow pattern control by entrainment regulation
.
Journal of the Hydraulics Division; American Socie-
ty of Civil Engineers (103:HY10) 1121-34.
MESRI, GHOLAMREZA, Associate Professor
Articles
With P. M. Godlewski
Time-and stress-compressibility interrelationship.
Journal of the Geotechnical Engineering Division;
American Society of Civil Engineers (GT5) 417-30.
MUNSE, WILLIAM H. , Professor
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With L. I. Knab, et al.
Design criteria for theater of operations steel
highway bridges, vol. I - vol. II: apprendices
A-I. Champaign: Department of the Army Construc-
tion Engineering Research Laboratory, vol. I, 33
pp. ; vol. II, 198 pp.
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NEWMARK, NATHAN M., Professor Emeritus RANDTKE, STEPHEN J., Assistant Professor
Articles
Inelastic design of nuclear reactor structures and
its implications on structural mechanics in reactor
technology. Transactions of the 4th International
Conference on Structural Mechanics in Reactor Tech-
nology (K:a - paper K4/1) 1-10.
With J. R. Whitley, J. R. Morgan and W. J. Hall
Base responses arising from free-field motions.
Transactions of the 4th International Conference on
Structural Mechanics in Reactor Technology (K:a -
paper K2/15) 1-10.
With W. J. Hall
Seismic design criteria for pipelines and facilities.
The Current State of Knowledge of Lifeline Earth-
quake Engineering , 18-34.
With R. Riddell
Statistical study of eathquake response spectra.
Journal of Second Chilean Conference on Seismology
and Eathquake Engineering (B2) 1-15.
With R. L. Sharpe
Extending seismic design provisions for buildings to
the design of offshore structures. Proceedings of
the Offshore Technology Conference (May) 177-81.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Earthquake prediction and hazard mitigation options
for USGS and NSE programs (NSF-RANN-USGS, a report
prepared for the President's Science Advisor by an
Advisory Group chaired by N. M. Newmark) . Washington
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printino
Office (September) 76 + v. pp.
PECKNOLD, DAVID A., Associate Professor
Articles
With D. Darwin
Analysis of cyclic loading of plane R/C structures.
Computers and Structures (7) 137-47.
Nonlinear biaxial stress-strain law for concrete.
Journal of the Engineering Mechanics Division; Ameri-
can Society of Civil Engineers (103) 229-41.
With M. I. Suharwardy
Effects of two-dimensional earthquake motion on re-
sponse of R/C columns. Proceedings of Workshop on
Earthquake-Resistant Reinforced Concrete Building
Construction .
With J. L. Urzua
Analysis of frictional contact problems using an in-
terface element. Proceedings of Symposium on Appli-
cations of Computer Methods in Engineering (I) 293-
302.
PFEFFER, JOHN T., Professor
Articles
With C. S. Walters and P. Chow
Production of panelboard from residue left from the
fermentation of organic waste for methane. Forest
Products Journal (27:9) 12-20.
Articles
With P. L. Mccarty
Variations in nitrogen and organics in wastewater.
Journal of the Environmental Engineering Division;
American Society of Civil Engineers (103) 539-50.
ROBINSON, ARTHUR R. , Professor
Chapters in Books
The transmitting boundary - again. In Structural
and geotechnical mechanics , ed . by Hall. Engle-
wood Cliffs: Prentice Hall, pp. 163-77.
Articles
With G. Ruzicka
Dynamics of tuned secondary systems. Proceedings
of the 2nd Annual Engineering Mechanics Division
Specialty Conference; American Society of Civil
Engineers (May) 188-91.
With J. C. Thompson
An exact solution for the superseismic stage of
dynamic contact between a punch and an elastic
body. Journal of Applied Mechanics (44:4) 583-6.
ROMANOS, MICHAEL C, Associate Professor, See: Urban
and Regional Planning
SCHNOBRICH, WILLIAM C, Professor
Articles
Behavior of reinforced concrete structures pre-
dicted by the finite element method. Computers
and Structures (7:3) 365-76.
With P. L. Gould, et al
.
Reinforced concrete cooling tower shells practice
and commentary. Journal of the American Concrete
Institute (74:1) 23-31.
With A. K. Gupta
Design of cooling towers to resist earthquakes.
Journal of the Proceedings of U.S-Japan Seminar
on Earthquake Engineering with Emphasis on Life-
line Systems , 365-79.
With T. Takayanagi
Computed behavior of coupled shear walls. Proceed-
ings of the 6th World Conference on Earthquake
Engineering , 1181-6.
SNOEVINK, VERNON L., Professor
Articles
Measurement and control of organic contaminants by
utilities. Journal American Water Works Association
(69) 267-71.
I
Recent advances in adsorption processes. Water
(June-July)
.
With D. H. Foster and R. S. Engelbrecht
Application of weak base ion exchange resins for re-
moval of large organic molecules. Environmental
Science and Technology (11) 55-61,
With D. R. Herzing and N. F. Wood
Activated carbon adsorption of the odorous compounds
2-methylisoborneol and geosmin. Journal TUnerican
Water Works Association (69) 223-8.
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With J. J. McCreary
Granular activated carbon in water treatjnent. Jour-
nal American Water work Association (69) 437-44.
With M. T. Suidan and R. A. Schmitz
Reduction of aqueous free chlorine with granular ac-
tivated carbon-pH and temperature effects. Environ-
mental Science and Technology (11) 785-9.
Reduction of aqueous HOCL with granular activated
carbon . Journal of the Environmental Engineering
Division; American Society of Civil Engineers (103)
677-91.
Performance predictions for the removal of aqueous
free chlorine by packed beds of granular activated
carbon. Water, 18-24.
With N. F. Wood
2-methylisoborneol, improved synthesis and a quan-
titative gas chromatographic method for trace con-
centrations producing odor in water. Journal of
Chromatosraphy (132) 405-20.
SOUTHWORTH, FRANK, Assistant Professor
Chapters in Books
Models for urban transport planning. In Models of
cities and regions , ed. by Wilson, Rees and Leigh.
London: John Wiley, 405-44.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Problems and approaches to goodness-of-fit testing
for trip distribution models. Gravel Hill, England:
Alastair Dick, 29 pp.
SOZEN, METE C, Professor
Articles
Dynamic behavior of structural elements. Pro-
ceedings, Conference on Earthquake Resistant Con-
crete Building Construction (1977) 1-30.
Dynamic behavior of structural elements. Pro-
ceedings, Sixth World Conference on Earthquake
Engineering (1) 301-7.
With D. Aristizabal and J. M. Lybas
Multi-story walls subjected to simulated earth-
quakes. Proceedings, Si-xth World Conference on
Earthquake Engineering (11) 1-6.
With A. Shibata
Substitute-structure method to determine design
forces in earthquake resistant design of reinforced
concrete. Proceedings, Si-Xth World Conference on
Earthquake Engineering (5) 16-22.
STUKEL, JAMES J., Professor
Articles
With B. R. Keenan
2
Institutional requirements for ME project manage-
ment. Proceedings of the Third International Con-
ference on Environmental Problems of the Extrac-
tive Industries.
With D. G. Sadowski and D. L. Fenton
On the development of mechanically disturbed suspen-
sion flows. Powder and Bulk Solids Technology
(December) 23-33.
With R. L. Solomon, et al
.
Spatial variation of airborne lead concentration in
an urban area . Air Pollution Control Association
(27:11) 1095-9.
With J. B. Wedding, R. W. Carlson and F. A. Bazzaz
Aerosol deposition on plant leaves. Water, Air and
Soil Pollution (7) 545-50.
TANG, WILSON H. , Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
Probability methods in stability analysis. In
Probability theory and reliability and analysis in
Reotechnical engineering, ed. by Grivas. Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute, pp. 122-30.
(Jith K. Hoeg
Probabilistic considerations in the foundation engi-
neering for offshore structures . In Proceeding,
Second International Conference on Structural Safety
and Reliability , ed. by Kupfer, Shinozuka and Schuel-
ler. Dusseldorf: Wemer-Verlag, pp. 267-96.
With L. W. Mays and H. G. Wenzel
Discounted flood risks in least-cost design of
storm sewer network. In Stochastic processes in
water resources engineering, ed. by Gottschalk,
et al. Water Resources Publication, pp. 293-318.
With B. C. Yen
Reliability of flood warning. In Stochastic pro-
cesses in water resources engineering, ed. by
Gottschalk, et al. Water Resources Publication,
pp. 333-48.
THOMPSON, MARSHALL R., Professor
Articles
With E. J. Barenberg
Lime-flyash stabilized bases and subbases. Synthesis
of Highway Practice , National Cooperative Highway
Research Board, Transportation Research Board (37)
1-65.
With B. J. Dempsey
Subgrade soils: an important factor in concrete
pavement design. Proceedings, International Confer-
ence on Concrete Pavement Design , 399-432
.
Rational approach to freeze-thaw durability evalua-
tion of stabilized materials. Transportation Re-
search Record (612) 62-70.
With S. D. Tayabji
Considerations in the analysis of conventional rail-
way track support systems. Journal of the Transpor-
tation Engineering Division; American Society of
Civil Engineers (103:TE2) 279-92.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Ballast and subgrade materials evaluation. Wash-
ington: Federal Railroad Administration (FRA/ORD-
77-32), 40 pp.
Material evaluation study. Washington: Federal
Railroad Administration (FRA/ORD-77/02) 332 pp.
WEN, y.-K. , Associate Professor
Articles
Statistical combination of extreme load. Journal of
the Structural Engineering Division; American Socie-
ty of Civil Engineers (103:ST5) 1079-93.
Probability of extreme load combinations. Pro-
ceedings of the 4th International Conference on
Structural Mechanics in Reactor Technology (SMIRT)
(M9/3), 1-13.
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With K. Rojiani
Reliability of structures under winds. Proceedings
of the 2nd American Society of Civil Engineers;
Engineering Mechanics Division Specialy Conference
63-6.
With M. P. Singh
Nonstationary seismic response of light equipment.
Journal of the Division of Engineering Mechanics;
American Society of Civil Engineers (103:EM6) 1035-
48.
WENZEL, HARRY, G. , JR., Associate Professor
Articles
A review of sewer flow measurement method. Pro-
ceedi-ngs of Workshop on 208 Water Quality Surveys,
Non-Point Source Data Aquisition and Interpreta-
tion
, pp. L2-L22.
WONG, KAM W. , Professor
Articles
With T. H. Thornbum and M. A. Khoury
Automatic soil identification for remote sensing
data. Photogrammetric Engineering and Remote
Sensing (43: January) 73-80.
YEN, BEN C, Professor
Chapters in Books
Uncertainties on roughness for pipe design . In
Stochastic Processes in Water Resources Engineer-
ing , ed. by Gottschalk, Lindh and Mare. Fort
Collins: Water Resources Publication, p. 369-91.
Articles
Hydraulics of storm sewer design. Proceedings of
the International Symposium on Urban Hydrology,
Hydraulics and Sediment Control , 345-62
.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With V. T. Chow and A. 0. Akan
Stormwater runoff on urban areas of steep slopes.
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 92 pp.
Jith H.-S. Tong
Microstructure and strength development of beta-
dicalcium silicate pastes. Cement and Concrete Re-
search (7:6) 627-36.
Composition of solutions in contact with hydrating
dicalcium silicate pastes. Journal, American Ceramic
Society (60:7-8) 321-3.
Vith H.-S. Tong and R. L. Berger
Composition of solutions in contact with hydrating
tricalcium silicate pastes. Journal, American Ceram-
ic Society (60:5-6) 193-8.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Aristii;abal Genoa, Jose Dario (M. A. Sozen), Behavior
of ten-story reinforced concrete walls subjected
to earthquake motions.
Chen, Hsin-Chang (W, C, Sclinobrich) , Nonlinear
analysis of intersecting cylinders by the finite
element method,
Danon Fontalvo, Jose Rafael (W. L. Gamble) , Time-
dependent deformations and losses in concrete
bridges built by the cantilever method.
Fernandez Delgado, Gabriel Guillermo (E. J. Cording)
,
Large scale testing of thin shotcrete liners.
Howdyshell, Paul Allen (R. L. Berger), Determination
of water and cement content of fresh concrete by
nuclear and chemical methods,
Khoury, Majed Anton (K.W. Wong), Automatic identifica-
tion of soil parent materials using quantitative
terrain factors.
Lin, Chi-Yu (E. R, Holley) , Buoyant surface jets dis-
charged into a strong crossflow.
Lybas , John Michael (M, A. Sozen) , Effect of beam
strength and stiffness on dynamic behavior of
reinforced concrete coupled walls,
Montgomery, Colin James (W. J. Hall) , Studies on the
seismic design of low-rise steel buildings.
\
YOUNG, J. FRANCIS, Professor
Books Edited
Cement research progress 1976. Columbus: American
Ceramic Society, 333 pp.
Chapters in Books
Building limes. In Cement research progress 1976,
ed. by Young. Columbus: American Ceramic Society,
pp. 207-16.
Articles
iJith J. A. Nelson
Additions of colloidal silicas and silicates to port-
land cement pastes. Cement and Concrete Research
(7:3) 193-8.
With B. Matkovic, et al
.
Reaction products in magnesium oxychloride cement
pastes. The system MgO-MgCl--H 0. Journal, American
Ceramic Society (60:11-12) 504-7.
With J. Tinnea
Influence of citric acid on reactions in the system
3CaO.Al^a,-CaS0^.2H^O-CaO-H^O. J
2 3 4 2 2 -
Ceramic Society (60:9-10) 387-9.
Smilowitz, Robert (N. Newmark) , Seismic shears and
overturning moments in buildings.
Spangler, David Robert (W. J. Hall) , A characteristic
approach to groiand motion determination.
Takayanagi, Takehira (VK C. Schnobrich) , Computed
behavior of coupled shear walls.
Ula, Taylan Ali (V. T. Chow) , Monthly streamflow
generation with linear models.
Urzua, Jorge Luis (D. Pedcnold) , Analysis procedure
for frictional contact problems using interface
finite elements.
Vergara, Antonio Jose (L. T. Boyer)
Probabilistic estimating and application of port-
folio theory in construction.
In Environmental Engineering in Civil *Cnaineering
Kim, Byung Ro (V. L. Snoeyink) , Analysis of batch
and packed bed reactor models for the carlDon-
chloramine reactions.
0 ,0 , ,0 0 0 ournal, American
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Nakamura, Masahisa (E. Brill) , A mathematical method
for generating and comx>aring alternative plans:
An application to regionalization of wastewater
systems.
Shin, Byong Sik (R. I. Dick), Evaluation of batch
settling and thickening mechanisms of flocculent
suspensions.
CLASSICS
BRIGHT, DAVID F., Associate Professor
Non bona dicta: Catullus' poetry of separation.
Quaderni Urbinati di cultura classica (21) 174-90.
BROWNE, GERALD M., Associate Professor
Books Edited
The Bulletin of the American Society of
Papyrologists, Vol. 14. London: Clowes, 210pp.
Articles
Notes on Coptic texts. Chronique d ' Egypte
(50) 231-32.
Harpocration panegyrista. Illinois Classical
Studies (2) 184-96.
The early sahidic version of Joshua. The
Bulletin of the American Society of
Papyrologists (14) 11-15.
DENGATE, JAMES A., Assistant Professor
Articles
The mint of ancient Halieis. Archaeological
Institute of America, Summaries of the Papers
Presented at the Seventy-seventh General
Meeting (2) 4.
JACOBSON, HOWARD, Associate Professor
Articles
A legal note on Potiphar's wife. Harvard
Theological Review (69) 177.
The position of the fingers during the priestly
blessing. Revue de Q\imran (34) 259-60.
Demo and the Sabbath. Mnemosyne (30) 71-2.
Estaxise malchut. Sinai (80) 72.
Hermippus, Pythagoras and the Jews. Revue des
Etudes Juives (135) 145-49.
Apion's niclaiame. American Journal of Philology
(98) 413-15.
Ezekielos 12-13. American Journal of Philology
(98) 415-16.
Anzaqar: a conjecture. Orientalia (45) 269.
MARCOVICH, MIROSLAV, Professor
Vol. 2. Illinois UP,
Books Edited
Illinois Classical Studies,
332pp.
Articles
Ubi mures ferrum rodunt (Seneca, Apocolocyntosis
7.1). Rheinisches Museum fdr Philologie (120)
85-9.
Euripides I^.T. 110-15. I-lnemosyne (30) 288-89.
Athenagoras, De Resurrectione 3.2. Journal of
Theological Studies (Oxford) (29) 146-47.
Euclio, Cnemon, and the Peripatos. Illinois
Classical Studies (2) 197-218.
Aelian V.H. 13.15. Antiquite Vivante (26) 49-51.
Euripides' attack on the athletes (Autolycus,
Fr. 282 N. ap. Athen. 413 C-F) . Antiquite
Vivante (27) 51-4.
Mark Naoumides. Gnomon (49) 736.
NEWMAN, J. K., Associate Professor
Book Reviews
Kallimachos, ed. by A.
World (71) 81-2.
D. Skiadas. Classical
OLIVER, REVILO P., Professor
Articles
Did Tacitus finish the Annales ? Illinois
Classical Studies (2) 289-314.
The praenomen of Tacitus. American Journal of
Philology (98) 64-70.
SANSONE, DAVID, Assistant Professor
Articles
Euripides, Ion 847. Philologus (121) 157-58.
Book Reviews
Euripides: Orestes, ed. by Werner Biehl. The
Classical World (70) 464-65.
SCANIAN, Richard T. , Associate Professor
Books
Beginning Latin. Minneapolis: Control Data,
in computer format, 4800 frames.
Word power. Minneapolis: Control Data, in
computer format, 3600 frames.
Latin composition. Minneapolis: Control Data,
in computer format, 3720 frames.
Articles
The grading of the 1976 advanced placement
examination in Classics. The Classical Journal
(72) 151-65.
Some audio-visual suggestions for a course in
ancient and modern tragedy. The Classical
Outlook (55) 4-5.
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Bulletins and Technical Reports
The grading of the 1977 advanced placement
examination in Classics. Princeton, N.J.:
College Entrance Examination Board, 24pp.
SUTTON, DANA F. , Assistant Professor
Articles
P
.
Bodm
.
XXVIII: Some first impressions.
Bulletin of the American Society of
Papyrologists (14:1) 25-7.
The origins of the myth of Cacus. Classical
Quarterly (27:2) 391-93.
Notes on the vocabulary of minor tragic poets.
Glotta (55) 208-12.
New words from satyric fragments. Glotta
(55) 212-14.
WALLACH, LUITPOLD, Professor
BooIts
Diplomatic studies in Latin and Greelt documents
from the Carolingian Age. Ithaca and London:
Cornell UP, 398pp.
Chapters in Books
A Palestinian polemic against idolatry. In
Essays in Greco-Roman and related Talmudic
literature
,
ed. with a Prolegomenon by Henry
A. Fischel. New Yor)c: Ktav, pp. 111-26.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Bogue, Patricia L. P. (J. K. Newman) , Astronomy
in the Argonautica of Apollonius Rhodius.
Klecjca, Joseph A. (M. Marcovich)
to Statius.
A concordance
Parker, Henry H. (J. L. Heller), Linnaeus on
intoxicants: pharmacology, sobriety and
Latinity in 18th century Sweden.
Saenger, Silke-Margarete J. (R. P. Oliver),
Vocabularium Bruxellense: A study of its
sources with particular reference to Paulus'
epitome of Festus.
Stapleton, Patricia A. (L. Wallach) , A Latin
translation of the Rhetorica ad Alexandrum
from the thirteenth century.
INSTITUTE OF COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH
CHRISTIANS, CLIFFORD G., Assistant Professor
Articles
Jacques Ellul's concern with the amorality of con-
temporary communications. Communications: Inter-
national Journal of Communication Research
, 3:1,
62-80.
Fifty years of scholarship in media ethics. Journal
of Communication
, 27:4, 19-29.
A cultural view of mass communications. Christian
Scholar's Review
, 7:1, 3-22.
FISHBEIN, MARTIN, Professor, See: Psychology
GOBACK, THOMAS H., Professor
Chapters in Books
The continuing debate of pay cable and exhibition.
Encyc lopedia of Exhibition
, National Association of
Theatre Owners, New York, 52-4.
The international film industry. Mass Media Policies
in Changing Culture
, ed. by Geortje Gerbner, New York-
Wiley, 21-40.
Book Review
International and intercultural communication, 2nd
ed., by Heinz-Dietrich Fischer and John C. Merrill,
Journalism Quarterly
, V.54, 399-400.
KREILING, ALBERT L. , Assistant Professor, See:
Journalism
MERRITT, RICHARD, Professor, See: Political Science
MILLER, PETER V. , Assistant Professor
Books Edited
With P. M. Hirsch and F. G. Kline
Strategies for communication research.
Hills: Sage, 288pp.
Chapters in Books
Beverly
Themes of measurement in communication research.
Strategies for communication research , ed . by
P. M. Hirsch, P. V. Miller and F. G. Kline.
Beverly Hills, 113-26.
With C. F. Cannell
Communicating measurement objectives in the survey
interview. Strategies for communication research
,
ed. by P. M. Hirsch, P. V. Miller and F. G. Kline.
Beverly Hills, 127-51.
OSGOOD, CHARLES E., Professor
Chapters in Books
Objective cross-national indicators of subjective
culture. Basic problems in cross-cultural psychol-
ogy , ed. by Poortinga. Amsterdam: Swets &
Zeitlinger, 200-235.
How should a university be? Communication research •
a half century appraisal , ed. by Lerner and Nelson.
Honolulu: UP of Hawaii, 104-114.
Semantic differential technique in cross-cultural
research. L'Univers de la Psychologie (an inter-
national encyclopedia on psychology). Paris: Lidis
(in French)
.
With C. Tanz
Will the real direct object in bitransitive sen-
tences please stand up? Linguistic studies offered
to Joseph Greenberq
,
ed. by Juilland. Saratoga!
Anma Libri , 537-590.
V7ith J. K. Bock
Salience and sentencing: some production principles.
Sentence production: developments in research and
theory, ed. by Rosenberg. Hillsdale: Erlbaum,
89-140.
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Articles
C^jective indicators of siobjective culture. Annals
of the New York Academy of Sciences, V. 285, 435-450.
ROWLAND, WILLARD D., JR.
Television
Lecturer, See: Radio and
SIMON, RITA JAMES, Professor, See: Sociology
L'histoire littSraire de la Weltliteratur. Cahiers
roumalns d 'etudes litteraires (4) 56-67.
KAHANE, HENRY, Acting Director, See: Linguistics
KNUST, HERBERT, Professor, See: Germanic Languages and
Literatures
NELSON, ROBERT J. , Professor
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Harris, Victoria Frenkel (A. Kreiling) , The incorpora-
tive consciousness: A study of the poetry of
Denise Levertov and Robert Bly.
Krugman, Dean Mark (A. M. Barban) , Cable television
and the public interest: An investigation of the
commissioners, legal assistants and cable bureau
staff of the Federal (bmmunications Commission.
Ostermann, Waldemar George (H. S. Maclay) , Communica-
tion and alienation in an open learning environ-
ment.
Zanot, Eric John (S. W. Dunn), The National Advertis-
ing Review Board: Premises, precedents, and
performance.
Articles
Radio in foreign language education. (in collabora-
tion with Richard E. Wood). Center for Applied
Linguistics, Arlington, Va. , 1976, 26.
Three orders in En Attendant Godot and Fin de
Partie : A Pascalian interpretation of Beckett.
French Forum (1) (1976), 79-86.
Ritual reality, tragic imitation, mythic projection:
Ren^ Girard, La Violence et le saerg . Diacritics
(6) 2 (Sumner 1976), 41-48.
Night unto day unto night: Racinian tragedy. La
Coherence interieure : Etudes sur la litterature
francaise du XVIIe si^cle presentees en hommage a
Judd D. Hubert (Paris: Jean-Michel Place, 1977),
95-112.
PALENCIA-ROTH, MICHAEL, Assistant Professor
COMPARATIVE LITERATURE
ALDRIDGE, A. OWEN, Professor
Articles
Thomas Paine and the French connection. French -
American Review (3:Fall) 240-48.
Problems in writing the life of Voltaire: plural
methods and conflicting evidence. Biography : An
Interdisciplinary Quarterly . (l:Winter) 5-22.
Literature (field of study). International Ency -
clopaedia of Higher Education (6) 2648-52.
Book Reviews
The figure of Faust in ValSry and Goethe, by Kurt
Weinberg. World Literature Today (Spring).
Sacred discontent: the Bible and western -tradition,
by Herbert N. Schneidau. World Literature Today
(Summer)
BENSTOCK, BERNARD, Professor, See: English.
JOST, FRANCJOIS, Professor
Articles
Richardson, Rousseau et le roman gpistolaire.
Cahiers de I'Association Internationale des Etudes
Francaises (29) 173-185.
George Sand et les 'Physiognomische Fragmente' de
Lavater. Arcadia. Zeitschrif t fUr vergleichende
Literaturwissenschaf
c
(12) 1, 65-72.
Book Reviews
GUnter Grass, by Keith Miles. Modem Language Notes
92, 3 (April) 635-36.
Interview
...Merely a man of letters: an interview with Jorge
Luis Borges. (co-interviewed with Denis Dutton)
Philosophy and Literature (1) 3, 337-41.
TIKKU, GIRDHARI, Professor
Articles
L' Islam Iranien. Histoire des Moeurs. tome 2,
Encyclopedie de la Pl^iade, Editions Gallimard,
1978.
L'Islam Indien et Pakistanais. Histoire des Moeurs,
tome 2, EncyclopSdie de la Pl^iade, Editions
Gallimard, Paris 1978.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Johnson, Danielle Cousin (F. Jost) , Origines et
developpement du cosmopolitisme de Madame de Stael
a travers son theatre. (Avec des inedits provenant
des Archives de Coppet et des Archives Jean Le
Marois.)
Jones, Robert Alan (F. Jost), The rural mirror:
George Eliot, Jereinias Gotthelf, and George Sand as
novelists of country life.
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AVNER, R. A. , Senior Specialist in Automated
Education
Chapter in a Book
Internal evaluation of the PLATO system. In New
directions in educational computing , ed. by F. T.
Hofstetter. Wilmington, Delaware: Association
for Development of Computer-Based Instructional
Systems, pp. 197-9.
Courseware transport -- when and how? In New
directions in educational computing
, ed. by F. T.
Hofstetter. Wilmington, Delaware: Association
for Development of Computer-Eased Instructional
Systems, pp. 162-3.
BITZER, DONALD L. , Director of the Computer-based
Education Research Laboratory and Professor of
Electrical Engineering.
Chapter in a Book
The million terminal system of 1985. In Computers
and communications, implications for education
,
ed. by Seidel and Rubin. New York: Academic
Press, pp. 59-70.
DAVIS, ROBERT B. , Professor and Associate Director
of the Computer-based Education Research Laboratory,
See: Education.
DUGDALE, SHARON L. , Senior Specialist in Automated
Education
Chapter in a Book
With R. B. Davis, et. al.
Representing knowledge about mathematics for
computer-aided teaching, part II - The diversity
of roles that a computer can play in assisting
learning. In Machine intelligence 8 - machine
representations of knowledge , ed. by Elcock and
Michie. Chichester, England: Ellis Horwood
Limited, pp. 387-421.
GOOCH, SHERWIN J., Research Assistant
Article in a Journal
PLATO music systems. Journal of the Association
for the Development of Computer-based Instruc-
tional Systems , ed. by Hirshbuhl. Dallas:
Association for Development of Computer-Based
Instructional Systems, pp. 314-28.
KIBBEY, DAVID L. , Senior Specialist in Automated
Education
Chapter in a Book
With R. B. Davis, et. al.
Representing knowledge about mathematics for
computer-aided teaching, part II - The diversity
of roles that a computer can play in assisting
learning. In Machine intelligence 6 - machine
representations of knowledge , ed. by Elcock and
Michie. Chichester, England: Ellis Horwood
Limited, pp. 387-421.
SIEGEL, MARTIN A., Assistant Professor and Assistant
Director of the Computer-based Education Research
Laboratory
Chapter in a Book
Teacher behaviors and curriculum packages:
implications for research and teacher education.
In Curriculum handbook: administration and theory ,
ed. by L. Rubin. Boston: Allyn & Bacon, pp. 73-
97.
STEINBERG,
Education
Articles
ESTHER R., Senior Specialist in Automated
Review of student control in computer-assisted
instruction. Journal of Computer-Based Instruc-
tion (3) 84-90.
Learner control and CAI : assumptions, findings,
and questions. New Directions in Educational
Computing (1977) 292-7.
WEAVER, CHARLES S., Specialist in Automated Education
Chapter in a Book
With R. B. Davis, et. al.
Representing knowledge about mathematics for
computer-aided teaching, part II - The diversity
of roles that a computer can play in assisting
learning. In Machine intelligence 8 - machine
representatives of knowledge
, ed. by Elcock and
Michie. Chichester, England: Ellis Horwood
Limited, pp. 387-421.
Articles
With B. Halpern
Inverting a cylinder through isometric immersions,
and isometric imbeddings. Transactions of
American Mathematical Society (230) 41-70.
Geoboard triangles with one interior point.
Mathematics Magazine . (50) 92-4.
WEBER, LARRY F. , Visiting Assistant Professor
Articles
Measurement of a plasma in the AC plasma display
panel using RF capacitance and microwave
techniques . IEEE Transactions on Electron Devices
(ED 24) 859-64.
Measurement of wall charge and capacitance
variation for a single cell in the AC plasma
display panel. IEEE Transactions on Electron
Devices (ED 24) 264-9.
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BELFORD, GENEVA B., Associate Professor
Articles
With E. Grapa
Some theorems to aid in solving the file allocation
problem . Communications of the Association for
Computing Machinery (20) 878-82.
With J. D. Day
Modeling distributed data management systems
.
Proceedings of the First International Conference
on Mathematical Modeling (1) 513-22.
GAJSKI, DANIEL D. , Visiting Assistant Professor
Chapter in Book
Semigroups of recurrences. In High Speed Computer
and Algorithm Organization » ed. by D. J. Kuck,
D. H. Lawrie, A. H. Sameh. New York: Academic
Press, pp. 179-83.
Article
With C. Vora
High-speed modulo-3 generator. Electronics
Letters (13) 770-72.
GEAR, C. WILLIAM, Professor
Chapters in Books
Simulation: conflicts between real-time and
software. In Mathematical Software III , ed. by
J. R. Rice. New York: Academic Press, pp. 121-38.
Ordinary differential equation techniques for
partial differential equations. In Formulations
and Computational Algorithms in Finite Element
Analysis , ed. by K. J. Bathe, J. T. Oden,
W. Wunderlich. Massachusetts: MIT Press,
pp. 691-717.
KUBITZ, WILLIAM J. , Associate Professor
Article
With W. J. Stenzel, G. Garcia
A compact high-speed parallel multiplication
scheme . Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers Transactions on Computers (C-26) 948-57.
KUCK, DAVID J., Professor
Book Edited
With D. H. Lawrie, A. H. Sameh
High speed computer and algorithm organization.
New York: Academic Press, 468 pp.
Articles
A survey of parallel machine organization and
programming . Association for Computing Machinery
Computing Surveys (9:No.l) 29-59.
With A. H. Sameh
A parallel QR algorithm for symmetric tridiagonal
matrices. Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers Transactions on Computers (C-26:No.2)
147-53.
Parallel direct linear system solvers—a survey.
Mathematics and Computers in Simulation (19) 272-77
With A. H. Sameh
Petrallel direct linear system solvers—a survey.
In Parallel Computers—Parallel Mathematics , ed. by
M. Feilmeier. New York: North Holland, pp. 25-30.
With D. Chang, D. Lawrie
On the effective bandwidth of parallel memories.
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
Transactions on Computers (C-26:No.5) 480-90.
With D. S. Parker, A. H. Sameh
Analysis of rounding methods in floating-point
arithmetic. Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers Transactions on Computers (C-26:No.7)
643-50.
With S. C. Chen
Combinational circuit synthesis with time and
component bounds. Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers Transactions on Computers
(C-26:No.8) 712-26.
LAWRIE, DUNCAN H. , Assistant Professor
Book Edited
With D. J. Kuck, A. H. Sameh
High speed computer and algorithm organization.
New York: Academic Press, 468 pp.
Article
With D. Chang, D. J. Kuck
On the effective bandwidth of parallel memories.
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
Transactions on Computers (C-26:No.5) 480-90.
LIU, CHUNG L. , Professor
Book
Elements of discrete mathematics. New York:
McGraw-Hill, 294 pp.
Articles
With K. M. Chung, M. Chung
A generalization of Ramsey theory for graphs—with
stars and completed graphs as forbidden subgraphs.
Proceedings of the Eighth Southeastern Conference
on Combinatorics, Graph Theory, and Computing ,
155-61.
With S. Zeiks
Decomposition of graphs into trees. Proceedings of
the Eighth Southeastern Conference on Combinatorics
Graph Theory, and Computing , 643-52.
MICHALSKI, RYSZARD S., Associate Professor
Articles
A system of programs for computer-aided induction:
a summary. Proceedings of the Fifth International
Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence (1)
319-20.
With J. Larsen
Inductive inference on VL decision rules.
Newsletter (63) 38-44.
SIGART
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MONTANELLI, RICHARD G. , Jr.,
Research Assistant Professor
Articles
Using CAI to teach introductory computer programming
Association for Computing Machinery SICCUS Bulletin
(ll:No.l) 14-22.
Bootstrapping. Proceedings of 1977 Winter Associa-
tion for the Development of Computer Based Instruc-
tional Systems Conference , 308-11.
NIEVERGELT, JURG, Professor
Book
With E. M. Reingold, N. Deo
Combinatorial algorithms: Theory and practice.
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall,
433, pp.
PERL, YEHOSHUA, Visiting Assistant Professor
Article
With E. M. Reingold
Understanding the complexity of interpolation
search. Information Processing Letters (6) 219-22.
PLAISTED, DAVID A., Assistant Professor
Sparse complex polynomials and polynomial reducibi-
lity. Journal of Computer and System Sciences (14)
210-21.
New NP-hard and NP-complete polynomial and integer
divisibility problems. Proceedings of the
Eighteenth Annual Symposium on Foundations of
Computer Science , 241-53.
REINGOLD, EDWARD M. , Associate Professor
Book
With N. Nievergelt, N. Deo
Combinatorial algorithms: Theory and practice.
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall,
433 pp.
Article
With Y. Perl
Understanding the complexity of interpolation search
Information Processing Letters (6) 219-22.
SAMEH, AHMED H., Associate Professor
Book Edited
With D. J. Kuck, D. H. Lawrie
High speed computer and algorithm organization.
New York: Academic Press, 468 pp.
Chapter in Book
Numerical parallel algorithms—a survey. In High
Speed Computer and Algorithm Organization , ed. by
D. J. Kuck, D. H. Lawrie, A. H. Sameh. New York:
Academic Press, pp. 207-28.
Articles
With D. J. Kuck
A parallel QR algorithm for symmetric tridiagonal
matrices. Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers Transactions on Computers (C-26:No.2)
T47-53.
With D. J. Kuck
Parallel direct linear system solvers—a survey.
Mathematics and Computers in Simulation (19) 272-77
Parallel direct linear system solvers—a survey.
In Parallel Computers—Parallel Mathematics , ed.
by M. Feilmeier. New York: North Holland,
pp. 25-30.
With D. J. Kuck, D. S. Parker
Analysis of rounding methods in floating-point
arithmetic. Institute of Electrical and Electronic:
Engineers Transactions on Computers (C-26:No.7)
643-50.
With R. P. Brent
Solving triangular systems on a parallel computer.
SIAM Journal on Numerical Analysis (14: No. 6)
1101-13.
SEDGWICK, ARTHUR E., Visiting Assistant Professor
Article
Structuring control in fortran. SIGPLAN Notices
(12:Nov.) 55-60.
SKEEL, ROBERT D., Assistant Professor
Articles
With L. W. Jackson
Consistency of Nordsieck methods. SIAM Journal
on Numerical Analysis (14) 910-24.
With A. K. Kong
Blended linear multistep methods. Association for
Computing Machinery Transactions on Mathematical
Software (3) 326-45.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Chesson, Gregory Lawrence (M. D. Mickunas) , Synthesis
techniques f or transformations on tree and graph
structures
.
Culliney, Jay Niel (S . Muroga) , Topics in MOSFET
network design.
Dhall, Sudarshan Kumar (C. L.. Liu) , Scheduling
periodic-time-critical jobs on single processor
and multiprocessor computing systems.
Gillett, Will Dean (T. R. Wilcox) , Iterative global
flow techniques for detecting program anomalies.
Irwin, Mary Jane (J. E. Robertson) , An arithmetic
unit for on-line computation,
Larson, James Burton (R. S. Michalski) , Inductive
inference in the variable valued predicate logic
21' Methodology and computer implementation.
Hudge, Trevor Nigel (G. Metze) , A computer hardware
design language for multiprocessor systems.
Range, Thomas Fred (C. W. Gear), A universal
language for continuous network simulation
.
Rutter, Paul Edward (D. L. Waltz) , Improving
programs by source- to-source transformation.
Tietz, Leon Clemens (W. J. Poppelbaum) , Burstlogic:
Design and analysis of logic circuitry to perform
arithmetic on data in the burst format
.
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CONTINUING EDUCATION AND PUBLIC SERVICE
SIMERLY, ROBERT G. , Head, Conferences and Institutes
Articles
Ways to view faculty development. Educational
Technology (17:No.2) 47-9.
Faculty development: Planning for the effective
use of hxjtman resources. Association of
Institutional Research Annual Proceedings: 1976 ,
Arizona State University (spring) 199-205.
COORDINATED SCIENCE LABORATORY
ABRAHAM, JACOB A., Research Assistant Professor,
Coordinated Science Laboratory; Assistant Professor
of Electrical Engineering
See Electrical Engineering
BERTSEKAS, DIMITRI P., Research Associate Professor,
Coordinated Science Laboratory; Associate Professor
of Electrical Engineering
Book Reviews
A vector space approach to models and optimization
by N. Domy. IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control
(AC-22) 686.
~~~
Articles
Monotone mappings with application In dynamic pro-
gramming. SIAM Journal on Control and Optimization
(15) 438-464.
Approximation procedures based on the method of
multipliers. Journal of Optimization Theory and
Applications (23) 487-510.
CHIEN, ROBERT T. , Director and Research Professor,
Coordinated Science Laboratory; Professor of
Electrical Engineering
Articles
Impact of intelligent systems on the telecommunica-
tion interface. Proceedings of the International
Telemetering Conference/USA , 11-12.
Recognition of moving images with fast and parallel
preprocessing. Proceedings of the 1977 Seminar on
Pattern Recognition (November) 6.3.1 - 5.3.3.
With L. Peterson
Image compression with feature extraction and
reconstruction. Proceedings of the 1977 lEEE/CS
Workshop on Picture Data Description (April) 96-99.
With D. J. Burr
A system for stereo computer vision with geometric
models. Proceedings of the 5th International Joint
Conference on Artificial Intelligence (August)
583.
With P. R. Davis
Using and re-using partial plans. Proceedings of
the 5th International Joint Conference on Artificial
Intelligence (August) 494.
With L. J. Peterson
Image compression and reconstruction using feature
extraction. Proceedings of the 5th International
Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence
(August) 658.
CHO, ALFRED Y. , Visiting Research Professor, Coordinate
Science Laboratory; Visiting Professor of Electrical
Engineering
Article
Preparation and properties of GaAs devices by molec-
ular beam epitaxy. Japanese Journal of Applied
Physics (16) 435-42.
With W. T. Tang
Growth of GaAs-Ga. AJl As over preferentially etched
channels by molecular beam epitaxy: a technique for
two-dimentional thin film definition. Applied
Physics Letters (30) 293-6.
With F. K. Relnhart
AilvGa, As-M Ga, As laser structures for
' 1-y x 1-x
integrated optics grown by molecular beam epitaxy.
Applied Physics Letters (31) 457-9.
With J. V. Dilorenzo and G. E. Mahoney
Selective lift-off for preferential growth with
molecular beam epitaxy. IEEE Transactions on
Electron Devices (ED-24) 1186-7.
With H. C. Casey, Jr. and P. W. Foy
Back-surface emitting GaAs Sb LED's (V = l.Oum)
prepared by molecular beam epitaxy. Applied Physics
Letters (30) 397-9.
With A. Yariv and P. Yeh
Observation of confined propagation in Bragg wave-
guides. Applied Physics Letters (30) 471-2.
With M. V. Schneider and R. A. Linke
Low-noise millimeter-wave mixer diodes prepared by
molecular beam epitaxy. Applied Physics Letters
(31) 219-21.
With J. V. Dilorenzo, et. al.
Low-noise and high-power GaAs microwave field-effect
transistors prepared by molecular beam epitaxy.
Journal of Applied Physics (48) 346-9.
CRUZ, JOSE B., Research Professor, Coordinated Science
Laboratory; Professor of Electrical Engineering
Chapters in Books
With M. Simaan
On the Stackelberg strategy in nonzero sum games.
In Multicriteria Decision Making and Differential
Games , ed. by G. Leitmann, New York: Plenum Press,
r7n95.
Additional aspects of the Stackelberg strategy in
nonzero sum games. In Multicriteria Decision Making
and Differential Games , ed. by G. Leitmann, New York
Plenum Press, 197-210.
Equilibrium concepts for arms race problems. In
Mathematical Systems in International Relations
Research, ed. by J. V. Gillespie and D. A. Zinnes
,
New York: Praeger Publishers, 342-356.
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With D. A. Hanson and W. R. Perkins
Public investment strategies for regional develop-
ment: an analysis based on optimization and sensi-
tivity results. In Systems Engineering: Methodology
and Applications
, ed. by A. P. Sage, New York:
IEEE Press, 335-46.
Articles
With B. F. Gardner, Jr.
Feedback Stackelberg strategy for a two player
game. IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control
(AC-22) 270-1.
With C. S. Padilla
A linear dynamic feedback controller for stochastic
systems with unknown parameters. IEEE Transactions
on Automatic Control (AC-22) 50-5.
Fixed structure controller for uncertain systems.
Proceedings IFAC Symposium on Multivariable
Technological Systems
,
219-24.
Sensitivity approach to the dual control problem.
Proceedings Joint Automatic Control Conference
,
851-6.
With P. M. Walsh
A sampled data Stackelberg coordination scheme for
the multicontroller problem. Proceedings IEEE
Conference on Decision and Control, 108-114.
DAVIDSON, EDWARD S., Research Associate Professor,
Coordinated Science Laboratory; Associate Professor
of Electrical Engineering
Articles
Toward a multiple stream microprocessor system.
Proceedings of MIDCON (November), Paper 16/5.
With F. A. Briggs
Organization of LSI semiconductor memories for
parallel-pipelined processors. IEEE Transactions
on Computers (27:2) 162-9.
With D. Hammerstrom
Information content of CPU memory referencing
behavior. Fourth Annual Symposium on Computer
Architecture (March) 184-92.
EHRLICH, GERT, Research Professor, Coordinated Science
Laboratory; Professor of Mining and Metallurgy
Engineering
Articles
Direct observation of individual atoms on metals.
Surface Science (63) 422-47.
Statistics of one-dimensional cluster motion.
The Journal of Chemical Physics (67:2) 781-92.
Chapter in a Book
With L. C. Wu, et. al.
Tribology, chemistry, and structures of bias
sputtered TiC films on steel substrates. In
Wear of Materials
, ed. by W. A. Glaeser, K. C.
Ludema and S. I. Rhee , ASME, New York (1977)
364-71.
Articles
With A. H. Eltoukhy, J. L. Zilko, and C. E. Wickersham
Interlayer diffusion in InSb/GaSb superlactice
structures grown by multitarget RF sputtering.
Applied Physics Letters (31) 156.
Interlayer diffusion in sputtered InSb/GaSb
superlattice structures. Proceedings of the 7th
International Vacuum Congress (September) 2095.
With R. E. Klinger, L. B. Welsh, and F. R. Szofran
Growth and characterization of doped ZrO, and CeO
thin films. Journal of Vacuum Science and Tech-
nology (14) 177.
With J. R. Clarke, et. al.
Ion plated lead oxide, an x-ray sensitive photo-
conductor. Journal of Vacuum Science and Tech-
nology (14) 219.
HADDAD, ABRAHAM H. , Research Professor, Coordinated
Science Laboratory; Professor of Electrical
Engineering
With H. A. Hildebrand
Nonlinear distributed filters for the estimation
of insect population densities. IEEE Transactions
on Systems, Man and Cybernetics (SMC-7) 754-8.
With P. V. Kokotovic
Stochastic control of linear singularly perturbed
systems. IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control
(AC-22) 815-21.
With A. V. Sebald
Robust state estimation for singularly perturbed
systems. Proceedings of Joint Automatic Control
Conference (June) 1061-6.
Robust state estimation in uncertain systems:
combined detection estimation with incremental MSE
criterion. IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control
(AC-22) 821-5.
With J. K. Tugnait
On state estimation for uncertain discrete-time
systems. Proceedings 1977 IEEE Conference on
Decision and Control (December) 603-8.
With P. K. Varshney
On estimators for signal detection in fading
channels. Proceedings 1977 Conference on Informa-
tion Sciences and Systems (March) 523-8.
See Electrical Engineering
GREENE, JOSEPH E. , Research Associate Professor,
Coordinated Science Laboratory; Associate Professor
of Mining and Metallurgy; Associate Professor of
Mechanical and Industrial Engineering
Books
Thin film crystal growth by sputtering.
Handbook of Semiconductors
, Vol. VIII, ed. by
S. Keller, North Holland Publishing Co.
HUNSINGER, BILL, Research Associate Professor,
Coordinated Science Laboratory; Associate
Professor of Electrical Engineering
See Electrical Engineering
JENKINS, WILLIAM K. , Research Assistant Professor,
Coordinated Science Laboratory; Assistant Professor
of Electrical Engineering
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Articles
Techniques for high precision digital filtering
with multiple microprocessors. Proceedings of the
20th Midwest S>Tnposium on Circuits and Systems
(Part I) 58-62.
A new algorithm for scaling in residue number
systems with applications to recursive digital
filtering. Proceedings of the 1977 IEEE Inter-
national Symposium on Circuits and Systems (April)
56-9.
With B. J. Leon
The use of residue number systems in the design of
finite impulse response digital filters. IEEE
Transactions on Circuits and Systems (CAS-24)
191-201.
KOKOTOVIC, PETAR V., Research Professor, Coordinated
Science Laboratory; Professor of Electrical
Engineering
See Electrical Engineering
LANNOM, LAURENCE W. , Information Scientist , Coordinated
Science Laboratory
With J. Dussault
The design of totally self-checking arithmetic
circuits. Proceedings of the 15th Allerton
Conference on Communication, Control, and Computing
,
(October) 751-8.
With R. Nair
An algebra for the realization of switching func-
tion using a certain type of MOS package. Pro-
ceedings 15th Allerton Conference on Conmunication,
Control, and Computing (October) 136-45.
With S. E. Woodard
Self-checking alternating logic: combinational
network analysis. Proceedings of the 15th Allerton
Conference on Communication, Control, and Computing
(October) 742-50.
MITTRA, RAJ, Research Professor, Coordinated Science
Laboratory; Professor of Electrical Engineering
See Electrical Engineering
PERKINS, WILLIAM R. , Research Professor, Coordinated
Science Laboratory; Professor of Electrical
Engineering
.Articles
With S. H. Rouse
Some differences between three on-line systems:
impact on search results. On-Line Review (1)
117-32.
MAYEDA, WATARU, Research Professor, Coordinated Science
Laboratory; Professor of Electrical Engineering
See Electrical Engineering
MEDANIC, JURAJ, Visiting Research Associate Professor,
Coordinated Science Laboratory
Articles
Closed-loop Stackelberg strategies in linear-quad-
ratic problems. Proceedings of 1977 Joint Auto-
niatic Control Conference, 1324-9.
With H. Khalil and P. Kokotovlc
Control strategies for multi-model representations
of large scale systems. Proceedings of the IEEE
Symposium on Circuits and Systems , 873-6.
With E. Tse and W. R. Perkins
Chained aggregation of linear time-invariant systems
Proceedings of 1977 Joint Automatic Control Confer-
ence , 550-5.
METZE, GERNOT, Research Professor, Coordinated Science
Laboratory; Professor of Electrical Engineering
Articles
With J. E. Smith
The design of totally self-checking combinational
circuits. Proceedings of the 7th Annual Inter-
national Conference on Fault-Tolerant Computing
(June) 130-4.
With M. L. Ketelson
Multiple pin fault detection In combinational and
sequential modules, Proceedings of 7th Annual
International Conference on Fault-Tolerant Computing
(June) 194.
Chapter in a Book
With D. A. Hanson and J. B. Cruz, Jr.
Public investment strategies for regional develop-
ment: an analysis based on optimization and sensi-
tivity results. In Systems Engineering: Methodology
and Applications , ed. by A. P. Sage, New York:
IEEE Press, 335-46.
With ij. Ozguner
A series solution to the Nash strategy for large
scale interconnected systems. Automatica (13)
313-5.
With E. Tse and J. Medanic
Chained aggregation of linear time-invariant sys-
tems. Proceedings of the Joint Automatic Control
Conference, 550-5.
POOR, HAROLD V., Research Assistant Professor,
Coordinated Science Laboratory; Assistant
Professor of Electrical Engineering
Articles
With J. B. Thomas
Optimum quantization for local decisions based on
Independent samples. Journal of the Franklin
Institute (303) 549-61.
Applications of All-Silvey distance measures in the
design of generalized quantizers for binery
decision systems. IEEE Transactions on Communica-
tions (COM-25) 893-900.
Asymptotically optimum zero-memory detectors for
m-dependent noise processes. Proceedings of the
1977 Johns Hopkins Conference on Information
Sciences and Systems (1977) 134-9.
Robust detection of stochastic signals. Proceed-
ings of the 15th Allerton Conference on Communi-
cation, Control and Computing (1977) 507-16.
Optimum data quantization for a general signal
detection problem. Proceedings of the Eleventh
Annual Asllomar Conference on Circuits, Systems ,
and Computers (1977) 299-303.
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PREPARATA, FRANCO P., Research Professor, Coordinated
Science Laboratory; Professor of Electrical
Engineering
Articles
Parallelism in sorting. International Conference
on Parallel Processing (August) 202-205.
With S. J. Hong
Convex hulls of finite sets in two and three
dimensions. Communication of the ACM (20) 87-93.
With D. E. Muller and A. B. Barak
Reduction of depth of Boolean networks with a fan-
in constraint. IEEE Transactions on Computers
(C-26) 474-A79.
With D. V. Sarwate
Computational complexity of Fourier transforms
over finite fields. Mathematics of Computation
(31) 740-751.
With D. T. Lee
Location of a point in a planar subdivision and
its applications. SIAM Journal on Computing
(6) 594-606.
With V. A. DeEuliis
Spectrum shaping with alphabetic codes with finite
autocorrelation sequence. Proceedings 1977 Confer-
ence on Information Science and Systems (April)
274-9.
PURSLEY, MICHAEL B. , Research Associate Professor,
Coordinated Science Laboratory; Associate Professor
of Electrical Engineering
See Electrical Engineering
RAU, BANTWAL R. , Research Assistant Professor,
Coordinated Science Laboratory; Assistant Professor
of Electrical Engineering
See Electrical Engineering
ROUSE, SANDRA H. , Information Scientist, Coordinated
Science Laboratory
Articles
Computer retrieval of bibliographic references
related to the arts. Review of Research in Visual
Arts Education (6) 1-12.
With L. W. Lannom
Some differences between three online systems:
impact on search results. On- Line Review (1:2)
117-132.
With W. B. Rouse
Assessing the impact of computer technology on the
performance of interlibrary loan networks. Journal
of the American Society for Information Science
(28:2) 79-88.
ROUSE, WILLIAM B. , Research Associate Professor,
Coordinated Science Laboratory; See
Mechanical and Industrial Engineering
SARWATE, DILIP V., Research Assistant Professor,
Coordinated Science Laboratory; Assistant Professor
of Electrical Engineering
Articles
Comments on 'Efficient generation technique for
polynomial codesets'. Electronic Letters (13)
61-2.
*
Evaluation of Boolean functions. Software
:
Practice and Experience (7) 426-7.
On the complexity of decoding Goppa codes. IEEE
Transactions on Information Theory (IT-23) 515-6.
Further results on the complexity of algebraic
decoding. Proceedings of the 1977 Conference on
Information Sciences and Systems , ed. by H. L.
Weinert and S. R. Kosaraju, 280.
With M. B. Pursley
New correlation identities for periodic sequences.
Electronics Letters (13) 48-9.
With M. B. Pursley
Evaluation of correlation parameters for periodic
sequences. IEEE Transactions on Information Theory
(IT-23) 508-13.
Performance evaluation for phase-coded spread-
spectrum multiple-access communication
—
part II:
code sequence analysis. IEEE Transactions on
Communications (COM-25) 800-3.
With F. P. Preparata
Computational complexity of Fourier transforms
over finite fields. Mathematics of Computation
(31) 740-51.
With H.F.A. Roefs and M. B. Pursley
Periodic correlation functions for sums of pairs
of m-sequences. Proceedings of the 1977 Conference
on Information Sciences and Systems , ed. by
H. L. Weinert and S. R. Kosaraju, 487-92.
SCHLANSKER, MICHAEL S. , Visiting Research Assistant
Professor, Coordinated Science Laboratory; Visiting
Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering
See Electrical Engineering
STREETMAN, BEN G. , Research Professor, Coordinated
Science Laboratory; Professor of Electrical
Engineering
See Electrical Engineering
TRICK, TIMOTHY N. , Research Professor, Coordinated
Science Laboratory; Professor of Electrical
Engineering
Books
Introduction to circuit analysis. New York: John
Wiley 6. Sons, 510 pp.
Articles
With C. J. Alajajian
Fault analysis of analog circuits. Proceedings of
the 20th Midwest Symposium on Circuits and Systems
(20) 211-215.
VAN VALKENBURG, MAC E. , Research Professor, Coordinated
Science Laboratory; Professor of Electrical Engi-
neering
Books Edited
Proceedings of the Conference on Modeling and Simu-
lation for Engineering Manpower Studies. Washington
D. C. : National Academy of Sciences, 157 pp.
Articles
Reflections. IEEE Transactions on Circuits and
Systems (CAS-24) 669.
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WALTZ, DAVID L. , Research Assistant Professor,
Coordinated Science Laboratory; Assistant Professor
of Electrical Engineering
Articles
Natural language interfaces. SIGART Newsletter
(61, February) 16-65.
A parallel model for low-level vision. In Advance
Papers of the Workshop on Computer Vision (2) 1-9.
With B. A. Goodman
Writing a natural language data base system. In
Proceedings of the 5th International Joint Confer-
ence on Artificial Intelligence, 144-50.
WHITE, STEPHEN, Research Associate, Coordinated Science •
Laboratory
Articles
With D. P. Woodruff
The surface structure of Si (100) surfaces using
averaged LEED: I. the (1x1) H Structure. Surface
Science (63) 254-62.
The surface structure of Si (100) surfaces using
averaged LEED: II. the (2x1) clean surface structure.
Surface Science (64) 131-40.
With A. Ignatiev, et. al.
Three independent LEED studies of clean Si (100)
surfaces. Journal of Physics C: Solid State Physics
(10) 1109-19.
WILLIA>IS, MARTHA E., Research Professor, Coordinated
Science Laboratory; Professor of Library Science
Book Edited
Annual Review of Information Science and Technology
White Plains, New York: Knowledge Industry Publica-
tion, 384 pp.
Chapters in Books
Mapping of chemical data bases using a relational
data base structure. In Computers in Chemical
Education and Research , E. V. Ludena, N. H. Scbelli,
and A. C. Wahl (eds.) New York: Plenum Press, 3-23.
Data base selector for network use. In Proceedings
of the ASIS Annual Meeting , B. Fry and C. A. Shepherc
(eds.) White Plains, New York: Knowledge Industry
Publication, lOC-13 (fiche no.).
Data bases, computer-readable. In The ALA Yearbook
(1977)—A Review of Library Events 1977 , Robert
Wedgeworth (ed.) Chicago: American Library Associa-
tion, 107-10.
Online retrieval— today and tomorrow. In First
International Online Information Meeting Proceedings ,
H. S. Stephens (ed.) Oxford, England: Learned
Information, 1-16.
Education and training for data base use. In
Proceedings of the EUSIDIC Conference on User
Education , M. McCafferty (ed. ) London, England:
Aslib Press, 320-34.
With S. E. Preece
EARL: implementing the entity - relationship model.
In Proceedings of the ASIS Annual Meeting , 1977,
B. Fry and C. A. Shepherd (eds.) White Plains,
New York: Knowledge Industry Publication, 7A-1
(fiche no.)
.
Articles
Data bases—a history of developments and trends
from 1966 through 1975. Journal of the American
Society for Information Science (28:1) 71-8.
The impact of machine-readable data bases on
library and information services. Information
Processing and Management (13) 95-107.
On-line problems—research today, solutions tomorrow
Bulletin of the American Society for Information
Science (3:4) 14-6.
Networks for on-line data base access. Journal of
of the American Society for Information Science
(28:5) 247-53.
1977 data base and on-line statistics. Bulletin of
the American Society for Information Science (4:2)
21-23.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Data base mapping model and search scheme to
facilitate resource sharing — volume 2, directory
of chemical data bases. Springfield, Va.: National
Technical Information Service, 434 pp.
With K. MacLaury
A statewide union catalog feasibility study.
Washington, D. C. : Publisher Educational Resources
Informational Center, 73 pp.
With S. E. Preece, S. H. Rouse and K. MacLaury
Data base mapping model and search scheme to
facilitate resource sharing — volume 1, mapping
of chemical data bases and mapping of data base
elements using a relational data base structure.
Springfield, Va. : National Technical Information
Service, 334 pp.
YEN, SHEE-MANG, Research Professor, Coordinated Science
Laboratory; Professor of Aeronautical and Astro-
nautical Engineering
See Aeronautical and Astronautical Engineering
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CIAKK, JBWY H., Associate Professor
BAUMAN, DALE E. , Associate Professor
Articles
With R. J. Collier, R. L. Hays
Effect of reserpine on milk production and serum
prolactin of cows hormonally induced into lacta-
tion. Journal of Dairy Science (60) 896-901.
With R. J. Collier, H. A. Tucker
Effect of reserpine on senmi prolactin, grcwth hor-
none, and glucocorticoids in dairy cows. Proceed-
ings of Society of ExperiiTEntal Biology and Medi-
cine (155) 189-92.
With T. D. Etherton, J. R. Romans
Lipolysis in subcutaneous and perirenal adipose
tissue from sheep and dairy steers. Journal of
Animal Science (44) 1100-06.
BAUMRUOCER, CRAIG R. , Assistant Professor
Article
Exploring a biological milk factory. Illinois
Research (19:3) 10-11.
BRYANT, MARVIN P., Professor
Chapter in a Book
Microbiology of the rumen. In Duke's Physiology
of Donestic Animals , ed. by M. J. Sevenson.
Cornell UP. pp. 287-304.
Articles
With H. G. Betian, et al.
Isolation of a cellulolytic Bacteroides sp. fron
huiton feces. Applied and Environmental Microbiology
(33) 1009-10.
With L. L. Cattpbell, et al.
Growth of Desulfovibrio in lactate or ethanol media
low in sulfate in association with H2- utilizing
raethanogenic bacteria. Applied and Environmental
Microbiology (33) 1162-9.
With T. L. Glass, M. J. Wolin
Partial purification of ferredoxin from Rumino-
coccus albus and its role in pyruvate metabolism
and reduction of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide
by Hj. Journal of Bacteriology (131) 463-72.
With C. A. Reddy
Deoxyribonucleic acid base conposition of certain
species of the genus Bacteroides. Canadian Journal
of Microbiology (23) 1252-6.
With V. H. Varel, H. R. Isaacson
Thermophilic methane production from cattle waste.
Applied and Environmental Microbiology (33) 298-307.
With M. A. Vfozny, et al.
Urease assay and urease-producing species of
anaerobes in the bovine rumen and human feces.
Applied and Environmental Microbiology (33) 1097-
1104.
Articles
With H. R. Spires, et al.
Milk production, nitrogen utilization and glucose
synthesis in lactating cows infused postruminally
with sodium caseinate and glucose. Journal of
Nutrition (107) 631-44.
With J. E. Itohlt, et al.
Valine, leucine, and isoleucine metabolism by
lactating bovine mannary tissue. Journal of Dairy
Science (60) 1875-82.
DAVIS, CARL L. , Professor
Articles
With R. A. Frobish
Effect of abomasal infusions of glucose and pro-
pionate on milk yield and composition. Journal
of Dairy Science (60) 204-9.
Theory involving propionate and vitamin B12 ^ the
low^milk fat syndrome. Journal of Dairy Scienoe
(60) 268-73.
With Masao Sasa)d., B. L. Larson
Immunoglobulin Iq'^i metabolim in new bom calves.
Journal of Dairy Science (60) 623-6.
With J. E. Wohlt
Valine, leucine and isoleucine metabolian by lac-
tating bovine marmary tissue. Journal of Dairy
Science (60) 1875-82.
FRYMAN, LEO R. , Professor
Bulletin or Technical Report
'Jith K. E. Harshbarger
Magnet- and transponder-controlled grain feeders
for dairy cows. University of Illinois Circular
1143. 7pp.
GRAVES, CHARLES N., Associate Professor
Articles
With R. E. Beil
Nuclear decondensation of maitnalian spermatozoa:
Changes during maturation and in vitro storage.
Journal of Experiirental Zoology (202) 235-40.
With B. K. Dave
In vitro effect of steroids on the enzyme release
from bovine spermatozoa. Indian Journal of
Experimental Biology (15) 475-7.
With H. Eiler
Estrogen content of semen and effect of exogenous
estradiol-178 on the estrogen and androgen con-
centration in semen and blood plasma of bulls.
Journal of Reproduction and Fertility (50) 17-21.
With R. W. Lenz, J. R. Lodge
Influence of incubation in seminal plasma on sub-
sequent metabolic and iTDrptological characteristics
of bovine spermatozoa. Iheriogenology (7) 265-76.
HARPESTAD, GERHARD W. , Associate Professor
Article
Feeding and management effects on herd differences
in milk yield. Journal of Dairy Science (60)
773-82.
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HARSHBARGER, KENNEffl E. , Professor and Head
Articles
With G. M. Hyde, et al.
Factors affecting dispensing rate of an automatic
dairy concentrate feeder. Transactions of Anerican
Society of Agricultural Engineers (19) 792-5.
With H. B. Puckett, E. F. Olver
Management by exception: A program for efficient
livestock production. Illinois Research (19:4)
10-11.
Bulletin or Technical Report
With L. R. Fryman
Magnet- and transponder-controlled grain feeders
for dairy cows, thiversity of Illinois Circular
1143. 7pp.
HAYS, RAY L., Professor
Articles
With R. J. Collier, D. E. Bauman
Effect of reserpine on milk production and serum
prolactin of cows hormonally induced into lacta-
tion. Journal of Dairy Science (60) 896-901.
lactogenesis in explant cultures of ireninary tissue
from pregnant cows. Endocrinology (100) 1192-1200.
HESPELL, ROBERT B., Assistant Professor
Articles
Intraperiplasmic growth of Bdellovibrio bacterivorus
on heat-treated Escherichia coli . Journal of
Bacteriology (33:3) 1156-62.
Morphological and physiological characteristics of
Serpens flexibilis
,
gen. nov. et sp. nov. , an
unusually flexible lactate-o.xidizing bacterium.
International Journal of Systematic Bacteriology
(27:4) 371-81.
With M. ^tertens
Effects of nucleic acid compounds on viability and
cell composition of Bdellovibrio bacteriovorous
during starvation. Archives of Hicrobiology (116)
151-9.
JOHNSON, RALPH V. , Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
Reproduction. In Dairy Cows and Management, A 4-H
Dairy Project Mor)dx)Ok . Cooperative Extension
Service, Iowa State University, pp. 44-9.
lARSON, BRUCE L. , Professor
Articles
With H. M. Hegarty
Orotic acid and pyrimidine nucleotides of rumi-
milks. Journal of Dairy Science (60) 1223-9.
With M. Sasaki, C. L. Davis
Imnunoglobulin iqG-j^ metabolism in nevAom calves.
Journal of Dairy Science (60) 623-26.
With M. Sasaki, D. R. Nelson
Kinetic analysis of the binding of iimiunoglobulins
IgG]^ and IqG2 to bovine maimiary cells. Biochimica
et Biophysica Acta (497) 160-70.
LEE, ANDREW J., Assistant Professor
Articles
With G. W. Salisbury
In vitro aging of frozen bull semen. Journal of
Dairy Science (60) 89-95.
With M. A. Waheed, G. W. Harpestad
Feeding and managaent effects on herd differences
in milk yield. Journal of Dairy Science (60)
773-82.
IDIXE, J. ROBERT, Professor
Articles
With T. A. Ledoux, et al.
The effects of low dietary levels of DOT on
breeding performance in hybrid mice. Archives
of Environmental Contamination and Ibxicology
(66) 435-46.
With R. W. l£nz, C. N. Graves
Influence of incubation in seminal plasma on sub-
sequent iTBtabolic and morphological characteristics
of bovine spenratozoa . Theriogenology (7) 265-76.
With G. W. Salisbury, R. G. Hart
The spemBtozoan geroie and fertility. Airerican
Journal of Ctostetrics and Gynecology (128) 342-50.
The spermatozoon. Perspectives in Biology and
Medicine (20) 372-93.
With P. S. Weathersbee
Caffeine: Its direct and indirect influence on
reproduction . Journal of Reproductive Medicine
(19) 55-63.
With P. S. Weathersbee, L. K. Olsen
Caffeine and pregnancy: A retrospective survey.
Postgraduate Medicine (62) 66-9.
Selected beverage consunption patterns among
Mormon and non-MariTDn populations from the same
geographic area. Anerican Journal of Clinical
Nutrition (30) 1162-5.
RINDSIG, RUSSELL B. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With G. W. Bodoh
Growth of calves fed colostrum naturally fermented,
or preserved with propionic acid or fomaldehyde.
Journal of Dairy Science (60) 79-84.
With J. G. Janecke, G. W. Bodoh
Influence of formaldehyde and propionic acid on
ootrposition and microflora of colostrum. Journal
of Dairy Science (60) 63-72.
SALISBURY, GLENN W. , Professor
Articles
With A. J. Lee, et al.
In vitro aging of frozen bull semen. Journal of
Dairy Science (60) 89-95.
With R. G. Hart, J. R. Lodge
The spermatozoan genome and fertility. American
Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology (128) 342-50.
Itie spermatozoon. Perspectives in Biology and
Itelicine (20) 372-93.
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SPAHR, SIDNEY L. , Associate Professor
Articles
Optimum rations for group feeding. Journal of
Dairy Science (60) 1334-7.
With G. M. Hyde, et al.
Factors affecting dispensing rate of an automatic
dairy concentrate feeder. Transactions of flinerican
Society of Agricultural Engineers (19) 792-5.
With J. A. Pennington, J. R. Lodge
Early diagnosis of pregnancy in cows by progesterone
concentration in milk. Illinois Research (19:1)
10-11.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Varel, Vincent Henry (M. P. Bryant), Thermophilic
methane production and methanogenic bacteria
from cattle waste.
Wohlt, James Edward (J. H. Clark) , Milk production and
nitrogen utilization by lactating cows fed corn
based diets supplemented with urea and/or soybean
meal.
ECOLOGY, ETHOLOGY AND EVOLUTION
BANKS, EDWIN M. , Professor
Book
With J. Heisey
Animal behavior. Chicago:
200 pp.
Book Edited
Educational Methods,
Vertebrate social organization. Stroudsburg,
Pennsylvania: Dowden, Hutchinson S Ross, 411 pp.
Chapter in Book
Vertebrate social organization. In International
encyclopaedia of psychiatry, psychology and psycho -
analysis , ed. by Benjamin B. Wolman. New York:
Aesculapius, p. 9.
With M. R. Landauer and C. S. Carter
Sexual preference of male hamsters (Mesocricetus
auratus ) for conspecifics in different endocrine
conditions. Hormones and Behavior (9) 193-202.
BATZLI, GEORGE C, Associate Professor
Articles
Population dynamics of white-footed mice in flood-
plain and upland forests. American Midland
Naturalist (97) 18-32.
With L. L. Getz and S. S. Hurley
Suppression of growth and reproduction of microtine
rodents by social factors. Journal of Mammalogy
(58) 583-91.
CARTER, CAROL S., Associate Professor
See Department of Psychology
FAGEN, ROBERT M. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Animal hierarchies and repeated comparisons.
Behavioural Science (22) 307-8.
Selection for optimal age-dependent schedules of
play behavior. American Naturalist (111) 395-414.
With R. N. Goldman
Behavioral catalogue analysis methods. Animal
Behaviour (25) 261-74.
With T. K. George
Play behavior and exercise in young ponies (Equus
cabal lus L. ) . Behavioral Ecology and Sociobiology
(2) 267-9.
GETZ, LOWELL L. , Professor
Articles
With H. M. Piatt and P. A. Callbeck
Schistosomiasis in South America II. Potential for
spread in Brazil. The Biologist (59) 33-49.
With D. E. Avalos and P. A. Callbeck
Schistosomiasis in South America III. An evaluation
of its current status and potential for spread in
Venezuela, Surinam, French Guiana, and Guyana. The
Biologist (59) 50-60.
With D. H. Miller
Comparisons of population dynamics of Peromyscus and
Clethrionomys in New England. Journal of Mammalogy
(58) 1-16.
Environmental
With L. Best and M. Prather
Lead in urban and rural birds.
Pollution (12) 235-38.
With L. Verner and M. Prather
Lead concentrations in small mammals living near
highways. Environmental Pollution (13) 151-57.
With D. H. Miller
Factors influencing local distribution and species
diversity of forest small mammals in New England.
Canadian Journal of Zoology (55) 806-14.
With D. Avalos
Arthropod vectored zoonotic diseases of Russia
transmissible to humans. The Biologist (59) 137-60.
With G. 0. Batzli and S. S. Hurley
Suppression of growth and reproduction of microtine
rodents by social factors. Journal of Mammalogy
(58) 583-91.
HERRICKS, EDWIN Assistant Professor
See Department of Civil Engineering
HIRSCH, JERRY, Professor
See Department of Psychology
HOFFMEISTER, DONALD F. , Professor
See Museum of Natural History
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KARR, JAMES R. , Associate Professor LEE, M. RAYMOND, Associate Professor
Chapter in Book
Domestic sewage treatment. In Ecological Lab
Experiences: An Ideas Forum
,
ed. by L. B. Crowder.
East Lansing: Michigan State UP, pp. 151-63.
Article
Correlates of rarity in a tropical forest avifauna.
Auk (93) 240-47.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Impact of nearstream vegetation and stream morphol-
ogy on water quality and stream biota. Ecological
Research Series, US Environmental Protection Agency,
Athens, Georgia, 90 pp.
Book Reviews
Geographic and climatic relationships of avifaunas
with special reference to comparative distribution
in the neotropics, by P. Slud. Auk (94) 402-03.
The swamp, by Bill Thomas.
1 Jan 1977.
Library Journal
Ecology out of joint: new environments and why they
happen, by L. J. and M. Milne. Library Journal
1 May 1977.
Recovery and restoration of damaged ecosystems, by
J. Cairns, K. L. Dickson and E. E. Herricks.
Library Journal 15 June 1977.
As free as a bird, by P. Johnson. Library Journal
15 June 1977.
Ecological sanity, by G. Claus and K. Bolander.
Library Journal Aug 1977.
The state of academic science: the university in
the nation's research effort, by B. L. R. Smith and
J. Karlesky. Library Journal 1 Oct 1977.
Nature's economy, by D. Worster. Library Journal
15 Nov 1977.
Ecology field glossary: a naturalist's vocabulary,
by W. H. Lewis. Library Journal 1 Dec 1977.
KENDEIGH, S. CHARLES, Professor Emeritus
Book Edited
With J. Pinowski
Granivorous birds in ecosystems. Cambridge,
England: Cambridge UP, xxi+431 pp.
Chapters in Book
With J. Pinowski
Introduction. In Granivorous birds in ecosystems ,
ed. by J. Pinowski and S. C. Kendeigh. Cambridge,
England: Cambridge UP, 1-14 pp.
With V. I. Dolnik and V. M. Gavrilov
Avian Energetics. In Granivorous birds in eco-
systems , ed. by J. Pinowski and S. C. Kendeigh.
Cambridge, England: Cambridge UP, 127-204 pp.
(Appendices, 363-78 pp)
.
With J. A. Wiens and J. Pinowski
Epilogue. In Granivorous birds in ecosystems ,
ed. by J. Pinowski and S. C. Kendeigh. Cambridge,
England: Cambridge UP, 341-44 pp.
KIEFFER, GEORGE H. , Associate Professor
Article
Raising bioethical perspectives. Midwest Bioscience
(4) 4-13.
Articles
Standardized karyotype of deer mice, Peromyscus
(Rodentia) . Cytogenetics (19) 38-43.
With D. J. Schmidly
A new species of Peromyscus (Rodentia: Muridae )
from Coahuila, Mexico. Journal of Mammalogy (58:3)
263-68.
With F. F. B. Elder
Karyotypes of eight species of Mexican rodents
(Muridae ) . Journal of Mammalogy (58:4) 479-87.
LOWRY, WILLIAM P., Professor
Article
Empirical estimation of urban effects on climate: a
problem analysis. Journal of Applied Meteorology
(16) 129-35.
LYNCH, MICHAEL R. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Zooplankton competition and plankton community
structure. Limnology and Oceanography (22) 775-77.
Fitness and optimal body size in zooplankton popula-
tions. Ecology (58) 763-74.
MAXSON, LINDA R. , Assistant Professor
See Department of Genetics and Development
SALMON, MICHAEL, Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
Stimulus filtering. In International Encyclopedia
of Neurology, Psychiatry, Psychoanalysis, and
Psychology
, ed. by B. B. Wolman. New York: Human
Sciences Press Periodicals (10) 456-59.
Article
Earth's myochordotonal organ as a receptor for
auditory and vibrational stimuli in fiddler crabs
(Uca pugilator and U. minax ) . Marine Behavior and
Physiology (4) 187-94.
SANDERSON, GLEN C., Professor
Book Edited
Management of migratory shore and upland game birds
in North America. Washington, DC: International
Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies, 357 pp.
Book Review
Test methods for vertebrate pest control and manage-
ment materials, by W. B. Jackson and R. E. Marsh
(eds.). ASTM Special Technical Publication 624.
258 pp. National Association Colleges and Teachers
of Agriculture Journal (21:4) 41.
SMITH, PHILIP W. , Professor
Bulletin or Technical Report
Illinois Natural History Survey. Its history and
systematic collections. Association of Systematics
Collections Newsletter 5(1), Lawrence, Kansas, 4 pp.
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SWEENEY, DARYL C, Associate Professor
Article
Affinity chromatography of Euglena: A novel means oi
sorting phytoplankton species. Experientia (33)
1405.
/JILLSON, MARY F., Professor
(Article
With P. W. Price
The evolution of inflorescence size in Asclepias
(Asclepiadaceae) . Evolution (31:3) 495-511.
With T. S. Friedland
The effect of fee schedules on the legal services
industry. Journal of Human Resources (12:2) 258-
65.
With N. Puli)conda
On Mirakhor's efficient allocation of resources in
a regulated and unionized monopoly. Southern
Economic Journal (44:2) 380-3.
ATACK, JEREMY, Assistant Professor
Articles
Returns to scale in antebellum United States manu-
facturing. Explorations in Economic History (14)
337-59.
BUREAU OF ECONOMIC AND BUSINESS RESEARCH
BIRDZELL, RUTH A., Associate Professor
Articles
The Carter Energy Proposals—Two Views. Illinois
Business Review (34:5) 5-6.
Current Economic Developments. I.B.R. (34:6) 1-3.
Personal Income in Illinois. I.B.R. (34:8) 1-12.
Employment in Illinois. I.B.R. (34:11) 1-5.
BAER, WERNER, Professor
Books
A industrial izacao e o desenvolvimento economico do
Brasil. Rio De Janeiro: Vargas Foundation, 429
PP-
Chapter in a Book
The Brazilian Growth and Development Experience:
1964-75. In Brazil in the Seventies , ed. by
Riordan Roett. American Enterprise Institute:
Washington, D.C., 21pp.
Articles
With P. Geiger
Industrializacao, urbanizacao e a persistencia das
desigualdades regionais do Brasil. Revista
Brasileira de Geografia (38:2) 1-99.
With L. Samuelson
Latin America in the post-import-substitution era.
World Development (5:1) 1-7.
With R. Newfarmer, T. Trebat
On state capitalism in Brazil. Inter-American
Economic Affairs (30:3) 69-92.
Book Reviews
Manufactured export expansion and industrializatioi
in Brazil, by William G. Tyler. Journal of Econ-
omic Literature (15:2) 552-3.
Foundations of Brazilian economic growth, by
Donald Syvrud. Economic Development and Cultural
Change (January) 4pp.
BLAU, FRANCINE D. , Assistant Professor
ECONOMICS
ARNOULD, RICHARD J., Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
With D. Eisenstadt
Physician price discrimination, fee inflation, and
prevailing fee reimbursement. In Health Care Re-
search
, ed. by J. Cowen, pp. 2-14.
Articles
Abstract of executive compensation models: Some
problems with traditional methods of estimation.
Journal of Financial and Quantitative Analysis
(November) 641.
Books
Equal pay in the office. Lexington, Massachusetts
Lexington Books. 158 pp.
Chapter in a Book
With C. Jusenius
Economists ' approaches to sex segregation in the
labor market: An appraisal. Reprinted in Woman
in a Man-Made World: A Socioeconomic Reader, 2nd
Edition, ed.
McNally, pp.
Book Reviews
by Galzor, Waehrer, Chicago:
194-207.
Rand
Equal employment opportunity and the AT&T case, by
Phyllis Wallace. Industrial and Labor Relations
Review (31) 118-19.
Sex, discrimination, and the division of labor, by
Cynthia Lloyd. Industrial and Labor Relations
Review (30) 254-5.
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BREMS, HANS J., Professor
Chapter in a Book
A bond-share portfolio maximizing Von Neumann-
Morgenstern utility of present real worth under
inflation. In Mathematical Economics and Game
Theory, Essays in Honor of Oskar Morgenstern , ed.
by Henn, Moeschlin, Lecture Notes in Economics and
Mathematical Systems, 141 . Berlin, Heidelberg, New
York, pp. 573-87.
Monetarist and Keynesian conclusions as special
cases of a simple model of output and inflation.
In Quantitative Wirtschaftsforschung, Wilhelm
Krelle zum 60. Geburtstag , ed. by Albach, Helm-
stadter, Henn. Tubingen, pp. 149-58.
Journal of Econ-
Articles
Reality and neoclassical theory.
omic Literature (15) 72-83.
Pris og prispolitik i makrookonomien (Price and
price policy in macroeconomics) . Nationalokonomisk
Tidsskrift (115) 15-23.
Nyt og gammelt i kollektivtrafikken (The new and
the old in mass transit) . Nationalokonomisk
Tidsskrift (115) 329-47.
Book Reviews
Advertising, competition, and market conduct in
oligopoly over time, by J. J. Lambin. Journal of
Economic Literature (15) 140-1.
BRUECKNER, JAN K. , Assistant Professor
Articles
The determinants of residential succession.
Journal of Urban Economics (4) 45-59.
GOES, DONALD V., Assistant Professor
Articles
Firm output and changes in uncertainty. The Amer-
can Economic Review (67:2) 249-51.
DUE, JOHN F., Professor
Books
With A. F. Friedlaender
Government finance: Economics of the ptiblic
sector, 6th edition.
Irwin, 656pp.
Homewood, Illinois: R. D.
Chapter in a Book
Personal deductions. In Comprehensive Income Tax-
ation , ed. J. Pechman. Washington: Brookings,
pp. 37-74.
Light traffic lines and railway abandonment. In
Proceedings of National Syiiiposium on Transportation
for Agriculture and Rural America . Washington, D.
C. : USDA and USDOT etal., 1977.
Articles
Universality and neutrality of the value added tax.
Reconsidered Taxes (July) 469-75.
Some observations on five sales taxes: Sudan,
Guyana, Bolivia, Mexico, Brazil. Bulletin for
International Fiscal Documentation (31 : November)
507-12.
Factors affecting the abandonment and survival of
class II railroads. Transportation Journal
(16:Spring) 19-36.
The value added tax in Ireland. Tax Executive
(29:April) 200-23.
The tax aspects of the President's energy program.
Tax Notes (5:JUne) 11-16.
Local rail services aren't saved yet. Grain and
Feed Journal (134:November) 16-17.
Nexus for use taxes and national geographic.
National Tax Journal (30:June) 213-18.
With N. Siohu, A. Charney
Cost functions of class II railroads and the via-
bility of light traffic railway lines. Quarterly
Review of Economics and Business (17:Autumn) 7-24.
With B. Allen
Railway abandonment: Effects on the area served.
Growth and Change (8: April) 8-14.
Book Reviews
Value added tax, by R. Lindholm. Quarterly Review
of Economics and Business (172:Summer) 113-14.
Transportation economics, by H. Mohring. Transpor-
tation policy, by K. Ruppenthal, W. T. Stanbury.
Transportation sxibsidies, by K. M. Ruppenthal.
Quarterly Review of Economics and Business (174:
Winter) 120-3.
FERBER, MARIANNE A. , Associate Professor
Articles
With H. M. Lowry
Woman's place: National differences in the occupa-
tional mosaic. Journal of Marketing (V) 23-30.
The new home economics: Retrospect and prospects.
Journal of Consumer Research (June) 19-28.
FERBER, ROBERT, Professor.
Laboratory
.
See Survey Research
GILLESPIE, ROBERT W. , Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
Economic modeling of court services, workloads, and
productivity. In Modeling the Criminal Justice
System , ed. by Stuart Nagel. Beverly Hills, Cali-
fornia: Sage, pp. 175-90.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Judicial productivity and court delay: An explora-
tory analysis of the federal district courts.
National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal
Justice, Washington, D. C. : Government Printing
Office, 90pp.
GOTTHEIL, FRED M. , Professor
Articles
On an economic theory of colonialism. Journal of
Economic Issues (March) 83-102.
United States - Middle East economic relations.
Middle East Review (IX:4) 50-62.
GRAHAM, JOHN W. , Assistant Professor
Book Review
The formation and stocks of total capital, by J. W.
Kendrick. Journal of Economic Literature (Septem-
ber) 962-4.
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HARBESON, ROBERT W., Emeritus Professor
Articles
Social welfare and economic efficiency in transport
policy. Land Economics (53) 97-105.
Progress and poverty in transport regulatory reform.
Quarterly Review of Economics and Business (17:
Summer) 49-66.
HEINS, A. JAMES, Professor
Articles
Get the government out of energy. Illinois Business
Review (June) 6-7.
Fiscal crisis in the Illinois. Illinois Business
Review (August) 10-12.
With R. A. Haugen
On the evidence supporting the existence of risk
premiums in the capital marjset. Perspectives in
Business (Summer) 2-9.
HENDRICKS, WALLACE E., Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Boole
Employment. In Colliers Yearboo)c 1977 , ed. by R.
Famighetti. New York, pp. 248-50.
With R. Koenker, D. J. Poirier
Residential demand for electricity: An econometric
approach. In Forecasting and Modeling Time-of-Day
and Seasonal Electricity Demands , ed. by A. Law-
rence. Palo Alto, pp. 105-36.
Articles
Load factor and peak responsibility. Quarterly
Journal of Economics and Business
,
(17:1) 85-9.
Regulation and labor earnings. Bell Journal of
Economics (8:2) 483-96.
With R. Koenker, R. Podlasek
Consumption patterns for electricity. Journal of
Econometrics (5:March) 135-53.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With H. Folk et al.
Scientific and technical personnel in energy-related
activities: Current situation and future require-
ments. Urbana: Illinois UP, 319pp.
HODGMAN, DONALD R. , Professor
Books
Politiche monetarie nazionali e cooperazione mone-
taria internazionale, no. 32 in collana internazion-
ale di saggi monetari. Cassa Di Risparmio Provin-
cie Lombarde, Nilan; Creditizi E Bancari, 371pp.
Chapter in a Book
The role of government financial institutions in
developed economies: The European case. In Mercado
De Capitais E Desenvolvimento Economico , ed. by
Institute Brasileirc De Mercado De Capitais. Rio
De Janeiro, pp. 151-84.
Articles
The future of banking and thrift industries in Illi-
nois. Illinois Business Review (34:9) 6-9.
Economics of the OECD: Comment Carnegie-Rochester
conference series on public policy. Journal of
Monetary Economics (4) 155-9.
Book Reviews
Financial development and stabilization policy: A
study of the Scandinavian economies, by R. L.
Teigen. Journal of Money, Credit and Banking (IX: 1)
122pp.
HUSBY, RALPH D. , Associate Professor
Articles
With E. Wetzel
Public assistance in Sweden and the United States.
Social Policy (7:5) 28-31.
ISSERMAN, ANDREW M. , Associate Professor. See Urban
and Regional Planning.
JUDGE, GEORGE G., Professor
Books
With L. C. Lee, A. Zellner
Estimating the parameters of the Markov probability
model, Amsterdam, Holland: North Holland Publish-
ing, 260pp.
With R. H. Day, S. R. Johnson, G. C. Rausser
Quantitative methods literature survev. Minneapolis
Minnesota UP, 473 pp.
Articles
With D. Aigner
Application of pre-test and Stein rule estimates to
economic data. Econometrica (45:July) 1279-88.
KAHN, LAWRENCE M. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Union impact: A reduced form approach. The Review
of Economics and Statistics (59:4) 503-7.
Book Reviews
Living with capitalism, by T. Nichols, H. Beynon.
Quarterly Review of Economics and Business (17:4)
123-6.
KIHLSTROM, RICHARD E. , Professor
Articles
With S. J. Grossman, L. J. Mirman
A Bayesian approach to the production of informa-
tion and learning by doing. The Review of Economic
Studies (XHV:October) 533-47.
With D. Levhari
Quality, regulation and efficiency. Kyklos (30)
214-34.
MCMAHON, WALTER, W. , Professor
Chapter in a Book
The ability to pay and equity: An analysis of
alternative measures. In Perspective on Illinois
School Finance , ed. by C. E. Hanes. Springfield:
Illinois Office of Education, pp. 67-73.
With C. Melton
A cost-of-living index for Illinois counties and
school districts. In Perspectives on Illinois
School Finance , ed. by C. E. Hanes. Springfield:
Illinois Office of Education, pp 74-113.
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Articles
The economics of energy. Illinois Business Review
{34:June) 8-10.
MILLAR, JAMES R. , Professor
Problems of
Articles
The prospects for Soviet agriculture.
Communism (XXVI: May/June) 1-16.
With J. Pickersgill
Aggregate economic problems in Soviet-type economies
Association for Comparative Economic Studies Bulle-
tin (19:1) 5-19.
Book Reviews
To live long enough: The memoirs of Naum Jasny,
scientific analyst, by B. A. Laird, R. D. Lairrl.
Russian Review (36:2) 242-3.
Keynes' monetary thought: A study of its develop-
ment, by D. Patinkin. Kyklos (30:3) 568-9.
MIRMAN, LEONARD J., Professor
Articles
With D. Levhari
Savings and consumption with an uncertain horizon.
Journal of Political Economy (April, 1977).
With S. Grossman, R. E. Kihlstrom
A Bayesian approach to the production of information
on learning by doing. Review of Economic Studies
(October, 1977).
With I. Zilcha
Characterization of optimal policies in a one sectoi
model of economic growth under uncertainty. Journal
of Economic Theory (II) 329-39.
NEAL, LARRY D., Associate Professor
Articles
Interpreting power and profit in economic history:
A case study of the Seven Years War. Journal of
Economic History (27) 20-35.
Book Reviews
Balance of power or hegemony: The interwar monetary
system, by Benjamin Rowland. Business History
Review (51) 502-3.
PADEN, DONALD W., Professor
Articles
Teaching economics with PLATOnic method. Change
:
Report on Teaching (3) 14-15.
The use of television in teaching basic economics
courses at the college level. Journal of Economic
Education (9:Fall) 21-7.
With B. R. Dalgaard, M. D. Barr
A decade of computer-assisted instruction. Journal
of Economic Education (9:Fall) 14-20.
PARRISH, JOHN B., Professor
Articles
Unemployment and employment statistics--What do they
really mean? Illinois Business Review (35:3) 7-12.
With F. L. Duff
Sex differences in employment of college graduates.
Journal of the National Association for Women Deans ,
Administrators and Counselors (40:4) 155-60.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Organized labor's political power: Case study of
Illinois, 1974-1977. The Foundation for the Ad-
vancement of the Public Trust, Washington, D. C.
,
22pp.
Organized labor and workmen's compensation in Illi-
nois: An interim study 1974-1977. The Foundation
for the Advancement of the Public Trust, Washington,
D. C. , 73pp.
What's happened to workmen's compensation in Illi-
nois? The Illinois Manufacturers' Association,
Chicago, Illinois, 10pp.
POSTLEWAITE, ANDREW W., Assistant Professor
Articles
With J. H. Dreze, J. J. Gabszewicz
Disadvantageous monopolies and disadvantageous
gifts. Journal of Economic Theory (16:1) 116-21.
With D. J. Roberts
A note on the stability of large cartels.
Econometrica (45:8) 1877-79.
With D. Schmeidler
Approximate efficiency of non-Walrasian Nash
equilibria. Econometrica (46:1) 127-36.
SCHOEPLEIN, ROBERT N., Associate Professor
Articles
Secular changes in the skill differential in manu-
facuring, 1952-73. Industrial and Labor Relations
Review (30:3) 314-24.
SCHRAN, PETER, Professor
Chapter in a Book
Farm labor and living in China. In Wheat in the
People's Republic of China . Washington, D. C.
:
National Academy of Sciences, pp. 106-17.
Articles
China's price stability: Its meaning and distribu-
tive consequences. Journal of Comparative Economics
(1:4) 367-88.
SCOVILLE, JAMES G., Professor. See Labor and Indus-
trial Relations.
SHUPP, FRANKLIN R. , Professor
Articles
On optimal and ad hoc stabilization policy rules.
Economic Inquiry (15:183).
Dynamic limit pricing in a mature market. Mathema-
tical Economics and Game Theory , Springer-Verlag
(1977)
.
Social preference functions and the dichotomy argu-
ment . Annals of Economic and Social Measurement
(6:295)
.
Inflation: Some causes and some partial remedies.
Illinois Business Review (34 : November)
.
SIMON, JULIAN L. , Professor. See Business Administra-
tion.
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SMITH, JAMES L., Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
The petroleum refining industry. In Environmental
Controls: The Impact on Industry , ed. by R. A.
Leone. Lexington, Massachusetts: D. C. Heath,
pp. 21-42.
STEINKAMP, STANLEY W. , Associate Professor
Articles
A computer- implemented modeling and problem-solving
approach to teaching statistics. New Directions in
Educational Computing , (Proceedings, 1977 Winter
Conference ADCIS) 281-92.
USELDING, PAUL J., Professor
Chapter in a Book
Studies of technology in economic history. In
Recent Developments in the Study of Economics
and Business History , ed. by R. E. Gallman. Green-
wich, Connecticut: JAI Press, pp. 159-220.
Articles
With N. J. McMullen
The changing basis of American prosperity. Econo-
mia Internazionale (January) 1-18.
Book Reviews
Causal explanation and model building in history,
economics, and the new economic history, by Peter
McClelland. Computers and the Humanities (Winter)
.
The British machine tool industry, 1850-1914, by
Roderick Floud. Journal of Interdisciplinary His-
tory (Spring)
.
The economics of invention and innocation, by
Paul Robertson. Journal of Economic History
(June)
.
Reckoning with slavery, by Paul David, et al.
Journal of Economic Literature (March)
.
ZILCHA, ITZHAK, Assistant Professor
Articles
With L. J. Mirman
Characterization of optimal policies in a one-sec-
tor model of economic growth under uncertainty.
Journal of economic Theory (II) 329-39.
Hollas, Daniel Raymond (R. J. Arnould) , Regulation,
pricing and performance of municipally owned
electric utilities.
Kim, Yoo Bae (H. Folk), Forecasting of economic
structure and the manpower requirements in the
rapidly developing economy: A case study of
Korea.
Melton, Carroll Roy Jr. (C. M. Sprenkle) , Forward
rate formation: The impact of selected economic
indicators
.
Morey, Mathew James (G. G. Judge) , Efficient esti-
mation of linear regression models with auto-
correlated errors.
Nguyen, Hoang Dang (T. Takayama) , World food
projection models and short-run world trade
and reserve policy evaluations.
Nord, Steven Ellwyn (J. H. Leuthold) , Demand and
supply factors influencing the public school
expenditure decision process.
Ramsson, Robert Eric (H. Folk), Clc-ing frontiers,
farmland tenancy, and their relation: A case
study of Thailand, 1937-1973.
Rommel, Thierry Jean (D. R. Hodgman) , Monetary
policy implementation under open-economy con-
ditions; the case-study: France.
Salleh, Ismail Muhammad (J. Due), Tax incidence and
income redistribution in West Malaysia.
Schlagenhauf , Don Edward (F. R. Shupp) , An evaluation
of temporary incomes policies: An optimal con-
trol theory approach.
Seal, James Walter (A. J. Heins) , The effect of
governmental structure on the provision of public
goods
.
Strein, Charles Thorvald (W. W. McMahon) , The
university as a non-profit firm: Administrative
expense bias as a source of inefficiency.
Wagner, Alan Philip (W. W. McMahon) , The impact
of grant aid on higher education expenditures
by low income families.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Buck, Andrew Jepherson (R. W. Resek) , Some identi-
fication and estimation problems in econometrics.
Burnell, Barbara Scranton (A. J. Heins), Central
city fiscal policy and the intrametropolitan
distribution of income.
Chapman, Margaret Lee Sullivan (A. J. Heins) , Con-
glomerate performance in the capital market.
Chou, Win-Lin (T. Takayama), A market-oriented world
petroleum model.
Djojosubroto, Dono Iskandar (J. F. Due) , Export tax
in Indonesia: A study of taxation in a developing
coxontry
.
Hashimoto, Hideo (T. Takayama) , World food projection
models, projections, and policy evaluation.
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EDUCATION
ANDERSON, ERNEST F., Associate Professor
Books Edited
The education of administrators for higher educa-
tion. Urbana: UP, 51pp.
Articles
Comparison of transfer and native student progress
at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
,
fall, 1973 group. Resources in Education , (12:1)
92.
Factors influencing the choice of a .transfer insti-
tution for Chicago area community college students.
College Student Personnel Abstracts (May) 514-15.
Factors influencing the choice of a transfer insti-
tution for Chicago area community college students.
Resources in Education (12:1) 91-2.
Comparison of transfer and native student per-
formance and success at a large research oriented
university. College and University (52) 642-43.
With F. Hrabowski
Graduate school success of black students from white
colleges and black colleges. Journal of Higher
Education (48) 294-303.
BAKER, LINDA, Visiting Research Assistant Professor
Articles
With J. L. Santa
Context, integration and retrieval. Memory and Cog-
nition (5) 308-14.
Semantic integration and context. Memory and Cogni-
tion (5) 151-54.
BRANDENBURG, DALE C, Assistant Professor
See Office of Instructional Resources
BREDO, ERIC, Assistant Professor
Articles
Collaborative relations among elementary school
teachers. In Sociology of Education (50:4) 300-9.
BROUDY, HARRY S. , Professor Emeritus
Chapter in a Book
Types of knowledge and purposes of education. In
Schooling and the acquisition of }aiowledge , ed . by
Richard Anderson, et al . Hillsdale, NJ: Erlbaum
1-19.
Articles
ASHER, STEVEN R. , Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
With S.L. Oden and J.M. Gottman
The basics and the study of science. Science Educa-
tion News (3) 41-5.
A new voice for the schools. Today's Education (56)
28-32.
Children's friendships in school settings. In
Current topics in early childhood education , ed . by
Lilian G. Katz. Norwood, New Jersey: Ablex, pp.
33-62.
Articles
With S. Oden
Coaching children in social skills for friendship
making. In Child Development (48) 495-506.
With L.C. Singleton
Peer preferences and social interaction among third-
grade children in an integrated school district.
Journal of Educational Psychology (69) 330-36.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Sex differences in reading achievement. (Reading
Education Report No. 2) , Center for the Study of
Reading, Urbana, Illinois.
ATKIN, J. MYRON, Professor and Dean
Chapter in a Book
Excerpt from changing patterns of teacher education.
In In-service education of teachers , ed. by L. Rubin
Boston: Allyn S Bacon, pp. 226-34.
The demand for accountability: Can society control
education? Education and Urban Society (9:2) 235-50.
How basic is aesthetic education? Language Arts
(54:6) 631-38. Also in Educational Leadership (35:
2) 134-41.
Criteria for a humane society. Educational Studies
(8:1) 37-51.
The fiduciary basis of education: a crisis of credi-
bility. Phi Delta Kappan (59:2) 87-91.
Educational unity in a pluralistic society. School
Review (86:1) 71-81.
BRUN, JtJDY K. , Assistant Professor
Articles
An American visits heme economics In Denmark.
Illinois Teacher (20:4) 198-203.
Preparing resolutions at the state level. American
Home Economics Association Action (10) 8.
Book Reviews
Sorting Life Out by Purgraski. Journal of Home
Economics (3) 63.
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BURLINGAME, MARTIN, Professor
Chapter in a Book
The awkward cross: curriculum theorists and the
issue of educational objectives. In Curriculum
handbook: administration and theory, volume II ,
ed. by L. Rubin. Boston: Allyn & Bacon, 420-32.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
An exploratory study of turnover and career mobility
of public school district superintendents in the
State of Illinois from 1960-76. Illinois Office of
Education, Springfield, Illinois.
COPELAND, ELAINE J., Assistant Professor
Article
Counseling black women with negative self-concepts.
Personnel and Guidance Journal (March) 397-400.
COX, C. BENJAMIN, Professor and Department Chairman
Article
Responsibility, culpability, and the cult of
accountability in education. Phi Delta Kappan
(58) 761-6
Bulletins and Technical Reports
The censorship game and how to play it. National
Council for the Social Studies, Washington, DC.
DAVIS, ROBERT B. , Professor and Associate Director
of CERL
Chapters in Books
Children's learning of mathematics. In L'lnsegnam-
ento integrate delle scienze nella scuola primaria .
Accademia Nazionale Dei Lincei. Unnumbered.
Representing knowledge about mathematics for com-
puter-aided teaching part I.—educational applica-
tions of conceptualizations from artificial intel-
ligence. In Machine intelligence 8: machine
representations of knowledge , ed . by Elcock and
Michie. London: Ellis Horwood, pp. 363-86.
Representing knowledge about mathematics for com-
puter-aided teaching, part II.—the diversity of
roles that a computer can play in assisting learn-
ing. In Machine intelligence 8: machine represen-
tations of knowledge , ed. by Elcock and Michie,
London: Ellis Horwood, pp. 387-421.
DELOACHE, JUDY S., Visiting Research Assistant
Professor
Articles
With L.B. Cohen and R.A. Pearl
An examination of interference effects in infants
'
memory for faces. Child Development (48) 88-96.
With M.W. Rissman and L.B. Cohen
The effect of stimulus complexity on two processes
of infant visual attention. Infant Behavior and
Development (1) 11-25.
DENNY, TERRY, Professor and Associate Dean
Chapters in Books
Reflections on a day at Illinois junior high. In
Reader in curriculum evaluation , ed . by David
Jenkins. UK: University of East Anglia, pp 33-41.
Articles
Unspecial educational materials . Illinois Librar-
ies (59) 505-9.
With M. Brottman and S. Pancrazio
Research and evaluation in Illinois schools.
Illinois School Research and Development (winter)
43-52.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Some still do: river acres Texas. Urbana:CIRCE,
College of Education.
DURKIN, DOLORES, Professor
Chapter in a Book
Facts about pre-first grade reading. In The
kindergarten child and reading ed. by Lloyd O.
Ollila. Newark, DE: International Reading Associ-
ation, 1-12 .
Article
Phonics: not everything is worth doing—or buying.
Reading Teacher (31) 226.
Book Review
The first reading and writing book: a handbook for
parents and teachers to use with children, by
Margaret Hooton. Reading Teacher (30:6) 696.
ENNIS, ROBERT H., Professor
Chapter in a Book
Conceptualization of children's logical competence:
Piaget's prepositional logic and an alternative
proposal. In Alternatives to Piaget: critical
essays on the theory , ed. by L.S. Siegel and C.J.
Brainerd, New York: Academic, pp 201-60.
Article
An alternative to Piaget's conceptualization of
logical competence. Child Development (47:4) 903-
19.
EVANS, RUPERT N., Professor
Book
With K.B. Hoyt, et al
Career education in the high school. Salt Lake
City: Olympus, 461pp.
EVERTTS , ELDONNA L
.
, Professor
Books Revised
With B. Weiss
Hear, say, see, write. New York: Holt, Rinehart
and Winston, 126pp.
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About me. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
62pp.
Rhymes and tales. New York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, 64pp.
Books and games. New York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, 64pp.
Pets and people. New York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, 64pp.
Can you imagine? New York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, 64pp.
A place for me. New York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, 160pp.
A time for friends. New York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, 232pp.
People need people. New York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, 256pp.
The way of the world. New York: Holt, Rinehart
and Winston, 296pp.
Special happenings. New York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, 360pp.
Never grow up. New York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, 300pp.
FARMER, HELEN S., Assistant Professor
Books
With T. Backer
New career options for women: a counselor's source-
book. New York: Human Sciences, 400pp.
New career options: a woman's guide. New York:
Human Sciences, 50pp.
Chapter in a Book
Inquiry project: computer-assisted counseling cen-
ters for adults. In Counseling adults , ed. by
Schlossberg and Entine , California: Brooks Cole,
pp. 122-134.
What inhibits career and achievement motivation in
women? In Counseling women , ed. by L. Harmon,
California: Brooks Cole, pp. 159-72.
FARMER, JAMES A., Jr., Associate Professor
Books
With Alan Knox
Alternative patterns for strengthening community
service of institutions of higher education.
Urbana: Office for the Study of Continuing Pro-
fessional Education. 184pp.
Articles
Fostering organizational health. Adult Leadership
(25:1) 2.
Relating to adult education internationally.
Adult Leadership (25:2) 2.
FEINBERG, WALTER, Professor
Chapters in Books
A critical analysis of the social and economic
limits to the humanizing of education. In
Humanistic education: visions and realities , ed.
by R.H. Weller, Berkeley: McKutchan, pp. 247-69.
An inquiry into the growth and distribution of
medical knowledge. In Culture as education , ed.
by V. Crackenberg and R. LaBreque, Dubuque:
Kendall-Hunt, pp. 111-48.
FLEY, JO ANN, Associate Professor
Article
LeBaron Russell Briggs: he meant Harvard. Nation-
al Association for Women Deans, Administrators and
Counselors (41:1) 21-4.
FRISBIE, DAVID A., Assistant Professor, See Office of
Instructional Resources
.
GESKE, TERRY G., Assistant Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With R.A. Rossmiller
Economic analysis of education: a conceptual
framework. Wisconsin R s D Center, Madison. 72pp.
Resource allocation and time utilization in IGE
and non-IGE schools. Wisconsin R s D Center,
Madison, 76pp.
Book Reviews
State policy making for the public schools by
R.F. Campbell and T.L. Mazzoni , Jr. The Journal
of Educational Research (71:1) 56-7.
With D.J. Mccarty
The politics of education ed. by J.D. Scribner.
The Review of Education (3:5) 350-7.
GRONLUND , NORMAN E . , Professor
Book Revised
Constructing achievement tests (2nd ed) . Engle-
wood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 150pp.
HARE, BRUCE R., Assistant Professor
Articles
Black and white child self-esteem in social
science: an overview. The Joxirnal of Negro Educa-
tion (46:2) 141-56.
Racial and socioeconomic variations in preadoles-
cent area-specific and general self-esteem. Inter-
national Journal of Intercultural Relations (1:3)
31-51.
HILL, KENNEDY, Professor, See Institute for Child
Behavior and Development
Leadership roles. Adult Leadership (25:3) 2.
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HILL, JACQUETTA, Professor
Articles
Anthropological perspectives on multicultural educa-
tion programs: paradoxes and dilemmas. Anthropology
and Education Quarterly (7) 37-8.
The city as a set of problems: a non-synthesizing
approach to understanding urban places. Reviews
in Anthropology (4) 521-31.
HOKE, GORDON A., Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
Working guidelines. In Beyond the numbers game: a
reader in educational evaluation , ed. by D. Hamil-
ton, et al, Berkeley: McCutchan, 217-19.
With D. Alpert and H. Petrie
Three persepctives: a reaction to the conference
on interdisciplinary dimensions of accounting for
social goals and social organizations. In Inter-
disciplinary dimensions of accounting for social
goals and social organizations , ed. by Howard
Melton, Columbus, Ohio: Grid, 47-51.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
A report to the legislature: the kindergarten
centers , Montgomery , Alabama : State Department of
Education, 40pp.
Program evaluation in telecommunications. Madison,
Wisconsin: University of Wisconsin-Extension, 6pp.
HOUSE, ERNEST R. , Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
Justice in evaluation. In Evaluation studies
review annual, Vol. 1 , ed. by Gene Glass. Beverley
Hills, California: Sage, 75-100. Also published in
The second handbook of organization development in
schools, ed. by R.A. Schmuck and P.J. Runkel, Palo
Alto: Mayfield, 504-17.
With C.L. Gjerde
PLATO comes to the community college. In Beyond
the numbers game , ed. by D. Hamilton, et al , London:
MacMillan Education, 298-310.
Bulletin or Technical Report
The logic of evaluative argument. Los Angeles:
Center for the Study of Evaluation, University of
California, 64pp.
HUMPHREYS, LLOVD G. , Professor. See Psychology
JOHNSON, WT^RREN A., Research Associate, See: Office
of Instructional Resources
KARNES, MERLE B. , Professor, See Institute for Child
Behavior emd Development.
KATZ, LILIAN G., Professor
Book
Talks with teachers. Washington, D.C.: National
Association of Education Young Children, 117pp.
Book Edited
With M. Spencer, M. Glockner, S. Goodman
Current topics in early childhood education, vol.
1. Norwood, New Jersey: Ablex, 189pp.
Chapters in Books
Some generic principles of teaching. In Essays
on teachers' centers , ed. by K. Devaney. San
Francisco, California: Far West Laboratory of
Education Research, pp. 29-35.
Socialization of teachers of eeirly childhood edu-
cation. In Early childhood education , ed. by
B. Spodek. Berkeley: McCutchan, pp. 173-89.
Challenges to early childhood educators. Young
Chilriren (32:4) 4-10.
Teachers in preschools: problems and prospects.
International Journal of Eeirly Childhood (9:1)
111-23.
What is basic for young children? Childhood
Education (54:1) 16-9.
Bulletin or Technical Report
Sex role socialization in early childhood. Urbana:
ERIC Clearinghouse on Early Childhood Education
102pp.
KLEIMAN, GLENN M., Visiting Assistant Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Prelinguistic cognative basis of children's com-
municative intentions. #19 CSR Tech Reports.
Urbana: mini, 49pp.
The effect of previous context on reading indivi-
dual words. #20 CSR Tech Reports. Urbana :IHini,
72pp.
With D.L. Schallert and A.D. Rubin
Analysis of differences between oral and written
lemguage. #29 CSR Tech Report. Urbana :Illini
27pp.
Book Review
Beyond initial reading, by John Potts. Contemporary
Psychology (22) 371-72.
LINN, ROBERT L., Professor
Chapter in a Book
Path analysis. In International encyclopedia of
neurology, psychiatry, psychoanalysis and psycho-
logy , ed by B.B. Wolman. New York: Aeschulapius
pp. 206-11.
Articles
With J.A. Slinde
Vertically equated tests: fact or phemtom? Journal
of Educational Measurement (14) 23-32.
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The determination of the significance of change
between pre and post-testing periods. Review of
Educational Research (47) 121-50.
With C.E. Werts
Analysis implications of the choice of a structural
model in the nonequivalent control group design.
Psychological Bulletin (84) 229-34.
With K.G. Joreskog and C.E. Werts
A simplex model for analyzing academic growth.
Educational and Psychological Measurement (37)
745-56.
MCLURE, WILLIAM P. , Professor and Director of
Bureau of Educational Research
Chapter in a Book
Measures of educational need. In Perspectives
Illinois school finance ed. by Joseph M. Cronin.
Springfield, Illinois: State Board of Education,
Illinois Office of Education, pp. 42-66.
METCALF, LAWRENCE E. , Professor
Chapter in a Book
With S. Mendlouitz and M. Washburn
With Joreskog, D.A. Rock, Werts
A maximum likelihood solution to the errors in
variables and errors in equations models. Multi-
variate Behavioral Research (12) 187-97.
Validating psychometric assumptions within and be-
tween several populations. Educational and Psycho-
logical Measurement (37) 863-72.
LOEB, JANE K., Associate Professor and Director,
Office of Admissions and Records
Article
Institut-onal transfer credit policies. College
and University (52) 367-71.
MAEHR, MARTIN L. , Professor, See Institute for
Child Behavior and Development
MASON, JANA M., Assistant Professor
Articles
Overgeneralization in learning to read. Journal
of Reading Behavior (8) 173-82.
The roles of orthographic, phonological and word
frequency variables on word-nonword decisions.
American Educational Research Journal (13) 199-206.
Questioning the notion of independent processing
stages in reading. Journal of Educational Psycho-
logy (69) 288-97.
Suggested relationships between the acquisition of
reading skills and cognitive development. Journal
of Educational Research (70) 195-8.
Refining phonics for teaching beginning reading.
Reading Teacher (31) 179-84.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
The role of strategy in reading by the mentally
retarded. Technical Report #58. Urbana:Center
for the Study of Reading. 21pp.
Reading readiness: a definition and skills hierarchy
from preschoolers' developing conceptions of print.
Report #59. Urbana: Center for the Study of Read-
ing, 50pp.
MCINTYRE, CHARLES J., Professor, See Office of
Instructional Resources
The crisis of global transformation, interdependence
and the schools. In The report of national task
force on citizenship education ed. by Frank Brown
New York: McGraw-Hill, 189-212.
NELSON, ROBERT E. , Assistant Professor
Chapters in a Book
Education and Entrepreneurial initiatives. In
Small enterprise development: policies and pro-
grammes , ed. by Neck, Geneva: International Labour
Office, pp. 57-61.
Small enterprise developnent in selected countries:
U.S.A. In Small enterprise development: policies
and programmes , ed. by Neck, Geneva: International
Labour Office, pp. 171-85.
Articles
Model for development and implementation of general
occupational skills and attitudes. International
Journal of Instructional Media (4:2) 175-84.
Entrepreneurship education in developing countries.
Asian survey (17:9) 880-5.
With T.J. Scanlan
Parents' and students' perception of occupational
survival skills. Vocational Guidance Quarterly
(25:3) pp. 217-24.
O'CONNELL, DOROTHY J., Specialist in Education
Bulletin or Technical Report
Research relating to children (Bulletins 38 and 39)
Chicago: Government Printing Office pp. 177 and 203.
ORY, JOHN C, Assistant Professor
Article
With Z. Harris and D. L. Clark
A method of establishing criterion weights in the
evaluation of vocational education programs. The
Journal of Vocational Education Research (2) 35-42.
Bulletin or Technical Report
Development and field testing of criteria, instru-
ments, euid procedures used to evaluate vocational
educational programs in the metropolitan area.
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Dept of Health, Education
and Welf2u:e , Bureau of Occupational and Adult Edu-
cation, (1) 177pp, (2) 38pp.
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PETRIE, HUGH G., Professor
Chapters in Books
Response to Harry Broudy's 'types of knowledge and
purposes of education ' . In Schooling and the acqui-
sition of knowledge , ed. by R. Anderson, R. Spiro,
and W, Montague, Hillsdale, New Jersey: Lawrence
Erlbaum Associates, pp 19-26.
Science and scientists, technology and technologists
and the rest of us. In Culture as education , ed.
by R . LaBrecque and V , Crockenberg . Dubuque , Iowa
:
Kendall-Hunt, 79-110
PIECHOWSKI, MICHAEL M., Visiting Assistant Professor
Book
with K. Dabrowski
Theory of levels of emotional development, vol 1,
multilevelness and positive disintegration.
Oceans ide , New York: Dabor Science, 241pp.
Theory of levels of emotional development, vol 2,
from primary integration to self-actualization.
Oceans ide. New York: Dabor Science, 259pp.
POGROW, STANLEY, Assistant Professor
Articles
The effect of age on the attitude and performance
of doctoral students at Stanford university.
Education (98) 78-81.
Using Moses to train administrators and administra-
tion students in the utilization of computerized
data base management systems. Proceedings of the
15th Annual Convention for Educational Data Systems
(15) 122-5.
With D. Swift
New Mexico school finance revisited: the politics of
revising a weighted pupil formula. Journal of Educa-
tion Finance (3) 114-123
PURVES, ALAN C, Professor and Director of Curriculum
Laboratory
Chapters in Books
Literature tests. In Reviews of selected published
tests in English ed. by A.H. Grommon. Urbana:
National Council of Teachers of English 127-37.
Writing and critical reading. In Survival through
language: the basics and beyond (Proceedings of the
29th language communicactions conference] ed. by
R. Bean, A. Berger and A. Petrosky. Pittsburgh:
University of Pittsburg, 31-43.
Article
Testing competence in English. Journal of Curricu-
lum Studies (9) 165-71.
QUIGLEY, STEPHEN P., Professor, See Institute for
Child Behavior and Development
ROSEN, SIDNEY, Professor
Articles
Reply to "a commentary on 'can science education
mass-produce superteachers? ' " . Science Education I
(61:1) 121.
Providing answers on enrollments. The Science
Teacher (April) 15-16.
ROYER, WARREN L. , Principal, University High School
Book Reviews
The changing classroom series by John Eggleston.
Journal of Curriculum Studies (Movember) 185-7.
RUBIN, LOUIS J., Professor
Book Edited
Handbook on curriculum (2 volumes). Boston, Massa-
chusetts: Allyn-Bacon, 1650pp.
Bulletin or Technical Report
Critical issues in educational policy, siinposium
report. Urbana: UP, 31pp.
RUSCH, FRANK R., Assistant Professor
Articles
With D.A. Leppaluoto
Multi-phase experimental plotting. Journal of
Applied Behavioral Analysis (10) 120.
With R.T. Connis and J. Sowers
An experimental analysis of a response cost token
economy in an applied restaurajit setting.
Scandanavian Journal of Behavior Therapy (6:4) 115,
With R.T. Connis, J. Sowers and L.E. Thompson
Training mentally retarded young adults for com-
petitive employment. Forum for Behavior Technology
(2) Not numbered.
SERGIOVANNI, THOMAS J., Professor
Book
Handbook for department leadership in the secondary
schools. Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 450pp.
Chapter in a Book
The Odyssey of organizational theory: implications
for humanizing education. In Huroanstic education
visions and realities ed. by R. W. Weller. San
Francisco: McCutchen, pp, 140-180,
Article
Reforming teacher evaluation: naturalistic alter-
natives. Educational Leadership (34) 8.
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SMITH, RALPH A., Professor
Chapter in Book
With C. M. Smith
The artworld and aesthetic skills: a context for
research and development. In Arts and aesthetics :
an agends for the future ed. by S. Madeja. St.
Louis: CEMREL, Inc. 305-16.
Articles
A policy analysis and criticism of the artists-in-
schools program of the national endowment for the
arts. Art Education (30:5) 12-19.
Reflections on policy research. Journal of Aesthe-
tic Education (11:2) 5-8.
Defining cultural and educational relations. Journal
of Aesthetic Education (11:3) 5-11.
With CM. Smith
The artworld and aesthetic skills: a context for
research and development. Journal of Aesthetic
Education (11:2) 117-32.
SPIRO, RAND J., Assistant Professor
Book Edited
With R. C. Anderson and W.E. Montague
Schooling and the acquisition of knowledge.
Hillsdale, New Jersey: Erlbaum, 45Dpp.
Bulletin or Technical Report
With J. Esposito
Superficial processing of explicit inferences in
text. Urbana: Center for the Study of Reading.
Report #60.
SPITZE, HAZEL T. , Professor
Book Revised
With P. H. Rotz
We are what we eat. Austin, Texas: Steck-Vaughn
92pp.
Articles
Why don't we teach as well as we know how, a survey
of home economics teachers in Illinois. Illinois
Teacher (21:1) 3-4.
Evaluating our teaching objectives and techniques.
Forecast for Home Economics (23:6) 53.
The future of secondary home economics curriculum.
Journal of Home Economics (69:2) 7-10.
Futurism and nutrition education. Illinois Teacher
(20:3) 98-100.
Creative ways to teach nutrition. Illinois Teacher
(20:3) 101-20.
SPODEK, BERNARD, Professor
Books Edited
With H. J. Walberg
Early childhood education, issues and insights,
Berkeley, California: McCutcheon, 189pp.
Teaching practices, reexamining assumptions.
Washington, D.C.: NAEVC 210pp.
Chapters in Books
Curriculum construction in eeirly childhood educa-
tion. In Early childhood education: issues and
insights ed. by B. Spodek and H.J. Walberg, Ber-
keley, California: McCutcheon pp. 116-37.
What constitutes worthwhile activities for young
children. In Teaching practices : reexamining
assumptions ed. by Spodek and Walberg. Washington,
D.C. : NAEYC pp. 1-10.
STAKE, ROBERT E., Professor
Article
The case study method in social inquiry. Educa-
tional Researcher (7) 5-8.
STEINKAMP, MARJORIE W. , Visiting Assistant Professor
Articles
With D.J. Power, S.P. Quigley
The language structure of deaf children. The Volta
Review (79:2) 73-84.
With S.P. Quigley
Assessing deaf children's written language. The
Volta Review (79:1) 10-18.
SWANSON, BURTON E., Assistant Professor
Chapters in Books
Impact of the international system on national
research capacity: the CMMYT and IRRI training
programs . In Resource allocation and productivity
in national and international agricultural research ,
ed. by T. Arndt, D. Dalrymple and V. Ruttan.
Minneapolis: University of Minnesota, pp. 336-63.
Development of research personnel. In Supporting
papers: world food and nutrition study . Volume V,
ed. by J. Murdock, et al. Washington, D.C:
National Academy of Sciences, pp. 133-78.
TATSUOKA, MAURICE M., Professor
Book Review
Evaluation research in education, by William w.
Cooley and Paul R. Lohnes. The Review of Education
(3) 320-29.
THURSTON, PAUL W. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Title ix and home economics instruction. Illinois
Teacher of Heme Econcmics (20:4) 159-61.
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I've got those conflict of interest blues, Illi-
nois Issues (3) 18-20.
Book Review
Review of supreme court decision Ingraham vs.
Wright the limits of corporal punishment in public
schools. Educational consideration (5) pp 32.
TIBBETTS, CHARLENE N., Instructor
Articles
With A.M. Tibbetts
Business English in the American high school.
Journal of Business Communication (14) 4-12.
How are English teachers reacting to declining
college entrance scores? English Journal (66)
13-16.
What's happened to the new English? Clearing House
(51) 183-8.
The vanished past of the American school. Clearing
House (50) 380.
TOMLINSON, ROBERT M., Professor
Article
With L. O. Albright
P.L. 94-142 is coming I are you ready? School Shop
(36:6) 28-31.
TRAVERS, KENNETH J. , Professor
Book
With L. Pikaart, M. Suydam, and G. Runion
Mathematics teaching. New York: Harper and Row
591pp.
Articles
The second international study of mathematics :a
case for U.S. participation. Journal for Research
in Mathematics Education (8:1) 77-81.
On generating a bivariate distribution having any
desired correlation. The Mathematics Teacher
(70:3) 265-70.
A computer activity for building a linear model of
data. School Science and Mathematics (77:8) 653-8.
Book Reviews
Mathematical talent: discovery, description and
development ed. by J. Stanley, D. Keating and
L . Fox . Journal for Research in Mathematics Educa-
tion (8:2) 148-51.
TROLLIP, STANLEY R., Visiting Assistant Professor
Article
A computer-based simulator. Proceedings of the
Twenty-first Annual Meeting of the Human Factors
Society (October) 372-6.
TRUEBA, HENRY T. , Professor
Book Compiled
Bilingual bicultural education for the Spanish
speaking: a preliminary bibliography. Champaign:
Stipes 176pp.
Chapter in a Book
Bilingual bicultural education: an overview. In
Handbook on curriculum ed. by L. J. Rubin, Boston:
Allyn and Bacon 465-75.
Article
I
I
The Mexican American family: the use of life history
materials. Journal of Ethnic and Special Studies
(2:1) 20-23.
WEST, CHARLES K. , Associate Professor
Article
With T.H. Anderson
The question of preponderant causation in teacher
expectancy research. Review of Educational Re-
source (46) 613-30.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Agler, Linda Sonna (Cecil Patterson) , Evaluation of
teaching English "by open-circuit television in a
community college.
Barclay, Craig Robert (Ann L. Brown) , Executive
functioning: The selective use of mnemonics.
Bartee, Neale King (Richard J. Colwell) , The develop-
ment of a theoretical position on conducting
using principles of body movement as explicated by
Rudolf Laban.
Boynton, Arthur John (William P. McLure) , Income
elasticities of educational and non-educational
government revenue among Canadian provinces.
Bunt, Robert Gene (T. J. Sergiovanni) , An Evaluation
of a strategy for program development and imple-
mentation in a new junior high school.
Case, Madelyn Elaine (Stewart R. Jones), A validation
study of the nonverbal battery of the cognitive
abilities test at grades 3, 4, and 6.
Cline, Herschel Maurice (Henry Kaczkowski) , Correlates
of effectiveness of ministers in the Central
Illinois Conference of the United Methodist Church.
Corsover, Harry David (J. Zaccaria) , Life scripts of
residents of a correctional therapeutic community.
Dawson, Elizabeth Knight (Maurice M. Tatsuoka) , The
sampling distribution of the canonical redundancy
statistic.
Day, John Richard (R. Stewart Jones) , A comparative
study of the personality types of primary care
medical residents and senior medical students.
DeYoung, Edward John (William R. McClure) , Relation-
ships of community/school characteristics to
salary and expenditure levels.
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Driver, Geoffrey (Jacquetta Hill) , Ethnicity, cultural
competence and school achievement: A case study
of West Indian pupils attending a British secondary
modern school
.
Parks, Gail Armstrong (Clarence J. Karier) , Adolescence
in the twenties as represented in American novels,
popular magazines, and literature anthologies
of the decade
.
Dyson, Margaret Elizabeth Costlow (Walter J. Moore)
,
A study to determine the effectiveness of reading
instruction by correspondence for elementary
school children with reading deficits.
Erickson, Joan Good (J. Katz) , A study of the verbal
productive humor of preschool children.
Francis, Barbara Brown (C. H. Patterson), A study of
the relationship between adolescents' perceptions
of parental power, parental power legitimation,
and adolescent-parent attitude congruence.
Prison, Kent Duane (Robert E. Nelson) , An examination
of the processes used in conducting an in-service
workshop for teacher educators
.
Fyans, Leslie J. Jr. (Martin L. Maehr) , A new multiple
level approach to cross-cultural psychological
research.
Greenwood, Michael Earl (K. Travers) , Effects of small
group help sessions on an individualized program
in community college mathematics.
Haugen, Robert Kenneth (Orrin Gould), Student
use of time in a large and a small self-paced
science classroom.
Haynes, Felicity Ann (Hugh G. Petrie) , Reason and
insight in learning.
Hoemeke, Thomas Henry (James L. Wardrop) , Evaluation
of cross-cultural programs of technical assistance
to education.
Jensen, Mary Annette (Terry P. J. Denny), Commitment
to a teaching style and willingness to be
evaluated by others.
Jones, Barry Wayne (Stephen P. Quigley) , A study of
the recognition and comprehension of that-comple-
ments among deaf and hearing subjects.
Karrouby, Sorour (Stewart Jones) , The new educational
system in Iran: A general survey of problems
and suggestions for improvement.
Lee, Mu Keun (Lloyd J. Phipps) , Factors associated
with the occupational and educational expectations
of students in the agricultural high schools in
Korea
.
Metzow, Marion Selda (Clarence Karier) , Thought
and practice in early childhood education
^
1900-1930.
Misselt, Alvin Lynn (Maurice Tatsuoka) , The effects
of measurement error on analysis of covariance
with multiple covariates.
Nelson, James (Ernest F. Anderson) , Factors related to
persistence in an associate degree nursing program.
Oliver, Russell Graham (Joe R. Burnett), An episte-
mological and ethical justification of educational
research and practice.
Petersen, Thomas Richard (J. R. Burnett), The Albertus
Magnus Lyceum: A Thomistic approach to science
education.
Pickett, Andrew Morris Jr. (Frederick A. Rodgers)
,
The use of black American slave foil: songs in
the social studies curriculum.
Pollard, Gerald Warn (S. Quigley) , Information pro-
cessing in two presentation modes by deaf and
hearing students,
Rittenhouse, Robert Koy (Rand A. Spiro) , Horizontal
decalage: The development of conservation in deaf
students and the effect of the task instructions
on their performance.
Roberts, Geraldine Hogue (A. C. Purves) , The impact
of institutional variation on the implementation
of mastery learning strategy.
Ross, Geraldine Anderson (Barak Rosenshine) , Pupil
activity and pupil achievement in three Title I
projects
.
Selzer, Tehila (Jean Phillips) , Selected factors and
and combination of factors which predict marital
satisfaction for married women within selected
stages across the family life cycle.
Simon, Robert Gilbert (Ralph A. Smith), Ortega's
idea of culture and education.
Sridhar, Kamal Keskar (Henry R. Kahane) , The develop-
ment of English as an elite language in the multi-
lingual context of India: Its educational
implications
.
Terwilliger, Edith Robinson (James L. Wardrop) , The
influence of organizational level on evaluative
criteria used in the review of proposed academic
programs
.
Townsend, Michael Alan Richard (Ann L. Brown) , Develop-
ment of flexibility of schema shifting in prose
comprehension
-
Tymitz, Barbara Sladcik (Lilian G. Katz) , The relation-
ship of differentiated teacher/learner interactions
on teachers' frame of reference in understanding
children's cognitions and behavior.
Vess, Susan Marie (R. Stewart Jones), Testing Mexican
American primary grade children with the Human
Figure Drawing and the Bender Gestalt Test.
Winston, Michael Gerald (R. Stewart Jones) , A
theoretical-empirical exploration of heterogamy
versus homogamy and related dynamics as they
relate to continuance or termination of married
and cohabitation heterosexual relationships.
Wong, Ovid Kwok-Shiu (Charles M. Weller) , A structural
analysis of energy concepts in eleven-year-old
children.
Pakseresht, Mohammad Jafar (Jerry L. Walker),
Scientific English text analysis and implications
for teaching to Iranian students.
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Bonney, Marshall Doane {W. P. McLure) , Indicators
of national commitment to primary education in
the Dominican Republic.
Claiborne, Clifford {F. D. Carver) , A comparison
of Chicago principals' and district super-
intendents' perceptions of responsibility,
authority, and accountability on selected tasks
of the principalship.
Clark, Ronald Charles (F. A. Rodgers) , The effects
of graphic materials on critical thinking in
social studies.
Clark, Sharon Adair (W. P. McClure) , An investigation
of the desired content and structure of the
internship in the administration of home economics.
Danes, Frank Korb (W. p. McLure), A cost analysis
of programs and services in a large suburban
high school district.
Glaze, James Reed (J. A. Fley) , Factors affecting
the viability of environmental health and safety
programs in institutions of higher education.
Herche, Paul Herschel (W. P. McClure), Funding
practices of selected retirement systems covering
public higher educational institutions.
Torrie, Margaret Mosure (R. N. Evans), Identification
of student employment determinants by cluster
area and by sex, related to participating and
non-participating cooperative education youth
in selected urban programs
.
Treichel, Janet Metcalf (J. M. Slater), Personnel
development needs in career guidance.
Washburn, John Steven (L. J. Phipps) , The effects
of declining school enrollment on vocational
education programs and practices at the sec-
ondary school level in Illinois.
Williams, Mary Haley (R. A. Burnham) , Description
and analysis of a social adjustment program.
Lieberman, Carl Phillip (W. P. McClure), The effect
of advisory council activities on relations
between teachers and community members in Chicago
elementary schools.
Long, Phyllis Jean (M. Burlingame) , A study of
congruence among perceptions of community, princi-
pals, and teachers of the effectiveness of the
elementary school.
Loyet, Jerry Lee (W. P. McLure), Effectiveness of
the North Central Association in secondary
education.
Maloney, James Ralph (P. Thurston) , Illinois teacher
tenure law: The development of tenure in Illinois
and an analysis of statutory causes and procedural
due process for dismissal of public school teachers
Nolan, Anne M. (T. O'Banion), A study of academic
women ' s inventoried attitudes toward women '
s
liberation.
O'Sullivan, Mary Burke (R. E. Nelson), Word processing
in the office of the future: Comparison of fore-
casts of businesspersons and educators.
Purcell, Arthur David (B. E. Swanson) , A study of
factors affecting the establishment of young
farmer programs in Illinois.
Sattler, Joan Linda (R. A. Henderson) , An evaluative
case study of educational services for mildly
handicapped students in the mainstream.
Thompson, Thomas Excell (T. L. McGreal) , Teachers'
and supervisors' perceptions of the usefulness
of an ipsative ranking instrument as compared to
a rating scale in the teacher evaluation process.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
ABRAHAM, JACOB A. , Assistant Professor
Article
With S. M. Thatte
Testing of semiconductor random access memories.
Proceedings 7th International Symposixim on Fault-
Tolerant Computing (June) 81-7.
BOWHILL, SIDNEY A. , Professor
Articles
With M. A. Geller, G. C. Hess
A description of the University of Illinois m.eteor
radar system and some first results . Journal of
Atmospheric and Terrestrial Physics (39) 15-24.
With R. J. Hill
Transient ccmpressional response of D-region ioni-
zation . Journal of Atmospheric and Terrestrial
Physics (39) 333-46.
Collision frequencies for use in the continuum mo-
mentum equations applied to the lower ionosphere.
Journal of Atmospheric and Terrestrial Physics (39)
803-11.
With K. G. Gray
Cold plasma diagnostics using electromagnetic im-
pulses. Radio Science (12) 891-4.
CAHN, JULIUS H., Associate Professor, See Astronomy
CAIN, CHARLES A., Assistant Professor
Chapter in a book
Microwave hearing in mammals at 3.0 GHz. In Bio-
logical effects of electromagnetic waves , ed. by
Johnson and Shore. Washington, D.C., pp. 79-88.
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Articles
With E. E. Borth
Theoretical analysis of acoustic signal generation
in materials irradiated with microwave energy. IEEE
Transactions Microwave Theory Techniques (MTT 25)
944-54.
With M. M. Chen, K. L. Lam, J. Mullin
The vlscometrlc thermometer: a non-perturbing in-
strument for measuring temperature in tissues under
electromagnetic radiation. Journal of Bioengineering
(1) 547-54.
CHIEN, ROBERT T. , Professor, See: Coordinated Science
Laboratory
COLEMAN, PAUL D., Professor
Articles
Present and future problems concerning lasers in the
far-infrared spectral region. Optical Society of
America (67) 894-901.
With E. J. Danielwicz
Far-infrared guided wave optics experiments with
anisotropic crystal quartz waveguides. IEEE Journal
Quantum Electronics (QE-13) 310-17.
Assignments of the high power optically pumped CW
laser lines of CH3OH. IEEE Journal Quantum Elec-
tronics (QE-13) 485-90.
CROWLEY, JOSEPH M. , Associate Professor
Articles
The onset of boiling in electrohydrodynaraic spray-
ing. AIAA Journal (15) 734-6.
The role of joule heating in the electrostatic
spraying of liquids. Journal Applied Physics (48)
145-7.
A clumping instability which is not predicted by the
nearest neighbor approximation. Physics of Fluids
(20) 339.
CRUZ, JOSE B., Professor, See: Coordinated Science
Laboratory
DETEMPLE, THOMAS A., Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
Experiments in FIR superradiance. In Cooperative
effects in matter and radiation, ed. by Bowden,
Howgate and Robl. New York; Plenum, pp. 15-35.
Articles
With S. J. Petuchowskl, A. T. Rosenberger
Stimulated Raman emission in infrared excited gases.
IEEE Journal Quantum Electronics (QE-12) 476-81.
With M. R. Schubert, M. S. Durschlag
Diffraction limited CW optically pumped lasers.
IEEE Journal Quantum Electronics (QE-13) 476-81.
DUNN, FLOYD, Professor
Chapter in a Book
Preliminary report on morphological changes in
mouse testicular tissue from vi^ vivo Ultrasound
Irradiation. Proceedings of the Symposium on Biolo-
gical Effects and characterizations of Ultrasound
Sources, ed. by Hazzard and Lltz. Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Government Printing Office, pp. 182-95.
Book reviews
Sound reception in mammals, by R. J. Bench, A. Pye,
and J. D. Pye. Journal of the Acoustical Society of
America (61) 905.
The effects of the skull upon the spatial and tem-
poral distribution of a generated reflected ultra-
sonic beam by D. N. White, J. M. Clark, G. R. Curry
and R. J. Stevenson. Journal of the Acoustical So-
ciety of America (62) 1073.
Ultrasound in medical diagnosis, by D. N. White.
Journal of the Acoustical Society of America (62)
1076.
Articles
Ultrasonic differentiation between blood and bile
vessels in the liver. Ultrasound in Medicine (3A)
3.
With A. J. Averbuch, W. D. O'Brien, Jr.
A primary method for the determination of ultrasonic
intensity with the elastic sphere radiometer.
Acustica (38) 58-61.
With J. C. Bamber, M. J. Fry, C. R. Hill
Ultrasonic attenuation and backscatterlng by Mammal-
ian organs as a function of time after excision.
Ultrasound in medicine and biology (3) 15-20,
EVERITT, WILLIAM L. , Dean Emeritus, Professor Emeritus
Article
The engineer: a perennial student. IEEE Spectrum
(14, No. 12) 61-3.
FRIZZELL, LEON A., Visiting Assistant Professor
Articles
With C. A. Linke, E. L. Carstensen, C. W. Fridd
Thresholds for focal ultrasonic lesions in rabbit
kidney, liver and testicle. IEEE Transactions Bio-
medical Engineering (BME-24) 393-6.
With S. A. Goss, J. W. Cobb
Effect of beam width and thermocouple size on the
measurement of ultrasonic absorption using the ther-
moelectric technique. 1977 Ultrasonics Symposium
Proceedings (IEEE Cat. No. 77CH 1264-ISU) 206-11.
With S. K. Chan
Ultransonic thresholds for structural changes in
the mammalian liver. 1977 Ultransonics Symposium
Proceedings (IEEE Cat. No. 77CH 1264-lSU) 153-6.
FRY, FRANCIS J., Visiting Associate Professor
Chapters in a Book
Ultrasound diagnosis of intracranial hemorrhage
through the Intact skull. In Ultransound in Medi-
cine, Vol. 3A, ed. by White and Brown. New York:
Plenum, pp. 833-5.
Pathological confirmation of ultrasound brain tomo-
grams. In Ultrasound in Medicine, Vol. 3A, ed. by
White and Brown. New York: Plenum, pp. 829-32.
Article
Transkull transmission of an intense focused ultra-
sound beam. Ultrasound In Medicine and Biology (3)
179-84.
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GARDNER, CHESTER S., Associate Professor
Articles
Correction of lasfir tracking data for the effects of
horizontal refractivty gradients. Applied Optics
(16) 2427-32.
Effects of horizontal refractivity gradients on the
accuracy of laser ranging to satellites. Radio
Science (11) 1037-44.
GRAY, KENNETH G. , Visiting Assistant Professor
Book
With K. J. Travers
The Monte Carlo method. Champaign: Stipes, 195 pp.
Articles
With S. A. Bowhill
On a method for computing transient wave propagation
in ionospheric regions. IEEE Transactions on
Antennas and Propagation (AP-26) 183-4.
Cold plasma diagnostics using electromagnetic
impulses. Radio Science (12) 891-4.
A multiple-scattering approach to transient electro-
magnetic interaction with plasmas. IEEE Transac-
tions on Education (E-21) 46-52.
HADDAD, ABRAHAM H., Professor, See: Coordinated
Science Laboratory
HANG, DANIEL F., Professor, See: Nuclear Engineering
HENDRICKS, CHARLES D. , Professor
Articles
Production of power plant inertial confinement
fusion targets. UCRL-80163, Lawrence Livermore
Laboratory (October) 5 pp.
Automated laser fusion target production concept.
UCRL-80209 , Lawrence Livermore Laboratory (October)
5 pp.
With R. M. Singleton, B. W. Weinstein
Microradiographic measurements of laser fusion
targets . UCRL-80148 , Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
(September) 5 pp.
With C. A. Foster, K. Kim, R. J. Turnbull
Apparatus for producing uniform solid spheres of
hydrogen. Review of Scientific Instruments (48 No. 7;
625-31.
With R. J. Calliger, R. J. Turnbull
Hollow drop production by injection of gas bubbles
into a liquid jet. Review of Scientific Instruments
(48 No. 6) 946-51.
With S. Sadek
Electric field enhanced coalescence of drops in
liquid emulsions. IEEE Transactions on Industry
Applications (lA-13 No. 5) 489-93.
With B. W. Weinstein
Interferometric measurement of laser fusion targets.
UCRL-7877 Review I , Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
(August) 5 pp.
With B. W. Weinstein, C. M. Ward, D. L. Willenborg
A simple manipulator for rotating small spheres.
UCRL-79864 , Lawrence Livermore Laboratory (August)
5 pp.
I
With B. W. Weinstein, D. L. Willenborg, J. T. Weir
4 It interferometric measurroents of laser fusion
targets.
.
iJCRL-80142
, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
(September) 5 pp.
HESS, KARL K., Visiting Associate Professor
Article
With T. Englert, et al.
Hot carrier effects in high magnetic fields in
silicon inversion layers at low temperatures:
p channel. Physical Review B (16) 3652-9.
HOLONYAK, NICK, JR. , Professor
Articles
With J. J. Coleman, et al.
Room temperature visible In,_ Ga P._ As hetero-
junction lasers. North American Gallium Arsenide I
Symposium, September 1976, St. Louis in L. F. '
Eastman, editor. Institute Physics Conference Series
No. 338 , (London) 339-45.
With R. Chin, et al
.
Limitations of the direct-indirect transition on
In. Ga P^ As heterojunctions. Journal of Applied
Phyiics''(38f 6§5-8.
GaAs P heterojunction lasers. Journal of Applied
Physic^ ^48) 3991-3.
With R. J. Nelson, et al.
Observation of the upper branch (N') of the nitro-
gen isoelectronic trap in GaAs^ P . Journal of
Applied Physics (48) 1963-8. ^^ ^
With P. D. Wright, E. A. Rezek, M. J. Ludowise
Variation of effective index of refraction in a
double heterojunction laser (In Ga P As )
.
Journal of Applied Physics (48) 1891-2.
Near infrared In Ga P As double-heterojunction
lasers: constant-temperature LPE growth and opera-
tion in an external grating cavity. IEEE Journal
of Quantum Electronics (QE-13) 637-42.
With M. J. Ludowise, et al.
Tunneling involving defects in LPE In, Ga P, As
1—X X 1—z z(x-0.12. z-0.26) double heterojunction lasers.
Applied Physics Letters (30) 604-6.
Defect- and Phonon-assisted tunneling in LPE In
Ga P As DH laser diodes (X-lym). Journal of
Applied Physics (48) 4287-91.
With P. D. Wright, et al.
Multiple liquid phase epitaxy of In^ Ga P As
double heterojunction lasers: the problem of
lattice matching. Applied Physics Letters (31) 40-2.
With E. A. Rezek, et al.
LPE In, Ga P, As (x'0.12, z-0.26) DH laser with
l-x
mulitple thin-layer (<500A) active region
Phygjr-g T,P<-t-pi-g (31) 288-90.
With E. A. Rezek, H. Shichijo, B. A. Vojak
Confined-carrier luminescence of a thin In
Applied
P As well (x-0.13, z-0.29; -40oR) in an InP p-n
junction. Applied Physics Letters (31) 534-6.
Tunnel injection into the confined-particle states
of an In, __Ga_P, _As_ well in InP. Applied Physics\j±. il
-'"i vju 1. -
Letters IS?) ^03-
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with P. D. Wright, E. A. Rezek
Lattice matching and dislocations in LPE In Ga
p As -InP heterojunctions. Journal of Crystal
GrSwth^ (41) 254-61.
HUNSINGER, BILL J., Associate Professor
Articles
With S. Datta
Analysis of line acoustic waves in general piezo-
electric crystals. Physical Review B (16 No, 10)
4224-9.
Radiation conductance °^ apodized ID transducers in
wedges. Journal of Applied Physics (48 No, 12)
5334-5,
With D, C. Malocha
Capacitive tap weighted SAVV transducers, IEEE
Transactions on Sonics and Ultrasonics (SU-24 No, 5)
293-301,
Kin, KYEKYOON, Assistant Professor
Articles
With C, A, Foster, R, J, Turnbull, C, D, Hendric)<s
Apparatus for producing uniform solid spheres of
hydrogen. Review of Scientific Instruments (48)
625-31,
With C, A. Foster, et al.
Solid hydrogen injection into the ORMAK tokamajc.
Nuclear Fusion (17) 1067-75,
KO, WAI L,, Visiting Research Associate
Articles
With R. Mittra
A new approach based on a combination of integral
equation and asymptotic techniques for solving
electromagnetic scattering problems, IEEE Trans-
actions on Antennas and Propagation (AP-25) 187-97,
An approach to high-frequency scattering from smooth
convex surfaces, IEEE Transactions on Antennas and
Propagation (AP-25) 781-8.
A new loolt at the scattering of a plane wave by a
rectangular cylinder. AEU Archiv for Elektronilc
and Ubertragungstechnik Electronics and Communica-
tion (31) 494-500.
KOKOTOVIC, PETARV., Professor
Chapters in a book
With J. H. Chow
Two-time scale feedback design of a class of non-
linear systems. In 1977 JACC Invited Session on
System Engineering for Power . San Francisco, Cali-
fornia, pp. 556-61.
With H. Khalil and J. Medanic
Control strategies for multi-model representations
of large scale systems. In 1977 IEEE Symposium on
Circuits and Systems . Phoenix, Arizona, pp. 873-6.
With H. Khalil
Control strategies for decision makers using differ-
ent models of the same system. In Lawrence Sympos-
ium . Berkeley, California, pp. 80-4.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With J. B. Cruz, Jr., et al.
Chained aggregation, singular perturbations and
leader-follower strategies. Coordinated Science
Laboratory, University of Illinois: Report DC-2.
With J. H. Chow
Near-optimal feedback stabilization of a class of
nonlinear singularly perturbed systems. Coordinated
Science Laboratory, University of Illinois: Report
DC-6,
With H. K. Khalil
Multi-parameter singular perturbation approach to
multi-model strategies. Coordinated Science Labor-
atory, University of Illinois: Report DC-11.
Articles
With A. H, Haddad
Stochastic control of linear singularly perturbed
systems, IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control
(AC-23) 815-21,
With K-K, D, Young, V, I. Utkin
Asingular perturbation analysis of high gain feed-
back systems. IEEE Transactions on Automatic Con-
trol (AC-22) 931-8.
KUO, BENJAMIN C. , Professor
Book
Digital control systems. USA: SRL Publishing, 561pp
Article
With A. Cassat
On current detection in variable-reluctance step
motors. Proceedings. Sixth T^nual Symposium on
Incremental Motion Control Systems and Devices (May
)
205-20.
LAI, HANG H., Visiting Research Associate
Bulletins or Technical Reports
The determination of the direction of arrival of
the components of a multimode field. Electrical
Engineering Department, University of Illinois,
44 pp.
The determination of the direction of arrival of
an interference field. Electrical Engineering
Department, University of Illinois,
LEE, SHUNG-WU, Professor
Articles
Comparison of uniform asymptotic theory and
Ufimtsev's theory in EM edge diffraction. IEEE
Transactions (AP-25) 162-70.
With R. Menendez
On the role of geometrical optics field in aper-
ture diffraction. IEEE Transactions (AP-25)
688-95.
With J. Boersma
High-frequency diffraction of a line-source field
by a half-plane: solution by ray techniques.
IEEE Transactions (AP-25) 321-8.
An exact solution for diffraction of a line-source
field by a half-plane. Journal of Mathmatical
Physics (18) 321-28.
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with R. Menendez, Y. Rahmat-Samii
Comments on new plane wave spectrum formulations
for the near-field of circular and strip apertures.
IEEE Transactions (AP-25) 908-12.
LIU, CHAO HAN, Professor
Articles
With K. C. Yeh
Model computations of power spectra for ionospheric
scintillations at GHz frequencies. Journal of
Atmospheric and Terrestrial Physics (39) 144-56.
An investigation of temporal moments of stochastic
waves. Radio Science (12) 671-80.
Diagnosis of the turbulent state of ionospheric
plasma by propagation methods. Radio Science (12)
1031-4.
Propagation of pulsed beam waves through turbulence,
cloud, rain or fog. Journal of Optical Society of
America (67) 1261-6.
With D. A. Poletti-Liuzzi, K. C. Yeh
Radio beacon studies of the ionosphere. Journal of
Geophysical Researoh (82) 1106-14.
With R. Umelci, K. C. Yeh
Multi-frequency spectra of ionospheric amplitude
scintillations. Journal of Geophysical Research
(82) 2752-60.
Multi-frequency studies of ionospheric scintilla-
tions. Radio Science (12) 311-7.
With R. E. DuBroff, K. C. Yeh
The attenuation of acoustic-gravity waves in a
slightly dissipative atmosphere. Dynamics of
Atmospheres and Oceans (2) 73-81.
LO, YUEN-TZE, Professor
Technical Reports
A study of mulitple-beam reflector antennas.
Electromagnetics Laboratory: University of
Illinois, 151 pp.
Reactive reflectors. Electromagnetics Laboratory:
University of Illinois, 66 pp.
Phase correction in scanning reflector antennas by
dielectric coating. Electromagnetics Laboratory:
University of Illinois, 87 pp.
Artificial dielectric with randomly distributed
needles - theory and experiment. Electromagnetics
Laboratory: University of Illinois, 12 pp.
Anisotropy, birefringence, and dispersion in arti-
ficial dielectrics. Electromagnetics Laboratory:
University of Illinois, 198 pp.
Study of microstrip antennas, microstrip phased
arrays and microstrip feed networl^s. Rome, New
York: Rome Air Development Center, Deputy for
Electronic Technology, 154 pp.
MAVEDA, WATARU, Professor
Book
Alltalmazott grafelmelet. Budapest, Hungary:
MuszaJ^i Komyv)ciado, 523 pp.
MERKELO, HENRY, Associate Professor
Article
With J. J. Wiczer
Influence of electrostatic fields on the properties
of acoustically tuned optical filters. Applied
Physics Letters (30 No. 9) 439-41.
HILEY, GEORGE H. , Professor, See: Nuclear Engineering
MILLER, KENT L. , Visiting Research Associate
Article
With L. G. Smith
Reflection of radio waves by sporadic-E layers.
Journal of Atmospheric and Terrestrial Physics (39)
899-911.
MITTRA, RAJ, Professor
Boolt
Spectral theory of diffraction. Modern Topics in
Electromagnetics and Antennas . New York: Peter
Peregrinus.
Technical Reports
Efficient computation of radiation patterns and
contour beam synthesis using reflector antennas.
AFOSR-77-3375.
With S. W. Lee, A. Safavi-Naini
Mutual admittance between slots on a cylinder.
C0293.
EM field penetration through aperature of a cylin-
drical cavity. C0127.
With A. Rushdi, R. Menendez
A study of the leaky modes in a finite-width para-
llel-plate waveguide. AFOSR 76-3066.
With V. Krichevsky
Source excitation of an open parallel-plane wave-
guide. AFOSR 3065.
With Mark Tew
Accuracy tests for asymptotic solutions to radia-
tion from a cylinder. NSF-08305.
With S. W. Lee
Mutual admittance between slots on a cylinder or a
cone. Final report. Naval Air Systems Command.
With Rahmat-Samii, P. Parhami
Loaded horizontal antenna over an imperfect ground.
C0179.
Transient response of a loaded horizontal antenna
over lossy ground with application to EMP Simula-
tors. C0179.
Articles
Spectral domain technique — a novel approach for
high frequency diffraction problems. IREECOW
International Proceedings, Melbourne, 75-7.
With Y. Rahmat-Samii
Electromagnetic coupling through small apertures
in a conducting screen. IEEE Transactions on
Antennas and Propagation (AP-25 No. 2) 180-7.
A spectral domain interpretation of high frequency
diffraction phenomena. IEEE Transactions on
Antennas and Propagation (AP-25 No. 5) 676-87.
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On the investigation of diffracted fields at the
shadow boundaries of staggered parallel plates —
a spectral domain approach. Radio Science (12 No. 5)
659-70.
With W. Ko
A new approach based on a combination of integral
equation and symptotic techniques for solving
electromagnetic scattering problems. IEEE Trans-
actions on Antennas and Propagation {AP-25 No. 2)
187-97.
An approach to high-frequency scattering from
smooth convex surfaces. IEEE Transactions on
Antennas and Propagation (AP-25 No. 6) 781-8.
A new look at the scattering of a plane wave by a
rectangular cylinder. AEU (December) 494-500.
A new approach based on a combination of integral
equation and asymptotic techniques for solving EM
scattering problems. IEEE Transactions on Antennas
and Propagation (AP-25, No. 2).
With D. H. Schaubert
A spectral domain method for remotely probing
stratified media. IEEE Transactions on Antennas
and Propagation {AP-25, No. 2) 261-5.
With V. Galindo-Israel
A new series representation for the radiation inte-
gral with application to reflector antennas. IEEE
Transactions AP-S (AP-25 No. 5) 631-41.
New approaches to analysis and synthesis of reflec-
tor antennas. Proceedings IREECON International
,
Melbourne, 52-4,
With P. Parhami, Y. Rahmat-Samii
A technique for calculating the radiation and
scattering characteristics of antennas mounted on a
finite ground plane. Proceedings IEEE (124, No. 11)
1009-16.
With V. Galindo-Israel, D. A. Bathker, W. N. Moule
Review of performance characteristics of satellite
antennas and some observations on future directions
in satellite antenna design. Proceedings EASCON-77,
25-2A - 25-2H.
O'BRIEN, WILLIAM D,, JR., Assistant Professor
Book Review
Holography in medicine by P. Gregus, IPC Science and
Technology. Journal Acoustical Society of America
(61) 233-4,
Articles
The role of collagen in determining ultrasonic prop-
agation properties in tissue. Acoustical Holography
(7) 37-50.
The relationship between collagen and ultrasonic
attenuation and velocity in tissue. Proceedings
Ultrasonics International '77 , 194-205.
With F. Dunn, A. J. Averbuch
A primary method for the determination of ultrasonic
intensity with elastic sphere radiometer. Acustica
(38) 58-61.
With J. R. McKee, C. L. Christman, S. Y. Wang
Effects of ultrasound on nucleic acid bases. Bio-
chemistry (16) 4651-4.
With J. K. Brady, C. N. Graves, F. Dunn
Preliminary report on morphological changes to mouse
tescular tissue from _in vivo ultrasonic irradiation.
Proceedings BRH Symposium on Biological Effects and
Characterization of Ultrasound Sources , 182-95.
With M. E. Stratineyer, et al.
Growth and development in mice exposed In Utero to
ultrasound. Proceedings BRH Symposium on Biological
Effects and Characterization of Ultrasound Sources
,
140-5.
PERKINS, WILLIAM R. , Professor, See: Coordinated
Science Laboratory
POOR, HAROLD V., Assistant Professor, See: Coordinated
Science Laboratory
PREPARATA, FRANCO P., Professor, See: Coordinated
Science Laboratory
PURSLEY, MICHAEL B., Associate Professor
Book Review
Advances in source coding by T. Berger and L. D.
Davisson. IEEE Transactions on Information Theory
(IT-23 No, 4) 545-6.
Articles
Equivalence of two notions of continuity for sta-
tionary continuous-time information sources.
Journal of Multivariate Analysis (7 No. 2).
Performance evaluation for phase-coded spread-
spectrum multiple-access communication — Part I:
system analysis. IEEE Transactions on Communica-
tions (COM-25 No. 8) 795-9.
With D. V. Sarwate
New correlation identities for periodic sequences.
Electronics Letters (13 No. 2) 48-9.
Evaluation of correlation parameters for periodic
sequences. IEEE Transactions on Information Theory
(IT-23 No. 4) 508-13.
Performance evaluation for phase-coded spread-
spectrum multiple-access communication — Part II:
code sequence analysis. IEEE Transactions on
Communications (COM-25 No. 8) 800-3.
With H. F. A. Roefs
Correlation parameters of random binary sequences.
Electronics Letters (13 No. 16) 488-9.
With K. M. Mackenthun
Variable-rate coding for classes of sources with
generalized alphabets. IEEE Transactions on Infor-
mation Theory (IT-23 No. 5) 592-7.
Variable-rate strongly- and weakly-universal source
coding. Proceedings of the 1977 Conference on
Information Sciences and Systems (March) 286-91,
With R, M, Gray
Source coding theorems for stationary continuous-
time stochastic processes. Annals of Probability
(5 No. 6).
With H, F. A. Roefs and D. V. Sarwate
Periodic correlation functions for sums of pairs of
m-sequences. Proceedings of the 1977 Conference on
Information Sciences and Systems (March) 487-92.
With B. E. Hajek
Evaluation of an achievable rate region for the
broadcast channel. IEEE International Conference
on Communications, Conference Record (2) 249-53.
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RAO, N. NARAYANA, Professor
Book
Elements of engineering electromagnetics. Englewood
Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 479 pp.
RAU, BANTWAL R. , Assistant Professor
Article
With G. Rossman
The effect of instruction fetch strategies upon the
performance of pipelined instruction units. Pro-
ceedings of the Fourth Annual Symposium on Computer
Architecture
, 1977, 80-9.
RICHARDS, WILLIAM F. , Visiting Assistant Professor
Technical Report
With Y. T. Lo
Anisotropy, Birefringence and Dispersion in Artifi-
cial Dielectrics. Electromagnetics Laboratory:
University of Illinois, 198 pp.
SAH, CHIH-TANG, Professor
Techniaal Report
Studies of extrinsic silicon infrared detectors.
Washington, D.C. : National Technical laformatioii
Service, 77 pp.
Articles
Detection of recombination centers in solar cells
from junction capacitance transients. IEEE Trans-
actions on Electron Devices (ED-24 No. 4) 410-19.
Detection of defect and impurity centers in semi-
conductors by steady-state and transient junction
capacitance and current techniques. Semiconductor
Silicon
,
Proceedings Third International Symposium
on Silicon Materials Science and Technology (77-2)
868-93.
With R. L. Marchand
Studies of thermally induced deep levels in Al-doped
silicon. Journal of Applied Physics (48 No. 1)
336-41.
With T. J. Woodley
Deionization effect on the evaluation of hole mobil-
ity in p-Si. Solid-state Electronics (20 No. 4)
385-8.
With F. A. Lindholm
Fundamental electronic mechanisms limitin g the per-
formance of solar cells. IEEE Transactions on
Electron Devices (ED-24 No. 4) 299-304.
Carrier generation, recombination, trapping and
transport in semiconductors with position-dependent
composition. IEEE Transactions on Electron Devices
(ED-24 No. 4) 358-62.
With F. A. Lindholm, et al.
A methodology for experimentally based determination
of gap shrinkage and effective lifetimes in the
emitter and base of p-n junction solar cells and
other p-n junction devices. IEEE Transactions on
Electron Devices (ED-24 No. 4) 402-10.
With R. L. Marchand and A. R. Stivers
Recombination centers in aluminum-doped silicon
diffused in high phosphorus concentration. Journal
of Applied Physics (48 No. 6) 2576-80.
With A. Neugroschel and F. A. Lindholm
A method for determining and emitter and base life-
times in p-n junction diodes. IEEE Transactions on
Electron Devices (ED-24 No. 12) 662-71.
Experimental determination of the stored charge and
effective lifetime in the emitter of junction tran-
sistors. IEEE Transactions on Electron Devices
(ED-24 No. 12) 1362-5.
With J. G. Fossum and F. A. Lindholm
Physics underlying improved efficiency of high-low-
junction emitter silicon solar cells. Technical
Digest of 1977 Technical Devices Meeting
(77CH1275-ED)
SARWATE, DILIP V., Assistant Professor, See: Coordi-
nated Science Laboratory X
SCHLANSKER, MICHAEL S. , Visiting Assistant Professor
Chapter in a book
With D. E. Atkins
A complexity result on a pipeline processor design
problem. In High speed computer and algorithm or-
ganization , ed. by Kuck, Lawrie, and Saroah. Mew
York: Academic Press, pp. 129-42.
SECHRIST, CHALMERS F., JR., Professor
Chapter in a book
The ionospheric D region. In The upper atmosphere
and magnetosphere , ed. by Johnson. Washington,
D. C: National Academy of Sciences, pp. 102-16.
SLOTTOW, H. GENE, Associate Professor
/Article
The voltage transfer curve and stability criteria
in the theory of the AC plasma display. IEEE
Transactions on Electron Devices (ED-24) 848-52.
SMITH, LESLIE G., Professor
Technical Reports
With H. D. Voss
Energetic particles and ionization in the middle and
low latitude ionosphere. Urbana, Illinois: Aeron-
omy Laboratory, Report No. 78, 296 pp.
With L. D. Paarmann
A rocket-borne airglow photometer. Urbana, Illinois
Aeronomy Laboratory, Report No. 77, 149 pp.
Articles
With K. L. Miller
Reflection of radio waves by sporadic-E layers.
Journal of Atmospheric and Terrestrial Physics (39)
899-911.
With H. D. Voss
Ionization by energetic electrons in the midlatitude
nighttime E region. COSPAR Space Research (XVII)
427-32.
STILLMAN, GREGORY E., Professor
Chapters in a book
With C. M. Wolfe, J. O. Dimmock
Far infrared photoconductivity in high-purity GaAs.
In Semiconductors and semimetals , ed. by Willardson
and Beer. New York: Academic Press, pp. 169-290.
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With C. II. Wolfe
Avalanche photodiodes . In Semiconductors and semi-
metals , ed. by Willardson and Beer. New York:
Academic Press, pp. 291-393.
Articles
With P. D. VJright, et al.
Multiple liquid phase epitazy of In Ga P As
double-heterojunction lasers : the problem of
lattice matching. Applied Physics Letters (31) 40.
With E. A. Rezek, et al.
LPE In Ga P As (x-0.12, z-0.26) DH laser with
multiple thin-layer (<500A) active region. Applied
Physics Letters (31) 288.
With K. H. Nichols, W. S. C. Chang, C. M. Wolfe
GaAs waveguide detectors for 1.06um. Applied
Physics Letters (31) 631.
STREETMAN, BEN G., Professor
Chapters in a book
With P. K. Chatterjee, W. V. McLevige, K. V. Vaidyana-
than
Electrical and photoluminescence properties of Be-
implanted GaAs and GaAs^ c-j^n 70* ^^ Ion implanta-
tion in semiconductors , ed. By Chernow, Borders, and
Brice. New York: Plenum Press, pp. 611-20.
With J. Comas, et al.
Impurity distribution of ion-implanted Be in GaAs by
SIMS, photoluminescence, and electrical profiling.
In Ion implantation in semiconductors , ed. by
Chernow, Borders, and Brice. New York: Plenum
Press, p. 141-8.
Articles
With C. G. Kirkpatrick, D. R. Meyers
Photoluminescence from carlxjn and oxygen implanted
Si. Radiation Effects (31) 175-9.
With A. J. Zaremba, G. T. Marcyk
Optimal suxnmation of Gaussians for ion implantation
profile control. IEEE Transactions Electron Devices
(ED-24) 163-5.
With P. K. Chatterjee
Reduced lateral diffusion and reverse leakage in
Be-implanted Ga As P diodes. Solid-state
Electronics (20) 305-6^
With W. V. McLevige, P. K. Chatterjee
Versatile double AC hall effect system for profiling
impurities in semiconductors. Journal of Physical
Electronics: Scientific Instruments (10) 335-7.
With D. J. Wolford, R. E. Anderson
Nitrogen impleintation in GaAs P : I. Photolumin-
escence properties. Journal of Applied Physics
(48) 2442-52.
Nitrogen implantation in GaAs^ P : II. Annealing
properties. Journal of Applied Physics (48) 2453-
62.
With W. V. McLevige, M. J. Helix, K. V. Vaidyanathan
Electrical profiling and optical activation studies
of Be-implanted GaAs. Journal of Applied Physics
(48) 3342-6.
With W. y. Hus, J. D. Dow, D. J. Wolford
The nitrogen isoelectronic trap in GaAs P : II.
Model calculations of the electronic states N and
N at low temperatures. Physical Review (B16)
1597-1615.
With G. T. Marcyk
Glow discharge optical spectroscopy measurements of
arsenic implanted silicon. Journal of Vacuum
Science Technology (14) 1165-7.
With K. V. Vaidyanathan, et al.
study of encapsulants for annealing GaAs, Journal
of Electrochemical Society (124) 1781-4.
With M. J. Helix, K. V. Vaidyanathan, B. G, Streetman
Planar GaAs p-n junctions by Be ion implantation,
1977 lEDM Technical Digest , 195-7.
SWENSON, GEORGE W. , JR, , Professor, See: Astronomy
Department
TRICK, TIMOTHY N, , Professor, See: Coordinated aience
Laboratory
TURNBULL, ROBERT J,, Professor
Articles
With E, B, Hooper, Jr.
Stability of space charge neutralized beams. Pro-
ceedings of the Symposium on the Production and
Neutralization of Negative Hydrogen Ions and Beams
236-43.
With P. B. Parks, C. A. Foster
A model for the ablation rate of a solid hydrogen
pellet in a plasma. Nuclear Fusion (17) 539-56.
With C. A. Foster, et al.
Solid hydrogen pellet injection into the ORMAK
Tokamak Nuclear Fusion (17) 1067-75.
With C, A, Foster, K. Kim, C. D. Hendricks
Apparatus for producing uniform solid spheres of
hydrogen isotopes. Review of Scientific Instru-
ments (48-) 625-31.
With R. J. Calliger, C. D, Hendricks
Hollow drop production by injection of gas bubbles
into a liquid jet. Review of Scientific Instru-
ments (48) 846-51.
With J. P. Woosley
Technique for producing uniform charged drops of
cryogenic liquids. Review of Scientific Instru-
ments (48) 254-60.
URIBE, RICARDO B., Visiting Assistant Professor
Article
Organizations and uncertainty. Proceedings of the
Society for General Systems Research Meeting .
(February) 282-91.
VAN VALKENBURG, MAC E., Professor, See: Coordinated
Science Laboratory
VERDEYEN, JOSPEH T. , Professor
Articles
With G. Cooper
Recombination pumped atomic nitrogen and carbon
afterglow lasers. Journal of Applied Physics (48) 3
With S. G. Leslie, W. S. Millar
Excitation of highly excited states by collisions
between two excited cesium atoms. Journal of
Applied Physics (48) 11.
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with G. B. Johnson, R. J. Kaye
Extraction of an intense neutralized ion beam from
a plasma. Proceedings of International Topical
Conference on High Power Electron and Ion Beam
Research and Technology (1) 157.
WALTZ, DAVID L., Assistant Professor, See: Coordinated
Science Laboratory
WEBER, LARRY F., Visiting Assistant Professor, See:
Computer Based Education Research Laboratory
YEH, KUNG C, Professor
Articles
With S. L. Chuang
A method for inverting oblique sounding data in the
ionosphere. Radio Science (12) 135-40.
With D. A. Poletti-Liuzzi, C. H. Liu
Radio beacon studies of the plasmasphere. Journal
of Geophysical Research (82) 1106-14.
With C. H. Liu
Model computations of power spectra for ionospheric
scintillations at GHz frequencies. Journal cf
Atmospheric and Terrestrial Physics (39) 149-56.
An investigation of temporal moments of stochastic
waves. Radio Science (12) 671-80.
Propagation of pulsed beam waves through turbulence,
cloud, rain or fog. Journal of Optical Society of
America (67) 1261-6.
Diagnosis of the turbulent state of ionospheric
plasma by propagation methods. Radio Science (12)
1031-4.
With R. Ume)<i, C. H. Liu
Multifrequency studies of ionospheric scintillations
Radio Science (12) 311-7.
Multifrequency spectra of ionospheric amplitude
scintillations. Journal of Geophysical Research
(82) 2752-60.
With C. C. Yang
Mean arrival time and mean pulsewidth of signal
propagating through a dispersive and random medium.
IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation
(AP-25) 710-3.
With A. L. Hearn
Medium scale TID's and their associated internal
gravity waves as seen through height-dependent
electron density power spectra. Journal of Geo-
physical Research (82) 4983-90.
With R. E. DuBroff, C. H. Liu
The attenuation of acoustic-gravity waves in a
slightly dissipative atmosphere. Dynamics of
Atmospheres and Oceans (2) 73-81.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Atltins, Walter James Jr. (Preston L. Ransom), A
theoretical analysis of a complex optical
spectrum analyzer.
Briggs, Faye Alaye (Edward S. Davidson), Memory
organizations and their effectiveness for multi-
processing computers.
Budzinski, Robert Lucius (E. S. Davidson), Dynamic
memory allocation for a virtual memory computer.
Davis, Paul Rodger (R. Chien) , Using and re-using
partial plans.
Dussault, Jean (G. Metze) , On the design of self-
checking systems under various fault-models.
Fontana, Thomas Paul (Georges Deschamps) , Uniform
solution for the field diffracted by a curvature
discontinuity in a cylinder.
Glankwamdee, Suvalai Pratishthananda (Jose B. Cruz),
Decentralized Stackelberg strategies for inter-
connected stochastic dynamic systems.
Grossman, Barry Gene (Henry Merkelo) , Quantum inter-
action of infrared photons and plasmas.
Hammerstrom, Daniel Wayne (E. Davidson),
memory addressing architecture.
Analysis of
Hearn, Allen Lee (Kung C. Yeh) , An incoherent scatter
investigation of the properties of internal gravity
waves in the ionospheric F-region.
Hertling, David Richard (Oscar L. Gaddy) , Thermal
imaging by means of an electron beam addressed
array of infrared bolometers.
Kaminsky, William Joseph Jr. (E. S. Davidson),
Architecture for multiple instruction stream LSI
processors
.
Lu, Po-Chiang (Joseph T. Verdeyen) , Theoretical study
of ion bunching for pellet fusion in self-consistent
time dependent space charge fields
.
Ludowise, Michael Joseph (Nick Holonyak, Jr.), Indium
gallium phosphide arsenide double heterojunction
lasers and defect tunneling.
Mackenthun, Kenneth Marsh Jr. (Michael B. Pursley)
,
Variable-rate, weakly- and strongly-universal
source coding subject to a fidelity constraint.
Malocha, Donald Chester (Bill J. Hunsinger) , Capaci-
tive tap weight network surface acoustic wave
transducers.
Myers, David Richard (B. G. Streetman) , Properties
of silicon implanted with arsenic through
silicon dioxide.
Orr, John Andrew (Chester S. Gardner), Effects of
fading on a multi-user spread spectrum system
using direct sequence modulation.
Pratt, Warren Clark, (Jacob A. Abraham), Trans-
formation of Boolean equations for the design
of multiple-output networks.
Richards, William Forrest (Y. T. Lo) , Anisotrophy,
birefringence, and dispersion in artificial
dielectrics.
Roefs, Henricus Franciscus Albertus (Michael B. Purs-
ley)
,
Binary sequences for spread-spectrum multiple-
access communication.
Voss, Henry David (Leslie G. Smith), Energetic
particles and ionization in the middle and low
latitude ionosphere.
wiczer, James Joseph (Henry Merkelo) , Influence of
electrostatic fields on the properties of acous-
tically tuned optical filters in bulk crystals and
in optical waveguides.
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Woodard, Scott Eugene (Gemot A. Metze) , Design of
digital systems using self-checking alternating
logic
.
Wright, Phillio tiouglas (Nick Holonyak) , Near
infrared indium gallium phosphide arsenide
double heterojunction lasers.
ENGLISH
ALTENBERND, A. LYNN, Professor
ENGINEERING ADMINISTRATION
DRUCKER, DANIEL C, Deem of College of Engineering,
Professor of Civil Engineering and Professor of
Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Articles
The future of technology. The New Common Good , 1977
(I:No. 2) 22-23
The case against professional schools of engineer-
ing. American Society for Engineering Education
1977 Frontiers in Education Conference Proceedings,
171-175 (Engineering curricula: 'professional' vs.
two-track'. IEEE Spectrum , 1978 (May) 52-55)
EVERITT, WILLIAM L. , Dean Emeritus
See Electrical Engineering
GREENE, JOSEPH E., Associate Professor of Metallurgy
and Mining Engineering, Associate Professor of
Mechanical and Industrial Engineering, Associate
Professor of Coordinated Science Laboratory and
1/2T Assistant Dean, College of Engineering
See Coordinated Science Laboratory
PARKER, PAUL E.
ing
Article
Assistant Dean, College of Engineer-
The principal's scholars program: An approach to
increasing the pool of minority students for
engineering. Proceedings, Seventh Annual Frontiers
in Education Conference (October 1977) 117-22
TAYLOR, CHARLES E. , Professor of Theoretical and
Applied Mechanics and Assistant Dean, College
of Engineering
See Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
WAKELAND, HOWARD L. , Professor of Agricultural
Engineering and Associate Dean, College of
Engineering
Articles
JETS and engineering design competition. American
Society for Engineering Education Annual Conference,
June 27-30, 1977, University of North Dakota ,
Grand Forks, North Dakota (Event No. 3244)
JETS - A pre-college engineering activity.
Proceedings, Seventh Annual Frontiers in Education
Conference (October 1977) 505-507
Books Edited
Anthology: an introduction to literature. New York:
Macmillan, 1669 pp.
Chapter in a Book
The Sandburg roots . In The Sandburg roots : an
essay and exhibit from the Sandburg collection at
the University of Illinois library , ed. by Scott
Bennett. Urbana, pp. 1-11.
Article
A dispassionate pilgrim: Henry James's early travel
in sketch and story. Exploration (5) 1-14.
BAKKSDALE, RICHARD K. Professor and Associate Dean of
the Graduate Colleae
Book
Langston Hughes: The poet and his critics.
American Library Association, 1977
BAYM, NINA, Professor & Director, School of Humanities
Chapter in a Book
Portrayal of women in American literature, 1790-
1870. In What manner of woman: essays on English
and American life and literature , ed. by Marlene
Springer. New York UP, pp. 211-34.
BENSTOCK, BERNARD, Professor
Book
James Joyce: the undiscover'd country. Dublin S
New York: Gill & Macmillan; Barnes & Noble, 222 pp.
Chapter in a Book
A portrait of the artist in Finneqans wake
.
In
Makers of the twentieth-century novel
, ed. by Harry
R. Garvin. Lewisburg, Pa and London: BucJaiell UP
& Associated UPs, pp. 28-39.
Articles
Joyce's rheumatics: the Holy Ghost in Dubliners.
The Southern Review (14:1)1-15.
The state of the wake . James Joyce Quarterly
(14:3) 237-40.
BUHR, RICHARD J., Teaching Assistant
Gilbert Cannan: an annotated bibliography of
writings about him. English Literature in
Transition (20) 77-107.
ENGLISH 106 ENGLISH
CAMPBELL, JACKSON J., Professor
Article
A professional seminar for Ph.D. graduate students.
APE Bulletin (53) 36-8.
COLE, HOWARD C, Associate Professor
Book Review
Infernal triad: the flesh, the world, and the devil
in Spenser and Milton, by Patrick Cullin.
Christian Scholar's Review (6) 358-59.
COSTELLO, MARK P., Associate Professor
Short Story
Murphy's xraas. In The Norton anthology of short
fiction
, ed. by R. V. Cassill. New York: W. W.
Norton, pp. 340-52.
CURLEY, DANIEL, Professor
Book
Illustrated by Donna Diamond.
Ann's spring. New York: Thomas Y Crowell, 70 pp.
Articles
Two poems. Beloit Poetry Journal (27:Summer) 22-5.
Pilgrimage. Quarterly West (Autumn) 10-21.
Paddylove. U S Catholic (42:October) 33-7.
DANIELSON, LARRY W., Assistant Professor
Book Edited
Studies in folklore and ethnicity. Goleta, CA:
Kimberly Press, 108 pp.
Article
Grim tales in the English classroom. Illinois
English Bulletin (64) 1-13.
DAVIDSON, EDWARD H., Professor
Books
With C. M. Simpson, Jr. and L. N. Smith
The American claimant manuscripts by Nathaniel
Hawthorne. The elixir of Life manuscripts by
Nathaniel Hawthorne. Columbus: Ohio State UP,
657 and 689 pp.
DOUGLAS, GEORGE H., Associate Professor
Books Edited
Technical writing: a bibliography. Urbana: American
Business Communication Association, 147 pp.
Guidelines for research in business communication.
Urbana: American Business Communication Association,
96 pp.
Articles
What to do about cobblestone writing. The Technical
Writing Teacher (5:Fall) 18-21.
What's happened to the Thesaurus? Reference
Quarterly (16:2) 149-55.
Is literacy really declining? Educational Record
(57:3) 140-48.
Book Review
A dictionary of catch phrases, by Eric Partridge.
Journal of Business Communication (15:2) 60-2.
FRIEDMAN, JOHN B., Professor
Chapter in a Book
L'Iconographie de Venus et de son miroir a la fin
du moyen age. In L'Erotisme au moyen age , ed. by
Bruno Roy. Montreal, pp. 53-82.
GARRETT, PETER K. , Associate Professor
Article
Double pilots and dialogical form in Victorian
fiction. Nineteenth-Century Fiction (32) 1-17.
GUIBBORY, ACHSAH, Associate Professor
Book Review
Francis Bacon and the style of science, by James
Stephens. Journal of English and Germanic
Philology (76) 129-31.
HALSBAND, ROBERT, Professor
Books Edited
Court eclogs written in the year, 1716. New York:
NY Public Library, x + 69 pp.
With Isobel Grundy
Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, essays and poems and
sinplicity. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 412 pp.
Articles
Dust-jackets to the rescue. Scholarly Publishing
(9) 54-6.
A new letter by Richard Steele and a pamphlet
(newly ascribed) by Ambrose Philips. The
Scriblerian (10) 1-3.
Book Review
The life and death of Mary Wollstonecraft, by Claire
Tomalin. Philological Quarterly (54) 1073-74.
HENDRICK, GEORGE, Professor
Book
Henry Salt: humanitarian reformer and man of
letters. Urbana: Illinois UP, 228 pp.
Books Edited
Remembrances of Concord and the Thoreaus : letters
of Horace Hosmer to Dr. S. A. Jones. Urbana:
Illinois UP, 157 pp.
With J. Albert Robbins
American literary manuscripts. Athens: Georgia UP,
387 pp.
Article
Henry S. Salt, the late Victorian socialists, and
Thoreau. New England Quarterly (50: September)
409-22.
KAY, W. DAVID, Assistant Professor
Article
Erasmus' learned joking: the ironic use of
classical wisdom in The praise of folly . Texas
Studies in Literature and Language (19:3) 247-67.
ENGLISH 107 ENGLISH
KINNAMON, KENETH, Professor and Head of Department
Article
Isolation and community in Richard Wright's
Airerican hunger . Minority Voices (l:Fall) 104-6.
Book Reviews
Robert Frost: modern poetics and the landscapes of
self, by Frank Lentricchia. Journal of English and
Germanic Philology (76) 149-51.
Richard Wright's hero: the faces of a rebel-victim,
by Katherine Fishburn. Black American Literature
Forum (ll:Winter) 157-8.
KLEIN, JOAN E., Assistant Professor
Article
The bait of falsehood. College Literature (4:3)
220-24.
KRAMER, DALE V., Professor
Article
Accidental revisions in the printer's copy for
Thomas Hardy's Wessex edition. Papers of the
Bibliographical Society of America (71) 515-27.
Book Review
The final years of Thomas Hardy 1912-1928, by
Harold Orel. Hardy: novelist and poet, by Desmond
Hawkins. The genius of Thomas Hardy, ed. by
Margaret Drabble. Nineteenth-Century Fiction (32)
353-56.
LAMAR, WILMER A., Assistant Professor
Article
Literary humor: readings to enliven the English
class. Illinois English Bulletin (65:1) 2-9.
LIEBERMAN, LAURENCE J., Professor
Book
Unassigned frequencies: American poetry in review
(1964-77). Urbana: Illinois UP, 296pp.
Poems in Books
Song of the thrush; Inside the gyroscope. In
Anthology: an introduction to literature , ed. by
A. L. Altenbernd. New York: Macmillan, pp. 990-92.
Love, the barber. In Good company—poets at
Michigan , ed. by Jeanne Rockwell. Ann Arbor,
Michigan, p. 55.
Article
Unassigned frequencies: whispers out of time, a
reading of John Ashbery's Self-portrait in a con-
vex mirror . The American Poetry Review (16:2) 4-18.
Poems
Joren: the volcanic falls—a long poem. The Hudson
Review (30:4) 489-500.
Shimoda: the lava shores. The Yale Review (67:2)
247-9.
MAGUIRE, JOHN T., Associate Professor
Articles
S. mouse revisited. Januz Direct Marketing Letter
(3:4) 10-11.
Some is some isn't. Gimme the latter. Januz
Direct Marketing Letter (3:6) 10-11.
Trouble turns out to be a new idea. Januz Direct
Marketing Letter (3:8) 10.
Doctors were copywriters in 1894 . Januz Direct
Marketing Letter (3:9) 10.
Proprietors, propriety and the past. Januz Direct
Marketing Letter (3:10) 8-9.
Offtarget may be better than on target. Januz
Direct Marketing Letter (3:11) 8-9.
Come, have an affair with me. Januz Direct
Marketing Letter (3:12) 8.
Cherchey! Januz Direct Marketing Letter (4:1) 8-9.
Memory and the mystics of persuasion. Januz Direct
Marketing Letter (4:2) 8-9.
MAJDIAK, DANIEL T., Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
Saul Bellow. In Makers of the twentieth century
novel , ed. by Harry R. Garvin. Lewisburg, PA,
pp. 276-90.
MCCOLLEY, DIANE, Lecturer
Article
The voice of the destroyer in Adam's diatribes.
The Journal of Modem Philology (75) 18-28.
MICHELSON, BRUCE P., Assistant Professor
Article
Mark Twain the tourist: the form of The innocents
abroad . American Literature (49) 385-98.
Richard Wilbur: the quarrel with Poe. The Southern
Review (14:2) 245-61.
MULLIN, MICHAEL, Associate Professor
Book Edited
With Invited Guest Editor
Shakespeare III (special issue of Literature/Film
Quarterly (5) 278-369) . Salisbury, MD:Salisbury
State College, 91 pp.
Article
Emrys James: on playing Henry IV . Theatre
Quarterly (7) 15-23.
NELSON, CARY R., Associate Professor
Articles
The resources of failure: W. S. Merwin's decon-
structive career. Boundary 2 (5) 573-98.
Allusion and authority: Hugh Kenner's exemplary
critical voice. The Denver Quarterly (12) 282-95.
An eschatology of the body image: Oliver Grosz's
Bodyscapes . Paunch (48/49) 182-90.
Letter to the forum. Publication of the Modern
Language Association (92) 310-12.
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SHAPIRO, MICHAEL, Associate Professor STOTTLAR, JAMES F., Assistant Professor
Children of the revels: the boy companies of
Shakespeare's time and their plays. New York:
Columbia UP, 313 pp.
Book Reviews
Drama, stage and audience, by J. L. Styan.
Comparative Drama (11) 367-71.
Sebastian Westcott, the children of Paul's, and
The marriage of wit and science, by Trevor Lennam.
Modern Language Review (72) 389-91.
SHATTUCK, CHARLES H., Professor
Article
Hardy vs. Pinero: two stage versions of Far from the
madding crowd . Theatre Survey (18:November) 23-43.
STUBBS, JOHN C, Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
The scarlet letter : a tale of human frailty and
sorrow. In The scarlet letter: an authoritative
text, backgrounds and sources, criticism . New York
:
Bradley, Beatty, Long, and Gross, pp. 412-21.
SULLIVAN, ZOHREH T., Assistant Professor
Article
The romantic acting of Junius Brutus Booth.
Nineteenth Century Theatre Research (5:Spring) 1-26.
SHUMAN, R. BAIRD, Professor and Director of English
Education
Book Edited
Questions English teachers ask. Rochelle Park, NJ:
Hayden, xii + 212 pp.
Chapters in Books
Basics in composition: fluency first. In Classroom
practices in teaching English: teaching the basics
—
really!
,
ed. by Ouida Clapp. Urbana, pp. 4 3-6.
Is revising worth the effort? In Questions English
teachers ask
, ed. by R. Baird Shuman . Rochelle
Park, NJ, pp. 75-77.
Writing workshops and the teaching of reading. In
Reading to be free
, ed. by Lloyd Kline. Newark,
Delaware: International Reading Association,
pp. 113-14.
The case for educational drama: a key to knowing.
In Action learning: English/language arts, K-12
,
ed. by Denny T. Wolfe, Jr. Raleigh, NC, pp. 95-9.
Sequence in teaching writing: is it desirable, use-
ful, possible? In Writing in the wild young spring
,
ed. by Denny T. Wolfe, Jr. Raleigh, pp. 18-24.
Articles
The place of drama in today's schools. Illinois
Schools Journal (56:Winter) 3-11.
Last memories. The Further Range (1: Spring) 11.
They only think they have nothing to write about!
Exercise Exchange (21:Spring) 38-40.
Where is English education going? Focus : English
Language Arts (4:Fall) 15-18.
A graceful leap backwards: from Shane to Beowulf .
Exercise Exchange (22:Fall) 3-6.
IXictoral degrees and English education. English
Education (8) 217-24.
Benjamin Franklin and the teaching of reading.
English in Texas (8) 83-4.
Spellyng maydde sympil
. Connecticut English
Journal (9) 87-93. ~"
"
Book Reviews
New movements in the study and teaching of English,
by Nicholas Bagnell (ed.). Choice (13) 1475.
Teaching about phonics, by Albert J. Mazurkiewicz.
Choice (13) 1476.
Articles
Forster's symbolism: A room with a view , fourth
chapter. The Journal of Narrative Technique (6:3)
217-23.
Iris Murdoch's self-conscious gothicism: The time of
the angels . Arizona Quarterly (33:1) 47-60.
Memory and meditative structure in T. S. Eliot's
early poetry. Renascence (29:2) 97-105.
THOMPSON, JEAN L., Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
Worldly goods. In Itinerary 4: fiction
, ed. by Rob
Burns. Bowling Green State UP, pp. 1-12.
Articles
Driving to Oregon, (story) Carolina Quarterly
(29:2) 105-19.
Applause, applause, (story) Ploughshares (3:3/4)
223-42. 1
TRAHERN, JOSEPH B., JR., Associate Professor
Articles
An old English verse paraphrase of Matthew 25:41.
Mediaeval ia (1:2) 109-14.
With J. R. Hall
Individual poems, year's work in old English
studies, 1976. Old English Newsletter (11:1) 41-53.
UROFF, M. D., Associate Professor
Article
Sylvia Plath and confessional poetry: a
reconsideration. The Iowa Review (8:Winter) 104-15.
VANWALLEGHEN , MICHAEL, Associate Professor
Poem
Arizona movies
. The pushcart prize II: best of the
small presses
, pp. 279-83.
WALDOFF, LEON, Associate Professor
Articles
The theme of mutability in the "Ode to psyche".
Publication of Modern Language Association (92:May)
410-19.
Porphyro's imagination and Keats 's romanticism.
Journal of English and Germanic Philology (76:
April) 177-94.
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' WATTS, EMILY S., Professor
Book
Kylander
,
Dicken
Ellen Childs (D. Smalley) , The fate of
s Edwin Drood: A century of commentary
The poetry of American women from 1632 to 1945.
Austin: Texas UP, 218 pp.
WEEKS, FRANCIS W., Professor and Director of
Business and Technical Writing
Book
With Richard A. Hatch
Business writing cases and problems: letters,
memorandums , and reports . Urbana : Stipes
Publishing, 116 pp.
WHEELER, RICHARD P., Associate Professor
Article
Cunning in his overthrow: give and take in Tickets,
please. The D. H. Lawrence Review (Fall) 242-50.
Book Review
Drama within drama: Shakespeare's sense of his art
in King Lear , The winter's tale , and The teitpest
,
by Robert Egan. Modem Philology (74) 411-14.
WILKIE, BRIAN, Professor
and criticism.
Locker, Kitty Colleen O'Donnell (D. Smalley) , The
definition of woman: A major motif in Browning's
The Ring and the Book .
Milton, Mary Lee Taylor (J. Stillinger) , The poetry
of Samuel Taylor Coleridge: An annotated
bibliography of criticism, 1935-70.
Oehlschlaeger, Fritz H. (G. Hendrick) , Toward the
making of Thoreau's modem reputation: Correspon-
dence of Dr. Samuel Arthur Jones and Alfred W.
Hosmer
.
Sherwood, Sandra Mason (J. Frayne) , The new poetry
of William Carlos Williams: Poetic use of music
and dance
.
White, Donald Jerry (A. Holaday) , The works of Richard
Edwards: A critical edition.
Book Reviews
Poetry and repression, by Harold Bloom. Journal of
English and Germanic Philology (76) 114-17.
Keats as a narrative poet, by Judy Little. Keats-
Shelley Journal (26) 145-6. ENTOMOLOGY
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS BERLOCHER, STEWART H., Assistant Professor
Boaz, Mildred Meyer (C. Sanders), T. S. Eliot and
music: A study of the development of musical
structures in selected poems by T. S. Eliot and
music by Erik Satie, Igor Stravinsky, and Bela
Bartok
.
Brumfield, Isaac William (K. Kinnamon) , Race
consciousness in the poetry and fiction of Co\intee
Cullen.
Bzdyl, Donald Gregory (J. J. Campbell), Prayer in
Old English narratives.
Carmichael, Thomas Arthur (D. Kramer), Self and
society: Marriage in the novels of Charles
Dickens
.
Chavkin, Allan Richard (J. Stillinger) , The secular
imagination: The continuity of the secular roman-
tic tradition of Wordsworth and Keats in Stevens,
Faulloier, Roethke, and Bellow.
Coy, Ruth Louise (J. J. Canjibell) , The gift of Old
English literature.
Cutler, Janet Klotman (C. H. Shattuck) , Eugene O'Neill
on the screen: Love, hate, and the movies.
Fleming, James Francis (U. M. Kaufmann) , Spenser's
influence on Milton's changing concept of the
active life—1631-1644.
Haynes, Robert Paul (G. Hendrick), Warren the novelist.
Hollahan, Patricia (J. J. Campbell) , The Anglo-Saxon
use of the Psalms: Liturgical background and
poetic use
.
Articles
Testing the heritability of phenotypic quality
traits. Bulletin of the International Organization
for Biological Control of Noxious Animals and
Plants: Quality Control (1977) 146-49.
DELCOMYN, FRED, Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
Coordination of invertebrate locomotion. In
Mechanics & Energetics of Animal Locomotion , ed.
by R.M. Alexander & G. Goldspink. London:
Chapman S Hall, pp. 82-114.
Articles
Corollary discharge to coc)croach giant intemeurons.
Nature (London) (269) 160-62.
With H.D. Burns
Semiautomatic processing of neurophysiological
data. II. A computer program for data reduction.
International Journal of Bio-Medical Computing
(8) 61-71.
With D.C. Belosky
Information processing in a cricket ganglion: the
response of giant fibres to sound pulses. Journal
of Insect Physiology (23) 359-65.
Book Reviews
Computers in neurobiology S behavior, by B. Soucek
& A.D. Carlson. International Journal of Bio-
Medical Computing (8) 319-20.
ENTOMOLOGY no ENTOMOLOGY
FRAENKEL, GOTTFRIED S., Professor Emeritus
Articles
With A. Blechl, J. Blechl, P. Herman and M.I. Seligman
3':5'-cyclic AMP and hormonal control of puparium
formation in the fleshfly Sarcophaga bullata .
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences USA
(74) 2182-86.
With C. Pappas
Nutritional aspects of oogenesis in the flies
Phormia regina and Sarcophaga bullata . Physio-
logical Zoology (50) 237-46.
With M. Seligman, A. Blechl, J. Blechl and P. Herman
Role of ecdysone, puparium factors, and cyclic
AMP in formation and tanning of the puparium of
the fleshfly Sarcophaga bullata . Proceedings of
the National Academy of Sciences USA (74) 4697-701.
FRIEDMAN, STANLEY, Professor and Head of Department
Articles
With A.C. Chen
Hormonal regulation of trehalose metabolism in the
blowfly, Phormia regina : Interaction between
hypertrehalosemic and hypotrehalosemic hormones.
Journal of Insect Physiology (23:10) 1223-32.
With A.C. Chen
Hormonal regulation of trehalose metabolism in the
blowfly Phormia regina Meig. : Effects of
cardiacectomy and allatectomy at the subcellular
level. Comparative Biochemistry and Physiology
(58B) 339-44.
JAYCOX, ELBERT R. , Professor, See Horticulture.
LARSEN, JOSEPH R. , Director, School of Life Sciences
Articles
With R.E. Harbach
Fine structure of antennal sensilla of the adult
mealworm beetle, Tenebrio molitor L. (Coleoptera:
Tenebrionidae) . International Journal of Insect
Morphology and Embryology (6:1) 41-60.
With R.E. Harbach
Humidity behavior and the identification of hygro-
receptors in the adult mealworm, Tenebrio molitor.
Journal of Insect Physiology (23) 1121-34.
Book Reviews
Atlas of an insect hrain, by N.J. Strausfeld.
International Journal of Insect Morphology and
Embryology (6:3/4) 229-30.
METCALF, ROBERT L., Professor
Chapters in Bool<s
Biological fate and transformation of pollutants in
water. In Fate of pollutants in the air and water
environments Part 2, ed. by I.H. Suffet. New York:
John Wiley and Sons. pp. 195-221.
Model ecosystem approach to insecticide degradation:
a critique. In Annual Review of Entomology , ed.
by T.W. Mittler. Palo Alto, California, pp. 241-6L
Model ecosystem studies of bioconcentration and
biodegradation of pesticides. In Pesticides in
Aquatic Environments , ed. by M.A.Q. Khan. New
York: Plenum Press, pp. 127-44.
Articles
With J.R Coats and I. P. Kapoor
Effective DDT analogues with altered Aliphatic
moieties, Isobutanes and Chloropropanes. Journal
of Agricultural Food Chemistry (25) 859-68^
With J.R. Coats, Po-Yung Lu, D.D. Brown, J.F. Williams
and L.B. Hansen
Model ecosystem evaluation of the environmental
impact of the veterinary drugs phenothiazine,
sulfamethazine, Clopidol
, and diethylstilbestrol.
Environmental Health Perspectives (18) 167-79.
With L.G. Hansen, M.E. Welborn, R.E. Borchard and
R.H. Teske
Tissue distribution of PCB components in swine and
sheep fed three different rations containing
Arochlors 1242 and 1254. Archives Environmental
Contamination Toxicology (5) 257-78.
With An-Horng Lee, J.W. Williams, A.S. Hirwe, J.R.
Sanborn, J.R. Coats and T.R. Fukuto
Structure-activity correlations of the insecticide
prolan and its analogs. Pesticide Biochemistry
Physiology (7) 426-36.
With Po-Yung Lu, N. Plummer, D. Handel
The environmental fate of three carcinogens
benzo- (a) -pyrene, benzidine, and vinyl chloride
evaluated in laboratory model ecosystems. Archives
Environmental Contamination Toxicology (6) 129-42.
With J.R. Sanborn s L.G. Hansen
The neurotoxicity of 0- (2,5-dichlorophenyl) 0-methyl
phenyl-phosphonothionate, and impurity and photo-
product of leptophos (Phosvel) insecticide.
Pesticide Biochemistry Physiology (7) 142-45.
PRICE, PETER W., Associate Professor
Articles
General concepts on the evolutionary biology of
parasites. Evolution (31) 405-20.
With M.F. Willson
The evolution of inflorescence size in Asclepias
(Ascepiadaceae) . Evolution (31) 495-511.
With J.N. Thompson
Plant plasticity, phenology and herbivore dispersion:
wild parsnip and the parsnip webworm. Ecology (58)
1112-19.
STERN3URG, JVIES G., Professor
Articles
With A.G. Scarbrough and G.P. Waldbauer
Selection of the cocoon spinning site by the larvae
of Hyalophora cecropia (Saturniidae) . Journal of
the Lepidopterists Society (31) 153-66.
With G.P. Waldbauer and M.R. Jeffords
Batesian mimicry: selective advantage of color
pattern. Science (195) 681-83.
With G.P. Waldbauer and C.T. Maier
Phenological relationships of wasps, bumblebees,
their mimics, and insectivorous birds in an Illinois
sand area. Ecology (58) 583-91.
ENTOMOLOGY in ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
THOMPSON, JOHN N. , Visiting Assistant Professor
Articles
With P.W. Price
Plant plasticity, phenology, and herbivore
dispersion: wild parsnip and the parsnip webworm.
Ecology (58) 1112-19.
WALDBAUER, GILBERT P., Professor
Mayse, Mark Alan (P.W. Price), Field studies of
soybean arthropod communities in East Central
Illinois.
Par)cer, Beulah Mae (W.R. Horsfall) , Response of the
mosquito Aedes dorsalis meigen (Diptera: Culicidae)
to temperature and salinity of larval rearing
media.
Chapters in Boolcs
Mimicry. In International Encyclopedia of
Psychiatry, Psychology, Psychoanalysis and
Neurology , ed. by B.B. Wolman . Boston: Van
Nostrand Reinhold, (7) 231-35 + 1 pi.
Articles
With T.E. Anderson
Development and field testing of a quantitative
technique for extracting bean leaf beetle larvae
and pupae from soil . Environmental Entomology
(6) 633-36.
With A.G. Scarbrough and J.G, Sternburg
Selection of the cocoon spinning site by the larvae
of Hyalophora cecropia . Journal of the Lepidop-
terists Society (31) 153-66.
With J.G. Sternburg and M. Jeffords
Batesian mimicry: selective advantage of color
pattern. Science (195) 681-83.
With J.G. Sternburg and C.T. Maier
Phenological relationships of wasps, bumblebees,
their mimics, and insectivorous birds in an
Illinois sand area. Ecology (58) 583-91.
WALKER, WILLIAM F., Graduate Student
Articles
Juvenile hormone: evidence for a role in the
feeding rhythm of Oncopeltus fasciatus (Dallas)
Experientia (33) 1539-40.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Brown, Daniel Dwight (R.L. Metcalf) , Structure
activity relationships of DDT analogs based on
in vivo toxicity to the crural nerve of Periplaneta
americana (L)
.
Chio, Hang (R.L. Metcalf) , Comparative mechanisms
for resistance to Aldrin, Carbofuran, Fonofos,
Terbufos, and Phorate in four species of
Diabrotica beetles.
Gundersen, Ross Warren (J.R. Larsen) , The postembryonic
development of the brain of Phormia regina- meigen
(Diptera: Calliphoridae)
.
Kardatzke, James Thomas (W.R. Horsfall) , Hatching
responses and salt toxicosis of Aedes mosquitoes
.
The systematicsKritsky, Gene Ralph (L.J. Stannard)
,
of the Enicocephalidae.
LeSar, Charles David (W.H. Luckmann) , Soybean spiders:
Species composition, population densities and
vertical distribution.
Maier, Chris Thomas (G.P. Waldbauer) , The behavioral
ecology of certain Syrphidae (Diptera) , with
descriptions of the immature stages of Mallota
posticata (Fabricius)
.
INSTITUTE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
BRILL, E. DOWNEY, JR., Assistant Professor. See Civil
Engineering.
BURDGE, RABEL J., Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
The socio-cultural aspects of the effects of
resource development, in James McEroy, III and
Thomas Dietz (eds.). Handbook for Environmental
Planning: The Social Consequences of Environmental
Change . John Wiley and Sons, Inc., pp. 241-279.
Article
With P. D. Warner and S. D. Hoffman
Drivers license lists as a sampling frame. Public
Data Use (5:Sept), pp. 3-10.
EWING, BEN B. , Professor and Director of Institute
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With J. C. Means, E.S.K. Chian, J. H. Kim, R. M.
Milberg, J. C. Cook, F. B. DeWalle and E. G. Perkins
Identification of organic pollutants in the Illinois
River basin and associated waterways, in Future
Problems and Water Resource Needs of the Illinois
River System , Special Report No. 6, Water Resources
Center, Urbana, Illinois, June 1977.
With E.S.K. Chian, J. C. Cook, C. A. Evans, P. K. Hopke
and E. G. Perkins
Monitoring to detect previously unrecognized
pollutants in surface waters. U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, Office of Toxic Substances,
Report No. EPA-560/7-77-001, Washington, D. C.
,
July 1977.
With R. C. Flemal and D. C. Wilkin
Feasibility of a systematic approach to water
quality management in Illinois. Illinois Institute
for Environmental Quality, Document No. 77/35,
October 1977.
HOPKE, PHILIP K. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With M. M. Ulrich
Evaluation of preconcentration methods for trace
elemental analyses of natural waters. Research/
Development (28:1), pp. 34-40.
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 112 FINANCE
with J. P. Maney and J. L. Fasching
A versatile and comprehensive code for automated
reduction of gamma ray spectral data. Computers
and Chemistry (1), pp. 257-264.
HOPKINS, LEWIS D.
, Assistant Professor. See Landscape
Architecture.
JOHNSTON, JA^ES B. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With I. C. Gunsalus
Isolation of metabolic plasmid DNA from Pseudomonas
Putida
, Biochemical and Biophysical Research
Communications (75), pp. 13-19.
MEANS, JAY C, Assistant Research Chemist.
Chapter in a Book
Laser pyrolysis GC/MS of membrane components, in
Analytical Pyrolysis
, C. E. R. Jones and C. A.
Cramers (eds.), Amsterdam: Elsevier, pp. 249-260.
Articles
With E. G. Perkins and M. F. Picciano
Recent advances in instrumental analysis of lipids.
Revue Francaise des Corps Gras (24)
, pp. 73-84.
METCALF, ROBERT L., Professor. See Entomology.
PLEWA, MICHAEL J., Assistant Research Geneticist.
Articles
With J. M. Gentile and E. D. Wagner
The detection of weak recombinogenic activities in
the herbicides Alachlor and Propachlor using a
plant-activation bioassay. Mutation Research (48)
,
pp. 113-116.
With J. M. Gentile and E. D. Wagner
A comprehensive analysis of the mutagenic properties
of pesticides used in commercial maize production.
Mutation Research (in press)
.
PROVENZANO, GEORGE, Assistant Professor.
Chapter in a Book
Economics of automotive lead feontrol, in W. R.
Boggess and B. G. Wixson (eds.). Lead In the
Environment
. A report prepared for National
Science Foundation, Washington, D. C. , U.S.
Government Printing Office, pp. 245-264.
Articles
Gas supplies for Illinois: the prospects for the
next 5 to 10 years. Illinois Issues (3:6), pp.
12-15.
REINBOLD, KETURAH A., Associate Research Biologist.
Chapter in a Book
With L. L. Getz, A. W. Haney, R. w. Larimore, J. w.
McNurney, H. V. Leland, P. w. Price, G. L. Rolfe,
R. L. Wertman, J. L. Hudson, and R. L. Solomon.
Transport and distribution in a watershed ecosystem.
Boggess and Wixson (eds.), in Lead in the
Environment
, pp. 105-134.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With G. L. Rolfe
Environmental contamination by lead and other heavy
metals. Vol. I. Introduction and Summary.
Institute for Environmental Studies, University of
Illinois, Urbana, 120 pp.
With G. L. Rolfe and A. Haney
Environmental contamination by lead and other heavy
metals. Vol. II. Ecosystem Analysis. Institute for
Environmental Studies, University of Illinois,
Urbana, 112 pp.
ROLFE, GARY L. Associate Professor. See Forestry.
SEITZ, WESLEY D., Associate Professor and Associate
Director of Institute. See Agricultural Economics.
(
FINANCE
CAREY , KENNETH J .
,
Articles
Associate Professor
Nonrandom price changes in association with trading
in large blocks: evidence of market efficiency in
behavior of investor returns. Journal of Business
(50) 407-14.
With B. A. Basi and R. D. Twark
A comparison of the accuracy of corporate and se-
curity analysts' forecasts of earnings: a reply.
The Accounting Review (52) 741-5.
FORBES, STEPHEN W., Associate Professor
Articles
Profitability in the nonlife insurance industry:
1955-74. Chartered Property Casualty Underwriter
Annals (30:2) 126-34.
A property-liability risk management inventory.
The Journal of Insurance Issues and Practices (1:3)
37-58.
Book Reviews
Investment activities of life insurance companies,
by J. David Cummins. The Journal of Risk and In-
surance (44:4) 683-8.
Risk management in international corporations, by
Norman A. Baglini. The Journal of Risk and Insur-
ance (44:2) 371-5.
LEE, CHENG-FEW, Associate Professor
Articles
A generalized model for capital asset pricing: an
empirical analysis. 1977 Proceedings of the Amer
can Statistical Association, Business and Economic
Section, 590-4.
M
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Performance measure, systematic risk and errors-in-
variables estimation method. Journal of Economics
and Business (29:2) 122-7.
Functional form, skewness effect and risk-return
relationship. Journal of Financial and Quantita-
tive analysis (12:1) 55-72.
With H. S. Chang
Using pooled time-series and cross section data to
test the firm effect and time effects in financial
analysis. Journal of Financial and Quantitative
Analysis (12:3) 457-71.
With S. N. Chen
On multicollinearity and efficient estimate of the
beta coefficient of a random coefficient capital
asset pricing model. 1977 National Proceedings of
the American Institute for Decision Science , 233-5.
With S. N. Chen
Random coefficient capital asset pricing model: a
theoretical analysis and empirical investigation.
1977 Proceedings of the Southern American Institute
of Decision Science , 39-41.
With M. C. Gupta
An inter-temporal approach to the optimization of
dividend with pre-determined investments: a fur-
ther comment. Journal of Finance (32:4) 1358-61.
articles
The concept of the whole life policy--re-examined.
Reply to comment. The Journal of Risk and Insur-
ance (XLIV) 505-7.
<ith K. F. Kennedy
A case study in private v. public enterprise: the
Manitoba experience with automobile insurance. The
Journal of Risk and Insurance (XLIV) 595-621.
WHITFORD, DAVID T., Lecturer
Articles
Vith R. F. Wacht
A good programming model for capital investment
analysis in nonprofit hospitals. Financial Manage-
ment (5:Summer) 37-74.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Bonetti, John Francis (W. R. Bryan), Expectations,
error-learning and the term structure of interest
rates.
Gahlon, James Mauritz (J. A. Gentry) , A theoretical
and empirical investigation of operating leverage
and its relationship to business and systematic
risk-
With J. B. Kau
Capital-land substitution and land use revisited.
Journal of Regional Science (17:1) 137-9.
With J. B. Kau
Recursive methods for estimating the money demand
function: some empirical evidence. Journal of
Economics and Business (29:3) 211-4.
With J. B. Kau
A random coefficient model for examining the degree
of uncertainty in the density gradient. Regional
Science and Urban Economics (29:3) 169-77.
Sherman, Lawrence Francis (W. R. Bryan) , Measurement
of banking risk and capital adequacy: A linear
structural relations approach.
Book Review
Managerial finance: essentials, by Charles O.
Kroncke, E. E. Nemmers and A. E. Grumwald.
Journal of Finance (32:4) 1379-80.
FOOD SCIENCE
LINKE, CHARLES M., Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
Appraising the pecuniary value of human life. In
Proof of damages , ed. , by Illinois Bar Association
Institute of Continuing Legal Education. Chicago,
Illinois, pp 53-80.
Articles
More on the use of inflation factors in determining
settlements in personal injury and death suits.
The Journal of Risk and Insurance (XLIV:3) 474-87.
Pecuniary value of man and wrongful death damages.
Chicago Law Bulletin (122:June) 1-7.
MEHR, ROBERT I., Professor
Revision of Books
Life insurance: theory and practice. Dallas,
Texas: Business Publications, Inc., 758pp.
ARGOUDELIS, CHRISTOS, Assistant Professor
Article
With S. T. Wolford, J. Tobias and J. M. Bahr
Estrogenic compounds in foods . Illinois Research
(19:3) 12-3.
CHERYAN, MUNIR, Assistant Professor
Articles
Mass transfer characteristics of hollow fiber
ultrafiltration of soy protein systems. Journal
of Food Process Engineering (1) 269-87.
With M. J. Taylor, T. Richardson, and N. F. Olson
Pepsin immobilized on inorganic supports for the
continuous coagulation of skim milk. Biotechnol-
ogy and Bioengineering (19) 683-700.
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DRAPER, HAROLD H., Professor
Article
With R. R. Bell et al.
Physiological responses of human adults to foods
containing phosphate additive. The Journal of
Nutrition (107:1) 42-50.
ERDMAN, JOHN W., JR., Assistant Professor
Articles
With M. P. O'Connor et al.
Production, nutritional value and baking quality
of soy-egg flours. Journal of Food Science (42:4)
964-8.
With J. G. Elliott and P. A. Lachance
The effect of three forms of vitamin A upon in
vitro lipogenesis from three cholesterol precur-
sors. Nutrition Reports International (16:1) 47-
57.
Effect of retinoic acid upon mevalonic acid-2--'-^C
incorporation into lipids in an isolated rat liver
fraction. Nutrition Reports International (16:1)
37-46.
With R. M. Forbes
Mineral bioavailability from phytate-containing
foods. Food Product Development (11:10) 46-8.
Boole Review
Food, man and society, ed. D. N. Walcher, N.
Kretchmer and H. L. Harnett. Food Technology (31:
8) 116-18.
FERRIER, LES K. , Assistant Professor
Article
With M. Aminlari and A. I. Nelson
Protein dispersibility of spray-dried whole soy-
bean milk base: effect of processing variables.
Journal of Food Science (42:4) 985-8.
JOHNSTON, PATRICIA v., Associate Professor
Article
With D. P. Selivonchick and B. I. Roots
Acyl and alkenyl group composition of brain sub-
cellular fractions of goldfish (Carassium auratus
L.) acclimated to different environmental temper-
atures. Neurochemical Research (2) 379-93.
KUMMEROW, FRED A., Professor
With Y. Kim et al.
The influence of egg consumption on the serum
cholesterol level in human subjects. The American
Journal of Clinical Nutrition (30) 664-73.
With W. Y. Huang, A. Kamio and S-J. C. Yeh
The influence of vitamin D on plasma and tissue
lipids and atherosclerosis in swine. Artery (3:5) '
439-55.
With B. H. S. Cho
Fatty acid incorporation into cholesteryl ester
and phospholipid by arterial subcellular fractions
of swine (39733) . Proceedings of the Society for
Experimental Biology and Medicine (155:1) 8-12.
With A. Kamio and H. Imai
Degeneration of aortic smooth muscle cells in swine
fed excess vitamin D3. Archives of Pathology and
Laboratory Medicine (101) 378-81.
With A. Kamio et al.
Aortic intimal changes in aging swine. Arterial
Wall (4:1) 27-44.
MARTIN, SCOTT E., Assistant Professor
Articles
With D. G. Brewer and Z. J. Ordal
Beneficial effects of catalase or pyruvate in a
Most-Probable-Number technique for the detection
of Staphylococcus aureus. Applied and Environ-
mental Microbiology (34:6) 797-800.
With R. S. Flowers and Z. J. Ordal
Gentle lysis of Staphylococcus aureus at low
temperature. Applied and Environmental Micro-
biology (33:5) 1215-17.
With R. S. Flowers, D. G. Brewer and Z. J. Ordal
Catalase and enumeration of stressed Staphylococcus
aureus cells. Applied and Environmental Micro-
biology (33:5) 1112-17.
MILNER, JOHN A., Assistant Professor
Article
Food for life exhibit: innovation in nutrition
education. Food Technology (31) 32-7.
Book Reviews
Dictionary of nutrition and food science, 4th
ed., by A. E. Bender. Food Technology (31:5) 228.
The science of nutrition, 2nd ed., by M. Arlin.
Food Technology (31:11) 117-18.
Articles
With E. G. Perkins, T. P. McCarthy and M. A. O'Brien
The application of packed column gas chromato-
graphic analysis to the determination of trans
unsaturation. Journal of the American Oil
Chemists' Society (54:7) 279-81.
With C. M. L. Hsu
Influence of elaidate and erucate on heart mito-
chondria. Lipids (12:6) 486-94.
With A. Kamio, W. Y. Huang and H. Imai
Mitotic structures of aortic smooth muscle cells
in swine and in culture: paired cisternae.
Journal of Electron Microscopy (26:1) 29-40.
NELSON, ALVIN I., Professor
Articles
With J. W. Erdman, Jr., et al.
Production, nutritional value and baking quality
of soy-egg flours. Journal of Food Science (42:4)
964-8.
With L. K. Ferrier and M. Aminlari
Protein dispersibility of spray-dried whole soy-
bean milk base: effect of processing variables.
Journal of Food Science (42:2) 985-8.
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NISHIDA, TOSHIRO, Professor
Article
With y. C. Kim
Nature of interaction of dextran sulfate with
lecithin disperisons and lysolecithin micelles.
The Journal of Biological Chemistry (252:4)
1243-9.
ORDAL, Z. JOHN, Professor
Chapter in a Book
With L. D. Witter
Stress effects and food microbiology. In Anti-
biotics and antibiosis in agriculture , ed. by
M. Woodbine. London- Boston: Butterworths
Publishers, pp. 131-8.
Articles
With D. G. Brewer and S. E. Martin
Beneficial effects of catalase or pyruvate in a
Most-Probable-Number technique for the detection
of Staphylococcus aureus . Applied and Environ-
mental Microbiology (34:6) 797-800.
With R. S. Flowers and S. E. Martin
Gentle lysis of Staphylococcus aureus at low
temperatures. Applied and Environmental Micro-
biology (33:5) 1215-17.
With R. S. Flowers, S. E. Martin and D. G. Brewer
Catalase and enumeration of stressed Staphylococcus
aureus cells. Applied and Environmental Micro-
biology (33:5) 1112-17.
With R. J. H. Gray and L. D. Witter
Diluent sensitivity in thermally stressed cells of
Pseudomonas fluorescens . Applied and Environmental
Microbiology (33:5) 1074-8.
PERKINS, EDWARD G., Professor
Chapter in a Book
With J. C. Means
Laser pyrolysis gc/ms of membrane components. In
Analytical Pyrolysis , ed. by C. E. Roland Jones and
C. A. Cramers. Netherlands: Elsevier Scientific
Publishing, pp. 249-60.
Articles
With A. Hsieh
Nutritional and metabolic studies of methyl esters
of dimeric fatty acids in the rat. Revue
Francaise des Corps Gras (24:1) 19-25.
With J. C. Means and M. F. Piccia'o
Recent advances in the instrumental analysis of
lipids. Revue Francaise des Corps Gras (24:2)
73-84.
With M. F. Picciano
Identification of the trans isomers of octadecenoic
acid in hirnian milk. Lipids (12:4) 407-8.
With T. P. McCarthy et al.
The application of packed column gas chromato-
graphic analysis to the determination of trans
unsaturation. Journal of the American Oil Chem-
With J. P. Sharma and R. F. Bevill
Reversed-phase high-performance liquid chromato-
graphic determination of tetracyclines in urine
and plasma. Journal of Chromatography (134) 441-50.
With G. H. Johnson and D. H. Baker
Nutritional implications of the maillard reaction:
the availability of fructose-phenylalanine to the
chick. The Journal of Nutrition (107:9) 1659-64.
With J. P. Sharma, G. Koritz and R. F. Bevill
High-pressure liquid chromatographic determination
of tetracyclines in urine. Journal of Pharma-
ceutical Sciences (66:9) 1319-22.
STEINBERG, MARVIN P., Professor
Article
With G. S. Ayernor
Hydration and rheology of soy-fortified pregelled
corn flours. Journal of Food Science (42:1) 65-9.
TOBIAS, JOSEPH, Professor
Article
With S. T. Wolford, C. Argoudelis, and J. M. Bahr
Estrogenic compounds in foods . Illinois Research
(19:3) 12-3.
VISEK, WILLARD J.
Sciences
.
Professor, See: Basic Medical
WHITNEY, ROBERT M., Professor
Chapters in Books
Chemistry of colloid substances: general principles.
In Food colloids , ed. by H. D. Graham. Westport:
AVI Publishing, pp. 1-65.
Milk Proteins. In Food colloids , ed. by H. D.
Graham. Westport: AVI Publishing, pp. 66-151.
WITTER, LLOYD D., Professor
Chapter in a book
With Z. J. Ordal
Stress effects and food microbiology. In Anti-
biotics and antibiosis in agriculture , ed. by
M. Woodbine. London-Boston: Butterworths
Publishers, pp. 131-8.
Articles
With R. J. H. Gray and Z. J. Ordal
Diluent sensitivity in thermally stressed Pseudo-
monas fluorescens. Applied and Environmental
Microbiology (33:5) 1074-8.
Book Reviews
Industrial microbiology, by Brinton M. Miller and
Warren Litsky. Food Technology (31) 130.
Mycotoxins and other fungal related food problems,
by Joseph V. Rodricks. Food Technology (31) 109.
The filamentous fungi. Vol. II. Biosynthesis
and metabolism, by John E. Smith and David R.
Berry. Food Technology (31) 119.
ists' Society (54:7) 279-81.
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DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Kuntz, David Alan (A. I. Nelson), Processing factors
affecting the organoleptic quality of Illinois
soy beverage
.
Priepke, Peter Eugene {L. S. Wei), Suspension stability
of Illinois soybean beverage.
Wapinsiti, Jacobo (M. P. Sternberg), Inactivation of
Lipoxygenase and trypsin inhibitor in soybeans
with retention of protein solubility.
CHOW, POO, Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
A hardwood composite. In Proceedings of 31st Forest
Products Research Society Annual Meeting, ed. by
Forest Products Research Society, Madison, Wisconsin
p. 31.
Articles
Reformed forestry and forest products education in
China. Journal of Forestry , 75(l):44-46.
Wood as fuel. Illinois Research 19(2):6-7.
With C. S. Walters and J. T. Pfeffer
Production of panelboard. Forest Products Journal
27(9):12-20.
Hardness of wood flooring and siding. Illinois
Research 19(2) :16.
DWYER, JOHN F. , Assistant Professor
FORESTRY
ARNOLD, LESTER E., Forester
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Dixon Springs Agricultural Center Weather, 1976.
Update
_7Z.. 1. 292-8.
With F. A. Winter, C. J. Kaiser
The Dixon Springs Agricultural Center wildlife
management unit. Update 77
, _5, 220-5.
With R. W. Zimmerman, G. L. Rolfe
Establishing baselines for water quality studies.
Update 2Z, 5, 201-5.
With G. L. Rolfe, J. C. Miceli, W. R. Boggess
Biomass and nutrient pools in loblolly and shortleaf
pine. Update 77, 5, 199-200.
With M. A. Akhtar, G. L. Rolfe
Nutrient cycling in oak-hickory forest - I. precip-
itation, throughfall and stemflow. Update 77 , 5^,
206.
With R. W. Zimmerman, G. L. Rolfe
Radial tree growth and soil moisture on a southern
Illinois watershed. Update 77, 5, 207-11.
With R. W. Zimmerman, G. L. Rolfe
Soil moisture under tall fescue meadow and oak-hick-
ory forest. Update 77, i_, 212-4.
With R. D. Applegate, G. L. Rolfe
A comparison of sassafras browse production in pine
plantation and old fields. Update 77
, _5. 215-6.
With R. D. Applegate, G. L. Rolfe
Wildlife food plants in southern Illinois loblolly
and shortleaf pine plantations. Update 77
, _5, 217-9.
With R. W. Zimmerman, G. L. Rolfe
Soil moisture and radial tree growth on a southern
Illinois oak-hickory watershed. Illinois Agricul-
tural Experiment Station Forestry Research Report
(77-5) 2 pp.
BAZZAZ, FAKHRI, A., Associate Professor, See Botany
Articles
Reforestation of New York's farmland - the Influence
of social change. Journal of Forestry 75:18-19.
Forest and associated land - trends in ownership,
management, and use. Ill inois Re^search 8-9 pp.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With P. S. Robinson
The center of gravity as an indicator of production
trends: The case of U.S. lumber production, 1869-
1974. Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station
Forestry Research Report (77-4) 4 pp.
With M. D. Bowes
The inappropriateness of monopoly revenue as a
concept of value for recreation. Illinois Agricul -
tural Experiment Station Forestry Research Report
(77-7) 5 pp.
With D. J. Ravenscraft and M. D. Bowes
Dealing with capacity constraints in estimating
recreation benefits. Illinois Agricultural Exper-
iment Station Forestry Research Report (77-8) 6 pp.
With R. D. Espeseth
Improved local planning for reservoir-oriented
recreation opportunities. Water Resources Center
142 pp.
With R. D. Espeseth
Planning for recreation impacts: Lake Shelbyville,
Illinois. Cooperative Extension Service 14 pp.
With R. D. Espeseth and D. L. McLaughlin
"Expected and actual local impacts of reservoir
recreation: Lake Shelbyville, Illinois" In Outdoor
Recreation Planning and Research . Ohio State Univer-
sity, 186-229 pp.
With J. R. Kelly and M. D. Bowes
Improved procedures for valuation of the contribu-
tion of recreation to national economic development.
Water Resources Center
,
Urbana, Illinois 218 pp.
Book Reviews
Water politics and public involvement. Rural
Sociology 41:131-132.
GERDEMANN, JAMES W. , Professor, See Plant Pathology
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GILMORE, ALVAN R. , Professor
Articles
Fescue will reduce growth of sweetgum trees.
Illinois Research 19:8-9.
Effects of soil moisture stress on monoterpenes in
loblolly pine. Journal Chemical Ecology 3:667-676.
With D. T. Funk
Shortleaf and loblolly pine seed orgin trials in
southern Illinois — twenty-seventh year results.
Central States Forest Tree Improvement Conference
Proceeding 10:115-124.
With C. Robles and J. B. Fehrenbacher
Site productivity of oaks in relation to soil taxon-
omic units in northern Illinois. Proceeding 1st
Central Hardwood Forest Conference . October 17-19,
1976, Carbondale, Illinois, p. 299-307.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Changes in a reforested soil associated with tree
species and time. II. Soil organic content and pH
in hardwood plantations. Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station Forestry Research Report (77-1)
3 pp.
More on the effects of soil moisture stress on
monoterpenes in loblolly pine. Illinois Agricul -
tural Experiment Station Forestry Research Report
(77-2) 2 pp.
HOLLAND, I. IRVING, Professor
Articles
Comparative advantage and potentials for world trade
in wood products. Forest Products Journal 27:55-58.
JOKELA, JALMER J., Associate Professor
Articles
With C. A. Mohn
Geographic variation in eastern cottonwood. A con-
tribution to Symposium on Eastern Cottonwood and
Related Species , sponsored by Poplar Council of
North America, Louisiana State University, Mississip
pi State University, Southern Forest Experiment
Station and United States Forest Service, ed. by
B. A. Thielges and S. B. Land, Jr. pp. 109-125.
With H. B. Kribel, W. T. Bagley, S. J. Deneke, et al.
Geography variation in Quercus rubra in North cen-
tral U.S. plantations. Silvae Genetica 25:118-122.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With J. B. Genys, D. Canavera, H. D. Gerbold, et al.
Intraspecif ic variation in eastern white pine
studied in USA, Germany, Australia, and New Zealand.
Technical Bulletin no. 189, Maryland Agricultural
Experiment Station 40 pp.
KOEPPE, DAVID E. , Associate Professor, See Agronomy
PELZ, DIETER R. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Determination of optimal growing stock levels by
inventory theory. Forest Science 23:183-189.
With J. C. Miceli, G. L. Rolfe, J. M. Edgington
Brownfield Woods, Illinois: woody vegetation and
changes since 1960. The American Midland Naturalist
98:469-475.
Simulation models of forest resource management.
Proceedings Winter Simulation Conference 1977 .
521-526.
With G. L. Rolfe
Stand structure and composition of a natural mixed
hardwood forest. Transactions, Illinois State
Academy of Science 69:446-454.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With R. H. Thom
The Illinois forest Inventory data processing system
Illinois State Department of Conservation Management
Note 2:8.
IFMAG - The Illinois forest management game.
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station Forestry
Research Report (77-6) 23 pp.
Three P sampling by computer. Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station Forestry Research Report (77-9)
3 pp.
PERCIVAL, DONALD H., Research Associate Professor. See
Small-Homes Council Building Research Council.
ROLFE, GARY L. , Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
Transport and distribution of lead in a watershed
ecosystem. Lead in the Environment , ed. by W. R.
Boggess, Washington, D. C. NSF 105-134 pp.
Articles
With M. A. Akhtar, L. E. Arnold
Nutrient cycling in oak-hickory forest - I. Precip-
itation, throughfall, and stemflow. Update 77 , _5,
206.
With R. D. Applegate, L. E. Arnold
A comparison of sassafras browse production in pine
plantations and old fields. Update 77 , 5^, 215-216.
With R. D. Applegate, L. E. Arnold
Wildlife food plants in southern Illinois loblolly
and shortleaf pine plantations. Update 77
, _5,
217-219.
With D. R. Pelz
Trelease Woods; woody vegetation and changes since
1960. The American Midland Naturalist , 98(2):
469-476.
With J. C. Miceli, D. R. Pelz, J. M. Edgington
Brownfield Woods: woody vegetation and changes
since 1960. The American Midland Naturalist 98(2):
469-475.
With J. C. Miceli, L. E. Arnold, W. R. Boggess
Biomass and nutrient pools in loblolly and shortleaf
pine in southern Illinois. Update 77 , 5^, 199-200.
With R. D. Hammer
Natural variability in streamflow and water quality
Proceedings of a "208" symposium . Carbondale,
Illinois 145-163 pp.
(Jith R. W. Zimmerman, L. E. Arnold
Radial tree growth and soil moisture on a southern
Illinois watershed. Update 77, 5, 207-211.
With R. W. Zimmerman, L. E. Arnold
Soil moisture under tall fescue meadow and oak-
hickory forest. Update 77
, _5, 212-214.
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Bulletins and Technical Reports
rflth M. Mcintosh
The effect of beef cattle waste on germination and
survival of loblolly (Pinus taeda L.) and shortleaf
pine (P. echinata Mill.) Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station Forestry Research Report (77-3)
6 pp.
With R. U. Zimmerman, L. E. Arnold
Soil moisture and radial tree growth on a southern
Illinois oak-hickory watershed. Illinois Agricul-
tural Experiment Station Forestry Research Report
(77-5) 2 pp.
WALTERS, CHARLES S., Professor
Articles
With H. Yudodibroto
A treatability classification for some tropical
wood species. 73rd Proceedings American Wood-
Preservers ' Association 157-173.
With J. T. Pfeffer and P. Chow
Production of panelboard from residue left from the
fermentation of organic waste for methane.
Forest Products Journal 27(9):12-20.
With W. L. Reiss
Prediction of modulus of rupture from modulus of
elasticity for two hardwood species. Forest
Products Journal 27(6):51-53.
Effects of surfactant and ultrasonic energy on the
treatment of wood with chromated copper arsenate.
Holzforschung 31(4) : 112-115
.
Technical statics and strength of materials by
J. R. Thrower. Forest Products Journal 27(7) :6.
Problems and practices in wood preservation.
Proceedings Ath International Conference on Global
Impacts of Applied Microbiology
,
Sao Paulo, Brazil,
2:1047-1061.
YOUNG, ROBERT A., Forester
Articles
With S. Kronus
Drinking behavior and its relationship to participa-
tions in outdoor recreational activities. Journal
Leisure Research 9(3) :165-173.
FRENCH
ACCAD, EVELYNE, Assistant Professor
Articles
Interrelationship between Arab national-
ism and feminist consciousness in the
North African novels written by women.
Ba Shiru (8:No. 2) 3-12.
The veil of shame. Women's International
I
Network (3:Summer) 52-4.
Book Reviews
Ble de semences, by Chantal Chawaf.
World Literature Today (Summer)
.
Fraternite de la parole, by Andree Chedid.
World Literature Today (Winter)
ALDRIDGE, A. OWEN,
ative Literature.
Professor
.
See Compar-
BOWEN, BARBARA C, Professor
Books Edited
The French renaissance mind: studies
presented to W. G. Hoore. Lawrence,
Kansas: L'Esprit Createur, 156pp.
Articles
Rabelais and P. G. Wodehouse: two comic
worlds. L'Esprit Crgateur (14) 63-77.
DE LEY, HERBERT, Professor
Chapter in a Book
Deux irotismes, deux modes de pensSe
dans
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KOLB, PHILIP, Professor Emeritus
Books
Marcel Proust correspondance : texte
etabli, presente et annote. Tome III,
1902-1903. Paris: Plon, xxvi-505.
Articles
Du Bos, Gide et Proust. Cahiers Charles
Du Bos (21:Juin) 45-6.
A Jean Boissonnas, poeme inedit annote.
Bulletin de la Society des Amis de
Marcel Proust et des Amis de Combray
(27) 375.
A propos du cinquantenaire du Temps
retrouve (1927-1977) : un essai inedit de
Marcel Proust: le roman et le temps.
Bulletin de la Societe des Amis de
Marcel Proust et des Amis de Combray
(27) 376-80.
KOTIN, ARMINE, Assistant Professor
Books
The narrative imagination: comic tales
by Philippe de Vigneulles. Lexington:
UP of Kentucky, 142pp.
Chapter in a Book
On metacr iticism and change. In French
Literary Criticism , French Literature
Series, V. 4. Columbia, South Carolina,
pp. 131-41.
Articles
Jean Arp, poet and artist. Dada/Surreal -
ism (7) 109-20.
Pantagruel: language vs. communication.
Modern Language Notes (92) 691-709.
Le titre des nouvelles de Philippe de
Vigneulles: un eclairc issement
.
Bibliotheque d'Humanisme et Renaissance
(39) 91-5.
Book Reviews
Essai sur les ecrits "politiques" de
Jehan Marot, by Giovanna Trisolini.
Bibliotheque d'Humanisme et Renaissance
(40) 170-3.
NACHTMANN, FRANCIS W., Professor
SAVIGNON, SANDRA J., Associate Professor
Artie les
Communicative competence: theory and
classroom practice. SPEAO (I:No. 3)
4-15.
With C. B. Cazden
Language assessment: where, what and
how. Anthropology and Education
(VIII:No. 2) 83-91.
TALBOT, EMILE J., Associate Professor
Articles
Stendhal. English Language Notes
(5, supplement) 131-7.
VELAN, YVES C, Professor
Books
Contre-Iouvoir
. Vevey: Bertil Galland,
50pp.
Soft goulag. Vevey: Bertil Galland,
187pp.
WIRTH, JEAN, Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
La reve de Diirer. In Symboles de la
Renaissance
, ed . Presses de I'Ecole
Normale Superieure. Paris, France, pp.
105-20.
Articles
Cranach reconsidere. Revue de 1 ' Art
(Dec. 1977) 83-99.
"Libertins" et "Epicur iens . " Aspects
de I'irriligion au XVIe siecle.
Bibliotheque d'Humanisme et Renaissance
(39) 601-27.
Book Reviews
Idea del Tempio della Pittura, by G. P.
Lomazzo. Bibliotheque d'Humanisme et
Renaissance (39) 380-4.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Bellocq, Susanna Strickland (H. C. Deley) , Self-
criticism in the Memoires of the Cardinal de Retz.
Book Reviews
En effeuillant I'amerique, by Roger Cans.
French Review (51:No. 5) 750-1.
NELSON, ROBERT J., Professor. See Compar-
ative Literature.
PRICE, LARKIN B., Associate Professor
Book Reviews
Bibliographie des etudes sur Marcel
Proust et son oeuvre, by Victor E,
Graham. French Review (51) 124.
Filoche, Jean-Luc Claude (Y. Velan) , Les oeuvres de
jeimesse de Balzac et la magification du Realisme.
Rivas, Daniel Eusebio (L. B. Price), Search for
hidden suns: An approach to the poetry of Pierre
Jean Jouve.
Trinh, Minh Ha Thi (S. Gray), Un art sans oeuvre ou
I'anonymat dans les arts contemporains
.
Watson, Richard Austin (B. C. Bowen) , Language and
hiaman action : Conceptions of language in the
Essais of Montaigne.
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GENERAL ENGINEERING
CHOW, WILLIAM W. , Assistant Professor
Articles
How to design for snap-fit assembly. Plastic Design
Forum (March) 34-8.
Deceptively simple, snap-fit hold tight for long
service. Product Engineering (May) 37-8.
Snap-fit design. Mechanical Engineering (July) 35-
41.
How to design an efficient snap fit. Modern
Plastics (August) 56-9.
DAVIS, WAYNE J., Assistant Professor
Articles
With J. J. Talavage
Three-level models for hierarchical coordination.
OMEGA, The International Journal of Management
Science (5:6) 709-20.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With R. J. Martin, et al
.
Ohio River basin energy study, voliime 2c, phase 1,
preliminary technology assessment report. Urbana,
Illinois: University of Illinois at Chicago Circle
and Urbana-Champaign, 157-82.
HARTLEY, THOMAS C, Associate Professor
Books
With J. P. Hipsltind and D. C. O'Bryant
Problems in engineering graphics. Champaign,
Illinois: Stipes Publishing, 91pp.
HIPSKIND, JOHN P., Assistant Professor
Books
With T. C. Hartley and D. C. O'Bryant
Problems in engineering graphics. Champaign,
Illinois: Stipes Publishing, 91pp.
O'BRYANT, DAVID C. , Assistant Professor
Books
With T. C. Hartley and J. P. Hipskind
Problems in engineering graphics. Champaign,
Illinois: Stipes Publishing, 91pp.
RT^TEGAR, JAHANGIR C. , Visiting Assistant Professor
Articles
With D. A. Nagel and R. L. Piziali
Measurement of the nonlinear, coupled stiffness
characteristics of the human knee. Journal of
Biomechanics (10) 45-51.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With T. Right, D. A. Nagel, and R. L. Piziali
Knee mechanics and analytical modeling in lower limt
injuries. Second International Conference on Ski
Trauma and Ski Safety, Spain.
GENETICS AND DEVELOPMENT
ADAMSTONE, FRANK B., Professor Emeritus
Articles
With A. B. Taylor
Nucleolar reorganization in cells of the kidney of
the rat and its relation to aging. Journal of
Morphology (154:No.3) 459-77.
ALGER, NELDA E., Associate Professor
Articles
With J. V. Maddox, A. Ahmad and M. Aslamkhan
The susceptibility of some Pakistan mosquitoes to
Nosema algerae (Microsporidia) . The Pakistan
Journal of Zoology (9) 19-22.
BLACK, LINDSAY M. , Professor Emeritus
Chapters in Books
With G. Martinez-Lopez
Measurement of the growth of cell monolayers in
situ . In Methods in cell biology , ed. by D. M.
Prescott. New York: Academic Press, (15) pp. 407-
19.
Articles
With D. P. Rhodes et al^.
In vitro synthesis of RNA containing 5 ' -terminal
structure mG(5' )ppp (5' ) A? ... by purified wound
tumor virus. Virology (7b) 554-9.
With D. V. R. Reddy
Isolation and replication of mutant populations of
wound tumor virions lacking certain genome segments.
Virology (80) 336-46.
With D. V. R. Reddy et al .
In vitro transcription of wound tumor virus RNA by
virion-associated RNA transcriptase. Virology (80)
356-61.
With H. T. Hsu and J. H. McBeath
The comparative susceptibilities of cultured vector
and nonvector leafhopper cells to three plant
viruses, virology (81) 257-62.
With G. Martinez-Lopez
Development of a new medium for the culture of
agallian leafhopper cells. In Vitro (13) 777-84.
DANIEL, WILLIAM L. , Associate Professor
Articles
With S. Lansky and K. Fleiszar
Physical retardation associated with ring chromosome
mosaicism: 46,XX,rlO/45,XX,10. Journal of Medical
Genetics (14) 61-3.
With K. Fleiszar
A genetic study of infantile spasms with hypsar-
rhythmia. Epilepsia (18) 55-62.
With T. Seyfried
Inheritance of brain weight in two strains of mice.
Journal of Heredity (68) 337-8.
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KITZMILLER, JAMES B., Professor Emeritus
Articles
Chromosomal differences among Anophelines. Mosquito
Systeroatics (9) 112-22.
With M. G. Rabbani and J. A. Seawright
X-ray induced pericentric inversions in Anopheles
albimanus . Canadian Journal of Genetics and
Cytology "(19) 67-74.
With M. G. Rabbani et_ al .
Histological and chemical observations of the
black larva mutant in Anopheles albimanus (Diptera:
Culicidae) . Journal of Medical Entomology (14) 155-
60.
LAUGHNAN, JOHN R. , Professor
Chapters in Booits
With S. J. Gabay
Nuclear and cytoplasmic mutations to fertility in
S male-sterile maize. In Maize genetics and breed-
ing, ed. by D. B. Walden. New Vor)c: Wiley Inter-
science, 11 pp.
MACLEOD, RODERICK, Associate Professor
Articles
With P. K. Y. Wong et_ al^.
The effect of interferon on de novo infection of
moloney leukemia virus. Cell (10) 245-52.
With D. P. Rhodes et_ a]^.
In vitro synthesis of RNA containing 5 '-terminal
structure 'mG(5' )ppp(5 ) A^ •••by purified wound
tumor virus. Virology (76) 554-9.
With D. V. R. Reddy et al^.
In vitro transcription of wound tumor virus RNA by
vTrion-associated RNA transcriptase, virology (80)
356-61.
MAXSON, LINDA E. R. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Immunological detection of convergent evolution in
the frog Anotheca spinosa (Hylidae) . Systematic
Zoology (26:1) 72-6.
With E. Pepper and R. D. Maxson
Immunological resolution of a diploid-tetraploid
species complex of frogs. Science (197) 1012-13.
MEINS, FREDERICK, Associate Professor
See Botany
NANNEY, DAVID L. , Professor
Chapters in Books
Cell-cell interactions in ciliated protozoa:
evolutionary and genetic constraints.
interactions , ed. by J. Reissig.
and Hall, pp. 351-97.
Articles
Molecules and morphologies: the perpetuation of
pattern in the ciliate protozoa. Journal of
Protozoology (24) 27-35.
In Microbial
London : Chapman
With D. Borden and G. S. Whitt
Electrophoretic analysis of the evolutionary rela-
tionships of Tetrahyroena syngens . Evolution (31)
91.
With R. M. Preparata
Cytogenetics of triplet conjugation in Tetrahymena :
origin of haploid and triploid clones . Chromosoma
(60) 49-57.
With E. B. Meyer
Traxomatic induction of early maturity in Tetrahymena .
Genetics (86) 103-12.
With E. B. Meyer and S. S. Chen
Perturbance analysis of nuclear determination in
Tetrahymena I. Background, rationale and illustra-
tive example , employing temperature responses
.
Differentiation (9) 119-30.
NARDI, JAMES B., Research Associate
Articles
Are cell affinity relationships for insect epidermal
tissues evidence for combinatorial control? Nature
(268) 665-7.
The construction of the insect compound eye: the
involvement of cell displacement and cell surface
properties in the positioning of cells . Develop-
mental Biology (61) 287-98.
SARGENT, MALCOLM L. , Associate Professor
Articles
With C. F. Francis
A continuous-flow system for the growth of
Neurospora . Neurospora Newsletter (24) 15-16.
STEFFENSEN, DALE M. , Professor
Chapters in Books
Human gene localization by RNA:DNA hybridization in^
situ. In Molecular structure of human chromosomes ,
ed. by J. J. Yunis. New York: Academic Press, pp.
59-88.
Articles
Chromosome architecture and the interphase nucleus:
data and theory on the mechanisms of differentiation
and determination. Chromosomes Today (6) 247-53.
With P. Szabo, R. Elder and O. C. Uhlenbeck
Quantitative in situ hybridization of ribosomal RNA
species to polytene chromosomes of Drosophila
melanogaster . Journal of Molecular Biology (115)
539-63.
With E. H. Y. Chu et al.
Partial trisomy of the long arm of humcin chromosome 1
as demonstrated by in situ hybridization with 5S
ribosomal RNA. Human Genetics (36) 25-33.
STEINER, WILLIAM W. M. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Niche width and genetic variation in Hawaiian
Drosophila . The American Naturalist (111:982) 1037-
45";
With E. A. Lisowski and D. Osterbur
Biochemical differences in sympatric color morphs of
an aquatic isopod (Asellus brevicauda ) . Comparative
Biochemistry and Physiology (56B) 371-4.
1
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Bulletins and Technical Reports
With P. A. K. Gibson
A note on enzyme variation found in Drosophila
americana americana . Drosophila Information Service
(84) 52.
STOCUM, DAVID L. , Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
Tissue interactions in limb regeneration. In
Vertebrate limb and somite morphogenesis , ed. by
Ede, Hinchliffe, Balls. Cambridge: Cambridge UP,
pp. 347-71.
Articles
With D. A. Melton
Self-organizational capacity of distally trans-
planted limb regeneration blastemas in larval
salamanders. Journal of Experimental Zoology (201)
451-62.
WACHSMAN, JOSEPH T., Associate Professor
Articles
With K. L. Rosenthal and W. A. F. Tompkins
Fibrinolytic activity associated with cultured
human neoplastic and normal cells. Molecular and
Cellular Biochemistry (15) 149-53.
With E. Bedows and R. I. Gumport
L cell DNA ligase joins RNA to DNA on a DNA
template. Biochemistry (16) 2231-5.
WHITT, GREGORY S., Professor
Books Edited
With M. Rattazi and J. Scandalios
Isozymes : current topics in biological and medical
research, Vol. 1. New York: Alan R. Liss, p. 191.
Articles
With S. D. Ferris
Loss of duplicate gene expression after polyploidiza-
tion. Nature (265) 258-60.
With S. D. Ferris
Evolution of duplicate gene expression in carp
(Cyprinus-Carpio) . Experientia (33) 1299-301.
With S. D. Ferris
Duplicate gene expression in diploid and tetraploid
loaches. Biochemical Genetics (15) 1097-112.
With R. A. Metcalf
Intra-nest relatedness in the social wasp Polistes
metricus - an isozymic analysis. Behavioral Ecology
and Sociobiology (2) 339-51.
With R. A. Metcalf
Relative inclusive fitness in the social wasp
Polistes metricus . Behavioral Ecology and Socio-
biology (2) 353-60.
With D. P. Philipp
Patterns of gene expression diiring teleost embryo-
genesis : lactate dehydrogenase isozyme ontogeny in
the medaka (Oryzias latipes ) . Developmental Biology
(59) 183-97.
With D. P. Philipp and W. F. Childers
Aberrant gene expression during the development of
hybrid sunfishes (Perciformes , Teleostei)
.
Differentiation (9) 97-109.
With J. B. Shaklee
Patterns of enzyme ontogeny in developing sunfish.
Differentiation (9) 85-95.
With J. B. Shalclee et al.
Molecular aspects of temperature acclimation in
fish: the contributions of changes in enzyme activi-
ties and isozyme patterns to metabolic reorganiza-
tion in the green sunfish. Journal of Experimental
Zoology (201) 1-20.
With D. Borden, E. T. Miller and D. L. Nanney
Electrophoretic analysis of evolutionary relation-
ships in Tetrahymena . Evolution (31) 91-102.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With S. E. Fisher
Testis specific creatine kinase isozymes. Bethesda:
Isozyme Bulletin, 1 p.
With S. D. Ferris and M. Salmon
Isozymic, morphological and behavioral divergence in
two species of North American fiddler crabs.
Bethesda; Isozyme Bulletin, 1 p.
With D. P. Philipp and W. F. Childers
Biochemical genetic analysis of the genus
Micropterus (Centrarchidae , Perciformes).
Bethesda: Isozyme Bulletin, 1 p.
WOESE, CARL R. , Professor
Articles
A comment on methanogenic bacteria and the primitive
ecology. Journal of Molecular Evolution (9) 369.
Endosymbionts and mitochondrial origins. Journal
of Molecular Evolution (10) 93.
With G. E. Fox
The concept of cellular evolution. Journal of
Molecular Evolution (10) 1.
with G. E. Fox
The phylogenetic structure of the procaryotic
domain : the primary kingdoms . Proceedings of the
National Academy of Science US (74) 5088.
With G. Fox and K. Pechman
Comparative cataloging of i6S ribosomal RNA:
molecular approach to procaryotic systematics.
International Journal of Systematic Bacteriology
(27) 44.
With G. E. FOX et_ al .
Classification of methanogenic bacteria by 16S
ribosomal RNA characterization. Proceedings of the
National Academy of Science US (74) 4537.
With W. E. Balch et al.
An ancient divergence among the bacteria. Journal
of Molecular Evolution (9) 305.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Stalker, Harold Thomas Jr. (J. R. Harlan), Genetics
of tripsacoid maize.
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GEOGRAPHY
ALEXANDER, CHARLES S., Professor
Books
With J. Monk
Physical geography: analytical and applied. North
Scituate , Mass.: Duxbury Press. 160pp.
Articles
With V. P. Zenkovich
Human induced stress on the Caucasian coast of the
Black Sea. Proceedings Second Annual Conference of
the Coastal Society (1977) 260-8.
BROWN, MARILYN A., Assistant Professor
Articles
With R. K. Semple & L. A. Brovm
Propagator supported diffusion processes: agency
strategies and the innovation establishment
interface. International Regional Science Review
(2) 91-2.
With G. E. Maxson S L. A. Brown
Diffusion agency strategy and innovation diffusion:
a case study of the eastern Ohio resource
development center. Regional Science Perspectives
(7) 1-26.
Book Reviews
No growth: inpacts on metropolitan areas, by Edgar
Rust. Lexington: Lexington Books. Journal of
Regional Science (17) 150-1.
CHANGNON, STANLEY A., JR., Professor
Articles
With S. T. Sonka
The scales of hail. Journal of Applied Meteorology
{16:No. 6) 626-48.
A methodology to estimate the value of weather
modification projects: an illustration for hail
suppression. Journal of Applied Meteorology
(16:No. 7) 677-82.
With F. A. Huff
A hydrometeorological research program. Water
Resources Bulletin (13:No. 3) 573-81.
With N. G. Towery
Preliminary evaluation of the 1976 rain modification
project in Central Illinois. Journal of Weather
.'fedification (9:No. 1) 66-78.
Iii5>acts of urban-modified precipitation on man's
activities. Journal of Weather Modification
(9:No. 1) 8-18.
On the status of hail suppression. Bulletin AMS
(58:No. 1) 20-8.
With F. A. Huff
La Porte again: a new anomaly? Bulletin AMS
(58) 1069-72.
FELLMANN, JEROME D. , Professor
Book Reviews
Imperial Russia in frontier America, by James R.
Gibson. Slavic Review (36, March 1977) 114pp.
GETIS, ARTHUR, Professor
Articles
On the use of the term 'random* in spatial analysis
Professional Geographer (29) 59-61.
With B. N. Boots
Probability model approach to map pattern analysis.
Progress in Human Geography (1:2) 264-86.
HEWINGS, GEOFFREY J.D. , Associate Professor
Books
Regional industrial analysis and development.
London: Methuen; New York: St. Martins. 180pp.
Book Reviews
Public housing policy, by E. J. Meehan. Annals
Regional Science (ll:No. 2) 149-50.
Articles
Evaluating the possibilities for exchanging
regional input-output coefficients. Environment
and Planning (9:No. 8) 927-44.
With D. M. Chicoine s G. A. Silbert
The economic inpact of the University of Illinois
on the state of Illinois. Illinois Business Review
(34:No. 10) 8-12.
JAKLE, JOHN A., Associate Professor
Books
Images of the Ohio valley: a historical geography
of travel, 1740-1860. New York: Oxford UP, 217pp.
Chapters in Books
The Illinois landscape. In Preservation Illinois ,
ed. by Ruth Knack. Springfield, Illinois:
Department of Conservation 9pp.
How to read the Illinois landscape. Historic
preservation: setting, legislation, and techniques
ed. by Lachlan Blair. Urbana, Illinois: Bureau of
Urban and Regional Planning Research.
JOHNSON, DONALD L. , Associate Professor
Articles
With D. Muhs and M. Bamhardt
The effects of frost heaving on objects in soils, IL
Plains Anthropologist (22) 133-47.
The late quaternary climate of coastal California:
evidence for an Ice Age refugium. Quaternary
Research (8) 154-79.
The California Ice Age refugium and the
Rancholabreon extinction problem. Quaternary
Research (8) 149-53.
MONK, JANICE J., Assistant Professor
Books
With C. S. Alexander
Physical geography: analytical and applied.
North Scituate, Mass: Duxbury Press. 160pp.
Book Reviews
Geography in education, by N.J. Graves.
of Geography (76) 155-56.
Journal
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Evaluating the geography curriculum, bv W. E.
Marsden. Journal of Geography (76) 155-56.
Articles
Research on the evaluation of teaching in higher
education. New Zealand Journal of Geography (62)
1-7.
Issues confronting geographic educators in Europe
and the U.S.S.R. The Professional Geographer (29)
379-85.
O'LOUGHLIN, JOHN V., Assistant Professor
Boole Reviews
Black migration: movement north, by Florette Henri.
Annals, Association of American Geographers
(67, June '77) 292-93.
Articles
With D. A. Berg
The election of blacl< mayors, 1969 and 1973.
Annals, Association of American Geographers
(67, June 1977) 292-3.
Gross, Susan Ruth (C. C. Roseman) , Spatial organi-
zation of the news wire services in the nineteenth
century United States.
Ives, Sallie Middleton (J. A. Jakle) , A symbolic
interaction approach to the place meanings in
a historic district: A case study of Annapolis,
Maryland
.
Knight, Prentice Leo III (H. Roepke) , Intraurban
industrial location factors from the viewpoint
of manufacturing decision-makers.
Mullner, Ross Michael (C. C. Roseman), An assessment
of the Illinois Trauma Program: An evaluation
in regional health planning.
Slorp, Lee Henry (C. S. Alexander), Relationships
of species composition in a forest community to
topographic variation: An example from the
Hoosier hills.
ROEPKE, HOWARD G. , Professor
Articles
Applied geography: should we, must we, can we?
Geographical Review (67:No. 4) 481-82.
ROSEMAN, CURTIS C. , Associate Professor
Books
Changing migration patterns within the United States
Washington, D.C.: Association of American
Geographers. 34pp.
Books Reviews
Black migration: movement north 1900-1970, by
Florette Henri. Journal of Historical Geography
(3:No. 3)
Articles
With J. K. Hourihan
Urban structure and the spacing of cities: an
empirical examination. The Review of Regional
Studies (5, 1975)
WENDLAND, WAYNE M. , Visiting Associate Professor
Book Reviews
Climate and the environment, by J. F. Griffith.
Professional Geographer (29:No.3) 314.
Precipitation history of the Rocky Mt. States, by
R. S. Bradley. Earth Science Reviews (13:No. 4)
376-7.
Tropical storm frequencies related to sea-surface
temperature. Journal of Applied Meteorology
(16:No. 15) 477-81.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Becker, David George (C. C. Roseman) , Proxemics and
recreational spatial behavior in Yellowstone
National Park campgrounds
.
Bennett, Sari Johanna (H. Roepke), The occupational
characteristics and residential location of
Chicago central business district employees.
GEOLOGY
ANDERSON, DAVID E., Associate Professor
Diffusion in inetamorphic tectonites: lattice-fixed
reference frames . Philosophical Transactions of the
Royal Society of London . Series A (200) 241-54.
With D. L. Graf
Designing a model for deep- lying pore fluids. Pro-
ceedings , AWRA Symposium of Advanced Groundwater
Hydrology, 187-98.
Diffusion in electrolyte solutions. Annual Review
of Earth and Planetary Sciences (4) 95-121.
With J. C. Olimpio
Progressive homogenization of inetamorphic garnets.
South Morar, Scotland: Evidence for Volume Dif-
fusion. Canadian Mineralogist (15) 205-16.
CAROZZI, ALBERT v., Professor
Articles
With Gary L. Kuhnhenn
Carbonate microfacies of the Platteville Group
(Middle Ordovician) , Lee and LaSalle Counties, Il-
linois. Archives des Sciences , Geneve (30: No. 2)
179-212.
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Book Reviews
An attempt at sedimentological characterisation of
Carbonate deposits. Volxime 1 Analytic Elements;
Volume 2 Elements of Interpretation, by Elf-
Aquitaine Technical Staff. Earth Science Reviews
(13:No.4) 383-85.
DOMENICO, PATRICK A., Professor
Articles
Transport phenomena in chemical rate processes in
sediments. Annual Review of Earth and Planetary
Sciences (5) 287-317.
EBERL, DENNIS D., Assistant Professor
Articles
With John Hower
The hydrothermal transformation of sodium and
Potassium smectite into mixed-layer clay. Clays
and Clay Minerals (25) 215-27.
GRAF, DONALD L., Professor
Articles
Introduction of Hans Peter Eugster for the V. M.
Goldschmidt Medal . Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta
(41) 829-30.
Book Reviews
An introduction to sedimentology by R. C. Selley.
Journal of Geology (85) 379-80.
Stratigraphic traps in sandstones--exploration
techniques by D. A. Busch . Journal of Geology (85)
504.
LANGENHEIM, RALPH L., JR., Professor
Articles
With W. J. Nelson, K. A. Grove, and J. E. McGovney
Fusulinid occurrences in relation to carbonate
microfacies of Bird Spring Group, Arrow Canyon
Quadrangle, Clark County, Nevada. Journal of
Paleontology (51:No.5) 1016-22.
With M. L. Reinbold
Late Devonian (Frasnian-Fammenian) Conodont bio-
stratigraphy. Las Vegas Range, Clark County,
Nevada. Newsletters on Stratigraphy (6:No.3)
183-93.
Book Reviews
Energy resources by A. L. Simon. Bulletin of the
American Association of Petroleum Geologists (61:
No.l) 120-21.
MANN, C. JOHN, Associate Professor
HENDERSON, DONALD M. , Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With M. P. Billings, John Creasy, and S. A. Wood
Geology of the Crawford Notch Quadrangle, New
Hampshire. State of New Hampshire Department of
Resources and Economic Development, Concord, New
Hampshire, 29.
KIRKPATRICK, R. JAMES, Assistant Professor
Articles
Quantitative evaluation of applications for geology
graduate students. Journal of Geological Education
(25) 188-19.
Toward a theoretical stratigraphy. Mathematical
Geology (9) 649-52.
With I. Dienes
Mathematical formalization of stratigraphic termi-
nology. Mathematical Geology (9) 587-603.
Articles
Nucleation and growth of Plagioclase, Makaspuki and
Alae Lava Lakes, Hawaii. Bulletin of the Geological
Society of America (88) 78-84.
With Deep Sea Drilling Leg 46 Scientific Party
Glass-rich basaltic sand and gravel within the
oceanic crust at 22°N. Nature (262) 768-70.
KLEIN, GEORGE deV., Professor
Books
Clastic tidal facies. Champaign, Illinois: Con-
tinuing Education Publication, 150pp.
Books Edited
Sedimentary processes: processes of detrital
sedimentation. Tulsa: Society of Economic
Paleontologists and Mineralogists, 236pp.
Articles
Tidal circulation model for deposition of clastic
sediments in epeiric and mioclinal shelf seas.
Sedimentary Geology (18) 1-12.
Epilogue to special issue on South African tidali-
tes. Sedimentary Geology (18) 283-87.
NIETO, ALBERTO S., Assistant Professor
Articles
Significant engineering geology features at damsites
in flat-lyinc sedimentary ocks . Proceedings
,
Eighth Ohio River Soils Seminar: Earth Dams and
Embanionents
,
Louisville, Kentucky, 1-17.
With A. J. Hendron
Study of sinltholes related to salt production in the
area of Detroit, Michigan, November, 1977. Solution
Mining Research Institute , Flossmoor, Illinois,
1-50.
SANDBERG, PHILIP A. , Professor
Chapter in a Book
Ultrastructure, mineralogy and development of
Bryozoar skeletons. In Biology of Bryozoans , ed.
by R. M. Woollacott and R. L. Zimmer. New York:
Academic Press, pp. 143-81.
WHITE, GEORGE W., Research Professor Emeritus
Chapter in a Book
Geology: (1) history of geology; (2) divisions of
geological study. In Encyclopedia Americana
, ed.
by R. S. Anderson, pp. 446-53.
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Bulletins and Technical Reports
Glacial geology of Ashland County, Ohio. Columbus:
Ohio Geological Survey. Colored map 30x39 inches,
with text.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Kern, Ronald Arthur (D. E. Anderson) , A systematic
field test of grovrth and diffusion models of
chemical zoning in garnet.
Lawson, Daniel Edwin (G. Klein) , Sedimentation in
the terminus region of the Matanuslca Glacier,
Alaslca.
Mahar, James William (E. J. Cording), The effect of
geology and construction on behavior of a large,
shallow, underground opening in rock.
McKay, Edward Donald III (H. H. Johnson) , Stratigraphy
and zonation of Wisconsinan loesses in south-
western Illinois.
Seto, Herbert Guy (J. J. Fripiat) , Synthesis and
characterization of stable Icaolin intercalation
complexes : A possible means of valorization
and diversification of kaolin clay minerals.
GERMANIC LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES
ANTONSEN, ELMER H. , Professor and Head of Department
Book Reviews
The Scandinavian languages: An introduction to
their history, by Einar Haugen. Journal of English
and Germanic Philology (76) 587-9.
An introduction to English Runes, by R. I. Page.
Journal of English and Germanic Philology (76) 56-7.
BURKHARD, MARIANNE, Associate Professor
Article
Ambivalence and Fragmentation: Structural Similari-
ties in the Work of C. F. Meyer and Baudelaire.
Nineteenth-Century French Studies (5) 261-8.
Book Review
Actes du Vie Congres de 1 'Association Internationale
de Litterature Comparee/Proceedings of the 6th Con-
gress of the International Comparative Literature
Association. Arcadia (12) 82-3.
GERLACH, U. HENRY, Associate Professor
Book Review
Kontexte, by J. Alan Pfeffer. Unterrichtspraxis (10)
154-5.
GRUNDLEHNER, PHILIP E. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Kafkas Uhren und sein Begriff der Zeit. Literatur
und Kritik (116-17) 382-90.
Kraus vs. George: Shakespeare's Sonnets. 1977
Jahrbuch der Deutschen Shakespeare Gesellschaft
109-28.
Book Reviews
Zeit zura Aufstehen, by August Kiihn. World Litera-
ture Today (Winter) 87.
Wolframs Erzahltechnik, by Eberhard Nellmann.
Semasia (4) 133-7.
HAILE, H. G., Professor
Book
Invitation to Goethe's Faust. University Ala.:
Alabama UP, 207 pp.
Chapter in a Book
Martin Luther as Renaissance Writer. In Renaissance
^ Reformation in Germany , ed. by Hofmeister. New
York: Ungar, pp. 141-56.
Articles
The Great Martin Luther Spoof: Philological Limits
to Knowledge. Yale Review (67) 236-47.
It's a Blowper Says Cowper. Carleton Germanic
Papers (5) 39-43.
Martin Luther and the Student of Literature.
Studies of Language and Literature (1976) 189-98.
Book Review
Goethe's Cyclical Narratives: "Die Unterhaltungen
Deutscher Ausgewanderten" and "Wilhelm Meisters
Wanderjahre," by Jane K. Brown. Journal of English
and Germanic Philology (75) 89-91.
KNUST, HERBERT, Professor
Article
Grosz, Piscator und Brecht: Notizen zum Theater im
Exil. Jahrbuch fiir Internationale Germanistlc
(A:3) 56-66.
Book Reviews
Erbe und Gegenwart: Aufsatze zur vergleichenden
Literaturwissenschaft , by Walter Dietze. Yearbook
of Comparative and General Literature (26) 38-40.
Brecht—Komraentar zum lyrischen Werk, by Edgar
Marsch. Journal of English and Germanic Philology
(76) 107-9.
LORBE, RUTH E., Professor
Chapter in a Book
Die deutsche Kurzgeschichte der Jahrhundertmitte.
In Theorie der Kurzgeschichte . Stuttgart: Reclam.
Book Reviews
Index Nominum zu Hugo von Hofmannsthals Gesammelten
Werken, by Richard Exner. Journal of English and
Germanic Philology (76) 606-8.
Die Lyrik Peter Huchels. Zeichensprache und Privat-
mythologie, by Axel Vieregg. Journal of English and
Germanic Philology (76) 615-18.
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MARCHAND, JAMES W. , Professor RAUCH, IRMENGARD, Professor
Chapter in a Book
Vorwort. In Neugestaltung der hebraischen Schrift
,
mit elnem Vorvort von James W. Marchand ( transl . )
,
by Michael Landmann. Bonn: Grundmann, pp. 5-7.
Articles
The "Credo" of t>randr i Gotu. Mediaeval ia (1.2)
97-109.
The Teaching of Pronunciation. Studies in Language
Learning (1.2) 67-88.
Gonzalo de Berceo's De los signos que aparesceran
ante del Juicio. Hispanic Review (45) 283-95.
Wolfram's Bawdy. Monatshefte (69) 131-49.
MCGLATHERY, JAMES M. , Associate Professor
Book Reviews
E. T. A. Hoffmann. Die Gestalt des Meisters in
seinen Marchen, by Christa-Maria Beardsley. Monats-
hefte (69) 93-6.
The stories of Kleist. A critical study, by Denys
Dyer. Journal of English and Germanic Philology
(76) 600-2.
Die alteste Marchensammlung der Briider Grimm.
Synopse der handschriftlichen Urfassung von 1810
und der Erstdrucke von 1812, ed. by Heinz Rolleke.
Journal of English and Germanic Philology (76) 93-6.
MITCHELL, P. M., Professor
Book
With Kenneth H. Ober
The Royal Guest and Other Classical Danish Narra-
tives. Chicago: Chicago UP, 242 pp.
Chapters in a Book
Johann Christoph Gottsched. In Deutsche Dichter des
18. Jahrhunderts , ed. by von Wiese. Berlin:
Schmidt, pp. 35-61.
Martin A. Hansen's "Paradis^leme. " In Studies in
Skandinavistiek , ed. by van Marquart Scholz, pp.
189-95.
Book Review
Klopstock-Bibliographie, by Gerhart Burkhardt and
Heinz Nicolai. Journal of English and Germanic
Philology (76) 86-8.
PHILLIPS, KLAUS P., Assistant Professor
Book Reviews
The Tell-Tale Sign: A Survey of Semiotics, by
Thomas A. Sebeok. Lingua (41) 183-9.
The Transformational-Generative Paradigm and Modern
Linguistic Theory, ed. by E. F. K. Koerner. German
Quarterly (50) 556-9.
SCHIER, RUDOLF D., Associate Professor
Article
Robert Musils "Tonka" als Vorlaufer des Nouveau
Roman. Etudes Germaniques (33) 40-5.
WRIGHT, ROCHELLE A. , Assistant Professor
Article
Stuart Engstrand and Bishop Hill. Swedish Pioneer
Historical Quarterly (July) 192-204.
Book Reviews
Vilhelra Mobergs emigrantepos . Studier i verkets
tillkomsthistoria, dokumentara bakgrund och
konstnarliga gestaltning, by Gunnar Eidevall.
Journal of English and Germanic Philology (76) 62-3.
Vilhelm Moberg: Utvandrama, by Philip Holmes.
Scandinavian Studies (49:1) 118-19.
Swedish America, by Nils Hasselmo. Scandinavian
Studies (49:2) 265-6.
Karin, by Barbro Myrberg. World Literature Today
(Autumn) 634.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Creed, Carol Lee (L. R. Shaw), The teaching of
German poetry in the high school.
INSTITUTE OF GOVERNMENT AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS
GOVE, SAMUEL K. , Professor and Director
Article
Teaching a Course in the German Cinema. ERIC (CS
501740) 13 pp.
Book Reviews
Der Boxer, by Jurik Becker. World Literature Today
(51:3) 431.
Cinema and Society, by Paul Monaco. Communication
Quarterly (Spring) 44-5.
Chapter in Book
The implications of legislative reform in Illinois.
In Legislative reform and public policy , ed. by
Susan Welch and John G. Peters. New York: Praeger
pp. 174-88.
Articles
With J. Carpenter
State lobbying for higher education. Educational
Record (58:Fall) 357-72
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Bulletins and Technical Reports
Politics of tax reform in Illinois. Tax choices
for Illinois: effects on agriculture and the
rural community . Urbana: Rural Policy Forum,
March 8-9, Department of Agricultural Economics,
pp. 89-94.
Book Reviews
Financing state-local services: a new strategy
for greater equality, by Joseph S. Slavet,
Katherine L. Bradbury, and Philip I. Moss.
Publius (7:Spring) 128-9.
Impact and response: federal aid and state educa-
tion agencies, by Mike M. Milstein. Perspective
(6:April) 53.
Delivering educational service: urban schools and
schooling policy, by David Goodwin. Perspective
(6:September) 137-8.
KEENAN, BOYD R. , Professor
Article
A political framework for coal and the public
utility system in the Ohio River Valley. In Coal
as an energy resource . Washington: National
Academy of Sciences Academic Forum, April.
NARDULLI, PETER F., Assistant Professor
Article
With K. Proch
Case load pressure and felony trial courts: Cook
County, Illinois. Illinois Government Research ,
No. 45, 4pp.
PRESTON, MICHAEL, Assistant Professor, See: Departmen
of Political Science
SCHOEPLEIN, ROBERT N., Associate Professor, See:
Department of Economics
STONECASH, JEFFREY, Visiting Assistant Professor
Article
Variations in expenditure levels by Illinois local
governments, 1942-72. Illinois Government Research
No. 44, 4pp.
WALZER, NORMAN C, Visiting Associate Professor
Articles
Municipal fringe benefits in Illinois. Illinois
Municipal Review (56:February) 4-7.
Expenditure patterns in Illinois municipalities,
1976. Illinois Municipal Review (56:Septen±ier) 8-l(
The revised Illinois municipal price index.
Illinois Municipal Review (56:October) 4-7.
The problem with rural bridges. Illinois Issues
(3:0ctober) 25-7.
With D. Schmidt
With D. Beveridge
Municipal fringe benefits: the intergovernmental
perspective. National Tax Journal (30: June)
135-42.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Vtorker's compensation: Illinois and other states.
Springfield: Illinois Cities and Villages
Municipal Problems Commission.
With P. J. Stratton
Inflation and municipal expenditure increases in
Illinois. Springfield: Illinois Cities and
Villages Municipal Problems Commission.
HEALTH AND SAFETY EDUCATION
CRESWELL, WILLIAM H., JR., Professor and Department
Head
Article
With J. F. Governali
School health education manpower forecasting.
The Journal of School Health (47:1 January 1977)
43-7.
FLORIO, AURELIO E., Professor Emeritus
Chapter in Book
Basketball. In Safety in team sports , ed. by
Boronzne, Morehouse and Pechar. Washington:
American Alliance for Health, Physical Education
and Recreation, pp. 15-9.
IMREY, PETER B., Assistant Professor, See: School
of Basic Medical Sciences
MORTIMER, RUDOLF G. , Professor
Articles
A decade of research in vehicle rear lighting:
what have we learned? Proceedings . 21st meeting,
American Association for Automotive Medicine,
pp. 101-12.
With S. P. Sturgis
Evaluation of a high-deceleration braking signal
in a driving simulator. Proceedings . 21st annual
meeting, Human Factors Society, pp. 558-61.
With D. B. Stone and L. G. Rubinson
Statistical reliability of the NPI administered
to a sample of sixth grade children. Dental
Hygiene (51:March) 109-13.
Population and economic growth in small midwestern
communities. Growth and Change (8:January) 45-9.
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RUBINSON, LAURNA G. , Assistant Professor
Chapter in Book
The relationship of physical education to health
education. In Concepts and careers in physical
education , ed. by Clayton and Clayton.
Minneapolis: Burgess Publishing, pp. 207-14.
Bulletins or Technical Papers
With D. B. Stone
Proceedings of the National Symposium on Dental
Education. Chicago: American Dental Association,
16-25.
Articles
With D. B. Stone and R. G. Mortimer
Statistical reliability of the NPI administered
to a sample of sixth grade children. Dental
Hygiene (51:March) 109-13.
Needed: professional degree programs in multi-
cultural community health education. Health
Education (8:May-June) 10-2.
Implementation of a family life education program
in Illinois schools. Illinois Journal of Health
,
Physical Education and Recreation (2: Fall) 4-8.
STONE, DONALD B., Professor
Bulletins or Technical Papers
With L. G. Rubinson
Proceedings of the National Symposium on Dental
Education. Chicago: American Dental Association,
16-25.
Article
With L. G. Rubinson and R. G. Mortimer
Statistical reliability of the NPI administered
to a sample of sixth grade children. Dental
Hygiene (51:March) 109-13.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Cohen, Dorothy Ann (A. E. Florid), An epidemiological
study of women's high school basketball injuries.
Levy, Susan Feinstein (W. H. Creswell) , An investi-
gation of illicit, prescription and over-the-
counter drug use in an undergraduate student
population.
Sitompul , Dana Manalad (D. Brandenburg), Measuring
cognitive achievement in a population education
program designed for sixth grade pupils in the
Philippines.
HISTORY
ARNSTEIN, WALTER L., Professor
Articles
In Queen Victoria's golden days. Reviews in
European History (3:June) 226-33.
BATES, J. (AMES) LEONARD, Professor
Books
The United States 1898-1928: progressivism and a
society in transition. New York: McGraw-Hill, 339pp.
Book Reviews
Frank Murphy: the Detroit years, by Sydney Fine.
Journal of American History (June, 1976) 180-1^
Montana: a history of two centuries, by Michael P.
Malone and R. B. Roeder, Pacific Northwest Quarterly
(October), 191-2.
BERNARD, PAUL P., Professor
Book Reviews
Der aufstieg des hauses Kaunitz, by G. Klingenstein.
Mitteilungen des Instituts fiir Osterreichischen
Geschichts Forschung (85) 221-22.
BURKHARDT, RICHARD W. , Associate Professor
Books
The spirit of system: Lamarck and evolutionary
biology. Cambridge: Harvard UP, 285pp.
DAWN, C. ERNEST, Professor
Book Reviews
Legislative and political development: Lebanon,
1842-1972, by Abdo I. Baaklini. The American
Historical Review (82) 706-7.
The study of the middle east, by Leonard Binder.
The Middle East Journal (31) 483-84.
The venture of Islam, 3 vols., by Marshall G. S.
Hodgson. The Historian (39) 113-15.
EASTMAN, LLOYD E. , Professor
Book Reviews
Yenchlng university and Slno-westem relations,
1916-1952, by Philip West. American Historical
Review (82:4) 1049-50.
Bun Yat-sen: frustrated patriot, by C. Martin
Wilbur. Journal of Asian Studies (37:1) 120-21.
Seller, Roger Bruce (W. H. Creswell) , Identification
and evaluation of knowledge competencies in
health education.
FISHER, RALPH T. , JR., Professor
Chapters in Books
Beilis case. In The modem encyclopedia of Russian
and Soviet history , ed. by J. L. Wieczynski. Gulf
Breeze, Florida: Academic International Press (3)
189-92.
Birobidzhan. In The modem encyclopedia of Russian
and Soviet history , ed. by J. L. Wieczynski. Gulf
Breeze, Florida: Academic International Press (4)
170-78.
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Book Reviews
Zapiski russkoi akademicheskoi gruppy v S. Sh. A,,
1-9. Slavic Review (36:1) 106-9.
Yearbook on international communist affairs, ed. by
Richard F. Staar. American Historical Review
f82:21 338.
The young Russians, by Ceorgie Anne Geyer.
Slavic Review (36:2) 326-27.
HILL, BENNETT D., Professor
Book Reviews
Tales of the early Franks: episodes from
Merovingian history, by Augustin Thierry, trans.
M.F.O. Jenkins. Library Journal (102:1) 105.
The religions of the people in sixteenth-century
Champaigne, by A.N. Galpern. Library Journal
(102:2) 198.
Bare ruined choirs: the dissolution of the English
monasteries, by David Knowles. The American
Historical Review (82:1) 93.
The medieval European community, by Donald Matthew.
Library Journal
,
(102:10) 1184.
Medieval heresy: popular movements from Bogomil to
Hus, by Malcolm Lambert. Library Journal (102:11)
1274.
The Roman inquisition and the Venetian press, by
Paul F. Grendler. Library Journal (102:12) 1376.
The later parliaments of Henry VIII, by Stanford E.
Lehmberg. Library Journal (102:14) 1642.
Ecclesiastical administration in medieval England:
the Anglo-Saxons to the Reformation, by Robert E.
Rodes. Library Journal (102:14) 1644.
Medieval French law and literature, by R. Howard
Bloch. Library Journal (102:2) 2347.
The chivalrous society, by Georges Duby. Library
Journal (102:22) 2497.
JENNINGS, RONALD C. , Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
Kayseri. In Encyclopaedia of Islam .
842-6.
Article
Leiden (4)
With M.H. Altan and J. A. McHenry, Jr.
Archival materials and research facilities in the
Cyprus Turkish federated state: Ottoman empire,
British empire, Cyprus republic. International
Journal of Middle East Studies (9) 29-42.
JOHANNSEN, ROBERT W. , J. G. Randall Distinguished
Professor
Book Reviews
The presidency of James Buchanan, by Elbert B.
Smith. Pacific Northwest Quarterly (68: January) 37.
The impending crisis, 1848-1861, by David M. Potter.
Journal of Southern History (43:February) 103-5.
With malice toward none: the Life of Abraham Lincoln
by Stephen B. Gates. Chicago History (6:Winter) 252
LOVE, JOSEPH L., Associate Professor
Article
Comment on Russell-Wood's technology and society.
Journal of Economic History (37:1) 84-6.
MASTNY, VOJTECH, Associate Professor
Book Reviews
Osvobozeni Ceskoslovenska: studie o mezinarodne
politickych aspektech, by Vaclav Krai. Slavic Review
(36) 142-3.
MCCOLLEY, ROBERT, Professor
Book Reviews
Jefferson, nationalism, and the Enlightenment, by
Henry Steele Commager. Pennsylvania History (44:1)
84-6.
Jefferson's nephews: a frontier tragedy, by Boynton
Merrill, Jr. William and Mary Quarterly (34:4)
689-91.
Roots: the saga of an American family, by Alex
Haley. Civil War History (23:3) 259-60.
MCKAY, John P., Professor
Book reviews
Lebensfragen der Wirtschaft by Hermann J. Abs
.
Journal of Economic History (37:3), 769.
The Russian Rockefellers: The Saga of the Nobel
Family and the Russian Oil Industry by Robert W.
Tolf. Russian Review (36:3), 361.
Studies in the Russian Economy before 1914 by
Olga Crisp. Choice (14:1) , 440.
Political Economy in Parliament, 1819-1823 by
Barry J. Gordon. Choice (14:6), 494.
Russian Economic History: A Guide to Information
Sources by Daniel R. Kazmer and Vera Kazmer.
Choice (14:10) , 28.
QUELLER, DONALD E., Professor
Books
The fourth crusade. Philadelphia: University of
Pennsylvania, 248pp.
With Francis R. Swietek
Two studies on Venetian government, Geneva:
Librairie Droz, 175pp.
Book Reviews
Domenico Bollanl, bishop of Brescia, by Christopher
Cairnes. Bibliotheque d'humanisme et de Renaissance
(39) 649-59.
SCHROEDER, PAUL W., Professor
Articles
Quantitative studies in the balance of power: an
historian's reaction, and, A final rejoinder.
Journal of Conflict Resolution (21:1) 3-22 and 57-74.
Book Reviews
Erzherzog Franz Ferdinand studien, by Robert A. Kann.
The American Historical Review (82:1) 136.
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HORTICULTURE
SOLBERG, WINTON U. , Professor
Books
Redeem the time: the puritan sabbath in early
America, Cambridge: Harvard UP, 406pp,
Article
Unionism and collective bargaining in universities.
Indiana Academy of the Social Sciences Proceedings
(3d ser:ll) 1-10.
Book Reviews
Philadelphia's philosopher mechanics: a history of
the Franklin institute, 1824-1865, by Bruce Sinclair.
Isis (68) 162-3.
The documentary history of the ratification of the
constitution, 1, constitutional documents and recortk
1776-1787; 2, ratification of the constitution by
the states: Pennsylvania, ed. Merrill Jensen.
Journal of Southern History (43) 441-2.
The rights of youth: American colleges and student
revolt, 1798-1815, by Stephen Novak. History: Review
of New Books (5) 198.
SPENCE, MARY L. , Assistant Professor and Academic
Counselor
EOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Cornelius, Janet Duitsman (R. McColley) , God's school-
masters: Southern evangelists to the slaves,
1830-1860.
Harwood, William Lathrop (K. Hitchins) , Ignacy
Daszynski: The making of an Austro-Polish
statesman, 1866-1918.
Lazo, Dimitri Daniel (J. L. Bates), An enduring
encounter: E. T. Williams, China, and the
United States.
Turnbaugh, Roy Carroll Jr. (J. L. Bates) , Harry
Elmer Barnes: The quest for truth and justice.
Turner, Ian Bruce (R. W. Johannsen) , Antislavery
thought in the border South, 1830-1860.
Book Reviews
The corporation and the Indian, by H, Craig Miner.
Journal of American History (64) 448-9.
Joseph N. Nicollet on the plains and prairies, by
Edmund C. and M. C. Bray, eds. Western Historical
Quarterly (8) 456-7. HORTICULTURE
A governor's wife on the mining frontier: the
letters of Mary Edgerton, by James i. Thane, Jr.,
ed. Idaho Yesterdays (21) 28-9.
Fremont: Explorer for a restless nation, by Ferol
Egan. New Mexico Historical Review (52) 53-4.
SUTTON, ROBERT M. , Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
The Illinois river basin before 1870, in Future
problems and water resources research needs of the
Illinois river system. Water Resources Center,
Urbana, 12pp.
WALLER, ROBERT A., Associate Professor
Books
Rainey of Illinois: a political biography,
1903-1934. Urbana: UP, 260pp.
Articles
General education: a challenge for community colleges
Community College Frontiers (5: Summer) 47-51.
Book Reviews
Advocacy & objectivity: a crisis in the
professionalization of American social science, by
Mary 0. Fumer. Journal of the Illinois State
Historical Society (70:August) 251-2.
ARNOLD, CHARLES Y., Professor
Articles
Two centrifuge tests for estimating the carbohydrate
and pigment status in six genotypes of corn.
HortScience (12:6) 560-1.
CHU, MEL C, Associate Horticulturist
Articles
With R. M. Skirvin
Tissue culture may revolutionize the production of
peach shoots. Illinois Research (19:4) 18-19.
COURTER, JOHN W. , Professor
Edited Book
Proceedings of the Illinois Strawberry School.
Urbana: University of Illinois College of Agricul-
ture Cooperative Extension Service, 54pp.
Articles
Strawberries - promising, colorful bedding plants
Illinois State Florists' Association Bulletin
(369) 18-20.
How to pick a ripe watermelon. Illinois State
Florists' Association Bulletin (373) 23.
Sources of trickle irrigation kits and equipment.
Illinois State Florists' Association Bulletin
(374) 21.
With J. S. Vandemark
1977 vegetable varieties for commercial plant
growers. Illinois State Florists' Association
Bulletin (369) 20-21.
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with P. H. Massey, Jr.
Current utilization of agricultural plastics in
U.S.A. Plasticulture (33) 3-10.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Customer purchase of pick-your-own fruit and vege-
tables. Update 77. Illinois Agricultural Experi-
ment Station, Dixon Springs Agricultural Center
(5) 241-2.
Vegetable and strawberry cultivar trials. Illinois
Agricultural Experiment Station, Dixon Springs Agri-
cultural Center (5) 243-9.
Performance of European greenhouse cucumbers, 1971-
76. Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Dixon
Springs Agricultural Center (5) 255-6.
Performance of blueberry cultivars, 1967-1976. Up-
date 77. Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station,
Dixon Springs Agricultural Center (5) 259-60.
With B. J. Jacobsen
Effect of fungicide and mulch on early blight and
yield of selected tomato cultivars. Update 77.
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Dixon
Springs Agricultural Center (5) 226-8.
Effect of fungicide and mulch on early blight and
yield of selected tomato cultivars. Illinois Agri-
cultural Experiment Station, Dixon Springs Agricul-
tural Center (5) 226-8.
With G. M. Milbrath, H. G. Hunzicker
Pepper cultivar trials and tobacco etch virus, 1976.
Update 77. Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station,
Dixon Springs Agricultural Center (5) 229-30.
With R. M. Skirvin, A. G. Otterbacher
Thornless blackberries for Illinois. Update 77.
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Dixon
Springs Agricultural Center (5) 257-8.
With B. J. Jacobsen, et al.
Evaluation of sweet corn cultivars for yield and
resistance to Stewart's bacterial wilt and wheat
mosaic virus. Update 77. Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station, Dixon Springs Agricultural
Center (5) 231-40.
With C. C. Doll, et al.
Strawberry cultivars for Illinois—1977. Proceed-
ings 1977 Illinois Strawberry School , 9-12.
DAYTON, DANIEL F., Professor
Articles
Genetic immunity to apple mildew incited by
Podosphaera leucotricha . HortScience (12:3) 225-6.
With J. B. Mowry, et al.
Scab resistant apples. HortScience (12:5) 433-4.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With J. B. Mowry, et al
.
Coop 19, 20, 21, and 22: Four scab-resistant apple
selections released for advanced testing. Illinois
Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 755, 3pp.
DICKINSON, DAVID B., Professor
Articles
With M. D. LeibowitE, et al.
Partial purification and study of pollen glucurono-
kinase. Archives of Biochemistry and Biophysics
(179) 559-64.
With D. Hyman, J. W. Gonzales
Isolation of uridine 5 ' -pyrophosphate glucuronic
acid pyrophosphorylase and its assay using ^^P-
pyrophosphate . Plant Physiology (59) 1082-4.
DIRR, MICHAEL A. , Associate Professor
Revision of a Book
Manual of woody landscape plants: their identifica-
tion, ornamental characteristics, culture, propaga-
tion and uses (rev. ed.). Champaign: Stipes, 552pp.
In search of the elusive redstemmed dogwood. Ameri -
can Horticulturist (56:2) 18-21.
An affair with plants. American Nurseryman (145:11)
7-8, 82-8.
Rarely used sweet-scented shrubs add another dimen-
sion to the landscape. American Nurseryman (146:4)
19, 132-6.
Consistent autumn color graces Midwestern trees and
shrubs. American Nurseryman (146:12) 12, 46, 58, 50,
52.
Reflection on the katsura-tree. American Horticul -
turist (56:6) 22-3, 37.
Fothergillas: A garden aristocrat. Horticulture
(40:12) 38-9.
With S. M. Burd
Bottlebrush buckeye adds a showy display to the land-
scape. American Nurseryman (146:6) 10, 117-20.
Bottlebrush buckeye: ornamental characteristics
and propagation. The Plant Propagator (23:4) 6-8.
Book Reviews
Street trees, by Roland Daniels. HortScience
(12) 277.
Landscape plants for the central and northeastern
states including lower and eastern Canada, by
Ronald L. Spangler and Jerry Ripperda. HortScience :
(13:2) 209-10.
FOSLER, GAIL M. , Associate Professor
Articles
Bedding plants in the landscape. 17th Annual Illi-
nois Turfqrass Conference Proceedings 52-7
With M. J. Schusler, et al.
A comparison of various bark mixes for bedding
plant production. Illinois State Florists' Associ -
ation Bulletin (372) 4-5.
GARTNER, JOHN B. , Professor
Articles
Soil composition determines handling ease. Ameri -
can Nurseryman (146) 12, 59-61.
With M. J. Schusler, et al.
A comparison of various bark mixes for bedding plant
production. Illinois State Florists' Association
Bulletin (372) 4-5.
GILES, FLOYD A., Associate Professor
Book Review
Southern lawn and groundcovers , by Richard Duble and
James C. Kell. National Association of Colleges
and Teachers of Agriculture Journal (21:4) 1, 44-5.
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HOPEN, HERBERT J. , Professor
Articles
With S. F. Gorske, R. Randell
Bionomics of the Purslane sawfly, Schizocerella
pilicornis . Annals of the Entomological Society
of America (70) 104-6.
Purslane sawfly helps control common purslane.
Illinois Research (19:3) 6-7.
With R. F. Sacher, B. J. Jacobsen
Suppression of root diseases and weeds in peas
treated with dinitrophenol and dinitroaniline herbi-
cides. Down to Earth (32:4) 16-21.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Bean cultivar selectivity of bentazon. North Cen-
tral Weed Control Conference Report (24) 366-9.
JAYCOX, ELBERT R. , Professor
Articles
Die Verhaltensweise der Honigbiene bei der
Nahrungssuche. Reaktionen auf Koniginnen, Larven
und Larvenextrakte. Alpenlandische Bienenzeitung
(65:3) 49-52.
Is there a bee disease hound (AF Bloodhound)?
American Bee Journal (117:3) 188.
Care of equipment after extracting. American Bee
Journal (117:7) 435.
Wasser fiir die Honigbienen. Alpenlandische
Bienenzeitung (65:6) 121-4.
With S. G. Parise
A field test of no-swarm cluster frames. American
Bee Journal (117:4) 256-8.
With W. Rutz, et al
.
Juvenile hormone and polyethism in adult worker
honeybees (Apis mellifera ) . Proceedings VII Con-
gress, lUSSI, Wageningen, Netherlands, 1977:26-7.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Pesticides and honey bees. University of Illinois
College of Agriculture Cooperative Extension Service
Circular 1138, 6pp.
Destroying bees and wasps. University of Illinois
College of Agriculture Cooperative Extension Service
Circular 1137, 6pp.
LEE, YOO SUNG, Research Associate
Articles
An immunoelectrophoretic comparison of three species
of Coffea . Systematic Botany (2) 169-79.
MEADOR, DANIEL B., Professor
Articles
Peach fruit bud survival at Urbana, Illinois. Fruit
Varieties Journal (31:1) 13.
Reducing russet on 'Golden Delicious' apples with
silicon dioxide formulation foliage sprays. Hort-
Science (12:5) 504-5.
Cover crop for new apple plantings. Illini Horti-
culture (65:5) 5-6.
Hedgerow plantings. Illini Horticulture (65:5) 6.
Weather and crop summary. Proceedings Illinois
State Horticulture Society (110) 90-3.
Spartan vs. Cortland. Illini Horticulture (66:2) 3.
With E. W. Vernon
Tele-lectures expand home horticulture programs in
Illinois. HortScience (12:4) 329-30.
With R. H. Meyer, W. C. Foht
An analysis of the 1976 Illinois Growers Quality
Apple Club. Proceedings Illinois State Horticulture
Society (110) 82-6.
With C. C. Doll, et al.
Strawberry cultivars for Illinois—1977. Proceed-
ings 1977 Illinois Strawberry School , 9-12.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With M. C. Shurtleff, R. Randell
Home fruit pest control. University of Illinois
College of Agriculture Cooperative Extension Service
Circular 1145, 7pp.
With C. C. Doll
Controlling weeds in home fruit plantings. Univer-
sity of Illinois College of Agriculture Cooperative
Extension Service Circular 1144, 11pp.
MEYER, MARTIN M., Jr., Associate Professor
Grafting and budding as an educational exercise pro-
ducing novelty ornamental plants. The Plant Propa-
gator (23:3) 12-13.
With G. M. Milbrath
In vitro propagation of horseradish with leaf pieces.
HortScience (12) 544-5.
MOWRY, JAMES B., Professor
Articles
With D. F. Dayton, et al.
Scab resistant apples. HortScience (12:5) 433-4.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With D. F. Dayton, et al.
Coop 19, 20, 21, and 22. Four scab-resistant apple
selections released for advanced testing. Illinois
Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 7 55, 3pp.
NELSON, WILLIAM R. , Jr., Professor
Articles
Esthetic considerations for urban trees. Weeds
,
Trees, and Turf (16:10) 24-34.
Extension landscape architecture—a non-traditional
education program in landscape architecture. Ameri-
can Society of Landscape Architects Monograph , 3 Ipp
.
With C. L. Moorehead
A place to be human. Small Town (8:4) 4-7.
OTTERBACHER, ALAN G. , Assistant Horticulturist
Articles
With S. M. Ries
Occurrence of fire blight on thornless blacltberry
in Illinois. Plant Disease Reporter (61) 232-5.
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With R. M. Skirvin
Elderberry cultivar performance in Illinois. Fruit
Varieties Journal (31) 7-10.
Performance of strawberry cultivars under severe
temperature fluctuations. Proceedings 1977 Illinois
Strawberry School , 14-5.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With J. W. Courter, R. M. Skirvin
Thornless blackberries for Illinois. Update 77.
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Dixon
Springs Agricultural Center (5) 257-8.
REBEIZ, CONSTANTIN A. , Professor
Articles
With B. B. Smith
Chloroplast biogenesis: Detection of Mg-protopor-
phyrin chelatase in vitro . Archives of Biochemistry
and Biophysics (180) 50-60.
Spectrofluorometric determination of Mg-protopor-
phyrin monoester and longer wavelength metallopor-
phyrins in the presence of Zn-protoporphyrin.
Photochemistry Photobiology (26) 527-32.
Chloroplast biogenesis: Detection of Mg-protopor-
phyrin chelatase _in vitro . Archives of Biochemistry
and Biophysics (180) 178-85.
With J. R. Mattheis
Chloroplast biogenesis XVIII. Metabolism of proto-
chlorophyllide and protochlorophyllide ester in
developing chloroplasts. Archives of Biochemistry
and Biophysics (184) 189-96.
Chloroplast biogenesis: Net synthesis of proto-
chlorophyllide from magnesium protoporphyrin mono-
ester by developing chloroplasts. Journal Biological
Chemistry (252) 4022-4.
Chloroplast biogenesis: Net synthesis of protochlorc
phyllide from protoporphyrin IX by developing chloro
plasts. Journal Biological Chemistry (252) 8347-9.
With C. E. Cohn, et al.
Chloroplast biogenesis XX. Accumulation of porphy-
rin and phorbin pigments in cucumber cotyledons
during photoperiodic greening. Plant Physiology
(60) 743-6.
RHODES, ASHBY M. , Professor
Chapter in a Book
Horseradish - problems and research in Illinois. In
Crop Resources , ed. by D. S. Seigler. New York:
Academic Press, pp. 137-48.
Articles
With F. W. Martin
Intra-specif ic classification of Dioscorea alata .
Tropical Agriculture (Trinidad 54:1) 1-13.
With J. Nienhuis
Interspecific grafting to enhance flowering in wild
species of Cucurbita. HortScience (12:5) 458-9.
SIMONS, ROY K., Professor
Articles
Morphological and anatomical development of current
season shoots of the 'Jonared' Apple. Fruit Varie-
ties Journal (31) 90-7.
SKIRVIN, ROBERT M. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Fruit improvement through single-cell culture.
Fruit Varieties Journal (31) 82-5.
With A. G. Otterbacher
Elderberry cultivar performance in Illinois. Fruit
Varieties Journal (31) 7-10.
Performance of strawberry cultivars under severe
temperature fluctuations. Proceedings 1977 Illinois
Strawberry School ,
With J. Janick
Phyllotaxy variability in Pelargonium . HortScience
(12) 50.
Separation of phenotypes in a periclinal Chimera.
Junior College Science Teaching (7) 33-5.
With M. C. Chu
Tissue culture may revolutionize the production of
peach shoots. Illinois Research (19:4) 18-19.
With J. Janick, R. B. Janders
Comparison of in vitro and iii vivo tissue culture
systems in scented geranium. The Journal of
Heredity (68) 62-4.
With Chi Won Lee, et al.
Tissue culture of Salpigloss is sinuata L. from leaf
discs. HortScience (12:6) 547-9.
With C. C. Doll
Strawberry cultivars for Illinois— 1977. Proceed-
ings 1977 Illinois Strawberry School , 9-12.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With J. W. Courter, A. G. Otterbacher
Thornless blackberries for Illinois. Update 77.
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Dixon
Springs Agricultural Center (5) 257-8.
SPLITISTOESSER, WALTER E., Professor
Articles
Protein quality and quantity of tropical roots and
tubers. HortScience (12) 294-8.
With Pisarczyk, J. M.
The effect of the growth retardants, SADH and
UNI-P293 on transpiration, water potential, and
yield of field-grown snap beans. Proceedings of the
Plant Growth Regulator Working Group (1) 231-5.
Book Review
Organic farming: Yesterday's and tomorrow's agri-
culture, by Ray Wolf. National Association of
Colleges and Teachers of Agriculture Journal (21:4)
44-5.
SPOMER, L. ARTHUR, Associate Professor
Articles
Measuring soil water: electrical resistance methods.
Illinois State Florists' Association Bulletin (375)
23-5.
Sharpening common greenhouse and shop tools : screw-
drivers. Illinois State Florists' Association
Bulletin (376) 24-5.
Sharpening common greenhouse and shop tools
:
scissors. Illinois State Florists' Association
Bulletin (373) 6-7.
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Physical considerations in amending putting green
soils. Green World (7:1) 1-2.
Water and plant growth. Illinois State Florists '
Association Bulletin (372) 6-8.
Principles of soil preparation for drained golf
greens. United States Golf Association Green Section
Record (15:4) 9-12.
Principles of soil physical amendment. Weeds, Trees
and Turf (16:8) 26-32.
With L. R. Nelms
The water relations of transplanted soils. Illinois
State Florists' Association Bulletin (376) 23-4.
Measuring soil water with tensiometers : general.
Illinois State Florists' Association Bulletin (371)
16-17.
With A. J. Turgeon
Vertical soil water retention in newly sodded ,
drained turfgrass sites. Communications in Soil Sci -
ence and Plant Analysis (8:5) 417-423.
STREET, JOHN R. , Assistant Professor
Articles
The role of silica in thatch decomposition. 17th
Annual Illinois Turfgrass Conference Proceedings,
82-3.
Tall fescue management. 17th Annual Illinois Turf-
grass Conference Proceedings , 60-2.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With A. J. Turgeon, M. C. Shurtleff, R. Randell
1977 Turfgrass pest control. University of Illinois
College of Agriculture Cooperative Extension Circu-
\ lar 1076, 4pp. (Revised)
TURGEON, A. J., Associate Professor
Articles
Comparative advantages of soil-less sod for Kentuc)ty
bluegrass propagation. Rasen Grunflachen
Begrunungen (8:1) 13-15.
Turf research Midwest update. Park Maintenance
(30:7) 9-13.
Controlling annual bluegrass. Annual Turfgrass
Conference Proceedings . University of Massachu-
setts, 27-30.
Kentuclcy bluegrass cultivar management. 17th Annual
Turfgrass Conference Proceedings , 13-20.
Weed control update. Proceedings 48th International
Turfgrass GCSAA Conference and Show , 232-6.
Turfgrass weed control update. Proceedings 17th
Annual Missouri Lawn and Turf Conference , 19-23.
A contemporary view of thatch in turf. Proceedings
17th Annual Missouri Lawn and Turf Conference, 46-9.I
With L. A. Spomer
Vertical soil water retention in newly sodded
drained turfgrass sites. Commtinications in Soil
Science and Plant Analysis (8:5) 417-23.
.With R. C. Hiltibran
Creeping bentgrass response to aquatic herbicides in
irrigation water. Journal Environmental Quality
(6) 263-7.
Bentgrass response to aquatic herbicides in irriga-
tion water. 17th Annual Illinois Turfgrass Confer-
ence, 34-44.
With F. Berns, B. Warren
A mechanized washing system for generating soil-less
sod. Agronomy Journal (70) 349-50.
With K. A. Hurto, L. A. Spomer
Thatch as a turfgrass growing medium. Illinois
Research (19:3) 3-4.
With K. A. Hurto
Characterization of thatch as a turfgrass growing
medium. 17th Annual Illinois Turfgrass Conference ,
75-7.
Thatch-preemergence herbicide interactions in turf.
17th Annual Illinois Turfgrass Conference , 80-1.
Impact of thatch on the residual activity of herbi-
cides used in turfgrass renovation. 17th Annual
Illinois Turfgrass Conference , 6-7.
With J. E. Haley
Selective control of creeping bentgrass. 17th
Annual Illinois Turfgrass Conference , 5-7.
With F. H. Berns, M. C. Shurtleff
Red leaf spot on "Toronto" creeping bentgrass. 17th
Annual Illinois Turfgrass Conference , 5-7,
With F. C. Hinds, et al
.
Utilizing dehydrated pelleted turfgrass clippings
as feed for ruminant animals. 17th Annual Illinois
"^urfgrass Conference, 8-12.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With J. R. Street, M. C. Shurtleff, R. Randell
1977 Turfgrass pest control. University of Illinois
College of Agriculture Cooperative Extension Circu-
lar 1076, 4pp. (Revised.)
VANDEMARK, JOSEPH S., Professor
Chapter in a Bool<
Onions are finiclty as to growing, curing; and garlic
may not be a joy either. In 1977 Yearbook of
Agriculture , ed. by Jack Hayes. Washington, D.C.
:
U.S. Department of Agriculture, pp. 151-6.
Articles
With J. W. Courter
1977 vegetable varieties for commercial plant grow-
ers. Illinois State Florists' Association Bulletin
(369) 20-1.
WILLIAMS, DAVID J., Assistant Professor
Articles
Effect of methazole formulation and rate on shoot
and root growth of three container-grown woody
ornamentals. HortScience (12:4) 344-5.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
O' Kennedy, Brendan Thomas (J. S. Titus), Storage
proteins in apple shoot bark: Their isolation,
characterization and mobilization.
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ANDERSON, JAMES R. , Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
With G. Francescato, S. Weidemann, R. Chenoweth
Predictors of residents' satisfaction in high rise
and low rise housing. In Hujnan response to tall
buildings , ed. by Donald J. Conway. Stroudsburg,
PA: Dowden, Hutchinson and Ross, pp. 160-67.
CHENOWETH, RICHARD E., Research Associate
Chapter in a Book
With J.R. Anderson, G. Francescato, S. Weidemann
Predictors of residents' satisfaction in high rise
and low rise housing. In Human response to tall
buildings , ed. by Donald J. Conway. Stroudsburg,
PA: Dowden, Hutchinson and Ross, pp. 160-67.
FRANCESCATO, GUIDO, Professor
Chapter in a Book
With J.R. Anderson, S. Weidemann, R.E. Chenoweth
Predictors of residents' satisfaction in high rise
and low rise housing. In Human response to tall
buildings , ed. by Donald J. Conway. Stroudsburg,
PA: Dowden, Hutchinson and Ross, pp. 160-67.
WEIDEMANN, SUE, Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
With J.R. Anderson, G. Francescato, R.E. Chenoweth
Predictors of residents' satisfaction in high rise
and low rise housing. In Human response to tall
buildings , ed. by Donald J. Conway. Stroudsburg,
PA: Dowden, Hutchinson and Ross, pp. 160-67.
ANDERSON, JACQUELINE H., Assistant Professor
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Selecting and using refrigerators and freezers.
Cooperative Extension Service Circular 1131, Univer-
sity of Illinois, Urbana, 4pp.
Selecting and using clothes washers, dryers, and
irons. Cooperative Extension Service Circular 1132,
University of Illinois, Urbana, 4pp.
Selecting and using ranges, microwave ovens, and
range hoods. Cooperative Extension Service
Circular 1135, University of Illinois, Urbana, 6pp.
Selecting and using small kitchen appliances.
Cooperative Extension Service Circular 1142, Univer-
sity of Illinois, Urbana, 4pp.
BONNETT, JOAN L., Assistant Professor
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Paying utility bills. Cooperative Extension Service
CHEF 525, University of Illinois, Urbana, 4pp.
Finding help for utility problems. Cooperative
Extension Service CHEP 527, University of Illinois,
Urbana, 4pp.
GOSSELIN, LAURENT A., Assistant Professor
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With A. G. Boardman, A. Lloyd
The determinants of sense of control among sixth
grade inner-city children: an evaluation of the
portal school concept. University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, 42pp.
HAFSTROM, JEANNE L. , Associate Professor
Articles
With J. C. Hunter-Holmes
Working and nonworking wives' expectations as to
future employment. Illinois Research (19:No.3)
14-15.
HUMAN RESOURCES AND FAMILY STUDIES
ACKER, GERALDINE E. , Professor
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With R. J. Reber
Controlling calories. Cooperative Extension Service
Circular C1148, University of Illinois, Urbana, 20pp.
ALEXANDER, HAROLD H., Associate Professor
Book Reviews
The tools that built America, by Alex W. Bealer.
Journal of Interior Design Education and Research
(3:No.l).
HOERR, SHARON L., Instructor
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With J. A. Troftgruben
Issues in the marketplace. Cooperative Extension
Service, University of Illinois, Urbana, 4pp.
Choices in the marketplace. Cooperative Extension
Service, University of Illinois, Urbana, 4pp.
HUNTER-HOLMES, JANET C, Assistant Professor
Articles
With J. L. Hafstrom
Working and nonworking wives' expectations as to
future employment. Illinois Research (19:No.3)
14-15.
LAFFERTY, HELEN K. , Visiting Assistant Professor
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With M. A. Zentner, et al.
Consumer, market, and laboratory studies of flame
resistant textile items. Part II: consumer and
retail market studies. Agricultural Experiment
Station, University of Rhode Island, 52pp.
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O'REILLY, LAWRENCE B., Associate Professor
Bulletins or Technical Reports
New horizons in ^-H health education. National 4-H
Council, Chicago, 18pp.
PICCIANO, MARY FRANCES A., Assistant Professor
Articles
illth H. A. Guthrie, D. Sheehe
Fatty acid patterns of human milk. Journal of
Pediatrics (90:No.l) 39-41.
Jith E. G. Perkins, J. C. Means
Recent advances in the instrumental analysis of
lipids. Review Francaise des Corps Gras (2A:No.2)
73-84.
With E. G. Perkins
Identification of the trans isomers of octadecenoic
acid in human milk. Lipids (12:No.4) 407-8.
^EBER, ROBERT J., Associate Professor
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Dietary alternatives. Cooperative Extension Service,
University of Illinois, Urbana, 4pp.
With G. E. Acker
Controlling calories. Cooperative Extension Service
Circular C1148, University of Illinois, Urbana, 20pp.
SALAMON, SONYA B. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Family bounds and friendship bonds: Japan and West
Germany. Journal of Marriage and the Family (39)
807-20.
TROFTGRUBEN, JUDITH A., Instructor
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Canning foods. Cooperative Extension Service, Univer-
sity of Illinois, Urbana, 32pp.
Freezing foods. Cooperative Extension Service,
University of Illinois, Urbana, 28pp.
Drying foods. Cooperative Extension Service, Univer-
sity of Illinois, Urbana, 22pp.
^ith S. L. Hoerr
Issues in the marketplace. Cooperative Extension
Service, University of Illinois, Urbana, 4pp.
Choices in the marketplace. Cooperative Extension
Service, University of Illinois, Urbana, 4pp.
OFFICE OF INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES
BRANDENBURG, DALE C, Assistant Professor
Articles
With J. A. Slinde and E. E. Batista
Student ratings of instruction: validity and
normative interpretations. Research in Higher
Education (7) 67-78.
EVERLY, JACK C, Head, Instructional Media and
Instructional Television Divisions. See
Agricultural Communications.
Articles
Case study. . .Program to prepare Ph.D. candidates
for teaching roles in agriculture. NACTA Journal
{20:No. 2) 5-10.
The new copyright law and teaching college-level
agriculture. NACTA Journal (20:4) 13-16.
With W. A. Johnson and A. S. Villacorta
An evaluation of the use of media for the
instruction of ballroom dance. Illinois Audio-
visual Association Journal (12:No. 4) 4-8.
FRISBIE, DAVID A., Assistant Professor
Articles
Some limitations of expectancy data used with
college level course placement. Measurement and
Evaluation in Guidance (9) 166-71.
Issues in formulating course grading policies.
National Association of Colleges and Teachers
of Colleges and Teachers of Agriculture Journal
(21) 15-8.
With N. F. Halff
In-class achievement in college foreign language
study related to high school foreign language
study: implications for course placement. The
Modern Language Journal (61) 401-6.
JOHNSON, WARREN A., Research Associate
Articles
With J. C. Everly and A. S. Villacorta
An evaluation of the use of media for the
instruction of ballroom dance. Illinois Audio -
visual Association Journal (12:No. 4) 4-8.
MCINTYRE, CHARLES J., Director,
tional Resources; Professor,
Psychology
Office of Instruc-
Educational
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Beccue, Barbara Baird (J. L. Hafstrom) , Determinants
of the number of hours worked by the gainfully-
employed married woman.
Hunter-Holmes, Janet C. (J. L. Hafstrom), Factors
discriminating among occupational groups of
230 married women with children.
Warfield, Carol Larson (J. L. Hafstrom, M. M. Dunsing)
,
Determinants of mothers' residential mobility
expectations for their children.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
CRITERIA VI Evaluation of college teachers.
University of Michigan: Center for Research on
Learning and Teaching; Fund for the Improvement
of Postsecondary Education, Department of Health,
Education and Welfare.
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ORY. JOHN C, Assistant Professor. KREILING, ALBERT L., Assistant Professor
Articles
With Z. Harris and D. L. Clark
A method of establishing criterion weights in the
evaluation of vocational education programs. The
Journal of Vocational Education Research (II:
Spring) 35-42.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Development and field testing of criteria, instru-
ments, and procedures used to evaluate vocational
educational programs in the Metropolitan Community
Colleges of Kansas City, Missouri. Washington,
D.C.: U. S. Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare. Bureau of Occupational and Adult
Education (I and II) 177 and 38.
The rise of the black press in Chicago. Journalism
History (4) 132-36, 156.
Book Reviews
Freedom of the press vs. public access, by Benno C.
Schmidt, Jr. Journal of Comrounication (27) 209.
LITTLEWOOD, THOMAS B., Professor and Head of Department
Books
The politics of population control. Notre Dame,
Ind. : University of Notre Dame Press, 232 pp.
MARVIN, CAROLYN A., Lecturer
Articles
Propaganda. The Art of Persuasion. World War II.
Journalism History (3:No. 4) 133-134.
With Q. J. Schultze
The first thirty years: CB in perspective. Journal
of Communication (27:Summer 1977) 104-117.
JOURNALISM
CHRISTIANS, CLIFFORD G., Assistant Professor, See:
Institute of Communications Research.
FUSON, HAROLD W. , JR., Assistant Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Knocking at the jailhouse door. Freedom of Informa-
tion Center Report. (377: Sept. 1977) 1-6.
Book Reviews
The media law reporter, by Bureau of National
Affairs. Quill (65 : July-August 1977) 13.
Books that changed the south, by Robert B. Downs.
Journalism Quarterly (54:summer 1977) 393-394.
GILMORE, GENE S., Associate Professor
Books Revised
Editing Exercises. San Francisco: Boyd s Eraser,
102 pp.
Articles
How Chicago lost another paper. Columbia
Journalism Review (XVII :May-June 1978) 37-38.
GUBACK, THOMAS H., Professor, See: Institute of
Coranunications Research.
HURWITZ, DONALD L., Lecturer
MILLER, PETER V., Assistant Professor, See: Institute
of Communications Research.
PETERSON, THEODORE B., Professor and Dean, College of
Communi cations
Chapters in Books
Magazines in the seventies. In Mass Media Issues ,
ed. by Leonard Sellers and William L. Rivers.
Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., pp.
257-267.
Book Reviews
The condensed world of the Reader's Digest, by
Samuel A. Schreiner, Jr. Journalism Quarterly (54)
810.
The master of Sunnybrook: a biography of Albert
Payson Terhune, by Irving Litvag. Journalism
Quarterly (54) 808.
That was life, by Dora Jane Hamblin. Journalism
Quarterly (54) 617.
Book Reviews
Alternative technology and the politics of
technical change, by David Dickson. Public
Telecommunications Review (4:No. 6) 69-72.
I
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BLAU, FRANCINE D. , Assistant Professor, See: Economics
DERBER, MILTON, Professor
Chapter in a Book
Introduction. In Selected Works of Irving Bernstein
,
ed. by George Hildebrand and Frederic Meyers.
Los Angeles, Cal . : University of California, pp. 1-3.
Bulletin or Technical Report
With C. Maxey and K. Wetzel
Public Management's Internal Organizational Response
to the Demands of Collective Bargaining in the
Twelve Midwestern States. Washington, D.C.: US
Dept. of Labor. 79 pp.
Book Review
Comparative Union Democracy: Organization and
Opposition in British and American Unions, by J.
David Edelstein and Malcolm Warner. Labor History
(Spring) 298-9.
Articles
Changing Union-Manai^ement Relations at the Plant
Level in Australian Metalworking. The Journal of
Industrial Relations (Australia) (March) 1-23.
Collective Bargaining: The American Approach to
Inustrial Democracy. The Annals of the American
Academy of Political and Social Science ( May
)
83-94.
State Government Management-Union Relations in
Victoria and New South Wales. The Journal of
Industrial Relations (Australia) (December)
366-87.
SCOVILLE, JAMES G., Professor
Chapter in a Book
Sectoral interdependence in urban labour markets and
variations in the social and economic environment.
In Studies of Urban Labor Market Behavior in
Developing Areas
, ed. by Subbiah Kannappan. Geneva:
International Institute for Labour Studies, PP- 71-8A
Book Review
International Labor and the Multinational Enterprise,
by Duane Kujawa. Industrial and Labor Relations
Review (30:4) 558-60.
STURMTHAL, ADOLF, Emeritus Professor
Chapter in a Book
"Employment and Development Models," Essays on
Economic Development and Cultural Change in Honor of
Bert F. Hoselitz, Economic Development and Cultural
Change (25 : Supplement) pp. 391-406.
Book Review
Gewerkschaften und Entwicklungspolitik, by Gerhard
Leminsky und Bernd Otto. In Internationale
Wissenschaftliche Korrespondenz
Articles
(2) 255-7.
"Unions and Industrial Democracy," The Annals of the
American Academy of Political and Social Science
(431:May) 12-21.
Syndicats et danocratie industrielle, in Partlcipatior
et Neqociation Collective
, Presses de I'Universite
Laval (1977) 53-59.
Bullock and the Aftermath, Relations Industrielles
,
(32:3) 299-309.
FEUILLE, PETER, Associate Professor TAIRA, KOJI, Professor
Book
With D. Lewin and T. A. Kochan, eds
.
Public sector labor relations: analysis and
readings. Glen Ridge, N.J.: Horton, 511 pp.
Chapters in Books
Police officers as unionists: the police labor
movement. In Issues in the Administration of
Criminal Justice , ed. by Donald Shanahan. Boston:
Holbrook Press, pp. 102-19.
With H. A. Juris, R. T. Jones, and M. J. Jedel
Multiemployer bargaining among local governments.
In Proceedings of the Twenty-Ninth Annual Winter
Meeting
, eds. by James L. Stern and Barbara D. Dennis
Madison: Industrial Relations Research Association,
pp. 123-31.
Book Review
Emergence of the public sector arbitrator, by Gerald
M. Pops. Industrial and Labor Relations Review
(30:4) 546-7.
Articles
Public sector impasses: symposium introduction.
Industrial Relations (16:3) 264-72.
Final offer arbitration and negotiating incentives.
The Arbitration Journal (32:3) 203-20.
FORM, WILLIAM, Professor, See: Sociology.
Chapter in a Book
Internal Labor Markets, Ability Utilization and
Economic Growth. In Studies of Urban Labor Market
Behavior in Developing Areas , ed. by S. Kannappan.
Geneva, Switzerland, pp. 49-62.
Book Reviews
Toward Industrial Democracy, by Munio Odaka.
Industrial and Labor Relations Review (30) 258-9.
The Modernization of Japan and Russia, by Cyril E.
Black et al
. Slavic Review (36) 128-30.
The Debt Trap, by Cheryl Payer. Wall Street Review
of Books (5) 116-8.
Asia's New Giant, by Hugh Patrick and Henry Rosovsky
(eds.). Pacific Affairs (50) 515-7.
.Articles
In Defense of Japanese Enterprise Unions. Japan Echo
(4) 98-109.
With J. Weaver
National Power and Commodity Power: Alhert Hlrschman
Revisited and Updated. Proceedings of the Sixth
Annual Meeting of the Illinois Economic Association
34-9.
With W. H. Bork
Trade, Investment, and Inter-State Politics in
Latin America. Journal of Economics (3) 132-5.
HENDRICKS, WALLACE E., Assistant Professor, See:
Economics
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With S. B. Levine
Labor Markets, Trade Unions and Social Justice:
Japanese Failures? Japanese Economic Studies (5)
66-95.
With C. Isarangkun
The Organization and Behavior of the Factory Work
Force in Thailand. Developing Economies (15)
16-36.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Cardenas, Gilbert (H. Folk) , Manpower impact and
problems of Mexican illegal aliens in an urban
labor market.
Cook, William Nelson (H. Folk) , Human capital invest-
ments by scientists and engineers: On-the-job
training and job information.
Gallagher, Daniel Gerard (J. G. Scoville) , The impact
of collective bargaining on school district
expenditures: An analysis of Illinois unit
school districts.
CENTER FOR LATIN AMERICAN AND CARIBBEAN STUDIES
FORSTER, MERLIN H. , Professor and
Director of the Center
See Department of Spanish, Italian, and Portuguese
1
LAW
COSTONIS, JOHN J., Professor
Articles
The disparity issue: a context for the Grand
Central terminal decision. Harvard Law Review
(91) 402-26.
FELLOWS, MARY L. , Assistant Professor
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
Books
Federal taxation of estates, gifts, and trusts:
supplement on the tax reform act of 1976.
Philadelphia: American Law Institute-American
Bar Association, 378 pp.
FINDLEY, ROGER W. , Professor
HOPKINS, LEWIS D., Assistant Professor
Articles
Land-use plan design--quadratic assignment and
central facility models. Environment and Planning A
(9) 625-642.
Methods for generating land suitability maps: a
comparative evaluation. Journal of the American
Institute of Planners (43) 386-400.
RILEY, ROBERT B., Professor and Head of Department
Articles
Notes on the northern plains. Landscape C21:2) 38-
47.
Grain elevators: symbols of time, place, and honest
building. American Institute of Architects' Journal
(1977:November} 50-55.
Articles
^ith B. M. Hannon
Railroading the army engineers: a proposal for a
national transportation engineering agency.
Natural Resources Journal (17) 365-76.
With B. M. Hannon
Railroading the army engineers: a proposal for a
national transportation engineering agency.
Transportation Journal (4:16) 70-77.
GRAHAM, MICHAEL H., Professor
Articles
Impeaching the professional expert witness by a
showing of financial interests. Indiana Law
Journal (53) 35-53.
Employing inconsistent statements for impeachment
and as substantive evidence: a critical review
and proposed amendments of federal rules of evidence
801(d)(1)(A) 1613 and 607. Michigan Law Review (75)
1563-1620.
Discovery of experts under rule 26(b) (H) of the
federal rules of civil procedure: part two, an
empirical study and proposal. University of
Illinois Law Forum (1977) 1-26.
Presumptions in civil cases in Illinois: do they
exist? Southern Illinois Law Journal (1977) 1-26.
Relationship between rules 607, 801(d) (1) (A) and
403 of the federal rules of evidence: a reply to
Weinstein's evidence. Texas Law Review (55) 573-
86.
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students, teach yourselves. Learning and the Law
(Fall 1977) 42-5.
The trial advocacy program experience at Illinois:
excellence in the teaching of many at an affordable
price. Illinois Bar Journal (Sept. 1977) 40-6.
HAWKLAND, WILLIAM D. , Professor
Articles
The trouble with article 6 of the UCC: some
thoughts about section 6-104. Commercial Law
Journal (82) 361-7.
HAY, PETER H., Associate Dean and Professor
Articles
With D. Oldekop
EMI/CBS and the rest of the world: trademark rights
and the European communities. American Journal of
Comparative Law (25) 120-51.
With R. J. Wallter
Le projet anglo-americain de convention sur la
reconnaissance des decisions et la convention
communautaire . Cahiers de droit europein (13)
1-24.
Die international Zustandigkeit amerikanischer
Gerichte in Zivil- und Handelssachen (Interna-
tional jurisdiction of American courts in civil
and commercial matters) . Juristenzeitung (32)
697-702.
KRAUSE, HARRY D. , Professor
Books
Family law in a nutshell. St. Paul: West
Publishing, 400 pp.
Articles
With L. Taylor
Family law. Illinois Judicial Conference, 1976
Report (1976) 296-301.
With K. Sell
Editorial, illegitimacy—a professional concern.
Journal of the American Medical Association (237)
574.
With H. Polesky
Blood typing in disputed paternity cases:
capabilities of American laboratories.
Transfusion (18) 521-24.
LAFAVE, WAYNE R. , Professor
Books
With Y. Kamisar & J. H. Israel
January 1978 supplement to modern criminal pro-
cedure. St. Paul: West Publishing, 380 pp.
Modern criminal law. St. Paul: West Publishing,
789 pp.
Probable cause for informants: the effects of
Murphy's law on fourth amendment adjudication.
University of Illinois Law Forum (1977) 1-68.
LANDERS, JONATHAN M., Professor
Books
With D. G. Epstein
Debtors and creditors: cases and materials.
St. Paul: West Publishing, 720 pp.
Articles
Some reflections on truth in lending. University
of Illinois Law Forum (2:1977) 669-89.
MAGGS, PETER B., Professor
Books
With D. Barry and G. Ginsburgs
The citizen and the state of contemporary Soviet
law. Leiden: A. W. Sijthoff, 303 pp.
With J. E. Hazard and W. E. Butler
The Soviet legal system. Dobbs Ferry, New York:
Oceana Publications, 621 pp.
Articles
Remedies for breach of contract under Article Two
of the Uniform Land Transactions Act. Georgia
Law Review (11) 275-96.
The legal status of collective farm members. The
Citizen and the State in Contemporary Soviet Law
(1977) 245-76.
Amnesty and prisoner population. Soviet Union
(3:1976) 51-62.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Soviet patent law. Soviet Statutes and Decisions
(XIII) 400 pp.
Law and population in Eastern Europe. Medford,
Massachusetts: Fletcher School of Law and
Diplomacy, Law and Population Monograph Series (3).
With M. Benfield
Uniform simplification of land transfers act.
Uniform Laws Annotated (13) 164-244.
Book Reviews
East-West trade: a sourcebook on the international
economic regulations of socialist countries and
their legal aspects, by D. A. Loeber, American
Journal of Comparative Law (25) 571-73.
Sense and systems in automated law research, by
Ronald A. May. American Bar Association Journal
(62) 570-72.
International law and the revolutionary state: a
case study of the Soviet Union and international
law, by R. J. Erickson. American Political Science
Review (70) 675-76.
MARCUS, PAUL, Associate Professor
Articles
Conspiracy: the criminal agreement in theory and
in practice. Georgetown Law Journal (65) 925-69.
MCCORD, JOHN H., Professor
1976 Estate and gift tax reform: analysis,
explanation and commentary. St. Paul: West
Publishing, 377 pp.
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Articles
State redemptions under the tax reform act.
Annual Federal Tax Course (36) 1-20.
Estate planning under the tax corrections bill.
Annual Estate Planning Course (21) 1-25.
Chapters in a Boole
Tax considerations in buying and selling an
unincorporated business. In Buying and Selling
Small Businesses / Illinois Institute for
Continuing Legal Education, 54 pp.
Tax considerations in buying and selling a
corporation. In Buying and Selling Small
Businesses , Illinois Institute for Continuing
Legal Education, 117 pp.
MORGAN, THOMAS D. , Professor
With R. D. Rotunda
Supplement to problems and materials on professional
responsibility. Mineola, New York: Foundation
Press, 144 pp.
Articles
The evolving concept of professional responsibility.
Harvard Law Review (90) 702-43.
NOWAK, JOHN E., Associate Professor
Articles
With R. J. Glennon
A functional analysis of the fourteenth amendment
"state action" requirement. The Supreme Court
Review (1976) 221-62.
O'CONNELL, JEFFREY, Professor
Chapter in a Boole
Torts. In Looking at Law School . S. Cillers,
Taplinger and New American Library: New York,
108-22.
Articles
The interlocking death and rebirth of contract and
tort. University of Michigan Law Review (75)
659-85.
Transferring injured victims' tort rights to
no-fault insurers: new "sole remedy" approaches
to cure liability insurance ills. University of
Illinois Law Forum (1977) 749-808.
Workers' compensation as a sole remedy for
employees. Labor Law Journal (28) 287-91.
PAINTER, WILLIAM H., Professor
Books
With J. N. Young, et al.
The study of federal tax law: business enterprises
(1977 rev.) Chicago: Commerce Clearing House,
502 pp.
Problems and materials in business planning: 1977
supplement (rev.). St. Paul: West Publishing,
378 pp.
Corporate and tax aspects of closely held corpora-
tions: 1977-78 supplement (rev.). Boston: Little,
Brown, 73 pp.
i
QUICK, CHARLES W., Professor
Book Reviews
The juvenile justice system, by Samuel M. Davis.
Georgia Law Review (11) 450-3.
ROTUNDA, RONALD D., Associate Professor
Books
With T. D. Morgan
1978 Supplement to problems and materials on
professional responsibility. Mineola, New York:
Foundation Press, 144 pp.
Chapter in a Book
Law, lawyers and managers. In The Ethics of
Corporate Conduct . Clarence Walton: Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey, 19 pp.
Articles
The word "profession" is only a label — and not
a very useful one. Learning and the Law (4)
16-19, 53.
The first amendment now protects commercial speech.
The Center Magazine: A Publication for the Study
of Democratic Institutions (10) 32-33.
With R. C. Hacker
The SEC's ectoplasmic theory of an issuer as applied
to educational charitable institutions, bank
trustees, and other exempt issuers. California Law
Review (65) 1181-1215.
SHERMAN, JEFFREY G., Assistant Professor
Musical copyright infringement: the requirement of
substantial similarity. ASCAP Copyright Law
Symposium (22) 81-145.
STONE, VICTOR J., Professor
With Illinois Supreme Court Committee on Jury
Instructions
Illinois pattern jury instructions - civil -
1977 supplement. St. Paul: West Publishing,
115 pp.
Books Edited
Civil liberties and civil rights: the David C.
Baum memorial lectures. Urbana: UP, 144 pp.
YOUNG, J. NELSON, Professor
Books
With J. Nowak and R. Rotunda
Handbook on constitutional law. St. Paul: West
Publishing, 974 pp.
With R. Hellawell and R. C. Pugh
Study of federal tax law — income tax — business
enterprises (1977-1978) . Chicago: Commerce
Clearing House, 502 pp.
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with K. E. Morrison, et al.
Study of federal tax law — income tax —
individuals (1977-78). Chicago: Commerce
Clearing House, 768 pp.
Chapter in a Book
The professional law school program: some per-
spectives for professional accounting education.
In Professionalization of the Accountancy
Curriculum . J. A. Silvoso and R. C. Dockweiler:
Columbia, Missouri, 6-20.
I
I
With D. R. Yoesting
The substitutablllty concept: a need for further
development. Journal of Leisure Research {8:No.3)
188-207.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Outdoor recreation for urban Illinois: a planning
project. Illinois Department of Conservation,
Springfield, Illinois, 133 pp.
ESPESETH, ROBERT D. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Planning enhances value of borrow pit ponds.
Illinois Research (19:No.3) 17-18.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With J. F. Dwyer
Improved local planning for reservoir-oriented
recreation opportunities. Water Resources Center,
Champaign, Illinois, 1A2 pp.
GUNN, SCOUT L. , Associate Professor
LEISURE STUDIES
BANNON, JOSEPH A., Professor
Articles
Delegation—a misunderstood management concept.
Parks & Recreation (13:No.3) 38-41.
With A. V. Sapora 6. M. G. Wade
Developing leadership for the leisure profession.
Society and Leisure (4) 67-81.
Outreach for community development. Journal of
Community Development Society (8:No.2) 69-80.
The manager who can generate ideas will solve
organizational problems. Management Strategy
(l:No.2) 3.
Book Reviews
Recreation leadership and supervision: guidelines
for professional development. Journal of Leisure
Research (10:No.l) 73-4.
BURNAM, JERRY D. , Lecturer
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Operation's manual for racquetball club, Northbrook,
Illinois, Court Club Enterprises, 14pp.
CHRISTENSEN, JA>ES E. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With D. R. Yoesting
Statistical and substantive implications of the use
of stepwise regression to order predictors of
leisure behavior. Journal of Leisure Research
(8:No.l) 59-65.
With C. E. Christensen
Statistical power analysis of health, physical ed-
ucation and recreation research. Research
Quarterly (48:No.48) 204-8.
Books
With C. A. Peterson
Therapeutic recreation program design: principles
and procedures. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-
Hall, 345 pp.
Articles
A systems approach to leisure counseling. Leisure
Today: JOPHER (April) 8-11.
Labels that limit life. Leisure Today: JOPHER
(October) 27-8.
With C. A. Peterson
Leisure counseling: an aspect of leisure education.
Leisure Today: JOPHER (April) 3-6.
With C. A. Peterson
Leisure counseling competencies. Leisure Informatio
(4:No.l) 6-7.
Play and the fully functioning person. Rehabilita-
tion Literature (38:No.8) 257-59.
With C. A. Peterson
Therapeutic recreation: an answer for the handi-
capped. Life Style (1) 20, 22.
With C. A. Peterson
Therapy and leisure education. Parks and Recreatior
(November) 22-5, 51-2.
KELLY, JOHN R. , Associate Professor
Articles
Housing and leisure in a planned community.
Housing Educators Journal (4) 14-18.
Leisure as compensation for work constraint.
Society and Leisure (8) 73-82.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With J. F. Dwyer and M. D. Bowes
Improved procedures for valuation of the contri-
bution of recreation to national economic
development. Water Resources Center, Champaign,
Illinois, 218pp.
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PETERSON, CAROL A., Assistant Professor
Books
With S. L. Gunn
Therapeutic recreation program design: principles
and procedure. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-
Hall, 368pp.
With M. L. Connolly
Handicapper characteristics: a disability chart.
Champaign, IL: ORPR, Cooperative Extension Service
79pp.
With M. J. Carter
Field placement systems for masters degree students
in therapeutic recreation. East Lansing, Ml:
Michigan State University Press, 325pp.
Books Edited
With Karla Slivken
Research into action: applications for therapeutic
recreation. Champaign, IL: ORPR, Cooperative
Extension Service.
Chapters in Books
Therapeutic applications of activity analysis. In
Expanding horizons in therapeutic recreation 111
,
ed. by Jerry Hitzhusen. University of Missouri.
Leisure Counseling: concepts and contexts. In
Perspectives of leisure counseling , ed. Goldstein
and Compton, Washington, D.C.
Therapeutic applications of new games. In
Expanding horizons in therapeutic recreation IV
,
ed. Jerry Hitzhusen. University of Missouri.
Articles
With S. L. Gunn
Therapy and leisure education. Parks and Recreatioi
(12:No.ll) 22-5, 51-2.
The right to risk. Leisure Today, JOPHER (4:78).
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Outdoor recreation for the mentally retarded,
mentally ill, physically disabled and aging in
Illinois: a five year plan. Champaign, Illinois,
ORPR, Cooperative Extension Service, 346pp.
Special recreation needs and services: existing
and alternative models. Champaign, Illinois,
ORPR, Cooperative Extension Service, 165pp.
SAPORA, ALLEN V. , Professor Emeritus
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Impressions of an Illinois educator about
Hungarian and Illinois informal education and
leisure service systems. Institute for Culture,
Budapest, Hungary, 28pp.
The intercall papers—a summary: international
commission for the advancement of leisure
leadership. World Leisure and Recreation
Association, New York, 6pp.
WADE, MICHAEL G., Associate Professor
Chapter in Books
Categories of disabilities and their influence
on the motor performance of children. In
Research and practice in physical education
,
ed. by R. E. Stadulis. Champaign, Illinois:
Human Kinetics Press, pp. 77-88.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Dixon, Jesse Thomas (S. L. Gunn) , Leisure activity
status
, outcome , and casual attribution : A
hypothesized interaction effect.
Howat, Gary Alan (J. J. Bannon) , The relationship
between conunitment and supervisor-subordinate
conflict resolution behavior in Illinois parks
and recreation agencies.
LIBRARY
ATKINSON, HUGH C, Professor and University
Librarian
Article
Decentralized circulation. In Minutes of the
Ninetieth Meeting . Washington, D.C.:
Association of Research Libraries, 5-13.
With George Schoyer
The Ohio State University. In Encyclopedia of
Library and Information Science (20), ed. by
Kent, Lancour and Daily. New York: Marcel
Dekker, 362-78.
BARTLE, ANN N., Instructor
Book Review
A history of the oratorio, by Howard E. Smither.
Library Journal (102) 2264.
BECK, NELSON R. , Visiting Instructor
Article
The use of library and educational facilities by
Russian-Jewish immigrants in New York City,
1880-1914: the impact of culture. Journal of
Library History (12) 128-49.
BENNETT, SCOTT B. , Associate Professor
Books Edited
Non Solus, No. 4. Urbana: University of
Illinois Library Friends, 52pp.
Article
A checklist of the writings of Esther Rhoads
Houghton and Walter E. Houghton, Jr. published
between 19 30 and 1975. Victorian Periodicals
Newsletter (10) 170-2.
Book Review
Authors, publishers and politicians: the quest
for an Anglo-American copyright agreement 1815-
1854, by James J. Barnes. Victorian Periodicals
Newsletter (10) 76-8.
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BOAST, CAROL, Assistant Professor
Chapters in Books
Practitioners' books and miscellaneous documents.
In Illinois legal research sourcebook , ed. by
Illinois Institute for Continuing Legal
Education. Springfield, Illinois: IICLE, 185pp.
Research in federal taxation. In 34th annual
federal tax coursebook , ed. by Illinois
Institute for Continuing Legal Education.
Springfield, Illinois: IICLE, 12pp.
BRICHFORD, MAYNARD J., Professor
Books
Avery Brundage collection, 1908-1975. Kohn,
West Germajiy: Bundesinstitut fiir
Sportwissenschaft, 317pp.
Archives and manuscripts: appraisal and
accessioning. Chicago: Society of American
Archivists, 24pp.
Articles
With H. Ostroff, et al.
Intellectual control of historical records. The
American Archivist (40:3) 307-13.
Current status of the American Library Association
archives: a preliminary report. The Journal of
Library History (12:1) 64-9.
Book Review
Archive-library relations, ed. by Robert L. Clark.
Georgia Archive (5:2) 68-71.
BROWN, NORMAN B. , Associate Professor
Article
Price indexes for 1977: U.S. periodicals cind
serial services. Library Journal (102) 1462-7.
BURGER, ROBERT H., Instructor
Article
With M. T. Choldin, et al.
Reference books of 1975-1976: a selection.
Slavic Review (36) 545-9.
CHAN, WINNIE, Assistant Professor
Book
With C. A. Melby
MARC format workbook for serial catalogers.
Springfield: Illinois State Library, 36pp.
CHOLDIN, MARIANNAT., Associate Professor
Articles
"Novikov, Nikolai Ivanovic." In Encyclopedia of
Library and Information Science (20) , ed. by
Kent, Lancour and Daily. New York: Marcel Dekker,
314-6.
Some developments in nineteenth century bibliog-
raphy: Russia. Libri (27:2) 108-15.
With R. -H. Burger, et al.
Reference books of 1975-1976: a selection.
Slavic Review (36) 545-9.
CLARK, BARTON M. , Assistant Professor
Book Review
Encyclopedia of Anthropology, by David E. Hunter
and Phillip Whitten. R£ (16) 348.
DAVIS, ELISABETH B., Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
An introduction to biological literature. In A
handbook of biological investigation , ed. by
Ambrose and Ambrose. Winston-Salem, North
Carolina: Hunter, pp. 75-82.
Article
With M. Williams, et al.
A two-phased model for library instruction.
Bulletin of the Medical Librcury Association (65:1)
40-5.
DEAL, CARL W. , Professor
Chapters in Books
Quantitative research on Latin America: an
inventory of data sets. In Statistical abstract
of Latin America, Vol. 17, 1976, ed. by James
Wilkie. Los Angeles, UCLA Latin American
Center, pp. 367-78.
An annotated list of sources for selection of
current materials on Latin America. In
Teaching Latin American studies , ed. by Miriam
Williford and J. Doyle Casteel. Gainesville,
Florida, Latin American Studies Association,
pp. 119-32.
Article
The Latin American microform project.
Acquisitions Newsletter (43) 7-12.
Foreign
DOWNS, ROBERT B. Professor and Dean of Library
Administration, Emeritus
Books
Books that changed the South. Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press, 292pp.
Henry Barnard. Boston: Twayne, 138pp.
Chapters in Books
Arthur Monroe McAnally. In Dictionary of
American library biography , ed. by B. S.
Wynar. Littleton, Colorado: Librarian
Unlimited, pp. 347-9.
Phineas Lawrence Windsor. In Dictionary of
American library biography , ed. by B. S.
Wynar. Littleton, Colorado: Librarian
Unlimited, pp. 561-4.
DUDMAN, MARY K. , Visiting Instructor
Article
A short bibliography on Rhodesia and South
Africa. Bulletin of the Office of Continuing
Education and Public Service, University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign , (18) 14-5.
FAIRCHILD, CONSTANCE A. , Assistant Professor
Book Reviews
Make and furnish your own miniature rooms, by
Marian Maeve O'Brien. Library Journal (102) 94.
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Joan McElroy's dolls' house furniture book, by
Joan McElroy. Library Journal (102) 374.
Shaker herbs, by Amy Bess Miller. Library
Journal (102) 210.
The complete book of wicker and cane furniture
making, by John Bausert. Library Journal (102)
597.
Inside the world of miniatures and dollhouses,
by Bernard Rosner and Jay Beckerman. Library
Journal (102) 480.
Gifts of unknown things, by Lyall Watson.
Library Journal (102) 798.
Cane and rush seating, by Margery Brown.
Library Journal (102) 597.
The ceramic, furniture and silver collectors'
glossary, by Edwin Atlee Barber. Reprint
Bulletin-Book Reviews (22:1) 18-9.
American pewter, by John Barrett Kerfoot.
Reprint Bulletin-Book Reviews (22:2) 22.
Pattern: a study of ornament in Western Europe,
1180-1900, by Joan Evans. Reprint Bulletin-Book
Reviews (22:3) 15.
The collector's manual, by N. Hudson Moore.
Reprint Bulletin-Book Reviews (22:4) 4.
A treasury of stencil designs, by Martin J.
Isaacson and Dorothy A. Rennie. Reprint Bulletin-
Book Reviews (22:4) 20.
Computer graphics, by Melvin L. Prueitt. Reprint
Bulletin-Book Reviews (22:4) 22.
GORECKI, DANUTA M., Instructor
Books
Roman law: a bibliography of books in England:
annotated, commented and indexed. Chicago:
American Association of Law Libraries—Committee
on Foreign, International and Comparative Law,
46pp.
Bibliography of Byzantine law: annotated and
commented. Chicago: American Association of Law
Libraries—Committee on Foreign, International and
Comparative Law, 28pp.
Article
Heraclian land tax reform: objectives and conse-
quences. Byzantine Studies/Etudes byzantines
(4:2) 1-20.
HESS, EDWARD F., JR., Professor
Chapter in a Book
Major legal resources in Illinois libraries. In
Illinois legal research sourcebook , ed. by George
M. Heroux. Springfield, Illinois: Illinois
Institute for Continuing Legal Education, (Qiapter
6) 1-22.
Article
JournalA proposed micrographic system for law.
of Micrographics (of Japan) (4) 54-7.
Book Reviews
SEC rulings and court decisions, by U.S. Securities
and Exchange Commission, Commerce Clearing House.
Microform Review (6:March) 112-3.
Name index and abstract of the Fairfax County,
Virginia Court Records - Part I 1749-1774, by
Fairfax County History Commission. Microform
Review (6:May) 164-8.
HUFF, WILLIAM H. , Professor
Chapter in a Book
Serials. In The ALA yearbook 1977 , ed. by Robert
Wedgeworth. Chicago: American Library Association,
300-3.
KIM, CHIN, Professor
Articles
With C. P. Mullen
Guide to international trade and investment law in
the Republic of China. The Comparative and
International Law Journal of Southern Africa
(10:2) 166-78.
With F. E. Mansfield
European communities official documents: one
library's experience. Government Publications
Review (5) 13-29.
LANDIS, MARTHA, Associate Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With P. D. Watson
Working paper on staffing, services and
organization of reference departments in large
academic libraries. ERIC Document ED 142 184,
28 pp.
With P. D. Watson
Report on reference services in large academic
libraries. ERIC Document, 13pp.
LEICH, HAROLD M. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Resources for Slovene studies in American
libraries: some observations. Society for
Slovene Studies Newsletter (9:Fall) 12-3.
With R. H. Burger, et al.
Reference books of 1975-1976:
Slavic Review (36) 545-9.
a selection.
LO, SARA de MUNDO, Associate Professor
Article
Slide reproduction of the source materials
available in Latin American Institutions.
SALALM Newsletter (4:4) 13-15.
MAKING, YASUKO, Assistant Professor
Book
Japanese rare and old books: annotated biblio-
graphical guide of reference works. Tokyo:
Hobundo, 81 pp.
Articles
Amerika wa noyokushugi no kumi ka (Merit system
or seniority?) . Rinsha Seikei Kenkyu (Studies
in Social Sciences) (118) 8-9.
1977, Amerika no shomin seikatsu (Common people's
life in the United States, 1977). Rinsha Seikei
Kenkyu (Studies in Social Sciences) (119) 7-8.
Amerika no toshokan (Libraries and library services
in the United States) . Rinsha Seikei Kenkyu
(Studies in Social Sciences) (120) 8-9.
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Hataraku katei fujin tachi—Nichi-Bei no hikaku
(Married working women— comparative study of the
United States and Japan
—
). Rinsha Seikei
Kenkyu (Studies in Social Sciences) (121) 11-12.
flmerika no gorishugi (Rationalism in the United
States). Rinsha Seikei Kenkyu (Studies in Social
Sciences) (122) 8-9.
MANSFIELD, FREDERIC E. , JR., Assistant Professor
Article
With C. Kim
European communities official documents: one
library's experience. Government Publications
Review (5) 13-29.
McCLELLAN, WILLIAM M., Professor
Guidelines for surveying music library resources
and services—self-survey and sampling techniques.
Proceedings of the 52nd Annual Meeting of the
National Association of Schools of Music , 161-6.
MELBY, CAROL A., Assistant Professor
Book
With W. Chan
MARC format wor)cbook for serial catalogers.
Springfield: Illinois State Library, 36pp.
MILLER, LAURENCE H., Professor
Article
With R. H. Burger, et al.
Reference books of 1975-1976:
Slavic Review (36) 545-9.
a selection.
NITECKI, DANUTA A., Assistant Professor
Chapters in Books
Integration of on-line with existing reference
service. In On-line bibliographic services—
where we are , where we're going , ed. by Peter
G. Watson. Chicago: American Library
Association, pp. 48-5 3.
Attitudes toward automated information retrieval
services among RASD members. In On-line
bibliographic services—where we are , where we're
going , ed. by Peter G. Watson. Chicago:
American Library Association, pp. 10-23.
Information for the community, by Manfred
Kocher and Joseph C. Donohue . American
Reference Books Annual (8) 139.
Some questions concerning the Proposed Tennessee
Numerical Register (TeNR) . Tennessee Librarian
(29:Spring) 34-40.
Book Reviews
Alternatives: a guide to newspapers, magazines,
and newsletters in the Alternative Press
Collection in the Special Collections Department
of the University of Connecticut Library, by
Joanne V. Akeroyd. American Reference Books
Annual (8) 139.
ORAM, ROBERT W., Professor and Associate University
Librarian
Article
Observations of a research library administrator.
Library Trends (25:4) 867-75.
PACHUTA, JUNE E. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Dostoevsky: publications in East European
languages. Bulletin of the International
Dostoevsky Society (7) 148-51.
With R. H. Burger, et al.
Reference books of 1975-1976: a selection.
Slavic Review (36) 545-9.
SELF, PHYLLIS C. , Assistant Professor
Article
With M. Williams, et al.
A two-phased model for library instruction.
Bulletin of the Medical Library Association
(65:1) 40-5.
SEWELL, ROBERT G. , Assistant Professor
Article
The path of the poet-priest, Saigyo. Denver
Quarterly (12:2) 120-6.
SHTOHRYN, DMYTROM., Professor
Articles
"Slovansky Ustav," "Slovanska Knihovna,"
"Slovanska Knihoveda," "SUSTA," "SUSK,"
"Studyns'kyi, Kyryio. " In Entsyklopediia
ukrainoznavstva , ed. by Volodymyr Kubiiovych.
Munich, (2:38).
Lasting monument of the centennial of Ukrainians
in the United States. Ukrainian-American
Foundation, Bulletin (1:1) 11-14.
With R. H. Burger, et al.
Reference books of 1975-1976: a selection.
Slavic Review (36) 545-9.
Book Review
A history of Ukrainian literature from the 11th
to the end of the 19th century, by Draytro
Chyzhevs ' kyi . Slavic Review (36) 355-7.
SWARTZ, LINDA J., Assistant Professor
Article
Serials cancellations and reinstatements at the
University of Illinois Library. The Serials
Librarian (2:2) 171-80.
WATSON, PAULA D., Assistant Professor
Article
Publication activity among academic librarians.
College and Research Libraries (38) 375-84.
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Bulletins and Technical Reports
With Martha Landis
Working paper on staffing, services and
organization of reference departments in
large academic libraries. ERIC Document
ED 142 184, 28pp.
With Martha Landis
Report on reference services in large academic
libraries. ERIC Document, 13pp.
WERT, LUCILLE M., Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Thesaurus for a habitability data base. Urbana-
Champaign: Coordinated Science Laboratory,
University of Illinois, BBpp.
WILLIAMS, MITSUKO, Assistant Professor
Article
With E. B. Davis, et al.
A two-phased model for library instruction.
Bulletin of the Medical Library Association
(65:1) 40-5.
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ALLEK, WALTER C. , Associate Professor
Book Reviews
Auto enthusiast directory, vol. 2, no. 2, ed. by
Carl Hungness. American Reference Books Annual
,
8th ed. , Uljl4-lj5.
A dictionary of architecture, by Nikolaus Pevsner,
John Fleming and Hugh Honour. American Reference
Books Annual , 8th ed., 1*21.
A dictionary of earth sciences, ed. by Stella E.
Stiegler. American Reference Books Annual , 8th ed.
,
691.
Quick guide to the wines of all the Americas, by
Robert Jay Misch. American Reference Books Annual
,
8th ed., 71*0.
DIVILBISS, JAMES L. , Associate Professor
Book Edited
Proceedings of the 1976 clinic on library appli-
cations of data processing. Illinois UP, l61t pp.
GOLDHOR, HERBERT, Professor
Bulletin or Technical Report
Analyses of the 197'*-75 Illinois Public Library
statistics. Springfield, IL. : Illinois State
Library (Report No. 3), 125.
HENDERSON, KATHRYN LUTHER, Associate Professor
Book Edited
Major classification systems: the Dewey Centennial.
Urbana-Champaign : University of Illinois Graduate
School of Library Science, l82 pp.
Book Review
The eighteen editions of the Dewey Decimal Classi-
fication
, by John Phillip Comaromi. The Journal of
Library History (12) 303-05.
LANCASTER, FREDERICK W. , Professor
Book Written
The measurement and evaluation of library services.
Washington, D. C. : Information Resources Press,
395 pp.
Book Edited
With C. W. Cleverdon
Evaluation and scientific memagement of libraries
and information centres. Leyden: Noordhoff.
Chapters in Books
Vocabulary control in information retrieval systems.
In Advances in librarianship , vol. 7, ed. by Melvin
J. Voigt and Michael H. Harris. New York: Academic
Press, pp. l-Uo.
The evaluation of library and information services.
In Evaluation and scientific management of libraries
and information centres , ed. by F. W. Lancaster and
C. W. Cleverdon. Leyden: Noordhoff, pp. 3-11.
Perspective paper: information science. In
Natural language in information science: perspect-
ives and directions for research , ed. by Donald E.
Walker, Hans Karlgren and Martin Kay. Stockholm,
pp. 19-'*3.
The evaluation of machine readable data bases and of
information services derived from these data bases.
In Evaluation and scientific management of libraries
and information centres , ed. by F. W. Lancaster and
C. W. Cleverdon. Leyden: Noordhoff, pp. 73-100.
On-line information systems. In Encyclopedia of
library and information science , vol. 20, ed. by
Allen Kent, Harold Lancour and Jay E. Daily. New
York: Marcel Dekker, pp. 39^-^05-
Pertinence and relevance. In Encyclopedia of
library and information science , vol. 22, ed. by
Allen Kent, Harold Lancour and Jay E. Daily. New
York: Marcel Dekker, pp. 70-86.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Guidelines for the evaluation of information
systems and services. Paris: UNESCO.
The dissemination of scientific and technical
information: toward a paperless system. Urbana:
University of Illinois Graduate School of Library
Science.
Results of an evaluation of the PASCAL system of
CHRS. A report to the Bureau National d' Informa-
tion Scientifique et Technique.
With 0. A. Badran, J. Haman and J. Martyn
Report on the independent appraisal of AGRIS.
Paris: UNESCO.
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Book Review
Applications of operations research models to
libraries, by Ching-chih Chen. In Journal of the
American Society for Information Science (28) 6l-2.
MILLER, JEROME K. , Assistant Professor
Book Edited
Copyright and the teaching/learning process:
issues analyzed at the critical issues conference
(No. h), Washington, D. C. , March 21-23, 1977.
Pullman, WA. : Information Futures, 75 pp.
Chapters in a Book
A brief history of copyright. Paper included in
the above book.
Licenses and permissions. Paper included in above
book.
Conference Summary. Above book, 11 pp.
Articles
Four copyright infringement court cases involving
educators . International Joxirnal of Instructional
Media (5: No. l) 1-8.
Applying the new copyright law to non-broadcast
telecommunications. Video Systems {U: Jan.) 2U-6.
Book Review
With Sheila Core, Graduate Assistant
Superfilms: an international guide to award-winning
educational films, by S. J. Parlato. RQ (l6) 357-58.
STEVENS, ROLLAHD E. , Professor
Book Revised
With D. G. Davis, Jr.
Reference books in the social sciences and human-
ities, l4th ed. Champaign, IL. : Stipes, I89 pp.
Chapter in a Book
Needed research on micrographics. In Micrographics
education for librarians , ed. by Andrew G. Torok.
Chicago: American Library Association.
Article
With D. L. Smith
Interlibraury loan in Tennessee. The Southeastern
Librarian (27) 175-80.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Hickey, Thomas Butler (M. E. Williams) , Superimposed
coding versus sequential and inverted files
.
LINGUISTICS
BOKAMBA, EYAMBA G. , Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
With J. S. Tlou
The consequences of the language policies of African
States vis-a-vis education. In Proceedings of the
Vllth conference on African linguistics , ed. by
Kotey and Der-Houssikian. Colvanbia, South Carolina:
Hornbeam Press, pp. 35-53.
Article
The impact of multilingualism on language structures:
The case of central Africa. Anthropological
Linguistics (19:5, 1977a) 181-202.
CHENG, CHIN-CHUAN, Associate Professor
Articles
In defense of teaching simplified characters.
Journal of Chinese Linguistics (5) 314-41.
Tonal correlations in Chinese dialects: a quanti-
tative study. Studies in the Linguistic Sciences
(7:2) 115-28.
reaching Chinese nximeration on computer . Studies
in the Linguistic Sciences (7:2) 165-77.
COLE, PETER, Assistant Professor
Book
With J. M. Sadock
Syntax and semantics volume 8 grammatical relations.
New York: Academic Press, 347pp.
Chapter in a Book
With W. Harbert et al.
Noun phrase accessibility and island constraints.
In Syntax and semantics volume 8 grammatical
relations , ed. by Cole and Sadock. New York:
pp. 27-46.
Articles
With S. N. Sridhar
Clause union and relational grammar: evidence from
Hebrew and Kannada. Linguistic Inquiry (8) 700-713.
A matter of scope: McCawIey versus postal on the
origin of noun phrases . Studies in the Linguistic
Sciences (7:1) 117-146.
DAVISON, ALICE L., Visiting Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
Negative scope and rules of conversation: evidence
from an OV language: In Syntax and semantics , ed,
by Peter Cole. New York: pp. 23-46.
Articles
Indirect speech acts: a natural class or not?
Studies in Language Variation , 152-163.
Negative scope and its implications for word order.
Papers from Mid-America Linguistics Conference , to
appear
.
Book Reviews
Arguments for a non-transformational grammar, by
R. A. Hudson. Library Journal (Feb. 15, 1977)
.
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Writing without letters, by W. Haas. Library JournaJ
(April 1, 1977)
.
Fundamental problems in phonetics, by John C. Catford
Library Journal (Sept. 1, 1977)
.
Homo loquens, by D. Fry. Library Journal (Dec. 15,
1977)
.
GREEN, GEORGIA M., Associate Professor
Article
Do inversions in English change grammatical
relations? Studies in the Linguistic Sciences
(7:1) 157-181.
BooJ< Review
The new grammarians' funeral, by Ian Robinson.
Language (53) 406-411.
KACHRU, BRAJ B., Professor and Head of Department
Chapters in BooJts
Toward structuring code-mixing: An Indian
perspective. In Indian Bilingualism , ed. by
G. Sharma and S. Kumar. Agra, India: pp. 188-209.
With Y. Kachru and Tej K. Bhatia
The notion 'subject': A note on Hindi-Urdu,
Kashmiri and Pan jabi . In The notion of subject in
South Asian languages, ed. by M. K. Verma. Madison,
Wisconsin: pp. 79-108.
Articles
English LanguageNew Englishes and old models.
Forum (July 1977) 29-35.
Linguistic schizophrenia and language census: A
note on the Indian situation. Linguistics : An
International Review (186, 1977) 17-32.
KACHRU, YAMUNA, Professor
Book
TESL studies 2. Urbana: Division of English as a
Second Language, University of Illinois, 204 pp.
Chapter in a Boo)c
With Braj B. Kachru and Tej K. Bhatia
'The notion 'subject': A note on Hindi-Urdu,
Kashmiri and Panjabi. In The notion of subject in
South Asian languages , ed. by M. K. Verma. Madison,
Wisconsin: pp. 79-108.
Articles
With Tej K. Bhatia
On reflexivization in Hindi-Urdu and its theoretical
implications. Indian Linguistics (38:1) 21-38.
With Rajeshwari Pandharipande
Relational grammar, ergativity and Hindi-Urdu.
Lingua (41) 217-38.
Boo)t Review
Bilingual education: An international sociological
perspective, by Joshua A. Fishman. Studies in
Language Learning (2:1) 186-88.
KAHANE, HENRY, Professor Emeritus
Chapters in Books
With Renee Kahane
Abendland und byzanz: Sprache. In Reallexiken der
byzantinistik , ed. by Peter Wirth. Amsterdam:
Hakkert. I, pp. 345-640.
Greek in Southern Italy, II: etymological notes.
In Studi linguistici in memoria di orenze parlangeli
ed. by V. Pisani and C. Santore. Galatina: Congede.
I, pp. 319-335.
Articles
With Renee Kahane
Balcone, the window. Romance Philology (30) 565-573
Virtues and vices in the American language: a
history of attitudes. Tesol Quarterly (11) 185-202.
Book Reviews
Bibliographic zum judenspanischen, by M. Studemund.
Zeitschrift fur Romanische Philoloqie (90) 636.
Untersuchungen zu wortfamilien der Romania Germanica,
by U. Joppich-Hagemann and U. Korth. Romance
Philology (30) 487-489.
KENSTOWICZ, MICHAEL J., Associate Professor
Book
With C. Kisseberth
Topics in phonological theory. New York: Academic
Press, 242 pp.
KIM, CHIN-W., Professor
Articles
Rule ordering in Korean phonology,
(1, 1977) 1-20.
Korean Studies
Vowel length in Korean. Studies in the Linguistic
Sciences (7:2, 1977) 184-190.
Book Reviews
StudiesWhistled languages, by Busnel and Classe
in the Linguistic Sciences (7:2) 200-204. fTo
appear in JASA also]
.
Distinctive features: Theory and validation, by
S. Singh. Studies in the Linguistic Sciences (7:2)
200-204. [To appear in ASHA also]
.
Acoustic phonetics: A course in basic readings, by
D. B. Fry. Studies in Language Learning (2:1)
189-191.
KISSEBERTH, CHARLES W., Professor
Book
With M. Kenstowicz
Topics in phonological theory. New York: Academic
Press, 242 pp.
SCHEVEN, ALBERT H., Teaching Assistant
Article
Politics in Swahili proverbs. UFAHAMU (VIII: No. 1)
95-105.
SRIDHAR, S. N., Graduate Assistant
Chapter in a Book
The notion of subject in Kannada. In The notion of
subject in South Asian languages , ed. by M. K. Verma,
Madison, Wisconsin: pp. 212-39.
Articles
Contrastive analysis, error analysis, and inter-
language: three phases of one goal? Indian
Linguistics (37) 258-81.
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¥
Dative subjects, rule government, and relational
grammar. Studies in the Linguistic Sciences (6)
130-51.
Book Review
Introduction to psycholinguistics , by Insup Taylor.
Indian Linguistics (38) 244-6.
TIKKU, GIRDHARI, See Comparative Literature
ZGUSTA, LADISLAV, Professor
Book Reviews
Exploring semantic structures, by E. A. Nida.
Kratylos (20) 20-23.
Sprache und gesellschaft in der sowjetunion, ed.
by Girke-Jachnow. Slavic Review (36) 359.
A dictionary of selected resources for the study of
English in Japan, by J. Brownwell. AREA 525f
.
Basic German dictionary, by J. Zotter. AREA 529f.
Oxford Latin dictionary, by Glare. AREA 530f.
Gescheiterte sprachkritik, by Joachim Kuhn.
Lingua (42) 399.
El concepto de Norma en linguistica, by L. F. Lara.
Studies in the Linguistic Sciences (7:2) 191f.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Cerron-Palomino , Rodolfo .Marcial (M. J. Kenstowicz)
,
Huanca-Quechua dialectology.
Hajati, Abdol-Khalil (Y. Kachru) , ke-Constructions
in Persian: Descriptive and theoretical aspects.
Sheintuck, Gloria (J. L. Morgan), Same rule in a
transformational theory of syntax.
Steinbergs, Aleksandra (M. J. Kenstowicz), The
phonology of Latvian.
Tegey, Habibullah (C. Kisseberth) , The grammar of
clitics evidence from Pashto and other languages.
Wentz, James Paul (H. Maclay) , Some considerations in
the development of a syntactic description of
code-switching.
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ALKIRE, RICHARD C, Professor, See: Chemical Engineerin
ALTSTETTER, CARL J., Professor, See: Metallurgy
ANDERSON, ANSEL C, Professor, See: Physics
BIRNBAUM, HOWARD K. , Professor, See: Metallurgy
BLATTNER, RICHARD C, Research Chemist
Articles
With J. Harris, et al.
Solid phase crystallization of silicon films in
contact with aluminum layers. Journal of Applied
Physics (48) 2897-2904.
With C. A. Evans, Jr. and A. J. Braundmeier, Jr.
Mechanism of high temperature instability of CuO-Ag
thin film solar absorbers. Journal of Vacuum Scienc
and Technology (14) 1132-38.
With K. V. Vaidyanathan, et al.
Study of encapsulants for annealing GaAs. Journal
of the Electrochemical Society (124) 1781-84.
BROWN, FREDERICK C, Professor, See: Physics
BROra, THEODORi; L.
, Professor. See: Chemistry
CHEN, CHENG-HSUAN, Visiting Research Assistant Pro-
fessor, See: Physics
COHEN, JOIK J., Research Associate, See: Physics
DELANEY, MICHAEL J., JR., Research Associate, See:
Physics
DePASQUALI, GIOVANNI, Research Associate Professor,
See: Physics
DOW, JOHN D., Professor, See: Physics
DRICKAMER, HARRY G., Professor, See: Chemical Engineer-
ing.
EHRLICH, GERT, Professor, See: CSL
EVANS, CHARLES A., JR., Principal Research Chemist;
Associate Professor, Chemistry
Articles
With J. Harris, et al.
Solid-phase crystallization of Si films in contact
with Al layers. Journal of Applied Physics (48)
2897.
With R. W. Linton, et al.
Determination of the surface predominance of toxic
elements in airborne particles by ion microprobe
mass spectrometry and Auger electron spectrometry.
Analytical chemistry (49) 1514.
With Peter Williams
Depth profile detection limit of 3 x 10^^ atom cm"'
for As in Si using Cs* bombardment negative SIMS.
Applied Physics Letters (30) 559.
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with Peter Williaros, et al.
Evaluation of a cesium primary ion source on an ion
microprobe mass spectrometer. Analytical Chemistry
(49) 1399.
With C. Canali, et al.
Pt2Si and PtSi formation with high-purity Pt thin-
films. Applied Physics Letters (31) 43.
With R. J. Blattner and A. J. Braundmeier, Jr.
Mechanism of high-temperature instability of CuO-Ag
thin film solar absorbers. Journal of Vacuum
Science and Technology (14) 1132-38.
With K. V. Vaidyanathan, et al.
Study of encapsulants for annealing of GaAs.
Journal of the Electrochemical Society (124)
1781-84.
With B. P. Stimpson and D. S. Simons
Mass spectrometry of solvated ions generated
directly from the liquid phase by electrohydro-
dynamic ionization. Journal of Physical Chemistry
(82) S60.
With R. J. Blattner and A. J. Braundmeier , Jr.
Evaluation of calcium fluoride diffusion barriers
in CuO/Ag high temperature solar absorbers.
Proceedings of the Symposium on Thin Film Phenomena :
Interfaces and Interactions, 331-39.
FLYGARE, WILLIS H., Professor, See: Chemistry
FLYNN, C. PETER, Professor, See: Physics
FRASER, HAMISH L. , Assistant Professor, See: Metallurgy
GAYLORD, RICHARD J., Assistant Professor, See:
Metallurgy
GINSBERG, DONALD M. , Professor, See: Physics
GRANATO, ANDREW v.. Professor, See: Physics
GUIDOTTI, DANIEL, Research Associate, See: Physics
HOLONYAK, NICK, JR., Professor, See: Electrical
Engineering
ITOH, HIROYUKI, Research Associate, See: Physics
JONAS, JIRI, Professor, See: Chemistry
KLEIN, MILES V., Professor, See: Physics
KUNZ, A. BARRY, Professor, See: Physics
LAZARUS, DAVID, Professor, See: Physics
MAUKER, ROBERT J., Professor, See: Physics
McMillan, WILLIAM L., Professor, See: Physics
METZGER, MARVIN, Professor, See: Metallurgy
MOCHEL, JACKM., Associate Professor, See: Physics
PAYNE, DAVID A., Assistant Professor, See: Ceramics
PUGH, E. NEVILLE, Professor, See: Metallurgy
SALAMON, MYRON B., Professor, See: Physics
SIMMONS, RALPH O. , Professor, See: Physics
SLICHTER, CHARLES P., Professor, See: Physics
STAPLETON, HARVEY J., Professor, See: Physics
STILLMAN, GREGORY E., Professor, See: Electrical
Engineering
STUCKY, GALEN D., Professor, See: Chemistry
WARD, IAN D., Research Metallurgist
Articles
With J. Zahavi and M. Metzger
Transient pitting during film growth on aluminum at
1000 mV vs. SCE. Journal of the Electrochemical
Society (125) 574-75.
WAYMAN, C. MARVIN, Professor, See: Metallurgy
WERT, CHARLES A., Professor, See: Metallurgy
WILLIAMS, PETER, Research Chemist
Articles
With C. A. Evans, Jr.
Depth profile detection limit of 3 x 10^ ^ atom cm"^
for As in Si using Cs'*' bombardment negative
secondary ion mass spectrometry. Applied Physics
Letters (30) 559.
With R. K. Lewis, et al..
Evaluation of a cesium ion source on an ion micro-
probe. Analytical Chemistry (49) 1399.
With R. W. Linton, et al
.
Determination of the surface predominance of toxic
elements in airborne particles by ion microprobe
mass spectrometry and Auger electron spectrometry.
Analytical Chemistry (49) 1514.
WIRTZ, GERALD P., Associate Professor, See: Ceramics
WOLFE, JAMES P., Assistant Professor, See: Physics
WORTIS, MICHAEL, Professor, See: Physics
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ABIKOFF, WILLIAM, Associate Professor
Articles
Spaces of degenerating Riemann surfaces. Annals
of Mathematics (105) 29-44.
With B. Maskit
Gectnetric deconpositions of Kleinian groups.
Anerican Journal of Mathematics (99) 687-97.
ALEXANDER, JOHN R. , Associate Professor
Articles
IVro notes on metric geometry'. Proceedings of the
American Mathanatical Society 6(1977) 317-20.
The width and diameter of a sinplex. Geometriae
Dedicata 6(1977) 87-94.
On the sum of distances between n points on a
sphere II. Acta Mathgnatica Academiae
Scientiarum Hungaricae (29: No. 3-4) 317-20.
ALEXANDER, STEPHANIE, Associate Professor
Geometriae
Articles
Saddle points of coitpact hypersurfaces
.
Dedicata (6) 353-62.
locally convex hypersurfaces of negatively curved
spaces. Proceedings of the American Mathematical
Society (64) 321-25.
Book Review
A ootprehensive introduction to differential
gecmetry, by Michael Spivak. Bulletin of the
Anerican Mathematical Society (84) 27-32.
APPEL, KENNETTH I., Professor
Articles
With VJ. Haken
Every planar map is four colorable Part I: Discharg-
ing. Illinois Journal of Mathanatics (21) 429-90.
With W. Haken and John Koch
Every planar map is four colorable Part II
:
Reducibility. Illinois Journal of Mathematics (21)
491-567.
BANK, STEVEN B. , Professor
Articles
Some results on the Garrma function and other
hypertranscendental fmictions. Proceedi-ngs of the
Royal Society of Edinburgh
,
(Vol. 79A) 335-41.
With I. Laine
On the grcwth of mercmorphic solutions of linear
and algebraic differential equations. Mathematica
Scandinavica (40) 119-26.
With R. P. Kaufman
On the Weierstrass functions, Signe, Zeta, Pe, and
their functional and differential equations,
Aequationes Mathgnaticae (16) 149-64.
BATENAN, PAUL T. , Professor
Article
The ErdOs-Fuchs theorem on the square of a pcwer
series. Journal of Nurrber Theory (9) 330-37.
BERKES, ISTVSn, Visiting Lecturer
Article
With Walter V. Philipp
An alitost sure invariance principle for the enpiri-
cal distribution function of mixing randctn
variables
. Zeitschrift ftlr Wahrscheinlichkeits-
theorie und verwandte Gebiete (41) 115-37.
BERKSON, EARL R. , Professor
Article
With H. Porta
One-parameter groups of iscjietries on Hardy spaces
of the torus: spectral theory. Transactions
Anerican I^thematical Society (227) 357-70.
BERNDT, BRUCE C. , Professor
Articles
Modular transformations and generalizations of
several formulae of Ramanujan. The Roclty Mountain
Journal of Mathematics (7) 147-89.
Reciprocity theorons for Dedekind sums and
generalizations. Advances in Mathenatics (23)
285-316.
With M. L. Glasser
A nsri class of Bessel function integrals.
Aequationes Mathgnaticae (16) 183-86.
With R. J. Evans
Dedekind sums and class numbers. Monatshefte ftlr
Mathgnatik (84) 265-73.
BISHOP, RICHARD L. , Professor
Article
Deconposition of cut loci. Proceedings of the
American Mathematical Society (65) 133-36.
BOHRER, ROBERT E. , Associate Professor
Article
With P. B. Imrey
Statistics, stationarity and randan nunber gener-
ation . Proceedings of the Winter Simulations
Conference (1977) 41-8.
BURKHOLDER, DONALD L. , Professor
Articles
Exit tines of Brownian notion, harmonic major-
ization, and Hardy spaces. Advances in Mathe-
maUcs (26) 182-205.
Brownian notion and classical analysis.
Proceedi-ngs of Symposia in Pure Mathematics (31)
5-14.
Book Review
Martingales a tgips discreet, by Jacques Neveu.
Mathgnatical Reviews (53) 945 pp.
CAiroiS, STEWART S. , Professor Emeritus
Article
With M. Morse
Frechet numbers and geodesies on surfaces.
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Bulletin of the Institute of Mathematics
,
Academia Sinica 4(1976) 7-34.
CARROLL, ROBERT W. , Professor
Articles
Seme remarks on degenerate Cauchy prcbleins in
general spaces. Osaka Journal Mathematics (14)
609-18.
A uniqueness theorem for EPD type equations in
general spaces. Applicable Analysis (7) 15-18.
On sane general abstract degenerate Cauchy
problems. Anais Academia Brasileira Ciencias
(49) 209- li:
CHEN, KUO-TSAI, Professor
Articles
Iterated path integrals. Bulletin of the American
Mathanatical Society (83: No. 5) 831-79.
Extension of C function algebra by integrals
and Malcev ccnpletion of tt, . Advances in
Mathanatics. (23) 181-210.
Assistant ProfessorCONVERSE, GEORGE A.
Article
Sets with a mode. Israel Journal of Mathanatics
(27: No. 2) 124-307
DAY, MAHDDN M. , Professor
Book Reviews
Etude georetrique des espaces vectoriels, une
introduction, by Jacqes Bair and Rene Foumeau.
Bulletin of the American Matheiratical Society
83(1977) 951-54.
DIAM»ID, HAROLD G. , Professor
Article
When do Beurling generalized numbers have a
density? Journal fUr die reine und angewandte
matheiiQtik (295) 22-39.
DORNHOFF, lARRY L. , Associate Professor
Books
With F. E. Hohn
i^lied Modem Algebra. New York; Maanilldin,
xii + 500pp.
EVANS, E. GRAHAM, JR., Associate Professor
Chapter in a book
A generalized principal ideal theorem with
applications to intersection theory. In Seminaire
d'Algebre, Paul Dubreil, Paris 1975-76 (29 ane
Annee)
,
Lecture Notes in Mathematics 586, ed. by
M. P. Malliavin Berlin/Heidelberg/New York:
Springer, pp. 20-24.
FRANCIS, GEORGE, Associate Professor
Article
With S. F. Troyer
GOIXIBERG, SAMUEL I. , Professor
Articles
A uniqueness theorem for surfaces in the large.
Hokkaido Mathematical Journal (6) 28-30.
Curvature and real analysis. Kodai Mathenatical
Seminar Reports (28) 211-13.
HELMS, LESTER L. , Professor
Book Reviews
Decctnposition of multivariate probabilities by
Roger Cuppens. Btilletin of the Aiterican Mathe-
matical Society (Vol. 83: No. 4, July, 1977)
699-701.
HENSON, C. WARD, Associate Professor
L. A. Rubel & G. Takeuti
Dissertationes Mathematicae
Article
With C. G. Jockusch, Jr.
First order topology.
(143) 1-44.
JANUSZ, GERALD, Professor
Books
Selected papers on algebra by Gerald Janusz. The
MathaiBtical Association of America . 533 pp.
JOaOJSCH, CARL G., Professor
Articles
Sinple proofs of some theoratis on high degrees of
unsolvability . Canadian Journal of Mathenatics
(29) 1072-80.
With C. W. Henson, L. A. Rubel, & G. Takeuti
First order topology. Dissertationes Mathematicae
(143) 5-40.
With R. M. Solovay
Fixed points of jump preserving automorphisms of
degrees. Israel Journal of Mathematics (26)
91-4.
With M. S. Paterson
Ccrpletely autoreducible degrees. Zeitschrift
ftlr Mathematische Logik und Grundlagen der
Mathematik 22(1976) 571-75.
KAMHER, FRANZ W. , Professor
Article
With Philippe Tondeur
Characteristic classes and Koszul ocrplexes.
Proceedings of Synposia in Pure Mathematics
(Vol. 32) 275-82.
KALIFMAN, ROBERT P., Professor
Articles
Uniform convergence of Fourier series in harmonic
analysis . Studia Scientiarum Mathematicarum
Hungarica 10(1975) 81-83.
A nonlinear operator in potential theory.
Ccnmentationes Mathematicae Universitatis
Carolinae 17(1976) 731-35.
Excellent maps with given folds and cusps.
Houston Journal of Mathematics (3: No. 2) 165-94.
I
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With Steven B. Bank
On the Weierstrass functions, Sigma, Zeta, Pe, and
their equations. Aequationes Mathematicae 16
(1977) 149-64.
DDEB, FETTER A., Professor
Book Review
Non-archimedean fields and asynptotic expansions,
by A. H. Lightstone and A. Robinson. Bulletin of
the Anerican Mathanatical Society (83: No. 2)
231-35.
MILES, JCSEPH B. , Associate Professor
Article
With D. W. Townsend
On the imaginary values of mercnorphic functions.
Springer Lecture Notes in Mathgnatics (599) 93-5.
M3SrOW, MARK A. , Visiting Lecturer
Book Review
Differential topology with a view to applications,
by D. R. J. Chillingworth. Anerican Scientist
(65, No. 4) pp. 505.
MULLER, DAVID E. , Professor
Article
With F. P. Preparata and A. B. Barak
Reduction of Depth of fSoolean Networks with a Fan-
in Constraint. Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers Transactions on Coiputers
(C-26:5) 474-79.
OBIENU, IMMANUEL U. , Visiting Scholar
Articles
Nonarchimedean convexity spaces. SoochcM Journal
of Mathematical and Natural Sciences (3, December)
61-8.
A model for nonarchimedean convex analysis.
Annales de la Faculte des Sciences de Kinshasa
Section Matheanatique-Physique (3: No. I) 27-33.
OSBORN, HOWARD, Professor
Article
The Hopf ring. Houston Journal of Mathematics
(3) 521-29.
PALMDRE, JULIAN I., Assistant Professor
Articles
Minimally classifying relative equilibria.
Letters in Mathanatical Physics (1) 395-99.
Measure of degenerate relative equilibria, I.
Annals of Mathematics (104) 421-29.
PARKER, ERNEST T. , Professor
Article
With R. B. Killgrove
Addition and multiplication in known projective
planes of order nine. Proceedings of the 8th
Southeastern Conference on Combinatorics, Graph
Theory and Ccnputing 433-52.
PECK, EMILY MANN, Assistant Professor, Assistant Dean
of College of Liberal Arts & Sciences
Article
Lattice projections on continuous function spaces.
Pacific Journal of Mathematics (66: No. 2) 477-89.
PHILIPP, WALTER v.. Professor
Articles
A functional law of the iterated logarithm for
empirical distribution functions of weakly
dependent random variables. The Annals of
Probability (5) 319-50.
With Istvan Berkes
An almost sure invariance principle for the
arpirical distribution function of mixing random
variables . Zeitschrift f(lr Wahrscheinlichkeits-
theorie und verwandte Gebiete (41) 115-37.
PORTA, HORACIO, Associate Professor
Articles
With C. E. Kenig
Weak star and bounded weak star continuity of
Banach algebra products. Studia Mathematica
,
(Vol. 59 (1976)) 107-24.
With Earl Berkson
One-parameter groups of iscmstries on Hardy Spaces
of the Torus. Transactions American Mathgratical
Society
,
(Vol. 220 (1976)) 373-91.
With Earl Berkson
One-parameter groups of isometries on Hardy Spaces
of the torus: Spectral theory. Transactions
American Mathematical Society
,
(Vol. 227 (1977)),
357-70.
With Earl Berkson
The group of isanetries of H , University Simon
Bolivar Publication. No. 28 (1977)
.
PORTOOY, STEPHEN L.
Articles
Associate Professor
AnnalsRobust estimation in dependent situations.
of Statistics (5: No. 1) 22-43.
Asynptotic efficiency of minimum variance unbiased
estiiTBtors. Annals of Statistics (5 : No. 3)
522-29.
RAO, RANGA R. , Professor
Article
Unitary representations defined by boundary con-
ditions - The case of SL(2,R). Acta Mathenatica
(139) 185-216.
REINER, IRVING, Professor
Chapter in a Book
Indecomposable representations of cyclic p-grov:ps.
In Representation theory of algebras , ed. by
Robert Gordon. New York: Marcel Dekker, pp. 425-
45.
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FDBINSON, DEFEK S. , Professor
Article
A contribution to the theory of groups with
finitely irony autamorphisms . Proceedings of the
London Mathematical Society , Series 3, (35)
34-54.
ROSENTHAL, HASKELL P. , Professor
Article
With B. Maurey
Normalized weakly null sequences with no uncon-
ditional subsequences. Studia Mathematica (61)
77-98.
RUBEL, t.rf: a. , Professor
Articles
Linear partial differential operators and mean-
autanorphic functions. Journal of Differential
Equations (24) 26-28.
An operational calculus in miniature. Applicable
Analysis (6) 299-304.
With C. W. Henson, C. G. Jockusch, Jr. , & G. Takeuti
First order topology. Dissertationes Matheiraticae
(143) 5-40.
With C.-C. Yang
Values shared by an entire function and its
derivative . Lecture Notes in Mathenetics
(1976) (599) 101-103.
SACKS, JONATHAN, Visiting Lecturer
Article
With Karen Uhlenbeck
The existence of minimal immersions of two-
spheres. Bulletin of the Anerican Mathematical
Society , (83: No. 5) 1033-1036.
SCHUPP, PAUL E., Professor
Book
With R. C. Lyndon
Combinatorial Group Theory.
Springer Verlag, 337 pp.
Article
A note on non-Hopfian groups
London Mathematical Society
Heidelberg: Germany
Journal of the
(16) 235-36.
Visiting LecturerSPERBER, STEVEN I.
Article
p-Adic hypergeometric functions and their
cohomology. Duke Mathematical Journal (44: No. 3)
535-89.
STOLARSKY, KENNETTH B. , Associate Professor
Articles
Beatty sequences, continued fractions, and certain
shift operators. Canadian Matheniatical Bulletin
(19) 473-82.
Power and exponential sums of digital sums related
to binomial coefficient parity. Siam Journal of
implied Matheiratics (32) 717-30.
A set of generalized Fibonacci sequences such that
each natural nuirber belongs to exactly one.
Fibonacci Quarterly (15) 224.
STOLTT , WILLIAM F
.
, Associate Professor
Article
With P. Koran
Structure and process in occupational ntibility.
Social Science Research (6) 170-87.
SUZUKI, MICHIO, Professor
Books
Gun Ron (Group Theory) Vol. 1. Tokyo: Iwanami
Shoten, 408 pp.
TAKEUTI, GAISI, Professor
Articles
With B. Burd
Weaves . The Annals of the Japan Association for
Philosophy of Science (5: No. 2, 1976) 1-10.
With W. Henson, C. Jockusch & L. Rubel
First order topology. Dissertationes Mathematicae ,
Warszawa , 1977, 1-44.
VJith C. Greene
On the deorarposition of Boolean polynomials.
Journal of the Faculty of Science, The University
of Tbkyo , 24(1977) 23-28.
TING, TSUAN WU, Professor
Articles
St. Venant ocmpatibility conditions and basic
problems in elasticity. Rocky Mountain Journal of
MathaiBtics (7) 47-52.
Elastic-plastic torsion prc±ilan over multiply
connected dcmains. Scuola Nomiale Superiore di
Pisa (IV) 291-312.
Problem of cccipatibility and orthogonal decom-
position of second-order synmetric tensors in
oonpact Riemannian manifolds with boundary.
Archive for Rational Mechanics and Analysis 64
(1977) 221-43.
With V. R. Gopala Rao
Point-wise solutions of pseudo-parabolic equations
in the whole space.
Equations (23) 125-61.
Journal of Differential
TCWDEUR, PHILIPPE M. , Professor
Ajrticle
With Franz W. Kamber
Characteristic classes and Koszul conplexes.
Proceedings of Symposia in Pure Mathgnatics
(Vol. 32) 275-82.
UHL, J. JERRY, JR., Professor
Books
With J. Diestel
Vector Nteasures. Providence: Rhode Island
American Mathenatical Society, 322 + xiii fp.
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Pettis mean convergence of vector-valued asynptotic
martingales . Zeitschrift fur Wahrscheinlichkeits-
theorie und verwandte Gebiete . (37) 291-95.
ULDOM, STEPHEN V. , Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
A survey of class groL^is of integral group rings.
In Algebraic number fields , ed. by A. Frohlich.
London: Academic Press, pp. 497-524.
WEINBERG, ELLIOT C. , Associate Professor
Article
Relative Infectives. Symposia Matheinatica
,
Istituto Nazionale di Alta Mathanatica (XXI)
555-64.
O'Connor, Brian Merrick (T. W. Ting) , Finite element
solutions of elliptic systems of partial differ-
ential equations and the isoparametric technique.
Redmond, David Brendan (M. Suzuki) , On doubly transi-
tive permutation groups of degree pg + 1
.
Richter, Linda Jean Chiarulli (C. G. Jockusch, Jr.),
Degrees of unsolvability of models.
Savage, Carla Diane (D. Muller)
,
to graph theoretic problems.
Parallel solutions
Shreve, Steven Eugene (D. P. Bertsekas) , Dynamic
programming in complete separable spaces.
Swart, Charles Francis (D. Muller) , Pattern recognition
using tiling systems and two-dimensional automata.
WETZEL, JOHN E. , Associate Professor
Article
With G. L. Alexanderson
Dissections of a plane oval. Anerican Mathematical
Monthly (84) 442-49.
WIJSMAN, ROBERT A. , Professor
Turgi, Mary (N. Rotman) , Sheaves and torsion-free
modxiLes.
White, Luther William (T. W. Ting) , Control problems
governed by pseudo-parabolic partial differential
equations
.
Articles
A general theorem with applications on exponential-
ly bounded stopping time, without mDment conditions.
The Annals of Statistics (5) 292-315.
Cbstructive distributions in a sequential rank-
order test based on Lehitiann alternatives.
Statistical Decision Theory and Related Tbpics II
,
ed. S. S. Gupta and D. S. Msore. Acadanic Press
451-69.
ZARING, WILSCN M. , Associate Professor
Book
With FGbert Eioier et al
Elements of Mathoratics Book 2: Logic and Sets.
St. Louis: Cemrel Inc. 258 pp.
ftevised Book
Elatents of Mathenetics Book 3: Introduction to
Field Theory. St. Louis: Cemrel Inc. 394 pp.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Comerford, Jonell Anne Duda (F. E. Hohn) , Equivalence
of Boolean functions under affine transformations.
Cuadrado, John Lawrence {K. T. Chen), Rational iterated
integrals and formal power series connections.
Dugopolski, Mark Jerome (W. Haken) , Decision problems
in the fundamental groups of 3-mani folds.
Ivanov, Simeon (R. G. Bartle) , On holomorphic relative
inverses of operator-valued functions.
Johnston, Elgin Harold (R. Kaufman), Growth of
derivatives of approximations to analytic functions.
Miller, Jay Ian (p. M. Weirhsel) , Just non-metabelian
groups
.
MECHANICAL AND INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
BUCKIUS, RICHARD 0., Assistant Professor
Article
With C. L. Tien
Infrared flame radiation. International
Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer (20)
,
93-106.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With J. L. Krazinski and H. Krier
A model for flame propagation in coal dust-
air mixtures. American Society of Mechani-
cal Engineers, 77-HT-18, 9pp.
CHAO, BEI T. , Professor and Head of Department
Chapter in a Book
An analysis of forced convection over non-
isothermal surface via universal functions.
Recent Advances in Engineering Science
,
Proceedings of the 14th Annual Meeting
,
Society of Engineering Science , ed. G. C.
Sih, Lehigh UP, 471-83.
Nandakumar, Nagaiah Rangaswamy (N. Rothman) , Semi-
algebras of operators and algebras of multipliers.
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CHATO, JOHN C. , Professor
Articles
With R. S. Abdulhadi
Combined natural and forced
ing of underground electric
tute of Electronic and Elect
Transations on Power Applica
convective cool
cables. Insti-
rical Engineers
tion and System
{PAS-96), 1-8.
With M. M. Chen and C. 0. Peders
On the feasibility of obtain
dimensional information from
measurements. Transactions
ing three-
thermographic
of the American
Society of Mechanical Engine
Biomechanical Engineering (9
CHEN, MICHAEL M., Professor
ers. Journal of
58-64.
Article
With J. C. Chato and C. Pedersen
On the feasibility of obtaining three-
dimensional information from thermographic
measurements. Transactions of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers , Journal of
Biomechanical Engineering (99), 58-64.
CHOW, WEN L.
Article
With T. S.
Professor
Shih
Transonic flow past a backward facing step.
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astro
nautics Journal (15:9), 1342-3.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Viscid-inviscid interaction associated with
incompressible flow past wedges at high
Reynolds numbers. National Aeronautics and
Space Administration CR-135246, 135pp.
Base pressure problems associated with an
axisymmetric transonic flow past a backward
facing step. Mechanical Engineering Tech-
nical Report No. 395-5, lOOpp.
CLAUSING, ARTHUR M., Associate Professor
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With A. L. Edgecomb
A general model for predicting the per-
formance characteristics of planar concen-
trating systems. Proceedings of the Energy
Research and Development Administration
Sponsored Concentrating Solar Collector
Conference , Atlanta, Georgia.
Solar collector cost reduction with reflec-
tor enhancement. Proceedings of the 1977
Annual International Solar Energy Society
Meeting , Orlando, Florida, 37-25 - 37-29.
CUSANO, CRISTINO, Associate Professor
Article
With P. E. Funk
Transmissibility study of a flexibly
mounted rolling element bearing in a porous
bearing squeeze-film damper. Journal of
Lubrication Technology , Transactions of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers
(99:1), 50-6.
JONES, BARCLAY G., Professor
Articles
With K. K. Shiu
Thermal performance of prediction of multi-
plate insulation for LMFBR systems. Trans -
actions of the American Nuclear Society
(26) , 450-2.
With R. P. Roy and R. W. Bohl
Molten salt energy storage system--a
feasible study. American Society of Me-
chanical Engineers Heat Transfer in Energy
Conservation , ed. by R. J. Goldstein, et al
(November), 39-45.
With B. W. Spencer and R. E. Henry
Fragmentation dynamics of molten UO2 in
sodium under TOP conditions. Transactions
of the American Nuclear Society (27),
497-8.
With R. J. Adrian, et al.
Spectra of turbulent static pressure fluc-
tuations in jet mixing layers. Proceedings
of the American Institute of Aeronautics
Fourth Aeroacoustics Conference (October)
,
Atlanta, Georgia, 11pp.
With R. J. Adrian, et al.
Prediction of sound emitted from co-annular
subsonic jet flows. Proceedings of the
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astro
nautics Fourth Aeroacoustics Conference
(October), Atlanta, Georgia, 8pp.
With R. J. Adrian
Dilational model of noise from a moving jet
in terms of arbitrary jet structure and
observer motion. Proceedings of the Fifth
Biennial Symposium on Turbulence , ed. by
J. L. Zakin, et al. (October), IV2.1-9.
With R. J. Wilson
Gas concentration measurements with tem-
perature compensated aspirating probe.
Proceedings of the Fifth Biennial Symposium
on Turbulence , ed. by J. L. Zakin, et al.
(October), III . 2-1 - III . 2-8
.
LECKIE, FREDERICK A. , Professor
Articles
With W. Wojewodski
Estimates of rupture life-variables loading
Mechanics and Physics of Solids (12), 239-
49.
Constitutive equations of creep rupture.
Acta Metallurgica (25) , 1059-69.
With D. R. Hayhurst
Design of notched bars in creep. Inter-
national Journal of Mechanical Science (19)
147-59.
Bulletins or Reports
Approximate procedures in high temperature
design. Proceedings of the Conference on
Recent Developments in High Temperature De-
sign Methods , Institute of Mechanical Engi-
neers, London (December).
I
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, LIEBMAN, JUDITH S., Associate Professor
Articles
Health planning: new agencies and new par-
ticipants. Planning and Public Policy (3),
unnumbered pages.
With R. K. George
Modeling conunuter express bus system.
Transportation Engineering Journal (TEl)
183-89.
With R. C. Roistacher, et al.
Decision rules for hypertension screening.
Medical Care (15), 311-23.
With V. Chanaratna, et al.
Discrete optimization in structural design.
Proceedings of the Symposium on Application
of Computer Methods in Engineering (1 )
,
553-62.
MATTHEWS, RONALD D., Assistant Professor
Article
With R. F. Sawyer, et al.
Interference in the chemiluminiscent measur
! ment of NO and NO2 emissions from combustic
systems. Environmental Science and Tech-
nology (11:12), 1092-6.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
The nature and formation of nitrogeneous ai
_ pollutant emissions from combustion systems
Berkeley, California, Lawrence Berkeley
laboratories, 224pp.
With N. D. Apostelesco and R. F. Sawyer
f
Effects of a barium-based fuel additive on
particulate emissions from diesel engines.
Proceedings of the Society of Automotive
Engineers (770828) and reviewed in Auto -
motive Engineering (85)
,
PEDERSEN, CURTIS 0.
53-4.
Associate Professor
Article
With M. M. Chen and J. C. Chato
On the feasibility of obtaining three-
dimensional information from thermographic
measurements. Transactions of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers
(99), 58-64.
ROUSE, WILLIAM B., Associate Professor
Articles
Human-computer interaction in multi-task
situations. Institute of Electronics and
Electrical Engineering Transactions on
Systems, Man, and Cybernetics (SMC-7)
,
384-92.
A theory of human decision making in sto-
chastic estimation tasks. Institute of
Electronics and Electrical Engineering
Transactions on Systems, Man, and Cyber -
netics (SMC-7), 274-83.
With D. Gopher
Estimation and control theory: application
to modeling human behavior. Human Factors
(19) , 315-29.
With S. H. Rouse
Assessing the impact of computer technology
on the performance of interlibrary loan
networks. Journal of the American Society
for Information Science (28), 79-88.
With K. D. Enstrom
Real time determination of how a human has
allocated his attention between control and
monitoring tasks. Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineering Transactions or
Systems, Man, and Cybernetics (SMC-7)
,
153-61.
SOCIE, DARRELL F., Assistant Professor
Articles
Fatigue life prediction using local stress-
strain concepts. Experimental Mechanics
(17:2), 50-6.
Prediction of fatigue crack growth in
notched members under variable amplitude
loading histories. Engineering Fracture
Mechanics (9:4), 849-65.
SOO, SHAO L., Professor
Articles
Multiphase mechanics of single component
two-phase flow. Physics of Fluids (20:4),
568-70.
Erosion by moving dust particles. Inter-
national Journal of Powder Technology
(17:3) , 259-63.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
With C. H. Chen
Space charge reduction in EHD via fluidic
switching. New York, American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (77-WA/ENER-3)
.
With S. T. Leung
Transportation and distribution of coal via
pneumatic pipelines. Proceedings of the
International Powder and Bulk Solids Hand-
ling and Processing , London and Chicago,
International Powder Institute, 28-34.
SORENSON, SPENCER C, Associate Professor
Articles
With D. R. Lancaster, et al.
Effects of mixture turbulence on spark ig-
nition engine combustion. Transactions of
the Society of Automotive Engineers (85)
,
689-710.
With R. Strehlow and L. D. Savage
Coal dust combustion and suppression.
Archives of Thermodynamics and Combustion
(7), 497-506.
STOECKER, WILBERT F., Professor
Article
Methodology of simulating the performance
of a central chilled water system. Ameri -
can Society of Heating, Air Conditioning
,
and Refrigeration Engineers Transactions
,
(83:11), 132-44.
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VOELKER, JOHN A., Assistant Professor
Article
With W. P. Pierskalla
A survey of maintenance models: the contro.'
and surveillance of deteriorating systems.
Naval Research Logistics Quarterly (23)
,
353-88.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Aderoba, Adeyemi Adegbemisipo (M. I. Dessouky)
,
Pre-investment analysis of multi-objective
large-scale projects.
Chern, Shuh-yi (J. C. Chato) , Numerical analysis of
convective cooling of pipe-type electric cables.
Dali, Taher Ramadan (J. C. Chato), The effect of
natural convection on heat transfer in cryogenic
porous insulations.
Kauffold, Patrick Vance (R. E. DeVor) , Critical
resource allocation in stochastic project
networks
.
Lee, Sang Woo (A. Clausing), Heat and mass transfer
from an assemblage of drops.
Liu, Jim Sheau-Kung (W. L. Chow) , Base pressure
problems associated with an axisymmetric
transymmetric transonic flow past a backward
facing step.
Maani-Entesari , Kambiz (G. L. Hogg), A stochastic
network simulation model for production line
systems.
Warpinski, Norman Raymond (W. L. Chow), Incompressible
flow past wedges at high Reynolds numbers.
METALLURGY AND MINING ENGINEERING
ALTSTETTER, CARL J.,
Articles
With K. Russell et al
.
Strain energy interactions, the Tq concept and sympa-
thetic nucleation. Scripta Metallurgica (11) 485-90.
With D. Eliezer, D. Chakrapani and E. N. Pugh
Hydrogen-induced slow crack growth in austenitic
stainless steel. Proceedings Second International
Congress on Hydrogen in Metals (1977)
.
With R. Plecki, R. Yeske and F. Lawrence
Fatigue resistance of oxygen cut steel. Welding
Journal Research Supplement (56) 225-30S.
With D. Shah
Orowan loop storage capacity of systems containing
ellipsoidal particles. Materials Science Engineerinc
(29) 213-18.
With R. Lauf
Thermodynamic properties of Nb-Ta-0 solid solutions.
Scripta Metallurgica (11) 983-85.
BECK, PAUL A., Professor Emeritus
Articles
With R. W. Tustison
Effect of aging on the magnetic properties of Cu-Mn
Alloys. Solid State Communications (21) 517-18.
With M. Altarelli
Concentration dependence of the resistivity maximum
of Cu-Mn alloys. Solid State Communications (22)
675.
BIRNBAUM, HOWARD K. , Professor
Articles
With M. L. Grossbeck
Low temperature hydrogen embrittlement in niobium II-
microscopic observations. Acta Metallurgica (25)
125.
With S. Gahr and M. L. Grossbeck
Hydrogen embrittlement of niobium I: macroscopic be-
havior at low temperatures. Acta Metallurgica (25)
135.
With J. Matusiewicz
On the isotope effect for hydrogen diffusion in nio-
bium. Journal of Metal Physics (7) 2285.
With B. Makenas
On the techniques for preparing refractory metal-
hydrogen alloys for T.E.M. studies. Scripta Met-
allurgica (11) 699.
With M. Amano
Acoustic studies of hydride phase transitions. Pro-
ceedings of the 6th International Conference on Inter
nal Friction and Acoustic Attenuation in Solids
,
Tokyo, Japan (July 1977)
.
Hydrogen in B.C.C. metals. Proceedings of the 6th
International Conference on Internal Friction and
Acoustic Attenuation in Solids , Tokyo, Japan (July
1977) .
With W. F. Lankford et al
.
Localization and thermal diffusion of positive muons
in niobium. Proceedings of the 4th International
Conference on Hyperfine Interactions , Madison, N.J.
(June 1977) . Also in Hyperfine Interactions (4) 833
With R. Sherman and M. Klein
Raman studies of hydrogen vibrational modes in pal-
ladium. Physics Letters (62A) 353.
With G. Matusiewicz, C. G. Chen and P. Zapp
Hydrogen mobility in B.C.C. metals. Proceedings of
the Second International Conference on Hydrogen in
Metals , Paris, France (June 1977).
With M. Camini et al.
Anomalous temperature dependence in the depolariz-
ation rate of positive muons in pure niobium. Phys-
ics Letters (65A) 435.
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An overview of hydrogen failure mechanisms . Office
of Naval Research Reviews (30) 19.
BOHL, ROBERT w. , Professor
Articles
With B. G. Jones and R. P. Roy
Molten salt energy storage - a feasibility study,
heat transfer in energy conservation. American
Society for Mechanical Engineers (Winter: 77) 39-45.
EHRLICH, GERT, Professor, See Coordinated Science
Laboratory
FRASER, HAMISH, Assistant Professor
Articles
Imaging and elemental analysis of defect structures
in STEM. Electron Microscopy , Proceedings of the
6th European Congress on Electron Microscopy , (Jer-
usalem, 1976) ed. D. Brandon, 180.
With C. F. Fluhr and C. Wert
t
I
Carbides in alloys of vanadixim. Proceedings of the
4th International Conference on the Strength of Met-
als and Alloys
, (!,\-.,ncy, =-rance, 1976) (2) 727.
With N. J. Zaluzec
X-ray absorption effects in thin metal foils. Pro-
ceedings of vrorkshop on Analytical Electron 'micros-
copy (Ithaca, New Yorlc) MSC report #2763, 118-20.
With N. J. Zaluzec
Examples of microdiffraction using the stationary
diffraction pattern technique in STEM. Proceedings
of AEi'l Wor)cshop (Cornell University) MSC Report
#2763, 217-221.
With I. P. Jones and .". . H. Loretto
Limiting factors in specimen thickness in conven-
tional and scanning electron microscopy. Philosoph-
ical Magazine (35) 159-76.
With N. J. Zaluzec and J. B. Woodhouse
Comments on "energy dispersive X-ray measurements of
thin metal foils". Scripta Metallurgica (11) 257-5S
Threshold voltage for damage in Si under electron
bombardment. Scripta Metallurgica II , 47-49.
With J. M. Harris et al
.
Solid-phase crystallization of Si films in contact
with Al layers. Journal of Applied Physics (48)
2897.
Recent advances in analytical electron microscopy.
Proceedings of the 14th Annual Electron Microscopy
Colloquium (Ames Laboratory, Iowa State University)
ed. F. Laabs, 135.
With N. J. Zaluzec
Contamination and absorption effects in X-ray micro-
chemical analysis of thin metal films. Proceedings
of the 8th International Conference on X-ray Optics
and mcroanalysis (Boston, Massachusetts) ed. R. Og-
ilvie and D. VJittry, 112.
GAYLORD, RICHARD J., Assistant Professor
Chapters in Books
Theories of the stress-induced crystallization of
crosslinked polymers. In Chemistry and Properties
of Crossli^iked Polymers , ed. by S. S. Labana.
New York: Academic Press, pp. 481-90.
Articles
With D. J. Lohse
The config\u:ational statistics of a polymeric chain
confined by impenetrable barriers II. The floating
chain. Journal of Chemical Physics (66) 3843-5.
With D. J. Lohse
The amorphus contribution to the modulus of a semi-
crystalline polymer. American Chemical Society Poly
mer Preprints (18: No. 2) 326-31.
GREENE, JOSEPH E., Associate Professor, See Coordinated
Science Laboratory
LAWRENCE, FREDERICK V., JR.
ineering
Professor, See Civil Eng-
LIEBERMAN, DAVID S., Professor
Articles
I
"Are we doing the right thing-or just doing the
thing right" . 7th Annua l American Society of Elec-
trical Engineering "Frontiers in Education" Confer-
ence (Oct. 1977) 313.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With R. Banks and E. Hernandez
Nitinol Engine Project. University of California ,
Berkeley, Laboratory Report UCID 3781, November 1976.
MEHRABIAN, ROBERT, Associate Professor
With Y. V. Murty, T. Z. Kattamis and M. C. Flemings
Behavior of sulfide inclusions during thermomechani-
cal processing of AISI4340 steel. Metallurgical
Transactions A (8A) 1275.
With D. G. Backman and M. C. Flemings
Die thermal behavior in machine casting of semi-
solid high temperature alloys. Metallurgical Trans-
actions B (8B) 471.
With T. W. Caldwell, A. J. Campagna and M. C. Flemings
Refinement of dendrite arm spacings in aluminum
ingots through heat flow control. Metallurgical
Transactions B (8B) 261.
With D. G. Bac)aiian et al
.
Casting of peirtially solid metals and metal-nonmetal
composites . Society of Die-Casting Engineers , Paper
No. G-T77-093.
METZGER, MARVIN, Professor
Articles
With K. Chawla
Effect of interface roughness on crac)ting of anodic
oxide film on aluminum. Fracture (3) 1039-45.
With K. Chawla
Matrix behavior in copper-tungsten composites at
small strains. Metallurgical Transactions (8A)
1681-87.
PUGH, E. NEVILLE, Professor
Chapters in Books
With A. J. Bursle
On the mechanism of transgranular stress-corrosion
crac)d.ng. In Mechanisms of Environment Sensitive
Cracking of Materials , The Metals Society, London,
pp. 471-80.
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Articles
A post-conference evaluation of our understanding o)
the failure mechanisms. Stresg-Corrosion Cracking
and Hydrogen Embrittlement of Iron Base Alloys ,
NACE, Houston, 1977, 37-51.
With D. Eliezer, D. G. Chakrapani and C. J. Altstetter
Hydrogen-induced slow crack grovrth in austenitic
stainless steel. Proceedings of the Second Inter-
national Conference on Hydrogen in Metals , Pergamon
{3F5) 1977.
With G. H. Koch and A. J. Bursle
Gaseous hydrogen embrittlement of Ti-8Al-lM-lV.
Proceedings of the Second International Conference
on Hydrogen in Metals , Pergamon (3D4) 1977.
WAYMAN, C. MARVIN, Professor
Chapters in Books
With K. Otsuka
Pseudoelasticity and stress-induced martensitic
transformation. In Reviews on the Deformation Be-
havior of Materials , Vol. II, No. 2. P. Feltham,
ed., Freund Publishing House, Tel Aviv, Israel
(1977) pp. 81-172.
With T. Maki
Effect of coherent precipitates in austenite on the
martensite substructure in an Fe-Ni-Ti-C alloy.
Acta Metallurgica (25) 695.
Transmission electron microscopy studies of thin
foil martensite in Fe-Ni-C alloys. Acta Metallurg-
ica (25) 681.
On trace analysis of (112) transformation twins in
ferrous martensites. Transactions Japan Institute
of Metals (41) 594.
With H. C. Tong
On the equilibrium temperature of thermoelastic mar-
tensitic transformations. Scripta Metallurgica (11)
341.
With S. Chakravorty
Electron microscopy of internally faulted CuZnAl
martensite. Acta Metallurgica (25) 989.
With H. M. Clark
"Discussion of a critical test of two theories of
non-IPA geometric surface relief effects associated
with diffusional phase transformations" by
K. R. Kinsman and H. I. Aaronson. Metallurgical
Transactions (8A) 206.
With H. Kubo and K. Shimizu
Morphological and structural studies of thermoelas-
tic martensites in a Ag-38 at% Zn alloy. Metallur-
gical Transactions (8A) 493.
With J. S. Bowles and B. C. Muddle
The crystallography of the precipitation of g vana-
dium hydride. Acta Metallurgica (25) 513.
With T. A. Schroeder
The formation of martensite and the mechanism of the
shape memory effect in single crystals of Cu-Zn
alloys. Acta Metallurgica (25) 1375.
The two-way shape memory effect and other 'training'
phenomena in Cu-Zn single crystals. Scripta Met-
allurgica (11) 225.
With M. P. Cassidy et al
.
Experimental studies of the precipitation of p van-
adium hydride. Acta Metallurgica (25) 829.
Martensite - and the shape memory effect. 1977 Zay
Jeffries Memorial Lecture, American Society of Metal
News (8) No. 5, 4.
With T. Saburi
Crystal structure and morphology of the thin 'needle
like' martensite in Cu-Zn alloys. Scripta Metallurg
ica (11) 1023.
WERT, CHARLES A., Professor and Head of Department
Chapters in Books
Education in materials science in engineering. The
International Encyclopedia of Higher Education , ed.
by Asa Knowles. San Francisco and London: Jossey-
Bass.
Articles
With 0. Buck et al
.
Effects of hydrogen on elastic and physical proper-
ties of niobium. Proceedings of the International
Conference on Internal Friction and Ultrasonic Atten-
uation in Solids , Tokyo, Japan (1977)
.
HOOL, RICHARD P., Assistant Professor
Chapters in Books
With H. 0. Stratton
Chapter 32 . In Recent Advances in Fibre Science ,
ed. F. Happey. Academic Press: London
Chapter 12. In Applications of Polymer Spectroscopy
ed. E. G. Brame, Jr. Academic Press: New York.
Articles
Material response of viscoelastic polymers. Amer-
ican Chemical Society Organic Coatings and Plastics
Chemistry (37) 417.
Molecular mechanics of strained polymers . Inter-
national Union of Physics and Chemistry Dublin MACRO
Proceedings (2) 645.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Beavers, John Alvin (E. N. Pugh) , Stress corrosion
cracking of Admiralty Metal in aqueous ammonia.
Bhowal , Prabir Ranjan (M. Metzger) , Deformation
substructure and slip systems in directionally
solidified Ni3Al (r)-Ni3Nb(rf) eutectic conposite
to 600°C.
Gahr, Steven Allan (H. K. Birnbaum) , Hydrogen
embrittlement in niobium.
Liu, Ruichen (G. Ehrlich) , Chemisorption on perfect
surfaces and structural defects.
Polak, Anthony James (G. Ehrlich) , Desorption and
surface diffusion: Nitrogen on Tungsten (110).
Tong, Hua-Sou (E. N. Pugh), Stress-Corrosion cracking
of an alpha-phase copper alloy in ammoniacal
solutions
.
Umemoto, Minoru (C. M. Wayman) , A study of the
transition from non-thermoelastic to thermoelastic
behavior in Fe-Pt martensites.
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Stahl, R. B, Polisky, and J. A.
MICROBIOLOGY
BRYANT, MARVIN P., Professor, See Dairy Science.
GABRIDGE, MICHAEL G. , Associate Professor
Articles
With C. C. Agee and A. M. Cameron
Differential distribution of ciliated epithelial
cells in the hamster trachea; Implications for
pathogenesis studies. Journal of Infectious
Diseases (135) 9-19.
With J. A. Engelhardt
Effect of squamous metaplasia on infection of
hamster trachea organ cultures with Mycoplasma
pneumoniae . Infection and Immunity (15) 647-55.
With Y. D. B.
Engelhardt
Differences in the attachment of Mycoplasma
pneumoniae cells and membranes to tracheal
epithelium. Infection and Immunity (16) 766-72.
With R. B. Polisky
Intracellular levels of adenosine triphosphate in
hamster trachea organ cultures exposed to Myco-
plasma pneumoniae cells or membranes. In^ Vitro
(13) 510-16.
KAPLAN, SAMUEL, Professor
Articles
With D. R. Lueking and R. T. Fraley
Intracytoplasmic membrane synthesis in synchronous
cell populations of Rhodppseudomonas sphaeroides :
Fate of "old" and "New" membranes. Journal of
Biological Chemistry (253) 451-7.
With R. T. Fraley and D. R. Lueking
Intracytoplasmic membrane synthesis in synchronous
populations of Rhodopseudomonas sphaeroides : Poly-
peptide insertion into growing membranes. Journal
of Biological Chemistry (253) 458-64.
With E. Morgan
Expression and stability of Escherichia coli F-
prime factors in Proteus mirabilis . Journal of
Molecular and General Genetics . (151) 41-7.
With C. Wraight, D. R. Lueking, and R. T. Fraley
Intracytoplasmic membrane synthesis in synchronous
cell populations of Rhodopseudomonas sphaeroides :
Distribution and nature of functional activities
Journal of Biological Chemistry (253) 465-72.
KAUFMAN, STEPHEN J., Assistant Professor
Articles
With C. M. Parks
Loss of growth control and differentiation in the
fu-1 variant of the Lg line of rat myoblasts.
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences ,
USA (74) 3888-92.
With P. K. Y. Wong and P. H. Yuen
Mechanism of murine leukemia virus-induced fusion
in rat myoblasts defective in differentiation.
Journal of Virology (23) 768-75.
Induction of syncytia by Moloney murine leukemia
virus in myoblasts defective in differentiation.
Journal of Virology (21) 319-27.
KONISKY, JORDAN, Associate Professor
Articles
With S. Soucek
Normal iron-enterochelin uptake in mutants lacking
the colicin I outer membrane receptor protein of
Escherichia coli . Journal of Bacteriology (130)
1399-1401.
MEYER, RICHARD C, Professor, See Veterinary Pathology
and Hygiene.
ORDAL, Z. JOHN, Professor, See Food Science.
REICHMANN, MANFRED E., Professor
Chapter in a Book
With W. M. Schnitzlein
Defective interfering particles of vesicular
stomatitis virus. In Microbiology , ed. by D.
Schlessinger . Washington, D.C. : American Society
for Microbiology, pp. 439-44.
Articles
With J. M. Chow and W. M. Schnitzlein
Expression of genetic information contained in the
RNA of a defective interfering particle vesicular
stomatitis virus. Virology (77) 579-88.
With J. P. Clewley, et al.
Oligonucleotide fingerprints of RNA species obtained
from rhabdoviruses belonging to the vesicular
stomatitis virus subgroup. Journal of Virology
(23) 152-66.
With D. V. R. Reddy and W. M. Schnitzlein
Use of defective interfering particle RNA probes in
the determination of the order of in^ vitro tran-
scription of vesicular stomatitis virus genes.
Journal of Virology (21) 432-34.
With W. M. Schnitzlein
Interference and homologies of New Jersey serotype
isolates of vesicular stomatitis virus and their
defective particles. Virology (77) 490-500.
A possible effect of viral proteins on the specific-
ity of interference by defective vesicular stomatitis
virus particles. Virology (80) 275-88.
SALYERS, ABIGAIL A., Assistant Professor, See School of
Basic Medical Sciences.
SAVAGE, DWAYNE C. , Professor
Chapters in Books
Electron microscopy of bacteria adherent to epithelii
in the murine intestinal canal. In Microbiology-
1977 , ed. by D. Schlessinger. Washington, D.C.
:
American Society of Microbiology, pp. 120-3.
Interactions between the host and its microbes. In
Microbiology of the Normal Gut , ed. by R. T. J.
Clark and T. Bauchop. London and New York: Academic
Press, pp. 277-310.
Articles
Microbial ecology of the gastrointestinal tract.
Annual Reviews of Microbiology (31) 107-33,
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VOSS, EDWARD W., JR., Professor WONG, PAUL K. y.. Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
Comparison of the microenvironment of chicken and
rabbit antibody active sites. In Avian Immunology ,
ed. by A. A. Benedict. New York: Plenum Publishing
Corporation, pp. 391-401.
Articles
With V. H. VOSS
Catabolic rates of anti-hapten IgG antibodies of
different affinities. Immunochemistry (14) 741-8.
With R. M. Watt
Steric orientation of hapten groups and the effect
on antibody reactivity. Immunochemi stry (14) 237-
46.
Mechanism of quenching of fluorescein by anti-
fluorescein IgG antibodies. Immunochemistry (14)
533-41.
WEBER, MICHAEL J., Associate Professor
Articles
With A. H. Hale and L. Losasso
Decreased adherence to the substrate in Rous sarcoma
virus-transformed chicken embryo fibroblasts. Cell
(251) 7950-1.
With A. H. Hale, et al.
Modification of the lipid composition of normal and
Rous sarcoma virus-infected cells: Effect on
transformation-associated membrane properties.
Journal of Biological Chemistry (252) 6190-200.
WOESE, CARL R. , Professor, See Genetics and Development.
WOLFE, RALPH S., Professor
Articles
With W. E. Balch, S. Schoberth, and R. S. Tanner
Acetobacterium , a new genus of hydrogen-oxidizing
carbon-dioxide-reducing, anaerobic bacteria. Inter-
national Journal of Systematic Bacteriology (27)
355-61.
With W. E. Balch, et al.
hn ancient divergence among the bacteria. Journal
of Molecular Evolution (9) 305-11.
With G. E. Fox, et al.
Classification of methanogenic bacteria by 16S
ribosomal RNA characterization. Proceedings of the
National Academy of Science , USA (74) 4537-41.
With R. P. Gunsalus
Stimulation of CO reduction of methane by methyl-
coenzyme M in extracts of Methanobacterium . Bio-
chemical Biophysical Research Communications (76)
790-5.
With N. Pfennig
Rec'uction of sulfur by spirillum 5175 and syntro-
phisra with Chlorobium. Applied and Environmental
Microbiology (33) 427-33.
Chapter in a Book
Interferon-directed inhibition of chronic murine
leukemia virus production in cell cultures. In
Control of Neoplasia by Modulation of the Immune
System , ed. by M. A. Chirigos. New York: Raven
Press, pp. 347-59.
Articles
With E. H. Chang, et al.
The inhibitory effect of interferon on a temperature-
sensitive mutant of Moloney murine leukemia virus.
Virology (77) 625-36.
With G. Gallick
Preliminary characterization of a temperature-
sensitive mutant of murine leukemia virus which
produces defective particles at the restrictive
temperature. Journal of Virology (25) 187-92.
With P. H. Yuen
A morphologic study on the ultrastructure and
assembly of murine leiakemia virus using a temperature
sensitive mutant restricted in assembly. Virology
(80) 260-74.
Electron microscopic characterization of the
defectiveness of a temperature-sensitive mutant of
Mo-MuLV restricted in assembly. Journal of Virology
(23) 768-75.
With P. H. Yuen and S. J. Kaufman
Induction of syncytia by Moloney leukemia virus in
myoblasts defective in differentiation. Journal of
Virology (21) 319-27.
Mechanisms of murine leukemia virus-induced fusion
in rat myoblasts defective in differentiation.
Journal of Virology (23) 768-75.
With P. H. Yuen, et al.
The effect of interferoT on de novo infection of
Moloney murine leukemia virus. Cell (10) 245-52.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Bedows, Elliott David (J. T. Wachsman) , Studies on
prokaryotic and eukaryotic polynucleotide ligases.
Gunsalus, Robert Philip (R. S. Wolfe), The raethyl-
coenzyme H reductase system in Methanobacterium
thermoautotrophicum .
Lewis, Bobby Joe (C. R. Woese) , Nucleotide sequence
characterization of Ribonuclease T^ Oligonucleotide
of 16 S Ribosomal Ribonucleic acids: A phylogenetlc
study of Pseudomonas aeruginosa , Aeromonas hydro
-
phila , Corynebacterium diptheriae . Micrococcus
luteus , and Bacillus pumilus .
Walfield, Alan Mark (C. Harschberger) , The repli-
cation and turnover-synthesis of chloroplast
deoxyribonucleic acid from Euglena gracilis .
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MUSIC
BLATTER, ALFRED W., Assistant Professor
Fanfare for twelve trumpets.
Nashville: Brass Press.
With Paul Zonn
Contemporarv trumpet studies.
Denver: Tromba Publications.
DECKER, HAROLD A., Professor
Article
Marcel Couraud: Interpreter par excellence.
Choral Journal (18:2) 25.
FAIRCHILD, FREDERICK D., Assistant Professor
Articles
Percussion instrument recommendations for
the schools (Part I) . The Instrumentalist
(32:3) 85-9.
Percussion instrument recommendations for
the schools (Part II) . The Instrumentalist
(32:4) 67-70.
FREDRICKSON, L. THOMAS, Professor
Music
Stars of ice, for mixed chorus, oboe and organ.
Champaign: Mark Foster Music, 8pp.
Hefti-bag, for jazz band. Delavan, New York:
Kendor Music, 30pp.
KELLMAN, HERBERT, Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
Josquin and the Courts of the Netherlands and
France: the evidence of the sources. In
Josquin des Prez. Proceedings of the Inter-
national Josquin Festival-Conference , ed . by
Edward E. Lowinsky. London, 1977. 181-216.
KOHUT, DANIEL L. , Associate Professor
Coronation chorus from Boris Godunov . Elgin,
Illinois: Forrest Etling. 18pp.
Book Review
Accelerated programs for the gifted music
student by Paul and Frances Jankowski.
Journal of Research in Music Education
(25) 291.
KROLICK, EDWARD J., Professor
Book Review
My way of playing the double bass (Volume I, II)
by Ludwig Streicher. Newsletter-International
t Society of Bassists . (IV: Fall, 1977) 345, 349.
LEONHARD, CHARLES, Professor
Chapter in a Book
Research in music education. In Arts and
aesthetics: an agenda for the future , ed . by
Stanley Medeja, St. Louis: CEMREL. 81-108.
I
MARTIRANO, SALVATORE, Professor
Chapter in a Book
Five composers' views. In An Ives celebration
,
ed. by Hitchcock and Perils, Urbana: Illinois UP.
187-208.
NETTL, BRUNO, Professor
Article
On the question of universals . The World of Music .
(19:12) 2-12.
RINGER, ALEXANDER L., Professor
Book Review
Music and the middle class by William Weber.
JAMS . (l:Spring 1977) 155-57.
TEMPERLEY, NICHOLAS, Professor
Jonathan Gray and church music in York, 1770-1840.
(Borthwick Papers, Number 51). York, England:
St. Anthony's Press. 30pp.
Book Review
Robert Lucas de Persall by Edgar Hunt.
The Musical Times (118) 1010.
Articles
Middleburg psalms. Studies in Bibliography .
(30) 162-70.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Ph. D. in Musicology
Dyen, Doris Jane (B. Nettl) , The role of shape-note
singing in the musical culture of black communities
in southeast Alabama.
Fox, Bertha Mary (C. Hamm) , A liturgical-repertorial
study of Renaissance polyphony in Barfta Mus. Pr. 6
(a-d) , National Szechenyi Library, Budapest.
Grossman, Margaret Rosso (H. Kellman) , G. B. Doni and
theatrical music.
Racy, Ali Jihad (B. Nettl), Musical change and commer-
cial recording in Egypt, 1904-1932.
Root, Deane Leslie (C. B. Hamm), American popular
stage music, 1860-80.
Rudolf, Homer (C. Hamm) , The life and works of
Cornelius Canis.
Ed.D. in Music Education
Daugherty, Elza Lavern (C. Leonhard) , The application
of Manhattanville Music Curriculum Program
strategies in a music class for elementary
education majors.
Harris, Thomas John (R. J. Colwell) , An investi-
gation of the effectiveness of an intonation
training program upon junior and senior high
school wind instrumentalists.
Hawkins, Garland Maurice (C. Leonhard), Urban sec-
ondary general music teachers' opinions of
selected behavioral and expressive objectives.
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Key, Rhoderick Eugene (C. Leonhard) , Demographic
characteristics and sources of motivation of
chief administrators of music departments in
American colleges and universities.
Reichmuth, Roger Edwin (C. Leonhard), Price Doyle,
1896-1967: His life and work in music education.
Tenzer, Lawrence Raymond (C. Leonhard), The process
of imagination in John Dewey's philosophy of
aesthetic experience.
Thurman, Virgil Leon (C. Leonhard), A frequency
and time description of selected rehersal
behaviors used by five choral conductors.
Winking, John Thomas (C. Leonhard) , The application
of Monroe Beardsley's theory of aesthetics to
the structuring of music listening experiences.
DOCTOR OF MUSICAL ARTS
Blankenship, Shirley Meyer (M. Powell), Berg Lines:
Opus 3: Lyrische Suite.
Christiansen, Sigurd Olaf (E. London) , The sacred
choral music of Richard Feliciano: An analytic
study
.
Een, Andrea Ruth (B. Nettl) , Comparison of melodic
variants in the hardingfele repertoire of Norway:
An analytical study of an aural folk tradition.
Keays, James Harvey (T. G. Holden and R. E. Gray) , An
investigation into the origins of the Wagner tuba.
Lamb, Marvin Lee (P. Zonn and B. Johnston) , The
musical, literary and graphic influences upon
Luciano Berio's Thema, Omaggio a Joyce.
Composition: Concerto for tenor saxophone and
orchestra.
Little, John Arthur (E. Dalheim) , Romantic Italian
song style in the works of Francesco Paolo Tosti
and some of his contemporaries.
Westlund, Paul Harry (N. Temperley) , An edition and
analysis of three masses by Tarquinio Merula.
MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
HOFFMEISTER, DONALD F. , Director and Professor
Articles
Status of the cotton mouse, Peromyscus qossypinus ,
in southern Illinois. The American Midland
Naturalist, (97) 222-224.
Noteworthy range extensions of mammals in northern
Mexico and Arizona. The Southwestern Naturalist ,
(22) 150-151.
With V. E. Diersing
Revision of the shrews Sorex merriami and a
description of a new species of the subgenus Sorex .
Journal of Mammalogy , (58) 321-333.
SEVERINGHAUS , WILLIAM D. , Research Assistant
Articles
Description of a new subspecies of prairie vole,
Microtus ochrogaster . Proceedings of the
Biological Society of Washington , (90) 49-54.
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
AXFORD, ROY A., Professor
Articles
Hydrodynamic stability of lithium flows on porous
spherical surfaces. ERDA Research and Development
Report, LA-6693, U.S. Dept. of Commerce,
Springfield, Virginia, 1-15.
With D. D. Holm
Lie-group analysis of shock wave convergence in a
non-ideal fluid. Symposium on Nonlinear Wave
Propagation, Jadwisin, Poland, Sept. 26-30, 1977,
1-12.
BOHL, ROBERT W. , Professor
See: Metallurgy and Mining
CARBAJO, JUAN J., Assistant Professor
Articles
The effect of the separation of steam and air in
blowdown transients. Transactions of the American
Nuclear Society , (26) 586-587.
With Daniel F. Hang
Experience with team-teaching at the University
of Illinois. Transactions of the American
Nuclear Society , (26) 101-102.
With Frank J. Munno
TECAR, a new program for LOCA analysis. Nuclear
Engineering and Design , (44) 171-176.
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CHILTON, ARTHUR B., Professor
Articles
I
Linearity of dose response for radiation carcino-
genesis. Health Physic s, (33) 267.
Spatial channel theory. Nuclear Science and
Engineering
, (63) No. 2, 219.
Optimized Taylor parameters for concrete buildup
data factor. Nuclear Science and Engineering
,
(64) No. 3, 799-800.
CHOI, CHAN K. , Visiting Research Professor
Boolts Edited
Proceedings of the Review Meeting on Advanced-Fuel
Fusion. Palo Alto, California: Electric Power
Research Institute, 501pp. Sept. 1977.
Articles
Alternate confinement approaches. Proceedings of
4th Annual Illinois Inter-University Energy
Conference , University of Illinois,
1977.
With C. Bath)ce and G. H. Miley
April 26-28,
Application of a unified slowing-down theory to
fusion plasmas. Transactions of the American
Nuclear Society (26) 81.
With M. Campbell, G. H. Miley
Effect of hot beam injection angle on twin beam
mirrors. Transactions of the American Nuclear
Society (27) 91.
An improved treatment of plasma buildup in a mirror
fusion device. IEEE International 'Conference on
Plasma Science , Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute,
Troy, New York.
With W. Downum et al.
Transport of alpha particles as impurities in
D-T plasmas. APS Conference on Atomic Processes
Knoxville, Tennessee,in High Temperature Plasmas
,
With G. A. Gerdin et al.
Exploratory studies of high-efficiency advanced-
fuel fusion reactors. Annual Report , EPRI
ER-581, November, 1977.
With E. Maceda, G. H. Miley
Atomic processes and radiation emission from
uranixim plasmas. American Physical Society
Conference on Atomic Processes in High
Temperature Plasmas , Knoxville, Tennessee.
With G. H. Miley et al.
Progress Report/CTR Plasma Engineering Studies
(1 October 1976 to 30 September 1977) , COO-2218-
91, University of Illinois, 1977.
Advanced-fuel fusion systems— the D-^He satellite
approach. Proceedings, IAEA Conference and
Worlcshop on Fusion Reactor Design , Madison,
Wisconsin.
Concepts for D-^He satellite reactors. 1977 IEEE
International Conference on Plasma Science
,
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, New Yorli.
Studies of advanced-fuel reactors. 1977 IEEE
International Conference on Plasma Science
,
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, New Yorlc.
Energy feedback by the DNP laser for a laser-fusion
reactor. Proceedings of 1977 IEEE International
Conference on Plasma Science , Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute, Troy, New York.
With G. H. Miley, C. G. Bathke
Application of a unified slowing-down theory to
fusion plasmas. Bulletin of the American
Physical Society , (22)70.
A unified slowing-down theory for fusion plasmas.
Proceedings of the Annual Controlled Fusion
Theory Conference , B3, San Diego, California,
May 4-6. 1977.
Application of a unified slowing-down theory to
fusion plasma. Proceedings of the Third Inter-
national (Kiev) Conference on Plasma Theory
,
April 5-9, 1977.
With G. H. Miley and D. Lee
Ion beam implosions using layered pellets of
advanced fuels. Proceedings of the Second
International Topical Conference on High Power
Electron and Ion Beam Research and Technology
,
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, October
2-3, 1977.
DORNING, JOHN J. , Professor
With D. T. Ingersoll and B. W. Wehring
Integral tests of niobium cross sections through
simultaneous measurements of neutron and gamma-
ray leakage spectra. Nuclear Reactor Shielding
,
Ed. R. W. Roussin, L. S. Abbott, and D. E. Bartine.
New Jersey: Science Press.
With R. H. Johnson et al.
NE-213 neutron spectrometry system for measurements
from 1.0 to 20 MeV. Nuclear Instruments and Methods
(145) 337.
With W. C. Horak
A local Green's function method for the numerical
solution of heat conduction and fluid flow problems.
Nuclear Science and Engineering (64) 192-207.
With R. D. Lawrence
Smoothing and extrapolation techniques for reactor
kinetics. Nuclear Science and Engineering (64)
492.
With M. Kantrowitz
An energy-dependent formalism for neutron noise
analysis. Transactions of the American Nuclear
Society (27) 942.
With R.-T. Chiang
Diffusion equations as asymptotic approximations
to the neutron transport equation. Transactions
of the American Nuclear Society (27) 952.
GERDIN, GLENN A., Assistant Professor
Articles
With F. H. Southworth
Preliminary studies of an advanced fuel bumpy torus
reactor. 1977 IEEE International Conference on Plasm;
Science , Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy,
New York, May 23-25, 1977.
With G. H. Miley et al.
Studies of advanced-fuel reactors. 1977 IEEE Inter-
national Conference on Plasma Science , Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute, Troy, New York, May 23-25,
1977.
Concepts for D-^He satellite reactors. IEEE Seventh
Symposium on Engineering Problems of Fusion Research
Knoxville, Tennessee, October 1977.
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with J. Reece Roth
Characteristics of the NASA Lewis Bumpy Torus Plasma
generated with high positive or negative applied
potentials. Plasma Physic s (19) 423-446.
With R. Stark
Start-up of advanced fuel tokamaks. 1977 IEEE
International Conference on Plasma Science ,
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, New York,
May 23-25, 1977.
With F. H. Southworth and R. Stark
Advanced fuel bumpy tori. Transactions of the
American Nuclear Society (27) 43-44.
With R. B. Campbell et al.
Numerical simulation of EBT plasmas. Bulletin of
the American Physical Society (22) 1071.
GILLIGAN, JOHN G., Visiting Research Assistant Pro-
fessor
Articles
With S. L. Gralnick et al.
Time reduction techniques for neutral atom transport
by multigroup methods. Transactions of the American
Nuclear Society (26) 87-88.
HANG, DANIEL F., Professor
Articles
Economic computations in the fuel cycle. Trans-
actions of the American Nuclear Society (26) 89.
With J. J. Carbajo
Experience with team-teaching at the University
of Illinois. Transactions of the American Nuclear
Society (27) 101-102.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Ohio River Basin Energy Study, Volume II. C, Pre-
liminary Technology Assessment Report, University
of Illinois Experiment Station, University of
Illinois, Urbana, Illinois, 73-90, 94, 110-114,
125-136, 143.
JONES, BARCLAY G., Professor, See: Mechanical and
Industrial Engineering.
MACHIELS, ALBERT J. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With D. R. dander
Investigation of the tantalum-fluorine reaction by
modulated molecular beam mass spectrometry. Surface
Science (65) 325-344.
Molecular beam study of the kinetics of the fluorine-
uranium dioxide reaction. High Temperature Science
(9) 3-25.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Molecular beam study of the kinetics of the fluorine-
uranium dioxide reaction. ERDA-LBL, Berkeley,
California, 119.
MILEY, GEORGE H. , Professor
Books Edited
1977 IEEE Minicourse on Fusion, Troy, New York.
Illinois: University of Illinois, 650pp.
With W. Sawyer
Proceedings, ANL Faculty Institute on Fusion
Materials. Illinois: Argonne National Laboratory
Vol. I, II, III, 675pp.
Direct nuclear pumped lasers. Laser Interactions
and Related Plasma Phenomena , Vol. 4, Schwarz and
Hora, eds. , Plenum Press, New York, New York, 1977,
181-228.
Potential mirror concepts for radiation testing
of fusion reactor materials. Nuclear Instruments
and Methods (145) 169-177.
Studies of nuclear piimped lasers at the University
of Illinois. Proceedings , Workshop on Nucleeir
Radiation Induced Plasmas and Direct Nuclear
Pumped Lasers , Miami University, Oxford, Ohio,
Aug. 1-12, 1977.
Energy conversion for advanced fusion fuels.
IEEE Conference Record - IEEE 1977 International
Conference on Plasma Science
,
paper no. 2C6-7,
Invited, May 23-25, 1977.
Scale-up and potential applications of direct
nuclear pumped lasers. IEEE Conference Record -
IEEE 1977 International Conference on Plasma
Science
,
paper no. 3D1-2, Invited, 96, May 23-
25, 1977.
Energy conversion and fuel options as related
to systems. EPRI Executive Seminar on Fusion ,
San Francisco, California, October 11-13, 1977.
Applications of direct nuclear pumped lasers
and gaseous core reactors. Transactions of the
American Nuclear Society (26) 526.
The how and why of fusion. Proceedings of the
4th Annual Illinois Inter-University Energy
Conference , University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign, April 26-27, 1977.
Comments about p-'^B ignition. Proceedings
EPRI Advanced Fuel Reactor Review Meeting ,
EPRI ER-536-SR, Chicago, Illinois, 329.
Negative ion beam considerations for advanced-
fuel fusion. Symposium on the Production and
Neutralization of Negative Hydrogen Ions and
Beams , Brookhaven National Laboratory, 284-289,
September 1977.
Energy education for the future. Proceedings
of the American Power Conference (39) 61.
With A. Akerman, D. McArthur
A helium-mercury direct nuclear pumped laser.
Applied Physics Letters (30) 409-412.
With F. H. Southworth et al
.
Studies of deuterium-fueled tokamak reactors.
Nuclear Instruments and Methods (144) 9-14.
Development of D-^He satellite reactors.
Proceedings IEEE Fusion Technology Meeting ,
Knoxville, Tennessee, October 1977.
Advanced-fuel fusion systems - the D- He
satellite approach (The ILB reactors)
.
Proceedings EPRI Advanced Fuel Reactor Review
Meeting , EPRI ER-536-SR, Chicago, Illinois, 39.
Studies of advanced-fuel reactors. IEEE Conference
Record, IEEE 1977 International Conference on
Plasma Science, May 23-25, 1977.
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with T. W. Petrie
New techniques for studying some effects of supra-
thermal alpha particles. Nuclear Science and
Engineering (64) 151-162.
Effect of slowing-down drifts on fusion particle
distribution function. Bulletin of the American
Physical Society (22) 1117.
With T. Petrie et al.
Effect of fusion-product transport and losses.
IEEE Conference Record, IEEE 1977 Inter-
national Conference on Plasma Science , May
23-25, 1977, paper no. 3C4, 90.
With L. Hively
Fusion product bombardment of a tokamak first
wall. Nuclear Fusion (17) 1031-1046.
Sensitivity studies on 3.5-MeV alpha bombardment
of a tokamak first wall. Transactions of the
American Nuclear Society (27) 87.
With M. A. Prelas et al.
A nuclear pumped laser using Ne-CO and Ne-COz
mixtures. 30th Annual Gaseous Electronics
Conference of the American Physical Society
,
Palo Alto, California, October 18-21, 1977.
A direct nuclear pumped laser approaching feedback
laser fusion needs. Transactions of the American
Nuclear Society (27) 63.
A direct nuclear pumped 1.45-lJ atomic carbon
laser in mixtures of He-CO and He-C02. Applied
Physics Letters (31) 428-430.
With M. Campbell and C. Choi
Effect of hot beam injection angle on twin beam
mirrors. Transactions of the American Nuclear
Society (27) 91.
An improved treatment of plasma buildup in a
mirror fusion device. IEEE Conference Record -
1977 International Conference on Plasma Science
,
May 23-25, 1977, paper no. 4C1 , 137.
With M. Y. Wang, L. S. Wang
Alpha particle effects on the reversed field
mirror. Transactions of the American Nuclear
Society (27) 93.
With Helen R. Stimpson
Burn stability in a reversed field pinch. Trans-
actions of the American Nuclear Society (27) 92.
With E. Maceda
Radiative temperature of uranium plasmas for
gaseous core reactor. Transactions of the
American Nuclear Society (27) 931,
With C. Choi, C. Bathke
Application of a unified slowing-down theory to
fusion plasma. The Third International (Kiev)
Conference on Plasma Theory , SMR 32/2, 5-9
April 1977.
With M. A. Akerman, F. P. Boody
Direct nuclear pumped gain at 7945A of HGII in
a helium-mercury mixture. IEEE Conference Record
IEEE 1977 International Conference on Plasma
Science , May 23-25, 1977, paper no.
With S. Sutherland et al.
3D3, 97.
Energy feedback by the DNP laser for a laser-
fusion reactor. IEEE Conference Record , IEEE
1977 International Conference on Plasma Science
,
May 23-25, 1977, paper no. 3D11, 105.
With C. Choi
Laser-fusion employing direct nuclear pumped
lasers and advanced fuel (D-D-T) pellets.
Proceedings EPRI Advanced Fuel Reactor Review
Meeting, EPRI ER-536-SR, Chicago, Illinois, 153.
With D. Driemeyer
The D- He field-reversed mirror as a minimum-
size satellite. Proceedings EPRI Advanced
Fuel Reactor Review Meeting
, EPRI ER-536-SR,
Chicago, Illinois, 317.
Fusion product heating in D-'ne field-reversed
mirrors (FRM)
. Bulletin of the American
Physical Society (22) 1131.
With M-y Wang
Hill's vortex and plasma currents in the field-
reversed mirror. Bulletin of the American
Physical Society (22) 1131.
With P. R. Meka
Charged fusion-product transport in toroidal
systems. Bulletin of the American Physical
Society (22) 1117.
With C. Choi, D. Lee
Ion beam implosions using layered pellets of
advanced fuels. 2nd International Topical
Conference on High Power Electron and Ion Beam
Research and Technology , Cornell University,
Ithaca, New York, October 3-5, 1977.
ROY, RAMENDRA P., Assistant Professor
Articles
With B. G. Jones, R. W. Bohl
Molten salt energy storage system-a feasibility
study. Heat Transfer in Energy Conservation
,
Symposium Volume , ASME Winter Annual Meeting,
pp. 39-45.
With P. K. Jain
Altered transverse momentum transport in coolant
flows during oscillatory instabilities. Trans-
actions of the American Nuclear Society (27) 387-
388.
TURNBULL, ROBERT J., Associate Professor
See: Electrical Engineering
WEHRING, BERNARD W. , Professor
Chapters in Books
With D. T. Ingersoll, J. J. Doming
Integral tests of niobium cross sections through
simultaneous measurements of neutron and gamma-
ray leakage spectra. In Reactor shielding
, ed. by
Roussin, Abbott, and Bartine. Princeton: Science
Press, pp. 841-48.
Articles
With R. B. Strittmatter
Direct physical measurement of nuclide yields for
U(n^j^,f). Transactions of the American Nuclear
Society (27) 862-3.
With G. J. Dilorio
HIAWATHA, a fission-fragment recoil mass
spectrometer. Nuclear Instruments and Methods (147)
487-99.
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With D. T. Ingersoll
Gamma-ray pulse-height response of an NE-213
scintillation detector. Nuclear Instruments and
Methods (147) 551-61.
With R. H. Johnson et al.
NE-213 neutron spectrometry system for measurements
from 1.0 to 20 MeV. Nuclear Instruments and
Methods (145) 337-46.
With R. J- Lipinski
Element yields in ^*'cf spontaneous fission
determined from measured x-ray multiplicities.
Physics Letters (66B) 326-8.
With R. B. Strittmatter, R. G. Bucher
Atomic-number dependence of fission-fragment energy
loss: evidence for Z\ oscillations. Physical Review
A (15) 2230-37.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Dunn, William Edward (B. T. Chao) , Heat, mass and
momentum transfer in multidrop system.
Ingersoll, Daniel Thomas (B. W. Wehring) , Integral
testing of neutron cross sections using simultaneous
neutron and gamma- ray measurements.
Leung, Daniel Chun-tak (R. Axford) , Effects of equili-
brium xenon in multi-dimensional reactor core
optimization.
Maceda, Edward Louis (G. H. Miley) , Optical line
radiation from uranium plasmas.
Parks, Paul Brownlee (R. J. Turnbull) , Model of an
ablating solid hydrogen pellet in a plasma.
PHILOSOPHY
ALSTON, WILLIAM P., Professor
Chapter in a Book
Self-intervention and the structure of motivation.
In The self : psychological and philosophical
issues, ed. by T. Mischel. Oxford: Basil
Blackwell, pp. 65-102.
Article
Sentence meaning and illocutionary act potential.
Philosophical Exchange (2:3) 17-35.
DIGGS, BERNARD J., Professor
Article
Liberty without fraternity. Ethics (87:2) 97-112.
MELNICK, ARTHUR, Associate Professor
Book Review
Kant's criticism of metaphysics, by W. H. Walsh.
Journal of Philosophy (74:3) 181-4.
MONK, ROBERT, Assistant Professor
Article
The logic of discovery. Philosophy Research
Archives (3) 1-53.
SCHACHT, RICHARD L. , Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
Nietzsche on art in The birth of tragedy . In
Art and the aesthetic : theories and critiques,
ed. by R. J. Sclafani and G. Dickie. New Vork:
St. Martin's, pp. 269-312.
SHWAYDER, DAVID S., Professor
Chapter in a Book
A semantics of utterance. In Midwest studies in
NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Piran, Uri (T. Nishida) , Specificity of lecithin-
cholesterol acyltransferase toward the acyl
acceptor
.
Spires, Howard Russel (J. Clark), Effect of ammonia
on glucose metabolism in the bovine.
Taubold, Richard Dale (E. G. Perkins) , Studies on
the synthesis and metabolism of dimeric fatty
acids.
philosophy , II : studies in the philosophy of
language
,
ed. by French, Uehling, Wettstein.
Morris, Minn.: The University of Minnesota,
pp. 104-19.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Davenport, Harbert William (M. H. Fisch) , Peirce's
evolutionary explanation of laws of nature:
1880-1893. I
Krolikoski, Stanley Joseph (R. G. Wengert) , A six-
valued system of modal logic.
Schubert, Richard Eugene (C. E. Caton) , Presupposition
and the Russell-Strawson dispute.
Spellman, Alice Lynne McBain (R. Wengert) , Time,
future contingents, and fatalism: A comparison
of Aristotle with some contemporary philosophers.
Steinberg, Diane Burns (R. L. Schacht) , Spinoza's
theory of the mind.
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ARNOLD, DON E. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Compliance with Title IX in secondary school
physical education. Journal of Physical Education
and Recreation (January, 1977) 19-22.
Tort iinmunity of Illinois teachers and school
districts; Kobylanski v. Chicago Board of
Education. Illinois Journal of Health, Physical
Education s Recreation (Fall, 1977) 15-16.
With J. E. Razor
Consideration of service in promotion and tenure.
Illinois Journal of Health, Physical Education and
Recreation (Spring, 1977) 7-9.
Community education and physical education.
Physical Educator (Spring, 1977) 20-24.
BOILEAU, RICHARD A., Associate Professor
I
Articles
With A. Bonen, V. H. Heyward, B. H. Massey
Maximal aerobic capacity on the treadmill and
bicycle ergometer of boys 11-14 years of age.
Journal of Sports Medicine and Physical Fitness
(17) 153-62.
With T. G. Lohman
The measurement of human physique and its effects
on human performance. Orthopedic Clinics of North
!_ America (8) 563-81.
With K. J. Cureton, T. G. Lohman, J. E. Misner
Determinants of distance running performance in
children: Analysis of a path model. Research
Quarterly (48) 270-79.
With T. L. Shire, J. P. Avallone, T. G. Lohman,
J. C. Wirth
Effect of high resistance and low resistance
I
bicycle ergometer training on college women on
• cardiorespiratory function and body composition.
Research Quarterly (48) 391-400.
With B. McNutt, M. N. Cohen, R. L.
Newmann
Sprague, Von
*
The effects of long-term stimulant medication on
the growth and body composition of hyperactive
children. Psychopharmacology Bulletin (13) 36-8.
With M. H. Slaughter, T. G. Lohman
Relationship of Heath and Carter's second component
to lean body mass and height in college women.
Research Quarterly (48) 759-68.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Development of a physical performance test for
Chicago firefighter applicants. U.S. Civil Service
Commission.
CHESKA, ALYCE TAYLOR, Professor
Chapters in Books
Games of native Americans. In Encyclopedia of
physical education , ed. by Thomas Cureton. Reading,
Mass.: Addison-Wesley Publishing.
The study of play from five anthropological
perspectives. In Anthropological Perspectives , ed.
by Michael A. Salter. West Point, N.Y.: Leisure
Press.
With Ellen Gerber
Women in sport. In Encyclopedia of physical
education, ed. by Thomas Cureton. Reading, Mass.
:
Addison-Wesley Publishing.
Articles
Sports spectacular: Social ritual of power. Quest
(30).
DILLMAN, CHARLES J., Associate Professor
Articles
With T. M. McLaughlin, T. J. Lardner
Biomechanical analysis with cubic spline functions.
Research Quarterly (48) 569-82.
A kinematic model of performance in the parallel
squat by champion powerlifters. Medicine and
Science in Sports (9) 128-33.
GREENDORFER, SUSAN L. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Female sport participation patterns. NAGWS Research
Reports (3) 30-7.
Role of socializing agents in female sport
involvement. Research Quarterly (48:2) 304-10.
Sociology of sport: Knowledge of what? Quest
(28: Summer) 58-65.
Intercollegiate football : An approach toward
rationalization. International Review of Sport
Sociology (3:12) 23-34.
KELLER, ROY J., Associate Professor
Articles
With R. Schleicher
Proficiency exams: Giving students credit for
skills learned elsewhere. Journal of Physical
Education and Recreation (48:5) 17.
KRIZAN, THOMAS F. , Associate Professor
Articles
University of Illinois infant water orientation-
instructor training. Aquatics for All - 1976 CNCA
Conference Proceedings (19) 53-7.
LOHMAN, TIMOTHY G. , Associate Professor
Articles
With M. H. Slaughter
Relationship of body composition to somatotype in
boys age 7 to 12 years. Research Quarterly (48)
750-58.
With M. H. Slaughter, R. A. Boileau
Relationship of Heath and Carter's second component
to lean body mass and height in college women.
Research Quarterly (48) 759-68.
With R. A. Boileau
The measurement of human physique and its effect on
physical performance. Orthopedic Clinics of North
America (8) 563-81.
With M. H. Slaughter, J. E. Misner
Relationship of somatotype and body composition to
physical performance in 7 to 12 year old boys.
Research Quarterly (48) 159-68.
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with K. J. Cureton, R. A. Boileau, J. E. Misner
Determinants of distance running performance in
children: analysis of path model. Research
Quarterly (48) 270-9.
With T. L. Shire, et al.
Effect of high resistance and low resistance
bicycle ergometer training in college women in
cardiorespiratory function and body composition.
Research Quarterly (48) 391-400.
MARTENS, RAINER, Professor
Sport competition anxiety test. Champaign, 111.:
Hiiman Kinetics, 150 pp.
Chapters in Books
Selling physical education. In Proceedings of the
National College of Physical Education for Men,
1977. pp. 19-27.
Social factors influencing motor behavior. In
International encyclopedia of psychiatry,
psychology, psychoanalysis, and neurology, ed. by
B. B. Wolman. Boston, Vol. 7, pp. 305-309.
With J. A. Simon
SCAT as a predictor of A-states in varying
competitive situations. In Psychology of motor
behavior and sport— 1976, ed. by R. W. Christina S
D. M. Landers. Champaign, 111. : Human Kinetics,
Vol. 2, pp. 146-56.
MASSEY, BENJAMIN H., Professor
PERRY, JEAN L. , Assistant Professor and Associate Dean
Articles
The interrelationship of job satisfaction and
similarity in philosophic view within academic
departments. Research in Higher Education (7)
269-80.
SLAUGHTER, MARY H., Assistant Professor
Articles
With T. G. Lohman, J. E. Misner
Relationship of somatotype and body composition to
physical performance in 7 to 12 year old boys.
Research Quarterly (48) 159-68.
With T. G. Lohman
Relationship of body composition to somatotype
in boys ages 7 to 12 years. Research Quarterly
(48) 750-8.
With T. G. Lohman, R. A. Boileau
Relationship of Heath and Carter's second component
to lean body mass and height in college women.
Research Quarterly (48) 759-68.
VILLACORTA, AURORA S., Lecturer
Charleston, anyone? Danville, 111.:
Printers and Publishers, 43 pp.
WARD, C. H. TERRY, Assistant Professor
Interstate
Articles
With R. A. Boileau, A. Bonen, V. Heyward
Maximal aerobic capacity on the treadmill and
bicycle ergometer of boys 11-14 years of age.
Journal of Sports Medicine and Physical Fitness (17)
153-62.
With B. Davies, T. Lohman, B. Williams
Urinary excretion of free non-adrenaline and
adrenaline in trained and untrained men. British
Journal of Sports Medicine (11) 94-8.
With V. Heyward
Static muscle performance of pre-adolescent boys.
American Corrective Therapy Journal (31) 165-69.
MISNER, JAMES E., Associate Professor
Articles
With M. H. Slaughter, T. Lohman
Relationship of somatotype and body composition to
physical performance in 7-12 year old boys.
Research Quarterly (48) 159-68.
With K. J. Cureton, R. A. Boileau, T. G. Lohman
Determinants of distance running performance in
children: Analysis of a path model. Research
Quarterly (48) 270-9.
Bulletins or Technical Reports
Development of a physical performance test for
Chicago firefighter applicants. U.S. Civil Service
Commission.
Teaching undergraduate biomechanics. Proceedings
SDAAHPER Research Council 77-9.
With D. Pargman
Biomechanical correlates of psychological
differentiation. Research Quarterly (47) 750-55.
With J. Groppel, M. Stone
First class and master Olympic weight lifters: an
anthropometric comparison. Proceedings
International Congress for Physical Activities and
Sport Sciences.
With J. Groppel, W. Halliweil
A )cinematic analysis of the snap shot in ice
hockey as executed by professional hockey players.
Proceedings International Congress for Physical
Activities and Sport Sciences.
With J. R. Andrews, W. D. McLeod, Howard
The cutting mechanism. The American Journal of
Sports Medicine (3) 111-21.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Daly, John Alfred (G. Lueschen) , Sport, class and
community in colonial South Australia.
Kelly, Colin Charles (G. Lueschen) , A tentative
critique of policies in physical education and
their implementation. The case of English
primary and secondary schools in 1974.
Schleicher, Richard Charles (A. Hubbard) , The
effects of arousal during a lecture on learning
and retention
.
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Selinger, Arie (T. G. Lohman) , The body as a three
component system.
Simon, Julie Ann (R. Martens)
, Children's anxiety
in sport and nonsport evaluative activities.
Widmeyer, William Neil (R. Martens), When cohe-
siveness predicts performance outcome in sports.
Thermal conductivity of an electrically
conducting epoxy below 3 K. Review of
Scientific Instruments (48) 1715.
With J. A. Katerberg and C. L. Reynolds, Jr.
Calculations of the thermal boundary resistance.
Physical Review (B16) 673-9.
With D. S. Matsumato and C. L. Reynolds, Jr.
Thermal boundary resistance at metal-epoxy
interfaces. Physical Review (B16) 3303-7.
AXEL, PETER, Professor
PHYSICS
ALTARELLI, MASSIMO, Assistant Professor
Articles
With P. A. Beck
Concentration dependence of the resistivity
maximum of Cu-Mn alloys. Solid State
Communications (22) 675-6.
With N. 0. Lipari
Exciton dispersion in semiconductors with
degenerate bands. Physical Review (B15) 4898-906.
Theory of indirect excitons in semiconductors.
Physical Review (B15) 4883.
With W. Y. Hsu and R. A. Sabatini
Donor binding energies in multivalley semi-
conductors. Journal of Physics (CIO) L605.
With N. 0. Lipari and E. Tosattl
Interpretation of far infrared absorption
spectra in Germanium. Solid State Communications
(21) 979-82.
With D. Bimberg, et al.
Free excitons in InP in a high magnetic field.
Physica (B89) 139-42.
ANDERSON, ANSEL C. , Professor
Articles
With P. J. Anthony
Specific heats of Li, Na, K, and Ag 6-alumina
below 1 K. Physical Review (316) 3827-8.
With J. R. Matey
Low temperature thermal conductivity of an
amorphous palladium silicon alloy. Journal
of Non-Crystalline Solids (23) 129-37.
Phonon transport in glassy metals below 100 K.
Physical Review (B16) 3406-10.
With C. L. Reynolds, Jr.
Kapltza resistance to solid He^ below 1 K.
Cryogenics 709-10.
Thermal boundary resistance to solid helium,
hydrogen, deuterium and neon: II. Physical
Review (B15) 5466-8.
Articles
Illinois microtron using superconducting linacs.
Proceedings of the Sendai Conference on Electro-
and Photoexcitations
,
Vol. 10 , Tohoku
University, Japan, pp. 307-11.
With L. S. Cardman, et al.
Status of MUSL-2, the second microton using a
superconducting linac. 1977 Particle Accelerator
Conference, IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science
(24) 1133.
BARDEEN, JOHN, Professor
Chapters in Books
Basic research and industrial development;
Superconductivity: past and future; and
Development of semiconductor electronics.
In Pahlavi Lecture Series
, Vol. I , ed. by
Ministry of Science and Higher Education.
Tehran, Iran: Offset, pp. 201-67.
Summary remarks. In Lecture Notes in Physics
.
Vol. 65
,
Organic Conductors and Semiconductors
,
Proceedings of the International Conference
,
Siofok, Hungary
, ed. by L. Pal, G. GrUner,
A. Janossy, and J. Solyom. Budapest:
Akademiai Kiado, pp. 13-22.
BAYM, GORDON, Professor
Articles
With G. Grinstein
The phase transition in the o model at finite
temperatures. Physical Review (D15) 2897-912.
With F. D. Mackie
Compressible liquid drop nuclear model and
mass formula. Nuclear Physics (A285) 332-48.
With C. J. Pethick and M. Salomaa
Mobility of negative ions in superfluid %e.
Proceedings of the Hakone Symposium on Ultralow
Temperature Physics
, ed. by T. Sugawara. Physics
Society of Japan
,
Tokyo, pp. 128-30.
Mobility of the electron bubble in superfluid
%e. Physical Review Letters (38) 845-9.
BROWN, FREDERICK C, Professor
Articles
With R. Z. Bachrach and M. Skibowski
1-2,3 threshold spectra of doped silicon and
silicon compounds. Physical Review (B15)
4781-8.
With J. A. Holy, et al.
Raman and infrared studies of superlattice
formation in TiSeo. Physical Review (B16)
3628-37.
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BRUSSEL, MORTON K. , Professor
Articles
With I. Brissaud
Can a model-independent analysis be made for the
matter distribution of *OCa from 166 MeV Alpha
particle scattering? Journal of Physics G: Nuclear
Physics (3) 481-92.
Nuclear model -independent matter density from
1.04 GeV proton elastic scattering. Physical
Review (C15) 452-5.
With D. F. Coope and L. E. Cannell
Nuclear resonance fluorescence in ^^", > Ph
and 209Bi. Physical Review (C15) 1977-86.
Technical Report
With T. Chapuran and R. Vodhanel
Resonant photon scattering from , Pb.
bUtTNER, J., Research Assistant
Article
With J. Pollmann
Effective Hamiltonians and binding energies of
Wannier excitons in polar semiconductors.
Physical Review (B16) 4480-90.
CAHN, JULIUS H. , Associate Professor, See Astronomy.
CARDMAN, LAWRENCE S., Associate Professor
Article
With P. Axel, et al.
Status of MUSL-2, the second microton using a
superconducting linac. 1977 Particle Accelerator
Conference , IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science
(24) 1133.
CHALUPA, J., Research Associate
Articles
Scaling at the critical temperature of a spin
glass. Solid State Communications (24) 429-31.
Susceptibilities of spin glasses. Solid State
Communications (22) 315-17.
CHANG, SHAU-JIN, Professor
Articles
Existence of a second order phase transition in
a two-dimensional if^ field theory. Physical
Review (D13) 2778-88. Erratum (D16) 1979.
The existence of second order phase transitions
in the two-and three-dimensional ^ field theory.
Proceedings of the 18 International Conference
on High Energy Physics , Tbilisi, USSR. Dubna:
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, pp. 770-2.
With S. F. Magruder
Normal operators and Hamiltonians in (if )<
field theories and their transformation properties.
Physical Review (B16) 983-5.
With Y. P. Yao
Nonperturbative approach to infrared behavior
for (<>') 6 and a mechanism of confinement.
Physical Review (D16) 2948-66.
With Y. P. Yao and I. Karliner
Semi-classical infrared emission processes in the
(4i4)^ theory. Physical Review (D16) 3541-7.
CHEN, CHENG-HSUAN, Visiting Assistant Professor
Articles
Electron energy-loss studies of direct nonvertical
interband transitions in silicon. Physica Status
Solid! (b83) 347.
With J. Silcox
Direct nonvertical interband transitions at
large wave-vectors in aluminum. Physical Review
(B16) 4246.
CHIN, SIU A., Research Associate
Article
A relativistic many-body theory of high density
matter. Annals of Physics (New York) (108)
301-6.
COHEN, JOHN D. , Research Associate
Article
With T. R. Carver
New measurement of the critical exponent 6 for
nickel by microwave transmission. Physical
Review (B15) 5350-66.
CRAWFORD, R. K. , Research Assistant
Article
With A. T. Macrander
Density of solid argon at melting. Physica
Status Solidi (A43) 611.
DEBEVEC, PAUL T., Associate Professor
Articles
With A. D. Bacher, et al.
Neutral pion production in proton-nucleus
collisions. In Proceedings of the International
Conference on Nuclear Structure , Tokyo, Japan,
p. 812.
Threshold neutral pion production. In Proceedings
of the International Conference on Nuclear
Structure , Tokyo, Japan, p. 28.
With R. D. Bent, et al.
Charged-pion production near threshold in
proton-nucleus collisions. In Proceedings of the
7th International Conference on High-Energy
Physics and Nuclear Structure . Zurich: SIN,
p. 14.
With P. L. Roberson, et al.
Two photon decays of pionic carbon. Physics
Letters (B70) 35-8.
With J.
40,
F. Tonn, et al.
39Ar(p,d) -"^Ar reaction at Ep = 35 MeV.
Physical Review (C16) 1357-62.
I
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DEBRUNNER, PETER G., Professor
Chapter in a Book
With E. Munch, et al.
Recent Mossbauer results of some iron-sulfur
proteins and model complexes. In Iron Sulfur
Proteins, Vol. 3 , ed. by W. Lovenberg. New
York: Academic, pp. 381-417.
Article
With S. B. Philson, et al.
Proton relaxation studies of the interaction of
small molecules with cytochrome P450.
Biophysics Journal (17) 57a.
DELANEY, MICHAEL J., Research Associate
Chapter in a Book
With S. Ushioda
Raman scattering evidence for sublattice melting
in superionic conductor a-Agl. In Proceedings
International Conference on Lattice Dynamics
,
ed. by M. Balkanski. Paris: Flammarion,
pp. 529-32.
Article
With S. Ushioda
Raman spectra of silver-halide melts and sublattice
melting in the superionic conductor a-Agl.
Physical Review (B16) 1410-5.
DePASQUALI, GIOVANNI, Research Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
With R. M. Herman, et al.
Magnetic susceptibility of TTF-TCNQ single crystal
in the phase transition region. In Lecture Notes
in Physics, Vol. 65, Organic Conductors and
Semiconductors, Proceedings of the International
Conference, Siofok, Hungary
, ed. by L. Pal,
G. Gruner, A. Janossy and J. Solyom. Budapest:
Akademiai Kiado, pp. 481-5.
DOW, JOHN D., Professor
Articles
Model-independent constraints on many electron
x-ray photoemission asjinmetries. Philosophical
Magazine (35) 837-43.
Theory of x-ray edges.
With D. L. Miller
Nuovo Cimento (B39) 465-9.
Atomic pseudopotentials for soft x-ray
excitations. Physics Letters (60A) 16-18.
With W. Y. Hsu, et al.
Nitrogen isoelectronic trap in GaAsi-xPx^ Model
calculation of the electronic states Nj- and N^
at low temperatures. Physical Review (B16)
1597-1615.
With D. L. Miller, et al.
The photoionisation of krypton atoms: A
comparison of pseudopotential calculations with
experimental data for the 4p asymmetry parameter
and cross section as a function of the energy of
the ejected photoelectrons. Journal of Physics
(BIO) 3205-13.
With D. L. Smith, et al.
Analyses of the x-ray thresholds of Li, Na, Ma,
and Al- a reply to comments by G. D. Mahan.
Physical Review (B16) 4707-15.
EISENSTEIN, BOB 1., Professor
Articles
With P. Benkheiri, et al.
Evidence for two narrow pp resonances at 2020
MeV and 2200 MeV. Physics Letters (68B) 483-6.
With A. Rouge, et al.
Baryon exchange in the reaction it~P -> N* °t at
9 GeV/c and 12 GeV/c. Physics Letters (69B)
115-18.
EISENSTEIN, LAURA B. , Research Assistant Professor
Articles
Dynamics of CO binding to heme proteins.
International Journal of Quantum Chemistry :
Quantum Biology Symposium (4) 363-74.
With D. R. Franceschetti
Semi-empirical study of a reduced rubredoxin
analogue. Chemical Physics Letters (50)
167-71.
With P. Debey and P. Douzou
P^^^CAM- Oxygenated complexes stabilized at
low temperature. Biochemical and Biophysical
Research Communications (77) 1377-83.
ELLIOT, J. R., Research Associate
Articles
With L. R. Fortney, et al.
Search for new neutral particles in ti"*"- proton
collisions at 10.5 GeV/c. Physical Review
(D15) 1851-6.
With W. M. Yeager, et al.
Investigation of WNe and Ti~Ne interactions
at 10.5 GeV/c. Physical Review (D16) 1294-1317.
FLYNN, COLIN P., Professor
Article
With J. E. Cunningham, et al.
Coupling of electronically excited physisorbed
atoms to metal substrates: Xe on Au and Ti.
Journal of Physics F: Metal Physics (7) 281-5.
FRAUENFELDER, HANS, Professor
Chapter in a Book
With I. C. Gunsalus, et al.
Oxygen sensing heme proteins: Monogenases,
myoglobin and hemoglobin. Tissue Hypoxia and
Ischemia
,
ed. by M. Reivich, R. Coburn, S. Lahiri
and B. Chance. New York: Plenum, pp. 37-50.
GINGOLD, ROBERT A., Research Associate
Articles
Evolutionary models of metal rich horizontal
branch stars. Monthly Notices of the Royal
Astronomical Society (178) 553-7.
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Helium shell flashes as a source of helium
enrichment. Monthly Notices of the Royal
Astronomical Society (178) 569-76.
With J. J. Monaghan
Smoothed particle hydrodynamics. Theory and
application to non-spherical stars. Monthly
Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society (181)
375-89.
GINSBERG, DONALD M. , Professor and Associate Head
of Department
Articles
Interaction between magnetic impurities in
superconductors. Physical Review (B15) 1315-17.
With J. X. Przybysz
Electronic thermal conductivity of a super-
conducting indium-chromium alloy film. Physical
Review (B15) 2835-6.
With J. W. Thomasson
Electromagnetic penetration depth in super-
conductors with magnetic impurities. Physical
Review (B15) 4270-1.
GRAMMER, GARLAND, JR., Research Assistant Professor
Articles
A comment on hard photon theorems. Physical
Review (D15) 917-20.
With R. Bhattacharya and J. Smith
Two-photon production processes at high energy.
I. Physical Review (D15) 3267-79.
With J. Smith and J. A. M. Vermaseren
Two-photon production processes at high energy.
II. Physical Review (D15) 3280-6.
GRANATO, ANDREW v., Professor
Article
With R. B. Schwarz and R. D. Isaac
Dislocation inertial effects in the plastic
deformation of dilute alloys of lead and copper.
Physics Review Letters (38) 554-7.
GUIDOTTI, DANIEL, Research Associate
HANSON, ALFRED 0., Professor
Article
With P. Axel, et al.
Status of MUSL-2, the second microton using a
superconducting linac. 1977 Particle Accelerator
Conference, IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science
(24) 1133.
HO, TIN-LUN, Research Associate
Article
With P. Bhattacharyya and N. D. Mermin
Stability of superflow in ^He-A. Physics Review
Letters (39) 1290-3.
HOLLOWAY, LELAND E., Professor
Articles
With J. L. Groves, et al.
Study of the reaction it + ^^C -> " > ^^'C (4.44
MeV) at 4.5 GeV/c. Physical Review (D15) 47-58.
With W. Lee, et al.
Single pion production in neutrino and anti
neutrino reactions. Physics Review Letters
(38) 202.
IBEN, ICKO, JR. Professor, See Astronomy.
ITOH, HIROYUKI, Research Associate
Articles
EHMO calculation for hydrogen adsorption on Ni
and Cu atom clusters. Journal De Physique
(C2) 23-7.
Molecular orbital calculations of CO adsorption
on Ni and Cu metal clusters. Japanese Journal
of Applied Physics (17) 2125-30.
4
Article
With S. A. Rice
Surface plasmons at an inhomogeneous liquid
metal/dielectric interface: Evidence for a
second branch dispersion curve. Chemical Physics
Letters (46) 245-8.
HANGGI, PETER, Research Associate
Articles
With H. Thomas
Time evolution, correlations, and linear response
of non-Markov processes. Zeitschrift fuer Physik
(B26) 85-92.
With H. Grabert and P. Talkner
Microdynamics and time evolution of macroscopic
non-Markovian systems. Zeitschrift fuer Physik
(B26) 389-95.
JONES, LORELLA M., Professor
Articles
Model for couplings. Physical Review (D16) 181-
Consequences of s-channel helicity conservation
in multiparticle amplitudes. Physical Review
(D16) 118-21.
Further consequences of s-channel helicity
conservation in multiparticle amplitudes.
Physical Review (D16) 335-8.
KARLINER, INGA, Research Assistant Professor
Article
With S. J. Chang, et al.
Semi-classical infrared emission processes in
the ((f^j^ theory. Physical Review (D16) 3541-7.
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KATZ, H. JEFFREY, Research Assistant
Article
With C. Jayaprakash
Higher-order corrections to the e^ expansion of
the critical behavior of the random Ising system.
Physical Review (B16) 3987-90.
KLEIN, MILES V., Professor
Articles
With J. A. Holy, et al.
Raman and infrared studies of superlattice
formation in TiSe2. Physical Review (B16)
3628-37.
With R. Sherman, et al.
Raman studies of hydrogen vibrational modes in
Palladium. Physics Letters (A62) 352-5.
KOESTER, LOUIS J., JR., Professor
Article
With J. L. Groves, et al.
Study of the reaction n" + ^^C -* tt- + 12c (A. 44
MeV) at 4.5 GeV/c. Physical Review (D15) 47-58.
XUNZ, A. BARRY, Professor
Articles
With M. P. Guse
The relationship between surface electronic
structure and chemisorption of H by MgO. Solid
State Communications (45) 18-21.
With D. R. Jennison
Significant differences between Hartree-Fock and
local exchange bands for TiO. Physics Review
Letters (39) 418-21.
With G. T. Surratt
Unrestricted Hartree-Fock calculations for a
cluster model of NiO. Solid State Communications
(23) 555-8.
With M. P. Guse and R. J. Blint
Potential energy curves for NiH and NiH2.
International Journal of Quantum Chemistry (11)
725-32.
With T. L. Phillips, et al.
Studies of fossilized peat in the Illinois basin.
Geological Society of America Microform
Publication (7)
.
LAMB, DON Q., Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
Gamma-ray astronomy. In McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia
of Science and Technology , 4th edition. New
York: McGraw-Hill, pp. 38-40.
Articles
With F. K. Lamb
Neutron star and degenerate dwarf models of x-ray
bursts. In Proceedings of 8th Texas Symposium on
Relativistic Astrophysics , Annals of the New York
Academy of Sciences (302) 261-99.
With F. K. Lamb, et al.
A model for bursting x-ray sources: Time-dependent
accretion by magnetic neutron stars and degenerate
dwarfs. Astrophysical Journal (217) 197-212.
LAMB, FREDERICK K. , Professor
Chapter in a Book
With A. C. Fabian, et al.
Bursting x-ray sources: A theoretical framework
for accretion models. In Highlights of Astronomy ,
ed. by E. A. Muller. Dordrecht-Holland: D.
Reidel, p. 125.
Articles
Knowledge of neutron stars from x-ray observations.
In Proceedings of the 8th Texas Symposium on
Relativistic Astrophysics, Annals of the New York
Academy of Sciences (302) 482-513.
With R. F. Eisner
Accretion by magnetic neutron stars. I.
Magnetospheric structure and stability.
Astrophysical Journal (215) 897-913.
With D. Q. Lamb
Neutron star and degenerate dwarf models of x-ray
bursts. In Proceedings of the 8th Texas
Symposium on Relativistics Astrophysics, Annals
of the New York Academy of Sciences (302) 261-99.
With P. Ghosh and C. J. Pethick
Accretion by rotating magnetic neutron stars. I.
Flow of matter inside the magnetosphere and its
implications for spin-up and spin-down of the
star. Astrophysical Journal (217) 578-96.
With A. C. Fabian, et al.
A model for bursting x-ray sources: Time-
dependent accretion by magnetic neutron stars
and degenerate dwarfs. Astrophysical Journal
(217) 197-212.
LAZARUS, DAVID, Professor
Article
With M. S. Jackson
Isotope effect for diffusion of tin in beta
titanium. Physical Review (B15) 4644-56.
MACRANDER, A. T., Research Assistant
Article
With R. K. Crawford
Physlca
t
Density of solid argon at melting.
Status Solid! (A43) 611.
MAURER, ROBERT J., Professor
Article
Recent developments in hydrocarbon catalysis.
Chinese Journal of Physics (15) 141-3.
McMillan, WILLIAM L., Professor
Articles
Collective modes of a charge density wave near
the lock-in transition. Physical Review (B16)
4655-8.
I
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Microscopic model of charge-density waves in
2H-TaSe2. Physical Review (B16) 643-50.
With K. C. Chu
Theory of nonlinear elastic behavior of nematlc
liquid crystals near the nematic smectic A phase
transition. Physical Review (A15) 337-40.
Unified Landau theory for the nematic, smectic
A and smectic C phases of liquid crystals.
Physical Review (A15) 1181-7.
MEYER, R. J., Research Assistant
Articles
Theory of angular-resolved photoemission at low
energy and high atomic number: lT-TaS2.
Physical Review (B15) 2306.
Erratum: Lattice distortions and phase
transitions in crystalline methanes. Physical
Review (B16) 4188.
MOCHEL, JACK M. , Associate Professor
Article
With B. Dodson and T. Low
Low temperature, thin graphite film thermometers.
Review of Scientific Instruments (48) 290-1.
NATHAN, ALAN M. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With D. E. Alburger
Mass and beta decay of '^Si. Physical Review
(C15) 1448-52.
The beta decay of 54-55y gj^j (-),g mass of ^^V.
Physical Review (C16) 1566-75.
With J. W. Olness, et al.
Yrast decay schemes from heavy ion + ^"Ca fusion-
evaporation reactions. I. 54-56Mn, 56(;r,
and 52-53v. physical Review (C16) 192-214.
With E. K. Warburton, et al.
Yrast decay schemes from heavy ion + ^°Ca
fusion-evaporation reactions. II. 59-60pe
and 59-60co_ Physical Review (C16) 1027-39.
PANDHARIPANDE, VIJAY R. , Professor
Article
With K. E. Schmidt
Variational calculations of simple Hose systems.
Physical Review (A15) 2486-95.
PERRENOD, STEPHEN C, Research Associate
Articles
With G. Field
Constraints on a dense hot intergalactic medium.
Astrophysical Journal (215) 717-22.
With G. Shields and E. Chaisson
Observation and interpretation of temperature
gradients in the Orion nebula. Astrophysical
Journal (216) 427-32.
PETHICK, CHRISTOPHER J., Professor
Articles
With G. M. Carnelro
Finite-temperature contributions to the magnetic
susceptibility of a normal Fermi liquid. Physical
Review (316) 1933-43.
With I. Easson
The stress tensor of cosmic and laboratory type
II superconductors. Physical Review (D16) 275-80.
With E. Egilsson
The transition from first sound to zero sound
in a normal Fermi liquid. Journal of Low
Temperature Physics (29) 99-118.
With H. Smith
Nonequilibrium processes in superfluid ^He.
Physlca (90B) 107-17.
With G. Baym and M. Salomaa
Mobility of the electron bubble in superfluid
3He. Physics Review Letters (38) 845-8.
With P. Bhattacharyya and H. Smith
Transport and relaxation processes in superfluid
3He close to the transition temperature.
Physical Review (B15) 3367-83.
With P. Ghosh and F. K. Lamb
Accretion by rotating magnetic neutron stars I.
Flow of matter inside the raagnetosphere and its
implications for spin-up and spin-down of the
star. Astrophysical Journal (217) 578-96.
With H. Smith and P. Bhattacharyya
Transport processes in superfluid ^He (B) at
low temperatures. Physical Review (B15)
3384-400.
PINES, DAVID, Professor
Chapter in a Book
On building U.S. and world science through
international scientific exchange. In New U.S.
Initiatives in International Science and
Technology, A Workshop Report . Denver:
University of Denver, Center for Public Issues,
pp. 161-81.
POLLMANN, J., Research Assistant
Article
With J. Buttner
Effective Hamiltonians and binding energies of
Wannier excitons in polar semiconductors.
Physical Review (B16) 4480-90.
RAVENHALL, DAVID G., Professor
Article
With J. M. Lattimer, et al.
The decompression of cold neutron-star matter.
Astrophysical Journal (213) 225-33.
REYNOLDS, C. L., JR., Research Associate
Articles
Influence of pressure on the melting temperature
of alkali halldes. Physica Status Solid! (A42)
K151-3.
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With A. C. Anderson
Kapltza resistance to solid He^ below 1 K.
Cryogenics 709-10.
Thermal boundary resistance to solid helium,
hydrogen, deuterium and neon: II. Physical
Review (B15) 5466-8.
Thermal conductivity of an electrically
conducting epoxy below 3 K. Review of Scientific
Instruments (48) 1715.
With P. R. Couchman
Reply to comments on vacancies and melting.
Scripta Metallurgica (12) 1055-6.
Tait's equation of state at high pressures and
the isothermal bulk modulus. Physica Status
Solidi (A42) K47-52.
SALAMON, MYRON B. , Professor
Articles
A Jahn-Teller-like model for the 208 K phase
transition in the solid electrolyte RbAg4l5.
Physical Review (B15) 2236-41.
With P. M. Horn and R. M. Herman
Classical versus critical behavior at the charge
density wave instability in TTF-TCNQ. Physical
Review (B15) 5012-15.
With W. Miniscalco and C. C. Huang
Coexistence of electron-hole gas and liquid in
Ge. Physical Review Letters (39) 1356-9.
With H. T. Shang and C. C. Huang
New method for investigating the magnetic phase
diagram of metamagnets. Journal of Applied Physics
(49) 1366.
With D. S. Simons and C. C. Huang
Scaling behavior of the specific heat of Gd near
Tj.. Physica (86-88B) 583-4.
With R. Malmhall, et al.
Metglass 2826B—transport, magnetic and thermal
properties. Journal of Applied Physics (49) 1727.
With L. J. Schowalter, et al.
The critical specific heat of a glassy ferromagnet.
Solid State Communications (24) 525-9.
With A. Schultz, et al.
Structural and thermodynamic studies of the metal
insulator transition in a 1-D organic material.
Ferroelectrics (16) 155-7.
With T. Wei, et al.
Specific heat studies of the spin-Peierls
transition. Solid State Communications (21) 595-8.
SARD, ROBERT D., Professor
Article
With Y. M. Antipov, et al.
Boson states in the reaction it- + p -> ir" + ti+ + P
with leading tt+ meson at 25 GeV/c. Nuclear Physics
(B119) 45-59.
SATTERTHWAITE, CAMERON B. , Professor
Articles
On isotope effects in PdH(D)x. Physica Status
Solidi (A43) K147-49.
With R. Caton
Preparation and characterization of massive Th4Hi5
and Th4Dl5. Journal of Less Common Metals (52)
307-21.
With K. F. Lau and R. W. Vaughan
NMR study of thorium hydride, (Th4H]^5). Physical
Review (B15) 2449-57.
With M. H. Mueller, et al.
Structure of Th4Di5 from measurements at the
argonne Zing P pulsed neutron source. Journal
of Applied Crystallography (10) 79-33.
With J. H. Weaver, et al.
Electronic structure of the thorium hydrides
ThH2 and Th4H]^5. Physics Review Letters (39)
639.
SCHULT, ROY L. , Associate Professor
Articles
With H. W. Wyld, Jr.
Reanalysis of three pion production data with
fully analytic, unitary functions. Physical
Review (D16) 62-74.
With J. L. Groves, et al.
12rStudy of the reaction n + ^^C -> w" + ^^C (4.44
MeV) at 4.5 GeV/c. Physical Review (D15) 47-58.
SHULKA, PRABODH, Research Associate
Articles
Renormalization group analysis of random n-vector
model. I. smooth cutoff renormalization group
equations. II. crossover behavior. Journal
of Physics (CIO) 2985-98, 2999-3007.
With S. G. Tagare
Propagation of nonlinear ion-acoustic waves in
a hot collision-dominated plasma. Beitrage aus
der Plasma Physik (17) 363-8.
SIMMONS, RALPH 0., Professor and Head of Department
Articles
With S. M. Heald
Cryostat for accurate x-ray dif fractometry of
crystalline helium to 60 mK and 25 MPa. Review
of Scientific Instruments (48) 316-19.
With B. A. Fraass and S. M. Heald
Growth of several quantum crystals: CD4, *He
and 3He. Journal of Crystal Growth (42) 370-5.
With B. A. Fraas, et al.
Thermal vacancies in solid helium. In Proceedings
of the International Quantum Crystals Conference ,
ed. by J. R. Sites. Ft. Collins: Colorado
State University, pp. C73-7.
SLIGHTER, CHARLES P., Professor
Chapters in a Book
General aspects of nuclear magnetic resonance
in solids. In Nuclear Magnetic Resonance in
Solids , ed. by L. Van Gerven. New York: Plenum,
pp. 3-16.
Introduction to spin temperatures and their
relation to the Bloch equation. In Nuclear
Magnetic Resonance in Solids pp. 17-39.
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Single crystals, powders, and anlsotropy effects.
In Nuclear Magnetic Resonance in Solids pp. Al-53.
Article
With D. M. Follstaedt
NMR study of copper with vanadium impurities.
Physical Review (B16) 21-9.
SMITH, JAMES H. , Professor and Associate Head of
Department
Article
With J. L. Groves, et al.
Progress in interstellar molecule formation.
In Topics in Interstellar Matter , ed. by H.
Van Woerden. Dordrecht-Holland: D. Reldel,
pp. 135-47.
12rStudy of the reaction n" + '^C - it" + ^^C (4.44
MeV) at 4.5 GeV/c. Physical Review (D15) 47-58.
STAPLETON, HARVEY J., Professor
Articles
With M. H. North
Electron spin-lattice relaxation rates of
octahedrally coordinated Yb3+ and CS2NaCl5.
Journal of Chemical Physics (66) 4133-40.
With J. L. Boldu, et al.
Electron-nuclear double resonance of Vqj) defects
in SrO. Physical Review (B16) 3875-9.
SURRATT, G. TIMOTHY, Research Associate
Articles
With W. A. Goddard III
Theoretical studies of CH3, CH3+, and CH3-
using correlated wavef unctions. Chemical
Physics Letters (23) 39-50.
The neutral vacancy in silicon and diamond:
Generalized valence bond studies. Solid State
Communications (22) 413.
With A. Barry Kunz
Unrestricted Hartree-Fock calculations for a
cluster model of NiO. Solid State Communications
(23) 555-8.
THALER, JON J., Assistant Professor
Articles
With J. G. Branson
Hadronic production of massive muon pairs:
Dependence on incident particle type and on
target nucleus. Physics Review Letters (38)
1334-7.
Observation of prompt single and di-muons in
p-nucleus collisions at 200 GeV/c. Physics
Review Letters (38) 457-60.
Production of the J/>|< and <\i' (3.7) by 225 GeV/c
Hi and proton beams on C and Sn targets. Physics
Review Letters (38) 1131-4.
Search for muons produced in conjunction with
the J/i^ particle. Physics Review Letters (38)
580-3.
WATSON, WILLIAM D. , Professor
Chapter in a Book
Isotope fractionation in interstellar molecules.
In CNQ Isotopes in Astrophysics , ed. by J. Audouze.
Dordrecht-Holland: D. Reidel, pp. 105-14.
Accounts of Chemical
Articles
Interstellar chemistry.
Research (10) 221-6.
With R. B. Christensen and R. J. Blint
Calculation of the cross section for NIV-H
charge-exchange: Significance for the inter-
cloud gas. Astrophysical Journal (213) 712-15.
With L. E. Snyder and J. M. Hollls
An interpretation of the anomalous variation of
N2H+/HCO+/SO2 in orion: Support for ion-
molecule reactions. Astrophysical Journal (212)
79-83.
With L. Snyder, et al
.
Detection of interstellar N2D+. Astrophysical
Journal Letters (218) L61-4.
WATTENBERG, ALBERT, Professor
Article
Photoproduction experiments. In Proceedings
of the 18th International Conference on High
Energy Physics , Vol. 1 , Tbilisi, USSR. Dubna
:
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, pp. N21-4.
With B. Knapp, et al.
Search for the leptonic decays of charmed
baryons and mesons. In Proceedings of the
5th International Conference on Experimental
Meson Spectroscopy , held at Northeastern
University, Boston, ed. by E. von Goeler and
R. Weinstein. Boston: Northeastern University
Press, pp. 43-63.
WILLIAMS, WENDELL S. , Professor
Article
With J. Bethin
Ambipolar diffusion contribution to high
temperature thermal conductivity of titanium
carbide. Journal of American Ceramic Society
(60) 424-7.
With N. K. Sharma and R. J. Gottschall
Investigation of the interlayers between cemented
carbides and titanium carbide coatings obtained
by chemical vapor deposition. Thin Solid Films
(45) 265-73.
WINGATE, C. A., Research Assistant
Article
Helicity structure of the pomeron-nucleon-nucleon
vertex using a multiperipheral model. Physical
Review (D15) 2565-71.
WISS, JAMES E., Research Associate
Articles
With G. J. Feldman, et al.
Inclusive anomalous muon production in e"*"e~
annihilation. Physics Review Letters (38) 117-20.
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With F. Vannucci, eC al.
Mesonic decays of the ifi(3095). Physical Review
(D15) 1814-25.
WOLFE, JAMES P., Assistant Professor
Articles
NME of nuclei near rare earth Ions in yttrium
ethyl sulfate. Physical Review (B16) 128-45.
With R. S. Marklewlcz and C. D. Jeffries
Strain-confined electron-hole liquid in
germanium. Chinese Journal of Physics (15)
124-31; Physical Review (B15) 1988-2005.
With R. S. Marklewlcz, et al.
Magnetostriction of an electron-hole drop in
Ge. Physica Status Solldl (B83) 305-12.
WORTIS, MICHAEL, Professor
Chapter in a Book
With H. R. Krlshna-Murthy
Susceptibility of the asymmetric Anderson model:
Relevance to valence fluctuation compounds.
In Proceedings of the International Conference
on Valence Fluctuations and Related Narrow Band
Phenomena
, ed. by R. D. Parks. New York:
Plenum, p. 177.
Articles
With N. M. Svrakic
Renormallzation-group calculation of the critical
properties of a free magnetic surface. Physical
Review (B15) 396-402.
With C. Jayaprakash and J. Chalupa
Spin-glass behavior from Mlgdal's recursion
relations. Physical Review (B15) 1495-1501.
With M. Schick and J. S. Walker
Phase diagram of the triangular Ising model:
Renormalizatlon-group calculation with application
to adsorbed monolayers. Physical Review (B16)
2205-19.
Properties of the triangular lattice gas with
repulsive Interactions. Journal of Physique
Colloquia (38) 121-5.
WRIGHT, JON A., Professor
Article
With J. Tjon
Solitons in the continuous Helsenberg spin chain.
Physical Review (B15) 3470-6.
WYLD, HENRY W. , JR., Professor
Article
With R. L. Schult
Reanalysis of three plon production data with
fully analytic, unitary functions. Physical
Review (D16) 62-74.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATION
Abbas, Daniel Cornelius (C. P. Slichter) , Ionic model
for chromium, manganese and iron impurities In
copper.
Allen, Paul Clement (D. Lazarus) , Effect of pressure
on ionic conductivity in rubidium silver iodide and
silver Iodide.
Berker, Ahmet Nihat (M. Wortis) , Phase transitions
and critical phenomena: Universality and global
multlcritical phase diagrams from position-space
renormalization-group studies.
Bilbro, Griff Luhrs (R. O. Simmons) , Contributions
to the theory of the A15 compounds and to the
theory of the XY model
.
Bronstein, John Michael (M. F. Gormley) , High energy
photoproduction of the p and p^ vector mesons.
Bross, Alan David (T. O'Halloran) , MUON-electron
final states in neutrino interactions.
Chu, Kung-chao (R. 0. Simmons) , Experimental
investigations of the pretransition behavior
near the nematic-smectic A phase transition.
Coleman, Richard Neal (A. Wattenberg) , Search for
semileptonic decays of photoproduced charmed mesons.
Foster, Christopher Alan (C. D. Hendricks) , Production
of uniform micropellets of hydrogen and hydrogen
pellet injection of ORMAK.
Fritts, David Conrad (M. A. Geller) , The gravity
wave-critical level interaction.
Gidel, Louis Thomas (J. M. Lewis) , Warm and cold
atmospheric frontogenesis.
Hill, Reginald James (S. A. Bowhlll) , Small-scale
fluctuations in D^-region ionization due to
hydrodynamic turbulence.
Holy, John Allen (H. V.
from metals.
Klein) , Raman scattering
Isaac, Randall Duane (A. V. Granato) , Thermally
activated dislocation motion including inertial
effects in solid solutions.
Johnson, Marvin Warren (W. William) , The electro-
mechanical effect in bone.
Klick, David Ira (H. G. Drickamer) , Luminescent decay
and spectra of impurity-activated alkali halides
under high pressure.
Layton, Ralph Phillip (C. P. Flynn) , Optical and
transport studies of atomic hydrogen and chalcogen
impurities in alkali metals.
Long, James Peter (C. P. Schlichter) , Scanning
electron microscope technique for measuring
electrial conductivity; Application to tetra-
thiafulvalene-tetracyanoquinodimethane.
Macrander, Albert Tiemen (R. Simmons) , X-ray dif-
fraction study of compressed solid Argon and
Krypton.
Meyer, Robert Jay (W. L. McMillan) , Theory of phase
transitions in liquid crystals and plastic crystals.
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Miller, Kent Louis (L. G. Smith), Midlatitude
sporadic-E layers.
Miniscalco, William Joseph (M. B. Salamon) , Deter-
mination of the liquid-gas phase diagram for
electrons and holes in germanium.
Nordlund, Thomas Michael (H. Frauenfelder) , Heme
protein structure and ligand binding.
North, Mark Huntington (H. J. Stapleton) , Spin-
lattice relaxation of trivalent ytterbium and
erbium in dicesium sodium yttrium hexachloride.
Philson, Stephen Baker (P. G. Debrunner) , Proton
relaxation studies of the interaction of small
molecules with cytochrome P450.
Plumer, Richard Lee {R. D. Sard) , Jet structure and
planarity inirp interactions at 147 GEV/C.
Sandefur, William Marion (D. Sutton), Photon
scattering from ' K up to 14 Me V.
Schaffman, Mark Jonathan (M. B. Salamon) , Electrical
properties of some low-dimensional compounds.
Shiue, Chyan-Chang (C. T. Sah) , Study of electron
mobility and scattering in weak surface inversion
layer on silicon.
Smaardyk, John Edward (J. M. Mochel) , Heat capacity
studies of phase transitions in a series of
homologous liquid crystals using the AC heat
capacity technique.
Thomasson, James William (D. Ginsberg), Electromagnetic
penetration depth in superconducting alloys con-
taining magnetic impurities.
Vargas, Ruben Antonio (M. B. Salamon), Studies of
thermal and transport properties of the isostruc-
tural family of rubidium silver iodide.
BUETOW, DENNIS E., Professor
Chapters in Books
With M. S. Kissil and L. Zablen
Evolution of chloroplast ribosomal RNA. In
Acides Nucleiques et Synthese des Proteines chez
les Vegetaux , ed. by L. Bogorad and J. H. Weil.
Paris: Collogues Internationaux du C.N.R.S. No.
261, Editions du C.N.R.S., pp. 227-33.
With P. G. Moudgil, R. L. Eichholz and J. R. Cook
Protein synthesis in senescent rat liver. In
Liver and ageing , ed. by D. Piatt. Stuttgart:
F. K. Shattauer Verlag, pp. 211-24.
Book Reviews
Electron microscopy and cell structure, by M. A.
Tribe, M. R. Eraut and R. K. Snook. The Physiology
Teacher (6) 15.
Tribe et al.Dynamic aspects of cells, by M. A.
The Physiology Teacher (6) 15.
CONNOR, JOHN A. , Associate Professor
Articles
Time course separation of two inward currents in
molluscan neurons. Brain Research (119) 387-492.
With D. L. Kreulen and C. L. Prosser
Interaction between longitudinal and circular
muscle in intestine in cat. Journal of Physiology
(273) 665-89.
With D. Walter and R. McKown
Neural repetitive firing: Modifications of the
Hodgkin-Huxley axon suggested by experimental
results from crustacean axons. Biophysical
Journal (18) 81-102.
DELCOMYN, FRED, Associate Professor, See: Entomology
DeVRIES, ARTHUR L., Assistant Professor
PHYSIOLOGY
BAHR, JANICE M. , Assistant Professor, See: Animal
Science
BARR, LLOYD, Professor
Articles
With P. R. Brink
The resistance of the septum of the median giant
axon of the earthworm. Journal of General
Physiology (69) 517-36.
BIEGER, DETLEF, Assistant Professor
Articles
With C. H. Hockman and S. A. Giles
Ctopaminergic influences on swallowing. Neuro-
pharmacology (16) 245-52.
Chapter in Book
With Y. Lin
The role of glycoprotein antifreezes in the sur-
vival of antarctic fishes. In The proceedings of
the third SCAR symposium on antarctic biology , ed.
by G. A. Llano. Houston: Gulf Publishing, Book
Division, pp. 439-58.
Articles
With J. E. Eastman
Lipid sacs as a buoyancy adaptation in antarctic
fish. Nature (271) 352-3.
With Y. Lin
Structure of a peptide antifreeze and mechanism of
adsorption to ice. Biochimica et Biophysica Acta
(495) 388-92.
With J. A. Raymond
Circular dichroism of protein and glycoprotein
fish antifreezes. Biopolymers (16) 2575-8.
With J. A. Raymond
Adsorption inhibition as a mechanism of freezing
resistance in polar fishes. Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences, USA (74) 2589-93.
With A.E.V. Haschemeyer and W. Guschlbauer
Water binding by antifreeze glycoproteins from
antarctic fish. Nature (269) 87-8.
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DONCHIN, EMANUEL, Professor, See: Psychology
DUCOFF, HOWARD S., Professor
Articles
With P.-K. Lai
Kinetics of interaction of hyperthermia and
ionizing radiation in Tribolium confusum .
Radiation Research (72) 296-307.
FENG, ALBERT S., Assistant Professor
Articles
The role of electrosensory system in p>ostural
control of the weakly electric fish Eigenmannia
virescens . Journal of Neurobiology (8:5) 429-37.
With R. A. Bombardieri, Jr.
Deficit in object detection (electrolocation)
following interruption of cerebellar function in
the weakly electric fish Apteronotus albifrons .
Brain Research (130) 343-7.
With T. H. Bullock
Neuronal mechanisms for object discrimination in
the weakly electric fish Eigenmannia virescens .
Journal of Experimental Biology (66) 141-58.
HELMAN, SANDY I., Associate Professor
Articles
With R. S. Fisher
Stratum corneum of frog skin: Inferences for
studies of Na entry and transport pool. American
Journal of Physiology (232) C37-C44.
With R. S. Fisher
Microelectrode studies of the active Na transport
pathway of frog skin. Journal of General
Physiology (69) 571-604.
With R. G. O'Neil
Transport characteristics of renal collecting
tubules: Influences of DOCA and diet. American
Journal of Physiology (233) F544-F558.
With R. G. O'Neil
Model of active transepithelial Na and K transport
of renal collecting tubules. American Journal of
Physiology (233) F559-F571.
With R. G. O'Neil, S. Fisher and D. D. Macchia
Sodium flux ratios and electromotive force of
sodium transport. Reply. American Journal of
Physiology (233) C188-C189.
HOCKMAN, CHARLES H., Associate Professor
Articles
With D. Bieger and S. Giles
Dopaminergic influences on swallowing.
pharmacology (16) 245-52.
Neuro-
KATZENELLENBOGEN, BENITA S., Associate Professor
Articles
With H. S. Bhakoo
Progesterone antagonism of estradiol-stimulated
uterine "induced protein" synthesis. Molecular
and Cellular Endocrinology (8) 105-20.
With H. S. Bhakoo
Progesterone modulation of estrogen-stimulated
uterine biosynthetic events and estrogen receptor
levels. Molecular and Cellular Endocrinology (8)
121-34.
With E. R. Ferguson
A con5)arative study of antiestrogen action:
Temporal patterns of antagonism of estrogen
stimulated uterine growth and effects on estrogen
receptor levels. Endocrinology (100) 1242-51.
With E. R. Ferguson and N. C. Lan
Fundamental differences in the action of estrogens
and antiestrogens on the uterus: Comparison
between compounds with similar duration of action.
Endocrinology (100) 1252-9.
With T. L. Tsai
Antagonism of development and growth of
7,12-dimethylbenE(a)anthracene-induced rat mammary
tumors by the antiestrogen U23,469 and concomitant
effects on estrogen and progesterone receptors.
Cancer Research (37) 1537-45.
KEMPER, BYRON W. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With L. Stolarsky
Dependence on potassium concentration of the
inhibition of the translation of mRNA by
7-methylguanosine-5' -phosphate. Biochemistry (16)
5676-80.
With J. F. Habener, A. Rich and J. T. Potts, Jr.
Biosynthesis of parathyroid hormone. Recent
Progress in Hormone Research (33) 249-308.
LARSEN, JOSEPH R. , Professor and Director of School
of Life Sciences, See: Entomology
MAY, MICHAEL L. , Visiting Assistant Professor
Article
Thermoregulation and reproductive activity in
tropical dragonflies of the genus Micrathyria .
Ecology (58) 787-98.
PROSSER, C. LADD, Professor Emeritus
Articles
With J. A. Connor and D. L. Kreulen
Interaction between longitudinal and circular
muscle in intestine in cat. Journal of Physiology
(273) 665-89.
RAMIREZ, VICTOR D. , Professor
Articles
With J. P. Advis
Plasma levels of LH and FSH in female rats with
precocious puberty induced by hypothalamic lesions.
Biology of Reproduction (17) 313-20.
With E. Gallardo
A method for the superfusion of rat hypothalami:
Secretion of luteinizing hormone-releasing hormone
(LH-RH) . Proceedings of the Society for Experi-
mental Biology and Medicine (155) 79-84.
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with R. J. Coppings and P. V. Malven
Absence of immunoreactive luteinizing hormone
releasing hormone in ovine cerebrospinal fluid
collected from the third ventricle. Proceedings
of the Society for Experimental Biology and Medicine
(154) 219-23.
With E. Holeckova
Retention of K at low temperature in insuse L cells
before and after cold adaptation. Cryobiology (14)
236-9.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
RHOTEN, WILLIAM B., Assistant Professor
Articles
With R. S. Clements, Jr. and w. R. starnes
Subcellular localization of the alterations in
phosphatidylinositol metabolism following glucose-
induced insulin release from rat pancreatic islets.
Diabetes (26) 1109-16.
SATINOFF, EVELYN, Professor, See: Psychology
SHERWOOD, O. DAVID, Assistant Professor
Chapter in Book
Gonadotropins. In Reproduction in domestic
animals , third edition, ed. by H. H. Cole and
P. T. Cupps. New York: Academic Press, pp. 17-47.
Articles
With P. A. Martin, C. C. Chang and P. J. Dziuk
Plasma relaxin levels in pigs with corpora lutea
induced during late pregnancy. Biology of Repro -
duction (17) 97-100.
With P. A. Martin, C. C. Chang and P. J. Dziuk
Plasma relaxin leveld during late pregnancy and
at parturition in pigs with altered utero-ovarian
connections. Biology of Reproduction (17) 101-3.
SLEATOR, WILLIAM W. , Professor
Bhakoo, Hemlata Sehgal (B. Katzenellenbogen) , Proges-
terone - estrogen interactions in the rat uterus.
Glenn, Stephan Dale (A. Nalbandov) , Characterization
of chicken gonadotrophin-releasing hormone.
Kurz, Kenneth Dean (J. E. Zehr) , An analysis of
renin control during acute respiratory acidosis.
Macchia, Donald Dean (S. Helman) , Characterization
of the I-V relationships of the toad urinary
bladder, toad colon, frog skin and turtle
urinary bladder.
Ng, May Chiu (H. S. Ducof f ) , The role of oxygen in
enhancement and in repair of radiation injuries in
Tribolium .
Vigneulle, Roy Michael (H. S. Ducof f) , Late effects
of fission neutron and cobalt-sixty gamma
radiation on the hematopoietic stem cell compart-
ment in the mouse
.
Weerasuriya, Ananda (C. H. Hockman, D. Bieger)
,
Swallowing in the cat: Physiological and phar-
macological observations.
Wilkinson, Harold LeRoy (J. S. Willis) , Lipid involve-
ment in ion transport of the hamster kidney: Its
role in cold adaptation.
Articles
With R. B. Robinson
2+
Effects of Ca and catecholamines on the guinea
pig atrium action potential plateau. American
Journal of Physiology (233:2) H203-10.
SWEENEY, DARYL C, Associate Professor, See: Ecology,
Ethology and Evolution
TAYLOR, AUBREY B., Professor Emeritus
Articles
With P. B. Adamstone
Nucleolar reorganization in cells of the kidney
of the rat and its relation to aging. Journal of
Morphology (154) 459-78.
With D. Kreulen and C. L. Prosser
Electron microscopy of the connective tissues
between longitudinal and circular muscle of small
intestine of cat. American Journal of Physiology
(150) 427-42.
TWARDOCK, A. ROBERT, Professor, See: Veterinary
Anatomy, Physiology and Pharmacology
WILLIS, JOHN S., Professor
Articles
With M. Baudysova
Retention of K in relation to cold resistance of
cultured cells from hamster and human embryos.
Cryobiology (14) 511-5.
BIOPHYSICS
CROFTS, ANTONY R. , Professor
Chapter in Book
With D. Crowther, J. Bowyer and G. V. Tierney
Electron transport through the antimycin sensitive
site in Rhodopseudomonas capsulata . In Structure
and function of energy transducing membranes , ed.
by K. van Dam and B. F. van Gelder. Amsterdam:
Elsevier North Holland, pp. 139-55.
Articles
With N. G. Holmes
The carotenoid shift in Rhodopseudomonas
sphaeroides ; the flash induced change.
et Biophysica Acta (459) 492-505.
With N. G. Holmes
Biochimica
The carotenoid shift in Rhodopseudomonas
sphaeroides ; change induced under continuous
illumination. Biochimica et Biophysica Acta (461)
141-50.
With S. Saphon
Protolytic reactions in photosystem II: A new
model for the release of protons accompanying the
photooxidation of water. Zeitschrift fur
Naturforschung (32c) 617-26.
With S. Saphon
The H''"/e ratio in chloroplasts is 2. Possible
errors in its determination. Zeitschrift fur
Naturforschung (32c) 810-16.
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with R. J. Cogdell, S. Cells and H. Cells
Reaction centre carotenold band shifts. FEBS
Letters (80) 190-94.
DUNN, FLOYD, Professor, See: Electrical Engineering
EBREY, THOMAS G. , Associate Professor
Articles
With B. Becher
The quantum efficiency for the photochemical con-
version of the purple membrane. Biophysical
Journal (17) 185-91.
With B. Honig
New wavelength dependent visual pigment nomograms.
Vision Research (16) 147-51.
With T. Yoshizawa
Structure and function of visual pigments. Report
on the USA-Japan cooperative science seminar.
Experimental Eye Research (24) 57-61.
With J. B. Hurley, B. Honig and M. Ottolenghi
Temperature and wavelength effects of the photo-
chemistry of rhodopsin, isorhodopsin, bacterio-
rhodopsin, and their photoproducts . Nature (270)
540-42.
With F. ToJcunaga, R. Govindjee and R. Crouch
Synthetic pigment analogues of the purple membrane
protein. Biophysical Journal (19) 191-98.
With B. Aton et al.
Resonance raman studies of the purple membrane.
Biochemistry (16) 2295-99.
With B. Becher et al.
Exciton interactions and chromophore orientation
in the purple membrane . Journal of Molecular
Biology (112) 377-97.
With T. Rosenfeld et al.
Cis-trans isomerlEation in the photochemistry of
vision. Pure and Applied Chemistry (49) 341-51.
GENNIS, ROBERT B., Assistant Professor, See: Chemistry
GOVINDJEE, Professor
Chapter in Boole
With T. Wydrzyns)ci and S. B. Marks
The role of manganese in the 02-evolving mechanism
of photosynthesis. In Bioenergetics of membranes ,
ed. by L. Paclcer, G. C. Papageorgiou and A. Trebst.
Amsterdam, Oxford and New York: Elsevi^r/North
Holland Biomedical Press, pp. 305-16.
Articles
With P. Jursinic
Temperature dependence of delayed light emission
in the 6 to 340 microsecond range after a single
flash in chloroplasts. Photochemistry and Photo-
biology (26) 617-28.
With P. Jursinic
The rise in chlorophyll a fluorescence yield and
decay in delayed light emission in Tris-washed
chloroplasts in the 6-100 ys time range after an
excitation flash. Biochimica et Biophysica Acta
(461) 253-67.
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with D. L. Vand^rmeulen
Binding of modified adenine nucleotides to
isolated coupling factor from chloroplasts as
measured by polarization of fluorescence.
European Journal of Biochemistry (78) 585-98.
With J. Warden
Green plant photosynthesis. Upconversion or not?
Journal of the American Chemical Society (99)
8088-90.
With A. J. Hoff and J. C. Romijn
Electron spin resonance in zero magnetic field of
triplet states of chloroplasts and sub-chloroplast
particles. Federation of European Biochemical
Society Letters (73:2) 191-6.
With R. Khanna and T. Wydrzynski
Site of bicarbonate effect in Hill reaction:
Evidence from the use of artificial electron
acceptors and donors. Biochimica et Biophysica
Acta (462) 208-14.
With K. Vacek and D. Wong
Absorption and fluorescence properties of highly
enriched reaction center particles of photosystem I
and of artificial systems. Photochemistry and
Photobiology (26) 269-76.
With T. S. Desai, V. G. Tatake and P. V. Sane
A new glow peak in Rhodopseudomonas sphaeroides .
Photochemistry and Photobiology (25) 119-22.
With I. Moya, C. Vernotte and J.-M. Briantais
Antagonistic effect of mono- and divalent cations
on lifetime and quantum yield of fluorescence in
isolated chloroplasts. Federation of European
Biochemical Society Letters (75:1) 13-18.
With P. V. Sane, T. S. Desai and V. G. Tatake
On the origin of glow peaks in Euglena cells,
spinach chloroplasts and sub-chloroplast fragments
enriched in system I and II. Photochemistry and
Photobiology (26) 33-39.
With U. Siggel, R. Khanna and G. Renger
Investigation of the absorption changes of the
plastoquinone system in broken chloroplasts.
Biochimica et Biophysica Acta (462) 196-207.
KAUFMANN, KENNETH J., Assistant Professor, See:
Chemistry
WEBER, GREGORIO, Professor, See: Biochemistry
WRAIGHT, COLIN A. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Electron acceptors of photosynthetic bacterial
reaction centers: Direct observation of oscillatory
behaviour suggesting two closely equivalent
ubiquinones. Biochimica et Biophysica Acta (459)
525-31.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Chan, Shirley SuiLing (H. Frauenfelder) , Dynamics of
carlx>n monoxide binding to protoheme and heme c
octapeptide.
Jursinic, Paul Andrew (Govindjee), Photosystem II
charge stabilization reactions in isolated
chloroplasts.
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Lai, Ping-Kwong (H. S. Ducoff) Effect of hyperthermia
on radiation damage and its repair in Tribolium
confusum .
Murphy, Thomas James ( J. A. Connor) , A study of the
electrical properties of lipid bilayers modified
by the incorporation of membrane vesicles from
frog ventricle.
VanderMeulen, David Lee (Govindjee) , Partial
characterization of adenine nucleotide binding to
isolated chloroplast coupling factor.
GOTTLIEB, DAVID, Professor
Articles
An evaluation of the International Streptomyces
Project. In Actinomycetes: The Boundary Organisms ,
ed. by Tadashi Arai. Tokyo, pp. 1-7.
Retrospective evaluation of International Strepto-
myces Project Taxonomic Criteria. In Actinomycetes :
The Boundary Microorganisms , ed. by Tadashi Arai.
Tokyo, pp. 9-41.
HCXDKER, ARTHUR L., Professor
PLANT PATHOLOGY
BLACK, LINDSAY M. , Professor Emeritus, See Genetics
and Development
FORD, RICHARD E., Professor s Head of Department
Book
With J. B. Sinclair
Rust of soybean— the problem and research needs .
University of Illinois International Agricultural
Publications, INTSOY Series No. 12; 110 p.
GERDEMANN, JAMES W., Professor
Articles
With W. N. Becker
Glomus etunicatus sp. nov. Mycotaxon (6) 29-32.
Colorimetric quantification of vesicular-arbuscular
mycorrhizal infection in onion. New Phytologist
(78) 289-95.
GOODMAN, ROBERT M. , Assistant Professor
Articles
A new kind of virus is discovered. Illinois
Research (19:3) 5.
Single-stranded DNA genome in whitefly-transmitted
plant virus. Virology (83) 171-9.
Reconstitution of potato virus X in vitro. III.
Evidence for a role for hydrophobic interactions.
Virology (76) 72-8.
Infectious DNA from a whitefly-transmitted virus of
Phaseolus vulgaris. Nature (London) (266) 54-5.
With Julio Bird, Pornpod Thongmeearkom
An unusual viruslike particle associated with
golden yellow mosaic of beans. Phytopathology (67)
37-42.
With M. R. McLaughlin, P. Thongmeearkom, G. M. Milbrath
Microsphaera diffusa, the perfect stage of the
soybean powdery mildew pathogen. Phytopathology
(67) 726-9.
Articles
Corn anthracnose leaf blight and stalk rot. Pro -
ceedings 31st Annual Com and Sorghum Research
Conference (31) 167-82. 1976.
Stalk rot resistance through gamete selection from
exotic maize. Maydica (22) 173-86.
A second major gene locus in corn for chlorotic-
lesion resistance to Helminthosporium turcicum.
Crop Science (17) 132-5.
A plant pathologist's view of germplasm evaluation
and utilization. Crop Science (17) 689-94.
With S. M. Lira
Estimates of combining ability for resistance to
Helminthosporium maydis race O in a maize popu-
lation. Maydica (21) 121-8. 1976.
With D. G. White
Prevalence of corn stalk rot fungi in Illinois.
Plant Disease Reporter (60) 1032-4. 1976.
JACOBSEN, BARRY J., Assistant Professor
Articles
Effect of fungicides on Septoria leaf and glume
blotch, fusarium scab, grain yield, and test weight
of winter wheat. Phytopathology (67) 1412-4.
JEDLINSKI, HENRYK, Assistant Professor
Articles
With W. F. Rochow, C. M. Brown
Tolerance to barley yellow dwarf virus in oats.
Phytopathology (67) 1408-11.
LIM, SUNG M., Assistant Professor
Articles
With A. L. Hooker
Estimates of combining ability for resistance to
Helminthosporium maydis race O in a maize popu-
lation. Maydica (21) 121-8. 1976.
MILBRATH, GENE M. , Assistant Professor
Articles
with M. R. McLaughlin, P. Thongmeearkom, R. M. Goodman
Isolation cind some properties of a yellow subgroup
member of cowpea mosaic virus from Illinois.
Phytopathology (67) 844-7.
With M. R. McLaughlin, J. S. Mignucci
Microsphaera diffusa, the perfect stage of the soy-
bean powdery mildew pathogen. Phytopathology (67)
726-9.
i
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with S. A. Tolin
Identification, host range and serology of peanut
stunt virus isolated from soybean. Plant Disease
Reporter (61) 637-40.
NEELY, DAN, Professor
Articles
Long-term control of foliar diseases of woody
ornamentals with soil injection of benomyl. Plant
Disease Reporter (61) 370-2.
PAXTON, JACK D., Associate Professor
Chapter in a book
With T. S. Brethauer
The role of lectin in soybean Rhizobium japonicum
interaction. In Cell Wall Biochemistry Related to
Specificity in Host-Plant Pathogen Interactions ,
pp. 381-7.
RIES, STEPHEN M., Assistant Professor
Articles
With A. G. Otterbacher.
Occurrence of fire blight on thomless blackberry
in Illinois. Plant Disease Reporter (61) 232-5.
Ellis, F. Tenne
Plant Disease
With D. J. Royse
Rusty spot of peach in Illinois.
Reporter (61) 317-8.
A cortical decay of petioles and stolons of straw-
berry caused by Pestalotia longisetula. Plant
Disease Reporter (60) 901-2. 1976.
SCHOENEWEISS, DONALD F. , Associate Professor
Articles
With E. G. Wene
Freezing stress predisposes Euonymus alatus stems to
attack by Nectria cinnabarina. Plant Disease
Reporter (61) 921-5.
SHAW, PAUL D., Professor
Articles
With Janet Piwowarski
Effects of ethidium brcanide and acriflavine on
streptomycin production by Streptomyces bikiniensis
.
Journal of Antibiotics (30) 404-8.
SINCLAIR, JAMES B., Professor
Articles
Control of mycoplasma diseases of plants. Acta
Botanica Indica (4) 85-8.
Infectious soyabean diseases of world importance.
PANS (23:No.l) 49-57.
With .M. A. Ellis, G. E. Galvez-E
Efecto de tres fungicidas sobre la geminacion de
semilla infectada de frijol (Phaseolus vulgaris).
Turrialba (26 -.No. 4) 399-402. 1976
Efecto del tratamiento de semillas de frijol
(Phaseolus vulgaris) de buena y mala calidad sobre
la germinacion en condiciones de campo. Turrialba
(27:No. 1) 37-9.
Effect of antibiotics and high temperature storage
on decay of soybean seeds by Bacillus subtilis.
Seed Science s Technology (5) 753-61.
With P. R. Hepperly
Aqueous polyethylene glycol solutions for treating
soybean seeds with antibiotics. Seed Science &
Technology (5) 727-33.
With C. T. Schiller, M. A. Ellis, F. D. Tenne
Effect of Bacillus subtilis on soybean seed decay,
germination, and stand inhibition. Plant Disease
Reporter (61) 213-7.
With C. A. Shillingford
Susceptibility of five banana cultivars to anthrac-
nose and crown rotting fungi. Plant Disease
Reporter (61) 797-801.
With F. D. Tenne, S. R. Foor
Association of Bacillus subtilis with soybean seeds.
Seed Science s Technology (5) 763-9.
WHITE, DONALD G. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With A. L. Hooker
Prevalence of corn stalk rot fungi in Illinois.
Plant Disease Reporter (60) 1032-4.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Acosta Villegas, Nelia (R. B. Malek) , Host-parasite
relationships of lesion nematodes, Pratylenchus
Filipjev spp., and soybean. Glycine max (L.) Merr.
Black, William Martin (R. D. Neely) , Ecology and
epidemiology of walnut anthracnose.
Foor, Stephen Ray (J. B. Sinclair) , Germination
potential of soybean seed.
Mehraveran, Hamld (J. Gerdemann) , Mycorrhizal
dependency of six citrus cultivars.
Reilly, Charles Conrad (D. Gottlieb) , The mode of
action of altemaric acid on Myrothecium verrucaria
and the respiratory physiology of Myrothecium
verrucaria.
Rhodes, Landon Harrison (J. W. Gerdemann), Effects of
vesicular-arbuscular mycorrhiza on sulfate, calcium,
zinc, and phosphate uptake by onion plants.
Shillingford, Clayton Arthur (J. B. Sinclair)
,
Epiphytiology
,
pathogenicity and control of post-
harvest fungi of banana (Musa acuminata Colla)
cultivars
.
Soong, Meei-Meei Chien (G. Milbrath) , Purification
and serological comparison of soybean mosaic virus
and its protein subunits.
Tenne, Frank Douglas (J. B. Sinclair) , The relationship
of seed-borne fungi and Bacillus subtilis with
soybean seeds under teirperate and tropical
conditions
.
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POLITICAL SCIENCE
BARNUM, DAVID G. , Visiting Associate Professor
Article
The constitutional status of public protest activi-
ty in Britain and the United States. Public Law
(1977) 310-44.
BERDAHL, CLARENCE A. , Professor Emeritus
Bulletin or Technical Report
With M. E. Galey et al.
New aspects of the international protection of
human rights. 25th Report of Commission to Study
the Organization of Peace. Stanley Foundation,
Muscatin, Iowa. 40 pp.
Book Review
The politics of representation: the democratic
convention of 1972, by Denis G. Sullivan, Jeffrey
L. Pressman, Benjamin I. Page, and John J. Lyons.
American Political Science Review (71) 745-6.
BOCK, PETER G. , Associate Professor
Book
With M. Berkowitz and V. J. Fuccillo
The politics of foreign policy: the social con-
text of decisions. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, 310 pp.
CARROLL, BERENICE A., Associate Professor
Article
The outsiders: Fukuda Hideko, Catherine Marshall
and Dorothy Detzer. Peace and Change (IV:3) 23-6.
DAVIS, MORRIS, Professor
Book
Interpreters for Nigeria: the third world and
international public relations. Urbana: Illinois
UP, 197 pp.
Article
Nongovernmental organizations and civilian wartime
suffering. Jerusalem Journal of International
Relations (1) 97-112.
FIELDS, A. BELDEN, Associate Professor
Book Review
Prospects for constitutional democracy, by John H.
Hallowell (ed.) The Journal of Politics (39:3) 1150.
GOVE, SAMUEL K. , Professor. See Institute of Govern-
ment and Public Affairs.
KANET, ROGER E. , Associate Professor
Chapter in Book
Comments (on the Soviet Union and the Korean War).
In The Korean War: A 25 Year Perspective , ed. by
Francis D. Heller. Lawrence, Kansas: Regents
Press of Kansas, pp. 80-6.
Article
The Soviet Union and Southeast Asia: prospects for
a Soviet Role. Asian Survey (I) pp. 113-26.
Book Reviews
Theory and practice of CMEA cooperation, by Sandor
Ausch. Problems of Communism (26:1) 67-9.
International division of labour in open economies
with special regard to the CMEA, by Tibor Kiss.
Problems of Communism (26:1) 67-9.
The market of socialist economic integration:
selected conference papers, ed. by Tibor Kiss.
Problems of Communism (26:1) 67-9.
Economic development in East-Central Europe in the
19th and 20th centuries, by Ivan Berend and GyBrgy
Ranki. American Political Science Review (71)
754-5.
The multinationals and east-west relations: towards
trans-ideological collaboration, by Jozef Wilczynski
The Annals of the American Academy of Political and
Social Science. (432) 186.
Soviet foreign trade: organization, operations, and
policy, 1918-1971, by Glen Alden Smith. Soviet
Union (4:1) 183.
Russia and black Africa before world war II, by
Edward T. Wilson. Soviet Union (4:1) 184.
Model or ally? The communist powers and the
developing countries, by Richard Lowenthal. Soviet
Union (4:1) 184-5.
1974 Yearbook on international communist affairs,
ed. by Richard F. Staar. Soviet Union (4:1) 195.
KOLODZIEJ, EDWARD A., Professor
Articles
Defense and arms control policy: approaches to
their study. Policy Studies Journal (V: Summer)
497-510.
American foreign policy: revolutionary policy in a
conservative guise. Naval War College Review
(XXIX, No. 4) 26-39.
Book Review
Foreign policy and interdependence in Gaullist
France by Edward Morse. American Political Science
Review (71) 1740-42.
MCHENRY, DEAN E. JR., Assistant Professor
Article
Peasant participation in communal farming: the
Tanzanian experience. African Studies Review
(20:3) 43-63.
MERRITT, RICHARD L. , Professor
Chapter in a Book
Mail flows in the European balance of power. In
Problems of world modeling: political and social
implications , ed . by Karl W. Deutsch, Helio
Jaguaribe, and Andrei S. Markovits. Cambridge,
Massachusetts: Ballinger Publishing Co., pp. 169-
205.
Book Reviews
The international law of communications, ed. by
Edward McWhinney. American Political Science
Review (71) 1750-1.
Hitler *s war and the Germans: public mood and
attitude during the second world war, by Marlis
G. Steinert. Journalism Quarterly (54) 820-1.
Articles
With Fred S. Coombs
The public's role in educational policy-making: an
international view. Education and Urban Society
(9) 167-96.
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ith Fred S. Coombs
Politics and educational reform. Comparative
Education Review (21) 247-73.
NAGEL, STUART S., Professor
Books
With M. G. Neef
Legal policy analysis: finding an optimum level
or mix. ' Lexington, Massachusetts: Lexington-
Heath, 349pp.
With M. G. Neef
The legal process: modeling the system. Beverly
Hills, California: Sage, 215pp.
With M. G. Neef
Too much or too little policy: the example of
pre-trial release. Beverly Hills, California:
Sage, 215pp.
Books Edited
Modeling the criminal justice system. Beverly
Hills, California: Sage, 319pp. .
Policy studies review annual. Beverly Hills,
California: Sage, 703pp.
With M. G. Neef
Policy grants directory. Urbana, Illinois: Policy
Studies Organization, 112pp.
Chapters in Books
Issues regarding tensions between goals of equality
and freedom. In Equality and freedom
, ed. by
Dorsey. Dobbs Ferry, New York: Oceana, pp. 603-
10.
Series editor's introduction. In Comparing public
policies: new concepts and methods , ed. by
Ashford. Beverlv Hills, California: Sage, pp.
7-10.
With M. G. Neef
Determining the impact of legal policy changes be-
fore the changes occur. In Public law and public
policy, ed. by Gardiner. New York: Praeger, pp.
90-106.
With M. G. Neef
Determining an optimum level of statistical
significance. In Evaluation studies review annual
,
ed. by Guttentag. Beverly Hills, California: Sage,
pp. 146-58.
With M. G. Neef
Models of judicial decision-making. In American
political science research guide , ed. by Johnson.
New York: Plenum, pp. ix-xi.
Articles
Organization and journal developments. Policy
Studies Journal (5) 278-9, 391-3.
Organization and journal developments. Policy
Studies Journal (6) 2-4, 139-41.
Policy studies bibliographies. Policy Studies
Journal (5) 378-80, 517-20.
Policy studies bibliographies. Policy Studies
Journal (6) 124-30, 273-81.
With M. G. Neef
Decision theory and the pretrial release decision
in criminal cases. University of Miami Law
Review (31) 1433-91.
With M. G. Neef
The impact on conviction rates of changes in jury
size. Justice System Journal (2) 226-32.
With M. G. Neef
Improving human behavior on the bench : the
illegality of the legal system. Human Behavior
(6) 72.
With M. G. Neef
Legal policy optimizing models. Journal of Legal
Education (29) 31-51.
With M. G. Neef
What is and what should be in university policy
studies? Public Administration Review (36) 383-90.
NARDULLI, PETER, Assistant Professor. See Institute
of Government and Public Affairs
.
ORFIELD, GARY, Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
Response. In Language, ethnicity and the schools:
policy alternatives for bilingual-bicultural educa-
tion , ed. by Noel Epstein. Washington, D.C.:
Institute for Educational Leadership, pp. 85-8.
Article
If wishes were houses then busing could stop: demo-
graphic trends and desegregation policy. National
Institute of Education Conference Report, School
Desegregation in Metropolitan Areas: Choices and
Prospects (Washington: GPO)
, pp. 43-58.
Bulletin or Technical Report
Desegregation and the cities: the trends and the
policy choices. Staff Report, U.S. Senate Committee
on Human Resources 95th Congress, 1st Session, 42pp.
PRESTON, MICHAEL B., Assistant Professor
Articles
Minority emplo>Tnent and collective bargaining in
the public sector. Public Administration Review
(5) pp. 511-5.
Blacks and public policy. Policy Studies Journal
(Winter, 1977) pp. 245-55.
ROTHMAN, ROZANN, Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
The symbolic uses of public information. In Com-
parative secrecy in democracies, ed. by Yitzhak
Galnoor. New York: Harper (paperback). New York
UP (cloth), pp. 62-76.
SCOTT, ROBERT E., Professor
Book Review
The Peruvian experiment: continuity and change
under military rule, ed. by Abraham F. Lowenthal.
The Hispanic American Historical Review (February)
170-2.
WEINBAUM, MARVIN G. , Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
The legislator as intermediary: Integration of the
periphery and center in Afghanistan. In Legislators
in multi-ethnic societies , ed. by A. Eldridge.
Durham, North Carolina: Duke UP, pp. 95-121.
Articles
Agricultural policy and development politics in
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Iran. The Middle East Journal (31:4) 434-50.
Pakistan's March 1977 elections: where everyone
lost. Asian Survey (17, No. 7) 599-618.
Foreign assistance to Afghan higher education.
Afghanistan Journal (3, No. 3) 83-6.
WEISSBERG, ROBERT, Associate Professor
Chapter in a book
Methodological appropriateness in political
socialization research. In Handbook of political
socialization , ed. by Stanley Renshon. New York:
Free Press, 45-84.
WIRT, FREDERICK M., Professor
Chapter in a book
State policy culture and state decentralization. In
Politics of education . Yearbook of the National
Society for the Study of Education, ed. by Jay
Scribner. Chicago: U of Chicago Press, pp. 164-87.
Articles
Reassessment needs in the politics of education.
Teachers College Record (May) 401-12.
Current school policy turbulence and political
learning. Society (May/June), 46-8.
YU, GEORGE T. , Professor
Book
Intra-Aslan international relations. Boulder,
Colorado: Westview Press, 172 pp.
Articles
China's role in Africa. The Annals of the American
Academy of Political and Social Science (432) 96-
109.
China and the third world. Asian Survey (XVII)
1036-48.
Moreland, Curtina Malissia Breta (P. Monypenny)
,
The black community of Columbus: A study of
structure and pattern of power in a midwestern
city.
Rosenberg, Jerry Philipp (B. Glad), Berlin and Israel
1948; foreign policy decision-making during the
Truman administration.
Simmonds, Keith Cecil (P. Monypenny), The political
elite of Jamaica: Recruitment patterns, 1962-1972.
Stein, Maren Allan (P. Monypenny), Attitude change in
an introductory international relations class.
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE
CORBALLY, JOHN E. , President
Book Edited
With D. C. Bok et al.
Research universities and the national interest.
A report from fifteen university presidents.
New York: Ford Foundation, 140pp.
Article
The problem of cost. Medical Education and the
Contemporary World (NIH 77-1232) 150-57.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Bahry, Donna Lynn (R. E. Kanet) , Republic politics
and federal budget policy in the USSR.
Craig, Leon Harold (A. B. Fields) , A Platonic
critique of John Rawls' theory of justice.
Foster, Lorn Samuel {P. Monypenny), Children's
attitudes toward political participation: A
comparative study.
Francisco, Ronald Alan (R. Merritt) , The beleaguered
party: Ideological parties in adverse environ-
ments .
Ganguly, Shivaji (S. P. Cohen), The United States
and South Asia: A study of policy and process.
Herrington, Theophilus (P. Monypenny) , National
black political conventions in black politics,
1830-1976.
Iregbulem, Hilary Ikechukwu (P. Monypenny), United
Nations recruitment and career patterns: Causes
and consequences
.
Kristjansson, Svanur (P. Monypenny) , Conflict and
consensus in Icelandic politics, 1916-44.
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PSYCHOLOGICAL AND COUNSELING CENTER BERNSTEIN, DOUGLAS A., Professor
EWING, THOMAS N., Professor Emeritus
Article
With R. R. Swarr
Outcome effects of eclectic interpersonal-
learning-based group psychotherapy with college
student neurotics. Journal of Consulting and
Clinical Psychology (45:No.6) 1029-35.
SIPICH, JAMES F., Associate Professor
Article
With R. K. Russell, and R. W. Lentz
Incorporating cue-controlled relaxation and
I systematic desensitization in the reduction of
anxiety. Psychological Reports (40) 635-38.
SWARR, RALPH R. , Professor
Article
With T. N. Ewing
Outcome effects of eclectic interpersonal-
learning-based group psychotherapy with college
student neurotics . Journal of Consulting and
Clinical Psychology (45:No.6) 1029-35.
Chapters in Books
With T. D. Borkovec and T. C. Weerts
Behavioral assessment of anxiety. In Handbook of
behavioral assessment , ed. by Ciminero, Calhoun,
and Adams. New York: Wiley, pp. 367-428.
With M. T. Nietzel
Demand characteristics and behavior modification:
The natural history of a "nuisance". In Progress
in behavior modification , ed. by Hersen, Eisler,
and Miller. New York: Academic Press, pp. 119-62.
BIJOU, SIDNEY W., Professor Emeritus
Chapter in a Book
Behavioral analysis of early childhood education.
In Early childhood education, series on contem-
porary educational issues , ed. by Spodek and
Walberg. Chicago, IL, pp. 138-56.
Articles
With D. Marholin II
A behavioral approach to the assessment of child-
ren's behavior disorders. Child Welfare (56)
93-106.
Practical implications of an interactional model
of child development. Exceptional Children (44)
6-14.
BIPNBAUM, MICHAEL H., Associate Professor
PSYCHOLOGY
ADAMS, JACK A., Professor
Chapter in a Book
Motor learning and retention. In Fundamentals and
applications of learning , ed. by Marx and Bunch.
New York: Macmillan, pp. 381-403.
Articles
A feedback theory of how joint receptors regulate
the timing and positioning of a limb. Psychologi-
cal Review (84) 504-23.
With D. Gopher and G. Lintem
Effects of visual and proprioceptive feedback on
motor learning. Journal of Motor Behavior (9)
11-22.
Book Reviews
Proprioceptive control of movement, by J. Dickinson
American Journal of Psychology (90) 336-7.
An introduction to theories of learning, by B. R.
Hergenhahn. Contemporary Psychology (22) 193.
Article
With R. Elmasian
Loudness "ratios" and "differences" involve the
same psychophysical operation. Perception and
Psychophysics (22) 383-91.
CARTER, CAROL S., Associate Professor
Articles
With W. T. Greenough, C. Steerman and T. J. DeVoogd
Sex differences in dendritic patterns in hamster
preoptic area. Brain Research (126) 63-72.
With R. F. Daily and R. Leaf
Effects of d-amphetamine , chlorpromazine, chlordi-
azepoxide, and oxazepam on sexual responses in male
and female hamsters. Psychopharmacology (55)
195-201.
With J. M. Davis
Biogenic amines, reproductive hormones and female
sexual behavior: A review. Biobehavioral Reviews
(1) 213-24.
With M. R. Landauer and E. M. Banks
Sexual preferences of male hamsters (Mesocricetus
auratus ) . Hormones and Behavior (9) 193-202.
CATTELL, RAYMOND B., Research Professor Emeritus
Book
With P. Kline
The scientific analysis of personality and motiva-
tion. New York and London: Academic Press, 385pp.
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Book Edited
With R. M. Dreger
Handbook of modern personality theory. New York:
Wiley, 804pp.
Chapters in Books
The grammar of science and the evolution of person-
ality theory. In Handbook of modern personality
theory , ed. by Cattell and Dreger. New York:
Wiley, pp. 3-42.
A more sophisticated look at structure: perturba-
tion, sampling, role and observer trait view
theories. In Handbook of modern personality theory
,
ed. by Cattell and Dreger. New York: Wiley,
pp. 166-220.
Structured learning theory, applied to personality
change. In Handbook of modern personality theory ,
ed. by Cattell and Dreger. New York: Wiley,
pp. 433-72.
Lernfahigkeit, personlichkeitsstruktur und die
theorie des strukturierten Lernens. In Intelligenz
,
Lemen und Lernstorungen , ed. by G. Nissen. Berlin:
Springer, pp. 40-71.
Articles
With G. Pierson and C. Finkbeiner
Alignment of personality source trait factors from
questionnaires and observer ratings. Multivariate
Experimental Clinical Research (2) 63-88.
With S. Vogelmann
A comprehensive trial of the Scree and KG criteria
for determining the nxomber of factors. Multivariate
Behavioral Research (12) 289-325.
With J. Brennan
The practicality of an orthogonal confactor rotation
for the approximate resolution of oblique factors.
Multivariate Experimental Clinical Research (3)
95-104.
CLORE, GERALD L., Professor
Chapters in Books
With D. Byrne
The process of personality interaction. In Handbook
of modern personality theory , ed. by Cattell and
Dreger. New York: Wiley, pp. 530-48.
Reinforcement and affect in attraction. In Theory
and practice in interpersonal attraction , ed. by
S. Duck. London: Academic Press, pp. 23-49.
With S. M. Itkin
Reinforcement models of attraction. In Freund-
schaft und liebe: Psychologische ansatze sur
entwicklung der zwischenmenschlichen beziehung , ed.
by Mikula and Stroebe. Bern: Hans Huber, pp.
41-76.
COLES, MICHAEL G. H., Associate Professor
Article
With C. C. Duncan-Johnson
Attention and cardiac activity: Heart rate
responses during a variable foreperiod, disjunctive
reaction time task. Biological Psychology (5)
151-8.
COSTIN, FRANK, Professor
Article
With R. Vecchio
Predicting teacher effectiveness from graduate
admissions predictors. American Educational
Research Journal (14) 169-76.
DAVIS, JAMES H., Professor
Chapter in a Book
With R. M. Bray and R. W. Holt
The empirical study of social decision processes
in juries: A critical review. In Law, justice
,
and the individual in society: Psychological
and legal issues , ed. by Tapp and Levine.
New York: Holt, pp. 326-61.
Articles
With N. L. Kerr, et al.
Victim consequences, sentence severity, and
decision processes in mock jxjtries. Organizational
Behavior and Human Performance (18) 346-65.
With G. Stasser
Opinion change during group discussion. Person-
ality and Social Psychology Bulletin (3) 252-7.
DIENER, EDWARD F., Assistant Professor
Articles
Deindividuation: Causes and consequences. Social
Behavior and Personality (5) 143-55.
With S. C. Fraser, A. L. Beaman and R. T. Kelem
Two, three or four heads are better than one:
Modification of college performance by peer
monitoring. Journal of Educational Psychology (69)
101-8.
With A. Johnston, D. DeLuca and K. Murtaugh
Validation of a laboratory play measure of child
aggression. Child Development (48) 324-7.
With A. L. Beaman, S. C. Fraser and K. Endresen
Effects of voluntary and semi-voluntary peer
monitoring programs on academic performance.
Journal of Educational Psychology (69) 109-14.
DONCHIN, EMANUEL, Professor
Chapters in Books
With M. Kutas and G. McCarthy
Electrocortical indices of hemispheric utilization.
In Lateralization in the nervous system , ed. by
S..Hamad, et al. New York: Academic Press,
pp. 339-84.
Publication criteria for studies of evoked poten-
tials (EP) in man. In Attention, voluntary con-
traction and event-related cerebral potentials -
Progress in clinical neurophysiology , ed. by
J. E. Desmedt. Basel: Karger, 1^, pp. 1-11.
With G. McCarthy and M. Kutas
Electroencephalographic investigations of hemi-
spheric specialization. In Language and hemi-
spheric specialization in man : Cerebral ERPs .
Progress in clinical neurophysiology , ed. by
J. E. Desmedt. Basel: Karger, 3^, pp. 212-42.
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with M. Kutas
The effect of hajidedness, the responding hand, and
response force on the contralateral dominance of
the "readiness" potential. In Attention, voluntary
contraction and event-related cerebral potentials .
Progress in clinical neurophysiology , ed. by J. E.
Desmedt. Basel: Karger, 1^, pp. 189-210.
Articles
With K. Squires, G. McCarthy, and R. Herning
On the influence of task relevance and stimulus
probability on ERP components. Electroencephalog-
raphy and Clinical Neurophysiology (42) 1-14.
With N. K. Squires, K. C. Squires, and S. Grossberg
Bisensory stimulation: Inferring decision-related
processes from the P300 component. Journal of
Experimental Psychology : Human Perception and
Performance (3) 299-315.
With K. Squires, S. Petuchowski, and C. Wickens
The effects of stimulus sequence on event related
potentials: A comparison of visual and auditory
sequences. Perception and Psychophysics (22) 31-40.
With M. Kutas and G. McCarthy
Augmenting mental chronometry: The P300 as a
measure of stimulus evaluation time. Science (197)
792-5.
With C. Duncan-Johnson
On quantifying surprise: The variation of event-
related potentials with subjective probability.
Psychophysiology (14) 456-67.
Dl-JECK, CAROL S., Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
Learned helplessness and childhood depression: A
developmental approach. In Depression in childhood :
Diagnosis, treatment and conceptual models , ed. by
Schulterbrandt and Raskin. New York: Raven Press.
Articles
With S. Nelson
Motivation and competence as determinants of young
children's reward allocation. Developmental
Psychology (13) 192-7.
Learned helplessness and failure feedback. The
Educator : Evaluation and Motivation (Winter)
.
ERIKSEN, CHARLES W. , Professor
Articles
With D. W. Schultz
Do noise masks terminate target processing?
Memory and Cognition (5) 90-6.
With D. W. Schultz
Retinal locus and acuity in visual information
processing. The Bulletin of the Psychonomic
Society (9) 81-4.
FISHBEIN, MARTIN, Professor
Article
With I. Ajzen
Attitude-behavior relations: A theoretical
analysis and review of empirical research.
Psychological Bulletin (84) 888-918.
GOLDING, STEPHEN L., Associate Professor
Article
Method variance, inadequate constructs, or things
that go bump in the night? Multivariate Behavioral
Research (12) 89-98.
Technical Report
With R. Roesch
Incompetency to stand trial in North Carolina.
University of Illinois: National Clearinghouse for
Criminal Justice, Plemning and Architecture.
GREENOUGH, WILLIAM T., Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
Development and memory: The synaptic connection.
In Brain and learning , ed. by Teyler. Stamford:
Greylock, pp. 127-45.
Articles
with B. Fiala and F. M. Snow
"Impoverished" rats weigh more than "enriched" rats
because they eat more. Developmental Psychobiology
(10-6) 537-41.
With C. S. Carter, C. Deem and T. J. DeVoogd
Sex differences in dendritic patterns in hamster
preoptic area. Brain Research (126) 63-72.
Book Reviews
Neural and behavioral specificity: Studies on the
development of behavior and the nervous system, by
G. Gottlieb. Contemporary Psychology (22) 557-8.
Simpler networks and behavior, by J. C. Fentress.
American Scientist (Sept. -Oct.) 436.
HIRSCH, JERRY, Professor
Chapters in Books
Genetic diversity and social organization. In
Equality and social policy , ed. by Feinberg.
pp.Urbana : UP
,
143-62.
With T. R. McGuire
h^.General intelligence (g) and heritability (H
In The structuring of experience (Festschrift for
J. McVicker Hunt) , ed. by Uzgiris and Weizmann.
New York: Plenum, pp. 25-72.
Articles
With L. A. McCauley
Successful replication of, and selective breeding
for, classical conditioning in the blowfly Phormia
regina . Animal Behaviour (25:3) 784-5.
With T. R. McGuire
Behavior-genetic analysis of Phormia regina :
Conditioning, reliable individual differences and
selection. Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences , USA (74) 5193-7.
HUMPHREYS, LLOYD G. , Professor
Chapter in a Book
A factor model for research on intelligence and
problem solving. In Proceedings, the nature of
intelligence , ed. by L. G. Resnick. New York:
Wiley, pp. 329-40.
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Articles
With A. Fleishman and P. Lin
Causes of racial and socio-economic differences in
cognitive tests. Journal of Research in Personality
(11) 191-208.
With R. Atkin, et al.
Ability factor differentiation, grades 5 through 11.
Applied Psychological Measurement (1) 65-76.
With R. Atkin, et al.
Cross-lagged panel analysis of 16 cognitive mea-
sures. Journal for Research in Child Development
(48) 944-52.
With P. Lin
Predictions of academic performance in graduate
and professional school. Applied Psychological
Measurement (1) 249-57.
Theory of intelligence and the management of class-
room learning. Interchange (7) 45-50.
Predictability of employee theft: The importance
of the base rate. Journal of Applied Psychology
(62) 514-16.
With C. K. Parsons
Partialling out intelligence: A methodological and
substantive contribution. Journal of Educational
Psychology (69) 212-16.
With J. N. Stubbs
A longitudinal analysis of teacher expectation,
student expectation, and student achievement.
Journal of Educational Measurement (14) 261-70.
With P. Lin and A. Fleishman
The sex by race interaction in cognitive measures.
Journal of Research in Personality (10) 42-58, 1976.
With R. G. Montanelli
Latent roots of random data correlation matrices
with squared multiple correlations on the diagonal:
A Monte Carlo study. Psychometrika (41) 341-8,1976.
The analysis of data from pre- and posttest designs:
A comment. Psychological Reports (38) 639-42, 1976.
Strategy training has no significant effect on race
differences in nonverbal reasoning. Journal of
Educational Psychology (68) 128-9, 1976.
Prediction of grades is^ fleeting: A comment.
Journal of Educational Psychology (68) 518-19,1976.
The phenomena are ubiquitous—but the investigator
must look. Journal of Educational Psychology (68)
521, 1976.
JONES, LAWRENCE E., Associate Professor
Article
With T. E. Nygren
Individual differences in perceptions and prefer-
ences for political candidates. Journal of Experi-
mental Social Psychology (13) 182-97.
KANFER, FREDERICK H., Professor
Chapters in Books
The many faces of self-control, or behavior modi-
fication changes its focus. In Behavioral self-
management
, ed. by Stuart. New York: Brunner/
Mazel, pp. 1-48.
With B. E. Goocher
Die anwendung der verhaltenstheorie in therapeuti-
schen institutionen - Konzepte und vorgehensweisen
(The application of behavior theory in agencies,
concepts and functions) . In Gemeindepsychologie
,
ed. by Sommer and Ernst. Munich: Urban and
Schwarzenberg, pp. 183-94.
Selbstregulierung und selbstkontrolle (Self-
regulation and self-control) . In Die psychologie
des 20. jahrhunderts. Vol. 4 , ed. by Zeier.
Zurich: Kindler Verlag, pp. 793-827.
Articles
With L. G. Grimm
Tolerance of aversive stimulation.
Therapy (7) 593-601.
With L. G. Grimm
Behavior
Behavioral analysis: Selecting target behaviors in
the interview. Behavior Modification (1) 7-28.
KLEIMAN, GLENN M. , Visiting Assistant Professor, See:
Education
KOMORITA, SAMUEL S., Professor
Chapter in a Book
Mathematical models in social psychology. In
Perspectives on social psychology , ed. by Hendrick.
New York: Wiley, pp. 305-48.
Articles
With J. K. Murnighan and E. Szwajkowski
Theories of coalition formation and the effects of
reference groups. Journal of Experimental Social
Psychology (13:2) 166-81.
Negotiating from strength and the concept of
bargaining strength. Journal of the Theory of
Social Behaviour (7:1) 65-80.
With D. Brinberg
The effects of equity norms in coalition formation.
Sociometry (40:4) 351-61.
Book Review
Process and outcomes of negotiation, by 0. Bartos.
American Journal of Sociology (82:2) 507-9.
LAMIELL, JAMES T., Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
Personality. In Annual review of psychology , ed.
by Rosenzweig and Porter. Palo Alto: Annual
Reviews, pp. 113-40.
LAUGHLIN, PATRICK R. , Professor
Article
With J. D. Sweeney
Individual-to-group and group-to-individual
transfer in problem solving. Journal of Experi-
mental Psychology: Human Learning and Memory (3)
246-54. I
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MERVIS, CAROLYN B., Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
With E. Rosch
Children's sorting; A reinterpretation based on
the nature of abstraction in natural categories.
In Readings in child development and relationships
(2nd. Ed.), ed. by R. C. Smart and M. S. Smart.
New York: Macmillan, pp. 140-8.
MOWRER, O. HOBART, Professor Emeritus
Articles
Mental imagery: An indispensible psychological
concept. Journal of Mental Imagery (2) 303-26.
With A. J. Vattano
Integritatsgruppen: Ein kontext zur Forderung von
Ehrlichkeit, verantwortung und engagement.
Gruppendynamik: Forschung und Praxis (8) 311-24.
NAY, W. ROBERT, Associate Professor and Director of
Mental Health Workers Program
Chapter in a Book
Analogue measures. In Handbook of behavioral
assessment , ed. by Ciminero, Calhoun and Adams.
New York: Wiley, pp. 233-77.
Articles
With K. G. Bailey and P. Deardorf
Students play therapist: Relative effects of
roleplaying, videotape feedback and modeling in a
simulated interview. Journal of Consulting and
Clinical Psychology (45:2) 257-66.
With J. P. McCullough and G. Huntsinger
A self-control approach to adolescent aggressive
behavior. Journal of Consulting and Clinical
Psychology (45:2) 322-31.
OSGOOD, CHARLES E., Professor, See: Institute of
Communications Research
PARKE, ROSS D., Professor
P
Book Edited
With E. M. Hetherington
Contemporary readings in child psychology.
New York: McGraw-Hill, 441pp.
Chapters in Books
With D. B. Sawin
Father-infant interaction: A re-evaluation of some
current myths. In Contemporary readings in child
psychology , ed. by Hetherington and Parke.. New
York: McGraw-Hill, pp. 290-5.
Punishment as a socialization agent. In Inter-
national encyclopedia of neurology, psychiatry
,
psychoanalysis and psychology , ed. by Wolman.
With L. Berkowitz, et al.
Some effects of violent and non-violent movies on
juvenile delinquents. In Advances in experimental
social psychology (Vol. 10), ed- by Berkowitz.
New York: Academic Press, pp. 135-72-
Socialization into child abuse: A social inter-
action perspective. In Law, justice and the
individual in society : Psychological and legal
issues , ed. by Tapp and Levine. New York: Holt,
pp. 183-97.
Punishment: Effects, side-effects and alternative
strategies. In Psychological processes in early
education , ed. by Hom and Robinson. New York:
Academic Press, pp. 71-99.
Articles
With D- B. Sawin
The changing world of fathers and infants.
Psychology Today (November) 108-12.
With R. B. McCall and R. D. Kavanaugh
Imitation of live and televised models by children
one to three years of age. Monographs of the
Society for Research in Child Development (42:5 -
Serial 173) 1-93.
PAUL, GORDON L., Professor
Book
With R. J. Lentz
Psychosocial treatment of chronic mental patients:
Milieu versus social-learning programs. Cambridge:
Harvard UP, 528pp.
Articles
With W. Kohen
Current trends and recommended changes in extended-
care placement of mental patients: The Illinois
system as a case in point. Schizophrenia Bulletin
(2) 575-94.
With R. I. Edelson
Staff "attitude" and "atmosphere" scores as a
function of ward size and patient chronicity.
Journal of Consulting and Clinical Psychology (45)
874-84.
PORGES, STEPHEN W. , Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
Heart rate and respiratory responses during visual
search in normal and retarded children. In
Research to practice in mental retardation. Vol. 3 :
Biomedical aspects , ed. by Mittler. Baltimore:
University Park, pp. 429-35.
Articles
With M- N. Cheung
-vespiratory influences on cardiac responses
during attention. Physiological Psychology
(5) 53-7.
With M. M. Humphrey
Cardiac and respiratory responses during visual
search in nonretarded children and retarded
adolescents. American Journal of Mental
Deficiency (82) 162-9.
RAPPAPORT, JULIAN, Professor
Book
Community psychology: Values, research, and
action. New York: Holt, 482pp.
Chapter in a Book
From Noah to Babel: Relationships between
conceptions, values analysis levels and social
intervention strategies. In Community psychology
in transition , ed. by Iscoe, Bloom, and Spielberger
Washington, DC, pp. 175-84.
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Article
With W. S. Davidson, et al.
Diversion program for juvenile offenders. Social
Work Research and Abstracts (1) 47-56.
Technical Report
Adolescents in legal jeopardy: Initial success
and replication of an alternative to the criminal
justice system. Washington, DC: National Insti-
tute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, 21pp.
ROSCOE, STANLEY N., Professor
Chapters in Books
InVisual cue requirements in imaging displays.
Proceedings of the 1977 IMAGE conference .
Williams AFB, AZ: USAF Hxaman Resources Laboratory
Flying Training Division, pp. 256-69.
The joy of flying simulators. In Proceedings of
the 10th NTEC/industry conference . Orlando, FL:
Naval Training Equipment Center, pp. 45-8.
Technical Report
How big the moon, how fat the eye? Urbana-
Champaign : University of Illinois, Department
of Psychology, 32pp.
Chapters in Books
Foreword. In Law, justice, and the individual in
society , ed. by Tapp and Levine. New York: Holt,
pp. VIII.
Impediments to the progress of cross-cultural
psychology. In Basic problems in cross-cultural
psychology , ed. by Poortinga. Amsterdam: Swets
and Zeitlinger, pp. 3-11.
Journal of Social Issues
Articles
The future of pluralism.
(32) 179-208.
Cross-cultural social and personality psychology.
Personality and Social Psychology Bulletin (3)
143-58.
Subjective culture and interpersonal relations
across cultures. Annals of New York Academy of
Sciences (285) 418-34.
Book Reviews
The social function of social science, by D. HacRae,
Jr. Contemporary Psychology (22) 161-2.
New ways of managing conflict, by R. Likert and
J. G. Likert. Industrial and Labor Relations
Review (30) 412-13.
WYER, ROBERT S., JR., Professor
SATINOFF, EVELYN, Professor
Chapters in Books
With E. R. Hackett
Determination of set-point changes after intra-
hypothalamic injection of norepinephrine in rats.
In The pharmacology of thermoregulation , ed. by
Lomax, Schonbaum, and Cooper. Basel: Karger,
pp. 87-95 (1976)
.
With R. Hendersen
Thermoregulatory behavior. In Handbook of operant
behavior
, ed. by Honig and Staddon. New York:
Prentice-Hall, 118-34.
Article
Quinine-induced hypothermia in cold-exposed rats.
Pharmacology, Biochemistry, and Behavior (6)
539-43.
SHOBEN, EDWARD J., Assistant Professor
Book Review
The representation of meaning in memory, by
W. Kintsch. Language Sciences (August) 33-B.
TEITELBAUM, PHILIP, Professor
Chapter in a Book
With J. F. Marshall
New considerations in the neuropsychology of
motivated behaviors. In Handbook of psychopharma-
cology , ed. by Iversen, Iversen, and Snyder.
New York: Plenum, pp. 201-29.
TRIANDIS, HARRY C, Professor
Book
Interpersonal behavior.
329pp.
Monterey: Brooks/Cole,
Chapter in a Book
Attitudes, beliefs, and information acquisition.
In Schooling and the acquisition of knowledge , ed.
by Anderson, Spiro and Montague. Hillsdale, NJ:
Erlbaum, pp. 259-88.
Articles
With C. L. Cruder and A. Stumpfhauser
Improvement in experimental performance as a
result of debriefing about deception. Personality
and Social Psychology Bulletin (3) 434-7.
With M. Henninger and R. L. Hinkle
An informational analysis of actors' and observers'
belief attributions in a role-playing situation.
Journal of Experimental Social Psychology (13)
199-217.
The role of logical and nonlogical factors in
making inferences about category membership.
Journal of Experimental Social Psychology (13)
577-95.
WICKENS, CHRISTOPHER D., Assistant Professor
Chapters in Books
Tracking behavior. In International encyclopedia
of psychiatry, psychology, psychoanalysis, and
neurology , ed. by Wolman. New York: Aesculapius,
pp. 197-202.
The event related potential as an index of task
workload. In Procedings of the human factors
society 21st meeting , ed. by Neal and Palacek.
Scinta Monica, CA: pp. 282-6.
Articles
With D. Gopher
Control theory measures of tracking as indices of
attention allocation strategies. Human Factors
(19) 349-66.
With D. L. Damos
Divided attention and Hick's Law of reaction time.
Journal of Motor Behavior (9:3) 209-15.
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With K. Squires, S. Petuchowski, and E. Donchin
The effects of stimulus sequence on event related
potentials: A comparison of visual and auditory
sequences. Perception and Psychophysi - s (22:1)
31-40.
"
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Stasser, Garold Lynn (J. H. Davis), A model of social
influence during group discussion: An application
with four- and six-person moclc juries.
Wilson, Melvin Nathaniel (E. Seidman) , The theore-
tical and experimental prediction of self-
disclosure in a clinical analogue.
Altiyama, Michihi)<o ('•;. F. Brewer)
, The development
of the yes-no question-answering system in young
children.
Berger, Sheldon Norman (W. M. Gilbert) , The effects
of different sets of disclosure instructions on
subject productivity and rated satisfaction.
Carlston, Donal Edwin (R. S. Wyer) , The recall and
use of observed behaviors and inferred traits
in social inference processes.
Chenoweth, Richard Edwin (J. Cohen) , The effects of
territorial marjcing on residents of two multi-
family housing developments; A partial test of
Newman's theory of defensible space.
Damos, Diane Lynn (J. A. Adams) , Development and
transfer of timesharing sJcills.
Eaton, Warren Ota (K. Hill) , Longitudinal personality
change and stability in interaction with situations:
Test and anxiety and success/failure experiences.
Goetz, Ernest Timothy (R. C. Anderson), Inferences in
the comprehension of and memory for text.
Jaccard, James Jay (M. Fishbein) , Source credibility
and belief change: An analysis of two psycholo-
gical models of persuasion.
Kaye, Bryce William (F. H. Kanfer) , Reactance to
freedom elimination: Social characteristics of
the elimination and efficacy for evoking reactance.
Kjerulff, Kristen Hawthorne (N. W. Hirschberg) , The
coping process in response to stressful situations.
RADIO AND TELEVISION
GRUEBEL, JEROLD, Assistant Professor
Book Reviews
Television production handbook; third edition
(1978) . By Herbert Zettl. Journal of Broadcasting
(2) 256.
ROWLAND, WILLARD D., JR., Lecturer
Book Reviews
"The siren song of broadcasting research,"
Social research on broadcasting: Proposals for
further development. By Elihu Katz. Public Tele-
communications Review (November/December , 1977)
58-63.
Knudson, Roger Merrill (S. L. Golding) , Interpersonal
perception in marital conflict and decision-making.
Kutas, Marta (E. Donchin) , Preparation to respond
as manifested by movement-related brain potentials.
North, Robert Arthur (S. Roscoe) , Task components
and demands as factors in dual-task performance.
Rhodes, Warren Allen (W. H. Redd), Generalization
of attribution re-training.
Rissman, Alan Kent (H. C. Triandis) , The prediction
of dyadic decisions from models of social
influence.
Roesch, Ronald Michael (E. Seidman) , Competency
to stand trial: An analysis of legal/mental
health issues and procedures and a proposal
for change.
Schendel, Joel Del (J. A. Adams), Cognitive processing
during discrete motor learning.
Schiemann, William Allen {G. B. Graen) , The nature
and prediction of organizational communication:
A review of the literature and an empirical
investigation.
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
r'ETERSEN, DAVID L., Assistant Professor
Books
Late Israelite prophecy: studies in deutero-pro-
phetic literature and in Chronicles. Missoula,
Montana: Scholars, 104pp.
PORTON, GARY G., Assistant Professor
Books
The traditions of Rabbi Ishmael part two:
exegetical traditions in Tannaitic collections.
Leiden: E. J. Brill, 213pp.
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ROBBINS, VERNON K., Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
Last meal — preparation, betrayal, and absence —
Mark 14:12-25. In The Passion in Mark , ed. W.
Kelber. Philadelphia: Fortress, pp. 21-40.
Book Reviews
The formation of the Gospel according to Mark, by
Etienne Trocme. Anglican Theological Review
(LX:1978) 100-102.
The Herrnhuterian pietism in the Baltic, by Valdis
Mezezers. The Eighteenth Century: A Current
Bibliography , New Series (1:1976).
SCHOEDEL, WILLIAM R., Professor
Chapter in a Book
The first apocalypse of James. In The Nag Hammadl
library in English , ed. by James M. Robbinson.
New York: Harper & Row, pp. 242-248.
OFFICE OF SCHOOL AND COLLEGE RELATIONS
ANDERSON, ERNEST F.
, Associate Professor
and Coordinator of University-Community College
Relations. See: Education.
WERMERS, DONALD J., Assistant Director
Books Edited
With D. L. Windsor
Report of credit given by educational institutions
- 1977 supplement. Washington, D.C. : American
Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions
Officers, 42 pp.
SLAVIC LANGUAGES AND LITERATUES
BRISTOL, EVELYN C, Associate Professor
Book Reviews
Modern Russian Poets on Poetry, edited by Carl
R. Proffer. Slavic Review (36:4) 721.
DAWSON, CLAYTON D., Professor
Chapters in Books
PLATO options In Foreign Language Learning. In
Teaching for Tomorrow in the Foreign Language
Classroom
, ed. by R. Baker. Skokie, IL:
National Textbook, pp. 93-98.
Book Reviews
Position of Objective Personal Pronouns: A Study
of Word order in Modern Russian, by Dag Svedstedt,
Slavic Review (36:3) 542-43.
DUNATOV, RASIO L. , Associate Professor
Articles
Special Courses in Russian. Studies In Language
Learning (2:Fall) 1-16.
^lith J. Ronayne Cowan and K. H. Fink
The teaching of languages for special purposes:
A select bibliography. Studies in Language
Learning (2:Fall) 155-174.
FRIEDBERG, MAURICE, Professor and Head of Department
Books
A Decade of Euphoria: Western Literature in Post-
Stalin Russia, 1954-64. Bloonington: Indiana UP,
371 pp.
Articles
Solzhenitsyn' s and Other Literary Lenlns. Canadian
Slavonic Papers (Vol. XIX:2) 123-37.
Solzhenitsyn 's Memoirs. Midstream (November) 83-87.
3ook Reviews
Ideologies and Illusions: Revolutionary Thought
from Kerzen to Solzhenitsyn, by Adam B. Ulan.
Political Science Quarterly (92:2) 373-4.
Sdacha i gibel sovetskogo intelligenta: lurri
Olesha, by A. Belinkov. Slavic Review (June) 348-9.
World of Our Fathers, by Irving Howe. Slavic Review
(March) 135-6.
Dostoevsky: The Seeds of Revolt, 1821-49,
by Joseph Frank. Commentary (March) 90-4.
liILL STEVEN P., Associate Professor
Books
The N- Factor and Russian Prepositions (Their
Development in llth-20th Century Texts).
The Hague: Ilouton Publishers, 365 pp.
4
Book Reviews
!;ino, by Jay Leyda.
164-77.
Film Culture (Issue 63)
HOISINGTON, Thomas Henry, Assistant Professor
A.rticles
Travels to the Lands of Xaoo and Pandesowna: The
Besinnings of a IJonrealistic Tradition in Polish
Prose. The Polish Review (XXII:1) 116-117.
Romance—A Congenial Form: Mel'nikov-Percherskii's
Crandma's Yarns and Olden Times . The Russian Review
(XXXVI:4) 463-76.
Book Reviews
Nicholas Karamzin and Russian Society in the 19th
Century, by J. L. Black. Russian Language
Journal (XXXI: 110) 196-7.
Przygoda w Warszawie, by Stefan Kisielewski. World
Literature Today (LI:4) 643.
Star Diaries (M. Kandel, trans.) by Stanislaw Lem.
The Polish Review (XXII:1) 116-117.
Mortal Engines (M. Kandel, trans.), by Stanislaw Lem.
The Polish Review (XXII:4) 105-106.
4
I
Boleslaw Lesmlan, by Rochelle H. Stone.
Literatu'-e Today (LI:2) 301-2.
World
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LEWIN, PAULINA, Assistant Professor
Articles
The Ukrainian Popular Religious Stage of the
Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries on the
Territory of the Polish Commonwealth. Harvard
Ukrainian Studies (l:Sept.) 308-329.
PACHIiUSS, TEMIRA A., Professor
Introductions to Books
Zerkala, Z. N. Hippius. Nachdruck der Ausgabe
Petersburg 1898, mit einer Einleituno von Temira
Pachmuss. Vol. 35. Munich: Centrifuga, Kilhelm Fir
Verlag, V-XVIII.
Zerkala, Z. N. Hippius. With a new Introduction by
Dr. Temira Pachmuss. Newtonville, ItA: Oriental
Research Partners, I-VIII.
Tretja kniga rasskazov, Z. N.
der Ausgabe Petersburg 1902,
von Temira Pachmuss.
r.ipi)j.us. :!achdruck
mit einer Elnleltung
Tretja kniga rasskazov, Z. W. Hippius. With a new
Introduction by Dr. Temira Pachmuss. Newtonville:
Oriental Research Partners, I-XI.
Alyi mech, Zinaida Hippius. With a new Introduction
by Dr. Temira Pachmuss. Newtonville: Oriental
Research Partners, I-XIV.
Chyrnoe po belumu, by Zinaida Hippius. With a new
Introduction by Dr. Temira Pachmuss. Newtonville:
Oriental Research Partners, I-VI.
Lunnye muravju, by Zinaida Hippius. With a new
Introduction by Dr. Temira Pachmuss. Newtonville:
Oriental Research Partners, I-VII.
Articles
Zinaida Hippius, A Russian Poet in Exile. Russian
Language Journal (31:Winter) 121-131.
Dostoevsky, D. H, Lawrence, and Carson McCullers:
Influences and Confluences. Bulletin of the Inter-
national Dostoevsky Society (A :November : 1976) 75.
Prometheus and Job Reincarnated. International
Dostoevsky Society
,
Bulletin No. 7 (November) 63-4.
The Trial Begins, by Abram Tertz. Modern Slavic
Literatures: A Library of Literary Criticism
.
Vol. 1, compiled by Vasa D. Mihailovich. New York:
Frederich Ungar (1972) 317-18.
Dimitri Sergeevich Merezhkovsky and the Silver Age:
The Development of a Revolutionary Mentality, by
Barnice Glatzer. Slavic Review (36:2:1975) 352-3.
Gogol from the Twentieth Century: Eleven Essays,
selected, edited, translated and introduced by
-'.obert A. Haguire. Russian Language Review
(;DCXI: Spring) 221-2.
Through Gogol's Looking Glass: Reverse Vision, Fake
Focus and Precarious Logic, by Wllliam-Woodin Rowe.
Russian Language Journal (XXXI:110) 207.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Balogun, Fidelis Odun (M. Friedberg) , The Soviet
Russian short story: 1950s-1970s.
SMALL HOMES COUNCIL
BROTHERSON, DONALD E., Research Professor of
Architecture
Book Review
Grantsmanship workbook: research opportunities
for architects. Washington, D.C.: AIA Research
Corporation
JONES, RUDAKl) A., Director and Research Professor of
Architecture
Book
A rational for government intervention in housing:
diversity in community building codes acts to
constrain the national effectiveness of the housing
technical community. In Housing in the Seventies
.
Washington, D.C.: U. S. Government Printing Office,
Vol. I, pp. 531-8
PERCIVAL, DONALD H., Research Professor of Wood
Technology i Utilization
Articles
Particleboard tested for door headers. Illinois
Research
, (19: No. 3), 16.
With Q. B. Comus
Effect of seasoning of f ire-retardant treated
lumber on the performance of galvanized truss
plates— a pilot study. In Recent research with
mechanical fasteners in wood . Madison: Forest
Products Research Society, P-76-16, 1-8
With M. 0. Hunt, Q. B. Comus, S. K. Suddarth
Pilot test of four 16-foot, wood-base composite
garage headers. Forest Products Journal (27-
No. 9) 45-8
Book Review
Wood in construction, by Barry Richardson.
England: Construction Press, Ltd., 220 pp.
SHICK, WAYNE L., Research Professor of Architecture
Articles
Effects of building orientation on energy savings.
In Energy efficiency in wood building construction
.
Madison: Forest Products Research Society P-77-
18, pp. 34-6
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With Seichi Konzo
Solar orientation. Urbana: Building Research
Council, Circular Series C3.2
. 8 pp.
Insulation to save energy and money. Urbana:
Building Research Council, 4 pp.
SPIES, HENRY R., Editor and Assistant Professor
Book
With Seichi Konzo, et al
350 ways to save energy (and money) in your home
and car. New York: Crown Publishers, Inc., 198 pp.
Levine, James Steven (F. Y. Gladney) , Towards a
transformational account of derived adjectives
in Russian.
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BRIELAND, DONALD, Professor
Book
With Lemmon, J.
Social work and the law. St. Paul, Minnesota:
West Publishing, 816 pp., June 1977.
Book Chapter
Mental health and illness in children. In
Encyclopedia of Social Work , 17th edition, vol. 2,
ed. by John B. Turner, Washington, D. C. , pp. 860-68
Article
Historical review on conceptual frameworks. Social
Work , vol. 22, p. 341-46, 1977.
COSTIN, LELA B., Professor
Book Chapter
School Social work. In Encyclopedia of Social Work ,
17th edition, vol. 2, ed. by John B. Turner,
Washington, D.C, pp. 1237-43.
Book Reviews
The children's cause, by Gilbert Y. Steiner. Young
Children , vol. 32, p. 70.
Children Out of school in America, by Children's
Defense Fund. School Social Work Journal , vol. 1,
pp. 39-42.
Innovative projects in school social work practice
by Syracuse University School of Social Work.
School Social Work Journal , vol. II, p. 56.
COWGER, CHARLES D. , Assistant Professor
Article
Alternative stances on the relationship of social
Work to society. Journal of Education for Social
Work (13:Fall), pp. 25-29.
GOULD, KETAYUN H., Associate Professor
Article
With Belon, Cynthia J.
Not even equals: sex-related salary inequities.
Social Work , vol. 22, pp. 466-71.
GULLERUD, ERNEST N. , Assistant Professor
Article
Planning professional educational programs for
ethnic minority students- native American examples.
Journal for Education for Social Work , Winter 1977,
pp. 68-75.
HANDLER, ELLEN, Assistant Professor
Articles
An a^lf^rnatvwr- Is ho panacea: structural problems
of ooitimunity-based residential treatment facilities
for juvenile delinquents. LEA Journal of the
American Criminal Justice Association , vol. 40.
With Schuett, Lori
Are prison inmates really 'Naked Nomads?' American
Journal of Corrections, vol. 39, no. 6.
HOOKEY, PETER G., Assistant Professor
Articles
Social work in group medical practice: an
introduction to developments in ten countries.
International Social Work , vol.20, no. 1, pp. 24-29.
A bibliography of program descriptions of social
work in ambulatory health care. Family Medicine
Times , vol. 9, no. 2, pp. 13-15, 17.
The establishment of social worker participation
in rural primary health care. Social Work in
Health Care , vol. 3, Fall, pp. 87-99.
Do Social Workers belong in group practice?
Group Practice , vol. 26, no. 5, pp. 12-14.
KATZ, ARNOLD J., Associate Professor
Book Chapter
Housing allowance scheme: an experimental approach
to housing policy. In Low Income Housing :
Technology and Policy
,
(eds.) Asian Institute of
Technology, Bangkok, Thailand.
Technical Reports
GMI vs. housing allowance: which path to redistri-
bution? Proceedings Sociological Association of
Australia and New Zealand.
Housing and life chances. Proceedings 15th Annual
Conference, Australian Association of Social Workers
Adelaide, Australia.
Housing allowance voucher experiment - Design Report.
1-5, Australian Department of Environment, Housing
and Community Development, Canberra, Australia.
Article
Social policy teaching in schools of social work.
Contemporary Social Work Education , December 1977.
KIM, BOK-LIM C, Associate Professor
Articles
Asian wives of U.S. servicemen: women in shadows.
Amerasian Journal , Spring, 1977.
With Dr. Chin Kim
Asian immigrants in American law: A look at the
past and the challenge which remains. The American
University Law Review , Winter 1977, pp. 373-407.
MEARES, PAULA, Visiting Lecturer
Articles
A Current analysis of school social work tasks.
Social Work Journal, vol. 22.
I ntegrating systems intervention approaches in w:>rk
with handicapped children and their families.
Proceedings of a Workshop sponsored by the Universit
of Georgia and National Association of Social Worker
Continuing Education Series No. 7 , July 13-16, 1977.
TABER, MERLIN, Professor
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Mental health issues in Illinois: proceedings of
the Second Social Service Policy forum. Ed. by
Taber, Merlin and Poertner, John. The Center for
Advanced Study and the School of Social Work, UP,
April 1977.
State policy for mental health service delivery:
choices open to the General Assembly. Mental Health
Issues in Illinois: , CAC, UP, April 1977,
Part I, p. 25.
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WATTEIJBERG, SHIRLEY H. , Associate Professor
Article
With Orr, Michael M. and O'Rourke, Thomas W.
Comparison of opinions of social work administrator
and hospital administrators toward leadership tasks.
Social Work in Health Care, Vol. 2(3), pp. 285-93.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Cokley, Robert Loren (R. Weagant) , Ideology of social
workers in state-subsidized community mental health
centers.
Seaman, John Robert (R. Weagant) , A study of the
changes in knowledge and attitudes of personnel
providing services for older persons during a staff
development program.
Shaffer, Gary Lee (D. Brieland) , Subsidized adoption:
An alternative to long term foster care.
Article
Motes on the criminogenic hypothesis: a case study
of the American liquor industry. American Soeiolo-
Sical Review (42:December) 905-20.
Book Reviews
Sociological observation: a strategy for new social
knowledge, by Matilda White Riley and Edward E. Nel-
son. Contemporary Sociology (6: June) 121-22.
The research experience, by M. Patricia Golden.
Contemporary Sociology (6: June). 121-22.
FORM, WILLIAM, Professor
Article
With R. C. Bibb
The effects of industrial, occupationeil, and sex
stratification on wages in blue-collar markets.
Social Forces (55: June) 97't-96.
Book Review
Occupations and society, by Paul Montagua.
and Social Research (62) 2.
Sociology
SOCIOLOGY
CHOLDIN, HARVEY, Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
Housing standards versus ecological forces: regula-
ting population density in Bombay. In The mutual
interaction of people and their built environment ,
ed. by Amos Rapoport. The Hague: Mouton, pp. 287-
333.
Articles
With Dennis W. Roncek
Density, population potential and pathology: a block
level analysis. Review of Public Data Use .
With Alan Booth and David Johnson
vic-.i-T-Lza-ion sur-
Social Procieais
Correlates of city crime rates;
veys versus official statistics.
(25: December) 187-97.
DENZIN, MORMAM L. , Professor
Book
Childhood socialization: studies in the development
of language, social behavior, and identity. San
Francisco: Jossey-Beill, 235pp.
Book Revised
With A. K. Lindesmith and A.L. Strauss.
Social psychology (5th ed. ) New York:
and Winston, 576pp.
Holt , Rinehart
Chapter in a Book
The methodological implications of symbolic inter-
actionism for the study of deviance. In Contemporary'
Sociological Theories , ed. by Alan Wells. Pacific
Palisades, California: Goodyear, pp. 125-38.
HUBER, JOAH, Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
The future of parenthood: implications of declining
fertility. In Women and men: the consequences of
power, ed. by Hills and Sheets. University of
Cincinnati, pp. 333-51.
Book Reviews
Equal employment opportunity and the AT&T case, by
Phyllis Wallace. Sociology and Social Research (6l:
April) 793-91*.
Social Inequality, by Lucile Duberman. Contemporary
Sociology (6:March) 250.
KRONUS, SIDNEY J., Associate Professor
Articles
With C. Becker
Sex and drinking patterns: an old relationship re-
visited in a new way. Social Problems (24:Ho.U).
1(82-97.
With R. Young
The relationship between drinking behavior and out-
door recreational activities. Journal of Leisure
Research (9:No.3) l65-73.
Book Review
Middle-class blacks in a white society, by W. A.
Muraskin. Social Science Research (6l:No. It) 591-93.
LAND, KENNETH C. , Professor
With F.C. Pampel
Indicators and models of changes in the American
occupational system, 191*7-73: some preliminary
analyses. Social Indicators Research (It: March) 1-23.
With M. Felson
A dynamic macro social indicator model of changes in
marriage, family, and population in the United
States: 19li7-7lt. Social Science Research (6: Decem-
ber) 328-62.
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With F.C. Pampel and M. Felson
A social indicator model of changes in the occupa-
tional structure of the United States: 191*7-7'*.
American Sociological Review (1*2: December) 951-61*.
Book Review
Economic means for human needs: social indicators
of well-being and discontent, by Burkhard Strumpel.
Monthly Labor Review (100:2) 91-2.
LUESCHEN, GUENTHER R.F., Professor
Book edited
With G.P. Stone
Herman Schmalenback on Society and Experience.
Chicago; U. of Chicago. 289 pp.
Chapters in a Book
Sozialer Konflikt und assoziatives Handeln. In Hand-
lungstheorien interdisziplinar , ed. by H. Lenk.
Munich: Fink, pp. 227-37.
Die nationalen Wachter Olympias. In Handlungsmuster
Leistungssport , ed. by Hofmann. Stuttgart, pp l65-7^
O'CONNOR, JAMES F. , Assistant Professor
Article
A logarithmic technique for decomposing change.
Sociological Methods and Research (6:No.l) 91-102.
SCHOEN, ROBERT, Associate Professor
Articles
On choosing an indexing variable in demographic anal-
ysis. Social Science Research (6) 21*6-56.
With W.L. Urton
Marriage, divorce, and mortality: the Swedish exper-
ience. Proceedings of the August 1977 General Con-
ference of the International Union for the Scientific
Study of Population (3) 311-32.
A two-sex nuptlality-mortality life table. Demogra-
phy (11*) 333-50.
Further reactions to Rogers and Ledent's comment.
Demography (ll*) 591-92.
SIMON, RITA J. Professor
Book
With Howard Altstein
Transracial adoption. New York: Wiley- Interscience
,
19Tpp.
Bulletin or Technical Report
The female defendant in Washington, D.C. : 1971* and
1975. Washington, D.C: Institute for Law and
Social Research, 6l pp.
Articles
Does the court's decision fit the research evidence
in the free press-fair trial controversy. Stanford
Law Review ( February )
.
With Kenneth Mann
Public support for civil liberties in Israel. Social
Science Quarterly (September).
Jews and civil liberties: American and Israeli Jew-
ish attitudes. Judaism (27:No.l).
The American Jury: instrument of justice or of pre-
judice and conformity. Sociological Inquiry (11*7:
Nos.3-1*).
SPAETH, JOSEPH L. , Associate Professor See Survey
Research Laboratory
•JAITE, LINDA J. Assistant Professor
Articles
Vith L. E. Suter and R.L. Shortlidge, Jr.
Changes in childcare arrangements of working mothers
from 1965-I97I. Social Science Quarterly (58: Sep-
tember) 302-11.
With R.M. Stolzenberg
Age and the relationship between plans for work and
childbearing. American Sociological Review (1*2:
October) 769-83.
With K.A. Moore
Teenage motherhood and schooling. Family Planning
Perspectives (9:5) 220-25.
DOCTORIAL DISSERTATIONS
Bibb, Robert C. (W. Form), Sexual inequality of earnings
in metropolitan blue-collar labor markets.
Clough, Patricia (N. Denzin), The lattem: patterns of
public drinking behavior in a middle class bar.
Goldstein, Marc A. (J. Spaeth), The impact of the aca-
demic major on the political attitudes and behavior
of college students
Mistretta, Itertin (D. Bordua), Criminal law and the
collective conscience multidimensional scaling of
collective cultural perception of crime.
O'Keefe, Mary H. (J. Spaeth), White differences in
career contingencies of 1961 college graduates
Pampel, Fred (K. Land), Social indicator models of
changes in the status of the aged: labor force
occupation and income, 19I* 7-1971*.
Siegel, Gary (B. Karsh) , Segmentation in the account-
ing profession.
Smith, Richard L. (C. McPhail), "George Herbert Itead
and Sociology: the Chicago years."
//ohlstein, Ronald (C. McPhail), The theoretical and
methodological specification and description of
collective locomotion.
I
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BOYLAIJ, Patricia, Lecturer
Books
With John A. Lett, et. al.
Cara a cara: A Basic Reader for Communication ,
Hew York: Holt (19TT) pp. 19T.
CABREflO, Anthony, Assistant Professor
Articles
La verguenza como constante social y narrativa en
don Juan Manuel: el "Exemplo L" de El Conde Lu-
canor , Revista de Archivos , Bibliotecas y Museos
,
(reprinted in Thesaurus
,
XXXII (1977), 3-23)-.
(LXXX) 1-20.
Fernao Velloso y Lionardo: la fantasia humor-
istica e ironica en Los Lusiadas , Hispania (6l)
250-58.
Claudio Guillen o la literatura como sistema,
Cuadernos hispanoamericanos
,
(num. 322-23) 2U 3-1*9.
Book Reviews
Los libros de pastores en la literatura espafiola
by Francisco Lopez Estrada Cuadernos hispano-
americanos ( 321* : June 1977 ) 1-8
.
Associate ProfessorCASSELL, Anthony K.
Articles
Pride, Failure and Conversion in Infernot : A Re-
interpretation, Dante Studies (9**) l-2li.
Farinata and the Image of the Area. Yale Italian
Studies (1: Fall) 335-70.
DUTTON, Brian, Professor
Books
With Armando Armengol
SPAMCULT: A Plato course in basic Spanish history.
Control Data Corporation. On-line publication.
Book Reviews
La lingua di Berceo by A. Ruffinato. Bulletin of
Hispanic Studies (5'») 1*6-7.
El poema de Santa Oria de Gonzalo de Berceo by
Isabel Uria Haqua. Modern Language Review (73)
210-2.
FORSTER, Merlin H. , Professor
Articles
US Intervention in Mexico: The 19ll* Occupation
of Veracruz, Military Review (57: August) 8C-96.
FFxAJJCESCATO , Martha P., Associate Professor
Books Edited
Bestiarios y otras jaulas. Buenos Aires, Argentina,
Editorial Subamericana, 201 pp.
Articles
JuguemoE a la critica raientras Cortazar esta.
Texto Critico (III, 7) 116-22. Entrevista a
Gustavo Sainz. Hispamerica (lU) 63-81.
Book Reviews
Caballos por el fondo de los ojos, by Gerardo
Mario Goloboff, Hispamerica , (I6, 1977) IIT-I8.
LETT, John A., Assistant Professor
Books
With Patricia Boylan, et al
Cara a cara: A Basic Reader for Communication ,
New York: Holt (1977) pp. 197.
Chapters in a Book
Assessing Attitudinal Outcomes in The Language
Connection: From the Classroom to the World .
ACTFL Foreign Language Education Series, Volume 9.
June K. Phillips, ed. , Skokie, Illinois (ch. 12:
November 1977)
.
LEWIS, Marvin A., Assistant Professor
Articles
Reading Pantaleon y las visitadoras. Hispanofila
(60) 77-ei.
On The Road to Tamazunchale . Revista Chicano-
Riquena ( 5 , Ho . h) 1*9- 52
.
Rita Mendoza: Chicano Poetress. Latin American
Literary Review (5) 79-85.
Ethnicity, Alienation, Identity: Themes in Hispanic
Minority Fiction. ERIC (ED 11*3716) 15 pp.
3ook Reviews
Caras viej as y vino nuevo, by Alejandro Morales.
Bilingual Review (1*, No. l) lUl-.l*!*.
HechizoSpells, by Ricardo Sanchez. Revista Chicano-
Riquena (Vol. 5, No. 3) 51*- 5.
Rain of Scorpions and other Writings, by Estela
Portillo. Revista Chicano-Riquefia (Vol. 6, No. l)
60-2.
Festival de flor y canto, by Alurista, et. al., eds.
Revista Chicano-Riquef.a (Vol. 6, No. l) 60-2.
LOTT, Robert E., Professor
Book Reviews
Baroja; El lirismo de tono menor, by Ignacio R.
M. Galbis. Hispania (60), 597-8.
MUSUMECI, Antonio, Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
Techniche Framentarie Nei Fragmenta Del Petrarca.
In Interrogativi Dell 'Umanesimo, III, by Olschui,
Florence, Italy 27-31*.
Articles
Le parentesi nel cazomiere petrarchesco. Lingua E
Stile (3:1976) U93-500.
Poliziano e la disposizione awersativa. Atti
Dell'Istituto Veneto (1975-76) 3l*l*-6o.
Book Reviews
L'Adescatore, by G. Bonura. Books Abroad
(50:1976) 81*9-50.
PASQUABIELLO, Anthony M. , Professor
Books Edited
With Patricia W. O'Connor
El tragaluz . by Antonio Buero Vallejo. New York:
Scribners (1977) 221* pp.
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Articles
The Seventeenth-Century Interlude in the New-World
Secular Theater, in Homage to Irving A. Leonard:
Essays on Hispanic Art, History and Literature
,
Latin American Studies Center of Michigan State
University, (197T) 105-12.
Confrontation and Survival; Antonio Buero Valle.io
and El tragaluz , in A. Buero Vallejo' El tragaluz
New York, (1977) 1-15.
With Patricia W. O'Connor
Cartelera, Estreno
.
III. (1:1977) 26-7.
PORQUERAS-MAYO , Alberto, Professor.
Books Edited
Calderon ' s , La Vida es suefio and El alcalde de
Zalamea . Madrid, Spain, Espasa-Calpe, 218 pp.
Chapters in Books
Impresos raros de la edad de oro en la Universidad
de Illinois: Parte II: Letra B. in Primeras Jor-
nadas de Bibliografia, Madrid (1977) 621-39-
With J. L. Laurent
i
Fondos raros: Ediciones sevillanas en los siglos
XV, XVI y XVII en la biblioteca de la Universidad
de Illinois, Archive Hispalense (l8l) 153-73. (1976)
Impresos raros de la edad de oro en la biblioteca
de la Universidad de Illinois. Letra F (Parte V),
Anaurio de Letras , Mexico, (XIV: 1976) 273-301.
Mas aportaciones sobre el prologo en la literatura
grecolatina, en Estudios Clasicos (XX:77:1976) 155-
76. =
SALTARELLI, Mario, Professor
.Articles
A Latin conspiracy. Linguistic and Literary
Studies in Honor of Archibald Hill , ed. by M. A.
Jazarery, E. C. Polome and W. nter. Lisse:
Peter de Ridder Press (1977) 7 pp.
With Susan Gonzo
Migrant languages: linguistic change in progress.
Problems Linguistiques de Enfants de travailleurs
Migrants, ed. by H. de Greve and E. Rosseel, (1977)
167-86. Bruxelles : Didier
.
The Marsian verb paradigm. Festschrift for Robert
A. Hall, Jr. ed. by E. Pulgram, R. Di Pietro, S.
Cartledge, and D. Feldman. Madrid: Playor 10 pp.
(1977).
WANNER, Dieter, Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
The Heuristics of Substratum. In Studies in Romance
Languages , by P. M. Hagiwara, Rowley, Massachusetts:
Newbury House, 1-8.
Articles
On the order of clitics in Italian. Lingua (U3)
101-28.
Book Reviews
Fom und Funktion in der Wortbildung. and Diminutiv-
und Augmentativbildung, by Stefan Ettinger.
Studies in Language (1:1) 1^9- 53.
SPANISH
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Badessich, Carlos Aristides (A. M. Pasquariello)
,
El mundo grotesco en la novelistica de Carlos Rojas
Flynn, Susan Kirgston (M. H. Forster) , The alienated
hero in contemporary Spanish American drama.
Orrantia, Dagoberto {L. Leal, M. Francescato) , La
situacion del narrador como principio formal
en cuatro obras representativas de la nueva novela
hispanoamericana
.
Havera, Nancy Greene (T. G. Meehan) , The theme of
time-travel in the Argentine fantastic short story.
Thompson, Denise Nuccio (R. E. Lott) , Lexicon and
poetic meaning in the poetry of German Bleiberg.
Rhoades, Duane (M. H. Forster), The monologue as an
independent genre in the theater of Latin America.
ITALIAN
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Fitch, Janet Rae (H. R. Kahane) , Buzzati's world
of symbols.
PORTUGUESE
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Aiex, Nola Kortner (R. A. Preto-Rodas) , Social satire
in Brazilian literature: Seventeenth-nineteenth
century.
SPEECH AND HEARING SCIENCE
ARLT, PHYLLIS B. , ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
Articles
With L. J. Sanders, F. L. Johnson, M. K. Schaefer-
Koteles, S. M. Schafer
The relationship between categories of clinician-
client interaction and supervisor's rating skills.
The Illinois Speech and Hearing Journal (11, #i»)
9-11*.
ERICKSON, JOAN G. , ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
Articles
With J. F. Duchan
How normal and retarded children at the one and two-
word stage understand different semantic relations
in different verbal contexts. Journal of Speech and
Hearing Research (19) 767-76.
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Pragmatics of the development of community resources
or why university programs should provide training
in public relations. Journal of the Academy of
Rehabilitative Audiology (9) 23-30.
Problems and solutions in preschool screening.
Illinois Speech and Hearing Journal (11).
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Social relationship and communication interactions
of mainstreamed communication handicapped preschool
children: A Pilot Study. ERIC, ED 128 OtS.
Nutritional disorders and the development of young
children: A Bibliography. ERIC, ED 129 t73.
HODSON, BAP^ARA W. , ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
"ook Reviews
Phonological Disability in Children, by David Ingram.
Asha (19) 735.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Elyn, Jaclyn Kendall (J. W. Beauchanp) , An analysis
of the onset characteristics of the fundamental
frequency of sung tones
.
Ford, Pamela Sue (J. G. Delia) , An investigation of
attitudes toward, and beliefs about, people with
speech disorders
.
Lemer, Brenda Fagan (M. L. Babcock) , Computer
in^jlemented approaches towards the objecti-
fication of sampled pathologic voice quality.
Articles
With T. Bednarz and L. LaBuda
Implementing a developmental approach to phono-
logically-based therapy. The Illinois Speech and
Hearing Journal (11) 3-5.
O'NEILL, JOHN J., PROFESSOR AND HEAD OF DEPARTMENT
Articles
With L. V. Deal and Y. P. Kapur
Speech pathology and audiology in India: 1975.
Asha (19) 1+20-22.
Training and service for the geriatric client
;
background and introduction. Journal of the Academy
of Rehabilitative Audiology (IC: Spring) 19-22.
PADEN, ELAINE P., ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
Book Reviews
With Barbara W. Hodson
Phonological Disability in Children, by David Ingram
Asha (9) 735.
QUIGLEY, STEPHEN P., PROFESSOR. See Institute for
Child Behavior and Development
.
SANDERS, LOIS J., ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
Articles
With N. Linares Orama
,
Evaluation of syntax in three-year old Spanish-
I speaking Puerto Rican children. Journal of Speech
and Hearing Research (20 No. 2) 350-57.
SPEECH COMMUNICATION
ANDERSEN, KENNETH E., Professor
Book Reviews
A theory of justice! Nichomachean Ethics bv
Aristotle, by John Rawls, W. D. Ross, Trans.
In Journal of the American Forensic Association
(XIV), 55-6.
CLARK, RUTH ANNE, Associate Professor
Articles
With J. D. Delia
Cognitive con^ilexity, social perception and the
development of listener-adapted communication in
six- , eight- , ten- , and twelve-year-old laoys
.
Communication Monographs (44), 326-45.
With J. D. Delia
Cognitive complexity, social perspective-taking,
and functional persuasive skills in second- to
ninth-grade children. Human Communication Research
(3), 128-34.
FINE, ELIZABETH C, Lecturer
Article
With J. H. Speer
A new look at performance . Communication Monographs
(44) , 374-89.
GBDSSBERG, LAWRENCE, Assistant Professor
Articles
Cultural interpretation and mass communication.
Communication Research (4), 339-60.
With J. D. Delia
Interpretations and evidence. Western Journal of
Speech (41), 32-42.
With J. D. Delia
In response. Western Journal of Speech (41) , 53-6.
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KRAMER, CHERIS, Assistant Professor DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Article
Perceptions of female and male speech. Language
and Speech (20) , 151-61.
MfiCLAY, JOANNA H., Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
"Why I live at the P.O." by Eudora Welty. In
Group Performance of Literature , ed. by Long,
Hudson, and Jeffrey. Englewood Cliffs, NJ:
Prentice-Hall, 225-42.
Combs, Don Whitney (B. Hewitt), A history of Hacaxiley'
Theatre, Louisville, Kentuc)cy, 1873-1925.
Freeman, Douglas Norman (D. L. Swanson) , Personal
construct theory, political perception, and mass
communication: The judgmental dimensions
employed in the evaluation of political figures
based on mass media messages.
Moy, James S. (B. Hewitt)
,
circus 1793-1800.
John B. Ricketts'
NEBERGALL, ROGER E., Professor
Book Reviews
Forensics as communication: The argumentative
perspective, by James McBath, (ed.). In Journal
of the American Forensic Association (XII, 4)
,
2T9-22.
Payne, James Gregory (K. Broadrick-Allen) , A
rhetorical analysis of selected interpretations
of the May 1970 Kent State incident.
RITTER, ELLEN M., Assistant Professor
Article
Accountability for interpersonal communication
instruction: A curricular perspective. Central
States Speech Journal (28) , 204-13.
RITTER, KURT w.. Assistant Professor
Article
Confrontation as moral drama: The Boston Massacre
in rhetorical perspective. Southern Speech
Communication Journal (42:Winter), 114-36.
SEIBOLD, DAVID R., Assistant Professor
Articles
With G. R. Miller, F. Boster, M. Roloff
Compliance-gaining message strategies: A typology
and some findings concerning effects of situational
differences. Communication Monographs (44:March),
37-51/
With F. M. Jablin and R. Sorenson
Potential inhibitory effects of group participation
on brainstorming performance. Central States
Speech Journal (28:Summer), 113-21.
3ook Reviews
Belief, attitude, intention, and behavior, by
Martin Fishbein and Icek Ajzen. Quarterly Journal
of Speech (63 :February) , 97-9.
SWANSON, DAVID L., Assistant Professor
Articles
The requirements of critical justifications.
Communication Monographs (44), 306-20.
And that's the way it was? Television coverage of
the 1976 presidential campaign. Quarterly Journal
of Speech (63), 239-48.
The uses and misuses of uses and gratifications.
Human Communication Research (3) , 214-21.
Book Reviews
Verbal behavior and politics, by Doris A. Graber.
Political Communication Review (2), 8-9.
SURVEY RESEARCH LABORATORY
ANDREASEN, ALAN R., Research Professor, See: Business
Administration.
BLAIR, ED, Research Assistant
Article
More on the effects of interviewer's voice
intonation. Public Opinion Quarterly (41:Winter)
544-48.
FERBER, ROBERT, Professor and Director
Chapters in Books
Antecedent conditions for diffusion of multivariate
methods. In Multivariate methods for market and
survey research , ed. by Jagdish N. Sheth. Chicago:
American Marketing Association, pp. 329-32.
Applications of behavioral theories to the study of
family marketing behavior. In Behavioral models for
market analysis: Foundations for marketing action ,
ed. by Francesco M. Nicosia and Yoram Wind.
Hinsdale, Illinois: Dryden, pp. 80-95.
With L.C. Lee
Accumulation of durable goods by young married. In
Modeling for government and business: Essays in
honor of Prof. P.J. Verdoorn . ed. by C.A. Van Bochove
et al. Leiden: Martinus Nijhoff Social Sciences
Division, pp. 227-46.
Articles
Can consumer research be interdisciplinary? Journal
of Consumer Research (4: December) 189-92.
Introduction to special issue on survey research.
Journal of Marketing Research (14:August) 277-79.
Public reactions to wind energy and windmill designs.
U.S. Department of Energy, Proceedings of the Third
Biennial Conference and Workshop on Wind Energy
Conversion Systems, pp. 413-18.
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with L.C. Lee
Use of time as a determinant of family market
behavior. Journal of Business Research (5:March)
75-91.
Edited Report
Selected aspects of consumer behavior: A summary
from the perspective of different disciplines.
Washington, D.C.: National Science Foundation,
548pp.
FRANKEL, MATILDA, Project Coordinator
Report
What do we know about consumer behavior? A summary
report. Washington,
Foundation, 33pp.
D.C.: National Science
LEE, LUCY C, visiting Research Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
With R. Ferber
Accumulation of durable goods by young marrieds . In
Modeling for government and business: Essays in
honor of Prof. P.J. Verdoorn , ed. by C.A. Van Bochove
et al. Leiden: Martinus Nijhoff Social Sciences
Division, pp. 227-46.
Article
With R. Ferber
Use of time as a determinant of family market
behavior. Journal of Business Research (5: March)
75-91.
SPAETH, JOE L. , Research Associate Professor
Article
Differences in the occupational achievement process
between male and female college graduates.
Sociology of Education (50:July) 206-17.
SPAETH, MARY A. , Publications Editor
Article
Recent publications on survey research techniques.
Journal of Marketing Research (14:August) 403-9.
SUDMAN, SEYMOUR, Professor, See: Business
Administration
.
WARNECKE, RICHARD B., Research Associate Professor and
Associate Director
Article
With C. Manfredi et al.
Social psychological correlates of health behavior:
Knowledge of breast self-examination techniques
among black women. Social Science & Medicine (11)
433-40.
THEORETICAL AND APPLIED MECHANICS
ADRIAN, RONALD J., Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
On the role of conditional averages in turbulence
theory. In Turbulence in Liquids , ed. by Zakin
and Patterson, New Jersey: Science Press, pp.
323-33.
Articles
with B. G. Jones
Dilitational model of noise from a moving jet in
terms of arbitrary jet structure and observer
motion. In Proceedings of Fifth Symposium on
Turbulence in Liquids
,
(IV. 2) 1-9.
With B. G. Jones, C. K. Nithianandan and R. J.
Hammersley
Prediction of sound emitted from co-annular sub-
sonic jet flows. In Proceedings of Fourth Aero-
acoustics Conference , AIAA Paper Number 771265.
With B. G. Jones, C. K. Nithianandan and H. P.
Planchon , Jr
.
Spectra of turbulent static pressure fluctuations
in jet mixing layers. In Proceedings of Fourth
Aeroacoustics Conference , AIAA Paper Number 771370.
With K. L. Orloff
Laser anemometer signals: Visibility characteris-
tics and application to particle sizing. Applied
Optics
, (16) 677-84.
AIFANTIS, ELIAS C, Assistant Professor
Articles
A continuum model for the human placenta . In
Proceedings of Symposium on Biomechanics (ASME)
,
(23) 197-98.
Continuum theory of degradation. In Proceedings
of Conference on Environmental Degradation of
Engineering Materials , 151-60.
Introducing a multi-porous medium. In Proceedings
of Fifteenth Midwestern Mechanics Conference ,
Developments in Mechanics , (8), 209-11.
Mathematical modelling for water flow in stems of
plants. In Proceedings of First International
Conference on Mathematical Modelling , (2) 1083-90.
Some remarks on the solid state diffusivity tensor.
In Proceedings of Sixth Canadian Congress of
Applied Mechanics , (2) 957-58.
With D. E. Beskos
Inflation bending extension and aximuthal shearing
of a fiber-reinforced elastic sector of a circular
tube. Acta Mechanica , (26) 159-70.
A mathematical model for diffusion in a screw dis-
location field. In Proceedings of the First
Conference on Mathematics Modelling , (3) 1687-97.
With W. W. Gerberich
Gaseous diffusion in a stressed thermoelastic
solid: I. The thermomechanical formulation.
Acta Mechanica , (28) 1-24.
Gaseous diffusion in a stressed thermoelastic
solid: II. Thermodynamic structure and transport
theory. Acta Mechanica , (28) 25-47.
A path independent integral for symmetric stress-
diffusion fields surrounding line-cracks. In
Proceedings of Fourth International Conference on
Fracture, 257-66.
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with W. W. Gerberich and D. E. Beskos
Diffusion equations for a mixture of an elastic
solid and an elastic fluid, Archive of Mechanics ,
(29) 339-53.
With D. J. Unger
Solution of some diffusion equations related to
stress corrosion cracking. In Proceedings of
Conference on Environmental Degradation of Engineer-
ing Materials , 131-40.
BORESI, ARTHUR P., Professor
Miller and S. C. Chu
Articles
With H. L. Langhaar, R.
On the gun pointing accuracy of an anti-armor auto-
matic cannon. In Proceedings of First Conference
on Dynamics of Precision Gun Weapons (U.S. Army
Armament Research and Development Command) , 577-602.
Reviews
Current work on behavior of material at elevated
temperature, Ed. by A. O. Schaefer. Applied Mechanics
Reviews
,
(29:9) 1381-82.
Wind and seismic effects, Ed. by H. S. Lew. Applied
Mechanics Reviews , (30:4) 579-80.
BUCKMASTER, JOHN D., Associate Professor
Articles
Slowly varying laminar flames. Combustion and Flame ,
(28) 225-39.
Viscous sheets advancing over dry beds. Journal of
Fluid Mechanics
,
(31) 735-56.
With G.S.S. Ludford
Activation energy asymptotics and unsteady flames.
Transactions of Twenty-Second Conference of Army
Mathematicians , 183-201.
With G.S.S. Ludford and D. W. Yannitell
The decomposition of a cold monopropellant in an
inert atmosphere. Combustion Science and Technology ,
(14) 133-46.
The decomposition of a hot monopropellant in an
inert atmosphere. Combustion Science and Technology ,
(14) 125-31.
With M. Normandia
Near asphyxiated fuel-drop burning. Combustion and
Flame
,
(29) 277-82.
CARLSON, DONALD E., Professor
With S. E. Martin
The behavior of elastic heat conductors with
second-order response functions, Zeitschrif
t
fur angewandte Mathematik und Physik , (28) 311-29.
With P. Yarrington
Second-order effects in the finite torsion and
axial heating of elastic cylinders. Recent Advances
in Engineering Science , Proceedings of Fourteenth
Annual Meeting of the Society of Engineering
Science, 829-40.
CLARK, MARLYN E., Professor
Articles
With L. C. Cheng and W. C. Peng
The effect of oscillatory frequency in plane wavy
conduit flows, Journal of Biomechanics , (10) 607-9.
With L. C. Cheng and J. M. Robertson
Flow calculations for vessels with double bound-
aries using finite-difference transforms. In
Proceedings of Thirtieth Annual Conference on
Engineering in Medicine and Biology , (19) 323.
Interactive and non-uniform unsteady physiological
flows by finite difference transforms. In Proceed-
ings of Symposium on Application of Computational
Methods in Engineering , 497-506.
Precursor studies of movable wall effects in hemo-
dynamic flows. Proceedings of Symposium on
Biomechanics (ASME) , (23) 121-24.
Viscous flow around a cylinder in a plane conduit.
Proceedings of the Fifteenth Midwestern Mechanics
Conference , Developments in Mechanics , (8) 215-17.
With L. C. Cheng, J. M. Robertson and F. F. Shen
Flow evaluation of prosthetic heart valve designs
using finite difference transforms. In Proceedings
of Thirtieth Annual Conference on Engineering in
Medicine and Biology
,
(19) 412.
With R. J. Liou, J. M. Robertson and L. C. Cheng
Numerical solutions of three-dimensional problems
in hemodynamics. Proceedings of Thirtieth Annual
Conference on Engineering in Medicine and Biology ,
(19) 241.
With J. M. Robertson
On improving the pitot-tube determination of flows
in large pipes. Proceedings of Symposium on Flow
Measurements in Open Channels and Closed Conduits ,
National Bureau of Standards Special Publication
484, 479-89.
COSTELLO, GEORGE A., Professor
Articles
Large deflections of helical spring due to bending.
Journal of Engineering Mechanics Division (ASCE)
,
(103:EM3) 481-87.
With J. W. Phillips
Axial impact of twisted wire cables. Journal of
Applied Mechanics
,
(44:E1) 127-31.
With S. K. Sinha
Coil clashing of impacted helical springs. Develop-
ments in Mechanics , Proceedings of Fifteenth
Midwestern Mechanics Conference , (8) 307-12
Static behavior of wire rope. Proceedings of Second
Annual Engineering Mechanics Division Specialty
Conference (ASCE), 475-78.
Torsional stiffness of twisted wire cables. Journal
of Engineering Mechanics Division (ASCE), (103:EM4)
466-70.
DRUCKER, DANIEL C, Dean of College of Engineering and
Professor of Civil Engineering and Theoretical and
Applied Mechanics. See Engineering Administration.
KESLER, CLYDE E., Professor
See Department of Civil Engineering
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LANGHAAR, HENRY L. , Professor ROBERTSON, JAMES M. , Professor
Articles
Algebraic assumptions equivalent to the Korchhoff
hypothesis. Acta Mechanica , (25) 131-34.
With A. P. Boresi, R. E. Miller and S. C. Chu
On the gun pointing accuracy of an anti-armor
automatic cannon. In Proceedings of First Conference
on Dynamics of Precision Gun Weapons (U.S. Army
Armament Research and Development Command) , 577-
602.
LARDNER, THOMAS J. , Professor
Chapter in a Boo)c
Bioengineering aspects of reproductions and contra-
ceptive development. In Frontiers in Reproduction
and Fertility Control , Ed. by R. Creep, Cambridge:
M.I.T. Press, pp. 214-18.
With S. Batra
Sperm transport in the vas deferens. In The Human
Semen and Fertility Regulation in the Male , Ed . by
E. S. Hafer, St. Louis: Mosby Press, pp. 100-06.
Articles
The measurement of cell membrane diffusion coeffi-
cients. Journal of Biomechanics , (10) 167-70.
With T. McLaughlin and C. Dillman
A kinematic model of performance in the parallel
squat by champion powerlifters. Medicine and Science
in Sports , (9) 128-33.
Biomechanical analysis with cubic spline functions.
Research Quarterly , (48) 569-82.
With P. Pujara
Analysis of deformation of cell membranes. Proceed-
ings of Symposium on Biomechanics (ASME) , (23)
65-67.
LECKIE, FREDERICK A. , Professor
See Department of Mechanical and Industrial
Engineering
MILLER, ROBERT E., Professor
Articles
With A. P. Boresi, H. L. Langhaar and S. C. Chu
On the gun pointing accuracy of an anti-armor
automatic cannon. Proceedings of First Conference
on Dynamics of Precision Gun Weapons (U.S. Army
Armament Research and Development Command) , 577-
602.
Articles
With L. C. Cheng, M. E. Clar)< and F. F. Shen
Flow evaluation of prosthetic heart valve designs
using finite difference transforms. Proceedings of
Thirtieth Annual Conference on Engineering in
Medicine and Biology , (19) 412.
With M. E. Clark
On improving the pitot-tube determination of flows
in large pipes , Proceedings of Symposium on Flow
Measurements in Open Channels and Closed Conduits ,
National Bureau of Standards Special Publication
484, pp. 479-89.
With M. E. Clark and L. C. Cheng
Flow calculations for vessels with double boundaries
using finite-difference transforms. Proceedings of
Thirtieth Annual Conference on Engineering in
Medicine and Biology , (19) 323.
Interactive and non-uniform unsteady physiological
flows by finite difference transforms. Proceedings
of Symposium on Application of Computational
Methods in Engineering , 497-506.
Precursor studies of movable wall effects in hemo-
dynamic flows , Proceedings of Symposium on
Biomechanics (ASME), (23) 121-24.
Viscous flow around a cylinder in a plane conduit.
Developments in Mechanics , Proceedings of Fifteenth
Midwestern Mechanics Conference , (8) 215-17.
With R. J. Liou, M. E. Clark and L. C. Cheng
Numerical solutions of three-dimensional problems
in hemodynamics , Proceedings of Thirtieth Annual
Conference on Engineering in Medicine and Biology ,
(19) 241.
With H. Pazwash
Couette viscometry of clay-water mixtures as
Bingham plastics, Iranian Journal of Science and
Technology
, (4) 107-14.
SHIELD, RICHARD T. , Department Head and Professor
Articles
Conservation laws in finite elasticity. Finite
Elasticity (ASME), 1-10.
With F.H.K. Chen
Conservation laws in elasticity of the J-integral
type, Zeitschrift fiir anqewandte Mathematik und
Physik , (28) 1-22.
SINCLAIR, GEORGE M. , Professor
PHILLIPS, JAMES W., Associate Professor
Articles
With G. A. Costello
Axial impact of twisted wire cables. Journal of
Applied Mechanics, (44:E1) 127-31.
With A. F. Mak and N. E. Ashbaugh
On stress-wave detection of cracks in bones,
Developments in Mechanics , Proceedings of Fifteenth
Midwestern Mechanics Conference , (8) 19-21.
With J. S. Walker
Pulse propagation in fluid filled tubes. Journal of
Applied Mechanics , (44) 31-35.
Chapter in a Book
Fatigue testing. In Treatise on Analytical
Chemistry, Part III, Section D-4 , Ed. by I. M.
Kolthoff, P. J. Elving and F. H. Stress. New York:
John Wiley and Sons, pp. 419-61.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With F. Ling et al
.
Control of fretting fatigue. National Materials
Advisory Board; Commission on Sociotechnical
Systems, National Research Council, 99 pp.
SOCIE, DARRELL F., Visiting Assistant Professor
See Department of Mechanical and Industrial
Engineering.
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STIRPES, MARVIN C. , Professor WETENKAMP, HARRY R. , Professor
Articles
With F. J. Rizzo
A note on the body force integral of classical
elastostatics, Zeitschrift fur angewandte Mathe-
matik und Physik , (28) 339-41.
TAYLOR, CHARLES E., Professor
Articles
The resurgence of optical methods in stress analysis
Recent Advances in Engineering Science , Proceedings
of Tenth Annual Meeting of Society of Engineering
Science
, pp. 17-18.
With G. C. Brunnhoeffer III
Coherent optics in experimental stress analysis.
Recent Advances in Engineering Science , Proceedings
of Fourteenth Annual Meeting of Society of Engi-
neering Science
,
pp. 983-90.
Book Reviews
Developments in mechanics, by C. W. Bert et al.
Experimental Mechanics
,
(17:10) 14N.
Progress in experimental mechanics, by V. J. Parks.
Journal of Applied Mechanics , (44:E,1) pp. 189-90.
WALKER, JOHN S., Associate Professor
Articles
With R. H. Kipp
Thermal damage and rail load stresses in a 33 inch
railroad car wheel, ASHE Paper Number 77-WA/RT-2.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Brunnhoeffer, Gilbert Charles (C. E. Taylor), Full-
field determination of the first derivative of
normal surface displacement of thin plates using
speckle photographic inter ferometry.
Doyle, James Francis (C. E. Taylor), Basic studies
in nonlinear photomechanics.
Jerath, Sukhvarsh (A. Boresi) , The analysis of
covered cylindrical storage bins subjected to
unsymmetrical loading by shell bending theory.
Kim. Kwang Soo (M. C. Stippes) , Elastocynamic
analysis of a propagating finite crack.
Lamba, Harinder Singh (O. M. Sidebottom)
,
proportional cyclic plasticity.
Non-
Lau, John Hon-shing (R. E. Miller) , Stress and
vibration analysis of orthotropic shells of
revolution
.
Articles
Compression waves in MHD duct flows, MHD Flows and
Turbulence
, (1) 33-39 (1976).
Open channel MHD flows, MHD Flows and Turbulence ,
(1) 41-48 (1976)
.
Periodic fluid transients in MHD duct flows. Recent
Advances in Engineering Science , Proceedings of
Fourteenth Annual Meeting of Society of Engineering
Science , 585-90.
With A. Calderon
Steady flow in rapidly rotating variable-area
rectangular ducts, Part 2. Small divergences.
Journal of Fluid Mechanics , (81) 353-68.
With G.S.S. Ludford
On establishing fully developed duct flow in strong
magnetic fields, MHD Flows and Turbulence , (1) 7-15.
With J. W. Phillips
Pulse propagation in fluid filled tubes. Journal of
Applied Mechanics
, (44) 31-35.
WANG, SU SU, Assistant Professor
Liao, Yun Ko (A. P. Boresi), Large deflections and
stability of circular rings and arches.
Rudolphi, Thomas Joseph (N. Ashbaugh) , An integral
equation solution for a bounded, plane, elastic
body containing a crack: In-plane deformations.
Sharma, Sushil Kumar (A. P. Boresi) , Finite element
weighted residual methods for static analysis
of reinforced axisymmetric shells.
Sinha, Sunil Kumar (G. Costello) , Non-linear wave
propagation in helical springs by the method
of characteristics and finite element method.
Socie, Darrell Frederick (J. Morrow), Estimating
fatigue crack initiation and propagation lives
in notched plates under variable loading histories.
I
Articles
With J. F. Mandell and F. J. McGary
A multi layered hybrid stress finite element analysis
of a through thickness edge crack in a ±45°
laminated composite. Engineering Fracture Mechanics
,
(9:1) 217-38.
With D. K. Roylance
A direct numerical simulation of ballistic missile
impact on fabric panel. Proceedings of First Inter-
national Conference on Mathematical Modelling
, (3)
1582A-1582L.
The influence of nonlinear viscoelastic relaxation
on impact response of textile yarns and panels,
ACS Polymer Preprints , (37:2) 540-45.
i
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FREUND, ERIC C, Professor
URBAN AND REGIONAL PLANNING
BERRY, DAVID B., Visiting Assistant Professor
Articles
With G. D. Steiker
An economic analysis of transfer of development
rights. Natural Resources Journal (17) 55-80.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Land and landscape in the Philadelphia region:
2025. Regional Science Research Institute Discus-
sion Paper Series No. 95, Philadelphia, 79 pp.
BOYCE, DAVID E., Professor, See Civil Engineering
CHECKOWAY, BARRY, Assistant Professor
Books
With others
Capitol complex development. Springfield, Illinois;
Architects for the Capitol Complex Development, 252
pp. in 4 volumes.
The IBS guide - an interim guide to industrialized
building systems: the management of building pro-
curement. Champaign, Illinois: Construction Engin-
eering Research Laboratory, Department of the Army,
516 pp.
Chapters in Books
How to restore an old building. In Historic preser-
vation: setting, legislation, and techniques, ed.
by Bureau of Urban and Regional Planning Research,
University of Illinois. Urbana, Illinois, pp. 79-
94.
Repair and maintenance. In Preservation Illinois:
a guide to state and local resources, ed . by Divi-
sion of Historic Sites, Illinois Department of Con-
servation. • Springfield, Illinois, pp. 231-42.
With J. A. Quinn
The planner as implementer: planning roles. In
Aspects of planning for public services in rural
areas , ed. by North Central Regional Center for
Rural Development, Iowa State University of Science
and Technology, Ames, Iowa, pp. 235-65.
Articles
Town planning in the USA and Britain. Estates
Gazette (May 22) 19-23.
Land use policy for the US - major political enigma.
Illinois Business Review (December 1976) 6-3.
G0OD>iAN, WILLIAi-1 I., Professoj
Articles
Munich on foot. Practicing Planner (March) 21-24.
Articles
The failure of citizen participation in federal
housing programs. Planning and Public Policy (3)
1-4.
Rx for health care agencies. Planning (November)
16-17.
Consumer issues around health systems agencies.
Health Law Bulletin (March) 23-25.
The rationale for consumer involvement. The Intern-
ist (May) 10-13.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
The politics of postwar suburban development. Uni-
versity of California Childhood and Government Pro-
ject, Berkeley, California, 91 pp.
Citizen participation technology. Council of Plan-
ning Librarians, Monticello, Illinois, 36 pp.
Reviews
Citizens committees: a guide to their use in local
government, by Joseph Lee Rodgers, Jr. Planning
(January) 34.
New York City, 1664-1710: conquest and change, by
Thomas Archdeacon. Journal of the American Insti-
tute of Planners (October) 449.
GUTTENBERG, ALBERT Z., Professor
Articles
Classifying regions: a conceptual approach. Inter-
national Regional Science Review (2:1) 1-13.
ISSERMAN, ANDREW M. , Associate Professor
Articles
A bracketing approach for estimating regional eco-
nomic impact multipliers and a procedures for asses-
sing their accuracy. Environment and Planning A (9:
9) 1003-11.
The accuracy of population projections for subcounty
areas. Journal of the American Institute of Plan-
ners (43) 247-59.
Some policy implications of spatial variations in
fuel consumption by manufacturing activities. Eco-
nomic Geography (53) 45-54.
The location quotient approach to estimating re-
gional econo!nic impacts. Journal of the American
Institute of Planners (43) 33-41.
Planning practice and planning education: the case
of quantitative methods. Bulletin of the Associa-
tion of Collegiate Schools of Planning (15) 1-7.
URBAN AND REGIONAL PLANNING
PATTON, CARL V., Associate Professor and Acting Head of
Department
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Chapters in Books
The politics of social security. In The crisis in
social security
,
ed. by Michael Boskin. San
Francisco, Institute for Contemporary Studies, pp.
147-71.
Articles
Early retirement in acaderaia: making the decision.
Gerontologlst (17) 347-54.
With Kenneth E. Stabler
Residents of small towns speak out on growth. Plan-
ning and Public Policy (3:3) 1-4.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With B. N. Checkoway et al
Townsite management study. U, S. Army Corps of En-
177 pp.glneers, Champaign, Illinois
With Joseph Zelan and Diane Kell
A survey of institutional practices and an assess-
ment of possible options relating to voluntary mid-
and late-career changes and early retirement. Abt,
Cambridge, Massachusetts, 281 pp.
ROMANOS, MICHAEL C. , Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
With M. Hatmaker, D. Poo and G. Silbert
Energy conservation through urban land use alloca-
tion: a linear programming approach. In Proceed-
ings of the international conference on cybernetics
and society , ed . by W. H. von Alven. Washington,
D. C: Institute of Electric and Electronic Engi-
neers, pp. 12-16.
Articles
Household location in a linear multi-center metro-
politan area. Regional Science and Urban Economics
(7) 233-50.
The use of simulations in undergraduate planning in-
struction. Bulletin of the Association of Collegi-
ate Schools of Planning (15:4)1-8.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Community planning for energy conservation - a sce-
nario for ERDA's community design research, develop-
ment and demonstrations. U. S. Energy Research and
Development Administration, Washington, D. C. , v +
144 pp.
With C. Patton et al
Town site management alternatives. U. S. Army Corps
of Engineers, Champaign, Illinois, 177 pp.
Reviews
Transport in the 1980-1990 decade - fifth interna-
tional symposium on the theory and practice In
transport economics, by OECD. Transportation Re-
search (11:3) 141-44.
VETERINARY BIOSCIENCES
BEVILL, RICHARD F., JR., Associate Professor
Chapter in a Book
With W. G. Huber
Sulfonamides. In Veterinary Pharmacology and Thera-
peutics , ed. by N. N. Booth, L. E. McDonald, and L.
M. Jones. Iowa State Press, Ames, Iowa, pp. 894-911
Articles
With D. A. Bourne
Disposition of sulfonamides in food producing
animals IV. The pharmacokinetics of sulfathiazole
in sheep. Journal of Pharmaceutical Sciences (66)
619-23.
With D. A. Bourne et al.
Disposition of sulfonamides in food producing
animals II. The pharmacokinetics of sulfamethazine
in lambs. American Journal of Veterinary Research
(38) 967-72.
I
With G. D. Koritz, W. Bourne, L. W. Dittert
Disposition of sulfonamides in food producing
animals. The pharmacokinetics of sulfathiazole in
sheep. American Journal of Veterinary Research
(38) 979-82.
With G. D. Koritz, E. G. Perkins, J. P. Sharma
High pressure liquid chromatographic determination of
tetracycline in urine. Journal of Pharmaceutical
Science (66) 1319-22.
With R. M. Sharma et al.
Disposition of sulfonamides in food producing
animals I. Concentrations of sulfamethazine and its
metabolities in plasma, virine , and tissues of lambs
following intravenous administration. American
Journal of Veterinary Research (38) 973-77.
With J. P. Sharma, E. G. Perkins
Reverse phase high performance liquid chromatographic
determination of tetracyclines in urine and plasma
Journal of Chromatography (134) 441-50.
BUCK, WILLIAM B., Professor
Chapters in Books
Warfarin and other anticoagulant poisonings. In
Current Veterinary Therapy VI - Small Animal Practice
ed. by Kirk. Philadelphia: Saunders, pp. 121-2.
Use of Laboratories for the chemical analysis of tis-
sues. In Current Veterinary Therapy VI - Small
Animal Practice , ed. by Kirk. Philadelphia: Saunders
pp. 102-9.
Arsenic. In Drinking Water and Health , ed. by Safe
Drinking Water Committee, National Academy of
Sciences. Washington, D.C. : pp. 316-44.
Biologic effects of arsenic on domestic animals.
In Arsenic, Medical and Biologic Effects of Environ-
mental Pollutants , ed. by National Academy of
Sciences. Washington, D.C. : pp. 144-60.
Copper in animals. In Copper. Medical and Biologic
Effects of Environmental Pollutants , ed . by
National Academy of Sciences. Washington, D.C: pp.
14-28.
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DAVIS, LLOYD E., Professor
Books - Edited
With L. C. Faulkner
Pharmacology in the animal health sector. Fort
Collins, Colorado: Colorado State University
Printers, 350pp.
Chapter in a Book
Thermal burns. In Canine Medicine, ed. by E. J.
Catcott. American Veterinary Publications, Santa
Barbara, California.
Articles
Pharmacology training in schools of veterinary
medicine. Federation Proceedings (36) 119-23.
With B. Abbitt
Antibacterial drugs in the uterus. Journal of the
American Veterinary Medical Association (170) 204-7.
Pharmacologic basis for drug interactions and adverse
effects in the bovine patient. The Bovine Practi-
tioner (12) 2-9.
With A. P. Knight
Clinical pharmacology of the equine digestive tract.
Journal of Equine Medicine and Surgery (1) 27-35.
Principles of drug disposition in domesticated
animals: The basis of veterinary clinical pharma-
cology, by J. Desmond Baggot . Journal of the
American Veterinary Medical Association (171) p. 1114
DEVOUS, MICHAEL D., SR., Assistant Professor
Articles
With C. E. Jones et al.
Positive inotropic response to inosine in the situ
canine heart. American Journal of Physiology:
Heart and Circulatory Physiology (2) H438.
(Jith T. T. Sugihara
Evidence for weak deformation in the 88-neutron
nucleus TB. Physical Review C (15) 740.
HANSEN, LARRY G., Associate Professor
Articles
With J. R. Coats et al.
Model ecosystem evaluation of the environmental im-
pacts of the veterinary drugs phenothiazine , sulfa-
methazine
, clopidol and diethylstilbesterol.
Environmental Health Perspectives (18) 167-79.
<ith J. R. Sanborn, W. F. Childers
14
Uptake and elimination of C hexachlorobenzene (HCB)
by the green sunfish, lepomis cyanellus Raf
.
, after
feeding contaminated food. Journal of Agricultural
and Food Chemistry (25) 551-3.
Jith J. R. Sanborn, R. L. Metcalf
The neurotoxicity of 0- (2 ,5-dichlorophenyl) 0-methyl
phenylphosphonothionate , an impurity and photo-
product of leptophos (phosvel) insecticide. Pesti-
cide , Biochemistry S Physiology (7) 142-5.
With M. E. Welborn et. al.
Tissue distribution of PCB components in swine and
sheep fed three different rations containing
aroclors 1242 and 1254. Archieves of Environmental
Contamination and Toxicology (5) 257-78.
With M. E. Welborn
Distribution, dilution and elimination of poly-
chlorinated biphenyl analogs in growing swine
.
Journal of Pharmaceutical Sciences (66) 497-501.
With D. W. Wilson et al.
Effects and residues of dietary hexachlorobenzene
in growing swine . Journal of Toxicology and Environ-
mental Health (2) 557-67.
JACKSON, GARY L., Professor
Articles
With T. C. Liu
Effect of iri vivo treatment with estrogen on
luteinizing hormone synthesis and release by rat
pituitaries _in vitro . Endocrinology (100) 1294-
1302.
With R. Thunk, P. Watson
Induction of estrus and ovulation in the bitch
using exogenous gonadotropins. American Journal
of Veterinary Research (38) 483-6.
Effect of adrenergic blocking drugs on secretion of
luteinizing hormone in the ovariectomized ewe.
Biology of Reproduction (16) 543-8.
KORITZ, GARY D., Assistant Professor
Articles
With R. F. Bevill, L. W. Dittert, D.W.A. Bourne
Disposition of sulfonamides in food producing
animals: Disposition of sulfathiazole in tissue,
urine and plasma of sheep following intravenous
administration. Journal of Pharmaceutical Sciences
(66) 1297-1300.
With D.W.A. Bourne, L. W. Dittert, R. F. Bevill
Disposition of sulfonamides in food producing
animals: Pharmacokinetics of sulfathiazole in
sheep. American Journal of Veterinary Research
(38) 979-82.
With J. P. Sharma, E. G. Perkins, R. F. Bevill
High-pressure liquid chromatographic determination
of tetracyclines in urine. Journal of Pharmaceutical
Sciences (66) 1319-22.
LIU, TSUI-CHU M., Visiting Assistant Professor
Article
With G. L. Jackson
Effect of ill vivo treatment with estrogen on
luteinizing hormone synthesis and release by rat
pituitaries in vitro. Endocrinology (100) 1294-
1302.
-lETCALF, ROBERT L. , Professor, See: Entomology
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NORMANDIN, DIANE K., Assistant Professor
VETERINARY CLINICAL MEDICINE
Articles
With B. V. Hall
A slit pore theory of capillary filtration based
on electron micrographic data on the filtration
pathway through the cellular layers of mainmalian
glomerular capillary walls. Transactions of the
American Microscopical Society {96:No.4) 413-37.
(Revised and Edited)
Confirmatory evidence of a slit pore theory of
mairanalian glomerular capillary filtration.
Transactions of the American Microscopical
Society (96:No.4) 438-52.
SHARMA, JAGDISH P., Research Associate
Articles
With G. D. Koritz, E. G. Perkins, R. F. Bevill
High pressure liquid chromatographic determination
of tetracyclines in urine. Journal of Pharmaceu-
tical Sciences (66) 1319-22.
With E. G. Perkins, R. F. Bevill
Reverse-phase high performance liquid chromato-
graphic determinations of tetracyclines in urine
and plasma. Journal of Chromatography (134) 441-50
SIMON, MARK R. , Visiting Assistant Professor
The role of compressive forces in the normal
maturation of the condylar cartilage in the rat.
ACTA Anatomica (97) 351-60.
TWARDOCK, A. ROBERT, Professor and Associate Dean
Article
With H. W. Symonds, R. H. Bubar , W. Crackel
The effect of litter size on placental blood flow
and placental calcium transfer in the multi-
foetate guinea pig. British Journal of Nutrition
(39) 341-50.
WAGNER, WILLIAM C, Professor and Head of Department
Articles
With R. E. Strohbehn, P. A. Larson
Effect of local or parenteral application of ACTH
or hydrocortisone on bovine corpus luteum function.
ACTA Endocrinologica (85) 158-68.
With B. Hoffmann, E. Rattenberger, J. Schmidt
Endocrine relationships during late gestation and
parturition in the cow. Ciba Foundation Symposium
47 - The Fetus and Birth (March) 107-25.
BENSON, GORDON J., Assistant Professor
Articles
With J. C. Thurmon and S. M. Hartsfield
Physiologic effects of saccinycholine in the
anesthetized and mechanically ventilated horse.
Proceedings of the 22nd Annual Convention of the
AAEP 347-57.
With S, H, Hartsfield and J. C. Thurwon
A method of anesthetizing pigs using small animal
inhalation anesthesia equipment. The Practicing
Veterinarian
. (49:2) 20-5.
BRIGHTMAN, ALAN H. II, Assistant Professor
Articles
With L. C. Helper and K. S. Todd, Jr.
Heartworm in the anterior chamber of the dog's
eye. Veterinary Medicine/Small Animal Clinician
(June 1977) 1021-3.
With W. G. Magrane, R. W. Huff, and L. C. Helper
Intraocular prosthesis in the dog. Journal of
the American Animal Hospital Association (13)
481-5.
With D. W. Macy and Y. Gosselin
Pupil abnormalities associated with the feline
leukemia complex. Journal of Feline Practice
(Nov) 24-7.
With L. C. Helper and A. J. Parker
Congenital Horner's Syndrome. Journal of Canine
Practice (Oct) 19-23.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
Canine glaucoma. University of Illinois Extension
Service, Urbana, Illinois , 3pp,
BURKE, THOMAS J., Assistant Professor
Chapter in a Book
Pregnancy prevention and termination. In Current
Veterinary Therapy IV . ed. by Kirk, Philadelphia
pp. 1241-2.
Articles
With H. A. Reynolds and J. H. Sokolowski
A 180 day tolerance efficiency study with mibo-
lerone for estrus suppression in the cat. American
Journal of Veterinary Research (38) 469-77.
Post-parturient problems of the bitch. Veterinary
Clinics of North America (7) 699-703.
Fertility control in the cat. Veterinary Clinics
of North America (7) 693-8.
COOK, WILLIAM R., Professor
Articles
Surgical repair of cleft soft palate in the horse.
Veterinary Record (100) 326.
Chronic pulmonary disease in the horse. Veterin-
ary Record (100) 214.
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HELPER, LLOYD C, Professor
Articles
With A. H. Brightman and K. S. Todd Jr.
Heartworm in ttie anterior chamber of the dog's
eye. Veterinary Medicine/Small Animal Clinician
(June 1977) 1021-3.
With A. H. Brightman, W. G. Magrane , and R. W. Huff
Intraocular prosthesis in the dog. Journal of
the American Animal Hospital Association (13:4)
481-5.
With A. H. Brightman and A, J, Far)cer
Congenital Horner's Syndrome - A case report.
Journal of the American Animal Hospital Associ-
ation (Oct 1977) 19-23.
With D. M. Betts
The surgical correction of parotid duct tremspo-
sition failures . Journal of the American Animal
Hospital Association (13:6) 695-700.
JACKSON, DENNIS A., Assistant Professor
Articles
With D. Cayvood, et. al
Gastric gas analysis in the canine gastric dila-
tation - volvulus syndrome. Journal of the
American Animal Hospital Association (13:4)
459-62.
MUSSBLMAN, EUGENE E. , Assistant Professor
Articles
Influencing cardiac munm:rs with pharmacologic
agents. Journal of Canine Practice (4:6) 17-25.
NELSON, DALE R., Associate Professor
Articles
with R. S. Collier, et. al
Cellular studies of mairunary tissue from cows hor-
monally induced into lactatum: lactose and fatty
acid synthesis. Journal of Dairy Science (59)
1226-31.
With M. SasaJii and B. L, Larson
Kinetic analysis of the binding of immunoglobulins
IgGl and IgG2 to bovine manmary cells. Biochemics
et Biophysics Acts (497) 160-70.
PARKER, ALAN J., Associate Professor
Differential diagnosis of neurologic signs. Pro-
ceedings of the AAHA Annual Convention (44)
265-78.
S)cin rippling syndrome of cats. Journal of Feline
Practice (7:6) 6-7.
Diagnosis of s ^inal cord disease - I. Illinois
Professional Topics (1) 1.
Diagnosis of spinal cord disease - II. Illinois
Professional Topics (2) 2.
Diagnosis of spinal cord disease - III. Illinois
Professional Topics (3) 2.
Boo)c Reviews
Introduction to animal neurology, by A. C. Palmer.
Journal of Feline Practice f7.-5; 57.
Veterinary neuroanatomy and clinical neurology
,
by A. DeLahunta. Journal of Canine Practice
(4:6) 54.
REESE, GEORGE L., Assistant Professor
Articles
Listeriosis in sheep. Veterinary Medicine/Small
Animal Clinician (72:11) 1774-7.
With E. H. Jenkins
Passive hemolysis test for antibody to treponema
hyodysenteriae. Infection and Immunity (14:4)
1106-7.
SMITH, CHARLES W., Associate Professor
Articles
With S. M. Hartsfield, et. al
Endotracheal intubation by pharyngotomg . Journal
of the American Animal Hospital Association (21)
71-4.
With J. L. Stowater
Non-neoplastic epidural mass in the dog. Veterin-
ary Medicine/Small Animal Clinician (Dec)
1837-41.
STOWATER, JONATHAN L. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With C. W. Smith
Non-neoplastic epidural mass in the dog. Veterin-
ary Medicine/Small Animal Clinician (Dec)
1837-41.
Articles
Averaged ECMP in comparison to averaged ECP and the
neurologic examination in the diagnosis of spinal
cord injury in the dog. Dissertation Abstracts
(37) 4921-2.
With T. Hekta, et. al
Acute neurotoxicity of OAF in the squirrel monkey.
Proceedings of the CRWAD Annual Meeting (58) 3,
With A. H. Brightman and L. C. Helper
Congenital Horner's Syndrome in a dog. Journal of
Canine Practice (Oct 1977) 19-23.
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CARSON, CHARLES A., Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
With M. Ristic
Methods of immunoprophylaxis against bovine
anaplasmosis with emphasis on use of the attenu-
ated Anaplasma marginale vaccine. In Immunity to
blood parasites of animals and man , ed. by Miller,
Pino, and McKelvey. New York: Plenum Press,
pp. 151-61.
Articles
With I. Kakoma et al.
Autologous lymphocyte-mediated cytotoxicity against
monocytes in canine ehrlichiosis. American Jour-
nal of Veterinary Research (38) 1557-9.
With M. Perez, M. Ristic
Cell-mediated immune response in hamsters infected
with Babesia microti . Veterinary Parasitology
(3) 161-7.
With D. M. Sells, M. Ristic
Cell-mediated immune response to virulent and
attenuated Anaplasma marginale administered to
cattle in live and inactivated forms. American
Journal of Veterinary Research (38) 173-9.
With D. M. Sells, M. Ristic
Cell-mediated immunity related to challenge
exposure of cattle inoculated with virulent and
attenuated strains of Anaplasma marginale .
American Journal of Veterinary Research (38)
1167-72.
CRANDELL, ROBERT A., Professor
Chapters in Books
Diagnosis of infectious bovine rhinotracheitis.
In Animal disease control in the Americas, 1977 .
Scientific publication no. 358. Washington:
Pan American Health Organization/World Health
Organization, pp. 123-7.
With D. M. Sells
Laboratory methods for differential diagnosis of
bovine papular stomatitis. In Proceedings of the
1st international symposium of veterinary labora-
tory diagnosticians . Mexico: AVEPAD, pp. 843-51.
Articles
With P. B. Doby et al.
Use of pseudorabies hyperimmune serum in naturally
occurring pseudorabies in Illinois swine herds.
Journal of the American Veterinary Medical Associa-
tion (171) 59-63.
With A. R. Smith, M. Kissil
Colonization and transmission of Haemophilus
somnus in cattle. American Journal of Veterinary
Research (38) 1749-51.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With G. T. Woods, G. F. Cmarik, M. E. Mansfield
Rujninal ulcers in beef calves self-fed a ration
containing antimicrobial agents. Update 77. A
research report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural
Center. Urbana: College of Agriculture, 1 p.
With G. T. Woods, M. E. Mansfield, C. J. Kaiser
Comparisons of attempts to prevent acute respira-
tory disease in beef calves purchased at Illinois
auctions. Update 77. A research report of the
Dixon Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana:
College of Agriculture, 4 pp.
DORNER, JOSEPH L., Professor
Articles
With W. E. Hoffmann
Disappearance rates of intravenously injected
canine alkaline phosphatase isoenzymes. American
Journal of Veterinary Research (38) 1553-6.
With W. E. Hoffmann, W. E. Renegar
Serum half-life of intravenously injected intes-
tinal and hepatic alkaline phosphatase isoenzymes
in the cat. American Journal of Veterinary
Research (38) 1637-9.
With F. Sturtevant, W. E. Hoffmann
The effect of three anticonvulsant drugs and ACTH
on canine serum alkaline phosphatase. Journal of
the American Animal Hospital Association (13)
754-7.
FERRIS, DEAM H., Associate Professor Emeritus
Books
With J. J. Callis, A. H. Dardiri
Pocket handbook. . .for the recognition and diagno-
sis of certain animal diseases exotic to most of
the Americas (rev. ed.). Beltsville: United
States Department of Agriculture Press, 66 pp.
Articles
With F. M. Hamdy, A. H. Dardiri
Detection of African malignant catarrhal fever
virus antigens in cell cultures by immunofluores-
cence. Veterinary Microbiology (1) 437-48.
FITZGERALD, PAUL R. , Professor
Articles
With R. F. Ashley
Differential survival of ascaris ova in waste water
sludge. Journal of the Water Pollution Control
Federation (49) 1722-4.
GANGAVALLI, RAMARAO V. S. V., Research Associate
Articles
With W. E. Rawls, D. Y. E. Percy, W. A. F. Tompkins
Macrophage activation in congenitally athymic
mice raised under conventional or germ free con-
ditions. Journal of the Reticuloendothelial
Society (21) 13-20.
HANSON, LYLE E., Professor and Head of Department
Chapters in Books
With D. N. Tripathy
Experiences with fowlpox vaccines. In Proceedings
of the 26th western poultry disease conference
and 11th poultry health symposium , ed . by
Rosenwald. Davis: Cooperative Extension,
pp. 91-4.
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with D. N. Tripathy
Fowlpox and its effect on laying hens. In
Proceedings of the 26th western poultry disease
conference and 11th poultry health symposium
,
ed. by Rosenwald. Davis: Cooperative Extension,
pp. 85-90.
With D. N. Tripathy, M. E. Mansfield
Evaluation of sera of leptospiral vaccinated
cattle for brucella antibodies. In Proceedings
of the 80th annual meeting of the United States
Animal Health Association , ed. by United States
Animal Health Association. Richmond: Spencer,
pp. 107-13.
With D. N. Tripathy et al.
Evaluation of the immune response of cattle to
single and multiple vaccination with a polyvalent
leptospiral bacterin. In Proceedings of the 80th
annual meeting of the United States Animal Health
Association , ed. by United States Animal Health
Association. Richmond: Spencer, pp. 173-81.
Articles
Immunology of bacterial disease, with special
reference to leptospirosis. Journal of the
American Veterinary Medical Association (170)
991-4.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With D. N. Tripathy, M. E. Mansfield
Leptospiral immunity studies. Update 77. A
research report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural
Center. Urbana : College of Agriculture, 2 pp.
With D. N. Tripathy, M. E. Mansfield, G. F. Cmarik
Leptospirosis control in cattle at the Dixon
Springs Agricultural Center. Update 77. A
research report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural
Center. Urbana: College of Agriculture, 2 pp.
HOFFMANN, WALTER E., Assistant Professor
Articles
The diagnostic value of canine serum alkaline
phosphatase and alkaline phosphatase isoenzymes.
Journal of the American Animal Hospital Associa-
tion (13) 237-41.
With J. L. Dorner
Disappearance rates of intravenously injected
canine alkaline phosphatase isoenzymes. American
Journal of Veterinary Research (38) 1553-6.
With W. E. Renegar, J. L. Dorner
Serum half-life of intravenously injected intes-
tinal and hepatic alkaline phosphatase isoenzymes
in the cat. American Journal of Veterinary
Research (38) 1637-9.
With F. Sturtevant, J. L. Dorner
The effect of three anticonvulsant drugs and ACTH
on canine serum alkaline phosphatase. Journal of
the American Animal Hospital Association (13)
754-7.
With J. Yarrington, D. Macy
Pseudohyperparathyroidism. An animal model of
hypercalcemia associated with lymphosarcoma in
dogs. American Journal of Pathology (89) 531-4.
HUXSOLL, DAVID L. , Associate Professor
Articles
With I. Kakoma et al
.
Autologous lymphocyte-mediated cytotoxicity
against monocytes in canine ehrlichiosis. Ameri-
can Journal of Veterinary Research (38) 1557-9.
KILLINGER, ARDEN H., Associate Professor
Articles
With M. E. Mansfield et al.
Economic impact of infectious bovine keratocon-
junctivitis in beef calves. Veterinary Medicine/
Small Animal Clinician (72) 618-20.
With A. K. Arora, D. N. Tripathy, W. L. Myers
Quantitation and development of immunoglobulins
in bovine tears. Microbiology and Immunology (21)
539-44.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With M. E. Mansfield et al.
Ecology, epidemiology, and control of pinkeye in
cattle. Update 77. A research report of the
Dixon Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana:
College of Agriculture, 3 pp.
KISSIL, MICHELE T. , Research Associate
Articles
With R. A. Crandell, A. R. Smith
Colonization and transmission of Haemophilus somnus
in cattle . American Journal of Veterinary Research
(38) 1749-51.
LEVINE, NORMAN D., Professor
Articles
Nomenclature of Sarcocystis in the ox and sheep
and of fecal coccidia of the dog and cat. Journal
of Parasitology (63) 36-51.
The adeleid coccidia. Protozoology (3) 173-82.
Revision and check-list of the species of the
aseptate gregarine family Monocystidae. Folia
Parasitologica (24) 1-24.
Sarcocystis cernae sp. n. , replacement name for
Sarcocystis sp. CernI and Louckov/, 1976. Folia
Parasitologica (24) 316.
Checklist of the species of the aseptate gregarine
families Aikinetocystidae, Diplocystidae, Allanto-
cystidae, Schaudinnellidae, Ganymedidae, and
Enterocystidae. Journal of Invertebrate Pathology
(29) 175-81.
Taxonomy of Toxoplasma . Journal of Protozoology
(24) 36-41.
Revision and checklist of the species (other than
Lecudina) of the aseptate gregarine family
Lecudinidae. Journal of Protozoology (24) 41-52.
Letter to the editor. Journal of Protozoology
(24) 436.
Checklist of the species of the aseptate gregarine
family Urosporidae. International Journal for
Parasitology (7) 101-8.
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With W. M. Guterbock
Coccidia and intestinal nematodes of east central
Illinois cats. Journal of the American Veteri -
nary Medical Association (170) 1411-13.
With C.-K. Hsu
Degree-day concept in development of infective
larvae of Haemonchus contortus and Trichostrongy -
lus colubriformis under constant and cyclic
conditions. TUnerican Journal of Veterinary
Research (38) 1115-19.
With M. E. Mansfield, K. S. Todd, Jr.
Developmental arrest of Haemonchus contortus
larvae in lambs given larval inoculum exposed to
different temperatures and storage conditions.
American Journal of Veterinary Research (38)
803-6.
With M. E. Mansfield, K. S. Todd, Jr.
The effects of photoperiod during development and
storage on maturation of Haemonchus contortus
larvae. Journal of Parasitology (63) 954-6.
With R. R. Nye
A survey of blood and other tissue parasites of
leopard frogs Rana pipiens in the United States.
Journal of Wildlife Diseases (13) 17-23.
With K. S. Todd, Jr.
Survival of free-living stages of sheep nematodes
on pasture. Illinois Research (19:No.2) 12-13.
With K. S. Todd, Jr., B. N. Wagher
Effects of repeated desiccation on survival of
infective Cooper ia punctata larvae. Journal of
Parasitology (63) 956-7.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With K. S. Todd, Jr., M. E. Mansfield
Haemonchus contortus infections in Targhee cross
and blackbelly Barbados cross lambs. Update 77.
A research report of the Dixon Springs Agricul-
tural Center. Urbana: College of Agriculture,
3 pp.
Parasitology. The biology of animal parasites,
by E. R. Noble, G. A. Noble. Journal of Proto-
zoology (24) 121.
Bibliography of the avian blood-inhabiting proto-
zoa, by C. M. Herman et al. Journal of Proto-
zoology (24) 163.
Symbiosis. Symposia of the Society for Experi-
mental Biology no. 29, by D. H. Jennings, D. L.
Lee, eds. Journal of Protozoology (24) 200.
Comision para la compilacion del Indico-Catalogo
de Zooparasites Ibericos. III. Cestodos. IV.
Nematodes. Anejos, compiled by M. Cordero del
Campillo et al. Journal of Parasitology (63) 239.
Les problemes de I'espece dans le Re^ne Animal.
Tome I. Soc. Zool. France Mem. no. 38, by C.
Bocquet, J. Genermont, M. Lamotie, eds. Journal
of Protozoology (24) 283.
Genetic aspects of host-parasite relationships.
Symposia of the British Society for Parasitology,
vol. 14, by A. E. R. Taylor, R. Muller, eds.
Journal of Protozoology (24) 312.
Parasitologie. Lehrbuch fUr Studierende der Human-
und Veterindrmedizin, der Biologie und der Agrar-
biologie, by W. Frank. Journal of Protozoology
(24) 344.
Advances in parasitology, vol. 14, by B. Dawes, ed.
Journal of Protozoology (24) iS'i.
Annual review of microbiology, vol. 30, by H. P.
Starr, J. L. Ingraham, S. Raffel, eds. Journal of
Protozoology (24) 369.
Protozoa, by A. Westphal in collaboration with
H. MUhlpfordt. Journal of Protozoology (24) 419.
Biology of the Kinetoplastida, vol. 1, by W. H. R.
Lumsden, D. A. Evans, eds. Journal of Protozoology
(24) 436.
Proceedings of the International Conference on
Amebiasis organized by the Centro de Estudios
sobre Amibiasis, Mexico City, October 27-29, 1975,
by B. Sepulveda, L. S. Diamond, eds. Journal of
Protozoology (24) 458.
Foundations of parasitology, by G. D. Schmidt,
L. S. Roberts. Journal of Protozoology (24) 539.
Introduction to animal parasitology, 2nd ed., by
J. D. Smyth. Journal of Protozoology (24) 565.
Parasitic protozoa, vol. 1. Taxonomy, kineto-
plastids, and flagellates of fish, by J. P. Kreier,
ed. Journal of Protozoology (24) 574.
MANSFIELD, MANFORD E., Professor
Chapters in Books
With L. E. Hanson, D. N. Tripathy
Evaluation of sera of leptospiral vaccinated
cattle for brucella antibodies. In Proceedings of
the 80th annual meeting of the United States
Animal Health Association , ed. by United States
Animal Health Association. Richmond: Spencer,
pp. 107-13.
With D. N. Tripathy et al.
Evaluation of the immune response of cattle to
single and multiple vaccination with a polyvalent
leptospiral bacterin. In Proceedings of the 80th
annual meeting of the United States Animal Health
Association , ed. by United States Animal Health
Association. Richmond: Spencer, pp. 17 3-81.
Articles
With A. H. Killinger et al.
Economic impact of infectious bovine keratocon-
junctivitis in beef calves. Veterinary Medicine/
Small Animal Clinician (72) 618-20.
With N. D. Levine, K. S. Todd, Jr.
The effects of photoperiod during development and
storage on maturation of Haemonchus contortus
larvae. Journal of Parasitology (63) 954-6.
With K. S. Todd, Jr., N. D. Levine
Developmental arrest of Haemonchus contortus
larvae in lambs given larval inoculum exposed to
different temperatures and storage conditions.
American Journal of Veterinary Research (38) 803-6.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With D. E. Brown et al
.
Heat stress - nutrition interaction in ovine fetal
dwarfism. Update 77. A research report of the
Dixon Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana:
College of Agriculture, 2 pp.
With L. E. Hanson, D. N. Tripathy
Leptospiral immunity studies. Update 77. A
research report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural
Center. Urbana: College of Agriculture, 2 pp.
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with L. E. Hanson, D. N. Tripathy, G. F. Cmarik
Leptospirosis control in cattle at the Dixon
Springs Agricultural Center. Update 77. A
research report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural
Center. Urbana: College of Agriculture, 2 pp.
With D. P. Holzgraefe et al.
The effects of acid treatment of hay baled at
high moisture levels. Update 77. A research
report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural Center.
Urbana: College of Agriculture, 6 pp.
With C. J. Kaiser et al.
Pasture evaluation of tall fescue varieties.
Update 77. A research report of the Dixon Springs
Agricultural Center. Urbana: College of Agri-
culture, 3 pp.
With C. J. Kaiser et al
.
Effect of foliar stimulant on pasture and animal
grazing performance. Update 77. A research
report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural Center.
Urbana: College of Agriculture, 3 pp.
With A. H. Killinger et al.
Ecology, epidemiology, and control of pinkeye in
cattle. Update 77. A research report of the
Dixon Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana:
College of Agriculture, 3 pp.
With R. Ogden et al
.
Coyote predation in sheep at the Dixon Springs
Agricultural Center. Update 77. A research
report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural Center
.
Urbana: College of Agriculture, 3 pp.
With T. D. Saxe, H. A. Cate, G. F. Cmarik
1977 ELSA beef expo. Update 77. A research report
of the Dixon Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana:
College of Agriculture, 2 pp.
With K. S. Todd, Jr., N. D. Levine
Haemonchus contortus infections in Targhee cross
and blackbelly Barbados cross lambs. Update 77.
A research report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural
Center. Urbana: College of Agriculture, 3 pp.
With M. H. Wallace et al.
Use of Pasteurella vaccine to prevent pneumonia
in young lambs. Update 77. A research report of
the Dixon Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana:
College of Agriculture, 2 pp.
With M. H. Wallace, J. M. Lewis, F. C. Hinds
Barbados blackbelly potential. Update 77. A
research report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural
Center. Urbana: College of Agriculture, 4 pp.
With G. T. Woods
Exposure of vaccinated gilts to swine influenza
virus. Update 77. A research report of the Dixon
Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana: College of
Agriculture, 1 p.
With G. T. Woods
Health implications for feeding antibiotics to SPF
pigs. Update 77. A research report of the Dixon
Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana: College of
Agriculture, 8 pp.
With G. T. Woods, G. F. Cmarik, R. A. Crandell
Ruminal ulcers in beef calves self-fed a ration
containing antimicrobial agents. Update 77. A
research report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural
Center. Urbana: College of Agriculture, 1 p.
With G. T. Woods, R. A. Crandell, C. J. Kaiser
Comparisons of attempts to prevent acute respira-
tory disease in beef calves purchased at Illinois
auctions. Update 77. A research report of the
Dixon Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana: College
of Agriculture, 4 pp.
With G. T. Woods, H. S. Wright, B. A. Blackburn
The effect of feeding antibiotics on the complement-
fixation test for Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae in pigs.
Update 77. A research report of the Dixon Springs
Agricultural Center. Urbana: College of Agricul-
ture, 2 pp.
MARTIN, RUSSELL J. , Associate Professor
Articles
With P. R. Schnurrenberger, J. F. Walker
Mortality in Illinois veterinarians. Journal of
the American Veterinary Medical Association (170)
1071-5.
MEYER, RICHARD C, Professor
Articles
With J. Simon
Intestinal emphysema (pneumatosis cystoides intes-
tinalis) in a gnotobiotic pig. Canadian Journal of
Comparative Medicine (41) 302-5.
With J. J. Turek
Studies on a canine intestinal spirochete: I. Its
isolation, cultivation and ultrastructure.
Canadian Journal of Comparative Medicine (41)
332-7.
MYERS, WALTER L., Professor
Articles
With A. K. Arora, D. N. Tripathy, A. H. Killinger
Quantitation and development of immunoglobulins
in bovine tears. Microbiology and Immunology
(21) 539-44.
With D. Lurie, J. C. Cicciarelli
Thymectomy in the adult mouse: A new approach.
Laboratory Animal Science (27:No.2) 235-7.
REYNOLDS, HARRY A., JR., Associate Professor
Articles
With T. J. Burke, J. H. Sokolowski
A 180-day tolerance-efficacy study with mibolerone
for suppression of estrus in the cat. American
Journal of Veterinary Research (38) 469-77,
RISTIC, MIODRAG, Professor
Chapters in Books
Babesia in man and wild and laboratory-adapted
mammals. In Parasitic protozoa, vol. IV , ed. by
Kreier. New York: Academic Press, pp. 53-76.
Bovine anaplasmosis. In Parasitic protozoa, vol .
IV , ed. by Kreier. New York: Academic Press,
pp. 235-49.
With C. A. Carson
Methods of immunoprophylaxis against bovine ana-
plasmosis "with emphasis on use of the attenuated
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Anaplasma marginale vaccine. In Incnunity to blood
parasites of animals and man , ed. by Miller, Pino,
and McKelvey. New York: Plenum Press, pp. 151-61.
With R. D. Smith
Ehrlichiae. In Parasitic protozoa, vol. IV , ed.
by Kreier. New York: Academic Press, pp. 295-322.
Articles
With C. A. Carson, D. M. Sells
Cell-mediated immune response to virulent and
attenuated Anaplasma marginale administered to
cattle in live and inactivated forms. American
Journal of Veterinary Research (38) 173-9.
With C. A. Carson, D. M. Sells
Cell-mediated immunity related to challenge expo-
sure of cattle inoculated with virulent and
attenuated strains of Ajiaplasma marginale . Ameri-
can Journal of Veterinary Research (38) 1167-72.
With I. Kakoma et al.
Autologous lymphocyte-mediated cytotoxicity against
monocytes in canine ehrlichiosis. American Journal
of Veterinary Research (38) 1557-9.
With G. E. Lewis, Jr. et al
.
The brown dog tick Rhipicephalus sanguineus and the
dog as experimental hosts of Ehrlichia canis .
American Journal of Veterinary Research (38)
1953-5.
With A. Morilla, A. E. Ritchie, P. J. Sprino
Comparison of intestinal (Illinois strain) and cell
culture-adapted (M-HP strain) viral populations of
transmissible gastroenteritis of swine. American
Journal of Veterinary Research (38) 1491-5.
With M. Osorno
Anaplasmosis bovina con enfasis en control, diag-
nostico, distribucion de la enfermedad en Mexico y
uso de una vacuna atenuada de Anaplasma marginale .
Veterinaria Mexico (8) 85-98.
With M. Perez, C. A. Carson
Cell-mediated immune response in hamsters infected
with Babesia microti . Veterinary Parasitology
(3) 161-7.
With P. J, Sprino, A. Morilla
Intestinal immune response of feeder pigs to infec-
tion with transmissible gastroenteritis virus.
American Journal of Veterinary Research (37) 171-5.
SCHMIDT, JAMES M. , Teaching Associate
Articles
With K. S. Todd, Jr., A. M. Gallina
Eimeria dunsingi Farr, 1960: A coccidium of the
parakeet, Melopsittacus undulatus . Proceedings of
the Helminthological Society of Washington (44)
188-90.
SEAMAN, WILLIAM J., Assistant Professor
Articles
Phycomycosis associated with encephalitis caused by
Haemophilus somnus in a heifer. Journal of the
American Veterinary Medical Association (171)
435-7.
SEGRE, DIEGO, Professor
Articles
With M. Segre
Age-related changes in B and T lymphocytes and
decline of humoral immune responsiveness in aged
mice. Mechanisms of Ageing and Development (6)
115-29.
SEGRE, MARIANGELA, Assistant Professor
Articles
With D. Segre
Age-related changes in B and T lymphocytes and
decline of humoral immune responsiveness in aged
mice. Mechanisms of Ageing and Development (6)
115-29.
SELLS, DONALD M. , Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
With R. A. Crandell
Laboratory methods for differential diagnosis of
bovine papular stomatitis. In Proceedings of the
1st international symposium of veterinary labora-
tory diagnosticians . Mexico : AVEPAD
, pp. 843-51
.
Articles
With C. A. Carson, M. Ristic
Cell-mediated immune response to virulent and
attenuated Anaplasma marginale administered to
cattle in live and inactivated forms. American
Journal of Veterinary Research (38) 173-9.
With C. A. Carson, M. Ristic
Cell-mediated immunity related to challenge expo-
sure of cattle inoculated with virulent and
attenuated strains of Anaplasma marginale . Ameri-
can Journal of Veterinary Research (38) 1167-72.
SIMON, JOSEPH, Professor
Articles
With S. E. Curtis, J. G. Drummond
Atmospheric ammonia affects swine health. Illinois
Research (19:No.4) 8-9.
With R. C. Meyer
Intestinal emphysema (pneumatosis cystoides intes-
tinalis) in a gnotobiotic pig. Canadian Journal of
Comparative Medicine (41) 302-5.
With J. T. Yen, H. Jensen
Effect of dietary raw soybean and soybean trypsin
inhibitor on trypsin and chymotrypsin activities
in the pancreas and in small intestinal juice of
growing swine. Journal of Nutrition (107:No.l)
156-65.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With M. E. Mansfield et al.
Use of Pasteurella vaccine to prevent pneumonia in
young lambs. Update 77. A research report of the
Dixon Springs Agricultural Center, Urbana:
College of Agriculture, 2 pp.
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SMITH, ARNOLD R. , Assistant Professor
Articles
With R. A. Crandell, M. Kissil
Colonization and transmission of Haemophilus
somnus in cattle. American Journal of Veterinary
Research (38) 1749-51.
SMITH, RONALD D., Assistant Professor
Chapters in Books
With M. Ristic
Ehrlichiae, In Parasitic protozoa, vol. IV
,
ed. by Kreier. New York; Academic Press,
pp. 295-322.
Current world research on ticks and tick-borne
diseases of food producing animals. Interciencia
(2) 335-44.
With G. E. Lewis, Jr. et al
.
The brown dog tick Rhipicephalus sanguineus and
the dog as experimental hosts of Ehrlichia canis .
American Journal of Veterinary Research (38)
1953-5.
THILSTED, JOHN P., Assistant Professor
Articles
With M. Shifrine
Lymphocyte transformation in the dog: Response of
lymphocytes from normal and immune dogs to phyta-
hemagglutinin, coccidioidin, and purified protein
derivative. American Journal of Veterinary
Research (38) 81-7.
TODD, KENNETH S., JR., Professor
Chapters in Books
Coccidia of mammals except man. In Parasitic
protozoa, vol. Ill , ed. by Kreier. New York:
Academic Press, pp. 71-99.
Articles
Effect of feedlot runoff on free-living aquatic
ciliated protozoa. Illinois Water Resources Center
Research Report (131) 1-13.
With A. H. Brightman, L. C. Helper
Heartworm in the anterior chamber of a dog's eye.
Veterinary Medicine/Small Animal Clinician
(72) 1021-3.
With J. V. Ernst
New geographic record and redescription of the
sporulated oocyst of Eimeria pellita Supperer 1952
from Alabama cattle. Proceedings of the Helmin-
thological Society of Washington (44) 221-3.
With J. V. Ernst, W. P. Barnard
Endogenous stages of Eimeria sigmodontis (Protozoa:
Eimeriidae) in the cotton rat, Sigmodon hispidus .
International Journal of Parasitology (7) 373-81.
With A. M. Gallina, J. M. Schmidt
Eimeria dunsingi Farr, 1960: A coccidium of the
parakeet, Melopsittacus undulatus . Proceedings of
the Helminthological Society of Washington
(44) 188-90.
With H. S. Gosser, D. P. Hamilton
Klossiella equi Baumann, 1946 (Sporozoa:
Eucoccidiorida) from an Illinois horse. Veteri-
nary Medicine/Small Animal Clinician (72) 443-8.
With R. M. Kipnis
Pelodera strongyloides in the urine of a cat.
Feline Practice (7) 16-19.
With N. D. Levine
Survival of free-living stages of sheep nematodes
on pasture. Illinois Research (19:No.2) 12-13.
With N. D. Levine, M. E. Mansfield
The effects of photoperiod during development and
storage on maturation of Haemonchus contortus
larvae. Journal of Parasitology (63) 954-6.
With N. D. Levine, B. N. Wagher
Effects of repeated desiccation on survival of
infective Cooperia punctata larvae. Journal of
Parasitology (63) 956-7.
With M. E. Mansfield, N. D. Levine
Developmental arrest of Haemonchus contortus
larvae in lambs given larval inoculum exposed to
different temperatures and storage conditions.
American Journal of Veterinary Research (38)
803-6.
With N. J. Wosu et al.
Diagnosis of encephalitozoonosis in experimentally
infected rabbits by intradermal and immunofluores-
cence tests. Laboratory Animal Care (27) 210-16.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With N. D. Levine, M. E. Mansfield
Haemonchus contortus infections in Targhee cross
and blackbelly Barbados cross lambs. Update 77.
A research report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural
Center. Urbana: College of Agriculture, 3 pp.
Reviews
Indicie - Catalogo de Zooparasites Ibericos. I.
Protozoos. II. Trematodos, by M. Cordero del
Campillo et al . Journal of Parasitology (63) 237.
Protozoology, vol. III. 1977. Fistschrift in
honour of C. A. Hoare, F. R. S. on the occasion of
his 85th birthday, by A. J. Duggan et al. Jour-
nal of Protozoology (24) 257.
TOMPKINS, WAYNE A. F., Associate Professor
Articles
With G. RamaRao, W. E. Rawls, D. Y. E. Percy
Macrophage activation in congenitally athymic mice
raised under conventional or germ free conditions.
Journal of the Reticuloendothelial Society (21)
13-20.
With K. L. Rosenthal et al.
Variants of a human colon adenocarcinoma cell line
which differ in morphology and CEA production.
Cancer Research (37) 4024.
With K. E. Rosenthal, J. T. Wachsman
Fibrinolytic activity associated with cultured
human neoplastic and normal cells. Molecular
Cellular Biochemistry (15) 149.
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TRIPATHY, DEOKI N. , Associate Professor
Chapters in Books
With L. E. Hanson
Experiences with fowlpox vaccines. In Proceedings
of the 26th western poultry disease conference
and 11th poultry health symposium , ed. by Rosenwald.
Davis: Cooperative Extension, pp. 91-4.
With L. E. Hanson
Fowlpox and its effect on laying hens. In Proceed -
ings of the 26th western poultry disease confer -
ence and 11th poultry health symposium , ed . by
Rosenwald. Davis: Cooperative Extension, pp. 85-
90.
With L. E. Hanson, M. E. Mansfield
Evaluation of sera of leptospiral vaccinated
cattle for brucella antibodies. In Proceedings
of the 80th annual meeting of the United States
Animal Health Association , ed. by United States
Animal Health Association. Richmond: Spencer,
pp. 107-13.
With L. E. Hanson et al.
Evaluation of the immune response of cattle to
single and multiple vaccination with a poly-
valent leptospiral bacterin. In Proceedings of
the 80th annual meeting of the United States
Animal Health Association , ed. by United States
Animal Health Association. Richmond: Spencer,
pp. 173-81.
Articles
With A. K. Arora, A. H. Killinger, W. L. Myers
Quantitation and development of immunoglobulins
in bovine tears. Microbiology and Immunology
(21) 539-44.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With L. E. Hanson, M. E. Mansfield
Leptospiral immunity studies. Update 77. A
research report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural
Center. Urbana: College of Agriculture, 2 pp.
With L. E. Hanson, M. E. Mansfield, G. F. Cmarik
Leptospirosis control in cattle at the Dixon
Springs Agricultural Center. Update 77. A
research report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural
Center. Urbana: College of Agriculture, 2 pp.
WOODS, GEORGE T., Professor
Articles
With H. S. Wright, B. A. Blackburn
A comparative study of the complement-fixation
test for Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae in SPF and non-
SPF herds of swine in Illinois. Veterinary Micro -
biology (1) 459-65.
Bulletins and Technical Reports
With M. E. Mansfield
Exposure of vaccinated gilts to swine influenza
virus. Update 77. A research report of the Dixon
Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana: College of
Agriculture, 1 p.
With M. E. Mansfield
Health implications for feeding antibiotics to SPF
pigs. Update 77. A research report of the Dixon
Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana: College of
Agriculture, 8 pp.
With M. E. Mansfield, G. F. Cmarik, R. A. Crandell
Ruminal ulcers in beef calves self-fed a ration
containing antimicrobial agents. Update 77. A
research report of the Dixon Springs Agricultural
Center. Urbana: College of Agriculture, 1 p.
With M. E. Mansfield, R. A. Crandell, C. J. Kaiser
Comparison of attempts to prevent acute respira-
tory disease in beef calves purchased at Illinois
auctions. Update 77. A research report of the
Dixon Springs Agricultural Center. Urbana: College
of Agriculture, 4 pp.
With M. E. Mansfield, H. S. Wright, B. A. Blackburn
The effect of feeding antibiotics on the complement-
fixation test for Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae in pigs.
Update 77. A research report of the Dixon Springs
Agricultural Center. Urbana: College of Agricul-
ture, 2 pp.
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS IN VETERINARY .-ffiDICAL SCIENCE
Kakoma, Ibulaimu (H. Ristic) , Immunologically mediated
target cell injury in canine ehrlichiosis and
bovine anaplasmosis.
Lewis, George Elder Jr. (H. Ristic), The effect of
serum and macrophages derived from Ehrlichia
canis- immune dogs on the in^ vitro growth and
development of Ehrlichia canis .
Mock, Richard Edwin (D. O. Morgan), Antibody
resDonse of the fetus and adult equine to
Venezuelan equine encephalomyelitis virus
(VEE-TC-84) : Immunoglobulins G .. , M, and T.
a&b
I
OFFICE OF VICE PRESIDENT FOR PUBLIC SERVICE
ESKRIDGE, HOWARD D., Instructor
Articles
Planning, cooperation vital to fire protection in
jails. Fire Engineering (131:2) 44.
FLAMMANG, CHRISTOPHER J . , Professor
Bulletins
The police perspective in child abuse and neglect.
Gaithersburg, Maryland: International Association
of Chiefs of Police. 80 pp.
Federal standards in child abuse—law enforcement.
Washington: National Institute for Advanced Study.
565 pp.
Articles
Toward an understanding of the police role in child
protection. Minnesota Police Journal . (49:6)23-8.
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JOHNSON, MERTON L., Assistant Professor
Career education. Springfield: Illinois Office of
Education. 28 minutes. color.
MANELLA, FRANK L. Professor
Edited Book
Youth and the law in Illinois. Champaign: Police
Training Institute. 83 pp.
Chapter in Book
Supplement #1. In Youth and the Law in Illinois .
Champaign: Police Training Institute. 83 pp.
Articles
Women in law enforcement. Illinois Police Officer .
(8:1) 77.
Phenomenon of rape. Illinois Police Officer .
(8:2) 78-9.
American family under stress. Illinois Police
Officer . (8:3) 91, 113.
Police-juvenile diversion. Illinois Police
Officer . (8:4) 151, 128.
MAUPIN, FELIX C, Instructor
Books
with W. B. Ziel and H. M. Henson
State of Illinois breath-alcohol test training
manual. Champaign: Police Training Institute.
109 pp.
TRAVELSTEAD, CHARLES E., Associate Professor
Articles
DHI and implied consent. Illinois Police Officer .
(8:1) 55, 57.
Police interrogation-custodial or non-custodial?
Illinois Police Association Official Journal ,
(30:3) 25, 27.
Sixth amendment right to counsel. Illinois Police
Association Official Journal , (30:4) 23-25.
Search and seizure-the warrant requirement.
Illinois Police Association Official Journal .
(30:5) 30-1.
ZOOLOGY
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
Burr, Brooks Milo (P. W. Smith), Systematics of the
North American percid fishes of the subgenus
Microperca
,
genus Etheostoma .
McCoy, John Wynne (D. L. Nanney) , Recombination in
Tetrahymena thermophila .
Schemske, Douglas William (M. Willson) , Evolution
of reproductive characteristics in some flowering
plants.
Singer, Robert Gary (M. R. Matteson) , The biology
of Aeolosoma (Annelida)
.
ZIEL, WALTER B., Professor
Books
with F. C. Maupin and H. M. Henson
State of Illinois breath-alcohol test training
manual. Champaign: Police Training Institute.
109 pp.
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